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Preface 
 
 
Research on the history of Black Studies is being taken to a new level of 
empirical investigation with this series of documentary case studies.  We are 
proud to be launching this from the Department of African American Studies 
and the Graduate School of Library and Information Science at the University 
of Illinois.  We will carry this work forward in the spirit of academic 
excellence and social responsibility. 
 
Our first four volumes in this series are as follows: 
 
1. Black Studies @ South Suburban Community College 
Jonathan Hamilton, editor 
 
2. Black Studies @ Loyola University 
Ruth Hoffman, editor 
 
3. Black Studies @ University of Illinois @ Springfield 
Tony Laing, editor 
 
4. Black Studies @ Northwestern 
Marie-Edith LeNoble, editor 
 
The general narrative of Black Studies over the last 40 years can be summed 
up in three historical experiences: 
 
1. Black Studies as social movement  
 
2. Black Studies as academic profession  
 
3. Black Studies as knowledge network 
 
These are over-lapping identities for Black Studies, and can be more or less 
important on any given campus depending on the circumstances.  Racist attacks 
can provoke student mobilization and protest.  All campus programs are 
official academic units and governed by campus rules and regulations as well 
as the standards developed by national professional organizations and 
journals.  Further the information revolution is transforming higher 
education and that includes Black Studies as email and web sites have 
reinvented our communication, curriculum, and the research process.  A full 
discussion of Black Studies will include all three of these historical 
experiences. 
 
Each documentary volume covers an individual campus experience, basic primary 
documents from the original demands for Black Studies to a down load of the 
website at the time the data collection was developed.  The main distribution 
will be through the web based archive at the University of Illinois called 
IDEALS (http://hdl.handle.net/2142/14913).  In addition a bound volume will be 
deposited at the campus being documented, the Vivian Harsh Collection of the 
Chicago Public Library, and the University of Illinois (Urbana).  We 
anticipate that each volume will only be a beginning and will lead to 
additional volumes on each campus by scholarship of students, faculty and 
researchers.  The main objective is to be comprehensive and make this 
material available to everyone in the world. 
4
 
Our goal is to reach out to every program in the country and establish a 
national data set in the spirit of how the slave narratives were developed, a 
collective effort to document a historical experience that will stand the 
test of time and provide a fertile field for research.  Black Studies is one 
of the most important achievements of the Black Power movement.  We have 
launched this series because of the significance of this historical practice 
that lives into the 21st century. 
 
 
 
 
Abdul Alkalimat 
Professor 
Department of African American Studies 
Graduate School of Library and Information Science 
University of Illinois 
mcworter@illinois.edu 
 
 
 
 
Spring, 2010 
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8Introduction 
9I began this archival research project on the Black/Urban Studies program at 
South Suburban Community College (SSCC hereafter) in the fall semester of 2009 in 
the course titled, Core Problems in African American Studies (Afro-SOO), taught by Dr. 
Abdul Alkalimat at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Before beginning 
the project, I read the book, "From Black Power to Black Studies." by Fabio Rojas, 
whom I had the lUXUry of having as a guest speaker in our class. I had the 
opportunity to ask questions and to gain further insight on how to conduct 
individual archival research project Using Rojas's book, to help guide my steps in 
navigating the archives and collecting the right information was invaluable. 
However, actually going through the process of conducting an archival research 
project, while making some mistakes along the way, the countless road trips, and 
developing relationships with those that were behind the scenes in the creation of 
the Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC was an experience that a sound book 
could not provide. 
I chose to conduct my archival research on South Suburban Community 
College's Black/Urban Studies program simply because I wanted to do something 
different than my colleagues. Most of them chose to do their projects on well-known 
four-year college/institution. I wanted to conduct my archival research project on a 
college/institution that was seemingly closer to the community. Often times, you 
rarely hear or see the struggles and progressiveness of community colleges and 
their impact on surrounding communities. Conducting my archival research on 
South Suburban Community College's Black/Urban Studies program allowed me to 
gain information about how an institution can fit a Black Studies program at an 
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institution that focuses on job training. It also became apparent to me some of the 
strengths and weakness of a community college compared to a four-year 
college/institution's willingness and demand to provide ethnic 
programs/departments and cultural centers for it's students and community 
members. 
It is true that leaders are ordinary people who do extraordinary things that 
guide and inspire others to do the right thing; those that were apart of the creation 
of the Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC are no exception to this. It is evident 
from this archival research project that it only takes one person or a small group of 
people to start something that is righteous and justice for others, but it takes many 
to continue that legacy for the upcoming and future members of society. Those that 
helped in the process of creating and expanding the Black/Urban studies program at 
SSCC did a great deed that helped many people, but where is the continued effort to 
make sure that the Black/Urban Studies program lasted? I hope my efforts in 
conducting this archival research project will be a catalyst for the discussion to re-
gain the Black/Urban Studies program and Culture Center at SSCC. 
This archival research project is divided into fourteen sections that entail 
facts, history, leadership, and revolutionary thoughts, as well as other developments 
leading to the creation and downfall of the Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC. 
In Section 2, the chronology lists key dates, and provides a historical analysis 
during the years 1969-1985 by using highlights from yearbooks and the school 
newspaper. These events, dates, a listing of faculty, staff, board of trustees, 
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administration reports, and campus maps help contextualize what the culture 
climate w~s like during that particular period of the creation and downfall of the 
Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC. I should also note that the majority of this 
information in this section was provided from the Historical Analysis For 
Educational Review, Volumes 1-3, which was prepared by William J. Hafer, former 
Dean of Human Resources. 
Section 3, provides documents on course offerings and student 
organizations from SSCC's course catalogs and student handbook. This section 
needs more work because of partial documents. 
Section4, includes Wikipedia and other website downloads on Harvey, 
Illinois, South Suburban Community College and on other information that is 
pertinent in this archival research project. 
Section 5, is the oral histories/digital interviews that I conducted on some of 
the key people that helped create the Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC. The 
DVD provided in this section will include narratives from Art Burton (former 
student in the Black/Urban Studies program and current faculty member at SSCC), 
Azeal Branch (former secretary from 1972-1975 in the Black/Urban Studies 
program at SSCC), and David N. Johnson (former and first Black mayor of Harvey, 
Illinois, and former Head of the Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC, he is also a 
current faculty member at SSCC). Please watch the DVDs. 
Section 6, includes one of the main curricula that was used in the 
Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC. 
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Section 7, is a section dedicated to the student activism that was connected 
to the Black/Urban Studies Program. It includes highlights and editorials from 
yearbooks and school newspaper. 
Section 8, is a collection of documents that breakdown the main events, 
programs, and student groups that came out of or was connected to the 
Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC. 
Section 9, includes the finding aide from the archival room at SSCC's main 
library. The information provided on this finding aide was quite useful in helping 
me locate specific documents. 
Section 10, is an important section that is dedicated to Mr. David N. Johnson. 
It highlights and includes important documents that trace his journey in becoming 
the first Black mayor of Harvey, Illinois. This section will entail writings, editorial, 
and programs developed by Mr. David N. Johnson. 
Section 11, includes my autobiography, research interests and scholarship. 
It also provides personal information about me as a researcher. 
Section 12, is the appendices section that includes summary, methods, and 
interview questions. I should also note that this section is very limited and needs 
further attention. 
Section 13, is a bibliography of work cited within this archival research 
project 
Section 14, is a webliography that cites sources used for this archival 
research project from the internet. 
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The First Fifty Years 
Early Growth of Thornton Junior College 
1. Thornton Junior College started in a few rooms (some from a remodeled boiler 
room) in the Thornton Township High School Building at 151st and Broadway 
in Harvey, illinois, and gradually expanded to one building, 23,000 square feet, 
located on 103.7 acres at 15800 S. State Street, South Holland, lllinois. 
2. T.J.C. grew from one township of 36 square miles, to parts of three townships 
encompassing to 94 square miles. 
3. It began with 47 students, 15 full and part-time faculty (this included 3 of the 
administrators), 4 administrators, and by 1977, had increased to 9,701 students, 
132 full-time and 179 part-time faculty, 8 division heads a..Ttd 21 other 
administrators. 
4. It changed from a small evening school carefully separated from the day school 
in the use of materials, to one operation of day and evening school with the 
same privileges for everyone. 
5. Fifteen students received a degree in June, 1929, and 651 received a degree in 
June, 1977. 
6. The library began in one small room. After ten years of existence it contained 
8,000 books, employed 1 librarian, and posted hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. By 
1977, it expanded to three levels, with 30,000 books, audio-visual equipment, 
films and tapes, one dean, four professional staff members, hours from 7:45 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m., and was r~med the Learning Resource Center. 
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7. It began as Thornton Junior College in 1927, and was renamed Thornton 
Community College in 1969. 
On September 19, 1927, Thornton Junior College, under the jurisdiction of the 
Board of Education of Cook County High School District 205, opened its doors to 30 
men and 17 women students, 15 faculty, and offered 9 curricula. 
The previous spring, on May 12, 1927, the Board of Education met in a special 
session at 8:30 p.m. pursuant to the call of the chairman, Dr. Noble, to pass upon the 
matter of establishing a junior college: 
It was moved by Mr. Gibson, seconded by Mr. Dickey the following "certificate 
of levy" be adopted: We hereby certify that we require the sum of two-
hundred-forty thousand dollars to be levied as special tax for educational 
purposes, and the sum of eighty-five thousand dollars to be levied as a special 
tax for building purposes, on the equalized assessed value of the taxable 
property of our district, for the year 1927. 
Signed this 12th day of May, 1927. 
Thomas A Noble, President 
G. N. Burnett, Secretary, District 205, Cook County 
Motion carried, all members voting /lyes." 
No further matters coming before the board on the motion of Mr. Waterman, 
seconded by Mr. McDougall, Board adjourned. 
Board of Education Minutes, 1927 
By 1927, however, the concept of offering education to those students beyond 
high school was not new. Joliet, generally considered the birthplace of the junior 
college, and a neighbor to Thornton, opened its school in 1901; but as far back as 
1917, Thornton Township High School offered evening classes for everyone from 
"gray-haired men and women to young folks." 
Fortunately, Dr. William McVey, superintendent of the high school, was a 
strong proponent of the junior college movement. In the beginning of the first 
college catalog, Dr. McVey stated the reasons for its establishment and his hopes for (. 
". 
its future: 
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A very significant step in educational advancement was taken by Thornton 
Township when the junior college opened its doors on September 19, 1927. 
The growth of the junior college movement throughout the United States 
during the last two decades has been very rapid. In this short period of time, 
the number of junior colleges in the country has increased from thirty-five to 
more than three-hundred. It has always been the aim of those in charge of 
the educational work at Thornton Township High School that the 
educational advantages offered shall not be second to any in the land, and 
with this idea in mind, the junior college was organized. 
The junior college offers tWo years of college courses that will be transferable 
to four-year colleges and universities. In this way, the College will serve 
those who expect to continue their education in higher institutions of 
learning. It will also serve the purpose of offering training to those who 
expect to enter the occupations, and will provide an opportunity for the 
rounding out of a general education. One significant advantage of the junior 
college in this township is the opportunity that is offered to continue home 
influences during the social immaturity of the child. A favorable situation is 
created in the College for the development of social and character 
independence which will not be easily overturned when the student must 
leave home to continue his education elsewhere. It is the belief of many that 
the home is broken too early when the child steps from the high school to a 
college environment which is removed from his local community. 
And because this was written at the close of the first year, he could conclude 
the preface in the following optimistic words: 
The results achieved thus far give every promise of even greater success 
than was expected when plans for the organization of the College began to 
take definite shape. The junior college has already become an integral part of 
the scheme of education provided for the young people of Thornton 
Township, and throughout the years to come it will prove of great benefit to 
those interested in an education beyond the regular four years of high school 
work. 
Although Thornton Junior College was the 5th such college established in 
• 
lllinois, there was not specific legal sanction for such a school/institution. In 1931, 
enabling legislation was enacted to ward off attacks by those who questioned the 
legality of the junior college in the public school system, but his legislation validated 
only the program of the Chicago Board of Education. In 1937, further legislation 
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validated existing junior colleges outside of Chicago and permitted the founding of 
others. 
After World War II, the concept of junior colleges grew, extending into 
evening hours, developing curricula in vocational and technical fields, and 
expanding into guidance and adult education services. From these expansions came 
a need for further clarifying the legal status of the junior colleges in TIlinois and 
achieving a firm financial support at the state level. Finally, in the closing days of 
the 1951 legislature, the General Assembly established the junior college as a part of 
the common school system. 
Thornton Junior College continued ·as a part of the common school system 
through 1966. After legislative enactment in July 1965, the TIlinois Public 
Cm:nmunity College System came into eyjstence with Governor Kerner signing 
House Bill 1710 into law. This law created a junior college board to assume the 
functions formerly carried out by the Office of the State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. Broader responsibilities in the occupational areas, general studies and 
community services were assigned to the junior colleges within The Master Plan for 
Higher Education. 
In December of 1965, the College applied for class I status. This followed 
extensive local study and consideration by the college administration, faculty, lay 
advisory committees and the district 205 Board of Education. The separate tax rates 
of 10 cents per $100 assessed valuation of property for the educational fund and 5 
cents per $100 for the building fund were established by resolution of district 205 
,'.- . 
board simultaneously. This. resolution was known as ugoing into Gass I by the back,,- . 
door." 
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The new district, now known as junior college district 510, Cook County, 
consisted of three high school districts, Thornton, Bremen and Thornton Fractional. 
Following approval of the Class I application, an election was held to establish a 
separate junior college board. On June 11, 1966, a board of seven members was 
elected. This was followed by formal organization of the board on June 18. At this 
time, the length of the term of each board member was determined by drawing lots. 
The College was now known as Thornton Junior College District #510. 
It takes money to attend college, and it takes money to run a college. During 
the past 50 years, the sum total needed to run and to attend a college has increased 
many times over. At least three conditions accounted for the increased costs of 
keeping the junior college functioning between 1927 and 1977: an increase in 
students, faculty and commurJty services; a larger physical plant; and inflation. 
Regardless, it's interesting to look at the simple budget adopted by the school board 
on October 17, 1927, for that first year. It totaled $27,496, in contrast to that of 
$6,994,289 for 1975-76. 
The 1927-1928 budget was broken down into salaries of $11,300 for 15 full and 
part-time faculty; $1,200 for the library; $750 for the science department; and $500 for 
miscellaneous expenses. Expenses extraordinary for preparing the physical facilities 
for the new college amounted to $12,015. 
The budget for 1928-1929 increased to $34,069, providing $22,479 for salaries; 
$3,800 for equipping science laboratories, making alterations on existing classrooms, 
and supplying furnishings; and $1,600 for purchasing library books. Until the 
College became a separate entity, the budget did not show building and maintenance 
costs. 
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H budgets were lower in those years, so were the costs of attending school. 
During the first nine years of operation, no tuition was charged to students residing 
in the district. In 1936, residents of the district had to pay a tuition fee of $50 each 
school year, $25 payable each semester. In 1938, this amount was raised to $75 a year, 
$37.50 payable each semester. Tuition stayed at this level until the junior college 
joined the state system as Junior College District #510 in 1967. At this time, the 
method of determining tuition costs was changed from a flat fee to a semester 
hourly charge of $6 per credit hour. In 1970 it was raised to $8 per credit hour, and in 
1977 to $17 per credit hour. 
Students from out-of-district have always had to pay higher tuition. Charges 
were raised from $100 per year in 1927 to $150 in 1936 and continued to be raised 
whenever in-district tuition increased. Out-of-district tuition in 1977 was $38 per 
credit hour. 
There has always been a student fee. Initially, it was a student budget fee of 
$5 per semester for everyone. After two years, it was called an "enrollment fee" but 
was still $5 per semester for in-district and out-of-district students alike. From 1934 
to 1944 in-district students paid $2.50 per semester while out-of-district students paid 
$5 per semester. Then the name of the fee was changed to an "activity fee/' and all 
students were charged $3.00 each semester. After the College b~came junior college 
district #510, the student fee was changed to $1 per credit hour with a minimum of 
$5 and a maximum of $15. By 1976, this had been changed to a flat fee of $8 (called 
student services), and was required of all students taking ten or more hours. A 
schedule of incidental fees and special course fees, varying from year to year and 
course to course, has always existed. 
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When the College opened its doors in 1927, it was financed wholly by tuition, 
fees, and an allotment of local tax money collected by the Board of Education. While 
it still receives money from these sources, it is also financed by funds received from 
the state and federal governments. 
During the late 60's and the 70's, the federal government provided money for 
numerous special projects. Usually this money was obtained from the writing of 
"proposals" outlining the need for and the projected use of the money. The College 
was fortunate in obtaining funds for library resources, reworking of courses, audio-
tutorial projects, Afro-American curriculum, a shorthand laboratory and many 
others. 
Twice in the history of the College, legislation provided funds for operating 
the institution. First, in 1955, state aid for operating costs was provided by the 
General Assembly, providing $100 per student each year. This amount was increased 
to $200 in 1957, and to $7.60 per credit hour of enrollment in 1959. Additionally, 
when the illinois Master Plan became law in 1965, it provided an increase in state 
aid, state funds for site, site improvement and construction. 
The financial burden of attending college has been eased for many students 
through the availability of numerous scholarships. The first one was offered by the 
College in 1934, and granted free tuition for two years to any student who graduated 
with first honors from any high school in Cook County. By 1938, the Harvey 
Woman's Club had established a loan fund for college students, and the Coed 
Alumnae Club offered $35 to the most deserving coed at the end of the first semester 
of her sophomore year. In 1944, two more scholarships were added: (1) an honor 
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scholarship to high school graduates who were in the upper 10 percent of their class, 
and (2) the first memorial scholarship, the Clara Cantrell Scholarship. 
The Clara Cantrell Scholarship Guild was established as a Memorial to the 
late Mrs. Clara Cantrell by her daughter Carrie. This scholarship was co-: 
sponsored by the Church of God in Christ; an organization dedicated to the 
promotion of education among African American youth. Each year, a 
scholarship was given to a worthy African American student from Thornton 
Township High School. 
By 1977, the list of scholarships grew to 34, including several from the State of 
illinois, those federally funded ones, and those established in memory of deceased 
faculty members - the Frederic W. Ring Annual Science Award, the James L. Beck 
Memorial, and the Dr. J. Albert Kindig Memorial. 
Also, the Student Aid Foundation awarded some 30 scholarships each second 
semester to students who exhibited leadership qualities. These were in amounts of 
either $100 or $200, and were distributed to entering freshmen and to sophomores. 
From 1927 to the fall of 1971 the college catalogs listed the location of the 
Collegeasoccupyin~ 
a section of the Thornton Township High School Building located at 151st 
Street and Broadway in Harvey, lllinois. It is within four blocks of either the 
147th Street or 154th Street stations of the lllinois Central suburban trains; in 
addition its location may be designated as one block west of Halsted Street on 
150th Street. 
During the college's residency in the high school complex, it occupied many 
different areas. The first budget had provided $12,015 for alterations in the building 
(converting a boiler room into classrooms, providing additional classrooms, etc.). 
The next year's budget provided $7,371 for completing the library, science, and music 
departments. Good sturdy furnishings, still in use when the college moved to 
South Holland, were purchased with $531 allotted in the first budget and a portion 
of the monies allotted in the second budget. 
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The College occupied its own classrooms in a separate section of the high 
school building. When an addition to the high school was built, the northwest 
door facing Broadway near 150th Street was designated the Junior College entrance, 
and almost all of the classrooms were on the third floor of that addition, including 
the library. The science labs were on the second floor directly underneath that area. 
The College shared gymnasium facilities with the high school in the old Buda Gym 
and in later years, the new gymnasium and field house. Also shared was the 
swimming pool, referred to in the first catalog as "the swimming tank." 
Because of the increasing enrollment, including veterans from World War IT 
returning to college, the United States government, in 1947,gave the Board of 
Education a one-story building, 50 x 96 feet, containing 6 furnished classrooms to be 
used exclusively for the Junior College. This building was popularly known as "The 
Barn" or "Building B." In 1955, the Board of Education erected a second building, 60 
x 112 feet, with seven classrooms. This one became known as "Building C." To 
confuse the unwary in later years, there never was a "Building A." 
The explosion of the student population in the 60's forced the purchase of 
still more buildings. The Nursing Department, opened in 1965, occupied a house on 
Morgan Street, known as Morgan Hall. The next year, three portable buildings were 
erected south of 150th Street on Broadway. Two of these provided additional 
classroom space and one housed a new student center and lecture hall. These 
buildings enabled the College to increase its enrollment by fifty percent. Next, two 
Ilrelocatables" were added to the campus just south of the tennis courts. By the time 
the College moved to South Holland in 1971, it occupied various buildings on and 
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off the high school campus, including rooms in the American Legion Hall and a 
remodeled hardware store building on Broadway. 
In 1971, the college campus was moved to South Holland, on the southwest 
corner of the 103 acres purchased for the new campus at the cost of $1,247,251. This 
move was into a 21 building interim complex with 120,000 square feet for 
classrooms, offices, laboratories, and the library. These interim buildings were 
brightly painted and faced Route 6, causing much comment from passersby. The 
land had been an onion farm, and the brick drying shed was retained to be used by 
the College for storage. 
Ground had been broken for the permanent building on January 23, 1970, but 
construction was halted because of a court suit contesting the legality of the 
legislation establishing the junior college system. So, it was not until August, 1972, 
that Phase I was finished and occupied. Until the fall of 1976, both the new building 
and the interim buildings were in use. Finally, in the fall of 1976, the entire college 
community was housed in the permanent building. This new facility has 5 levels, 
covering 437,596 gross square feet. Also in 1975, with the use of local funds, a 
separate physical education facility which included both classrooms and a basketball 
court was completed. 
The architectural firm, Fitch, Larocca, Carrington and Jones, received an 
award for their campus design from the ''Progressive Architecture" magazine's 17th 
annual competition in 1970. Marvin Fitch, partner in charge of design, said: "We 
went for the prairie look, with bands of recessed windows accentuating the basic 
horizontal look of the concrete building." 
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The junior college has thus truly expanded physically in its 50 years of 
existence. No longer can the student complain that it's just like going to two more 
years of high school. 
The original purpose in founding the junior college was to offer two years of 
college work acceptable to colleges and universities. Although mention was made 
of occupational training and opportunities to complement a general education, the 
first courses were directed to the basic purpose of preparing the student for a 
successful transfer to a senior college. Requirements for admission to Thornton 
Junior College were the same as those for admission to the University of lllinois, 
and the curricula paralleled those of the University. The 1932 catalog stated that: 
"They [the curricula] are virtually reprinted from the University catalog with the 
idea that students may be able to transfer to the State University without the 
inconvenience or loss of credit." 
This objective, that the student should not lose credit in transferring, has 
remained effective. But it was not until 1967, when the College joined the newly 
established state system, that attempts were made to meet the course requirements 
of other four-year institutions. At that time, the first articulation conference was 
held. In 1977, the College wrote compacts with many of the state schools, 
guaranteeing the acceptance of the graduates of the community college as juniors. 
The counselors make a great effort to guide all students into taking courses 
acceptable to the senior college or university of their choice. 
The first catalog listed nine curricula: pre-commerce, pre-dental, pre-
education, pre-engineering, pre-legal, literature and arts, pre-medical, music, and 
science. The following year, music and pre-education were dropped. By 1938, the 
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number of offerings were still seven, but music had been reinstated and science had 
been combined with literature and arts. 
The first terminal courses were adopted in 1942: "since the liberal arts and 
pre-professional curricula are, in several respects, not well adapted to meet the 
needs of some students who have immediate objectives." Medical-secretarial and 
secretarial curricula were the first two terminal curricula offered. Since these were 
not transferable to senior institutions, students were warned: ''because of the 
practical approach, the next stop following graduation from either of these terminal 
curricula is employment." By 1977 the number of terminal curricula offerings had 
increased from the original two to twenty-one, with the field of business curriculum 
alone offering instruction in twelve different fields. 
One course, offered only du..ri..Tlg World War IT and mentio!l.ed only LTl t..h.e 
1942 catalog, was the civil pilot training program established under the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration. Thornton Junior College, one of 900 schools offering 
the training program, was selected because of its proximity to Rubikam Airport. 
Ground school training was started October 1,1939, and a week later the flight 
training began. In the first class, nine men and one woman successfully completed 
the course and received their private licenses. On February 1, a second class was 
started, and these ten students also successfully completed the course. Women were 
then dropped from the course "because of the national emergency now existent." 
The entire course was dropped when the need for pilots increased, making it 
necessary to use other sources for training. Since 1970, course work in aviation has 
again been offered by the College, but the student must seek his own flight training. 
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Seventy-five courses were offered when the College opened, plus an 
additional 31 in music. There is no record as to how many of these courses were 
actually taught, but since the total enrollment was only 47, it couldn't have been 
many. 
These course offerings, for the most part determined by the requirements of 
the University of lliinois for junior status, remained the same for the first ten years. 
Then additional language courses in French and German were offered, as well" as 
new courses in U.S. History, Trigonometry and Shakespeare. The first time the 
psychology course was offered in 1940, not enough students enrolled; and it was 
dropped. This deletion prompted an editorial in THE COURIER The psychology 
course continued to be offered, whether or not as a result of the editorial, there's no 
way of k...~owing. Spanish was first taught in 1944, but by 1977 it had outstripped 
both German and French in enrollment. By a few years after the end of World War 
IT, 122 courses were listed in the catalog to accommodate the growing emollment. 
The first technical programs were taught in 1964, with classes in electronic 
technology, mechanical technology, machine drafting, technical mathematics and 
physics. When the degree nursing program was added in 1965, it immediately 
became popular. 
But not unti11967, when the College became part of the state system, did the 
number of course offerings really expand. This listing, including both the academic 
degree and vocational terminal programs, exploded to 485 offerings, although not 
all were taught. New fields of study, such as urban studies and general studies 
programs, acknowledged the changing nature of the student body. 
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The general studies program attracted students who did not have the 
background and skills to profit from the college level courses. The five courses in 
this program (natural science, social science, English, business survey and 
developmental reading) were designed to assist in preparing students for college 
work. 
In 1977, there were approximately 30 curricula from which a student could 
receive a career-oriented associate's degree, and approximately 17 from which he 
could receive an associate's degree. There were also eight programs granting 
certificates. 
Although the College had already started to add technical and vocational 
courses long before the Master Plan came into effect, these offerings were increased 
by the mandate of the Master Plan; consequently, the statement L"l the first catalog 
was far more true in 1977 than it was in 1927. 
The College will serve to great advantage those who expect to continue their 
education in higher institutions of learning. It will also serve the purpose of 
offering occupational training to those who expect to enter the occupations 
and will provide an opportunity for the rounding out of a general education. 
Students, in entering college, have always needed some guidance and advice 
concerning their course selections. Before 1968, the Dean of Men and the Dean of 
Women, along with faculty advisors, guided the students in their course selections 
and in personal counseling. Early issues of TIlE COURIER make very clear the close 
personal relationships that developed between faculty and students, demonstrating 
ample guidance in conduct as well as in academic affairs. The first mention of 
counseling and guidance as such is in the 1942-44 college catalog. 
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A counseling system which is designed to help students in their curricular 
and outside problems is administered by the Deans of men and women. 
Particular attention is given students whose academic work does not meet 
required standards. Consultations at regular times are held when necessary 
in order to check progress. Help is also given students as to vocations and 
places in advanced education. Of great assistance in counseling is the 
administering of psychological and comprehensive examinations at the 
beginning of the school year. 
Faculty members acted as advisors, and were assigned the duty of assisting students 
in selecting the appropriate courses for chosen curricula. Efforts were made to 
assign students to faculty members with backgrounds in the students' major field of 
study. 
These catalogs of the 40's also informed a student that he was expected to II do 
quality work commensurate with his natural capacities and previously acquired 
abilities." Since some knowledge about students was acquired from the testing 
program, the statement continued with this admonition: "if the student fails to 
measure up to this expectation, he will be encouraged and assisted in overcoming 
his difficulties." This policy of assistance still prevailed in the 70's - implemented 
both by faculty and counselors. 
Counseling as a special service was organized when, in the fall of 1967, three 
members were added to the staff and designated as counselors. At that time, there 
were only ten counselors in the junior colleges in illinois, and Thornton had three 
of them! During the next years, additional personnel were hired until in 1977 there 
were eleven on the counseling staff, headed by a dean. 
The current catalog describes the counselor's duties as: 
serving the academic, vocational and personal needs of the students ... assists 
the student in determining career choices and planning a program designed 
to reach his educational goals. Opportunities are given students to talk with 
employers in the area and senior college representatives. Through 
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individual and group counseling, the student may develop a greater self-
awareness and insight into the problem solving procedure. 
The counseling office was open for both day and evening students so that a 
majority of students profited from these services. Faculty assisted with academic 
advising during periods of registration. 
Although some testing for academic placement and for psychological help 
was done intermittently through the years in 1967, a new emphasis was developed 
when a pilot testing program in reading was conducted. This proved to be a real 
asset in diagnosing students' needs and in placing them correctly. From this small 
beginning, grew a comprehensive testing and placement program. 
Placement in jobs - either full or part-time - was another service offered to the 
student. The first Placement Bureau was established in 1940 by the Dean of Men, to 
find students part-time work, "thus assisting them to continue their education." A 
few full-time positions were located for graduates and students who would have 
been forced by a lack of finances to leave school. Placement involved working with 
local industries that were "very cooperative." Therefore, some form of job 
placement had been available at the College for more than 35 years; furthermore, 
the College provided work opportunities on the campus for students needing 
additional income. The Placement Bureau employed a full-time staff member who 
provided services to students, faculty, business, and industry. It assisted students in 
finding jobs, and equipped them with the skills necessary for the process of seeking 
employment. These services were available to both the student body and to the 
residents of district #510. 
Among the many interesting projects of this bureau was the conducting of 
seminars to prepare women for return to the work force. 
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When the College was small, the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women 
would provide information concerning financial aid, but as enrollment increased, a 
Financial Aid Office was created to assist students with learning what sources are 
available, filling out forms, land administering the various forms of financial 
assistance available, including grants and loans. 
College life has always included social activities, and since the beginning of 
Thornton, interest in providing social activities has been high. In the first years of 
the College, the student body was divided into two general groups: The Co-ed Club 
for women, and the College Club for men. The dues for these clubs were provided 
for from the student budget fee, and registration in the College was the only 
prerequisite to membership. Professional clubs existed to promote the interests of 
the stu.dents enrolled in the various curricula. It 'was customary for the sophomore 
class to entertain the new students each fall at the time of Halloween with a fall 
frolic. The Co-ed Club and the College Club gave several functions throughout the 
year. The professional clubs held regular meetings of a social and professional 
nature. 
At first, both the men and women had their separate club rooms for lounging 
between classes. The women worked hard to earn money and had their rooms 
''beautifully appointed" much before the men. In those first years, as a holdover 
from high school, the terms ''boys'' and II girls" were used. These were soon changed 
to limen" and "women" who were addressed in classes as Mr. and Miss. 
By 1931, there were nine clubs: Debate, Co-ed, College Oub, The Masquers, 
the 13 Oub (to promote school spirit), the Swimming Tank, L' Alliance Francaise, 
Choral Club, Women's Athletics, and the German Club. This program must have 
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been much too ambitious for a college with an enrollment of about 100 students, 
because the Masquers, the 13 Club, the Swimming Tank, and the Choral Club were 
dropped for the next year, but later reestablished. Not until 1946, was the Masquers 
revived as the Drama Club; however, in the intervening years plays were produced 
annually. 
Until about 1966, the two major clubs were the Co-ed Club and the College 
Club, later called The Men's Club. All the women in the College were assigned by 
lot to small divisions of the Co-ed Cub. Each group took turns in serving teas to the 
faculty and the male students, holding parties, giving luncheons and dinners, 
sponsoring dances and raising money for various projects. During World War II, 
the women entered into relief activities such as selling war stamps, providing 
entertainment for soldiers, and collecting c!ot:bing for war relief. The Men's Club 
also sponsored dances and mixers, and held a father-son banquet yearly. 
Occasionally ,an editorial in THE COURIER chided the men fora lack of 
participation in activities. 
From the beginning, the prom was an important social event of the college 
year. It was held in either a local.country club or a large Chicago hotel, according to 
the choice of the students. But, it wasn't until January 20, 1950, that the school board 
made such choice official by passing the following resolution: . 
That all junior college functions can be held either on the school premises or 
such other place as the person or persons in charge of the function so 
determines. The Board feels that this branch of the institution should have 
the rights and privileges accorded to college students. 
Frequently, the complaint was made that junior college was too similar to 
high school; same building, same events, and sometimes same teachers. 
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Judging from reports in 1HE COURIER, the language clubs were very active, 
as was the Women's Athletic Association. In 1977, the language clubs were still very 
active socially, especially the Spanish Club. 
There was a great contrast between the social life of the College when the 
enrollment was smaller and the students knew each other individually, compared 
to when the enrollment reached the thousands. The catalog in 1977 made no 
attempt to list the various organizations, only stating that students were urged to 
join the clubs, organizations and associations which were functioning on the 
campus. 
The Co-ed Qub and the Men's Club disappeared in the 60's when women lost 
interest in learning to serve a formal tea, and men no longer cared to plan a father-
son banquet. 
In 1956, however, interest arose in student government. At that time, a 
Student Council was established, later called the Student Senate. The membership 
of this group was composed of the presidents of the Co-ed Club and the Men's Club, 
and representatives of the two classes. This Senate was given the responsibility of 
distributing the student activity fees, expressing the needs of the student body, 
coordinating student activities, and cooperating with the faculty and administration 
in every policy of advancement for the College. The aims stayed the same when the 
name was changed to Student Government Association. Although there were 
frequent differences of opinion, the organization remained an active one. 
The complaint of 1# a lack of school spirit" was not a new one on the Thornton 
campus, or any campus. The reasons for it varied In 1934, an editorial accused the 
College of having IItoo many intellectuallillies" to give adequate support to the 
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athletic teams. Dr. Mina Jewel, a biology instructor, answered that it was the honor 
roll students who were attending the games. She continued by stating a truth which 
has been echoed every year. 
In any college, you will find some students ho have no college spirit and 
don't want any. They go to a college just as they would to a grocery store; to 
purchase definite articles of information or "credit" and not with thought of 
becoming part of the institution. 
Ending her article with a plea for good attendance at the upcoming track meet, 
Dr. Jewel stated: 
Those who have come to our college as to a shop to buy $25 worth of 
chemistry and $15 worth of English, will, as usual, ignore the request, but 
those who regard themselves as an integral part of our College will be looking 
for leadership and a chance to show their loyalty and interest. 
Thus, on a practical note, Dr. Jewel offered home-made fudge to all who would 
attend the next athletic function! 
While this lack of school spirit still prevailed fifty years later, it was also true 
that the preponderance of evening students over day students along with the great 
number of all students working from part to full-time, left fewer and fewer students 
to carryon "the school spirit." The college-wide picnics which were held 
intermittently throughout the years in the spring or the fall, were usually successful 
as an all-school activity. 
Although not exactly a social activity, the banquet held by Lambda Epsilon, 
the local junior college honor society, was always a big event. The society had been 
founded in 1938 for the purpose of encouraging scholarship by according recognition 
to those whose scholastic achievement was of high order, and by bringing. together 
those interested in· scholarship so that each might profit from such an association. 
Gold keys were awarded to students who continued to maintain a scholastic average 
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of 3.5 or higher for two semesters. Even during World War TI, banquets were held 
and alumni returned with enthusiasm. Lambda Epsilon provided the nearest 
organization the college had toward an active alumni association. Numerous 
alumni consistently returned to the initiation banquet when they were in the area. 
As the College expanded and more and more non-academic courses were 
added, some felt that Lambda Epsilon had served its purpose and scholarship would 
be better rewarded by membership in a national junior college scholastic association; 
consequently, Lambda Epsilon was dropped, and the College took out membership 
in Phi Theta Kappa, National Junior College Honor Society. The chapter honors 
excellence in scholarship, and all full-time students are eligible by earning a grade 
point average of 3.5 in any given semester and maintaining at least a 3.0 average 
duri..."'lg the full two-year term. An initiation ceremony is held, followed by a 
reception. 
Information concerning varsity athletic programs for the first years of the 
College is not available, but by the fall of 1933, when the first issue of the college 
paper 1HE COURIER was issued, there were reports about the varsity teams in golf, 
basketball, tennis and track. These teams were wearing the school colors of orange 
and black, and calling themselves the Bulldogs. Intramural programs for both men 
and women were among the offerings as were coed hockey and a male ping-pong 
tournament. By 1936, the two varsity sports were golf and basketball, with Wright, 
Wilson, LaSalle, Joliet, and LaGrange junior colleges offering competition. 
However, on February 6, 1940, the following announcement ·appeared in THE 
COURIER: 
From the office of the Athletic supervisor, it has been announced that the 
T.J.C. has withdrawn form intercollegiate competition, and has canceled all 
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remaining basketball games on the 1939-1940 schedule. This move, made 
because of insufficient interest of the student body, will be in effect for a 
period lasting until September 1, 1942. In its place, a program of intramural 
sports will be offered, providing there is sufficient backing for the effort from 
the men of the student body. 
Two years later, in November of 1942, the COURIER reported on a football 
game with Morgan Park, but decried the lack of equipment, complaining that 
"football is not sponsored by the athletic department." The next year, the sports 
writer commented that injuries and the draft threatened the existence of men's 
sports because the enrollment of men dropped very low. 
Varsity basketball was revived for the 1945-46 season, but no attempt was 
made to revive football until the fall of 1947. This was unsuccessful as the board 
minutes report: 
Moved by Mr. B~ines,seconded by Mr. McDougall, that due to the short 
notice for junior college football for 1947, it should be delayed until the next 
session when sufficient preparations for games could be arranged. Motion 
carried. 
In 1950, the men of the College had successfully persuaded the administration 
to implement a real athletic program that included basketball, track, football, cross 
country, golf, wrestling, baseball, tennis, and swimming. Because this program 
proved to be too expensive, in 1951 it was cut back to football, golf, basketball, 
baseball, tennis, and track. 
Golf and tennis were active sports throughout the first 50 years, while 
football, basketball, and baseball were active only during the second 25 years. The 
popularity of individual sports changed throughout the years. For instance, football 
gained ascendancy when the team won the football conference championship in 
1955; the first of seven conference championships. In 1964 and 1965, basketball was 
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strong. Baseball has, however, been strong in intermittent years, but has always 
been a strong sport. 
Women's varsity sports came into being in 1975. By 1977, the women 
competed in volley ball, tennis, basketball, and softball. In 1976, TCC had its first 
woman qualifying for the national tennis tournament. 
The College joined the N4C Conference in 1971 as one of 8 schools 
participating in at least six different sports. Previously, it belonged to the Northern 
Junior College Conference. 
College students and faculty turn to the college newspaper for information, 
news, and editorial opinion. In the beginning of the College, there was no college 
newspaper, only a comer in the bi-weekly high school paper, THE THORNTONITE, 
in which articles were printed about the College "both serious and jocund." 
Volume I, number I of the College's own newspaper was dated October 2, 
1933, and an early issue cost 2 cents. It was a mimeographed sheet with no title, and 
carried the announcement that one year's free subscription would be given for the 
best name submitted to the staff and chosen for the paper. The second issued carried 
the name THE JUNK COURIER The sixth issue, November 7, 1933, was simply 
THORNTON COLLEGE COURIER and in parentheses under that title, the phrase 
Gunk be junked). No explanation was given. Then, the seventh issue was called 
the THORNTON COURIER, and this title was on the masthead until volume XIII, 
No.1, October 4, 1946,-which was published under the title of THE COURIER, and so 
it has remained. 
The paper was mimeographed, usually 4 to 6 pages, until 1937 when it was 
printed, taking on a more professional appearance. The early issues reported club 
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activities in detail, listed names and addresses of faculty and students, and included 
gossip columns with titles like "Through the keyhole." Obviously the College was 
small enough for everyone to understand the cryptic references in the gossip 
columns, and almost essaylike comments on the world and on the college scene. 
By 1977, THE COURIER was the only campus publication written entirely by 
students. It was published each Friday, was free, and was distributed over the entire 
campus. It served primarily as a bulletin board for events, a review of sports, and a 
forum of "letters to the editor" wherein students expressed their opinions. 
Occasionally there was an article on the value of scholarship, but there was none of 
the "sermonizing" or IImoralizing" about education and life that appeared in the 
early editions. However, all things did not change, for both in 1927 and in 1977, the 
editors complained about a lack of school spirit. 
During the first years of the College's existence, it had no yearbook of its own 
One section of the high school yearbook was devoted entirely to a review of the 
college year's activities; ,all in pictures. Then there was a headline in THE 
THORNTON COURIER dated May 9, 1941, reading, IIExciting news; Junior College 
to have Annual." This publication was called THE SKETCHBOOK, published in 
June, 1941, cost $1.00, and consisted of 32 pages of pictures and comments and 6 
pages of advertisements. 
Tn 1952, THE CALDRON, the first official yearbook of the College was 
published. Its title was meant to imply a IIbolling down" of the year's activities in 
pictures and prose. This yearbook was published by the students in' journalism class 
under the supervision of the instructor. Other students in the College could join 
the staff if they so desired. This staff policy continued until 1971, when the editing 
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and publishing of the yearbook was removed from under the supervision of the 
journalism class. A yearbook staff was formed consisting of any student who 
desired to work on the publication under the direction of an advisor. There has 
been no CALDRON since the spring of 1973, and that issue, like THE SKETCHBOOK 
of 1941, consists primarily of pictures. 
In 1969, the first issue of SPliT, A FINE ARTS MAGAZINE, was published 
under the auspices of the English and Fine Arts Department. Its purpose was to 
display the better original art and writing of the students. Six annual issues were 
published, the last one in 1974. 
By 1977, the only student publication was THE COURIER This paper was 
sponsored by the Publications Board, established in 1971. The board's primary 
responsibility was the allocation of funds to the paper. 
While the present educational philosophy for community colleges mandates 
a reaching out to the adults and to the communities served by the College, this is 
not an entirely new concept. In 1917, the high school was offering night classes 
attended by "gray haired men and women and young folks." 
Initially, the junior college program was aimed primarily at preparing 
students for transfer to four-year institutions. Mer World War II, with the return 
of veterans to school on the G.!. Bill, attention was given to adults who wanted to 
return to school. However, no special provisions at the College were made for them 
until the 1967-1968 catalog published the first statement concerning the Adult 
Education Division: 
Adult education classes are organized in any area where sufficient interest 
develops. College credit courses are offered both for employed adults and 
full-time students. Many of the courses in the day program are also 
scheduled in the evenings. 
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Previously, night classes had been held in a few college credit courses. College 
facilities, other than the classroom, were not available to these night students. The 
library was open only one night a week. IN the fall of 1965, library facilities were 
open every school night, and a few years later, counseling began to have night 
hours. From these very small beginnings, the adult education program exploded 
into a major area of the College. In 1977, the aim of the College was to provide 
opportunity for lifelong continuing education, courses, and programs which 
facilitate adjustment to, or re-employment or advancement in the work 
environment. Courses and programs were all offered either on the college campus 
or in one of the high schools in the district. 
As well as welcoming adults into all the classes offered, the College organized 
the adult continuing education courses into a new General Studies Program 
approved for institutional credit and applicable to a certificate in one of the General 
Studies curricula. Not all studies were of a serious nature; hobbies, recreation and 
leisure activities were also provided such as tennis, yoga, children's folk guitar, self-
defense and the ever popular cake decorating. 
Community Services offered non-traditional courses and seminars, meeting 
the following objectives: (1) to become a center of community life by encouraging 
the community to use the services and facilities of the College (2) to conduct 
seminars, workshops, conferences, and one-time courses for all age levels (3) to offer 
leadership and direction in community planning and problem solving (4) to 
promote the cultural, intellectual, and social life of the community. To reach .these 
objectives, the College held lecture series, presented special seminars on such topics 
as parenting, banking, being a single parent, and spo.nsored a film festival. 
( 
\ 
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The College also sponsored, in a special area of instruction, three adult 
education centers for persons who had not completed either elementary or high 
school educations. These centers were located throughout the district in Calumet 
City, Harvey, and Midlothian. The College also sponsored a very successful English 
as a Second Language program. 
One program which involved both the college credit and the community 
groups was the Madrigal Conference held in the summer which drew participants 
from all over the United States. This conference was an outgrowth of the first 
Madrigal Dinner held in 1969 in a local church. 
All of these diverse activities were· a great advancement over the first 
tentative offerings of night school courses, and were a truly effective way of serving 
the cO!P~t[pjty. 
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1968 
THORNTON 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 
mSTORICAL ANAL YSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
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1968 
POSTAL RATES WENT FROM 5 CENTS TO 6 CENTS 
u.S. BREAD SOLD FROM 22 CENTS TO 25 CENTS PER 1# LOAF -- AND--
HERSHEY BARS WENT FROM A NICKEL TO A DIME 
IT WAS THE YEAR THAT ---
LYNDON JOHNSON DECIDED NOT TO RUN' AGAIN 
U.S.S. PUEBLO WAS SEIZED 
THE ASSASSINATION OF ROBERT KENNEDY AND MARTIN LUTHER KING 
THE YEAR "TRUTH IN LENDING" LAWS WERE ENACTED 
VIETNAM WAR BECAME THE LONGEST IN U.S. HISTORY 
THE YEAR JACKIE KENNEDY MARRIED ARISTOTLE ONASISS 
WE LISTENED TO ---
BOTH SIDES NOW BY JONI MITCHELL· 
. .. 
MRS. ROBINSON BY SIMON & GARFUNKEL 
GALVESTON - SPINNING WHEEL - HEY JUDE 
LITTLE GREEN APPLES AND WINDMILLS OF YOUR MIND 
THE U.S. POPULATION PASSED 200 MILLION (IT DOUBLED IN 50 YRS) 
GREENBA Y WON THE SUPERBOWL 
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1968 
GRAMMIES WENT TO --
BEST RECORD -- UP UP AND AWAY 
BEST GROUP -- 5TH DIMENSION 
MALE VOCALIST - GLEN CAMPBELL - BY THE TIME I GET TO PHOENIX 
FEMALE VOCALIST - BOBBY GENTRY - ODE TO BILLY JOE 
BEST MOVIE WENT TO -- IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT 
. ACTOR - ROD STIEGER FOR THE SAME MOVIE 
KATHRYN HEPBURN FOR GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER 
25 YEARS AGO -
JUDITH ANN FORD OF ILLINOIS WAS MISS AMERICAN 
BOBBY UNSON WON THE INDY 500 
JIM CATFISH HUNTER - PITCHED THE AMERiCAN LEAGUE FIRST PERFECT 
GAME SINCE 1922 - AND --IT WAS THE YEAR THE BIG MAC WAS BORN ---
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1968 
At age 29, Ralph Lauren (ne Lifshitz) founds what will become a 
fashion empire. 
An overwhelming North Vietnamese attack on South Vietnamese 
cities called the Tet Offensive is a turning point in the war. In the 
South Vietnam village of My Lai, American soldiers kill over 300 
men, women, and children. Thus far, the United States has lost 
over 10,000 planes over Vietnam. 
Democratic Senator Robert F. Kennedy is assassinated in Los 
Angeles by Jordanian-American Sirhan Bishara Sirhan after 
making a bid for the presidency. 
Civil Rights leader Martin Luther King. Jr.. is assassinated in 
Memphis, Tennessee, by James Earl Ray, an ex-convict from the 
Mississippi Penitentiary. 
Civil rights riots increase, with police receiving orders to "shoot 
to kill." The Federal Bureau of Investigation CFBD mounts a 
Counter-Intelligence Program against black nationalist hate 
groups. 
The Beatles try to save Pepper1and from the Blue Meanies in the 
movie Yellow Submarine. Other Hollywood releases include 
Zefirelli's Romeo and Juliet, Kubrick's 2001: A, Space O£{yssey, 
and Night 0/ the Living Dead. 
Fearing revolution, Moscow bulks up its Soviet occupation of 
Czechoslovakia to 650,000 troops and sends instructions to . 
Prague to ban all political clubs and introduce a censorship 
system. 
Japan becomes the world's second strongest economic power 
after the United States when its Gross National Product (GNP) 
exceeds $140 billion. 
The Poor People's March on Washington protests the hunger 
problem in the United States. The Department of Agriculture 
loosens restrictions on its Food Stamp Program. 
The first cash dispensing machine is installed by First Philadelphia 
Bank, with Chemical Bank "in New York following one year later. 
Inspired by members of the Students for a Democratic Society, 
Columbia University students stage a sit-in, closing down the . 
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The Administration 
JUNIOR COLLEGE BOARD 
Mr. Herbert G. Greiner, Chairman 
:Mr. Robert W. Anderson, Mrs. Anthony Dunker, Mr. Henry R. Koopman, 
Mr. Arnold Labahn, Mr. Homer M. Lefler, Mr. Walter F. Schoen 
LEE E. DULGAR, President of the College 
Eastern State College, B. Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
WAYNE E. WILLARD, Dean of Instruction 
Illinois College, B.A. 
University of nlinois, M. Ed. Adm. 
ADELAIDE CHILDS, Dean of Students 
Northwestern University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
BYRON E. KEE, Administrative Assistant 
Dean of Summer Session 
Western nlinois University, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
GEORGE W. CLARK, Dean of Business' AffairS 
Ball State Teachers 'College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
IRWIN DAHL, Director of Institutional Development 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, M~A. 
ROBERT E. JOHNSON, Director of Adult Education 
Ohio State University, B.A. 
Western Theological Seminary, B.D. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
N. FRANKLIN HURT, Assistant Dean of Adult Education 
Indiana University, B.A. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
FRANK J. PRIST, Registrar 
Northern Dlinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University,. M.S. 
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The Faculty 
reSEPH ADAMEK ' ....................... " ... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
HAROLD E. ADAMS ...................................... Mathematics 
Southern DIinois University, B.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
DAVID ANDERSON .......•...•...•.•.•••...•.......•.... Social Science 
. Northern Illinois University, B.S. . 
Northern illinois University, M.A. 
GILBERT ANDERSON .........••...•..•...••••••..•.• Leave of Absence 
Fort Wayne College, B.A. . 
Faith Theological Seminary, B.D. 
University of Delaware, M.Ed. 
SARAH BARMORE .........•..••••••.••••••.•.•••..•..•• Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
DAVID C. BARTLETT .........•..•.•.••.•...•...•...•.... Social Science 
illinois State University, B.S. 
Dlinois State University, M.S. 
SUSAN K. BLACK ............................................ English 
Hamline University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
EDMUND BONCZYK •.........•......••••.•.•••.•..• Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S.Ed. 
WILLIAM BOURLAND ....•••.•••••.••••••••......••..•••.•• Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
LEO V. BOWERS . ~ .. ' ... ". . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Business 
Bowling Green University, A.B. 
Colorado State University, M.A. 
DORIS· BRAINARD ............................................ Library-
State University of Iowa, B.A. 
University of Dlinois, C.A.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
SMITH V. BRAND .............. . ' ........................... ... Speech 
Knox College, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
CLORINNE BRANDENBURG ••••••.•••.•....••..••...... Social Science 
Williams Woods College, A.A. 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
. WILLIE CAMPBELL ........................................... Biology-
Clark College, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
JOHN E. CARLSON •.••••.••••••••••••.••••...••.•.. Physical Edueation 
illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
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DALE C. CHAPMAN ............•...•....•..•.••...•.•••• Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
LOIg-~C·HA.PMAN •.•..........•.• 0 ••••••••••• _ •••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • •• English 
University of Kentucky, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
THEDA CHILDS .............................................. English 
Northwestern University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
DIMPNA CLARIN ................................. ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .. Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Hus. 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
KATHRYN CLAUSON .............•......••.....•.. Physical Education 
Northern illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MARY COMEGYS ........•......••.•••.•.....•.......••• Social Science 
College of St. Francis, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
KARL CORLEY ..................... e·. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Science 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
CRIST COSTA ........•...•.•...••••••..•••••.•.•••..• Leave of Absence 
Wright Junior College, A.A. 
Dlinois State Teachers College, B.Ed. 
; MARIL Y CROCKE TT ....... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Art 
Monmouth College, A.B. 
U Diversity of Chicago, M.F.A. 
PHYLLIS DAVIS ............................................ Counselor 
North Park College, A.A. 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
EARL DeGROOT ........................................... Mathematics 0 
Hope College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
JAMES DENLER ............................................. Biology 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S. T. 
MARTHA DIETRICH ......................... 0................ Business 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Columbia University Teachers College, M.A. 
VIOLET M. DODD, R.N. . .. · ................................. 0.. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
DANIEL J. DURIAN •.......•........•.•.•••.•.•.•..•••••• Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
GERMAINE FERNANDEZ ••....••••••..••••••••.•••••••••.•• .- Spanish 
University of Havana, Escuela' de Filo$ofia, B.A~ 
Roosevelt University, M.A. . 
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HELEN H. FESLER .......................................... English 
Northwestern University, B.A. " 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
WILLIAM FINK ....•.....•.•.•••••••••••••••••••••• Physical Education 
<--" Blackburn College, A.A. " " 
North Central College, B.S. 
Washington State University, M.A. 
J AMES FLYNN .............................................. English 
st. Procopius College, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.A. 
WILLIAM J. FRANCIS .......................... ~ •••• Physical Education 
Notre Dame University, B.S. " 
West Virginia University, M.S. 
CAROLYN FRASER, R.N. .•••••••.•••.•••..•...••..••.•.••••• Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
HARRIET MORGAN FYLER ................................. . 
Utah State University, B.S. 
Utah State University, M.S. 
Cornell University, Ph.D. 
Science 
WILLIAM GEARY, C.P.A. .••.••••••••••••••....•••••.•••••••• Business 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.A.S. 
ANNA L. GEBHARD .......................................... English 
Hiram College, B.A. 
Winona State College, M.A. 
EVE K. GELPERIN, R.N. ..•.••.••••••••.•••.••.••••.••••••••• Nursing 
Drake University, B.S. 
JOHN GIFFORD ............................................... Science 
Syracuse University, A.B. 
Oklahoma University, M.S. 
MILTON GILMORE .....•...••••••••••.••...••.•••••••••••• Sabbatical 
Sterling College, B.S. 
DIinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
PAUL S. GODWIN ................................ Mathematics, Science 
DePauw University, B.A. . 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
WILLIAM J. HAFER ......................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
BASIL HALKIDES ............................................ Science 
Michigan State University, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
DALE HELGESEN ............................................ English 
University of Minnesota, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
NADINE mLL .•................................•.•......•.... English 
Southwest Missouri State College, B.S. " 
Northwestern University,M.A. 
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lEANNETTE HILLS •...........•..•.•....•.......••••....••.. GerIDan 
University of Illinois, B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
![iddlebury College . 
Goethe Institute, Munich, Germany 
---:--- -
EDWARD JENKINS ..............•.•...•...••••....•••...•.... Biology 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S. 
Union College, M.S. 
RELDA J. JOHNSON ................•••••.•.••.•.••••• &. Social Service 
College of Wooster, B.A. 
McCormick Seminary, M.A. 
J. ALBERT KINDIG ............•.....•..•..•...•. -. '. • . • . . . . • . . .. Music 
Indiana Central College, B.S. . 
Ball State Teachers College, MA. 
DOROTHY ANN KOLLMEIER ......•. w.o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Speech 
Doane College, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
EDITH LEBED •..............•.•..•••..•••••••••••••.•.•..•••• EngIi.sh 
University of Chicago, B.S. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
CHARLES E. LEDBETTER •.....•.•••.••••...••••••• Speech, Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
DOROTHY LIEB ................•.•••.•.•.••••..•..•••.••. School Nurse 
North Dakota State College, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, R.N. 
GEORGE LOWRY ..•...•.•......••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Art 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Eastern Illinois University, M.S. 
BETTY LUSHA •••......•...••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• Music 
Drake University, B.M. 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
BAILEY MAGRUDER ......•..•..••••.•••••••••••• -. • • • •• Social Science 
Murray State College, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
GEORGE MATTSEY ••.........••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.• Busin-ess 
Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State University, M.S. 
FRANCIS J. MILLER ...........•..•••••••••..••.••••.••••• Engineering 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
SHARON L. McDONNELL, R.N. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Nursing 
Northwestern University, B.S.N. 
TIMOTHY B. NEWITT ••.....••.•••.•••••••••••.••••••• German, French 
Wheaton College, A.B. . . 
University of Illinois, A.M. 
MARCEL P A CA TTE •.••••.•..•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• EngUsh. 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
Pale Sevea 
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THOMAS C. PAVLIK ......................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A. 
DePaul UBiversity, M.Ed. 
DePaul University, L.L.B. 
CHARLES PENNINGTON •.•.•••....•.•••••••••••••......•••.. Biology 
University of Arkansas, B.S. . 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
VIRGIL O. PETTY •...........••......••••..•••••••..... Social Science 
Illinois State Normal University, B.Ed. 
University of Chicago, M.S. 
DANIEL PURDY .......................................... Engineering 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
JAMES RANKIN .................•..•.••••••••••••.... Data Processing 
University of Western Ontario, B.A. 
University of Detroit, M.A. 
CAROL RIEKE ...............•..•••.••••..•••••••........ Mathematics 
Northwestern University, B.A. 
lit orthwestern University, M.A. 
Radcliffe College, Ph.D. 
FRED RING . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Science 
University of Chattanooga, B.S. 
University of illinois, M.S. 
HARMON ROBERTS ...................................... Engineering 
University of illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
TAMMER SALIBA ......•••..•..•.••••.•.••..•.••.•.. Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S. 
Taylor University, A.B. 
Ball State University, M.A •. 
EDITHA SANCHEZ, R.N. •...•.••...•••••••••••••..•••.••.•.• NursiJ,lg 
... Philippine Women's University, B.S.N. 
Loyola University, M.Ed. 
DONALD A. SATHER ..•...•.•.••••••••••••••••••••..•..•••••• Biolo~ 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S. 
PETER SCHLOSS ............••••••••••••••••.••.••. Physical Educatioll 
Bemidji State Teachers College, B.S. 
University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
JEAN .L. SEDLACK ........................................... English 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
DIinois Teachers College, M.A. 
IRVIN SEELYE •..•........•••••••••••••••••••••••• Behavioral Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
JOSEPH SELBKA. .....................•............ ~ ..... '. . . ... Science 
Lewis College, B.S. 
Loyola University, M.S. 
·RA Y C. SHERMAN 0 ••••••• -;. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois Univ~sity, M.S • 
. PIP Eipt 
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ROSALIE E. SHERMAN ..................••.••••••••••••• School Nurse 
St. Joseph's Hospital, School of Nursing, R.N. . 
WILLARD SIVILLE ................•.....••••••• .Engineering, Technical 
University of Illinois, B.S. -
~U.niversity of Illinois, M.Ed. 
ESTHER SKYE ...................••.•.•.•.•.••.....••.•• Mathematics 
University of Michigan, B.A. . 
University of Michigan, M.A. 
MARY ALICE SMITH .............•.••••••••••••....••. . • . . . . .• Library 
Monmouth College, A.B. 
University of illinois, B.S. in L.S. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
FRANK F. STANICEK ..............•...•.•...••••.. Behavioral Science 
Knox CoIlege, A.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
JAMES STEIMLE .................•....•••.••••...•... Data Processing 
illinois State University, B.S. 
ROY SWANBERG .................••...••.••.......•••••••...• English 
Augustana College, B.A. 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
WILLIAM TABEL ....................................... Social Science 
Northern illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
DOROTHEA THIEL ..............•.....•.....•..••.•••••.......•. Art 
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, B.A.E. 
Columbia University, M.A. 
JOSEPH THORNTON ......•......•••••••••••....•.••••••..... English 
University of Illinois, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
Southern DIinois University, M.A. 
LOTTIE T. TYLKA, R.N. .......................••...••..•..... Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
SARAH W llTER .................•••..•.•••.•.....•••••...... English 
College of St. Theresa, B.A. 
University of Wisconsin, M.A. 
University of Paris, Certificat de 1a Langue Francaise 
MARIE D. WEIS ...•........................••.....••.•. Social Science 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
John Marshall Law School, J.D. 
EUGENE M. WENSEL .............................. Leave of Absence 
Carthage College, B.A. 
University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
PAUL WESSEL ..................••....•••••••••.•.•••.••.... JJusiness 
minois State University, B.S.E. 
Dlinois State University, M.S.E. 
MARTHA WETZEL •..••.••....•...••....•••••••••. Physical Education 
Northern IIIinois State Teachers College, B.Ed. 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
Page Nine 
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DONALD W~LIAMS ••••....•...••••..•...••••••..••..••••.. Counselor 
Joliet Junior College, A.A. . 
Colorado State University, A.B • 
. Purdue University, M.S. 
J,a.VELL .C. WILSO·N •••.•••.••.•.....••••.••.••••••••••••.... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. . 
Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
VALERIE WOJCIK •••••...•.•••••...•••••••••.••.•.•.•.•..•••• B'USiness 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
VICTOR WOODEN •......••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• Behavioral Science 
Illinois Wesleyan University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
FLORENCE WUNDERLICH ..•• "........................ French, Spanish 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
Middlebury College, M.A. in French 
Middlebury College, M.A. in Spanish 
University of Paris, Certificat d'etudes francaises 
University of Grenoble 
Pap Ten 
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MISS T.].e. 
58 
Cirde K once again sponsored 
Thornton Junior College's annual 
Miss T.].e. Pageant and dance to 
find the prettiest girl at Thornton 
Junior College. Any girl sponsored 
by a school club, fratrenity, or so-
rority and having a C average was 
eligible for the contest. 
A panel of judges from the Harv-
ey Kiwanis Club selected nve final-
ists and then Miss T.J.C. on the 
basis of poise, posture, grooming, 
general appearance, and responses 
to questions. 
Karen Gordon was crowned Miss 
T.].e. by Diane Wachala who thus 
ended her year's reign. 
On Karen's court were Arlene 
Orcutt, first. runner-up; Holly 
Hybert, second runner-up; Pam 
Willett, third runner-up; and Laui. 
rie Tokarz, fourth runner-up. 
The Disciples of Mayhem were 
featured for musical entertain-
ment. 
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Dr. James D. Logsdon. president 
64
Mr. Lee E. Dulgar, 
dean of Thornton] unior College 
103 
Mr. Wayne Willard, 
dean of instruction 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION 
SEATED, left to right: Dr. James D. Logsdon, Herbert Greiner, board president; Mrs. Naomi Dunker, Allyn Franke, college attor-
ney. STANDiNG: Homer Lefler, Walter Schoen, James Aid, Henry Koopman, Arnold Labahn. 
FACULTY ASSOCIA TION 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Charles Ledbetter, Marie Weis, George Mattsey, treasurer; 
Marcel Pacatte, president; Dr. Carol Rieke, vice-president; 
Eugene Wensel, Nadine Hill, secretary. 
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BUSINESS AND COMMERCE 
SEATED, left to right: Paul Wessel, William Geary, Martha Die-
trich,. Valerie Wojcik. STANDING: Joseph Adamek, William 
Hafer, George Mattsey, Thomas Pavlik, Ray Sherman, Wanda 
Palandech, Leo Bowers, department chairman. 
109 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 
NDING, left to right, Tammer Saliba, Bailey Magruder, 
-_ .• "iam Tabel, David Bartlett, Mary Comegys, Frank Stanicek, 
Irvin Seelye, Sarah Barmore, David Anderson. SEATED; Marie 
Marie Weis, Department Chairman. 
119 
Weis, Virgil Petty, Clorinne Brandenburg, Not pictured: Dale 
Chapman, Victor Wooden, Richard Cook. 
AU life is IlH eKperilllent. . . 
Oliver Wendell }/(Ill11es 
Irvin Seeyle, Assistant Chairman. 
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SEATED. left to right: Dorothy Howell, Bobbetta Feuerborn, Ruth Fisher. STANDING: Cindy Lionberg, Pat Duncker, Shar-
on Bakker, Helen Pietro. Not pictured: Ida Bessinger. 
SEATED, left to right: Rita Smith, Carol Sather. STANDING: 
Janice Pritchard, Karen Allison, Patricia Dowd, Marilyn Rzab, 
122 
Lorraine Kauffman, Diane Schafer, Betty Denham, and Karen 
Newton. Not pictured: Gertrude Ring, Hanny Crull. 
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CO-OPERA TIVE . 
MERCHANDISING 
Co-operative mer-
chandising, under the 
direction of Bill Hafer, 
guides merchandising 
students in the how's and 
why's of business. Class 
learning and discussion is 
boosted by part-time jobs 
held by students. Pic-
tured, are displays con-
structed by the group 
during the school year. 
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JVi) S}{8 WAS SAi) . .. 
ur PJe01i:D 
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Janel Joan Albert 
Lois Elaine Anczer 
Sandra Christine Andersen 
Marilyn Helen Anderson 
*Joanne Doris Bacha. 
Cecil Bailey, Jr. 
Lawrence Lee Bailey 
Marcia Dawn Bailey 
Bonita Kay Beall 
Mary Susan Belfry 
Cheryl Lynn Bierzychudek 
*Marilyn Anne Blakely 
Susan Lee Bock 
Ilene Susan Bogolub 
Raymond Charles Boll 
William Carleton Borem 
Frank Henry Bowen, Jr. 
Frank John Britt 
Glen Brook. 
Marilyn Louise Brown 
Bettie Joyce Brubach 
Joseph Leo Burke 
William lohn Carlberg 
Patricia ynn Carrigan 
Mary Lee Casey 
M.ne Adele Cassani 
Kathleen Anne Champlin 
Philip Alan Chapin 
Robert James Cheever 
Richard Paul Chic. 
Aljurit. Cole 
Gernldine Coleman 
*Carl Bruce Conrad 
Sandra Marie Cook 
Penny Ida Corbett 
Marjorie Elizabeth Daley 
Joan Louise Daurel 
*Barbara Helen Davidson 
Ruby Jewell Davis 
Tiziano Mario DelGuanto 
Albert Michael Delima". 
*Joseph Ronald DeLorie. 
William Robert Drege, 
Linda DuBois 
°Donna Sue Ebe.sohl 
Allen Rupert Elliott 
*Ronald Bruce EYlcheson 
Linda Jean Flickner 
* James Frands 
Bonnie Ann Fraser 
Barbara Jean Frederick 
Steven Mark Furler 
*Glennis Merle Gaines 
William Leon Galbreath 
Rosemarie Ann Galvin 
Sharon Mae Gatz 
Nancy Jane Germany 
Joy Ann Gordon 
*Francine Nicol. Green 
Patricia Mary Greenan 
Elizabeth Jane H.abm. 
Malinda Juani!a Han 
GRADUATES 
William Stanton Hall 
*Raymond Lawrence Hammar 
Josephine Theresa Hawrysio 
Phyllis R. Hensel 
Linda Jane Hildreth 
*Penny Lea Holly 
Melinda Faye Huskey 
David Allen ignowski 
Carol S. Jablonski 
Curtis Charles Jaynes 
John Raymond Jenkins 
Joanne Lucy Jerome 
Linda C. Johnson 
Elaine Marilyn Kaiser 
Terry Lee Kammermann 
Donita Sue Karsnick 
*Linda Sue Kauffman 
*Cynthia Anne Kenney 
Susanne Harriet Ketcham 
James R. Kisner 
Conrad C."; Kissel 
Kathryn Elaine Klees 
Paul Mbatia Koinange 
Chester Darol Kolodziej 
Helen Monica Koncel-
·Chri.tine Agnes Koppitz 
Terrence G. Kostoff 
Kathleen Marie Kowalczyk 
Judith Kurth 
James John Kypuros 
GerArd William L.moureu. 
·Catherine Margaret Lawless 
Myra Jean Leinse 
Judith Victoria Lewis 
Ray Calvin Lively 
Alfreid. Livingston 
John Eugene Lorenzi 
Susan lane Lucas 
'Barbara Ann Macander 
Sandra Marie Marek 
Henrietta Marion 
Rebecca Gail Martens 
Anne Massick 
Margaret Ann Meadors 
David Hiram Medley 
Anthony Michael Mennell. 
John Anthony Miken •• 
Karen Rose Manocchio 
"Kenneth Donald Morgan 
Adrian Joseph Mrozek 
Robert David McCabe 
Thomas Earl McCaslin 
Michael Dennis McDonald 
Mat'Saret Lucille Nelson 
Rosalie Marie Nelson 
Janice Lynn Nest; 
Terrance James Nee 
Susan Robert. Oakley 
Patricia Anne Olson 
Sandra lean Palm 
Anthony Franklin Panozzo 
Shirley Ann Parish 
Judy Lynn Patrick 
Alberta Joyce Pearson 
Bruce Marshall Peters 
Bruce Dennis Petetrson 
Thomas Walter Pfeil 
tGail Alice Poehlein 
Philip Edward Ponin,ki 
Suzanne Marie Powell 
Frank A. Razmus 
Paul Louis Reichert 
Robert Gerald Rietveld 
Christine Marie Riordan 
Susan Maureen Ritter 
Sandra Ann Rockrohr 
Nancy Joan Roeper 
Douglas Paul Rooney 
Ted Alan Rosolowski 
.Susan Marie Rzab 
Melvin Safstrom 
W.llare Francis S.I.bura 
*William James Sarter 
*Henry John Schindler 
Viole, Roberta Schindler 
Olivia Dee Shutter 
Peggy.Rae Sidler 
Bobby L. Siller 
Nathan Eugene Sims 
~ Arthur Larry Sisk 
Linda Marie Small 
Aubrey Carl Smith, Jr. 
*Margaret Ann Smolen 
Sally Ann Smolinski 
Anne Elizabeth Solak 
Mary Catherine Starkey 
Clari"ella Starks 
Sandra Sue Stavron 
Elizabeth Lynn Stofferahn 
Arthur Glenn Stone 
Jacelyn Lydia Sweeney 
Robert Bruce Swynenburg 
"'Constance Anne T avarczky 
Albert Eduard Teunissen 
Paul Wayne Van Kley 
Jerry W. Vrshek 
* Janet }o Marie Wail 
Nicole ViI.ir Walsh 
Anthony Alan Weber 
Robert Alvin Weseloh 
Michael Stephen White 
William Edward Wilson, Jr. 
Lenore Caren Winiecki 
*Patrida Ann Wirth 
Robert Louis Wise 
Kenneth Joseph Wontor 
Keith Edward Wright 
Henry William Wrzesinski 
Ramona Christine Young 
Larry Edward Youngberg 
Margaret Jean Z,imetz 
Susan Terese ZukausklU 
*W taring gold honor ~ordl and I;gnel IdJltll, 
members of Lambda Eplilon, Ihe Turnor College Scholallic HOllor Society 
The Fortieth Annual 
Commencement 
of 
THORNTON JUNIOR. COLLEGE 
-0-
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BOARD OF JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT NO. 510 
Mr. Herbert Greiner, Chairman 
Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
Mrs. Anthony Dunker 
Mr. Henry R. Koopman 
Mr. Arnold Labahn 
Mr. Homer M. Lefler 
Mr. Walter F. Schoen 
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MARSHALS .................... Cheryl Hawk and Susan Verhoeven 
USHERS 
Alice Ba£-kley Margaret Klecha Paulette Sergott 
Jose Casas Karin Newmann Michele Verdun 
David Dudiak Mathew Plochl Nancy Vrshek 
Michael Fister Larry Saliba Darlene Wasielewski 
Richard Hillstrom Betty Sandberg Rita Zaleta 
J my Scully 
CLASS OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT 
VICE .. PRESIDENT .............. . ................ , 
Jerry V rshek 
Lynda Daley 
SECRETARY-TREASURER ............. . Rosemarie Galvin 
PROGRAM 
Tuesday, June 4, 1968, at 8: 15 p.m. 
I 
'. 
PROCESSIONAL-"War March of the Priests" from Athalia 
The Symphonic Band. . . . . . . . . . . Mendelssohn 
INVOCATION ..................... Rev. Clarence W. Helmich 
Pastor, Trinity Lutheran Church, Harvey 
"Lift Thine Eyes" ......... . Mendelssohn 
"He Watching Over Israel" '" Mendelssohn 
The Concert Choir 
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER .... Mr. Herbert Greiner 
Chairman of the College Board 
ADDRESS-"Now Is The Time" .... Dr. James D. Logsdon 
President of the College 
"English Folk Song Suite" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vaughan W il/iams 
The Symphonic Band 
PRESENTATION OF CLASS . . . . . . . . . Mr. Lee E. Dulgar 
Dean of the College 
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS Mr. Herbert Greiner 
Chairman of the College Board 
BENEDICTION ....................... Rev. Clarence W. Helmich 
Pastor, Trinity Lutheran Church, Harvey 
RECESSIONAL-"Pomp and Circumstance" ..... Elgar 
The Symphonic Band 
Music under the direction of Mr. J. Albert Kindig 
Tht audi",u ",i/{ Jland during Iht prouJJionai and Iht r,uJJion.i 
Reception for graduates and friends will be held in the Garden Room of the cafeteria 
at the close of the program 
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1969 
The average u.s. automobile wholesaled for $2,280!!! 
Baseball's two major leagues split into Eastern & Western divisions, 
and added two teams to each league. 
The last regular issue of liThe Saturday Evening Post" was published. 
Mickey Mantle retired, after 18 years with the Yankees. 
Apollo 11 landed on the moon on July 20th~ 
The Woodstock Music & Art Fair attracted almost 400,000 people. 
The trial of the 'Chicago 8 1 began on September 24th. 
Hurricane Camille strucW with winds of 19Omph, leaving 248 dead and 
200,000 homeless. 
Willie Mays hit his 600th homerun. 
ilSesame Street" debuted in November. 
The Concorde SST made its first flight. 
Ted Kennedy drove off the bridge on Chappaquiddick Island. 
The My Lai massacre was first reported. 
Charles Manson and several cult members were indicted for mnrdering 
Sharon Tate and four others in her home. 
'Tiny Tim' and 'Miss Vicky' wed on the Tonight Show, on December l@th. 
Songs we were singing included: "Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head," 
"Come Saturday Morning," "Light My Fire", liDo You Know the 'Way to 
San Jose?" 
Grammys went to Simon & Garfunkel for "Mrs. Robinson"; and Glen Camp-
bell for "By the Time I Get to Phoenix". 
Oscars were awarded to "Oliver", Cliff Robertson C'Charly")" Barbra 
Streisand ("Funny Girl") and Katherine Hepburn ("A Lion in 'Winter"). 
This was the first tie in Oscar' s history. 
Other movies that year included:: "True Grit", "Easy Rider".. IIButch 
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" and "Midnight Cowboy". 
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Board of Trustees of 
Junior College District 5 1 0 
Mr. Homer M. Lefler, Chairman 
Mr. Henry R. Koopman, Vice·Chairman 
Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
Mr. Ronald W. DeYoung 
Mrs. Anthony Dunker 
Mr. Robert A. Frazier (Elected April, 1970) 
Mr. Arnold Labahn 
Mr. Charles E. Mosley (Elected April, 1970) 
Mr. Walter F. Schoen 
Mr. George W. Clark, Secretary of the Board 
Mr. Allyn J. Franke, Attorney for the Board 
The President's Annual Report 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
HARVEY, ILLINOIS 
1969-1970 
N. Franklin Hurt, Editor 
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A Message from the President 
It is again a pleasure 
to report to the taxpayers 
and residents of District 
510 who are interested in 
Thornton Community 
College. Public instruc-
tion is a public trust; and 
we in education hope that 
the progress described in 
our annual report will 
continue to merit the con-
fidence and support of 
the community. 
The predominant theme 
of the 1969·70 academic 
year was growth-growth 
in facilities, programs 
and enrollments. Certain-
ly the most conspicuous 
growth was in facilities. An event of singular importance was 
initiating construction of the new campus on its 103 acre site in 
South Holland. Meanwhile, additional interim facilities were 
acquired with an installation in Riverdale and an off-campus 
center at the American Legion Hall in Harvey. Plant expansion, 
however, is only a means to an end. Our paramount objective, of 
course, is the highest quality educational programs possible for the 
district served by Thornton Community College. 
Our proudest achievement of the year was in continued 
program development and improvement. The college inaugurated 
a number of new curriculums in the rapidly growing occupational 
area - radiologic technology, occupational therapy assistant, 
and building construction technology - to mention a few that 
are detailed further in this report. In 1969.70, over 50% of 
Thornton's students enrolled in one or more occupational courses 
and approximately 40% of them pursued an occupational curri-
culum as a major. field of concentration. These programs are 
valuable in training semi-professional technicians for the economy, 
and enable the individual to achieve a vital skill in a relati~ely 
short period of time. The community college, however, is a com· 
prehensive institution. The majority of its students continue to 
pursue the traditional baccalaureate oriented curriculums. 
In this era- of campus unrest that is sweeping. across our land, 
perhaps a comment should be made about our position. There has 
been very litde difficulty in the college. Perhaps this is because 
Thornton has always welcomed ideas of rational, meaningful 
change. Thornton was among the first community colleges in the 
state to laun.ch broad scope occupational programs, establish com-
munity service programs and institute minorities studies. 
Moreover, the channels of communication are open. The door 
of the president's office and that of every administrative and 
faculty office is always .open to a student who has a complaint or 
a suggestion. There is an active student government. Students are 
heard and listened to, and whenever feasible and possible, their 
advice is heeded. In the final analysis, however, it is the Board of 
Trustees, the administration and faculty that are legally assigned 
with the decision making process. Most of our students recognize 
and understand this, and their right to pursue an education without 
disruption will be preserved. 
May I take this opportunity to say farewell to my many friends 
and acquaintances in District 510. As many of you know, I 
announced my retirement during the past year. It has been my 
pleasure to be associated with the college in its years of growth 
and development from an appendage of the high school to one of ' 
the major community colleges in the state of Illinois. I wish to 
thank the residents of District 510, the Board of Trustees, the 
students, faculty, and administrative staff for their support and 
wish all concerned the best of success for the future. 
J!ee G. :J)u/r;al' 
LEE E. DULGAR, President 
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Growth 
Com/rllclion at 
new cam pili sile. 
Summer, 1970 
in Facilities 
Grolmdbrtaking, 
Ian. 23,1970 
Ltlt 10 RighI: 
Ramon Lthllen, 
PrtJidtnt, Stlldent 
Goyernmtnt 
Anoc.j William 
FrallaJ, PreJident, 
Tee Facility 
ASloc.; lame! D. 
Log!don, firll 
Pwident of TCC 
and ma!ler of 
ceremoniel al 
grollnd breaking, 
Lee E. DlIlgar, 
Pwidenl, TCC; 
Homer M. l.efler, 
Chairman, TeC 
Board of Trwlen. 
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An aspiration began to form into a reality on January 23, 
1970, with the ground breaking for construction of the new 
Thornton Community College campus. A symbolic shovel and 
earth ceremony was conducted on the site at the junction of U.S. 
Route 6 and State Street in South Holland. It was followed "by 
an indoors ceremony at the Thornton Township Town Hall where 
the keynote speaker was Mr. Gerald W. Smith, Executive Sec-
retary of the Illinois Junior College Board. Dr. James D. Logsdon, 
first president of Thornton Community College and a friend to 
many in the area, returned to act as master of ceremonies for the 
event. Attended by over 250 people, the event marked the beginning 
of a new era in the history of the college. 
The facility itself will be built in three phases. Phase I will 
comprise approximately 40% of the total construction and should 
be completed by mid 1972. It will include numerous classrooms, 
the library, laboratories, faculty offices, the computer center, and 
the counseling services area. Five levels of the building will be 
constructed in this phase which will cost ~8.7 million. The second 
phase will consist of additional classrooms, labs, the student center, 
cafeteria, fieldhouse and administrative offices, and will cost ap-
proximately ~1O million. Its construction will run almost concur-
rently with that of Phase I, and wi!! comprise 50% of the total 
building. Phase III costing approximately ~3 million will round 
out the facility. 
The new $21 million campus is a jointly funded project. Ap-
proximately three· fourths of th~ funds will be provided by the 
state of Illinois and one-fourth by the taxpayers of the local dis-
trict. An additional ~1 million has been supplied by the federal 
government. 
We are confident that design and construction of the building 
are in good hands. During the pa~t year, a major architectural 
design award for the new college structure was presented by the 
trade journal PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, to the firm of Fitch, 
Larocca, Carrington, Jones, Inc., which has planned the building 
since its authorization. After cO'mpetitive bidding, the construc-
tion contract was awarded to Mayfair Construction Company, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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Additional temporary facilities are a necessity until the new 
building is completed. In order to accommodate expanding prb. 
grams and r:'. :[)'nents, two more off-campus installations were 
opened in 196')·7~). The added services and educational oppor-
tunities provided by these facilities more than counterbalance their 
decentralizing aspects. 
The Riverdale Center at 138th and Stewart formerly housed 
a supermarket and was renovated during the summer of 1969. 
It opened for classes in September, and provides 10 additional 
classrooms, an audio-visual-tutorial lab for the Nursing Depart-
ment, a shorthand lab, a business machines audio-visual-tutorial 
lab, a typing room, and four additional office areas. This center 
provides capacity for approximately 800 more students. As a leased 
property, it is receiving maximum use with day, evening, and 
swnmer classes. 
The American Legion Hall at 153rd and Broadway in Har-
vey was rented to accommodate the Music Department. It 
provides a rehearsal-recital hall, an electronic keyboard lab, a 
general classroom, two studio offices, two practice rooms, a per-
cussion practice-storage room, an instrument storage room, and an 
office-laboratory with an adjoining listening lab. This additional 
space has made it possible for the Music Department to expand 
its program offerings. 
Interim facility: Riyerdale Center at 138th and Stewart, Riyerdale. 
b,terim facility: Music Annex, 153rd and Broadway, Haryey, 
-4-
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Growth in Enrollments 
and Graduates 
(Figures below represent full-time students) 
Year Men Women Total 
1927·1928 .... .. . . . 30 17 47 
1930·1931 " ....... 95 56 151 
1935·1936 ... ' ..... 81 52 133 
1940·1941 · ........ 111 64 175 
1945·1946 · ........ 109 89 198 
1950·1951 .... " ... 237 78 315 
1955-1956 · . . . . . . . . 361 103 464 
1960·1961 · ........ 400 157 557 
1965.1966 · , . . . . . 673 354 1,027 
1969.1970 · ........ 1,469 853 2,322 
Graduates 
0 
23 
44 
39 
40 
75 
88 
104 
121 
283+11 
certificates 
-5--
Historical Sketch 
Thornton Junior College was established on September 19, 
1927. It was a part of Thornton Township High School District 
205 until June, 1966, when it became a distinct entity as J unlot 
College District 510. As can be seen by the adjoining table, en-
rollment growth was modest during the college's first 25 years. 
Thereafter, enrollments grew at an almost mercurial pace, nearly 
doubling between 1950 and 1960 and increasing more than four-
fold in the decade of the 1960's. 
The College's programs have also multiplied over the years . 
Originally, the junior college was solely a credit-transfer institu-
tion to provide the first two years of a liberal arts program for 
students who intended· to pursue a baccalaureate degree at a 
university. During the late 1940's and early 1950's, however, it 
began to assume responsibility for technical, vocational and adult 
education. Correspondingly, its enrollments increased. Still, how. 
ever, the junior college was an appendage of the high school. 
This was changed in 1965. 
In that year, the Illinois General Assembly passed legislation 
which permitted junior colleges to establish themselves as separate 
entities. Now, these institutions could have their own districts, 
boards of trustees, buildings, faculties and administrative staffs. 
Moreover, broader responsibilities in the occupational area, general 
studies, and community service fields were assigned to the junior 
colleges in the 1965 legislation. Thus, these schools were meant 
to be far more comprehensive in the future. 
Thornton has changed dramatically since this landmark legis-
lation. In June, 1966, it was organized as junior college district 510 , 
with boundaries co-terminous with Thornton Township. In the fol. 
lowing year, voters in Bremen and Thornton Fractional Townships 
approved by referendum annexation to the junior college district. 
The first board of trustees was elected in 1966 and the college began 
to function as an autonomous educational unit for the first time in 
its existence. It seemed logical, therefore, in 1969 that the name of 
the college be changed to desc~ibe its comprehensive scope more 
accurately. Thus, it is now Thornton Community College. 
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The Arts and Sciences 
Thornton conducted 22 baccalaureate oriented curriculums 
in 1969·70. These are the curriculums traditionally termed the 
arts and sciences. Most students pursuing them plan to continue 
towards a baccalaureate degree at a four year institution upon 
completing their work at the community college level. 
The accompanying breakdown shows the distribution of en-
rollments in baccalaureate oriented curriculums in the fall 
semester, 1969. 
There was considerable innovation within these curriculums 
during the past year. Student involvement in the learning process 
is the keynote of recent changes. The lecture method is rapidly 
being replaced by techniques that place students in an active role. 
In the Behavioral Science Department, for example, formal train-
ing in psychology and sociology was supplemented by voluntary 
student work with local social agencies. Approximately 10,000 
hours of voluntary assistance were contributed by TCC students 
to such agencies in the south suburban area. Increasingly, the 
baccalaureate oriented programs are emphasizing field experience 
and relevant work in the community. 
Several departments in the arts and sciences area broadened 
thrir programs to serve a wider segment of the community's popu-
lation. The Music Department, for instance, offered coordinated 
courses ranging from the regular college credit courses to special 
interest and community service courses. In the latter category, 
childrens' piano and violin classes were introduced during the 
past year. Moreover, a music vocations conference for high school 
students is planned for fall, 1970, and a two-week workshop on 
music education in the elementary school is being planned for 
summer, 1971. The English Department introduced a course in 
Black Literature, and the Mathematics Department has increased 
its offerings in general type programs as opposed to academic 
sequence courses. These are but a few of the innovations in the 
arts and sciences during the past year, and indicate the program 
development occurring at Thornton. 
-'1-
Enrollment Distribution in 
Baccalaureate Oriented Curriculums, Fall, 1969. 
Curriculum 
1. Art ".,' 
*2. General " .. , .. , ... ,., .. , .... ,.,. 
3. Business Administration " . , ... , ... , 
4. Engineering "",.", , , , ..... . 
5. Industrial Administration """"" 
6. Vocational &. Industrial Teaching 
7. ] ournalism """"""" 
8. Teacher Prep - Elementary . , , 
9. Teacher Prep - Secondary - BA 
10. Teacher Prep - Secondary - BS 
11. Liberal Arts 
12. Life Sciences 
13. Dental 
14. Medical """"""'" 
15. Medical Technology 
16. Veterinary 
17. Music 
18. Nursing - Transfer 
19. Physical Education """", 
20. Chemistry &. Chemical Engineering 
21. Pharmacy 
22. Legal 
Enroll-
ment 
68 
438 
213 
81 
9 
12 
22 
148 
72 
61 
144 
8 
13 
19 
8 
11 
44 
9 
52 
18 
12 
35 
Percent of 
Total 
Enrollm~t 
2.9% 
18.7% 
9.1% 
3.5% 
0.4% 
0.5% 
0.9% 
6.3% 
3.1% 
2.6% 
6.1% 
0.3% 
0.6% 
0.8% 
0.3% 
0.5% 
1.9% 
0.4% 
2.2% 
0.8% 
0.5% 
1.5% 
1,497 58.5% 
*The General Curriculum includes students who have not decided 
yet on a special curriculum, but who will probably pursue a bacca-
laureate degree. It is not to be confused with the General Studies 
Program described on Page 6. 
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Growth in Programs 
The General Studies Program and Reading Clinic 
The general studies program (GSP) is a portal to achieve-
ment in the standard curriculums. It is relatively new at Thornton 
having been introduced in 1968, but it has. grown in proportion 
to its importance. And it is extremely important. The GSP is a 
one semester program designed to assist freshmen who need 
remedial or additional preparation before entering one of the 
specialized curriculums. It is an essential part of any community 
college which honors a commitment to an "open door" admissions 
policy for all students entering with a high school diploma. 
The GSP broadened its enrollment and activities during the 
year. It had 88 students in the fall of 1969 as compared to 37 
the previous fall. The program is very student oriented. Classes 
are small and regular course work is supplemented with services 
to assist students through vocational and personal counseling and 
cultural enrichment activities. An individual tutorial program was 
introduced to benefit students needing additional assistance. The 
GSP has provell so successful that future plans include offering 
it through the evening program so that it can reach many of the 
adult students through the various attendance centers served by 
the continuing education program. 
The Reading Clinic is a very important ancillary service to 
the GSP and the college generally. This was the second year of 
its operation also. It works directly with the GSP, the English 
Department, and the Nursing Department, but it is open to every 
student who wishes to make use of it. Teachers as well as students 
benefit by its services. During the year, reading workshops were 
• held for TCC teachers and for elementary and high school teachers 
within District 510 who were interested in reading problems and 
skills. The clinic also pioneered a course in listening skills. It now 
has two service areas in the college itself, and plans are to extend 
its programs into off-campus centers in the future. 
Thus, the GSP and the Reading Clinic have become two ex-
~raordinarily important support services to the main line curricu-
lums, and have brought Thornton closer to the ideal of maximum 
educational opportunity for the entire community. 
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Education for Occupations 
Occupational training is the most rapidly growing part of 
Thornton's academic program. This is not surprising as occu-
pational curriculums are closely coordinated with the needs of the 
economy. They are designed to develop skills within a relatively 
short period of time. Moreover, a student has options in the 
programs. He can pursue an associate in arts degree through two 
years of training that will give him proficiency to function as a 
sub.professional. Or, he can pursue a one year certificate program 
that will provide a moderate degree of proficiency but a high 
degree of employability. Hence, the rapid expansion in this area. 
Growth in programs and enrollments were quite outstanding. 
In 1969-70, six new occupational curriculums were developed -
building construction technology, educational media technology, 
graphic arts technology, occupational therapy assistant, insurance, 
and radiological technology (x-ray). This brought to 22 the 
number of curriculums in this area, and five more will be added 
next year, viz., licensed practical nursing, medical records tech-
nology, medical secretary, aviation careers, and advertising: art and 
design. More than 50(/0 of the total enrollment was involved in 
one or more occupational courses, and approximately 40% of the 
students have selected an occupational curriculum as a major field 
of concentration. Most of this growth has occurred in the last 
five years. 
Growth will characterize the future of these programs. Dur-
ing the 1970-71 academic year Thornton will have curriculums 
in 27 career areas. There will be 25 associate degree programs 
and 20 certificate programs. The college utilizes the services of 
22 occupational advisory committees made up of public spirited 
community people to help develop and update these curriculums. 
We are especially appreciative of the time and effort these people 
devote to this work. We also would like to give a special thanks 
and draw attention to those individuals, firms and agencies listed 
on pages 10·11 which have been good enough to open their facili-
ties to Tee students for internships and practicum training. 
--8-
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Enrollment Analysis of Occupational Ilrograms, 1969 -70 
* Classified 
Enrollment 
FALL SPRING 
Business 
Accounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Business Management . ........................ 13 
Insurance .................................... 9 
Marketing Management. . . . . 57 
Administrative Office Assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Executive Secretary ., .. ,." .. , ... ,.,........... 42 
General Office Assistant ... , ... , ........ , .. , , , ,. 8 
Real Estate , ... , ......... , .. , .. ,."........... 2 
Data Processing ........ , ................ , . , .. " 119 
Health 
Nursing .. , .... , .... , ... , ...... ' ............. . 
Radiological Technology ................ , ...... . 
Occupational Therapy Assistant ....... , ...... , .. 
Public Service 
132 
26 
3 
Law Enforcement ............ , ..... ,. . . . . . . . .. 22 
Mental Health Associate "" .... , .... , . . . .. 10 
Social Work Associate . .. 31 
Teacher Aide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39 
Technical 
Building Construction Technology ............... 24 
Educational Media Technology 5 
Electronic Technology . . . . 26 
Graphic Arts Technology . . . . . 9 
Mechanical Design Technology. . ......... , . .. 28 
Trade Extension 
Summer Session 
TOTAL 669 
46 
2 
52 
2 
37 
7 
2 
98 
142 
26 
5 
23 
15 
27 
47 
20 
5 
24 
3 
30 
613 
* Classified Enrollment: means students enrolled in a formal curriculum. 
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Full and Part 
Time Enrollment 
FALL SPRING 
100 
23 
20 
98 
9 
60 
56 
20 
250 
117 
26 
14 
32 
15 
26 
71 
24 
9 
70 
9 
57 
1106 
106 
53 
105 
27 
63 
57 
15 
'239 
153 
26 
11 
44 
16 
30 
60 
36 
15 
110 
18 
76 
1305 
Indiv. Enrollments 
In Single Courses 
FALL SPRING 
117 
33 
9 
185 
9 
117 
66 
18 
499 
395 
69 
34 
105 
21 
91 
121 
84 
24 
151 
31 
133 
2312 
19 
130 
2461 
106 
69 
150 
9 
102 
57 
15 
363 
459 
94 
14 
83 
2 
62 
80 
86 
38 
116 
18 
89 
2012 
22 
2034 
Total Cr. Hrs. 
of Instructio? 
FALL SPRING 
351 
99 
27 
555 
28 
369 
246 
54 
1695 
1278 
251 
94 
315 
68 
273 
297 
252 
63 
487 
84 
587 
7473 
76 
418 
7967 
318 
207 
451 
27 
321 
175 
45 
1291 
1534 
285 
49 
249 
6 
176 
203 
266 
89 
387 ' 
59 
283 
6421 
88 
6509 
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Acknowledgments to Cooperating j\gencies 
Thornton Community College expresses its appreciation and gratitude to the firms, 
agencies, and individuals listed below who have provided their facilities and time to assist 
in the training of students pursuing occupational curriculums. The assistance offered by 
these benefactors has contributed substantially to the success of Thornton's occupational 
programs. 
Cooperative Office Education 
Dynamic Screw, Riverdale 
Financial Clearing, Harvey 
First National Bank in Harvey, Harvey 
First State Bank, Harvey 
Harris Hub, Harvey 
Model Finance, Harvey 
Polk Brothers, Harvey 
Sears Catalog and Appliance Store, Harvey 
Speed Special Education, Homewood 
Tinley Park Mental Health Center, Tinley Park 
Topps Department Store, Markham 
Zayre Department Store, Markham 
, .. Data Processing 
Illinois Bell Telephone Company, Harvey 
Interlake Steel Corporation, Riverdale 
Perfection-American Corporation, Harvey 
Republic Steel Corporation, Chicago 
Verson All Steel Press Company, Chicago 
Whiting Corporation, Harvey 
Wisconsin Steel, Chicago 
Wyman.Gordon, Division of Ingalls Sheppard 
Corp., Harvey 
Educational Media Technology 
Eastman Kodak, Oak Brook 
International Harvester, Hinsdale 
Midwest Visual Equipment Company, Chicago 
Munster Public High School, Munster, Indiana 
Thornridge High School, Dolton 
Thornton Township High School, Harvey 
Marketing Management 
A C Press, Riverdale 
Allied Radio, Calumet City 
Baker's Shoes, Calumet City 
Benson.Rixon, Calumet City 
Beverly Woods Restaurant, Chicago 
Bode/Ie Company, Riverdale 
Buckley's Plantation, Markham 
Burt's Shoes, Harvey 
Firestone Tire, Harvey 
Florsheim Shoe Company, Calumet City 
Groban Supply Company, Chicago 
The Home Store, Ch:icago 
J. C. Penney Company, Harvey 
Jewel Food Company, Chicago &, Midlothian 
John Tienstra's State Farm Insurance, Harvey 
Marks Toggery, Harvey 
Montgomery Wards, Harvey &, Munster, Indiana 
Osco Drugs, South Holland 
Scott's Variety Store, Harvey 
Sears Roebuck &, Co., Installation Center, Harvey 
Spencer Shoe Corp., Chicago 
Wieboldc's, Chicago 
F. W. Woolworth, Chicago 
Nursing 
American Red Cross, Harvey 
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Bowman Nursing Home, Inc., Midlothian 
Dr. Benjamin Braun, Park Forest 
Christ Community Hospital, Oak Lawn 
Colonial Convalescent Home, South Holland 
Dr. David Goldberg, Park Forest 
Dr. M. Goodman, Dolton 
Heather Manor Convalescent Center, Inc., Harvey 
Infant Welfare League, Chicago Heights 
Ingalls Memorial Hospital, Harvey 
Dr. Edward Jung, Dolton 
Dr. Raymond Lesser, Park Forest 
Little Company of Mary Hospital, Evergreen Park 
Dr. Alex Kaz, Harvey 
Dr. A. Milius, Harvey 
Oak Forest Hospital, Oak Forest 
Orchard Hill Farm Kindergarten, Tinley Park 
Dr. Marjorie Prombo, Homewood 
Dr. John Schuetz, Blue Island 
South Cook County Physical Therapy Center, 
Homewood 
St. Francis Hospital, Blue Island 
The Suburban Cook County Tuberculosis Sani-
tarium District, Harvey 
Dr. Frank Sutkus, Harvey 
Thornton Township High School, Harvey 
A) Health Office Nurse 
B) PILOT Program 
C) TMH Program 
Tinley Park Mental Health Center, Tinley Park 
A Wee Care Day Nursery School, Harvey 
Radiologic Technology 
Ingalls Memorial Hospital, Harvey 
St. Francis Hospital, Blue Island 
St. James Hospital, Chicago Heights 
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Social Work Associate 
Cook County Department of Public Aid, Harvey 
Cook County Family Court, Chicago 
Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity, Chicago 
Human Services Institute, Chicago City College, Chicago 
Illinois State Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, Chicago Heights 
Jane Adams Graduate School of Social Work, Univ. of Illinois, Chicago 
Jones Memorial Community Center, Chicago Heights 
Little Company of Mary Hospital, Evergreen Park 
Oak Forest Hospital, Oak Forest 
The Salvation Army, dlicago 
School District No. 147, Harvey 
South Suburban Council on Alcoholism, Harvey 
Tinley Park Mental Health Center, Tinley Park 
Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago, Chicago 
Y.M.C.A., Harvey 
Teacher Aide 
Ascension School, Harvey 
Bryant School, District 152, Harvey 
Canterbury School, District 144, Markham 
Caroline Sibley School, District 149, Dolton 
Childs School, District 1431/2, Robbins 
Diekman School, District 149, Dolton 
Field School, District 152, Harvey 
Foster School, District 142, Oak Forest 
Highland School, District 144, Hazel Crest 
Hillcrest High School, District 228, Country dub Hills 
Holmes School, District 152, Harvey 
Martin Luther King Junior High School, Dixmoor 
Kolmar School, District 143, Midlothian 
Lincoln School, District 148, Dolton 
McKinley Junior High School, District 150, South Holland 
Memorial Junior High School, District 158, Lansing 
Oak Glen School, District 158, Lansing 
Warren Palm School, District 152Y2, Hazel Crest 
Patton School, District 133, Riverdale 
Posen School, District 143Y2, Posen 
Roosevelt School, District 151, South Holland 
Thornton Township High School, Harvey 
. Vandenberg School, District 149, Dolton 
Waterman School, District 149, South Holland 
Technical Education 
Interlake Steel Corporation, Riverdale 
Northern Illinois Gas Company, Engineering Department, Harvey 
Wyman-Gordon, Division of Ingalls Sheppard Cotp., Harvey 
-11-
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Adult Education and Community ~;ervices 
Ii. 
Thornton has always been a leader in adult education and 
community service programs. It takes pride in being one of the 
first community colleges in the state to take its diverse courses to 
the people through neighborhood schools and other community 
centers. The adult education program now operates in 14 attend-
ance centers - 7 in high school buildings and 7 in other service 
locations throughout District 510. As can be seen by the accom· 
panying map, these attendance centers are geographically situated 
so that they are easily accessible to district residents. Most of the 
courses are conducted in local high schools. However, special 
classes are placed in hospitals, churches, day care centers or wher-
ever there is a special educational need. 
In this connection, a particular source of pride is the program 
conducted for patients in Oak Forest Hospital. Two years ago, 
·-12-
GED and elementary school completion classes were introduced 
there. They have grown in popularity among the patients. ,During 
the past year, the program at Oak Forest was filmed as 'part of 
a television documentary prepared by the Office of the Cook 
County Superintendent of Schools. Moreover, upon completing 
their work this spring, a number of the patients were bussed to 
the main campus to participate in graduation exercises. It was 
the high point in a happy experience. This is community service 
in its truest sense. 
The range of course offerings in adult education is extra-
ordinary. There virtually is a course to meet every adult's edu-
cational need from the level of elementary school completion 
through the sophomore year of college! There is, for example, 
an eighth grade equivalency program for the adult who wishes to 
complete his elementary education; there is a high school com-
pletion program either through a diploma or a GED certificate; and 
there are even university extension graduate courses available for 
those who have already achieved a baccalaureate degree. Or, if 
the adult student is interested in personal satisfaction, he can select 
from an extraordinary broad scope of non-credit, special interest 
courses. Such courses are almost inexhaustible and they bring 
pleasure and a sense of personal fulfillment to thousands of adult 
residents of District 510 each year. 
Community service workshops and forums are the newest area 
in Thornton's adult education program. Ten of them were de-
veloped in 1969-70. They are highly flexible and therefore can 
meet the needs of many groups. They are characterized by in~en­
sive training, brief duration, and focus on a specific topic. They 
are usually non-credit programs, and are conducted on a non-fee 
or nominal fee basis. Organized as seminars or workshops, they 
are highly useful in refreshing or improving skills or imparting 
new information in a trade or profession. Slightly different are 
the public forums which focus on topics of more general concern 
and emphasize dissemination of information. The thrust of all 
these programs is towards the concept of continuing education. 
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ADULT EDUCATION ENROLLMENT DISTRIBUTION 
BY CATEGORY, 1969·70 
Program ] sf Sem. 2nd Sem. Total 
College Credit 2,466 2,102 4,568 
Special Interest '" 3,582 3,960 7,542 
High School Credit 374 842 1,216 
GED Preparatory 158 154 312 
Elementary Completion 127 133 260 
University Extension 284 385· 669 
Americanization ., , . " 31 55 86 
7,022 7,631 14,653 
COMMUNITY SERVICE ENROLLMENTS, 1969·70 
No. of 
Program Sessions 
Educational Secretaries Workshop 1 
Free School of Bus. Management No.1 .. 16 
Air&. Water Pollution Forum ........ 1 
Management Seminar* 6 
Industrial Hydraulics* 
Workshop and Seminar .......... 4 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Forum.. 1 
Industrial Safety Seminar* ......... 6 
Free School of Bus. Management No.2.. 16 
Listening Skills W orkshop* '. . . . . . 4 
American Institute of Banking* ....... 10 
No. of 
Emoll· Instructors 
ment or Speakers 
95 10 
69 21 
75 4 
14 1 
22 1 
125 4 
21 5 
75 22 
8 1 
175 5 
Total number of enrollees in non-fee programs 439 
Total number of enrollees in fee programs . . . . . 240 
Total number of participants ............... 679 
Total number of instructors ............. , 74 
* Fee Charged 
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ADUL T EDUCATION ENROLLMENTS BY 
ATTENDANCE CENTERS 
1. Thornton Township High School 
2. Riverdale Center 
1st Sem. 2nd Sem. Tot~l 
3,278 3,560 6,838 
(included in TTHS total) 
3. Thornridge High School ... 
4. Bremen High School .. 
1,244 1,509 
635 633 
5. Hillcrest High School 382 437 
6. Tinley Park High School 423 441 
7. Thornton Fractional North 408 425 
8. Thornton Fractional South ... 538 516 
9. Oak Forest Hospital ..... 
10. Christ Temple Community 
Baptist Church .. . ...... . 
25 25 
16 16 
11. Robbins Head Start Center .. 42 19 
12. Robbins Senior Citizens Home ... 14 
13. Washington School, Harvey 
14. Garfield School, Harvey 
15 12 
16 24 
Total .... 7,022 7,631 
" 12 
14 
HARVEY 
I 
OOLTON CALUMET CITY 
9 OAK fOREST 
HAZ£\.tREST 
13 
10 
MARKHAM 
PHOEfllK 
3 
SOUTH 
HOLLAND 
6 
rlNLEY PARK 
,--___ ---, THORNTON 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT '~IO 
ADULT EDUCATION CENTERS 
Numbers on the map correspond 
to allendance cenler. listed above 
LANSING 
I.YNWOOO 
2,753 
1,268 
819 
864 
833 
1,054 
50 
32 
61 
14 
27 
40 
14,653 
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Student Profile 
Achievement is a salient feature in a profile of the student body at 
Thornton. In 1969·70, between 15·20% of the full·time students achieved 
honor roll status each semester. Two types of <lcademic achievement are 
recognized: I) high <lcademic honors are <lwarded to those who achieve a 
4.00·3.50 grade .1Vernge (A.I3·t·), and 2) academic honors are granted to 
those who earn a 3.49·3.00 grade average (13+·13). Thornton is proud of 
the students who achieved these st<lndards, and their distribution W<lS as 
follo\\'s: 
Fall, 1969 . 
Spring, 1970 
Totals 
HONOR ROLL, 1969·70 
High Academic Academic 
HOllars Honor! 
100 257 
156 288 
256 545 
Total 
357 
444 
801 
Achievement of course is based upon ability. A study of the fresh· 
man class entering Thornton Community College in fall, 1969, indicated a 
considerable degree of ability. Scores from the American College Test 
(ACT) are a standard index of academic ability. The figures below in· 
dicate that students entering TCC in fall, 1969 compared very favorably 
with state and national ACT performances. 
ACT COMPOSITE STANDARD SCORES IN PERCENT 
FOR FRESHMEN, 1969 
Scores 
26·36 
21·25 
16·20 
1·15 
MEAN 
TCC 
7% 
34% 
387r:. 
21% 
19.3% 
Ill. Public 
2 Yr. Colleges 
6% 
26% 
41% 
2870 
18.2% 
National 
14% 
33% 
32% 
21% 
19.7% .. 
Equally significant is the breakdown of 1969 freshmen according to 
rank in their high school graduating class. The analysis shows that the 
academic quality of Thornton's incoming students compares quite well with 
freshmen entering other community colleges in the state. 
Rank of 1969 Freshmen in High School Graduating Class in Percent: 
Rallk 
Top Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
TCC 
19% 
27% 
Ill. Pllblic 
2 Yr. Colleges 
15.7% 
28.1% 
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3rd Quarter 
4th Quarter 
34% 
20% 
32.6% 
22.8~ 
Student achievement, ability and financial need are recognized in 
Thornton's extensive financial aid program. Last year slightly over 30')( 
of the student body received financial assistance through either scholar. 
ships, loans, or the work-study or work.opportunity programs. The college 
constantly endeavors to expand and diversify its financial aids to assist 
deserving students. In 1969.70, 708 students received $140,726 in the 
following forms. 
FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS, 1969·70 
Gratlt 
Illinois State Grant .... 
Illinois State Scholarship 
Veteran's Scholarship .. 
Disabled Veteran Scholarship 
Honors Entrance Scholarship 
Music Scholarship .. . 
Athletic Scholarship ..... . 
Nursing and Allied Health Scholarships . 
Ingall's Scholarship (Nursing) ....... . 
Mental Health Scholarship (Social Work) 
St. Francis Hospital Scholarship (Nursing) 
Weiss Clinic Scholarship (Nursing) 
Ivanhoe Woman's Club Scholarship (Nursing) . 
Law Enforcement Scholarship .............. . 
Economic Opportunity Grant 
PTA Scholarship ..... 
Hope Kirk Scholarship (Business) 
DVR Scholarship (Disability) ..... 
James L. Beck Scholarship (Teacher Training) 
Clara Cantrell Scholarship 
(Worthy Black Graduate of TTHS) 
A. L. Andrew Foundation Scholarship .. 
Dolton·Riverdale Jaycee Scholarship .... 
Work. Study Prog~am 
Work-Opportunity Program 
Illinois Guaranteed Loans ... 
TOTALS 
No. of 
Recipient! 
115 
25 
247 
2 
49 
14 
44 
22 
17 
1 
1 
2 
1 
9 
8 
4 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
27 
115 
19 
. 708 
Amount 
$ 20,390 
5,750 
35,355 
460 
9,408 
2,688 
7,932 
4,774 
3,910 
184 
250 
230 
200 
1,608 
1,600 
500 
384 
920 
207 
192 
500 
192 
12,928 
20,880 
14,287 
$140,726 
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Vocational guidance and placement are closely allied to stu· 
dent financial aid. Thornton's Placement Office has extensive 
contacts with business and industry to help students. During the 
past year, over 3,600 students utilized its services, and 522 were 
placed in part-time jobs and 238 in full·time positions. Over 300 
firms and agencies absorbed these job seekers. Company recruiters 
are welcome to the campus, and a regular schedule of interviews 
is arranged for them with students by the Placement Office. "An 
Evening of Career Opportunities" was also presented by company 
representatives in April for adult education students. This was 
another "first" that will become a standard offering. 
The student body also receives considerable assistance from 
the counseling staff. Thornton's counselors have developed a 
variety of approaches to help students through individual and 
group counseling. Moreover, the counseling staff maintains close 
articulation with the high schools in District 510 and with senior 
colleges to assist students in their transition to and from Thorn-
ton. Extensive work was done this past year also to provide 
students in the adult education program with counseling services. 
Thus, Thornton's student body is characterized by achieve. 
ment and ability, but wherever assistance is needed it is served 
by diversified programs and professional personnel of the highest 
quality. 
-15· 
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Faculty Profile 
The faculty at Thornton is distinguished by quality. Its 
academic preparation is outstanding and the student body is 
receiving instruction of the highest caliber. In a community college 
major emphasis is placed upon teaching. Faculty members can 
concentrate exclusively on keeping their knowledge and materials 
current and working closely with their students. The following 
analysis indicates the preparation of the total professional staff 
both full and part-time, including adult education faculty. 
Number Percen! 
Holding Earned Doctor's Degree 5 1.1% 
Holding Master's Degree 
plus 30 or more semester hours 71 15.4% 
Holding Master's Degree . 210 45.4% 
Holding Bachelor's Degree . 116 25.1 0/0 
Holding Associate's Degree 
(2 years of college or more) .... 28 6.10/0 
Holding less than Associate Degree 
(Under 2 years of college) ..... 32 6.9% 
Total ....... . .. 462 100% 
An outstanding faculty also contributes a great deal of time 
to helping students outside the classroom. Every full-time student 
is assigned to a faculty member who serves as his curriculum ad· 
visor and helps with schedule planning or changing. Perhaps the 
most valuable assistance, however, comes through the untotaled 
hours of informal discussion between instructors and students. 
This is a distinct advantage of a community college. 
Faculty achievements were quite significant during the past 
year. As dedicated professional educators, Thornton's instructors 
are constantly trying to improve their knowledge and proficiency. 
Most of them participate in a professional organization related to 
their specialty. Moreover, during the past year, three faculty 
members had articles published in professional journals, four 
served on North Central Association or Illinois Junior College 
evaluation teams, and five acted as speakers or consultants on 
eight state or national programs. Thus, Thornton's faculty served 
their institution and profession well. 
--16-
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Financial Information 
The following data is presented to give residents and tall.' 
payers of District 510 a clear picture of the college's sources of 
income and its financial requirements. 
State Apportionment 41.3% ____ ---'S-'-O_UR...::C.:,:ES-'O;...F_R ..... EV..:.EN ..... U_E _____ "7 
local Taxes 27.5% ___ ,
Fed ... 1 Program. 4.1% 
Tuition and Fees . ,-. 19,9% 
Organized- Activities .1% 
Vocational Reimbursement ,.,.., 6.6% 
Other Source. . .5% 
100% 
OPERATING EXPENDITURES 
In,truction.1 Programs ..... .71.5% _____ --... 
PI.nl Operotion .. .14.1 % 
G,n,,,1 Administration... .. .... 7.7% 
Eqpmt. & Bldg. Improvement 3.2% 
library ......... .... 1.5% 
Maintenance .. ,' ....................... _ ... 1.4% 
Auxiliary Services .6% 
100% 
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SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION FOR PROPERTY 
OWNERS IN DISTRICT 510 I 
Tee laxle~ 
~ @ 2Zc* pe, Market Vallie Approximate $100 of AJ.tessed of Home Assessed Vallie Va/llatiarl $50,000 $20,000 $44.00 
$45,000 $18,000 $39.60 
• $40,000 $16,000 $35.20 
$35,000 $14,000 $30.80 
.~ $30,000 $12,000 $26.40 
$25,000 $10,000 $22.00 
~ $20,000 $ 8,000 $17.60 
• $15,000 $ 6,000 $13.20 
*Breakdown of TCe Tax Levy 
.lOc Educational Fund (Instructional Programs) 
.05c Building Fund (Plant Operation and Maintenance) 
.07c Bond and Interest Fund for New Campus 
.22c per $100 of assessed valuation 
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Financial Statement for 1969~70 Fiscal Year 
RECEIPTS DISBURSEMENTS 
Taxes: Administration: 
Current and Back Taxes .. $ 941,713.02 Salaries 
.$ 218,566.87 
Contractual Services 26,975.34 
Governmental Divisions: Supplies 26,145.52 
Travel .. 6,885.34 
State Junior College Aid .. $1,410,741.00 Other 26,792.22 $ 305,365.29 
Driver Education 4,982.70 
Vocational Education 183,391.00 Instructional: 
Federal Title Programs .. 140,313.88 
Salaries 
.. $2,129,137.38 Adult Education 36,581.56 1,776,010.14 
Contractual Services 7,463.77 
Books and Supplies 63,557.56 
Tuition: Travel 18,005.68 
$ 
Tuition to other Junior Colleges 9,301.18 
Day School 457,425.28 Other 1,278.97 2,228,744.54 
Evening School 223,256.65 
Other Junior College Districts 1,072.00 681,753.93 
Operation and Maintenance: 
Interest on Investments: 6,623.17 
Salaries $ 11,117.05 
Contractual Services 30,743.38 
Other Revenue: 
Utilities 28,551.60 
Sale of Equipment .$ 225.00 Supplies and Repairs 14,825.00 85,237.03 
Athletic Admissions 2,687.50 
Site Rental 7,195.65 Fixed Cha rges: 
Miscellaneous. 948.30 11,056.45 
Insurance $ 10,103.46 
Rental 500,475.35 
TOTAL REVENUE- $3,417,156.71 Interest on T.A.W. 19,451.39 530,030.20 
-18-
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Adult Education: 
Salaries .......... . 
Contractual Services ...... . 
Supplies and Travel .... . 
Publicity and Printing, etc. 
Summer School: 
Salaries 
Athletic Program: 
Salaries .... 
Contractual Services 
Material and Supplies . 
Travel 
Other . . . . . . . . 
Economic Opportunity Project: 
Salaries ... , .... 
Other 
Capital Outlay: 
. Additional Equipment 
Other Student-Community Services .... 
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS-
.$ 563,156.40 
16,556.21 
3,892.78 
21,401.46 
.. ~ 6,610.00 
1,012.07 
5,389.71 
6,331.00 
5,104.01 
.~ 15,071.69 
1,130.00 
~ 605,006.85 
58,340.30 
24,446.79 
16,201.69 
128,444.93 
324.39 
~3,982,142.01 
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RECAPITULATION 
Fund balance July I, 1969 
Receipts . ~3,417,156.71 
Disbursements 3,982,142.0 I 
Excess of Disbursements over Receipts . 
* Fund Balance June 30, 1970 
* 1969 taxes received in June 1970 are deferred to the 
budgeted income available for the 1970-71 school year. 
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
Receipts: 
Cash Balance July I, 1969 . 
Inter-fund Receivables .. 
T.A.W. Issued 
Revenue 
Deferred Income Tax receipts 
to be applied 1970-71 school year 
Total Receipts 
Net increase. in cash withheld for annuity 
contracts and tax withholdings of employees 
Total Cash Available 
Disbu rsements: 
TAW. Paid. 
Budget Expenditures 
Total Disbursements 
Cash Balance June 30, 1970 
15,000.00 
685,000.00 
3,417,156.71 
619,798.97 
2,906.72 
$ 850,000.00 
3,982,142.01 
(~ 58,178. S9) 
( 564,985.30) 
(~623,163.89) 
$ 196,250.25 
4,739,862.40 
~4,936,112.65 
4,832,142.01 
~ 103,970.64 
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Administration 
Thornton Community College Board 
Mr. Herbert G. Greiner, Chairman 
Mt:- Homer M. Lefler, Vice Chairman 
Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
Mr. Ronald W. De Young 
Mr. Arnold Labahn 
Mr. Henry R. Koopman 
Mr. Walter F. Schoen 
LEE E. DULGAR .......... _ ................................................................................................... President 
Eastern State College, B.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
WAYNE E. WILLARD .............................................................................. Dean of Instruction 
Illinois College. B.A. 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. Adm. 
ADELAIDE CHILDS ........................................................................................ Dean of Students 
Northwestern Universitv, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
BYRON E. KEE .................................................................................... Administrative Assistant 
Western Illinois University, B.S. (Sabbatical) 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
GEORGE W. CLARK .......................................................................... Dean of ·Business Affairs 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
IRWIN DAHL ............................................................... Director of Institutional Development 
University of Minnesota, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
ROBERT E.JOHNSON .................................................................... Dean of Adult Ed'Jcation 
Ohio State University, B.A. 
Western Theological Seminary, B.C. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
N. FR.'\~KLI~ HURT .................................................. Assistant Dean of Adult Education 
Indiana University, B.A. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
FRANK J. PRIST .............................................................................................................. Registrar 
Northern Illinoif, University, B.A. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S . 
JOSEPH GUTENSON ................................................................ Assistant Dean of Instruction 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Chicago State College, M.E. 
Purdue University, M.S. 
University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
JAMES SIDWELL ............................................................................ Assistant Dean of Students 
University of Missouri, B.s. 
University of Missouri, M.A. 
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Faculty 
JOSEPH ADA.I\JEK ............................................................................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, 7\1.S. 
HA"ROLD E. ADAMS ................................................................................................ Mathematics 
Southern Illinois University, B.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
DAVID ANDERSON .............................................................................................. social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University. M.A. 
NORMAN AULABAUGH .................................................................................. Data Processing 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois university, M.S. 
SARAH BARMORE ........................................... : ...................................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
DAVID C. BAR TLETT .......................................................................................... Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
LEILA. BASHA W ................................................................................................................ Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
EDMUND BONCZYK .................................................................................. PhysicaI Education 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University; M.S.Ed. 
TOD BOOTH ........................................................................................................................ Speech 
Augustana College; B.A. 
WILLIAM BOURLAND ......................................................................... Research Coordinator 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
LEO V. BOWERS .............................................................................................................. Business 
Bowling Green University, A.B. 
Colorado State University, M.A. 
. DORIS BRAINARD ............................................................................................................ Library 
State University of Iowa, ~.A. 
University of Illinois: M.S. 
University of Illinois, C.A.S. 
SMITH V. BRAND ..................................................................................... ~ ........................ Speech 
Knox College, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
CLORINNE BRANDENBURG ..... ~ .............. ~ ....................................................... Social Science 
Williams Woods College, A.A. 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
SUSAN K. CALDWELL ........................................................... _ ......................................... English 
Hamline University, B.A. . 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
JOHN E. CARLSON ... , ........................................... ; ............................. _ ...... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.s. 
Illinois State University, M.S~ . . 
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DALE C. CHA PM.\N ..................................................................... __ ....................... Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
LOIS C H.\P l\f AN .... , .... ~ ....................•....... _ .................•...... __ ..... _ ......... " ...•............. ~ ............. English; 
University of Kentucky, B.A. . . 
~_~orthwestern University, M.A. 
THEDA CHILDS ....................................•............................ _ .•.... _ ................ _ ..................... English 
Northwestern University, B.A. 
. Northwestern University, M.A. 
HARRY ·CHO .............................................................................................. ~".; .... Behavioral· Science 
Berea College, B.A. 
University of Tennessee, M.A. 
DIMPN A. CLA:RIN· .... c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ::Music 
University of Santo Tomas, .B.Mus. 
American Conservatory o~ Music; M.M. 
KATHRYN CLA USON ......... ~ ....................................................................... ~Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MARY COl\-fEGYS ............................................................... _ ................... ~ ............... Social Science 
College of St. Francis, A.B. . 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
',' KARL CORLEY .............................................................. _ ... ~ ...... _ ......................................... Science 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
VICTOR CORSETTI;; ............................. ~ ....... _ ................... _ ............. ,. .. Engine~tiIig, Technical. 
University of Illinois, R$. 
University of Illinois, M.s~ 
WILLIAM D .. CURRAN ........... ~ •........ ~ .... ~ .... __ .... ~._ .............................. Science, Social Science 
Northern.Illinois University, B.S. . 
Northern .Illinois University, M.S. 
PHYLLIS DAV1" ....... : •...........................................•... f •••••••••••••••••••••••• .; .... Director of Counseling '. 
North ParkColl¢ge, A.A. 
Northwestern University, B.s. 
Northwestern UniVersity,M.A. 
EARL DeGROOT ........................................... _ ...................... .;~.~ .... _._ ..................... Matheplatics·· 
Hope College, A.B. . . . '. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
JAMES DENLER .................................................. __ .......................•...••......•....•. _ ••............. ~.iology 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.s. . ' . 
University of North Dakota, M.S.T. 
MARTHA DIETRICH ................... -" ........................... _ .............. _ .. _ •.......................... Business 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Columbia University Teachers College, M.A. 
VIO LET 1\1. DOnn, R.N. . ................................................................................................. N ursing 
DePaul University, B.s. . 
DePaul. University. M.S. 
DANIEL J. D URIAN ................... _ ..... _ ... _ .... _._ ............ _._ ..••.••. _. __ .................. Mathematics 
Purdue University. B.S. '., 
Illinois State University, M.s. 
, . '.' .' "h GERMAINE FERNANDEZ ....... _ ........... _ .. __ ._ ... __ .. _. __ .• _ .. _ .•. ~_ ............. _.~.Spams 
University of Havana, Escuela de Filosofia, B.A. ..' 
Roosevelt University, M.A. 
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HELEN H. FESLER ....................... _ ................................................................................... English 
Northwestern University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
WILLIAM FINK ......................................................... _ ................................. Physical Education 
Blackburn College, A.A. 
North Central College, B.S. 
~··-·-Washington State University, M.A. 
JAMES FLYNN ................................................................... _ ... __ ..... _ ......... _ ........................ _English 
St. Procopius College, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.A. 
WILLIAM J. FRANCIS ............................................................................. _ .... Physical Education 
Notre Dame University, B.S. 
West Virginia University, M.S. 
CAROLYN FRASER, R.N. . ............. __ .. __ . ___ ...... _ ...•................................... _ ..................... N ursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
LESLIE FREEMAN ....................................................................... _ .... _ ............................... Biology 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Eastern Illinois University, M.s. 
HARRIET M 0 RG AN FYLER .................. _ ................... _ ..... _ .......................................... Science 
Utah State University, B.S. 
Utah State University, M.S. 
Cornell University, Ph.D. 
WILLIA.M GEARY, C.P .A. . ........................ _._ ................. _ .................................. _ ......... B usiness 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.A.S. 
ANNA L. G EB HA RD ........................... _ ..... __ ..... _ ............................ _ .............................. English 
Hiram College, B.A. 
Winona State College, M.A. 
JOHN G IFF 0 RD ............................... _ ............................... _._ .. _ .. __ ._ ............................ _ ... Science 
Syracuse University, A.B. 
Oklahoma University, M.s. 
PAUL GILL ...................................... _ .. _ ........ _ ... _ .... _ ... __ ............... _ ............. _ ....................... English 
Indiana University. B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MILTON GIL MORE ............................... _ .... _ ............................. _ ....... _ ....... _ ...................... Science 
Sterling College. B.S. 
Illinois Institute of TechnOlogy, M.S. 
PAUL S. GODWIN ................................... _ .......... _ ................................... Mathematics, Science 
DePauw University. B_~. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
WILLIAM J. HAFER ............................................ -................ _ ......... _ .......... _._ ................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.s. 
BASIL H.~LKID ES .................................................................... _ ............................... _ ........ Science 
Michigan State University, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
ROBERT HEINRICH .............................. _ .................. _ ..•....... _ ....... _ ........•.... _ ........... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A. 
Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
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DALE HELGESEN ......................................................................... _ ................................... English 
University of Minnesota, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
BONNIE HENRY .................................................................................. -......................... Counselor 
~_ ... Michigan State University, B.A. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
NADINE HILL .................................................................................................................... English 
Southwest Missouri State College, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
JEANNETTE HILLS .......................................................................................................... German 
University of Illinois. B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Middlebury College 
Goethe Institute, Munich, Germany 
CONCORDIA HOFFMANN ..................................... _ ...................................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S. 
Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
GERALD HUNDLEY ......................................................................................................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A. 
Bradley University, M.A. 
EDWARD JENKINS ~, ........................................................................................................... Biology 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S. 
Union College, M.S .. 
HEZEKIAH JOHNSON .................................................................................. Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A. 
Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
RELDA J. JOHNSON .............................................................................................. Social Service 
College of Wooster, B.A. 
McCormick Seminary, M.A. 
J. ALBERT KINDIG ............................................................................................................ Music 
Indiana Central College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
DOROTHY ANN KOLLMEIER ....................................................................................... Speech 
Doanne College, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
LARRY LA.RVICK .................................................................................................................. Leave 
College of Emporia, A.B. 
Kansas State Teachers, M.S. 
GEORGE LaVA QUE .......................................................................................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A. 
St. Mary's College, M.A. 
EDITH LEBED .................................................................................. ~ ................................ English 
University of Chicago, B.S. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
CHARLES E. LEDBETTER ..................................................................... Speech, Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
DOROTHY LIEB ...................................................................................................... School Nurse 
North Dakota State College, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, R.N. 
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G EO R G E LO WRY _____________________________________ .. _ .. _ ... ____ . __ ._._._. _____ ....... _. __ .... _ ...... _ ... _ .. ___ .. __ . ________________ A rt 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Eastern Illinois University, M.S. 
BETTY L U S HA _______________________________ ._. _______ .. _____ .. _ ... __ ..... ___ . __ .. -.---.. __ . __ ...... __ ... __ ._ .. __ . _______ . _________ M usic 
Drake University, B.M _ 
_ American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
BAILEY MAG R UD ER ______________________ .... ___ .... _._ .. _ .... _ .. _ ...................................... _._ ... _Social Science 
Murray State CclIege, B.S_ 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
IDA MAR TINSO N __________________________________ .. __ ... __ ... _ ..................................................... __________ N ursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, M.N.A. 
JAMES MASSI CK ________________________________ .... __ ....... _ ....... _ .............. _. __ ... _ ............ _ .. _Physical Education 
Colorado State College, B .. -\_ 
Southern Illinois (;niversity, M.A. 
G EO R GEM A TTS EY _______________________________ ... _._ .... _ .. _. __ .. _______ .. _ ............... __ .. ____ ....... _ .. _. __ . ______ B usiness 
Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State Universit), M.S. 
SA LL Y lvr EN S I _____ .. __ . ___________ . ________ ._ ... _ .. _._ .... _._ ........................... __ .. _ .. _. __ ._ ........ _ .... __ . ___ .. __ ._. ____ English 
University of Mississipppi, B.A. 
Southern :\fississippi University, M.S. 
De VA U G HN 1\ fILL E R ____________ . __ . _______________ ... __ ... _____ . __ ._. _______ .. ___ ._. __ . _____ ._ .. _._ .. _.Behavioral Science 
Indiana Universitv, B.S. Ed. 
Indiana University, M.S. Ed. 
FRAN CIS J. l\HL L E R ________________ . __ . ___ ... _ .. _ ..................... ~ ........ __ ...... _ .......... _ ....... _. ____ ._.Engineering 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
JAMES MOODY _. ____ ._ .. ___ . ____ . __ ... _ .. _. ___ ................................................................ _ ...... ___________ English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
JANE M 0 RRISO N ______________ . ____ . ___ ............................................................................... Mathema tics 
Blackburn College, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
CHARLES MOSLEY ... __ .. ___ . ___ ... __ ._ .... _ .................................................. General Studies Program 
Sacramento Stale College, B.A . 
. Roosevelt University, M.A. 
Northeastern Illinois State, M.Ed. 
ERIKA.. l\1cCAR THY _ .. ____________ ._._._ ... _ ........ _ ........................................... _ ............................ English 
Illinois State Teachers, B.S.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
SHARON L. l\fcDONNELL, R_N .................... _ ........... _ .............. _ ............. _ ........................ Leave 
Northwestern University, B.S_N. 
TIMOTHY B_ NEWITT _____ . _____ ._ ... __ .............................................. _ .. _ .............. German, French 
Wheaton College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, A.M. 
CLETUS O'D RO BIN A ..K _ ... __ ..•....•...•..•.....•..•.•.•.... _ .•..•..••..•..•....•........••..•...•.••.•..••............ B usiness 
University of Dayton, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.B.A. 
MARCEL PACA TTE _ ... _. __ ..... _._ ... _ ........................... _ ................. _ ...................................... English 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
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THOMAS C. PAVLIK ...................................................................................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.Ed. 
DePaul University, L.L.B. 
CHARLES PENNINGTON .............................. _ ................. _ ....•....... _ .. _ ........................ Biology 
University of Arkansas, B.S. 
~"-'Michigan State University, M.S. 
DANIEL PURDY ........................................................................................................ Ingineering 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
JAMES RANKIN .................................................................................................. Data Processing 
University of Western Ontario, B.A. . 
University of Detroit, M.A. 
FRIEDA REYNOLDS ............................................................................... ~ ............................ Music 
Barnard College, A.B. 
Roosevelt University, M.M. 
CAROL RIEKE .......................................................................................................... Mathematics 
Northwestern University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Radcliffe College, Ph.D. 
FRED RIN G .......................................................................................................................... Science 
University of Chat tanooga, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
HARMON ROBERTS ................................................................................................ Engineering 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
T AMMER SALIBA ....................................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Taylor University. B.S. 
Taylor University, A.B. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
ED ITHA SAN CHEZ, R.N. . ...................................... _ .............. _ ..... _ ................................ N ursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N. 
Loyola University, M.Ed. 
DON ALD A.. SA THER ...................................................................................................... Biology 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S. 
CLIFTO N SATTER THWAITE .......................................................... Teacher Aide Program 
Coe College, B.A. 
University of Iowa, M.A. 
PETER SCHLOSS ............................................................................................ Physical Education 
Bemidji State Teachers College, B.S. 
University of Wisconsin, :M.S. 
BARB;\RA SCHNEIDER ................................................................. _ ............. Reading Program 
Southern Illinois {)niversity, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
JEAN L. SEDLACK ............................................................. _ .... _ ....................................... English 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.A. 
IRVIN SEELYE ................................................................................................ Behaviorai 'Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
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J os E PHS E L B KA --_ -__ ------- --_ -_____________________________________________________________ .... ____ . __________________________ Sden ce 
Lewis College, B.S. 
Loyola University, M.S. 
JOHN S HA RKEY _. __________________________________________________ ._ .. _. __________ .. ___ . __ . ____ . ________________ Data Processing 
Illinois State University, B.S. _ 
RAY C. SHE R MA N _. ____ .. ____ ... __ ...... _._. __ .... ___ . __ . _____ . ______________ . ___________________________________ . ___ . ______ Business 
~---·-Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
ROSALIE E. SHE R MAN .. ___ .. __ ._ .. __ ._ ... ____ . _____ . ______________________ ... _. __________ . __ . ___ . ___ . __ . _____ ._School Nurse 
SL Joseph's Hospital, School of Nursing. R.N. 
WILLARD SIVILLE __ . __ . _________ . __ .... __ . ___ . ____ .. _._. _____ .. _____ . ____________ . ___ . _________ Engineering, Technical 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
EST HER SKYE . ___ . __ .. _. __ . _. __ . _____ . __ . ____ .... ___ ._. ___ .. _ .. __ ... ___________ . _____ . __ .... _ ... ____ ... ___ . __ . ________ a Math ema ti cs 
University of Michigan, B.A. 
University of Michigan, M.A. 
MARY ALI CE SMITH ____ .. __ .. ___ . ____ ..... _. __ .. ____ ._ .. _. _____ ._._._. _____ . _______ ._. __ . ______ .. _ .. __ . ___________ . _____ .Library 
Monmouth College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, B.S. in L.S. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
FRANK F. ST ANICEK .... __ .. ___ ... _. ____ . __________ ... ____ ._._. _________ ... __________________ ._ ..... __ Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
JAM ES STEIM LE _. ____ .. _______ .... ___ ._. ___ . __ ._ .. __ ._ .. __ ._ ...... ____ ........ __ . ___ ... ___ . __ ._ ... ____ ._. __ ._ ... Da ta Processing 
Illinois State University. B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.s. 
ROY SVJ A NB ER G _________ .. __ ._. ___ . __ .. __________ .. ______ .. _ .... _ .•.... _ ..... _____ • _____ ._. __ ._._ .•. _ ...• _ •••• _ .... _. __ .. ______ English 
Augustana College, B.A. 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
WILLIAM T ABEL .. _____ ._ ..... _._ ... _._ .. __ .. ___ ................ _ ................ _ ... _ ........ _ .. _ ... ____ . __ .. ___ ._Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
D IA NE TESA R ____ ..... ______ ._. ________ ._ .. ___ .. __ .... _____ . _____ ... _____ . ____ . __ . __ ... _____ . __ . _____ ..... ____ . __ .. D ata Processing 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
DO ROT HEA. T H I EL _______ .. _ ... ____ .. _._._ ..... _._ .. _ .. _ ... _ .. __ ... ______ ......... ___ .. __ ... ___ ... _. ____ ._ .. _. ____ . ___ -. __ .. _____ ... A.rt 
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, B.A.E. 
Columbia University, M.A. 
J OSEP H TH 0 RNT 0 N ... _. __ ... ____ .. _ ... ______ ._ ... _._._. ___ ._. ____ . __ .. ____ .. _ .. __ . __ . _______ .. _ .. __ .. _____ . __ . ____ .. __ .English 
University of Illinois, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
DO U G LA S TWEE TEN ... _._. ___ . ______ .. _ .. _ .. __ .. _. __ . __ .... _ .. ___ ._ ... _______ . _______ ... ___ . __ ._. __ . ______ . ___ . ____ . ______ Science 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
LOTTIE T. TYLKA, R.N. ___ .. _. ____ ._ ... ~_._ ......... _ ... _ ....... _._. __ ._ .... _.~--.---.--_._-... -.. ----.------.-N ursing 
Loyola University. B.S.N. 
DePaul University. M.S. 
DANIEL VALOSEK .. __ ._. __ . __ .. _. ___ . _______ ._. ____ ... _._ ...... _ ... ___ ._ ......... _ ..... _._._ ..... _ ..... _ ....... Data Processing 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
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.' 
MARIE D. WEIS ........................................................................................................ Social Science 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
John Marshall Law School, J.D. 
EUGENE M. WENSEL .................................................................. ~ ......... -............................ Biology 
c;arthage College, B.A. 
~-University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
KAY WESSEL ....................................................................... _ ... _ .......... _ ........................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
P A U L WESS EL .................................................................................................................. B usiness 
Illinois State University, B.S.E. 
Illinois State University, M.S.E. 
MARTHA WETZEL ...................................................................................... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed. 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
DONALD WILLIAMS .......................................................................................................... Leave 
Joliet Junior College, A.A. 
Colorado State College, A.B. 
Purdue University, M.S. 
LaVELL C. WILSON ........................................... _ ...................................... _ ................ Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
WALLA CE WIRTH .......................................................................................................... B usiness 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
VALERIE W OJ CIK .................................. _ ..... , ................ _ ............................................... B usiness 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern Unh'ersity, M.A. 
VICTOR WOODEN ........................................................................................ Behavioral Science 
Illinois Wesleyan University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
FLORENCE WUNDERLICH .............................................. _ .. _ ....................... French, Spanish 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
Middlebury College, M.A. in French 
Middlebury College, M.A. in Spanish 
University of Paris, Certificat d'etudes francaises 
University of Grenoble 
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Stu Vogel and Donna Reed 
King and Qveen 
Homecoming '68 
4 
109
Mike Bambrick, photographer, is on the receiving end this time. 
CALDRON 
Jack St. Aubin, Tom DiFilippo and Carl Bethmann, sports 
editor, reflect on their work on the sports section. 
Friendly Tom DiFilippo consoles Carolyn Aducci, editor, after an 
editorial meeting. 
While turning through these pages, the scenes of athletics, 
students enjoying themselves, and people working together are 
the creation of The Caldron, a dedicated group of individuals 
who have recreated your school year in pictures. 
Dale Buckels, Gladys Guinn and Sharon Selby work on the activities 
and organizations section. 
110
Co-op Merchandising 
111
SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING ORGANIZATION 
The purpose of this organization is to promote 
leadership in the field of data processing and to 
expand the students' knowledge of data processing 
through educational seminars. Mr. James Steimle is 
the sponsor. 
30 
SYSTEMS AND 
PROGRAMMING 
ORGANIZATION 
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TECHNICAL 
The Technical department of Thornton Ju-
nior College is designed to train young men for 
qualification as Mechanical or Electrical Techni-
cians in today's modern industry. 
The curriculum provided a wide variety of 
technical course work which is closely coordi-
nated with area industrial firms. This couples 
theory with practical application. Mr. Harmon 
Roberts works with various advisory commit-
tees from industry to keep programs updated. 
/ 
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Wrestling 
! 
J 
r J. C. 
Bottom Row - Dave Marias, Don Monroe, Jim Pranger, Walter Orr. Top Row - Coach Francis, Jack Bogie, Greg Freehauf, Mike Duffy, Rudy 
Fernandez, Ed Berschinski, Terry Williams. 
With the Closing of the wrestling season at Thornton, the matmen can look back over a 
very successful season. The rnatmen finished with a record of nine wins, four losses and 
one tie. Considering that two of those losses were to two of the top junior college teams 
in the nation, our team has nothing to feel sorry for. 
The bright spot on the squad seemed to be in the 145 lb. position. Walter Orr racked 
up an outstanding record of ten wins, two losses, and one tie. This does not mean, 
however, that the rest of the squad was not in there fighting. Dave Matias racked up a 
record of 7-5. Jim Pranger ended up with a fine 5-2-1 record and Ed Berschinski put 
together a fine 8-4 record. Mike Duffy came up with a 7-3 record and Rudy Fernandez 
finished with an 8·5 record. Greg Freehauf ended the season with a 9-4 record and "big" 
Mike Lariccia racked up a very respectable 8-1-2. 
Each member of the squad gave his all, win or lose, to the school and to the team. It 
was each man's determination that he was going to win that gave the squad the 
respectable standing that it has. Determination, pride and the belief that you are the best 
is what gives you a winning team. The wrestlers this year lacked nothing. 
58 
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KEE,BYRON 
B.S., M.A. 
Administrative Assistant 
Dean Summer Session 
MOSLEY, CHARLES 
B.A., M.A. 
Due~orDevewpmentU 
Program 
HURT, N. FRANKLIN 
B.A., M.A. 
Assistant to Dean 
of Adult Education 
ROBERTS, HARMON 
B.S., MS. 
Du~or Technical Education 
82 
JOHNSON, ROBERT 
B.A., B.D., M.A., Ph.D. 
DUector of Adult Education 
117
HENRY, BONNIE-B.A., M.A. 
Counselor 
DAVIS, PHYLLIS-A.A., B.S., M.A. 
Director of Counselors 
LARVICK, LARRY-A.B., M.S. 
Counselor 
WILSON, LAVELL-B.S., M.Ed. 
Counselor 
HEINRICH, ROBERT-B.A., B.D., M.A. 
Counselor 
118
Howell, Dorothy 
L-R - DeYoung, Kathy - Kauffman, Lorraine - Slay, Beatrice - Vaughn, Helen 
Allison Karen 
L-R - Pritchard, Janice ~ Ring, Gertrude - Bessinger, Ida -
Denham, Betty - Dowd, Patricia 
86 
L-R - Hard, Roberta - Duncker, Patricia - Sather, Carol - Pietro, 
Helen - Heinz, Maria 
L-R - Rzab, Marilyn - McAktor, Barbara - Schafer, Diane -
Livingston, Melba - Mott, Roberta 
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FLYNN, JAMES-B.A .• M.A. 
English 
FINK. WILLIAM-A.A .• B.S .• M.A. 
Physical Education 
*FESLER. HELEN-B.A .• M.A. 
English 
*FERNANDEZ. GERMAINE-B.A •• M.A. 
Foreign Language 
*FRANCIS. WILLIAM-B.S .• M.s. 
Physical Education 
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'"GODWIN, PAUL-B.A., M.S. '"GELPERlN, EVE-BS. GILL, PAUL-BS., MS. 
Mathematics and Science Nursing English 
'"HAFER, MARGARET-B.A. 
Art 
-.. 
GIFFORD, JOHN-A.B., MS. 
Science 
'"HAFER, WILLIAM-BS., M.S. 
Business 95 
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MORRISON, JANE-B.A., M.A. 
Mathematics 
McCARTHY, ERIKA -
English 
McDONNELL, SHARON-R.N., BS.N. 
Nursing 
100 
*MOODY, JAMES-B.S., M.A. 
English 
MILLER, FRANCiS-B.E., MS. 
Engineering, Technical 
Registered Professional Engineer 
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·SEELYE, IRVIN-B.S., M.S. 
Behavorial Science 
"SAUBA, TAMMER-B.S., A.B., M.A. 
Behavorial Science 
SCHLOSS, PETER-B.S .• M.S. 
Physical Education 
"SATIffiR, DONALD-B.S., M.S . 
. Biology 
SANCHEZ, EDITHA-R.N., B.S.N., M.Ed. SEDLACK,lEAN-B.E., M.A. 
Nursing English 
123
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.~ Politician should have three hats. One for throwing in the ring, one for talking through, and one for pulling rabbits out 
of if he's elected. .. 
Kevin 
Thompson 
George 
Tokas 
Ed 
Tisoncik 
Chiketah 
Tolson 
Brian 
Tomasik 
Bob 
Trask 
David 
Toren 
-Walter Trohan 
Scherrilyn 
Trammell 
Roman 
Trembczynski 
Ken 
Trojan 
J968-A time for change in the students' 
eyes and the nation's. The political hopefuls 
offered-an 8611 a plate political dinner, a 
revolutionary idea, and peace through the 
same promises. 
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Ev.lyn F.rn Abbott 
Pamela Sue Agler 
Eth.1 J.an An.kovlc 
*Donna Louise Bailey 
David Chari .. Baldwin 
Alice Ann Barkley 
David Alan Baron 
Elizabeth Shirley Bar.h 
Forrest Danny Bennett 
Edwa.d John B.rschinski 
Donna L •• Bilek 
Ela.ib •• h Ann Black 
'Barbara Ann Bloomfi.ld 
Paul Douglas Bowers 
leRoy Bridges 
Maxine Brown 
Theresa Rose Brown 
Ruth Leona BruSgink 
Bonila Marie Bumelt 
Nancy Carol Cadi.ux 
. Robert Francis Carbine 
Jam .. Robert Carson, Jr. 
louise Cary 
*Jose Manuel ellSas 
.~:.hl' .. ~u~i:k~rry 
Nod ... I~,bell. Clark 
Earl.an Cobbi" 
Ba.bara Jo Col. 
Louise Joy Comer 
louis Chari .. C.orsello 
Cnrl David COrtop .... 
John L. CoWr. 
·G.yle Murri! e Cos"lIo 
Herbert William C.aig 
Carol ann Marie Davies 
Patrida Ann IRmkovich 
James William DiSanto 
David PaJ..u Dudi.k 
Michael George Duffy 
Joan Partida Dunn 
Paul Edw • .d Durrant 
William Chrlst;an Dwyer 
Gerald Wayn. D.ugan 
Thelda Marie Eagar 
Cathy L .. Engel 
.Katherine Lynn Faber 
'Michael Joseph FiSler 
Lucille Gr.", Fland ... 
Karen Frances Fleming 
Perry Bruce Friedl 
Kenne.h John Frigo 
Nichola. An.hony Geraci 
Garten Paul Ghezzi 
John Joseph GiUsti 
Elizabeth Mario Goler. 
Denni. Lindsey Good. 
Dougla. Rudolph Go.don 
Paul Edwa.d Go .. 
*Anne Made Grippando 
Thoma. Joseph Gu ... , Jr. 
Ronald John Hahn 
Mary Louise Harris 
~~er:"I~·J1;!".Y Hawkins 
Tyron. Haymore 
GRADUATES 
"Richard Dale Hillstrom 
Edwin DeVaughn Horrell, Jr. 
Thomas Lee Hostetter 
James Richa.d Householder 
William Gerald Jacob"'n 
Susan Marie Jeru.en 
Robin Philip Je,k 
"Frankie Juanita Johns 
Dianne Lynn Johnson 
Donna Kay Johnson 
Lawrence Raymond Johruon 
~~cM~~iKa~~~ek 
Rosemarie Theresa Kainrath 
Ca.hy Jean Kaiser 
,. Elizabeth Ann Kerber 
David K.ndall King 
Linda Marie Kl,n 
Donald Kline 
Robert S.uart Knight II 
'D.borah Mati. Kol.on 
Patrida Ann Konrath 
James Louis Koscie1niak 
IlIveena Kos.elyk 
tDiane Carol Kredenll 
Mary Margaret Kreger 
Chlules Frank Krumm ide 
Carl Herman Laib 
Frederick Robert Langenbt'R 
Leon John La Place 
JOAn Vir8infa Lauder 
leonard. Joseph LeClaire 
Alan Eugene Lemoru 
Karen Sue Lindberg 
Shirley Ann locke 
Michael William Love 
Eileen Lubieniecki 
Ka.hleen H.len lyman 
Charleil Franklin Mallett 
James Dennis Mattin 
Donald Micha.1 Ma,lanka 
No.man Joseph Mathew. 
Michaeline Mazzone 
Donald William Meilner 
Shirley Mae Miggins 
Carol Ann Miller 
Jam •• Richard Moore 
Veronica A. J. Morris 
Rober. E. Murtagh 
Richard Alexander McCabe 
Andrew McCutcheon 
*Joan Barbara McGinness 
.Patrida Ann McGreal 
Anna Louise McKenzie 
Patricia Clar. McNamara 
Joseph John Nawalnniec 
lina Dianne Nelson 
Johnny Nettl • ., Jr. 
Sammy Curtis Newton 
David W. No.ling 
Nancy L. Nowak 
Thomas Charles Orcutt 
Richa.d Frederick Paeth 
Wilma L. Panny 
Barbara Marie Papierski 
Kenneth James Parker 
Jerry Michael Peck 
Roy William Pedersen 
Donald Leo Pesavento 
Ruth Lorraine Pelta 
Ma.hew John Plochl, Jr. 
George Frank Polivka 
Richard Earl PoltS 
Jacqueline Lee Powell 
$Maryellen Prince 
·Carol Elaine Prokup 
Linda Kay Puckett 
"Mari EII.n Qul.k 
Robe .. Michael R.h, 
Canneli14 Vivian Richardson 
D"len. Lynn Rock.ohr 
Marianne Rossi 
Carol Melanie Rowe 
Linda Sue Rzab 
Edw"d Roy Sand".om III 
Joan Rose Sankowru 
Neal R. Sauenhwaite 
Judith May Sav. 
Robe .. Paul S",I", 
'Nancy Lynn Scheffler 
Cha.l .. Micha.1 Schmid. 
• ~:lI!~F:v~tr.ck 
Mary Margaret Seymour 
Robert And.ew Shank" Jr. 
Thelma FrancE'S Sikora 
Casimir Jude Skorpiti.Ski 
'Vicki Lynn Slack 
Judith Merle Soellne. 
Richa.d Soroka. 
Laurence Michael SplU1O! 
Mary lucille Sterba 
Patficia Louise Surma 
Sharon lynn T.rry 
Jade Conrad Timmann 
Mary Louise Tysse 
Janet Kaye VanBaren 
Marilyn Joan VanDerBiI. 
Loi. Marie VanderWall 
Chari .. Andrew VanDommel ... 
"Eileen Rita VanMeerten 
Raymond Be .. VanMeerten, J •• 
LInda Louise V.ughan 
.Susan Dale Verhoeven 
Chari .. Stuart Vogel 
Linda Susan Vollmar 
'Nancy Jane V"hek 
Ri,he.d Edwa.d Wegner 
Randy louise Walsh 
Leila Bell. Ward 
Michael Allen W ..... 
Russell S.erling Whitman 
William James Whitman 
Jam .. Paul Wickfelder 
Irvin Joseph Winker 
"'Helen Marie Wise 
Richa.d Edward Wozniak 
Nicholas Chari .. Wysocki 
Terry Leonard Zielin,ki 
Susan Jane Zimmerman 
Michael James Zsetenyi 
Mellanie Gail Zweif.1 
.W td1;ng gold honor torJr dud signtl lalit/I, 
m""b", 0' umbJa Epli/on, Ih. ,unlor ColI.ge Scholatlic Honor Soddy 
The Forty?first Annual 
Commencement 
of 
THORNTON JUNIOR COLLEGE 
--0--
1969 
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BOARD OF JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT NO. 510 
VIr. Herbert G. Greiner, Chairman 
Mr. Homer M. Lefler, Vice·Chairman 
Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
Mr. Ronald W. DeYoung 
Mr. Henry R. Koopman 
Mr. Arnold Labahn 
Mr. Walter F. Schoen 
--0---
MARSHALS . Grace L. Nothdurft and Gail C. Stranczek 
Mary F. Britton 
Ronald E. Conrad 
Maureen E. Fister 
Susan L. Ladwig 
Marie C. leClaire 
Ramon J. Lehnen 
USHERS 
Theresa R. Morel! 
Geraldine E. Mueller 
Peggy L. Mulder 
James E. Nemitz 
Janet L. Overmyer 
Susan M. Persic 
--0---
CLASS OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT 
VICE·PRESIDENT 
SECRETARY· TREASURER 
Mary L. Rogers 
John A. Smaga 
James L. Szafranski 
Kevin J. Thompson 
Katherine C. Vrshek 
Wayne E. Terwilliger 
Richa rd D. Hillstrom 
Maryellen Prince 
PROGRAM 
Tuesday, June 10, 1969, at 8: 15 p.m. 
PROCESSIONAL-HWar March of the Priests" 
from Athalia MendeiHohn 
The Symphonic Band 
INVOCATION Rev. James F. Campbell 
Pastor, Wesley Memorial United Methodist Church, Harvey 
HA Jubilant Song" Delio loio 
"My God Is a Rock" Spiritual Arr. by Shaw 
The Concert Choir 
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER Mr. Lee E. Dulgar 
President of the College 
ADDRESS Dr. James B. Holderman 
Vice Chancellor, University of Illinois, Chicago 
"Mann in Veen" Haydn Wood 
The Symphonic Band 
PRESENTATION OF CLASS . Mr. Wayne E. Willard 
Dean of Instruction 
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS Mr. Homer M. Lefler 
Vice-Chairman of the College Board 
BENEDICTION 
RECESSIONAL-"Pomp and Circumstance" 
The Symphonic Band 
Rev. James F. Campbell 
Elgar 
Music under the direction of Mr. J. Albert Kindig 
Mrs. Frieda Reynolds, Accompanist 
T"~ tludiUlct will Jldnd durillg t"t prouuional d,1d Iht rtctuiollal 
Reception for graduates and friends will be held in the Garden Room of the cafeteria 
at the dose of the program 
j 
\ 
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1970 
TH 
..JIlL ...JL....JIL 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
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1970 
1970: "ALL IN THE FAMILY" DEBUTS IN JANUARY. 
MAY 4TH: KENT STATE UNIVERSITY (OHIO) RALLY AT NOON TO 
PROTEST THE WIDENING OF THE WAR. NATIONAL GUARDSMEN OPEN 
FIRE ON 1,000 STUDENTS - 4 FALL DEAD, 8 ARE WOUNDED. 
GOLD PRICES IN THE WORLD MARKET FALL BELOW THE OFFICIAL U.S. 
PRICE OF $35 AN OUNCE! 
AMTRAK IS CREATED TO IMPROVE RAIL TRAVEL. 
SURVEY REPORTS THAT RAIL TRAVEL IS 2.5 TIMES SAFER THAN AIR 
TRAVEL, 1.5 SAFER THAN THE BUS AND 23 TIMES SAFER THAN 
DRIVING. 
BOEING 747 GOES INTO TRANS-ATLANTIC SERVICE (1./21). 
TWO ARMED MEN HIJACK A PAN AM BOEING 747 ENROUTE FROM 
AMSTERDAM TO NY, REROUTE IT TO BEIRUT , EVACUATE ALL 
PASSENGERS AND BLOW IT UP 2 MINUTES LATER. 
PALESTINIAN MILITANTS HIJACK TWA 707, SWISS AIR DC-8 (9/6) 
AND A BOAC VC-1.0 (9/9), FORCE THEM ALL TO LAND IN JORDAN, 
REMOVE PASSENGERS AND BLOW UP ALL THREE PLANES, HOLDING 
PASSENGERS HOSTAGE FOR SEVERAL WEEKS. 
"GRAY PANTHERS" BEGINS FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF RETIRED 
AMERICANS. 
EGYPTIAN PRESIDENT GAMAL ABDUL NASSER DIES 9/28, AND IS SUC-
CEDED BY ANWAR AL-SADAT ON OCT. 14TH. 
LIBYAN MILITARY COL. LEADER Ma' AMMAR KHADDAFY, AGE 27, 
ASSUMES POWER AS PREMIER. 
THE WEATHERMEN UNDERGROUND MOVEMENT IS INVOLVED WITH BLOWING 
UP A NYC TOWNHOUSE AND A LABORATORY AT THE U. OF WIS. 
u.S. POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT BECOMES THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE. 
EPA IS CREATED BY CONGRESS. 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH ACT IS SIGNED. 
POISON PREVENTION PACKAGING ACT IS PASSED. 
HURRICANE CELIA, WITH WINDS OF UP TO 1.45 MPH, DESTROYS 90% 
OF DOWNTOWN CORPUS CHRISTI, TX. 
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1970 
MOST DESTRUCTIVE EARTHQUAKE IN THE HISTORY OF THE WESTERN 
HEMISPHERE STRIKES PERU (5/31.). 50 MILLION CU. YDS. OF 
ICE AND ROCK BREAK LOOSE FROM MT. HUASCARAN AND BURY THE 
TOWN OF YUNGAY 20 FT. DEEP. PERU'S DEAPH TOLL REACHES 
70,000, WITH 50,000 INJURED. 
MOVIES: "PAPTON", "M*A*S*H", "FIVE EASY PIECES", "LOVE 
STORY" 
SONGS: "BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WAPERS," "LET IT BE, It "I' LL 
NEVER FALL IN LOVE AGAIN." 
BOOKS: FUTURE SHOCK, THE GREENING OF AMERICA, LOVE STORY, 
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL, UP THE ORGANIZATION. 
JIMI HENDRIX AND JANIS JOPLIN BOTH DIE OF DRUGS .AND ALCOHOL 
AP AGE 27 - HE IN SEPT., SHE IN OCT. 
UNITED AUTO WORKERS STRIKE GM PLANTS IN NOV., .AND STAY OUT 
67 DAYS. 
OSCARS: "PAPTON" ACTOR: GEORGE C. SCOTT 
ACTRESS: GLENDA JACKSON ("WOMEN IN LOVE") 
APPOLLO 1.3 CREW RETURNS TO EARTH AFTER AN EXPLOSION ABOARD 
THEIR COMMAND MODULE. 
THE ASWAN HIGH DAM IS COMPLETED IN EGYPT. 
THE BEATLES DISBAND. 
WORLD POPULAPION: 3.63 BILLION 
U.S.: 205 MILLION (57.4 PER SQ. MILE) 
CHINA: 760 MILLION (305 PER SQ. MILE) 
INDIA: 550 MILLION (655 PER SQ. MILE) 
HOWEVER, IN TERMS OF USING NATURAL AND IRREPLACEABLE 
RESOURCES AND OF CONTAMINAPING AIR AND WATER WITH 
CHEMICAL WASTE,. 1. AMERICAN IS COMPARABLE TO AT LEAST 
25 CHINESE OR INDIANS. IN THAT LIGHT, THE U. S. POP-
ULATION IS, BY SOME MEASURES,. EFFECTIVELY 4 BILLION. 
U. S " HOSPITAL COSTS: AVERAGE $81 PER PATIENT PER DAY I J ! 
$664.28 PER AVERAGE PATIENT STAY J ! 
DEATHS: CHARLES DEGAULLE (80),. BILLIE BURKE (84) , GYPSY 
ROSE LEE (56), ERLE STANLEY GARDNER (81.), CARDINAL 
RICHARD CUSHING (75), BERTRAND RUSSELL (98) , RUBE 
GOLDBERG (87), FRANCES PARKINSON KEYES (85), MARIE 
DIONNE (36); CHESTER MORRIS (69). 
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Cambodia's Prince Norodom Sihanouk is overthrown and defense 
minister Lon Nol begins a reign of terror in the newly proclaimed 
Khmer Republic. American and South Vietnamese forces move 
into Cambodia. 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) activity in Lao~ is "exposed. 
Senator 1. William Fulbright accuses the CIA of" an undeclared 
and undisclosed war in Laos." 
JUDi Hendrix and Janis Joplin both die this year, the music of the 
'70s is ushered in with the eponymous Led Zeppelin III, Let It Be 
(The Beatles) and Deja vu (Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young). 
At Kent State University in Ohio, a student protest to end the 
expanding war in Southeast Asia ends in bloodshed when 
National Guardsmen open fire, killing four and injUrl-llg eight. 
126 runners show up for the first New York Marathon and run 
around Central Park: four times. 
In Libya, Colonel Muammar Oaddafi assumes power as premier 
" after more than a year in power, despite attempts to overthrow 
him. 
Books in print now include Saul Bellow'S Mr. Sammler's Planet, 
James Dickev's Deliverance, and Love Story, by classics 
professor-turned-writer Erich Segal. 
Five Arab nations meet in Cairo, Egypt, and resolve to continue 
to fight for Israeli-occupied territory. Many question the nature of 
U.S.-Middle East relations with respect to Israel. 
Egyptian President Gamal Abdal Nasser, who later dies in 
September, accepts an American Peace Proposal for the Middle 
East. Despite a cease-fire, other states embark on intermittent 
guerilla violence, and deliberate efforts begin at the United 
Nations to settle the dispute. 
Crossing Australia from one end to the other, the Indian-Pacific 
.. Express railway beginS running twice a week. It travels over . 
2,000 miles between Sydney and Perth. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is created by 
Congress to control air and water pollution. 
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1970 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
ANNOUNCES 
THE APPOINTMENT OF 
J PHILIP DALBY 
AS 
PRESIDENT 
AND 
THE RETIREMENT OF 
LEE E. DULGAR 
AS PRESIDENT OF 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER I. 1970 
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Community Colle e 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Mr~ Homer M. Lefler, Chairman 
Mr. Arnold Labahn, Vice Chairman 
Mr. Robert Anderson 
Mrs. Naomi Dunker 
Mr. Robert Frazier 
Mr. Charles Mosley 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Harvey, Illinois· 60426 . 
312-331-8820 
Established September .19, 1927 
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Administrative Staff 
LEE -·E. DULGAR •............................................ President 
Eastern State College, B.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
WAYNE E. WILLARD ............ 0 ••• 0 ••• 0 •••••••••• Dean of Instruction 
Illinois College, B.A. (Sabbatical) 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. Adm. 
K. J. McOALEB ................................. Dean of Student Affairs 
Illinois State University, B.S.Ed. 
Illinois State University, M.S.Ed. 
GEORGE W. CLARK ........................... Dean of Business Affairs 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
BYRON E. KEE ................................ Administrative Assistant 
Western Illinois University, B.S. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
Ball State University, Ed.D. 
IRWIN DAHL ........ 0 ••••• 0 0 ••••••• Director of Institutional Development 
University of Minnesota, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
JOSEPH GUTENSON . 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 ••••• Assistant Dean of Instruction 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Chicago State College, MoE. 
Purdue University, M.S. 
University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
JAMES SIDWELL ............................ Assistant Dean of Students 
University of Missouri, B.S. 
University of Missouri, M.A. 
N. FRANKLIN HURT ................. Assistant Dean of Adult Education 
Indiana University, B.A. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
FRANK J. PRIST .................... 0 ••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 Registrar 
Northern Illinois University, B.A. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
HARMON ROBERTS ............. o •••••••• Direetorof Technical Education 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of IIIinois, M.S. 
JAMES STEIMLE ......................•..... Director of Data Processing 
IIIinois State University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
WILLIAM BOURLAND •...•....••••••••••••••••••• Research Coordinator 
Southern illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.s. 
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Faculty 
JOSEPH --ADAMEK .....•........•............................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
HAROLD E. ADAMS ••••.................................. Mathematics 
Southern Illinois University, B.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
OCA ANDERSEN, R.N .......................................... Nursing 
Goddard College, B.A. 
DAVID ANDERSON ...................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. . 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
SARAH BARMORE ..•................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
DAVID C. BARTLETT .......................•............ Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State Univ~rsity, M.S. 
LEILA BASHAW, R.N .......................................... Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
RICHARD BISHOP .....•....•..•.•.•......................... Counselor 
Ohio University, A.B. 
Butler University, M.S. 
CLAUDETTE BOBAY ...........................................•. Art 
Ball State University, B.S. 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
EDMUND BONCZYK .••.••..................•..•.... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S.Ed. 
TOD BOOTH ..•.••...•••••••................................... Speech 
Augustana College, B.A. 
LEO V. BOWERS ....•.••.•••................................ Business 
Bowling Green University, A.B. 
University of Northern Colorado, M.A. 
DORIS BRAINARD ••.•.•...........•................•......... Library 
State University of Iowa, B.A. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
University of illinois, C.A.S. 
SMITH V. BRAND ...........................•........•........ Speech 
- Knox College, B.A. 
Northwestern University. M.A. 
CLORINNE BRANDENBURG .....•...................... Social Science 
Williams Woods College, A.A. 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
JOHN E. CARLSON .....................•........... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
DALE C. CHAPMAN ..•...............•.•...•........•... Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
-5-
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LOIS CHAPMAN ....•.........•••............................. English 
University of Kentucky, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
THEDA CIDLDS ........•...•...................... ... . . . . . . . .. English 
Northwestern University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
HARRY CHO •............•...•....•••.••.•••••••••.• Behavioral Science 
Berea College, B.A. 
University of Tennessee, M.A. 
DIMPNA CLARIN •..•...........••••.••.••••.•.•••..........•.. Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus. 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
KATHRYN CLAUSON ....•.........•...........•.•• Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MARY COMEGYS •....................•..•..........•.•. Social Science 
College of St. Francis, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
KARL CORLEY ................•......•.•......••..•...•.•••.•. Science 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
WILLIAM D. CURRAN ..•........•.....•.••...•... Science, Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
PHYLLIS DAVIS ...................... Coordinator of Counseling Services 
North Park College, A.A. 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
EARL DeGROOT ..............•...••.....••••.•.•..•.•...• Mathematics 
Hope College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
JAMES DENLER •..............•.•.........•....••.•.••••..•. Biology 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S. T. 
DAVID De WEESE .............•............................... Reading 
illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
MARTHA DIETRICH ....•.....•..•.•............•............ Business 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Columbia University Teachers College, M.A. 
VIOLET M. DODD, R.N. .•....••.....••..............••.••.•.. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
DENNIS DRYZGA •.•.•........•..............•..•.........•.. Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed. 
DePaul University, M.B.E. 
DANIEL J. DURIAN ..•....•...•......•.••..••••..••••••.• Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S. 
illinois State University, M.S. 
L. RON ALD FARQUHAR •••••.•••.•.•••••••..•••••••..•.•.•.••. English 
Central Bible College, B.A. 
Bradley University, M.A. 
-6-
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GERMAINE FERNANDEZ ..•....•.•..•....•............••.••• Spanish 
University of Havana, Escuela de Filosofia, B.A. 
Roosevelt University, M.A. 
WILLIAM FINK ......•.............•••.•••••••.•••. Physical Education 
Blackburn College, A.A. 
North Central College, B.S. 
Washington State University, M.A. 
GEORGE FINSTAD ••.......••.....•...•........................... Art 
Dlinois State Normal University, B.S. 
Illinois State Normal University, M.S. 
JAMES FLYNN .....•.............•..•.....................•• English 
St. Procopius College, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.A. 
WILLIAM J. FRANCIS •••.....•........•.....•.....• Physical Education 
Notre Dame University, B.S. 
West Virginia University, M.S. 
CAROLYN FRASER. R.N ...•.....•.••...•......••.... Director of Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University,· M.S. 
LESLIE FREEMAN .......•...••.....................•......... Biology 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Eastern Illinois University, M.S. 
HARRIET MORGAN FYLER ...•.••........................... Science 
Utah State University, B.S. 
Utah State University, M.S. 
Cornell University, Ph.D. 
JOHN GIFFORD ............•.•................................ Science 
Syracuse University, A.B. 
Oklahoma University, M.S. 
PAUL GILL ..•.•..•.•.•..•...............•..•.••.............. English 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MILTON GILMORE ...••..•.•..••••••••......................... Science 
Sterling College, B.S. 
Dlinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
JACQUELINE GIPSON ...........•..•...............•.. Data Processing 
Belmont College, B.S. 
PAUL S. GODWIN ...•....••••.•.•.•.•••...•...••• Mathematics, Science 
DePauw University, B.A. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
WILLIAM J. HAFER .......•.••...•..•....•.•....•.........•• Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
BASIL HALKIDES ..••...•••..•••...••••.•...••...•••.••••.•.• Science 
Michigan State University, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
THEDA HAMBRIGHT .•.•••.•...••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••• Counselor 
Pestalozzi Froebel College, B.Ed. 
Chicago State College, M.S. 
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FRED HANZELIN .................................•...........•• Music 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.M. 
_ University of IIl~nois, M.M. 
ROBERT HEINRICH ......................................•.• Counselor 
North Central College, B.A. 
Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
LUCETTE HELD .....................••.............•.• Physical Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
DALE HELGESEN .............•.•••.........................• English 
University of Minnesota, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, M.A . 
.TAMES HELLRUNG ................................. Physical Education 
. Eastern Illinois University. B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
BONNIE HENRY .......................................•.... Counselor 
Michigan State University, B.A. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
NADINE HILL ..........•..................................... English 
Southwest Missouri State College, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
JEANNETTE HILLS ........................................•• German 
University of Illinois, B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Middlebury CoIIege 
Goethe Institute, Munich, Germany 
VERN HOERMAN ..•.............•.......................... Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A. 
University of Northern Iowa, M.A. 
CONCORDIA HOFFMANN ..•...............................•.. English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S. 
Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
GERALD HUNDLEY .........•...............•................•• Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A. 
Bradley University, M.A. 
ELAINE JANIS ••.....•.•.•.••.................... ........•••. N urging 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
EDWARD JENKINS' ....•......•.•......•.•...••..•...•.••••••• Biology 
Indiana State Teachers College. B.S. 
Union College, M.S. 
HEZEKIAH .TOHNSON ..•...•.•..•.••..•••••••.•••••• Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A. 
Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
1. ALBERT KINDIG . ~ $ • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Music 
Indiana Central College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
DOROTHY ANN KOLLMEIER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Speech 
Doanne College. B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
.-8---
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LARRY LARVICK ........................................... 0. Counselor 
College of Emporia, A.B. 
Kansas State Teachers, M.S. 
GEORGE La V AQUE ..........................•...•............. English 
St. Mary's College, B.A. 
St. Mary's College, M.A. 
EDITH LEBED ..............•.........••......•..••.......•.. English 
University of Chicago, B.S. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
CHARLES E. LEDBETTER ................................... Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
DOROTHY LIEB .......................................... School Nurse 
North Dakota State College, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, R.N. 
SYLVESTER LLOYD ......................................... Business 
Tennessee A. & 1. State University, B.S. 
Illinois State College, M.S.E. 
BETTY LUSHA ................................... 0 •••• 0 • • • • • •• Music 
Drake University, B.Mo 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
EMORY LYONS·. 0 .................................... Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A. 
Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S. 
University of Denver, MoS.W. 
BAILEY MAGRUDER . 0 .......... 0 • 0 .. • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • ... Social Science 
Murray State College, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
JAMES MASSICK .................................... Physical Education 
Colorado State College, B.A. 
Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
GEORGE MATTSEY ..•...... 0 • 0· ••••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Business 
Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State University, M.S. 
ROBERT MARSHALL ..... 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Student Activities 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
SALLY MENSI .... 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• English 
University of Mississippi, B.A. 
Southern Mississippi University, M.S. 
DeVAUGHN MILLER ................................ Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S. Ed. 
Indiana University, M.S. Ed. 
FRANCIS J. MILLER .. 0 •••••••• 0 ••• 0.0. 0 o. 0 o. 0 Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.S. . 
JAMES MOODY ....... 0 0 •• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
JANE MORRISON •..••. 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
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ERIKA McCARTHY ............................................ English 
Illinois State Teachers, B.S.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
CLETUS O'DROBINAK ........................................ Business 
- University of Dayton, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.B.A. 
MARCEL PACATTE ............................................ English 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
THOMAS C. PAVLIK ......................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A. 
DePaul UIiiversity, M.Ed. 
DePaul University, L.L.B. 
CHARLES PENNINGTON ..................•.................. Biology 
University of Arkansas, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
VERNON PETERSON .......•................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
DANIEL PURDY ............................... Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
JAMES RANKIN ........................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A. 
University of Detroit, M.A. 
BLAKE REED .......•.......•....................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S. 
University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
DOROTHY S. REEDY, R.N .............................. Practical Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S. 
FRIEDA REYNOLDS .....••••................................... Music 
Barnard College, A.B. I. 
Roosevelt University, M.M. 
CAROL RIEKE .........•........•.............•.........• Mathematics 
~orthwestern University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Radcliffe College, Ph.D. 
NORMA ROONEY ...... , •...................................•.. English 
DePaul University, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.A. 
Loyola University. Ph.D. 
TAMMER SALIBA ................••.•......•••••.•• Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S. 
Taylor University. A.B. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
EDITHA SANCHEZ, R.N. . ........................ e._ • •••••••• Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N. 
Loyola University, M.Ed. 
l)'ONAI,D A. SATHER"' " •••••••••••••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Biology 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of North Dakota. M.S. 
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CLIFTON SATTERTHWAITE ....................• Teacher Aide Program 
Coe College, RA. 
University of Iowa, M.A. 
GREULING SCHELLHORN ......................... 0 •• 0 •••••••• English 
University of Missouri, RA. 
University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
MARY SCHELLHORN .......................................... Library 
University of North Dakota, RA. 
University of Iowa, M.A. 
PETER SCHLOSS ....... 0 • 0 •••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 •• 0 Physical Education 
Bemidji State Teachers College, B.S. 
University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
BARBARA SCHNEIDER .... 0 ••••••••• 0 •••••••• 0 ••••••• Reading Program 
Illinois State University, RS. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
JEAN L. SEDLACK ...................................•....... English 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.A. 
IRVIN SEELYE ....... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Behavioral Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
illinois State University, M.S. 
JOSEPH SELBKA ... 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • •• Science 
Lewis College, B.S. 
Loyola University, M.S. 
RAY C. SHERMAN ............... 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 • •• Business 
Northern lHinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
WILLARD SIVILLE ................... 0 •••••••• 0 Engineering, Technical 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
ELAINE SKELTON ....... 0 • 0 ••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• Music 
DePaul University, RPh. 
American Conservatory, B.M.E. 
American Conservatory, MoM.E. 
ESTHER SKYE . 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 •• Mathematics 
University of Michigan, RA. 
University of Michigan, M.A. 
MARY ALICE SMITH •...... 0 0 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• o. Library 
Monmouth College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, B.S. in L.S. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
FRANK F. STANICEK ......................•...... 0 Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.R 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
ROBERT SULLIVAN ...... 0. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• 0 • 0 • Biology 
Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State University, M.S. 
WILLIAM TABEL •. 0. 0 •• 0 •• eo •••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 0 • •• Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
MARIA TEIRUMNIKS 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, RA. 
Indiana University, M.A. 
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DIANE TESAR ......................................... Data Processing 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
DOROTHEA THIEL ................. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Art 
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, B.A.E. 
Columbia University, M.A. 
JOSEPH THORNTON .......................... 0 0 •• 0 •••••••••• English 
University of Illinois, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
RICHARD TOTH ........ 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• Engineering & Technical 
Purdue University, B.S.A.E. 
University of Alabama, MoS.E. 
DOUGLAS TWEETEN . 0 •• 0 • 0 ••• 0 • 0 •• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 Science 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of Missouri, M.S.To 
LOTTIE T. TYLKA, R.N ...........•.....•.•...• 0.0 •••••••••••• Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
DANIEL V ALOSEK .................................... Data Processing 
Northern illinois University, B.S. 
MARIE D. WEIS ........................................ Social Science 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
John Marshall Law School, J.D. 
EUG ENE M. WENSEL ......................................... 0 • Biology 
Carthage College, B.A. 
University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
KAY WESSEL 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • Business 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
PAUL WESSEL ................. 0 •• 0 • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Business 
illinois State University, B.S.E. 
Illinois State University, MoS.E. 
MARTHA WETZEL ................................ Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed. 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
LaVELL C. WILSON............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. Counselor 
Southern Illinois University. B.S. 
Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
WALLACE WIRTH ............................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
VALERIE WOJCIK ..........•.........••...•.•..•••....•..... Business 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
VICTOR WOODEN ...••.•...•••••••••••••••••••••••• Behavioral Science 
Illinois Wesleyan University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
ARLENE ZBLEWSKI, R.N. . .................................... Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N. 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr. Angelo Polvere, Secretary-Treasurer of Mayfair Construction Company; Mr. Marvin FitCh, Architect; Dr. James D. 
Logsdon, First President of Thornton Junior College; Mr. Lee E. Dulgar, President of College; Mr. Homer Leffler, President of Board of 
Trustees. 
-GROUND BREAKING 1970 
After waiting for what seemed like an eternity, the new Thornton Community College campus got 
its first break. After three years of careful planning, the TCC dignitaries got down to earth. With 
shovels in hand, they were evidently digging the idea of a new campus. After turning over their spades 
of earth, they posed for photographs and returned to the Thornton Township hall for the bulk of the 
festivities. 
There was a small reception after the program where a small model of the new campus was shown 
by the architects Fitch, Larocca, Carrington, and Jones. Completion is expected in the fall of 1972. 
2 
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Moratorium 
'"Fighting For Peace is Like 
Fornicating For Virginity" 
Jim Ski/beck 
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HOMECOMING: 
HA utumn Magic" 
6 
What is a Homecoming without a bonfire, cheering 
the football team on with cheers led by the cheer-
leaders, the football team being introduced by Coach Ed 
Bonczyk and the preverbial dummy being thrown into 
the blazing fire. 
The Homecoming festivities lacked nothing this year 
at TCC. In fact they gained something.new as for the 
first time in TCC history a black King and Queen were 
named to preside over the weekend activities. 
William Jones and Mattie Gordon were named King 
and Queen at the semi-formal dance held at the Chicago 
Water Tower Hyatt House, with the crowning of the 
king and queen highlighting ti:le dance. 
The Homecoming court consisted of King William 
Jones, Queen Mattie Gordon, and attendants, Bill 
Haracz, Carol Cull, Theodore Golat, David Smith, 
Charles Yaska, Betty MacKenzie, Patricia O'Block, and 
Beverly Strom. 
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STYLES 
"Unfortunately, adult America seems increasingly baffled 
by its young-by their hair styles, their clothing, their loud 
music, their willingness to take grievances into the streets, 
their refusal to be wedged into social roles they don't believe 
in." 
U.s. Senator George McGovern 
12 
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19 
DRAMA 
CLUB 
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"We are here to open minds, not re-enfc·rce the values of the "New left or "Old Right." 
Vol. XXIX - No. 24 Thornton Community College, Harvey, Illinois Fri., April 17, 1970 
Jim Ski/beck. Editor 
Tom Crescenzi. News Editor 
24 Betty Sai/or 
John Harvey. Assistant Editor 
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TO THE STUDENTS OF THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
The young adults of college age today face a future filled with more challenges than possibly any other 
generation before. The many changes developed by our highly complex technological advancements have been 
made more rapidly than our adjustment to them. Society today is faced with a long list of problems ranging from 
pollution of our natural resources, over-population of the world, the threat of nuclear wars, to social injustices. 
The students are keenly aware of the problems and challenges of the age; I am proud that you are. I have a firm 
conviction that the youth of today will help solve the problems of today - not only help solve them but in the 
process, create a much better world. 
I have experienced much personal satisfaction and many pleasures during my years of association with the 
college. Since I became dean of the college in 1957, we have experienced a soaring enrollment, expansion of 
temporary facilities, and broader educational offerings bringing new dimensions to the lives of the students who 
have attended the college. The intention of the college has always been to provide opportunities as comprehensive 
as circumstances will permit and with our new campus. facilities now under construction, the realization of our 
plans and hopes are coming true. You, as students of the college, have helped to create and have shared in the 
growth and progress of Thornton Community College, and I feel that the college warrants your continued interest 
and support in maintaining its position in the higher education system. 
I have chosen to retire this summer. Retirement may seem a very permanent term to you, but perhaps after a 
period of rest, travel, and relocation in a milder climate, I may return to what has always been my "first love" -
that of classroom teaching. In the past several years of administrative responsibilities I have missed the close 
association I had with students in the classroom and in other activities of the college. 
I am pleased and proud that the students at Thornton Community College have developed a high standard of 
achievement and that they take interest in their fellow man as well as in the scholastic aspect of college life. 
Thornton Community College will continue to be a large part of my life, wherever I am. I hope that my small 
part of its history contributed as it continues to develop as one of the best community colleges in the nation. 
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Board of Trustees; left to right, STANDING: Arnold Labahn, Walter Schoen, Raben Anderson, Ron DeYoung. Left to right, 
SITTING: Naomi Dunker, Homer Lefler, Henry Koopman. 
Bill Bourland George Clark Erwin Dahl Joseph Gutenson 
DC 
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William Hafer Vern Hoerman 
La Veil Wilson 
CLERICAL STAFF 
Ida Bessinger Jacquelene Borgwardt 
86 
Elaine Brozek Robert Burgess 
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Lorraine Kauffman Susan MacFarland Tom Maier Tenay Modlinski 
Roberta Mott Geri Mueller Vivian Newbon Lillian Nimtz 
Connie Novak Helen Pietro Rita Gert Marilyn Rzab 
88 
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Lowry, George . •. Art Magruder, Bailey . .. Social Science 
'$Sick, James • •. Physical Science Mensi, Sally • •• English 
Moody, James • •• English Morrison, Jane • •• Mathematics 
97 
Marshall, Robert • •. Student Activities 
Miller, DeVaughn . .• G.S.P. 
Newitt, Timothy • •• Foreign Language 
Miller, Francis • •• 
Engineering & Technical 
O'Orobinak, Cletus • •• Business 
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Teirumniks, Maria . .. Behavioral Science 
( 
Tesar, Diane . .• Data Processing 
Th iet, Dora th V ... Art 
Thornton, Joseph . .. Speech 
102 
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Frederic W. Ring 
107 
Within the past year three men who helped to 
form this institution passed away. Herbert Griener 
was Chairman of the Board of Trustees until his death 
in 1969. James Beck was dean of Instruction from 
1929 to 1957. With his retirement in 1957 Lee Oul-
gar took over his duties until his being named as the 
President of the College. Frederic Ring was Chairman 
of the. Chemistry department and a very able teacher 
for many years. The loss of these men will be felt by 
many. 
Herbert G. Greiner 
/ ". 
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1971 
THO- T 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
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1971 
Are you ready for a little more time travel? The year is 1971, and the 
Baltimore Colts just beat Dallas 16-13 in the last five seconds of 
Super Bowl V. 
Joe Frazier beat Muhammed Ali to remain heavyweight champ and 
AI Unser won the Indy 500 with an average speed of 158 MPH. In 
baseball, the Washington Senators departed for the lone star state to 
become the Texas Rangers. 
Charles Manson and four companions were sentenced to death for 
the 1969 murders of Sharon Tate and 6 others. The Capitol Building 
was bombed by the radical Underground Weathermen. The US 
Postal Service replaced the old Post Office Department, Amtrak 
began operation and President Nixon lifted the trade embargo with 
Red China, which has lasted more than 20 years. 
Academy Awards went to l'Patton" and George C. Scott for his role 
in it. #Fiddler on the Roof" became the longest-runnlng Broadway 
musical and #Look" magazine ceased publication. 
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1971 
The 26th Amendment lowers the United States' voting age from 
21 to 18. 
South Vietnamese forces begin an offensive in Cambodia with 
American support, but are repulsed after six weeks; the'United 
States reduces its troops in Vietnam to about 200,000. 
Chinese defense minister Lin Pao attempts a failed coup against 
Mao Zedong and is killed in a plane crash. China is officially 
seated in the United Nations and launches its first space satellite. 
Masterpiece Theater, All in the Family, and The Electric 
Company premiere on television. 
Soviet dissident Andrei Solzhenitsyn receives the Nobel Prize for 
Literature. 
The Supreme Court upholds a measure to bus children in order to 
enforce integration in schools; a bussing plan imposed in Austin, 
Texas, draws the criticism of Alabama Governor George Wallace,. 
who had previously urged southern senators to defy integration. 
Soft contact lenses (invented in 1962) receive FDA approval. 
Cigarette sales top $540 billion despite a partial ban on cigarette 
advertising. A report from British experts likens the mortality 
rates from cigarette smoking to that of virulent cholera or typhoid 
epidemics. 
Concerned about inflation, President Richard NiXon announces a 
"New Economic Policy" that includes a 90-day wage freeze, the 
imposition of a 10% import surcharge, and a freeze on the 
conversion of dollars to gold. Despite a record one-day jump of 
almost 33 points in the Dow, the uncooperative AFL-CIO has 
"absolutely no faith" in the measure. 
"The Pentagon Papers," a highly classified document detailing 
U.S. involvement in Vietnam, is submitted to the New York Times 
and The Washington Post by Defense Department official Daniel 
Ensberg. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Mr. Homer M. Lefler, Chairman 
Mr. Robert Anderson, Vice Chairman 
Mr. Raymond C. Dohmeyer 
Mrs. Naomi Dunker 
Mr. Robert Frazier 
Mr. George M. Maro-vich 
Mr. Charles Mosely 
Thornton Community College 
Established September 19, 1927 
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Administrative Personnel 
President's Office 
J. PHILIP DALBY ........................................ President 
San Diego State College, A.B. 
University of Utah, M.S. 
University of Oregon, Ed.D. 
BYRON E. KEE ......................... ; .................. Provost 
Western Illinois University, B.S. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
Ball State University, Ed.D. 
IRWIN DAHL .......................... Director Institutional Research 
University of Minnesota, B.A. and Development 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
GOLDENE SHAW _ .......................... Head, Public Information 
University of Chicago, B.A. 
Academic Affairs 
WAYNE E. WILLARD ...... ~ ........... Vice President Academic Affairs 
Illinois College. B.A. 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
ROBERT L. JACK .............. Deputy Vice President Academic Affairs, 
Piney Wood Jr. College, A.A. Continuing Education 
Southern Illinois University, Ed.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Indiana University, Ed.D. 
JOSEPH GUTENSON .......................... Dean Career Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Chicago State College, M.E. 
Purdue University, M.S. 
University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
Administrative Services 
SIDNEY NOBLE ......................... Vice President Administration 
Brigham Young University, B.A. 
Cleveland State University, M.Ed 
GEORGE CLARK .................................. Business Manager 
Ball State University, B.S. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
JAMES P. STEIMLE ................... Director of Infonnation Systems 
Illinois State University, B.S. and Services 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
FRANK J. PRIST ................•..•...•........•.....•.. Registrar 
Northern Illinois University, B.A. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
WIIL:IAM SCHIPPER ..................................... Accoun1:a.nt 
Northwestern University, B.B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
DOROTHY HOWELL ..••.•••••••••••••••••••• Head, Personnel Services 
Thorn~n COmmunity qoUege, A.A. 
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Student Services 
LA YELL C. WILSON ..................... Vice President Student Affairs 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. -
Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
JAMES SIDWELL ........... Dean Counseling and Academic Advisement 
University of Missouri, B.S. 
University of Missouri, M.A. 
WILLIAM J. HAFER .................... Director Student Financial Aid 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. and Placement 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
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Faculty and Staff 
JOSEPH ADAMEK ......................................... Business 
Nozi1hern Illinois University, B.S. (Leave) 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
HAROLD E. ADAMS ................................... Mathematics 
Southern Illinois Universirty, B.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
OCA ANDERSON, R.N. . ............................... A. D. Nursing 
Goddard College, B.A. 
DA VID ANDERSON ................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
MARY ANDERSON, R.N. . .............................. A. D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N. 
AUGUST R. BANKS ................................. General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed. 
SARAH BARMORE ................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
DAVID C. BARTLETT ................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
LEILA BASHAW, R.N. . ..................................... Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
RICHARD BISHOP ....................................... Counselor 
Ohio University, A.B. 
Butler University, M.S. 
CLAUDET'I'E BOBAY .......................................... Art 
Ball State University, B.s. 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
EDMUND BONCZYK .............................. Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
TOD BOOTH ............................................... Speech 
Augustana College, B.A. 
WILLIAM BOURLAND ......................... ........... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
DORIS BRAINARD ......................................... Library 
State University of Iowa, B.A. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
University of Illinois, C.A.s. 
SMITII V. BRAND .......................................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A. 
Northwestern University. M.A. 
CLORINNE BRANDENBURG ...................•..•.... Social Science 
Williams Woods College, A.A. 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Ohicago, M.A. 
SISTER DOROTHEA BURKARD ..•.....•........ Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University. B.S. 
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WILLIE CAMPBELL .................................... Life Science 
Clark College, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
JOHN E. CARLSON ............................... Physicar Education 
IlUDQis State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
DALE C. CHAPMAN .................................. Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
LOIS CHAPMAN ........................................... English 
University of Kentucky, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
THEDA CHILDS ........................................... English 
Nort,hwestern University, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
DIMPNA -cr..ARIN ........................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus. 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
KATHRYN CLAUSON ...................... , ...... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MARY COMEGYS .................................... Social Science 
College of St. Francis, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
KARL CORLEY ............................................ Science 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northlwestern University, M.S. 
WILLIAM D. CURRAN ......................... Science, Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A. 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
PHYLLIS DAVIS ......................................... Counselor 
North Park College, A.A. 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
HANNAH DEAN, R.N .................................. A. D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
EARL DeGROOT ....................................... Mathematics 
Hope College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
JAMES DENLER ......................•.................... Biology 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S.T. 
MARTIIA DIETRICH ...................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Columbia Universiiy Teachers College, M.A. 
VIOLET M. DODD, R.N. . ............................... A. D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S. 
DePaul University, M.s. 
University of Ohica·go, M.S. 
DENNIS DRYZGA ...............................•......... Business 
Ohicago State College, B.Ed. 
DePaul University, M.B.E. 
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DANIEL .T. DURIAN .................................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. RONALD FARQUHAR ..................................... Englisih 
-Central Bible College, B.A. 
Bradley University, M.A. 
WILLIAM FINK .................................. Physic-al Education 
Blacktburn College, A.A. 
North Central College, B.S. 
Washington State University, M.A. 
GEORGE FINSTAD .... .- .............. '" .................... , .Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S. 
Illinois State Normal University, lVI.S . 
.TAMES F'I... YNN ............................................ English 
St. Procopius College, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.A. 
WILLTAM .T. FRANCIS ............................ Physical Education 
, Notre Dame University, B.S. 
West Virginia University, M.S. 
CAROLYN FRASER, R.N. . ........................ Director of Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
LESLIE FREEMAN ......................................... Biology 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Eastern Illinois University, M.S. 
LESTER GAINES ................................. ~ ...... Counseling 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed. 
Roosevelt University, M.A . 
.TILL GIDDINGS .................................... General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S . 
.TOHN GIFFORD ........................................... Science 
Syracuse University, A.B. 
Oklahoma University, M.S. 
PAUL GILL ............................................... English 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MILTON GILMORE ......................................... Science 
Sterling College, B.S. 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
DIANE GLOGOWSKI ..........•.........•..•....•..•..•. Counseling 
Thornton Community College, A.A. 
Western Michigan University, B.A. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
WILLIAM GORDON .....•..•...........•.•••••.••.••. Urban Studies 
Knoxville College, B.S. 
Roosevelt University, M.A. 
B:A.SIL 'HALKID'ES : ... -: .....• ~' .••••••••• " •••••.••• ~ .•••• " ...•. . Science 
Michigan State University, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
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THEDA HAMBRIGHT .................................... Counselor 
Pestalozzi Froebel Colle!te, B.Ed. 
Chicago State College, M.S. 
FRED HANZELIN ...................................... : .... Music 
Nortbern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.M. 
University of Illinois, M.M. 
ROBRRT HEINRICT{ ...................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A. 
Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
LUCETTE HELD .................................... Physical Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
DALE HELGESEN .......................................... English 
University of Minnesota, B.A. . 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
JAMES HELLRUNG ........... , ............... , ... Physical Education 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
BONNIE HENRY ......................................... Counselor 
Michigan State University, B.A. 
Michigan State University, M.A. 
NADINE HILL ............................................. English 
Southwest Missouri State College, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
VERN HOERMAN ........................................ Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A. 
University of Northern Iowa, M.A. 
CONCORDIA HOFFMANN ................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S. 
Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
GERALD HOND·LEY ......................................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A. 
Bradley University, M.A. 
ELAINE JANIS ..................................•.... A. D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
EDWARD JENKINS ......................................... Biology 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S. 
Union College, M.S. 
HEZEKIAH JOHNSON ............................ Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A. 
Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
JUDITH KELLY, R.N ........................................ Nursing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N. 
J. ALBERT KINDIG .......................................... Music 
Indiana Central College, B.S. (Sabbatical) 
Ball State University, M.A. 
DONALD KRAMER .......................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.M. 
Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
9 
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LARRY LARVICK ........................................ Counselor 
College of Emporia, A.B. 
Kansas State Teachers, M.S. 
GEORGE LaVAQUE ......................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A. 
St. Mary's College, M.A. 
EDITH LEBED .............................................. English 
University 'of Chicago, B.S. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
CHARLES E. LEDBETTER ................................ Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
SYLVESTER ILOYD ....................................... Business 
Tennessee A. & 1. State University, B.S. 
Illinois State College, M.S.E. 
BETTY LUSHA .......................•...................... Music 
Drake University, B.M. 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
EMORY LYONS .................................. Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A. 
Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S. 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
BAILEY MAGRUDER ................................. Social Science 
Murray State College, B.S. (Sabbatical) 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
JAMES MASSICK ................................ Physical Educat.ion 
Colorado State College, B.A. 
Sou1Jhern Illinois University, M.A. 
GEORGE MATTSEY ....................................... Business 
Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State University, M.S. 
ROBERT MARSHALL .................................... Counselor 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
DAN MEADOWS ..................................... A V Technician 
Thornton Community College, A.A. 
SAU... Y MENSI ........................................ ..... English 
University of Mississippi, B.A. 
Southern Mississippi University, M.S . 
. DeVAUGHN MILLER ............................. Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
FRANCIS J. MILLER ....................... Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers ColJege, M.S. 
JAMES MOODY .........................•..•...•.••.•...... English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A. 
K. J. McCALEB .................•....•••.•••.••••.•• Adult Education 
Illinois State University, B.S. Ed. 
Illinois State University, M.S. Ed. 
ERIKA Mc'CAR'TlI'Y .....•.....•••. . . . . . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . English 
Dlinois State Teachers, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
10 
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CLETUS O'DROBINAK ..................................... Business 
University of Dayton, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.B.A. 
THOMAS C. PAVLIK ...................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.E<i . 
. DePaul University. J.D. 
CHARLES PENNINGTON .................................... Biology 
University of Arkansas, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
VERNON PETERSON ....................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
DANIEL PURDY ........................... Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
JAMES RANKIN ....................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A. 
University of Detroit, M.A. 
BLAKE REED .................................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S. 
University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
DOROTHY S. REEDY, R.N ........................... Practical Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S. 
JAMES REJHOLEC ............................................ Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
FRIEDA REYNOLDS ......................... : ............... Music 
Barnard College, A.B. 
Roosevelt University. M.M. 
CAROL RIEKE ......................................... Mathematics 
. Northwestern UniversLty, B.A. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Radcliffe College, Bh.D. 
SHARON RISE ....................................... Mental Health 
Maryville College, B.A. 
McCormiek Seminary, M.A. 
Princeton University, M.S. 
HARMON ROBERTS ....................... Engineering and Technology 
yniversity of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
NORMA ROONEY .......................................... English 
DePaul University, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.A. 
Loyola Universi·ty, Ph.D. 
TAMMER SALIBA ................................ Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S.· 
Taylor University, A.B. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
EDITHA SANCHEZ, R.N. . ....•.....•..............••........ Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N. 
Loyola University. M.Ed. 
11 
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DONALD A. SATHER ....................................... Biology 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S. 
CLIFTON SATTERTHWAITE ................... Teacher Aide Program 
Coe College, B.A. 
University of Iowa, M.A. 
GREULING SCHELLHORN .................................. English 
University of Missouri, B.A. 
University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
PETER SCHLOSS ................................. Physical Education 
Bemedji State Teachers College, B.S. & Athletic Director 
University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
BARBARA SCHNEIDER ............................. Reading Program 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
JEAN L. SEDLACK ......................................... English 
Chi·cago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.A. 
IRVIN SEELYE ................................... Behavioral Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
JOSEPH SELBKA .......................................... Science 
Lewis College, B.S. 
Loyola University, M.S. 
RAY C. SHERMAN ........................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
JACQUELINE SHlKANY ............................. Data Processing 
Belmont College, B.S. 
WILLARD SIVILLE ........................... Engineering, Technical 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
ELAINE SKELTON .......................................... Music 
DePaul University, B.Pth. 
American .conservatory, B.M.E. 
American Conservatory, M.M.E. 
ESTHER SKYE ........................................ Mafuematics 
University of Michigan, B.A. 
University of Michigan, M.A. 
MARY ALICE SMITH ...................................... Library 
Monmouth College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, B.S. in L.S. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
HIRAM SF ANNUTH ................•..•..•...•..•.. Physical Science 
Indiana University, A.B. 
Indiana University, A.M. 
FRANK F. STANICEK .....••.•..•..••••••••.•••••• Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B. 
University of Chicago, MA. 
12 
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ROBERT SULLIVAN ........................................ Biology 
Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State University, M.S. 
WILLIAM TABEL .................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
MARIA TEIRUMNIKS ............................. Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.A. (Leave) 
Indiana University, M.A. 
DIANE TESAR ..................................... Data Processing 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
DOROTHEA THIEL ............................................ Art 
The School of the Art Institute of Cihcago, B.A.E. 
Columbia University, M.A. 
JOSEPH THORNTON ....................................... English 
University of Illinois, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
DOUGLAS TWEETEN ....................................... Science 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
LOTTIE T. TYLKA, R.N ................................ A. D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
DANIEL V ALOSEK .................................. Data Processing 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
BRUCE WALKER ............................ Director Student Center 
LARRY WEHNER .............................................. Art 
Chicaggo Art Institute, B.F.A. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
MARIE D. WEIS ...................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, Ph.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
John Marshall Law School, J.D. 
JOAN WELLER ............................ ....... Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A. 
Middlebury College, M.A. 
EUGENE M. WENSEL ....................................... Biology 
Carthage College, B.A. . (Sahbatical) 
University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
PAUL WESSEL ............................................ Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E. 
Illinois State Universi·ty, M.S.E. 
MARTHA WETZEL ............................... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed. 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
13 
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GERALJ) WILLEY ...................................... Life Science 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
WALLACE WIRTH ........................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
VALERIE WOJCIK ........................................ Business 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
VICTOR WOODEN ................................ Behavioral Science 
Illinois Wesleyan University, B.S. 
Sou.thern Illinois University, M.S. 
ARLENE ZBLEWSKI, R.N .............................. A. D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N. 
St. Xavier College, M.S. 
14 
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People Will 
Progre:ss 
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178
179
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Homecoming 
"Fall 
1970 
181
Sam DeBose 
S.G.A. President 
Rich Carlson 
Mickey McCarthy 
Jill Sabo 
.•. Sleep-walking ugain ... 
STUDENT 
GO M T SSOCIATJ N 
22 
182
MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
183
BASKETBALL TEAM 
184
Claudette Bobay 
Art 
Tod Booth 
Speech 
104 
Edmund Bonczyk 
Physical Education 
Bill Bourland 
Research Coordinator 
185
Mary Comegys 
Social Science 
-~ .... '".-.:'~ ,·,;-'''S:3· ::'-:'--~-:;=. ~=;=-:,:;.': 
!t!ttl~mti.l·t.l1tU_~~:~~!J';;.12t~tlmll':.l 
Irwin Dahl 
Director of Institutional 
Development 
Karl Corley 
Science 
I e 
J. Philip Dalby 
President 
Earl DeGroot 
Math 
Bill Curran 
Social Science 
Phyllis Davis 
Dir. of Counseling 
186
Paul Godwin 
Physics 
William. Hafer 
Counselor 
William Gordon 
Urban Studies 
Joseph Gutenson 
Dean of Instruction 
BaSil. HaIkides 
Physics and Math 
187
James Hellrung 
Physical Education 
Jeanette Hills 
Foreign Language 
Vern Hoerman 
Counselor 
Bonnie Henry 
Dir. of Student Development 
Nadine Hill 
English 
188
Edith Lebed 
English 
Dorothy Ueb 
Nurse 
Sylvester Lloyd 
Business 
117 
Charles Ledbetter 
Philosophy 
Betty Lusha 
Music 
189
Susan MacFarland 
Secretary 
Robert Marshal 
Counselor 
Dir. of Intramurals 
Bailey Magruder 
Social Science 
118 
James Massick 
Physical Education 
Gertrude Makowski 
Secretary 
190
James McCaleb 
Dean of Student 
Affairs 
Mr~. Marilyu McGet: 
Secretary 
DeVaug\lIl ~jlr 
Gene~lIl. Studies 
Jim Moody 
English 
Francis Miller 
Engineering and· 
Technical 
191
Jane Morrison 
Math 
Lillian Nimtz 
Secretary to Counselors 
Connie Novak 
Secretary 
Roberta Matt 
Secretary 
120 
Mr. Marcel Pacatte: 
Cunning, Inspirational, Virile, 
Chugger of Coffee, and last but 
not least, a man of fantastic 
Journalistic qualities. 
English-Journalism 
Vivian Newborn 
192
Dan Valosek 
Data Processing 
Marie Weis 
Business-Law 
Jean Wensel 
Biology 
Larry Wehner 
Art 
Joan Weller 
Foreign Language 
129 
Katherine Wessel 
Business 
193
Mr. Leo V. Bowers, passed away on the date of October 23, 1970 in his 
home. He was chairman of the Business Dept. at the college and has been a 
resident in Harvey since 1957. He received his A.B. at Bowling Green University 
and his M.A. at Colorado State in Greeley. He also taught at Colorado State and 
Evansville College before coming to Thornton in 1951. Mr. Bowers was also a 
member of the IDinois Education Association. 
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1972 
IN JANUARY, SUPER BOWL VI SAW DALLAS BEAT MIAMI, 24 - 3. 
FEB 3-13: SAPPORO, JAPAN HOSTED THE WINTER OLYMPICS. 
FEB 21-28: NIXON'S HISTORIC VISIT TO CHINA 
MAY 15TH: 
MAY 18TH: 
MAY 22-30: 
JUNE 17TH: 
Jm.~ 19-23: 
JULY 10-14: 
GEORGE WALLACE WAS SHOT AND PARALYZED WHILE CAMPAIGNING FOR 
THE PRESIDENCY. 
nGRAY PANTHERSn FORMED TO COMBAT DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE 
ELDERLY. 
NIXON BECAME THE FIRST PRESIDENT TO VISIT MOSCOW. 
WATERGATE BEGAN -- FIRST ARRESTS MADE 
HURRICANE AGIU!:S HIT THE EAST COAST -- 127 DEAD; OVER $1 
BILLION IN DAMAGES. 
DEMOCRATS NOMINATED GEORGE MCGOVERN AND THOS. EAGLETON. 
EAGLETON WITHDREW ON JULY 31ST. 
AUG. 8TH: R. SARGEANT SHRIVER SUCCEEDED EAGLETON. 
AUG. 12TH: THE LAST U.S. GROUND FORCES WERE WITHDRAWN FROM VIETNAM. 
AUG. 21-23: REPUBLICANS NOMINATED NIXON AND AGNEW. 
NOV. 7TH: NIXON & AGNEW WON IN THE GREATEST GOP LANDSLIDE EVER. 
DEC. 31ST: NEAR-TOTAL BAN ON DDT 
OTHER NEWS: nMSn MAGAZINE WAS LAUNCHED. 
WORLD SERIES: OAKLAND OVER CINCINNATI IN 7 GAMES 
OSCARS: BEST PICTURE - nFRENCH CONNECTIONn 
BEST ACTRESS - JANE FONDA (nKLUTEn) 
BEST ACTOR - GENE HACKMAN (nFRENCH CONNECTIONn) 
DEATHS: J. EDGAR HOOVER (77); MAHALIA JACKSON (60); WALTER WINcmv ~ 
(74); JACKIE ROBINSON (53); ROBERTO CLEMENTE (38) \,.' 
197
1972 
United States President Richard Nixon has an unprecedented 
state visit with Chairman Mao Zedong in Beiing. Nixon takes 
advantage of the Sino-Soviet split to ease decades-old American 
hostilities towards China. 
Offerings in popular culture includeM*A *S*H, The Godfather, 
Don McLean's "American Pie" and books such as Watership 
Down. In musical theater, Cabaret, Pippin and Grease hit the 
boards. 
United States President Richard Nixon makes an historic visit to 
the USSR. In the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) I, 
NIXon and Brezhnev negotiate reductions in their nuclear 
arsenals. The talks mark a warming in the Cold War and usher in 
the era of detente. 
Richard Leakey and Glynn Isaac find a skull in Kenya which 
potentially dates the first humans to 2.5 million B.C. Richard's 
father Louis, a fa.rued archaeologist, dies titis year. 
Bobby Fischer defeats Boris Spassky to become the first-
American to hold the world chess title. 
Sporadic violence in Northern Ireland takes off on "Bloody 
Sunday" when 13 Roman-Catholics are shot by British troops 
during a riot. Two months later, Britain assumes direct control of 
the North Irish government, dissolving the Ulster Parliament. 
Frederick Smith, age 27, founds Federal Express with $72 million 
in venture capital. It carries 16 packages on its inaugural night, 
not yet a challenge to the U.S. postal service. 
The United States resumes bombing on the North Vietnam cities 
Hanoi and Haiphong, leading to arguments in the Senate. 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average crosses the 1000-point mark 
for the first time in history. 
Three years after Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos is 
elected, he declares martial law to combat terrorism and a 
supposed Communist rebellion; thousands are killed as the 
government imposes order. 
The Senate approves the Equal Rights Amendment, guaranteeing 
equality for women. The amendment will not become the law of 
the land, however, as it fails to be ratified by the required number 
of states. 
. .... -. ... -.. - ".... _.. . .. . .. ...... _ .... 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Mr. George M. Marovich, Chairman 
Mr. Robert Anderson, Vice Chairman 
Mr. Raymond C. Dohmeyer 
Mr. Robert Frazier 
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1973 
THORNTON 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
mSTORICAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
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IT WAS THE YEAR OF ---
WATERGATE 
1973 
LONG GAS LINES - OIL EMBARGO - ENERGY CRISIS 
V.P. AGNEW'S RESIGNATION 
THE END OF THE MILITARY DRAFT 
VIETNAM PEACE AGREEMENT 
WE WERE LISTENING TO AWARD WINNERS--
BEST RECORD - THE FIRST TIME I EVER SAW YOUR FACE 
MOVIE -- THE GODFATHER 
ACTOR -- MARLON BRAN DO (HE REFUSED IT) 
ACTRESS -- LISA MINNELLI - CABARET 
WE WATCHED THE WALTONS ON T.V. AND LISTENED TO -- JIM CROCE SING 
BAD BAD LEROY BROWN AND STEVIE WONDER SING YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE 
OF MY LIFE 
SOME PASSAGES INCLUDED --- L.B.J. (64) -- BETTY GRABLE (67) 
GENE KRUPA (64) AND EDWARD G. ROBINSON (79) 
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1973 
MIAMI BEAT WASHINGTON FOR THE SUPERBOWL 
GEORGE FOREMAN BEAT JOE FRAZIER 
SECRET ARIET WON THE TRIPLE CROWN 
GORDON JOHNCOCK WON THE INDY 500 
JOHN CAPPELLETTIE WON THE HEISMAN TROPHY 
JACK NICKLAUS BECAME THE 1 ST PRO GOLFER TO WIN A 
CAREER $2 MILLION -- AND 
WILLIE MAYS RETIRED AFTER 22 YEARS IN THE MAJORS AND 
660 HOME RUNS 
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1973 
Direct American involvement in Vietnam ends with the January 
declaration of a ceasefire. Bombing of Cambodia continues in an 
effort to retrieve POWs. 
U.S. Vice-President Spiro Agnew resigns for tax evasion and is 
replaced by Senate Minority Leader Gerald Ford. National 
Security Advisor Henrv Kissinger becomes secretary of state. 
Fierce fighting surrounds the beginning of the Arab-Israeli Yom 
Kippur War. The United States supplies Israel with military 
equipment to offset Soviet support of Arab forces. A United 
Nations resolution sponsored by the U.S. and U.S.S.R. calls for a 
ceasefire, finally effected in late October. 
In Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court rules that women have the 
unrestricted right to -abortion in the first trimester of pregnancy, 
after which the state has some interest in protecting the fetus. 
Both East and West Germany are admitted to the United Nations. 
The tennis match was billed as the "battle of the sexes"; Billie 
Jean King. an outspoken proponent offemale equality, triumphs 
over former Wimbledon champ Bobby Riggs in 3 straight sets. 
Chile's Marxist President Salvador Allende Gossens is 
overthrown and dies under suspicious circumstances; he is 
replaced by right-wing dictator General Augusto Pinochet 
Ugarto. 
A global energy crisis emerges, and President Nixon encourages 
conservation of energy, pointing out that the U.S. has 6% of the 
population but consumes one-third of the world's energy. Arab 
nations exacerbate the energy crunch, cutting back oil production 
for political reasons. 
The towering World Trade Center becomes New York City's 
latest calling card. The structure briefly reigns as the tallest in the 
world; the Sears Tower tops it the next year. 
Considered by some to be the greatest artist of the century, Pablo 
Picasso dies at age 91. 
Erica Jong publishes the startling Fear of Flying. Also new this 
year is Gravity's Rainbow, one of Thomas Pynchon's best-known 
works !lnrl The Castle Qf Crossed Desti11ies, by maestro of magic 
-- . -_.-
realism lli:UU Calvino. 
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INTERIM CAMPUS 50 W. 162 STREET 
MAIN CAMPUS 15800 S. STATE STREET 
SOUTH HOLLAND, ILLINOIS 60473 
(312) 596-2000 
by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
by Illinois Junior College Board, Board of Higher Education, Board of 
Vocational Education and Rehabilitation, Veterans Administration. 
of American Association of Junior Colleges, Council of North 
Central Junior Colleges, Illinois Association of Community and Junior Col-
leges, National Commission on Accrediting, American Council on Educa-
tion, American Technical Education Association. 
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NATHAN A. IVEY ............................................................ President 
Hardin Simmons University, B.5.; Texas Tech University, M. B.A.,' 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
BYRON E. KEE .......................... Vice President Administrative Affairs 
Western Illinois University, B.S.; Ball State University M.A., Ed.D. 
WAYNE E. WILLARD . ...................... Vice President Academic Affairs 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed./ Florida State 
University, Ph.D. 
LA VELL C. WiLSON ................. .......... Vice President Student Affairs 
Southem Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
ROBEHT L JACK ............................................. Community Services 
Piney Woods Jr. College, A.A.; Southern Illinois University, Ed.B.; 
University of Chicago, M.A.; Indiana University, Ed.D. 
IRWIN DAHL ...................................... Director Institutional Research 
University of Minnesota, B.A., M.A. and Development 
GEORGE CLARK .......................................... Director Purchasing and 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. Auxiliary Services 
WILLIAM J. HAFER ............................. Director Student Financial Aid 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. and Placement 
K. J. McCALEB ...................................................... Superintendent, 
Illinois State University, B.S. Ed., M.S. Ed. Building and Grounds 
PATRICIA A. DUNKER ......................................... Director Personnel 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
WILLIAM E. MOZELLE .................... ........................ Director Security 
Ohio College, B.S. 
Mr. George M. Marovich, Chairman 
Mr. Robert Anderson, Vice Chairman 
Mr. Raymond C. Dohmeyer 
Mr. Robert Frazier 
Mrs. Dorothy Howell 
Mrs. Carole Jannik 
Mr. James D. Livingstone 
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-
JAMES ABBOTT ................................................................ Science 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
JOSEPH ADAMEK ............................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
HAROLD E. ADAMS .................................................... Mathematics 
Southern Illinois University, B.Ed., University of Illinois, M.A. 
OCA ANDERSON, R.N ................................................ A. D. Nursing 
Goddard College, B.A., Roosevelt University, M.A. 
DAVID ANDERSON ................................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
MARY ANDERSON, R.N ............................................. A. D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N. 
AUGUST R._BANKS ................................................ General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed. 
SARAH BARMORE ................................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
DAVID C. BARTLETT ................................................ Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
LEILA BASHAW, R.N ................................................. A. D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; De P.aul University, M.D. 
RICHARD BISHOP ........................................................... Counselor 
Ohio University, A.B.; Butler University, M.S. 
CLAUDETTE BOBAY ................................................................. Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
EDMUND BONCZYK ............................................ Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
WILLIAM BOURLAND ...................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
DORIS BRAINARD ............................................................... Library 
State University of Iowa, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.S . ., C.A.S. 
SMITH V. BRAND .............................................................. Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
SISTER DOROTHEA BURKARD ........................ Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
WILLIE CAMPBELL ...................................................... Life Science 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
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JOHN E. CARLSON ............................................. Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
DALE C. CHAPMAN .................................................. Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A; University of Chicago, M.A 
-
LOIS CHAPMAN .................................................................. English 
University of Kentucky, B.A; Northwestern University, M.A 
THEDA CHILDS .................................................................. English 
Northwestern University, B.A, M.A 
DIMPNA CLARIN .................................................................. Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of 
Music, M.M. 
KATHRYN CLAUSON ........................................... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
MARY COMEGYS ..................................................... Social Science 
College of St. Frances, AB.; University of Illinois, M.A 
WILLIAM D. CURRAN .................................. Science, Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, AA; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
PHYLLIS DAViS .............................................................. Counselor 
North Park College, A.A; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
EARL DeGROOT .......................................................... I\~athematics 
Hope College, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
JAMES DENLER ................................................................. Biology 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North 
Dakota, M.S. T. 
MARTHA DIETRICH .......................................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.S.; Columbia University Teachers College, M.A 
VIOLET M. DODD, R.N ............................................... A. D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
HELEN DOLAN ...................................................... Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier Col/ege, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
DENNIS o RVZGA ............................................................. Business 
Chicago State Col/ege, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; Governors 
State University, M.A.B.A. 
DANIEL J. DURIAN ..................................................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. RONALD FARQUHAR ........................................ Division Director, 
General and Experimental Studies 
Central BiQ!~ CQI/ege, 8.-4~,· B,ad/~y. University, M.A. 
WILLIAM FINK .................................................... Physical Education 
Blackburn Col/ege, A.A.,' North Central Col/ege, 8.S. 
Washington State University, M.A 
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GEORGE FINSTAD .................................................................... Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
JAMES FLYNN ........................................................... : ....... English 
St. Procopius College, B.A.; DePaul University, M.A. (Sabbatical) 
ARLENE FRANCIS, R.N .............................................. A. D. Nursing 
St. Zavier College B.S.N., M.S. 
WILLIAM J. FRANCIS ........................................... Division Director 
Health and Life Science 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S. 
CAROLYN FRASER, R.N ...................................... Director of Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N., M.S. 
LESLIE FREEMAN ............................................................... Biology 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
JILL GIDDINGS ...................................................... General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
JOHN GIFFORD ................................................................. Science 
Syracuse University, A.B.; Oklahoma University, M.S. 
PAUL GILL ......................................................................... English 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
MILTON GILMORE .................................... Division Director, Physical 
Science, Math 
Sterling College, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
DIANE GLOGOWSKI ...................................................... Counseling 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Western Michigan University, 
B.A.; Indiana University, M.S. 
JOSEPH GUTENSON ..................................................... Psychology 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.E.; 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
BASIL HALKIDES .............................................................. Science 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
THEDA HAMBRIGHT ....................................................... Counselor 
Pestalozzi Froebe! Teachers College, B.Ed.; 
Chicago State College, M.S. 
FRED HANZEUN .................................................................. Music 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M. 
ERIKA HARTMANN ............................................................. English 
Illinois State Teachers, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A. (leave) 
ROBERT HEINRICH ......................................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
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LUCETTE HELD ..................................................... Physical Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
DALE HELGESEN ................................................................ English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
JAME.S HELLRUNG ............................................. Physical Education 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
NADINE HILL ..................................................................... English 
Southwest Missouri State College,B.S.;NorthwesternUniversity,M.A. 
VERN HOERMAN ............................................................ Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
CONCORDIA HOFFMAN ...................................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
HOLM, KARYN JO .................................................... A. D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N., M.S.N. 
GERALD HUNDLEy ............................................................. Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
ELAINE JANIS, R.N .................................................... A. D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
EDWARD JENKINS ............................................................. Biology 
(sabbatical) 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S. 
DAVID JOHNSON .............................. , .................... General Studies 
Howard University, B.A.; Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
HEZEKIAH JOHNSON .......................................... Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A.; Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
JAMES KEANE ........................................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.A. 
JUDITH KELLY, A.M .............................................. Practical Nursing 
Maycrest College, B.S.N. 
J. ALBERT KINDIG ................................................. Division Director 
Arts and Humanities 
Indiana Central College, B.S.; Ball State University, M.A., Ed.D. 
DONALD KRAMER ............................................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.M.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
MARILYN LANGE .................................................. Practical Nursing 
University of I(linois, B.S. 
GEORGE laVAOUE .............................................................. English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
11 t: 
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EDITH LEBED ..................................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
CHARLES E. LEDBETTER ................................................ Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A; 
SYLVESTER LLQYD .......................................................... Business 
Tennessee A. & I. State University, B.S.; Illinois State Col/ege, M.S.£' 
BETTY LUSHA ...................................................................... Music 
Drake University, B.M.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
EMORY LYONS .................................................. Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A.; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; 
University of Denver, M.S. W. 
BAILEY MAGRUDER ................................................. Social Science 
Murray State Col/ege, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S. 
JAMES MASSICK ............................................... Physical Education 
Colorado State College, B.A.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
GEORGE MATTSEY .......................................................... Busines~ 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
ROBERT MARSHALL ............................... Director, Student Activities 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
SALLY MENSI ..................................................................... English 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.S. 
DeVAUGHN MILLER ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
FRANCIS J. MILLER .................................. Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers Col/ege, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
SUSAN D. MOLNAR ........................................................ Counselor 
Purdue University, B.A., M.S. 
JAMES MOODy ................................................................. English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A. 
MIGONETTE MURRAY ........................................................ English 
Brigham Young University, B.A., M.A. 
CLETUS O'DROBINAK ............................. Division Director, Business 
University of Dayton, B,A.; DePaul University, M.B.A. 
THOMAS C. PAVLIK ......................................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
CHARLES PENNINGTON ...................................................... Biology 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
VERNON PETERSON ......................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
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FRANK J. PRIST .............................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
DANIEL PRUDY ........................................ Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
BLAKE REED ....................................................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
DOROTHY S. REEDY, R.N ...................................... Practical Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S. 
JAMES REJHOLEC ................................................................... Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
FRIEDA REYNOLDS .............................................................. Music 
Barnard College, A.B.; Roosevelt University, M.M. 
CAROL RIEKE ............................................................. Mathematics 
Northwestern University, B.A., M.A.; Radcliffe College, Ph.D. 
SHERRY RISE ........................................................... Mental Health 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
NORMA ROONEy ........... Division Director, Language, Communications 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
MARILYN M. ROWE ................................................... A. D. Nursing 
Saint Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
T AMMER SALIBA ............................................... Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
EDITHA SANCHEZ, R.N .............................................. A. D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
DONALD A. SATHER .......................................................... Biology 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S .• Ph.D. 
CLIFTON SATTERTHWAITE ............................... Teacher Aid Program 
Coe College, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
GREULING SCHELLHORN .................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
PETER SCH LOSS ..............................•...•............. Physical Education 
& Athletic Director 
Bemedji State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
JEAN SEDLACK ................................................................. English 
Chicago Teachers College, B.£.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A. 
IRVIN SEELyE ........................•........................... Behavioral Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
JOSEPH SELBKA ............................................................... Science 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
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RAY C. SHERMAN ........................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, 8.5., M.S. 
JACQUELINE SHIKANY ........................................... Data Processing 
8elmont College, 8.5. 
JAMES SIDWELL ...............................................•......... Recruitment 
University of Missouri, 8.5., M.A. 
WILLARD SIVILLE ..............•••.......•................•...•.••• Division Director 
Engineering, Technology 
University of Illinois, 8.5., M.Ed. 
ELAINE SKELTON ........•••..•.....•••....••.••.•..•..............•.....•.••..•.• Music 
DePaul University, 8.Ph.; American Conservatory, 8~M.E., M.M.E. 
MARY ALICE SMITH ............................................................ Library 
Monmouth College, A.8.; University of Illinois, B.S. in L.S., M.A. 
HIRAM SPANNUTH ................................................ Physical Science 
Indiana University, A.8., A.M. 
JAMES P. STEIMLE ..............•...............•................. Data Processing 
Illinois State University, 8.5.; (Sabbatical) 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
FRANK F. STANICEK •.........•..••.•.......••.••••.......•... Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
ROBERT SULLIVAN ..•..••........•.•••••......•.•.....•...............••...•.. Biology 
Indiana State University, 8.S., M.S. 
WILLIAM TABEL. ••..•••..•...•............••.....••.....•..••.••.• Division Director, 
Social, Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, 8.5., M.A. 
JOSEPH THORNTON .......•......•..............•.•........................... English 
University of Illinois, A.8., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
DOUGLAS TWEETEN ..••••..••••....••••••••••••.••.••..•.••••••••••.••••.•.• Science 
University of North Dakota, 8.5.; University of Missouri, M.S. T. 
LOTTIE T. TYLKA, R.N .....................•..............••.••.....• A. D. Nursing 
Loyola University, 8.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
LARRY WEHNER ...................................................................... Art 
Chicago Art Institute, 8.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
JOAN WELLER ..................................................... Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.; Middlebury Col/ege, M.A. 
EUGENE M. WENSEL .......................................................... Biology 
Carthage Col/ege, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
KATHERINE WESSEL. ...................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
PAUL WESSEL ................................................................ Business 
Illinois State University, B.S. E., M.S.£' 
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MARTHA WE1ZEL. .............................................. Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed., State University of 
Iowa, M.A. -
GERALD WI LLEY ......................................................... Ufe Science 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
WALLACE WIRTH ............................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
VALERIE WOJCiK ............................................................. Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S. 
VICTOR WOODEN .............................................. Behavioral Science 
Illinois Wesleyan University, B.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
Produced by 
Goldene Shaw, director Public Information. 
Assistants 
Mary Ann Falkman 
Rosa Dye 
Photography 
Brummel 
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1974 
The Miami Dolphins beat the Vikings 24-7, in Super Bowl VIII. 
Patty Hearst was kidnapped by members of the SLA on February 12th. 
The Watergate tapes were released, proving Richard Nixon's involve-
ment in the plan. 
Tornadoes struck on April 3rd & 4th, from Georgia to Ontario, killing 
350, injuring over 1200 and causing over $1 billion in damage. 
The Arab oil embargo was lifted on March 18th. 
Patty Hearst declared on tape that she was voluntarily J01n1ng the 
SLA; then, on April 15th, she participated in a bank robbery; on 
June 12th, she was indicted. 
Nixon resigned the Presidency on August 9th, and was succeeded by 
Gerald Ford. 
On August 20th, Ford nominated Nelson Rockefeller for Vice-President~ 
Nixon was pardoned by Ford on September 8th. 
MUhammed Ali beat George Foreman in 8 rounds, to regain the World 
Heavyweight Championship. 
Little League opened its membership to girls on June 12th. 
A 41 year ban on private possession of gold was lifted on December 31st. 
The first night baseball game to last longer than seven hours was 
played in New York City between the Cards and the Mets. 
Oakland beat the Dodgers in the World Series, four games to one. 
Grammy awards went to: Roberta Flack for "Killing Me Softly. II 
Stevie Wonder for lIyou Are the Sunshine of 
My Life. 1I 
Oscars: "The Sting"; Jack Lemmon for nSave the Tiger;fI Glenda Jack-
son for "A Touch of Class. 1f 
Emmys: Telly Savalas for nKojak;" Michael Learned for "The Waltons." 
Deaths: Jack Benny (80); Bud Abbott (78); Duke Ellington (75); Cass 
Elliot (33); Sam Goldwyn (91); Chet Huntley (62); Ed Sullivan 
(73); Adele Davis (70); "Dizzy" Dean (63). 
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1974 
Richard Nixon becomes the first United States president to resign 
office. Nixon sought to avoid an impeachment trial stemming 
from lurid Watergate discoveries. Vice-President Gerald Ford is 
sworn in and grants NIXon a full pardon. 
Dreyfus offers the first money-market fund for small individual 
investors. Within six years, there will be over 100 such funds 
available. 
Primitive word processors begin to populate offices. The 
machines resemble typewriters and permit basic text-editing. 
Congress approves the Election Reform Act, limiting 
contributions to presidential campaigns and capping the 
presidential candidate's budget. The act encourages the growth of 
political_ action committees (P ACs). 
French President Georges Pompidou dies of cancer~ former 
minister of finance Valery Giscard d'Estaing assumes office and 
continues GaulIist independent foreign policy. 
El\11 Records, flush from sales of The Beatles' records, develops 
the CAT scanner which is found in broad use this year and 
enhances the diagnostic process. 
Inflation is climbing around the world; the Dow Jones' low of 
570.01 is half of its high (1036.27) of two years ago. 
Turkish forces invade Cyprus, spurring Greece to mobilize 
troops. Former Premier Constantine Karamanlis returns from 
exile to head the Greek government after the military junta 
resIgns. 
India successfully detonates an atomic bomb and becomes the 
fifth nuclear power in the world. 
OPEC jacks up oil prices, and President NIXon signs an act 
limiting highway speeds to 55 J\.1PH which successfully conserves 
fueL 
Dr. Henry Heimlich describes the Heimlich Maneuver. a 
technique to help prevent people from choking to death, in a 
medical journal. 
Americans Jimmy Connors and Chris Evert win the men's and 
women's simdes resoectiveiv at the Wimbledon tennis 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Community College D_istrict 510 
George M. Marovich, Chairman 
Robert W. Anderson, Vice-Chairman 
Robert L. Donahue 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
Robert Frazier 
Michael W. Invergo, Student Representative 
James Livingstone 
Damon Rockett 
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Thornton Comllnunity College 
SOUTH HOLLAND, ILLINOIS LEGEND 
1. TAPSA-GENEALOGY-CLASSROOM 12. PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
2. GENERAL STUDIES 13. MUSIC-P.E. LOCKER/SHOVIIER 
3. CUL TURE CENTER-CLASSROOM 14. VOC. TECH. MAl NT. & CUSTODIAL 
4. DATA PROCESSING-LPN-XRAY 15. VOC. TECH. 
5. GROUNDS 16. STUDENT CENTER-FOOD SERVICE 
6. CLASSROOM-FACUL TY LOUNGE 17. COUNSELING-FINANCIAL AID 
7. PHYSICAL EDUCATION ADMISSIONS-STUDENT LOUNGE 
B. PHYSICAL SCIENCE-CLASSROOM lB. ADMINISTRATION-BUSINESS SEfWICES 
9. CHEMISTRY-GEOLOGY 19. MUSIC 
CAMPUS STORE 20. CLASSROOM-GENERAL 
REPROGRAPHY-CLASSROOM 21. LARGE LECTURE-THEATRE 
O. SECURITY OFFICE 
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ADMINISTRATION 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
Nathan A. Ivey ........................................................................... President 
Hardin Simmons University, B.S.; Texas Tech University, M.B.A.; 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Irwin A. Dahl. ............................................... Director Institutional Resources 
University of Minnesota, B.A., M.A. and Development 
Richard D. Nirenberg .............................................. Director Public Relations 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
George W. Clark .................................. Vice President Administrative Services 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. 
Arthur J. Baker. ............................................... Director Information Services 
Patricia A. Duncker. ........................................................ D irector Personnel 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
K. James McCaleb ........................................ Director Buildings and Grounds 
I"inois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
William E. Mozelle ............................................................ Director Security 
Ohio University, B.S. 
William T. Schipper ...................................................... .... Chief Accountant 
Northwestern University, B.B.A., M.A. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
-. 
Wayne E. Willard .................................... Vice President Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed.; Florida State University, 
Ph.D. 
Robert L. Jack ................................................. .... Dean Community Services 
Piney Woods Jr. College, A.A.; Southern Illinois University, Ed.B.; University 
of Chicago, M.A.; Indiana University, Ed.D. 
William E. Piland ................................................ ..... Dean Career Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Arthur J. Stejskal.. ............................................. Dean Community Education 
Coe College, B.A.; Roosevelt University, M.A. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
LaVell C. Wilson ........................................... Vice President Student Services 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
Ronald L. Cooley ................................... Director Financial Aid and Placement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; Gover-
nors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer ..................................... , ....... Dean Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Larry J. Larvick ................................................................ Dean Counseling 
College of Emporia, A.B.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.S. 
Judith M. Price .................................................... Director Student Activities 
University of Pittsburgh, B.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
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FACULTY AND STAFF 
James Abbott. .............................................................................. Science 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Adamek ........................................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Harold E. Adams ................................................................. .. Mathematics 
Southern Illinois University, B.Ed.; University of Illinois, M.A. 
David Anderson .............................................................. ...... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary Anderson, R.N ................................................... ........... A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N. 
August R. Banks ................................................................ General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed. 
Sarah Barmore ..................................................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett ................................................................. .. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila Bashaw, R.N ................................................................. A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Richard Bishop .......................................................................... Counselor 
Ohio University, A.B.; Butler University, M.S. 
Claudette Bobay ................................................................................. Art 
Ball State UniverSity, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Edmund Bonczyk ........................... ~ ................................ Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William Bourland ....................................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois Unive.rsity, B.S., M.S. 
Doris Brainard ..................................................... .......................... Library 
State University of Iowa, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.S., C.A.S. 
Smith V. Brand ............................................................................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea Burkard .............................................. Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
Willie Campbell ............................................... ....................... Li'e Science 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John E. Carlson ....................................................... ...... Physical Education 
Illinois State UniverSity, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman ..................... ~ ................................ ............ Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois Chapman ..................................................... .......................... Eng/ish 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
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Kathryn Clauson ................................ , ........................ ... Physical Education 
Northern illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Mary Comegys ............................................... ...................... Social Science 
College of St. Frances, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.A. 
Nancy Conley, R.N ................................................... ............. A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier- College, B.S.N. 
William D. Curran ................... '" ....................... ........ Science, Socia! Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Phyllis Davis ................................................................ '" .......... Counselor 
North Park College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Earl DeGroot ........................................................................ . Mathematics 
Hope College, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James Denier ................................................................................ Biology 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, 
M.S.T. 
Martha Dietrich .............................................. ............................. Business 
Indiana University, B.S.; Columbia University Teachers College, M.A. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ................................................... ........... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen Dolan, R.N .................................................... ......... Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis Dryzga ............................................................................ Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E. Governors State 
University, M.A.B.A. 
Daniel J. Durian ................................................ ..................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar ............................................... ........... Division Director, 
General and Experimental Studies 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
William Fink ................................................................................. Science 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; Washington State Uni-
versity, M.A. 
George Finstad ................................................................................... Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
James Flynn .............................................................................. " ... English 
Sf Procopius College, B.A.; DePaul University, M.A. 
Arlene Francis, R.N ............................................................... A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
William J. Francis .............................. .............................. Division Director, 
Health & Ufe Science 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia UniverSity, M.S. 
Carolyn Fraser, R.N ................................................... .... Director of Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N., M.S. 
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Leslie Freeman ....................................................................... ...... Biology 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Jill Giddings ................................................ ...................... General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Jobn Gifford ................................................ ................................. Science 
Syracuse University, A.B.; Oklahoma University, M.S. 
Paul Gill ................................................... ................................... Eng/ish 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Milton Gilmore .............................................................. .. Division Director, 
Physical Science, Math 
Sterling College, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; Wayne State 
University, Ph.D. 
Patricia R. Golden .......... ................................... Counseling, Paraprofessional 
Indiana UniverSity, A.B. 
Joseph Gutenson ............................................................ Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.E.; Purdue Uni-
versity, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
Basil Halkides .............................. ................................................. Science 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Theda Hambright ............................................... ........................ Counselor 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S. 
Fred Hanzelin ............................................................................ ..... Music 
Northern Illinois UniverSity, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M. 
Erika Hartmann ......................... ................................................... EngJish 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A. 
Robert H ei n rich ........ , ................................................................ Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; North-
western University, M.A. 
Lucette Held ........................................................... ...................... Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale Helgesen .............................................................................. English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
James Hellrung .............................................................. Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois UniverSity, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Vern Hoerman ........................................................... ................ Counselot 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia Hoffman ..................................................................... ... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Gerald Hundley ......................................................... .................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine Janis, R.N .............................................................. .... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
Edward Jenkins ............................................................................. Biology 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S. 
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uavlo Jonnson ............................................... .................... General Studies 
Howard University, B.A.; Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
Hezekiah Johnson ........ ................................................... Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A.; Oklahoma A and M, M.S. 
James Keane ........................................................................ . Mathematics 
University of Western.Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.A. 
Judith Kelly, R.N ....................................................... ..... Practical Nursing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N. 
J. Albert Kindig .............................................................. Division Director, 
Arts and Humanities 
Indiana Central College, B.S.; Ball State University, M.A., Ed.D. 
Donald Kramer ............................................................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.M.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Marilyn Lange ........................................................... Occupational Therapy 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
George LaVaque ............................................................................ English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith Lebed ................................................................................. English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .................................................................. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
Sylvester Lloyd ............................................................................ Business 
Tennessee A & I State University, B.S.; Illinois State College, M.S.E. 
Betty Lusha .................................................................................... Music 
Drake University, B.M.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
E.J. Lyons ................................................................... .. Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A.; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; University of 
Denver, M.S.W. 
Bailey Magruder ................................................................... Social Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S. 
Robert MarshalL ........................................................................ Counselor 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
George Mattsey ........................................................................... Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Sally Mensi ................................................. ................................. Eng/ish 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. 
DeVaughn Miller ............................................................ Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ....................................................... Engineering/Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; III. Teachers College, M.S. 
Susan D. Molnar ........................................................................ Counselor 
Purdue University, B.A., M.S. 
James Moody ..........................••............................... ~ .....•............. English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A. 
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Mignonette Murray ....................................................... ................. Eng/ish 
Brigham Young University, B.A., M.A. 
Cletus O'Drobinak .................................................. .......... Division Director, 
Business & Commerce 
University of Dayton, B.A.; DePaul University, M.B.A. 
Thomas ·C . ...Pavlik .................................................. ....................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Charles Pennington .................................................. ...................... Biology 
University of Arkanasas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Vernon Peterson ...................................................... .................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Frank J. Prist. ............................................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel Purdy ............................................................ Engineering/Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Blake Reed ........................................................... ......... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ...................................................... Practical Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph Rejholec .................................................................................. Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern illinois University, M.A. 
Frieda Reynolds ..................................................................... 0 •••••••• Music 
Barnard College, A.B.; Roosevelt University, M.M. 
Sherry Rise ................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; Princeton UniverSity, 
M.S. 
Norma Rooney ................................................................. Division Director, 
Language/Communications 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola UniverSity, Ph.D. 
Marilyn M. Rowe .................................................................. A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ............................................................... Behavioral Science 
Taylor UniverSity, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha Sanchez, R.N .............................................................. A.D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's UniverSity, B.S.N.; Loyola UniverSity, M.Ed. . 
Donald A. Sather ........................................................................... Biology 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Clifton Satterthwaite .................................................... Teacher Aid Program 
Coe College, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Greuling Schellhorn ....................................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Peter Schloss ................................................................... Mathematics and 
A thletic Director 
Bemedji State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
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Jean Sedlack ............................................... .......... Foreign Lang/Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; Instituto 
Tecnologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Irvin Seelye ...................... ............................................. BehavioraI Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Selbka .... " ........................................................................... Science 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. . 
Ray C. Sherman ................................................................. ......... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Jacqueline Shikany .............................. _ ................ ........................ Business 
Belmont College, B.S. 
Willard Siville ................................................................. Division Director, 
Engineering /Techno/ogy 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.Ed. 
Mary Alice Smith ........................................................................... Library 
Monmouth College, A.B.; University of Illinois, B.S., M.A. 
Hiram Spannuth .............................................. .............................. Science 
Indiana University, A.B., A.M. 
Frank F. Stanicek ......................................................... .. Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle ......................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert Sullivan ........................................................................ ..... Biology 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
William Tabel. .............................................................. ... Division Director, 
Social/Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Diane D. Tesar ............................................................................ Business 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Thornton ........................................................................... Eng/ish 
University of Illinois, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas Tweeten ......................................................................... .. Science 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
Lottie T. Tylka, R.N ................................................... ............ A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Larry Wehner ..................................................................................... Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern III. University, M.A., M.F.A. 
Joan Weller. ................................................................... Foreign Language. 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.; Middlebury College, M.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel. ....................................................................... Biology 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine WesseL ....................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul WesseL ............................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E., M.S.E. 
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Martha Wetzel ................................................ ............... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed., State University of Iowa, 
M.A. 
Gerald Willey ................................................. ........................ Life Science 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
-. Wallace Wirth ................................................... .......................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Valerie Wojcik ........................................................................ ..... Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S. 
Cover desigrr and photographic consultation by the Art Faculty of Thornton 
Community College. 
Photography by Mike Voss 
Printed by Sheffield Press, Hammond, Indiana 
12M 6/74 
Copyright © 1974 Thornton Community College 
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Building 21 is a theatre in disguise! The productions that were held this year were: "BUS STOP" by 
William inge, and "UUOM" by Ferenc Molnar. "OLIVER" by Lionel Bart, was held at Thornton 
High School. 
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TCC's Gladiators 
-.. Of The Gridiron 
TCC 
12 Kennedy-King 12 
13 Rock Valley 35 
14 College of DuPage 21 
0 Wright 34 
14 lliinois Valley 16 
2S Morton 14 
20 Triton 34 
0 Joliet 28 
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Kathryn Clausen 
Bill Curran 
Martha Dietrich 
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Bill Hafer 
Jim Hellrung 
Oale Helgesen 
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Dr. Nathan Ivey 
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7 
LIBRARY 
AND 
RECEPTION 
Places, meant to be for those who need their helpo Tapsa, book-
store, library, studyinge 
281
The future T.C.C. 
\ 
282
is almost here! 
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...... 
College life-being with people, enjoying food, music, cards. 
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For class or just fun, 
there's always time for 
some sports .. 
285
Interim-here today and maybe tomorrow 
286
287.-
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1975 
THORNTON 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
\.. 
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1975 
~975: JOHN MITCHELL, JOHN ERLICHMAN & H.R. HALDEMAN ARE CONVICTED 
AND SENT TO PRISON FOR THEIR ROLES IN THE WATERGATE COV-
ER-UP. JUDGE JOHN SIRICA ORDERS THE RELEASE OF JOHN 
DEAN, HERBERT KALMBACH, JEB MAGRUDER, CHARLES COLSON & 
JAMES MCCORD; BUT REFUSES TO REWCE THE SENTENCES OF 
E. HOWARD HUNT OR G. GORDON LIDDY. 
KING FAISAL OF SAUDI ARABIA IS ASSASSINATED BY A NEPHEW, 
WHO IS BEHEADED. FAISAL'S BROTHER, KHALID, SUCCEEDS HIM. 
U. S. ENDS TWO DECADES OF MILITARY INVOLVEMENT IN THE VIET 
NAM WAR; ORDERS IMMEDIATE EVACUATION OF TROOPS, CIVILIANS 
AND REFUGEES. CONGRESS APPROVES $405 MILLION FOR VIET-
NAMESE REFUGEE AID & RESETTLEMENT IN THE U. S. 
EGYPT REOPENS THE SUEZ CANAL 8 YEARS AFTER IT WAS CLOSED 
WRING THE ARAB-ISRAELI WAR OF ~967. 
MAYOR RICHARD J. DALEY WINS HIS 6TH TERM OF OFFICE. 
MUSICIANS' STRIKE CLOSES ~2 BROAIMAY MUSICALS FOR 25 DAYS. 
u.S VIKING UNMANNED SPACECRAFT SETS OFF ON A 500 MILLION 
MILE JOURNEY TO MARS TO SEEK SIGNS OF LIFE. 
U.S APOLLO & SOVIET SOYUZ ~9 SPACECRAFTS LINK UP ~40 MILES 
ABOVE THE EARTH. 
BOBBY FISCHER GIVES UP WORLD CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP. 
u.S. MARKS THE START OF THE AMERICAN REVOWTION BI-CENTEN-
NIEL WITH CEREMONIES AT THE OLD NORTH CHURCH IN BOSTON. 
IN THE U.S.'S FIRST STRIKE BY DOCTORS, 2~ NYC HOSPITALS 
REWCE SERVICES UNTIL AGREEMENT IS REACHED TO SHORTEN 
HOURS; DOCTORS BEGIN SLOWDOWN IN SOME STATES, AS SOME 
MALPRACTICE INSURANCE RATES QUADRUPLE. 
NYCITY, NEEDING CASH TO AVERT DEFAULT, APPEALS TO FED. GOVT 
LONDON'S WORST SUB'/AY CRASH LEAVES 4~ DEAD & MORE THAN 90 
INJURED. 
U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT RATE REACHES 9.2%, HIGHEST SINCE ~94~. ( 
PATTY HEARST, MISSING SINCE FEB. 7, 1974, IS CAUGHT BY THE 
F. B. I. IN SAN FRANCISCO, WITH WM. & EMILY HARRIS. 
JIMMY HOFFA, FORMER TEAMSTERS' PRESIDENT, DISAPPEARS. 
\, J 
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1975 
~975: EASTERN AIRLINES JET CRASHES AT NEW YORK'S KENNEDY INTERNA-
CONT 0 TIONAL AIRPORT, KILLING ~13IN AMERICA'S WORST DOMESTIC 
AIRLINES CRASH. 
ANIMAL ENCEPHALITIS OUTBREAK RAGES IN 16 STATES, THE WORST 
IN YEARS. 
TONY BOYLE, FORMER HEAD OF UNITED MINE WORKERS, IS SENTENCED 
TO THREE CONSECUTIVE LIFE TERMS FOR ORDERING THE MURDER 
OF UNION OFFICIAL JOSEPH YABLONSKI. 
BOOKS: WATERSHIP DOWN BY RICHARlJ ADAMS, CTJRT AIIl BY AGATHA 
CHRISTIE (DEATH COMES TO HER FAMOUS DETECTIVE, HER-
CULE POIROT) 0 
MOVIES: "JAWS", "NASHVILLE", "THE SUNSHINE BOYS". 
BEST BROADWAY MUSICAL: "A CHORUS LINE" 
OSCARS: PICTURE: "ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST" 
ACTOR: JACK NICHOLSON 
ACTRESS: LOUISE FLETCHER 
DEATHS: ROD .SERLING (50), SUSAN HAYWARD (56), REX STOUT 
(89); ELIJAH MUHAMMAD (78), HAILE SELASSIE (82), 
THORNTON WILDER (78), LEROY ANDERSON - " SLEIGH 
RIDE" (67), SAM GIANCANA (65), ARISTOTLE ONASSIS, 
(69), CASEY STENGEL (84), RICHARD CONTE (57), 
NIKOLAI BULGANIN (80), CARDINAL JOSEF MINDZENTY 
(83), RICHARD TUCKER (60), CHIANG KAI-SHEK (88) 
MARPINA NAVRATILOVA DEFECTS TO U.S. 
JUAN CARLOS BECOMES KING OF SPAIN AFTER DEATH OF FRANCO. 
SAIGON IS RENAMED "HO CHI MINH CITY". 
MACNEIL/LEHRER REPORT BEGINS ON PBS. 
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1975 
The last American troops leave Vietnam as North Vietnamese 
troops complete an invasion of South Vietnam and unite both 
countries under Communist rule. The final death toll of the lYID: is 
roughly 1.3 million Vietnamese and more than 56, 000 ~erican 
lives. . 
China holds its Fourth National People's Congress to adopt a new 
national constitution and give the Central Committee Chairman, 
Mao Zedong, direct control of the military. 
The Cambodian Khmer Rouge, led by Communist Pol Pot, 
defeats Lon Nol's government and institutes a reign of terror. 
Microsoft is in business in Seattle, Washington. The computer 
software company is founded by Paul Alle~ age 22, and Bill 
Gates, age 19 and a Harvard drop-out. 
King Faisal of Saudi Arabia is assassinated by his nephew, who is 
shortly beheaded. Faisal's brother assumes power, continuing 
moderate policies in OPEC. 
Discos reign over the dancing scene, as people do "The Hustle" 
and groove to The Bee Gees and Donna Summer. 
36 nations agree to the Helsinki Accords, which outlines the 
policy for detente between East and West. 
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi is convicted of electoral 
fraud. Despite calls for her resignation, Gandhi stays in office, 
suppressing civil liberties yet instituting some agricultural 
reforms. 
Civil war erupts in Lebanon. 
Space is getting to be a friendly place; American and Soviet 
astronauts exchange neighborly visits when Apollo 18 and Soyuz 
19 join in an orbital linkup. 
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Thornton Community College 
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OfficeDf the President 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Board of Trustees, Community College District 510 
FROM: Nathan A. Ivey, President 'll.fl.-+ 
The past year has been one of sustained movement on many fronts. Academic 
programs, services to the commun.jty at large, and developnientof the 
College's physical plant have progressed measurably and well, according to 
the goals and standards set by the College. ( 
Reinforcing this view was the report of the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools ,which recommended continued full accredi-
tation for Thornton Community College'. The North Central team which visited 
the College during February 1975 generally was pleased with what it found on 
our campus and in our community education centers. Any concerns which the 
team noted received the immediate attention of the College. 
" 
Academically, the initiation of the Associate in Applied Science (A.A.S.) 
degree program and the opening of a third adult basic education center in 
Bremen Township (joining our two centers in Harvey and Calumet City) are 
representative of the general expansion in this area during the past year. 
We realize, however, the necessity for strict control and monitoring to in-
sure that expansion never becomes gro\'Jth for growth's sake. Much of the 
motivation for expansion of academic programs and services is a direct re-
sult of the sizeable enrollment increases which the College has experienced 
during the past two years in all program areas. Each successive semester has 
set a new enrollment record. Additionally, for the past two years, the 
College has graduated record numbers of students in its degree and certificate 
programs. 
The general success of College programs and services was reflected in last 
year's Community Survey, which indicated a district-wide satisfaction on the 
part of the College's various constituencies. 
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On the construction front, the past year marked the Col1ege~s commitment to 
build its own physical education facility, using district funds. The project 
;s remarkable in many ways, not the least of which were the in-house planning 
and financing of the building. 
Phase II construction continued to move on or ahead of schedule. With dimin-
ished area-wide construction activity, Phase II has received extra attention 
from the contractors. Barring unforseen delays, we anticipate an on-schedule 
transfer of most interim campus activities to the main campus by the beginning 
of the fall semester. 
I believe the Co11ege 1 s value as a community resource has become increasingly 
apparent during the past year, and we look forward with confidence to the many 
additional roles the College can play in the life of the 20 communities which 
comprise Community College District 510. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
This office is charged with providing a comprehensive program of instruction for residents of 
Community College District 510. 
During the past year, the Adult Basic Education (ABE) and General Educational Development 
(GED) programs were increased and expanded throughout the district. Opportunities in career pro-
grams were enhanced with the provision for increased enrollments in Licensed Practical Nursing, 
Radiologic Technology, and Law Enforcement. 
The transfer programs of the College remain stabilized in contrast to the growth in career educa-
tion and community education areas. This reflects the nationwide trend toward career-oriented disci-
plines. 
SUMMARY 
Our daytime ABE and GED classes provided a substantial increase in the total College enrollment 
picture. New centers were established in Calumet City and Bremen Township to augment the classes 
already meeting at our Harvey Adult Basic Education center. More than 500 adults have been served 
on a full-time basis by these centers. 
Community education continues to be a growth area for the College. Our goal of a ten percent 
increase in enrollment has been met and passed. 
All faculty and most of our part-time faculty were evaluated by their respective division chairman. 
In addition, each instructor requested and received student evaluations from at least two classes. 
A faculty handbook was developed and distributed to augment the faculty agreement and board 
policies. 
Team teaching by personnel from three disciplines was introduced in the Humanities course 
groupings. This inter-disciplinary activity provides a richer content and a more comprehensive syn-
thesis of the humanities values studied in these courses. 
College activity was widespread in career education, with the previous year reflecting much move-
ment. Cooperative agreements were established with Prairie State College, Moraine Valley Community 
College, and Joliet Junior College in career programs, which enable students from the cooperating dis-
tricts to obtain certain career curriculums not offered in their home districts at their in-district costs. 
The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) degree was established to serve the career programs. The 
AAS joins the Associate in Science and Associate in Arts as College degree awards. 
A well-equipped Graphic Arts program was established on the main campus, while the Licensed 
Practical Nursing program was expanded from 45 to 60 enrollees, including some students from 
Community College District 515 (Prairie State College). 
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Other career education programs included the rewriting of nearly all business course outlines to 
reflect measurable objectives as part of the format; and a self-study program was implemented for 
two second-year associate degree nursing courses, enabling the student to assume increasing respon-
sibility for self direction. Additionally, federal manpower training programs, known as CETA and 
MATURE, were initiated through the Career Education office. 
In addition to augmenting its schedule of seminars, workshops, and programs, the Community 
Services division co-hosted and coordinated a national conference in Chicago for community services. 
Ralph Nader and Carl Rowan participated in a regional World Affairs Conference, in which the 
Community Services and the Social and Behavioral Science Divisions played an active role. 
Following an intensive examination of College programs and needs, a dean of learning resources 
was employed and the initial coordination of audio-visual and library activities was begun. 
In other curricular considerations, a second revision of the English Placement test was completed 
with assistance from the Information Services office. The test was analyzed and critical scores were 
established for Thornton Community College. Efforts to maintain instruction in three foreign lan-
guages were continued, which included increased faculty articulation with high school vocational 
counselors and with the business community. 
GOALS 
Among the goals projected by the Office of Educational Services are: 
Completion of the reorganization of the learning resources area with emphasis on increasing 
faculty and student use of learning resources facilities; 
Completion of a feasibility study of American Studies offerings; 
Development of a writing lab for English; 
Re-emphasis of the General Studies Program's role in the College; 
Eval uation of the effect of changes in the Biology 105 and 106 cou rses; and 
Cooperation with various agencies in conducting a Bicentennial program. 
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STUDENT SERVICES 
This office is responsible for the implementation of all College policy pertaining to student· 
services. Additionally, the office exercises leadership in determining student needs and in translating 
these needs into effective programs. 
During the 1974-75 year, great effort was made to strengthen student service offerings and pro-
grams. Progress in this area includes the implementation of a babysitting service for children of TCC 
students and faculty. During this same period, a separate office of placement services was created and 
staffed. A major accomplishment was the development of a College-wide recruitment program, in 
conjunction with other divisions and offices of the College. 
The Student Aid Foundation generated approximately $6,000 and awarded some thirty-three 
$100 scholarships and fourteen grants or loans totaling $896. From January through June 1975, the 
College's Student Aid Foundation distributed nearly $4200 to deserving students. During this period, 
the Foundation also published and distributed its first newsletter. 
The activities of the various offices and departments which form the student services area are 
described below. 
Admissions and Records 
Increased enrollment continued to be the major story during the past academic and fiscal year. 
All-time enrollment records were set during this period. The following ten-day enrollment reports 
graphically illustrate the dramatic increase in headcount. This increase also was reflected in the totals 
for full-time equivalency and credit hours generated. During the month of April 1975, following the 
second eight-week registration period, an all-time record of more than 11,000 individuals had regis-
tered for classes. 
FALL 
1973 - 7443 
1974 - 7944 
SPRING 
1973 - 7486 
1974 - 8294 
1975 - 9623 
SUMMER 
1973 - 1630 
1974 - 2143 
1975 - 3008 
The largest graduating class in the history of the College, more than 615 students, received 
associate degrees or certificates during the 1974-75 academic year. Since 1927, the College has 
graduated 5,681 students. 
A major accomplishment in the admissions area was the successful transition to an on-line 
computer registration system. The entire staff of the Admissions and Records office was trained to 
operate computer terminals in conjunction with the College's acquisition of an IBM computer. In 
cooperation with other offices of the College, a student data base was developed for admissions, 
registration, grading, and providing necessary information for the administration and faculty of the 
College. 
4 Uiil 
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More than 9,000 official transcripts were issued at the request of the student to colleges and 
universities throughout the United States. More than 5,000 transcripts were issued within the College 
for use by counselors and faculty advisers. Additionally, more than 500 employment verifications 
and College recommendations were processed. 
Obviously, the dramatic increase in student population has spurred an equally dramatic increase 
in the processing and maintenance of records and files. 
Counseling 
Articulation (information interchange) with college, high school, and student constituencies 
continued to increase during the past year. In this connection, a" high schools in the College 
district, both public and private, were visited by counseling personnel from TCC. Additiona"y, 
27 colleges and universities visited our campus for "College Day." Representatives of the Air Force 
and Marine Corps were also present. College articulation conferences were attended at numer-
ous public and private four-year institutions throughout the state. At least one individual recruit-
ment visit at our campus was made by representatives of 16 colleges. These visits were made in 
addition to participation in our other articulation activities. The purpose was to talk with Thornton 
Community College students who wished transfer information. Some of these 16 schools made more 
than one visit. Additionally, counselors participated and served as consultants in area workshops, 
meetings, educational conferences, high school programs, in-service professional meetings, and 
gatherings of local community organizations. 
Area high school students visited the campus at our invitation to learn about the various pro-
grams and services offered by the College. High school articulation activities also included an increase 
in the number of participants in the College's Human Success Project which provides for the comple-
tion for a high sohool diploma on our campus. Increased recruitment of minority high school students 
also was accomplished. 
Other highlights of the past year included a "We Have Opportunities" conference for women 
interested in returning to college; the implementation and field testing of a new course in career 
exploration; the improvement of the foreign student advising program; and the doubling of resources 
and material in the Occupational Educational Information center. Is TCC For Me?, an information 
booklet for prospective students, was revised; and more than 7,000 copies were distributed to area 
high schools and interested students during the past year. 
Placement Services 
This newest of the student services departments opened in February 1975. This office is charged 
with fulfilling the employment needs of students, faculty, alumni, and area business and industry. 
During the past year, the Placement Services office developed its procedures, developed a bro-
chure for distribution to employers, and initiated an Employment Opportunity Newsletter for 
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distribution to students on campus. An employment information guide -also was published and 
distributed to spring 1975 graduates. 
Additionally, a follow-up survey instrument for 1973 and 1974 graduates was developed and 
distributed. Special internships with Standard Oil Company (Indiana) also were arranged for eight 
students from educational media and graphic arts career programs. 
Financial Aid 
Total financial aid for Thornton Community College students was projected at approximately 
$1,000,000 compared to the 1973-74 total of $707,000. This includes Veterans scholarships. Dra-
matic increases were realized in the totals for Basic Opportunity Grants ($175,000 for 1974-75, 
compared to less than $17,900 for 1973-74) and Illinois State Scholarship awards (more than 
$300,000 and 1500 claims submitted for 1974-75, compared to $289,000 and 1300 claims submitted 
for 1973-74). . 
All allocated student financial aid funds from federal programs were utilized. The total for 
these programs is $61,500. 
Veterans Office 
Enrollment figures for military veterans at Thornton Community College increased from 632 in 
1973-74 to 1,008 in 1974-75. Illinois Veterans Scholarship claims increased from last year's $189,479 ( 
figure to more than $270,000 for 1974-75. 
The Veterans Outreach program has been expanded and its sophistication was increased, contri-
buting to the production of the doHar figures previously noted. 
Student Activities 
Serving a commuter campus community of varying ages and backgrounds, the Student Activities 
office endeavors to maintain a wide-ranging schedule of programs and services. Included in last 
year's schedule were lectures on hypnosis, transcendental meditation, and Chicagoland points of 
interest; two all-school picnics; student leadership workshops; homecoming activities; concerts; field 
trips; movies; dances; a spring festival; an art auction; and a talent show. 
Separate activities also were scheduled by the Student Association and numerous scholarly and 
social organizations. 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
The highlight of the past year was the formal introduction of intercollegiate women's athletics 
to the North Central Community College Conference (N4C). Thornton Community College played a 
leading role in this effort. ( 
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Greater awareness of College athletics has been fostered both on and off campus through in-
creased recruitment efforts at area high schools and through increased on-campus publicizing of TCC 
athletic contests. 
Close recruiting of intercollegiate track, cross country, and wrestling will continue. If a sufficient 
increase is noted in the number of participants in these sports, the programs will continue on an 
intercollegiate basis. 
The quality of Thornton Community College basketball, football, and baseball continued to 
increase; and we are competitive within our athletic conference in each of these sports. 
Great improvements were made in the quality of the College's physical athletic plant. A new 
gymnasium was locally planned, using local funds and is expected to amply fill the College's inter-
collegiate and intramural sport needs for the immediate future. The resurfacing of the tennis courts, 
the creation of a baseball field and the improvement of the football field gave the College satisfactory 
athletic facilities. 
Intramural Athletics 
Intramural sports activities at the College have greatly increased. Both students and staff have 
filled complete league rosters in bowling, basketball, and volleyball; while tennis and softball also have 
gained greatly in popularity. 
This support of intramural athletics by students, faculty, and staff has been aided by the estab-
lishment of a separate intramurals office. 
GOALS 
A great need still exists to facilitate an increased understanding among the various student con-
stituencies. To this need, counseling, student activities, financial aid, veterans, and athletic offices 
will strive to better outline their programs and services to present and prospective students. 
The Placement office is increasing its efforts to match the employment needs of the campus 
community with the needs of business and industry in the community at large. 
The Admissions office will work toward the development of a multiple semester registration 
capability and the initiation of a computer-generated transcript and student history file, in coopera-
tion with the Information Systems department. 
The total objective is to create the best possible system of programs and services for present and 
prospective students at Thornton Community College. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
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Numerous service and production departments of the College report to this office. These 
departments include the ControllerlTreasurer, Information Systems (data processing), Personnel 
Services, Security, Buildings and Grounds, Shipping and Receiving, the Campus Store, and Repro-
graphy (printing and duplicating). The last two departments mentioned comprise the auxiliary 
enterprises of the College. 
The financial area is somewhat improved, with the implementation of more stringent accounting 
controls, integration of accounting records with data processing, and the restructuring of the 
ControllerlTreasurer's office. During the past year, the frequency of financial reporting has been 
increased, resulting in the generation and distribution of more timely and ~ccurate financial manage-
ment reports. A continuing effort is underway to generate complete and timely financial reports in 
the form of operating statements through the use of data processing equipment. The collection of 
outstanding student financial obligations as well as an accurate computation and collection of student 
fees during registration has been greatly enhanced by the integration and cooperation of the 
Controller/Treasurer's office and the Information Systems department. While we have some distance 
to travel in bringing this area up to the standards of which the College should be capable, a good start 
has been made. 
The first full year of operations following the re-establishment of the College's in-house computer 
system contributed greatly to the efficiency of the over-all College operation. In addition to the acqui-
sition of new equipment, new personnel have provided the necessary expertise to more thoroughly 
integrate the collection and redistribution of information to various segments of the College com-
munity. This activity included gathering and compiling student histories; writing new computer 
programs, and modifying and updating current programs; re-establishing files and procedures; and 
maintaining communication with all elements of the College. 
During the past year, the services of the computer have been extended to instructors who wish 
to use this equipment for educational projects and analyses of student performance. The computer 
and other information systems equipment are used extensively in the instructional program in data 
processing, and instructors and information systems personnel cooperate in this area. Optical scan-
ning equipment is planned for future use, promoting the more efficient processing of input informa-
tion and eliminating much clerical and keypunch activity. 
Personnel services has continued the implementation and promotion of the College's affirmative 
action policy, which was adopted during the past year by the College's Board of Trustees. The 
philosophy of equal employment opportunities has been constantly promoted by the Personnel 
Services office in cooperation with the College's Affirmative Action Officer. Applicants for various 
positions on the College staff are sought and screened in accordance with College policy. ASupport 
Staff Handbook and a College-wide phone directory were distributed. Additionally, the Office of 
Personnel Services has continued to maintain and update all personnel records. 
Reorganization of the College's Department of Security has resulted in a large-scale upgrading 
of performance and a marked increase in the department's efficiency. The need for increased coverage 
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~, due to increased enrollment has been met. Operating with a limited staff and a large campus, the 
Department of Security maximized its potential with the acquisition of new portable communications 
equipment: The department continues to supplement its professional staff through the use of student 
cadets, most of whom are enrolled in the College's law enforcement curriculum. 
The various services which comprise the College's Buildings and Grounds Department have 
combined to satisfy the College's continuing needs in this area. In addition to maintaining the 
College's physical plant, the department has assisted in the design and installation of various improve-
ments on campus. The continuing construction of Phase II and the physical education facility are 
two major areas of concern for this department. Buildings and Grounds cooperates in the develop-
ment of plans and schedules for the efficient movement of College materials and personnel. 
The Campus Store, which includes the College's mail room, has continued its upward spiral in 
the processing of goods and services. The gross dollar volume of the Campus Store approached 
$400,000 during the past year, and this volume is expected to increase measurably with the move 
to the College's permanent campus. It is anticipated that Campus Store business on the main campus 
could increase from 30 to 50 percent over current volume, considering its constant accessibility to 
all members of the College community. 
The Shipping and Receiving area of the College has continued the large-scale task of identifying 
and placing on inventory all College equipment, in addition to receiving and distributing incoming 
deliveries. 
With the College's acquisition and merger of printing equipment into one area used by both 
Reprography and the Graphic Arts instructional program, there now exists a greater capability for 
both instruction and the processing of printed materials required by all elements of the College com-
munity. The Reprography Department currently processes all printed materials required by the 
College, with the exception of publications requiring specialized, high-volume equipment, such as the 
College catalog and the twice-yearly Bulletin. 
The addition of the I BM composer gives the department typesetting flexibility which it never 
before possessed, and this "cold type" capability makes it possible for the College to offer a profes-
sional printed product and typesetting instruction. 
Financially, the College experienced a successful year, from the viewpoint of increased student 
enrollment. This financial success was somewhat restricted by decreased support from the State of 
Illinois. 
The College operated throughout the year "on target," with expenditures comparable to the 
budget on a monthly basis. Only continuing budget consciousness will keep the College financially 
sound, considering the State's propensity for reducing apportionments, the high odds against passage 
of a district-wide referendum, and the current high tuition. 
The following table describes the operating funds received during the year and the distribution 
of expenditures. 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
FISCAL YEAR 
1975 
Income 
Local $1,338,204 
State and Federal 2,515,109 
Tuition 2,047,575 
Interest and Others 60,502 
$5,961,390 
Expenditures 
Salaries $3,971,369 
Employee Benefits 73,584 
Contractual Services 305,240 
Materials and Supplies 292,390 
Conference and Meetings 45,843 
Fixed Charges 250,100 
Utilities 248,752 
Capital Outlay 433,763 
Other 85,613 
$5,706,654 
22.5% 
42.2% 
34.3% 
1.0% 
100.0% 
69.6% 
1.3% 
5.3% 
5.1% 
0.8% 
4.4% 
4.4% 
7.6% 
1.5% 
100.0% 
\ ' 
\. -
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Two administrative areas of the College report directly to the Office of the President. These 
areas are Institutional Resources and Development and Public Relations. Their reports follow. 
Institutional Resources and Development 
Much of the attention of this office has been devoted to the Phase II construction project during 
the past year. Construction of the Phase II addition to the main campus started during October 1974. 
From October 1974 through June 1975, construction progress continued as scheduled, and on July 1, 
1975, the project was 37 percent completed. An 80 percent completion ratio was estimated by the 
end of December 1975. We are working toward occupancy during the summer of 1976 so that fall 
semester classes beginning during the last week in August 1976 may be scheduled on the main campus. 
The total main campus building will contain approximately 460,000 square feet of floor space. 
In August 1975, the College submitted the Resource Allocation and Management Plan for 
Community Colleges (RAMP/CC - 1977-1981) to the Illinois Community College Board and the 
Illinois Board of Higher Education. Projections used in the plan were based on a 1980 college district 
population of 325;000 (the 1970 figure was 267,000) and a 1980 enrollment of 3,920 full-time stu-
dents and 6,350 part-time students. 
During the past year, various organizational elements of the College formulated objectives to be 
used in guiding their activities and allocating resources. These objectives provide guidelines for achiev-
ing orderly and well-considered program development. 
The number of requests from various sources for information continues to increase. Some of the 
yearly recurring reportS indicate an increasing requirement for more detailed, comprehensive, and 
complicated data. We anticipate placing increasing reliance on computer data processing to cope with 
this increase in complexity of reports. Our demands, therefore, on the College's data processing 
facilities also will increase markedly. 
This office also is increasing its frequency and depth of contacts with all elements of the College 
in order to maintain, increase, and coordinate the amount of data currently being generated through-
out the College. The interpretive nature of this task cannot be underestimated. 
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Public Relations 
During the past year, more information about the College was printed in more media than ever 
before in the College's history. While the number of press releases alone do not tell the entire media 
story, constant contact between the Public Relations office and area newspapers provided constant 
exposure for the College, its programs and services. Deserving of special note are the featu re articles 
which resulted from visits to the campus by area reporters and photographers. These stories are the 
direct result of continuous contacts between the Public Relations office and the media. 
Several brochures have been produced, using the generic design generated during the past year, 
and many more are in one stage or another of development. Also produced through the Public Rela-
tions office were the College catalog and the twice-yearly Bulletins. The latter (20-page tabloid 
newspapers) are distributed throughout the College district. The Public Relations office is responsible 
for the design and format of these two major publications. Additionally, this office details the specifi-
cations and deals with the entire production process, from awarding of the bids through final 
publication and distribution. 
In addition to the TCC Telegram (an in-house newsletter), the Public Relations office also has 
been involved in the creation of letters, speeches, and other materials for use during Commencement 
and other events both on and off campus. 
A special project of the Public Relations office during the past year has been the coordination 
and production of the College's Community Survey report, in conjunction with other members of the 
Community Survey Committee. 
Additionally, the Public Relations office requisitioned the on-campus construction of a bulletin/ 
display board, currently placed near Building 18 on the interim campus. The board, which contains 
newspaper clippings, the College calendar, and other items of interest to the College community, is 
updated and maintained weekly by this office. 
The Public Relations office also creates, produces, and places all media advertising for the College. 
This activity is performed in cooperation with various elements of the College which require special 
advertising and/or promotion. 
The Public Relations office also maintains continuous contact with students, faculty, staff and 
administration to facilitate internal communication and to consult with these areas concerning com-
munications services which they might require. 
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Thornton Community College 
50 Weot 1b2nd Street 60uth ~olland. lIIinoi6b047.3 (.312) .sQb-2000 
Office of the President 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Board of Trustees, Conmunity College District 510 
FROM: Nathan A. Ivey, President 7l.'tI: 
As you can see by the construction activity at the College, we finally are 
moving toward the unification of our two campuses. Though only 500 yards apart, 
the Main Campus and the Interim Campus form two separate communities at Thornton 
Community College. 
Phase II of our Main Campus is scheduled for occupancy sometime during the fall of 
1976. We hope to be able to keep this schedule, and move into our new facilities 
as the College simultaneously celebrates the beginning of its 50th year, the 
publication of our recently-conmissioned history of the College, and our nation's 
Bi-Centennial. 
While Phase II construction is a major visible indicator of accompl i shment during 
the past year at Thornton Conmunity College, many people and programs have combined 
to offer the citizens of Conmunity College District 510 an outstanding variety of 
educational experiences. 
On the following pages various administrative and academic divisions of the College 
will briefly chronicle their year's activities. My office will report in similar 
fashion. 
I am now in my second year as president of Thornton Community College~ To say 
that the experience has been chall enging and stimul ating, both personally and pro-
fessionally, waul d be an understatement. I am grateful for the opportunity to 
serve the community. This has been a landmark year for the College, and I look 
forward with confidence and anticipation to even greater achievements in the years 
to come. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
Faculty 
The teaching faculty for 1973-74 numbered 126 full-time and 326 part-time 
instructors. Of the 126 full-time instructors, 87 have engaged in advanced 
graduate study beyond the master's degree. The faculty hold degrees from 
more than 53 different colleges and universities. All instructors in the 
vocational-technical area have work experience in the specific career fields 
they teach, in addition to educational experience. Since the primary duty 
of each instructor is to teach, every effort has been made in faculty re-
cruitment to employ only those individuals who are committed to the concept 
of the comprehensive community college and who are dedicated to the teaching 
profession and service to others. 
The scheduling of part-time instructors has added an expertise to the College's 
staff that enables the College to interrelate with business and industry and 
to offer courses at hours convenient to the citizens of the College community. 
Faculty members participate in community and statewide advisory committees 
and groups. Some of these include library boards, drama and church groups, 
civic and election groups, and statewide curriculum, advisory, and study 
committees. Many staff members participated in the Global Energy Crisis 
Conference in April, 1974. Thornton Community College co-hosted this confer-
ence which was held in Harvey. 
High school students in the south suburban area also had an opportunity to 
meet College personnel when the College held a Speech Festival and Foreign 
language Contest. Other staff members served as judges at science fairs and 
participated in career programs. 
Curricula 
During the past eight years, the College has more than trip1ed the number of 
career programs to demonstrate its commitment to the comprehensive community 
college ideal. The occupationally-oriented curricula now include 33 two-year 
and one-year programs. Each of these is served by a citizens' advisory 
committee. New options approved this year include Certified Professional 
Secretary and Fashion Merchandising. 
The number and breadth of continuing education courses have continued to in-
crease. Nine high schools, Oak Forest Hospital. and the Harvey Adult 
Education Center each offered a variety of credit and non-credit courses to 
serve the needs of the citizens. The Community Education Office seeks the 
cooperation of business and industry and will offer in-plant courses where 
needed. 
A continuing evaluation process assures the viability of the College's 
baccalaureate-oriented courses and programs in the arts and sciences. 
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Community Education/Community Services 
Thornton Community College has realized a commitment to the adults in the 21 
communities within the geographical area of the district. 
An extension of the college influence has been made available through the use 
of the nine high school buildings in the three township districts within the 
College district. This has made it possible to offer credit and non-credit 
classes closer to the residents. 
Classes for college credit are offered during the evening hours on the campus 
to provide part-time adult students who are unable to attend day classes an 
opportunity to complete the requirements of one of the available degrees. 
The College also recognizes the responsibility to adults who need remedial 
programs. 
Adult Basic Education (A.B.E.) classes are made available at four centers; 
English as a Second Language (E.S.L.) is offered at two centers, and the 
General Education Development (G.E.D.) preparatory classes are held at seven 
locations. The Harvey Adult Education Center offers daytime classes in three 
areas: A.B.E.; G.E.D.; and E.S.l. The College also extends its services to 
the patients and employees at the Oak Forest Hospital. 
Community service activities present the College an opportunity to expand the 
available services to the residents. One professional person is assigned the 
community service aspect of the College and one professional has been employed 
to deal in the community education aspect of the College. 
With the two positions, there will be opportunities for the College to respond 
to the requests for educational services as indicated by the residents and to 
establish an identity of a close working relationship with the communities in 
the geographical area served by the College. 
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STUDENT SERVICES 
Office of Student Services 
The past year has been one of "firsts" and "mosts," both with respect to 
breadth of programs and the number of students involved. Enrollment has 
continued to increase dramatically and student service programs have kept 
pace to serve the College's expanded population. 
In 1973-74. the Thornton Community College Student Aid Foundation awarded 
39 $100 scholarships and made numerous emergency loans to deserving students. 
The Foundation, organized by the College's Student Services Office and com-
prised of concerned citizens from throughout the College district as well 
as from within the College itself. developed a brochure, submitted a day 
care center proposal and held a most successful fund-raising dinner, with 
United States Attorney James R. Thompson as featured speaker. 
In addition to the Foundation's activities. the Office of Student Services 
developed a comprehensive organizational and procedural manual. 
The activities of the various offices 'and departments which form the 
Student Services area are described below. 
Admissions and Records 
During 1973-74 the Admissions Office processed and received applications 
for approximately 2,000 students seeking matriculated classification. 
Upon acceptance, these students were contacted regarding testing. orientation, 
and registration procedures. 
A substantial increase in enrollment occurred during the 1973-74 academic 
year. The following statistics represent the enrollment for 1973 compared 
to 1974: 
Fall 
1972 - 6.208 
1973 - 7,443 
Spring 
1973 - 7,486 
1974 - 8,294 
Summer 
1973 - 1,630 
1974 - 2,143 
The largest class of students in the history of Thornton Community College 
graduated in June of 1974. During 1973-74. a total of 596 individuals re-
ceived the Associate in Arts and Associate in Science degrees or a College 
certificate. 
Registration activity also was at an all-time high. While processing regis-
trations, grade reports, class lists for instructors on the College campus 
and for 15 other registration centers within the College district, the 
Registrar1s Office issued nearly 9,000 official transcripts. In a one 
month period. 850 official student documents were sent to 131 different 
institutions of higher education. 
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Admissions and Records (continued) 
Of great significance to the College community is the development of an 
on-line registration system. The Admissions and Records Office and the 
College's Department of Information Systems and Services have joined in 
developing a speedier and more accurate registration process via computer. 
While much remains to be done in this area, an excellent beginning has 
been achieved. 
Page 5 
Additionally, during the 1973-74 year, permanent stud.ent records and trans-
cripts from 1927 to the present have been microfilmed to provide handy 
storage, increased security, and virtually instantaneous retrieval of 
student data. Teacher grade reports from fall 1967 to the present also 
have been microfilmed. 
Counseling 
Among the year's achievements in the counseling area, have been the de-
velopment of a basic booklet for prospective students, Is TCC For Me? 
Revised orientation programs and an analysis of the Foreign Student 
Advising Program were also accomplished during the past year. 
Recruitment, while actually a College-wide program, is one of the major 
missions of the Counseling Department at Thornton Community College. To 
this end, the Counseling Office initiated an articulation program with 
community organizations and industries, hosted area high school counselors, 
held numerous activities on campus for prospective TCC students, and 
implemented a continuous schedule of visits to area high schools, junior 
high schools, and elementary schools. 
In cooperation with the College's Office of Education Services, the 
Counseling Office implemented teacher placement examinations at the College 
and developed procedures for the use of the College Level Examination 
Program (CLEP). 
Among other activities, the Counseling Office developed a procedural manual, 
held a counseling workshop on legal issues relating to student services, 
and made a major presentation to meetings of the Illinois Guidance and 
Personnel Association and the American College and Personnel Association. 
Student Activities 
The Office of Student Activities has concentrated on developing leadership 
and encouraging wide ranging endeavors within a cohesive college framework. 
A speci a 1 effort has been made to i nvo 1 ve all areas of the College commun i ty 
in an ongoing program of student activities. 
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Student Activities (continued) 
Highlighting the busy activities schedule were two all-school picnics, 
held at the beginning and the end of the academic year; a traditional 
Homecoming Week celebration; a "Cultural Expo," sponsored by the College's 
Uhuru organization; two blood drives, sponsored by the Veterans Club; 
and numerous field trips and on-campus lectures, sponsored by TCC's 
academic clubs. 
The College's Student Association scheduled a varied slate of activities, 
both on and off campus, including sponsorship of two voter registration 
drives; presentation of films, concerts, dances, and other social activi-
ties; and leadership conferences which made the Student Association a 
more successful governing body. During the past year, the Student 
Association participated in the Global Energy Crisis Conference and joined 
the Association of Illinois Student Governments. 
Of great significance, the Student Association organized, planned, and 
conducted the election of a student member to the Board of Trustees, 
Community College District 510. 
Athletics 
Thornton Community College continues to be active in many intercollegiate 
sports. To summarize the highlights, the College placed three players on 
the N4C All-Conference baseball team, while winning the Section III 
championship. In golf, TCC qualified for the Region IV playoffs. Two 
singles players and one doubles team qualified for Region IV tennis compe-
tition, while the track team sent its high hurdler to the Region IV and 
National finals. The Region IV All-Star basketball team also features one 
TCC player. 
Distinct improvements and progress have been noted in women's athletics, 
baseball, and golf. 
During the 1973-74 year, Thornton Community College completed construction 
and surfacing of its own outdoor tennis facility at minimal cost to the 
Coll ege. 
A prime feature of the intramural athletic year at the College was a sub-
stantial increase in student participation, spurred by the development of 
the tennis courts, the success of co-educational sports, such as softball; 
and the continuing popularity of a comprehensive bowling program. 
Page 6 
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Financial Aid and Placement 
During the 1973-74 academic year, the Office of Financial Aid and Placement 
administered several functions at Thornton Community College: the Financial 
Aid Office, Career Placement Office, and the Student Employment Program. 
The Financial Aid Office provided financial assistance to more than 3500 
students and administered a dollar amount of $710,000 in awards, a modest in-
crease over the previous year's total. 
More than 500 students found employment on and off campus as a direct result 
of placement efforts by.the College. 
Veterans Affairs Office 
The Veterans Affairs Office served more than 700 students during the 1973-74 
academic year, a 30% increase over the previous year. Formerly the province 
of the Financial Aid and Placement Office, the activities of an increasing 
number of military veterans returning to campus has made necessary the appoint-
ment of a separate Veterans Affairs coordinator. This was accomplished during 
the 1973-74 academic year. 
In continuing a stepped-up program of services to veterans, a new recruiting 
plan was created to inform veterans of their benefits and of the opportunity 
for continuing their education, with specific reference to Thornton Community 
College. A quarterly TCC Vet Newsletter was produced, and a South Suburban 
Veterans Information Fair was held on the TCC campus. 
Continuing contact is maintained with the Veterans Administration and other 
veterans educational service agencies nationwide. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Office of Administrative Services 
Reporting to the Office of Administrative Services are the following departments: 
Personnel Services, Campus Security, Auxiliary Enterprises, Information Systems 
(Data Processing), Buildings and Grounds, and Financial Services. 
Personnel 
In addition to updating policies and procedures, the Personnel Office has 
assisted in the creation and implementation of an Affirmative Action Plan for 
the entire College community. Though the College has always followed equal 
opportunity employment guidelines, the new plan calls for formal, verified, 
consistent efforts to assure equal employment opportunities for women and 
minority groups. 
In cooperation with the elements of the:College community, the Personnel Office 
coordinated the installation of a new and improved medical insurance program 
for College employees. 
In addition to the area of employment, the Personnel Office maintains up-to-date 
records for the use of the College and its more than 210 permanent full-time 
employees. 
Information Systems (Data Processing) 
An in-house computer center was re-established during the 1973-74 College year, 
following an unsuccessful experience with an outside data processing service. 
Initial reports from the computer center and various areas of the College with 
which it is associated indicate every reasonable expectation of. success. The 
College's newly-acquired IBM computer and newly-appointed director of information 
systems are expected to vastly improve operations in admissions and records, 
financial reporting, course and program analysis, and many other areas of the 
College. Additionally, the on-campus computer operation offers an opportunity 
for data processing instruction previously unavailable under the former system. 
Auxiliary Enterprises 
This category includes the Reprographic Center, which produces most of the 
material required for instructional purposes and various publications which 
are distributed on and off campus. During the past year the Reprographic Center 
processed more than 4,000,000 impressions in performance of its printing mission. 
Included among its major publications are brochures for the public relations, 
counseling, and community education offices; the student handbook, and numerous 
posters. Instructional materials processed number in the thousands. 
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Auxiliary Enterprises (continued) 
The Campus Store also operates under the aegis of Auxiliary Enterprises. 
The Campus Store supplies students, faculty, staff, and administration 
with all textbooks, notebooks, and a complete line of office supplies. 
Additionally, the Campus Store handles all outgoing and incoming mail 
and its distribution throughout the College. As a supply center, the 
store also serves as a shipping and receiving depot. 
The Campus Store has recently modernized its accounting procedures in 
order to handle the increased volume of business at a reasonable cost. 
Customer traffic is estimated at between 40 and 50 thousand transactions 
per year. 
Buildings and Grounds 
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The maintenance of two campuses and the beginning of Phase II construction 
has posed special problems for the Buildings and Grounds Department. 
While relatively small in size, streamlined procedures have enabled this 
department to keep pace with the growing demands upon its services. A 
record of success in meeting maintenance schedules while coping with the 
exigencies of a two-campus operation has become a hallmark of the Buildings 
and Grounds operation during the past year. 
Security 
Security at Thornton Community College is a 24-hour, seven day-a-week 
operation. While maintaining a desirably low profile and working with a 
small staff, the campus Security Department is charged with maintaining 
the physical safety and security of the campus community and its facilities. 
A lack of major incidents and a smoothly functioning staff characterized 
the work of the Security Department during the 1973-74 year. 
Financial Services 
During this inflationary period, the financial operation of the College has 
shown fiscal responsibility and a conservative approach to the many monetary 
burdens experienced by an institution such as ours. Though the history of 
Thornton Community College has been one of continuing financial need, due 
primarily to a low tax rate for the College district, the fiscal policy of 
the College has emphasized an efficient, educationally sound comprehensive 
program, built on a continuous awareness of income sources. 
The following table describes the operating funds received during the year 
and the distribution of expenditures. 
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Income 
Local 
State & Federal 
Tuition 
Int. & Others 
Expenditures 
Salaries 
Employee Benefits 
Contractual.Service 
Materials & Supplies 
Conf. & Meetings 
Fixed Charges 
Util iti es 
Capital Outlay 
Other 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
FISCAL YEAR 
1973-74 
$1,350,204 
2,351,894 
1,918,723 
49.565 
$5,670,386 
$3,600,442 
59,936 
529,160 
267,821 
37.156 
147,087 
210,042 
496,530 
101 .719 
$5.449,893 
23.8% 
41.5% 
33.8% 
.9% 
100.0% 
66.1 % 
1.1 % 
9.7% 
4.9% 
.7% 
2.7% 
3.9% 
9.1 % 
1.8% 
100.0% 
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Two operating departments of the College report directly to the Office 
of the President. These departments are: Institutional Research and 
Development, and Public Relations. Their reports follow. 
Institutional Research and Development 
This office, in a large sense, is responsible for implementing the 
operational philosophy of the College regarding the coordination of 
educational programs and physical plant facilities. Reports on enroll-
ment, course offerings, facilities, and other programs are received by 
Page 11 
this office and coordinated for distribution through appropriate channels 
to state authorities and various divisions of the College. The function 
of collecting, extrapolating, and distributing data for both internal and 
external constituencies has grown enormously over the past several years, 
commensurate with the growth of the College and the numerous state agencies 
with which the College is involved. 
Inherent in this function is the continuing process of interpretation and 
projection, so that the various needs of the College in future years may 
be charted, assessed, and met. 
Since the new campus is in its Phase II construction period, the activities 
of this office have been intensified. Constant contact with architects, 
planners, state agencies, and various contractors is a major ongoing pro-
cedure. 
The changeover to an in-house data processing system also has required a 
large share of attention from this office. Indeed, the coordination and 
management of data has grown enormously. 
Increased requests for reports from both internal and external constitu-
encies over the past year have similarly enlarged this office's output in 
this area. Because of the necessity for submitting precise data to state 
agencies in order to assure accurate and adequate funding allocations, the 
need for constant coordination of continuously updated information is 
obvious. 
During the past year, scores of reports were generated by this office to 
serve the needs of the College and to fulfill the obligations listed 
above. 
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Public Relations 
Responsible for interpreting the College to its many constituencies, the 
Office of Public Relations follows a policy of providing an accurate, 
affirmative picture of the institution, its people and its programs. 
Responsibility for all press relations, College publications, advertising, 
and promotion rests with this office. 
During the past year more than 150 news releases covering various aspects 
of the College operation were distributed to various media contained on a 
constantly updated mailing list. This list includes 23 local newspapers 
(specifically serving the College district), three Chicago daily newspapers, 
25 radio stations, and eight television outlets. The combination of news 
releases, press memos, and personal contact with media sources resulted in 
the publication of more than 1,000 different news and feature stories, 
photographs and captions. and public service announcements featuring 
Thornton Community College. 
A constantly improving advertising program places the College before its 
various publics, usually for specific purposes, such as generating enroll-
ment during registration periods or informing the public of new programs 
and services. All media are carefully monitored, and an advertising schedule 
is planned which takes into consideration maximum coverage for minimum cost. 
For these purposes, advertising expenditures are calculated and evaluated 
on a cost-per-student basis, rather than a cost-per-thousand basis, which ;s 
more customary in commercial advertising. As part of the advertising pro-
gram, the College also is listed in the yellow pages of the seven telephone 
directories which cover the entire College district. 
Among the various publications for which this office is responsible, in 
whole or in part, are: the annual College catalog; semi-annual bulletins 
(tabloid newspaper format), which are mailed to more than 90,000 homes in 
the College district; the commencement program; and various brochures. 
booklets, and folders depicting the activities and programs of various 
departments of the College. Participation in these publications activities 
ranges from the coordination of various print pieces to the design, 1ayout. 
and editorial composition of printed matter. 
Internally, a newsletter. the TCC Telegram, is written and distributed to all 
faculty. staff, and administration on a once-a-month basis. This newsletter 
made its first appearance during the past year. A monthly calendar of events 
also is compiled and distributed by this office to both internal and external 
constituencies. This, too, is a recently-initiated publication. 
The Public Relations Office also is responsible for arrangements during campus 
visits of various community groups. 
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Public Relations (continued) 
A major promotional activity during the past year was the creation and 
distribution of lIimage" buttons, displaying a slogan, the name of the 
College, and the College phone number. These buttons received wide 
distribution both on and off campus. 
Page 13 
Community relations activities, in addition to those noted above, have 
included personal contact with community action groups, cooperative inter-
collegiate public relations projects with neighboring community colleges, 
and speaking engagements on behalf of the College. 
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INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES & DEVELOPMENT 
ANNUAL REPORT 1975 
1 - Phase II Construc~ion Project 
Construction of the Phase II addition to the main campus building started during 
October 1974. During the period October 1974 - June 1975 construction progress 
continued as scheduled and on July 1,1975 the project was 37% complete. By the 
end of 1975 the project was more than 80% complete. It is now anticipated that 
the building itself will be ready for occupancy by May 1, 1976. If this date is 
realized the construction will have been completed three months early. This 
strenuous effort is being made so that fall semester classes beginning the last 
week in August 1976 can be. scheduled into the main building. The total main build-
ing will contain approximately 460,000 square feet of floor space. 
2 - Long Range Planning 
During the first week in August 1975, Thornton.Comnunity College submitted the 
Resource Allocation and Manafement Plan for Community Colleges (RAMP/CC 1977-1981) 
to the Illinois Community ·Co lege Board and the Illinois Board of Higher Education. 
Projections used in the plan were based on a 1980 college district population of 
325,000 (267,000 in 1970) and a 1980 enrollment of 3,920 full-time students and 
6,350 part-time students. 
During the year the various organizational elements of the college fonnulated stated 
objectives to be used to guide their activities and to allocate their allotted re-
sources. These objectives provide guidelines for achieving orderly and well-considered 
program development. 
3 - Reports 
The number of requests from outside sources for infonnation continues to increase. 
Some of the yearly recurring reports indicate an increasing tendency toward requiring 
more detailed, comprehensive and complicated data. In order to cope with the in-
creasing complexity of reports, it is necessar,y to place more reliance on computer 
data processing. This reliance, however, will require a substantial increase in 
programming work/effort. 
4 - Staff Liaison 
In functioning in a staff rather than in an operating capacity, liaison with the 
various elements of the college is requisite. In monitoring resource utilization and 
the development of goals and objectives, contacts have been established in order to 
keep abreast with data which is routinely being generated, to establish the nature 
of needed information, to devise means for generating information, and to understand 
how the college operates. 
This effort continues. 
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TCC TEACHERS .. STRIK-E 
TEACHERS OF THORNTON COMMUNll'Y COlLEGE MAmIED THE PICKEl' LINES 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBEIl4, FORCING THE CLOSING OF THE EN'l1RE CAMPUS. 
HOWEVER, 1'IIECOURIER WAS STILL PRINTED AS MOST OF THE WORK FOR THE 
SEPTEMBEIl 5 ISSUE WAS COMPLETED PRIOR TO THE STRIKE. AS A RESULT 
SOME OFTBE STORiEs IN THIS ISSUE MAY JiB DA1'ED Bur STILL HELPFUL IN 
TERMS OF GENERAL INFoRMATION. BECAUSE OF THE ELEMENT OF VNCEIl· 
TAINTY THAT ACCOMPANIES THE STRIKE :AS TO BOW LONG rr WILL LAST, THE 
NEXT PUBUCATION DATE OF THE COURIER IS NOT CERTAIN. 
Vol. 42 No.1 THORN'l'ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
'14ida,f, 
S (,f t(,"',6 (,f, 5, 1175-
SOUTH HOLLAND, ILLINOIS 60473, 
Why we are 
stri ki ng!!! 
Faculty viewpoint 
Some of the __ for the Thorton Faculty strike an: as 
follows: 
The Board's hired negotiator is appareutly either unable or 
unwilling to complete a new contract. Tbe negotiatioa 
~ssi_ have been dragging on since last Spring with DO ead 
in sig~ 
"2. TbeBoard wanted '""Iimited' c\ass size. Teaehera fought 
..... -won this' battle Yeus ago. Also. the Thornton Faculty has 
, one of the beaviest n:aularteadling loads among eoIIeges and 
universities _ the natioa 
3. Tbe Boord desires to create even mare adJDi!'istra1ors1.y 
Goes out with a flourish' 
- changiDg division, direc:tors from faculty to adminislraIioD 
thus changing the preseat satisfaetory working reIatioDship. 
4, ' The Board wants to interpose administrators iDto the 
: faculty seniority structure 
The Closs of 1975 at TCC 'went out with a fIoarisb last June compare them to the number that reaDy _: Number One. 
appcosimately 2SO sraduates tDssed their caps bigb iDto For til/: fO!IDg men aad women ",110 dosed out their 
air to sipify the ead of a chapter in their Jives. TCCcareer,;. thafis the nlUllber to _bcr ... Number One. 
ill teals. aad some were glad to be finished. bat Diploma. _ distributed by Geocae M. Marovic:b. ,cbair-
away with a feeling of aa:ompIisIunent In.n. ' IIWI of the BOard of Trustees of CommIlDily College District 
zeceived their cIlplomas last spring. 510. who lvey said pClSODilii.cI the __ aad cIedica-
like to teD the CJus.of 1975 bow very proud·the tioa,of all the graduating~. 
have bad )'011 with as." President Nathan lvey 
believe that Thornton CoDununity College is • 
lbetten ..... ' for your having been here. And we hOpe that )'OIl, 
, an: better people for having made your 
........ tiOllal eommittlraent to as;" 
second consecutive year that sradaatinn aer· " 
beJel in the eourtyard of the main campus. bat I\'ey 
the numbers become rather meaniDgJess wben )'011 
Board prepares 
'S-lab7.5' 
arrives 
SLAB '15. the new yearbook, 'art aad Iiteraty annual 
publicatioa of TCC bas mIved OIl campus. Published in a 
limited editioa. the book is on sale _ for S4 per et1py at the 
f ·' , I .,' college _located ill Building 10 on TCC's interlm campus. ;, 0 r Up CO m an gee ct Ion s Edited aad pnblisbed so\eIy by TCC students. the new book 
represents the first combiDation of a yearbook with aliteru)o 
III the past, the EIec:tion .......... reps. Petitioas will be and art magazine ill the coIIege's bIstocy. The lu.page 
bas met to cIetermiDe available ill, Building 16 the wIume l'eatuzCs a bard COYer ill meIa1Iic aD __ bIaCt', pIas 
.wlilen 11D schoda1e ,e\ec:a-. for first MondAy that 1be CoIJege ,SeYeraI fuD-c:oIo< pages of pbotogr,apbs. paiDtinp ..... priats. 
5. The Board'. ec:oaomic offer of a smaD -toteD ptofessioDaI 
Stipend' is unrelated to the' saWy sebedule. is completely 
inadequate in light of the infIatioa spiral of the paSt year. aad 
especia1ly ill lieu of oar ever increasiaa enrollment. 
6. Fringe beaeIits such as Group HospitalizatiOll _ Life 
Insurance ate inadequate. Many benefits now CODsicIe<ed 
"),dinary in· contracts arc missiug entirely. 
The, Administsatioa was DOl available to mate any further 
comment on the teaebes's .tiite at time of pub\ieati-. 
See' student· 
trustee's first hand 
strike report in her 
Letter to the Editor 
on p. 2 
Associatioa. AIt- is bod; iii sessioa. Tbe petit. Prase. poetry _ b1llldleds of """'" _ ",bite pbotoaraplis, 
deIiDite bas, ions will be clue back ill Build- cIepieting coIIege~e, pooarams aad adMties cxmstitnte 1-------.--------------4 
fac the date of the iDgl6bythefollowingFriclay. the main body of the book. D..uiA B1lJLETIN 
some of the _.... Each ............ must eontaiD the "We feel that SLAB '15 sboaId have aniversal appeal. Irith 
...- .... - items of iDterest to Tee students. a1umai, faculty. staff aad been set. Tbe neat signatures of 30 TCC students _~_'_'~~_," said D~ __ ", __ ," of ~_~ u_" __ '. ~,~_ 
of the Election Boord ill additiOIl to the final petit. ....................... --................ ..................... 
the third day after the ions each eandidate ..m be in-OIiefofthe pubIicatioa. ''The photography i$.so i:xtcasive 
responsible for turning ill a that _ members of the college eommllDily might be sur· 
dossier which in tum will be prised to find themselves part of the boot's pictorial cover· 
• . , given to the CO~to be age." 
tiyonts fac the faD play will be beldat'3 p ..... on Tuesday • 
September9._ Wednesday. September 10. in 8ui\dins21. 
5iDgiDg aad aeting eqerienee would be app<eCiated bat is DOt 
-. 
Semester Calendar There an: 16 positions open priDted ill the fol1owlng'issue. ''The fout-coIor art se<:tions. combiDed with uDusua11ayout 
students in SA to partie- styles for the poeay'aad prose pages. provide m ..... of the OCTOBEIl11 ~_n ._~ __ ... _ 
in. The AdaiiDistrative desigll st",ngth t!Jrougi)out the book. DOted, Bob ,Tully. of ..... - --
needs a president and ' Rivenlale. the publicatioD'S Art EdRor.. OCTOBER 2J Last day of dasses (first 8-weet session) 
members. They H I pi . '~Wealsohave~surethat m ..... ofthebool:·sCODtents OCTOBER 271st day of Spec. Interest CIosses(lad 8-weet: 
&eshmen or sophom_ e. focus quite properly on a c:bronicle of the past academic year 'NOVEMBEllll V~ Day· No day or -1IiDg cIasaes 
The CompJaiDt Boord at TCC.This helps as to retain the yearbook aspect whi1e NOVE'dBERlS LastdaytowithdrawtiamcreditCXlUlSeS 
of two &eshman Tbrer are still posirions avail· blending it with the Iiteru)o aad fine arts eoalributioDS,.. NOVEMBER 26 No wed-.iay nlgbt cIasaes 1 .. ,....~t.tM .. aad three so- able on the COURIER staff. If TuBy noted. NOVEMBER 21·30 'J'hanb&iving ....... 
reps. The Student lUlyone is interested ill 'wort· , The limited editioa of SLAB 75, is available on a lint come. DECEMBER 11 Last day of day aad eve. cIasaes 
CoWlciI wbicl .. lre· ing on the staff come to the first serve basis. Tbcre will be no'reprints. Tboae who, DECEMBER 12·18 FiDa1eums 
of all ebartered COURIER office ill Bldg. 15. reserved c:opies of'the publicatioa through _paid orders DECEMBER 18 Last day - Spec. lilt. dasses (lad 8 weeks) 
will be ill need of two duringthespring'aemestorbavebadtheirboebsetasidcfac DECEMBERI9 Lastday-Fallsemester 
rieshman reps aad two soph- them at the college store. DECEMBER 20 Grades due 10 ...... in lIIda·l1 
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Couriet 
Editorials 
.l·e· t' ter .. to' the' c ",-tor Dear Mr. WtIson (Vice-Pres. or Student Activities): 
-J; U, I am oaIy one coacetDed student, but I know the enUr 
. student population or TCC is behind me as I mate thi 
Dear EdItor: Mally ~ you are pzobably """,cleriDg if classeS . request. I have put up with the uven:rowdecI parking lots an 
wiD be iDtemlpted by a striI:e. But·few students have heanI Suntone Drive, and it bas not bothered me mueb. howeVe 
what bas g<me on iD negotiations. I woaId lite to tell you just the experience I bad 'today is the end or all ends. 
how thiDgs stand as or Friday, August 29, 1975. I was coming thzough the near entrauce to the interi 
Economics is one or the major issues iD the strite. The eampus &om Suntone Drive, and because I was _uDluel 
. amount or money the board bas to wort with bas been eot by enough to have opened my wiDdow, I am DOW sittiDg he Sq u e e z e ! c ru n c h, 0 h!? #! the state. The teacbersbelievethere is more !ftODeY available with my waul.length hair clumped with mud. Another sl 
_ for a raise. The truth or the matter is thaI there is not any deDt passed me goiDg in the opposite direction and careen' 
[CoarierEdItarfaQ more money. The board bas given the teachers SIOO iD their about a gallon or mud into the inlerior or my car. I didn'l ev 
One message to all studeDls thaI drive • DO NOT. contrad and has otTered them an additional Sl,ooo each for know what hit me. I bad to sit iD the car for 15 minutes just 
The reason Cor this is that the. eruoIIment of TCC bas the De.rt scltool year. Su, each teacher will receive 51;100, if get cleaned up enough, so evetyODe would not point at IT 
sq.octeted, and there are not enough parting places on the they accept this' otTer. $1,100 times 131 (the 8DIOIJDt or My dash board is covered with mud, and the passenger si 
Interim or main campus to bandle the capacity or cars wbich teachers) = 5144,100 that wiD be spent in raises. of my car is covered with mud on the 1uIde. After I spen 
areproceediDg to create aclemnUtion derby orthe simple task This is a 1% increase. And the average saluy of the. half hour with my head in the sink in Building 17 {and tbert 
or goiDg from campos to campos. .} -. teachers is 518,890.00. this figure times 131 = 52,414.S90 still mud in my hair: I'm embJn&Ssed to go out or the room 
For the lucty students who have 8 a.m. classes aed ~ hare . that will be spent in salaries. The teachers c1aim 51,100 is !no decided to write this letter. 
by 1:30, there are the r- choice parting places to be low. They hAve suggested oaIy one otTer since negotiations iD this situation is an insult to everyone's iDteffigence. PIe, 
obtained. For· those or yon with later classes, bitch up roar April, and that was an Increase or 53,600.00 per teacher. dn sumething abunt the potholes • fill them with stone. E' 
bII:iog bouts and plan for a /aug walk. because yon will 53,600 tim .. 131 = 5471,600 or' 22.1% based on the base something temporuy is better than nothing. -
probably end up In the southwest comer or the p.utiftg lot on wuy or 5IS,861. . It should not be the stndeDls' respoasibUity to have to 
tbe maiD campus. or worse yet, Santone Drive. The board bas to balance the budget and keep the sdJoo1 the administration about this toad. . 
If yon have classes after 8:00, plan em I_g for a parting out or bankruptcy. The board is trying to wort withiD the W"tth the increased_meD!, there is a lot more eapita 
space at least 45 miDules hef~ roar class begins. _ money they have. If there was more money available, most work with. WIIere is it gaiag? The TCC studeDls would Uk 
I woaId' think· that to alleviate this problem of a'lack or: 1ite.1y teachers woaId receive more or it. . see some or it go to.Suntone Drive. If there was some gr. 
parting spaces, people should start formiDg car pools to save F~ bad asked for increased life iDsurance; the board put dnwn al a minimal cost. I am sure that would improve 
time, money and tbe hassle of fiudIng a parting space. Most bas otTered to donbIe their liCe iDs ......... nere are also many toad. 
people have friends that start tbe scltooI day the same time, othar items to be negotiated, bnt they are !no many to I eaJled some landscaping p1ace$, &ad the'_ 
and all it tales is a phone call to get tbe balllOUing.for a car meatioa.. that it would cost 58 peryard ,to tailgate, level and geode i 
pool. . These above facts and figores are all true. Y~ a striI:e this teo much to ask for? YoU would Dot have to put up 
. Those people who have enough sense lIOt to Im.ve the daily seems imminent..But why? A striI:e will disrupt our classeS, these complaints • 
. demalllioa derliies In the parking lots shouIcI be patted.ci11 the' .8ud it ...".'1 put more """'<>: iDto the budget, ."d it may take The students or TCC woaId be very gratefUl to the adr 
\ 
baCt.. some away'. The ones. /osiDg .wilI be the students. The stration if it bas any feedback or reply em the subject. 1< 
t
" In the wiater, yon will have a choice or three places to part: teachers will .tiD receive almost their .. hole year's salary. !mow where yon stand, and what the present sitoallo-
the maiD campus lot. Santone Drive and the yellow tow zone.. The faculty suggested ways to raise moaey so they could _ Thank You. 
. lfyoncanf!ndaspaceintheparting,lot,thatisgoocL You have an increase in saluy. Oae<lf these was to increase 
\ .wi11 be one of the Iucty ones. If yon do lIot get a spnt in the tuition. The board said no because it isn't fair to the stucleDls. 
maiD parting lot, I would suggest yon part; In the yellow tow". AnOther suggestion .. as a referendum •. If the bcwd, faculty 
..,.,.,. ...... the choice or Santoac Drive. One _ for this is - and students worted 011 ·this together, we might have a 
that Ifyoa part; em Snntone during the winter, make sure you chance to get the ..... dum passed. I woaId lite to have the Two fu II _. tim e' min i st e 
arr,ive on TCC campu 
. bring • ""'-' to class becanSe after 55 miDotes of sitting on students support a meremrum because the school could use 
the shoaIder or SnDtoae, roar vehicle will slowly but surely the money for many things ($:aIaIy. building. edueation, etc.). 
.sink Into obIiriooi, which means yon will have to call a tow . If teaehers are 011 striI:e, it woijId be hard to Work on this aed 
Irud: to puB yon out. :,' almost impossible to ~,it ~ beeanse or pub6c opinion. 
In -'words.-yon have the choice or caIIiDg • tow Irud: -_ . If the bcwd and facuIt1 ajIprove worting on s ~. Two -faces that will be regularly ...... in Buildlng 16 al 
yourself ua payiDg-for it or baviDg the campaS Security ~i.~dlill:e Ii!' see the atndents help wort OD it. When I ask are those or Father Ted KaWQyllSti and Ime Bnersm 
calling ....... truck lOc,..a aed baviDg your _ removed fnmi that we worton ittogether,.I mean iD clubs. after so!-I, etc.. Father Ted and Dave are the Catholic Campus Mini, 
tbe,..now tow ZCIIIe. Eitfler way. the tow Irud: Could be the but lIOt ill class. <lass time is meant to learn the snbjeet tbe . boib hare at Thornton and Prairie Slate Juaior College. 
busiest.efdcle oa campus during the wimer. students paid for. Negotiations, refereuclnms, salary. ete.. is will be working fuD..timewith the eatire college--
One way to rid the sehooI or this problpn is to build. inappropriate cIiseu$sioa during class time. . I"acuIty, idmintstration and students.. 
~ lot along tbe prairie OD 5nntone 1>Ehe.. I til; lIOt think . So, if the teacbersstril:e, .... the students, will be the ones Fr. Ted bas been at TCCas a part·time ehapIain forth 
thatlhe lII8IIagement at Burger Kiag gets • thriU out or TCC burt by it. . _ ·two.rears. Buersmeyer is part or the IUr MlaistJ:y Pro, 
students asing the _ parting lot. MaI7 L NortIu:ap a group of men and women wbu have recently gradaateC 
- Slaic:atorr- college and wbu are DOW wortiDs as campos minis!. 
. J u.s.ta few. 
do's &- dont's 
. Studeals are &gam asked to comply with the zaJes .;.. 
. forth bytbe Builclings and GIOaada I>epa$neni These regn. 
/atioas, set by the F .... MmshaII or South HoIJaud iad the 
Bnard or HaIth, are simple do's and doat's for students to 
Io/Jow. . 
The Fire MmshaII bas stated that there be smoking In 
C&Ipeted areas, except the iudMdnaI Ioomges or teaehers.: 
~ spedficaJIy cIesigoated far smotiDg. . 
Smo1:iDg is out permitted iD dassrooms. labs, the library, . 
_. dressing .......... 1eetute ........ the gym or tbe . 
l1·leweJ or tbe lilmllY, 
.I~~ _b.a~y~i~ting 
service back 
several colleges in Cool: Conniy • 
Both feel that one or the ehaIleages at • coUege cam 
to make sense orthe wide range or values and altitudes 
student eXperiences each day •. 
The Newman Cub is • Ou:istian Fellowship po 
campos that is designed to help tbe _ meet , 
cbaJlenge. It is oPen to any student and is a pIaee 
students can share their Ideas. faith and talents. Pre, 
the Nmiian club aieets ....,. Wednesday In BuiIcIin! 
11 a.m. Some. or the events that Newman hopes to s 
include ffims, cIiscnssioas, parties and ~ Ie< 
programs. 
If __ is unable to get. hold or either Dave or F 
/eave • message at tile _ center or can.1I 
151·7474. 
Basically. students are permitted to smoke In the main . . . . 
building em the red cory tile area and the wooden student· Students attendiiIg TCC. .. bu have small ehiIdrea, may be 
lounge. Tbisinclncles.thestudy area by the rampoatbemaiD:: relieved to !mOw that the College's Ilaby-S"lIIing Serrice, 
campus. -: which was • big ......... Iast year, will COIIIinae this faIL 
The Courie 
Bo' 
On, 
Onfa' 
Mary 
T_< 
T«I3'I 
. SmotIng is allowed ill the eating area. and students may The service, sponsored by tbe College. ptorides comp/eIIe 
..... In faculty oIIices with the pmper permissloJi. There is . and professloual supervision for children or TCC students. 
110 smotiag _ tbe ramp area. AcaIrding to IIniIcIings . faculty and- stall. The'progsam has an advisory puap or 
and Groauds, tbe thirdleve/ ..... p ... is one of the biggeSt parentlstudents and is Sta1red by fuD..Ijme. Director ~ 
~m spots. - . - Seaman aed several student aSsIstants. . . . 
AD food and drink are I!I be CDIISDmed only ia the eating The baby.sittiDg service begiDs at 1:30 ";"'- -aed ...... 
... and are Dot to be carried lip tile ramps or elevators 110< thtough 4:00 p,IIL, Monday through Friday, .. Building 3 • 
.....amed In the lint level courIyarcI.. Children shoaId be between the _ or 2 aed S. The fee or 
FaCulty membas have the priWege or drinking iDside their .- 5.15 per ...... is per cbUd. and is pa~ble ....e.Iy: 
office. Food .houI~ lIOt be ~ to the l1.l,eveI or the library. !be ehiIdrea,.1n addition to baviDg iepIar ~ 
T ... h coata1aezs are along the· waIb Ii!' and from the - _ an art _ at least once s' day and <eeelve joice aed 
partiag lot for students to rid tbemsOlves of containers and . cooties twice • daY. 
other wrappings. "We believe this is OIIe.orthe most important services any 
community college can ofFer." lIOted laVell Wllsoa, TCC's 
• 
______ .... ______ .... _ .... VJCe-1'Iesident or Student Sez:vices.. "With our baby-sitting ADdNas-. 
service In operatiaa. pareots throughout the COIIIIIIIIDity, who ...... lAtIInJp 
To speak Wed. preojous/)' could not take advantage orTCC's coarse oIFei1ngs can -.. lD campos, .seeute In the t.wledge that their 
chlIcken Ole happy and well cared for iD college fIdIities at 
reasoaabIe rates. Our baby-sitting service is oae or the many 
coUege student aid fadIiIies. and it is these &dIities .... iaJt 
about wilen .... ar 'Community' is our middle. _," 
WiJson acIcIecL . 
For comolete InformaIIoa on TeC's baby-sitting service, 
tatry .......... 
ADdNas-. 
.................... 
Da.eBoolb 
Da.eC'ladw 
BID Cool: 
S- Faalloaer 
.JaIIe~ 
B'atIaIe IIIK 
I 
10: 
80 
BIll I 
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f! RES LYE TCCSTRIKE 
By Mazy Kleber 
Thorutoo Community College students went back to school last week after an ll-day 
1trIk. ended September 14 when teachers voted 49-46 to a.:cept • tentative contract. The 
1trIke .... effective September 4. On September 9, during negotiations, the adminIstra· 
doll proposed the !tiring of • federal mediator which would enable the tc8chcrs to go back 
to the classrooms. 
, Negotiating sessions were scheduled fot the foUowing Thursday morning, however, 
they were postponed when teachers were c:a1Icd to answer a court injunction which was 
filed by the administration. The restraining otder was held back on Thursday, and later 
that evening. tcacbers rejected !be board', proposal to hire. federal mcdiatot.e 
Friday morning, tcacbers returned to the Cook CoUDty Citcuit Cowt and Judge Samuel 
Epstein otdered Teachers Union 1600 at TCC back to wotk, effective immediately. The 
oIIIcW otder from the judge stated the teachers must return to _ immediately and 
..... all picltctiog, protesting and any uther action which would cause the teachers to stay 
• .,.y from the classrooms. ' 
, Under the restraining otder, tcacbers and administn.tion-pcrsoonel carried on negotia. 
tIoas Saturday. On Sunday, with a vote of 49-46, the teschcrs agreed to accept the 
proposed tentative cootract. James Flynn, & spokesman for the teachcts, received a 9.6 
,,' pet<eDt inetcase over the average faeulty salaryofSl6,ooo. Tcschcrs also reecivedS634 as 
lnaement, S600 as • stipend for one year, amounting to a total salary inetcase of SI,334. 
Another major issue which was scItled was teacher life insoranec. Tbc contract calls for 
the policy to be raised from SS,OOO to SIO,ooo. In adcIitional services, teachers received a 
acheduIed inetcase in'load pay to $SO per __ hour eoursc.Other major gains in the 
contract are an improved load for the nursing f.aculty and improvements in the, arrange-
ment for caIeuIating lab bolUS. 
''We signed a two-year contract for aIlllOll-CCODOl1li Issues and a one-Yl'U coutract for 
ccwomic issues," Flynn said. ' '., ' 
"We did have to let ODe ID&jor issue: go. and that was the ODe about dlvisiOD ditectors,~' . 
Flynn said. The tcacbers wanted f.aculty divisioD directo<s, bowever, the directo<s will k 
administrative. -
One good point is the teache", ;.w not lnse pay for the time theY striked, Flynn stated. 
The teach..,. will be paid for at least five of those strike days and maybe all seven. 
At the regular TCC Board meeting during the strike, approsimately 2SO peeple jammed 
the meeting room. Included were f.aculty memboa, families of facnlty, students and 
community memboa. ' 
"People in the aowd were shouting questions at George Marovich (Board President) 
when Douglas Tweeten, president of the TCC faculty association, asked for another 
negotiation session with the board: The people gave him a ODe minute round of 
applause," Flynn remnrked. 
Apparently the teachers ate satisfied with the contract. They voted to go back into the 
classroom. The court injunction was based on a state law which dictates that DO state 
employee may strike. 
"Therefore, under the law, teachers were striking illegally," aecordiDg to Richard 
N"Jrenberg, TCC's public relatinos dirc<:tor. 
Charles Ledbetter, a pbilosnpby teacher, said there were several important issues at 
stake in the negotiations. such as teacher load, the number of students in a dassroom and 
whetber to keep the policy on sabbatical leave • 
"I think it's & good thing for teachers to have a leave after so many yeaa of teaching, 
not only for the pwpose of gaing back to school but fur mental peace of mind as well " 
Ledbetter added. ' 
"The only way something will get changed if it Is wrong is by protest," Ledbetter 
noted. He said it Is the only way the jldministration will know the teachers are deeply 
, dissatisfied, , , 
FnII_ 
There will be • foU'semester for the students, Dr. Wayne W'dlard, Dean of Academic 
Services, said Tuesday. Teachers met Tuesday morning and voted to a.:cept an a1temate 
which states that classes will be held on Veterns Day and NovembCr 28, the day after 
Tiw!ksgiving, days which are nsually bolidays. 
Exams would be held on Dec:ember 19, Saturday, December 20, and December 22 aod 
:23 with grades due December 29. Saturday classes jUld Thursday Dight classes would meet 
15 minutes longer for the remainder of the semester. Saturday classes would meet on 
, November 29. With this 'pi";', Willard said, interim classes would be held as scheduled 
&om December 29 to January 20. He said the alternative was to bonnr holidays as 
scbeduled and have classes meet on January 5 and 6 with exams on January 7, 8, 9, 12 and 
13. Grades would be in by January 16. The altcniative voted on by the teach..,. must now 
be approved by the Board of Trustees ... d will DDt be final until the teachers vote on 
approval of the contract. 
"t' 'C-' ~ .. ' ", '.' , . -' ." .' ..• ' .. - . ". -. . ". . ..... 
':,., .'. -.. . 
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Fall pfcnic, club a,'ctivities'. rPresident'sl 
'message' discu.sse,d by. S',A C 
Plans for the TCe fall pic:nie were discussed' at !be first 
dent Activities Council (SAC) meeting last Friday. The 
tentatively agreed to bold !be pi<:nic at North Creek 
Meadows, the site of last year's picnic. Committees will be 
by the following: Publicity. Bob Olson; FOod • Nancy, 
I4edic: and Cheryl Baker, EntertalDment • Jim Martin. The 
CoUIIcil also noted that one little Imnwn fact to students Is that 
SA!= hu its 0WIl PA system which may be used by ... y club or 
organization.. 
Another point empbasIzed by the council was !be asking 
dubs to plan tbctt activities eiuly. This semester, each dub 
, have to submit an estimated cost of adivitics a month in, 
advance. This is to prevent bassles that occurred previnusly in 
obtaining vouchers. : 
In uther action. SAC asted~for .. repreaentative to' go to 
I4ettitt Hlgh School September '1:1 for a band showcase to 
, e:q>lore local talent. 
Later, a repreaentative from the Young Ilepublicails Oub 
took the podium to let .n interested students bow that !be 
dub would again be active this year and asked for membcCI. 
,The last order of business before- adjounImeut was a 
decision on a permanent day and time for SAC meetings. The 
tiJ!aI eboicc was Friday ay 2~, 
M.UlJ)ATOIlY IIIEE'mIG 
Tbcre will be a IIWIdatory meeting for all candidates in the 
upcoming SAC eIeetions immediately after the SAC meeting 
on Friday. Oc:!nber 26. the SAC meeting starting at 2:30 p.m. 
l'BYSlCAL SCIENCE MEETING 
, Tbcre will be a Pbyslcal Science (formerly Chemistry O,d,) 
meeting on Wcduesday; October I, at 2:30 p ..... AD DeW 
memboa are welcome. 
FIIIS1' IIIEE'mIG OFTBE 
STUDENT AJlTLEAGUE 
FllIDAY, SEP'lElIfBEIl26 
3:30 IN ROOM 4311 
. MAIN c.wPlis 
lJBtJIlU IIIEE'mIG TODAY 
IlHURU, TCC's Bladt stud· 
ent organization, will meet !o-
day, Friday, September 26; at 
2:30 p.m. in the Culture Cen· 
.ter, Bnilding Three. The E1ec-
tion of officers will be bcld. 
AD interested students should 
at;end this meeting. 
Dear StadaW 
There is something especialIye:citing about fall semester. 
M.ybe~ it's the beginning of .. new academic year or cooler 
weatber. It might even be the football season. Bu.t wbatever it 
is, this excitement is contagious. 
We beve much to look forward to during our 1975-76 schneI 
year. Our DeW physical ed_lion building should be com •. 
pleted bcfoie the end of 1975. This will give us a fine facility 
for pbysical education insttuction, intrnmura1s, and other 
even~ reqnirillg luge audience capacity. Our basketball 
team, of course, wiD tiDally have a "home court", and 1 am 
sure this will result in 'better baskctball, and added fan 
support. 
Sometime during 1976, Phase Two of our main =mpus will 
be completed. An optimistic prediction hu set .. completion 
date of April I; but I am sure we wiD all be happy to ocmpy 
!be complete main campus by the !>eginning of the 1976 fall 
semester. . 
R'egiste,' now fo}:Constitution ,test-. 
TCC atudents have a coIIeetive reputatinn for a IiIotivated. 
businesslike, ..... nonsense approach to college life. This being 
the case, I will Dot, waste valuable Courier space with advice' 
about keeping your nose to the grindstone. I am coofident 
that most of you have set higb goals for yourselves. Instead of 
advice and wamings, I offer ynu a challenge: reach those lofty 
goals, and wben ynu 00; rcallze that ynu might have set them 
higher. 
Ifl or any member of the facnlty, staff oc administration Can 
belp ynu in anyway, please let us bow. After aU, your goals 
are on< goals. 100 • 
lIIIncis State In", reqnlres every' TCC student to pass an 
... the lIIinois ... d U.S. Constitution, and the 
oflndependence..This test will be given on Friday, 
3, at 1:30 p ...... in the Counseling Cooter. _ 2322, 
csmpua, Tbc test, which is graded 00 a pass·faII basis, 
take about 2 bolUS: 
ThIs ennstitutioo requiremeDt may be satisfied m any or the 
II ways:l. passing the Political Science 101 and 102. 
~g Political ~ lOS.. .'. 
these,ponstitution tests were passed. or 
4; passing the CODstitution test offered at TCC. 
Graduates of Illinois Public high sc:hooIop after 1960 have mel 
this constitution test requiremem. Graduates Of private high c 
schools or public high schools prior to 1960 should verify , 
completion of the requirem<!nts by coming to !be Couuseling 
Center. room 23~, or calling 596-2000. ext. 306. ' • Vms CLUB MElmNG 
S~den~pIaoDiDllto~ethetestoll~riday, 0ct0bcr3. mUst 'Tbc Vets Club lIDDOUDCCS its first meeting;' be held on 
regISter WIth • seCretary In the CoI1l1seImg Center. room 2322, Se!>tember 30 will be at 2:30 p,m. New mc:mboa are wei. 
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·LPN pr.ogram: 
I ".graduates 34 
Booksto.re 
.has .. wha~ 
Music unlimited 
With Ross Lathrop 
R"etired~· '·T·CC 
·in:structor 
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Hit's never too late,,' says Nirenberg 
'~'I'm here as living proof that it's never too late to go to 
college and you can mate it through if you really want to. " 
. This statement was made by Richard Nirenberg. Public 
Relations Director for TCe last week. as he told part of the 
story which led him to DlS position here at the college. 
· Originally from the east. Nirenberg started out working on a 
· small-town newspaper in Maine; however. after four years 
in the army. getting married, and becoming the father of a 
tittle girl. he began to feel that his lack of a college degree 
was holding him back fro~ the things he would bave liked to 
do, he said. 
So in 1967 he packed up bis family and moved to Evanston 
nw Northwestern University; where he became a 30 year 
old freshman receiving his degree- from the University two 
and one half years later. 
Previously. be had worked for WCBS radion in New Yark 
and for armed -services radio for two years in ermany. 
· Another one of his jobs on the way up was working for a 
music publishe in New York., 
Nirenberg went on to tell about his work here a.t the 
college. "My job is to present an honest. positive. affirm· 
ative picture of tbe college, its p:ople and its programs to 
our many constituents both inte~ and external.'· he said. 
"Publicity through the media ·~Iatioos is·a large part of 
what we do" he said. although ideal contacts are person to 
person,news media is the only way you can a~vc total 
coverage quicfdy'" , 
"I don't think its any accident that we have the enrollment 
we have •• 0 he said. ...It could be the ,high number of veterans 
and the 10';" employment, but we go out and exploit these 
opportunities.' . 
Another big job th~ public relations department does, he 
said. is the .college catalogue. "We start planning the 
catalogue even before the previous one comes out. "he said. 
He also said Ute dc, . artmcot has worked to keep the pricc of 
the catalogue the same for ~e past three years. "We have 
to be very cost ConsCious with the taxpayers' money." 
·'It is easy to identify with.local high schools and clemen. 
tary schools;· but how do poop!e from ·twenty different 
communities relate to community College district 510? How 
do you say this is my college district?." He said the college 
bas attempted to solve this problem by using motivated 
photographs in the catalogue each of which has an under 
lying meaning. They are not just pictures of students 
cavorting OD the ~en. . 
"I wish to stress that Public Relations is a group effort •. 
Without the help of everyone. nothing gets done. Nothing 
gets done by iiself. "he said. 
When asked what qualifications a person would need to 
work. in his capacity. Nirenberg said writing is an essential 
part of it. uYou have to know how to write; newspaper 
experience is' helpful." He said his objective in writ iug nESEARCH PAPEnS 
"lIi1<: "this job becaUse it is varied; you're not doing the 
same thing all the time. It·s. is challenging because there are 
always many things to do and not enough time to do them 
In .. Right now. for instance i am ·trying to catch up on 
-. press rel~es is to give the editor what he or she needs . THOUSANDS ON FILE 
while emphaszing TCC' s point of view. Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, .... il order catalog of 
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover ~ and handling. 
, r ,blications. There are several constraints you ~ave to deal 
with in doing this. For example these pamphlets and 
'c;irculars have to be done within a budget,·' be said. 
He said here at the college recruiting is a big thing. 
· "evetybody does it; studeot servkes, counseling, faculty. 
Another requirement" for the jOb is personal contact. he 
said. . "You cannot be a public relations _person and a 
recluse." Speaking ability is also important. be said and the 
ability to relate to people in beth small and large groupsis 
necessary, Also. a knowledge of printing production is 
. COLLEGIATE RESEARCH 
1720 PONTIUS AVe.. SUITE 201 
LOS ANGELES, CA:,_I".;;.  .;;.90025.:..;.;-'-____ _ 
helpful. "We are always shooringfor maximun eflicle!JcY he Name -------------------
, and administration. U • 
said. the most book for the least amount of money. Addtoa' _________________ _ 
Any person who works here and is not recruiting-minded 
is not really involved in the spirit of COmmunity colleges aad 
what they are all about. Nireuberg said. 
He said if anyone was going into the public relations field. City __ "'""""'~ ___ ~_,_----------
he would adVise them to learn as much about everything as 
they can because "you never know· when it will Come in·',: Smu _____________ Zlp-----
handy.': -----------------
Remember when·-· 
By KeItb.Lllek 
It is WORLD SERIES timel 
It is that time of the year 
wben the two best teams, in 
pro baseb8n co",pete in a 
'seven~game series to deter· 
_ which is the best team 
for'that year. 
Today. Cincinnati and Bos· It is great to be 'able to 
ton; yesteryear. C"mcinnati think back and Remem~ 
and Chicago. When. . ". 
CommentarY 
BY 1I0SS LATBlWP 
Why capital punisbmeot'O To ~ society from peopie 
who are· so unstable that they etidanger other people. 
. Going back over the years· Several such people come to. mind: Carl Panzran. who 
and to the first World Series . boasted about the number of people he murdered. He Idlled 
...... this reporter found·. a prison ·goard after ~iving a lire sentence for the 22 
1IIil Cincinnati was matched murders he committed. This man was a menace to society. 
· 'Chicago. aad he rightfully executed after the prison mUrder. 
In... battle wasfougbt in 
./1182 With only two games be-
laB played because team ex-
Ocathes did IlOl favor the 
·utdJ. 
AnOther such case was Joho High. the so-caIIcd "Vampire 
of London". This multiple murderer finaliy got executed· 
after a rather brutal Idlling of an elderly woman. which 
required some of the. best detective work to solve. "dracula" 
• 16 year old young man whose coIc1 blooded murders were 
the horror of New York is another case. 
No prbOn is secure, as the recent escapes from Marion 
prove. Thus, the ooIy protection availabl~ for society from 
... cb people is capital punishinent. while it. is· true that 
capital punishment is lIOIadministeredproj>erly, a set of 
laws acceptable to the Sl!preme Court wouidCatl.for .eapital 
punishmentfor certain crimes aDd could protect sOciety from 
men and women whose minds have nO distinction of right 
and wt\lIlg. and willldll at ~ moments notice;. Na..,e of. thqse : 
who read this articIe.l am sur.e.would like to live in a society 
where all is allowed. aad the recent court decisions are 
surely headCd that way; Capital punishment 'is the only 
viable solution to this problem • ., . . .....' 
18011 TORRENCE AVE!dUE 
l..AHSING.ILLlNOIS 
.. ' 
·u...m:~ 
"Expert~ 
·AlrWaWIg. 
°Cmlias """ . 
·Afro.W!!.""'I 
'-'-..,9100 - .. .00 l.'.M, ·1' . 
Wed., 'l'Izun., FrL: !IdIO.!IdIO l' JIL 
s.t.. 8130· 4dM1 P~ 
.C.A.T~ 'PRODQCTIO"NS 
~--PRESENTS 
October Rock :Out. 
Featuring 
.' GREYSTONE FOX 
with 
, MOEBIUS 
At Smitty's" 13235 Cicero 
SU'nday,October 26 
1:00·~idl1ight 
$5.00 Dona~ion·· • I 
..... An~he' beer YOl( can drink __ 
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Guess who's-coming to dinner? 
Noted television commentator Len O'Connor will be the 
featured speaker at the fourth annual fund~raising dinner of 
Thornton Community CoJJege's Student Aid foundation at 
'the Holiday Inn of Harvey. Scheduled for Wednesday. 
November 12. the Dinner will begin al 7;30 p.m •• preceded 
by a. 6:30 reception. Tickets are S15 each, and individual 
WIles for 10 may be reserved for SISO. Il9nations to TCC's 
Student Aid Foundation are tax deductable. 
College: HOur Foundation sponsors one major lund~raising 
event each year. "Wilson continued, Hand the money gener-
ated ~iU directly benefit deserving students from through-
out Community College District 510.··. 
O'Conriors provocative commentaries. laced with dry bu~ 
mor. have become a Chicagoland tradition. His television 
Dews aJanysis have earned him five Emmy awards from the 
National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences' Chicago 
Chapter" and recognition from the Dlinols Associated Press. 
the John Howard Association. and numerous other profess-
ional and civic organizations. Currently. O'Connor is a 
nightly fixture on WGN-TV's newscasts. 
Chicago Ctreuil Court Judge Albert S. Porter. Jr .. will be 
~ter of ceremonies for-the Dinner. 
"We believe the combination of Len O'Connor and Judge 
Porter will give the Foundation the most successful dinner in 
its history." said,LaVeli Wilson, Foundation PreSident and 
Vice~President for Student Services at ~om~on Commun.itJ: 
Entering its fourth year. TCC's Student Air Foundation" 
bas generated more than S20,ooo for student-scholars from 
throughout Chicago's"South Suburbs. Donations have been 
received from a wide cross-section of the College district' ~ 
population including community residents. businesses. and 
the entire spectrum of the College's students, faculty and 
administration. 
Inside this issue: 
Unrest over budget· 
see What's the beef? 
Scholarship candidates are chosen from recommendations 
from Tee f~ufty. high school principals," and community 
leaders. The only criteria for selection "are accomplishment" 
potential. and need. 
Chartered in 19n as a non~profit corporation, the Thorn-
ton Community College Student Aid Foundation is based on 
the premise that" .... education is OGe of the most important 
tools {or the individual to determine and shape his destiny ... 
and it is one of the obligations of concerned individuals to 
assist in providing the means "for this needed educational 
experience. when mun~pa1. state and federal support faU 
short of achieving this goal. "foqndation officials said. 
Commentary on strikes 
Complete review of, 
Homecoming Week 
_with photos 
"The Holiday Inn of Harvey is located at the intersection of 
Halsted Street and the Tri·State Inllway. ' 
FOr ticket information and reservations, phone 596-2000. 
extention 212. 
LEN O'CONNOR 
IN NEED OF STUDENT ASSISTANCE 
'Update on P.E. building 
check "Time Out!" 
The St!ldent- Aid, Foundation needs the assistance of Channel 9 news commenta· tion Dinner November J 2 at 
tor~Len O'Connor will be the the.HoIiday"Jnn in- Harvey. 
featured speaker at the fourth For further' "information. 
annual Thornton Community phone 596-2000. extension 
College Srudent Aid Founda- 212. 
students in selling tickets for the ~lirmer. --
Any students interested in obtaining scholarships are 
urged to report to Building 18 as soon as possible. 
I 
HELPl!! 
Get acquainted~ OIJ 
ColI'ege Day" Oct. 29 
, 
W.I.U. scholarships 
available 
A limited number of S300 academic scholarships are 
available at Western Winois University ror students who 
meet the following qualifications: 
By May Mcliap College of SI. Francis. Elmhurst College. Columbia College 
Students wishing In talk with representatives from variOuS (specializes in radio and television). MacMurray' College. ' 
, colleges will have the opportunity In do so on College Day, Southern illinois UniversitY. Northern /IIinois University. 
-Will enter WlUfor the first time next FalJ..Have cumulative 
grade point of 3.5 or more based upon a 4.0 scale. attained al 
the currently enrolled juniori community coUcge. 
f Wednesday October 29. . Paries College of St, I.cuis University (specializing in avia- Have each of those who are interested $CUd his 01' her 
, Jetter of application inciud!Dg: full name. home address • 
high school. junior/community college. cumulative grade 
point average through the last quarter or semester com--
preted at current junior/community college. must have 
official transcript of ereditssent from the college lIegistrar 
Office to the address beloW at the time of application. "",jar 
subject intended In take at W.LU., brief statement explain-
ing why be or she is pursuing a Bac:"e1or's Degree. 
o Representatives from approximately 32 sebooIs will be on, tion), Chicago State Uni"",ity. illinois Wesleyaa and Quic-
. : hand in the maiD building from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m •• CoUege Day Cy College (specializing in medical teehnology). 
has been held at Thornton Community College for three ' Area lV. in the hall near the Counseling Office. will be 
, OOIIseooti.e year.;. and this year's promises to be the best - ,occupied by three universities; lndiaaa State, Ulinois Ma-
: yet. sonic and Maharisha international. ROn Cooley. TeC Fman-
'" Cardinal 5tritcb College, Columbia CoBege and MaIarishi 
", ,International Uni"",ity are among a few of the colleges that 
, will be bore for the first time. ' 
cia! Aid Director. will also be present at this location. 
College Day is to acquaint students with schools ope. In 
them and to help ~chology 121 students fulfill a require-
ment. 
, There will be four areas spread out all over the _ ' If any student is un3b!e to find a School of his choice on 
ColleieDay. there will be a mCA!= National College Fair at "< level concuming eve<)' possible inch of space. The four areas 
::, will be the building entrance. table area north of the ramp. 
:" the sou!beast corner of the second level and the hall near the 
-: counseling office. 
, : Area I will consist of fourteen eoIieg.s; they being Eastern 
, Illinois University. Valparaiso University. Governor's Stale 
,; University. Cardinal Stritch College. San_n State Uni-
,,', versity. Calumet College. illinois State, University of Illinois .. 
~ (Chicago Circle Division) Lewis University. George WiJ, 
, Chicago's MeCotmick Place on Tuesday. Noveml>er'4 (2-10 
p.m.) and Wednesday. November 5 (10 •• m. - ') p.m. when 
44 of the SO states will have representatives from there 
various state ·schools. . 
~raph()~analysis -
'lecture October' 29 
. By DIsae Mardo.... . ins how handwriting analysis 
. : Iiams. 51. Xavier College. Loyola University, Roosevelt "-, 
_~ University and the University of nliDois '(Champaign). ".:' 
." George Williams College specializes in sociology. PsyehoI- 6~HandwritiZlg Anaiysis works. Later. he will let each 
Reveals the Real You", a lee- person participate by having 
lure - on ,Graphoanalysis by him, write something.' Eneh 
Antrani8 BOroia.o. will be pre person then will' follow i 
seated October 29 ftOm 7-9 stroke-by-stroke breakdown 
p.m. in the TeC library. U- of his own behavioral pattern 
level. as one of., series of • which he slone will know. 
TCC lectures and Discus- 'Boroian is • Cemfied 
siems. The community is wei·' Graphoanalyst. He .received 
come to attend.' Ad- his tmiRing from !be Inter-
mission is free. national Grapboanalysis Soci-
" .gy and physieal education. j ,; _ . Area II (near the ramp) will be the site of seven visi~, ; schools: Purdue University. D1inois Institute of TccllDoIogy, . ::~ Trinity Christian College, Springfield College (Illinois). Mil-ef waultee School of Engineering. MiIlWD.university (well ' 
. 
', :': known for its sehooI <>i Medical TechnoJogf and Oriental 
, :' Studies) and Blackbuni College (famous for its work-study 
-, program. theca.itpus beIng run mainly by the students with 
,;;: each working IS hours per week). 
,: Area l!I (soutlieast comer of the second level) .rill squeeze 
in thirteen colleges: Western Dlinois. Monmouth CoiJege. Boroian will spend the first ety (I0AS( in Cbicago. The part of the evening eaplain· {Coat. "" Po 3! . 
, The completed lener of application should be sent to; 
w.i.a. Scholarships. clo Office of Developmen.. Western 
lIiinois University. Macomb, 8. 61455. 
These applications .hould be submitted by Mam. I, 1976, 
Tentative recipients will be notified by April 15. 1916. (Final 
~ selections ~ ~e made after finaJ transcripts have been 
; received. The student must have .final transcript sent to 
above address before July I. 197t,) 
File for grciduation -
All candidates who will be eligible for graduation by Ihe 
end of the Fall 1975 semester must file. an applicalion for ' 
graduation by November 3. 1915. This applies to all students 
, applying for the Associate iu..Arts degree. Associate in 
-Applied Science degree 01' those completing the require-
ments for • certificate • 
Appfications for graduation are .vailable in Buildiugs 17 
and 18011 the lnretim compus. orin the Counseling Center. 
room 2322 in the main campus. The graduation appJiation 
must be submitted to the Coutroller's Office, Building 18 by 
. ~ovember 3. 1975 along with • 55.00 application fee. 
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Homecoming provided active week for all 
Sunday picnic gets things rolling 
Homecoming week got off to a successful start on Sunday, 
October J 2. when attendance at the annual fall picnic topped 
135( year's. Approximatcly 2.800 to 3.000 students and 
friends took part. and as usual. tbe Vets Oub held its annual 
pit--nic in the adjacent Jot so that students could receive the 
spirits. 
The picnic began at J p.m. and went until 9 _p.m. with 
everyone having a good time getting down to the music 
provided by "Echo" and "Sixteen Movement", Music ()f 
the day consisted of selections from Chicago. Ston John. 
Kiss. Queen and many others. "Echo" and "Sixteen Move-
ment" played alternating sets from 1:30 until darkness. 
Strike up another one for 
the mighty egg toss. 
It seems everyone gets the 
munchies at picnics. 
0"., kegor doWD _ oaJy 
There was a- sufficient amount of food for people to sink 
their teeth into. the menu consisting of such old picnic 
favorites as fried chicken. potato salad. ham, cole slaw and 
pop among other items. The grub was free to aU present, the 
funds earning out of the SAC budget for schoof activities. 
. Refreshment costs were S.35 if one desired some Vets Club 
spirits. 
I 
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The great cement mOD.ster 
in starting to take shspe. 
Phase two 
progresses 
By Cindy Cruz 
According to Irwin Dahl. 
of Institutional Re~ 
and Development 
of Tee's addition to 
1976. 
Campus. it is 
for' completion in 
major problem 
with future COo-
is the financial con-
of the State. Since 
are supposed to pay 
of the cost. future t;Otl-
struction depends on them. 
For Phase n. Dahl said. the 
State paid 52 million less 
than they were originally 
supposed to. 
According to Dahl. follow-
ing completion of Phase 11. it 
is planned to convert the in-
terim campus into a parking 
lot. Phase 11 wiU encompass 
what is now the interim cam-
pus. ]n addition. a lecture 
iristructian hall witb 428 seats 
containing a state and dress-
ing rooms is also indude~ 
At present. no decision has 
been made concerning the 
buildings on the interim cam-
pus, but there will probably 
be no need for them. Dahl 
suggested advertising for 
someone to buy the buiJd-
ings, take them away and 
tear out the concrete under-
neath. Right now this deci-
sion is left up to the Board of 
Remember 
when ... 
Ic.;n •. from p. 12J 
part of the Winter Olympic 
Games since 1920. 
The word ·'hockey" is said 
to be an Anglicization of 
·'hoquet". the French term 
rot a shepherd' s stick. which 
resembles the stick used in 
playing hockey. 
Can you . think of some 
players to earn the rank of 
"starU ? Well. I can, and they 
will be the topic next week 
wben we think back and Re-
member When ... 
Phase 11 workers making a 
run for the dealine. 
,'. 
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Theatre Directors 
receive increase 
By Aaneue Andrews of athletics. eoees Department wiU be 
An increase for part-time 
theater directors from 5400 to 
S720 was approved by the 
Boaed of Trustees at a recent 
meeting. 
The Board also announced seeking'bids on fetal pigs and 
that the Health and Art Sci- fluorescent light ballasts. 
The increase came from a 
recommendation by an undis-
closed source. 
Provide space 
for cycle parking 
Also appt:Ovcd was a field 
Jrip for 15 music students to 
Elkhart, Indiana. sponsored 
by Donald Kramer. The trip 
is scheduled for November 
15. 
By Steve Lea 
In a recent "What's the 
BeeC' co1umn. the problem 
of motorcycle parking was 
brought up. Now. about one 
week later, an area has been 
set up in the interim campus 
parking lot for motorcycle pa-
rking only. The space provi-
ded contains two pieces of 
pipe anchored to the ground 
SO motorcycles can be chain-
ed up. 
In other action. instructors 
of continuing education 
courses at Tee and at the 
nine high school centers in 
the district will receive a pay 
increase· of S10 per eight-
week session. 
In other business. the 
Board aclr.nowledged two 
changes in 'administrative 
staff, effective immediately. 
Paula A1ters. present sec-
retary of counseling services. 
bas resigned her post. In ad· 
dition. Berdyne Kaiken was 
appointed the new secretary 
According to Mr. James 
McCaan. the head of security 
at Tee, the motorcycle rack 
is not the result of the column 
but be is pleased to see the 
students are concerned. Ra~ 
ther. the deSignation of an 
area for motorcycle parking 
has been planned for some 
time. After making numerous 
inquiries Mr. McCaan along 
with the vice president and 
other administrators decided . 
there was a need for the fac~ 
iJity. mainly for the safety of 
the students. 
He is nopeful that this will 
keep motorcyclists from par-
king on the sidewalks. 
Also of concern to Mr. 
McCaan is the way students 
are parking their cars. So far 
this year his staff has given 
out approximately one thou-
sand. warnings to people 
whose cars are illegally par-
ked or who are driving too 
fast aJong school roads. but. 
as of the first of November 
tickets wiU be issued. and 
they're going for about six 
dolJars apiece. 
Community colleges """I'" 
erate OD a variety of pro--
g.rams and projects. ThIs Hto-
getbernessu gives a w~er 
selection of activities to ..-.I. 
dents of the oooperatIag col· 
lege dIscricIs, whOe saving 
aupay ... dollaro through non· 
duplkatlon of program pel' 
IODDel aDd facilities. 
Shown planning a cooperaw 
dve public service project for 
",.idents of Commuaity Col-
lege DIstricts 510 aad 515 are 
II. to •• J Robert L. Jack, Dean 
of Community Sen.... at 
TeC, Nathan Ivey, TCC Pn:s-
Ident, Richard Crealt Presi-
dent of Prairie State College, 
aad Franklin Hurt, Dicedor 
of Continuing Education aad 
Cornmnnily Services at &afr-
Ie State. 
Th. pIaaolng ... 55Ion was 
held recendy at Thomton. 
f Who is Mary Northrop? f Scholarship seminar 
By Patde KII/Joa 
F......,EdII« 
Of the 10.000 students of 
,Thornton Community Col-
lege. only about 1'Vo of the 
students know who· Mary 
Northrup is. 
with her. 11Ierefore. many of Structure. The only thing the 
the students are disappointed studen~ -can do is vote "no 
with her avocation as Student confidence- which will mean 
Trustee. that Miss Northrup wilJ not 
At the SA.C meeting (Stu~ ha~e the pow~ to us.e her 
dent Activity Council) on Oc- . VOIce as the. VOIce of ~ stu· 
tobe< 24. 1975. the discussion dents •. She IS - ~Jng as 
of .. V t fNoC tid •• our VOIce. as the VOice of the 
rai:ed ~; que~~ns e:sce to students. S~ is acting like a 
wh~t the Student :nustee·s re~=~e ::u~n~!~ 
duties are. and. mainly. why left with thoughts such as 
the Boanl of Trustees has the. "Why did Mal)' Northrup 
power to impeach OUr Stu· 
dent Trustee when we. the campaign for a position 
students. elected her. which she is not properly fil-
writing a Jetter to State Sena· 
tor Don Moore in regards to 
why the Board of Trustees 
has the power to impeach the 
Student Trustee: when it was 
tbe students whO elected her. 
There has been a letter writ-
. ten to the TCe Board of Trus-
tees peitaining to the vote of 
UNo Confidence'· and at this 
time is presented for all the 
students to see: 
To the BoanI of Tnosi<eIi of 
Thomton Community Col.: 
Ron Cooley. Director of Fi-
nancial Aid. has set up semi-
nars to inform the students 
how to fiU out the Illinois 
State Scholarship fonns for 
the 1976-n school year. The 
. seminars are every Friday at 
3 p.m. in Building J. Room 4. 
beginning November 7 and 
going through December 12. 
The reason for these semi· 
nars is that 35% of aU ISS 
forms are filled out incorrect-
Iy. and the State will not teU 
you why you did not receive 
the scholarship. 
Of aU the applications that 
are submitted. 85% are ac-
cepted and scholarships sub-
sequentlr awarded. 
This year. the monetary a-
wards might be on a first 
come, first serve basis. and 
the forms are now avaiJable 
in the Financial Aids Office. 
There is also an evening 
seminar in the planning stage 
for those unable co attend the 
day session. 
Sci. Club welcomes all 
,d 
Mary Northrup was elected 
las' spring as Studen. Turs· 
lee to the Board of Trustees. 
She attends night classes. so. 
unfortunately_DOne of the ac· 
tive club members. none of 
the members of the Student 
Activity Council and not 
many of the students at·large 
are able to discuss matters 
concerning school activities 
ling? Does she really care a· 
At the meeting. it was said bout the students' needs or 
that Mary Northrup does not did she want this position so 
mean a thing without Power her transscriPts would look 
The members of SAC feel 
that there is a definite lack. of 
communication with Miss 
Mal)' Northrup. Student Re· 
presentative to the Board of 
Trustees.. We would like for 
you, the Board members. to 
please ask that she attend 
.meetings as frequently as her 
schedule can allow. Our 
meetings are on Fridays at 
2:30 p.m. 
A new and exciting organ-
ization has been added to the 
Tce's vast number of clubs. 
New this year is the physicial 
science club. 
The club meets every other 
Wednesday at 2;30 p.m. in 
Building 16. room five. Field 
trips. guest spealcers and ca· 
noe trips are being planned. 
The club also plans to visit 
Abbott Laboratories. localed 
40 miles north of the loop. in 
November. 
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Pen c if d raw in gs g~:re are three basic reas-
. ens why the student govern-
on dis p I a y ;:,e;ac~~~ Ms. Northrup 
The works of artist Rubert 
Mechling are on display are' 
on display now until Novem-
ber 7 in the Thomton Com· 
munity College Gallet}' 4210. 
1500 State Street. South Hoi. 
land. 
t. Miss Northrup is not a-
The IJ-piece exhibit fea· round to meet with the stu. 
tures pencil drawings of sen- : dents. Activities are not heJd 
SUDUS. soft·folding images. at night~ Night time is dead 
characterized by a delicate compared to afternoon activj~ 
handling of the medium. Be- ties. 
The re~ns for this re-
quest are as follows: 
Formerly the chemistry 
club. the physicial science 
club is open to aU interested 
students_ No requirements 
To discuss 
job market 
Sam Seymour. publisher of 
the' Bremen Township News· 
Record. will discuss the cur-
rent job market for journal. 
ism majo:rs wflen be visits the 
JoomaHsm lOS class today. 
Friday. Octobedl. 
Basic training needed for a 
career in journalism also will 
be'reviewec;i. 
This class· will begin at 
10;iO in Room ~!5. AU s!u~ 
dents interested are invited 
10 attend. 
cording to Joseph Rejholec. 2.Conflicting interest with 
Tee art instructor and coor- ~er full-time job during the 
dillator of the gallery. day and her responsibilities 
Mechlin~ received his 
M.F.A. degree from North-
ern Illinois University. Many 
of his works are sold at the 
Art Independents Gallery .in 
Lake Geneva. Wisconsin. H~ 
currently teaches art at Elk 
Grove Higb School. 
Beginning November 7. a 
sculpture exhibit by David 
Legg will be on display in 
Gallery 4210. The GaileI)' is 
open 10 the public from 9:00 
a.m. to 3:20 p.m .• Monday 
through Friday. and Monday 
through Thursday evenings 
from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. 
to tbe students. Most of the 
students agree that caning 
her on the telephoDe as she 
suggested is not tbe answer. 
On the phone. only one stl:-
dent at a time can talk to her. 
and too many students find it 
necessary for her presence 
at the SAC meetings; . 
3. The main reason: she is 
·not representing the' stu· 
dents. Since she is not sitting 
in on SAC meetings. she is 
not actually hearing the stu-
dents who represent the stu~ 
dent voice. 
The students are .Ii"l5ry. So 
angry tnat there is talk of 
t. As the voice of the stu. are necessary, 
dents. it is imperative that --------
she be available for students' ATTENTION ALL LAW 
opinions of pertinent issues: ENFORCEMENT OmCERS 
2. The job description re- Due to an increase in Law 
quires that she sit in On stu- Enforcement E6ucational 
dent government meetings Program funding and a 
(SAC). which to date has not change in priOrities. Thorn· 
been done; ton CoUege is now able to 
3, To fulfill tht~. she has cover fuJI-time police OfflCeCS 
requested we meel her at her for the 1975 fall and the 1916 
convenience; whereas there spring terms. 
are 24 members of SAC who For those eligible who have 
would appreciate her flexibil: paid their fall tuition. stop in 
ity as well. ' the financial aid office (build· 
In conclusion. we. the Stu. ing 17) before November 15. 
dent Association, feeJ thaI if 1915 to complete an appHca· 
Miss Northrup would attend tjon for a refund. . 
at least a few meetings. there In order 10 be eligible. you 
would be better communica- must be a full· time lawen· 
tion among the student body. forcement officer and not re-
lConi. on p_ 3 eel. I] 
ceiving any other scholar· 
sfi~ps O'r grants covering lui· 
tion. 
As of yet a student govern-
ment has not been formed. 
The physiciaJ science dub· 
sponsor is zJuceue Held. Pr· 
esident is Roy Stonecribher. 
vice president is frank Zu· 
«srelli. Rose O'Mara is sec· 
rClary and Bob Jvanov is the 
club's trreasurer. 
AU interested students arc 
urged to attend a meeting. 
BY POPULAR DEMAND 
By popular demand. (he 
TeC o.,·ss C"iub will hold • 
second weekly meeting on 
Thursdays at 12:30 in Build-
ing I G. Room S. 
This is for the coo\'cnicnC'c 
of those students "'ho h.l\'C' 
Monday. Wednesday aod 
Friday cta~scs and cannot 
make the first mecting. 
I 
I , 
I 
! 
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State _community colleges 
experiencing student boom, money bust 
By Paille KliIlon 
In the Chicago Sun Times. issue of November 3, 1915. there appeared an article 
concerning the increased enroIJment and underlunded crisis which is happening in state~ 
funded community colleges this year. "Those two-year bastions of higher education, which 
over the last decade have led enrollment surge among Illinois colleges and universities. find 
themselves on the eve of their worst financial crisis ever. according to community college 
officials. In the Chicago area, for example. Thornton Community College. in South Holland 
I could face a S5OO,ooo deficit this year; CoUege of du Page, in Glen Ellyn. nay be short almost 
5300,000 and Oakton Community College. in Morton Grove. will receive SSOO.OOO tess than 
anticipaled this year. "It's a crisis situation as far as I'm concerned." said James Howard. 
associate directory of the Illinois Community College Board. which governs ~ state' s 49 
public community colleges. "The big thing:' he continued. "is that we're going into what 
some people call deficit financing-borrowing On next years taxes--and wbi1e that doesn't 
immediately affect programs, it's the long term that I'm worned about. most of oUr COlleges 
are going to -get by this year, but if you start getting into a rut. it's hard to get out of it. U 
Enrollment in Illinois community colleges is expected to bit 170.000 this fal1. up to 24% 
from last year and 8SOJ. from 1972. Funding ,however. will be lower than 1972 unless 
Governor Walker's trim in education aid. which will cost community colleges almost 15 
million, are restored. Howard sees this as the start of a trend "that could be disastrous in 
some schoo1s'·. And he adds.' '°it is a particularly bitter pill to swallow becaus~ community 
colleges had been cruising along with funding increases matching enroJJment growth ... 
"Some districts can absorb the shodes better than 'others. Oakton, for instance. has a 
strong tax base and is in "reasonably good shape over aU", according to president William 
KoehnJine. The college increased tuition from SIO to $12 per semester hour beginning this 
Spring. while the student fees also will go up to generater 75 per cent more income than the 
old student rale provided. At Thornton, which Is, a poOrer diStrict. a host of programs and 
services wiU have to be slashed if more funds don't tum up. "It may be that in order to plan 
with our limited resources for next fall. we may have 10 close out $Om courses. We may also 
!l have to cut back various educational and administrative services to students. toot. said 
President Nathan lvey. 
RT A comes to Tee 
By Ciady Cruz 
RTA buses. operated by 
the South Suburban Safeway 
BusJines. began their IS9th 
·c Street route Monday. witb 
I· service to Thornton Com. 
I'- munity College. 
The buses travel from Cal· 
;S Hmet City to Tinley Park. 
;. Presently being served by the 
I' route are St. Margaret's Hos. 
:t pitaf in Calumet City. River 
Oaks, TeC. the Dixie Square 
Shopping Center. Bremen~ 
is towne Shopping Center and 
's the Tinley Park State Hos· 
Ie pita). 
~ Buses run Monday thrc:ugh 
Frfday from 5: 15 a.m. to 
Ie 11:(5 p.m. with service every 
'0 half hour until 6:45 p.m. On 
Saturdays. a similar schedule 
,). will be followed. 
we will have students that 
would not have been able to 
auend due to transportation 
difficulties. •• added Niren~ 
berg .. 
In reference to the elimina-
tion of packing problems. 
Nirenberg stated. "It would 
be wonderful if ·people who 
were driving would take the_ 
bus." 
Sculpture is 
By Julie FiUllJ81'8 
The sculpture of David 
Legg is on display now in the 
Tee Main Campus Gallery 
4210 until December 6. 
The 16·piece woodwork 
sculpture centers on visual 
and written puns on construe· 
ted boxes." explained Joe 
Rejholec. coordinator of the 
gallery and art instructor. 
Early in 1973. TCC ran an 
experimental bus after stu-
pents petitioned for it. Due to 
lack. of student response. the 
bus was eliminated. 
According to Nirenberg. 
since the RT A busfine is --2 
combined community effQrt 
and serv~s a large area, its 
chances for success are far 
greater. 
on display 
a.m. until 3:20 .p.m. and 
Monday through Thursday 
evenings from 7-9 ;30 p.m. 
admission is free, 
Vets club I 
dance ton.ight 
With a tuition of S17 per credit hour. already the highest of any com~unity copllege in 
Illinois, Thornton is at the end of its rope in terms of new funds. It cannot legally raise tuition 
any higher. and the prospects for new property taxes revenue are bJeak in the district which 
already has voted down nro referendums. "We arc solvent at tbis point." lvcy said. but he 
could not predict how loo'g that would continue. 
The Illinois Community College Board predicts enrollment will hit 190,000 next fall and 
keep increasing until 1980 or 1981. So. without hi.gher tuitions. more stale aid or increased 
property taxes. community colleges will become less and Jess of a bargain for sludents. 
Board takes action 
on insurance benefits, 
new a ppoi ntments 
By ADnette ADdrews 
Life and Dental insurance costs were determined for the administrative and support staff 
by the Board of Trustees at its recent meeting. Life insurance benefits were doubled in value 
from 55.000 yearly to 510.000 yearly. Benefits will be effmife November I. 1976. Dental 
insurance benefits were set at $3.528 for a twelve month period effective february 1. 1976. 
Plans for purchase of fOUf additional gOals for basketball activities at Tee were approved 
by the Board. Punds will.be provided oy the Student Service The'-funds were originally 
provided for the manufacturing of a yearbook. but the lack of enlhusiastic response by the 
studen~ . regarding a yearbocik resulted in. the reallocation of funds. The Meadlad 
Corporation will be responsible for construction of the goals which wiU cost 55.353.-
Llorary Science 101 and 102 will be taught at Moraine Valley Community College next 
semester. Thornton reached an agreement with Moraine.VaHey to instruct the course. There 
will be no out.of district tuition charge to the students. Thornton's grade and pay scales for 
instructors of the course win be used. 
A replacement for a motor compressor in the main campus will cost the college 53.184.80. 
The replacement is necessary because the cooling system cannot maintain a temperature of 
70 degree F. needed to keep the unit from destruction. 
Effective immediately. there will be two changes in administrative staff. Susan Olson was 
appOinted Secretary for Counseling Dept. at a salary of 55.800 yearly. Gregory Wright was 
appointed the new assistant basketball coach at a salary of S600 pet season. Wright is a 
recent graduate of the University of Wisconsin where he received his baccalaurate degree in 
physicial education. 
Costs of the fetal pigs for tbe Health and Sciences departments were determined. The 470 
pigs sought wilJ be sold tby the Southern Biological Company at 51.174.65. Flourescent light 
banasts for the main campus were purchased from the F and G Electrical Company and the 
National Electrical Supply Company at a combined total of $2.067.16. 
Authorization was granted to price calculators for use by students in the science and math 
courses. The board will seek bids on 16 calculators and related security devices. 
Spanish weekend provides 
unique experiences forB 
TCC student Mark Crow Mexico in Spanish. 
til RTA schedules for aU bus· 
is es are available on the buses 
ut and in the TeC journalism 
,I. offICe. Building IS. 
,'h To promote the route. RTA 
'u charged no fares this week. 
uJ In the near future. fares will 
be determined according to 
0- ~~$t::~:: ranging from 3S to 
~ Although RTA buses do I: ::!t ~~o~~=~n:i~e~~~ 
Legg received an A.A. in 
art from TCC and a B.f.A. 
from Northern Ufinois Uni· 
versity in DeKalb. He is aim· 
ing towards a Masters De-
gree at NLU. 
Legg is a professional ar-
tist and a student at NIU. He 
lives in DeKalb. His work has 
been shown at the NIU Grad· 
uate ~anery as well as at 
TCC. 
The Vets Oub benefit 
dance will be held tonight. 
November 21. at Eagle's Hal1 
in Blue Islafu:!. 2424 Grove 
Street. 
In last week' s issue of the 
Courier. the benefit was said 
to be for [he blood drive. but. 
in fact. the proceeds will go 
(0 the activity. Big Brother" 
which will be held in the 
Spring. 
Beer will be served for .SO 
per stein; and there will be 
two sta.nds. The dance will 
last from 8 p.m. until I p.m: 
. If you have not yet pur-
certainly did not exped to 
play the lead ~~ yes. Little Red 
Riding Hood herself - in the 
Spanish version of the fairy 
tale; nOr did Betty Day ex-
pect to study automotive 
terms in Spanish. but these 
arc some of the unusual 
things that happened to eight 
Thomtonites rerendy when 
Spanish speaking countries. 
and Jan Monocchio found she 
did not have to go hungry 
even though hamburgers 
were not a typical Spanish 
dish. Fairy Pearson became so 
involved she studied vocabu-
lary all night long and ended 
up singing in a Spanish choral 
group, James Dixon can now 
relate SOnle of the legends of 
And the secret is out ... Miss 
Sedlack really does know how 
to do the a.uthentic Mexican 
hat dance. 
Another Spanish immersion 
weekend will be held in May. 
Students who are in their sec· 
and semester of coUege Span. 
(Cent. to page 2) 
of public transportation may 
:,!S ride the RTA bus to Harvey 
and then take a Safeway bus 
(0 Riverdale or Dolton. 
Tee's Director of Public 
,ul Relations. Richard Nifen~ 
lpo berg. felt that the bus would 
.on benefit students already at· 
tnd tending Tee. As for the pos. 
(II- sibiliey of the route contribut· 
ing to increased enrollment. 
Nirenberg said no prediction 
am can be made yet.· 
"If the bus stays and peo-
ple get into the habit of using 
it. it is entirely possible that 
ULegg is a woodworker." 
stated Rejholec. •• He made 
the boxes in his sculpture and 
uses puns in his work. The 
boxes do .Qot fundion. like 
the one stating 'a fl. of fat" 
and on top of the box is a real 
foot of fat." 
The Gallery is open Mon-
day through friday from 9 
chased your tickets. you may 
. do so at the dOOi". Tickets_are 
SI.25 (.1.50 at the door). 
SIG PHI HAPPl( HOUR 
Sigma Phi wiD conduct a 
happy hour on Wednesday. 
November 26. at the Wonder 
inn. 134 E. 137th Street. Riv-
erdale. from 2·7 p.m. Sigma 
Phi invites aU to start their 
holiday with them. 
they became part of the d . 
George Williams College To start food rive 
Spanish immersion program. 
$cven students and Spanish The Thanksgiving Food 
instructor Jean Sedlack joined Drive will begin Monday. 
88 other persons in the adven~ November 24. On Monday 
turc which. permitted no Eng· Tuesday. and Wednesday 
Now. a south suburban em· 
ergency relief organization. If 
everyone were to bring even 
fish to be used from 3 p.m. food can be dropped off eith':' one item. the drive would be 
Friday. when they left by bus er in the library of the main a succes and balp many pee-
for the Lake Geneva Campus. building. or in Building 16 On 
until their return 'ate Sunday me interim campus. Any food pie. Please a.nnounce the dr-
afternoon. will be accepted. but the ive in your classes dunna 
Mary Waninski became an most needed items are Slap-
expert in Spanish gestures. les such as rice or peanut 
Alice Brummel discovered the butter or tuna fISh. This food 
secrets to happy traveling in will be donated to Respond 
tbar week. For further infor: 
marion contact David Buers· 
meyer .t 757·7474. 
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Chaps outl'ast 
Bulldogs for 73 .. 68' victory 
By Chris Branylk fused to die, ' (4). Vicars (4), Woody (4) and 
Aided by two Bulldog fouls 
in the closing seconds of the 
contest. the College of Du: 
flagrant foul (there being two 
shots involved) to increase 
their margin and the final 
score to 73-68. 
After being down by as Weis (2). 
much as 22 points (50·28), Rogowski paced' DuPage 
the Bulldogs fought back gal- with 23 points, and Scott 
lantly. Fewer mistakes and Daum connected for 14. Page wcnt home a 73-68 win-
ner in last Saturday's en-
counter versus TCe. 
Following a missed rton 
free throw. which would have 
ried the game. the Chaps at-
Icmptcd to build a morc se· 
cure 3-point lead. However. 
Thornton prevented su<:h an 
occurrence (temporarily) 
\\'hen a Tee ballplayer was 
\\<histlcd for the foul. 
But. before the free throws 
could be attempted. a slight 
hostile attraction developed 
between opposing cagers. 
In the end. the result was 
that both the original foul as 
well as .a "flagrant technical 
roul" would be allotted to 
DuP:!ge. The Chaps con-
neCted on both ends of the 
one-and-one. as wen as the 
TCC'adds 
spirit 
With basketball season u-
pon us, some new faces have 
been added to the cheerlead-
jng squad, pam Blevins. Cin-
dy Fralic, . yail Duncan and 
Laura Magicinia are the new 
and ta1ented gats who will 
join Bre'!,da Dun, Nancy Me-
dic, Linda Abbott and Debbie 
Myslawic. 
Special Student . 
Discount Tickets 
Save $2,OOwith ID 
This bangame was not a 
close match throughout. Af-
ter seeing their lead grow to 
as much as 6 points (16-10) in 
the early going. the Bulldogs 
lost their advantage and 
found themseJves down by IS 
(41·26) at intermission. 
While starting off the con· 
test in ripsnortin' fashion, 
Tee cooled considerably as 
bad passing, poor shooting 
and lack of movement away 
from the ball took its toIl. 
Trevor Banks. a main of-
fensive clog for Thornton 
thus far. managed but 8 
points in the initial half. 
Meanwhile, former All-
State guard Larry Rogowski, 
from laGrange, showed bas .. 
ketball is aU about. If not hit.-
ting for 2 of his 10 opening 
half points, he was setting up 
teammates for easy· buckets 
with some sweet passes. 
All that kept the Bulldogs 
from being completely "blown 
apart in the first half was 
their (,onstant hustle. 
DuPage continued it6 fund-
amentally sound. smooth 
type of game into the second 
half. Once more they were 
led by Rogowski who did a 
fine job quarterbacking the 
offense, However. TCC 1"e· 
better shooting were Thorn-
ton's strongholds. 
With 8:42 remaining, Juli-
us Patterson started the 
comeback. After a missed 
Bob Woody free throw. "Or. 
J." yanked down the reo 
bound and passed nicely to 
Bob "Kauffman who layed i t 
up in a crowd. 
Patterson hit for two more 
scores. and the Bulldogs 
lTailed by I L 59,48, The Du 
Page lead bounced back and 
forth between I J and 15 
points before the Dr. found 
Trevor Banks for the score 
and then added one of his 
own to shave the Chaparral 
lead to 9 at 67,58, 
From there, Patterson and 
Banks carried the Bulldog 
scoring load with assistance 
from Charlie Vicars. only to 
faU short in the brilliant 
comeback effort. 
Although TCC lost, it did 
so just baTely to a club with 
its starting five measuring 
6'9'\ 6'6", 6'6", 6'0" and 
6'6", ' 
Tee was Jed in ·scoring by 
Patterson with 26. Banks 
with 20 and Kauffman with 6. 
Others breaking into the 
scoring column were Berg I 
INTRAMURAL BOWLING 
fRnai S .... dlngsl 
COURIER !! 26-6 
WIN MILLS 24-8 
Tn-Us 21-11 
3 Dimensions 20,12 
N,EG, 19,13 
SODA 11 19,13 
WIN 19,13 
Strokers i9,13 
Bull Dogs 19,13 
SODA I 18,14 
Strikers 18,14 
Jets 17,15 
COURIER I 16-16 
P,T,K. 16,16 
Strikes 16-16 
Birch Betula 15-17 
Burnouts· 14-18 
BurnoutsU 13-19 
Bultemama's 12-20 
Lockcry 12,20 
Gutter Dusters 12,20 
Gutter Oeaners 8-24 
Burnouts 7-25 
~x!OtJes 6,26 
Rock Valley nips Bulldog$ 
The Bul1dogs. traveled to 
Rock Valley Tuesday night 
for a disputed 77-76 loss. 
was not the "only one that was 
questioned. 
Rock Vaney~s Milligan was 
fouled after the horn had bl· 
----==;..r..:...---.., own. The foul was called on 
of two to make the score 
76-76, With 18 seconds left 
Rock Valley was nOW waiting 
for the last shot. But the ten-
acious Bulldog defense una- . 
bled Mmigan to get off only a 
30 footer which was short. 
This was the controversial 
play. 
Early in the second half, 
Charlie Vicars was moving 
down court as part of a 2-00·] 
fast break. As he passed the 
ball, the ref called him for 
"charging. Many witnesses 
said Vicars never touched 
Louis Watkins who was 
guarding him. 
TCe's Don Berg, but Berg 
was 5 feet away from Mill· 
19aft. 
The game was a highly c0-
ntested affair and tied up th· 
rough the entire second balf. 
With one minute left in the 
game Bu11dogs were down 
76-75 but bad the ball. While 
Slam.ng, Julius Patterson saw 
an opening and drove to the 
basket. His shot missed. Dave 
Weis grabbed the rebound 
and was foul ed. 
Weis cann:ed the second 
Good Team Effort 
Through the first half. the 
Bulldogs diplayed good team 
play and led 43-38 as a result 
of a first half shooting per-
centage of 61 Yi. 
Tee played well defensively 
through most of the contest 
and held Rock Valley's big 
gun, Roosevelt Watkins. to 
15 points. ' 
The play at the final born 
Midway through the sec-
ond . stanza, Trevor Banks 
was bringing ·the bait lip the 
1100<, Before getting to the 
center stripe, Watkins 
stopped a foot from Banks. 
As Bariks stopped, Watkins 
felt and the call was charg-
ing, the ball going the other 
way. 
~rapplers even record 
in that TCe was not victor-
ious in a dual meet an last 
season .. 
If~~ TIME OUT W WIIb am, lIrmyll< 
Anyone who's seen this edition of Tee Basketball squad 
knows they're for real! And although they won't be carrying 
home any cham-pionship trophies they are a club to bt 
reckoned. Their hustling brand of basketball makes them a 
main attraction in the area of Tee athletics. , 
When !Jne stops to realize that they have been in every 
ballgame they've played_ with the exception of one (a 91· 'I 
defeat to Oakton). the 1-5 mark the team carries seems least ", 
important on the road to success. 
That road has been quite bumpy in the early going mainl, 
due to the lack of a complete facility for practice: a gym· 
nasium. When a basketball team can hang -dose in every 
game they have played, despite the absence of baskets and 
completed gym floor. wecl. then, they're doing something 
right. 
The turnouts to watch our guys in action has been good. 
Expecially when af 1 but one game has been played on the 
road. Since seeing the club in pre~season form. they have 
definately cut dOl' n on the mistakes which hindered them al 
the outset. Things like poor .. hooting and inconsistent 
rebounding. 
Since losing big to Oakton they have slowly begun to 
meUow. With every game the team seems to sun a little 
smoother. The advent of the complete usc of their g .ym , 
should see the club improve markedly. 
And while I won't say they-are of championship calibre by 
any standards they are in fact a good balldub w~ich I find 
enjoyable watching. . 
This past Thursday marked their first full-scale practice 
under their own friendly confines at Bulldog U. Undoubted· 
Iy. Coach Bonczyk will take fuU advantage of it. Now 1ets 
examine the Bulldog Cagers. 
JuHus Patterson: A real fine player. Defensively strong, a 
stallwart in the backboards and an average shooter. Alth· 
ough ·'Dr. J" can hit from outside. his game is inside. At 
6'2" he is the team leader. the spark that ignites the fire. 
Trevor Banks: Trev is Mr. Outside. When his game is 
together, which is most of the time. he's unstoppable. 
Although if he went inside occisional1y he could become 
more of a threat. He is an average defensive player who hits 
the defensive boards will. TeC's verson of "Silky Wilkes". 
Bob Kauffman: Bob is only a 6'3'" center. However. don't 
let that fool yolI. Here is a guy who always puts out. You'D 
always see Bob diving for the ball hustling" for a rebound 
.Although overshadowed by julius and Trevor. Mr. Kauff· 
man is a valuable part in the Bulldog machine. An overatI 
average ballplayer. Bob adds the immeasureable quality of 
desire. 
Chris Polk: Chris brings with him bask.etball experience. 
With tbe addition of Trevor. Christ hasn't been called upon 
to shoot as much as last Season. Chris's real value is on 
defense. Fans sometimes fail to realize tbe importance of tht 
tough D" But to put it simply, you have to get the 'a1l before 
you can shoot it. 
Dave Weis: This is Daves first season as" a Bulldog. 
Nevertheless he is very important in Coach Bonczyk's 
scheme of things. This guy can r !n, shoot, pass and play 
defense. A complete ballplayer who does what is asked of 
him. 
Charfic Vicars: Charlie is the baby of the bunch 5'6". In 
Charlie's case good things come in small packages. A smart 
ballplayer. who knows what to do and when to do i~. He 
passes with authority. can shoot if need be and is a tyrant 011 
defense. Used mostly this season to spell the starters. Quite 
effective in that roJe. 
Don Berg: "!ike Charlie. Don has been used to spell the ~ 
starters. Quick offensively and defensively. 
Bub Woody: Woody is probably one of the more shooting. 
oriented guards next to Dave Weis. A southpaw. Woody has 
good range, Adequate on defense. 
Art Ferrari: Art alternates in the middle with Kaufman. 
Adequate on defense as weJ1 as offense, At 6'S' Art could 
be the man Tee needs to help guard the opposing cant. Lad 
of aggressiveness is the big question. An improvement. here 
is a definite plus for Tee. 
These are the hoopsters who hit the hardcourt most often. 
TCC's Matmen do not take 
things lying down! The Bun~ 
dogs won their first dual 
meet of the season by de-
feating Oakton College 24-9 
to boost its record to l~i. 
This was an important win 
Bulldog Jim Aducci began 
the m«t wrestling at the 142 
lb. level instead of his usual 
134 lb. level. Adued was dis-
RESEARCH PAPERS 
playing winning form when ~ 
he was injured which gave 
the match (6 points) and the 
'short-lived lead to the Raid-
ers of Oakton. 
Next up was Thornton's 
Jerry Ulanowski who pr<>-
ceeded to demolish his op-
ponent and register six points 
forTCe 
With the score tied, Jayson 
Fraser hit the mat for Tee in 
what proved to be one of the 
most exciting matches of the 
night, Despite losing 12-9, 
Jayson proved he is truly a 
contender for a birth in the 
state tournainent. 
With a slow start I predict them rounding into form about 
January 6 when they meet Harper. Their main weakness 
. seems to be depth at forward as well as center. Should Julius 
or Trevor get into foul trouple during the course of the game, 
the Thornton offensive attack is deeply downgraded. And 
Jess Mr. Fenari begins providing some rebound muscle 
underneath, the Bulldogs could suffer. 
THOUSANDS ON FILE' 
Send for your up-to-date. l6O-page, mail order catalog of 
5.500 topics. Enclose Sl.OO to """'" postage ..,., handling, 
COLLEGIATE R£SEARCH 
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 20' 
_____ ..;:L..;:OS..:-AN_G_E_LES. CALIF:.:,.:9002S.:.:;:::.. _____ --l 
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These were the last points 
gained by Oakton as Bulldogs 
Jeff Proffit, Bob Kilkoyne 
and Mike Donovan all were 
triumphant. thus giving Tee 
the victory. 
Thorntoo·s lone defeat of 
the young season came at the 
hands of a strong Saule Val~ 
lev team. 
Overall not a bad team, Thornton finally has its own gym. 
and exciting~ daring bunch of players and a 75-76 season 
which invites you the fan as wen as you the opposing team to 
find oul why the Bulldogs live up to their name. 
BULLDOG BARKS 
- TCe's next basketball 
game is on the road versus 
Wright on Wednesday, De-
cember 10. 
-Once again. TCC's lead-
ing rebounders were Dr. J. 
with It and Trevor B:mks 
with 9 caroms. 
-Bob Kauffman did a nice 
. job of hustling in the DuPage 
contest. 
-Mike Ellis, who had 
been the Chapcrrals leading 
scorer with 80 points in five 
games was held to but 9. as I 
was Jim Coutre. their 6 '9" ~ 
center who had managed 70 f 
points Mp to Saturday. 
-Intramural bowling is in 
its final week. Come on CODr. , 
jer U. 
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German news 
The "Nikoiaustag" is the 
first big event in· the life of 
German children during the 
Christmas season. They put 
lheir shoes On the window 
sills on the eve of December 
'5, hoping that during the 
flighf "Sankt Nikolaus" (San4 
I 11) will put some candy. nuts 
, Dr a small toy in their shoe. 
I 
I But the high point of the 
I season is reached on the 
I evening of December 24, 
I ~~~~~~ba:~dO:h~h~i~~:c::: 
hood church for the 
Christmas service and have 
carp or goose for their Christ-
mas dinner. 
After the Christmas din-
ner, children gather outside 
the family's Christmas room 
which contains the "Tannen· 
baum" (Christmas Tree} and 
the gifts. 
"Weihnachtsmano" (Sant.a) 
has placed under the tree. 
Children are permitted to 
stay up as long as they wish 
this evening, for it is "Heili-
gabend" (the holy night). 
Leadership 
orkshop 
December 2S and 26 arc 
the two Christmas days on 
which Germans get together 
with other members of their 
family and sit together carol-
ing around the Christmas 
tree which usually has rea! 
candles. 
In case you would like 10 
bake some German cookies 
for the holidays. try these. 
They arc easy and are de-
licious. 
Frohe Weihnachten 
{Merrv Christmasl 
rWeibnachtskranze 
Ingredients 
'/1 cup butter, I;' cup sugar. 1 
cup flour. 2 egg yolks (hard 
boiled). '12' teaspoon almond 
extract, For decora(ion: I egg 
white, candied fruits. 
TCC sponsored the first 
organizational mee(ing for 
the Community Leadership 
Workshop this past Monday, 
and the two-day Workshop is 
tentatively set for February 5 
and 6. 
ft will be attended by com-
munity leaders and members 
of the different community 
organizations who were 
brought together to help the 
community. 
25 people from Junior Col 
lege District 5 t 0 attended the 
organizational meeting. 
Members of TCC who were 
present included Wayne Wil· 
lard. Arthur Stezkal. George 
Clark, laVelle Wilson, David 
Johnson. Paul Caponera and 
Dr. Robert Jack. who will 
head the organizational com 
mittees .. 
Faculty from Governors 
State were Dr. Anthony and 
Ms. Mary Robertson. 
George Marovich, Damon 
Rockett and Mrs. Manak 
represented the Board of 
Trustees of District 510. 
students; business roles in 
asSC}(:i:Hion with the commun-
ity organizations; and coordi· 
nation of student leadership 
",ilh communities. 
Many good ideas were 
brought -out with the open 
discus~ion, and Iwo of lhe 
better notes cited were (he 
fOllowing:- Dr. Bob Mitchell. 
principal of Thornwood High 
School, related that (he can· 
cepts of leadership arc no 
good without being applied to 
the practicalities of the dat; 
John Hebert of the Cook 
County Legal Assistance De-
partment. thought that the 
goal of the workshop should 
be the implementations of i-
dcas. instead of just talking 
of the problems that affect 
the communities. 
BEN NUZZO 
Bcn Nuzzo pac!.!d intram4 
ural l.:ompctition by bowling a 
high game of 246. Bcn rC4 
ccived a trophy for hi3 tine 
pcrformam:e. 
Board approves 
ski vacation 
By Annette Andrews 
f of the 24th. most Germans 
, cOngregate in their neighbor· 
This room usually is locked 
until Christmas Eve. When 
the children have said their 
Christmas poem or sung a 
carol, they are allowed into 
the festive room and may 
open their presents which the 
Press the hard boiled egg 
yolks through a sieve. mix 
well with butter and slowly 
add sugar. Add flour and al-
mond extract and make a 
smooth dough. Form small 
wreaths and baste these with 
the egg white. Bake at 37SF 
for about 10 minutes. 
Some of the probable work-
shops for the weekend wiJl be 
these: coordinating efforts of 
community organizations: 
motivation for non-motivated 
A ski vacation to Powder 
Hom. Michigan was recog· 
nil'cd by the Board of Trus~ 
fees at its recent meeting. 
The trip is sponsored by Stu-
dent Activities and is sched-
uled for January 7~J4. 
equipment and Tee's cala* 
10 8. 
I 
Poetry 
Corner 
Sell old 
books· 
By Robert Lucas 
Do you have a surplus sup-
r---------------------l"·ply of text books? Is the lack 
Where have all the movies gone? 
1 don', know. but you can bel. 
They'll rise again. like morning dawn, 
And again. wc'U see Scarlett 'n Rheft. 
·'Frankly. my dear, I don't give a damn." 
CJ<l.rk GabIe was heard to say. 
Whilc today The Who gel into a jam 
O ...... er thc muffled sound of ~ bygone day. 
Bt!l-.lUse they're gone, no longer here. 
ls th~t why WI,.' hold them so high? 
Or were they so good. 'an fCally sincere 
When thcy would sing. fighl ·an die. 
"Please don't go, I fove you Rhett:' 
Vivi:lO Leigh uttered it cry. 
Whilc Redford and Newman 'work out a debt • 
And "The Sting" will go on to die. 
Good-bye COOpcr, Cagney 'an Leigh 
Good4 byc Gable, Harlow 'an Flynn 
Dreams arc still here, or don't you see 
Or fwrh:m" th('v're ill"t "Gone With The Wind" 
of moncy putting you in a 
"bind"? .. 
If your answer to either of 
these questions is·"ycs·', the 
Nebraska Book Company 
wants to help you. 
From 8:30 . 8:30 on Dc· 
l:'ember 22 and 23. a repre-
sentative from the Nebraska 
8nak Company ""'ilJ be in 
TCC's campus bookstore 
(Building 10) buying back 
used books, in relatively de· 
cent condition. from stu· 
dents. 
Books ",,:ith hardbound COV~ 
ers will be bought back for % 
the original cost, paperbacks 
for % of the Original cost. 
Not wanted are Jab manu~ 
als. study guides. atlases, 
spiral-bound nooks. and 
books that wiU not be used by 
teachers next semester. 
Representing Tee on the 
hardwood this year are the 
following: In the bottom row 
from left to right arc Chris 
Polk. Bob Woody. Charlie 
Vicars. Don Berg. Dave Weis 
and Greg Murrell. 
From left to right in the 
middle row: Jim Kritchbaum. 
Greg Rigoni. Ted White. Fe-
nison Dozier. and Trevor 
banks. 
Across the top r' w from 
left to right are Assistant 
coach Mr. Cooley. Bob Kau-
ffman, Art Ferrari, Julius 
Patterson. and Head Coach 
Ed Bonczyk. 
Priccs of calculators for the 
march and science deparl~ 
mcnls were determined. Six· 
tecn calculators will be sold 
by TeC's Campus BOOkstore 
fOt" S112. Security devices for 
the calculators will be sold by 
Edward Hun Corporation for 
$250. 
til 
1i~ J.II~ 
,nt=: 
.... 1l O~ 
lIH G,J::: 
JOINTED 
CUES! 
MAKE 
PERFECT 
GIFTS 
A full-time position for co-
ordinator of Occupational 
Therapy was created by (he 
Board. The fuJI-time poosi-
tion will replace three part~ 
time positions. The change 
was required by (he Ameri-
can· Occupational Therapy . 
Association. which presently 
does not recognize the pm-
time supervision of the pro--
gram. 
_ -for a friend! 
Authorization was granted 
to seek the cost of shorthan 
.... 11 • for a parent! C i 0 for a relative! 
OIl",::: Fats has the best! 
.,; ~ 5.88 to 175.00 ~ ~ 10% OFF if 
~ ~ you bring 1his ad! 
I I (the Pl.4lE) 
If yootm on the bIIcout 
fer !he Ia ... Inf&ahlcn, 
youll find It at aha 1'f8aI. 
We've got IonQ. lOnger 
and ~sIc-. 
IefrIfic ts, ~ ~. 
mry sIOOs, good old 
blue jqns f"d mare. 
Wh!it YCU'I'\t lip 10 Is 
what _'n! lip IMI 
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Lectures and Workshops 
What do European wines, Hawaii, and education have in common? 
They are all topics of interest covered in the Faculty Lecture Series. 
Started last year by Greuling Schellborn, a TCC instructor, the lec-
tures have grown into an .entertaining series for students and members 
of the community. 
Dr. Robert Jack, Ron Farquhar, and William Tabel organized this 
year's series of presentations. The talks, held in the Lower Level Li-
brary in room U222, were free to the public. 
The fall series included "Antiques: Identifying Your Precious Trea-
sures" by Francis Beck, "Photography is Fun: Say it with Pictures" by 
Ed Dotson, and William Tabel's "American Wines and Their European 
Counterparts" . 
William Curran's "Beautiful Hawaii" and Dr. Nathan Ivey's "The 
Uses of Education" started the spring. series. Also included were 
"Black Literature: A Historical Review" by Mrs. Ernestine Robinson, 
"Suitable Hobbies for All Ages" by Richard Bishop, and Mrs. Dale 
Bauman's "Successful Occupational Training for Mentally Handi-
capped" . 
A number of guest speakers were featured at the college including 
Jory Graham, ~hicago Sun-Tunes columnist, and candidates for the 
10th district senatorial race, Jack E. Walker and Robert Lane. 
TOP: Sun-Times columnist Jory Graham visited TCC to 
lecture on things to do in Chicago. 
BELOW: William Tabel encored last year's popular lecture 
on American wines with a repeat performance this year. 
The audience response was even more favorable than last 
year. 
TOP: Ron Powers, author of the best-seiling novel, "The 
Last Catholic In America", hosted a creative writing work-
shop this spring_ + BOTTOM: Dr. J. Albert Kindig directed TCC voices at the 
chorale workshop. 13 
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The Art Gallery has come a long way in the last few years. 
Originally located in Building 19 on the interim campus, it 
was confined to a rather limited area known as the Hallway 
Gallery. 
Creativity and expression are no longer limited, however, 
since the gallery moved to its new headquarters in the 
Main campus, room 4210. Joe Rejholec, director and art in-
structor, stated that Tee's visiting art gallery is rare, for 
only one other junior college in the state has one. It is also 
an .. effort of everybody in the art faculty." 
The works of artists Jim Pink, Mike Brown, and Thomas 
McMahon have been on display this year. Donald Reick, a 
former Tee student, also held an exhibition. For the Bi-
centennial celebration in 1976, RejhoJec hopes to obtain 
some of the state art collection in Springfield for the 
gallery. 
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All of Xuthil seethed with excitement. The main highways, the curved ramps 
that led to the public forum were thronged with the jostling bodies of a hundred 
thousand inhabitants, while in the living quarters of the capital city, millions un-
able to witness the spectacle first-hand waited anxiously by their menavisors for 
news. The curious cube had opened. 
The gigantic slab of marble, it's glistening walls towering hundreds of feet 
above the head of the tallest Xuthilian, it's great square base more than a hun-
dred home-widths on each side, but a few hours ago had opened. One smoothly 
oiled block sliding backward to reveal a yawning pit of blackness in it's depths. 
Already a band of daring explorers, heavily armed, had penetrated the depths of 
the curious cube. Soon they would return to make a public report, and it was 
this which all of Xuthil breathlessly awaited. None living knew the purpose-or 
dared guess the age of the curious cube. The earliest scrolls in XuthiI's libraries 
noted it's existence, supposing divine origin or construction. For certainly even 
the greatest hands of earth's dominant race could not -have built such a gigantic 
structUl'e. It was, clearly the work of Titans, or a God. 
So with menavisors dialed to the forum for the first mental images to be 
broadcast by members of the exploration party, XuthiI hummed with activity. 
Suddenly a pale green vision flooded the reflector screens of the menavisors, 
and a thrill ran through the viewers. The exploration party had returned. Tul, 
chief of all Xuthil's scientists, was stepping upon the circular forum, his intelli-
gent head furrowed with thought. His band of followers trailed after him. Tul 
stepped before the image projecting unit. As he did so, a wavering scene began 
to impress itself into the minds of his watchers-a picture that grew more clear 
and distinct as the mental contact strengthened. 41 
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Each Xuthilian saw himself walking behind the glare of a strong torch down a 
long straight marble passageway, through a high corridor of seamless stone. 
Cobwebs and the-dust of centuries stirred beneath his feet, and the air was 
musty with the scent of long dead years. A torch swung toward the roof of the 
passageway and it's beam was lost in the far reaches of the chamber above. 
Mentally each viewer saw himself, as Tul had done, press forward then stop and 
swing his torch upon the strangest sight a living eye had ever seen. Rows upon 
rows of recessed drawers, bronzed and embossed with hieroglyphs. These were 
the contents of the curious cube, and nothing more. The pictures wavered and 
faded, the thoughts of Tul replaced them, communicating directly with each 
viewer. There is some great mystery yet to be discovered, concerning this cube. 
What these drawers contain, we do not know. Scrolls, perhaps of some long 
vanished race. But it will take long years of hard labor with the most modern 
equipment, to open even one of these mighty shelves. 
If living creatures built the curious cube, and we may suppose they did, their 
body structure was on a scale so vastly greater than our own that we are utterly 
unable to understand the purpose of their instruments. Only one thing found in 
the cube was in any way comparable to machinery we employ. 
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Tul pointed to a huge stone slab, circular in form, set into a greater square of 
strange material. The cable attached to this slab is very long. It reaches all the 
way into the heart of the curious cube. Obviously it has some bearing on the se-
cret of the cube. Tul stepped upon the stone. As stepped upon the push button, 
a current flowed upon reservoirs dormant for ages, and from the depths of the 
cube an electrically controlled recorder spoke. "Men," said a human voice, 
"Men of the fiftieth century, we, your brothers of the twenty fifth need you. For 
humanity's sake we call on you for help. As I speak, our solar system is 
plunging into a great atomic cloud from which it will not emerge for hundreds of 
years. All mankind is doomed to destruction. In this specially constructed vault 
we have laid to rest ten thousand of the greatest minds on Earth, hermetically 
sealed to sleep in an induced state until the fiftieth century. By that time the 
danger will have ended. The door to our vault at last has opened. If there be 
men alive, and if the air be pure, pull down the lever beside the portal of our 
tomb and we will waken. If no man hear this plea, if no man still be alive, then 
farewell world. The sleeping remnants of the human race sleeps on for-
ever" ... " Solid," repeated Tul. "Yet as you see it seems to yield slightly . Citi-
zens of Xuthil, we are as baffled by this mystery as you are. But you may rest 
assured that your council of scientists will make every effort to solve it." The 
green glare of the menavisors faded. Xuthil, perplexed and marveling, returned 
to it's daily labors. On street comers and in halls, in homes, and offices, Xuthil-
ians briefly paused to touch antennae, discussing the strange wonder. For the 
voice from the curious cube had not been heard by any living creature. Sole 
rulers of the fiftieth century were ants, and ants can't hear. 
43 
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CONSTRUCTION '75 
This is what TCC will look like when complete, legend has it. In the meantime, it looks more like the 
other photos in this section. Progress is rapid on Phase II, thanks to the use of pre-poured concrete le,';i:ll!$!:~~'i'~ 
slabs. A Fall '75 completion of Phase n is anticipated if all continues to go smoothly. Rising building ~~~ii 
costs and last year's delays have hindered the completion of the project. Pete Schloss, Athletic Direc-
tor, proposed a "do-it-yourself" plan for Phase ill, the athletic facility, in an effort to reduce contract-·· 
ing costs. 
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Phi Theta -Kappa 
"Leadership. scholarship, fellowship, and service." These are the goals 
of Phi Theta Kappa, TCe's National Honor Society. Thornton has over 
100 members in Phi Theta Kappa, which is the only national junior col-
lege society on campus. The officers of the club are Rose Kuknyo -
President, Jan Behn - Vice-President, Debbie Kustra - Secretary-
Treasurer. 
Sponsored by Mr. James Abbott, Phi Theta Kappa's activities have 
included a Homemaker's meeting, which was designed to introduce 
prospective new students to Thornton in an informal way, especia1ly 
those who were unfamiliar with college procedures. On November 8, 
Phi Theta Kappa inducted S2 new members. During the second semes-
ter, they sponsored a toy collection for the baby-sitting service on cam-
pus, and they also spent a day at the recycling center as volunteers. 
In April, recognition was awarded to two outstanding community 
personalities as honorary Phi Theta Kappa members. This was the first 
year that TCC's Phi Theta Kappa has sponsored such a cere~ny. The 
recipients were Mary Comegys, a Political Science teacher at Thornton, 
and Congressman Robert Hanrahan, a former TCC graduate. 
Due to the efforts of the officers, this is the first year that Phi Theta 
Kappa has really gotten off the ground. And it is their hope that those 
efforts will be repeated and surpassed next year. Two Phi Theta Kappa 
members won this year's local competition for the National Achieve-
ment Recognition Award. Rose Kuknyo and Greg Stockey were the TCC 
representatives who went on to the regional competition. 
It's been a frultfull year for Phi Theta Kappa members. Rose Kuknyo. 
left. recipient of the Student AchIevement Recognition Award, Informs 
a housewife on continuing education. Mrs. Kuknyo has been selected 
from 500 chapters as one of the lop seven Phi Theta Kappa members In 
the nation. -
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Robert Jack Community Services laVell Wilson Student Services 
Irwin Dahl Resources and 
Development 
61 
Richard Nirenberg Public Relations 
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August R. Banks General Studies 
General & Experimental Sciences 
The General & Experimental Sciences department, (G.S.P.) is designed 
for students with major as well as minor learning problems and disabil-
ities, or for those who have been out of school for extended periods of 
time. 
Working to expand enrollment in the Urban Studies division of 
G.S.P., the department issues an Urban Studies Newsletter to 
community and high school institutions. In conjunction this year with its 
three clubs: Uhuru, Delta Sigma Sorority, and Delta Beta Fraternity, 
Urban Studies hopes to achieve greater harmony in student sponsored 
activities. 
"We'd like to think of Thornton Community College as an open-door 
college and not a revolving door college," Ronald Farquhar, division 
director states. "It serves to help students be successful." 
Following the current trend toward increased enrollment, the General 
& Experimental Sciences Program has branched outward, accommodat-
ing more interested students. The department has successfully retained 
over 90% of its student enrollment for the entire semester. 
Sue Price, Urban Studies student, mulls over 
mathemalies with leUow student and in-
structor Dave Johnsan. The Urban Studies 
program, part 01 the. General Exparlmental 
department, locuses on Black studies, and Is 
Involved In campus activities spansored by 
Black-orlenled Clubs. 
L. Ronald Farquhar 
Division Director 
David Johnson General S~udfe~ 
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Physical Sciences & Math 
The Physical Science and Math Department gears most of 
its courses toward the transfer student heading for careers 
in Pharmacy, Pre-Medicine, or Nutrition. Through support 
of the Chemistry Club, students have pushed forward in 
relation to their chosen field. Coping with increased enroll-
ment in Math, Physics, and Pre-Engineering courses placed 
the greatest demand on the department during the 74-75 
school year. The department added one new math .course 
and expanded to Saturday Morning College Algebra 
classes. An increase in faculty in this department is also 
evident due to faculty transfers from other areas to TCC. 
The Fred Ring Scholarship, awarded to an outstanding 
Physical Science & Math student, and a spring honors pr0-
gram, recognizing several successful students in each sub-
ject of the department field, are among the projects carried 
out by the department .throughout the year. 
Jane Morrison Mathematics 
I , 
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Joseph Reiholec Art 
Fred L. Hanzelin Music 
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Smith V. Brand Speech 
Edith LeBed English 
68 
Language & Communications 
The Language & Communications department has managed to offer a considerable 
number of changes in its program through the 74-75 school year. A Diagonistic 
Placement Program, exercised during freshmen orientation, has alJowed many be-
ginning students to enrolJ in English Composition courses that coincide with their 
learning ability. Linguistics, a course offered at few community colleges, was also 
added to the curriculum. "The course is considered an asset to students enrolled in 
Language and Teaching Programs," division director, Dr. Norma Rooney states. 
For students enrolJed in speech classes, television/video tape units were installed 
this year. The addition aims to improve' student performance of speech deliveries. 
The Journalism Certificate Program, for the ftrst time, has succeeded in graduat-
ing two students from the newly initiated Intern Program. The Intern Program, 
which assigns students to work part-time at newspapers, radio stations, advertising 
agencies, and printing plants relates education to work by creating job placement 
positions for enrolJed students. 
Concordia Hoffman English Sally Mensi English James Moody English 
Lois Chapman English 
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William Tabel Division Director 
Clifton Satterthwaite Teacher Aid Program 
Sarah Barmore Social Sci/mce 
Social & Behavioral Sciences 
Quality instruction, innovations, and acceptance of new trends in 
education and attitudes; as well as self-evaluation of the department, 
are among the goals and philosophies of the Social & Behavioral 
Scienee Department. -
More than doubling enrollment in the Law Enforcement Program 
over the past year, the division claims one-fourth of total student 
enrollment. 
An 8-10 percent increase over the past two semesters in student 
enrollment and the hiring of a law enforcement program co-ordinator 
is evidence of the department's phenomenal growth. 
Tammer Saliba Behavioral Science 
Mr. O'Connal 
69 
David Bartlett Social Science Dale Chapman' Social Science 
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Counseling 
Nine academic advisors serve students at the Counseling Center on the Main Campus, available to all stu· 
dents. This small, yet productive group, has highlighted the 74·75 school year, with the following additions: 
Two reading publications sponsored by the department are handed out for student absorption and knowl· 
edge. An orientation newspaper, which is issued at the beginning of each semester, highlights course 
offerings; and the TCC Counselors Communique, a booklet edited by Pat Golden, points out calendar hap-
penings in seven issues yearly. 
Activities sponsored by the Counseling Department include; Health Careers Day, College Day, Student 
Achievement Recognition Program, and a Women's Conference, designed to encourage homemakers to 
benefit from Community College Courses. 
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Board of Trustees 
George M. Marovich, Chairman 
Robert W. Anderson, Vice-Chairman 
Robert L. Donahue 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
Robert Frazier 
Michael W. I nvergo 
James Livingstone 
Damon Rockett 
Mary Northrup 
Paula Malak 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
Credentials and Credos 
ACCREDITATION 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
APPROVAL 
Illinois Community College Board, Board of Higher Education, Board of Vocational 
Education and Rehabilitation, Veterans Administration. 
MEMBERSHIP 
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, Council of North Central 
Junior Colleges, Illinois Association of Community and Junior Colleges, National 
Commission on Accrediting, American Council on Education, American Technical 
Education Association. 
THE COLLEGE 
Thornton Community College is a comprehensive two-year college established in 
1927. It operates under the State of Illinois Junior College Act with guidelines 
established by the Illinois Community College Board and offers the first two years of 
four year curriculums, one and two year career curriculums, and programs designed 
to serve special educational purposes. Associate Degrees and Certificates are 
granted. 
PHILOSOPHY 
The College is committed to provide comprehensive educational programs to meet 
the diverse interests and needs of its students. The realization of individual 
educational goals is supported by counseling services available to help students 
reach their greatest potential. Consistent with this commitment, the College assures 
that no person shall be excluded from or denied the benefits of any program or 
activity on the basis of sex, color, race, creed, religion, national or regional origin. 
OBJECTIVES 
To Provide quality learning experiences in 
Baccalureate oriented education· programs commensurate with the first two 
years of education at four-year colleges or universities and career education 
programs which provide knowledge and skills required for employment. 
To Provide 
Opportunity for lifelong continuing education. 
Courses and programs which facilitate adjustment to, or re-employment or 
advancement in the work environment. 
To Offer 
Programs and activities designed to contribute to personal and cultural enrich-
ment and encourage constructive participation in a free society. 
To Complement 
Educational programs through counseling and academic advisement. 
To Encourage 
Public use of its facilities and services for educational and cultural purposes. 
To Support 
The concept of comprehensive growth through co-curricular activities. 
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Community College District 510 
Robert W. Anderson, 
Vice-Chairman 
Damon Rockett 
Robert L. Donahue 
George M. Marovich, 
Chairman 
Mary Northrup, 
Student Representative 
(1975-1976) 
Robert Frazier 
Paula Malak 
Michael W. Invergo, 
Student Representative 
(1.974-1975) 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
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ADMINISTRATION 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
Nathan A. Ivey ..................................................... · .... President 
Hardin-Simmons University, B.S.; Texas Tech University, M.B.A.; 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Irwin A. Dahl ................................... Director, Institutional Resources 
University of Minnesota, B.A., M.A. and Development 
Richard D. Nirenberg .................................. Director. Public Relations 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
George W. Clark .......................... Vice President. Administrative Services 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. 
Arthur J. Baker .................................... Director, Information Services 
Patricia A. Duncker ................................. Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver. B.A., B.S. 
K. James McCaleb .............................. Director. Buildings and Grounds 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State tJniversity, Ph.D. 
William T. Schipper ................................................... Controller 
Northwestern University, B.B.A., M.A. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
LaVell C. Wilson ................................ Vice President, Student Services 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College. M.Ed. 
Ronald L. Cooley ......................................... Director. Financial Aid 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer. ................................. Dean, Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Larry J. Larvick ................................................ Dean, Counseling 
College of Emporia, A.B.; Kansas . State Teachers College, M.S. 
Judith M. Price ....................................... Director, Student Activities 
University of Pittsburgh, B.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Doris S. Ritter ...................................... Director, Placement Services 
Ohio University, B.S.C. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
Wayne E. Willard ........ · .................... Vice President, Educatjonal Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed.; Florida State University, Ph.D. 
Robert L. Jack ....................................... Dean, Community Services 
and Affirmative Action Officer 
Piney Woods Jr. College, A.A.; Southern Illinois University, Ed.B.; 
University of Chicago, M.A.; Indiana University, Ed.D. 
Robert J. Lucas ....................................... Dean, Learning Resources 
Western Michigan University, B.S.; Wayne State University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
William E. Piland ........................................ Dean, Career Education 
Wright Junior College, A.A.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S., Ed.D. 
Arthur J. Stejskal ................................... Dean, Community Education 
Coe College, B.A.; Roosevelt University, M.A. 
William J. Francis ............................................... Division Director 
Health and Life Sciences 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S. 
Milton Gilmore ................................................. Division Director, 
Physical Science and Mathematics 
Sterling College, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology; M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
J. Albert Kindig ................................................ Division Director, 
Arts and Humanities 
Indiana Central College, B.S.: Ball State University, M.A., Ed.D. 
Cletus O'Drobinak .............................................. Division Director, 
Business and Commerce 
University of Dayton, B.A.; De Paul University, M.B.A. 
Norma Rooney ................................................. Division Director, 
Language and Communications 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
William Tabel .................................................. Division Director, 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Northern ~lIinois University, B.S., M.A. 
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FACULTY 
James Abbott ....................... ····································· Physics 
University of Illinois. B.S .. M.S. 
Joseph Adamek........................................................ Business 
Ndrthern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David Anderson ................................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary Anderson. R.N ....................................... , ........ A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N. 
August R. Banks................................................ General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier, M.A. 
Sarah Barmore .................................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett .................................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila Bashaw, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Richard Bishop ....................................................... Counselor 
Ohio University, A.B.; Butler University, M.S. 
Claudette Bobay ............................................................. Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Edmund Bonczyk ............................................ Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William Bourland ...................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. M.S. 
Doris Brainard ........................................................... Library 
State University of Iowa, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.S., C.A.S. 
Smith Brand ............................................................. Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea Burkard ..................... Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
st. Louis University, B.S. 
Willie Campbell ............................................. , ...... Life Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John Carlson ........................................ , ....... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale Chapman .................................................... Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois Chapman ............. '.' ..............................•............. English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Dimpna Clarin ............................................................ Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
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Kathryn Clauson ............................................. PhYsical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.: Indiana University, M.S. 
William D. Curran ........................... Physical Science and Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A.: Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S .. 
Phyllis Da.vis .......................................................... Counselor 
North Park College, A.A.: Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Earl DeGroot. ....................................................... Mathematics 
Hope College. A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James Denier ...................................................... Life Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.: University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Martha Dietrich ........................................................ Business 
Indiana University, B.S.: Columbia University Teachers College, M.A. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of .Chicago, M.S. 
Helen Dolan. R.N ............................................... Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, f\i1.Ed. 
Dennis Dryzga ......................................................... Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, M.A.B.A. 
Daniel Durian ....................................................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University. M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar ................................. General Studies and English 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
William Fink .......................................................... Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A.: North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, M.A. 
George Finstad .............................................................. Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
James Flynn ............................................................. English 
St. Procopius College, B.A.; DePaul University, M.A. 
Arlene Francis. R.N ........................................... Behavioral Science 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
Carolyn Fraser, R.N ....................................... Director, A.D. NurSing 
DePaul University. B.S.N., M.S. 
Leslie Freeman ..................................................... Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Jill Giddings .................................................... General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
John Gifford ............................................................ Geology 
Syracuse University, A.B.; Oklahoma University, M.S. 
Paul Gill ................................................................. English 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
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Patricia Golden ....................................................... Counselor 
Indiana University, A.B.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Joseph Gutenson ............................................ Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.E.; 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
Basil Halkides ............................................................ Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Theda Hambright ..................................................... Counselor 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year certificate 
Fred Hanzelin ........................................... : ................. Music 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M. 
Erika Hartmann .......................................................... English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Robert Heinrich ....................................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Lucette Held .......................................................... Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale Helgesen ........................................................... English 
University of Minnesota, B.A .. B.S., M.A. 
James Hellrung .............................................. Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Vern Hoerman ........................................................ Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia Hoffman ...................................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Gerald Hundley .......................................................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine Janis, R.N ................................................... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
Edward Jenkins .................................................... Life Sciences 
indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S. 
David Johnson .................................................... Urban Studies 
Howard University, B.A.; Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
Hezekiah Johnson............................................ Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A.; Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
James Keane ....................................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.A. 
Judith Kelly, R.N ............................................... Practical Nursing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N. 
Donald Kramer............................................................ Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
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Jerilyn Kreutzer, R.N .............................................. ~. AD. Nursing 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Marilyn Lange ............................................. Occupational Therapy 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
George LaVaque ......................................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith Lebed .............................................................. English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter ................................................. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
Sylvester Lloyd......................................................... Business 
Tennessee A & I State University, B.S.; [[Iinois State College, M.S.E. 
Betty Lusha ............................................................... Music 
Drake University, B. Mus; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
E. J. Lyons .................................................. Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A.; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
Bailey Magruder ..................................... Social & Behavioral Science 
Murray State College. B.S.; Northwestern University. M.S. 
Robert Marshall ....................................................... Counselor 
Northern '"inois University, B.S., M.S. 
George Mattsey ........................................................ Business 
Indiana State University, B.S .. M.S. 
Sally Mensi .............................................................. English 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. 
DeVaughn Miller ............................................. Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ....................................... Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Winolis Teachers College, M.S. 
James Moody ............................................................ English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A. 
Jane Morrison ...................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Mignonette Murray .............................................. General Studies 
Brigham Young University, B.A., M.A. 
Patrick O'Connell .............................................. Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S. 
Thomas C. Pavlik...................................................... Business 
Indiana University. B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Charles Pennington ................................................ Ufe Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Vernon Peterson ....................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S., M.S. 
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Frank Prist ............................................................ . 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel Purdy .......................................... Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Blake Reed ................................................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ......................................... Practical Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph Rejholec ............................................................. Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.: Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
Frieda Reynolds ...... , .................................... , .............. ,. Music 
Barnard College. A.B.; Roosevelt University, M.M. 
Sherry Rise .................................................. Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Charlyne Robinson .................................................... Counselor 
Northwestern University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Ernestine Robinson ...................................................... English 
Barber-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana University, M.A.T. 
Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N .............................................. AD. Nursing 
S1. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa. M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ............................................... Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S .. A.B.; Ball State University. M.A. 
Editha Sanchez, R.N ................................................ AD. NurSing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather .................................................. Lite Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S .. M.~., Ph.D. 
Clifton Satterthwaite ....................................... Teacher Aide Program 
Coe College. B.A.; University of Iowa. M.A. 
Greuling Schellhorn ...................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.;. University of Iowa. M.F.A. 
Peter Schloss .................................................. Mathematics and 
Athletic Director 
Bemedji State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Mary Lou Schultz, R.N ............................................. AD. Nursing 
College of Saint Teresa, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Jean Sedlack ................................. Foreign Language and JournaNsm 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey {Mexico), M.A. 
Irvin Seelye .................................................. Behavioral Science 
Illinois State University. B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Selbka ........... , ............................................ Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
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Curt Serbus.............................................. Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A. 
Ray C. Sherman ....................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn Shevokas ................................................... Mathematics 
Illinois State University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Jacqueline Shikany ..................................................... Business 
Belmont College, B.S. 
Willard Siville ....................................... Engineering and Technology 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.Ed. 
Mary Alice Smith ........................................................ Library 
Monmouth College, A.B.; University of Illinois, B.S., M.A. 
Hiram Spannuth ......................................... Chemistry and Nutrition 
Indiana University, A.B., A.M. 
Frank F. Stanicek ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle ...................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert Sullivan ..................................................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Diane D. Tesar. ........................................................ Business 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Thornton ......................................................... English 
University of Illinois, A.B., M.S.,; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas Tweeten ...................................................... Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
Lottie T. Tylka, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Raymond Van Meerten ............................................. Graphic Arts 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
Larry Wehner ...... : .......................................................... Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
Joan Weller ..................................•................ Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.; Middlebury College, M.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel ................................................. Life Sciences 
Carthage College; B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel....................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul Wessel............................................................ Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E., M.S.E. 
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Martha Wetzel ................................................ Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College. B.Ed.: 
State University of Iowa. M.A. 
Gerald Willey ...................................................... Life Sciences 
University of Illinois. B.S .. M.S. 
Wallace Wirth .......................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Valerie Wojcik .......................................................... Business 
Northwestern University. B.S., M.S. 
The Cover 
Thornton Community College currently occupies both a main campus (front cover) 
and an interim campus (back cover). Construction is underway on Phase II of the 
main campus, with occupancy scheduled for Fall 1976. 
This publication is not a contract or offer to contract. The Board of Trustees, 
Col/ege executive officers, and their agents reserve the right to change information 
contained herein without notice when circumstances warrant such action. 
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Printed by Patterson College Publications, Benton Harbor, Michigan 
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1976 
Red dye no. 2 was banned because it caused cancer and Legionnaires' 
. 
Disease first appeared in Philadelphia claiming 29 lives, with 151 
others hospitalized. 
The Patty Hearst bank robbery conviction was in 1976 and the 
production of convertibles halted as GM rolled the last Cadillac El 
Dorado off the assembly line, blaming it on declining sales. 
Super Bowl X was won by Pittsburgh over Dallas and the 60th Indy 
500 was shortened to 255 miles because of rain. Johnny Rutherford 
won it with an average speed of 148.72 MPH Didn't slow him 
down, did it? 
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1976 
Academy Awards in 1976 went to "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest" and its stars, Jack Nicholson and Louise Fletcher. The best 
record was "Love Will Keep Us Together" by the Captain and 
Tenille. TV hits that year included "Rich Man, Poor Man" and 
"Charlie's Angels". 
On July 4th, a year of festivities celebrating the US bicentennial was 
capped at 2 p.rn. by the ringing of bells nationwide. 
-, 
In November, Jimmy Carter was elected President and Walter 
Mondale Vice President, over Gerald Ford and Robert Dole. 
Barbara Walters became the highest paid journalist ever With a 5-
year, 5 million dollar contract with ABC. 
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1976 
Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai dies of cancer and Central 
Committee Chairman Mao Zedong dies of Parkinson's disease. 
prompting sometimes violent power struggles in China. 
Making the first step in his media empire, Ted Turner establishes 
WTBS Superstation ip. Atlanta Australian Rupert Murdoch adds 
the New York Post to his already impressive stable of nearly 100 
publications. 
The United States vetoes a United Nations Security Council 
resolution that proposes total Israeli withdrawal from Arab areas. 
The United States Ambassador Francis E. Melroy is killed in 
Beirut, and Americans are warned to leave Lebanon. Israel agrees 
to withdraw from more Sinai territory. 
A Wall Street merger forms Drexel Burnham Lambert, which will 
soon be a driving force in the high yield "junk" bond market. 
American demand is skyrocketing for denim jeans and jackets; 
production of this textile has nearly doubled in the past 3 years, 
from 482 million yards in 1973 to 820 million this year. 
College drop-outs Stephen Wozniak and Steven Jobs found 
Apple Computer in a garage. 
Science and technoloQV make headway; fax machines become 
more common, and W ~g builds word processors that are linked 
to central computers for office use. 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger announces stricter sanctions 
against Rhodesia in an attempt to persuade prime minister Ian 
Smith to switch to majority rule. Smith agrees. 
In a reversal of a 1972 decision, the Supreme Court rules the 
death penalty constitutional. 
Southern Democrat Jimmy Carter beats Gerald Ford for election 
to the United States presidency. 
Roots is written by Alex Haley, becoming one of the most 
well-known narratives of slavery. 
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• Division of Arts and Humanities sponsored 
the first natiollal Madrigal Dinner Confer-
ence. Participants came from 16 states. 
• Thornton Community College served as host 
to the Illinois Business Consortium. 
• A follow-up survey of all Associate Degree 
Nursing graduates from 1967-75 was con-
ducted. 
• A total of 15 videotape programs was pro-
duced during the year. 
• 
Community Services coordinated several Bi-
centennial events 
• Thornton College Singers took a concert tour 
through Western Germany, Switzerland, and 
Austria. 
• Civil Service exams were administered to our 
business students by the local Social'Secur-
ity office. 
Major Goals 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Incorporate more research by students in the 
Life Sciences curricula. 
Determine the feasibility of a Chemical Tech-
nology program. 
Promote vocational interests inforeLqn lan-
guages. 
Implement new programs in Indus.trial Secur-
ity and Public Administration. 
Develop measurable objectives for each physi-
cal education course. 
Continue development and promotion of Learn-
ing Resources area. 
Develop a comprehensive handbook concern-
ing all aspects of theatre and drama production. 
Enlarge speech festival to include more high 
schools. 
t 
T 
j 
I 
I 
~ 1 .. 
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STUDeNT SERVICES 
This office is responsible for the implementa-
tion of all College policy pertaining to student ser-
vices. Additional.ly, the office exercises leadership 
in determining student needs and in translating 
these needs into effective programs. 
The listing below of major accomplishments 
and goals does not necessarily reflect the order of 
importance. 
Admissions and Records 
Major Accomplishments 
• Awarded 572 degrees and certificates dur-
ing academic year 1975-76 (260 Associate 
in Arts degrees, 140 Associate in Science 
degrees, and for the first time, 87 Associ-
ate in Applied Science degrees). 
• Presented college certificates of completion 
to 85 students, Since 1927, TCC has gradu-
ated 6270 students. . 
• Approximately 3950 applications were re-
ceived from students seeking admission/ma-
triculation, an increase of approximately 
40 percent from the previous year. 
• Issued more than 9500 official transcripts, 
at the request of students, to colleges and 
universities throughout the United States. 
• More than 5000 transcripts were issued with-
in the College for use by counselors and fac-
Ulty advisers. 
• Processed more than 600 employment veri-
fications and college recommendations. 
• Increased enrollment necessitated revised 
registration me1hods and expansion of ser-
vices. Opened Admissions and Records Of-
fice on Saturdays to assist students and fac-
ulty. . 
• Enrollment statistics- Tenth-day report fig-
ures. 
fall 
1974-7944 
1975 -9697 
Major Goals 
Spring 
1974- 8294 
1975- 9623 
1976 - 10,250 
Summer 
1974- 2143 
1975 ~ 3008 
• Increase efforts toward formal admission/ 
matriculation proceclures for all students, 
in order to provide better guidance, testing, 
placement, and registration. 
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TO: 
FROM: 
MEMORANDUM 
Boar:d of Trustees 
Nathan A. Ivey 
The specific progress reports of College offices and 
divisions are contained in, the pages that follow. I· 
would like to note, generally, that Fiscal Year 1976 
was a year of great progress for the College. 
Phase II neared completion, and we were able. to 
make reasonable decisions involving the dispOSition 
of our interim campus buildings. 
Enrollment continued to increase, wi~ Spring 1976 
setting a newall-time enrollment record for the Col-
lege. 
t 1 
I 
Our college-credit programs gained in both depth 
and quantity, While our programs and services in~. 
volving the community on a non-credit basis beCame 
a truly comprehensive network of interrelationships· I oo~ry~. . . ! 
". t ". ;:'~"'.: . 
. While Fiscal Year 1976 unquestionably was a fine' 
year for the College, it was not without its diffi-. . ~ 
cutt times. The College experienced the first fac- . 
. ulty strike in its history. While the strike lasted but 
a week and the missed time was made up, it became 
obvious that the number of hours devoted by Col~ 
lege personnel to the collective bar.5)aining proceSs .,; , 
not only was increasing but also was becoming a,',y , 
permanent part of life on this campus. ' 
On the financial front, the College ledgers continued 
to reflect a balanced budget, due in large measure . 
to continued conservative fiscal planning. With the 
uncertainties of state funding and our tuition at the 
maximum, we must continue to emphasize fiscal 
responsibility and the best interests of the District's 
taxpayers, while balancing these against the educa-
tional needs of the District. 
. If we ca!1 prove overwhelmingly that we are fiscal-
ry responsible and point specifically to our coo- 1,' 
tinued record of good fiscal management, then we 
stand a somewhat better chance to achieve local 
tax increases.' 
The future of this institution is a bright one. We 
must take care, however,' to temper our optimism 
with the realization thatgrowth wiJI not be as rapid 
and that resources will be more limited. . 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
This office is charged with providing a compre-
hensive program of instruction for residents of 
Community College District 510. 
The listing below of major accomplishments 
and goals does not. necessarily reflect the order of 
importance~ 
Major Accomplishments 
.' A communications laboratory with teacher-
tutors was introduced in the Language and 
Communications Division. 
• Radiologic Technology Program received 
full accreditation from the American Col-
lege of Radiologists. 
• First course in American Studies was devel-
oped. 
•. Use of the library services in the Learning 
Resources area increased from 30 to 39 per-
cent during the past year. 
• Non-print collection in the Learning He- . 
sources Center was increased by 60 percent : 
and non-print circulation increased by 75 
percent. 
• The Radiologic Technology Registry exam' 
was passed by l00percent of our graduates. 
.• "The Practical Nursing Registry exam was 
passed by 97 percent of our graduates. 
• New career programs in Industrial Security 
and Public Administration were authorized 
and new curriculums were dev~loped. 
• The Continuing R.egistered Nurse Educa-
.tion program was revised and 22 new course 
outlines were developed . 
• All Practical Nursing courses were re-evalu~ 
ated and new course outlines and objectives 
were developed.' . 
• Two new math courses, Introductory Linear 
Algebra arid Using the Calculator, .were ap-
proved by the Curriculum Committee. 
• A new conversation course in Spanish was 
implemented. 
• All Bialogy 103 manuals were re-written. 
-'-
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CI Continue plans for micro-filming all student . 
data. 
Implement new on-line registration system. 
Counseling 
Maior Accomplishments 
• Relocated Occupational/Educational Infor-
mation Center in larger area and increaSed 
use by high school students as part of class-
room assignments. 
• Completed design and printing of new In-formation Center pamphlet. 
.. Organized and taught classes geared toward 
helping mature women return to school. 
e More than 5000 copies of Is TCC For Me 
booklet distributed in Community College 
District 510. 
.. All high schools in District 510 were visited 
during fall and spring semesters, and high· 
school counselors were given updated infor-
mation folders on the College. 
.. Revised orientation program and developed 
manual and slide-tape presentation for more 
than 1000 students who attended orienta-
tion. 
.. During College Day, representatives of 32 
Senior institutions were in attendance to . 
talk with TeC students interested in trans-
ferring. 
.. ·Aciministered 1249 placement tests to in-
coming freshmen. 
Improved admission and advisement pro-
gram for foreign students. 
Maior Goals 
Offer more counseling in the area of career 
development. 
Improve advisement and career planning for 
undecided career students. 
Hold informational seminars for students 
interested in Registered Nursing program. 
" Study feasibility of orientation program for 
all new students attending Thornton Com-
munity College. . 
Implement pilot study in group counseling 
modules as indicated by student need. 
1 
.' ! 
Placement Services 
(Placement Office.apened February 1975) 
Major Accomplishments 
.. Processed 1601 personal data sheets from 
Thornton Community College students . 
.. Received 633 job orders from prospective 
employers. 
.. Placed 369 students in jobs. 
.. Initiated comprehensive career development 
model for Thornton Community College. 
.. Submitted career development program pro-
posals to United States Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, and Com-
prehensive Employment Training Act. 
Coordinated programs with Comprehensive 
Employment Training Act and the Illinois 
Department of Vocational and Technical 
Education. 
Presented seminars for students and pro-
spective· employers. 
Formed Advisory Committee for Placement 
Services. 
II) Prepared audiovisual program for employers. 
Maior Goals 
II Increase and maintain contacts with pro-
spective employers throughout the greater 
Chicago area. ' 
• . Recruit women for non-traditional career 
programs. 
Implement "Careers of the Month" pro-
gram in cooperation with employers and 
College faculty. 
.. Provide career- exploration/career planning 
seminars for students and community resi-
dents. 
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Financial Aid 
Major Accomplishments 
• Total financial aid received by the College 
and its students from State, Federal, and 
private sources for the 1975-76 academic 
year was $1,069,666. This includes the 
following: 
• Illinois State Scholarship Monetary Award 
1,967 Student claims - $404,336 
• Basic Educational Opportunity Grant 
806 students - $534,526 
• law Enforcement Educational Program 
90 students - $14,907 
• Independent ~olarships/Grants (37 
agencies) ,:~: .. 
422 students - $67,545 
• 'Federal Nursing Scholarship 
'16 students - $3,4,15 ,~ 
• Federal College Work Study 
_ 48 ,students - $24,540 
• Illinois Guaranteed Loan Program 
24 students --$19,147 
• Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grant 
7 students - $1,250 
Major Goals 
• Continue to inform current and prospective 
students and their families about sources of 
financial assistance. 
.- Increase efforts to research new sources of 
financial aid, both institutional and per-
sonal. 
Veterans Office 
Major Accomplishments 
• Processed 3 .. 000 student claims for the 
Illinois Veterans Scholarship during the 
1975-76 academic year totaling $410,321. 
• Military veterans using the GI Bill to further 
their education numbered 1,189 on the 
Thornton Community College campus, an 
increase of 23 percent over the 1974-75 
academic year. 
4 
~ ;'·1" , 
., . 
• Several editions of the Vets newsletter were 
published. 
• Classified advertising, matchbooks, and other 
promotional materials used during the past 
year contributed measurably to the increase 
in the number of veterans on campus. 
Major Goals 
• Increase services to veterans on campus. 
Strive to inform eligible veterans within the 
College district about the educational oppor-
tunities available to them. 
Student Activities 
. .. :"; . 
Major Accomplishments 
• Developed and recommended guidelines and 
a new budgetary system for the Student 
Association. ' 
• Recommended new structure for Student 
Association. , 
• I ncreased promotion of S~dent Association 
program. 
Offered a wide-ranging schedule of activities, 
,including picnics, homecoming, club and 
organization events, and student leadership 
workshops.' 
Ma;orGoals 
• Re-define, in specific terms, policies and 
regulations concerning the Student Associ-
ation, student clubs, and organizations, and 
the Office of Student Activities. 
• Offer more activities which will culturally 
enrich both the student and the College. 
• Increase student participation in all activi-
ties. . 
-.~ 
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Intercollegiate Athletics 
Major Accomplishments 
e, Offered a full schedule of intercollegiate 
athletics, including both men's and women's 
teams. 
e Opened new field house. 
Major Goals' 
• 
Increase student participation in athletic 
activities. 
• Tailor intercollegiate sports schedule to cur-
rent College needs. 
Intramural Athletics 
Major Accomplishments 
, ., Addition' of new field house has increased 
, Scheduling of intramural sports. 
Use of Athletic Plant by faculty and staff ., 
has increased due to availability of locker 
romm facilities. 
Major Goals 
• 
• 
Develop greater intereSt in both team and 
individual, intramural athletics. 
Investigate increasing "open' gym" time. 
• 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Numerous service and production departments 
of the College report to this office. These depart-
ments include the 'ControllerlTreasurer, Informa-' 
tion Systems (data processing), Personnel Services, 
Security, Physical Plant Division, Shipping and Re-
ceiving, Campus Store, and Reprography (printing 
and duplicating). The last two departments men-
tioned comprise the auxiliary enterprises of the 
College. 
The listing below of major accomplishments 
a!ld goals does not necessarily reflect the order of ' 
importance. 
Major Accomplishments 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Established a table of organization for the 
Physical Plant Division and updated job de-
secriptions for all employees. 
Coordinated functions of all Physical Plant 
departments so that they are in compliance 
with Occupational Safety and Health Act 
regul ati ons. 
Installed the Honeywell automated contrOl 
system for more efficient and economical 
operation of the new building. 
Selected a new Director of SecuritY and re-
structeredthe Department of Security .. " 
Increased sales volume in the Campus Store. 
.' Developed complete plan for new Campus 
Store in main building. 
• Purchased and installed a Student Registra-
tion System (SRS) for Information Systems, 
providing for multiple semester registrations 
and supportive information. 
• Impiemented a personnel records systerri for 
all College employees. 
• Initiated an annual performance evaulation 
for members of the support staff. 
• Revised employee application forms to com-
ply with Affirmative Action Plan. ' 
Major Goals 
• Strive for timely, meaningful, and accurate 
financial reporting to the president and the t, 
Board of Trustees. -'"-
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• Maintain efficient operation of the campus 
buildings and grounds. 
• Explore areas of expanded osage for College 
equipment and facilities. 
• 
• 
• 
Plan for and execute an efficient move to 
Phase II. 
Improve service to staff and students with 
the completion of the Campus Store in 
Phase II. 
Alleviate traffic problems with addition of 
full-time security personnel and additional 
parking areas. 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
FISCAL YEAR 
1976 
Income 
Local $1,506,339 21.3% 
State and Federal 2,915,755 41.2% 
Tuition 2,506,269 35.4% 
Interest and Other 
Income 146,965 2.1% 
$7,075,328 100.0% 
Expenditures 
Salaries $4,620,120 66.1% 
Employee Benefits 76,868 1.1% 
Contractual Services 324,442 4.6% 
Materials and Supplies 342,315 4.9% 
Conference and 
Meetings 47,428 0.7% 
Fixed Charges 283,438 4.0% 
Utilities 284,244 4.1% 
Capital Outlay 549,827 7.9% 
Other 465,607 6.6% 
$6,994,289 100.0% 
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Two administrative areas of the College report 
directly to the Office of the President. These areas 
are Institutional Resources and Development and 
Public Relations. 
The listing below of major accomplishments 
and goals does not necessarily reflect the order of 
their importance. 
Institutional Resources and Development 
Major Accomplishments 
• Phase II construction continued on schedule, 
and a decision was made in December 1975 
.to move into the new facility in August 
1976. 
• The five-year Resource Allocation and Man-
agement Plan for Community Colleges 
(RAMP/CC - 1978-1982) was updated and 
rewritten for the Illinois Community Col-
lege Board and the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education. 
• Completed a number of general demogra-
phic· studies on Thornton Community Col-
lege student population. 
• . Completed specific studies isolating certain 
characteristics and trends in College stU:: 
dent population. 
• Submitted numerous reports to various State 
and Federal agencies. 
Major Goals 
• Complete Phase 1\ facility. 
• Support efforts to create and implement 
an over-all College records management pro-
gram. 
• Gve greater attention to coordination of re-
queSts for information from outside agen-
cies. 
• Increase efficiency of College data collec-
tion system. 
.. -
Public Relations 
This office is responsible for presenting an 
honest, affirmative pic:rure of the College to the 
institution's many constituencies, both internal and 
external. 
The listing below of major accomplishments 
and goals does not necessarily reflect the order of 
importance. 
Major Accomplishments 
• Enhanced relationships with mass media, 
fumishing more stories and generating more 
coverage than ever before. 
• With Chicago design firm, Image Response, 
gave direction and guidance toward produc-
tion of new College logotype (institution 
identification mark and accompnaying co-
py and delineated future applications of 
same • 
• Cooperated with various College divisions 
and printers in production of College cata-
log, twice-yearly Bulletin, summer school 
s~hedule, second-eight- week booklet, revi-
sion of Is TCC· For Me? counseling book-
let,various brochures, and other printed 
materials. 
• Cooperated with two major national organi-
zations in leadership role (Council for the 
Advancement and Support of Education 
and National Council for Community· Re-
lations of the American Association of Com-
munity and Junior Colleges) to enhance 
position and visibility of community col~ 
leges in America. 
• Promoted TCC letter designation on 1977 
Illinois automobile license plates and coor-
dinated number assignments at College. 
• Produced and promoted spring movie ser-
ies in cooperation with Learning Resources 
Cer'!ter and. Community Services Division. 
• Successfully shepherded crucial press rela-
tions during negotiations and faculty stri-ke. 
Major GOals 
• Concentrate· more heavily on community 
relati<>:ns pr?jects; including recruitment. 
• Increase quality and quantity of publica-
tions, while decreasing production time. 
• Expose District 510 residents to South Hoi-
land main campus. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Community College District 510 
George M. Marovich. 
Chairman 
Robert W. Anderson. Karen Mitchell 
Vice-Chairman 
Damon Rockett Paula Malak 
Robert L. Donahue Raymond Dohmeyer 
Mary Northrop. 
Student Representative 
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ADMINISTRATION 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
- Nathan A. Ivey ......................................................... President 
Hardin Simmons University, B.S.; Texas Tech University, M.B.A.; 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Irwin A. Dahl ................................... Director, Institutional Resources 
University of Minnesota, B.A., M.A. and Development 
Richard D. Nirenberg .................................. Director, Public Relations 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
George W. Clark .......................... Vice President, Administrative Services 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. 
Arthur J. Baker .................................... Director, Information Services 
Patricia A. Duncker ............................... " Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
K. James McCaleb .............................. Director, Buildings and Grounds 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, PhD. 
James P. McCann .............................................. Director, Security 
Southwest College, A.A. 
William T. Schipper ................................................... Controller 
Northwestern University, B.B.A., M.A. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
LaVell C. Wilson ................................ Vice President, Student Services 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
Ronald L. Cooley '" ...................................... Director, Financial Aid 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer .................................. Dean, Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Larry J. Larvick ................................................ Dean, Counseling 
College of Emporia, A.B.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.S. 
Judith M. Price ....................................... Director, Student Activities 
University of Pittsburgh, B.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Doris S. Ritter ...................................... Director, Placement Services 
Ohio University, B.S.C. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
Wayne E. Willard ............................ Vice President, Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois. M.Ed.; Florida State University, Ph.D. 
Robert L. Jack ....................................... Dean, Community Services 
and Affirmative Action Officer 
Piney Woods Jr. College, A.A.; Southern Illinois University. Ed.B.; 
University of Chicago. M.A.; Indiana University, Ed.D. 
Robert J. Lucas ....................................... Dean, Learning Resources 
Western Michigan University. 8.S.; Wayne State University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
William E. Piland ........................................ Dean, Career Education 
Wright Junior College. A.A.; Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S., Ed.D. 
Arthur J. Stejskal ................................... Dean, Community Education 
Coe College, B.A.; Roosevelt University, MA 
William J. Francis ............................................... Division Director 
Health & Life Sciences 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S. 
University of Missouri - Columbia, Ph.D. 
Milton Gilmore ................................................. Division Director, 
Physical Science and Mathematics 
Sterling College, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
J. Albert Kindig ................................................ Division Director, 
Arts and Humanities 
Indiana Central College, B.S.; Ball State University, M.A .. Ed.D. 
Cletus O'Drobinak .............................................. Division Director, 
Business and Commerce 
University of Dayton, B.A.; De Paul University, M.B.A. 
Clarence B. Penny ............................................. Division Director, 
Engineering & Technical 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Norma Rooney ................................................. Division Director, 
Language and Communications 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
William Tabel ......•........................................... Division Director, 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
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FACULTY 
James Abbott .............................................. -.............. Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Adamek........................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David Anderson ................................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary Anderson, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks................................................ General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, REd.; St. Xavier, M.A 
Sarah Barmore ........................................ " ............ Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A 
David C. Bartlett .................................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila Bashaw, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Richard Bishop ..........................................•............ Counselor 
Ohio University, AB.; Butler University, M.S. 
Claudette Bobay .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Edmund Bonczyk ............................................ Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William Bourland ...................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. M.S. 
Doris Brainard ..................................•........................ Library 
State University of Iowa, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.S., C.AS. 
Smith Brand ..................................................•.....•.... Speech 
Knox College, B.A; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea Burkard, R.T ................ Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
Willie Campbell ..................•......••.•.•....•.........•...•.. Life Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John Carlson ........................•.............•.•....•.. Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale Chapman .••..........•••..•...•........•....•....•........•• Social SCience 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A 
Lois Chapman .•...............•...•.•....•....•.•.•..•.•.•...••......... English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Dimpna Clarin ..............•...••.......•..••.••••..••••...•.•........... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
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Kathryn Clauson ............................................. Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
William D. Curran .......................... Physical Science and Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Phyllis Davi~.......................................................... Counselor 
North Park College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Eard DeGroot ....................................................... Mathematics 
Hope College, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James Denier ...................................................... Life Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Martha Dietrich ........................................................ Business 
Indiana University, B.S.; Columbia University Teachers College, M.A. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen Dolan, R.N .................................. Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis Dryzga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, M.A.B.A. 
Daniel Durian ....................................................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar ................................. General Studies and English 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
William Fink .............•............................................ Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, M.A. . 
George Finstad .............................................................. Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S .• M.S. 
James Flynn ............................................................. English 
St. Procopius College, B.A.; DePaul University, M.A. 
Arlene Francis, R.N ................ : .......................... Behavioral Science 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
Leslie Freeman ...................•....................•..••........ Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Jill Giddings .................................•.................. General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
John Gifford ....................•.......•............................•.• Geology 
Syracuse University, A.B.; Oklahoma University. M.S. 
Paul Gill .....•..................•.....•....••.........................•.. English 
Indiana University. B.S., M.S. 
Patricia Golden .................•..•.......••......•....•............. Counselor 
Indiana University, A.B.; Governors State University, M.A. 
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Joseph Gutenson ............................................ Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.E.; 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
Basil Halkides ............................................... r •••••••••••• Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Theda Hambright ..................................................... Counselor 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year certificate 
Fred Hanzelin............................................................. Music 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M. 
Erika Hartmann .......................................................... English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Robert Heinrich ....................................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Lucette Held.......................................................... Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale Helg3sen ........................................................... English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
James Hellrung .............................................. Behavioral Science 
Eas~ern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Vern Hoerman ........................................................ Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A:, M.A. 
Concordia Hoffman ...................................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Gerald Hundley .......................................................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine Janis, R.N ................................................... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
Edward Jenkins ............................................ · ........ Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
Florida State University, Ed.D 
David Johnson .................................................... Urban Studies 
Howard University, B.A.; Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
Hezekiah Johnson............................................ Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A.; Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
James Keane .............................•......................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.A. 
Judith Kelly, R.N ............................................... Practical Nursing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N. 
Betty Lusha Kirk.......................................................... Music 
Drake University, B. Mus; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
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Donald Kramer ........ , .............................................. '.' . .. Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael Kulycky .................................................... Language & 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A Communications 
-
Marilyn Lange ............................................. Occupational Therapy 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
George LaVaque ......................................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A, M.A 
Edith Lebed .... ~ ......................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A 
Charles E. Ledbetter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A; University of Minnesota, M.A 
Sylvester Lloyd ....................................................... " Business 
Tennessee A & I State University, B.S.; illinois State College, M.S.E. 
E. J. Lyons .................................................. Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
Bailey Magruder .................................... Social & Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S. 
Lois Marek, O.T .................... " ........ Coordinator, Occupational Therapy 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Robert Marshall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Counselor 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
George Mattsey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Sally Mensi .............................................................. English 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A, M.A 
DeVaughn Miller ............................................. Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller. ...................................... Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
James Moody ............................................................ English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A 
Jane Morrison ...................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Mignonette Murray.............................................. General Studies 
Brigham Young University, B.A, M.A 
James Norbot, R.N ................................................. AD. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Patrick O'Connell .............................................. Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S. 
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Thomas C. Pavlik .......................................... , . . . . . . . . . .. Business 
Indiana University, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Charles Pennington ................................................ Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. _ 
Vernon Peterson ....................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Frank Prist............................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel Purdy .......................................... Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Blake Reed ................................................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ............................................. A.D. Nursing' 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph Rejholec ............................................................. Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
Sherry Rise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Charlyne Robinson .................................................... Counselor 
Northwestern University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Ernestine Robinson ...................................................... English 
Barber-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana University, M.A.T. 
Constance Rodgers, R.N ........................................ Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governor State University, B.A. 
Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N ............................................ " A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ............................................... Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha Sanchez, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather ...........................................•...... Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Clifton Satterthwaite ........................................ Teacher Aid Program 
Coe College, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Miriam Sawyer, R.N ..................................•............. A.D. Nursing' 
Prairie State Community College, A.A.S.; Purdue University, B.S.N.; Northern 
Illinois University, M.S. 
Greuling Schellhorn .........•........•...............•.•..........•.•...• English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Peter Schloss . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . •. Mathematics and 
Athletic Director 
Bemidji State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
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Jean Sedlack ................................. Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Irvin Seelye .................................................. Behavioral Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Selbka ........................................................ Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt Serbus, R.T ......................................... Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A. 
Raymond C. Sherman.................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn Shevokas ................................................... Mathematics 
Illinois State University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Jacqueline Shikany................................................ . . . .. Business 
Belmont College, B.S. 
Willard Siville ....................................... Engineering and Technology 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.Ed. 
Hiram Spannuth ......................................... Chemistry and Nutrition 
Indiana University, A.B., A.M. 
Frank F. Stanicek ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle ...................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert Sullivan ..................................................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Thornton ......................................................... English 
University of Illinois, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas Tweeten ...................................................... Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
Lottie T. Tylka, R.N ..........................•..................... A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Raymond Van Meerten " .....•.................................... , Graphic Arts 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
Larry Wehner ................................................................ Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
Joan Weller................................................... Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, BA; Middlebury College, M.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel ................................................. Life Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine WesseL...................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
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Paul Wessel ............................................. ,,' ............. Business 
Illinois State University. B.S.E., M.S.E. 
Martha Wetzel ................................................ Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed.; 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
Gerald Willey ...................................................... Life Sciences 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Wallace Wirth.......................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Valerie Wojcik .......................................................... Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn Yoss, O.T ......................................... Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
The Cover 
In celebration of our nation's two-hundredth anniversary, Thornton Community 
College has been officially designated a Bicentennial institution by the American 
Revolution Bicentennial Administration. 
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contained herein without notice when circumstances warrant such action. 
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;;~v~Welcome to T C C-
Dear Studeuts: 
It is my pleasure to welcome you 
10 a nearly~ompleled main cam-
pus. As you can see, work con· 
tinues on various areas of TCC"s 
Phase 11 ConstruCtiOD. Hopefully, 
\he linishlag touches win have 
been applied to the ealire buildiag 
by the ead of the laU semester. 
While parkiag remaiDS a real 
problem, we hope to relieve the 
pressure CI1 the main campus stu-
dent parking lot by exteDding our 
paved walkway sYStem lrom the 
southwest comer of the main cam· 
pus to TCC's lieldhouse, next to the . 
inlerim campus parking lot. The 
inlerim campus parking facility 
will be available for those students 
and staff who are unable to secure 
parking space on .the main cam· 
pus. Meanwhile, construction will 
be in progress on parkiag lot ., A", 
the area which bas beea occupied 
by constrUction vehicles north of 
the main building. Parking lot "A" 
will be a faculty""" staff parking 
lot. When it is completed, many 
more parkiag places will be 
/ 
available to studenls ali the main 
campus. 
I hope you wiU excose my depar-
ture from the usual welcoming let-
ler, but I feel that a direct report 
/rom me on a subject pertinent to 
aU of us would be more in. order. 
NeverthelesS, I wis& for aU of 
you the very linest of /aU 
semesters. As a coIleg~1 we have 
grown, not only in· pb9sical size 
and population, bul also in . the 
comprehensiveness of the p ..... 
grams and setviees we offer to the 
300,000 residents of this college 
district. No growth IlCCUI$ as 
quickly as ourS without accompa-
nying growiag pains; this is the 
priceonepays for maturity. 
Yqu are with US at an exciting 
dme in the history of Thornton 
Community College. I invile you to 
share this excitemeat with us as 
we begin our-sotb year as a public 
community·college. Your creative 
participation, in the deepest sense, 
ultimately is what Thornton Com-
munity Conegerepresents. 
Nathan A.lvey, President 
SOUTH HOLLAND, ILLINOIS 
Dr. Nathan A. Ivey, President of 
Tee:. 
AUGUST 
27, 
1976 
Rules to follow 
Each year, st.idents a ..... asked to Level.) 
comply .with the rules set lorth by SpecUieally, students are 
· the Buildings and Grounds Depart· -aUowed to smoke in the building 00 
men!. These regulations, set by Ibe the red cory tile area .and the 
Fire Marshall of SOUth HoUand and • wonden student lounge. This in-
the Board of Health, are extremely eludes the study area by the ramps 
important Ibis year with the neat • the main area as you walk into \be 
COtDIifetion of Phase 11. school, and the counseling area. 
Accordiag to Doctor James Mc· Smoking is aUowed in the eatiag 
Caleb, TCC Director of Building! arell, and students may smoke in 
and Grounds, the school bas laid '" facUlty offices, with the proper 
least 20,000 square yards of caTpel perttjssion. Tbere Is no smoking 
· and replacement of this would b( around the ramp area. 
unsightly. With the various colors All Ion<! and drink are to be coo-
of carpels, s~mping out cigarettes . sumed paIy III the eating area and 
on the carpet will cause great· are not to be carried up the ramp 
· discoloration. Also, smokiag in the or in elevators ar in the first level 
restrooms win leave scar marksoo courtyard. 
the asphalt tile. 
The fire MarchaII bas Slated 
that there be no smoking in car-
peted .areas, except _the in in-
dividual lounges or teacbers' of-
.. '!ices specifically designated far 
'. smoking. I 
Smokiag . is not permitted in 
cJassrooms, labs,. the library, 
restrooms, ...... iag roonis,lectilre 
areas, !be gym, or the L-Level of 
\be library. (The L-Level is the 
area formerly designated '!S the u-
Faculty members may drink in' 
side their offices. Fond shouldn't 
be taken 10. the L-level of \be 
library. 
Trash contaiDers are along the 
walks to and from the parking Jot 
far studenls to dispose of con-
tainers and otberwrappiDg. 
.Just a remiader: Tbis·is your 
school. Let's try and show a little 
pride and keep \be building in or-
derby complying with \be rules. 
The main ';unpas _rs eompletiollasthelaUsemestergetsuDderway. ne _ IaclDty·,WlU· be 
451,10 square leet In area wbon ~pleted. . -
Psi Pi Officers selected 
Psi Pi chapter of the Phi Theta 
Kappa, the national hooar societ)', 
-bas announced ils aew offICers. 
The students were inducted during 
- . \be spring IS'16semester. 
Scholastic exceUeace is a prime 
criteria for membership. Students 
must achieve a 3.5 srade poiat 
. average (4.0 is the top of \be seale) 
in \be current semester to' be eIigi-
ble for membership. An additiooaJ 
requirement is a 3.0 average for 
twoaeademie years at TCC. 
DedIcated to scholarship, leader-
sbIp development, service to the 
college and community, and \be 
cuJtivatioo ol feUnwship """"" juIIior college students in \be 
United Stales, Phi Theta Kappa 
Was estabIisbed in 1918. 
- Cbapter ofl"lCeIS for 1976-77 .,.,: 
Barbara AIbrect, of - RiverdaJe," 
President;. Karen V ...... t, of 
Dolton, Vice President; Debbie £1-' 
fmeyer, of Dol""" aecretar,,-; and . 
DoroIby Voight, of Tbomton, 
treasurer. 
Mr. James Abbot, ofTbomton, is 
spoosor. 
Library rules an~ extras from .LRC 
The library -will ...... in bandy 
far old and new TCC students. The 
TCC library, located directly IeIt of 
the main entrance and right in 
froDt of \be commons. contaiDs 
everything from A to z. 
-The library hours are convenient 
for an students. The HOIIn are: 
Monday through 'I1Iursday-7:45 
a.m.- 9:110 p.m., Friday-7:45 a.m. 
to 5:110 p.m.; and Saturc\ay 9:011 
a.m. to 12:110 noon. Of course, any . 
material needed may be picked up 
at the library counter. 
Any books Jo be checked out can 
be retained for either two or three 
weeks. Afterwa~, a fme of ten 
cents a day is due. Reserved books, 
placed in the library for \be use of 
a studenI by .. teacher, briag forth 
a 2S cents per day fme. Magazines 
.,., cbecked out for three days and 
vertical file inlormatioo may be. serYiees. . 
borrowed for one week. . Any students requiring assis-
- Books may be renewed ooiIy IaDce with their course work may 
once, because studeats IrequentIy obtain help, free of charge and 
use-the library materials and may regardless of \be subject area, 
ibe Fall aemester of '16-be.... tbrough\betutoriDgserviCe. 
squrc:efaI uPlift from the start. Videotape, 16Jr1M ("11m and otber 
- The Li!aming Resonn:es Center Ieaming materials.,., avaUable III 
-(LRc) . offers .. a variety of ad- the maiD reading .-.. to studeels 
ditionaJ aervices to studenls and·' aad fticuJty on request for viewing 
faculty· besides providiwI 1ibrary' and IIsteaiDg. .. ,,:. 
. ~ 
..... 
For use m atiy IdIookeIaIed ac-
tivities, 'cameras (3SMJ4 aad 
.moVie, aad calculators are 
availabletbrougluoquipmenl Iqan. 
Alllbeae serYiees plus ....... are 
available in -\be maiD reading 
. room. _level 2. You Dl8yllave your 
questiODS aDSwend by· the 
IlbIsrian Oil duly 01' by obtaining ~ 
baDdbook. You may eva waJll to 
dobatb. 
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Editorial 
Taking into consideration that There's room for you, too. You can 
this is the Ilrst week of the spring write Letter.; To The Edit.".. Don't 
semester, The Courierwouid like worry about hurting our feelings; 
to welcome all of YoU'new students we like constructive criticism. Ob, 
to TCC and welcome back aU by the way, just in case you do like 
previous students. something thaI's going on, we 
With Phase II almost near com- won't at all mind a letter of praise. 
pl.tion and with the celebration of It's good for our morale. 
our schools fiftieth anniversary, No matter wbat, you've got to 
this should prove to be an ex- have some opinions, and we're in-
ceptionalyearforaU. terested in them. Tbey don't bave 
The Courier, being no exeeption, to be any great piece of art work, 
bas high expectations for a very just your opinions in plain English. 
successful year. By the way, in (Leave out the four letter words..:..·· 
ease you may not know. the please.) Any reasonable letters 
Courier is your _ newspaper. wiUbeprinted. You must sign your 
It is wrilten for and by !be student name to all letters. 
_yo fn order to help us make It a I guess It might ba a good Idea 10 
....,.,.,..fuI year ..... wlU oeed any let you know who exactly is on The 
and aU help from you. We wek:ome Courier staff. The editor is Mary . 
any help from you and In fact, we McHugh. Her copy editor is Bren-
"""""",gelt. da Gorski. The aHeawre editors 
Those of you interested In are Annette Andrews and Julie 
writingorsubmiUinganartic:le.or Fuimara. Starlina' Clark Is' 
in just helping out on !be Courier. Business Manager. and Ross 
may contact ......-... on the staff Lathrop will be bandiing cir-
.... stop In at the office. OUr affice is culaticn. Jerry. Mcilvain is in 
located In Room 2117C and the ex- ehsrge of Advertising. and last, 
tension is 332. but certainly not least. is Ross An-
Phase II continued 
We on !he Courier starr are here derson. our Movie Critic. 
to help you. If you wish 10 have If you know any of them. don't be 
something covered or submitted. afraid to go up and talk with them. 
just contact us. If you're worried The worse that can happen is that 
about typing. don't be. There' ••. you'll be asked a lot of questions, 
always someone willing 10 help After all, journalism are known for 
out. If !here's no one in the affice, their nosiness. Otherwise just drop 
justslipitunderthe~. by !be office. Just as a reminder, 
[ know there's a few 01 you who the affice is in Room 2117C and our 
woo't lilte what bas been written in extension Is 332. 
the CourieratcertaiittimesCl".just. "Once again, welcome back. We 
plainly won" like anything. hope you have" ...." good year. 
It bas been more than two years 
since the ground-breaking 
ceremony for Pbese II took place. 
There were two years oIlraveling 
between two campuses. and two 
years of walking from the parking 
lot, through muddy terrain to get to 
classes in the main building. All 01 
thiS, ~, is soon coming to an 
end. 
Phase Ii is nearly complete. It 
contains 43 new classrooms, three 
lecture bails, 123 offices and live 
cooference rooms, TCC will aIsn 
bave lis GWII theatre, which is ex-
peeted 10 becompieted in October. 
Leboratories are also provided 
In the Phase II section of the cam-
pus, as wen as the campus slore 
(currenUy lecated on !be Interim 
Campus in Building to). and III 
food servi!:e wbleb will both b 
lecated on Level L A student "'" 
ter is lecated on Levell. . 
Parking win sliD be a prahler 
untO the lots areoompieted but on 
should be fmished in Ibe nea 
future. Ulllil !be time 01 its com 
pletion, a parking area is provide< 
on the Interim campus. 
Where to go for information 
FINANCIAL AID. LOANS, 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
ABSENCE FROM CLASS OIftee 01 the Direcl<lr 01 Financial 
PERSONALPROIILEMS 
A CoUegeCounselor 
Room %119. Ext.:I06 (Three d.... meetings .,.. one Aids 
::. !be V'..., President 01 . Rooms2117. Ext. 3Zl. 
_Services 
Room %119 Ext.:I06 G,£,!). iNFOftMATlON A.CoIIege~ 
Room 1119, Ext.:IOII READMISSION TO CLASS 
ACADEMiC ADVISEMENT 
A CoIIegeCocmselor 
Room 2119 Ext.:I06 
. G.I,IIILL 
. Officeol A<Imissions and Records 
Room 2132, Ext. 329 
ACADEMICR£GVLA11ONS 
Office 01 the VicH'residant of 
Educatiooal Services 
Room %130. Ext. 225 
BABY SiTTING 
Bldg. 18 Interim 
PiIone 5S&-659O 
<ULLEGE NEWSPAPER AND' 
PUBLICATIONS 
Journalism Office 
Room 2117 Ext. 332 
COUNSELING SERVICES 
Room 2119, Ext. 30& 
DROPPING AND ADDING 
<'''OUIISES 
Office of Admissions and Records 
lloom 2123, Ext. 329 
EMPLOYMENT-FULL OR PART 
TIME 
Placement Office 
Room 2119, Ext. 315 
Off tee 01 the Vetft'ans' CoonIInator 
'RoOm 2117. Ext. 319 
GRADE REPORTS 
Off tee of Admissions and Records 
Room 21%3, Ext. 329 . 
'IiEALTliSERVICE 
Room 2119. Ext.:I06 
I,D, CARDS 
Office of the Vice-President of 
Student ServIces 
!loom 2119. Ext.:IOII 
INTERCOLLEGIATE 
ATIILE'I'ICS 
Direcl<lrof Athleties 
Phy. Ed .. Bldg., Ext. 334 
LOS'!' AND roUND 
Student Center 
Room 2118, Ext. 338 
PARKING AND CAMPUS 
SECIJRITY 
Office of the Director 01 Security 
Room 2110, Ext. 235 
SPECIAL II\l'I'ERES'I'COIJRSES 
Omce .01 ContInuing. Eduea· 
tion!CommWlity Services 
Room 2130 Ext. 227. 231 
STUDENT Acnvrr-
CLlIBSOORGANIZATIONS 
Office 01 theDirectcr 01 Student 
Activities 
Room 21188. Ext. 336 
STUDENT GOV'!'. A8SOCIA 110N 
President. Student Associaticn and 
DirectGrolStudentAdivities 
lloom %118, Ext. 338 
STUDENT GRIEVANCES. 
Room 2119, Ext.:I06 
STlJDENT INSIJRANCE 
Director of Athleties 
Pbyscial Educ.Bldg .• 
Exl334 
STUDY HABITS 
mOVEMENT . 
A College Counselor 
. Room 2119, Ext. 30S 
IM-
Tee increases faculty 
Afong with Thornton Commumty 
College's new size increase this faU 
are new faculty member.;_ The 13 
new employees include eight in- . 
sttuctors. two counselors, two 
direclors,.and one libnlrian. 
The new instructors are Mary 
Scanlan in Music; Joyce Mascndi 
in AnN (A!':<::m"~ff" oPP"~ in Nm'"· 
sing); Sara Sasberry in LPN (Lin- Also, the two new directors are 
censed Practical Nursingl; Wayne Nursing Director. Kathleen Fen-
Wolf in Law EoIorcement; Linda ..... replacing Carolyn Fraser and 
Uzureau in History. replacing Dale lIfauriee Page. Courdinator of 
Chapman whoJ" en Sabbatical (or Saclal Services. New counselors 
one year;,.VirIIinia Chanda in are Diane Fitzpatrick and Linn 
English. replacing a I'crmerin- Tyrell replacing Chariyne Rebin-
s_ lor one year; and Timothy son who is on leave for one year. 
Duszynski in English for one year. Barbara Meyers Is a new librarian 
renfae1m! 3: rnnn~r iMtriicthr.· in the Leamint:! Resources Center. 
TRANSCRIPTS 
Office 01 Admissions and IReccrds 
Room zm. Ext. ~ 
Tl'IANSf'ER TO ANOmER 
. COLL®GE 
It. CoIIegeCocmselor 
!loom 2119. Ext. 30S 
'I'VlTtON PAYMENT 
Coulr'oller's Office 
Room 2123. Ext. ZlG 
"roITION REFlJNDS 
Officeol AdtnisImms and I\econIS 
Room2l23, Ext. 329 
VE'I'ERANS INFUftMATtON 
OfficecfVellel'ansOcordinal« 
Room 2117. Ext. SI9 
-. 
VOCATtONOR.IOBSELflCTro~ 
It. CoIIegeCounselor 
Room 2119. Ext.:I06 
M'nIDRAWL FROM CLASS Of 
COLLEGE 
Office of AdmisstoIIsand Records 
Room 2123. Rxt. 3:!9 
The Courier 
The nih Is never pare alld seldo .. &imple. 
The COIJRIER 10. _Iy pabllcatleo,.....,. 
lar and by the students 01 Them ..... eom ..... altvCoIIege 
wltll._tIeoor3.000. Tbeedltorialopialoasarelhose 
_oed lCIely by the Editorial Board and doaot 
-.....riiy reIIeet the opinions oIoaimlnlstrators. I.culty .... !be siadan, 
gO'UffftmenL . 
Editor •..•......•. " ................................ MarY McHugh 
Copy Editor ............................. , ........... Brenda Gorski 
Co-Feature Editors ................................ Annette Andrews 
Julie Fiumara 
Advertising Manager ................................ Jerry Mcilvain 
Photography Editor ................................... John Kasrula 
Business Manger ... , .............. , ................. Starlina Clark 
Circulation Manager ........... : ...................... !toss Lathrop 
Columnist .•...•.......•.. , .......•..•..••..• , ••.••• Ross Anderson 
Advisors Pro-Tem •........•...•••.•....•.••..•.• ,. ,. Larry Larvidt 
Ricilard Nirenberg 
Cartoonist .•..•..•••...•..•..•..••..•.••••. , •....•. Julie Keenan 
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BOARD VETO'S 
SALARYINCREASE~ 
by Melvin Tho ...... 
The Thornton Community 
College Faculty lost another bid at 
gaining salary increases for its' 
. instructors. At the last meeting 
with the board of trustees, faculty 
association representative James 
Flynn presented the decision-
STRIKE? 
Negotiations on TCC 
tseich.rs. IGlarle. eon .. 
tlnued until 12:30 Thur-
sday morning; according to 
student truat •• , Stev. 
Slwlnskl. Th. me.llng 
Included Ih. faculty 
Executive, Board. and tho' 
prof •• slonal ""9otlotcr, 
T eel Clork. who repr ••• nt. 
t .... admlnbtratfon. 
Th. faculty Executive 
Board mot Thursday of· 
temoon to make 
roeommendat1ou to the 
.ntl .... faculty. 
A full faculty m .... lng 
will be held within the 
next thr.. days and 
faculty will decide their 
next cours. of action 
according to Slwlnskl • 
. 
Steve a Siwinski ~ Board of 
Trustee Student Represen-
tative. (above) 
makIDg body . a twelve point 
recommendation for the flSCall977 
b':1dget. Included. were specific 
recommendations regarding ways 
and means of supporting salary 
increases that would make Tee 
faculty salaries comparable to 
other teaching institutions. 
In part. the recommendations 
called for a decrease in ad-
ministrative east which has 
swelled by two-hundred thousand 
doUars in the past three years. 
The recommendations received a 
nay vote from trustees, saying,' 
'the board is comfortable. with 
present salaries." 
Conversely, the board approved 
a special levy that will incr~ase 
facuhy insurance premiums next 
year. Also new support staff 
positions were approved in the 
area of security g\lards . and 
shipping clerks [or the new 
campus ~tore which will be 
opening in three weeks . 
Other expenditures approved 
by the board were: a new twenty-
eight thousand dollar audiotape 
duplicator. fluidic and hydraulic 
training units. a larger money safe 
for the campus store, fire ex· 
tinguisher maintenance and 
repair. and refuse removal. 
Ms. Valerie Alvord preva~ed 
over six other applicants to be 
appointed, by the board as adviser 
to the Courier. Also, Joyce Colin, 
the new womens' tennis and 
softball coach was appointed. 
New Trustee Airs Ideas 
by AUDette Andrews He suggests if students ~ant to 
Stephen Siwinski ·is definitely contact him when he isn't there 
not another Mary Northrop. that they leave a message outside 
Steve is the student his office door. 
representative to the Board of Siwinski . feels that courses he 
Trustees. The eight-member bas taken in industrial psychology 
board sets all' policies for the will allow him to deal with large 
scho~l. Other member~ are: numbers (If people more' ef· 
Robert Anderson, chaIrman; . fec:tively. Being an effective 
RaymoDii Dohmeyer.-_ Robert. ·-"stooen~ trustee can prepare him to 
Donahue, vice chairman; James become more' effective at his 
Livingstone. Mrs.. Paula Malak. future profession. 
Mrs, Karen MitchelL and Damon 
Rockett. History Teacher 
Joins Staff 
Ms. Northrop was last year's 
representative. However. she was 
not always available to the 
students to adequately represent 
them. Siwinski believes that in by Julie Fi ......... 
order to be a stadent represen· "I am basically impressed by the 
tative the representative has to :school and the students . ..it was a 
make. himself known to the please-nt surprise:" said Mrs. 
students and to their problems. Linda Uzureau with a smile, when 
As part of his job. Steve is asked for her first impression of 
responsible [or- voicing student Thornton Community College. 
opinions to the board. Siwinski Mrs. Uzureau is a new history 
" must also be ~nt at meetings instruetor replacing Dale 
of the Student Association Ompman who is on sabba~caL 
Committee (SAC) in order to The 29 year .old new comer lives 
undentand student problems and in Chicago with ber husband Paul. 
gather their opinions. an architec:t. Mrs. Uzureau added 
lisa Mergler shows win~in9 spirit. See below for further det~ils. 
17NEW 
POM POM GIRLS 
by Steve Lea· The awarding of the positions on 
Competi~ion t~ned out to be t.he porn porn squad were read by 
friendly and benefidal for all who Special T's captain Kathie Paliga 
showed up at the tryouts for the along with four 4lth"'r returninsz: 
SpeclaI, T..s (pom puwl-..>qwoL,_,_ porn pom'.' Judy Zebr ... kas, 
The tryouts were held recently Cindy Romba. Janice Sobolewski 
and one could sense the tension and Shaya Spears. 
"that surro,:"nd~d .the. girls and ~he Open laughter and excitement 
coneentratlon 10 ~helI' eyes behed abounded as the girls heard their 
any feelings of being ~elaxed. names read off. 
The girls were judged on ap- When the initial ferment bad 
pe~rance. coordination. timing and, passed the new Special 'is ex-
attitude. plained why they wanted to be 
After going thro.ugh their )umps pom porn girls. For Lisa Mergler 
bumps and gyrations the Judges its a chance to participate in a 
made their decisions. however. the sc~ool activity. others said it was 
performances were so good that beeause they liked to dance. What 
while a process of elimination ever the reason their aU Special 
would have whitUedthe 12 girls T's now and their main purpose. 
down to seven regulars and ODe according to Paliga. is to entertain 
alternate, judges agTeed that all the fans at half time of football and 
girls were very' talented and baskethall games: 
should be included. The consensus seems to be that 
Athletic Director Peter Schloss they will be thinking about tbe 
suggested that aU 17 girls be taken fans that are watching them about 
0010 the squad and said he would as much as the guy running down 
try to get enough additional porn the field witb the ball is. They're 
porn suits so that TCC c:ould have a tbere to entertain the crowds but 
16 member Special T's unit with .lso to have a good time them-
one alteroate. selves. 
Steve feels that students should that when she came for her job 
take more interest in" student - interview it was at the interim 
government beeause. it does in. campus and dfdn't rea1ize she 
valve them. U for DO other reason. would be teaehing in the maiD. 
students should become involved, campus. 'Since my hashand's an 
he, feels, beeause' their student architect. fm interested in sr· degree. below it will really be a 
activities 1 fees support chitecture~ •• from an a.rehitectural problem." she commented. then . No'Funds 
Left organizations sucb as student point of view, it isn't easy to make said "I eertainIy don't mind' government. something aesthetic: out of con- walkinge'on Tuesdays and Thur-Siwinski lobbyed to get his own crete,· she added. "Considering sdays. When I arrive late I park in 
office. He is the only board it's built in cement. I think it's the student parking lot. It doesn't 
member with an. office and' bopes (main campus) very well done." bother me a bit." 
to set future precedent. The office The lack of air conditioning, Mrs, Uzureau's eollege roster 
is in the student lounge area: according to Mrs. Uzureau is the includes University of Idaho for 
2117D and he can be found there type of problem expected in a new her Bachelors degree in history 
2:30 every building. She also finds the and English. -I had a double major 
parking problem' ridiculous. ·Sort, as an underg,-aduate.· she added. 
of'3 reflection of Americans' She also attended Emory 
inability to walk anymore. As I University in Atlanta. Georgia for 
understand there is a big parking' her Masters degree. She is 
lot right over there (interim presently writing her ·dissertation 
campus) that's practically empty. 1 on Soviet History for' her doc· 
suppOse when it gets to be 20 tarate. ' 
Vets In Need Of New Members 
by Mary Lo .. Potkall6ki support to our club, please caU the 
What is the Vet's Club? V.A. office. 
It is an organization-on campus The club will be operatiog the 
comprised of male and female refreshment stand at aU the home 
veterans who served in the armed football games of the college 
forces. The club gets together to starting Saturday. September 18. 
sponsor various activities such as We can use your help. 
dances, " blood drive, help needy The club will also bandle the 
families~ e«. beer concession adjacent to the 
We are in need of new membe... ""bool picni<; - Saturday, October 
there is no membership fee aDd 2 at North Creek Meadowa. 196th 
, the only requirement is being a aDd Torrence Ave., Lansing •. n. 
. v~tA')t"ari: If Vou:b,'n·:lend'·Your .. :.We· need veterans to belpT 
Due to the high number of 
applic:ations received and to the 
smaller amount of money. ear-
marked for the ISSC scholarship 
no more applications will be taken. 
As of September 7, 1976, 156 
thousand applications were 
received. These applications 
covered the exact amount of 
$69.37 million which the 
scholarship had allocated to the 
school. 
AU applications received later 
than September 7, 1976 will be 
sent with a letter indicating the 
application was too late to the 
BEOG funds, institutional funds, 
or loans. This deadline is in ac-
cordance with the postmark 00 the 
applic:ation. 
Governor Walker bas signed 
authorization legislation which· 
permits the ISSC to make a $1550 
snaximum award for next year. 
This applies to all students, but 
especiaJJy to those who will be 
attending private institutions. The 
General Assembly and the 
. (Con't cmpage 2) 
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Th. 1976-77 new football 
:lm. left to right, front row: 
:mk Stolak. Dave For<uta, 
• n Boling. Alfred Scott. 
dn .. y Chaney. Brian Ellison. 
fE Nowden, and Dan Davis. 
,w 2: Bill Poll<. John 
Donnell. Jerry Kallas. 
Spanish Club 
meets Monday 
.\ meeting to organize and name 
ornton's new Spanish Club will 
held Monday, September Zl. at 
1m in the reading room of the 
'guage lab. 3120. AU students 
erested in the Spanisb language 
d cultural activities are invited 
participate. 
Spearbeading the organization 
, Verne Thomas, Betty Day. Jan 
.)noeehio. Aliee Cerda. and 
.ldee Frablich. aU "graduates" of 
;o·s Spanish classes. In-
rmediate students Merit&. 
tto!> and DODIl& King are 
;istit1g. The group would like I<l 
gin planning several Spanish 
{Ie Christmas activities.· 
Thornl<ln has eight Spanish 
<lions this fall. including • new 
st-year CODVer.s.ationai class for 
ening students. 
Ms. Jean Sedlack. Spanisb 
itructor is advisor for the new 
lb. 
llRRECTION 
DON ANDERSON. NOT 
f:D CLARK AS PREVIOUSLY 
RINTED. IS THE 
ROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATOR 
EPRESENTING THE AD· 
IINISTII.A nON. 
OUR APOLOGIES TO THt: 
OM POM GIII.LS. 
SI"ph.n Caston, Bob Raynor. 
Errol Simpson. Jim Antonson. 
Row 3: John Truesdale. 
H .... ch .. 1 Craig. Rod Salata, 
G .. orge Silfugarian. Mike 
Vorga, Chuck Castiglia. Row 
.4: Paul Kukla, Paul Lucos, 
Larry Szabel.I<i, Derrick 
Savag... Joe Soltys. Paul 
Adamski. Not pictured are 
Tim Framko and Gerund 
Scurlock • 
Photos by Steve Leoa 
Courier StaHl 
Strike stili pOSSible! 
Board-teachers disagree 
on settlement proposal 
Announcements earlier this 
week that the Faculty Association 
and the Board of Trustees had 
reached a tentative settlement, 
regarding tbe wages and 'benefits 
dispute between the two, was 
apparently premature. 
Last Sunday. September 19. the 
Faculty Association ratified a 
wages and benefits proposal 
submitted to tbe As.oeistion by 
negotiators for the Board of 
Trustees. The proposal which was 
accepted. however. by the Faculty 
Association differed in several 
material respects from the 
proposal submitted by the 
negotiators for the Board. 
The Board has requested that 
the Faculty Association present to 
its membership the proposal 
actually offered by the Board in 
the hope that a settlement can be 
achieved on this basis. 
The probationary contract 
proposed. which was ratified by 
the Faculty Association on 
Sunday. eontained a I<ltai of 
$167.345.00 in benefits and wages, 
Included in the settlement was a 
7.6% salary increase based on' an 
average salary· of $17,500.00. 
medical coverage for dependents 
was doubled. the addition of a 
dental program. a life insurance 
coverage increased by 500/0, to 
$15,000.00. a $500.00 base salary 
increase. Also. 546.00 per credit 
,hour will be received for extra 
classes taught. and there will be 
,impr'oved class size: 
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Although the faeulty voted to 
accept the resolution. the increase 
in the faculty's salaries were not 
as high as the faculty felt it could 
have been. Douglas Tweeten. 
Ipresident of the- faculty 
association, stated that there was 
Picnic scheduled October 2 
enough monies in the ~udget to 
meet the intented salary demands 
soiIght by the faculty. 
The faculty. as.'JOci.ation con· 
sisted oi eleven members that 
represented tho faculty aL 12.rge 
by Tim Thomas 
Free food. music. games and 
many other activities for people of 
aU ages are scheduled for 
Saturday. October 2. when the 
TCC picnic is held at the North 
Creek Meadows Forest Preserve, 
196th and Torrence Ave .• Lansing. 
IL lrom 12 noon I<l 11 p.m .• 
sponsored by SAC. 
That's right. free food! SAC bas 
hired a catering serviee to provide 
nourishment for all the starving 
scholars at TCe. And it will be 
warm food. so a chilly c.ay won't; 
scare you away. It will be served 
promptly at noon so plan to come 
early and stay late. 
The entertainment committee of-
SAC. Curt Carrey. Ellen Hall. 
Cathy Rerey. and Donald Young 
bas assembled three fine hands to 
perform at' the outing. Salailian 
Express will leadoff piaying from 1 
p.m. to 3 p.m. Burnt Bridge will 
follow and continue until 5 p.m. 
Lafue will keep you swinging until 
7 p.m. 
During the picnic other ac· 
tivities are pianned. At 12:30. 
right after or during' lunch some 
chops are planned for you. They~re 
not pork chops but Karate Chops. 
Curt Carey and Co. will put on an 
exhibition . of Karate for your 
when reviewing contract offers.. 
enjoyment. Members of the faculty association 
Mom and Dad you are encouraged were: Phylis Davis, L. Ronald 
to bring out youngsters of all ages, Faraquhar. Robert Marshall. 
to the TCC Picnic. Many games Charles Pennington, James 
and activities are planned to make Abbott. Les Freeman, Bailey 
the day a happy one for your Magruder. George Finstead. Bill 
ct);i1dren. Prizes will be given to Bourland. Dave Bartlett. and 
the winners of the events. Douglas Twetten. 
Students will ,be encouraged to' The law ftrm of Seyfarth. Shaw 
participate in games of volleyball Fairwealth. Geraldson. and Clark 
and softball. If this isn't your idea represented the Board during the 
of fun however~ be assured that negotiat.ions. 
someone will come up with other At Courier press time, no 
activities to keep your interest. representative from the ad· 
Vets Club will provide beer for a minstration was available for 
thirsty student body at a nominal comment. Members of th( 
charge across the street from the negotiation committee for the 
picnic. !acuity were: Dennis Dryzga: 
Nursing Director evaluates program 
-All students. faculty, ad~ chief negotiator Robert MarshaU. 
ministration. and staff members Joseph Selbka. and Douglas 
are invited to bring their families Tweeten. 
and friends and join in the fun. The faculty association stated 
by Sharea Kabat 
'"Tbornl<ln Community College's 
ursing program needs minor 
hanges at best. .. commented Mrs. 
:athleen (Kate) Fenner, the new 
iirector of nursing. 
"1 think the strength of • 
.rogram depends upon the 
acnlty. The faculty here is very 
ompeteDt. However, I think we 
•• ed more laculty; they are 
.r ... ntly carrying I<lo heavy of a 
<>ad.. There are approximately 
wo hundred and forty student 
lUrseS enrolled in the program 
bis fall Severa! hundred are- on 
Naiting lists and enrolled in pre-
1ursing courses. 
Nnrsing students in particular, 
are "'academically remarkable" 
Mrs. Fenner feels and'says she is 
"thouroughly impressed with their 
enthusiasm and ability to eom· 
municate." 
The thirty year old director .... 
her tasks as evaluating, promoting 
and upgreding the curriculum and 
the image of nursing because 
"gennerally speaking. nursing is 
not seen as an intelleetual field. It 
is known to- be less academic aDd 
rigorous than it aetuaily is." 
Eventually. Mrs. Fenner would 
like to- aSsume an educational 
administrative position. 
I'reseutly. she wants I<l do a good 
job at ThoT!1l<ln Community 
Conege. 
"'The 'program here is o~ 
standing. rd like to see it receive 
the recognition that it deserves." 
Generally. aequiring an 
education has been Mrs. Fenner's 
interest. However. she, her 
husband, the Dean of En-
vironmental and Applied Sciences 
at Governors State University, 
and their three childern 
frequently eamp or hike. 
They often attend the theater. 
Prior to assuming her new 
duties August 11, Mrs. FeDner 
was on the faculty of nursing at 
GovernOTS State University. She 
studied Dursing at Northern 
DIinois University and is currently 
working on her doel<lrate. 
that the reason for the salary 
increases were justified because 
salaries at T.e.C. were com· 
Wednesday. September 8, 1976 psrsIively lower tban those at 
seemed to be ordinary enough. other teaching institutions; even 
But. in actuality. it was .a very those in the area high schools: 
special day. according to Tweeten. Also. the 
Its uniqueness stems from faculty association felt that if 
Wedncsda}"s identif}'ing T.C.C:s budget could support 
numerals-9Ian6- improvements to the ad· 
All four numbers are in ministrative staffs., salaries. 
c:bronologicaI descending order.· faeulty salary demanda could also 
The next time this will happen is be met. "'-
March 2. 2010, whe .. the numhers Among tbe remaining demaoch 
will be 312110. to be ..... ked out are a raise iI: 
May 6, 1978 will he the next day exparienee hours that determine 
that """,hers will he in .... nding overtime pay. Teacher sa1aries are 
ehrono!ogic&l order. determined by the amount of 
experience in teaehing and the 
degree of education earned. 
Delimiting date of GI Bill still pending Final ratification for the COD-traet propossl upon setUement of final issues is expected next week.. 
Legislation I<l extend the G~ 
Bill delimiting date is stin panding 
in the House V.temus . Affairs 
Committee·blocked by that 
.:ommittee·s leadership. Although 
the House 01 Representatives bas 
gone on. record in fa.vor of a one 
year extension for the G.!. Bill 
lime' litnit. Representative Ray 
Roberts (I). Tex.). Chairman of tbe 
House Veteran Affairs Com· 
mittee. aDd other committee 
leaders have sueeessfully opposed 
efforts I<l anow a bill I<l be 
presented on the House Door . 
Proponents of an extension are 
focusing their efforts on Rep. 
Robert Edgar's (D·Pa.) B.R. 14143 
which would extend the present 
year time limit from ten to eleven 
years for those veterans who are 
enrolied in school during their 
tenth year 01 eligibility. This bill is 
retroactive for those veterans who 
lost their benefits on· May 31. of 
this year. Robert McMullen. Rep. 
Edgar's aide. stated in a recent 
telephone conversation that 
Congressman Edgar is hoping to 
find the necessary leverage to get 
a bill out 01 committee I<l be voted 
on. If • bill isn't introduead by 
October tbe chea... of a future 
extension will .be greatly 
redueed. 
If any decision is reached on the 
extension. the Veteran Affairs 
Offi~ will send a special mailing to 
every veteran informing him or 
her about it. 
Tri-City Blood Council behind quota - needs' donors 
The Tri·City Blood Community Dolton is in the fourth month of .their 1976:-1977 Pr~ams. !'- great Or~lion need do is ofler the 
Blood Council will hold 'ts this year's drive and is behind in CommunIty ServIce IS for service of a few women to serve 
monthly Dolton Drive on Mooo:.y our pledges. II you ar. healthy. . Or~anizations to. hold ~Iood Juice. Coffee. Te. and Sweet 
September Zl, between 4 P.M. and between the ages o~ 11 and 66. you Drives. For lurther mformatlon on Rolls. • . 
9 P.M., at the West· Hall on ean be a donor. II you cannot give how you can· help ealI Mrs. Lee Remember. the 1'.".(;lty Blood 
Greenwood Road and 142nd blood you can give time. . Kintner 1333-6131) or 841·7316. P1an rosy save the life of someone 
OrVl'tni7ations are [)f'epanng' 849·6030. 339~3269. All an you lovet 
ledure series 
explores caves 
A three-part lecture. 
~SpeleologeDesis (origin) of 
eaves." will be beid at Tbornl<ln 
Community enDege on Monday. 
September Zl, from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Wtlliam D. Curran, instructor in 
Tee's Social a.nd Behavioral 
Science Division, will give the free 
presentation at the north end of 
level 1 in the Learning'Resources 
CeDter. 
The lecture will focus on the 
definitions 01 spaleology. (eave 
exploring) spelunking. and 
apelunkers. and the geeIogiesi 
.. peets of eaves. 
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Editorial 
Should Vets seek students 
NORNIAN. Q.U1T-WA'fC1ttN6-
Tt4RT "TV! You ~ 
iT'S I\lOT\-t"i.NG 
A eUI1lC.H Of 
help advocating strike? 
Many peopl. -" a 
cau.. with blind d.t.r· 
mlnatlon. Such Is the case 
wtth the vets CluIJ. 
During teach.r 
negotiation.. Veto Club 
distributed IIteratur. ad· 
YGCatIng a .. aehen .trlke. It 
wanted students to help by 
aiding teach... on picket 
h ..... _ attend cl ...... and 
to caD board _mben at 
thelrhousu. 
Thl. I. all w.1I and goad. 
but w.· .. forgetting what our 
prime can.lderatlon should 
be. Ovr education I 
During a strlk.. students 
are the peopl. affected most. 
After paying th.lr $17 tuition 
fee per .dos. hour. they 
expect to recelye an 
education. Taking all things 
Into can.lderatfon.they a .. 
the one. paylnll the .. och .... 
So. why a.k th.m to help 
strlk.? 
V.ts Club. an organization 
on campus-camprl.ed of mal. 
and r.male ........ n. who 
•• rved In the armed force" I. 
always offering Its h.lp to the 
needy. AI ... the organization 
govemment for more money 
for continued .ducatlon of Its 
.... mbe ... 
If the dub wants education 
so badly. why advocate a 
strlk.? Especially when Its 
.... mbe .. or. offected .. too. 
Th .......... to be a deflnlt. 
canllict of Int.rest. 
Attacking a cause I. fI .... 
but _ blindly. Thll II _ a 
blind attack an the vets Club. 
w. f .. 1 It did not act In the 
best In ..... st of students In 
advocating .nd .... ment of a 
teach.n· strlk •• 
Widespread apathy pr~valent 
Courl.. stoff member Jull. 
Fiumara [pictured I. handling 
the featur .. editing along with 
A_Andrews. 
We are very close to an im· 
portant eleetiaD and only 48'!b of 
the voters are planning to of· 
&cisUy make a c\loiee. This is 
disgostiag and even more so is the 
fact that the highest amount of 
DOJIovoters will be the eoIIege age 
people. 
For those not registered to vote, 
there are still ways to become a 
legal voter. Registration contiaaes 
at the County Building in 
Chicsgo until September 73. After 
this the only way possible to get a 
voter'. card will be Oetober 5. This 
specisl day is being held as a 
conve!lienee to the individual who 
.... 't register during the normal 
business hours at the town halls. 
The town halls, by the way. will 
not accept voter's regjstrations 
after September 17. To register 
oa Oetober 5. you will have to find 
out what pnoc:inc:t (there are over 
3JO in Thorton Township) you live 
hi and go to a preacribed plue 
from the hours of 8:00 LIn. to 9 
p.m. This will be the 1ast chance to 
register in time to vote in the 
presidential eleetion. For in·. 
formation about preciDct call 
ThortoJI Township Clerk'. office 
at 596-5090. . 
~t the present time we live in a 
democ:rac:y in which the individual 
has the right to make a cboice for 
who they would prefer as· 
Representative and leader. With 
the coatinuing apathy among the 
citizens of this county and 
Life as a fro'sh at Tee 
loy Sand,. Thom_ behind me and. wham! My hooks. 
You may or may not know me. went flying over the side. I torned 
My name is Sandy Thompson I go . to see a wiId-eyed girl frantieaDy 
to this school hut I don't bow too trying to apologize and puB up ber . 
_ people. rm kiDd of shy at socks. at the same time. 
times. 1 guess. rin • freshman "Oh rm so wrry." she shrieked. 
bereattheeollegeandalllcsnsay "I'm just ... late!" 
is. rm confused. ConfusioD is only "That's all right. "I said. looking 
aaturall suppose. After an. what over the ran at my books lying 
ehanee have I got when the ... tteredtwootoriesdOWD."I ~ 
teachers are lost. the ezercise anyway." 
Take just yesterday. 1 was "Yon wouldD't believe what rve 
oa the fifth floor. But this dumb 
ramp doesn't go that high." 
"Boom 51327 It must be a 
mistake!" 
"It can't be a mistskel They 
doa't make mistskes. " She torned 
to coatinae her futile search. 
"But this school only has four. 
fIoors." I caned after her. She. 
didn't Iistea and disappeared 
around the <OrDer. 
espeeislly of the young. a form of It is also very. interesting ~ 
government where voting is not note that many of the poeple wh-
allowed could coacievably come to <OIDp\ain the most are the one 
power. Would you rsther have the. who have "other things to do" 01 
right to make a choice or bave the the lint Tuesday alter the firs 
cboice made for you? Monday in November. 
?ne of the m:ost ridiculous For people not registered, tho 
things a. Jo;pJ votmg age. person Vet's club and ·UHURU. 1I0ni 
can ~Y IS ~ vote WOD t m~ke with· SAC will be sponsoring' 
any diHerence. People who ~ voter', registration driveSep 
that one vote does make a dif· !.ember 23. 24. and 25 in root1 
ference are the ones who elect the 2117G in the student center fron 
1eaders of the eountry. These 9:00 to 5:20 
"doesn't make a diHerence" people • • 
eould have a chabged the outcome There ",ill also be voter', 
of the 1974 veri close third registration September 23 and 2< 
congressional race between the in a mobile unit located in tho 
former incumbant Robert parking lot. Registration will &Is< 
Hanrahan and the present be held in the conference room it 
congressman Marty Ruuo. the'student .center. 
....... ~ ........................ . 
• o.K. we !mow you're _ there. AD you _Ie looking to _ y_ 
ezpertor_ writing abIIItIeo on the __ of CearIer .... arpd 
to _e IIlto the ofBoe. m1 C ..... talk to_ of the ecIItors. 
F .... you J--U-I05ltadenta YOU're ping to aeed three eatalde 
eIferto III erder ta n<eIve. gnde for the _ 10 CoarIer II the 
place to .... The otaff II -r ping .... wil1IDg to IIeIp you with 
IIIIytIdng you ...... t aeed. 
So get on ....... to CearIer and Itart worIdng OR your fatare u • 
praIIfIc - piiater. 
................................. 
_1king down the ramp. (Now been going throngh. 1 just got a 
there'. a puint of interest. It'. like schedule ehange and I can't find . 
decending down hit<> the caverns. 1 my aew class," the girl told me. . 
bop ezpect.iDg to run into 6ttle ":Maybe I can help." I said. 
bearded men. mining for goId.l I ~ to save others from ber 
was trudlling' lloag. that day. hntic search. 
when __ csme speeding up "See," she said. "room 5132. Up 
Volunteers needed 
to sponsor youth 
10% Off on 
all non-sale 
merchandl.e 
with student 00.. . ~dentlflcatlon 
4 . ..-__ s ::!:~:: ~ g I~ TS027WaadlawllA_ card.: 
I" - ~:1!~'" 
Thorntoa Township Youth 
Committee Pro~am Inc. I. 
licensing township families· as 
private fuster family homes' for. 
negIeded. abandoned, or abused· 
ddIcIrea for a maximum of ten 
·ACADEMIC 
. RESEARCH 
PAPERS 
THOUSANDS ON FILE 
_$1.110 .... __ 0-... 182_._anIor_ 
t t926 Son" Mon;co Blvd. 
Las ~ .... Ca. 90025 
:":-::-~~I' __ .. _to: 
- . 
- . 
~--------------
days. 
These children need loving 
families that can provide P.idance. 
stnaeture. and a sense of Security. 
The program only places youth in 
.ueb homes when absolately 
...........,. ....... all other liter-
natives have been ezhauated. The 
program needs more families. and 
provides a dally stipend for the 
care of ddIcIrea while they are 
pIaeed. There are f_ rigid 
requirements other than a genuin< 
concern for children and I 
wholesome faDll1y enWvnmeat 
The group is also MeIciD! 
wiunteers to be youngpersoD', 
advocates. The wiuoteers re..m 
u,Juing from a prOfessional stofi 
'I)Re hours weekly is spent will 
a yonng peraoa for • period of 
mt.eenweeks. 
For information. eoataet Bemil 
1!ice at 339-6'16'1. 
IMPORTANT STUDY ABROAD ANNOUNCEMENT: Limite< 
openings stili remain an CFS accredited Academic V ..... 1976-T. 
Programs for Fall, Wonter. Spring, or Full Year for qua. 
applicants. Students In good standing. Freshman. SaphaCllOfl 
Junior. Senior Year are .ligible. Good faculty ref .......... 
evidence of leH·motIvatlon and sincere Int.rest In study abroac 
and Intemotlonal cultural exchange count more with CFS thor 
specific grade point. For applicatlonslinformation: CENTER FOI 
FOREIGN STUDY/AV ADMISSIONSI216 S. stattIBox 6061",. 
Arbor. MI "48107 (313)662·5575. 
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Strike still possible· Tweeten says 
by ~ Aadre". . released by the board. However . iDerease for 52 teachers who bave F~~ medistion into eontraet Douglas Tweeten, president a! th~ association. lnereasea -in life in· given to all members of the 
_ce benefits, de.ta1 insurance faculty. Aeeerding to Tweeten, a 
ClOVerage and bealth insurance for six per cent iDerease for those on 
~ty dependants were ind!"led- the maximum salary levels would 
Degotistions bas been approved to, laculty association said tbe reached the 14th step on a 14 *p 
help solve the dispute between proposal from the ~rd is .UD- salary sehedule. In order for those 
faculty and board members satislactory" to the faculty at on the 14th step to receive tbe full 
regording teacher aalari... large. $1,259 lnc:rease, creatinn a! a 15th In its proposal. the board stated be more .... ptable than the two 
that all faculty members would per cent increase proposed by the 
i'eeeive a pay iDerease_ However. board. 
The latest development came Whea the .proposal was' step would be needed. 
Sep~mher 23 when the proposal. prematuret" accepted last week,. Order a! pay increase is ill. 
submitted by the board, , was agreement was reached with the eluded in the proposal from the 
rejected by faculty. . assumption that all faculty board for thOS\' on the 14th step, 
. memhera would receive the same the rate a! iDerease is not as high 
The latest proposal is a "fair and amount of increase. • as for other faculty on lower steps. 
·those on the. maximum salary Although no deadline bas been 
levels would not recieve the $1,259 set for a' strike vote, Tweeten 
inerease as would other faculty stated,"The faculty is waiting for 
memhera. reaction from the board on its 
. The faculty proposal is for an rejection of the proposal and a 
eoual amount of increase to be. _strike is .tiD possible." 
equitable •• ttlement to the However the board's proposal The board did approve th. other 
contract dispute," was a statement did not ind~e an equal amount-of issu.. brought by the fac.l ... 
, ----------~----------------------~-----------------------Board OK's 
utilit.y system· 
by Melvin Thomas proprietary system such as this. It 
High on the priorities 01 the will be controlled within the 
agenda for the regular meeting of building. The board considered 
the Board 01 Trustees was a MeCaleb and' Honeywell-proposal' and an apporval of a authorities on the subject without ____ .... _____________ .... ____ ..;.. _________ _ 
'Honeywell maintenance eontr&et.' further comment. - Vol. 43 No.5 THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE Thiseontraet bas to do with a new, The board also approved the ________________________ SOU_'h_H_O_lIa_nd_,'_Il. ____ Se,;.p'_e_m_be_'..:,30::,' ;,:197.:.:,' 
highly sophisticated utility erestinn ~f a position for a full time 
management system soon to be librarian. 
installed in our main campus Lucille PaIoff was appointed 
building. The mo,ptbIy cost will he new spensor of the ebeerleading . 
$445 .during the warrantee period and Pom POD squads. 
and $700 per mOnth tbere-after. Bids. on physieal science 
SAC elections start-
Cani.datestell views This systl>m will he used in equipment and supplies were ioeating malfun~tions in the approved for. Fisher, Central, sehoals' utility system. With the Matheson !lnd Sargent-Welch 
Dew - Honeywell system, ScIentific Companies; Scientific 
ma/funetions will be pinpointed by Products; and Wilkens-Anderson Elections for orr-leers for statementa fo~ The Courier provemenls. 
a eomputer centrally located Company in the 'amounts of $487, poaitions OD student ~ stating their feeliDgs and goals. Paul E. Martis-To help the 
within.the main campus building. $28.54, $1,499.'18. $363.55, will continae Thursday, Friday Donald .Young said - I bave otudent body in voicing those 
The oa/y disagreemtiat to this $2,2S1Jl5. and $44.Ii6 respeetiveIy. and Monday. Voting will be held decided to run for office beea_ I coJllplainta pertaining to the 
proposal was from DoultJas A bid a! $2,597.32, made by from 9 &.III. to 8 p. ... and from 8 reel that I will help SAC move in learning proees. and the 
Tw_n. president of the faculty Anne Jankowski, was approved by' to 8:30 p.m. Thursday, Friday an orderly fashion m aeeuiing the availability of tbe materials to 
assoei&tioD, wbn urged the board the hnord to perform catering from 9 Lm. to 4 p.m. andMoadal( need to TCC students.· . meet their instruetion needs and 
to check with other ~ for a ...-ricea for the SAC picnic. The £rom 9 LID. to 8 p.m. in fnIot of Janice SoboIewski-I feel that I peraonaI. interests. 
poaaibIe joint venture on main- expeeted attenclanee is 1500-2000 admissions and recorda on the _ he of help to both the ad-
teDance. people. second Iio<)r. ministration and the atudeats in ' . Mary Taglieri 
alias Sandy 
Thompson says 
Aeeording to Dr. MoCaIeb. PermissioD to advertise for bids -As far as what we have had to the duti!>a that are assigned to the 
cIh'eetor of buildings and grounds, ... DeW bIeaebers to __ wort. with. it's (the campaign) . position a! administrative couneiL 
other oommwtity and cit:r ~ eoo. adaIISitometer for graphic S- pretty smoothly: ~ Curt DonaIcI A. CieDiawsJd.Ifeei that 
bave ""'Iuired aimiIar systems but arts, and a. portable stap W"", . Carey, election ebairmaII. - with my past .-d ill SAC I will 
IIOIIe in this region have a p-anted. Candidates bave wrltte\l be able to rutJIiII the job as JWZ 
Unexpected girl wins· for Tee :~~~.~:::: 
Pamela P. Peterson-I don't feel 
tile. Amateur Scfti.auAsso.iatiods that the admiDistrative policies at 
regioDaI and local tourDaments. tbia-eoIIege truly reIIec:t the needs 
"My Klndom 
. for a 
typewriter-" 
Page 2 by a-Lathrop 
The name NespodaallY, in 
Polish. means ~unexpeeted.. That 
__ to be a pretty good name 
... the Iirat Tee femaJe to pia,. in 
two vanity sports in the &&me 
athlelie season in several years, 
Peggy NespodiaDy. . 
. That'. not all me does. by the 
way. This'PE major from Dolton 
also works in the 1M offic:e here, is 
a cashier at l!lue Island Pbarmaey, 
and carries a 1'1 credit-hour. 
scbedule. 
The t ... o varsity sports are 
volleyball and tennis. She played 
in the volleyball mateh against 
ltankakeelwllicb TCC won) and in 
oar Iirat tenDIs meet against 
Harper (whieb we also wonl • 
She bas· a long history of 
atb/etics. Sbe was a guard on the 
women's haaket.baII team last 
JUf, and abe. by her _n ad-
IIlisaiaa, pitehed "for the Iirat time-
in my life" versus DuPage. where 
her seven strikeonts led Tee to 
victory. 
Peggy made it to the last cuts of 
the Chicago Bavens women'. 
professional softball team.. plsys 
lor the South HoUaod WmdmiDs, 
lis farm dub (this farm team is 
not profesaiooa/) and bas played in 
~be hopes to attend ~ ... attitudes a! the atadeIIt body. Grace Lefebure-In running (or 
Chicap State ... ·EaskrD Illinois 10Ann Sebumall-My maiII administrative eouneil, my 
UnIveraity after p-adaation from reuoD for- niDning for ofIiee is primary goal would he to 
TCC ~ says her main thing is quite aimple-I just ..... t to get strengtben and organize the 
"heIpiDg people. ~ - involved in roc. I want to be able student goverament so it would 
• This Aquarlan'. ~ .. besides to baye some basis 'from which to fu.ction more effectively 
adtleIics,ismusii: With the kind of better ~erstaod many of the throughout the student body. 
sebedule she has, but &eeoWIting pro\Ilems that students. face at In order to aeeomplish this goal, 
!iJr her. obvious -_ this TCC. Thornton ~ to. bring aboutat a c:i>mmunication system must be 
. atbJete mould bave very little ebanges. Being. - sopItmore developed so that the stodents 
lime. hut. abe bas used it en. TOO. I am aware of tbe many would /mow where and wbat 
"U W obstacles student govenunent ,bas otudetrt government is as weB as 
nexpeeted'I'" This l~year old faced in the past. We bave to come. its purpose. By improviDg c:om-
-- to make the wteXpeCted up with new ideas and t:arrY them IDUDications, studenta will beeome 
look very easy. out. For example, I feel tbat there more aware of the student 
the- . Rev Up' Gears .. for· Graffifti,- Oct~ 5 ~a==::~w: ~J =~ (~ 
say, 
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Where were you in '62? It was 
tile time of makin' out and eruisiD', 
going steady and playin' it cool It 
.... the time a! JWZ life. the time 
of • Ameriean Graffiti." -
.Yes folks. -Ameriean GraffiI1~ is 
.iomidg to the big sil_ ........ in 
tile L-Leftl a! Tee. Ever70ae is 
weJeome to come aod relive the 
goIdCn era a! rook 'n roD. . 
SEE WOIfmaIl Jade spbmiDg 
platters 0DCe aPinlSEE the girl in 
tile . white ContinentaIII SEE if 
RoIIIIy Howard gets his girIIlI 
ministrators. faculty, activity eo- ministrative counciL student 
sEE aD this and more Tuesday ordinators an<! the atude~ body as activities, committee, and oom-
night; at '1:ao. when TOO. Films a whole. With more informed . plaint board). 
For Fun preaents. ~ Ameriean stodents, I; ~ we eouId bave For instance. cach year many 
Graffiti..So, ""get ),our rear in ~ ~ and sehool people ask wbat the student 
gear" and join the gang for an or·":" .. ' Icitivity fee is used for but many 
evening a! fun. Admission is..... With this m mind. I feel that I do not find aut that it is 
cIoIIar per penI!IIl. - most elfeetivet" aerve my distrubuted to three areas: 
. aeh'!'" as a member a!. the ad- publications (newspaper), in-
. ,. ministrative eounciL tramuraIs. and atudent activities, 
"Parking a NUIS.ANCE,·" comp ain resi.dents .Boh Lucal-'Did not submit The 1976 budget for Student 
reuoDI !:!" ~g. Activities in $22,500 aDd_is e&n .... """",took-I enjoy being disbursed through th. Student 
AJoac with the opening of a new r..merly designated for aiaff village board to the I1liDois a porta! sehool activities and I feel Aetlvities Committee to various 
parking lot at roc came the parking is DOW open parking with Department of Transportatinll. that a _t on the administrative dubs and organbatinns on the 
.... nt pasaiDg of a South Holland a few visitor parldDg spaces. U all Division of Highways. to prohibit CCIUIldI would enable me to MrVe campus. 
Village ordiDance to prohibit staffmembers park iII'the _lot. the stopP.ing, staodinJ, or parking 1IIY!e~ It"'!ents and my ~ Remember, the student 
parking. ~ 01' standing of aU oth~ surfaced parking' area,s d. vehidea on the east and west' lamee Frazier.1 would like to government is for )'ou, the 
whidea along State Street. will. be available to stodents, thus aides of State Street, .between help the students·and the school stndenl; the elected o!fieers .... 
The new parking lot im. alleviating _ of the parking lBI'th Street and 1620d Stnet. . by • ~ iDvolyed in student JWZ repreaeotativea. 
lIIOdiatet" aortb of the main probJems. , The ordinanee was then sent to ICI!~ hy helpmg to ~ some I urge every student to help 
CIUIIpUS bUilding opened Sop- At the South Holland Village. the state for approvaJ. since State --planned and carried out. improve the student government 
limber 'Zl. It contains S24 ad- board meeting of Monday, Sop- Street is a state-OwDed rGad. . Kim McCarthy·l.ean hope to be . by voting ill the eIeetioDs starting 
cIiticmal parking .paces. With this tember 20; residents along State _ Aeeording to Mayor' Harold Gbjeetive OIl the budget aUoeatiotL Tuesday, September 28 to October 
IIIIItIber a! apaees. the soil a!. Street and area aide streets voieed' GOIlw.... '"the probIetn will be I want to be iIIvoived ill the IOhooI. 4. attending its meetings. par-
teaerYed parking lot far aU staff their complainla about TCC taken ...... of as &GOD as the state and try to get otbera iDvoIved too. tic:ipating ill eampus aetivities. and 
IIlOIIlhera is ai:compliabed. Only students parking along the roads. gives approvaL. The DO porIdng' to benefit every...... expre.slng :rour opinlo .... 
ariI with coIlep docaIa .... Residenta cited that the .......... ardiDanee will immediately go into Jolm W.O'Keefe.I want to bring augpatiOIls. etc. to the ofIieera a! 
JIIrIIlItted III the _ lot. both cIanger-. and • nuisance. eIfec:t when the &tate ""'- thethe ::::- and problems. of student goYernment ud its 
The amaD parldn« lot that ..... AD ordinance .... po.-IbTthe' pormiasion to· pJace the oigDa. . to the opea" iJD. DetiDp.. 
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Fire caused ~12,500damage-, .iniur~d J 
ByMuyMcBagh 
Jajuries and an estimated 
occured wben 
started ill the 
room on campus last 
phase ·n ..... truetion of tho 
campus. .• 
The twe>-alann fire brought two 
South Holland pumpers. 23 
fireman and took "about 20 minutes 
to· briIIg under eontrol, according 
to Jim Wile:r. lire inspeotor 01 
South HoIIaDCL Firemen were· ou 
the .... n. from 8:45 until. 11:35 
a.m. 
President Gollwens. of South 
Holland was present at the seeDe 
and said the department arrived 
within 20 seeonds. 
InFed were two worlanan Iir the 
HiRE Eleetric Compan:r. They 
. Ql&,..J.::."!r. ~~:~~ 
the buildiDg. Also injured was 
John Kosta. ohiel e\eetrician lor 
, . 
The ·76 .. ··77 .. cheerl~det:S Earlesn Blackwell; Judy D"rr. Bannie Ried, and Tanya Mitchell 
(not pictured) will be working along with the Pom PonS In an effort to get your feet stomping 
and your school spirit rising .... hotos by. Steve .Leo. 
Cheer!eader tryouts yield one 
but small squad has big. spirit 
Bv Steve Lea 
Gimm~ u·n g.P·I·R·I-T whats 
-p'.tr! It - .""lIs spirit but 
a lot· of' TCC 
know· the meaning 
of lht.· word. 
Munday the cheerleaders held. 
tryuUbt in an errorL to increase the' . 
~ijl'.t· car lb('ir squad. one girl' 
lIbuw,..:i up. Cheerleaders JUdy 
f)urr. Earle-en Blackwell and 
Tanya Mitchell. all th ..... w.ek 
.. ·teran., as Bulldog _rleaders, 
a fourth to their ranks in 
Reid: 
-Seal" Pala. TCC graduate, and 
former cheerleader hersel! is 
sponsoring and coaching both the 
ch<'l·rleaders an<! the porn poll 
!(iris. She works with the girls on 
gymnastics and dance technics 
arLt'r bl'r job in the admissions 
ctfliC.'l"· is comptet.t..od for the day. 
. What rcally concerns Pala is the 
"luck .u[ participation in ~ 
activiti ... b:r both the students and 
th,' (acuIty. She would.like to see. 
murt.' or the faculty involved with 
lhl" sponsorship of extra-curricular 
ac.1.ivit.il"S. ." 
-Even though things are tough 
w,:re tiUII trying our best" that is 
tht· oplnion of all four 
C'M"l'1'lcaders. Their enthusiasm 
fur lh"ir ac:tivity spins over .ioto 
l.hc,-ir tOveryday life. Besides 
ptilcl.ic:ing alter khool the sirla 
usually arrange to practice as a . 
group in their own homes. 
GeUing out there and leading 
th. home crowd in cheers isa't as . Bonnie Reid flips over her new 
. . Continued on _ 5 positions 05 0 ch .. rI~er. . 
Fun and games .abounded when 
. 700 showed,up for Tec picnic 
the colleges ph:rsical plant 
department. 
O'Hara and Kosta were treated 
and released alter heiDg taken to 
IgnaIIs Memorial Hospital. 
Nash WIS taken to IgnaIIs by the 
South Holland paramedie unit. He 
was then transferred to the burn 
unit of Foster McGraw Hospitsl at 
\A>YoIa UDiversit:r in ~:rwood. 
He was sulleriDg from third 
degree burns over 60 per cent of 
his body. AD official from the 
hospital said he was in goad 
condition on Monday. 
o The damage done to the Phase 
n area will be paid lor b:r the 
construction insuraDa .ageaey. 
...... rdiDg to Dr. McCaleb. direetor 
:al bui1diDgs and grounds. 
Teachers call 
for mediator 
in negotiations 
Following the seeond meeting 
with a federal mediator. a 
tenetative agreement was reached 
by . the faculty association and 
school board Tuesday eveDing. 
Both parties agreed not ID release 
information r,egarding. the 
settlement until they received fuU· 
ratification. . 
Separate ratifocatiou meetings 
will be held. The faculty 
association will meet Thursday (or 
a ratification vote and DO details 
are available regardiDg the boards 
meeUng. The next board meeting 
is scheduled lor Oct. 14. however. 
they .ouId caU a special meeting 
belorehand. 
The ratification of the set· 
tlement caD go either way. ac-
cording to Dick Nirenberg, 
directior of Public ReIalions. 
The first meeting with faculty. 
negotiator and board members 
was held Monday morning, 
. A seUlement had been reached. 
September 19 when the Faculty 
Association ratified a wages and 
benc..ollt.s propoS( I submiUed to the 
AssuciaUon by the Board of 
Trustees. However. the proposal 
which was actel'ted was apo 
parentally not Ue one that been 
offered. When the oversight was 
. noticed the teacher;. once again. in 
a vote. refused to r~'.lify, But. in an 
effort to avoid a st.l'icke both sides 
agreed \0 call in a (ed.ral 
media.tor. 
Included in the :ltSt seUlement 
was a 7.6 per cent. salary incr~ 
lwied on an ave!'&ge salary of 
$17.500. medical coverage lor 
dependents was (!oubled. and a 
• Continued ~n ~ 5 
SAC election returns show 
Donald Young, president 
Donald A. Young is the new 
president 01 SAC. ~ults o( the 
student elections w... tabulated 
. Tuesday morning. 
Janice Sobolewski. Donald 
CienawSki, Robert Smith, Pamela 
Peterson. Bob Lucas and Jean 
Comstock are the A!'W ad-
ministrative council members. 
John O·Kee(e. Paul Martis and 
Brenda Gorski were chose for the 
complaint board. They are all. 
sophmores. Two freshmen can-
didates won OD write-in; they are 
Florestine Murphy and Delane 
Hanney. 
Two freshmen and two soph-
mores make up' the stUdent ...,. 
tivities committee •. they are: 
Janice Frazier. Kim McCarty. Earl 
Jones and Steve Mack. 
. Phase II nears finish, 
.bookstore opens Oct. 10 
By Tim Thomas 
Ilhase n is nearing compiet'lou 
OIl the main campus, the interim· 
campus is being pjIased out. 01 the 
21 bui1diDgs that composed the 
interim campus, only five are 
heing utilized b:r the school. 
Bui1diDgS 7. 12, 13 and 21 are 
. currently retained bi the coDege 
rf)r adult edueatioD, eentra.t 
storap: intercollegiate athleUca 
aD<! grounds. One third 01 building 
·18 is being used for TCC's !Jaby-
.sitting service. aceording to Dr. 
McCaleb. director of buildings and 
grounds. 
Tho other buildings. except for . 
DUmher live which has been 
demolished. "are being cleared 
and maintained at a minimum 
level until the Board 01 Trustees 
dictate lurther action." according 
to Dr. McCaleb. 
The DeW campus store will open 
Monday in its new location across 
from the cal"eteria. The store at 
the interim campus was closed this 
week lor moving • 
The· reason the store relocated 
DOW iDstead of belore school 
apened was because new location 
.was used ~as a cutting area and it 
would have been impossible to· 
Buildings 6, 11. 19. 10 and two move tbe standard· volume o( 
thirds 0118 are ""ted out by TCC books... according to George 
to South· Metropolitan Dammer. campus store manager. 
~tiou SMA. • For low in- He also coinmented that the 
cidenoe handieapped. a non-profit DeW location is amaJIer than ihe 
orgaiUzation. • prior interim store. The new store 
The bricl< hui1diDg. (formerl:r. hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.. MOD' 
seeurity headquartersl. has been day. Wednesday. and Friday. and 
purchased and will he I/loved away 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.. Tuesday and 
. b:r the owner. Thursday. 
Spanish Club formed Its party time or rather it was SAC members Cath:r Rarer and party time as SAC threw the Curt Carey. Whi1e the kids were 
biggest wiDg ding of the semester playiDg games the older folks 
s.turday and billed it as the TCC' listened to the fine music 01 the 
picnic. three bands that played at the 
Before the bands arrived Curt 
Carey put on a karate demou· 
stratinn usiDg SAC president 
Donald Young as his.subject. Espiritu EsplnoL.Spanish 
spiriL .. has taken over the foreiga 
careling in Spanish followed by a 
Fiesta d. Navidad. and a Mexican. 
supper at. a local restaurant. 
Members also are con~idering club 
whirls and an Easter trip to 
Mexico.. 
Approximately 700 people picnic and to help take in the tunes 
Showed up for the festivities which . the Vets club was sellinJ superb 
slsrted in the early afternoon and sippillg beer across the street. 
_ued until sundown. There Alter tapping20 kegs 01 beer at 35 
were plenty 01 activities to keep eonts. a gisss the vets let the 21st 
everyoue rolling along on the good go for free. 
limes. VoUeybali and aoftball 
pmos were _tiDUOllS; ODe had 
ID watch his bead as the frisbees 
JIew low over the crowd. 
Tho youagsters that attended 
the picuic were led ill games b:r 
Drinking beer. and playing 
games wasn't ail There was free 
load. The picnic was a oatered 
affair aDd the food .. as abundant 
and deIiclous. 
The picnic committee and all the .language lab the last two Monday 
. _Ie that worked on the picnic: afternoons as a.spirited group of 
Earl Jones. Kathy Rarey. Ellen 16 laid the groundwork for a new 
Hall, Don Cienlawski, Ken saw, dubntThorn\OlLEspirituEspanoi 
George Sajkieb, Donald Youag welcomes all stUdeats and staff 
and others were complemented by iDterested in the Spanisb language 
Curt Care:r on their success. and c;ulture. ADOtber meeting will 
Tho problem of the late start for he held Mondai from U p.m. ip 
the hands was iimiIar to that of . 3120. . 
Iast:rear·. bold up. tber was a mix 
up as to.bow to get the generator Cuttent p\aDs include tho Ballet 
to the picnic site. Folklorieo this month. Chrjstmas 
The foIIowiDg o(ficers have been 
eIeeted: Verne Thomas. president; 
Alice Cerda. vice-president; Janet 
Mouoccbio, secretary,· and Betty 
Day, treasurer. Representatives 
to SAC will be Alejandro Jasinski 
and AIic:e Cerda. ML· Sedlack is 
advisor. 
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Russo Spea~s Out On ,Priorities 
• the '93rd Congress: . city st&eets. , 
Russo'. formula for, cuttiDg DefellSe was widely discussed 
unel1lployment is to proVide tax as Russo stated ~~e is toe much 
inc:entives to private' business waste in our defellSe budget 
thereby inereasing ·productivity" during peace time." 106 billion 
and the number of jobs. As a last dollars was spent this year and 
iaoit. government would step in Russo .. ys It cut of at least 10% is 
with IUl!plemental jobs at ~ lower possible without jepordiziug the 
..... le of 'pay providing inc:entives 'usticmal security. 
!or 'people to try and better Stresoing quality not quantity., 
themselves. ' Russo feels ·we don't need the Bl 
As an example: "A figure of ('II> bomber: which earries a priee tag 
unemployment would reSult in a of 100 million cIolJB,rs a pieoe, 
surplus in the federal budget.. 40 ..,.mg to the fact that it will 
billion dollars, was spent on probsbly he obSolete before it gets 
unemployment <ompensi.tion last off the 8ronnd in the 1980's. 
,....... Defense teehnology has ad· 
.!'Statiatics prove that ii vanced to the point where the 
.memployment is reduced the pUsb of a button could trigger a 
crime rate declines," according to "third world WlU'" that, would 
Russo. , cIOstroy the world. ' 
Tb • d On the abortion issue Russo 
• by T'nn Tbomaa e congressman a vocate. feels there is "DO justification for 
Ste:1.. ;' ~ otn!:,,:= ::~ , taking a life: a heated discussion 
Cutting unemployment, crime million hand guus _tly owned Gm't to page 2 Unidentified Student ~ught Studying For Midterm. 
legislation, increased cioDsumer bY the public. H. is in favor of a 
protectio.... help !or our transit mandatory prison senten .. of 10 
systems. new energy POlicies and years !or the Use of a hand gun 
tax' reforms. These are Marty during the COII1IDission of a crime. 
Bu •• o', priorities. as a, U.S. Be feels the'l-easOD 0DIy 2 oat of 5 
1I>IIgI'eSSImD. crimes are reported is beesuse 'of 
, Vets Coordinator Raps Apathy 
Tuesday Russo, democratic bick of -mieace in the cr1miual 
iD<umbsnt from the 3rd district. justiee system." , 
Iielded questions from students on : Russo suggestS tbst the cuttiDg 
issues of concern in this election down of the time 'between arrest 
year. ~ prosecution; the additinn of 
Russo stressed the need for a IIIOre court roomS and judges. the 
coordinated effort betweeli implementation of Mdelinlte 
oongress, the Pi-esident and the IODtenees" and apitol punishment 
Federal Reserve Board on as reinstituted under the 
resolving economie problems. The guidelines • prescribed by the 
need to ltimulate jobs, in the Supreme Court. will be a move 
',private sector haS been the gosI of toward improving conditions on 
Due to some 8IIIIafarmatIon Pen to a reporter by DoaoId Y_. pntident III SAC, the -" aa the pIcaIc ....... to be 
--
CuR carer pat on a bnte tIeaioaII:radaD with the help III 
I.aaaiDc IWate Club. DoaoId y ...... was not Il1o oubject. 
Doll CieJaaWlki, Kea Baab, ~ SajIdch and Donald Y_ 
__ not- complemeDted aD &heir __ by Cart Corey. Corey 
-.te-ted Earl J_. Kathy 1Iarey. ,E11eD IbII, G.-
,'Low.-, and P .... KryDIeId. 
TIle __ at the pIcaIc ... aboal"not '100. 
Homecoming Unorganized, 
Events To Be Announced 
by Tim Tbomu " everyone is IIIIJIPosed to dress 
'Homecoming is almost here but backwards. Finally the Wonder 
TOO appareotly isn', ready for it. Inn in Riverdale Is supposed to be 
IIomecOtDing week is Oct. 18 to 2S the lite- of -Happy, Hours". 
avoided. The most frequent organization" exclusively for' 
mistake made by veterans is failing veterans. "Of some 1200 veterans, 
toman~taIportsta-t.~ changesand credit" ~bours' at Thornton, only approximately ~ 30 belong to be dub." 
that occur during the .. hoo! year. Johnson is a graduate of IUiDeis 
Many YOterans have bad a State Uliiversity where be 
clecreaae in benefits <hecks msjoredinaocia1psycOOlogy. Be is ' 
bees_ of nn-reported changes. also a navy and marine veteran. 
Johnson advises veteraDS to 'This is Jobnson's lint year at 
report any changes im,mediately to TCC. 
the veteran's coordinator's offiee, He offered these other words of 
2111A in the student lounge area. adviee to veterans: 
Other problems that affeet Complaints to the Veteran'. 
veterans come from miaun· Administration aDnot, be ... 
<lerstandiDgs in use of benefits. eepted until the tent!> of the 
-Many 'students spend their month, 
by Annette AacIrewa ebecks before. tbey actually A veteran !D11St carry a 
"The biggest prublem among ,arrive," Johnson. said. "For minimumoftwelveereditboursin 
the veteran-ltudents is a lack of • e:raJ!IIIIe, if benefits are ~ arder to reeeive any benefits for 
'discipline." .. are slow in coming and ovet has the faR or' &pring _. 
This is the ImpressiOR III Ken already made p\sus for that Benel'its for _ breaks 
JubnaoD,' the new veterans money, problems can arise." . (spring,' interim and summer) 
coordinator, Johnson' ltated • Aaotbei- major prubiem comes must be applied for that partieIiIar 
veterans must use some disdpJine when, a veteraii tots1l)' relies upOD period.. 
in order ·to· avoid mistakes most ebeck.!or in<ome, If t,here is a Jubnaon urges any and aU 
veterans make in using their prob\em with the Cheeks the vet is veterans to stop by the Ve~ns 
benefits. DDnaIIy in .. bind. ' Affairs ofIiee for general,'in-' 
Irfostproblemsveterans c:ometo VeteraD apathy is aDother· formation and for usbtanee with 
Job....". with, be said, can be ~ The Vet', Cbill is an pruh\ems. ' 
Electronic Brain Monitors Tee Systems' 
aDd many aetivities are projected On Sstnrday night. Oct. 2S, an, by MehiD Tbomu csusing damage in the rOoms on 
lor the acbooI. However the plsns informal dance will be held in the . The cool, advancing wlads of the U-leveI such 'u the library, 
have yct to be finalized, ' csfeteri& from 8 to 12. The group cbsnge bave come to (TOO) in, the However, witb th'l 'Dilta' 
The pam pOD !!iris, are doing the Warlock will provide the music. form of the 'Honeywen Delts' monitoring the faeilit)" wben the 
major planning work on If an this'!IODDds a little sketehy, 2000'., water level dropped within the 
wires in the rar. 
Dr. McCaleh, director of 
physical plant, estimated eon-
_tivel)' that the Delts 2000 
will aave (TOO) from $500,000-
$1 million over a projected ten bomecominll:. thepi<:t1Jft'isindeellbleak.Snme What Is itt It'.' a faeility tankana1armwouldbesetoffand CurreDtly they plan to 1!JIve a but last liliDuteplans will be needed to '1IIOIIitciriDg system. It has an leI:OI'ded'OD the De1ts.- indicsting' 
dog day whieb will ine1ude potato ave' the week. eIeetronic: braiD whieb CSD monitor the exact \ocstinn of the tank. 
cIIips and pop for a low priee. They The paID pOD !!iris will post utiIiIIes and ebeek !or eIeetrIcaI Water and heat temperatures 
also plan some type of parade information throughout sobool and meebanical mallanctiona can he regnlsted automatically to 
cluring the week. One day will be about bomeeomiDg week as plans . tbrougbout t,he scbooI in a ~tter change at de.ignated times. 
designated "Bsckwards Day" and • are finalized. of miero seconds. With the old 'Lights can alio I!e regulated 
. Two Clubs Form, Phi :s:"!~t~~ ,"==~yin~~~ the 
h K ' h R t Likewise, if a leak sprang in one small. sleek, <ompact Delta, the T eta appa. as eques of the tanks conneeted with the oIdsystemcousistsofnotbiDgbnt 
, besting system, for example, pilot lights and '& large hnIky unit 
All foreign and interested' marital arts ·whieb .. ine1udes Aikido water could run dOWD air shafts with ~ of connecting 
Ameriean students are invited to and Karate. AiKido will meet 
lear period. . 
Deltas' . servic:es caD be 
broadened to ine1ude infra.red 
lights for security in -ndors at 
Digbt. as weU as monitoring 
sprinkler systems. 
According ,to engineer Rich 
Buske, & Delts 'BOSS' system. as 
it 'is sometime alIed. is used in 
cIowntown Chicago to maintain 80 
bnildings. Other capabilitiel L .... 
too numerous to mention here., 
attend the fIrSt meeting of the Thurs. at 3:30 and Karate wjII Calendar of Events 
International Club, Wednesday, meet on Tues. at 3:80 p.m: . Faculty Has 
Oct. 18 at DOOn in the COUllSeling Both elasse. ",ill end ap-
center. proximately at 5:30 p.m. Anyone Agreed' Board 
This is an organizational interested should meet at bWlding, ' 
.,..,ting enabling foreign students' 7 on the interim csmpus. 
at TeC to meet each other and to Also, anyone tbst is interested Votes r oday , 
plan aetivitie. for the year. • in teaehiDg contact CuR Carey at , 
Any foreign student unable to 895-1039. 
attend, or anyone with questions All Phi Theta Kappa members 
about the dub should < .. taet woo have paid their five do\Iars 
Ly ... 'Ann TyrelL foreign student '~. ~equ .. t~ _ to . pick up their 
aciVlSOr. counseling .enter. 596: rtilicates lIDIIIedlaUly. You c:an 
!JlOO Ext. 208 • up your .. rtiliea~ in room 
'.1 • 1 __ : ... _ tR __ "'~ t.- 411'1' '''fWrI \''1" I\hhntt. 
Faculty a..mbers .pprovea a 
tea.Uye salary add beDefits 
agreemeDt by • vote of 13-57 Jut 
Thur&day. ' 
Boud members wiD 'VOle today 
at their reguJar board meeting au 
"hether to ratify the agreelDellL 
11· IJ>dau ~eigbt .. eek IUI\on HiP ScIIooI 
I'll Commuaity EdDWioa/Speeiol ~Counea Ceatera and 
. CaIIege Campua 
I'll Seminar: "PI)'cboIogy III Power" a- 3116 
7·10 p.m. Free 3 Thlll1lday SeuioDB 
15 Mldterm 
18- _Opes Registratioa-2nd E/sbt·Week Seuioa HiP School 
21 Community EducatioalSpeeiol la_ Counea Centen and 
6,9 p.m. CoBege Campus 
18-23 HemeComing Week 
19 Tee Film Series _to: "Gone with the W'md" 
1:80' .... 11 ' 
L-Levei 
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How to Pass a Test 
Without Really Trying 
by Mary Taglieri 
[a weekly eolUlllll} 
A friend of mine came to me 
crying and wlldly waving a piece 
of paper in my fa<:!'. 
"Look,. he bawled. "I just 
Buoked anothOl'Trig tesU How do 
you do it? You Dever nuok a te.U" 
"It's easy." I said. modesUy. 
"rm illtelligent. bright. hsve a 
wide knowledge of manY subjects. 
aod besides. I cheat." 
This iAstaru:e remiAded me thst 
Dunking tests is a big bang-up 
with a lot 0/ students. These 
students are not basic:aDy dumb, 
they just hsve a sma» problem. 
They're'too \azy to study and too . 
boDest to cheat. So as a public 
IOnoice to aU \azy but honest 
students. I will DOw.present: Ten 
Easy Ways to Pass a Test With 
probability so you can do better on 
the true ,and false questions. 
Easy Way No. 4: Make a good 
impression. Take your teacher out 
to dinner. Sbe or he will remember 
you when be is grading your essay 
questions. This method should be 
used with caution and only by 
people with good table manners. 
Eating JlIUhed potatoes with 'your 
bands will make a bad impression 
and cost you neatness points on 
the test. 
Easy Way No.5: Be 
knowledgeable. Make sure you at 
Ioast read the tiUe 0/ the book and 
the table of _tents. This will 
give you the edge bver students 
who don't even know whst class 
they're in or what school they're 
attending. 
out the Drudgery 0/ Learning the Easy Way No. 6: Take ad· 
Material vantage 0/ aU ............... Hire a 
Easy Way No. 1: Pay attention. tutor to lIeip you study and bave 
Listen to what the instruetor is the tutor take the test. 
aaying. You may lose an hour £alY Way N.. 7:' Don't 
sleep. but may discover I. fe,w ,overload. Taking too many classes 
things, like the new teocber is a. will give you less time to prepare 
moD, not a woman or that you've for each test. Besides, you eouIcI 
been aittiAg in the wrong' class. develop a bernis from esrryiAg aU 
You do not bave to remember" thoaebooks. If this abould occur 
what the iAstruotor is sayiAg, just however, use your hernia as an 
try to look iIItelligent so he or she exeuse to miss a test. ' 
will remember it when grading Easy Way No. 8: Get involved. 
limO eomes around. Ask questions in dass. If yOli do 
Easy Way No.2: Be smart. this right. it will give you I. chance 
lnteUigenee is catebing. Ha.ng to ma.k .. th teocber I!OOlD as dumb 
around with imIy the brightest as you do. 
memben 0/ the class. With luck, Easy Wa,. No. 9: Know the 
_e 0/ their intellige_ will rub teacher. To make faking your way 
of! on you. Get·them to talk about through a test easier, fiDd a 
the lesson and thst wl.y gain teocber wbo's too dumb to know 
enough knowledge to pass the tbe I.DSwers himself. 
test. ' Easy Way No. 10: Don't an·' , 
Easy Way No. 3: Do research. tagonizo yourself. U nothing else 
Learn more about the law 0/ works, resign yoursolf to failure. 
Fall TV Shows Copy, 'Soaps' 
type 0/ byJobnAdami eomedy. , 
he IiIms The new season of te1evision Homosexua\it.y is eoming out aU ita~ ofIiciaIIyopened last month. With over this year ,on the tube. On 
rtainiDg. all the DeW shows that bad & two '''FamiIy", Willie's best frined was 
e ~ or three week stiilt over the arrested ill a gay bar, and Nancy 
ncetb1e ..... rd • summer, it was pretty hsrd to teU Walker has a gay boarder aetuaUy' 
ad' f wbat was tbe appetizer and wbat tiYing in her house, under the 
ea ,0 was the main eourse. same roof. Pi.... preaerve and 
,nd duD. The aituatinn eomed,. has eome proteet Jobn-boy. 
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a long _y .inee the day of the Si_ rm on the ""bjeet, I would 
Luey Show. You hsve to realize like to know whst is hsppeDing on 
that her humor was just plain silly. Wa\tons Mountain this year! Ben 
The -= 0/ toCIay are reaDy' was arrested first episode this 
hilarious. , season.' It floored poor ODvin to 
, So far this season. Joe left lind 'out _ of her brood was 
Rhoda, Doe lost his nurse, playing poker: Heaven forbid if 
Florida's huaband James died on one 0/ CbarIlc's Angles bas'to go 
"Good Times", Hawkeye weat raid that joint later on UWJ season. 
blind on one episode 0/ As you know Jim·Bob is gettiAg at 
"M0 A oS"H", Julie bas run away that age where he doesn't reaDy 
from home on "One Day at a care about catching Catfiab in 
Time-,Arebiewaslaidollfrombis Roek'Cree\c river. 
job on "All in the Family", and to It is a pretty interestiAg oeasoD. 
open the season 0/" Alice" abe feU If)'Du get a, cbaDee ill between 
. in love with a bomosexual. I just, ,cracl<iag your boob, puB up & 
love toait, relax, hsve a driak and ,c:bairand hsveagood laugh. If you 
get a good chuclde out 0/ aituatiDn c:&D lind one. 
EXPIRES OCT. 16 
'10% OFF 
On your Sweetest Day 
flowers when' you present this 
BUSY BEE FLORIST 
2053 RIDGE RD. HOMEWOOD 
799-0870 
EXPIRES OCT. 30 
Complimentary Blow Dry 
With 'Haircut And This Ad 
. ..9vanlwe Gut Beauty Salon 
15031 Woodlawn, Dolton 
lhe (..oune-r 
Tlie Dew Tee ..... pu. store 
opened Monday in ita main ..... pua 
,\ocaIlon _ the courtyard. 
Tho .tore is amaDor then the 
previaus interim location, Baildiag 
10. New hour. are 8 a.m. to 4 
p.m., M_y, Wedueaday, 
Friday. Tueaday and Tburaday, 8 
...... to 7 ....... 
AI a graad opening bugaia the 
&tore is .featuriag • mod .... oompIer __ t iaiag ..... rted 
ochooI suppUee and oe1la lor 29 
ceatl. Belt Beller boob, 
etatioaary t Tee .weater., 
jewelry., posIen, and geaeraI 
ochooI .uppIieo are aIoo available. 
Alvord Chosen As New 
Courier Advisor 
(I tried to bide my disap-
pointment as sbe went an.) , 
'"My husband, Jim, is the 
Executive Editor of Panax 
~bllcations ill' Dlinois. They put 
out rome papers around Lansillg 
and Calumet City, one in South 
Chleago. We Dve in Lansing, and 
we just celebrated our six·month 
wedding anniversary September 
30.' ' 
"Coagratulations.UI 
"Thank you." 
"'Have you always been in-
terested in journalism?" 
"1 always liked writiAg. And I 
by Matt Dzik always remembered the 
I looked over the wall of filing (Baltimore) Sun building, When I 
cabinets at the figure thst bad just was very yOUDg my parenta used 
ruabed into the Courier o/Iiee, to drive into town over a viaduct 
hands full of papera. and was DOW and right on the other aide was the 
sOtting them with otben a\ready Sun building. I alwaya thought rd 
the desk ' be working there." 
011. "Did you take jourDaIism in ~~ coDoge?" 
"Hi. rm here to do the in· ,"No. I majored in English 
terview." literature at the University 0/ 
"Ob. hi." Baltimore and thea at Louisiana 
From the 6rst IIIIi\e Va1erie State. I tboogbt it was more in-
Alvord, ~ editorial advisor ~ , ~ -'-~ lit lit':" ~ to; 0/ 
the Cooner, proved,to be as 10' W" __ , w~ g . 
teresting as abe was friendly. • "Bow d'!' you ev ... toany get 
I hogan by ~ the &rat into reportiDg'l" 
question that pOpped into my "After I fioisbed school I weat 
bead. ' bsdt to Maryland and atarted 
MAre you married'/" writing for a smaD toWD 
"Yes" ..... paper.ln faet it was ao &maD 
, the paper c:ousisted 0/ 0DIy two 
ACADEMIC 
RESEARCH 
'PAPERS 
THOUSANDS OR FilE 
_$1.11010< ...... _ 
182_._~"""" 11 _ _ lIwI.' 
La" AngoIes.~. 90025 
-~-­
Enc:Io:eMJIaI1.aD. __ ",_00: 
~--------.-----­
~----------~---CIt, _______________ _ 
people. the _ and myoelf. 
And after & while Joe toIcl me be 
couldn't offord to keep me ..... !MIt 
be'd give me the best ...rere.-
any reporter eouId have.'So I went 
to tbe ,Newl AlDerie.. in 
1131 .It,-Doitoa 
141-50lI0 
11:80 AM~ h80 P. 
'WEDiLlYER 
Baltimore. They didn't have any 
job openings but they said the Sun ' 
did. I went there and I was so 
stupid I didn't even bring copies 0/ 
what I bad written. But I was 
lueky and got the' job anyway." 
"'1 met Jim when I went to 
Panax, to ask for a job. At first I 
wasn't sure if I abould go out with 
him or wait until I found if I had ' 
the job. I decided to go out with 
him and six months later we got 
married. Then I found a job here 
at Thornton." 
"Do you hsve any suggestions 
for future jourua\istsr 
"They should take more 
initiative and then a lot of 
direetion. And they should take 
advice thankfully. Too many 
people take their atories per-
souaUy, forgettiAg that the story 
bolongs to the paper." 
"Would you say reporters are 
public servants?" 
'1Ieporters are editors' _. 
vantsI (laughs) "But editora get 
whore they are because they know 
how to make a good DO'WSpaper. 
Most editora bave their jabs 
because they deserve th_." 
(I bad tQ ask.) "What aboot 
doing interviews'/" 
"You sbould always ,bow 
COIIfidenee II Ital1ed to worry). If, 
the other person doesn't think 
,.... .... ve tile upper hsad, you_ve 
to belle .. it _n more 10. My first 
intOrview for the Baltimore Sun 
was with '& furniture manufac-
turer. I was ao ullODllfideat that 
the pubIlc relations WOIIIOII tried 
-to eontroI everything thst was 
Can't to page 2 
~pecial Orders 
Welcome 
Kat~y Book 'Store 
3~12 Ridge Rd . 
,,: lansing! III. 
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.~y. Finally-Agreed 
Contract Revisions O.K.'d 
By Faculty and Board 
. Ratification changes have tile top are DOW ellglOle tor the 
been agreed eoncerning several $634 longevity inerease, Thus. all 
... tion. of the two-year faeulty members employed in 
agreement' between ad, 1915-76 received sn31 plus a $634 
ministration, board members. and longevity inerease for a total of 
the f,,,,,ltv association. $1765 or $1165 more than they 
The present two-year received in 1915-76. New faeulty 
ogreement toOk effect in August employed in August automatieally 
1915 and expires with the com· receive a $1131 addition to their 
pIetion of the 1977 summer eontraets for the 1976-77 aeademic 
. session. The recently-ratified year. 
obanges in the agree",ent were AU College facuity teaChing 
m&de under a reopener clause. < additional classes and/or summer 
which entitled the Faeulty sehool will receive a $42 inerease 
Association to reopen the for a three--credit-hour course. 
ogreement in the areas of salaries. Those faeulty members eleeting 
stipends. and otber items which to participate in hospitalization 
both parties would mutually agree insurance coverage for their 
to discuss. families will DOW have,$150 of the' 
Negotiations unaer the cost paid by the Board of Trustees. 
reopener elause began in micl.July This is double the amount for-
and eo.cluded in early Oetober '. merly paid by the Board. 
with two days of Federal Effective February 1. 1m. 
mediation. ' more extensive de,taI eoverage 
The Base (Master's degree. Step will be provided by the Board at 
U of the 1976-77 salary sehedule an approximate ... t of $6.60 per 
lor f\1D·time eoUeg~ faeulty was month per faeulty member. This 
iDereased by Sn31·over the 1915- was inereased fro,!, $3.00. per 
'16 salary sehedule. This inerease month per faculty member. 
in the base inclu~ a $000 stipend Also effective February 1. 1977. 
that was granted originally for the term life'insurance eoverage has 
1915,76 academie year oniy. Au been increased from $10.000 for 
additional step w~ also added to each faeolty member to .$15,000. 
Ibe salary sehedule' so that all The CoDege pays all JII'l'nuums for' 
IaeuIty members who had reached this insurance. 
VETS CLUB NOnCE , 
New appoiDtmOnt lor a Vet'. C\ub'.poaaor baa been decided. 
At the Jast meeting at the TCC Vet'. Club, Taesclay. Oct. 19 a 
motioIi waa nloed by Donald Cieaawski, :rna-. that the, 
. temporary opo....-ship givea to K .... JoIuuoD..T.C.C.·. Veterana 
CoonIinator. be hereby recinded &ad that StaDley Baater. Sap-
port Staff member. be hereby appointed .. the _t Club 
Spoaaor. . " 
This _n was ..-ided by DeDDil! IleIbow. oetiog 
PrvaiotioaaJ Choirawl ... d oc'cepted by a IIIWIimoue vole of all 
_t memben at the meeting of Tueaday. October 19. 1976. 
It waa approved by their pretideot EIIea Hall. 
Board Approyes Field Trip, 
Tables .Termination 
COURIER 
Vol. 43 No.8 Thornton CommunitY College South Holland, IL October 21, 1976 
Courier staff recently held its first annual rOck 
moving contest. Pictured is Phota Editor Steve 
Leo sh<ry"ing off his 2nd place technique on 
this 3000 pound boulder. Editor Mary McHugh 
won the competition when she moved a 
mountain' across Sfbte Street. 
Do You Know Your Local Reps? 
by Steve Wa 
ani! 
r .. Tbomu 
They think the goveniment should Roaso eoontered saying. the 
. be more aeeoontable to the people. republiean . president keeps 
The tenth legislative district vetoing. important bills and that 
candidates addreesed themselves this has been an "administration of 
to IoeaI problems. welf~e. • ' 
The democratic candidates. Local election issues that were 
The Board of Trustees approved 
Most people don't know who 
~eir representatives in govern--
ment are. Recently., coDStituents 
'from the third. congressional 
distriet and the tenth 
repiesenative distri<t bad an 
mad'; to avoid the eoafusion of opportunity.to question the 
Getty & Ma~esek. eoncerned discussed inelulled a decided 
themselves witheoviromnental standoff between demoerats and 
issues and criminal justiee republicans on the ERA. 
reforms. Republieaos. Miller and SUpPQ.rUng the ammendment 
Thorsness. stressed the need for Getty feels "simple ju.tiee 
eurbing state expenditures and demands we ;-lopt ERA.· Matejek 
improving the eeonomy'in Illinois. goes along with Getty's view on 
: •. fashion merehandising class field 
trip to New York City at its Oct. ' 
14 meeting, The trip is seheduled 
!or Oct. 3I·Nov. 3. Costs for the 
trip will eome' from the fashion 
merchandising students. 
the September 30 fire. , candidates on the. issues. 
The board awarded bids to the. Mirty Russo .and Ron Buikema 
Lueas Microseope Company of' are the inewnha!lt and challenger. 
Skokie' for $3.500. Fire ex· respeetively. for the third Holding the line on taxes and the issue. ' 
In nther action. final approval of 
,nto. . tbe teacher eontract settlement· 
:oek . was given by board· president 
- tinguisher maintainence and eongressi~ seat in Washington. 
replaeement will be providad by L. Michael GeUy (D-IlU. John 
Lougbllii' and Sons IDe. of Chi<:ago Matejek. Thomas Miller (R-IlU. 
Heights for a total of S1.427. . and William Thorsness are vying 
Photoeleetric: service of both fof ' three legislative seats in 
transmission and renective' work· the tenth district. 
balancing the states bodget are' The repubUean candidates feel 
priorities of all four legislative existing statutes thoreughiy 
eandidates. protect the right of w_ 
Welfare reforms were ad- therefore they oPpose the ERA. 
voeated by Buikema stating that AU four candidates feel that 
-today one out of every four reveDu~s. generated DOW are 
persons are eligible to re<eive food sufficient to eover state ex-
stamps, However. Buikema, feels penditures. The two democrats 
college students shouldn't be advocate tight fiseaI controls and 
eUgible for food stamps. "More tile rearranging of priorities in 
people are riding the cart tban order to avoid a tax inerease. The 
pulling it.· aceordieg to the repub~ idea is expressed by 
ehaOenger Buikema: He said Miner when he states "I pledge an 
Congress was rated a D fof effort absolute no vote 011 any inerease in 
~ Robert· Anderson, tollege 
was presiden~ Nathan Ivey and fac:ulty 
JI' a- Issociation representatives 
• in, Dennis Dryzga .and Douglas 
: to tweeteD. - . 
'. to The board tabled any forther 
TCC aetion regarding the termination 
.uot. afMarilyn Lange;instroetor of the 
tbe _pational therapy program. 
inch. However. the board did agree to 
,nter ..-I a letter from the board and or 
the William Francis, director of the 
was' IIeaJth and Life Seieoee Division 
and . 10 Mrs. Lange.· Details of the 
23-0 c:barges for termination were not 
.be 
'argo 
, lost 
.a:rry 
Jbis 
Roek 
~orge 
.jaras., 
• QB 
!\lark 
.e-ont 
: RV 
36-0. .' 
ioond 
open, 
effort 
.ehit 
cds to 
,43-0. 
:lrter. ' 
Jack 
nine '. 
disdosed. 
Aplanfofevacoationin_of 
• fire is being coordinated by Dr. 
100(1 o/Iiee. The plan is being 
in the graphie arts program was After brief. opening statements 
awarded to the Parent Pbotre the' eandidates responded to 
Shop of HarVey for $1,826. " questions submitted by the 
Contrset for refuse removal was' audienee. 
granted to South HoUnd Buikema and 'R....... in their 
Scavenger Servi~ for a eost of opening statements. agreed in. 
'1.19 per cubic fOot yard. general of the problems that faee 
In nther aetion. the board ap- the U.s. today. Both feel there in 
proved several perSonnel chaDges. need fof tax and welfare reforms. 
John DeAlba and John Zarsan 
were'appointed as administratora 
to, tbe security ~ Noab 
MarsbaII was appointed as aci-
ministrator to the ahipping and 
reeeiving department. 
, and an F for performanee.. . state tax ... • 
A new program Was ereated for 
... aasoeiate in Seieoee Ciegree in 
mathematies. . 
College Reps seek Recruits 
College Day'is free and open'to University. Butler Universitr. 
all stndeots.. on Oct. 28 wben Calumet College. Central 
representatives 'from 55 colleges Methodiat College (Missouri) • 
and universities _verge for this. Chieago State University. 
lIIIIlUaI event at TCC. Seheduled Columbia .CoUege, Concordia 
r.- 10 LID. to 2 p;m.. this cia)' Teachers I College. DePaul 
aBera TCC stndents and residents University. Drake University 
of the eommunity an opportunity (Iowa). Eutern DIinois UJIiver. 
to discus admissions and lity. Elmhurst College. Illinois 
edueational plans with the college BenedietiDe CoDege. George 
and university representativ... Williams CoIIeRe. Governors State 
CoBege day activities will 1M; University. 1lIinois College at 
located in the stndent dining ...... Jadcsonville. Illinois Iastltule of 
. ... TeC's main campos. - Technology; nUnois Masonic 
Students may' talk informally ScliooI of Nursing. Illinois State 
with college representatives abont University,' lIIinoia We.leyan 
the educational proeess at many University. and Kendal College; 
ditlerent ·institutions. Also. Lakeland College 
, Representatives will be r.-Iarge (W1SOOIISin). Lewis, University. 
' __ ties as weB as small Loy~ University. MacMurray 
.. eolleges enabling studenta College. Maryerest CoBege. Mid-
deciaions .. neeming their future . America Catholic Colleges. MiUkin 
edoeation. University. Mi\waokee Sebool of Representati~es attending Engineering. Monm,outh College. 
Iastitute, ROTC Scholarahipa 
(JITJ. Officer Selection 0fIiee 
(USMC). Parks College of St.' 
Louis. Purdue University. and 
Qniney College. 
Additiouall)' •• Roosenlt 
University. Rosuy. CoUege. Rush 
Universit)'. St. Xavier College. 
SaaramoD State University. 
Sbimer College. Springfield 
College of lIIiDOi.s. Southern 
WiDOis U Iliversity, Trinity 
Cbristain College. University of 
Dubuque (Iowa). University at 
Dliuois (Cirele Campus). 
University of Illinois Engineering 
SChool. Universitr of Illinois 
(Urbana). Valparaiso University 
(Indiana). Wesley-Passavant 
Sehool of Nursing. abd Western 
University of Illinois. . 
, MOCK ELECTION 
Tueaday Oct. 26. 1976 
9.00,7:31\ . 
;rosel! 
isn> On backwards clay one couldn't tell whether Cindy Rombci was ' 
TCC's College Day will come from National CoBege' of Education. 
the· following edu.dional in· Northern Illinois University. 
stitotioas: . Northwestern College. Nor-
nl .... "''''·~ ...... ~ ... l1~_ft Qpe"l .. ". ."~ • ..-t .. _ Tr .. ;...~it" 'l',.,.hninl 
Lobby • Student Lounge 
2nd lwei 
.......... ---
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Courier Time Out!. By Ross Lathrop 
Our TCC gridders finished on an 
indilferent note last week in losing 
to a nationally·rated team. That 
score was DO indication of how the 
BuHdogs played. They surprised 
them with botJ{their grit and their 
-shotgun* offense. Nobody ex· 
pected either. However. the main 
thing in this game was depth. Four. 
J06et starters were hurt, and 
three TCC players as wen. Joliet 
was able to replace their wounded 
at wil~ TCC. not so. The Joliet 
depth killed the Bulldogs. 
However. even though TCC 
finished their grid season winless. 
the TCC team played their best 
game last week. If they had looked 
as gond against minois Valley. 
Triton: or Kennedy·King. they 
would have won those three 
games. TCC was up for this game. 
Too had it had to be against the 
best team in Illinois. and the ninth~ 
ranked team in the nation·J06et. 
As is the COURIER's ""stom. 
here are ·the selections for best fell victim to the same problems 
offensive and defensive players for· the football team suffered from. 
TCC this year. On offense. I had to Lack of experience. depth. and 
narrow it down. and after much team play all played a role. Our 
deliberation. I had to select Paul distafhpikers carved out a record 
Kukla over John Truesdale. Paul of four wins and eight losses, but 
never quit. He often had to drive· win· stJ.11 go to the state cham-
through two or three defenders. pionship in Champaign. They have 
and he did a very good job. On had their gond moments. After 
defense. Jim Antonson gets the losillg their last two matches to 
ood. With 10 quarterback sacks on . Rock Valley and Moraine Valley. 
a team not note.! for pass rush, expect them to be up for that. 
-Wrestlers. now's your chance to This makes the second 
shine. "TeC's male" grapplers are game they've lost. This 
starting their workouts. See Mr. Oakland did it, 28-27. I 
Schloss in the Athletic office for Oakland by 7. but tbe 
more details. , defense looked much 
In 1M's, Robert Heinrich and anybody expected. 
Karen Fitzpatrick won the mixed and Ken Stabler did 
do'ubles championship. leaving excellent job. and 
only the men's sbigles and doubles Walter Payton talleid 
to be finished. In doubles. tennis As in the Vikillg game. 
coach Bill Fink and James Abbott didtheMonstersoftbe 
. will go against Eugene Wensel aod Next Sunday. the 
Or. Milton Gilmore for the title. In Pack, and the Pack is Jim's job really stands out. For 
best all·around players, I had to 
select Truesdsle and Rod Salata. 
Trues filled in well wben. injuries 
bit the defensive secondary, and 
Rod played safety and punted 
very .. elL averaging 36 yards per 
"kkk.. " 
TCC's own Bob Yurasovich 
brigbtened an otherwise dull golf 
year by qualifyillg for Nationals 
last week, as did the top TCC 
tennis gal Luey Karczynski. 
Th~ women"s volleyball team 
Bear in mind that only two of singles. two sem.i~final matehes are . Bears by 7.thet stm 
the volleyballers will be lost to . up. One is Jim Lester versus Dan quarterback in Lombardlito'wf 
grsduation: Barb Nolan agd Peggy Durian. 'and the other is Wensel The BuUs and Hawks 
Nespodzany. The rest will be back against Abbott. stumbling. The Bulls are 
next year. This tournament in S Champaign will 'be very' good In 1M bowling. it's still Jerry loan. Scott 
. anybody's hunt. Three teams are good guard. The 
experience for them. stm tied. for the lead. with two better off·without Bill 
Ou; Cbessboard • Battlers are others only one game behilld. Two . Mikita, and Bobby Orr, 
doing well so far. Unbeaten in faculty teams and three stndertt withouta team. Neitber are 
their last two matt:bes. Southwest teams are still in it. Come ~ to be contenders this year. 
College lhas asked for a return . Students, Watch next week's TIME 
match in two weeKs. That one will In non·TCC sporta, the Bears for the outlook on 
be Nov. 19 bere at TCC' don't seem to have it. women's basketbaD. 
Bulldo(J Shotgun Fizzles . 
The new TCC shotgun. offense 
worked·for a while. The ninth· 
ranked Joliet Wolves. turned on 
their offensive maehine and came 
out with a 62-3 win over the Tee 
Bulldogs Saturdsy. 
Don't let tbat score fool you. 
TeC's offense bad 'em running in 
the first half. George Silfugarian 
sacked JoIiet's Phil Hollingwortb 
ror a 12-yard loss early. setting up 
a 2O-yard field goal by Thornton's 
Paul Adamski. For the fJrst time 
in the season. TCC took -an early 
lead. 3-0. 
"Then TCC started playing 
giveaway. Joe Soltys recovered .. 
Jo6et fumble .. and then Jerry 
Washington intercepted a Gary, 
Koren pass at the Wolf 43. A 41· 
yard pass from Hollingsw~b to 
Rick Tkaczyk set up a l·yard TO 
run by Scott Gaertner. Greg 
Stum's kick made it 7-3 J06ot, and 
. the Wolves were off and running. 
Lindy Alo intercepted another 
Koran pass at the TCC 24. Three 
plays later. George Ervin ran five 
yards up the middle to seore. 
Slum"'s kick again split ~ the 
Uprights. giving Joliet a 14-3 lead. 
A quick kick by Rod Salata set 
up a fumble recovery by John 
O'Donnell. and·TCC was again on 
the move. A Koren·Turesdale pass 
was tipped. and Alan Hawks 
illtereepted for tbe Wolves. Six 
plays and 36 stripes later. Tom 
Maticbak ran oIl the tight side for 
·another Wolf TO. Std'm's kick 
upped the Joliet margin to 21-3. 
Another 30liet pass in· 
terception, this time by Terry 
O'Brien set up a pass from Jim 
Boudouris to Bob Ellis for six 
yards and another Joliet TO. Stum 
missed the "kick, but Joliet was 
still happy to hold' a 27-3 lead. 
After Jobn TrusdaIe recovered 
anotber Joliet flunble, the TCC 
oIIe... bogged down. and Paul 
Adam.::i missed a 23-yard Iield 
goaJ. 
Tee ·again held. and recovered 
another Wolf fumble. On the next 
play, a pass intended for Derrick 
Savage was picked off by 
Washington, who ran it 40 yards 
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forthefifth·JJCscore. Stum'skick 
illcreased the Wolves' lead to 34-3. 
The teams traded turnovers, as 
Paul Varsek ripped one off for 
Joliet. and.O·Donnell picked up an 
intereeption for TCC. TCC was 
unable to move. but Joliet did. An 
. Ervin draw play' gathered 56 
yards. and the sixth Joliet TO. 
Sturn's extra point ~ was gond. 
and the half ended Joliet 41. TCC • 
3-
Piazza recovered a TCC fumble 
early in tbe tbird, and this heeame . 
a Joliet TO three plays later on a 
pass from Hollingsworth' to Rich 
Clifford. Stum's kick made the 
score 48-3, and the rout was on. 
Joliet scored twice more. on a 
two-yard run by Gaertner, and a 
25-yard TO pass from' steVe Turk 
. to Tkaczyk. Both. extra poin1l' 
were gond, and the fmal score was 
Joliet 62, TCC 3. 
CLASSIFIED. 
HARVEY YMCA 
. RESIDENCE ROOMS 
Comfortable aDd ecoaomicaJ 
Sub........ transport from Y to 
Thornton CommaDity Conege 
.Cafeteria open 6 clays weekly: 
Gym • Pool • CODditloDiDg 
Faa'lities at 110 exira ... t. CaD 
Harvey . YMCA at 331-6500 for 
information 178 E. 155th Street, 
Harvey 
Special Orders 
Welcome 
Katzy Book Store 
3512 Ridge Rd. 
lansin~. III. 
474·0293 
Tennis Team Ends Year With Victo 
by Ken B..... difficulties. aidillg ber defeat. as 
Our women's tennis team, . CiIIdy Pedersen dumped her 12-6. 
contioued to add luster to their· .SteadY BuUdog Lois Macek nailed 
fine record season as they down TCC's third poiIIt. beatillg 
disposed of a formidable Triton Barb Walker 12.7. Finally ill 
College team 8-3 on Oct. 19, during singles, Laurie W,ilIeox routillely 
a 12-game "p-." disposed of ClaUdette Fortman 12-
In the siIIgles competition. the 6, to J!COre TCC's fourth singles 
cat·b1te grsce of Lucy Karczynski point. 
was too mucb for Triton', Nina ".: In doubles,. Karczynski and 
Domein!:o IlW. Second' aeeded BUrda shot past Kukuk and. Carr, 
Debbie Burda was too fast and 
strong for Trojan Heidi Xukuk ~.. I ~ 
,-ne aecuraey' of Shawn Grotbaus . $100 fell shot!. as sbe fell prey to Debbie Carr of Triton, 12-9. Thornt6n·. Rose o.a,!,po suffered . service 
_.s rIZZERIA 
1131 ... ' ...... 
. 141-5000 
11:00 AM· JtOO PM 
WE DB.lYER 
fora few goOdcoDege 
SJ{l11 for ('ach monlh.ofthe school war. Irs Iii«> a 
$qnu ,umua! ,;choJan;hip.1f you qUalify. ~u can' 
(.·~m il _':-oa memberof the MarinE' COrps' PlatMn 
Lt." .. dl.'1":.Ca:S:i. • 
\tll.lll ~,1S("N> E."..lnti'lJ:{ a Mario(> offict'l's rom. 
r::ls:oil'll through PLe summer training at 
Qu."'!I~U(.l. Vil'gini.l. 
T.llk 10 Ih,,~ 1\1i1rint:' afficcr who "'i:;it~ ~:(1ur 
,-·.'mpu~ 
A ~~~~J:~~~~!~~~~ On itagO _Ing I~ 
............ - p-------------'"EMAR,"ES. S)6 S. Clark, ft" Jl? cw.oag,', Xl (..06L-:' • '""",,ta. PRICES FOR STUDENlS ON STAGE: T_. \lIN ThunI. 8 PM. ond Sun. 011-
SUlO: Ft1. & Sot. 8:30 - le.oO; _. & SIt. Z PM - $C.CO. SEATS CAN BE 
PICKED UP IN ADVANCE. . 
GROUP SALES CALL 922-2976 
SEATS GO ON SALE MON., NOV. 15. 
___ 1_" ____ &._- "'",.. """".,..,. 
Prease orovi*, me ... itf'l ;"forrr.ation about Marine oHicer lII'08rams . 
Mr. 
.Ms. AR! 
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Did you ever think: you Could get 
a transfer without seeing a 
counselor •. filling out a forml or 
maintaining a high grade average? 
Well. you can get Dtne T·shirt 
transfers lor two dollars and the 
only applying you do is witb • hot . 
iron. 
The Spsnish club is selling T-
Ihirt trsnsfers to raise money to 
take a weekend excursion 
George Williams College 
the interim period, where 
will spoken, or if 
are good the club would plan 
acother fund. raising event for a 
trip to Mexico in the spring; 
The '1'·shirt transfers which 
include Playboy Bunny, Donald 
Duek. Miekey Mouse. Chicago, 
Aerosmith and Adiddas, are being 
sold 'at the main entrance, the 
second level by the ramp, and the 
Cafeteria. They willl>e on sale until 
Nov. 24 from 9am. to 9 pm. 
Although early sales were good. 
one Spanish club member did 
comment that it's hard to· sell 
. things to conege siudents because 
they Dever have any money. 
Swine Flu Killed 
Millions in 1918 
by Mary McHugh before they reCeive the shot. 
At the turn of the century Copies of- the consent forms are 
Swine fiu was considered the most available at the clinics. 
savage of all epidemics since Those allergic to eggs. have a 
the Blick Death~ It was, at that fever, received a vaccine 14 days 
. time not known as swine flu but as prior to receiving this shot, .and 
Spanish· flu since it was fIrSt those outside the limit are advised 
noticed there. not to receive the vaccine. 
It oecured from 1918·19. Vaccination clinics in the district 
worldwide. can be found at the following 
Similar .cases appeared in locations. 
southern Russia and Greenland. BURNHAM· Nov. 20·Burnham 
Soldiers on the battlefront School-I391S Green Bay Avenue 
co1Iapsed. polic~man wore masks. CALUMET CITY·Nov. 20 & 21· 
and smaUcbildren were covered in Everett Dirksen Jr. High Sehool-! 
their carriages. 1800 Pulaski Road . 
The virus' incubation period. CHICAGO HEIGHTS-Nov. 20 & 
lasts about two days. but 2l·Bloom High School-Fieldhouse-
breakouts were found· aboard 10th St. & Chicago ROad 
ships that sailed for two and three . COUNTRY CLUB HILLS- Nov. 
weeks at a time. With the war 2O-C-C- Hills Fire Station·4350 W. 
goinll' on ror four fears. much of 183rd Street 
the . world was seasoned for DOLTON·RIVERDALE·Nov. 21-
epidemics 01 all sorts. . ThorDridge High Schoul·Gym-
During this epidemic' men and Sibley & Cottage Grove Ave.. 
women in their prime. aged 20>45. HARVEY·Nov.20 & 21·Thorolcll 
died. No one knows why. Nor do High School·Fieldhouse-l5Oth & 
they know the death toll at that Broadway Ave. 
tim.· but it was in tbe millions. HAZELCREST·Nov •. 21-P I- T Sf ·d . t Then that fiu strain suddenly HazelcrestFire Station 112-175th o Iceman· urns u en ::=dt:::t!.re.i=~~~~' ~~;'g"OD.Nov. 20 " 21. 
a seven year veteran 
Countr Sheriffs PoIic:e. is 
hili mind because 
law eoforcemeot officers 
be educated. 
II. hss. like manv Tee nilrllt 
class students. an interesting: station WGN Chic':.go via .As part of the swine nu Homewood-Flossmoor, High 
background. He hss been a telephone. inoenlation program clinics will be Schooi·North BUd·g. Cafeteria 
patrolman and more recently • 8 'l'he radio station, upon learning open to the public. All ctinics will Governors Highway & N. 
narcotics officer in southern Cook .of the.bank robbery in progreOs, run from 7am·7plIL Flossmoor Road 
County. Taking part in .-,federally phoned the bank and the robber The first group inoenlated were LANSING-Nov. 19 & 2O-Lausiag 
funded narcotics law·enforcement aoswered. Ragonese, entering the the high risk individuaIs- those 60 Pnblic Library·Indiana Ave. " 
• program, Rag<>...... hss ·made bank, told the suspect to drop his and over and the· chronieaJJy ill School Street 
several nntable arrests. weapon. Instead tbe suspect· The· bivalent vaccine w .. used MARKHAM· Nov. 19·Roesaer 
During his narcotics crusading, droppsd the phone. which offers protection against Park Fieldhouse-Richmond '" 
he arrested an average of 12 . swine fiu and the victorian fiu. Oxford Streets 
persons a month for serious drug Ragon~espouses.philooophy The mODovalent ·swine flu· MIDLOTHIAN·Nov. 20-
oHenseS. ~uilt on his years of police work. program whi~b is recommended Midlothian Park District-
Most famous of these. atrests ~eople w:bo do. not co-operate lor those 18 years ·aOO older will Reereation Bldg·14500 KCIStDer 
. was the appreheosion of persons "w!th pohce eIther. fear or· ruD througb Nov. 21. PARK FOREST·Nov. 20 " 21· 
in Blue ls1and. who were found in dlSrespect t~e poli~e."· W.beD An informed consent must be Rich East High School·Westwood 
possession of •• veral thousand asked wbat his reaction was to . read and signed by each person· & Saak Trail 
pounds of marijuena. . . people w!'o were· ~pectfuI ... OAK FO.l\EST·Nov., 21-Oak 
As. narcotics officer. Ragonese toward;> him. he stated, I alw.~s Forest High School·l52Dd & 
worked with a number of paid treat peqple the same way m All COURIER Central Avenue ' 
wormants, statiog "you cannot . which they treat me." SAUK VILLAGE-Nov. 20 & 21-
function without wurmsnts in . Althnughbeconsidershimselfa COPY MUST BE· AdmiraIRickoverJr.HighSchool-
narcotics." H. coneeded that the profession.al. Rago_ does not 22200 & Torrence A venue 
turnover of paid wormants is ' always rigorously eoforce the lawf IN FRIDAY FOR SOUTH.HOLLAND-Nov.!":!O-
very hlgh; many being found deed For example, he d_ not arrrest: Thornton Township Building-333 
.. the result of.\oca1 gang hits. youtha for underage drinking. He: E. 162nd Street 
Ragonese's work has not only merely coofiscates the liquor. TH E NO V. 24 STEGER·Nov. IS· Municipal 
been in narcotics In lillO, he til- When asked ahout his position Building-35 W. 34th Street 
warted. bonk holdup attempt in on marijuana use, he-thought it PAPER :rINLEY PARKIWEST HAVEN· 
South Chicago Heights. The entire the same as a1cohoI. "no better, no Nov. 18 & Ill-Bremen Town HioIl-
crime was broadcast over radio worse. ~ , 6851 W. 159tb Street 
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It's Our Birthday -We're Forty-Three {~\ 
"We were very glad to have our 
own .newspaper; ""18 Mra_ Fred 
minded with sebo\anhipa being 
offered to the valedietorisns of sU 
the high seboob in the Chicago. 
area. 
as well .. Jeanette McDonald in on leave from the front Iines. Also 1960 was an unusual year for the 
"Naughty Marieta." included in the paper were bits Courier as the sebool year ended 
- Ring. who was a student here in 
1983 when the first Thornton 
Junfor College newspaper eame 
out. 
.and pieces of information of where with two politically active 
On Jan. 16. 1938. Dr. Miliene former students of the college who columnists attsclting one another 
Jewell who was to spend 40 yean were in the armed for<eo were and in the same edition. 
·Thepaperitselfwaastarted.l>l' altogether at·Thornton wrote in what their rank was. Thingewent along peacefuUy in 
The first edition did not have a 
!lame and eoet two eon!$. A free 
oubeeripUon waa offered to the 
. peraon coming up with the best 
idea for a name. 
a jI>urnalism caIss With William the paper that the quality. of 
Richa.rds the first adviBor. For the . students had decreased. In view of Those wbo think tbat the the 1960's until 19'10 roUed around. 
first four years, the Courier Was the general aeademie failure of the seboor. football team is burting It was not a very good year for the 
printed on mimeograpbed sheets studenta she and the facUIty had tbis year shoUld have heen around paper as a large numher of black 
·resembling handbills. several ideas. The first was to1ail in 1953 when with only ZI people· studenta, angered because the 
In 1937 the paper went from any students who miased more coming out they lost the first four black column was not included in 
heing just a mimeographed sheet than three c:Iasses. Second· waa to contests and had to csnc:el the that week's paper, burned several lIfary MeCaU. a music student, 
was announced the winner in the 
paper'. aeeond edition with the 
name of Thornton· Courier with 
"Junk he Junked" in parenthesis 
underneath. 
to a standard size paper. The stall lock up the piano, phonogrnph and rest. bundred copie~ 
of that yeai dedicated the paper to ,other noise msebines'exoept at In 1954 for some reason Ibere' Adding iUSldt toinl'ury they 
Dean James L. Beck who had noon. or after sebool. Her third was no Courier publisbed until 
scathingly referred· to earlier idea was to have the faculty patrol Dec:. 17 and was publisbed weeldy came back and ripped up aeveral 
editions as handbills. the halls and suppress noise. . thereafter. ~::= ~~u~~ next week', 
It was also the firai time the The fourtb idea wOs probably In· the fall of 1957 lbe Conrier 
The next edition ssw the name paper had ever run ads. Some of . worst of sU .. she wanted to shut welcomed. three new tesehers. This bringe us up to today wbich 
shortened to the Thornton Junk their advertiaers were the. Tinley down sUextra curricular a~viti.. Their names were Donald 53ther, is our forty-third birthday. 
Courier and by the sixth edition Park Daity and the Tinley Pat!< for the rest of the year if Dale Chapman and Dale Helgesen. This year. our forty-third year. 
the name was cltanged to the ' Bakery as· weU as Bastars in nece.aary or until normal Chapman was quoted as saying the paper is trying to touch· aU 
Thornton College Courier. The Harvey. Band H Radio and The seboiarship was reaChed. Her last tbat tbe students aeemed very basea as we have increased our 
next· edition .a .... the name New-Era Theatre. idea was to mske it mandatory . friendly. circulation by one third 
changed again this tim. to the tbat' sU studenta with below a C distributing the paPer not only to 
Thornton Courier. Some of the movies that ~ere average· have to he placed in a December of 1957 sa ... · the day time students but ~so 
playing in 1937· were quite in· fa<Uity supervised study baH. In football team make headlines on students in our evening divi§lli'!i . 
. This . name stood until Set>- teresting. Joan Crawford. Clark her eoncluding statement Dr the first page as they turned down . 
tember of 1946 when the paper Gable and Franehot Tone were the Jewell said that the privilege· of __ a ,~~ .. tobowTelXArkanathat, T .... :.~d It bas been the position of the 
started calling itself the Courier .tar. attractions- in "Dancing ""If direction be given only to pmy Ill. a. genu: ~o":, "Courier" tbis year to reprosen' 
which is the pre5ent.-nsme of the Lady." Wallace Beery, Chester - those wbo knew how to nse it. determme the. national JUDIor the entire student body not just, 
paper: Morris and Robert Montgomery • _.. _ college ehamplOD. The reason certain few special interest group' 
starred in "The Big· Houae." DurlngWorldWarlIth!'paper hehind the rejection was· that which was why we eliminate, 
Aeeording to Ring thll sebool at Everybody wanted to aee Ramon frequently had gueat articles from expenses woUld he paid only for 25 many of last years columns an' 
that time waa very sebo\astieslly Na~ in "The S,!Jeik Stopa Out" . former students who were home players and not the whole team. : repJaced them with news storie> 
Board,Determines Where .To Allocate Money 
B1 Matt DzIk . various aetiviti... These com- snggeatious. - . 
What do JOU do with $80001 ~ will be made np of sU Another idea in the works is a 
That is the eoDeern of the stodents interested in' lending .Jl variety' show for anyone to 
Programming Board formed Nov. hand to the stodent setivities audition for or be audience to. 
12, made up of TCC stud .... ts to program. Currently beiug looked into by 
a1Io<:ate fund. ror studenu One of the setivities lJ:eing board member Alex Jaainslrl, it 
Idtlvites. talked about is Using student may he open to the eommanity to 
Previoaoiy. the Student Ae- funds to bring movies to TCC. ' iDstDl good public relations dnrlng 
tlvlti.s Committe. (S.A.G.) meaning sU stodents with LD:. TCC'. 50th anniversary year. . 
distrihuted the responsibility for . eould get in free for aome movies.. Due to the small turnout at the 
organiZing sU student aetivItles tb Movies like SIenth. Lady Singe the last picnic, some members of the 
the various dubs at TCC Although Bl ..... The GocI.father and Y ODDg Programming Board have' doubts 
the student body .. a whole is FranIcinstein woUld require a· 8bout allotting funds for • spring 
represented ID l;!.A.C .. there nominaI fee. The movies.hown plCIlie. But, the answer will reston 
waan't a single group whose only would he decided by student· student suggestions. 
~thewum~P~·~~~--~~~~~~-----:~.~--~~--------~ 
body. . .. uner The inefIIdeney. e:<pense and· 
ineffective ...... of the present SAC - . 
.. wu witDeaed at TCC'. UOOO 
pCIlicthls fall, prompted S.A.G. 'to 
estsbIish the Prognmming Board. . 
It eonsIsts of DIn. persona, four 
from S.A.C. and five others from 
the student body. S.A.C- memhers 
are S .... Murphy. Bob Lu-. Paul 
Krynlckl and. A1u J ""IDald. 
Sharon S_ Dehbie 0ber-
man, Bill Hayze ... ld, alid 
nominees Cathy Rare,. and John 
O'Keefe make up the rest of the 
board. 
The ProgrammIng . Boa:rd Is 
eontrolled by sU stodents at Tee. 
As boo.rd member Sue Murph1 put 
It, "Tbis money belongs to sU the 
otudents lit TCC. It'. up to them 
how it'D be spent.. ('l'broush the 
~Boa:rdJ' 
The boo.rd meeto evrtr'f TaescIa,. 
lit 1 p.m. ill the Student GcwerD-
IDIJnt oftIee.lt will eIeet Its ofI!eIaIs 
..- the interim ud eadI of the 
Dille I!IIeIIIben ..m th.... Ioeiod 
...... 1IIIttMa· to OI'~ the 
. (;alender 
18-1'7FINALEXAMS . 
1~~~: 
'~~f=~ 
. .' 
18"YE OWE MADRIGAL 
CHRISTIoIAS FEASTE" 
., P.it Feaste Ti<ksta: 
$S and $10 DINING HALL 
2O"YE OLDE MADRIGAL 
cmirsTM.As FEASTE" 
., P.it Feaste Ti<ksta: 
$Sud $10 DINING BALL 
The truth is DeVa" pure aud seIdem obnpIe 
The COURIEB is. weekly pubIIea!ion, free 
for und by the students ofThornIoll CommuDity CcIhse 
with. c:Ir<:u\atIoD 013,000. The ecIItGrid opiaioao .... th_ 
expANed ooIeIy by the Editorial Board aud c\o Dot 
--.iiy HIleetthe opiDioIIII of IdminIatnf.on. fac:alty ... the otadeDt 
. ~gt ' 
. THE COURIER 
• 15800 State Street 
Santh RoIJaDd, n. 60473 
~ext.33! 
1"'i::~;~F..ii~~:~:·"'··'·'·····'·'::""····'··;"lIfary MeHuAA 1:1 Editors ............................. • ••• Annette Andrewa 
JuIre~ 
Editor. ••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••• .RoSs D. Lathrop 
··~~::::I~v~~:,:·:···,·;··························JerryMellvain I ....... ; ., ............................. Steve Lea 
DO.W.,,""""""'!!"" .................... ~ ...... -••••••• ; •••• Starline Clark 
'. 
'. 
24 CHRISTMAS HOLIi)AY· 
COLLEGE OmCES CLOSED . 
27 FmSTDAY OF CLASSES· . 
INTERIM SESSION 
l!1 NF.WYEAR'SHOLIDAY 
r 
PET CANDLE" 
Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock. 
PET CANDLE comes to you with com-
"plete set of operating In!?trnctionsto 
~train your PET CANq!-f; to sit up, 
.stand, light up: anp fly: . 
Available in Small. Medium,and Large Sizes. 
PET CANDLE 
110 Giralda Ave .. Coral Gables, Florida.33134 
Li Small $1,00 plus 50e postage & hMdling 
C· Medium $2.00 plus 75e postage & handling 
C Large $3.00 plus' 9S¢ postage & handling 
Name 
Address 
City. State Zip. 
. 1976. Pet Candle. Inc. 
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New gym is almost completed 
s, I!leb Porwtt 
Far from being a two million dodar edifice as originally 
palnned. the gymnasium is getting closer to completion. 
There have been many delays as to the opening of this 
building which was originally scheduled for earJy December. 
George Clark of Administrative Services. faiJed to comment 
specifically On the twO month postponement but did say that 
it was only a normal construction delay. 
The gym is buil.· to house two to three thousand fans but, 
will currently hold only 200 spectators until more school 
support is achieved. The student*body will have a chance to 
prove itself as the new facility is scheduled to open for the 
Feb. 3 basketball enCOunter between our Bulldogs and Ill. 
Valley. 
The gym will be used for many other activifies including 
wrestling, girls basketball. volleyball. tennis and intram~ 
urals. 
Behind the whole scene and coordination of the athletic 
building was Tee Athletic Director Mr. Peter Schloss. 
Stated Clat "t, "If it wasn't for him (Schloss) there would be 
no fieJdhou~e ... 
And likewise hadn't there been funds received from local 
sources (not the state) the complex wouldn't be where it is. 
So, there it stands. ready for use by OUT basketball team 
and by all students who wish to take advantage of iL 
Hopefully the erection of this long awaited and much needed 
gym will be of great benefit to ail athletic activities con. 
cerned. I 
I 
I 
i 
The .. ew gym at last! IDo an... of the bMkets. They 
not be misled by the appeac. have a temporary protective 
c:overlng.J r-- GED course ~ 
I offered on Channel 11 I I Kids come to college 
Tee will offer a "Reading Enrichment for Children" 
COUrse (grades 3 through 8) as part of its community services 
program. The course is .designed to heJp cbildren jmprove 
their communication skills through practice in reading, word 
recognition and writing sleiUs. 
Children enrolled in Tee's reading enrichment program 
will gain skills in preparing school assignments. improve 
their spelling and independent study habits. and expand the 
orientation loward various media. 
Oasscs will meet in BLDG. 11 on the College' s interim 
campus. Course fee is SIO. Registration and additional 
information ca.n be obtained by phoning $96-2000. ext. 219. 
Registration also may be made at the time of the first class 
meeting, space permitting. 
Campus ministry 
sponsors discussions 
A St.~ies of inFormal. weekly discussions will begin on 
Wednesday. February 4. sponsored by the Catholic campus 
ministers. Enfitled "What Do Modern Calholics Believe 
About .. :' these discussions will focus on a variety of rel* 
igious and ethicaJ issues su:h as marriage. death and dying. 
human sexuality and work. religions. The discussions will be 
at It a.m. every Wednesday. alternating between the 
interim and main campuses. The first discussion will be 
February 4 on the interim campus in Building 3. room 2. The 
topic win be marriage. 
All a' c invited to participate. The topics will be molded 
around the interests of those participating. so the topics are 
flexible. The topic for each week as weD as the place will be 
announced in the paper. If there is enough interest. other 
discussion times arc possible, including evenigs. 
Tee hosts 
chess tournament 
The first chess tournament in the history of Thornton 
Community College is coming! At stake will be cash prizes 
of S50, $30, and $20. . 
february 13·14 are the scheduled dates. First game will 
begin at 2 p.m. in buiiding 17. AnTCC students are eligible. 
Entry fec will be $1. 
Faculty and administration personnel also are eligible to 
participate. Their entry fce is 55. For further details. drop by 
any chess club meeting. 
Meetings are held in building 16. Mondays. 11 a.m. and 
TIlUr'ab\·. 1?-:.10 p.m 
Along with eight other Chicago area COlleges. Tee will 
offer Genera! Education Development (GED) instruction via 
wrrw. Channel J1. beginning February 7. The GEO 
Program is opportunity for· thOse who failed to compJete 
their high schoof education. Through it~ these individuals 
may obtain a high school equivalency certificate. 
Presently the program is supported by the Education 
Service Region of Cook County. 
"The televised .course is especially convenient for persons 
who are working or who are otherwise unable to travel to the 
campus for Our regular GED classes," commented Dr. 
Robert L. Jack~ TeC Dean of Community Services. 
Instruction will be p~vided by the Kentucky ETV Net. 
works new GED series of 34 programs. scheduled for broad. 
cast each Saturday. from 12 nOOn to 1 p.m. Two instruct. 
ionaJ programs will be offered during each broadcast. 
Persons OVer 18 years of age may register for the course. 
Registration is open through February 14, from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. in Building II. room 2 and from 7 p.m. in Building 17. 
Following registration students will receive the study 
guide for the course and a place assessment to help them 
select appropriate support services for successful comple. 
tion of the GED examination. 
Manyways to obtain. 
high school diploma 
Persons who have not completed their high school ed* 
ucation have the opportunity to obtain their diplomas tb· 
rougb TCC's GED program. TCC's Human Success/General 
Education Development (GED) Project offe .. various ways 
for people to successfully compJete the requirements for 
high school graduation. 
Under the Human Success segment of the project. adults 
OVer 18 with senior higb school standing are enrolled in 
college courses at Tee. Earned semester hour credits are 
then transferred back to cooperating high schools which 
award diplomas. 
The course fee is $34 plus S10 for books. 
Tee isrecognized as an officiaJ GED instruction and 
testing center. The college will schedule testing dates for the 
convenience of those who take this course. 
Other Chicag()..area colleges offering the COurse are:Pr* 
aide State CoUege. Moraine Valley Community College. 
College of DuPage. Triton College. Harper College. City 
Colleges of Chicago, Elgin Community College and Wau-
bonsee Community College. 
The bulletin board 
LAST DAY REGISTRATION 
Building J 7 will hold last minute registration today. 
Friday for all courses from 9 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m. 
"REUGIOUS RETREAT WEEKEND PLANNED 
Catholic Campus Minister Father Ted Kawczynsfti in* 
vites aU CathoJic students to a religious experience retreat 
planned for Friday and Saturday, February 20·21. The cost 
of the two.-day retreat is minimal • just SS. Please contact 
Father Ted in Building J6 or call 757.7474. 
SECURITY GUARD SEMINAl! 
Thornton Community College will offer a Security Guard 
Training Seminar in Bldg_ 8. Room 18, on the College's 
interim campus. The Seminar will meet Tuesdays and Th. 
urdays from 7 to )0 p.m. beginning January 27 through 
February 26. Theory of law enforcement, liability of acts, 
and handling weapons will be discussed. Participants satis. 
factarily completing the seminar will be awarded a certif. 
kate by ~ State of lilinois# 
MA!UTALAND,FAMlLYCOUNSELING 
TCe wiU present a "Training in Marital and Family 
Counseling" seminar beginning January 29. The classes will 
meet on Thursdays through March JJ. from 7 to 9 pm. in 
Bldg_ I, R?Om I. on the Co1lege's interim campus. 
SEMINAR FOR MOTHERS 
"The Terrible Twos and Trusting Threes. •• a free siminar 
designed for mothers and otbers who work with pre.scbool 
children, will be offered by TCC beginning January 28. The 
seminar will meet on Wednesdays from 7 to 9 p.m •• through 
February 25. All classes will be held in Bldg. J, room 2 on 
the interim campus. -
FREE RllTIREMENT·PLANNlNG SEMIN.AI! 
Adults needing two or more high school credits may enroJJ 
in a General Education Development (GED) certificate pro-
gram at TeC or one of tbe three conveniently located adult 
basic ~ueation centers in Harvey. Calumet City or Midl().. 
thian. This program is designed to increase knowledge in 
five OED subject areas. These are English. social studies, 
mathematics. literary materials and natural science. 
Upon completion of this examination. students win re. 
ceive the high school equivalency credit certifICate. 
A free Retirement Planning Seminar wiD be offered from 
January 26 through February 23. The class will meet on 
Mondays from 7 to 9 p.m. in Bldg. 4, Rm. 26, on TeC's 
interim campus. information on social security. insurance 
programs, hOUSing and location, 2nd role adjustments will 
be discussed. 
··We really believe our Human Success Program offers 
another valuable option for adults who need an alternative. 
method of continuing their education.·' said Robert Mar· 
shall. Tee counselor and coordinator of the program. 
FOR AU SEMINARS 
REgistration and additional information can be obtained 
by phoning 596--2000. Ext. 219. Registration also may be 
accomplished at the first class meeting. space permitting. 
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Commentary 
DAVID W. Boom 
As of January 1st. OUt Bicentennial extravaganza shifted 
into high gear and refused to yield to anything as trivial as a 
55 m.p.h. speed limit. In fact. on New Year's Eve. we heard 
rcpeated~y the phrase "Bicentennial Yeat", laying ground-
work for everything that a year contains so it can be referred 
to as a Bicentennial Something-or-Other. 
We have all noticed the usual television commercials 
they've all ttimed into "Bicentennial Buys" and uFreedOm 
sales". which leaves one to suspect that the commercial 
machine is gaining momentum at a fantastic rate; for those 
who are not of a suspicious nature; here are a few things we 
can look forward to and watch out for: 
Bicentennial Hamburgers" that are painted red. white and 
blue, t. Anniversary Gasoline" that sells for two dollars a 
gallon--as a souvenir; "Birthday Batteriesu that have a 
build·in genuine replica of the Betsy Ross original that glows 
automatically when there isn't enough juice left to start your 
car. "F~edom'footsies91 and therapeutic red, white and 
blue saddle shoes guaranteed to be out of date by next 
spring. Also watch out for various politicians during this 
celebration of our 200th birthday than they are with 6.5'1, 
'unemploymnet rate. Don·t forget to look out for any objects 
referred to as ··Libory Things·· unless they are Grade A and 
come in a carton of twelve. and free enterprise economics. 
Free enterprise created the greatest power on earth to 
waste so much time. money and effort on trinkets and 
baubles that celebrate not a second hundredth year of man's 
inalienable rights. but. instead. celebrates the gargantuan 
conccit of the free enterprise economy that beUeves it can 
sen anything to anyone anytime it chouses. 
Remember. only 336 shopping days left unll1 Christmas ..• 
Tee's Intramural Dl.reclo>r. James HeIlr1mg, heads 
up a program that _. all_ I>:> participate 
On the lDtramuraloche<lule In the .... ry aear future 
are baahelball and pIng-poag. Awudts are given 
at tbe CODCIusi<m of each intramural""';"'" The 
more than capable Mz. Helhung COD be _ In 
BuIlding 13lfJlOU have any opIeSI:ioDs on_I>:> ell-
rollin """ of TCC'. most viable programo. 
Newspaper controversy? 
Daold W. Booth 
Sheila Suranser stepped into the joumafosm office the 
other day and demanded to speak with the editots. Kathie 
Huddleston and Cindy Cruz smiled grimly at each other and 
admitted their positions. 
"Good:' Sheila said. "now sit down··. Complying wi!b 
her demand. the co-editors dutifully sat on the edge of a 
table n the center of the room. 
"Do you remember;' Sheila continued. "last semest'~r 
when three 0.- four people dnminate,d tlie letters to the editor 
column complairrmg about Suntone Drive and the way 
people parkes?" 
Both editors nodded solemnly. 
"Well. I've got the answers to the controversies. U Sheila 
boasted. 
Cindy and Kathie smiled dubiously and continued su-
pressing their early mOmig yawns. 
··First off.·· Sheila began confidendy, ··stop devotiftg so 
much space to such stupid topics. Do something that will 
interest people." 
"But," Kathy insisted. "we don't have any control what 
bothers people, or if they want to write to us about it or not". 
"That doesn't matter." Shclla reprimanded, "just don't 
print it," 
"Have you ever heard of the Constitution of the United 
States?" Cindy asked bravely. 
"No. Why?" Sheila stated undaunted. 
··Oh. never mind:· Kathy said throwing up her hands. 
•• Anyway." Sheila went on. uEveryone rve talked to is 
sick of hearing this junk··. 
UDo your friends walk to and from classes?" asked Kathy. 
"Yeah. howd you know' •• 
··lucky guess,·· 
"My other two friends drive. though. U Sheila defended 
herself. 
"00 the)' part in two parking spaces so their doors don't 
gel scratchedT' Cindy inquired suspiciously. 
"Well:· said Sheila slightly flustered. ··yeah, how·d 
you know!·· 
·'Tht. office reeks of ESP:' volunteered Kathy. 
"Hey!·' chimed Cindy. getting Sheila·s attention. ·'why 
dnn·t you write something that you think will interest onr 
readers?·' 
"1 can't write.·· Sheila stated matter.of.faclly. "rm just 
going to school to learn how to talk good. and go to parties 
and stuff:· 
··Well:· Kathy began. ··do you have any more solutions 
to C\'Cf}'body's problems?"· 
Yeah:· Sheila said emphatically:·1 think everyone should 
walle. use then- own two feet. you know. I do. That way no 
one would have to drive over that stupi~ dirt road everyone 
• ..,., ....... 1 .. ,"0: "hnut f'tf' fitoht f't\'C"r n:trldnl! ,.113("("." 
"j assume, U Cindy offered. Utbat you walk to the other 
side of the campus and then back again. rightt .. 
"Yeah •• :· 
"Then.·· Cindy continued. "you dnn·t have to go to work 
immediately after your last class. is that correct?" 
··Y';'h.·· said Sheila slOwly. "I guess so:' 
··Oh." said Cindy with finally. 
"Where do you live. anyhow?·' Kathy asked Sheila. 
"Right across the street..' 
Kathy looked at Cindy. Cindy looked at Kathy, 
"Thisis froat page stuff. don't you think?'· Kathy asked. 
"Yes. definitely:· 
'Bananas' is typical 
Woody Allen film 
ByAa_Boros 
·'Bananas" is a Woody Allen film starring who else but 
Woody Allen. As most other Woody Aile, films, it is funny, 
nonsensical, and it mocks the pseudo inteUectuaIs. "Ban· 
anas' o is not for anyone expecting to get into a movie. To 
make the mov;e palatable. one would have to be open 
minded and expect the weirdest. 
It has a plot. Woody Allen is a product tester. Naturally. 
we, cannot have Woody testing normal tbings like toothpaste 
0.- bedsheets 0.- something. Woody tests the executive 
exemser which. of course, shows that Woody Is a klutz and 
requires OUr sympathy. He can·t evern make it with a chick 
who is considered ·easy'. Woody is ready to give up, utdil 
one day a girl comes to his apartmeat taking a S,urvey. He 
offers her a cup of coffee. and the romance begins. It is 
wonderful fora while. with each of them enjoying the oilier's 
company while attending various functions such as riots and 
violent demonstrations. Then one day she braks it off by 
telling poor old Woody that she no longer loves him, 0.-.-
likes him. 
At some point Woody becomes the 1eader of a revoIu· 
tionary group in a very Insiguificant country. After a series 
of ordeals in which Woody is ansted io the United States be 
gets the girl. She does oot recognize him, 0.- even remember 
his nam. She admires him for his stTength of eharacter, 
leadership qualities, but mainly liecauSe he led the rev.;. 
lution. He is acquitted in the U.S. and manages to come out. 
on top. 
To add tbC: frosting to the calce, I forgot to mention Howard 
Cosell. ";1iO gives us a play by play (mueit the same as 
Monday'night footbaU) on as' .,.tions, deaths. and Woody's 
honeymoon. All in all it is a pretty funny movie, 
Die .deutshe Ecke 
Did you know that Germans in the Rheinland and Bayern 
are enjoying the FasChing and Kameval season (Mardi 
Gras) now lill the approach of Ash W(;.jnesday? Plenty of 
eating. drinking. singing. and dancing~is enjoyed by young 
and 01d alike. There are parades and the election of Prince 
Carnival and his "royal court". And of course everyone 
dresses up in ones favorite costume. 
Students' of the German classes and their friends will be 
attending a German Faschingsball (Mardi Gras Masquerade 
Dinner Dance) at the Riviera Country Oub in Orland Park on 
Feb. 15 at 7:30. An tickets are sold in advance and are $4. 
(without dinner): 58: (with dinner) per person. If you are 
interest~d in joining us, call Mrs. Culver. German Instructor 
at Ext. 264. 
nlE WEEI<L Y DBADUNE 
FOR ALL COURIER 
ARTICLES IS TUESDAY--
NOON. 
T.he Courier 
- The tndh Is _pure ... d seldom lIImple-
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for _ by the otadenla ofThomton Commulty CGIIege 
with. dreuIatIon of 4,000. The edllorIaI op_ ore those 
npreued so1eIy by the EdItorial Board _ do BOt 
_y iefIeet theoplnloasof _  • facaJly 
or otadent gov .... meot. 
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CIady Cruz _ KathIe Huddteston 
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Dr. Ivey 
Working to better Tee 
BY RoaWoods 
The French had Napoleon. Rome had Caesar, The early 
colonies had George Washington. Thornton Community 
College has Dr. ~athan Jvey. So 'und a bit dramatic? 
Perhaps it does, but history shows that'Napoleon, C"sar 
and WashingtoD all had definite roles in making their 
countries great. 
True. Napoleon met his Waterloo, and Caesar had an 
unfortunate run:, in with Brutus. but after talking to Dr. 
Ivey, I'm convinced that he is a man of great integrity and 
dedication to TCC, 
Dr. Ivey, a Texan and an ex-Marine. is a graduate of 
Ha~din-Simmons University with a B.S., Texas Tech. tiRiv. 
ersity with an M.B.A., and Michigan State University with 
an Ed. D. He has served as the President of three other 
colleges before coming to Thornton in 1973, . 
The duties of a college president range from Community 
relations to quarterbacking the operation of the entire 
administration, which is a full time job even without the 
meetings and lectures which also accompany tbe job. 
Dr, Ivey expressed pleasure with the quality of edw:ation 
students are receiving within TCC classrooms. However. at 
~e same time he emphasized that the quality wiD always 
have room for improvement. 
Past success as well as future efforts must be credited to 
the department directors as well as the faculty themselves, 
When aslced whether tbis years freshmen could expect a 
"strike free" sophomore year. the President, while caut-
iously optimistic. stated that it is "impossible to teD for 
certain at this stage exactly what will happen". This is due 
to the fact that teachers are open to renegotiate their salary 
contracts later this year. 
Bulldogs 
halted 
(Cont; from p. 4.) 
Rich Rasper did most of the damage for Wright by 
pi.lcing the nets for a eame bigh 30 points, Trevor Banks, 
TeC's bigh scoring forward, was held to but 18 • 
If one were to choose one word to describe the initial half. 
it would be 'erratic'. Both clubs were the victims of their 
own mistakes. 'fh" Rams could _ find the feeUng for the 
basketball as poor passing led to many of their tumove:s. 
O. the other side, Thornton had problems scoring, The 
Iow·scoring first half ended in favor of WCC, 32-28, mainly 
due to the Rams' SUccess at putting a IIuny of points on the 
SCOteboard. during one _ stretch of ,the initial half, It was 
during tbis time span that Wright tallied 12 eonsecutive 
points, 
Half two was like the difference between nigbt and day. 
For the first ten miDutes, both clubs displayed good ball 
movement, smart shooting and fiDe defense in a close 
contest. Then, the Rams surged ahead by 10 with 6:31 left, 
The contest was anyone'~ for tbe taking bntil that c:rudaI 
poine when the Bulldogs were befeI1 by inept passing. 
Tee made one last ron at Wright with 2:30 showing on the 
doclt with three hoops, one each by Berg, Polk and Palter· 
son, Wright was "right" bowever and staved off the Thorn· 
ton comebad: bid. 
Pete Genge added to Rasper's game bigb point production 
witb 14 while Charlie Starks coUected 12 for the Rams, The 
BuUdogs had two men behind Banks iD double fig.-. in 
Weis with 14 and "Dr. J" with 13, Wright is nOW 8-10 whU. 
TCC is 3-15. 
FEBRUARY SPORTS CALENDAR 
Mea'. VanUyllukelboll 
F.......,. 3· Tee_ m. Valley 
F.......,. 5 -Tee .... Tdtoa 
F.......,.18 -Tee _ Ibrper 
F...,14-Tee_JaIIet 
F.......,.19. Tee _ EfcIa 
F......,. 2J-2S • Sec:tIoa m: 1'0_ at Tee 
W_"V~1IukeIhoII 
Febnw13 -Tee ..... EfcIa 
. F.......,.17 -Tee" .. 1'dIaa 
Mea'. V_1y W1'eOIIIaa 
F......,.7-N.~CT_t 
F.......,.I3-14 - RegIooaIVToamameat 
F.......,. 27-28- N.J,c.A.A. To_t 
(JIl7:30p ..... 
!Al.3:30p ..... 
(JIl7:30p ..... 
IAl7:30p .... 
IAl7:30p.m. 
IAl5:00 p.m. 
(JIl3:30p ..... 
IAlNMa 
IAwayl 
IAw·,l 
DR. IVEY 
Concerning the job market in relation to todaY' college 
student, Dr, Ivey said:'1 think people should pursu, . the 
...,.tioual objective that is of interest to them. And that even 
includes pursuing an objective preparing you for aD occu-
pation there employment possibilities arc not too good". He 
based his reasoning upon the fact tbat the job market is 
cyclic. and Ulustrated.the point with ~e field of education. 
Although thO demand for teachers is relatively low today 
he expects it to be greater in coming years. In past years this 
has proven to be true in most career orientated fields. 
One desire which Dr Nathen lvey expressed about Tee 
and commonity colleges iD general, was the lack of part, 
icipation iD '·extra curricular activities". He attributed much 
of this lack of participation to the 'fact that.most students 
attending community colleges are "workiDg students" 
wbose time is limited. However, he believes "more of them 
could participate in the activities if they were just willing 
to,'· 
Last of all Dr.lvey announced some gOOd news for aU TCC 
students who have· ever had the misfortune of playing 
"Musical Parking Places", or who have risked life and limb 
ligh~ the battle of Suntone Drive • 
With the' coming of SUnuneT we are promised to find out 
the village of South HoUand paving Thomton'~ verson of the 
"Ho Chi Minh" trail, A:s if that isn't enough to make us all 
weep tears of joy, we can also expect. brand new parking lot 
to be ready in the month of August. . 
Now do you see whal I mean by the "George Wash· 
ington" of Tee? 
Is there a better reason 
to send an FrD LoveBundle? 
Maybe because she'll like you better for il. 
Send it to your special Valentine today. She'll get 
the message. Your FTO FlorJsl will send your 
LoveBundle™ almost anywhere. Order Early! 
Usually available $1500* 
for less than 
• As an independent 
businessman. each FTO Member 
Florist sets his own prices. 
Get Vou'FTD 1 ~'MD.._..JI_, UJlIt:UUI~ from, 
27 RIVER OAKS 
HARVEY fLUKISr 
15410 PAGE AVE. 
HAR\'EY 
333·0113 
MlLHAHN'S FLORIST 
15130 UNCOLN AVE, 
DOLTON 
849·0939 
DOCTOR FLORIST 
831 E, 162 
SOUTH HOLLAND 
333·3110 
4":2> 
' .... ~. tt -~'i.~ %..,~-,~ 
CALL ANO CHARGE 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
HONOiiEO 
aEWERIES ANYWHERE 
LANSING fLORAL SHOP 
3420 RIDGE ROAD 
LANSING 
474·1212 
PHILUPS flOWERS 
AND GIfTS 
27 RIVER OAKS 
CALUMET CITY 
8/t8·Ilb6 
OLANDER fLORIST 
3433 Wes1159th STREET 
MARKHAM 
331·7730 
Healt h Field 
recruitment 
A recruitment day for the 
different health fields is 
scheduled for career plan. 
ningon Monday, February 9, 
from 10 a.m. t03 p,m., in the 
U·LeveI of the library iD the 
maiD building, The purpose 
is to allow students to taUt: to 
reauiters in spectaI fields, to 
tour TeC and to have iDIet>-
view sessions from 11 '.m. 
UDtiII p .... 
GUIDE TO MONEY 
FOR HIGHER ED(J~ATION 
Recruitment day is spon-
sored by the following' pr0-
grams and COOrdinators: 
Nursing (RN( - Carolyn fra-
ser; Nursing (Practical) - Dor· 
othy Reedy; Occupational 
Therapy • Lois Marek; Radi-
ologiC (X-Ray) Tech • Sister 
Dorothea; Meatal Health -
Arlene Francis; Medical 
Technc!logy, Medical Record 
Tech and Medical Secretary -
Vern JIetersoa; Placement 
ServiCes • Doris Ritter; and 
Career Education • BUI Pi • 
land. 
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and 
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over 
$500 million dollars. 
Contains the most up-to-date information on: 
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs. 
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for 
study at -coneges, vocational and teChnical schools. paraprofessional 
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schoolS, and post· 
graduate study or research; funded on national, regional. and local 
levels by the federal _government, states, cities, foundations, corpora-
tions, trade unions, professional associations. fraternal organizations, 
and minority organizations, Money is available for both average as well 
as excenent students, both with and without need. 
BENNETI PUBLISHING CO. 
Dept. 114, 101 Chades Street, Bostoa, M .... O%I14-
Please rush mc ___ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA· 
TION at $S,9S plus SOC for postagc and handling for each copy. 
I am enclosing $ (check or money order). 
Nomc _____ _ 
~-------------------------------------I City SIO" _______ .. Zip 
® Copyricb·=-'·:-:-:e-::'=!I7::6-::Bc:-nn-.. -=e-=Pu:-'bJ:";ishia&;-;';·--;eo:;:-. ----
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Me Cann fills bill as Tee Security Dir. 
Scholarships 
available 
Scbo\arShips ·Iiom the South Holland Jaycees for the second 
semester at 'fCC are still available. FlYe scholarships for 
$125 will be warded to the seleCted students soon after 
MarchI. 1976-
Qualificatjons for the Soath Holland Jaycees ScIaoiaI;'hip 
ore very simple. You must be an area student, be classified 
as full·time <at .... t 12 bonrs) and show some sot! of 
fuwtcial need. 
Forms for the Soath Holland Jaycees Sdtolarship may be 
obtained in the Office of Financial Aiel, Building 17, between 
the hours of 8:30 and 4:30. Mondliy through Frielay. Dead· 
line for applications is Man:h I, 1976. 
UHURU invites 
new members 
The UHURU Organization eatentls greetings to all of the 
brothers and sisters at TCC this semester. UHURU is a)Jlack 
student co-ed organization whose purpose is gcored toward 
the motivation. inspiration and enlightenment of TeC's 
black studenls. . 
. This s.mester. UHURU has planned a series of GtoIIP 
Discussions moderated by black members of TeC's faculty 
.... administration. The first in this series will be held 
Friday, Fe!>ruary 13, at 12:30 p.m., in the Culture Center in 
Building 3. The moderalor will be Robert Marshan of the 
Counseling Department. His topic wiD be "Coalition: The 
Power Through It". This is open to all students • 
UHURU members are now in the process of planning 
other activities and would welcome any active participation •. 
The UHURU Organization meels every Wednesdliy at 2:30. 
p.m. in Building 3, Room 4. 
Mandatory meeting 
'I'be.e will be _ry staff lDeeliags for all people 
elCher worlWog ... who would like to work oa the COOlUER 
today at 2:30 p.m. .... Tuesday, Feb....., 17, at 10 a.m. 
Please Iry 10 attead at .... , ODe gatherln". 
Any policeman who has survived intersecion control in the 
loop has definitely got what it takes to be Security Director at 
Thornton Community College. 
James P. McCann, a 29 year veteran of the Chicago Police 
Department. bas taken the position of Captain. Commander 
of the ""Excessive Force Section" thers. His unit wound up 
being a prototype for other departments across the nation 
and SOme foreign countries. 
In the three years as Commander of that unit, McCann 
received a personal honorable mention award in the field of 
internal investigation and administration. He bas twice been 
awarded the States's Attorney's award for outstanding 
service as we1l as two Mayor's Awards for Meritorious 
Service. 
But it was back in April 1946 that he ruhbed elbows with 
the boysd in the patrol division ofthc Seventh District on the 
south east side. as.his first assignment. 
One year tater a transfer to the traffic division landed him 
in the seat of a motorqc1e. while braving loop intersection 
control during the winter months. In 1953 he was assigned to 
the auto theft section of the CriminaJ Investigations Divis-
ions. worked for four years as an invc.stigator and was 
promoted to Sergeant. 
It was in the auto theft division he remained for 15 years. 
building a favorable r.eputation that earned him the rant of 
Lieutenant. He stayed in the Auto Theft Section at the 
request of the Auto Theft Commander and the Excessive 
Force Section and was again promoted. 
Promoted to the position of Dircclor of Security in July of 
last year. McCann knew he would eventually take a security 
oriented job before he retired Iiom the Chicago Force . 
"I knew it was going to be very challenging and different" 
commented McCann, ·'and I dit it to fill up my time. I like to 
keep busy". 
Director McCaM replaces former Director W~liam Moz. 
e1le,.who had occupied Ihe POSt since fall of 1971. 
AABS to honor Tee student 
Kenneth D. Williams will be the recipient of this year's 
Award of Excelleuoe to be preseuted by the African Assoc· 
;ation for BIac:k Stndies (AABS) at its natiooal cooference in 
Memphis, Tean, Feb. 18-21. 
The criteria for the student nominee is a person who is 
enrolled in a college or university .... who is reoognized as a 
leader on that campus. This person must be actively invol· 
ved in the afais of other African .todents on bis campus and 
on other campuses. He or she must show academic/or 
creative e.oeI1eDce. 
Ken, a Harvey resident. is an accounting major aDd will 
be graduating this semester. 
The AfricaIi Association for. BIac:k Students annyally rec· 
ognizes those persons who show a commitment to the Jib.. 
eration of African people, who ."emplify the AABS pbU· 
osophy in thek activities, and pursue the interests of the 
African community wilb sincerity and _nence, 
This award is given to one person in each of five cat· 
egories: Association, Community, Educator, National and 
Student. 
Author to supervise 
writing workshop 
Supervised by H.b. Halliburton, a professiooal author, 
TCC will offer a creative wrltting workshop beginning 
February 14. 
Interested persons who wish to evaluate, refine, and 
market their creative writing skills ·wiII be able to seek 
professional assistance. The workshop will meet in three 
Saturdliy sessions scheduled for Feb. 14, 21, and 28 in Bldg. 
11, room 4 Iiom 1 to 3 pm. Cost of the entire workshop is 
$10.' . 
Ms. Halliburton is the author of The Bum- of WrlliatI, 
a source llWlual for beginning writers. She has also written 
stories and articles for the New Yolk Tbaea and Good 
fi!>asekeePbtg. 
"Anyone who likes to read can write creatively. Learning 
how to arrange your thoughts and ideas constitules a 
beginning. If you Dever have written more than a high _ 
essay, but want to explore your potential just bring a lillie . 
imagination and a generous supply of enthusiasm to out fars 
call. We'l be/dn at the beginning", stated Ms. Halliburton. 
In addition to disa!ssing the creative writing" process and 
examining manuscripts. the workshop will focus on the 
practical aspects of being an author. 
Marketing literary material, writing for speciflC publica· 
tions and aUdiences. copyrights. publishing techniques. 
promotion. and the financial aspects of a literary career will 
also be diSCUSSed. . 
While at TCC KeD has participated in and received the-
followiag awards: listed in Who's Who Among Stucleats in 
American Junior Colleges, received a certificate Iiom T(:C 
for outstanding performance in Community Survey, the 
UHURU Organization. Delta Beta Fr~ternity, the COU~IER 
staff, the TCC faculty/staff picDic, Governors State Untver· 
sity in the College of Human Learning and Development 
Advisory Council as a student representative, the Student 
Aiel Foundation, a member of leadership LTD, and Black 
Educalional Forum and Academic Ho~. 
The- bulletin board 
NEWMAN CLUB DISCVSSION SE1UES CONT1NUES •••• 
This week's discussion topic, sponsored by the Newman 
Oub, will be .. What do Modem Catholics believe aboot. ••••• 
Human Sexuality? .... This discussion will take place Wed. 
February 18, in Bldg. 3, room 2 at 11 :15 a.m. AD Newman 
discussions are informal. so bring a lunch if desired. Every. 
ODe is welcome. 
REFLECTIVE IlETltEAT PLANNEDM •• Father Ted Kawcz· 
)'IlSki invited any Catholic student to a reflective weekend 
retreat. The retreat will take place at Tollentine Center in 
Olympia Ftelds on Friday qight and aDclay Saturday, Feb. 20 
and21. For information call FalhcrTed at 757·7474 or teave 
a not for him in Bldg. 16. The cost of the entire retreal 
experle_ is only $S. Bring. frieDeI. 
WESTERN 1WN0lS 1JNJVERSn'Y •••• For students inter· 
ested in going to Western D1inois University, a represeat. 
ative wiD beavaiJable totalt to students on Fridliy, February. 
27. The representative will be in Ibe second Il_ ramp area 
of the main building, Iiom 9 a.m. 10 1 p.m. 
TRYOUTS TO BE BELD .... Tryouts for the TCC _ play 
'·6 Rooms Rev VIeW" will be held on Mondliy, February 16 
in Bldg. 16. John Mallny, part·time instructor, will direct the 
comedy • 
Chess tourney today 
and tomorrow 
The TCC chess club win hold its Wmter Warm·Up tourna· 
menl this Friday and Saturdliy. According to Chess Club 
President Ross Lathrop, it wW be four rounds, one on Friday 
and three on Saturdliy. The entry fee will be $1 for students 
.c. and $S for faculty and staff. 
"We expect a good tumout for this tournament. and we 
think we can bold a good 1oumey," staled Lathrop. 
Taking notation and chesS docks WIll b~ required. There 
• will be a quick review for players ~ have not taken 
notation before on friday afternoon for intcrc$tcd players. 
For this and other information. see Ross LathRJp or call 
him al 862-6942 or can Mike Quinlan al 481·9158. 
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;ommission strives to bring out -·heritage 
tber the American Revolution. Thomas Jefferson and claration of Independence? Or Ben Franklin. John 
• Paul Revere and the Boston Tea Party? The truth is 
~mericaos on't really know and understand the wbole 
leal context of the birth of the United States and 
r participated in the bi-centennial activities. The 
e of T.C.C.·s Bicentennial Commission "is to involve 
tal college communit lCS in the celebration of the 
enoia1" according to dr. Robert JacK. chairperson of 
mittee. 
commission has planned a series of activities desig~ 
appeal to all members of the college community. 
Federal and State Bicentennial Commission has pro-
three areas in which Bicentennial committees are to 
. The areas are Heritage 16. Festival USA and 
"tage deals with the history of American whereas 
,ms 76 is involved with the future years of America. 
;al USA deals with the American people and what 
!ts the American ethnic groups are presently involved. 
CC Bicentennial Commission is stm in the process of 
ng activities for 1976. They wiU sponsor a flag cere-
the dedication of Phase n. an Ethnic Mural. the 
Heritage Days. a series of guest speakers. an art, 
and essay contest. seminars and a movie. 
rman. 
are some facts about 
ntry of the 12th Olym· 
inter Games - Oster-
rreich (Austria). which 
t one-third the size of 
te of Oregon, is situa-
. the heart of Europe, 
by Germany. Czecho-
la. ltaly, Hungary and 
rland . 
• 000,000 people live in 
provinces with about 
in the capital of Vi-
ien). A majority of 
ns are Catholic. Wien 
en the home of many 
5 people. including 
nd Freud. the father of 
naJysis. the famous. 
The raising of a bicentennial flag will be raised in a 
ceremony to begin bicentennial activities at T.C.C. The 
dedication of Phase II win start the 1976 academic year with 
an accent On past segments of the history of lIlinots. 
The Ethnic Mural will be a large mural for' ·Phase·11 and 
will depict the various ethnic groups of the community and 
their historical role in the history of America. The Ethnic 
Heritage Days will be a one day festival of various present-
ations to emphazise the numerous cultural backgrounds of 
the community. 
A series of guest lecturers inclUding several local histor-
ians in the Chicago area will talk about local history_ 
The art. photo and essay COntest will be held in the coming 
year and all T.e.c. students are eligible to enter. 
The movie ·'1776" will be sponsored by the Tee Bicen-
tennial Commission and will be shown on April 13, 1976. It 
will be shown at. 9 a. m. in the maiD campus learning 
resource center. level one. and will last two and one-half 
hours. A second shOwing of the movie will be at 2 p.m. that 
same day in Building 21. Admission will be on a first come 
first serve basis. There is no charge to see the movie. 
Dr. Robert Jack rePorts that the commission will also 
sponsor two seminars: The Bicentennial Seminar and The 
Roaring Twenties, Temote Thirties Seminar. 
The topiC of the Bicentennial Seminar will be • 'Heritage of 
America: 1776". Ii will deal with the idealogy of the Ameri-
can Revolution. the importance of the Declaration of Iode-
rs (Mozart. Boeth.,.. 
rahms. Schubert and 
) and writers Hebbel 
currency 
ustrian Schilling. The 
exchange rate is 
2S Schilling for One 
oUar. 
Membens of the·TCCs __ CommJuIoa Indade 
[left to rIglatj William TobeI, G.e. Shellbom, s..e 0'1IdeD 
IStw!eat Rep), Daye Bardoll ... d Dr. Itoheri Jad<, ChaIt-
s Gott. as the Aus- ....... 
say for good-bye. 
GUIDE TO MONEY 
on HIGHER EDUCATION 
ide to more. than 250,000 Scholarships and 
nandal Aid Source - items valued at· over· 
00 million dollars. 
taiRs the most up-to-date information on: 
olarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, ~ork-study p~~grams, 
perative education programs, and summer Job opportuniueS.; for 
y at colleges, vocational_ and technical schools, paraprofessional 
·Ring, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools. and post-
duate study or research; funded on national. regional, and local 
els by the federal government. states, cities, foundations, ~orpora­
s, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal orgamzatlons, 
minority organizations. Money is available for bOth average as well 
excellent students, both with and without. need. . 
NNE'IT PUBLISHING CO. 
I. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114. 
e rush me __ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
N at $5.95 plus SOC for postage and handling for each copy. 
m cnclosing $ (chock or money order). 
-----·-----------------1 
~re~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____________________ ~------------_=-------
_______ - .. ---::.-;-::'--;-.----r-:------- State _____ ~. Zip 
pendence. and the revolutionary tradition of America. Local 
history of the people who settled in South Cook County will 
also be discussed. There will be five Thursday sessions 
which will begin March 18 and continue on until April IS. It 
will be held in BuildinE,; 1. room 1 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Ad-
mission is free. 
The second seminar. The Roaring Twenties, Terrible Thir· 
ties. win relive the period from 1920 to 1940. The seminar 
will examine tl!e literature. SOCiology and music of that era. 
along with the significant changes that occulTed during that 
time period. which had a profound impact On American life 
and its c::ultures. The "Golden Years" ofthe stage. radio and 
movies will also be discussed. There will be four sessions be-
ginning March 4 from. 2:30 p.m. until 4:30 p.m. and ending 
March 25. The seminar will be held in Building 1. room 1 
and admission is free . 
With tbe bicentennial year q~ick.ly approaching. it was 
Walter Cronkite who proposed that 'during the Bicentenni~ 
al it is necessary that we understand who we are before we 
look. at who we should be.' With this in mind TeC will defin-
itely participate in the celebration of America's 200th birth-
day. 
The members of the TCe Bicentennial Commission emin-
ate from all aspects of college communities: TCe adminis-
tration. faculty. support staff. and students. 
The TCe Bicentennial Committee members who wil1 pro-
vide leadershjp for the coming activities are Dr. Robert L. 
Jack. chairperson; William Tabel. co-chairperson; Arthur 
Stejskal. George Dammer, Judi Price. Dr. lames McCaleb. 
Susan O'Brien. Sara Barmore, David Battlett. Harold Ful-
ler. Dr. Albert Kindig. Edward Nikowitz. ~b Olsen. David 
Johnson. Debra Winograd. G. C. Shellhorn. and Dr. Robert 
Lucas. 
o Thousands of pre-written studies 
on file. 
• Immlldiare delillBfY. 
• Original curttJm r~rch prepared. 
• Professional thesis as:istana. 
Call 922-0300 
Educational Research, Inc. 
40'1 s. De«bom St.. No. 600 
Ddcago. Illinois fi0605 
Houl'$: M·F. 9-5 
Thurs .• 9·7 
All Materials Sold 
For Research Assistance Only 
I I 
If yoW.,. !In .. bIbUt 
fer .. Iemt Inf~ 
~ find It lit .. PIa.. 
Wiliw P lana. longer 
UId~--' 
'.tem&h,~~. 
story ~ good Cl4d 
bIue~,.,d~ 
WMt YfJAI«I up ~ is 
whst _'m up Ilfil 
._---------...1 
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f Board grants permis.sion 
for Suntone Drive repairs 
real 
logs 
,n of 
,faa 
,"1 3 
iDs: I 
"ere 'I 10m 
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ting 
By: _tie Aacbew. 
Permission to begin repairs to Suntone Drive was gra~ted 
10 TCC by the Board of Trust"!'s at its recent meeting. 
Repairs scheduled to begin this summer will be done by the 
village of South Hollaad. Authorization to use funds for the 
repair of Suntone Drive was given by the South Holland 
Village Board some time ago. H_ever, because TCC just 
received the rights to Suntone Drive at the recent board 
.... ting through an exchange of property. at !be southeast 
comer of the main campus. repairs c:ouId not begin SOOner. 
A field trip request made by the Afro.American Con· 
ference to Memphis, Tenn. was recognized by the Board. 
I Funds will be provided by the Student Associalion. The trip 
is scheduled for Feb. 18 through 21. 
.'ond 
The beginning date of the Interim term for the 1976-n 
calendar was changed from Jan. 29 to Jan. 27. The spring 
VOLUME 42 NO. 17 
semester will begin the third week of January instead of the 
fourth week. 
Fifteen credit hours will be required of those students 
seeking more than one associate degree in addition to tht: 
present 62 credit hours needed for one degree. 
The board approved several changes in the administrative 
staff. Caroline Yoss was appointed as an occupational ther-
apy instructor at a salary of 510.100 yearly. Deborah Now. 
icke was appointed as secretary to placement services at a 
salary of S 800 a year. Judith Runge was appointed as 
security secretary at a salary of SS800 a year. TeC student 
Kenneth Williams will hold a temporary position as gym. 
nasium supervisor at a salary of 5297 a week. 
In other action. the board granted permission to the south 
Holland Jaycees to use two parking lots ofboth campuses for 
their Wooden Shoe Festival scheduled for June. 
THORNTON COMMVNrrY COUEGE 
Use of the baseball diamond was granted to the Senior 
Babe Ruth League. The diamond will be used four times a 
week during the evening hours. 
The board approved the purchase of a portable hijaclcer 
from the Upright Scafford Company at a cost of 53.898. 
Costs of the telephone system will cost the college 5270,000 
for a 36 month period from the Dimension Telephone 
System. 
Expenditures for the new gymnasium facilities were es~ 
timated at 525,000. Money for the necessary equipment will 
COme from the construction funds. 
Authorization was granted to purchase two additional 
A VT carrels for the Business and Commerce departments. 
The carrels will cost th~ COllege 51,580. Bids will be sought 
(or window shades for rooms in Phase U. 
SOUTH HOu.AND, IWNOIS 60473 
I 
findl! 
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TCC to sponsor Community leadership Workshop 
':1 Oas By CIndy Cnu: Under a speeial public service grant from the D1inois 
Community College Board TCC will be sponsoring a Com· 
munity Leadership Conference on March 26 is: 27 at the 
Dolton-Ramada Ian. 
The idea for the conference originated with the Depart. 
ment of Community Servioe. Dr. Raber! L JacIc, Deaa of 
Community Services is the conferenoe chairman. 
Accorcung to Caperona. any community organization 
wishing to participate should contact 'Dr. Jack at 596-2000 
Ext. 219 no later than March 12. There is no fee for the 
conference. ints. 
r I 
To provide a lively interchange between leaders of local 
community organizations and experts iD the field of leader· 
ship preparation for constant social change, is the aim of the 
conference. 
According to Tutoring Coordinator Paul Caponera the 
significance of the conference will be to help prepare 
individuals SO they can constructively effect positive changes 
in their local community efforts. 
Seven worksbops are scheduled to begin 9 a.,m. on 
Saturday. They will deal with the following topics; 1) C0m-
munication Skills for Effective Leadershp, 2) Problem S0l-
ving Techniques, 3) Organizational- Management SkiDs for 
Effective Leadership. 4) Fund·raising and FISCal Maaage-
ment, 5) Motivational Techniques for Community Leaders-
ship, 6) GoaI·Setting and Implemeatation of Objectives, and 
Yllntra-Group Cooperation for Effective Community Lead· 
ershio. 
In the planning and implementation of this conference Dr. 
Jack has enlisted the coopemtion of" number of community , 
organizations. They Include the Haman Action Community 
Organization (HACO) and its 83 member organizations. the 
Harvey Action Program, C_ County Legal Assistance 
Foundation in Harvey. the College of Cultural Studies at 
Governors State University, the division of Community 
Services at GoVernors'~tate, the Senior Citizen Program at 
the Harvey YMCA, the South Suburban Industrial Council 
. on Agine, the South Suburban Chamber of Conu,nerce. the 
South Suborban industrial Council and LeadershIp Resour· 
ces or the South Suburbs. Also participating wiD be Paula 
MaIeIt of TCC's Board of Trustees. 
The conference has had the support of Dr. Ivey, Dr. 
Williard, George Marovich, Chairman of the ~ of Trus-
tees and many members of the college communIty, 
"Lovers and Other Stranger.s" 
premieres tonight in bldg. 21 
By Katble BaddieotGa 
The smash comedy hit, 
"Lovers and Other Strang. 
ers" will be preseated by 
, Theater 21 Company on Feb-
: ruary 20 and 21, tonight and 
_. at 8 p.m. on the 
iaterim campus of TCC in 
Building 21. TICkets will be 
sold at the door for 51.50. 
Nick Lucto of LaIISlllg will 
direct the first and third acts. 
Directing !be second and, 
fourth acts will be Nancy 
Swanborn of Dolton. 
Starring in !be p<Oduetion 
will be Ron Rizzo of Hazel 
Crest. Cynthia ooms and Jo-
The Renee Taylor· Joseph 
Bologna comedy will be pre. 
sented in three~quarter 
round. For forther informa· 
tion about the play, contact 
Theater 21 Company mana· 
ger Joanne Sylveslrak at 33c)' 
8496. 
Tee Enrollment 
reaches new high 
anne SylvestrakofSouth HoI- S· roll TCC • 
land, PhilAlbiecbt4!DoItoa. ~g.en .ment at bas once ago?, reaebed aD 
Participants in the conference' will be selected on a first 
come. firsl serve basis. The number of people attending 
must not exceed 250~ 
AccoRIing to Caponera. although this conference is the 
first of its kind in the region depending on how things go. 
plans may be to seek speeial funding for future conferences. 
Student leader 
positions available 
By: l\Iary Kleber 
Students may now apply for postlions as student leaders 
in SUIlllllet orientation of upcoming fall semester stuclents, 
Vern Hoerman. Business Division Counselor &lloounced 
Tuesday. 
Job responsibilities will iaclude Working witb counselors, 
conducting lOUrs, assisting students, planning schedules. 
and answereing questions for incoming students. Hoennaa 
said. Students applying should have a good knowledge of 
school policy rule and regulations and a C average or better 
in grades. "We hope we can have a good representation 
ttocp all the di~isions in the college." he said. 
Applicants must also be retuming students, he added. 
Applications ~ available in the counseling affincc in 
Building 17, and the main counseling office and must be 
turned in by Friday. March 12, to Doris Ritter,Dlrector of 
Placement in !be Main counseling office. 
He went on to say orientation runs all summer long for at 
least two weeks each month and Sludent leaders will be 
working approximately 3S 10 40 hours per week, with 
possible work on other weeks duling the summer as well as 
open registration and late registration. 
"Lovers and Other SlraJIg· 
ers" is a set of four one-act 
comedies depicting four dis· 
tinct pCr$pecIIves of the ev· 
eryday relationships between 
men and women in the 
1970's. 
Bob Tur~t of ChicagO'. aII-tll~ne high WIth 10.250 students·presently m atteadaDce. 
Heights,' Jaaicei Matella of . TbIS figure, recorded &om .the tenth da.y of th~ ~ester. 
Cal t City Olga SIimko of lDCludes students enrolled In _-credit speeiaI Interest Riv::" J;"" Schwartz of _rses as well as fuU and part-time students. 
Calumet C;ty Tedd lake of Aoeording to William Hafer. Deaa of Admissions, of the 
Ri erdaI aad Kathie Had. 10.250, M27 were cIassitied as full·time studeats. and 7.223 
y e were found to be attending on a part-time basis. 
dleston of,..... Presently. 4,691 students are males and 5,559 females. 
, The positions pay 52.30 per hour and students who fill the 
positions will have. sided advantage in working with people 
and becoming familiar with all the teachers On campus. he 
said. 
The Compaay will. for tbe 
second time in its _year 
1Iistory, use two directors a-
.... g with mUltiple sets, dif-
ferent props. differenl casts 
and production CRW$ for 
each of the playlets. 
9.120 &Ie cIassitied as I'resIuaen and 1.130 are soph.. ,..-----------------"'1 
mores. 
Directing the set cbanges 
will be John Malloy of'Ibom-
ton. He and his 'movers' 'will 
add comic toac:bes to ....... 
changes. 
Compared wiIh Spring of 1975. Hafer DOted and eight 
percent increase. Following the beginning 4! the second 
eight.week session, Hafer expects enrollment to eaceed 
11,000. He attributed the iacrdsed enrollment to the cur. 
reat economic situation. 
COllllECl10N 
.. Jut week'allMe of the COURIER, Robert M.uUWI of 
dle BlceatenaJal ComadAIaa _ mloCakeaIy ideDIIfIed .. 
G.c. SbeIIhona. 0.... apaIoaIeI ta - aeatJeaoea. 
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Courier 
Editorial 
Apathy is alive 
and well at Tee 
[COURIER EdItor1a1J 
"That's Entertainment", the second in a series of Films 
for Fun. was shown at Tee last week.end. 
From looking around the audience. it was quite apparent 
that few Tee students were in attendance. This suggests 
that student apathy is still alive at Tee. 
For the small price of l~OO. students can attend these 
films once a month. Why then do they refuse to take 
advantage of this? 
Although one of the major goals of the Films for Fun 
project. started by Public Relations Director Richard Niren~ 
berg. was to get area residents involved in the community. 
students. as wen. were expected to attend. Why should 
anyone even bother to plan such activities when such apathy 
exists? The movie was a current hit. More people should 
have been there. 
One might use the excuse that last Saturday was Valen-
tine's Day, and they had special plans_ This excuse can hold 
up this time. but what was the excuse in January when 
"Breakfast .t Tlffany's" was shown? What win be the 
excuse in March when TC'C will present HThe Aim flam 
Man". 
Hopefully. more people wiD attend. ' 
Students, this is your schooL Take an interest in it. 
The bulletin board 
NEWMAN CLUB SPONSORS DISCUSSION SERIES •••• The 
topic for this week,s UWhat Do Modern Catholics Believe 
About ... ?" discussion will be prayer and mediatation. The 
moderator will be Fr. Ted Kawczynsld. The discussion will 
take place on Wednesday, Feb. 2S at 11:15 a.m. in the 
library of the main building. AU are welcome. 
STUDENT COMMllTEE FOR UFW •••• Adam Goldman, of 
the United Farm Workers of America is ,attempting to 
organize a student committee at TCC to help boycott certain 
food products. For further information contact Mr. Goldman 
at 38')·5492. ' 
WESTERN ILLINOIS UNlVERSITY .... A representative will 
be available to talk to students on Friday. Feb. 27 for those 
interested in going to Western nJinois University. The 
representative win be in the second floor ramp area of the 
main building. from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
F1NANOAL AID SEMINARS HELD .... A series of free 
financial aid seminars will continue on Saturday's through 
May 8. They will be held from 9:30 to II a.m. in Bldg. 3, 
room 4. 
The seminars are open to alt area residents. They wi1J 
focus on methods of securing financial aid for COllege. One of 
the major items to be covered during the seminars win be a 
pOint by point demonstration of how to app1y for the Dfmois 
State Scholarship. 
FREE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR .... Free Bus-
iness Management Seminars in cooperation with the U.S. 
Sma" Business Administration (SBA) will be continued 
every Monday and Wednesday through Mareb 10. TCC and 
SBA representatives will offer lectures and programs to 
present to potential OWners of small businesses. The pr0-
gram will be ~ted from 81010 p.m. in Bldg. I, room 1. 
The main Objective Of the seminar is to deveJop awareness of 
managerial and technical assistance available to persons 
operating and managing small businesses. 
BLACK THEATRE GROUP TO FREFORM .... The Youth 
Black Heritage theatre group win come to TCC for two 
performances on Feb. 25 in the Culture Center in Bldg. 3 at 
1 p.m. The program will deal with music. drama ;tnd poetry. 
r Instructor receives doctorate I 
By: Kathie Huddleston 
"It's not the good old ays that one looks for~ it's the good 
oJd attitude," said Dr. Edward Jenkins, a 20 year teaching 
veteran of Tee. 
Dr. Jenkins, who teaches anatomy and psysiology. recen-
tly received his doctorate from Floride At1antic University in 
Administration and Supervision. Hit was just a beautiful 
year." smiled Dr. Jenkins, speaking on his year of sab-
batical. 
Dr. Jenkins acquired his Masters at Union College in 
biolOgy and got his degree at India~a State University. 
'·Speaking of learning. he stated. Uit's a ceaseless op-
eration ... Dr. James D. Logsdon, the firtst president of TCC* 
was his main inspiration. Dr. Logsdon was chairman of the 
department of administration and supervision at Florida 
Atlanta University. ' 
Talking of his tudents. Dr. Jenkins said~ "They're very 
dedicated students and they make it easy to teach. n He 
continued by saying, "I enjoy the students." 
When asked what had changed about Thornton in 20 
years~ he replied. "The traditional hallmark of Thornton is 
beginning to disappear. Of 
The hallmark is the special personal attitude that used to 
be between the administiators. the teachers, and the st-
udents. 
Walker opposed. to 
tuition hikes 
Gov. Dan Walker recently announced he wouJd reject the 
tuition increase for students at state universities as proposed 
by the minosi Board of fligher Education. 
Under the proposed increase, tuition for undergraduate 
students would jncrease $90 a year. . 
Gov. Walker said the proposed increase....,.dd seriously hurt 
students and their families with middle incomes whose eam~ 
iDgs have been hard hit by inflation~ 
Governor Walker said • tuition increase would most likely 
. cause many students to drop out of school and deny ~ome high 
school graduates the opportunity to begin a college education • 
Gov. Walker said studies conducted by the American Assoc. 
of State Colleges and Universities show as tuitions have 
increased around the country college enrollments of high 
school griduales whose families earn less than 515,000 • year 
h3ve declined. 
Gov. Walker pointed out that there has been no tuition 
increase in Dlinois during the past four years and that he has 
Consistently oposed any increases. 
Title fight 
at local theater 
By IIrinn NeD 
Isn't anybody going to the 
Saturday night fights? What 
fight, you ask? Only tbe bat. 
tle for the middle-weight 
championship of the world, 
that's all! 
The fight between Boatney 
Farnsworth and 40th Street" 
Btack is happening at your 
local theater this weekend. 
and if you miss it. you will 
miss a real good bout. 
What I'm talking about is 
the brand new movie produc-
tion. uLet's Do It Again", 
starring Sidney Poitier and 
Bill Cosby. 
··Let's Do It Again" is the 
funniest movie this critic has 
seen in a Jong time. and prob-
ably wilt see for a long time to 
come. 
Not since" Monty Python" 
have I seen a comedy of such 
side-splitting antics and gim· 
micks. The evolvement of 
characters is abso1utely ian· 
tastic. Like HUptown Satur~ 
day Nigbt", this film offers to 
the public what has been mjs.. 
sing in movies for a tong 
while. Sideney Poitier and 
Bill Cosby are two of the 
finest comic-actors in the 
field. 
Jimmie "JJ." Walker and 
Johnn~ Amos of ··Good 
Times" fame add a flair of 
their OWn and put in fine per-
formances in supporting 
ro1es. 
The only thing lacking in 
the movie is the element of 
surprise which is $0 vital to a 
movie of this nature. It is 
very predictable in spots. and 
being so, it lessens the' im-
pact of the ending. 
OveraIt. the movie was 
welt conceived, excellently 
-directed and beautifully pho-
tographed. 
It is well worth your time 
and money. After all. if you 
saw "Uptown Saturday 
Night" and thought it could 
not be done again. it has! 
Df·NO·MITE 
April 
chess 
tourney 
TCC will schedule aches. 
tournament for April. and 
this one will be open to all. 
The prizes will be 5100 for 
first, $60 for second, $40 for 
Ihird and 525 for fourth. A 
special prize of $25 wiD be 
given to the woman with the 
best score in the tournament. 
He blames this On the way Tee has grown in such a short 
time. 
"Peop1e teach here because they like to teach, H explained 
Dr. Jenkins. He said that in the past five years distrust has 
grown between the teachers and the administrators. When a 
school is run-like a business instead of a school. one loses 
wh,at makes Tee special. 
The quality of education, according to Dr. Jenkins is good. 
He believes the faculty does care. Despite this, the at-
mosphere has changed. "It's more impersonal, very im. 
personal," said Jenkins. 
Yoga to be 
discussed Feb. 25 
By: Cathy Lentz 
"Practical Yoga For Everday Living" will be discussed by 
Yvonne McCarthy Feb. 25, from 7 to 9 p.m. in Bldg. 21. 
Mrs. McCarthy teaches Hatha Yoga, a special interest 
course at Thornton Community College, Hillcrest, and TIn. 
ley Park High Schools. 
Yoga is designed to bring harmony to life through the 
union of the body. mind and spirit. In her yoga classes, Mrs. 
McCarthy teaches students how to relieve tension through 
physiciaJ postures. breathing exercises, and relaxation tech-
niques. 
Yes, there is mystery in yoga, but it also has its practical 
side. Through Yoga, many people can learn to relieve the 
tensions and anxieties which build up during the day. 
A predetermined time for practicing yoga is nice, but not 
an absolute necessity Mrs. McCarthy stated. 
One can learn to incorporate yoga into his lifestyle, so that 
even minute actions like stretching and putting on ones 
shoes can be forms of practicing yoga. 
Yoga is not meant to be a .tedious exercise. instead it helps: 
. relieve distress, and enables the practicioner to achieve a 
healthier mental outlook toward life. She plans to explain 
some of these exercises which can be done on an everyday 
basis~ during her talk. 
Mrs. McCarthy also teaches "Gentle foga" classes at 
Riverdal Park District for those who wish to participate in 
yoga" but would prefer milder forms of exetcise. 
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Movie offer ... 
SAC IStaclenl Activities Committee) I. plamdng au sponsoring =, rums If "".ugh 
response Is received. FUms that will be shown once a week for 51.00 caD lndude any film that 
students would like to see that are no longer being shown In movie 4heaters~ FIlms such as 
The Slfag, American GraIIltl, Jesus Christ Sapentu, Ahporll975, AaIDu.! Cncke ....... d My 
Fair Lady..., available. Tear .a' thl. box ""d tam It Into Bldg. 16 In the white box. 
WOULD YOU UKE TO HAVE FILMS SUCH AS THESE ON CAMPUS? 
YES NO 
WHAT FILMS WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE? 
WOULD YOU COME TO SEE SUCH FILMS? 
Tutoring and the library are two major facets 
of TCC's Learning Resource Center. In top pho-
to, tutor Suzan Rauch lends helping band to 
Mike Finn. In bottom photo, librarian Mary Al-
ice Smith assists Marion Marganski. 
file for graduation--
An candidates who will be eligible for graduation by the end of the Spring, 1976 semester 
must file an application for graduation by March 9. 1976. This applies to all students 
applying for the Associates in Arts egree. Associate in Science degree, Associate in Applied 
Science degree or those completing ·the requirements for this certificate. 
Applications for graduation are available in Bldgs. 17 and 18 on the interim campus or in 
the counseling center. room 2322 in the main campus. The graduation application must be 
submitted to the Controller's Office, Bldg 16, by March 9, 1976 along with a 55 application 
fee, . 
Further details pertaining to the forty-eighth annual graduation and commencement 
ceremony win be sent to applicants. AU individuals who may be eligible to receive an 1os _____________________________ ..B associate degree or certificate ate encouraged to apply before the deadline date. 
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Tee named Bicentennial College 
In ceremonies held this past Monday 
Tee President Nathan lvey (left) was 
on hand to receive the official Bi-
. centennial t1&g 
Tee Conduc1x>r Don Kromer and the Tee 
College Band belped welcome in the be-
ginning of Tees Bicentennial celebration. 
Betsy. Rca (Brend. Gorski) and George 
Wasbingt:>n Uerry McllvainO brought 
Tee President Nathan Ivey (left) accepts 
certificate from Michael Linderman of 
m. -Bicentennial Commission. The ce rtid 
tiflca.te names Tee as an official Bicen-
tennid College. 
Join 
IhBthi 
big 
inthB 
world. 
Imagine an order of 22,000 priests and brothers in 73 
_ countries around the world. (That's a pretty big family.) 
But that's what the Salesians of St John Bosco are aU 
about - a large family of community-minded men dedicated 
to the service of youth. (And no one gets I.ost.) 1 
In the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor 
priest and a street urchin served 10 create a movement of such 
success that it is still growing today. Oon Bosco became the 
priest who brought youth back from the streets - and 
back to GOd. 
He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would 
make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with 
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard ot) 
atmosphere of famity spirit. 
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His 
work goes on in boys clubs. technical and academic schools. 
"guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very 
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the 
Saleslaos. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is. 
The Salesian experience isn't learned - it's lived. 
plllllllilillllllllllllillBlilllll!lllllIiBIlIIIIIIIIIlI!IlIIilllll!lllllllillllllll_1IIIiII 
I For more information about Salesian Priests and I Brothers. mail this coupon to: I F._ JOsep~ S.o.B. Room A-saa I 
I Saleslans ~;~o:~.H::'~~;'~tr.w. N.V.l0993 I I NaMe I am interested ;n .ho Prie$lhoOd 0 Bro.herhoOd 0 I 
I 8 ..... _.... ...·-1 I :~.AH.~.. St. Ep I 
, a..... , 
~---------~ 
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Oimpna Clarin 
Miss Dimpna" aarin, faculty member of the Music dep-
artment. took a Sabbatical leave from Tee during the ran 
semester last year in order to petform in numerous concerts 
in the United States and the PhUippines. 
Most Tee students k.now Miss Oarin on as a teacher of 
various music and humanities courses at the coJle8e~ But to 
members of the music world. she is known as Miss Dimpa 
darin. acclaimed Philippine soloist who received her BM 
degree. from Santo Tomas. and her MM. cum laude. from 
the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago. 
Having already made her debut in-New'York at Carnegie 
Recital Hall (and receiving very favorable -reviews). Miss 
Clari.n deci~ed to further her musical career ~ taking a 
small concert tour in the U .. S. and the Philippines. 
Her first concert performance during her Sabbatical leave 
was held at Jones Commercial High School Auditorium in 
Chicago. She was accompanied kby Mr. Wilbur Kruse 
during her repertoire which included German, Spanish, 
French and Philippine songs along with three arias. 
From Chicago. Miss Oarin went to San francisco to 
1"'rform at the War Veteran's Memorial Auditorium. She 
then went to Los Angeles to perform at the University of 
Southern C.lifo<nia. 
The last concert of her U.S. tour was held at the Seattle 
University in Washington. Miss Carin then returned home 
for a brief interval before leaving for the Philippines. Even 
though she was on1y home for a week. Miss Qarin also 
managed to find time in her busy schedule to perform in a 
acclaimed soloist going on tour. 
concert held at the Statler Hilton Hotel fo< the World 
Congress Convention of the Theosophical Society. 
It takes many hours of practice for a soloist to become: 
,accustomed to a different accompanist and auditorium. a$ 
Miss Ciarin did. but she managed to keep her calm during 
her many engagements. Perhaps this can be attributed to St. 
Dymphna, after whom she is named. the patroness of those 
afflicted with nervous disorders. 
After these concert engagements, Miss Ciarln left the 
states to perfom in another series of benefit concerts in the 
Philippines. Her first concert engagement in Cebu City was 
followed by another performance in the providence of BohoI, 
in Tagbilaran City. Miss Clarln had returned home to intt'Oo 
duce "music education to people at the grassrOot leve1.· .. 
Miss Ciarin's last concert before returning to the states 
was in Manila. During her performances she sang many of 
the songs which she had sung ather debut in New York. But 
Miss Clarin added a touch of the ,familiar in her Philippine 
engagements by doing a cultural presentation, where she 
actually wore different costumes to accompany her cultural 
songs. 
Miss Ciarin has come a long way from the girl she 
describes as once "not having- much of a voice;'. to an 
acclaimed soloist who has received many notable praises 
from famed reviewers. . 
Concerning her plans for future concerts, Miss Ciarln said 
she would like to arrange future concerts to be held in the 
Philippines during the interim session om year. 
DIMPNA CLARIN 
Trustee Candidates speak out 
Saturday, April 10 will see the reseidents of Community 
·CoIlege district 510 go to the polls to elect two trustees. The 
Courier has interviewed all the candidates. HOpefuDy this 
will help you decide which candidate you want to back. 
Robert Fruler . 
Robert A. Frazier has been a member of the board of 
Trustees at Thornton Community College for the past seven 
. years arftl is quite proud of what he has accomplished. 
Since Frazier has been on the Board of Trustees the 
College has moved from Harvey to South Holland and has 
erected a structure to replace the temporary J:>uilding that· 
many ,students are still using. 
The only problem that Frazier stiD sees after the con-
struction of Phase II is a shortage of parltig space. 
Frazier has also been a member of the Board of Trustees 
during the period of time when the College has faced one 
near strike and has gone through a lockout and strike. 
When asked about the recent strile Frazier places the 
blame on the shoulders of the faculty association. According 
to Frazier the Faculty of TCC is already paid as much on the 
average as any other two year college faCUlty in the nation .• 
Frazier also stated that the Faculty Association at TeC is 
only interested in their oWa personal welfare not that of the 
students. In fact Frazier says the school would probably 
lower the tuition if it were not for the Faculty Association. 
A long time resident of Harvey, Frazier would like to see 
TCC become a foc:a1 point of the area • He feels that the 
college has been doing yeoman work in fulmling the needs 
of the community it serves. 
......,.McGlaaea 
Leroy McGinnes has been a resident of Calumet City fo< 
the past 28 years. He holds an Associate's Degree from 
Thornton Community College in Welding Technology. Mc-
Ginnes also established the welding program at TCC and 
helped teach it. 
The owner Of a welding company in East Hazel Crest, 
McGinnes is also on the board of two other companies, Alloy 
StinS Chain and Uaited Tape and rmishing, which are 
located next door to his own business. 
McGinnes worked for the Pennsylvania Railroad for 30 
years and was weld"mg superintendent fo< the Western 
Division until 1969 and was active in the United Transpor-
tation Union for many years. 
McGinnes first became connected with TCC when he was 
,broaSht in by Hannon Roberts, fOrmer head of Technical 
Services, to establish a welding program and Served as a 
c:o-teacher for seven semesters. 
Que tbiag McGinnes feels strongly about is the fact that 
so few people in his area know much about TeC. "TCC u 
~Iy ank~ outside of Thornton Town,pip, and I 
never see aaythins in the papers ~ here about the 
school," said McGinnes. ' 
Among other thin .. , McGinnes wants to see is more 
student ooice In the affairs of the board and also to open the 
lines of communication to everyone. McGinnes also feels 
that a ~essional JICI!Otiato< is annecessary at TCC. 
One more thins that McGinnes wouJd like 10 see is some 
emphasis, on the technology at TCC whieh he feels is some· 
KIna MltebeD . 
Karen Mitehell graduated from TCC roar,years ago and 
went on to get her Bachelo<', at the University of Illinois 
Circle Campus. 
Mitehell is presently teaching at Thornton Township High 
School in Harvey. . 
Mitchell. who was raised in Riyerdale and now resides in 
Calumet City. says she was shocked to learn that with a 
Master's Desree she tould earn more teaching at·the High 
School than the could at TeC. . 
)urpnsed at last Fall's strike, whe started to become very 
interested in the way the College was being run. One of the 
things that Mitehell wants to do if "he is elected is to ope'; 
the lines of commanic:ation to the students and to anybody 
else who has questions. To help open these lines of com-
munication Mitchell has pledged to be at the board meetin .. 
a half hour ."arly siving people a chance to meet her. 
One of the problems at TCC as Mitchell sees It, is that the 
board really doesn't seem interested in what the students 
want or need. According to Mitehen every thing has to be 
through channels at TCC and no one win talk .to you is you 
step outside of them. 
According to Mitchell, far too often the c:onc:ems of the 
student body are at the bottom of the Board and none of the 
incumbent trustees seems illterested in minSling among the 
students to see what their reactions are and she also stated 
that far too often the incumbent trustees are WIlling to take 
the administrations word IS to how things are going. 
When askeCi ftOW she, a teaeber, whOuld view the Faculty 
Association's salary demands if she were on the Board 
especially since her husband is teacher in the Harvey public 
schools system, M"1Iche11 replied that she was first a citizen 
who had come through the local educational system and that 
secondly she would not be bHnd to the needs of the 
commnnity. 
Leon Upln feels that the present Board of Trustees at 
Thornton Community College is a mere rubber slainp for the 
administration. "Since I started attending Board meetin .. 
in NovellI""" I have seen only one negative \'Ole." 
Another tbinbg that upset Uptee was the fact that, i'!, 
January he stood in line with students who were registering 
for more than thirty minutes ill sub zero weather. Mr_ Lipton 
was further angered by the fact that wben he got inside the 
building the people were running the registration in a ".,., 
casual manner. "The ,Board IMCIiDswas meetins at that 
. time ud they should have beea interested enough to 
adjourn their,meeting and come _ and help" says Liptea. 
The practicing of parbsan politics by Board mem6ers 
during the meeting also irritates I.ipten. "At one recent 
Board meeting Frazier toot time out to eadot$e Board 
chairman George Matovich, who is running for judge on the 
"._ .... ,:._- .:_ .. _ ........ : .. ,.:... .. -... 
uptea. a resident of Riverdale and a teacher ill the 
Chicago School system feels that teachers at TCC should 
make at least three per cent more than their High School 
couriterparts. All thin .. being equal Lipten says he would 
like to find out if the people think a high school teacher 
should make more than a conege teacher. 
When asked how he would gleel toward teachers if he 
were eJected to the board since he is also a teacher. Upten 
replied that he would react as if were stin a tool and ie maker 
at Ford Moto< Company which he was fo< 13 years before 
going back to school on the G.I BiD. He is running as a 
residentof Riverdale not a teacher. 
Liptea was born in New York SO years ago and has been a 
resident of the Qicago area fo< the last 30 years. He pre· 
sently has two children attending, TCC. 
Paa1a Malak 
The Courier was unable to get a personal intetview with 
Mrs. Malak because she was on vacation. Fortunately, Mrs. 
Malak was kind enough to fin out a questionnaire c:oncem-
ing her ideas. 
When asked why she wanted to be on the Board of 
Trustees, Malak replied that she had served one year on the 
Board mling an UDexpired term and would like to continue. 
Malak also said that as a .. retired" teacher, she has an 
interest in schools and being on the Board has allowed her to 
usc'that interest constructively. 
fdalak was then asked what were her priorities for the 
impeovement of Thornton Community College. In her .reply, 
Malak mentioned that TCC, like many other schools, IS m a 
financial timho brought about by uncertainties about ~e 
funding levels and if they can in fact be reached. ThIS 
problem, accorded to Malak. guides the Board's thinking in 
all fiu8Jlcia\ decisions. 
Another thinS that Malak wants to see done is to see the 
school move into Phase n and finish and furnish that 
building and unite the students and the faculty. 
MalaI: was asked how she viewed the role 01' the Board 
and the administration ill student government affairs. She 
said she did not think that the Board was interested ill 
intimately snpervising the activities of stadent government. 
Ma\ak stated, however, that she would be interested in 
receiving reports on the activities of SAC. 
She added that lines of communication should be opeD 
and feels that if this is a grievance on the part of the students 
that her phone Dumber is listed in the TCC bOoklets along 
with her address. 
rmally, MalaI: wrote, ""I would certainly welcome hearing 
.your thoughts by ~ or phone call (at -.hIe boars). 
In addition, I would be wIlIinS to meet with any student 
ft'1'f\Jtf"< t"~t • .'t",1" ,"¥it,. m~ u 
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Weekend needs volunteers 
Big Brother Big Sister 
By Starllna Oark 
The Big Brother·Blg Sisler weekend 10 be beld on May 29, 
.lO om! 31 1.·1n need of Inierelled atudenlll 10 portIc:lpole. 
Actually. there are two positions an interested student can' 
participate in~ One for just the Big Brother· Big Sister 
weekend or one to continue to work with an individual fQt" 
once a week. up to six months or more. 
The Big Brother.Big Sister weekend will use the proceeds 
from the second annual TCC Bet's Club benefil dance on 
Friday. March 26. al8 p.m. to sponsor tbis weekend. TCC 
Vel's Club benefil dance will be held al EAgles Hall in Blue 
Island. Tickets are available £or purchase in the Vet's Oub 
Office in Bldg. 17 or from any vel fro 5\.50. 
It is most important that as many students interested in 
the Big Brother-Big Sister weekend contact the chairman, 
Frank Zuccaril1i at the Vet's Cub office or leave a message 
al the Slndenl AetIvIty Ollke In Bldg. 16. . 
Nwvertheless. the ,Big Brother.Big Sister will request 
support from the SAC. The more students interested in 
participaling. the less support or profit is needed from SAC. 
The purpose for the Big' Brother·Big Sisler weekend is'io 
allow peop1e of the age range from youngster to adult 
withoUt parents or relatives to have some· communication 
with the Big Brother or Big Sister who will assist their 
needs. 
FurthertnC?re. two agencies are involved with the Big-Big 
Sister week. One of the two agencies is located in INdiana 
and the other in Markham. 
Research scientist addresses Tee 
By Mary Kleber 
How can we observe a black hole in space • a star which 
has become invisible in the optical realm? 
If Ihe idea of black holes in outer·space sparks your 
curiosity t perhaps you would enjoy getting some answers to 
your questions from Research Scientist Dr. Anne P. Crowley 
of Ihe University of Michigan. Crowley wHI be talkipg to 
amateam astronomers in the community and interested 
science students at TeC on Apnl 29 and 30, in her areas of 
expertise. Spec:tra of X Ray sources. sIIIar abundances of 
elements. and black boles. 
Stellar Chemistry will be .the topic of her address 10 the 
Physicial Science Honors Convocation at 12:15 p.m. in Bldg. 
I. Rm. 1 on April 29. On that evening she will give a public 
lecture on "The Death of the Stars" also in Bldg. 1. Rm. 1. 
On the following day. Dr. Rieke's Astronomy 101 c:Ius 
wi1I have the opportunity of having some <If their questions 
a ....... red. AD are invited to the class which will be in Bldg. 1 
R. 1 otl:25 p.m. 
TeaChers of the Physicia\ Science Department will bestow 
awards CD outstanding science students at the Convoca~ 
including the Physicial Sciencescbelarship Award. and the 
Thornton Community College Physicial Science and Math-
ematics awan!. 
NOw working for Ihe Program of Haw"'" Shapely VISiting 
Lectureships. On Astronomy. Dr. Cowley began at· Welles-
ley College majoring in Astronomy aud completed her 
Doctorate in Astronomy at the University of Michjgan in 
'1963. 
She *id her rtrSt jobs were summer appointments at the 
Harvard .eepial observation program sponsored by the 
National Science Foundation. ~. Yerites Observatory at 
the University of Chicago. . 
As a research Assbc:iale. Cowley had frequent use of the 
82" McDonald telescope and the universlty.·1n 1967 she 
returned to Michigan where she continued her research in 
SAF to issue 
awards 
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Stellar Spec:troscopy at Kilt Peak National observatory in 
. Arizona. More recently she has spent two years at the 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory in Vietoria. British 
Columbia. 
Besides her work in asvoncmy. I she also serves on a 
number of panels and committees. ~ as the Advisoty 
Panel for the National Science Foundation, and a group for 
the Status of Women in Astronomy. 
Her lectures are free to the community basieaJly through 
endowment funds from Shapley and S1ipher wbe were 
Doc:tors of Astronomy at Harvard Uuiversity. Their work 
gave us the more accurate picture of our universe that we 
have today. 
Tee salaries 
compared 
Mueh of the talk by b<>th 
incumbents and their ehal-
Iengers in this contest has 
Concerned economics. basic-
. ally the demands made by· 
the Faeulty Association last 
fall. 
Ineumbent Robert Frazier 
has commented that the fac-
ulty at TCC are. on the aver· 
age. as well paid as any two. 
year sehooI teaeher in the na· 
tion. 
ing area high .. hoo! instruc-
tors. 
The foUowing figures are 
the low or beginning salaxy 
and the maximum salaxy at. 
the sebeols iisted: 
WGHSCHOOLS 
Bremen Township 
BremeaTo ....... 1p 
511.072 524.033 
Tbomtoa Tcowasb\p 
Sll.137 521.718 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
Cldc:ago CIty Colleges 
Sll.290 528.000 
(I2·hour load) 
Triton 
Sll.544 $26.262 
(\5 hr. load) 
W ..... RolDey Harper By Mary Mc:Hogh 
The Student Aid Founda· 
tion (SAF) of Thornlon Com-
munily College is in the pr0-
cess of making available 3J 
schOlarship awards to deserv· 
ing and talented students in 
District 510 for the spring 
and raU semesters of 1976. 
Frazier did not give any 
specific figares. but a. cheek 
of some area Community Co].. 
Jeges shows tbat when it 
comes to a starting salary for 
someone witn an M.A. with 
no ~Jtperience and the maxi .. 
which will be applied _ards mum salary on the sehedule. 512.803 S26.608 
Academic excellence. fi· 
nandal need. promise of po-
lential and leadership quali-
ties are the criteria estab-
lished by the SAF in award· 
Ihe 5 I 00 ""holarships 
lhe studenl's tuilion. TCC brings up the rear. An-
Twenly of the awards will. other amazing fact is that the 
be made to TCC students faculty at Thornton does not 
with thirteen going to poten.. fare as well as the surround .. 
tia\ students from area high 
schools and adult education 
centers for the 1976 fall se· 
Mester. 
On April 10. the SAF wiD 
best an Awards Breakfast 
Ccremony al TCC where the 
scholarships will be present. 
ed 10 the students. 
Alcoa Subsidiary 
has openings in 
Sales + Marketing 
Management 
Earn $105 per week for any 15 hours 
INTERVIEWS AT PLACE.MENT SERVICE 
ROOM 2319 - MAIN CAMPUS 
WEDNESDAYS (1-3 p.m.) 
AI.A RCH THRU MAY 
(15 hr. load) 
TCC 
. Ron Partyka is 
delivering bis 
ture entitled, "Green Thumb 
Tune Up". See related story 
on page 7. 
Sculptures featured 
By. B.-da Gonld 
The Thorntun Community College Art Gallery is 
the seulptures of eoatempor'i artist Brad Kaste. March 
through Apnl19 . 
. Unique from most ceramic sculptures. the Kaste 
tuteS are aetuall?ody castings. "Appreciating the 
interest in body decoration. I have attempted to 
shape and personalized tatoos into art work," said 
feel this medium is runited, lilte all art, only to the 
aries of the imagination." 
There is a long. detailed process that goes ·into 
creation of sueh body art. FIrSt. the sculplnre has 
molded. Once they are molded. clay sheets are laid 
eastes. Next. the dried. shronken day sculptures 
moved from the molds and are fired and glazed. As 
petsonal touch. Kaste paints, with glaze, illustrative 
on the seulpture. 
Gallery Directory. Joe Rejholic. is proud that the 
GaUery is able to bring the work of a well known 
temporary artist to • loc:aI level om! thai it has a chance 
introduee students and visitors to different forms of art. 
Among those artists who have had exhibitions in 
Gallery this year are Robert Meabling with his 
coneetion. and Eleanor Dhon and Alan Steeker 
their paintings. AD pieces which are exhibited are 
for sale. 
The Gallery is open to the public 9 to 3 Monday 
Friday and evening 7 to 9:45 Monday through 
is dosed weekends. It is located on Ihe fourth level 
main building. room 4210. All exhibits are 
month. The Gallery has been listed in the 
as one of the finest art galleries in the South 
April 26 • May 21. the art facility of TCC will exhibit 
of their own work. These WIll also be cr.spIayed in 
Gallery. A Siudent's Exhibit wiD be shown May 16·21. 
APPROVED BY TCC PLACEMENT SERVICE 
Brad !taste' 8 contelllPorruoy sculptures are now on 
,H ,..,18..". on the fourth floor of the ilia in CIlJftDUS. 
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World affairs conference 
Labor & Management 
discuss the· state of the economy 
By CIndy Cruz earrungs at the stockholders. In addition high labor' costs 
Thomas Murphy discusses 
managements point of view. 
VOLUME42 NO. 25 
Pat Greathouse discusses 
"Labor, Recession, and lie-
covery" at Ibe Third Annual 
s.;uth Coot County World Af· 
fairs Conference.. 
Different points of views from labor and, management contributed to higher priced cars. low sales, and reduced 
concerning t!Ic state of the economy prevailed at the recent Ilours for employees. 
South Cook World Affairs ~erence. According to Murphy the average employee worked 38.2 
The Conference, held last weekend at the Holiday Inn in bours a week and his weekly earnings are 60 per cent more 
Harvey .. as highlighted by speeches from Thomas Murphy, than the average manufacturer. Murphy also said the aver. 
Cbairman of the Board of the General Motors Corporation age·GM employee earns 516,000 aDnually. Fringe benefits 
and Pat Greathouse, International Vice President of the average ant·1o abant 55,SIlO yearly. 
United Auto Workers Union~ In reference to the upcoming negotiations Mwphy said 
Murphy began his talk with reference 10 the depression of the interests of both sides are not divergent. '" bave the 
the 1930' .. He said today, like then growth was another higbest degree of respect for the union leaders and see no 
word for hope. "We are embarked on a period of growth reason why we can't reach an agreement," added Murphy. 
Ioday," commented Murphy. In conclusion Murphy said we should treat the economic 
Murphy .said the question of. economic recovery was system with respect. We will never be able to take more out 
answered early last week by the Department of Commerce. of it than we put into it." 
Thclr report says the economy seems to be heading for good Pat Greathouse .with· a somewhat different point of view 
times. ~ add~ssed the Conference on Saturday afternoon. 
"There are more pcop\e at work than ever before," added He began his speech by contradicting some of the state· 
.Murphy. He said if this sustainable, steady growth contin· ments made by Murphy. The employees may work 38.2 
ues 1976 will be a six plus six year. That is the gross national hours per week but many ha\'c been laid off for quite some 
product (GNP) should increase by six percent and inflation time. He also said the salary ligure of 516,000 was too high. 
should faU to six per cent. In addition, unemployment may Greathouse did admit that the auto industry was doing 
drop to six per cent. better and that it woald reach an all·time high in sales . 
Murphy related the economic recovery to General Motors. Greathouse went on to discuss the importance of fuU 
Car sales are already 26 per cent above last yeat. Instead of employment. He said today the unemployment situation is 
the proposed ten and one quarter millioo, the sales wilt worse ~h.an it was in tbe the 1930's because tben everyone 
.reach ten and one balf miUion. This sa\es record will be Ibe was poor. Today 90 percent of the people are employed. 
highest in the liistory of the industry. He also said .domestic According to Greathanse ecety one pecceut unemploy. 
car sales have risen 38 per cent. ment is reduced saves 516 billion. He &aid labor costs are 
Murphy went on to discuss the forces responsible for the higher in this canntry but other _ntries have a different 
economic recovery. He attribllted the major recovery to the system. 
law of supPly and demand in relation to the consumer. As a Greathouse blamed GM for putting on an anti-union 
result of the free market system the economy is beginning to campaign. "When one is trying to destroy the other they 
straighten itself out. caD', expect cooperation," said Greathouse. Genuine coop-
With union negotiations beginning in a few months Mur.. eratioa is needed for mutual respect. 
phy shifted his speech to deal with this subjec<. He feels As far as the future state of the economy Grealbouse sees 
a satisfactory agreement can be reached and there is little substantial recovery slowly taking place. Since this is an el. 
chaoce for a serious wort stopage. _ ectiou year he feels it will continue until at least November. 
He referred to the agreement reached tbree years ago as a 
costly one. This agreement contributed to the reduced 
THORNTON COMMUNrl'Y COLLEGE 
CoallDaed to page 3 
SOUTH BOLLAND, 'LUI'lOIS 60473 
Vets . reject transfer of money 
Br M..,- Kleber 
vets Oub members have given thclr sound rejeetion of an 
administrative proposal to transfer the dabs own account 
fJoJlI the State Bank of Harvey 10 the school fund. 
Had iaemberS ..... pted the proposal on April IS, Tee 
accountant Skipper would be keeping the dub's IiaanciaI 
m:ords. and checks for Vets Oub aetivities would have to 
come thlOUgh him. ''The standard procedure is when ~ 
is brought to our oIIice, we give you a receipt fa< money that 
is received. When money is paid out, it is paid out at the 
.request of the group. When we payout money we are 
... sponsil!le to you for money we pay ant for our own 
protection," Skipper 1'XP1ained. 
Frank Zuccarelli, a representative of the. dab asked if the 
proposal meant that the vets dub would have 10 submit 
receipts to the administration whenever it wanted money for 
some reason. 
Skipper said the administration is held responsible bot the 
dub would have the receipts to prove it. "You aren't kept in 
the dark about anything. The only thing we are trying to do 
is maintain a custodial relationship," he cpWned. 
Zuccarelli said the proposal is not school policy and has 
never been a ptaetice to have dub monies transferred. "The 
only receipts we have 10 aa:owit to others for are monies we 
Student Aid Foundation 
awards scholarships 
Climaxing the most suc- have warted hard to achieve 
.... fui yoar in its history, the their individual goals, and 
Sludent Aid Foundation of it's a pleasure for us to rep-
rec held its annaal scholar· reseat the community at 
'sI!ip breaI:fast and wards pro- large in recognizing this a· 
aram April 10. More than·30 chievemeat," he eontinned. 
lIadonts from TCC, the col· "It is also iatozesting 10 note 
lege's adult education cen· Ibat ihe combined academic 
lets and area high schools grade point average of our 
tcceived a total of 14,000 in . scholarship recipients is' 3.0 
scboIatships in ceremonies on. 4.0 sca\e," he added. 
Iield at a South Holland re .. 
-''This happy occasion was IIIIde possible by the gener· 
asity ".. bu~, industry 
countless individuals 
throughout. the South 
Suburbs," noted hVeU Wit, 
_ President of the Student 
Aid FOIIIld3tion and V"ace-
President for Student Set· 
me. at Thornton Community 
Co\leae. ''These students 
Participatiog with Wdson 
iD the c:ercmonies were Na-
than A. lvey, president of 
TCC, WjUiam J. Hafer, TeC. 
Dean of Admissions and Ilec-
ords, Theda M. Hambright, 
TCC O>unseIor, and h.rariaD 
Mary Alice Smith. The.last 
three ·named also serve as 
members of the Foundation's 
Board of Directors. 
Culminating its fourth 
year, the Studeut Aid Foun· 
dation has generated approa. 
imately $30,000 for student· 
scholars from the south sub· 
orbs. Donations have been 
received from a wide c:ross-
seetion of the CoDege dis-
trict's population, including 
community residents, busi-
nesses and Ibe entire spec-
tram of Ibe College's stu. 
dents, faculty and admini· 
stration. 
Scholarship candidates are 
chosen from recommenda· 
tions from Tee faculty, high 
school principals and com-
munityJeaders. The only cri· 
teria for selection are accom· 
plishment, potential and 
need. 
&eceiviu& FoundatioD 
sCholarships were Rosemary 
Am~ise, Aida Campisi, Alice 
CCnIa and Janice Sobolewski 
'of Calumet CtIy: Jason Ad. 
ams. Ma~cella Fleming. 
Thelma Hayes, Beverly Orr, 
Cindy Ramba and Fzaat Zuc-
eareDi of Harvey: Mary Su. 
san McHugh of l.aasing: Ed· 
ward Mendoza of Lynwood; 
Joyce Monson and Donald 
Young of Markham; Barbara 
Jadge and M"lChael Ocbman 
of Riverdale: Peter JaVlX'fca. 
Nancy Plating .. Betty Ricard 
and James Sylvester of South 
Holland. 
H~bIe mention awards 
went to Ellen Hall and Lawr· 
ence Mack of Harvey: Loret. 
ta Nylen of Lansing: Cbciryl 
Boker of Markham, Julie 
Hartmann of Midlothian' and 
Eric LipIen of Riverdale. 
get from SAC; we handled S3000 this year and only 557 of it. 
was SAC money." 
"Our group comes first as far as we are concerned, our 
group comes first before all others, we don't expect you to 
look at it that way," Zuccarelli .. plained. 
"II is not our purpose at all to indicate that you people 
aren't responsible. YOII are one of eigbt or nine active dubs 
associated with the college and 'hanestly believe this is the 
way )'011 should handle your funds," Skipper said. 
Vet Larry Mack eapressed a COncern abant obtaining a 
cheek on weekends or holidays when needed on short notice. 
The way it is, he said, they can get checks on short notice; if 
the school was taking care of it they would have difficulty in 
doing so. 
SliD another Veteran Don Cieniawski volunteered his 
feelings on the matter. "We don't have to depend on large 
institutions. We blow who our leaders are, we Dow our 
jobs, and we trust each other. We trust each other more than 
we trust any bank. We are just people working together." 
Iv,y asks student 
support of Bill 1519 
- Dr. Nathan lvey, President of the college will request 
student support on the passage of Bill 1519, on deficiency 
apptopriatioas for community colleges, at today's student 
. government meeting. . 
lvey said it is very important that everyone bell' gel this 
bill passed because so many of the DUnois Junior coDeges 
enrolled more students than the state had planned for. If this 
deIici~ncy appropriation bill is not posed there will be a 
deficit of funds for the '76-77 school year. 
"We get so mnch per aedit hanr from the slate for each 
student that is enrolled at the college: with our having and 
many other colleges having more 'students than estimated 
for the '75-76 school year, we caDle up short 1Ir fuAcIs," he 
explained. 
Wbeaever asked what' students could dO to gel the bill 
passed, he said student gDVetnmeIlt conld adopt a resolution 
in support of the viii, and pcop\e could contact thclr area 
senators and representatives osting for support. 
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Mass picnic planned f-or Tee 
With the date for TCC's 
annual spring picnic set for 
June 2, members of the Stu~ 
dent Activities Committee 
e>peet approximately 2.000 
students. fac:ulty and admini· 
stration to tUrD out for their 
share of the fun. 
The location for the picDic 
will be the same as last year. 
North Creek Mcadows. just 
west of Torrence on Glen· 
wood.Lansing Road. 
Food will be free. and 
there will be 80 kegs of beer 
VOLUME 41. NO. 17 
along with soft drinks. Sports 
equipment will also be avail. 
able for .anyone who wishes 
to start up a game uf softball. 
football or volleyball. 
Three bands will be fca· 
tured at the picnic, including 
the Sixteenth Movement and 
Bumt Bridge. The proceed· 
ings get underway at noon. 
Students wbo gathered 
this past Monday to plan the 
picnic suggested a drawing 
for a S500 schoIarsbip to be 
iDcluded in the picnic activi· 
ties. This idea will be brought 
before SAC today at 2:30 
p.m. !n Bldg. 16. 
Last week. several budgets 
were approved by the Stu· 
cIOnt Association. including 
5150 for chess boards to be 
nsed by studems at large in 
Bldg. 16. At present. there 
are cbcss boards which were 
purchased for the Chess Club 
but are not accessible to SIJ'" 
dents at large. A 51.000 bud· 
get submitted by th~ Vets' 
Cub for sponsoring a camp- borseback riding. 
ing trip to Turkey Run. lndi· 
ana for 40 children fom the When put to vote last 
Carmelite Orphanage was a1: week. a request for approzi. 
so approved. This Big Broth· mately h.7op submitted by 
ct-Big Sister weekend is eight French students was 
scheduled fur May 29. 30 and turned down. The money was 
31. Those who want to be requested for tbe purpose of 
sponsors may go along and ·3 European tour. which the 
can obtain additioaal infor· students have been working 
mation about the trip in the towards since last October. 
Veterans Office. Bldg. 17. Joan WeDer. French instruct: 
Kids going on the trip will be or. said the students are go· 
ages eight to fourteen. and ing as cheaply as' possible. 
there will be. canoe trip plus and the total cost of the trip is 
estimated to be 56,220. She 
stated that the trip is educa· 
tional. and the students get 
two credits for taking it. 
The trip is slate to (ate 
place from June 2·24. and the 
French students have already 
raised a substantial amount 
of the money themselves. 
The budget. though turned 
down last week. was resub-
mitted and will be voted on 
again today. 
1Itu( 14, 1176 
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Phase II nearly finished 
By Cathy LeaIz 
The long awaited cnmpletinn date for TCC'~ Phase n is 
ncar. lrwin Dabl. Director of Resources and Development. 
stated he bopes to have most of the major work completed. 
and mnst uf !be carpeting down by the fall semester '76 is 
anticipaled. but is not expected to interfa;e' with class 
sessions. 
In addidon to atra clossmom' space. ~ U will bouse 
D .melOUS labs. There will be pmvisioas forBioIosY. Chem· 
istry. Eavirnnmeat &ad &oIo&Y. IIadio TCcbno!ogr. Prac:. 
'tical NUrsing. Spcecb. aDd a geaeral purposclab. 
Phase U will also cnotain three lecture ·baIls. twn with a 
capacity fur 90 persons. and ODe for 120 persons. Offices for 
the .faculty. administration •. fiDanciaI aids and Veterans 
will be.eestablisbcd in the main building. A new assembly 
hall. with seating for·400 people. will be on the ground flOor. 
_west end of the building • 
The new 1ocatioa for !be' student Iouge will be 011 the 
second floor at the south end Or !be building. There will also 
be a new student-dining lOOm and'fnod pieparation area on 
the first floor. right below this lnunge. 
Phase U has been designed with enough space to ace-
omodate all the classrooms and oftices on the interim 
·campus. Studetits will notice in the class scheduling for nezt 
year that an classes will be held in the .main bui1ding. 
Students will also find that they will have to acquaint 
themselves with a new nambering sys!er fur classrooms. 
The old c:Iassroom numbers. designed for temporary use 
only. will DO! be used. 1Dstead. the building will be divided 
intO four basi<: ..... ~s. with co~tive nuinbering beginning 
with the classrooms nearest the camps. For those studeats 
who bad a hard time finding the old roam nambers. there 
will be directional indicators at the top of each ramp. 
The buildings on the ·interim campus will DOt be nsed. 
with the possible esceptioa of building 21. which may be 
retained for-tbe~ofrenliDg to different organizations 
for thek use of the building: 
The problem of additional parking space will depend upon 
the amount of money Tee is JPPropriated by 'the state 
legislature. but it is a high prinrity item on the list uf projects 
to be completed. Dabl stated. A posSIole solution to this 
problem would b. to pave the area which is currently being 
TCC to start 50-year celebration 
with special license plates 
n.e Winois Secretaty uf State's ufIiee will help Thnmton 
Community College celebrate its 50th ,.,.. by issuing aut0-
mobile Jiceuse plates with the .letter desipation. Tee for 
'1977. The College will aIIneate the license plate numbers to 
faA:ultj. students. adminisIrators. and the Board of Trustees. 
The plates themselves will be mailed to the owners of the 
registered vebides by the ufIiee of the Scc:retary of State. 
Since the TCC plates fur 1977 will be a limited lssue (0DIy 
200 will be stamped) .. semi-prinrity will be nsed In deter· 
mine the rec:iplents. 
Ifynu want Tee automobile Jiceuse plates for 1977. please 
IIOte the steps listed below: . 
I. Registerynnr ......... and pbone Dumber with TCe"s Office 
of Public RdatiODs. If you are ODe uf the first 200 appliA:aats. 
,..... license will be allocated. If there are more than 200 
applicants. a waiting list will be established. 
2. When you receive ynnr vebide resistration application 
this _ fmm the Secretary of State in Springfield. liD it 
oat completely and mail or deliver it to the Tee I'IIblic 
IIdations of6ce during August 1976 with your cbeek or 
money ocder in the euct amount requited .,y the State of 
IIIinnis. (NOTE: Theie will be DO atra charge by Tee above . 
.the euct registration fee fur ynnr auto.) 
3. The final dcadIiDe for receiving completed appUcations in 
the Public Relatinns of6ce is Wednesday. September 1. 
1976. After 1bat date. l1li Tee plate requests will be filled 
fmm the waiting list. Waiting list applicants will be contac-
ted in the ocder that they ~ . 
4. The CoUege will assign !be Jiceuse plate naaibcrs and 
attempt to make sure that all .ppJic:atioas are completed 
. properIy. but !be final responsibility for determining that the 
appJR:atiOas are in compliance with the DIiDois regulations 
rests with the Secretary of' States office. FoIlnwing the 
CoIIege's September I application deadline. the pa<bge uf 
applications and checks will be sent to Springfield for 
processing. 
S individual Jiceuse plates will be mailed to registered 
vebicle owners by the Secretary uf State in the fall nf 1976. 
per -!be usual State of DIiDois procedute. 
UnID August 1.1976. !be I'IIblic Relations of6ce is located 
in Building 18 on the interim campus. The phone Umber is 
596-2000. at. 208 or 279. After August 1. contact the Tee 
switcbboard operator for location and phone IIUDIbers. 
used by cnnstruction workers. In addition. the parking area 
OD the interim campus win retained for use. This will. 
constitute the aeed fur a. better walkway between the 
parking lots and the building. But this too. will depend upon 
the amount uf money TCC receives from the state. 
Exhibit Bicentennial 
handicrafts 
Tee through the Office uf Community 5ervic:es is spon-
soring an art forum ~ Art Symposium 1976 Art 200 Years 
Later to help celebrate the Bicentennail year. The two day 
forum win feature twn artists wbo wiD present a slide 
lecttue. panel iIiscussIon and worksbop demonstration. Da· 
tes bave been set fur May 20 and May 21 beginning at 10 am 
each day and running through to 3: p.m.' All informal 
meeting with each artist will start at 10: a.m. oa !be first 
level of the Library (Main Campus) to view the Annual 
Student Art'Exhibit. At 1: p.m. each. the artist in oesidence 
will pt'eseDt bis wnrksbop demoIIstratioD. 
Serving on the panel for discussinn with Mr. HaendeJ on 
May 20 will be area artist educators. Joseph Rejhol .... Tee: 
John Wallace P.S.C.· and John Payne. G.S.U. On May 21. 
serving on the panel with Mather. area artist educators • 
Adrian Draptin. TCC. Diane Du Bois. T.W.H.S.: and Rich-
ard De Pirro. T.R.H.S. will serve as mncIerators. Of special 
interest on the day that Mather presents his leeture. is a 
Ratu firing uf ceramic pots by former TCC student Dave 
Young. Location of the Raku firing will be outside the 
student snack bar main building at 12 DOOII. The public is 
invited to attend the symposium free of charge. 
10vited artist. Wdliam Haendel. a sculptor of national 
reputation. will be on Thornton's campus May 20th In 
lecture and discuss his sculpture and present a worksbop CD 
tonImaking. Some uf !be techniques nsed by Mr. Haendel 
w.... nsed by early American settlers. 
New COURIER 
Editor chosen 
DoIton's Brenda' Gorski. _t reporter fur the 
CoarIer. has been named editor uf the CoarIer for the 
upcoming scbooI year. 
Ms. Gorski was chnsen by cum:nt editan Kathie Huddle • 
ston and Cmdy Cruz, and CoarIer advisor Tom Crnarkin last 
Friday. May 8.· 
10 the past two years the new editor has bad eaperience as 
the alumni editor of ber high scbooI paper the Marian 
Megaphone. She is at the present time a part·tOpe ....ployee 
of !be Village uf DoJion IS' seaetary. to the Youtb and 
. BiceatClUlia1 Qm,inissioDs 
As Editor it will be Ms. Gorski's job to head !be paper. 
pick the CoarIer staff. and set CoarIer policy. 
TheCoarier is still in need nf a Sports Editor. Advettising 
Manager. Business Manlger. Copy Editor. Features Editor. 
and Circulation aDd Distribution Manager. Applications are 
sti1I being taken and can be dropped off in Bldg. 15. 
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A . look at the past year 
GAJlBAGB 
"'" -",<,. . 
. uivmrs AND oTm!a SDlNGBIIS 
WOIIW AFFADIS CONFERENCE 
VE'l'S CWBBLOOD DJIIVE 
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1977 
HOR~,T 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
mSTORICAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
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JAN. 17TH: 
JAN. 20TH: 
JAN. 21ST: 
JAN. 23RD: 
AUG. 10TH: 
SEP. 13TH: 
1977 
GARY GILMORE WAS EXECO'l'ED (FIRST EXECUTION IN 10 YRS) 
J.IMHY CARTER INAUGURATED 39TH PRESIDENT, WjWALTER HOHDALE AS 
V.P. 
PRESIDENTIAL PARDON GIVEN TO HOST OF VIETNAH WAR'S DRAFT 
DODGERS 
SUPER BOWL XI (OAKI.AND BEAT MINNESOTA, 32-14) 
"SON OF SAH" MURDERER, DAVID BERKOWITZ, ARRESTED 
THE FIRST U.S. DIESEL AUTOS WER.E nrrRODUCED BY G.M. -- THEY 
WERE SAID TO HAVE 40% GREATER FUEL EFFICIENCY. 
ERNIE BANKS & AL LOPEZ WERE INDUCTED INTO THE BASEBALL HALL 
OF FAME. 
NOV. 1ST: HIHIHUH WAGE WENT FROM $2.30 TO $3. 35jHOUR. 
OTHER: SEATTLE SLEW BECAME THE 10TH HORSE EVER TO WIN THE TRIPLE CROWN 
BIG HITS THAT YEAR: 
TV: "ROOTS" 
OSCARS: BEST PICTURE: 
BEST ACTRESS: 
. BEST ACTOR: 
HOVIES: "STAR WARS" 
"ROCKY" 
FAYE DUNAWAY ("NETWORKn) 
PETER FINCH " 
DEATHS: JOAN CRAWFORD (69) BING CROSBY (73) 
GUY LOMBARDO (75) 
ZERO MOSTEL (62) 
ELVIS (42) 
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China restores Den Xiaoping to power and The Gang of Four is 
expelled. 
Former Indian Prime Mnister MoraIji R. Desai returns to power 
and Indira Ghandhi is arrested on charges of corruption. 
In finance, the leveraged buyout is introduced by the firm 
Kolhberg Kravis Roberts. 
U.S. President Jimmy Carter pardons almost all Vietnam draft 
evaders and calls them home from living abroad. 
Lung cancer becomes the second most common cancer among 
women. 
Steve Biko, an imprisoned black leader in South Afiic~ dies in 
prison from cruelty and neglect, which leads to renewed 
opposition to apartheid. 
Ethiopian President General Teferi Benti is killed in a council 
meeting and Lieutenant Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam is 
empowered as head of state. Mariam ejects American officials 
and forges an alliance with Comnumist forces. 
Rock pioneer Elvis Presley dies in Memphis. Charlie Chaplin 
passes away at age 88 and Bing Crosby at 83. 
Woody Allen's Annie Hall wins the Best Picture Oscar. Other 
Hollywood releases are Steven Spielberg's Close Encounters of 
the Third Kind, George Lucas' classic Star Wars, and the 
disco-crazed Saturday Night Fever. 
Pakistani Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto loses power when 
his army chief of staff General Muhammad Zia ul-Haq imposes 
martial law. 
The world's last-known case of smallpox appears in Somalia. and 
the troublesome disease is considered eradicated when it does not 
appear for two more years. 
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WASHINGTON, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1977 
House of Representatives 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
OBSERVES 50TH ANNIVERSARY 
HON. MARTY RUSSO 
Oll'lloLIKom 
IN THE HOtISB OP BEPru!:SENTATIVES 
Tuesday. September 13. 197'1 
~. RUSSO. Mr. Speaker, on Septem-
ber 19, Thornton Commtmlty COllege 1n 
South Holland, m.. Will observe ltz 50th 
amliversary. I want to take th1s oppor-
tu.nity to congratulate th!s fine matitu-
tlon of learning on a halt century of 
ach1evementz in the field of education. 
Someone once noted tba.t--o 
Eclucat10ll shOUld. be ... OODSC1ous, method-
lc:aJ. appUcatlODof the best meaIIS in the 
w1Bdam ot the ages to the end. tbat JOuth 
may know bow to live completely. 
Thornton Community COllege has l1ved 
up to tb1s cbaJJenge and extended It fur-
ther with educational programs for 
adults. I am proud to have this com-
DlUDity-oriented fac1l1ty in my c:Ustrict 
for It has added 1mmeasurab11 to the 
betterment of the community through 
the aemees and programs it otters. In 
fact, on their catalog Js an appl:oprtate 
motto: Community is OUr Middle Name. 
Thornton Community. College was 
founded 1n September 1927. In·1965. the 
IWnois Publ1c Community College Act 
created community eolIege d1str1cts 
throughout the State. 
In 1966. Thornton Junior College be-
came Thornton Community coneJe. as 
20 south suburban towns and three high 
school d1str1cts formed Community Col-
lege District SIO. 
"l'oday, the college serves some IO.OOO 
studenta and a district population of 
more than 300.090. 
A comprehensive 2-year matitution, 
Thornton Community College oirers the 
first 2 years of 4-year curriculums, l-
and 2-year career curr1culums. and pro-· 
gnuns designed to· serve special edUca-
tional purposes. Assoc1ate degrees and 
ccrt11lcata are granted. It Js I'CC1'ed1ted 
by the North Central Assocta.ticn of Col-
leges and SecondaJ.T Schools. 
The college otters edncatiOlla1 oppor-
tunities durlng both day and evening 
hours on the main campus and in 12 
community education centers through 
the comnnm1ty college d1strlct. 
The college'is committed to provl,nlni 
QuaJity learn1n.g experience, the oppor-
tunity for l1felong continuing education, . 
and courses and progJ."alDS which fac1l1-
tate adJustment to, or reemployment or 
advancement in work. 
It emphasfzes programs and act.ivtties 
designed. "to contribute to personal and 
cultural enrichment and encourage con-
structive Part1ctPatlon in a free soclety." 
It complements Its edu.catl.onal·progra.ms 
throUgh CounseUng and acaciec'do -ad-
visement and encouragea the public use 
of -1ta facillties and serriees· for educa-
tional and cultural purposes. 
These are some of the stated goals of 
the conege and I can personally vouch 
for the schools achievements and success 
in obtain1ng them. 
I know my colleagues join with me to-
day III congra.tula.t1ng Thornton· ftom-
munity College on their success as they 
celebrate their 50th anniversary. 
No. 141 
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Community College District 510 
Paula Malak 
Vice-Chairman 
Damon Rockett 
Jerry A. Meyer 
Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Steve Siwinski 
Student Representative 
5 
James Livingstone 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
Karen Mitchell 
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OAK 
FOREST 
CliiCIll\:l@ 
Height! 
1/ 394 
CALUMET 
CITY 
80 
94 
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AD INISTRATION 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
Nathan A. Ivey .....•......•...•............•........................... Pr-esident 
Hardin Simmons University, B.S.; Texas Tech University, M.B.A.; 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Irwin A. Dahl ..................................•. Director, Institutional Resources 
University of Minnesota, B.A., M.A. and Development 
Richard D. Nirenberg ............................•...•.. Director, Public Relations 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
George W. Clark ................•...•...•. Vice President, Administrative Services 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. 
Arthur J. Baker ..................... , '" .........•. Director, Information Services 
Patricia A. Duncker ............................•..... Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
K. James McCaleb ................••....•.......•..•..•.. Director, Physical Plant 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
James P. McCann ...•.•.............•..•••.••...•.•..•......•.. Director, Security 
Southwest College, A.A. 
William T. Schipper .•.•..•....•....•....•.•.....•.....•......•...•....• Controller 
Northwestern University, B.B.A., M.A. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
laVell C. Wilson ..•....•.•..••..••.• ~ •...••••.•• Vice President, Student Services 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
Indiana University, Ed.D. 
Frank H. Bowen, Jr ••..........•..•....•..•••••••.••.• Director, Student Activities 
Thornton Community College, A.A., Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Ronald L Cooley ...•....•.•.•••.••••...•..•.•..•..•...•••. Director, Financial Aid 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer ..•.••••....•.•..•••.•••••.•..•••. Dean, Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Larry J. Larvick •.•••..•.•.....••.....•.•.•..•..•....••...••••.• Dean, Counseling 
College of Emporia, A.B.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.S. 
Doris S. Ritter. ................................ , •••. Director, Placement Services 
Ohio University, B.S.C. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES_ 
Wayne E. Willard ............................ Vice President, Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed.; Florida State University, Ph.D. 
Theda Hambright ..................................... Dean, Community Services 
-Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year Certificate 
Robert J. Lucas ....................................... Dean, Learning Resources 
Western Michigan University, B.S.; Wayne State University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
Arthur J. Stejskal. ................................... Dean, Community Education 
Coe College, B.A.; Roosevelt University, M.A. 
Kathleen Fenner, R.N ......................... Director, Associate Degree, Nursing 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
William J. Francis ............................................... Division Director 
Health & Life Sciences 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S. 
University of Missouri ( Columbia), Ph.D. 
Milton Gilmore .............................................. , .. Division Director, 
Physical Science and Mathematics 
Sterling College, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
Fred Hanzelin .................................................. Division Director, 
Arts & Humanities 
Northern Winois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M. 
Cletus O'Drobinak .............................................. Division Director, 
Business and Commerce 
University of Dayton, B.A.; De Paul University, M.B.A. 
Clarence B. Penny ..........•................................... Division Director, 
Engineering & Technical 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Norma Rooney ................................................. Division Director, 
Language and Communications 
DePaul University. B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
William Tabel .......•....•..................................... Division Director, 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
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FACULTY 
J ames Abbott ., ........................... : ..•.•..............•...•...•. Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Adamek ............................•......•.................... Business 
Northem Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David Anderson .....................................•.....•....... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary Anderson, R.N ...................•.........•...............•... A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks ...........................................•.... General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier, M.A. 
Sarah Barmore .....................................•.•............ Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett .................................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
leila Bashaw, R.N .............•...............•..................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Richard Bishop ...............................................•...•...• Counselor 
Ohio University, A.B.; Butler University, M.S. 
Claudette Bobay .......•......•..................................•........... Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Edmund Bonczyk ............................................. Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William Bourland ..•..•.....•.............•..........•.........•....•.. Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Doris Brainard .•.•.........•...•................•..•......••.•.......•.•.• Library 
State University of Iowa, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.S., C.A.S. 
Smith Brand .....................•.••....•..................•...•....•... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea Burkard, R.T ..•.•.........•..• Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
St. louis University, B.S. 
Will ie Cam pbell ..............•.•...•.....•.••.••..........•..•••... Life Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John Carlson ...•.•.......•......•...........••..••..•......•. PhYSical Education 
Illinois State.University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale Chapman •.............•••••....•...•...••..•.••..••..••...•. Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois Chapman •.......•...•..•.•....•..•..••......•..•..•.••••.•••..•.••. English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University. M.A. 
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Dimpna Clarin ................................•........... -...•.........•... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
Kathryn Clauson .................•.................•.....•.... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
William D. Curran ........................... Physical Science and Social Science 
-Southeast Jr. College, A.A.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Phyllis Davis ....................................•.............••...... Counselor 
North Park College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Earl DeGroot ....................................................... Mathematics 
Hope College, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James Denier ......................•.........••..•..........•...... Life Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Martha Dietrich •....•.......................•..•...•...•............... Business 
Indiana University, B.S.; Columbia. University Teachers College; M.A. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ..................•..•......••........•...•.•.... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen Dolan, R.N ..............•..........•......•. Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis Dryzga ...••...•..•••.....•...•......•..•.•••.•••••..•••......•. Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, M.A.B.A. 
Daniel Durian •...•..•.•...•......•..•.............•.•...•••......•.. Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar .................................. General Studies and English 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
William Fink •••••••.•.•.......•••.•......••.•..•••.••..•....•••••..•.• Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, M.A. 
George Finstad •....•••...•...••.•..•........••••••••••••..•..••..•.••••..... Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
Diane Fitzpatrick .••..•.•••.......••.•••••..•••..•..••••.•••••.••.•.•.• Counselor 
Lorain County Community College, A.A.; Bowling Green University, B.A.; 
Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
James Flynn ••.•..•••••••••.••..••.••••••••••••.••.•••.•••..•.•.••.•••... English 
St. Procopius College, B.A.; DePaul University, MA 
Arlene Francis, R.N ••••••.•.•...••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• Behavioral Science 
St. xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
Leslie Freeman- ••••••.•••••••••..•••••.••••.••.•••.•••••••••••••••• Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
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Carolyn Funk .................................••...............•.... Mathematics 
illinois State University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. -
Jill Giddings ..................................•...•.............. General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Paul Gill ............................................................•... ~ English 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Patricia Golden ...............•....................................... Counselor 
Indiana University, A.B.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Joseph Gutenson .................•........................... Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.E.; 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
Basil Halkides ........................................................... Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Erika Hartmann ......................................•................... English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Robert Heinrich ....................................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Lucette Held ...........•.............................................. Chemistry 
Northern Illinois UniverSity, B.S., M.S. 
Dale Helgesen .......................................................... English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
James Hellrung .....•......................................... Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Vern Hoerman .............•.................•......................•.. Counselor 
UniverSity of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia Hoffmann ....................... " ............................ English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Gerald Hundley ....................................•. -.•....•..•..•.•..... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine Janis, R.N •.................................•..............•.. A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
R. Edward Jenkins .........................•....................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
Florida State University, Ed.D. 
David Johnson .•...............•.•........•..•....•.............•. Urban Studies 
Howard University. B.A.; Rutgers UniverSity, Ed.M. 
Hezekiah Johnson ...................••.......•..............• Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A.; Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
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James Keane ....................................................... Marnemaucs 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit. M.A. 
Judith Kelly, R.N ............................................... Practical ,"Jursing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N. 
Betty Kirk ................................................................. Music 
Drake University, B. Mus; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
Donald Kramer ............................................................ Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael Kulycky ..................................................... Language & 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. Communications 
George LaVaque ......................................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith Lebed ............................................................. English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .............................................. " .. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
E. J. Lyons .................................................... Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A.; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
Bailey Magruder ..................................... Social & Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University. M.S. 
Lois Marek, O.T ............................... Coordinator, Occupational Therapy 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Robert Marshall ...............•....................................... Counselor 
Northern illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
George Mattsey ..........................•............................. Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Sally Mensi .............................................................. English 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. 
DeVaughn Miller .•..................................•...•..... Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ............•.............•...•..•..... Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
James Moody •....•.•..•..•..•......•....•.•.......•....•......•.••.•.•.. English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A. 
Jane Morrison .•.......•.•............•...•.......•.•..•••.......... Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
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Mignonette Murray .............................................. General Studies 
Brigham Young University, B.A., M.A. -
Patrick O'Connell ............................ ' .................. Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Maurice Page ................................................. Behavioral Science 
Clark CoUege, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.S.W. 
Thomas C. Pavlik ...............................................•....... Business 
Indiana University, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Charles Pennington ................................................ Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Vernon Peterson ....................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Frank Prist ............................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel Purdy .......................................... Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Blake Reed ................................................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N .............................................. AD. Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph Rejholec ............................................................. Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Sherry Rise ...........•....................................... Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Ernestine Robinson ...................................................... English 
Barber-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana University, M.A.T. 
Constance Rodgers, R.N ........................................ Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A. 
Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N ............................................... AD. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ..•...........•......................•......... Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha Sanchez, R.N ...................•.....................•..•.•. AD. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S;N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather ..........................•...•.................... Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
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Mary Scanlan ............................................................. Music 
University of Wisconsin, B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A~ 
Greuling Schellhorn .............•........................................ English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Fred Schlenker .......................................... Engineering & Technical 
_ Triton College, A.S.; Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Peter Schloss .................................................. Mathematics and 
Athletic Director 
Bemidji State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Jean Sedlack .................................. Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Joseph Selbka ........................................................ Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt Serbus, R.T .......................................... Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A. 
Raymond C. Sherman .................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Willard Siville ....................................... Engineering and Technology 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.Ed. 
Frank F. Stanicek ...............•............................. Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle ....................................................... Business 
Illinois State UniverSity, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Frank F. Stanicek ............................................. Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle ....................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois UniverSity, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert Sullivan ................•................................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State UniverSity, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph Thornton ......................................................... English 
University of Illinois, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas Tweeten ...................................................... Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
Lottie T. Tylka, R.N ............•............•........................ A.D. Nursing 
Loyola UniverSity, B.S.N.; DePaul UniverSity, M.S. 
Larry Wehner .......•............•................•.....•.......•...•........ Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
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Joan Weller ................................•••................ Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.; Middlebury College, M.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel. ................................................ Ufe Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel .....•......................•......................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul Wessel. ........................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E., M.S.E. 
Martha Wetzel ................................................ Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed.; 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
Gerald Willey ...................................................... Ufe Sciences 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Wallace Wirth .......................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Wayne Wolf. ................................................... Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; 
University of South Florida, B.A., M.A. 
Valerie Wojcik .......................................................... Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S. 
Arlethia Wright, R.N .............•.....•.................................. Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Carolyn Yoss, O.T ... , ...................................... Occupationai Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
This publication is not a contract or offer to contract. The Board of Trustees, 
College executive officers, and their agents reserve the right to change informa-
tion contained herein without notice when circumstances warrant such action. 
Photography by Mike Voss and Scott Dixey 
Printed by Sheffield Press, Hammond, Indiana 
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.ier TCC celebrates golden anniversary 
I 
South HoilaDd. m. . Sept, 15.1977 
This was the entrance used by Tbomtou Junior College 8t~dent8 back in 1927 to Thora.ton High 
School, where the coUefiCe JteLl classes for over 40 years. 
New student government president says 
no more jokes and lots more work 
by Tim Th ...... 
Pamela Peterson. new president 
Student Government. realizes 
she lias a big task ahead of 
trying to erase the negative 
of Student Government 
by eertain members last 
who was elected last 
no punches when she 
off that Studenf 
IGa.er1.m.ont",.,,,,& jolt. last year" 
some people became 
with tha organization 
they were in Student 
I Go_.m"nt, and didn't do any 
than dances and activities. Wetre 
trying to better things for the 
students," said Peterson. saying 
ber goal is "to gat Student 
Government and the ad-
ministration working together 
wbieh is something that lias never 
beppened before." 
M for her role in S~ent 
Government. she sees herself as 
the person who must "insnre 
smooth running" of the 
organization wbieh eonsists of 
three branches: tbe Ad-
ministrative . Council. Judicial 
Boord and Student Activities 
Council 
The Administrative Council is 
responsible for hsndling e\ections 
sod working on the COD5titutioD. 
Regarding elections. Student 
Government will release in· 
formation about elections to be 
held in Oelober to fill vacancies in 
the organization. 
. Student Activities Council is the 
brsnch that distributes money to 
the various clubs for functions on 
campWl. In addition. SAC with the 
aid of the Programming Board. 
will be the main for... behind 
homecoming activities and the 
spring picnic. 
The Judicial Board. formerly 
known as the Complaint Board. 
will otilI heudle student eom-
plaints. but only in the sense thst 
it will fuzme\ complaints to the 
proper channels. Its main function 
will be to oversee .. hot the Ad-
ministrative Council does" In 
effect. according to Peterson, it 
will be the -legal department.· 
Peterson said thst the eheir-
persons of the groups are directly 
responsible to her. and thst .he 
will aet as a go between for the 
differeot organizations. 
The president said there will be 
regu1ar meetings posted in the 
Student Government office. room 
2118. for the various 
organizations. 
. Peterson would like to increase 
participation in Student Govern-
ment. but students wbo want to 
become involved she said. must be 
willing to work for the 
organization. which means ;.e. 
",rding to Peterson, putting in six 
to eight hours a week. whether it 
be at school or at home. 
"We have • lot of ide.., but it 
takes people to carry them out." 
History of college reveals 
changes over the decades 
byTimThellWl 
Trying to prepere a history of • 
school that's been in existence 
since 1927 lias to be a very difficult 
task for anyone. However. for 
M.ary Alice Smith. former 
librarian at TCC. "it was fun." 
. Through old files. Couriers. 
college catalogues and interviews 
with former instructors and 
students. she has compiled a 
history of the college in 
celebration of its 50th BD-
nivet"SUY • 
In dOing research for this 
project. which will be printed by 
'fCC. Smith said she got • very 
good pieture of bow the college has 
changed over the years. 
She recalled old Couriers 
containing gossip columns that 
sounded "high schoolisb" in that 
students were mentioned by first 
names because everyone knew 
each other back in the early days. 
There were only 47 students 
and 15 f&culty members beck in 
1927. In fact. The Courier printed 
the names and addresses. of the 
students and faculty members in 
the psper. 
She said ODe thing the conege 
has lost over the years is the 
personal relationship between 
students and teschero. 
. In this regard. Smith recounted 
a story told her about • biology 
teacher who was very upset at 
people who didn't go to athletic 
events. In order to encourage 
attendance. she would Oak. fudge 
brownies and pass them out at 
games. 
One thing that lias not changed 
is that every year The Courier 
Mites an ooitorial rontDiaininR' 
about student apathy. She-said a.n 
editorial on apathy could be 1ifted 
out of a 1940 Courier and inserted 
into today's paper and nobody 
would notice the difference. 
As for the history of the school. 
'Thornton Junior College was 
opened in 1927 tbrougb the hard 
work of the first superintendent of 
the school. WiI\ism E. McVey. 
TJC was a port of High School 
Distriet 2Q5 and held classes at 
'Thornton High SchooL The college 
was part of the common schools 
and was just considered grades 13 
sed 14. Because the classes were 
beld in the high school. TJC wss 
an integre.l port of the schoo~ and 
students lelt like it wu high 
""hool. aeeording to Smith. 
During Lhe first nine years of 
Thornton Junior College. students 
weren't charged tuition. It wasn't 
until 1937 that students were 
required to pey $25 • semester to 
attend classes. 
The fint graduation of students 
was beld in 1928-29. A total of 16 
students pa.rticipated in the 
ceremony. Contrastly in 1977. 651 
students were issued degrees and 
througb 1977. there have been 
6,921 graduates of Thornton. 
In 1947. because there were a 
large Dumber of GIs returning to 
school. the government gave the 
college a one story building which 
was left over from the war and 
looked like a barn. Therefore. it 
was called "The Barn" or "Building 
8." 
In 1955. an identical building 
was erected and ""ned "Building 
C." There was never a "BuDding 
A." 
In 1965. with students tending 
to further their education by 
attending college, Illinois. in order 
to avoid building any more major 
universities. created the Commu-
nity College System which 
provided for tax-supported junior 
colleges to blanket the state. 
So Thornton J UBior College 
sepereted from District 2Q5 and 
became Community College 
District 510. and Thornton 
Community College. 
Since it bad separated from 
District 205 the coilego now had to 
rent its facilities from the high 
school a.nd ended up renting other 
facilities to keep up with in* 
creasing enrollment. 
The Nursing program was 
operated out o[ a house on Morgan 
Street in Harvey which was 
referred to as "Morgan Hall." 
Music students had classes in an 
old hardware store in downtown 
Ha ...... ey before being .hifted to the 
American Legion Hall_ In addition. 
three portables were erected 
south of 1SOth and Broedway 
which allowed the enrollment o[ 
'fCC to increase by 50 pereent. 
Now TeC is situated on 103.7 
acres on' State Street in South 
Holland servmg the needs of some 
2J) municipalities and 300.000 
residents of District 510. 
Commemoration events planned 
'fCC culminstes its year·long 
celebration of its SOth anniverssry 
with special programs and 
ceremonies this week. 
. Friday, the jazz ensemble, 
Numa will be featured in the 
!itudent dining helL The group will 
play two performaDces. 11:45 .. In. 
sod 12:45 p.m.. free of charge to 
the campus eommunity. 
The show will eonclude a series 
of luncheon entertainment 
programs sponsored by the 
Student Programming Board and 
the Offke of Student Activities. 
Earlier in the week folk singer 
Dave Rudolf. and the vocal grouP. 
The Silks performed in tho dining 
helL 
On Saturday aDd Sunday. 
September 17 and 18. TCC'. 50th 
fCootisued .... __ 31 
Faculty to strike? 
Rumors bave been circulating 
around Tee thst the faculty 
association will vnte to go OD 
strike. 
The Courier has learned from a 
reliable source that the faeulty 
association is asking for more 
money in the negotiations. 
Reported\y. over the past two 
years the faculty member. heve 
reeeived pay increases that have 
tota1ed ODe helf tbe amount thst 
the cost. of . living lias increased. 
The source informed The 
Courier thst the faculty ... ilI "". 
MUnce a strike on Friday. 
No official statements beve been 
released by the faculty association 
Ol' the admini.str~tiOD's negotia~ng 
teom because the two sides have 
an agreement that they will issue 
no press releases unless thay are 
joint reI_ 
The only way a statement can 
be issued by one side is if there is 
an impass in negotiations. aeo-
eording to Douglas TweeteD. 
fawlty sssociation president. 
When questioned as to whether 
or not the teacbers wi1l go OD 
strike he said:i'lt will go one way 
or another pretty soon.· 
The administration had no 
comment about the possibility of a 
teacher's strike. 
In the event of a strike by tbe 
Tee faculty association students 
may caU 331M2333 for inIonnation. 
The number will be manned by 
faculty members or will have a 
recorded message. The number 
will be in operation only in the 
event of a strike. 
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What' 5 happening 
e6"i'lifu u~ ~ ,,(lIdg 
E.pirilu Esp.nol, TCC's Spanish Club, win begin its second year of 
existence with a Gran Fiesta de Bienvenido (Welcoming Party) on 
Wednesday, Sept, 21, from 1:30 to 2:30 in the wnguage wb 
clubroom, 3120. Everyone interested' in the Spanish language and 
culture is invited to participate .. 
. Activities will include a videotape of the last Spanish immersion 
weekend: a .kit (based on a popular TV show} by returning members 
of the club: games, and relre.hments, lAst year', omcers; JUTY 
Torres. president: Cheri Bleeker. vice-president and treasurer. 
Aleath Seaquist, SAC representative, and Marcia wnham, historian, 
are organizing the program. . 
The club scrapbook with photos of last year'. events is on display in . 
lhe wnguage wb. Further membership information may be obtained 
Irom Cheri Bleeker, wnguage Lab assistanL . 
One of the club's' first concerns is a money-making project to help 
$end members to the raU Spanish immersion weekend coming 
November 11·13 at George Williams Conege Camp on Lake Geneva in 
Wisconsin. 
.. r'ck'l! Department 01 Publie Relations and lbe Learning Resource 
Center are sponsoring a series or movies to be presented this £all at 
the rerforming Arts Center. 
The sea,on premier i, seheduled lor Wednesday, Odober 5, when a 
"Gambler's Speci.l" is presented leaturing Paul Newman as "The 
Hustler," followed by "The Cindnnoti Kid," starring Steve McQueen. 
'Other movie. on the alendar inelude "Lueky Lady" on Oetober 19, 
'Singin' in the Rain." whieh will be proeeded by three Disney ear· 
loons on November 2. and "Young Frankenstein." on November 16. 
All movies will hegin at 7:30 p.m .. in the.PAC, Admission is SI, 
I'ersons under the age of 18 planning to attend a movie must be 
accnntpanied by someone over the afte of 18. 
Need same e.tra help with a dim .. lt subject? It's available. and it's 
lreo, 
The Leaming ~soun:es Center offers free tutoring in aU subjec:t.s 
lor aU TCC students needing help with their eounework. 
For furtheor information. call extension.,240 or stop in and inquire at 
the einulation desk (level 2}. 
Students ",ho ",ish 10 tutor can earn money wbUe helping their 
fellow students with th.ir studies. There is a need lor tutors in aU 
subject ....... this semester. Interested persons should eontad lbe 
LRC either by phone (exL 240} or in person. 
'Beob buur66e'l11ed ill .fRe 
This rail the LRC opened level I as the staff translerred 28.000 
books lrom their temporary Ioeation on lev.12, The move elleetively 
doubled th ...... now available lor study and other a«OlllClClations lbe 
LRC pravides. 
The LRC has also added another <apier, an IBM Copier n, This 
machine, providing .. pies on bond-type paper, makes <apieS or 
materials lram 8112" to 14" lor 5 cents a .. py. • 
Film preview, equipment loan (cakulators. ameras, ole,} are also 
. available in the LRC. Students are invited to .. isit the center soon and 
beeom. aequainted with its many services and I .. tures. . 
Health habbits studied 
Onrthing most of us try to do is 
tn h .... ak had habits and develop 
"UOO ctn('~ .• and. much of the time. 
w .. ar .. - not (CM) 5U«eurul .. "B .. ter 
hahit" are M nsy to devPlop:' 
whil~ .. 1."00<1" habits olten seem 
dim""lt to IK-gin, 
Sumt' of our habils._both "jitood"" 
:IIul -bad-•• .affect. our general 
... ·.Ith. Wh.t kinds 01 habit.. are 
(avur.tble tn hto-alth. aDd w.hieh .are 
nnt"! :\ study was condUCLe1i 
~:~;:~~~ th~n ~~~:~nt!:;we!: 
·".od" h •• lth habits and phy.ieal 
h,'alth. In this study, an 
:Is..~linn was. found between 
i,hy"ical health and .Iepping. 
.-:.ting. physir.al a~tiYity. driqkinl( 
;tnrl 1>Il1oking habits. 
~1C"rping. The !'tudy !'bowed 
1l43t tbmce who usually sleep seven 
.',' .-ight hours have- the most 
I"", ... bl,· physieal health. Those 
u·!to usually sleep nine or more 
!tuurs art" ~ healthy than 
n\"t'rag~ and those who sleep six 
hours or I5s are the least healthy. 
~f' nosull!l: were similar ror men 
;lnd wnmt"n. 
Eating. The study ,howed that 
.. iltinK ""gular meals is associated 
with good health. Persons in lbe 
study "rho eat breakra."il. nearly 
(!v("ry day or seldom eat betw~n 
meals were in betl.er physical 
he.lth than lbose who regularly 
skip breakrast. or eat beLween 
mt'als. 
Your' wC"ighl abm affecu. your 
hratth. Fcw both men and women 
;n this otndy, the rclatinMhip 
ht.'tWfl!n nverwcight and poor 
l:t·"lth io; rvid.·nt. Mirn who Wt"rt" 
'!J :l4'r .... nt or mfl~~ tlndC"rwri~l 
although underweight women did 
nnt. M..... with the best physical 
ht.-:llth w~re those five pereent 
underwMKht up to almost 20 
percent overweight.. Amonlt 
women. those who were un-
derweight or less than 10 percent 
."",,rweight were slightly more 
healthy than the .verage. 
Physical aetivity. Those who 
participate often in aetive 
recreational activities are in 
better health than lbose who do 
Dol. Regular participation in 
a~Livit.ies such .as active sports, 
_imming, taking long walks. 
working in lbe garden, physial 
exercises. wft'kcnd auto tripS. 
hunUnK and rlShing. seem to favor 
good heallb. 
D'rinking, The 5tudT indicated 
that th~ physical health of those 
who never drink alcoholic 
beverages does not differ Irom 
those who drink moderately (l ... 
tnan five drinks at one sitting). 
Only those who drink five or more 
drinks at one sitting reported 
physieal health problems. The 
ff'f'Quen~ of drinking (once. twice. 
more lhan twice a week) did DOt 
appear to be associated with 
physic:al health. 
Smoking. Those who had never 
smoked enjoy better phy';eal 
health than do present or past 
smokers. although lbe differen .... 
in heallb rclative to eigarette 
5mok.ing are not as large as in t.he . 
...., 01 some other health p ..... 
tiees. 
If you want more information 
about f(OIod health habits, write to: 
Illinois Department of Public: 
IIraltb. l>hd!lOion of FAucaticm and 
tnfurnm' inn. ll:!5 Wr~t J .. fff"r;nn. 
The Courier 
Money 
available 
It isn't too late to apply lor the 
llIiAOis State Scholarship or the 
Basic Ed ... tional Opportunity 
Grant lor the Fall 1977 and Spring 
1978 terms, 
If you have registered and paid 
your tuition. you have until ()e. 
lober I, 1977 to apply for the 
llIinois State Scholarship. If you 
are eligible, TCe will reimburse 
you lor Fall 1977 tuition. This 
reimbursement of tuition applies 
to "i .. distrid" tuition only. In 
other words, tbe Seholarship 
Commission is not responsible for 
nter rna' 
Thenexi' 
he Coun .. 1 
Into the wi" 
~oor, You'll 
CareerCen l 
iew extra 
.. "out·of·distrid" eharges, and it 
doesn't .. ver any lab lees. 
(Voss photo} 
GI educf;Jtion and· 
training benefits raised 
A 6,6 percent i.......... in GI 
edueation and training benefits 
starting Aug, 1. was approved by 
the House Veterans' Allairs 
Committee Aug, 2, The eommittee 
bin (HR SlOl} allows similar 6.6 
percent "raises in" education 
benefits to spouses and dependent 
ehildren of deeea.sed and per-
manently disabled veterans. ill lbe 
amount veterans c:an borrow from 
the V A's ed .... tion loan fund, in 
tutorial assistanee' and "in 
predisc.barge edueational 
allowanc:es, It was estimated lbe 
inc:reases would oost aboot $530 
million annually, The Senate 
Veteran,' Alrairs Committee 
approvedtbe same iDere .... July 
22 and also added a provision -
not in the House bill - to pennit 
veterans attending high .... prieed 
institutions 10 ac:c:e\erate lbeir 
benefits so thet they would 
.receive higher monlbly allowances 
but over a shorter period or time. 
The House bill gives the 
Veterans Administntor authority 
10 exempt braneh eampuses or 
extensions lrom the role that 
courses must have been in 
operation (or two years. when he 
fmds it in the best interest 01 the 
veteran and the government. It. 
also eliminates counting of 
students receiving grants lrom 
lederal agendes - other than the 
V A - !rom the "85-15" .pcirc:e1It 
rule on veteran·aon-veteran 
enro\lmenL A 1!J76 amendmellt 
included grantees under a number 
01 HEW aid programs ill the as. 
percent veteran enrollment limit. 
The House eommittee approved 
a second ball IHR 8698) denying 
automatie veterans benefits 10 
veterans whose less-than-
honorable discharges are 
upgraded under the President', 
amnesty prngram. However, if 
lbeir disclIarges are upgraded in 
lbe regular way on ...... by ...... 
. basis. lbey eouId quaUfy for 
benerlts. 
For lurther inlormation eontad 
R. V, King. veterans c:oordiDator, 
room 21178, or phone 596-2000, 
exL 318. 
The Ba.ic Edueational Op-
portunity Grant is a cash award 
and the deadline lor applying is 
Mareh 15. 1!J78. This award letter 
is mailed direetly to the student 
and lbe college doesn't receive a 
<apy 01 this award, Thereloi'e 
when you receive your award 
letter, you must bring in all lbree 
eopies 01 the Basic Grant lor ..... 
processing of your award. and at 
that time, you will be .dvised as to 
how much money you will receive. 
In order to be eligible lor either 
or these programs, you must he 
registered lor at le .. t six .. Uege 
<redit houri. Remember, they are 
grants and do not have to be 
repaid. It east nothing to .pply 
and you may be eligible lor one or 
both grants, 
.... -: ......... ..:. .. 
Applications are available in the 
Finanelal A,,. Ollice (Room 2117} .... __ -
For lurther inlormalion. c:aU 596· 
2000 extension 322, 
Old parking 
decals will 
no longer be 
acceptable in 
the staff 
lot 
It took _ 45 yean to set tbia otnaetve IndIt ODd cIeopite the ribbiDg it tak .. for beiag made 01 
caacrete with .. ocIdecl beaaty toit.it·staDdauthe mark 01_ the1lOhool .... aadergone m 50 yo ..... il\nnlv ...... 
Reader's Response 
Desr Editor: 
On August 31.19'171 parked my 
car. on . SuntoRe Drive be<ause 
there were no . other parking 
pIaees avaDable and i! I had spent 
.nnther 20 min, looking' I would 
have been late for c:Iass. Upon 
. relurning to lbe car I found • 
parking dtatioli lor SS.oo. 
1 leel that this tiekeling should 
not havp. haf'Pr.nPCi. nor should it 
and lbe Village 01 Soulb Holland 
,hould be aware or the insulfldent 
parking available to. th!o .tudents 
orTCC. and should make edequate 
provisions..1! I must pay SS.OO • 
day to park rm afraid I cannot 
alford to lurtber my edueation. 
This problem is not without 
solution: it need not be tolerated 
any longer. The school should 
f"!I:t...,hli",h a hoard of appt~l!I: 
exereise their right to prolest 
aetion. In light 01 the lad 
public tJ:ansportation lor the 
served by TCC is very i""deo""tf.!~« 
it would seem 
effort he made to 
committee for ear pooling.~~=;;~~:. then perhaps th. Village 01 S 
Holland and TCC should 
some agreement. 1.0 allow SUUle1""--;;"'-
Lo park where it is now .;;~~;,;;I'!'!?': ... ~nec; 
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Leaks in PAC, roof 
discovered and ~orrected 
Despite rumors to the contrary 
after last Thursday's heavy rains. 
PAC does not stand for Pool At 
CoUege. . 
The Performing Arts Center 
was under four inches of WB.ter 
after the deluge that hit the area 
last week due to a leak in the 
foundation of the bUilding. 
Dr. James MeCaleb. direCtor. 
physical plant, said the reason lor 
the leaks was beca,,!,< the ground 
around the PAC was heavily. 
saturated with moisture. He noted 
that the rains that feU last 
Thursday were the hardest to hit 
this region since the main campus 
was constructed five years ago. 
After the rain had stopped the 
water was vacuumed out of the 
PAC and the leaks were located. A 
contractor was called in to fix the 
leaks. which required the ground 
. along the ~ AC to be removed so a 
waterproof sealer could be put 
over the leaks. 
In addition to the leaks at the 
PAC. an old problem. leaks in the 
roof by Admissions began showing 
up. 
Last week The Courier reported 
that the leaks in the roof had heeD 
fixed. but because of the buge 
amount of rain that fell. a small 
hole was uncovered in the roof, 
. which ha.s since been sealed . 
UI 
VoL 4A, No. 2 ThorntoD Comm.umty CoUege South Holland. ru. Sept. 8. 1977 
Security's on 'the prowl 
lege holds reception By Nancy A. Caputo 
Working 24 hours a day. seven 
days a week. . the Thornton 
Community College Security 
Department. under the direction 
of James P. McCann. patrols tbe 
school and grounds. 
security chief is the parking 
situation at Tee. Because some 
people have difficulty in finding a 
parking space if\: one of tne lots. 
they end up parking in prohibited 
areas which include: - On a 
sidewalk. - Within 15 feet of a 
fire hydrant. - Within 20 feet of a 
crosswalk near an intersection. -
At any place where official-signs 
prohibit parking. - . By yellow 
. curbs. - Sideways in a parking 
space deb"berately occupying two 
spaces. 
instructs the offender to pay a $5 
fee at the security office, 2110, 
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m .. no later 
than 10 days after the ticket has 
been issued. Failure to do so will 
result in the re-issuing or another 
-citation for $8. which then must be 
paid at the Cook County Sixth 
District Court. 
communities 
the year· long 
oC its 50th 
ary. Thornton 
College held the third 
esof ,:!",e'pti', ODS honoring 
SubUrban communities 
comprise Community 
District 510 on 
August 31. wben tbe 
honored seven of the 
20 municipalities during 
reception. 
reception recognized the 
;"'moratio!. dates and municipal 
\,";.; •• ~ •• , •• of Blue JsJand (76th 
hoiverur'Y); Calumet City (66th 
~~:~~~~~:c~o~u~ntry Club Hills Harvey {86tb{77th 
Thornton (77th 
and Tinley Park 
anniversan,). 
provide 
Division 
student 
• for tbe ed· 
of the Student Services 
their pUrview of serviteS 
respective towns and to tour 
TCC's facilities. Similar re<eptions 
were held in December and March 
for 13 municipalities. 
ThorntOn Junior College was 
founded in September of 1927. In 
1965. . tbe Illinois Public 
Commupity College Act created 
community college distriets 
throughout the State. In 1966. 
Thornton Junior College became 
Thorntoo Community College. as 
20 South Suburbsn towns and 
three high school districts (205. 
215. and 228) formed Community 
College District 510. 
Today. Thornton Cominunity 
College serves some 10,000 
studenta and a district population 
of more than 300.000. 
The College's 50th Anniversary 
Committee announced that fmal 
plans are under way for a 
September 19 commemoration 
ceremony. to be held in the 
College's Performing Arts Center. 
One of the primary funclions of 
the department accord.ing to 
McCann. is enforcing the 10 mpb 
speed limit on campus grounds. 
Another major concern of the 
Applications 
for student 
ID cards 
available at 
lRC 
Aid/Veteran's Affairs. Athletics, are expected of all students: on any 
·Intram4) will have a Student Resource Committee. The ob-
Resource Com.mittee that reports jectives are designed to insure 
to the Director of that specific that the system provides ex-
office. There will be specific oir periences for students that are 
jeetives outlined by tbe Director consistent with the philosophy of 
of the specific office for the the Student Service DivisiolL 
Student Serviees Resource The obleeuves for all StWient 
Committee that is sssociated with Services Resource CommitteeS 
hislher office. are: 
Each Student Services . - To develop free and open 
Resource Committee will be communication channels between 
compoaed 01 five DU'IIlbers. of studenta and administrators. 
which one will act as chairperson. - To encourage students to 
The chairpersons from each examine' college administrative 
Student Servic.es Resource functions as part of their overall 
Committee will serve OD a Student learning experience. 
Services Division Resource - To build understanding. 
Committee which reports clire<:lJy amoDg students of the 
to the Vice President of Student requirements· and Iimitatioos of a 
Services and is responsible for student aervice operation. 
assisting the Vice President of - To build understanding 
Student Services with matters among edministrators of real 
that are """"idered to be general student needs iD relation to on 
student services and not speclfic . student services. 
to any Student Services Offi"" or - To provide Ii vehicle for 
with CODCe1"DS that affect services· student imput. ideas and 
offered in specific area. but suggestions for improvement 
thought to be of such import that . which they know will reeeive 
it must be a. eonsultative issue for eonsideration. 
the Vice President of Student - To encourage a sense of 
Services. belonging and responsibility 
In addition to those objectives among students foOl' the operation 
specific to Student Services Of· of the eoUege to :help ~
fit'f"~ there are objectives inherent feelings of alienation .con;mon to 
When a car is found illegally 
parked. a citation will he issued to 
the offender. The citatio~ 
Revenue collected from tickets 
is forwarded to South Holland foe 
the use of the tickets. 
McCann. a 36-year veteran of 
tbo Chieago Police Department, 
said that students with problems 
or suggestions are welcome to 
discuss them with him. 
People ..... oabOI to pIeue keop of! the ..... Iy pIoated &ad ..........t the 
. faculty poridrJg lot. [Pbeto I>y Peo! PuU~ 
,-----------------------------1 ~ StUDENT SERVICES RESOURCE I 
m . 'COMMmEES ' 1 I If you ~nt to be. in one .01' more of Ilwso committee!.. I I Chedt below cmd give to Frailk &owen. Student Activities . I 
• Director. Rm. 2118. I i~ V.A·lf.A. . Ad<l' ... ·5. C4luliseH~; I 
~ 2. Plaeement 6. Day (live I I 3. Athletics 7. Student Aet. I 
I 4 .. IntfCImllrllb 8. Admissions J 
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WARS. 
lay.r'iter/elirl,ct ... George Lucas 
clever imagination. 
ighlp,mbin.,d with good aet.ors and 
effec:ts to c:reate a film that 
bas captured the beart of America. 
Lucas added. one ingredient'to 
STAR WARS that many film 
makers have been excluding in 
recent times - an hODeSt to 
goodness hero. 
Luke Skywalker portrayed by 
Mark Hamill. fiUs the bill as a 
young man who didn't want to get 
involved in a struggle to free the 
galaxy from the grips of an evil 
empire. 
Instrumental in getting Luke to 
help in the conflict is Ben Keoobi 
(Alec Guinnessl. an old hermit 
who is the last of the Jedi KDigbts 
who were the guardians of Peace 
and justice throughout the galaxy 
"before the dark times. before the 
empire-" 
Ben teaebea Luke aboot the 
Foree, a mystical power that gives 
a Jedi KDight his power. and they 
are of( to rescue Prin.... Leia 
(Carrie F.isherl. 
, The empire is Jtolding the rebel 
princess captive in its DEATH 
STAR. a man-made space station 
which has the power to destroy 
entire planets if they rebel against 
the empire. 
, The empire is led by the evil 
Governor Tarkin (Peter CUshingl 
and Darth Vader. a former Jedi 
Knight. who was seduced by the 
dark side of the Foree and now 
uses his powers for evil doings. 
Ben and Luke are joiDed by Han' 
Solo (Harelson Ford). a eaptalD of 
a smuggling ship, and his first 
mate Chewbaeca. a Wookiee. 
Giving STAR WARS its 
comedic aspect are two robots who 
try to steal the show, See-
Threepio (C3POI '!I'd Artoo-
Detoo (R1!.D2). R2.D2 beeps and 
C-3PO translates what his 
counterpart says, and some of 
their scenes are real cIassi<s. 
STAR WARS climaxes with a 
dogfight over the DEATH STAR 
with, Re~1 forces, aided by Luke, 
trying to destroy the space 
station. The special effects reach 
... a1l-time high during, the fmal 
scenes and its a conclusion you 
wOn"t want to miss. 
For monster lovers you'U see 
JDOr'e' monsters in a five minute 
span in STAR WARS than all the 
late night movies combined. 
Besides the fine acting and 
special effects. the music 
composed by John Williams and 
performed by, the London 
Symphony Orchestra lends itself 
beautifuUy to the fast·paced two 
hour movie. 
If' you baven't seen tbe movie 
STAR WARS yet, you're missing 
a tremendous motion picture. one 
which you'll never forget. 
If you don't see STAR WARS 
before it doses at area theaters it 
eould be a loag time from now in a 
galaxy far. far away before you'll 
see another incredible adventure 
like STAR WARS take p1aee 
again. 
Knowledge 
not wasted 
by MuyTogIieri 
"I'm stuck with a lot of elaxses I 
don't feel I need," This is • 
common com.plaint among 
students. They are in curriculu~ 
which require courses not 
necessarily related to what they're 
interested in. 
Most coUegeS these days are 
broadening their ~urrieulums to 
get a "weU·rounded" studenL This 
means the student is not only 
proficient "in the subject he 
chooses. but also has a knowledge 
of many: other related and 
unrelated aubjects. 
Any knowledge gained in a 
college education is Dot wasted. 
Even if the information learned 
DOW seems useless. it may come in 
handy in the future. 
The wel1-~1aneed student bas a 
much better chance of makiDg it 
once he's out in today's crowded 
job market. Knowledge in aDOtber 
field is a debito 'advaI!tage to a 
person making his was up the job 
ladder. An employer is more likely 
to promote the employee with 
knowledge in another field. 
There are many times when a 
second language has given an 
applicant the edge over other job 
seekers. Foreign langUages aid in 
the areas of journalism. business 
and any other field where 
communication with non·engiisb 
speaking people is necessary. 
Foreign language is just one 
example of haek ground aiding the 
job-seeker. 
. Even if,knowledge is never used 
on the job, there are many facets 
of life to consider besides the 
working world. A Uberal education 
comes in bandy when reading the 
newspaper. watdting TV, or just 
in everyday" conversation with 
friends. Students should be able to 
get satisfaction out of the fact that 
they are enriching' their lives 
when they learn things they cli4n't 
know before. 
So the BusiDoss majors talung 
biology courses should take hearL 
Someday they may be applyiDg 
{or a job as an accountant for a 
• reseraeh lab. 
extbooks invaluable in any. course 
A toxtbnnk, properly used, .... 
teU be invaluable in any course. It 
IUp provides you with essential course 
to . mation, reiDforees your, elaxs 
- ores, beIpa clarify andcomp1ete 
.1 teo. suppUes visual aids and 
:,!; .lps you prepare for exams. The 
, IoIIowing steps have proved to be 
....... ful in using textbooks, ... d 
lhey ea. easily be applied to any 
assignment. 
SURVEY THE EN'l1IIE 1I0OI( 
• Glance through the text as a 
'whole: chapter headings and 
summaries. reading suggestions. 
quizzes. cbronoIngios, diseuasion 
questions, grapbs. pictuns and 
diagrams. 
Scan tlio table of contents to 
&"&SP the organization and ICOpe 
ci! the text. 
Bead the preface earefuIIy to 
understand the au~or's purpooe 
and approach. 
Bead the .. nciuding chapter or 
final paragraphs of the booIc. The 
.. author will often &tress and 
rI .... marize major points there. 
Preview each chapter before, 
.Jl reacling it. The headiDg and 
slIIDmary will give you an 
unders!anding of the topics or 
_to to be emphasized. 
d 
IlEAl> FOItTHE MAIN IDEAS 
The author,~ trJi1lg to !'OlIve)' 
Important ideas in each <haot .... 
These. rather than details, IIIiou1d 
be your primary concern. 
PeriodieaUy ask younelf, .. bat is 
the author trying to eonvoy?" 
Cc>ordinato your elaxs notes 
with your 'reading. Keep full, 
legib1e. and aceurate 10ctnre notes. 
Like your textbnok. they are a 
basie reference and you can return 
to them for guidance. 
Rend your assignment -before 
each claas. you .... joiD in class 
discusaion to darify and reinforce 
your anderstnading of the 
materiaL You will remember 
better and cramming for exams 
will be 1I!IDeeessary. 
Summarize wbat you bave read. 
~r fiDisbing • page. restate the 
main ideas in your mind and then 
glance back to see' if you are 
Correct. Before e10sing your text. 
, jot down the major points of the 
materia1 you have read. You will 
find that moSt of the supporting 
details will return to you rether 
easily. 
'1JNDEJILINEAND,MAKE 
MARGIN NOTES 
Mark your text freely and 
underline key statements. Bracket 
sipificant phrases and put light 
,eheek 1llU1cs around special points. 
This will give you a clear idea of 
the maot important material when, 
yOu review. 
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Crustees, faculty 
'atify new pact COURIER 
'. -' 
The FacU!ty AssodatioJl of schedule • 
• orntoo Community CoUege and In additiou. term life iDsuranee 
e Board 01 Trustees bave eoverage will be iDereased from 
tiIied terms of a Dew .... tract $15,000 to $20.000 for eaeh 
.t eDded tbe 18-dliy·old teaehers member of the faculty, with the 
rike last Wednesday. <oDege paying the premiums. 
The laeuJty association agreed Additional terms include III 
VaL",No.~ South BoIIaad, m. 
Calendf!.~ ,changes made . the Dew agreement at a speciaJ inerease in sick leave 'from the 180-ooting on Mouday. October 8. by day maximum to a 204-day limit, 
reported t"'!'o to one margin. aD iDstruetionai days missed due 
The Board olliciaUy gave its to the strike will be made up. aDd 
.animo .. approval to tbe pact at the 11117·78 Ioterim Term is" The 18 days of classroom 
_ia1 meeting last Thursday. . eanceDed. instructioD missed due to the 
The agreemeDt eoasists 01. The Dew IIgfOOmeDt will eXp;re strike will be added to the 
.... year pact with a seven OD the last day ~I the 1979 summer ochedule as loDows: .' ' 
" ....... t inaease in saJary in the session. Hov. 11; Holiday eanceUed. 
December 31 and Jannsry7, with 
finaIa,on Jannsry14 . 
. Monday classes will meet 
Jannsry2 and 9. plus an additional 
15 minutes per session for the Dext 
January "and 11; DO cIasses 011 
Hovember 23. '. --' 
Thursday classes will meet on 
January 5 and 12; DO clasaes on 
Deeember 22. 
rat year, and • .....ud-year. In a prepared statement, Robert- cI8ssei'will meet. -
.crease of 5.5 pen:eDt. The seveD AndersOD, Board eIWrmaD said:, Dee. 21 & 22; classes wiD meet. 
........ t includes a 6.43 raise OD the, ·Speaking on bebalf of the Board. I ~~~~; meet.In~ eanceUed; 
Uary scbedule and .$T perceDt on believe the terms of the Dew .......,. WW 
ten weeks. . 
. Tuesday classes will meet 
January 3 and 10: ani group whicll 
has a1ready omitted a night in' 
addition to strike days shaD meet 
C1asses whicll met during the ' 
strike will eomp1ete the semester 
aecording to the Original sehedule • 
le overload saJary schedule. The eontract are a compromise in the Jan. '9-13:' .FiDaI exam week. 
,5 figure breaks down to include a interests of the students, citizens SA TUBDAY &. EVENING' for 15 additional minutes for the' . Transfer plans 
.2 pereent saJary iperease and .3 of the' distriet and the enDege . CLASSES 
ereeDt. raise on the overload laeulty. . Saturday clasaes will meet on 
next ten weeks. 
Wednesday.classes will ~t announced 
3tage' ho'ards' 
need repair 
, By Naney A. Caputo 
Broken and squeaking floor 
lOIU'ds on the Performing Arts 
::enter stage. bave raised the 
luestion whether the damage' is 
jue to improper installation or' 
inadequate design. 
Broken Door hoards were round 
on the stage -last summer aftet: & 
large rental piano had been 
wheeled onto its .urEa.... Neiv 
boards were then installed over . 
the damaged are.: The problem 
has arisen again in ntber areas of 
tbe Door aIoog with squeaking. 
. Students plaDDiDg to tratIsfer' 
before the eompletioJl of TCC' • 
. semester will I)eed to preaent 
evid...... of admission from the 
. reoeiviDg eo1Iege' to the 0fW:e of 
Ed .... tion Senies (OES), room 
2130, at 1east five lCOlIege day. 
prior to last date of atteodaac:e at 
'Tee. Inatru<:tora .... to prepare a 
'. fi:oal exam for these iudividuala to 
. be administered at a auituaUy 
. agreed upon time. The students 
c1eared fortheaeearly finaIa are to 
present. aiped form fromOES to 
the instructor. 
"Apply for 
, gr~duafi~n. 
, " '.' '. Now is the'time to apply 'for the I~Po",erless'i frilstetifsp'eaks' out,:" :::::teal:~S::~~: " 
, sraduation by the end of the FaD 
As specified in the arehite«ura! 
design, the stage was constructed' 
is. levels. The ~ of the stage is 
coacrete. with supports or 
"sleepers," 16 iDcbes apart, 1aio 
above the eouerete. Grout filled in 
the area betweeD the sleepers to 
the sleepers' height. Floor hoards 
were plaeed ahove the gront and 
sleepe .... The grout acts as a type 
of shock absorber for the floor 
By Tim 'I'IIomu Deaplte ,being, apparently .. ' olltsilk. Ot the strike issue, _ must 1iIe an Applicalioa 
EUis'Moore must feel like a powerleos, Moore is ItickiDg with Moore is interested. in ntber .... Graduation. This appIiea to aD 
worker at an e1ectrio _pany: his position to trJ and ni1ate to:the: problema at the coUege, the main students applying ror ·tlle 
~~s~·:!kerarouudbim. =ms.aome of the ~go'.,::=the.biringpnctieeat !::::: i::'Sci":::e :::::: 
hoards due to its elasticity. . 
When the Door hoards were 
IAlrn up to locate the oaose of 
damage. it was ootieed tbat there 
.... a 3/8 'or an inch differeoc:e 
between the Door boards and the JIODl. TIie boards, it __ 
were being foreed to act as • shock 
IIIsorber instead of the grout. The 
dllfereJlCe in the groat level may 
be _trihuled to improper grout 
iDstaI1ation or to the Datura! 
sbrinkage of eoncrete. The queatlon still remains if the 
original floor design was adequate 
lor its purpose. Morton CoDego 
has utilized a similarly deSigned 
stage without. any serious 
problems. Both ·the . school 
architect and .... tractors are 
Ir1ing to determine the oause for 
ihe stage's' damage aecording to 
• Irwin A. Dahl" dire.tor of 
Resourees and 
MOore is the student trustee on Moore Aid that the Board fails Moore Aid thet whenever a job . Aaoclate is Applied Sci,!DOO 
the Tee Board of Trustees. He to realize the importance of !>PHS up at TOO the eol1ege geea degree and thMe ...... pIeting the 
;.:. e,:!: b~ :~~ ':=rs .. :;ry~eb~ho~ =.,!t,the .. ::o:;. ~ .,::=:: .:::-.:.. 
represent them on the Board. money for uti1Ities than for are III8IIJ qnalified appJieanta at their applioation by ~
Moore. after reeeot 1egiaIatioD . teaehers' aalarIes at a meeting in the sehoaL '. ' November 4, 11117. Students .... 
signed by IUiDois Governor James . whieh IIIODO)' budgeted for utilities He """ made mentloo of the responsible for reading and 
Thompsoli. has mOre power than was inrreased. ,eoIlege ,biring 'people withont checking the re<juirementa ... 
he ever bad before on the Board. He also Aid that he didn't' eol1ege cfesi'eo!s. He said this is graduatioD. Studeota in doubt of 
He is DOwable to attend exeeutive believe the Board knew how the sbowiog the students that Y"" satisfying the graduation 
sessions, make mhtioos on the strike waa affecting students. and !Ioo't need -a degree to make requirimeats .... .-ked to daeck, 
floor; even seeond motioDs. just Aid be tried to relay this. DIODl!Y. BiriDg people withont with their couose1or or ..m-. 
about everything the other Moore stressed to the Board degreea he said is AD example, of prior to submitting the form. 
trustees .... do - exoept vote.' . how students &I_YI take the how the eol1ege is "oolf lookiDg for Applieatioos for Graduation .... 
A...,...w,g to· Moore. "If)'ou worst part of a strike. ~arreets eheap 1ahor when it ........ to . available at.the Admissiaas and 
don't bave the power to vote.),ou their. future· pia .... and he thlaks support staff petsODDeI.. Reeorda Offioe. The graduatioJl 
don't bave.anything." He saidthat strikes could be avoided if Moore is _also eoneeraed' with ' applieation must be submitted to 
tbe trustees' will listen to him aegotiatioos would begin up to a the minority biring rate at TCC. the Controller'. Office by 
speak. hut that's it: year before the contract is due to whicll he daims is "extremely November 4,11117, aIoog with • $5 
, Another thing tbat irks Moore is expire.... low." .appIication fee. . . 
. that even though he has the power He . cited coDege President' 
to make a motion. he has never Nathan lit!)"s contract whlch was 
;:.=r:o ="the;"bif to: S;t~7'= Roads· to relieve traffic 
By Sae AraIi<I - The tree has been on Thorntoo'. 
CoIiatfuetion . is .tmderwaT at p-ouoda for III8IIJ years and is 
rcc whlch .,;m enable students well-c&red for, and heautifully 
.• shaped. Tree Lane willeoooeet to 
euier ...". to pirldDg Iota. Two the DOW __ road soiDg to 
roads are being huiIt to help with State Street. GaUagher Asphalt • 
the overflow of ..... whicll desceud Corporation will be doing: all the _ 
on campus oyerr day. work. The Board of -rru-
Dr. Jame!lliloCa1eb, direetor . .r awarded a ---~ to G"""""" 
.'the pbysjcal p1ant, 'asra the n.cIi -- -"-, 
will help relieve trafIic at the main nt the estimated cost of $55,00II. 
entraooe, whicll is DOrth east of A Ioading-dock road is DOW in 
the sehoaL This wiD enable ..... to ;:. ~~ :!::;:: 
enter.the oampus from annther trucks to read! the coostruDtioJI _ 
,::-=.=~= area. , 
the grounds. , , . .:;: ::2':=v:"been~ 
The ..... nd· rCIId IS partially by the' subcontractor. The 
~Pletecl.f theU ~ along the ~ eontinuatioD or .urb. to be 
...., 0 teDDis·eourts. .~ iDstalled will begin immediately 
road, tentati1(ely caUed Tree Lane bearing heavy rains. The .,....c; 
by Dr. McCaleb, has. slight "II"e ahouId be eomphoted by Hovember 
in it to avoid the Hawthorn Tree. ' 1. . 
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iSOth celebration continue~d on' sche'dule 
-,." 
--'"Ji,mmy Carter sent comfnemorat.ion words 
It wasn't the most pleasant site. 
but while the teachers were 
manning the picket lines on 
Monday. September 19. TCC was' 
celebrating its 50th anniversary. 
.. ' A commemoration program. 
· which was originally scheduled to . 
be brief. was even shorter due to 
the ~nrorseen circumstances" as 
the strike was referred to. 
· The crowd. too, was Jess than 
· .xpected but still over 50 people 
attended to mark the gOlden 
anniversary of TCC_ 
. Among the speakers a.t the 
ceremony were college Pre3ident 
Nathan . Ivey, James Furman. 
executive director. Dlinois Board 
of Higher Education. and Robert 
Anderson. chairman. TCC Board 
o( Trustees. . 
After the ceremony a reception 
was h.ld in the student dining hall, 
where a 50th a~versary. cake 
was displayed and. devoured . by 
the aowd. 
However. t.he scbool was 
remembered· via telegt-am by the 
President of the United States 
Jimmy Carter wrote: 
I send warmest congratulations 
,to the faculty. staff. students. 
alumni and friends of Thornton 
Community College on this Golden 
Anniversary of its founding. 
, Thornton can take pride in its 
fifty years of success in reaching 
and serving a diverse community 
of some. twenty towns and 
The variety 01 its 0(-
ferings and the consistency of its 
emphasis on excellence reflect the 
~st bf a tradition that !>as earned 
eommunit;r colleges such a 
distinguisbed role in our society. 
I thank Thornton Community 
College for its important con-
tribution to quality education. and 
I. send best wishes to those wbo 
will guide it in the' cllallenging 
years ·ahead. 
A .telegra:--m ··,.from Sena~or 
Charles Percy read: 
I welcome this opportunity to 
congratulate Thornton Com· 
munity College on the celebration 
of its 50th -birthday_ These 50 
years represent not only a 
. milestone for the college but also a 
milestone for the community. The 
contributions the College has made 
to the of life in the 
Sincerely. 
. CharleoH. Perq 
And Congressman MartyRusao. 
(D-llrd). put some _ encoura~g 
words into the conlir~~8ional 
Mr. Speaker. on Sep~mber 19. 
Thornton Community College in 
South Holland. IlL. will observe its 
. 50th anniversary. I want to take 
this opportunity to congratulate 
this fine institution of learning on 
a half century of achievements in 
the field of education. 
Someone once noted that -
Education should be. conscious, 
methodiCal application of the best 
means in the wisdom of the ages to 
the end that youth may know how 
to live completely_ 
Thornton Community College 
has lived up to this challenge and 
extended -it . further with 
educational programs (or adults. I 
am proud to have this community-
oriented facility in my district for 
it has added immeasurably to the 
betterment of the <ommunity 
through the services and 
programs it offers. In fact, on their 
. catslogue is an appropriate motto; 
Community is Our Middle Name ••• 
•. I know my colleagues join with 
me today" in congratulating 
Thornton Community College OD 
their success as they celebrate 
. their 50th anniversary . 
College bills: -one .p~ssed, one failed 
- . t . ~ 
Legislation to require all areas 
of the state to' be asaigned to 
community college districts has 
been vetoed by Governor James 
R. Thompson. 
territories would have to-accept 
assignment to a district .• and the 
accompanying increase in tax rate. 
without the benefit· of the 
referendum ~. 
in. public . community college 
districts. I am not willing to sign a 
bill wJtich permits 'imposition of a 
substantial new tax without 
benefit of local referenda.' 
• In.· "'etoing t.'te -bill· Thompson 
college distriCts pay 'eharge-back' 
fees·is unfair. They·. argue that 
eharge-baeks'do not· cover a fair 
share of all direct and indirect 
costs associated with· the edu-
catiQnal ·~rvi~ provided by the 
"While ·many respected persons . "Community· college leaders community colleges. 
contend that it would be ideal to have complained that the present "I ask that the' ~nerd 
said, will have an incentive to 
. increase the number of student 
loo.ns made in the future. because 
IDAPP will take over problem 
loans. relieving inatitutions of th>ir 
eoUection expenses and problems. 
and purchase the'loan accounts as 
early as 30 days after a student 
misses a payment. non-district. have all areas of the state included system by which non-community . .Assembly: the Dlinois Board of 
said! 
"Citizens of 
Higher Edueation. and the Illinois -' To "be administered by the G re e'n' h o· US eat· he. ed CommUDity College Board addresS Dlinois Stste Scholarship Com-
. 
. sea c '. n9 a, this subject to determine the most mission. IDAPP will dev.lop a 
oqnitable aystem possible." . team of ·specia1ists to eolleet 
and fig trees. Kowal believes that '. AU areas in the .tate. under the stud.nt loans and to aoIve the 
the most prized plant in. the bill. would have been .... igned by repaym.nt problema aasoeiated 
greenhause is the norfolk pine. It the .·Dlinnis Community College with etudent borrowers, 
By N ... cy A. Ca!><!to - While teac:bers frequently donate 
With Dr. Leslie Freeman o~ their own plants. John Kowal, a 
sabitieal and the absence of biology.major. seems to oversee 
Botany 213 from the science tlie tare of the plants with Perry 
curriculum. the gree;nhouse will be ..Kreb·s aSsistance. an engineering 
'in a rather dormant state. Dr. student. Kowal also had per-
William Franc;is recently ex- formed a complicated tree ex-
plained. Preaently. there is no periment using air layering_ 
named director for the 
·greenhouse. but all the biology . The greenhouse is divided . into 
teachera have potential access and two sections. The high humidity 
control to it. area, the tropical section. houses 
,Dr. Charles Pennington the citrus. pig. banana and papay. 
msiDtains that the greenhouse is plants and the bird of paradise, 
:"to be used by the faculty as • : while the other area is conducive 
growth chamber lor planta and as for growing air feras. ivy. spid.r 
• teaching aid for the students.· and jew plants. plus .~ rubber 
has occupied the greenhoUse lor Board ~ community college FinaDc:ing of the purchase<>f-
two years.. ..' districts either by annexation or student~...... portion of the 
lDadoquate lighting will also . by formation of new districts. by program will be financed totally 
prevent the greenhouse from fully JanuarY 1. 1978. by the aale 01 reveDue bonds 
blooming. The ultraviolet lighting. In another action. legislatiOn secured by the· stud.nt loan 
system now employed does not designed to inaease the dollars . promissory DOtes. which in turn 
supply the plants with all of the available for student loans from. are secured by the . federal 
uys SUIilight. offers. However. Dlinois lendiD'g institutions· was government. 
th.re is not .nough glass to allow , signed bY.the Governor. . Earlier. Thompson approved 
sunlight alone to sufficiently light The· bill creates the' Dlinois House Bill' 6'l9. whic:b gives DOIl-
th.greenhouse. .Onli studenta . Designated Account -Purchase . voting atudent membera of the 
with a biology or botsny course or Program (IDAPP). which governing br.ards of tax .. upported 
approval by such an instructor are Thompson said is intended to atate eolleges ana UDiversities all 
admitted into the Itl"OOnbouse.. . provld. a "CNative .new part- other righta of membership. in· 
..,..,.bip· between stste gnvern- duding the right to make motions 
ment ana commercial lenders. and to attend execUtive .... ions. 
':The IDAPP concept is a joint Boards involved include the · Nurses meet to elect officers .. 
approach by business ana l11inois Board of Higher Education. 
A mass meeting will be held for during the Gen.ral Asse.!'lbly vote.~Due to tha strike, these government that. will heJp the l11inois Community. College 
·ALL student nurses in Lecture Sessions. For people who have a 'necessarY tasks· could not be students pursue their bigher. Board.thaJoealcommunitycoUege 
IIall C on Monday. oCtober 17 at· class during this meeting time; accompllshed during the meeting education at the .. hooI of their ·districtbOards ana the governing 
; 10:00 Lm. votes and nominations may be east - held on Monday. October 3. . choice." ·Thompso. said. boarda of the four pubtic 
" A_ing to the President of :;;:gh!:.. Stud.nt Nurse Club (;!:::::;~~:~f'= ~gGo~:tio~ ~:::~ uni-n:t~~es formal 
the Student Nurse Club.· Oenise The Antotutorial Laboratory MondsY; Virginia. Parsons. 9\10 reluctant to increase their student- recognition of the impOrtance of 
. ·Sorensen: club officers are looking will be closed during this time in a.ID. ana 1-2 p.m.; Tuesday; San<ly ~.portfolloe because· problem student participatinn in the 
lornece •• ory feedback from. order to e~courage more. students Kalinowski. 1().l2p.m.; Wed- loans are difficult to collect and th..- . governa.nce of bigher edueation 
,". atudenta. Voting for certain 'topics to attend. Vice-President Sandy neadoy; Lori Wernieke.l0-12 p.m.. payments for defaulted. I .. DS. institutions ana assures that the 
"'.~"'" as.pinning and junior class Kalinowski commented. . "If Thursday; Denise Sorensen. 12-2 guani:cteed by federal govern- right of atudents to be heardJn the 
~,.':OIIioers election will take plato: at people don't go, they. areJorfeitmg p.m., Friday; Virginia P...-.pna. 10- ment. have been slow in arriving. ""","""of decision making will be 
: ~0Us time: DO votes will be taken ~heir rights.to be heard and to ll .•. m, " ." . Lending institution •• Thompson . protected." the Governor aaid. 
·;,Empi~yment oppor.tun~ties .. check,rla~ement· Center 
lumbia Home Health Agency related field and 5 yrS;experieuce..tune.15 bro. pel- "'eek.Salaryis . PIpe 0rguI0t. You will be ealIing- . over 21 ana w,;,~ driver.'Houra 
a position opeiI .for 0.,. Full-time. 4Obrs. per week. Salary . open. Dally'brs.are,~y ~ for auditions,:.J'ou1l play one open. Salary is S3.oo an hour. 
Therapy Ansiataat as a -. is open: Dally' hOurs Open.. .. W:ednesday 12·2 other brs.. c:burdiserviee aed ?ne rebears&;l.. :'" Fayva Shoes. is offering a 
in nuraing home ·settings. - .. :. '.. "'f ~. ... : , . JIIStAngeh bas. positioi,'oPeD .nce a week. Part-time. Salary IS' TraiDiag P ...... am For Store 
0b0uJd be' <juallfiOd·u a'· CalaRoast1lee .. a._lion for:a Cocktail .·Waitre .... open.' Hours per wee!< 'open. : ...... Mauger&. The ualifieations-
O.T.A. Full-time. 'Hours . open for. MtoOtSU-· You ~ . Description .... ork-will be waiting ~er Metal Prosses' has .• · . being self motfv~· ana t ... ~ 
",'. perweek is 40 brs. Salary is $3.50 •• ~~8yra.of~ge. You'll be~g . 011 tables. You must have an at,. positioII. open.. for. CIerk.. working ".lIiontha training. "-'-~. is $170 
1-., ....... hours open. slicing machin • ...aad other things. cI-~--' ,_~_ _1 
';<":'1"""' Part-time. 15-20 brs. per week. tractive ..... t .ppearauee ana _m a . ':'''''!' --, env_ent. per week. 44 bra. per week. 
Salary is open. Dally brs. will be in enjoy meeting people. Part·time. Qualifications are eoIIag. Harvey Preaehool for 
"tion For Retarded the evenings. . Salary is $2.00 per hr. plus tips. undo good handwriting Exceptio.al Children has a 
hu • position opeD for an Dallybrs."';' Fri.1G-2 and Sat.lO- attitude. Salary open. position open for a" TMCIoor AId. 
Diroctor. You sbouId Marka Toggeq has • position 3. ' to 4:30 p.m. . You'll be working with exceptional 
traiDing or education open for • Sole. 0iI!ee W .... ker. . ~bian Ne",s Agency has" c:biIdren. work study students 
Jantof. master. degree in You should be a sophisticated Orcbard Street Christia" pos_,tlO!'''"ope.- for- Delive.ai.: preferred. Sa!arY is open. Dally 
_ ....... 1 _...J ....... :...... _ .. ~ ...... "'I ... tJ'V ~ •• f'prn,.Jp,. - 25-35 .~. ·o,f'· &e-e.: 'Part- ~'Churcb has·:. position open·' for·a de11venng newspapers. Must·'~be"'" J1iOilrs· &re'8:00'to 3:00~··· 
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Colleges visit 
Tee campus 
Representatives from 54 slty. Loyola. University, Dlinois 
colleges and universities will be Benedictine College. Illinois In-
present Friday, October 28 as TCC . stitute of Teehnology, Dlinois 
holds its annual College Day. 'Wesleyan University. Lakeland 
Scheduled from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. College (Wisconsin),. MacMurray 
in the old student dining-area and College, Marycrest College {Iowa}, 
the lower level of the LRC. Milwaukee School of Engineering 
students will be able to talk with (Wisconsin), and Northwestern 
representatives (rom large College (Iowa). 
universities as well as small Also. Northwestern University 
colleges. Evening Divisions. Purdue 
College Day offers students an University Calumet Campus. 
opportunity to discuss admissions Roosevelt University .. Saint-Mary· 
and educational plans with- the of·the-Woods. Sangamon State 
college and university University. College of St. Teresa 
representatives. (Minnesota), College of St. 
Most schools will be Franeis. Trinity Christian College, 
represented by its director of Valpariso University, USMC 
admissions or assistant director of Officer Selection Office, 
admissions. notes College Day University of Dlinois. Western 
coordinator, Phyllis Davis. Tee lllinois University, U. of 1. at 
counselor. ... Chicago Circle~ Rush University. 
The advantage to having the DePaul University. Mundelein 
admissions director of a college Conege, George Williams College 
come is that, the person is in a and Chicago State University. 
position where he· or sbe can Also, Mount Mercy College 
answer most any question (Iowa), Saint John's University/-
students pose concerning their College of Saint Benedict {Min-
future education. nesota}, Northern Illinois 
Besides the IDinois and Indiana University. U. of 1. at Chicago 
colleges sending representatives (Engineering School). Monmouth 
to the event, there will be 10 out- College. University of Chicago, 
of·state schools represented at Cornell College (Iowa). Wesley-
College Day. Passavant Sehool of Nursing 
.Representatives attending (Northwestern' Memorial 
TCC's College Day will come from Hospital), Cook County School of 
the following educational in· Nursing. Southern Illinois 
slitutions: University, Quincy College (lowa), 
'Blackburn College, Bradley Clarke College (Iowa), Nor-
University. Calumet College, thwestern University Cooperative 
Cardinal Striteh College Engineering Education, Tarkio 
(Wisconsin), Columbii College, College (Missouri), Saint Xavier. 
Concordia Teachers College, and Governors State University. 
Drake University, Eastern Dlinois . 
University, Elmhurst College. 
Kendall College. Lewis Univer-
Homecoming 
ned 
Are you feeling left out because 
your high school has celebrated 
homecoming week and it appears 
as if TCe is not? 
Boot Hill 
c 
Will take heart. homecoming 
fans, TCC is going to have 
homecoming activities. Even 
though it won't be on the scale of 
the old high school with parades 
and floats and queens and all that. 
it will at least be an attempt to 
bring homecoming to the 
college. 
The festivities will start on 
Wednesday, October' 26, with a 
bot dog sale near the student 
dining hall from 11 3.uL' - 2 p.m. A 
jazz band is also expected to 
perform during the day. 
Lending their support to TCC sports is the ochoo!'. <heerleodiDg 
squad wili<b includes, [hota>m left J Ellea Casey, Tammy ~, 
Del1l1Y8 Je~ [top left! &thy Gibhons, _ J""""",,, Pat 
Thormey« •• _sor; DoIlD& Paytcsh &lid Jndy Durr. [Photo by BiD 
BlackJ 
. Friday, October 28, a hot time 
I will be had by all who venture to 
, the hon·fire that will begi., at 7:30 
I p.m. on the west side of the school 
behind the big hill. 
A dminstrafors, 
support staff granted 
. equal pay hike pact 
Tee's Board 01 Trustees voted - Approved the appointment of 
. Culminating the week's ac-
tivities will be the fmal Bulldog 
football game against Triton at 
1:30 p.m .. and at night a dance will 
be held in the student center from 
8-12 p.m. ASladmission fee per 
person wiD be charged to the 
casual dress affair with a live band to increase the salaries of support counselor Donna Hall to replace 
_ • staff personnel and administrators Pat Golde. who retired. I providing the music. 
Spanish meeting 
By DeVaIory A. De ......... 
Films were shown from last 
November's immersion weekend. 
held in Wisconsin. Spanish games 
were played. and a skit was 
performed by some members of 
the intermediate Spanish class 
,recently when the Spanish club 
held its invitational meeting in the 
Spanish lab. . . 
Last year. the club grossed 
nearly $1,000 through selling 
tandy and it had a club jaeket. 
For the first meeting, 21 .t-
teeded, ineluding last year's of· 
·ficers. . -
Meetings are held at 1:30 every 
Wednesday in the lab, room 3120. 
by 6.43 percent last Thursday. - Approved the hiring of 
The salary increase will be Joseph Grod as a half.time 
based on the average salary per librarian, and Gabrielle Rose as-
range for administrators and the library clerk. 
average salary per grade !or - Accepted the resignation of 
support staff_ Media. technician Scott Dixcy. 
In addition, accumulable sick - A<:cepted a $5,300 bid to-
leave days were increasad to 204 purchase graphic arts equipment 
from lBO. . from Graphics Arts - Equipment 
The salary and sick day increase Co. 
to edministrators and ·support - Approved the use ofTCC as a 
staff were the same granted IieId test site for Projeet MA VE 
faculty after itslS<iay-oid strike. (Model for Articulated Vocational 
In other action. the hoard: Education). 
- Received a. report from Board: - Approved a resolution 
secretary George Clark that the . granting an easement to the 
college's amuial audit of.financiaI Metropolitan Sanitary District. oj 
proceedings is underway. Greater Chicago for the eon-
- Approved a rental policy for struction of tbe Calumet Tunnel 
outside groups and organizations .System. 
\<> rent TCC facilities. 
You tblak IIOIDeOne would have hod tho decency to bury this poor .. uI 
deep _ugh so his ...",.oiD. would BOt be IIhowing, but that'. what . 
this guy deserves I ... dyirlg with hio hoots on. (V ••• photo! 
U IE 
South HofIud, ru. Oct. 20. 1917 
I'Challenge" program 
helps ex-offenders 
Life is challenging for 
eyerybody. but have you ever 
stopped to consider how 
challenging life is for a former 
prisoner trying to readjust to 
society? 
The Challenge program has. 
The Challenge program was 
established to help solve the 
. proble!D5 of ex-offenders in the 
commUnity: to personally aid the 
ex~ffender to live productively in 
society once again. 
It is a difficult task for the 
. community to accept and help 
those who have paid their dues 
because the world who sent them 
away for "reform" doesn't really 
believe they have been reformed. 
It, is an equally rigorous 
situation for the ex-offender who 
must readjust to the rules of the 
free world and its demands of 
independence. 
For these reasons, a third party 
is needed - a Challenge volun· 
teer. 
The Challenge program believes 
that a person working with an ex-
offender on a one-to-one basis can 
help the ex-offender's transition 
back: to society easier. because 
knowing someone who really cares 
is the easiest way to turn a new 
leal .. 
This may not sound like • very 
successful program until You learn 
that ~nly seven per cent of those 
ex-offenders working with 
Challenge volunteers have 
returned to prison. 
To further its efforts. the 
Challenge program is seeking 
more volunteers to work with ex~ 
oUenders and will be at TeC on 
Monday and Tuesday, October 24 
and 25 from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
near the student <fiuing hall to 
speak with students about joining 
the program. . 
Volunteers wiD be trained by . 
the Challenge prof"';onal staff to 
meet the needs of a newly released 
prisoner in finding housing, jobs 
and medieal and professional belp. 
In addition, the Challenge 
volunteers will be taught the 
techniques of listening to 
determine real problems - not·as 
a sOcial worker or a psychiatrist 
but as a mature and helpful person 
who understands the importance 
of being a persoD. 
Challenge volunteers work 
seven to eight hours per month 
with an.ex-offender. including at 
least one meeting .with him or ber 
in a neutral setting. 
Challenge volunteers are ex-
pected to maintain confidentiality 
in communication with and about 
the ex~ffender. and are never to 
give or lend them money_ 
The people at' Challenge know 
the task of helping an ex-offeoder 
readjust to society is not an easy 
one, but they believe that people 
who really do care can help ex· 
offenders become proud. 
productive and respected citizens 
of the eommunity. 
-Security h~s lost items 
Iu:e you trying to locate an old flame? 
If so; <heck the Tee Security Departplent whieh has (oand _large 
cand1e that someone lost here at sehooI. 
Security is the department to eheck if you bave lost things ... 
campus as it is the official lost and L.:n .. at Tee. 
Among the things ClllTeutIy in stock besides the candle ore several 
rings. In order to claim a lost item from Security, F.oom 21IO, the 
OMler must describe it to the satisfaction of security ~rsonnei. 
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COURIER Bonfire to spark TCC homecoming 
Oct. Z'1,I97'1 
Majority of students 
disapproved of strike 
By Tim Thomu "The teachers should get the 
Aceording to a recently con- salary they wanted and any other 
ducted survey of 201 TCC !::!.:e!r:e=~ J think the 
students, 68 percent responded "l think th. teachers deserve at 
that they disapproved of the 1east ';'hat they received and I' 
recent teachers' strike. . 
.The survey was taken by don't believe they would have 
students ,Doug Olomon and Pam gotten it without strike action." 
Balanoff as a project for Ms. Sarah "If the teachers don't get a raise 
Barmore's Sociology 101 class to wben the price of living goes up. 
study students' reactions to the they might as wen go on welfare. " 
strike. ....rhe teachers have needs just 
Some of the reasons students Uke any adult doing other jobs." 
disapproved of the strike inclnded: "Since 1 am atso a eonsumer and 
"Because of the strike we have know how the east of HYing rises, 1 
to suffer. We have to strain our for...:!: ~!: ~ ~ ~:.. 
brains to try to keep up with the .-
DOW rapid movement of our to earn a salary that is in a 
lessons. We atso have to give up 'standard' level." 
our Christmas vacation. 1 feel that One student pid, "I didn't mind 
this treatment of the students is the strike except 'it lasted too 
wrong. after aU if it wasn't for long." 
stndents. schools would Need No Other questions asked of 
Teachers!" students OD the questionnaire 
"I don't have the time or money distn'buted in the stnden~ center, -
for them (teachers) to screw cafeteris and some classrooms 
around parading in front of the discovered that 80 peicent did not 
school for mC!re money." enjoy the interruption of classes: 
"I think they're already paid During the interruption ,of 
enough. Why should 1 vote to classes students aaid they partied. 
increase my own taxes so they can relaxed (probably in that order). 
, make more money than 1 doT' or worked. Relatively few an-
"It messed up everyone else's swered that they spent time on 
plsns for the mere benefit of the school projects. 
teachers getting more money than Of the students surveyed. 62 
they already 'deserve." percent 'felt their attitude toward 
"Our·teachers are not doing any , scbool studies declined because of 
more work for'their extra money." the strike. 
r:,1 :n..!:. co::.~m:':::'tI :: The survey atso revealed that 3<! 
dered." percent of those responding 
"The teachers bad ali summer to ::":'red ~:r.in~:::ir= 
strike. wby do it IlOW on my time, 
probably will never reeommend it 
to anyone." 
The 'questionnaire also 
diseovered that: 
i -12 percent participated in the. 
strike. 
-' 40 percent, thought they 
helped in the resolution of the 
strike. ' 
- 73 percent felt they were ill· 
informed of the progress of the 
strike. 
ByTammyLusa 
Homecoming 1977 at TeC is 
gol1lla be greaU The fun began 
with a hot dog sale on Wednesday. 
but there's much more to come. 
Friday promises more ex-
citement! It's school spirit day 
when everyone is being asked to 
wear orange and black. At noon, a 
pep rally will awaken the 
cafeteria. cow:isting of aD in-
troduction of our big bulldogs 
football team along with the 
cheerleaders and pom pon girls. A 
few spirited cheers will be taught 
along with the school ... ng. Why 
not get rowdie? 
A parade at 2 p.m. will help the 
beat go on. Anyone interested 
~hould meet in the parking lot. 
south of the fieldhouse. near the 
football field, no later than 1:45 
p.m. ' 
Bring a vehicle, de<orated or 
DOt. or just bring yourself. The 
whole school's invited, If you're DOt 
too enthuaed about being in the 
parade, at least participate by 
greeting those along the route. 
The ' parade proceeds from TCC. 
east down 159tb Street, north on 
Cottage Grove. west down 147th 
Street. south on Halsted, and baok 
down 159tb Street. at 
'!'be Christmas hresk is totsUy "Because of the strike 1 ,am 
fouled up now. This is not'fair on unshle to work over the Christmas 
\be ~udellts part! The teachers holiday." 
are cramming it aU into us now." "What good is a school withant 
teachers. We have excellent ones, 
but they waited to &trike until 
they figured the S$Udents could be 
uaed as a crntch. rm paying for an 
education, not a - Chicago-type 
striking." 
We'_ fa the midst "'..ther ~ week CO ......n Iaat 
y ...... feotivitieL 
Some of the responses given by 
students who appreved of the 
strike included: 
"I feel the teachers here at TCC 
are good teachers' and they 
deserve the money they're, get-
ting.", , - . 
, "l am very disappointed in the 
academic structure of TCC and 
Ple'dge for sorority 
An organization which tries to 
help needy people in the COlI>' 
munity is lookii1g for new mem-
bers. " . 
Delta Sigma sorority is trying to 
season. 
Each year during, the yuletide 
,sesson the sorority aearcbes for 
the nMdiest fsmiIy in the area and 
buys e1nthes and food for it. 
Schola..shipfund .dinner find girl. to pledge Delta Sigma. It _ wilt hold· a meeting Monday. ·Oetober 31. at 2 p.m.. in room 
2117 G for this purpose, 
The club earns money for this 
goal tbrongh bake sales. hot dog 
sales and other events tbat will be 
announced later. -
With ' the aim' of increasing 
educational opportunities for 
aeedy and ts1ented students of 
Tee the coDege's Student Aid 
Faoadation prepares to hold its 
_jar revemae 8OUl"ee event - the 
IiItb annual scholarship' fund. 
nlsln« diDner. 
, '!'be' dinner, which will be held 
011 Friday. Nov";'her 11. at the 
Holiday Inn in Harvey. located at 
IIalstod Street at the Tri-State 
TaIl.ay. is the ehief money· 
II&king project sponsored by the 
,",ndation in an effort to increase 
funds ayailable to give scholar-
sbIps and loans to deserving TCC 
.udeata. 
Tickets for the dumer w!deb will 
IIosin at 7:30 p.m.. preceded by 
eodttails.it 6:30 p.m..are $15 per 
'....... and, are tax deducta'ble. 
Warner Saunders. manager of 
Caaununity AfIaiis for WBBM· TV 
Pledging means, to try and 
alld host of Channel Two's coUect money from Tee students 
"Common Ground" program. will for a two-week perio.!' in an effort 
. be the featured speaker, to give JDODey to the Student Aid 
Foundation. aecording to the club 
Tickets are available from ..... poIISC!r. Mom of thl' student 
Student Aid Foundation center. 
representatives and tIIrou8h the 
Offiee of Student Services. For' The hitch in what seems to be an 
reservatioDS and information, easy tssk is that the peOple pho~e 596-2000. ext. 233. ~: ~S~'ti:t1ema..;.:"";~ 
"Only at this time· during the' 
year do we uk South Suburban 
residents to help' deserving 
students by providing the 
wherewithal for grants' and loans 
for tultion aDd for educational 
matorials'" aaid LaVen Eilson. 
Tee Vice President of Student 
Services aDd· President, of the 
Student Aid Foundation. 
··We are eounting on the 
eommunity's inCreased support to 
meet the Foundation's projections 
of .increased student needs d!'ring' 
thIS academic year," he added. ' 
ordinary. The deasion on how the 
girls pledging Delts Sigma will be 
dressed and ,other things will be 
decided by the eurrent sororjty 
members, whose president is 
Frieda Wo,kefield. 
GirlS who l'ant to plOcige Delta 
Sigma must go through a question 
iDd answer sessioll' with· the 
sorority and afterward the 
, sorority will decide whether or' not 
to aecept the new member. . 
. Girls who are initiated into the 
club will help work toward the , 
organization's goal of belping • 
ncedy family during the Christmas 
In addition, tbe group hss 
visited hospitals alld bought gifts 
, for tbe patients in recent years. 
Aceording' to Mom. the aim of 
the sorority is to giye young ladies 
guidance in accompUshing their 
TCC. 
Friday night there will be a 
bonfire on the north side of the 
fieldhouse. west of the.graAS hill, 
near SUDtone Drive. Beginning at 
7:30 p.m., the foUowing activities 
will take place: The football team, 
cheerleaders. and pom pon girls 
will again be introduced for those 
who might have missed it earHer. 
V"lCtory cheers and the school song 
will crackle through the air. and 
music: will be broadcasted over a 
P.A. system. Bring a blanket to sit 
OD and marshmallows to roast. 
Just get oozy by the fire and join 
the heat of homecoming weekend, 
The homeeoming football game 
kicks off at 1:30 p.m. against 
Triton Conege on Saturday. 
Saturday at 8 p.m. "LOVE THE 
ONE YOU'RE WiTH." the 1977 
homecoming dance at TCC, will be 
bigger and better than ever. Dress 
is c:asua1. and at 51 a ticket. you 
em be shaking your bootie with or 
without your cutie to the lIOUnd of 
Regents Revival. The dance will 
be held in the achooI cafeteria. 
Enter through the northwest 
doors. 
Sometime between 8:00 p.m. 
and 12:00 a.m., a high6ght of the 
evening will be a dance contest for 
smsU prizes. The price is right, so 
come alone or with a date. but be 
there. Why miss the fun? Tickets 
can be purchased from any 
cheerlead ... or pom pon girl 
New deal on 
VA 'Ioans 
Veterans seeking loans to meet 
higher education expenses this !aU 
will get a new deal from the 
Veterans Administration if they 
act quickly. 
The V A has streamUned its 
student loan proeedures by 
preprocessing student loan ap-
p6cations from veterans. 
V A will make loans of up to 
51,soo eaeh academic year' to 
qualified students.. 
In tbe past, loan app6cations 
were not processed until after the 
student started school. Now the 
agelley hopes to reduee the 3Q.day 
waiting period by aecepting ap-
plications and determining loan 
eligibillty before achooI starts. 
,"Under the new pioeedure" VA 
will be ready to issue the loan soon 
after the achooI eonfirms the 
student is in cIass," aecording to 
R.V. King. TCC Veterans' 
Coordinator. 
Two eoncIitions must be present 
for a veteran enrolled on at 1east a 
half-time basis to qualify. he said. 
The veteran must demonatrate 
that his essential expenses during 
the achooI year will be greater 
thaD his income and he must have 
been turned doWn by two banks in 
the area. or the achooI must certify 
that area banks are not making 
gusranteed student loans. 
KIng suggested that veterans 
who plan to apply for a loan to 
eonta<:t him or the financial aid at 
TCC. -
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ollege mourns loss 
f counselor 
people entering the fields of X-ray 
techpology. Occupational 
a Therapy, Social Work and Graphic 
Arts. 
Before coming to the college. 
Bishop was Director of Guidance 
at Hillcrest High School from 1967. 
1969. 
Prior to that he served a 
Ji'reshman Class Counselor at 
Bremen High School for three 
years. 
Bishop. who earned his· 
Bachelor's Degree in 1955. from 
Ohio University. and his Master's 
Degree. in Guidance and 
Counseling from Butler University 
in 1963. is survived by his wife and 
two children. 
10,500 students 
TCC classes 
that the students now have 
enough money to go on and are no 
longer frightened with the idea of 
college. 
Residency breakdown showed 
that 92 per' cent of Thornton's 
students are living in district 510. 
The rest are from out of state and 
district, and are generally part 
time students. 
Richard Bishop 
Trustee claims job 
cancelled to I get 
at' scho~' employee 
By Tim. Thomas 
Student Trustee Ellis Moore has 
accused College President. Nathan 
lvey. and Counseling Dean •. Larry 
Larvick. of cancelling a counseling 
position he held in order to "get 
at" another counselor. 
Moore. who worked under 
counselor Bob Marshall as a 
"ParaprofeCt ProCessional 
Counselor" last semester said his· 
post was eliminated by Ivey and 
Larvick in an attempt lo make it 
appear as if Marshall was' not 
keeping up with his work. 
According to Moore he received 
this information directly, from Dr. 
!vey. 
lvey responded to Moore's 
charge saying, "That is not true." ' 
He recounted a conversation he 
had with Moore saying. "Some oC 
the work that Ellis was doing Mr. 
Marshall could pick up since Mr. 
Larviek had given more time for 
Mr. Marshall to work on the 
Human Success Program." 
Larviek said .that Moore's 
position was not eliminated, but 
the length of the job ran out. 
Moore worked in the counseling 
office under the CET A 
(Comprehensive Education 
Training AcU Program according 
to Larvic:k. and the job's time ran 
out under the progTam. 
Marshall could not be reached 
Cor comment. 
The student trustee also 
maintained that lvey attempted to 
keep him from being elected onto 
the board. 
When questioned about this 
matter the President said. "I have 
no idea what he could possibly 
have reference to." 
In addition. Moore plans to 
release to The Courier what he 
terms information about "TCC's 
Watergate Board of Trustees." He 
stated that the two articles he will 
submit to the paper will contain 
information that will tell "the 
students and residents of District 
510 what's been going on at Tee 
since I've been a trustee." 
Moore would not be specific on 
what he plans to say in the articles 
but he said, "It seems like a 
Watergate scandaL" , 
'Moore responded to last week's 
Courier editorial questioning the 
trustees whereabouts at the last 
two Board of Trustee meeting by 
saying that his employment as a 
system manager at an automobile 
dealer prevented his attendance at 
the last meeting. He did not say 
why he was unable to make the 
prior session. 
Total credits at the school this 
sem_ester totalled 'over 60.000 or 
about six per student. The total 
full-time equivalency (FTE) this 
semester is 4,029. 
So.ld formation We've seen bolder moves. but these boulders appear Btationary. (Voss pboto). 
Dropout rate this semester is G·' t d II 'd I d I ::~~cu~:as'!:~r~~e s:;:=:.n~ . s u enfs s OU'i n t rop 'C asses 
::,s-~~~~:~ough seems to be in The. head of the. Veterans 
If you tried to compare this Administration has cautinned GI 
semester:s figures to' last BiD students to 'look before they 
semester's. you would find it very leap. _." if they're considering 
difficult because there was DO "dropping courses or seeking non· 
official breakdown. UIlGfficially,.· punitivegredes for them. 
the population of the ·school has V A Administrator Max Cleland 
risen by 150 to 200 people. The full said that in certain circumstances 
and . part· time students, the law now requires the agency 
pe~ntage-wise. are about the to retroactively cancel assistaI!ce 
same. The drop out rate is slightly payments for courses dropped 
higber this semester. without a grade after a reasonable 
drol'"add period. 
This applie3 also in cases where 
a rourse- is completed but the 
grade assigned is. in effect. 
ignored by the ~chool for 
graduation requirements - a 50-" 
called "non-punitive" grade. 
"In other words," Cleland said. 
"veterans dropp.ing courses ·-in 
such circumstances. or receiving a 
non·punitive grade could wind up 
in de~t to the' federal 
government.. .. 
He pointed out. however. that 
V A will not retroactively collect 
payments already made when the 
situation is due to circumstances 
beyond the student's control. 
The law. which went into effect 
last December. prohibits V A 
payment of educational benefits 
for any part of a course that is not 
used in computing graduation 
requirements. 
eterans have their day tomorrow 
would at least like the college to 
fiy the flag at bait mast to 
recognize the veterans. 
Unfortunately, Veterans Day it 
. He cited the GI Bill as not being 
as helpful to the veterans as it 
could be. King said that. tha bill 
does not give the vets a !air shake 
. as in the case when vets-decide to 
Vietnam War. ~e drop classes late in the semester. 
R. V. KIDg Instead 01 paying for the .smaII 
war and - portion of the class which they 
~ dorpped vets must pay for tha 
entire course. 
King would like to see the GI' 
Bill include some kind of 
counseling service for vets and 
provide refresher ~ to- help 
involved in receiving veterans in Vietnam_said he 'processed six $2S211 month. However. a bill has 
benefits. It.usuaHy takes three to to seven general court martiaIs. recently passed tbe United States 
four weeks for bene(its. to be week. Senate.to increase benefits by 6.5 
::a~:~ ~~g '::~~:!ts !~~ . ~e cOurt ,martials. were ~ven r:$3;~: ~inJUt::';i:~!:d:~~ 
tOtally on these benefits and che . ~ '!len wbo refused to go hack. out. Carter's si_turl!< 
long delay in ·receiving the money mto the field and fight. ac:cordmg King said veterans who joined 
has forced 'at least four veterans to ~g. He pointed out that the the service after December 31. 
who were going to ,tteed Tee this pay~hologicaJ effect 0: .constantly 1976, were no longer eligible to 
year to try and fmel work ilisteed gettmg shot at a~d killing people .-ereive benefits except for Gl 
and forget about college. • took its toll on the soldiers. home loans. 
The veterans coordinator also 
mentioned the difficulty vets hav9 
in finding employment. He stated 
, that vets are supposed to receive 
top priority in job selection but 
said it often seemS that people are 
prejudiced against the vet. 
especially if he received a 
dishonorable clisc:harge from the 
service. 
A veteran who receives a Asked about the vie.wpomt of 8. 
dishonorable discharge from the Vietnam veteran toward the draft 
service is unable to receive dodgers in Canada King said. "The 
benefits from the GX Bill. King said· people who went to Canada I 
that some veterans can try and :!:=tw':~o:!:.: .. fit:f~ 
change their. dismissal ranking the U.S. I don't think they were 
. ~J19 ":uci'::'in:e ~:n. disloyal but tbey just couldn·! take 
involved with. 10 have bed their the fighting routine." 
status upgraded. w~infi~be~e~~tto~~o\':o~: 
the vets rnadapt to ~ooI. King, who served as • personnel 
Currently a. veteran with no draft shoold be given a chance to 
dependents going to college fuU· serve time in the service now to 
time ~v"l'.be~efits .~i!' .. ~e·repatriated. King also cited the red tape· specialist the two. Years. he .pent 
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5GA dies;. Bowen 
planning replacement 
By Tim Thomaa 
nis The Student Government 
:ee Associat.ion of Tee is aU but dead. 
on Plans for elections for the 
j nd various positions a 'lailable in the 
the student governing branch feU 
.vas through when only one nominating 
ore petition was submitted .by a 
student interested in running for a 
ere vacant posL 
.aU,· Currently only SGA President 
wn Pamela Peterson and six volun-
in teer members of the Programming 
the' Board are aU that remain in the-
On association. 
leer However. Student Activities 
fCC Director. Frank Bowen. has a plan 
Ted to establish an organization to 
Ilay. engage in 'activities formerly 
~ion. housed by Student Government. 
ker- He plans to seek permission 
~gin. from his superior. Dr. LaVeU 
,lore Wilson, Vice President of Student 
rter. Services~ to establish the Student 
once Resource Committee (SRC). 
Programming Board in Scheduling 
activities for students. while the 
Student Rights Board will be 
similar to the Judicial or Com· 
plaint Board of Student Govern· 
ment in that it will be a place 
where students can turn for help 
with college problems. 
Bowen. even though he would 
be in charge of the SRC said that· 
he will try and run it as a student· 
run group. He realizes. however, 
that for the present the students 
will only be able to make 
recommendations to him. ' 
Bowen hopes tbat SRC will, 
"eventually evolve into an in· 
dependentlY functioning student-
controlled group," 
Moore challenges Ivey to 
three lie detector tests 
lping Bowen will look for 15 volun-
shed I leers '0 serve on the committee. 
s left whitt) will be divided into two 
;lute subcommittees: the Activities 
Tim· Committee and Student Rights 
yard Board. 
over 
The Activities Committee will 
tSSentiaHy take over for the 
The a acti .,ities director Said he 
will be looking for students who 
are interested in' serving on the 
SRC in the upcoming weeks and 
hopes to have it set before the 
Christmaslbreak. 
Peterson who is resigning her 
presidency at the end of the 
semester gave her complete 
endorsement of Bowen's proposal 
saying, "1 t.hink at this point in 
time that it is the only way we 
have to go." 
By Tim Tho..,.. 
Student Trustee Ellis Moore is 
"issuing a chanUenge to College 
President Nathan Ivey that both 
take lie detector tests to deter· 
mine who lied to The Courier 
about the, termination of the 
trustee's job last semester as a 
"Paraprofeft Professional 
Counselor" under Tee counselor 
Bob Marshall. 
The position. which was funded 
imder the CEnA (Comprehensive 
Employment Development Act) 
Program according'to Moore, was 
cancelled to "get at .. Marshall in 
an attempt to show that the 
counselor was unable to keep up 
with his work. 
Dr. Ivey refuted the charge 
saying. "'The decision was made to 
let thejob expire at the e.nd of the 
contract (January 3~ 1917):· Ivey 
added that the. contract could have 
been renewed under CEDA but 
the decision. had already been 
made by Counseling Dean Larry 
I..arviek to give Marshall more 
time to do bis work. 
and college president Moore is overthrow my position as student 
challenging !vey to three lie rep." When aSked how the two 
detector ~ests. could possibly do that Moore 
"Seeing that Dr. !vey denied aU responded, lhey have ways of 
doing things." 
charges brought against him by Moore said that in past con. 
the student trustee. to find the versations with the President a 
truth. I. Ellis Moore challenge Dr. witness wasn·t needed. and he 
Nathan' Ivey, President of didn't see the need for one now. 
Thornton Community College to {vey whenJlSked why he felt he 
three lie dector tests by tnree needed 3 witness to the con-
different companies with (the) versation said that Nirenberg was 
iosing liar resigning from his caned in to witness the con-
position from - TCC." said Moore. Jlersation because of the charges-
When The Courier informed Ivey made by Moore in the newspaper 
of Moore·s challenge the president last week which Ivey said were 
responded, "If he wants to not true. 
challenge me on _anything" he Moore also said that I vey had 
should . come right here attempted to stop him Irom 
(President's office) and do it. not becoming the student trustee by 
through the newspaper." checking into his grade point 
Moore also informed The average and other information. 
Courier that he went to see lvey Ivey commented that Moore 
last week in the Presidenfs oflJ.Ce - "will have to prove I was trying to 
to tell the President that he would stop him (from being elected 
be unable to make last Thursday·s student trustee)." He added that 
Board of Trusteee meeting. be never did try to stop Moore 
Moore said that Ivey asked the fr;''':.e~~ a1so trwl..!:d Moore 
Poad Road is ";w completocl aDd ready for etudent ............ tIler 
"'-tothecollegeoffSt.teStN<t.IV ... ~~ 
When contacied by the Courier 
'about . Moore·s accusations 
Marbsall said. "I have no com-
ment.l"WiJl prohably have 10 stick 
with my DO comment at this time. I 
did read with interest The Courier 
and I will continue 10 read The 
Courier." 
trustee to have a seat aDd ealJed be 
Ricbard Nirenberg. Tee Director ~=tion P~:u:" ~:~ehis calb 
of-Public RP.Jations into the office -"Tee"s Watergz.te Board of 
- to witness the conversation. This Trustees." that be said he would 
SINC 
0600 
/::Pti:' o~ "'::~heul:.;~ give The Courier for this issue. 
The trustee responded that he bas 
brought a witness of bis own. decided not to rush things 10 fast. New roads open 
The internal road project whick 
os scheduled· to start in August 
aad be completed by November 1 
was finally finished aDd opened to 
tnffie last Friday afternoon. 
Pond Road. which runs along 
!he south side of the building is 
CQIIDected to State Street. Tree 
· lAne. - which connects with the 
iDterim campus links the parking 
lots toge'.her. The roads enable 
· anyone ODf..e on college grounds. to 
h either side of the campus 
· without using outside roads. 
Cars traveling northbound on 
State Street may pow turn into 
the campus earlier without having 
to battle southbound vehicles 
turniDg right into the colJege at' 
· ~ other State Street entrance. 
The roads are' also a plus for 
those who use the interim tampus. 
· Motorists may now go dO""'"D. Tree 
Lane to Pond Road. which will 
Iwl them 10 State Street without 
baving 10· fight 162nd Street traffic 
· or travel down Suntone Drive to 
ve at the other exit. 
Drivers in the main lot can also 
the ne"!" roads by driving 
on Center Road, which runs 
the west side of the building. 
Road provides a quicker exit 
the school. 
roads were built by 
halting Company 
owever, work will Dot 
_Jeted until spring. ..,. 
. g 10 Dr. James McCaleb. 
• physical plant. 
Presently, only a binder _t is 
the roads. A surface coat will be-
on the ro&ds when the weather 
in spring. Gallagher will 
• .any problems before ap-
• the surface coat. explained 
b. 
Future plans include installation 
• sidewalk along the west side 
Tree Lane to the tennis courts. 
addition, research is being done 
various types of street 
ling for the roads. 
MrC:alph warns motorists to use 
Because of the conlIicts in 
statements made by the trustee 
According 10 Moore. he was but he .... ured The Courier that 
afraid that Ivey and Nirenberg the information would be for· 
might have been "scbeming to thcoming. 
caution when traveling on Tree 
Lane, especially when it· wmds 
around the tree. The curve canDot 
be negotiated at a fast speed. he 
said. . 
The speed limit on tbe new 
roads. as it is on an roads on 
Campus, ~ 10 mph. In ad.dition. no 
parking is aUowed along either 
side" of the new roads. 
McCaleb a1so announced that 
once student_s become . 
Sponish Club welcomes police 
attending from Mexico City 
acquainted with tbe new roads. TeC"s Spanish club beld one of 
the Suntane Drive entrance aDd !::te m~ene~~eUS::;:be~~ 
::~~ t~e mai~ parking lot w~ be the 18 traffic policemen from 
SUDtone. which was reCently I Mex!co City who were ~ttending a 
repaired by the Village of South semmar last week at the conege. 
Holland is not owned by the Ger~ .. (Craig) Cook. president of 
college. In fact. businesses along ~ ~~)1ntu Espanol. wel~ the 
the road were asSessed to pay for V1S1~.to the club s regular 
the road repairs while the college meetmg In the language lab. and 
was not. . soon Spanish. English and a good 
Students are a1so advi$ed when Blixt",e of both were being traded 
driving near Building 21 on . the hack and forth over coff"".. punch 
interim campus, that state law' and homemade pastrle~ as 
requires them 10 stop for a loading everybody be<a~e acquamted. 
or unloading school bus where Several of the police officers even 
handi.capped children go to school. sang a rousing rendition of Celito 
Lindo. with, everyone joining in 
the' chorus. The students' reaction 
to this cultural exchange was 
unanimous: -rile time just went 
too fast." 
Five members of the dub and 
Spanish classes. along with their 
instrucwr. attended the -fall 
seniester immersion _weekend at 
George Williams College . Lake 
Geneva Campus on Williams Bay. 
Wis. Cera Cook. Miquel Partyka. 
Alberto (j{eith) Carlson. Judy 
. Durr and Win Shigley lived their 
new language and culture from 
Friday aheriaooD to. Sunday aI· 
ternooD as they participated in 
classes. games. dances. crafts and 
skits without the benefit of any 
English. 
Spanisb club members now are 
holding caroling praetice on 
Wednesday afternoons; 1:30 to 
2:30. in anticipation of their 
Christmas fiestas. They a1so are 
planning a number o{ money· 
making projects to help send them 
to another immersion weekend in 
February and to Mexico in June. 
Everyone interested in the 
Spanish language and culture is 
invited to participate in the a.,. 
-tivities. 
Comedy act 
to return 
The comedy team of O'Brien and 
Sevara will be making a !"turn 
engagement at TOO on Wed· 
nesday. December 1. at the Kindig 
Performing Arts Center. 
The event, sponsored hy the 
Programming Board. is its -last 
activity in the ncontime en-
tertainment series. 
Whether the team will do one or 
two parformances. aDd the time 
they will air their routine has yet 
to be determined~ That in-
formation will be IJUIOUnced as 
uegotiatioDs are fiDaIized. 
The activity will be held in the 
PAC be<ause Ibe Madrigal Feaste 
will be using tbe cafeteria. 
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What' 5 happening 
9SSC~ 
The Dlinois State Scholarship Commission (ISSC) applications 
for 1978-79 are now available .t tbe Financial Aid Ofiice, Room 
2111. 
The 1978-79 ISSC Applieations are not on display, as yet, 
beeause the ISSe Applieations-Ior 1977·78 are still in effect. The 
DUnois State Scholarship Commlssion has extended the 1977.78. 
applications until February 15, 1978 for students entering college 
for the spring semester whieb begins in January 1978. 
Applications are heing processed on first come first serve basis, 
continuously, until all of the money th.t was alloeated for the 
... demic year 1977·78 has been exhausted. 
The ISSe .pplications for 1978-79 are in yellow envelopes, and 
the (SSC application. which are currently heing Used for the 
spring term of 1978 are in blue envelopes. Be sure that you are 
filling out the proper application lor the semester in ... bieb you are 
applying lor. 
On Decemherl3, 1977, at 10:30 a.m. and again at 1:30 p.m., Mr. 
Jack Christian from Loyola University will give two financial aid 
presentation. in Room 8116. 
Mr. Cbristisn will he representiog the Association 01 Chicago 
Area Catholic Colleges and Universities, • prolessional 
organiaation of educational administrators interested iD promoting , 
higher education on behalf of' Catholic institutions in tbe 
Cbieagoland area. • 
A_g to Mr. Christian, ACACCU attempts to inform 
students of postsecondary educational opportuniti .. available to 
tbem in the Chicago Metropolitan Area, the Organization offers 
financial aid panels to high schools, """""unity colleges and civic 
groups. Members 01 the ACACCU .. ho are professionals in the 
areas of college admissions and financiaJ aid offer their time free of 
eharge lor ~ purpose. Panel members give a formal presentation 
about tbe types 01 financial aid avai!able through tbe various . 
oourees and explain the particular forms that must he'completed 
to he eIigI'ble for .... ards. A slide show is induded and questions 
from the audience are answered. Often, parents and college 
students in the audience are amazed to learn that financiaJ aid can 
enable tbem to choose between public and private education. 
If you need any additional information, please .ebeek with Tee 
financial aid off ... room 21178. 
In tbe event that Th"';'tou Community College doses any or all 
of its I.c:ilities because of indement weather or for any other 
reason, the College will make every effort to inform students and 
staff as early as possible in advance of the dosing. Any Tee school 
dosing announcement will' he relayed to the 'following radio 
stations for public broadcast: 
WBBM • 780 on the AM dial 
WCGO ·1800 on the AM dial 
WLNR . 106.3 on the FM dial 
WLS • 890 on the·AM dial . ' 
These are the only radio stations authorized to broadcast school 
dosing announcements for Thornton Community Conege. . 
On campus, the switchboard operator wOJ he informed of any 
changes in tho College schedule by tho ~ent·. office or by II: 
Conege oflicial designated by the president to perform this func:. 
tion. If possible, the College'. automatic tape answering service 
.. m he programmed to deHver opdated information during the 
boars when the switchboard is unatteoded. 
The following Veterans bave DOt filled out or retunied their Be-
enroUment form. for the Spring 1978 Semester. Unless we receive 
it by December 15, 1977, there will be" delay In your Spring cheek. 
Sherman E. Ames. Frank C. Anderson, Anthony M. Barrios. 
Roger H. Bartoo, Theodore J. Bennett, Barry N. BIadanore, 
Frank J. Bool. Jr., Raymond Brim, David M. Brum, Joe J. BUrns; 
Rani.. Cantl..... Richard C. Caruso, James L. Ciliappetta, 
MiebaeI A. ChoIke, Donald A. Cieniawski, Roger D. Clark, Juliette 
A. Coleman. Malcolm D. Collins. Arthur Contreras. Thomas M. 
Dandurand, Edward M. Davern, James R. Delapena, and Richard 
V. Demiebina. 
Robert G. Diepen, James R. Dlrken. Joe W. EIIiDgton, Jobo R. 
Esposito, Mark C. Frantz, Fred A. Frego, Percy P. Fulgham Jr •• 
lack P. Furmanek, Franklin B. Galbreath. Fletcher. L. Glasper, 
Michael E. Gordon, John M. Griffin. WiDiam P. HarkiJIs, Kearuey 
A. Hicks, Ernest R. Homek, James V. Indoraato, Lawrence 
Jankowski. David H. Johoson, Lynnie D. JoImson. Oscar H. Jooes, 
Richard A. Karteb, lohn p, Klaus, Thomas A. Koarath. 
Gary R. Krizic. Ri.hard G. Lemmon, Richard J. Lenart., Edward 
S. Levon, John E. Long, Robert R. Malinski. Patrick M. McAuliff, 
lArry E. M.CIo,-n, Atan W. Miller. Morris E. Morgan lr .. James J. 
Mulholland, Bruce A. Mullen, WDliam 1. Pallanti, Vao D. Phillips, 
Cbaries B. Poole, Fredrick S •. Poweziak, Kenneth E. Rauch, 
Ronald G. Beato, Norman Redden, WDliam E. Reidy, Ignseio B. 
Rivera, Romi. L. Rose. Garther Roundtree Jr. . 
Robert K. Rozek, Flore ..... J. Santucci. James R. Saulters, 
V,..gU L. Scott Jr .. Raymond E. Sholler, James A. Skoronski, John 
R. Starke, Tyrone E. Stem. CharI .. It. Stevens. Samuel J. Stive, 
James N. Sullivan Jr .. Andrew Thigpen, CharI .. F. Thompson, 
MiebaeI F. TrybuIa Jr. RooaId B. TuIk, WiDiam Turner Jr. J.P. 
Vanderzanden, Daniel W. Vanginder, Kenneth E. Wallin, 
Matthew Wells, Bruno M. WilinskI Jr. Linda E. WiIliami, James 
B. W'illiams, Robert Allen Zaleski and Dennis Zima. 
If there is any problem. contlet R. V. King Veterans Coordinator 
1tS96-2000, Ext. 318 or 321 or anne inte room 2117A. 
CMefi,cg ill SpcuciaIt 
Espiritu ~ will he caroliog in Spanish at a Ioc:aI COIl· 
vaIeseent home: Monday, Dec:. 19, 2 p.m. Meet iD Language t.b, . 
SImat 1:30. DresS Spanish or Meaiean. Sign up by "Qee.,14 •. 
Heery Winkler, "the 1(0llzt 1IeIped. to kick.off tho plus for, the First AmI, naI 
c...- Soeiety Dance Marathoa: at the' Playboy To ...... Hotel February 3-5. 
"Happy Daya" star with ... oIfid&I DaD .. Muathon T-obirt ..., Trish BOjak lleft] and 
Duasld.laformadon 00 the maraIIIoa Is available from tbe A.CS~ $1 S. 'Wabash, Chicago, 60603 
. or. -by caIIiag 8'12-0471. ext. 71. • -
On-the issues 
Vets lose-money dropping 
By R.V.King. 
Veterans Coordinator 
eourse which indieates unae- obligations which require a chinge 
eeptable cOurse work and no credit in terms, hours, or .place of em. 
granted toward gradnation for p10yment ... hich produdOli pursuit 
There has been a lot of eoofusion that pursuit. Although this type of of a course. 
of tate ........ Ding tbe extent of a grade results in.1io credit, It is . 4. Discontinuance of & course by 
veteran's liablJity as a result of his distinguished from a nonpunitive a school ::.r.p~ all or part of his dass ~e by. the fact ~t it is COn· . 5. Adive duty military service, 
OIdered·.m detenniDing !"'~ indudiDg active duty for training. Veterans may DOW he liable for progress toward graduation m 
psyments made to them during that a penalty is exacted on a 6.1 Withdrawal from.,: course or 
the entire length of the course if sebooI graduation 'requirement, ...... pt of ". Donpunitive grade 
• they cannot show good cause for sueb as grade point" average. A upon "?,,,pletion of a course due to 
baving dropped the course' or course.for whieb a punitive falling un~ti.faetory ... ork ,!,~y .b<: 
courses. grade is assigned is not equiValent ~ered to .he under m.tigating 
Before explaining in more detail - to ao audited course beeause the areustances if the • st,,;dent "1 
what this means to a veterao, I grade' i. eomputed iDto a' demonstrate good faith lD p~w 
would first like to ilefine .. I)at the gradustion requirement. Benefits of. the course up to the t>O!Dt of 
VA considers to he an audited are payable for this tYPe of grade ",thdrs .. aI and/or compleuon of 
course, a non-punitive grade, and (E.) . the ~'. The student must 
finally •• punitive grade. The situation is ironic in that as SUbl~lIt evideD~ t~t be or she 
A. Audited Courser. Any course a result of tho institution not appbed for tuto~. aid, c;onsulted a 
which a student attends with prior penaliziDg the veteran for failing Veterans Administration CODn· 
unde~.tanding between school the course, tbe VA wiII~ The VA .. lor, .or consulted a .c~ool 
officials and the student that such . will create an overpayment for all aeadem.c counselor or adVISor 
attendance will not result in credit benefits paid to the veteran for regarding .an attempt to remedy 
being granted toward graduation. that course unless there are th.e unsabsfaetory ~k hefore 
Because no eredit toward an extenuating circumstances- in- ~thdrawal or c:om.pletioll. 
educational objedive ean be volved.. . The .v A has encouraged. all 
earned for sueb a course, it is not 'The following is a more detailed institutions to report poss.bie 
properly a part of tbe student's description of what is considered mitigating circumstances w~en l\ 
approved edueationaJ. program. to he just cause for dropping the veteran drops all or a portion of 
'Thus, no veterans henefits are course. his or her ~ load •. 
autborised. D. Mitigating Cireamotaaces: _ VeI.eE3ns wdl be notified by t1!e 
B. NOIIpunitive Grad.: Any areustances ... hich direc:tly biDder V A concerning the change .n 
grade assigned for pursuit of. eIigI'bIe veterans in pursuit of a • status resulting from the dropped 
course, whether upon completion , eours<! and whieb are judged to he course. At th"! time a 3O-<Iay 
of tbe course or at tho time of out of the student's control. suspense date lS .pla~ on tbe 
withdrswal,· .. hieb bas the effect Follo ... ing· are some general veteran to· sub~"t hlS. or her 
of excludiDg the course from any catagori .. of mitigating cireu.... zasons for dropping tbe course. If 
consideration . in determining tanees (this' list is bot all. tbe reasons are DOt deemed to be 
progress toward reqnireft\ODls for indusive). just ..... fordroppiag the course, 
graduation.- No credit· toward L) Seri01l3 illn ... of the eligl'ble an ov.rpaym~t will he created 
graduation would be granted for veteran or person. for" the ent... semester for 
sueb a grade, nor wouJd there he 2.) Serious runess or death in tbe . henefits paid for that course. 
any effect on other graduation eligible .veteran'. or persoD's For further information contac:t 
faetars imposed by sebooI puliey, immediate family. . R.V. King, Veterans Coordinator 
sueb as a grade point average. A 3,) Immediate family or finam:ial It 598-2000, ext. 818 or 32L 
course for which a noo-punitive 
grade is assigned is thus 
equivalent to an audited course (or 
purposes of advancement toward 
graduation. . 
C. Puoftive IFoiIiasl Grade: A 
grade assiJIIed for pursuit of a 
"W" deadline 
A .w" (with~waI) mar be 
recorded 011 the official record for' 
a student wishing to diseontinue 
attendance in a course after the 
end of a refunc!' period providing 
this p"",""ure is followed. 
An official withdrswal form 
should he obtained from the 
Admissions and Record. Office. 
After getting the required 
signatures, the form should he 
returned to tbe same office. W'lth· 
drawaI may be made up to Dee. 19. 
In event that a student is absent 
from tho course aDd does not 
_ withdrswal procedures, 
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·UHURU celebrates 
first harvest of 'fruit 
UHUBU, the Afro·American 
student organization will present 
the Kwanza on December 21. from 
9:00 a.m .. to 2:00 p.m., in the 
cafeteria. While it will be 
presented in the form of a slide 
presentation, Kwanza is aetually 
an African ho6dsy reereated for 
the Western World by Malanan 
Karenga. 
This eelebr.tion signifies the 
harvesting of the fIrSt fruits and 
crops with joyous songs, dan ... 
and feasts. Kwanza is symbolized 
by "Mltekao" "Kinara" and "Mshu· 
maa." The Mkeka. the straw ·mat 
on whieh all other items are 
placed, represents tradition as a 
fouDd.tion on whieh all things 
rest. 
The candle·holder, Kinara, 
~bolizes the origina1 ~ from 
where we all sprang. It is 
traditionally said that the first· 
born was like a stalk of corD wbic:h 
produees corn tbat. in turD 
becomes a stalk. This stalk, then, 
reproduces in the same manner 
and the <yele continues. Thus, 
there is DO ending mao. 
The seven candles on the 
Kinara. ealled Mshumaa. 
represent the "Seven Principles" 
that are to guide the people's 6 .... 
Unity. self·determinatioD. 
collective work. eo.-operative 
ecoaorrucs. purpose. creativity aud 
faith were laid down as a foun-
datioD so that the people could 
enjoy fife to its fullest, 
Starting December 26. and 
continuing through Janusry 1, the 
group will eommit themselves' to 
work and study for the world 
tiberotion of Afric:an people. 
·Woman'$ B-boll 
Maiority reads Courier . ByTerrylkewn The Thornton Community College Women', Basketball team 
took control of its season opeoer 
early last. Friday, and easily 
coasted to vic:toly. 
the fast break· workfng for ...... 
said Bulldog head coaeh William 
Fink. as the team was in the 
driver's sest all the way. "A lot of 
people looked good for us in IIWIJ' 
ways." Survey conduetec1 by' Jour-105 .tudents: Tom· 
Fred Palmer, Donna. 
Joe· Erickson, Elliot 
The two maiD reasons given f.lr 
reading the Courier were u.-. 
49%, and information, 38%. 
However, aome other reasons for 
reading the Courier ranged from 
"For the· sports oeetion.. to 
"Northing better to do," to 
"Beeause it's always laying on the 
Riehard Van Damm. 
do you t£ink of the 
This was the question 
147 students in a ....."ey 
by the Journa6sm 1Q5 
oeveral individual c1sss 
Door.- , _ 
The ov .... all opinion of the 
Courier was highly favorable. A' 
tota1 of 83I\b of the resders 
thought the Courier kept them 
informed of happenings in the 
sehoo1. In Dews reporting, 41,. 
thought the Courier did • good 
job, while· 4~ thought the 
Courier was merely doing a 
mereial parking and toll costs 
were added, the increase would 
have hOen 8 cents per mile or $800 
a year. . 
Sinee tbe Arab oil embargo in. 
11113, the annual cost of Q1VDing. 
aDd operating a s:ar bas inc:reased . 
nearly 50 pereent. . 
The fastest rising expense in, 
1917 was insnranc:e. Rates have· 
riien more thaD 12 pereent in the 
last year arid M pereent since 
·11115. . 
·The way it looks, IIWIJ' fami1ies 
will be giving up their Sunday· 
rides in the country and sta:ting 
to plan afternoons of bicycle riding 
and Jaag walks. 
](1{ ait .Ad"Clltllrt' 
ill Pizza f)iitiit{!-
f)iscover ... 
3305 Vollmer Rd. 
Aossmoor 
Commons, 
Aossmoor 
798-6700 
Mon.·Thur: 11 A.M.-' P.M. 
Fri.-Sat. 11 A.M.-2 A.M. 
Sunday 1 P.M.-10 P.M . 
Lou's world famous 
"gourmet" pizza in the 
P~ln. judged tops by 
panelists, COrIJes from 
·his hometown in lhe 
northern mglons of 
Italy. Lake Como. It 
. has been efljoyec by 
millions of people over 
the years for lunch. 
dinner or just a snack. 
"A meal wi/hout wine is like' 
a day without sunshine." 
.. tisfactory job.' 
Of the students interviewed, 
&!b did not know that the Courier 
existed and 101\b had Dever read 
the Courier. . 
Shoes to fill 
(Continued !<om P99" ~) 
elder Bonczyk _will not be an 
assistant coseh. 
I wish Ed Bonczyk well and 
bope he returns to the basketball 
program 11000; and for 
Mike,.~:.wen a .500 season seems 
more realistie than th_ g<>a!s lor 
fan appreciation. 
-ClASSIFIED-
. Any buebaU players interested 
in' playing in .............. buebaU 
tum"- "leape" contact Dave at: 
SA 1-5122. . 
Kankakee Community CoI1ege 
was the team'. finit vietim as TeC 
ran away with the contest 7S.:J/. 
"We had the good defe_ and 
Barb Buteher led in the -mg 
department with 18 points. Also 
-mg in double .figures were 
Linda- Dahlberg, Lori Nelson. 
Donna Kuiken and Ju6e Maxei!ler. 
Slarts Friday, Pece. 23, at a theatre near you. 
Check your local newspapers for rlSfing 
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. 'New survey reveals 
less studen~ apathy 
B"TUDTho .... 
work together to develop a plan or 
Thornton .comD)unity College system whereby students could 
students are apparently not as participate in various campus 
unconcerned about. college issues issues. 
IS one would think according to Larvic:k's study revealed that 
the results of a. recently released st.udents who were sophomores. 
survey conducted by Counseling females. blacks and under age 25 
Dean. Larry Larvick. were inclined to participate in the 
Dr. Larvick studied the opinions collective bargaining issues than 
01460 Tee students through a 38- .ther students. He suggested that 
item questionnaire in April. 1976. communication channels should be 
regarding certain academic establisbed with these groups to 
coUective bargaining issues. The get them involved in coUective 
study was conducted to complete bargaining issues. 
his doctoral program in Student Of the three major student 
Personnel Work in Higher concerns, ~nly academic standards 
Education at Loyola University of and curric:ulum development areas 
ChicaJ,"O. have committees establis~ed to 
The study suggests that review policies. However, no 
students are more interested in students are currently 
issues involving academic represented on the academis 
standards. evaluation or (aculty st.a.ndards committee and only a 
and curriculum development few students have input into 
(instructional issues). than in curriculum development 
issues oC student rights. conditions committees but these students are 
or enrollement and governance non-voting members. 
and decision making {non~ There is currently no faculty 
instructional issues}. evaluation committee. Students 
Larvick said the instructional expressed the most· interest 
issues were of mOre .concern to in serving on this type of com-
students because they have a raittee aeeording to Larviek. 
direct affect on a student's He suggested that one way f.o 
education. He suggested that the get stu~ents .interested .in joining 
Don.instructional issues only a comrruttee 15 to explam exad.ly 
become. important when students' - wh:,~ it would undertak~ and then 
educalion is directly affected by solicit students who. are mterested 
them like in the ease o[ the in the specific: area. 
teacher's strike. He said students .don't get 
Com m u nit yeo II e g e ~volv&d in. committees usually 
administrators. faculty and because they don't know exactly 
students. Larvid< feels. should wbat the committee. wiD deal with. 
library installs its 
new security system' 
ByMikeBe_ 
The Learning Resources Center 
was losing aD estimated 56.400 • 
year in unauthorized removal of 
books. This was prior to last 
summer's installation oC a new 
book security system. 
According to Dr. Robert Lueas, 
Dean of Learning Resources, 
missing books accounted Cor one 
third .f tbe entire book budget 
each year. 
The decision to install a security. 
.ystem in Tee's Learning 
Besources Center (LRC) was 
made after last year's inventory 
iDdieated that it would cost less 
IIIODey' to purebase .ueh • system 
than having to replace an average 
loss of over 400 books each year. 
Opening level one added anotber 
exit to !.Re, making it especially 
erilical for the instaUation .f such 
a system. 
The problem was becomiag 
iocressingl" difficult for the LRC 
since the missing books were the 
lOWest, tbe best, and !bose most· 
ill demand by stu~ents. The 
IDIjorily of the books lost were 
individual volumes from. 
eac:yclopedia sets. expensive 
reference books. and new releases. 
The seourity system. which is 
_ufaetured by the KNOGO 
Corporation. _ $16,000. It 
'nrk5 mueh the same as systems 
• law in community stores.. First. .... 
0ICh book belonging to Ibe LRC 
contains a reeorded message 
· GaS guzzlers 
not welcome 
A amaII ..; lot is a new feature 
OG the Uniwrsity of Maryland 
campus. H.w does th. lot keep out 
bidden inside. The .nly means by 
which tbe message can be erased 
is by a machine the librarians have 
behind the check-OUl desk. H tbe 
message is Dot erased. it activates 
a chime as the book passes 
through the smaU gale _ted at 
the exit. The system also caDSes 
tbe gate to lock, preventing tbe 
person with the book from leaving. 
The security system was _ 
put into operation at the beginning 
• fthe !aU semester. and. ac<ording 
to Dr. Lucas, the result is better 
availability of books for aU 
students. He also prediets a 
sigDifieaDt reduction in book loss 
Ibis year. 
Santa's elves are busy workiDg on toys to meet the rapidly approaching Christmas Day. The toy 
shop is located in the River Oaks Shoppiag Center in Calumet City. (Pboto by BiD Black]. 
Ivey say.s no snow days left I 
Tee will not close for weather 
Last Thursday's snowstorm. 
which created hazardous driving 
conditions on Friday led many 
students to wonder what does it 
take to close TCC due to inclement 
weather? 
The Courier didn't get the 
answer to that question. but we 
did discover . that College 
President Nathan Ivey ultimately 
makes the decision on whether or 
not to bold .1asseS duriD~ bad 
weather. 
One of the. major factors in·. 
Duencing his decision to keep the 
eoIlege .pen last Friday was that 
Tee only bas a minimum number 
of days scheduled on its calendar 
and there is no room Cor snow days 
in it. On the original calendar 
before the strike there weas one 
day available to take .ff in case of 
SDOW. bul tbat day was lost when 
the new schedule was created. 
Dr. rvey explained that Tee. 
wbleb is aecredited by the NOrth 
Central, A.ssocia.lion of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools. must 
complete a IS-week class schedule 
aud an examinationJlVeek to retain 
aceredidation . 
He also reasoned tIiat ainee high 
school Distriet 20S was holding 
classes and they utilized buses. 
Tee students eouId get to sdJooI. 
He said that after aU. -Wo're nol 
deanng with children here, but 
with mature. people. If a person 
decides that it's not advisal:ile to 
come to school then that's up to 
him." 
Ive" suggested that if Tee 
started closing during inclement 
weather. people would start to 
expect Ihe school t. sbut down 
·whenever the area bad bad 
weather. "That would be a bad 
babit to get into." be said. 
What's happening 
WiU uudeIt LeaWcg 
A mid-winter adventure in Wild Water Boating will highlight the 
December entry in the free TCC Ledure Series at Th.rnton Commu· 
llity College. TCC instruc:tor Bailey Magruder, a seaSoned navigator. 
of aome of America's r.ughest rapids. will present his unique Iec· 
ture/demonstration al 7 p.m. OD Monday. December 19. in Ledure 
Hall A. 
A resident of Hazel Crest, Magruder will present his program In 
two segments. During the _ segment. Magruder will demonstrate 
• variety of boating equipment including kayaks, flotalion devices. 
piddles. headgear, and safety equipment. Magruder also will discuss 
different types of boats. river ... fety. and river bydraulies. 
The .... nd segment of the lecture will inc:lude slides of several 
rivers and a very UDDSuai movie of the Gauley River in West Virginia. 
"The Gauley River provides one of the most exciting and 
demanding wild water ex ...... i ... in aU of North America: said 
Magruder."lD one of the defmilive studies of the river, authors Bob 
BurreD and Paul Davidson said, • .••. the Gauley bas become the East's 
qua1ifying cruise for the liUe expert paddler. II is the _ute 
swirling, pounding. erashing end: 
U.IJ;.l,... , •• ,. 
I ~ .ClCdll!ae6 
ByDaaaWillaa 
Have you looked aronnd only to find out thai your appoiJllment 
hook is lOIDewhat leas than full? There's DO need for it to be. There 
ore still a couple of functions left to attend before the Christmas 
vacation. 
On December 19 TCC's Con<ert Choir is going to have a musical 
presentation to be held in the dining area. 
UHURU is having. presentation in observance of KwaDZa on Dec. 
21. whieh is also to be beld in the dining area from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m • 
On Dec. 22 the Student Government is having • Christmas Disco 
dance. -wbich is to be held from 8 p.m. to mlclalsbt in the stndent 
diniag area. Those attending should appear in oemi formal at.tire. 
~bments, will be served and tbtre ~ be a D.J. to supply the 
~. . 
Delta Sigma and c:G-$pOIISOrS UHURU have tentatively planned to 
have a Christmas dance to be held 011 campus. Fllrtber details were 
DOt available, • 
The Harvey Jayeees will be c:onductiag their _ lIDDuai Skating 
Disco on Thursday. December 22 at An's Skating IIink, 349 E. 147tb 
Street, Harvey. The proeeeds from aU tiA:ket sales will s. toward the 
Harvey Jaycees _ aDDuai Christmas Shopping Tour for onder· 
priveleclged .hildren in Harvey. 
Ae<ording to Rid< Carmouche', Jaycee President. the Jaycees are 
·attempting to faise enoug!l money to provide gift eertifkates,' to 50 
. underpriveleged children for clothing and,toy". 
· the big gaS guzzlera? Easy. The 
-.nee to the 101 is marked by 
lwo poles 70 incbes apart. C0m-
pact cars can slip in easily, but 
Detroit monsters risk crum~ , .. ,. The ~"olib~:~ ~ "ayo-artificiai'u--.. but _ 
Admission to the Skating Disco will cost $2. plus the cost of roller 
skates. Prizes will be awarded to the best male skater. female skater, 
the best ",,!,ple and a door prize. The time of the Disco is 8 p.m. until. 
i Those, jntereSted in DJ&k!i>g. CODtributioDs. may do so by mailiag 
. them to the Harvey Jay_s Inc •• P.O. Box 831. Harvey. minois, 
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By T .... 'I'homu 
A3 I always say just before 
c:ombing my bair.· parting is s~ 
sweet sorrow. as I bid adieu to The 
Courier after'serving as its editor 
for the past. semester • 
1 do feel a triIle UDhappy as I 
depart ~ 1 alway. like to 
finish what 1 start. However. I 
leave a eapable staff behind to run 
the paper. 
What I just said about the staff 
being capable is something I 
rarely told them. I took them for 
granted over the past few months 
always joking that this paper 
would fall apart without me. 
Secures 
Campus 
By Natalie Wojcieehowald 
During the Christmas vacation 
TCC was .weD protected by tbe 
Security Department. The campus 
was patrolled twenty·four hours a 
day and the Security OffICe was 
eonstantly manned. To aid 
. security in its job a Maintenanee 
That's not going to ho. the case 
however. I realize thst the people 
in the baekgronnd of The Courier 
are the oues. who deserve .praise 
for doing work that leither thrust 
upon them or decided not to do 
. myself. 
To this eDd I would like to 
express my sincere appreciation. to 
my co-workers wbo have put up 
with my humorous expressions 
and bave eombined talents to 
create a qqality student 
newspaper. . . 
First there·s feature editor 
Mary Taglieri. who despite many 
outside commitments always 
managed to assemble a fine page 
and do an all around superb job on 
the paper. 
Next is Keith Levin. advertising 
manager. Without Keith driving 
throughout the district hustling 
for ac:ivertisiDg. We would have 
been unable to bring you any eigbt 
page Couriers during the 
semester. Keith was also always 
willing to lend • hand in layout of 
the paper wbich was necessitated 
due to a shortage of staff 
members. 
Terry Brown. Courier sports 
editor is nol to be overlooked 
either. After spending weeks 
trying to convince him to take the 
sports editor job. Terry finally 
accepted and bas bee. handling 
the task very well to give the 
paper its tiest sports <overage in 
years . 
To photographers Joe Vosa and 
BiD B1ac:k I must admit that eve. 
though I only say negative things 
about you I'm hopeful that you wiD 
develop into something in tbe 
future. In any ease. your pietures 
bave been appreciated. 
Cartoonists Julie Keenan and 
Phillip Parten also leave me. with 
fond memories because you are 
the only two people wbo I 
managed to draw talent from. 
Thanks also to music aitics 
John Le Quoane ODd. Frederick 
Palmer. 
. Honorable mention is necessary 
for staff writers Nancy Caputo. 
Cathy Travis aDd Sue Areond for 
their efforts during the semester. 
I'd be remissed if I also didn't 
aelmowledge the many people who 
gaveme~tintostoriaduring 
my stay at TCC. Thanks to 
everyone for helping me bring the 
news to the readers. 
Students 
are thrifty 
TeC Saves! Or at least its 
students do. according to a poll 
taken by the Journa1ism class on 
the spendingnabits of people here. 
The survey included eight 
questions dealing with money. 
bow it comes and where it goes. 
Alarm System Printer in the 
Security Office cheeked Wliter 
pressure. boiler temperature • 
beating. fire. water and e1eetrie 
breakdowns througbout the TV course is for future stars 
Teen·agers constituted 6&% of 
those poDed. but tbe age group. 
whicbs ranged as low as sixteen. 
reached as high as thil'ty-seven 
years. 
Sixty percent of those surveyed 
were employed and 14% received 
funds from parents. The source of 
income (or most of the remaining 
26% came· from spollses or 
school. 
Direetor of Security. James 
McCann. reported that seeurity is 
• doing an. exee11ent job during 
school sqsions and vacation. A3 
proof. auto thefts are clown 50 
percent this year compaied to 
1976-
McCann attributes the reduc· 
tion in crime to the fact that 
Security. OffICerS are expert1y 
tnined for their jobs. All nfIicen 
are required to take courses at the 
Police Training Institute in 
Downers Grove. Paul Van Deras 
and Brenda Davis are c:urrently 
enroUed at the Institnta and:wilI 
100II be new memhera of Tee 
seeurity staff. 
McCann also said HVeraI Items 
with in~c value have beeD 
turned iDto seeurity and ean be 
daimed tbere if properly 
"';bed. 
.A beginoing· TV production operation. TV lighting. <amen 
course is being offered by TCC for lenses and special effects. camera 
students interested in learniDg the operation, and directing 
fundamentals of' television techniques. 
production. Th. course wiD meet Eacb student will perform 
Wednesday evea.iags. from" 4 to 7 various tasks required of a 
p.m .. at·TbrontoD Township High television production team. such 
Sc:hool. beginning Wednesday. as tbe eamera person. floor 
January 25... manager. audio technician. 
According to instructors Jim technical director. director. and 
Kirkham and Blake Reed. the talent. 
course will provide a basic The course gives students the 
understanding of TV equipment. opportunity to be on film aa well aa 
production teehniques. and work in the control room and other 
philosophy. Each stndent· will studio areas. It also includes field 
produce TV programs. using.- trips to comme~ TV stations 
modern equipment. such as video and aI1ows. tb. opportunity for 
tape recorders and complete beginning students of &By age to 
multi-eamera studios. Kirkham get an overview of today's 
and Reed emphasize that students television industry. "Any stndent 
wiD help write. produce. and interested in going into radio and 
direct television programs. whue TV as a eareer is advised to take 
1earning audio techniques. and 
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this course in TV production." 
Reed added. 
Registration for TCC's 
television production course 
(Edueationa! Media 2011 and the 
eomplete aebed~ of TCC eredit 
courses for the spring aemester 
wiD be beld on Tee's main eampus 
Wednesday. January 18 and 
Thuraday. January .19. from 9 to 
no .... : 1 to 4 p.m.: and 6 to 8 p.m. 
The course is being offered as part 
of the Adult Education Program 
. and is open to aU studenta and 
residents of the area. 
For complete' information of 
,TCC·. television production 
course. phone Jim Kirkham at 596-
1000. extension 553. 
combinations of the 
aforementioned. A. small 
percentage of the students chose 
Dol to reply. Most of the students 
with jobs were paid weekly. 
although .. targe number were 
granted wages bi-montbly. 
Th. poll conduded that 39lb felt 
tbat tbey were spendthrifts. 
Those whose cash "bruned boles in· 
their pocketa" apent their money 
quite lavishly. Seventeen percent 
aurveyed apent $5 or more daily 
on frivolous items. and many spent 
$10 or more on what they believed 
to be daily extravaganzas. 
Bartlett is back 
By Mary TqIieri 
. Struggling with crutches and a broken collar 
bone. history teacher. Dave Bartlett. is back • 
Bartlett was in a motoreyde ac:cident last 
November. . 
He's otuck for three to five montbs in a cast 
that extenda 'the entire lengtb of bis leg. up to his 
hip.· BartleU' was bit head·on by a ear while 
returning from the "Y" at Governor's State 
University. He was thrown over the handlebars 
of·his motoroyde and was taken to St. James 
Hospitsl. Bartlett says he remembers being 
eentered between the two beadligbts of an on· 
.coming ear. His last words before the collision 
were, nOb. shW" . 
"It·s a good feeling to be hack to work." he said. 
after a three and a half week absence. His biggest 
problem. lately, is getting through doors with bis 
erutehes. 
Bartlett says he won't give up motorcycle 
riding. even at the insistence of bis motber. 
"When sbe quits smoking. I'D quit riding. She's 
taking just as many risks as lam." 
Bartlett advises other motorcycle riders to 
wear their helmets. "My helmet saved me." he 
said. 
Editor says goodbye to paper, but 'not to jolces 
By T. 'I'homu Definitely one of the few joys. 
Boy. people are already asking However. I must flay goodbye to 
me if I'm going to miss TCC. the paper. the school. but not the 
That's a pretty otupid question jokes as I am departing at 
beea.... if I'm going 10 tOke a aemester break. 
,swing at something I'm eertsinly I've always wanted to do a story 
Dot going to miss it. full of my highly self-&cdaimed wit 
For those· of vou who haVe J'ust and now is as good a time asany._ 
J When I assnmed the position as 
read the above 1ines and don't editor I considered myself the 
, understand them. count .yourself powerfu1 stud t' th· 
..... inthemajority of people· who bave ,.::k. ' . .Ali8r all. tcon':.oued· 
never been able to c:omprebend basically tbe only information 
my brand of humor. Some people . stnde.ta receive about the college. 
have even suggested that! sto1e it . However, I stoppedeonsidering 
off livestock. myself the most. powerful student· 
Being able to put snmetbing like in the aebool recently when I 
this iD the. paper was one iif the overheard. studeata in the 
few' joys of being editor of The .hemiotry lab discussin, the 
Courier for the past semester. formula of the neutron bomb._ 
When I became Courier editor I the rumors about injunctions and you that we've bad three new 
thought my purpose would be'to the like .. me from. To this day. windows installed as weD as eight 
repert on the news. However. I bowever~ I still can't understand Iioles iD the wall plastered~ 
quickly became a nowsmaker due why my rumors dicIo't do as well. In additinn. in the issue that 
tothe faculty strike in September_as Fleetwood Mae· ... : preceded Halloween 1 wanted to 
I beeame the apokesman for the My favorite days as editor 
.. Student Task Foree of the Student alway'reame when someone either . say that aU tbe .• toria were 
Government which was developed aeenssed the paper of being a tool ~~.:. .'~tem~"":;;.u,y on 
to c:omhat the faculty walkout and of the administration or faeulty. It. the serious sid.in the majority of 
inform students of any seems that people wiD never 1earn mv stories .. _ ..... _ .. mv writing 
developments in the conflict. ·that The Courier is a tool of the J - ...... -- , 
A3 apokesman for· the group it·· students·to lise in digging up a ........... at TCC. 
was my job to inform various news Itory. driUing a peraon for I must thougb interject this One 
orgaDizations of the p1ans of the information or bammeriDg-a point thnught from "Star Wars" wbich 
Taak Foree. The higblight of my across in aD editorial. always reminds me ~f life at Tee. 
short-lived spokesman Weer was A3 editor I also bad.to res!nin' "U there·s a bright center of the 
wben I was interviewed for a news myself from saying things like universe you're on th_ planet that 
broad.cast over radio ...• tation this: The readers have DO idea it·, farthest from." Remember 
W JOB In Hammond. Now what' we go. through in The. those words as I blast off into 
everybody knows where most of Courier offiee. However I ean teD hyper spaee.-
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Keith WalthaIJ driv •• 1I'01IIId Teny K.DDY, both Ie_ ... retuminglo try 10 better last y ... '.I6-
16 M.n·, bukethaIJ -. TCe ..... k.thall opeDB at h_ this Frlclay apiDIt MortoD CoDege at 
7:30 p.m. IV ... Photol . 
future 'oolcs bright for Tee football 
By Terry Browa 
First y.ar head coadl Terry 
Kennedy brought some 6fe and 
respect had< to the football 
program this past season, as the 
Bulldogs came out with 'a record of 
3-6, contrasting the 0-8 mark from 
the Wl6 seaeon. 
Granted 3-6 doesn'\. look good, 
but with only two returDing 
lettermen from last years squad 
and a total of only four 
sophomores OD the team, as weD 
as the lack of size on the line. gsve 
the eoaeh many problems to 
, If we're goiDg to make a sO!id 
attempt next year. or any year.-
continues Kennedy. uwe will need· 
30-35 solid players. 
One place that Kennedy really 
could use some help with' is the 
line. "We bad some players who 
knew no one was going to take 
their job. so these guys weren't 
putting out aU they had. If we 
would have had some depth in our 
line tbia year, it would have raised 
a little inseeDtive for the line 
players to do a better job." 
overeome. _ "I expect to get 10 to 15 players 
Despite tlie problems. Kennedy returning Dext year "hieh is a 
believes that this years BuUdogs definite step in the right dire<> 
, ac<Omplished mlDY things in the tion," says Kennedy. "Sinee we 
right direcl.ion: Even after 1coing GIlly' had two return .... from the 
the __ IinaIe at Joliet, K.... Wl6 squad, I didn't feel that there 
nedyleft. the field with a sense of .... any mature leadership out on 
accoIDPliWnent. "AgaiDst the IieIcIthis year. But with these 
Joliet." says Kenned,. ..... were gnra coming had< for next year it 
playing real weD as a team. Of' will definitely have the leadership 
_ ,the mistakes hurt .... that an,. team looks for." 
keepiDg us from makiDg it a clooe 
" ....... but this .... good for all the 
pia,.... experienee wise. I know 
that we really gsve them a tough 
gsme." 
One thing that Kennedy ad-
mitted misoiDg ,00 p_, 
calculations. waS the eaIlber of 
play in the N4C eonr......... "I 
doo't waJlt to sa,. I .. as surprised 
beeause I knew what we .. ere 
going up agaiDst. It -:85 tougher 
than I expeeted, evell for the 
teams that weren't at. tbe top of 
the standings." The cab".,. of the 
conference can be exemplified in 
the fact that two teams for the 
eon(erence Joliet and Illinois 
Valley, were in the uational 
rankings for most of the season. 
'"We'don't have any great 
otheIeIee on this tea .... and after 
we get next yean freabman 
Jooked over. I don't expect to see 
01J1 great atheletes OIl the IieIcI 
eitbet' ' 
As for bia first year ac-
complishments, Kennedy said. 
"Weo.,· we had three more vie-
\Gri" in WI7 than there was in 
1976, I feel that we brought some 
competitiveness had< into this 
school, something that was 
probably lacking last year," 
Kennedy can generaUy expect 
his backfield. and moot of bia 
defense to return for next ,.... to 
give a good foundation for KeD' 
nedy's second year at the helm of 
Bulldog football. But the incoming 
&eshman will state the chances of 
the Bulldogs baving a serious 
"threat for a conference .cham-
pionship. 
Eight Thornton players were 
selected to the WI7 aU·region 
team: Tom 'Martin. linebae~er 
from ,Andrean. was the oftly 
BuDdog to make it on'the fIrSt 
team. The freshman led the team 
in t.aekI.. this year. Sophomore 
IinemaD Dan Bolda. and freshman 
safety Chuck Lief. both from 
EiseIIbower were selected for the 
......,.j team. Freshman linebacker 
David Bundl (Thonuidge) was 
.. Iected as apecial mention, 
Thornton had four pl~yers 
'selected for hooorable mention. 
SopbIJlllOioe lineman PaUl Lucas 
from Thornwood woe the oftIy 
Tee defensive player Selected. 
Offensively. ,Quar:terhad< Sieve 
Fortuna. from Eisenhower. 
tailback Eric Wallace from 
Thornridge and split end _ Gary 
Van gipma from Thornwood. 
Basketball shoots 
for winning season 
By Terry Bra.... shared his facility with the Girl;, 
, • Basketball program. Before the 
Thoniton'. head bal!kethan coaeh gym~um. complex was bwlt be 
Ed Bonc:zyk' wishes that he had had to practice at Thornton Higb 
aomeone on tbe team ·that was Schoo1. 
6'6" or taDer But after the final Also Bonczyk won't mind going 
cute for the t~am the tallest player to his bench during a I!!"'e this 
. is 6"4". So what can a eoaeh do? season, as Bonc::zyk adds. we have 
One of the strategies Bonczyk is 
known for doing is the fast break. 
and tbAt will be one of the 
weapons he:n utilize in Friday's 
season opener at home against 
Morton College. Bonczyk will 
make some ehanges of the gsme 
etrategy he employe, but' he stilll 
practices the fast break diligently. 
'We've got 12 solid ballplayers for 
this years squad. and they are 
quick enough that I think we'l be 
able to use the fast break 
effectively. - commented Bonczyk. 
Boncz.yk, who is serving out bia 
fourth term here, admite that h.n 
probably be at a disadvantage 
without the big man, "but I think 
our quickness will help overcome 
that," be confidently states. One 
difference Bonc:zyk will try this 
year is working inside for the Sbot4 
Bonc:zyk is looking forward to a 
",ccessful season with the players. 
"I would really like a .500 season. 
And I think we can accomplish 
that this year." There are several 
factors that lead Bonc:zyk to 
believing that the .500 season is 
within grasp. 
12 players that are an 01 the same 
general 'ability. like shooting. 
rebounding, and the like. Of 
course my starting five or six may 
have better overall ability, but I1l 
have a strong bench to work with 
this season," which adds another 
dimension to the ballgsme for 
Tee. 
Bonc:zyk reaUy wante a good 
oeason this year, noting that "we 
haven't been real successful in the 
pasi few years," last year's squad 
posted a 10·16 record, "and with 
these ballplayers, they should 
work real well .. a team. We doo' 
have any outstanding athelete on 
the team this year. so we shouldn't 
have any heavy pressure on 
one player." . 
Tipoff time for the opener 
Friday is 7:30, followed by a 
gsme at Elgin Saturday night, 
the same 7:30 starting time. 
Thornton will be hooting ite own 
Thanksgiving Tournament over 
the followin$t' weekend with 
Milwaukee Area Ted> .. Elgin, and 
Oakton Colleges 
participating. The rg.,ndl.r"bin 
. tourney staJ1.s"OU . 
To start with. for ooly 
_ad year. Bonc:zyk only 
the and finish... on 
has Saturday night. 
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It' 5 that time of year again 
8est In years 
Basketball team 
wins Turkey 
Tournament 
By Te.!"Y BroWD College. The lead exchanged 
hands several times during the, 
At halftime of the final contest game, which wasn't decided until. 
in the First Annual Thornton the final buzzer sounded, 
Community College Thanksgiving With 2:30 left in the contest, the' 
Tournament, a lot of people score was tied at 62. Both teams' 
running the tournament. were missed opportunities to score and 
concerned about the temperature break the tie, but with. 1:10 left, 
in the gym being too warm. So. t~e . Paul Wisniewski sunk two' free 
heat was turned off, but that tos ... to put Tech back on top, ' 
didn't cool alt. the TCC guns who On Thornton', turn down the 
could smell the tourney title. floor, Parker hit a traumatic 15-
Four minutes into the second footer from the right side to tie the. 
half of the title contest the score once again at 64. Randy 
Bulldoga opened up a 100point lead Jacobson turned the bsIl back over 
over Oakton after an' extremely to TCC after an offensive foul. 
tight first half. The bosts coasted With 20 aeconds left on the clock 
from there en route to their third Parker hit two free throws to put 
vietory in the tournament, sewing the Bulldoga on top 66-64, 
up the championship. Milwaukee, with plenty of time 
After aD the smoke had cleared. left on the clock, missed on three 
TCe'. Gary Parker bad been field gool attempts. the last right 
voted the most valuable player of at the buzzer, to nlake the linaI66-
the event. Parker led the Bulldoga· 64. Ron Phillips led aD scorers 
in scoring against Oakton with 12 witb 18 peints for Tee. 
points. In the tournament opener, TCC 
In the Oakton game, TCC drew got revenge for an earlier· loss. 
first blood when Mike Beller pot in heating Elgin 82-72. The earlier 
two of his 10 points for the game. loss. played at Elgin, is the only 
The BuDdog. could not extend time the Bu\ldoga bave gone dOWD 
their lead to more than seven to defeat this year in five tests •. 
points at any time during the first But this time, it ..... Tcc'. turn to 
balf. But the fast.brealt game was nlake a rally in the second ball to 
pot into gear in the second half close the door. 
=':.::::..anle:t~::: at T~ .:un~:!; ~,::=, 
coasted to a 69-59 vietory. lead. The game remained tight 
"Team effort!" was the main line until eight minutes remained in 
from bead eoach Ed Bonezyk after the game, as TCC opened up a 10-
the game. "Of course Parker point margin. outsc:oring the 
means & lot to our game, but Spartans 14-4 in a two minute 
everybody played for US in this stretch.. Parker onee again led aD 
game, except one player, and be scorers with 26 points. 
started for us. in the .econd game This Fridsy Kennedy·King will 
of the tournament." t.st the Bul\doga at home. 
Thornton'. tonghost battle came Saturdsy the team travels to 
Saturday afternoon against Morraine VaDey.Both games tip-
Milwaukee Area To.hni.al off at 7:30 p.m, . ' 
**WKOX** 
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Tee Men'. head buk.tbaD <oa<b Ed BoDay" will toke his team on 
the Boor Friday night .. the Bulldoga host Kennedy·King at 7:30, 
Kennedy-King will pot the round-baDers 4-1 record to test, [V ... 
photo) 
-Women's· 
B-Ball 
eye~ title 
By Terry BroW1l 
Many basketball teams 
walk on the floor this year 
bandful of goa.Js that they 
to accomplish, The TCe 
basketball team is 
the floor this year 
goal: winning the 
The women's head 
coach William Fink will lead 
believe that there aren't 
goals after that, 
the regional and 
naments. "The girls got 
and decided that this would 
goal for this season." says 
"We definitely have 
potent~al for this goal." 
mentor. "Last year 
rebuilding year for us, 
year we'll have three 
leUermen (or maybe letterwOIm4c 
leading the way, Plus I 
have an excellent 
representation on the 
year." And that adds 
Fink believes is a 
tender for the 
"Our scoring 
nothing like they were last 
eomments Fink. "Any of 
can have a good scoring 
mostly I tbink well bave 
balanced seoring attack. As a 
we are really quick. .and 
quiclmess is going to help us 
the fast·break. We enjoy using 
fast-break in practice," 
The team haS two 
weapons for their om_lve ,atb'ei 
but basketbsll is a 
"Defense? I don't think 
hurting there either'" 
confidently. "As a team 
(Continued to page 4) 
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-
· Bonezyk resigns 
basketball post 
By Terry_ 
..... 
T"JIIlT"-
TCC's head basket.baU coach, Ed 
BOD.czyk. resigned after last 
Friday's contest agaiDst Kennedy-
King CoDege_ 
Sonczyk. who will continue as a 
physical education teacher at the 
coDege, cited personal reasons for 
bis resignation. 
The resignation of the elder 
Bonezak was ap ....... ntly in the 
works for some time. ·The former 
coach bad asked h~ son to help 
with the coaching .;bores before 
the start of the season. Then, 
around Thanksgiving, Ed Bonczak 
asked his son if he would like to 
become eoaeh of the Bulldogs. 
Milee said that his'father probably· 
d.layed announcement of his 
resignatio~ .•• head coach until he . 
More on Bonczyk, Bulldogs Page 4 
It _ was later learned that he was sure Mike would take over the 
resigned due to pressure placed on eosclUng duties. 
his shoulders at TCC as of late. His , Ed Bonezyk wiD still. help witlt 
SOn. Mike. bas taken over coaching the team' according to bis son. 
duties for the squad. "He's just going to be my advisor 
"He is just going to relax and and help me a Uttle bit,' revealed 
take it easy for awhile,"·said the -Milee,"Don'ttakethisWrong;he's 
new . coach_ "He's felt a lot of not going to be my assistant or.' 
pressure lately from aU different· 8Dything like that. it's just tbat he 
sou...,.,. and he'D just relax for might give me a little adviee OIl 
Ed Bonezyk, ·[eenter) coaf .... with his ·playero duriDg his Iaot game .. heod coach of the 
buketbaII Bulldogs. His _ Mike, bas BOW ........ ed the eoocbing dutleo. (v_ photo) 
now." oeca.sion." 
Overpayments may 
styinie V cts relief 
tified overpsyments made prior. to 
January of Iaot year. 
GI Bill overpayments· bave 
grown to$2.5 billion -- an in ........ 
of almosUl.l billion since January 
1976 - c:liarges Sen. Willism 
Proxmire (0. WD in a statement 
released this month. 
S_ within the Veterans 
Adm.inistration do not deny 
Proxmire', figures but dispute the· 
claim that· the Sl.1 billion 
represents overpaymentS since 
January 1976 saying that "we are 
stepping up our auditing to the 
point where we are identifying 
more overpayments.' 
No matter wben !lie over-
payments were actually made, the 
recent announc:emeut may hurt 
efforts to ease . some of the more 
controv .... ial GI Bill regulations 
enacted by ~greas last year_ 
The overpayment problem was 
originally uncovered by the 
General A«»WIting Offlee who 
last year issued a report ebai'ging 
that veterans bod received $1.4 
Survey shows students prefer 
open relationships w~endating 
Tho VA .. ys the ap.,...ent· 
increase is ac:tuaUy aewiy !den-
Steelo visits 
bilIioD in GI Bill benefits they were By JIoa CeaIia rather . date several different 
not entitled 10. . fa __ with people as opposed to dating one 
Congessional hearing com-' Lany AraoId, IIUbua Bmdaer, person steaditr. 
menced ...... resulted in stiff Tuay~uc\CnolgWin&in When asked if their 
regulations to legislate GI Bill Do you belieVe in love at first relationships were possessive or 
abuse. sight? .More TeC men do th8D free, males responded with· 4% 
These regulations, however. women according to a recent possessive of their mates while 
..... ted an uproar among veterans survey conducted by the 56% wanted more freoIodom from 
Bl"CathyTrPIs and the academic community, J~ 105 eIass_ their mates. About 70% of the 
Terry Steczo ID-9th', State givingimpetistoamyriadnumber One hundred· ..... aiic Thornton females c:Iaimed to give their 
Representstive and TCC alamnus, of bills designed to ease some of Community CoDege students were· mstes total freedom. but 3O'Ib . of 
took timlHlUt from a hectic pre- the harshest restriction. asked about their attitudes on the women wanted their men 
Thanksgiving schedule to AlthoUgh' prot"ts from coDege dating. The survey was possessive of them. 
enlighten Dave Anderson's veterans' groups ...... the academic conducted in the stndent lounges. Seventy-eight percent of the 
PoUtieal Science eIass. . . eommunity aeemed to have struck .,reteria, and baIIs_ The study men felt couples should be equal 
· Characterizing tbe Illinois a sympathetie ehord OIl Capital covered areas ranging from Dominance by one partner was 
. HouseofRe~ve' .. tyle .. HiIItherecentallllOllllCODlOthat· opinions on possessive opposed by nearly 95% of.the 
"fast and kiose," be ·gave a first overpayments are nearly twice relationships' to ideas on women. 
. hand ..... unt of the aubtleties and wbat!hey were thought to be may homosexuality_ On the question of premarital 
complexities involved in state and cIieck any moves to ease up on Of the 50 males aDd 56 females sex. 78%. of the men interviewed 
Ioc:al goverJUDeOlt. veterans ..... ~ of hi£Im' that ·were interviewed, 28 males considered it .... ptable as did 
. The IUinois State LegiSlature is learning_ ..... S1 females sold they would • 71% of the ~en. 
wiique ill that three represen-
tatives are elected from each of 
the 59 cIistric:ts to ierve in the 
House, in additioa to _ Senator 
from eacb district. 
Steczo addressed the problems 
involved in passing legislation 
withoat lufficie.tly powerful 
eoaUtions. He atressed the power 
.-. inbere.t in the leadersbip.· 
pooitioDs of Presidem of the . 
Only7% of the women surveyed· 
believed in. love at first IIisht. 
Thirty-two percent of the men· 
believed, 
CertainI:r the most carefuDy' 
..... wered question OIl the sheet 
asked for opinioas OIl dating the 
same sex. Sixty eight percent of 
the males said DO. Four men aaid 
yes, and 10 refused to answer the 
question..·Amost 68'Ib of the 
females felt that dating the same 
sex was _ptable. 
Thirty-nine males sold they 
would rather spend time with a 
member of the opposite sex than 
with friends. Thirty-two fema1es 
preferred spending time with 
memben of the oppOsite sex 
rather th8D with friends of the 
.. me sex. 
The study also revealed that 
16'!b of the mea surveyed and 23% 
of. the fema1es like double dating. 
Nonst.,dent 
crackdown 
and fee use 
"Students who are DOt ill the 
aaIversit), abould DOt have the faD 
..... sa- of .ebool," Aid the 
Columbia U. Dean of Students. . 
Seaate, Speaker of the House· ..... 
committee ebainnaasbips. The 
disposition of some cuneatIy 
poading bills ..... also discwioed. 
. III his bid for re-election fal978, 
. 8D Independent· Ilemoci!t.-. . i·~ODD~DC a craekdowa·· 08.: . 
. ,'~ODtsand dropouts who are :. 
partieipatinr in otudent actiYitiea. . 
Ja many cases, Columbia officials Aid, the _ atudeats dnIp out 
k"i,'St ..... ··: 10' cuneatIy i'wiDing. ill: ali·. 
1IIlCOnteated primarJ. 
· Unemployment 
. decreases 
in the lint place is becaase 
activities overabadowed oademlc 
work.· 
Student fee fuDda, lInt ..... ject to· 
DOI'IIIa! budgetary controls, were 
used for purpooea with Uttle direet 
benefit to the student. oays • New 
York Stote aIIditors repOrt QD La 
Guardia Community College 
Association. The fee. and 
auxiliary serViees revenues were 
used for oueh thinga IS faeuIty and 
.dministratioD luncheoas aad 
loans to college emplo)'ea. 
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Women cager' 5 
remain undefeated 
By Tm,. B ......... 
In the Common and everyday 
occurances .... the Tee women:! 
basketbaD team won another 
game Friday. defeating IIIiDois 
VaDey ~8. 
This isn't to say that it was 
another boring victory. because it 
was enetly the oppooite. The 
women's team. DOW boasting an 
overall mark of 1,1·0. 3-0 in 
<OIIf ......... are rolling: at fall tilt. 
smashing what many figured to he 
a strong contender in the N4C title 
race. 
Leading the women', team aD for one of the few times this 
..... n. has heen sophomore guard season. the women found 
Julie Mueiner. wbo bad another themselves trailing late in the' 
fine game scoring 21 against contest. Down by four points with 
IIIiDois VaHey to lead the scoring eight minutes to go ill the game. 
for TCe, Linda Dahlberg and Lori ,the Bulldogs put on a raUy that put 
Nelson each <OIItnDuted 19.pi.... them back on top to stay. 
Pat Dwyer !cored 15 and Donna In the victory ,over Lake 
Kuiken chipped in 12 for the County. head cnach BID FiDk found 
wiIInen. .....Iid..... in another freshman. 
The story remains the same as Karen Williams played her finest 
one looks over the ....... but two game of the aeason. scoring 11 
or Thornton'. c1 .... t games came points, and helping out immensely 
last "eek in a 53-45 victory over on defense. 
Kennedy·King, and an 80-67 Today tbe women', squad travel 
decision over Lake County. to Wright College. in a conference 
In the KennedY'King contest. match·up starting at 3:30. 
Second in " series 
TIaoraton Coamnmity eon.,., Mea'. basketball team hits the rood 
lor only the oeeond time aince the BoIIday break, traveling to Joliet 
JUDior CoUege this Saturday, 'I1pof! time Is 7:30, Pictured above Is 
the men'. head _h MIke Boacayk, who baa done a reapectable job 
at the belm aince hia father'. reoIgnatlou, MIke'. fat.her, Ed, ean 
oceasioaal1y he aeon ucompaaying his 80D va the bench at TCC home 
game •. (V_ photo]. 
Last Friday the Bulldogs trailed 
the Apaches U before they 
completely 'hook the snow of( of 
their coats. Throughout the rlrSt 
half tbe BuUdogs gradually opened 
up a comfortable mar-in. tbe lead 
reacbing 15 points witb fi.e 
minutes left in tbe r .... t half. 
The Tee lead coll,!psed to under 
10 points several tim .. in the· 
.... nd baIf, but the Apaches. 
plagued witb foul trouble. couldn't 
keep up witb tbe more agressive 
BuOdogs in the final 10 minutes. 
What 'can you do when a ref 
makes. a bad ;udgement call? 
Snalce bait 
(c-tlnved from _ 3) 
alone. I was oomewhat frightened 
and turned quickly only to rond no 
eme there. [ reeled in. cast again 
and hegaa to aettle down. 
Again eame tbe taps at my hlp. 
This time. I viewed the area more 
earefully but no one .. as there. As 
I turned. I eaught a glimpse or 
.. m~ing near the stump where I 
.... sitting. A doser look revealed 
the huge body or that grass ,nake. 
He was back. There he lay. 
looking up at me with a big 
snakish grin on bis ra ... Bat this 
time he was holding two frogs 
hetween his teetb. 
ByTerryilrown 
After a dismal start aince the 
Holiclay vacation. the Thornton 
CommuDity College men·s 
basketball team showed signs of 
getting back on the willning track 
again, even though. losing a toogh 
contest to CoOere or DuP.go. 
Tee lost a close save to the fifth 
ranked team in the nation, CoOege 
of DuPage, 82-78. Thornton was in 
<OIItroi for most or the second half. 
but in the last three minutes the 
Chaparrals cut away a slim five 
point Bulldog lead. forcing several 
Thornt.on mistakes with • fuJI. 
court press. Gary Parker splurged 
in tbe seeond half to lead aD 
scorers with 34 points. 
Last Friday's affair agaiDst 
Harper CoOege c;ouId he the 
turning point Tee has heen 
looking for, Thornton, hefore the 
Terry's 
Choice 
Comments 
Harper contest, had dropped four 
of five decisions. wlrich bad 
lowered their hlghly impressive 
reeord before Christmas, to 1()'7. 
The overaU reeord DOW stands at 
12-7. including an 86-68 victory 
Satnrday night over Moraine 
VaDey. . 
In TCC's 66-64 victory over 
Harper. the game wasn't decided 
until the last 29 ....... ds, wben 
Tee forward Jim Verri\1i sunk 
two free throws t.o give Thornton 
a two point edge at 66-64. Harper 
wasted their last chance to tie the 
..... test. as Hawk guard Mark 
Men get back on winning track 
By Terry Bro"'; .ad something of a fast.break the call should have been made. 
The followlDg is a letter ~~ . going, with TCe forward Gary seeing that botb of the officials 
by one or my fellow ....... tes m Parker with the baD. Parker drove were in their proper places at the 
the Courier office. asking about.n baseline on the left side or the time.' 
issue that bas caused the nativ.. basket, and laid the baD up agaiDst The official underneath the 
to he reatIeos. the hoekbOard. It looked to be a baaket didn't deny aeoing the 
sure two-points to tie the <ODtesL goaItending. but was correct In 
As • matter or !act. I already bad saying that it wasn't his eaU to 
the baaket marked in my book, make in the situation, That leaves 
HOing that it .ppeared Joliet', it up to the official that is in the 
forward DarneD Hillman jumped 'outside area around ..... ter court 
over the rim oInd .... tched the baD to make the call His expIanatiou 
before it bad a chance to !aU was that Hillman did not jump 
t.hrough the cylinder.' over the rim to eateh the baD. U 
Dear sir, 
While in attendance .t • recent 
Tee basketbaD game, I saw what I 
eonsider to he. questionable eaIL I 
would like to know a small point in 
the rnles considering goaItending. 
It is my belief that trapping the 
baD agaiDst the backboard above 
the rim is goaItending. 
Let me state now that I am DO 
expert In the IieId or baaketbaD. 
But I hove attended _ 
games. and heiDg a pbutograpber. 
I am very dose to the action. 
There is DO qnestIon to the 
event hoppening. as I was elmer 
than most or the playera and 
either or the referees. AU that 1 
would like to know It if this play 
that I sa" was illegal Something 
like this abould he clarified over 
the PA .t the game. but the 
referees igoored the incident 
entirely. 
Please elarify this problem if 
yon eon. the people deserve lOme 
sort or an answer, 
JOHphVou 
What the letter is. inquiring 
about. is a missed eaIl at a men'., 
basketball game hoek on 
December'13, agailist Joliet 
Junior College. This was the 
situation, and how I saw it: 
There was just under a minute 
left in the hallgame with Thorntoo 
trailing by two points. Thornton 
In this kind or situation at any "'" were at the game. "'" aIoo 
.....test. the refs sbouIcIn't stop the know that the Tee bench ignited 
game just to explain it to the fans, _ with fu1')' when tbe eaIl wasn't 
as th.t might cause more made. and were promptly aIopped 
confusion. if not Incite a riot. It did with a technical fouL which just 
appear to me that HiUman did go about put the game in the Wolves 
.,.,... the rim to get the baD, and back JIC>cI<:et. 
It stacks Up 
1617S SOUth Park Ave SoUthHoUand,IH 8C)t73 
333-2GOO Member F.D.I.C. 
Berry was assessed with a 
traveling violation. TCC stalled 
out the remaining time on the 
clock, for tbeir third victory this 
....... against five 'defeats in 
conferenee* 
One of Thornton'. problems that 
re-occurs almost every game. is 
the disadvantage or being smaIL 
Nearly every team that bas played 
the Bulldogs this year has been 
taller on the front line. Because or 
this problem Thorntoo bas bad 
trouble hitting the boards after a 
shot, and even more alarming. 
Tee has trouble controling the 
defensive board. 
ExplaiDing part or the problem 
is freshman center, Tim Dougbncy 
after a victory over Rend Lake 
College several weeks ago. "For 
the most part we weren't 
underneath the basket when the 
shot went up," "We weren't 
getting any weakslde rebounds. 
and sometimes we weren"t even 
handling the baD wben it came to 
us." 
Doughney, who didn't pia,. in 
any bigh school basketball 
program. has showed 
improvement that has "been 
instrumental in Tee <ODtroIing 
the boards. Dougbney is beginning 
to throw his 6'4". 210 pound frame 
about the Door. which helps to 
keep the usually taUer opponents 
off the glass. 
Of course, Doughncy hasn't 
heen the only person helping to 
keep the boards under ..... trol.' 
Another freshman also without 
higb school experience has come 
along. He is Larry Franklin, • 
Thornwood High School graduate. 
who has also become a strong 
faetor for Tee underneath. 
-We' .. just been ..... ning out 
other players. and working on 
hoxing ....... drills in practiee; says 
Franklin about wbat is heing dono 
to compensate for the Iaek 01 
height. '. 
Franklin Doughnoy, and tho 
TCe forwards have also come to 
the rescue or the outside shooting 
attack. Earlier in the seasoo 
Thornton relied mostly on the 
outside attack for scoring. But as 
Franklin tells. the big men on the 
team are making things happen on 
offense underneath the basket 
now. 
"It's just like our cnach s8id; 
comments the 6'4" freshman. 
"we"re making ourselves available. 
We're pieking and rolling better. 
and we're beginning to help ... ch 
other out in our moves." This ... 
he witnessed by the fact that aD 01 
the front·1iners on the Bulldogs 
usnaIIy score in every OODtest. 
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ITheCourier The 
What's Happening, 
Psyc 121 classes 
Students who have enrolled in PlY 121. Experienee Objectives. 
The Individual in College. seetio •• l-l0. are required to attend one 
01 the Following day or evening meetings to eomplete the 
remaining 2 experience hours. 
DAY MEETINGS 
February 6. Monday. 10:3O-a.m. - Leet ..... Hall e 
February 15. Wednesday. 1:30 p.m. - Leet ..... Hall e 
February 21. Tuesday. 10:30 Lm. - Leeture Hall e 
February 28. Tuesday. 10:30 Lillo - Counseling Center. Room 
2119 
February 28. Tuesday. 1:30 p.m. - Counseling Center. Room 2119 
Hardl3. Friday.U:OO Lm. - Leeture Hall e 
EVENING MEETINGS 
February 9. Thursday.6:00p.m. - CouaseIingCeater. Room 2119 
February 16. Thursday. 6:00 p.m. - CouaseIing Center. Room 
2119 
February 23. Thursday. 6:00 p.m: - Counseling Center. Room 
2119 
Mar<h 2. Thursday. 6:00 p.m. - Counseling Center. Room 2119 
It is your advantage to eomplete your. e&perienee objectives 
prior to Mad! 18. . 
U yon have qnestio ... • ... ntaet your assigned ..... nselor or Donna 
Hall. Counseling Center. Room 2119.· . 
U of I visitation 
Februry 3. 1978 
Sebedale of Evento. TImea. oncI PIo<ea 
ABVJsIIMo 
9:00-10:00 - Register. entranee to Rooms A & B. Dlini Union 
Building 
10:00'10,30 - Weleome by Vice Cb ...... 1or Weir 
Acri<aJtare 
10:30-12:00 - Follow atodent guides to departments or interest 
1:15- 2:30 - Room 426. MumFord HaD 
. Applied LIfe Sladieto 
10:30-12:00 - Stafford Lounge. Room 'JJ11 A. Huff Gym 
1:15- 2:30 - Stafford Lounge. Room 'JJ11A. Huff Gym Comm __ 
10:30-12:00 - Room 119. Gregory HaD 
1:15- 2:30 - Room 119. Gregory Hall 
~
10:30-12:00 - Follow student guides to departments of interest 
1: 15- 2:30 - Room 141. Physics Building 
Fine oncI Applied Are. 
10:30-11:00 - Room 275. 2nd Door ...... th .nd or Diini Union 
Bon1ding 
11:00-12:00 - Follow student guides to departments of interest 
1:15- 2:30 - Tours or eampus rme arts facilities 
LIberal Arta oncI Scieaces 
10:30-12:00 - Rooms A and B, Utini Union Building 
1:15- 2:30 - General Lounge, UKni Union Building 
ABViliton 
. 2:30· 4:00 - Questions ... wered. Rooms A and B. Dlini Union 
Building. by representatives From the Office or· Admissioas and 
I!eoords, Housing Office. TransFer Stndeat Association. Stndent 
Services orr_, Financial Aids orr_ Veterans Affairs Office. and 
ROTC. 
For infonnation call: 217-333-2280. 
t.uneb snggestions: Ulini Union Snack Bar & Cafeteria (both in 
basement!. ..
Bake sale 
On Monday;FebruaI-y 6. 1978, at 1:00. in Leeture Hail B. tbe 
Student Nurse Club will hold • meeting. Please be ill atteadaDce. if 
possible. 
Ecltorial 
, 
Weather or Not? 
The blizzard of '18 that dumped dose to 9-.30. I bad already missed bas getting here: bat ... th~ ........ 1 
over afoutofSllOWon the Ca!umst the entire r_.cIass (if, iIIdeed. wbo don't, p~lease:~n';_."_.~.';"""1 
Region gave many Tee students the class was hddl. I sat thinking 'tand, it only 
problems gettiDg to school last to myself it might be worthless to ~~~erstaa.nd c!ingsst'udent are 
'Thursday. I ..... one or those oontinue on to tbe ..... nd class, ::''r.:':'''.L-''Id.1so be a 
people. nat knowiDg what the road. ahead '"'"" ,-
As I ........ from. ....... d sleep were like. This day would have to .~~~ ~ .. ud:!., ~ t!eb 
'Thurnday morning. I f6pped on be used as a c:ut from duo and .;'y':'-' D-'~ 
the radio and beard nothing about :::~ =:-to i:e~~'" A system shonld be set up 
the eoOege being dosed. After the switehboerd operator 
'dragging myself and my brothers After pondering the situation knows who Is or isn't 
out of bed ..... began to shovel off .... a few miDntes.· I decided to .Iea.h eaeb day. in tul'II. 
the four lout drifts that blocked ",turn home. still not knowing if easier For • student 
my path on the driveway. By eigbt. daas bad been oaaceUed. Tho only 'wbetber it's worth 
0&n· .... 1oched.k we were just about thing I ..... sore of ...... the four sehool on &Dy siven 
foot drifts were on tbe driveway rd like to .. y 
Unfortunatel,.. my duo began again. .TCC's present .ri;r~di ... ;'_~I 
at eigbt. Beoause I bad two classes rm &ore I ...... :1 the only What system? 
that day, I decided to push on to stndent last Thursday that bad mueh like those 
.. hoo!. (Figuring ono class..... this trouble. Many othera were should be inacted. 
better than no ... ) thwarted ill their attempts to memben at the swiitehboard 
Starting ..... no problem: my reach tbe aehooI - iDdudiag my .... be marked if an· 
Vega did well in the bIowiDg wiDd eo-editor who didn't make It ont of planning to In_ 
and snow (mueh to my surprise). berAs : before.· tbere is no This may tie up the 
When I reaebed U.s. 6. however, on beavy snow days. but 
notbiDg ..... 1IIOViDg. The Vegs aucb day IS a "Snow Day" at a It would be any busier 
WIS so amall I figured I ..... Id turn oo6ege. bat tbere sbonld be some Thurnday ..... without 
III'OUJId oncI try an alternate route. anderstandiDg between ~tru; The system preseribed 
What I didn't ligure on waS the· tors and stndents about making it be a perfed. solution. but 
__ drift behind me as I ditebed, to duo GO those days. belp inform a student os to At present, &Ome dub carda have not been purchased. U yon 
have not purchased your card, please be &ore to do .... 
A Bake Sale will be hold on Monday. Febrnary 13. in tbe 
oaFeteria begjMing at 11:00, oncI eontiDving ""til aD gooda are 
sold. If freshmen are interested ill working far this bake tale. see a 
dub officer. Your participation would be mueh appreciated. 
the ear. .• Most inatructora are not atriet ·status of his ...... This way 
I··· After calling baek to the Iionse about missing ...... especia1Jy on student wouldn't have 10 drive 
.... belp. we gat the oar out of the days like last Thursday. They take school. posstDly risking bis life. 
drift. I noticed the time ..... now into aeeoUDt the trouble a ot.ndent see if bis d ... is ean<elled. ~~~~~---------; 
New VA bill mayexfend eligibJlity 
By R.v. IUag 
v-.c...&aotor 
More than • au'Uion disabled 
veteran. and 1.3 million wIdo.,. 
and tbeir ebildren received a 6Hlb 
Increue in their Jannary pension 
da ...... tbe VA an_need. 
The inerease was eoaWned in 
legislation pnIpOSed ill May by VA 
Administrator Max Cldand oncI 
Iigned iDto la", by President 
Carter on December 2. 1977. 
It oomes en.tly a year alter the 
date of the last V A pension in· 
orease and is tenth increase 
granted by Congress since 1960. 
Pensions are paid to wartime 
veterans with other than 
dishonorable diseharges if. beFore 
they reach age 65. they are totany 
disabled from Don~seryiee­
.... _ed ...... and have no 
more than $3.770 in annual iDoome 
if single and S5.a70 if they have 
dependents. After age 65. cmIy the 
inoome &mitation is ..... idered. 
Veterans with. service-
coaneeted disabillUes bad already 
received a 6.6'!b inerease in tbeir 
VA oompensation cheeks by virtue 
01 other legislation that ..... t into 
effeet October 1. 
~ __ •••. ... ..:~,~o.: __ ..... _ .L .. 
buie pension rate from 55 to $222 
per month. aeoording to Ineome-
Cleland said It also iDaures that 
an one will lose a·Peasion solely 
beause of this year's boost ill 
Soeial Seeurity benefits. 
The legislation raises. tbe basic 
monthly pension rate far veterans 
whose bealth requires tbe rep1ar 
aid oncI atteadaDce or another 
person From SI55 to 5165. . 
Permanently house bnuDd 
vetenuls not requiriDg the aid and 
ottendance of anotber person will 
ieceive an additional $61 per 
month. 
The new pension hill also iD-
dudes a 6.~ increase in 
.. rmeats to parents of deceased 
veterans receiviDg dependenc:y 
and indemnity com.pensation 
payments. Neatly 64.000 parents 
are 011 VA's ole i-oIls. 
The five year .... t of the pension 
increases is estimated at just over 
$189 mDlion. 
GET YOUR HEAD 
. located TOGETHER behind 
AT MAKE N 'N' IX NAX MUSIC 
LOWfST PIlau HEAD SHOP IN TOWN 
MON, WED, THUR 12-8 FRI 12-6 
SAUleS ciosm TUE & SUN 
2135W. lunr ST. HOMEWOOD, ILL 
Typewriters for Rent 
MlLLER OFFICE PRODUC1'S 
16850CBlCAGOAVE. 
LANSlNG.n.. 
PRONE: 474-3120 
SdoooI m-ts OUered T. Tee St100Ieats 0.. SehDoI And 0IIi0a 
SappIIee. . 
Register now for discount ani. 
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Remedies for officials are hard -to find 
ByTerryBrnWD 
In last week's edition of Terry's 
Choice Comments, the last few 
paragraphs were accidentally cut 
oot of the article. In this issue I 
will go baok over what was 
missed, and I will explain .ome 
reasons why I think releree's are 
doing .uch a poor job. 
The referees performance at the· 
game in question for thi.! series 
IMen'. Basketballagsiost Joliet on 
December 131 .... very poor to 
• begin with, and the missed 
goaltending caD at the end of the 
game just added insult to injUTy. 
It seems that the performa_ 
of officials io the past hasn't been 
quite as bad as it is DOW. When 
thinking about this issue. stop and 
think about the playing .tyles in. 
basketball. Ten. years ago· the 
game waS rather slow paced and 
easy moving; DOW. the aetion· 
seems to he fast paced and very 
bard moving. 
. Ten years ago referees were Dot-
caned upon to dash down the Door, 
simply becanse that .... not the 
playing style of most of the teams, 
But today, especially in the 
. ommuDity colleges. how many 
schools .... the fast-break as part 
or their game plan? The only 
school in OUT .onferenee (N4C) 
that doesn't .... the fast-break as 
part of the game· plan is the 
College of DuPage. and that is 
because they are a very tall team, 
and speed is not required for them 
to wio a ball game. 
Playing styles used by most of 
the teams seem to bave wuged 
to the fast·break, but the style of 
officiating hasn·t made a change. 
with it. When you wateh most of 
the officiating at basketball 
games.. you will notiee that the 
Terry's 
ChOice 
Comments 
the players because or age, '!!' sisteney, 
"'!De other physical .hort-coming. Co~ncy Is just about all 
WJ:ien you are at a game, watch can ask of an official at a 
the referees a little more dooe\y. Wbatever is deemed a 
How many times does an olficial end.r the Door, fair 
make a call when he is 15-20 leet should he a foul at the 
away from the play? How many the Door. Sometimes this 
times does an official make a call' quite working out this way, 
refs aren't keeping up witb most of when the other official would he in official that is underneath 
the play. Most 01 them will not go a hetter position to make the call'l basket at one end of the floor, 
with the players on a fast-break, How many times do you see the he on the outside at the other 
eleding to stroll down the. Door releree. talking to each other, So, there are 
and view the fast-break from alter they couldn't agree on a call'I interpretations 01 the 
behind, nsuaIIy 15-20 reet hehind How many times do you see an on. 
the play. official turn away from a coach or a So what ean be done 
This Iack-of-hustle on the refs' player when asked to explain the the bills and valleys in 
part seems to he bleeding through eaII be just mode? Some solution. seem realistic 
most 01 the officiating system, and II any 01 the above situations the mind, and beeome not 
most of the eonferences or' happen during a game. one or both probable when experimented 
associations licensing officials. of the offtcials aren't doing the job on the fioor. 'This issue is 
aren't requiring officials to make· asked of them. What is asked of touchy, and may Qot 
the sprint witJ:t the players. as the referee during a contest? One many years. but not 
,",uld he understandable, Some word seems to he summing up the more team. lose h."rtl,re,kelll 
wouldn't he able to keep up with answer to that question: .... because of a break-down 
officials. 
Snow forces B-ballgame cancellaf~ons 
_ •• ,4;~;j,,; 
Dan Bonexyk, TeC men', buketball team playmaker goard, .... 
stopped by lut week', ",ow as .... the rest of the team, T-.ow 
the teans hosts Olive Harvey College. otarting at 7:30, the fast team 
TeC plays iD the post ......... _. TCC may be seeded iD the 
beginning round of the NJCAA t.oanwaent becauae the BaIldoga 
have only loot to KlUlkakee CollegeiD oar _. (Voss Photo) 
p---------------~~--------~I 
J(1( all AdL'Clfturr 
ill Pizza 'Dilliug. 
'Discoe'er" , 
3305 Vollmer Rd. 
Flossmoor 
Commons, 
Flossmoor 
798-6700 
Mon.-Thur,11 A.M.-' P.M • 
. ·FrI.-Sat. " A.M.-2 A.M . 
. Sunday 1 P,M .• 10 P,M.· 
Lou's world famous 
.~·gourmet .. pizza in the 
p~m,judged tops by. 
panelists, comes from 
his homtf.:own in 'he . 
northern n::lIons of 
Italy, lake (,o",o~ n· 
has been enloyet' by 
millions of people ov.er 
·the years for lunch. 
dinner or just a s,-,ack, 
"A meal withoul wine;s lille . 
ti .da, withoulllUlI$hine, ~ . 
By Terry Brown was sopbomore Julie Maxeiner 
Last week's blizzard not only with 17, Others in double figures 
closed the school, but it forced the for the Bulldogs were Don •• 
cancellation of several basketball Kuiken with 13, Lori Nelson with 
games. 10,. and Lind. Dahlberg also 
The Men', basketball game c:hipped in 10 ror the Bulldogs. 
ag~iDst Joliet Junior College The Women's team. now 12-0. 3-
scheduled for last Saturday was 0 in the N4C eonference, are 
caneelled. and as of print of this obtaining all of this success with 
paper. a make-up date has not only one sophomore on the squad. 
The 
Transcendental 
M.:ditalion 
Pnl\!ram 
been set. The Women's basketball 
team had two ball games can-
celled: Thursday's contest against 
Wright, and Friday's game with 
Moraine VaHey. The contest 
against Wright will he made-up on 
the 13th or February, and the. 
Moraine Valley eontest will be :!::'::::~~~ ... -' ....... _ JDade up tomorrow. ",_~ __ """''''' __ ''''1\1.......-
There was still a game played 
last week. that being the 60-56 
Women's team vietory over.the 
College of SL Francis. The game 
against a four-year school was the 
closest enc:ounter the team bas 
had this year. 
Leadinll: all seorers for the game 
fifE PUBLIC LECTURES 
fEB. 6 AT 12 NOON 
AND 7:30 p.m. 
100M 2117 AT Tee 
Fresh, romantic 
flowers arranged with a 
spray of sparkling . 
hearts. We can send it 
almost anywhere by 
wire, the FTD way. 
But hurry, .. Valenline's 
Day is Tuesday. 
Febr;:14!. 
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School Mourns Loss of 
Fellow.Employee, Friend 
TIlUHNTON CtIMMIINI:rV COI.I.EGE. S .... lh 11<.lIand 111. Feb. 2. 1977 
An employee and friend to 
many at 1:hornton Community 
College (TCC). Rich Ruske. died 
suddenly earlier tbis week., 
Mr. Ruske. 37. cbief engineer_ 
of the Physical Plant. died 
Saturday at home from a heart 
attack. 
.Godspell Premiers Friday 
: Thornton Community College 52.50. and student tickets are themes. including folk, musical "Now. South Suburban audi-
:.~ mark the grand opening of $1.50. Special gr~up rates are com~dy. POP. rock. and. ballad. ences will have an opportunity to 
. 5 new Performing Arts Center available for parties 'of te!1 or AudIences will recogJUZe~· experience this fresh and ex-
:.ith the presentation of· the more. For complete tIcket men~ of almo~ every theatrical hilarating musical celebration 
; .iltemporary musical, GodspeU. information, phone 596·2000. technique. du~g the pe~Cor. first-hand as we open our new 
idonnances have been re- -extension 297.. mance.. meludmg pantonume. PerfOrming Arts Centers:' ser-
'.ileduled for Friday. Feb. 4 at The. F~b. 4 ~tinee perfor- va~deville. and tent shows.. ger stated. 
:. p.m.; Saturday. Feb. 5. at ma~ce will bene~t the Terren~ Usmg cbarades. ~uppetry. tap Featuring a thrust stage. 
~p.m. and 8 p.m.; and Sunday. Wright Memorial Sc~o1arsh~p an? soft;shoe dancmg. and, even tiered seating. and an intimate 
i"tb.6, at 2 p.m. because of the Fund, rec:ently estabhshed m ehlld~n 5 game~. Gods~U 5 east atmosphere. Thornton Commu-
r···Jement weather last week. memory of a former TCe eoacts the stones. saymgs, and Q.ity. CoUege~s Performing Arts 
. . student. parables of the Gospel. Center should .prove a weleome I Tickets for TCe's production Charact~. by ,a ~tem. "Godapell has ~v~ !'udi- and versatile' addition to the 
:!.he internationally successful porary theatre dll'ector as· •.. a eDees everywhere Wlth ~ts warm South Suburban· theatre scene. 
l:usicaI play by.John Michael iubilantcelebrationoftheGospe~ and simple story through its 'It's glassed.in lobby is entered 
f,bela~ are. available at the . as told b~ SL Mat~w .• ". many peri.0rma~ as a stage from the west side of TCC's new 
j.ueges Off,ce of Arts and GodapeU IS a straightforward, play. motlOD pIcture. and reo main campus building, and ample 
".manities (Room 1122), 1li8OO ~xuberant production. empl!'y' cording," noted I:>on ~r. of parking is provided nearby. f. State Stree. South Holland. rug. almost every • theatrical who will function as Seating mOre than 400, the 
fJd from me,?~rs o~ the cast. dev~ to reach the ~ud""'ce. The theatre is designed for plays, 
aGIlUSSlODI tiCkets are IDUSIC covers a wide range of concerts, lectures. convoeations, 
motion pictures. and other 
audiovisual presentations, 
The cast of Godspell features 
Bruce Senesac, a special guest 
artist {roOm Chicago. who will 
play the leading role. . An 
experienced professional and a 
member of Actors' Equity 
Association, Senesac has per~ 
formed in numerous musical 
theatre productions throughout 
the country. most receatly as a 
'member of the original cast of 
.Cinderella Brown at Chieago's 
'Forum Theatre. Senesac also has . 
performed in productions of The 
Music Man. Carousel. Mame. 
west Side Story. and The 
Fantasticks. Senesac is a gra-
duate of Illinois State Univer· 
sity. 
With the exception of Senesac 
and Mary Haskins. of Chicagn. 
the cast and staff of TCe's 
production of Godspell are South 
Suburban and Calumet Region 
residents. In the cast are: Joseph 
DlUzaK. of Calumet City; Crystal 
Mergler and Nicholas Thomas. of 
Dolton; Leslie Flores. of East 
Chicago: John Tanis and Jeanne 
Vaughn, of Harvey; Janet 
Quarles. of Hazel Crest; Scott 
Smith. of Highland, Indiana; 
Patti Illo, Sherry Jastrzab, and 
Joseph Sadowski. of Lansing; 
and Dorothy Voigt. of Thornton •. 
Cafeteria Debuts with Differ~nt Entree Daily 
The cafeteria is open for 
breakfast from 7:30 Lm. to 
9:30 a.m •• whDe lunch is served 
between 10:30 Lm. and 2 p.m. 
Besides the main entree served 
during luncb. "We bave a wide 
variety of salads daily." said the 
food service manager. 
OWe hope to bave nutritious 
food to aerve the students and 
faculty," continued Mrs. Walker.· 
She also invited wggestioos 
from students and faculty on how 
to improve the food service • 
. She also revealed plans that 
are in the works for a grand 
opening and Valentines day sale 
on Feb. 14. There will be a 
'Somt'n fer nut'n 
The Courier as a service to 
its readers will now offer 
dassified ads, up to one ioch. 
for free. This is a great 
opportunity for anyone to sell 
books. cars. motoreycles. or 
Illytbing whieh is not Wegal or 
immoral. To run an ad simply 
..t~" nff !l nril'tPd C"'nnv nartlv 
the way you want it to appear 
in the paper at the Courier 
off"'" . (in the student center). 
Ads must be submitted at least 
one week in a9vanee. We hope 
that you will take advantage of-
this caDvement way to ad-
vertise . 
drawing of students· or faculty. 
members for prizes on this day. 
Further details will be annou. 
ced as plans are finalized. 
He came to TCC in April of '72 
just as Phase I of the Main 
building was accepted by the 
college. 
While employed by the school 
he was responsible for heating. 
ventilation. and air conditioning 
for all of the campus buildings. 
"Rich Ruskes sudden death 
was totally unexpected and a 
complete shock to all of us," said 
Dr. James McCaleb. director of 
Buildings and Grounds. 
"1 have lost an outstanding 
worker but also a very close 
friend," he emphasized . 
Funeral services for Mr. 
Ruske were held yesterday at St. 
Jude. The Apostle Church. 900 
E. l54th St. in South 1I0lland. 
. Serving as pallbearers from· 
the faculty, were James Mc-
Caleb. Frank Stojak. John 
Kosta, and Duane McKeebie. 
Four selected members from 
staff served as the other 
pallbearers. 
Mr, Ruske is .. survived by his 
wife, June; and t.hree children, 
Steven, Scott. and Michelle. 
Bowen 
Returns 
"Welcome back. Your dreams 
were your ticket out. Your 
dreams remain and now they're 
turned around. _ . ,. 
Now, we're not welcoming 
back Kotter. it's TeC's new 
student activities director. Fr· 
ank Bowen. Jr. 
",. Bowen graduated from Tee in 
1968 and was recently named 
Director of Student Activities. 
He will be replacing Judi 
Price. who re~glled for per:;unal 
reasonS. 
Bowen earned a Bachelor o[ 
Science degree in Speecb Patho· 
logy from Illinois State Univer· 
sity in 1970. and received· a 
Master's Degree in Counseling 
two years later. 
While enrolled as a graduate 
student at ISU, Bowen served as 
an assistant director and director 
of two of t.he university's. 
residence halJs. 
In April of 1972. be was 
appointed Director of Student 
Employment and Assist:l.nt Dir-
ector of Financial Aid at ISU. 
Since 1973. Bowen served on the 
university's counseling staff. 
Bowen bopes to help the 
Student Association as a total 
organization. 
He hopes it becomes a "viable, 
functional representative of the 
entire student body's interest 
and needs." 
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Editorial 
Ticked Off--
"Does anybody really know 
what time it is? Does anybody 
really eare7" 
The lyrics from the oong by 
Chicago really seem to apply at 
TeC. • 
The clocl<.s above the_ramps 
and in the classrooms are 
anywhere from three to ten 
minutes slow. 
On the surface the clock.S 
appear to be a minute problem, 
but the minutes cause feadaches 
for instructors and students 
alike. 
Teachers become irritated 
when ~tudents come to class late. 
and students are scoffed at when 
they say "the clocl<.s in the hall 
!C>ay I'm early". 
The clocl<.s being slow also 
eaU5eS problems for studenb 
because they are let out 6f class 
late .ince the clocl<.s are off_ This 
e&uses tardiness at their next 
class. 
Taite a .• econd and look at this 
problem (but please not off th. 
clocl<.s, they're slow enough) 
There are two solutions to tJili 
problem. .-. 
Have everyone go by thE 
school clocka, or why not set the 
docks to correct time. -
These solutions may not be ~ 
easy as they SQund, but some-
thing should he done_ 
Right now, we are probably 
the only school in the state -to 
have. cuckoo clocks. 
New Curriculum is 
approved for secretaries 
ThorntOn cOmminity College 
has been approved as a Certified 
Professional Secretary examina-
tion center. The approv~ was 
granted by the Institute for 
Certifiying Secretaries, a depart-
ment of the National Secretaries 
Association. 
- malting, in addition to the office' 
procedures portions ~ of the 
examination. 
When candidales apply to the 
National Secretaries .A..sociatioD 
· to sit for the· examination~ they 
should indicate that they wish to 
take the examination at eenter 
number 407. U ten Of" more 
candidates make requests to take 
the examination at Tee. the 
exam will be given h~re dwiog 
the first week in May. 
The Certified Professional 
Secretary (CPS) rating offers a 
significant and attainable goal for 
career-oriented secretaries who 
want to be identified as ex-
ceptionally skilled in their field_ 
For complete information on 
the Certified Professional Secre· 
tary examination· and the Certi-
fied Professional Secretary pro-
gram at TCC, phone 596-2000, 
LeJau", Learning Solution 
Nature 
. Center 
Field Museum. of NatUral 
History officially opened its 
newest gallery. The Place for.. 
Wonder, on January 24,1977. 
The Place for Wonder does 
what all museum visitors wish 
museums would do: it .allows 
people to touch things. Here one 
can pet a stuffed owl; handle a 
vacated wasp nest; play a West 
Mrican musical instrument; tum 
quartz crystals. 
Children and adults will lind 
drawers of museum treasures 
stacked in butcher-block tabl ... 
In each drawer. a question card 
suggests ways -to learn about 
objects: "How do you think 
people used this tool?" "Does this 
fossil remind you of a plant or 
animal living today?" Carpeted 
benches serve both as seats and 
counters allowing visitors to 
conveniently examine materials 
related to major· Field Museum 
exhibits. One wall is covered 
with some 6() varieties of rare 
tropical hardwoods and four 
Illinois woods. The innovative 
· design· is tlie work of Donald . 
· Skinner, chief graphiC. designer 
at the museum. 
Tbe arrangement of The Place 
for Wonder reflects the four 
areas of museum· research: 
"anthropology, botany, geology, 
· and· zoology. 
Scholarships open 
Application. for the first Vets and 1Jhuru Clubs' Hot Dog 
Student-to-Student Leadership Luncheon held during the spring 
Awards Program at Thornton semester of 1978. . 
Community College are now Students serving on the 
availa.ble in the office of Student Awards Committee were nomi· 
Activities, room 2118. nated by the Student Activities 
. Eight $150 awards will be-Committee and students from 
given to stodetns in recognition various age groups, represeota.-
of their demonstrated qualities of tives of TCC, and a student at 
leadership througb active parti- large_ . 
cipation in college activities. Students can also win a two 
charitable, civic or community year full tuition college at the. 
organizations; and the degree of University' of Dlinois_ Southern 
progress attained toward their D1inois University at Carbondale 
toals.in such areas as education or Southern Dlinois University at 
or employment. . ~dwardsville. ~y simply apply-
Students eligible for the mg for and bemg accepted for 
awards must have been enroned Air Force ROTC two year. 
in college credit courses ·at TCC program· at. 0!le ,of _the above 
during the 1975 • 76 sohool year, schools. lIlinOIS jumor colleg._ 
-and should have maintained a graduates are almost automaU ..... 
eumulative grade pOint average cally awarded .8. full tuition 
of 2.0 or above. In addition, college scholarshIp ·and can earn 
applicants must· presently be ~10? per month .tax free during 
attending a college, university or JunIor and seDlor years. F~r 
trade schooL Completed applica. more detail~. contact Csptain 
tions are due in the office of Glenn n. Miller, AFROTC Det, 
· Student Activities room 2118 190, University of Illinois •. : 
no later than 5 p.;" .. March 4: Champaign, m. 61820 phone 
1977 (217) 333-1927. 
F~nds for the awards were Deadline for applying is the 
~btained through the college's end of February 1977. 
Trivia 
'I,DRUG PROGRAMS The 
state's drug abuse treatment 
capacity was increased by more 
than 325 treatment -slots" across 
the state tbrough grants '!D-
llOunced last week by the Dlinois 
• Dangerous Drugs Commission. 
AID FRAUD CONVICTIONS 
Dlinois Public Aid Director 
James L. Trainor announced last 
week that a St. Clair County trial 
has 'ended January 6, with- the 
eon.vittion of five welfare re-
cipients for fraud. Restitution of 
over $28,300 by the five persons 
- Tl"¥ or!!ered and four o~ the five 
receive~ jail sentences in ad~ 
dition_ The ruth -was gIven 
In addition to offering the 
certified professional secretary 
curriculum. the college offers 
three specific 8 - week discussion 
and review courses •. which will 
assist candidates in preparing for 
the examin.ation. Business 297 
covers the environmental re-
lationships in the field of 
business, in addition to the 
business and public policy sec-
tions of the examination. Busi-
-ness 298 focuses on management. 
plus the financial analysis and 
business mathematies portions of 
the exam. Business 299 explores 
communications and decision 
RESE~Re .... 
extension 288. Me.et the Courier stilff for' 1977 
Send . only one doU·ar (to COV6( 
postage) for your copy of our 
latest mall..arder catalog of oVer 
7.000 research papers.· 
• OUflfIty Unau",. .. fId 
• Fnr. Dependable s.mco 
• 51?""_ II.".,rra, ."'-
All MIl, ...... SOld 
FOI'AIIHareI'I ... ~OnIy 
AUTHORS' MIEARCH SEIMCES INC 
407 South Dearborn Street. Suite 600 
ChIcIgo. 1Ulnols eoe6s 
212-822_ 
A lot of time, patience, and-
work goes into the making of· a 
newspaper. _ _ . 
Conscientiousness is a must in 
order to bave and maintain a 
quality newspaper. 
We feel we have entered a 
stockyard of quality' help this 
semester, and would like to 
introduce ourselves to· the 
people. -
The editor is' Mary McHugh. 
Mary -was editor of her high 
sohool (T_F_ South) n_wspsper, 
the Rebel. Rouser. She worked 
· for the now defunct Suburban: 
Reporter of Lansing, and cur-
· rently is a part·time reporter for. 
the Lansinl{ Sun JournaI_ 
She waS a - repOrter for the 
Courier in her .first year at TCC. 
before assuming the role oi 
- editor in tbe faD of '76_· ' 
. The position of assistant editor 
has been liIled by Tim Thomaa_ 
Tim was a reporter for his high 
school paper, the Rebel Rouser 
of T _F. South. He worked· as a 
reporter for Courier· this past 
semester, before becoming as-
sistanteditorinJanuary.lj:e also 
is a sports stringer for the 
Lansing Sun Journal. . 
Matt Dzik has been elevated to 
the position of copy editor for the 
Courier. He had been a reporter 
. for the paper in ~he fall se,me~r_ 
Features Editor Julie Fiumara 
began her career in journalism as 
a charter reporter for the 
Dirkson Jr. High Patriot. She 
was the exchange editor of 
Thornridge High School's news-
paper, the Bagpipe_ 
Julie has recoived three 
awards for journalism including 
the Quill and Scroll award. She 
wrote for the Hammond, Ind_ 
Times and 'the Lanaing Sun 
Journal. She was a reporter for 
the Courier last year and is now 
features editor. 
. RoSs Lathrop, sports editor; 
began writing for T _F. North 
High School. He worked for the 
now defunct Suburban Reporter 
of Lanaing and the l;ansing Sun 
Journal. Ross wrote sports for 
the Courier his first two seme· 
· sters at TCC, before becoming·-
. sports editor in the fall. 
- Photography Editor, Steve 
.Lea. who's pictures have ap· 
·peat'ed in Courier. learned the 
art of photography on his own. 
He considers himself a "free-
lance" photographer_ . 
Columnist Mary Taglieri was a 
reporter for the Thornwood 
Arrow as a junior in high school. 
_ before becoming co-editor lor the 
Kaliedoscope, the school'. liter· 
ary tnaI{IIZine. ' 
Mary presently works for 
radio station WJOB of Ham-
mond .. lnd. as a news reporter. 
Her "Life is Tough" column 
appears weekly in the Courier. 
Annette Andrews is now the 
Couri .... 
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SAC meeting erupts 
.bryMcHugb 
'hat started out as a quiet SAC 
ting soon turued into a beated 
~t.e on the student government 
,titution. 
he discussion evolved around a 
,w which states "No club or 
.nization sball require funds 
workshops. sellliQ.rs. or 
'erences. Any money for this 
,,,,",, must be generated by the 
vidual club or organization." 
ne debate came about when 
"k Bowen, student activities 
etor asked the Student Go-
.>ment to allocate $150 stipends 
students interested in atten· 
: a South Suburban World 
,irs Conference. 
oney would be given on a first 
• , first serve basis: excluding 
e required to go. 
~anish classes 
host 
Thomwood 
students 
lerry McBvain 
group of spanish students 
" Thornwood High School 
.e to observe the spanish 
,:ram at TCC. This was the 
• visit of this nature at TCC. 
is. Jean Sedlack beaded the 
, part of the meeting. Job 
urtunities for bilingual people 
he current job market were 
'ussed. 
'hen the spanish conversation 
• took over and the visiting 
lents participated in spanish 
\eS were played. Simon Dice 
nOD says), La Familia (. 
nary game). and skits were 
" in spanisb • 
• [ter the conversation class the 
nish club, Espiritu Espanol, 
,ed refreshments. 
~ddle for pledges 
Jerry McJlvaia· 
Alex Jasinski, Spanish Club 
representative, questioned the 
validity of this request. 
Gr""; LeFebvre responded by 
saying"N" conege allocates money 
like this." 
BoWeD explained his side saying 
this trip would be an educational 
one. "This is an all eoIlegeactivlty. 
The bang-up is in the word 
coaferen~l~ ~.e. said .. 
Bowen felt this was not • club or 
organization and therefore the 
amendment did not apply. 
After much ado over legalities, 
Pbi Tbets Kappa representative 
LeFebvre extended a motion 
requesting student government 
allocate tbemonies in qnestinn • 
Bowens request was denied 
,when student government voting 
members abstained, leaving tbe 
final vote one yes and one no. The 
tie led to the tsbling of the issue 
until the next meeting. The 
meeting will be held Friday at 
2 p.m. This is an open meeting and 
student attendance is wekome. 
In other business student ga-
vernment decided to help sponsor 
a bemophilia bike-.·tbon: decided 
to look furtber into the state law 
on the election of the student 
trustees: and diseussed tbe decl· 
s"", of forest preserve o!ficiaJs 
denying TCC use of the county. 
preserves. 
The forest preserve in discUs-
sion was North Creek Meadows 
Woods. 
.lUCIenl" reps, Dowen 
clash over stipends 
by Mary Mcliugh 
The coDtroversial SAC meeting budget N54l. 
last week bas opeDed up an age·old· BoweD respoDded to tbis allega. 
dispute: StudeDt GoverJ1lj1eDt vs. tion by saying, "if they choose 
Administration. ,Degatively I will look to different 
"I c:annot sit here and be & rubber - avenues; fund raisers or others on 
stamp", (to SAC) said Frank campus." 
BoweD, newly appointed director As far as going over the heads of 
of student ~vities. stu~ent government he respon-
"I do not care to be his unpaid ded, "It's hypothetical. 1 cao't say 
staff; was the comment Alex DO, hut I know 1 would try 
Jasinski, student government everything else fIrSt. I would like 
member, stated in regards to the to say DO. If indeed I felt there was 
issue in question - wbetber or not eDougb interest I think the 
Bowen's re<Juest for $150 for a director needs the Oexibility to get 
South Suburban World Affairs to all students. With the structure 
ConfereDce should be bonored. DOW, I don't see where 1 could do 
Jasinski explained his position it. rm pro effective stiudent 
further by saying, "if the director gevernment." , 
takes the rigbt of allocating money "The Program Board's,budget is 
from the students be migbt as well set. All money is allocated, all 
bave his own staff to decide what activities are defined," Jasinski 
to do with the money" and not do said. "If Bowen takes this money, 
what he seemed to feel was a said Jasinski,"'the hoard will be 
charade of a student governmeDt sbort o!funds to pay for scheduled 
decision. activities, including tbe planned 
Bowen Said be requested this film series." 
money because it was a vested "I'm asking for this .. money. I'm 
interest. "It was funded before asking SAC to provide $150 "to be 
and I think it's 'a wortby cause." used as stipends for students wbo 
"He is ehallenging SAC" said would like to attend the con· 
one SAC member who did not ference. It's a very current and 
want to be 11&111¢, "in its rights, timely issue. I don't think they're 
responsibilities and accountability in trouble. I don't think tbey'lllet 
to a1locate funds;, parlieularly out a bag of worms," (regarding 
centering on ,the budget '541, whether otber clubs would ask for 
money turDed over to the Pro- money since it was given to 
gramming Board by the former Bowen) 
cm:ector of student activities, Judi Students, according to some 
Pnce. questioned, (eel Bowen is asking 
Some StudeDts feel Bowen bas SAC and The Program Board to 
implied .be may take money from re.allocate funds according to bis 
Uniforms approved 
for security force 
Plans have recently been 1iaaI· 
ized by ~ scboo1 board, giving 
=he ~to sport their Dew 
Keeping in .time with ijIe latest 
fashions, secUrity will be walking 
their beats in gold l>la%ers. deep 
ebocoIate brown pants. beige 
shirts and brown and gold .ties. 
The six full·time officers have 
been measured for these uniforms. 
Aceording 'to James MeCann, 
director of security, they will 
consider tbe five part time officers 
later. 
desires and not according to their 
own plans and schedules and is 
taking the responaibilities of hoth 
groups. 
"rm just doing my job. I'm 
adhering to tbe objectives and 
philosophies of my job. I'm not 
promoting an organizat"", or club. 
As a professioDal educator 1 reel a 
responsibility to myself. It's 
importlnt for me to be • 
professioDal. If I'm not 1 should be 
looking for another job. Some 
dec:is:".,s bve been made which 
aren't popular. And just because 
they·re not popUlar doesn't mean 
fm going to sby away from them," 
said Bowen. 
AccordiDg to one member of 
SAC, ·we're just trying to 
organize SA~. so it isn"t a welfare 
agency." 
Who's Who selects 29 
Twenty·Dine students bave 
been Damed to Who's Who Among 
Junior College students. 
The fa<:ulty submitted names to 
Judi Pri<e director of student 
activites ~ Semester, and were 
chosen from tbese nominations. 
Dvorak, Steve Frisk, Miehelle 
Gentry, EDen Hall, Kathleen 
Hamill, Mary Janie. Beverly 
Jordan, Ross Lathrop, Stephen 
Lea, G~ LeFebvre. and Sharon 
Marovich. 
At that time the faculty, was 
asked to evaluate the 'students 
seholarship ability: participation 
'ridaT SAC 'decided to super- and leadership in academic and 
Also, Mary McHugh, Susan 
Murphy, Jobn O'Donnell. Cathe-
rine Over, Robert Pagel. Katby 
Paiiga, Barbara Powers, Robin 
Bosenthal, Therese Santucci, 
Richard Swiatkowski, Scott Ta· 
varczyk, Catberine Van Fossan, 
Bonnie Walls and Bernadette 
Wrigbt. 
• the Hemophilia Jlike.a·tbon. extrscurricular activites; citizen· 
• Bike-a·thon will take place on ship and service to the school: and 
ril 17, and sponsor sheets will potential to fIIture achievement. 
mede available througbt SAC. Only second year students 
fbe ide. is to get a sponsor form matriculating in a two-year cu· These students biographies will 
be published in the 1971 editinn of 
Who's Who Among Junior ColJeae 
students and will receive a 
certificate later on in the year. 
I have people pledge a certain C ,_ . B d rriculum were eligible. ~e~~::~r:!ir:; omprnlnt (Jan w~~:rudCJ.~: 
pril 17) they will mount their Lori Clark. Diane Dawes. Ramona 
"'1 Dikes and ride as far as t . t . .f. , .f.f; t h ~:=·therideWill.pe l lons Jon tnaJJlC Jg t _ _ ____________________ _ 
, to the National Hempbilia 
.undation. 
ibis foundation sponsors the 
oual Summer Camp for Homo-
Jlic Youngaters. The camp is 
.t Uke any other summer camp 
<Opt that all the children and 
JSt of the administrators are 
'lDOpbiliaes. 
Participation in the Jlike.a·tbon 
greatly appreciated and benefit 
,"y hemophilic children. Quos-
JIIlImay be referred to Curt 
"'" student chairman or Linda 
:eewalt area ehaIrml.n at 849-
:8'/. 
Curt Carey is the student chair-
JD and Linda Freewalt is the 
Recent traffic problems are on 
tbe increase at TCC and to belp 
a1leviate these problems TCC'. 
Complaint Board have eome up 
with a so1ntinn • 
Their goal is to get a traffic light 
insta1led at the entrance of TCC OD 
State Street. 
Petitions will be circulatiDg in 
order for. traffic light to become & 
reality _ A minimum Dumber of 
2,000 signatures are needed before 
it will become posaible. 
. This petition is only the initial 
action planned. 
Also on the agenda is a 
feasibilit.y study to determine a 
,..AM fn .. _ liO'ht .. 'l'bis study must 
be taken and submitted before the 
lllinois Higbway Department will 
even consider installing traffic 
control. 
The petitions will be supportive 
in the Complaint Board's feasibi· 
6t1 study. 
The support of all day and 
evening students is needed. 
Petitions will be c:itcalated all of 
next week. However, if you are 
unable to sign & petition and ....weI 
like to support this cause, the form 
at the right can be filled' oat in 
place of the petition. 
Otherwise petitions are avail· 
able in the Student Government 
Office. 
I feel that & feasibility study should be conducted to 
determine the need ,for additoaaI traffic control and 
maintenance on State Street in South Holland. between Route 
6 and 147th Street aw:h as the iDstallatinn of traffic lights at 
State Street and the eDtrance to Thornton Community College, 
and or the widening of said atreets. 
NAME 
ADD~~ __________ ~------------
(PLEASE DEPOSIT IN THE BOX PlIOVll>ED NEAR THE 
CAFETERIA. OR IlETtJRN TO THE STUDENT GOVERN-
MENT OmCE, BOOM 2111 E1 
'. 
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Extension of president's 
contract stirs controversy 
By Mary McHugh meeting. COURIER 
Thornton Community College·s 
Board of Trustees recent aCtion 
extending college president 
Nathan A. lYey's contract through 
1980 has brought -.forth some 
, Anderson said he regretted not 
informing her. but later found out 
sHe had a doctor's appointment 
anyway. VoL .c3 No. 23 Thormon Community College South Holland, Il. March U, 1977 
Dr. Natbaa A. Ivey (Presideatj 
controversy. 
The controversy surrounds the 
fact. that the contract renewal was 
approved, despite the ract he had 
one year remaining on his present 
contract. . 
The a!,'Teemenl also included a 
$2.000 a year raise. 
Ivey reported' that this was 
done in the same manner 
previously .. 
"When I came here {Tee} I was 
l.'1'anl.cd 11. lhrt."C year contract with 
a salary oC $a6.000. The next year I 
received a raise making my salary 
$37.200 and presently my salary is 
538.400 with a little over a year to 
go. The year is a fIScal year from 
J uly·J un., -
The board approved the old 
contract with the same salary for 
this year and built in two 
additional figures Cor 1919 and 
1980. With the present agreement 
Ivey will he earning $40,400 in 
1979 and $42.400 in 1980. 
!vey feels his salary is 
appropriate. He considers the 
level of responsibility and the size 
oC the sohool to he two factono 
which constit.ute a reason for a 
raise. 
He said one of the reasons for 
the renewal of lvey's .contract was 
to give lvey a feeling of "security.-
He added that Ivey was "bead 
and sboulders above any of the 
past presidents.-
When lvey was questioned on 
the accusations wriuen in a letter 
to the editor be said he knew the 
person who wrote the letter. 
"1 don"t consider her a 
responsible person. Therefore 
there's no need to reply to all of 
the statements." be said. 
The chart to the right shows 
salaries and enrollment of area 
junior colleges as compared to 
Thornton. The purpose is to 
provide the opportunity to see the 
various levels and changes in the 
other colleges salaries as 
compared to enrollmenL The 
figures are fot 1976·1977. 
Sehool 
Harper 
m. Valley 
Joliet 
Moraine 
Valley 
Prairie 
State 
Rock Valley 
Thornton 
Triton 
Pres. 10th day 10th day student 
Salary student headcount FrE enrollment 
45,708 14,613 7315 
38,000 3,332 2080 
37,800 8,574 4392 
36,500 10,418 5071 
38,000 5,571 2822 
38,500 7,715 3529 
37,200 8,304 4060 
35,000 19,568 8590 
Rohert Anderson. chairman of 
the board, said it was his decision 
to bring up hey's contract. • 
He felt it should be more in the 
open this year. 
The II1&II)' -'of O'Briea ODd Sevara .. tlaeypraeatG......!y forLuacb at Tee. 
Apparently. it was done 
secretly previously. 
Anderson informed the board 
members of the meeting to discuss 
the contracL 
However. Karen MitchelL a 
board member, was not told of this 
Burnt Bridge performs 
at annua'i Vet's dance 
Story 011 Page 3. 
Officer axed' 
from security 
force by Ivey 
By Mary McHugh 
Orricer Donald Scott was 
recently dismissed from duty as a 
security offict:r. . 
The final decision was made by 
Dr, Nathan A. lvey, president oC 
Tee. 
Scott was charged by James 
McCann. security director wit.h 
unsatisfactory condition. 
He was charged with sleeping 
while on duty; leaving the campus 
with another officer while on dUly: 
and being with another officer 
while on duty. 
McCann and Gl"Orgc Clark. vice-
president of student SCrviCl'S 
recommended Beau be discharged 
and offered him the chance to 
resign. 
Declining the offer. Scott"s case 
was brought. before the support 
sta(( review board which 
recommended he be suspended 
without pay. and upon return to 
duty be placed on probation. 
hey made the final decision to 
dismiss Scolt despite the 
recommendation by the . Review 
Board. 
The Review Board consists of 
Paul Mons. chairman: Gertrude 
Sutor. Loretta Mahon. Don 
Crouse. and William Francis. 
C~ndidates for the board of 
truslt..'Cs of di~trict 510 will be 
present to an~wt.'t' quostions 
froO\.. interested parties on 
Ji'riday. March 25. at a p.m. The 
meeting wilt be held in the board 
room. 2121. in conjunction with 
the SAC mL'Cting. 
A night of drink, dance, and attending a one hour 'Bridge 
rock and roll will be aired Friday, concert at IrGinnings, I found I 
March 25 as the Vets Club along reaJ\y couldn't compare them to 
with Burnt Bridge present tbe 4th anyone. In tbelr seareb for 
annual Vet's Club Dance. originality they baven't. \ost the 
Vet'. CIlIb Duee will ~ Barat JIridse. 
All the action starts at 7:30 gut feeling behind the mll8ic; and 
p.m.. at Eagles Hall. 2427 Grove. tbat. sometbillg not often 
in Blue Island and will last until 1 _pUshed.. said one admirer. 
Amendment adde.d to constitution 
a.m. The band members (I • ., Dave· Staclent Government adckid an !or a eoaferenee to be held at 
When BW'IIt Bridge appears its Martello, bas. 'gultar, Rich amendment to the stUdent travel Eastern Dlinois University. 
perfOl"1llaD<e ean evoke a Indy Martello. vocals. John LeQueuse. guide to utend lodging to S2S !or Three Sch~ bikes and a color 
great response. drums and Rich Alan, lead the opposite sex. This will increase TV will he auetioned off by the 
• The band has been reviewed by guitarist are very letiou. projected budget aeeounts. dubs and organizations later this 
various people as dynamic, musicians. The student government sends year. Tbe Sehwinn bikes are 
iDtense, competent, and They are presenUy working Oil students to eonfereDees and • Approved Travelers" and the ~ 
COIISistenL,,!;..Uigi's ,Rock Club' recording their.~nmateria\ and, through a request by CurtCo.rey, "is about 24". 
hilled its performance as OIIe of hope to have.it released next year. they ndded this amendment.to At an earlier meeting SAC 
power and vitality. For an eveu.g ofenjoyment get their eOnstitutioD. approved appropriating $87 to 
"Most rock bands can fairly OR over to the Vet'. Da ..... at 1:30 The constitution previoasly MENC!or •. taffy apple sale to he 
easily he classified alongside at Eagles Hall in Blue Island. a\lowed S2S for a male to go OR the held March 31 and April 1 and 
p1eDty of other band. sliBribg a Adv ....... tickets are available at ecmferences. approved $100 for the purchase of 
very similar musical direc:1iOn. Not the bottoD! of the J"I\IDp by the. Carey was also . named offu:ia\ a typewriter and btllktin board for 
so with Burnt Bridge, after cafeteria for $1.50 and wiD he SAC representative. the student government office. 
available at the door for 52. Carey was later budgeted 5128 
Appearing at the meeting wu a 
representative from Pan 
Productions Ltd. who discUssed 
future .........to at Tee. The 
represeDtative, Thomas 
Miecznkowski. will appear before 
the Programming Board to discuss 
further details. ,.' 
Pan Productions represents a 
new concept in live entertainment 
concerts whiCh are produced for 
Schaumburg's contemporary adult 
markeL 
The next .student government 
meeting will he held Friday at 2 
p.m. 
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COURIER Board candidates can-r follow rules in meeting By Mary McHugh Nine of fourteen . board of trustees candidates appeared 
before interested students and 
faculty members amid shoUts and 
confusion in conjunction with the 
student government meeting. 
let me tell you whars going on. 
Know your candidat.es. know what 
issues they support. The students 
or community people don't know 
what's going on. The general 
interest is being represented.. 
Identify yourself as being in Ihe 
position of the voter. You're going 
to change the board. The apathy is 
within the candidate aDd 
stUdents." she continued. as Trustee informed? 
Candidates appearing·· were 
Robert Anderson,· D. Marier S. 
Clark, Joseph Belleson, Leon 
Lipton, James Livingstone, Gerald 
Mahon, Jr .. Sharon MePhee, Jerry 
Meyer, and Mary EUen Patterson. 
She was referring to Ihe "clean 
slate." The "clean slate" consists of 
Lipton, Belleson. Patterson, and 
McMillan. Tbey are allegedly 
representing the faculty. 
week 
the 
Courier 
II air the 
views of 
of Trustee 
ndidates 
"A conscientous board member 
owes the rest of the board their 
comm.nts,· &dded LiviDgstohe. 
Ms. Mitchell said she was 
informed of the finanee committee 
meeting 48 hours bef.... the 
meeting. "1 had a very serious· 
medical problem and I couldn't 
change my appointment," said 
MitcheU. 
She verified the fact that Ivey 
informed her of the meeting. "X 
asked him what it was about and 
be said he didn't know. Of course. 
he wouldn't know - it concerned 
him," sbe stated.· .' 
"I didn't think it was going to be 
a big decision. I could have ealIed 
him (Dobmeyer). I feel he should 
bave tuId me something," she 
continued; 
&/oDohmeyer bas been on my 
back as a teacher. He finds it 
strange for an educator to be 
interested in educating." she 
added. 
Normal lines of political protocol 
were ignored by some candidates 
as they let their emotions rule. 
"To be a candidate you have to 
be screened. Teachers pay raise is 
brought up. They ask about 
binding arbitration. They are the 
teachers candidates. They don't 
question students education. They 
afen't concerned with the 
students. The faculty and 
administration is poor. Just go to 
your president," stressed MePhee. 
"This party stole my speech so 
Tldabeaatilul, ........... 51to1ry _ .. _ aIIIIp\ote wIdl par/dDg r..mtIea for h1lllClrecla of 
........ be yoan for Ike low. low. price .. jatl999.80- orbeatoffer- AprilFeaIsl(Coarierphoto 
by Steve t.). 
Absentee ballots ready 
Wednesday, April 6. 
"I'm not a faculty candidate. X 
was approached by the students. 
She doesn't know where I stand. 
I'm nobody's puppet," yelled 
Belleson. 
"X do so. We've diseussed these 
matters before," screamed 
McPhee. 
"I've had students aDd 
graduates ask me to run," said 
Patterson. 
"There seems to be a we vs • 
. they concept. Philosophy rests in 
our own mind. We're dealing with 
an educat.ional system interlaced 
with philosophy. The philosopby 
rests on the American demoeracy. 
"We have to get past this 
eoneept." stated Meyer. 
As far as teaeher negotiations. 
Livingstone said tbat both times 
the board had DO choice. 
"Negotiations start ili May and 
exceed to September. They 
(teachers) never settle before 
registration is known. From past 
experience it won't be settled till 
after the enrollment figures .. e 
known. I don't object to strikes. I 
object to it being brought out f ... 
.six months." be explained. 
Lipton . c:ompared the idea of 
arbitration to poIiee stakes in 
Moscow. "If we don't allow strikes 
we will be like those in Moscow. 
They're bad, but not altogether 
had," be stated. 
Mabon remarked on the student 
trustee. He told the students they 
bave a trustee of their own and 
they should let him know what's 
going on. "He sbould bring up your 
ideas at the board meetings," be 
responded. 
"Taxpayers should know where 
their money is going. But 
education is important. When 
money is invested it souId be 
invested in the type of education 
the student is' looking for. 
Everyone should be able to relate 
and state their opinioa.s. 
commented Clark. 
"I feE! that we've.done a good job 
in using tax dollars for the 
:::tents of the c:oUege," Anderson Any perSon who is qualified to 
vote at the Board of ~
Election f ... Thornton CommUDity 
College on April 9, msy vote be 
absentee ballot if -
1.1 He/she expects. to be absent 
from Ike district on the da,. of tile 
eIeetion. 
religious holiday, he/she will be 
nnable to be present at the polls. 
Any qualified voter subjeet to 
one of the above qualifieations 
mar apply for an absentee ballot 
from March 16-April4 (by mail) or 
April 6 (in person). 
BalIota bave been awilable 
siDce March 28. Absentee ballot 
may be voted at the time of 
appJring in person when ballot is 
available. 
Candidates listed for the 
upcoming board elections 
2.) Helshe is physiull,. 
incapacitated &lid wm be nnahle to 
be preaent at the polls. 
3.) ae."DSO of Ike tenets of 
bisfher re:., ion in observance of a 
April 6 is the· LAST DAY for 
casting absentee ballot. 
Absentee ballots are aVlllahle in 
the offiee of the Secretur of the 
Board, George W. CJark. Rooa:. 
2l23G Main Campus BnlIding. 
between the hours ofl1;30 &.IlL ..... 
5 p.rn. Monday. March 28. through 
Wednesday, ARril 6, for voters 
wbo will NOT be in the cIistrict 011 
Saturday. April 9, to vote at the 
annual college board eIeetion. 
In casting your OWII ballot YOll 
may eomplete the application for 
the bsllot &lid vote immediately. U 
you are picking up an absentee 
ballot· for someone who is not on 
eampus, an application for the 
bsUot mpst be signed by the voter 
and returned before a ·baIlot may 
be issued. Ballota carried or sent 
to someone off eampus must be 
..... tu1"nNf nn or hPfnre 5 n.m •• 
Fourteen will vie for four board 
of trustee seats at Ike April 9 
elections. 
Two of Ike vacancies are for 
tiJree.year terms. 
RlIIIning for the tiJree.yeu 
terms. are Raymond Dahmeyer of 
South Holland; Leon Lipton of 
Riverdale: Robert Anderson of 
Markham: Gerald Mabon Jr_ of 
Soutb Holland; Mary Ellen 
Patterson of Hazel Crest; &lid 
MicbaeI Rackowicz of Oak Forest. 
Dahmeyer and Anderson are 
presently serving on the board. 
The other two vacancies are for 
one year terms. 
Vieing for the terms are SharoD 
MePbee of Dolton; Jerry Meyer of 
Tinley Park; James Livingstone of 
Dolton; Stephen Buiwinskl of 
Calumet City; D. Maris S. Clark of 
Markham; Frank Robinson of 
Harvey; Lucille McMillan of 
Dixmoor; and Joseph BeUeson of 
South Holland. . 
Meyer and Linvingstone are 
presently serving a. board 
members. Meyers took 
Dobmeyer'. term and Livingstone 
replaced Marovich. 
The polls will be opeD Saturday. 
April 9 from 12 to 1 p.rn. FoIlowiDg 
the tallying of the votes, the new 
member memhers will· meet at 
10:30 p.m., to eIeet • DeW 
chairman. 
A person need not be a 
registered voter to vote. 
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editorial 
A nag. The American nag. Used 
lS • symbol 01 whal? 
This is the. question we asking. 
As you take a drive past the 
;ehool you may notice what is a 
~csimile of a flag. The flag is torn 
.nd tattered and leCt up in ram and 
-now. 
The American nag is to be flown 
• a symbol of many things; 
lainly patriotism. 
But. how unpatriotic caD we be? 
We ny the flag at night. without 
;ny lights. during rainstorms. and 
snow. 
We fmd;lhis appalling. We can't 
understand why this is left up like 
this or why no one bas mentioned 
it earlier. 
Anyone who has studied the 
constitution knows a flag must 
have a light shone upon it if it is 
being nown at nighl. and that it 
should be taken'down during rain 
and snow storms. 
These basic measures are 
taught during the grade school 
years. 
We find that there is no exc~e 
for Ihe nag to be flown in this 
manner. 
We see it as an insl!it for our 
sohool to fly such a thing. wbi<h 
doesn't even deserve the name 
"American Hag". If we are ever to 
become a "great schoor' we are 
going to have to pay more at· 
tention'to tbe liltle things; among 
whicb the flag has become. 
U the school can't afford a flag. 
perhaps we should take up a 
lollect.ion for one. 
Entertainments 
"Fists of Fury" is the latest 
presentstion being brought to you 
through the Programming Board. 
Starriug Bruce Lee. it will be 
shown at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.. April 
S. Tickets for this movie are 
currently available througb the 
scbool's bookstore. eafeteria. 
snackbar. and programming board 
ticket agents. 
Three more activities will be 
earning. The first will be 
"Christian Friday" who will do a 
rock concert April 19 at 7 p.nt., in 
the Performing Arts Center. 
'nckets are $I with LD.s and $1.50 
without and at'the door. ' 
On May 11. the Intermediate 
Theater group from Evanston. will 
perform Dine skits througbout the 
school the entire day. At 7:30 p.m~ 
they will produce the eomedy 
"Always. Always, Sometimes. 
Never" in the Performing Arts 
Center. 
May 16. wiD be tbe date to mark 
as Dr. Irwin Ross. a hypnotist 
from Chicago will appear in the 
dining area from 12 to 1 p.m.There 
will be DO eharge. 
Strangers in the nig~t 
Anyone who leaves the school 
,Iter dark should be very weary of 
.bat lurks. 
. As you near the student 
Mking. you will notice nothing 
.ul dar ........ 
The darkness is caused by tbe 
u:k of lights. 
If you leave on a snowy day. 
:lCb as 'fe had a week ago. you . 
,ill be lucky if you find your car. 
We believe that for the safety of 
all on campus there should be 
lights in this lot. In this darkened 
state any number of unhealthy 
things .can bappen. 
If there is trouble. with gettiog 
the lighting fixtures or funding. 
perhaps -.urity should be on 
band to escort. people to their 
cars. 
In fact, we encourage an)'one 
who isn't exactly exci!ed about 
walking into this black lagoon to 
ask seeurity to eseort them to 
their cars. Security is located in 
room 2110. 
However. this should 0DIy be a 
temporary arrangement. the 
....001 officials should begin im· 
mediately to alleviate this 
problem. 
Because later may be too late. 
Leak at Tee 
After students have complajned 
about splashing through the 
corridors near Admissions and 
Records on rainy days. TCC has 
finally got "crakin" to fix 
somethingthat's been cracking for 
many months now. 
Besides being an ineoBvenience 
to passer-bys. this area represents 
a danger area lor unsuspecting 
students and Iaculty members on 
rainy days. U someone were to slip 
and hurt themselves beeause of 
tbe falling moisture from the root, 
the .... ool could he the recipient of 
a lawait. 
Fortuantely. Ih~ problem was 
broughl to the attention of the 
board of truslees. and they ap-
proved work to be dODe on the 
crack in the ceiling. 
Dr. James' McCaleb. physical 
plant director. had his crews 
busily al work seiapping the area 
to be fIXed. 
Leaks have been a problem at 
TCC for many months so why did 
it take so long for funds to be 
approved for fixing leaks? 
This slip should have been 
eorrected Jong ago. 
Anderson firm rehired as faculty afforney 
Bonnie Hennessey 
nominated "Outstanding 
Student in Geography" 
Bonnie Hennessey of Oak 
"..t ~as been nominated to the 
. Geographical Society as 
:e "Outstanding Student in 
phy." 
She was nominated by William 
ltI'III, geology and geography 
r. 
lIrs. Hennessey.. wife and 
r of two p .... ochool children. 
• part-time student. completing 
. freshman year this semester. 
.' has a 4.0 grade point average. 
Having traveled through 40 of 
the 50 states. she has lived in 
Florida. Virginia. TeJlDeSsee and 
South Carolina; 
Mrs. HeDlll!SseY is 'a Language 
Arts Major working for her A.A. 
degree. 
She will be presented an award 
at the annual noon lun<heon 
meeting of the Illinois 
Geograpbical Society April 15 "at 
tbe Sheraton Inn. Matoon. Ill. 
Don Anderson and fll'Dl were .... 
appointed as attorney for the 1977 
negotiators with the TCC faculty 
. association. He will be assisted by 
Ted Clark. Clark ..ted as attorney 
to the school previously. 
AJso. at the board meeting -,. 
Loa Berger. theater director· 
manager resigned. 
- Timothy Paryka was hired as 
a computer operator; Margaret 
Grothause was appointed as 
eampus store clerk; and Walker 
Jackson Jr. was hired as seeuri~y 
watch attendant at $6.000. 
- Bradner and Smith were 
hired to supply paper for 
Reprography at $6.947. 
- Interstate Audio Visual will 
supply playback casse~e units for 
the biology and nursing lab at 
$3.080. The school will get 50 
p<m:ent reimbursement from the' 
department. 
- Knogo Corporation will 
supply the Learning Resource 
Centersecuritysystem for $l5,9OO. 
The school will be doing its own 
elec:tricaI work. Ac:eording to Dr. 
James McCaleb. physical plant 
director. it wiD tske about 24 man 
bours. 
- Twenty selectrio typewriters 
at $473 a unit will be bought from 
IBM. Eight will be used for 
typewriting instruction and ten 
for shorthand instrucliim. 
- $1800 was approved for 
carrels for foreighn language lab. 
- $15,000 will be spent on air 
mters. 
Graduates satisfied with education: 
.. ,.Mary McHugh 
Aceording to a recent study. 
Thornton CommWlity Colleges' 
1915 graduates are satisfied with 
the education they reeeived. 
This researeh was done by Dr. 
'LaVeD Wilson. vice president of' 
stndent affairs. It was done as part 
of his doctoral thesis whi<h was 
recently completed at India .... 
University. 
. Of the 126 career graduates, 
findings showed the majority were 
employed or continuing their 
edueation. 
According to the researdJ, 81 
percent expressed that in· 
structional programs and student 
services were extremely valuable 
in assistiag them in their 
education and employment 0b-
jectives. , 
Not only did the'. lstudy 
. determine the ed .... tiona! and 
employment status of the 
graduates it also attempted to 
what extent ,the career programs 
and services contributed to the 
current status of the gradutates. 
Wilson detkrmined that: 
- 93.6 pereent are employed or 
continuing their education. 
- 81 perei!nt rated programs as 
good or superior in helping them 
achieve educational or em~ 
ployment objectives. jectives &ren't being met. 
-71 pereent looked upon - providing minor c:ourses and 
student services as being valuable seminars designed to assist 
in a<hieYing employment and students in developing job 
ed .... tional objectives. preparation skills. 
-68 p<m:ent were employed full - expanding career related 
time in areas directly reJated to instructional programs. 
their educational preparation. - m a i n t a i n i n g and 
- the average salary of em. dissemination updated in· 
ployed gradutates was $7,959. formation relative to employment 
_ The majority of males trends and job requirements. 
received $10.000 or more while - in<reasing efforts in assisting 
females reported salaries less thsn graduates in attaining em· 
$10.000. pIoymeat. 
-SO percent were satisfied with - updating. modifyiDg, and 
their jobs. deleting specif'ac programs no 
-10.4 percent found em· longer relevant in providing 
ployment but decided to Continue graduates with employment 
their education. opportunities. 
- - comments regarding Wilson thought .simiIar fouOw· 
specif.., programs. services, and up study should be conducted by 
the college in general ranged from the <;oIIege to obtain feedback 
extremely negative to extremely from employers on the quality of 
postitive. preparation and performance of 
Wilson made recommendations the graduates. He aIsosuggested a. 
based on research questions. follow·up study of career 
review of realted researeh and, ," gradUtales onan:aamual basis over 
literature, analysis of data, and the next th ...... year period to 
conclusions to the college. determine employment trends of 
Recommendations include; graduates. 
- conlinuing to provide a "TCC should feel very proud of 
strong and comprehensive student the job we're doing based on the 
services program. findings of career students who 
.:...inereasing efforts ill assisting graduated ... We can stick our 
student who indicate their ob- chests out," he said. 
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Reception honors six villages 
Continuing the, year-long 
celebration of its 50th an-
niversary. Thornton Community 
College. (TCC). held the second in 
a series of receptions honoring the 
South Suburban communities 
which comprise Commun.ity 
College District 510. On Tuesday. 
March 22. the College honored six 
of the district's 20 municipalities 
during an evening reception on 
campus. 
The reception recognized the 
incorporation dates and municipal 
anniversaries of Burnham (70th 
anniversary); East Hazel Crest 
(59th anniversary): Lansing (84th 
anniversary); Midlothian (50th 
anniversary): Oak Forest (30th 
anniversary); and South Holland 
l83rd anniversarY). 
MUilicipal officials /rom the 
various communities gathered to 
meet students. faculty. and staff 
representatives from their 
respective towns and to tour the 
building. 
Harold S. Growens, South 
Holland Mayor gave the 
response. He attended TCC iD 
1938 and served on the board or 
education. He said TCC is a 
tremendous asset to the eom~ 
munity as well as the entire area. 
During the response. he assured 
that Suntone Dr. would be 
completed and that South Holland 
bas been working on getting State 
St. fixed since 1957. 
A similar reception was held in 
December for seven 
municipalities. The remaining 
seven towns will be honored 
during the month of August. 
110. SQIOOl SIRE£! ADOI£SS 
Pattoa 137111 Street and Stewart Aven.. _Ie 
_iogtDn School and 139Ih Streets Riverdale 
ParlI 14200 W.nlworth Ave.ue Riverdale 
Uncal. Uncoln A ..... and 142nd Street Dolllm 
Roosevelt \aSalte and l0\6tb eets Dolton . 
Camline Sibley 1550 Sibley Boulevard Columet Cit!' 
Serrer 1506 East Sibley Boulevard Dolton 
Wat....... 1103 East 154tb Street South _ 
New McKinley 170tb St & Collage G,... Ave. South HoIIamI 
10 franklin 14701 Cbicago Road DoIIlm 
11 Wolcott 200 Wolcott Street Tbamton 
2 lincol. Throop Ave. & I73rd Street East Hazel Cmt 
3 Warre. P,'m 170th Street & Dixie Highway Hazel c...t 
4 Or. Ralph I. Bunch< l65th Street ,nd Pari< A.enue Markum 
Coolidge Eighth Avenue and 1551h Slteet Pflaeai. 
loweR 157th Street & l.eliogtoR _.. HaNey 
HoI ... , 160th Street and Carse A..... Haney 
Wbittier 152nd S~eet and Loomis A_. HaNey 
Brya.t 147tb and Main Streets HaNey 
_i.glon 153rd Street & Uncol. A ... ue HaNey 
King lu.ior High Seeley ,nd 146th S~ .. ts Dix_ 
Garfield Chatham and l38th Streets BI .. Island 
lincoln 14151 Street and Honore Avenue Dixmoor 
Madison Orchid Ilri1e ,nd 157tb S_ . South Holland 
!flley 160th and Uncaln A..... Haney 
Oak f ... " High 151" and Cenllal Oak forest 
ere ... n Community Hiah 15203 Crawford A..... Midlothia. 
Tmltv P"I High 6111 West 175tb Street linley Park 
Hillaest ~igh 175lh St and Crawford A ... u! Countly Club Hills 
forst 8,piist Choreh 13957 Marq.ette BUfnham 
eornh,m 13945 Greenbay A..... Bur.ham 
Wentworth Junior High Memorial and S.perior Columet Cit!' 
Wil",. 560 Wentwortlo Avenue Calumet City 
Uncoil Freel,nd A ... between 156 P~151 Sl Colu ... t City 
Hoover l62nd ,nd Superior A .... e . COl .... , City 
Rea,i, 17121 ROf Street la.si.g 
~ '.' .. -" .... : ." .. ; .... "i~ 2721 Ridp- P.~ad lansing 
Thornton Junior College was 
founded iD September of 1927. In 
1965. the Illinois Public Com· 
munity College Act created 
community college districts 
throughout the State. In 1966. 
Thornton Junior College became 
Thornton Community College. as 
20 South Suburban towns and 
three higb school districts (205. 
215. and 228) formed Community 
College District 510; 
Today. TCe serves some 10.000 
students and a district population 
of more than 300.000. 
The College's 50th Anniversary 
Committee's final plans are under 
way (or an April 29 reunion of 
retired faculty and former College 
trustees. On that same date. a 
performing arts showcase will be 
held for TCC alumni. faculty. and 
current students. A May 15 open 
house and other events are in the 
planning stages. 
Dining Area 
Off limits 
By T'ua Tbomu 
Have you ever wondered why 
the old eliDing ...... is off limits to 
students? 
One reason of course. is because 
of the spacious eliDing area opened 
in COIIjuDction with the .. feteria. 
The old dining area is rarely 
needed now. 
However. there is another 
reason why' students are 
prohihited /rom dining there. 
Money. 
Aec:onIing to Dr. James M .. 
Caleb, director of the physical 
plant, the area has been dosed off 
to save on expe ...... He explained 
that if the area ..... opened all the 
time, someone would have to be 
hired to dean the area. 
He added that the new eliDing 
area has been able to handle the 
students so far, but the old area 
C&II be opened for \uuch if 
necessary. 
He iDterjec:ted that students or 
dubs OIl campus C&II use the room 
by 6IIing out a facility request 
form. 
'I'ben! seem. to be • problem with the perking 
bandieappod indivlclaals. PIac .. mIFked like the 
for the use of ~ .. pped people. By taking ODe of 
placea you ore depriYiDg an individual 01 • C8IIV .. i ..... they 
These atadeats have .... ed that you doa't ....... here.ICourier 
hy Steve Leal. 
Seminar and registration 
A SEMINAR for students in· 
terested iD the Licensed Practical 
Nursing or X·Ray Technology 
programs will be held on Monday. 
April 4. /rom 8:30 Lm. to noon iD 
the lower level of the library. 
Coordinators from both 
programs will be present to 
discuss the curriculums and to 
answer any questions regarding 
the programs. Also, tests will be 
administered at this time. 
n you have any questions 
regarding this seminar. please 
contact Mr. Bishop or Mr. 
HeiDrich. Life Sciences Depart· 
ment. 
SUMMER 
ISTRATiONS will be 
cepted on Monday. April 
begiDning at 9:30 a.m .. on a 
re<eived priority basis at 
Admissions and Records 
on Level n. 
Registration (orms 
scbedules will be 
starting at that time. 
MaiI·in registration 'wiIl 
"""""ted through June 2 
registration will be held on 
and 10. 
The 1971 Summer session 
run from June 13 to August 
Board approves acoustical treatment 
Since the radiologic tec1micaI 
study where the X-ray machine 
room. the LPN rooms, 0ccu-
pational therapy. and biology lab 
rooms are used as dassrooms & 
request or carpetiDg was made: 
It was stated that hearing and 
maintaining good COIItact is hard 
because of the hard IIoor and 
acoustical treatment is needed. 
"My"';"" Is Porby" _B_ Parthenia Hall i. being initiated into . 
the Delta SiRma sorority .... hich means she must dress u.l~ eve~ ~~y. in 
Solution 
/ .. 
1\ 
1\ 
" 
/'. 
" 
" 
Th.· 
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Security willing 
to direct traffic COURIER 
By Tim Thomas 
-
'C and the village of South 
.nd are looking into the 
.biJity of allowing the college 
:ity force to dirett traffic at 
hours at the intersection of 
said the decision to deputize 
s«urity offICers must be made by 
the village board and village 
lawyer. 
Valum. 43, No. 26 Sou.h HolIaAd. n. April 21, 1971 
St. and the entrance to 
.1. 
meeting between college 
ais and South Hoiland Police 
: Don Rinkema it was decided 
Rinkerna added that South 
Holland has an ordinance 
establishing criteria for part·time 
policement and he said that 
McCann hu some officers who 
meet that crit.eria. 
Become a criminal in every city 
some questions must be 
:ered before allowing 
DeTS of the security force to 
!,. traffic at the interesection. 
t question that must be 
ve<l is whether it is necessary 
putize members of the force 
ired traffic. according to 
~s P. McCann. security 
tor. 
reason they might have to 
dze the members of the force 
,'cause they would be off 
us when directing traffic. 
Cann said that if deputized 
ity would probably have the 
authority at the intersection 
.uth Holland police. 
-0 being considered is who 
·e liable if an officer is injured 
directing tJ:affic. Soutb 
nd or TCC. 
;1th Holland chief Rinkema 
Tbe cbief believed that the 
village board would act on the 
matter in the near future. 
In an effort to "make it safer to 
direct traffic"McCann Said a letter 
P has been sent to the state asking 
that the speed limit be reduced on 
Stale SL Irom 158 St. to 162 SL 
from its present 40mph to 25mph. 
The security director said that if 
allowed. security would direct 
t.raffic only in the peak periods. 
Those include 7:15 to 9 Lm .. 6:15 
t07:15 p.m. and 9:30 to 10:15 p.rn. 
He added lhat the periods may 
have to be extended or shortened 
and that the situation will be re-
evaluated as it goes along. 
McCann said security is very 
wiHing to direct traffic at _ the 
intersection saying that it would 
be an aid to studuents. faculty and 
the people of South Holland. 
W.,....L. Wolf 
Instructor. Law 
Enforcement Thornton 
Community College 
Thornton Community College 
law enforcement students 
researched archaic laws of Cook 
County this semester and found 
that as you travel througb the 
suburbs of Cook County. you 
might be amazed to find yourself 
in trouble with the law without 
really trying. The list below 
categorizes some oC those local 
~ws, which might turn you into a 
• crimina!." 
If you're traveling in Cicero, 
Illinois beware of bumming on a 
public street on Sunday - it's 
illegal. 
In Evanston it is unlawful to ' 
change your clothes in an 
automobile - except in case of 
fire. 
If you're a women shopper in 
Joliet - beware - it's illegal to 
tryon more than 6 dresses in any 
ODe store. 
If you live in Dolton your're 
required to clean the sidewalk in 
front of your bouse by 10 a.m. 
every day. 
If you plan on going to a theater 
in Chicago. be careful not to drop a 
facial tissue on the floor of the 
theatre - you can be arrested. 
If you live in Calumet City don't 
plant a barberry bush in your yard 
- it's illegal. 
H you plan on stopping for a 
drink in Chicago make sure you're 
sitting down when you drink -
it's illegal to drink standing up in 
Chicago. 
In Lansing. you're subject to 
arresi if you play a musical in-
strument in any streetor alley on 
Sunday. 
If you are traveling through 
Harvey be sure to take any mask 
you're wearing off - it's illegal 
and you can be arrt"stf>-d. 
Black History missing 
Roberta Dickens 
iday April 1st this school had 
iistinction of having Delbert 
. renown metaphysist, as 
t speaker for the Urban 
ies Dept. 
.ir spoke on metaphysics; the 
of the supernatural or 
,Id the physical His interests 
taptlysies began when he was 
young. His grandmother was 
would now be called a 
ure woman". This is someone 
deals with the spiritual 
own. 
his research for finding 
,history, Blair found that a 
part was left ouL He feels 
• ry hasn't got" the facts 
:ht in dealing witb Blacks. 
ring his speech Blair asked 
·nt5 to name Black musicians 
athletes. There were 
-rous responses. However. 
be asked the students to 
Black inventors or scien-
they could name very few. 
derably iess than haH of those 
d for the musicians and 
Black people that made history. 
Their contributions to industry. to 
agriculture and to build a nation. 
One example is Prince Whipple. 
Many peopie don't now who this 
man was. He was the pilot of the 
bo.al containing George 
Washington that crossed the 
infamous are. 
Another point brought up by 
Blair js the many Blad<. people in 
history thaI aren't told as being 
Blad<.. This may come as a shoek, 
but according to Blair, Beethoven 
was Black. There is or was a law Coaetructioa has been UDdenray for the repairmeat of Suutoae Drive 
that says if a person has one drop siDce lut week. At the mOlDeDt R. W. Robins on construction is preseatly 
of Blad<., or non-white blood, then iaslalling sewer .. Sua_ Drive is expected to be dosed for at leas •• 
that person is Black. Beethoven moalh. [Courier photo by Steve Lea]. 
i=~!:o!~:t~f~= Crisis in .. Africa discussed 
other people in history that are ,''':I' 
Black but are never mentioned as by David N, ~~ invited to Angola after South 
such. _ The· World Affairs COmerence Africa invaded the country. 
During the seventh century a O? Southern ~~ offered three Jeremy Shearar. representing 
marked turn in history came for Vlewsof the CrlSlS 10 that part of the government of South Africa 
Blad<. peopie through a group of tbe world. Senator Joseph Biden's personified racism and fascism in 
Black conquerors called the (D •• .nelaw~) position ~t U.S. its purest form. The ironic thing is, 
corporate mvolvement m South that DO matter how hard Biden 
to.. Moors. These people came to Africa was a ~ne~t to the tried to verbally pul distance 
:ir performed this experiment Europe from Morrocco and oppressed maJorIty was between the American and South 
ove that even Black people ~~::~~~~:e Mc:::!.~~ec::!in: contra~icted. by Ambassa~or African governments, the two 'I'stsk~~~m tlb'nevll" enowtonrsracea.nd dom' t' I . E tha.. Bomanl as well as progressIve governments are allies because u-u lila mg orce In urope " commentators in this country. U.S. corporate and governmental 
-ir goes on to name the many many people took Moorish names. . Willard R. Jobnson writes in policies are beneficial to South 
t <II f t'" PI' P ~a1 ':f°rlB?:_'_ ";':._ .. ~tet:rnational African racist illStitutions. .. IS ac ·on US ay "..-...... I4QI. 'f'-,w;u Shearar's presentation bit its 
JII II Although: more reeently, racist peak when he asserted that 
Apply now for positions as ~:~C~v:i~~:"'::!,: J':'::.::~ ~~~ re:':n~~i~he :'~e~p:::; 
, • and pay of some of their African amongst AfricallS in South African 
members of The Courier employees, tbis has not challenged stems from .he Africans refusai to 
If you Jive in Harvey. plan on a 
quiet Sunday - it'58 illegal to 
engage in any amusement on 
Sunday when it annoys anyone 
else. 
If you're traveling through 
Tinley Park, be careful not to 
bring your toy gun along - it's 
illegal. 
If you plan to attend a movie in 
downtown Chicago. be sure noL to 
wear a hat in the theatre - it's a 
misdemeanor. 
Also, all me n between 21 and 50 
years old should plan to donate 
two days of your summer vacation 
to the state. Illinois law requires 
aU healthy males between these 
ages Lo work in the slreets two 
days every year. 
And finally. if you intend on 
doing any eating in Burnham, 
Illinois beware. Throwing 
watermelon seeds on the 
sidewalks is illegal and can result 
in your arrest. 
Petitions 
available 
for oHices 
Petitions will he made available 
Thursday. April 21 for Student 
Government positions. 
The offices available will be 
President. of the student 
association. three council memo 
bers for the administrative 
council: three sophmore 
represent.alives to the Complaint 
board; and two sopbmore 
representatives to the student 
activities committee . 
Petitions can be picked up in the 
student activities oUite room 2118 
until Wednesday, April 21 from 
9am· Epm. 
Elections will begin May 2 and 
run till May 5. At this time 
election for students trustee will 
also beheld. Polling places will be 
set up in fTOllt of the second floor 
ramp. 
Voting will be held Monday and 
Tuesday· May 2 and 3 Irom 11 am 
- 2 pm and 6:30 - 8:30 pm. and 
Wednesday and Thuraday from 
6:30 - 8:30 pm. 
Results of the election wiD be 
announced Friday at 2:30 in the 
Student Activities Committee 
weekly meeting. The meeting will 
be held in the student government 
meeting room' located in the 
student study center, 
For additional information 
contac::t the student governqlent 
office 1'00I1I 2117 E: Ext. 338. E . S ii either tbe form or tbe substance of accept bis (Shearar's) culture! xecut,ve· to the South frican system. In aiet. 
le positions presently offered are: ::a<::~:m;=~~=:!l= Dr ... Kindig dies 
Editor ~::a:::k ~::'e~~~~v.!:m":: Funeral services for J, Albert As .Chairman of tbe MUSIC 
'/jour Re.wne mwi Le $""/ 10 
mcJJug£ i~ :J£e Couriu Office Lg· mag 6 
".1 
.Jf'J0U £a.UIt· an'J <jue.lion. call &1, 332 
Copy Editor -in Apartheid (1972),"Motor vehi~e Kindig, 48, Director of tbe Department at Thornton Com-
manufac::ture and assembly DivisioIil of Arts and Humanities munity College, he developed a Assistant Editor was ... the governme~t's.~hosen were held today at Chicago music major curriculum, which 
instrument for ach.evmg tbe Temple, 77 W .. t Washington. He was selected as a model and in· Feature Editor cruci~l. s~p~~sticatioD ~f i~- diedearlythisweek,apparentlyof eluded in the Music Educators 
dustnahzatlon m South Africa." m a heart attack. ,He was the chief National Conference publication, Sports Editor part because, as.a S".uth.A~n administrator for all fine and Music in the Junior College. Dr. 
newspaper descrlbed it. "m times performing arts programs in the Kindig's choral compositions have 
Ad t·· DB- M of emergency or war each plant College. 'been wideiy published and he was ver ISIng Q uSlness onager could be turned over rapidiy to the Founder and director 01 the theauthorofnumerousarticlesfor 
production of weapons and other Thornton College Singers. the educationa~ journals. 
strategic requirements for .the Thornton Evening Chorale. and 
defense of South Africa." lbe Thornton Choral Union. Dr. Dr. Kindig is survived by his 
Biden's referral to Cuba's Kindig became nationally known wife, Mary, and his children, 
expansionism was contradicted by for his production and direction of Rollin. Kimberly, and Mark. of 
Tanzanian Ambassador Bomani, the Madrigal Christmas Fea.stes at Homewood . 
Romani pointed out that Cuba was the College. 
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Lack of money, pond 
slow development of field 
ByTim Thomas 
In 1967 when a 23-million dollar 
project was developed to c:onstruct 
the main campus, the field on ~ 
west side of school was to contain 
additional parking facilities and 
beautiful landscaping. 
Of course, one look can tell 
anyone that those plans have yet 
to pan out. But the work is still 
scheduled to be done - when 
funds become av~ble. 
A bond issue was passed in 1967 
whi<h accounted for 25 percent of 
the 23-million dollar project with 
the state putting in the other 75 
percent. 
The state money. however. 
Raod closed? We always thought Suntone Dr. was a camping trail for could not be used for landscaping 
the Boy Scouts. Courier photo by Steve Lea. beyond five feet from the building. 
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searching for alumni to 
elp celebrate 'its 50th year 
reception, a tour of the eampus. 
and dinner, hosted by the 
Conege's 50th Anniversary 
Committee and repre8!!l1f.ative of 
current College faculty, staff. and 
administration. Admittance to the 
daytime events is by invitation 
only. Following dinner, the 
retirees and former trustees will 
attend the Showcase. 
A receptiqn for ail a1umai will be 
held at the conclusion of the 
Showcase. College officials ex-
pressed the hope that many 
alumni will return to see the 
changes ill tl!e College's campus 
and to re......,. acquaintances with 
each other and with faculty and 
staff. 
High school counselors visit campus 
Thornton Community College is 
hosting a counselors luncheon on 
Wednesday, May 4. Counselors 
from near·by high schools will be 
available to meet with former high 
school students in the board room· 
2121 from 11 am· 12:15. Ap-
proximately 35 counselors will be 
present from the following 
schools: Thnrnton, Thornwood, 
tisfaction Plus Pay 
Apply now for positions as 
members of The Courier 
Executive ·Staff 
The positions presently offered are: 
Editor 
CQPY Editor 
Assistant Editor 
Feature Editor 
Sports Editor 
Advertising & Business Monager 
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Thnruridge, T.F, North, T.F. 
South, Bremen, HilJcrest. Tinley 
Park, Oak Forest, Elizabeth 
Scton, Marion. St. Francis de 
Sales. Illiana Christian, and 
Mother of Sorrows. Some Tee 
faculty will also be present to talk 
with the students. Students are 
encouraged to attend the meeting 
and d·iscuss their new curriculums 
and future piano. 
The counselors will· attend a 
luncheon at 12:15 pm follc!wed by a 
short program and lou,.· of the 
college. Any questions regi.rding 
the luncheOn may be forwarded to 
Bob Heinrich, Life Sciences 
Department, room 4153. 
AIao, to all freshman associate 
degree nursing students: lllliform 
fittings will be held Wednesda,.~ 
May « from 4-9 p.m. on the fourth 
aoor - nursing department. 
Ps)'lllents must be made at the 
time of order placement. 
School officials bad anticipated 
receiving two and one half million 
dollars to do outside work, ac· 
cording to irwin Dahl, director of 
institutional resources and 
development. 
Pbase I construction went well 
with the feq,eral government 
providing one million dollars to go 
along with state funding and the 
money provided by the bond issue. 
Difficulties arose in Phase n 
construction however. 
First, then Gov. Walker refused 
to let TCC build Phase II because 
there were not enough full·time 
students to warrant that large a 
stueture. 
Dahl explained that Walker was 
right in holding back funds 
because schools are not suppose to 
build additional space without 
having the enrollment to fill that 
space. 
So officials scaled down the 
. original ad.!itioDS to the school to 
fit the enrollment size to get state 
money released. 
When the money was released, 
Tee . received only four million 
dollars instead of the six million 
dollars uriginn\ly budgeted for the 
schoo\. 
This was because Illinois 
developed finallcial problems 
whicll have plagued the stste ever 
siDee. 
This money was not initially 
intended to be used for building 
costs. But when construction costs 
skyrocketed during the building of 
Phase II, the TCC board of 
trustees decided to invest the 
money into the completion of the 
new structure. 
School officials contend that the 
state owes TCC two million dollars 
on eredit and when tbe money 
becomes available, the school will 
gel it. 
Money is not the only thing 
holding back construction of 
additional parking in the field. 
As presently planned, the 
parking lot would be built over 
an old duck pond, which existed 
before the school was built. 
The pond contains 18 inches of 
silt which must be dug out and 
filled with dirt to provide a decent 
foundation for the lot. If the lot 
was built .>ver Ihe pond with the 
silt in it. the area would sink ink 
the ground. 
The biDs on the field site .... 
being .. ved for this purpose. 
When more funds become 
available the construction of the 
parking lot will be given high 
priorily, aecording t'1 Dr. James 
McCaIeh. director of the Pbysical 
plant. 
You'D get quite a jolt if you me .. around with these volts heca .... 
these electrical wires are responsible for providing the juice to light 
the pukiag lot. Courier P~ by Steve Lea. . 
"Temporary" fieldhouse to 
remain intact permanently 
By Tim TIoomas 
The Tee fieldbouse is pretty 
strong for a "temporary" _ 
. ture. 
That's what it was called when 
it was buDt in 1976 and opened in 
1971. 
In the original layout of the 
schoo\. the fieldbouse was to be 
constructed on the east side of the 
school, hnt that plan was ahan· 
doned "temporarily" because of 
the price tag of the structure -
two-million dollars. 
The achooI didn't have that kind 
of money to build a fieldbouse at 
that time, hnt realized that _ 
was necessary for the athletic 
ptograf!l. 
Theref ..... the achooI borrowed 
$350,000, acxording to George 
Clark, . vice-president of ad· 
ministrative services, and built 
the _ure aD its preHn! 
location.. 
Realistically, the chances for 
ever building the 6eldbouse where 
it was originally inteDde4 are not 
good. With costs escalating, by the 
time Tee could receive the two-
million dollars to build the c0m-
plex, the prioe eouId be doubled or 
tripled. 
'Stop, don't ahoat.r is what. this Tee _y 0 ___ to be 
However says Clark, if Tee is 
able to build that fieldhouse, the 
Ntemporary" fieldhouse would 
revert into a .... permanent" 
maintenance facilily • 
.. ring to the photographer, Courier pho.to by Steve Lea. 
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hree vie for Miss Black Illinois 
h 
things in common. They're Tee 
students and each one feels she is 
the best person to be Miss Black 
Illinois. 
As thl( three are being in-
terviewed. one might be lead to 
believe they are already in front of 
their judges as each one displays 
her poise, personality and charm. 
Along with the aforementioned 
criteria. talent and a bathing suit 
competition are involved. 
Mary. who heard about the 
contest througb a friend. will play 
the piano and perform a dance 
routine. She wants to win so she 
can say"1 won Miss Black illinois." 
Patrice. on' the other hand. will 
do a modern jazz routine. She 
entered the contest because 
Pretty Girl. a model agency. asked 
her to. She feels the contest will he 
a "perfect opportunity" to display 
her talents. personality. and 
charm." 
Michelle. who will he reading 
poetry for her talent. feels it will 
Michelle Gentry 
he a good experi'ence for her flight 
attendant career. She sees it as a 
good experience to meet people 
and go places. 
schedule with class 
of U.s. stodents will 
in France. Ireland and 
Britain this summer 
the Work in Europe 
sponsored hy the Council 
CreatIve Comm.r<iaI Watehlng 
101· In this course students will 
discuss creative ways to get hack 
at insulting television com·. 
mercials. Topics include how to 
kick the television set without 
hurting your toe. makiDg c:rank 
callS to TV stations. and letter 
bombing: when to use it and how 
to get away with it. Advise is 
offered on drowning Mrs. Olsen in 
her own coff.. and Hushing the 
Tidy Bowl Man down the toilet. 
Violence will not he encouraged 
however. There·s enoup violence 
on TV already. 
. Airplane SeI! DeIeuse 114- This 
courSe is designed for the student 
who will he making a lot of 
business trips when they get out 
into the working world. Students 
will get lirat hand experience at 
tripping potential hijackers. 
giving the pilot a haUoon test for 
alcohol. and how to tell when its 
time to jump .. Students will he 
given -pointers on bow to un-
derstand condensed movies and 
how to eat airline food without 
suffering too much physical 
damage. (Prerequisite: Two 
viewingo of Airport "15. "16 and 
"17. .-
on International Educational 
Exchange (ClEE). For the past 
eight ye.rs. this popular program 
has provided students with the 
direct experience of living and 
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Energy Saving 103- Students 
will learn ways to get around 
President Carter's new energy 
program. Topics include .hutting 
doors. turning off lights. and 
walking to the corner drugstore. 
Students will he provided with 
their own ears. however they will 
not he allowed to fill up the gas 
tank. 
Car Repair 100- This course ls. 
designed for the student who tan't 
tell his huheap from his. steering 
wheel. Students will start at the 
very heginning and will he taught 
where each important part of the' 
car is. including radister. air 
conditioner. windshield wipers 
and seat covers. If there is time. 
students will learn to do small 
tasks \ike tuning the radio and . 
emptying the ash tray. 
H ..... to Talk Good English 95-
This grammer course ain't lor 
them people who talk english 
good. It's for yous people who 
want to tall< good and show other 
people your smart. We're gonna 
talk about how come people don't 
talk no good english and what to 
do about them foreigners whom 
don't talk good \ike. us people. 
(Prerequisite: There ain't none). 
working in another country and. at 
the . same time. helped them 
reduce the cost of th~ir trip 
abroad. . 
participants must ~ own 
jobs jbut will bsve Ithel' help of 
cooperating stud~I1~! travel 
organizations in each l.:.>uutry. In 
Fra6ce and Ireland they may work 
durilig the summer; in Great 
Britain they may. Work at any time 
of the year for up to six months. 
The jobs are usually UDSkilIed -
in factories. department . storea. 
hotels. etc. Salaries are low. but 
students generally earn enough 
to pey for their room and hoard 
while they work. A typical job 
would he thet of chambermaid in a 
hotel in London's West End. But 
last summer "'on enterprising 
student found work in Paris as a 
wine steward in a restaurant on 
the Champs-EIyseeoJ 
To qualify for ClEE's program. 
studeDts must he hetween the 
ages of 18 and 30 and must he able 
to prove their stndent atatus. To 
work in France, they must also be 
able to speak and nnderstand 
French. 
For more information and 
application forms. contact CIEE. 
Dept- ·PR4. m United Nations 
Plaza. New York. New York 
10017: nr' ?~fi Nnrth ~l'lnta r.ruz. 
Encouragement is the word as 
each girl says her family_ is very 
excited about her being in the 
pageant. 
Mary's fiance. Donald Bridges. 
thinks "it's beautiful." According 
to Mary, "he wanes me to project 
my personality. 'cause I'm a warm. 
understanding, and Ivoing person 
who likes to meet people." 
Unlike Mary. who will he 
getting married soon. Patrieeplans 
on grabbing "all ghe gusto out of 
life." She plans on heing single for 
quite a while and would \ike to 
traveL Her future plans also in-
clude work as a public service 
administrator. 
Michelle. who has a twin 
brother. also .says her family has 
heen encouraging. She says Craig 
Marberry has added to her en· 
couragement. too. 
In the future Mary plans on 
reaching the hlghestgoal man has 
reached and even higher. 
Patrice navis 
As the interview comes to a 
clooe. and as each girl continues to 
smilt:. ODe wonders who will be 
Miss Black Illinois. July 11. 
"Does coming to work bother you, or 
is it just the long woit before you can 
go home?" 
--"-------1:CLASSIFIED-· --~ 
FOR SALE: "11 VW. Excellent 
eondition. hody solid. motor good. 
. $1200 call evenings. 596-4189. 
f't\It SALE: Stereo """,,,,,,,,,ntl; 
...... -o>Dd.: Marantz 2210 .-..eeiver; 
Jm,:20(1 opoakera: Dual l229 
turntable. Retai1 $2300 want $1550 
. caB 836339. 
FOR SALE: 72 Honda CB S&O. 
adult 4rive .... exc. cond. eompletely 
atock. 5200 milea. $600 Fir\Il. 
Serious inquireo·ODly. caB Dave 
311-9032 &Iter 6 p.m. 
FOR SALE: 63Cbevy 1/2 ton pick. 
up; 6 cylinder stick: B It. bed with 
cimper. $450.00 eall 385-1780 
hefore 3:00 or weekends. 
FOR SALE: 15 Comet 4 dr. 6 
. cylinder. Automatic. power 
steering and breaks. air coed .. 
AM·FM redio. vinal roof. only 
23.000 miles (312) 158-0937. 
FOR SALE: Little old man selling 
his car. 10 Pont Bonneville 4 dr . 
All power. AM·FM. air. Low 
miles. Very good condo $850 or 
best. 34lH1434. • 
FOR SALE: Jeep-CJ5' II!&de 
.xcluaive1y for. Chieago Auto 
Show 0Dly 300 of theae made in 
US. Low Miles, Leaded. $2300 or 
he.ot. 891-4392. 
FjoR SALE: 14 Dataun. 2 dr. 
Ildtp .. 4 spd. AM·FM 8-tracl<. CB. 
~¥c. condo ukiog $U5O.oo or offer 
caB ~1.1262. . 
am..o CARE: State licensed. 
hot meals. learning activities. 
Located in downtown Harvey. 
LCROFFERS 
TYPEWRI1'ER RENTAL 
Typewriters are now available 
for student use in the Learning 
ResourteS Center. Rental rate is 
SOc per bour. 
The typewriten. IBM SeJec. 
tries. have heen provided in 
response to Ilumerous stuclent 
requesu for this type of aervice. 
- Students who wiah to talte 
advantage of this eervice may 
inquire at the cin:uIation desk in 
.the main reading room·- level 2-
nEETUTOIlJN(l 
AV AlLAJlLETO • 
Tee STUDEN'!S . 
Studenu who Deed Iae!p with 
their atudies may take a<haDtap 
of the free tutoring ",,"ice offeRd 
by tbe Learnine Reaoureeo 
Program. Tutoring is available in 
all academic lubjo<ta. 
Student. seeking halp ahould 
inquire in the LeanUag ~
Center at the circulation desk. 
Although' th",service iaoffered 
free of charge. tuton are paid at 
regular student rate. 
Studeots who ",ish to work .. 
tutors should contact Mrs. 
Neander or Dr. Lueas in the LRC. 
ext. 240 or 237. 
SMOKING LOUNGE OPEN in 
room 11l3F lIevel 1). The 
typewriter rental facility is DOW 
next door. Students are invited to 
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CETA awards TCC funds for landscaping 
The 
byTimTbomu 
Comprehensive Em· 
and Training Aet 
bal a warded TCC 
to begin lands.aping 
conege. 
established by the 
go"erl.m •• nt to provide 
work to emp!'oy the 
do laDdseapiDg work at the 
eoIb!ge. 
Approximatel7 $97,000 of' the 
$108,188 will he used for wages 
and friDge benefits wbile $11,000' 
will go toward jield supplies and 
laDdseapiag equlplllel¢. , 
PilaDd is hopeful that CETA 
will enend the 
Saudi Arabians aHending Tee 
tell of ,life in Middle East 
by Tim. Tbemss , 
ever happen to be 
the Middle East a¢ 
the Dation of Saudi 
find a country 
P"OGlJ' .... .., ... gersbut hostile to ' 
Saudi Arabia. of 1slamie origin; th,( religioD of 
"lD Saudi Arabia if'You are a most Saudi ArabiaDS. , 
atraDger you'U find lD&I1y people The lnble of Islam. the Koran 
looldDg after, 'you, giving you spells out the p.,nalities for crimes 
aaythil}g,,,.: want. .. ffer you .. loeb as murcl,er. If. persotl kDls 
housiDg." they said. ' , someone, that perIOD shall,:eIie is 
The Saudis. whoare staying at , just'lIDe eXample of 1slamie law •• 
the HoIIday'laiD in Alsip said their Aaotber law is that if a _ is _ 
project past Sept. 80 when funds 
will I'UD out. 
At the moment, CETA offidals 
daim tba~ TCC baa a verrgood 
ehance of' getting an additional 
$160,000 from the program. 
A landscaping project com-
mittee headed b:r Piland bas beeJ! 
set up to organize the prosram. 
Curren~ly tbe committee la 
,establisbiDg priorities to be ..,. 
eomplisbod with CETA funding. 
Projects beillg cODsidered by 
the eommittee include-
- A general.urfaee eleaning of 
the srounds, eutting weeds. and 
removing roeks from tba field on 
the west side of the aebool. 
- Breaking ciewn the t!irt bills 
in the field. 
- Extending the fieldbouse 
road. 
- Making the area aouth of the 
main campus ..... the tree into a 
picnie-type ares. 
- Making the area on the north 
side of the eampus into • nature 
area for elassroom studieo. 
--Establishing Ilower gardens 
&rouod tbe entran.e to the Per-
fonning Arts Center. 
- Cleaning the creek by the 
football field. 
go ............ t is taking eare of eau8bt stealiDg from &DOtber 
ever:rtbing for them, ,iDClUding persou, the thief will, have his 
paying the, ~ a aalary. right band ... t Off as l>uuisbmetlt., / 
Thegoverument of Saudi Arabia The perIOD eaugbt eommittiag 
encourages its people to get tbe-criDie is immediately brought 
edueated all:rwberejn the world before a justice. If the offeuder is 
and will take eare Of aU the ex- found guilty of the c:rime,' the' 
po ...... the Saudis reInarked. ' sentenee' will ,be earried out right , ' 
But then the SaUdi people are there, the .. Saudis said. 
mueb clooer to their ~ They eoatinuod .. :riDs that in 
tblII the people in Ameriea. the people Jaaooto:' the Jaws' and 
The Ameriean people were peaalties beeause, of their 1slamie 
exeited about gettiDg an op-' upbringing. aIld thus crimes are 
pertuDit:r to tall< with President prevented They also credit their 
Carter OIl radie, but c:itizeas in polke ,with' being in plaees' to 
Saudi Arabia .... go directly to prevent aimes before they aeeur. 
':=uI-!!' 1~ ~.!: This eoatribates to the Saudi 
their problems. , _lit that their eouJItr7 is 
The Saudi atudeDts said the ""~'il.::.".~ preveDt 
ltiDg baa all '"epen bouse" for the Saudis' ~ paJiag three tbiDgs 
people to come to_ad. their Americ:aDs .... aaJy dream about: 
-pIaiDIa ... uk for land .... taxes, tips aad interest au Iaans. 
1!IOD81, , If you happen to '_ the Saudi 
But as friendly as the goveni- stodents UOUDcI adIool. deg't be 
_ .... be to some peeple. it will afraid to commllllieate with them 
tnrD OIl law breakers I1riftly and as, they are. just leaming our U:;".\S in Saudi Arabia are langusge. After an. it would be a 
great way to establisb fareip 
.hown little merey by tbe rela~ 
government. M. of the laws .... 
.. ~ 
.. 
\ 
SaIIIAwwad IIIpIInIoes s-u AnWoa stodents 80loi SWInud ..... 
- ........ AIodwIIoIa ...................................... by· 
the s-u AnltIu ~ ...... F ...... SIpol CcorpondM. . 
c-ter pboto by Steve 1M. • 
Award· winners 
The Stodent Awards Com- • prior to the Variety Slaow 
mittee reeeDtI:r &DDOIIIIC8d' the IICiaeduled for May 21, 
wiDaeraof the Studeat Leodersblp The awards ........,;u. _ 
Award. ' ebosea" repreoeDt the divenit7 
• ,WiDne!s were IIreDda GorskI,' of the ICucIeIi& belly, The 'Qriciul 
BeYerly Dvorak, aDd Windy members of the CGIIIIIIittee, ~ 
Duffy. ' Kleber, ROse Ewopa, Graee 
Thil1 award - developed to· LeF~ ODd Bob Tully ...... 
reeopIoe and encourage atudeDts uaisted in the developmeut and 
to ~ participate within the sUid~ by Bob Smith ODd Ellea 
eommuaity and ,~ deliDite, Hall with Ellis· ....... &lid Pam 
progress towards their tong.rege Peterson asilsiiag in the judging 
goals. , and interview· 
Awards -will b8 preseDtod juat IDS proeess. 
'~ Manpower to ~mploy 
over 25-,000 students 
Maapower, IDe" tlae world'. "Ever)' :rear atudents add an 
largest, temporary 'belp r ..... ; imporIaDt dimension to our work· 
expects to have jobs for more tblII force. Tbis year tbey'll ,play an 
, 25;000 atadeDts with office work even bigger role beeluse of the 
skDls throughout the couDtry this optimistic job toreast .npewer 
summer, a ,suhawtial incre... 'bas received from busiDessmau,· 
over last 1UIIIIIIeI', aeooriIing to. Fromstein said. 
Mitchells. Froastein.J'resideIIt of _ A recent survey of 5,000 
Manpower;' (Coatinued .. Plp2) , , 
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To next year's editor:' 
Good luck!, you'll 
need it, sucker! 
To Tim. Cthe gu:r who got llUekered into this job ) , 
Congratulations &ad wetcome to the woaderful world of being 
Courler editor. I ..... t to wish you a lot of luek Cyou're gning to 
Deed it). . 
So. you believed those ads about living the gIamouroas. exciting 
aad romaatic life of a Dewspaper person. I bet, though. that the 
real diaeher .... the part of being on the'executive st.aff. Oh, now I 
remember it was tile pa1. . 
Doa't get me wrong. all those re&SOas are exceUent especia\ly 
since you're starting out fresh. . 
Mill'}' McBUll:b 
Resell your. 
a-ever, being the kind, .onsideratc. bapPY-f'!"lucky. &ad 
modest person I ..... I just can't let yOl1 get Iato this JOb, Cnow that 
it·. ofIldaI) without knowing the hazards of the trade. . 
· books at the 
local bookie' 
O.K. You're trouble begins a week before the rnt issue of the, 
pajJer. This is when you .tart organizing your staff and scadlag 
out those roving reporters to see what's going on at sehooL Don't 
be alarmed. if they don't come hack with anything. It's sort of 
traditioa that the first iosuelooks as if a toraado hit it. then. truck 
raa over it aad fIaall:r the students read it. . '. 
'.then little -by Iitt1e everytbiag else goes wrong. Your first 
problem will probably be with letting everyone else know :ron're 
the boss. This problem will probably never get aoIved, but then 
agaIa yoar alae inclIes taller then me. umpteen poundsbeavier Cno 
offensel. you're a guy. aad older than everyone else 00 :roar staff. 
Also, a lot of people will be coming around and introducing 
themselves to you. At this time theyll give you advice and explain 
that if you ever need aaytbing to just 100k them up. But just ask 
them lOIIlethlag controYeraiaI and theyll either dam up or :ron 
won't be .hIe to fiDeI them tiD after deadline. Also, th_ people 
will believe :ron're rea\ly a Dice guy. if you do everythiDg the _y 
they want.. The minute you do the opposite though. you're a"':~ 
Oh well, rm sure you can figure the rest out. -' 
U 1011 think that.all the time :ron apead on the paper Iaylag it 
out, writing headlineS. and stories is gning to be appreciated you 
bave another thing coming The only time youll bear aaytbing is 
wheayou bave done IOIIlcthing wroag. or when ODe of :roar 
teachers gives :ron • comp1imenL Treasure these complimeats,. 
theyll be worth gold .. he!! you get dcpresaed. 
Speaking of dcpressioa. I left 1011 some pills for headaches. 
nervous breakdowns. ulcers aad insaDity in the file cabinet. U 
these don't .. ark or 100 can't fiDeI them there are knlvea in the 
supply drawer. . '
N_. that rve toIIlly cIioi1lussiOl1ed you, let me tell 100 the 
truth. You"1l do just fine. Probably one of the beat editors this 
ochool ever had and you'D probably develop one of the finest 
papers in the schools histor:r. 
If 100 ever Deed my professional advice just call Tinley Park and 
theyll pre rou m:r room number. Can't .. y it hasn't been fun. 
May all:roar atOries lit, 
. Mary 
Tis the season for buy backs. 
Wbat'. a buy baek you say? Well. a 
buy baek is when the bookstore. 
under the management of George 
Dammer f buys back your 
treasured collection of books from 
your semesters work. 
Books may be returned during 
the week of fmals. In this cue 
they may be returned next week. 
At this time the booI,store will buy 
the books back at haH their 
originsl price if they're bard 
covered. Paperbacks over $2 will 
be bought back for haH price. also. 
Other paperbacks will ~ bought 
hack for a third of the origIaal 
coaL, 
Only those books that will be 
used the following semester can be 
bought back. 
The CIJIlpuB store will DOt buy 
back Lab Maauals, Stady Guides, 
. . or any book - with sufficient' 
quantities on hand to, meet 
projeetioas. . 
To belp celebrate the 5Ulllmer 
the book store is selling T-shirts at 
2 for' $6 or 4 for $11. • .. 
HoIITS for book return will be : 
May 25, 8-8; May 26. 8-8; and May 
27.8-3. 
Best Wishes 
from the 
FareweH . address: editor 
. thanks staff for efforts 
This being the last issue.of the year. it's only f.ir tbat rome 
people wbo spent .Iotof time. ehergy and hard work on this P"I'" 
should be thanked. 
WorkiDg OD. school newspaper can be very reWll'din( 
experieace. As Courier editor (or the put year I caD .. y it was 
rewardiug aad fulfilling, despite. all the problems, deadlines. aDd 
pressures. 1 feel. however. that 1 survived and a lot o( people' 
sbou\cl \Ie thanked because of it. . 
Don't get me wrong these people, sa few sa they are, produced." 
fine paper this :rear, Through their combined efforts and 
achievements they bave worked and delivered somethlag that 
they .hou\cl be proud of. As the Courier editor I wish to thank 
them all for their error:ts and (or makiug my job a little easier. . 
. Addiug a litUe humor. and lOme siek jokes to the olficc .... Tim . 
TbOlllU, usistaat editor, reporter. and person-o(·.ll-trad ... 
Wd:hout his talents the paper wou\cl be missing part of ita 
eharacter. . . 
Also, Julie Fiumara. features editor. who provided the paper 
with features every week aad who added her ereativity to the 
paper. As &lend, foe. and future roomy. I thank Julie for every· 
thing. . . 
Jerry Mcllvala. who provided' the paper with a smile; per-
sOnality. and money. Without .Jerry :ron sa readers. wou\cl not 
have eight page papers. Color. or free fries from McDonalds, 
Steve Lea, the one man photographer. who added color, 
creativity. time. eaerg:r and professional advice to-the &tiff. And 
who took counU ... picture. for a person 'Who Dever liked any of 
them. . 
Ross Lathrop, sports editor, a person wbo added individuality to 
the paper. Although the only timebe heard about it was when he 
did anything wrong, his job on the paper was deeply appreciated. 
Mary Taglieri, our columnist. without her humourous column 
every .. eek I don't thIak 1 wou\cl bave made it through deadline 
doys .. 
Keith Levin, who was a regular reporter, thanks for all your 
en~es. . 
Matt Dzik. our copy editor, (or without his persistence in 
, getting the paper to the pribter a paper wou\cl never be in ink. 
Also, I thank the maa:r people wbo helped as out during the :rear 
but weren't mentioned. 
But most of all I want to thank oar readers, for without you we 
rcall:r wouldn't bave a purpose. 
Bulldogs trounce Apache 
. TCC gave themselves another 
sh!>i at winning record last week, 
sweeping two pme5AVer Illinois 
. VaDey's Apaches, 7·2 and '3-0. 
hittlag an Apache fastbal\ 380 
for a solo home ruD. Dave W 
needed ao more hitting after t 
as he hurled a six·bitter to sb 
out IV. Da"""n aad Tatum a 
combined for (oar stolen 
. TCC faces Do Page Moa 
and Kankakee Wednesday 
·complete th~ir schedule. W 
Dead.y·S game starts at 12:30. 
P.8.- UaaythiDgever'goeswroDg,justchalltitupto"youtbful Courier' 
TCC got out of the box fast in 
game ODe. with Vince Watts,· Pat 
Dawsoa, and Lance Tatum. the 
stars olthe game. Watts hit a two-
run homer. &ad the Tatum aad 
paWson team aec:ounting for six' 
base thefts between them in game 
one; Poug Mathey, selected to the 
D\inois State All-Star team. went 
all the ... y (or the victory. 
Game two' saw Jim FiIzone 
bJ:caking out of his batting slump. 
Doug Mathey will be playlag' 
the D1iaois AlJ.Star game 
Thursday at Comiskey Pa 
'Game time is 1 p.m. Tickets can 
bought from any TCC 
player. immaturity". 
J..,{;55[RS, J..'E:5:J[!eS, .J..'G55[RS, j'E:::J5[/eS, J..'E:55[RS 
profession to handiapped people. bandieappe.!":""'" how to·aoe . and Humanities.' 'Letter to the Editor: 
LaUer to the editor: Since some pbysicaDy ball' their new arm or leg. . The Thornton Evening Chorale Is everyone going to hell 
Daring 0ccupati0DaI Therapy dicapped chUcirell attend' the I continned by ukiDg the and Thornton College Singers will they die or is this hell right 
10.TI week I presented one aspect """001 the 'c\us anderstood the chUdrea oae by OI1e to pretelld be joining for a Memorial' Coneert on earth. With all the rob • 
of O.T. to my daughter's r .... t· term and some ebIIdrea offered they had oaiy one band to use and fo< Dr.lGadig 011 Sanday. May 22. killing. strange happenings. 
pde dus. Tbe c\us teacher had information of halldicapped thea pia<ed a plate and fork on' 1971. at IUS p.m. at the First prejudiees, oar world is h~ 
, ""Iuesteci parents to share what friends kncnnl by their parents. dIeIi-desk. I cramped a small piece Reformed Church, 15924 South a downfall Ia itoe\f. 
their __ eatoi1ed with the Pietures of people with ofpaper. placed it on the plate and Park Aveaae, Soath Holland.' They say the world wiIlead 
dWdrea. prosth..... were paaaed arouad • iDstracted each cbild to _ it up The Thoraton Evening Chorale ,lire this time but I thIak that 
I felt it wouIcI becllflieult to and thecbildrea werecurioDlu to . ike they woaid to a piece of food. will. be performing Four wiIlead byno ........ thanthefire· 
explslll what ~upational h_ they were attached to the Of c:oune,' the paper feD off the Pastorales by Cecil Effinger. . ODeS mind. When everyone. 
ITherapyla to the chUdrea and body and b_ the people w~ . jdate Iato. their. desk because ~ &C:CI!"'paniec1 by Beverl1 S.~ fiaa\ly ki11ed up then the wor\cI 
,wouIcI be able to bciId their fa. able to 'do tbings. Olle ehild were unable to belp wltb tb.... oboist, and a group of spiritaaIs. have self destrac:ted. Why make ~ ~ lOIIle meatioaed. bow a family. friend other haad. I aUoehed the metd . The Tboraton College Siagers will big lire wbeo gad caa just let 
with a "boOt" fo< a baud caa srab balder aroaad the plate wIddI .perfo<m a group of aixtceatb 1Wl each other up. 
I ~-""O T~:-::: thiap.1 told the dua that au o.T. thea enabled them to piek up the eeatul')' . madrigals. Both A lot of robbiag bas been 
Rating _t ••. a ep .g . Ioeaeofthepeople thaU .. chthe :paperwitheue. orpnizationi are directed by p\sce a\ao. People IdIIing 
Other cIeYIce.. auch sa the Cnig LIadle:r. . fo< 8Oc, or whatever. Thera Courie'r" 
Tbe truth Is """" pare aad oeldom IimpIe, 
TbeCOURIER isa. weekl1 &:.....W::; free. foraad by the atodenta ofThoraton College with a 
cIn:uIatlonof8,OOO. Tbe editorIall'Pfrdoaa are those 
expressed ooIely by the Edit«IaI ~ aad do not.............n:r 
reIIeet the opIaIona ofadmllilatrators, faca1ty. 
or theatodent...-nment. 
THECOUlUER 
1&800 State Street 
Sonth HoIIaitd. D. eom 
-.zooo. ext. 882 
". Editor-ia-ChIef •••••• __ ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• MIr:r MelIuiIh 
AaaiataBt EdItor ••••••••••• _. ••••••••••• _._. ••••••• .Tim on-
Copy Editor •••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~DzIk' 
.~ EdItor ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J1I1ie FiaaIon 
Sports EcIit4= •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lIoes L&thrap 
fhatosrapIayEditor •••••••••••••. _ ••••••••••• _. ••••••• .steve Lea· 
CaIumniat •• ; ••••••• __ •••••••••••••••••••••••• : •• .Mar:r TacIferi 
AdftrtIaing 1Ianage-. ............................ Jerry Mc:llYaIn 
Adw.er ................................ ; •••• __ •• lTalerie AIvor<;I; 
bQttonbook, ...m....I fork and The ,featured work' of the· been a lot of _lea ldIliap. 
spoon, and IDDc haadled IIIIteIIIiJa, evening will be Maurice DurafIe·. DetroIt seven cbildrea were 
etc. were dem_rated alld 'JIequiem. bmduc:led by F. 'l'IIomu aad fo< .. bat. For 110 "-at 
paaaed .' arouad for the lUdIardaon. Director of Mualc at This is oaiy _ exomple. 
· dlIIdrell to try. They were also ~ Commaaity Church. Ia there are maDy ......... 
uked to pretend they conlda't 'this ...... k the· Thornton Evening To top ever:rthiDg off 
snap aaythIag and were showa Qroa\e will be joIaed by au or- been a lot of _ge ba 
· bow they wouIcI be able to brush lebam IpCIIIIOI'ed in part by taken p\sce in the lut seven 
th.1r teetb alld .at with the M1IIIe Performaace Trust Fuada Richard Nixon .... the 
· oaistIve devIeea. of the Americaa Federation of prcaideut to face 
. The' ~ were very, lit- 14uoidaDs. • : since Andrew JohlllOl1 almoot 
-terested in the devleea and ea· . We do bope that yoa will be ahle . ycara before bim. The crime 
: joyed trying to ue them. They to attend this fioe COllcert: is at au aU time higb. The 
uked many qaeatioao and offered honoring the memor:r of Dr. I. WIve we had a few months 
'1afot:mat\oD reIatiag to iDdcIenceo Albert Kindig. A memorial fund .... the want ever. aad we 
'they bad eDCOUDtered. bu been IIItIblilhed at the eoIlege told that we bave only 
• . . . ........ Y_ 'in memory of Dr, Kiadiit. For iuoItnelefttoolutoaiylOO 
· To Tbe Editor: . ,those • of 100 interested ia ..,.,. yean. 
· Oa April 29. 1971. Thornton. . tributing to the fund. make ~ • An these tbIap are 
· -Comnianit:r College and the.... . payable to Thornton Community .. orse all' the time. You 
muakal COJIIJIIIIIIit: wU aaddened . College • 1.A. Kiadiit Memoria1 bow when oomeone will WIIk 
: by the IIIItImcIy death of Dr. J. FuatL :roar house &ad 1Wl or rob 
: AlbertXladig. Dr.Kiadiitwas the . Thatsright1OO'renot_llle' 
: director of Thonton· aboral Tbe DrrioioiI of Arts and :roar own bome. People of 
,orpnizatioas. II weD sa the Humaaitica ' ... 
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
HISTORICAL ANAL YSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
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1978 
DALLAS WON THE SUPERB OWL. GARY PLAYER WON THE MASTERS 
AFFIRMED WON THE TRIPLE CROWN. YANKEES BEAT L.A. FOR THE 
WORLD 
SERIES. 
WHILE WE WERE IN THE MIDST OF THE ENERGY CRISIS, WE WERE LISTEN-
ING TO HOTEL CALIFORNIA BY THE EAGLES, HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE BY 
THE BEE GEES, EVERGREEN BY BEST FEMALE VOCALIST BARBARA 
STREISAND, AND HANDYMAN BY BEST MALE BOCALIST, JAMES TAYLOR. 
ACADEMY A WARDS WENT TO ANNIE HALL FOR BEST MOVIE, RICHARD 
DREYFUSS, BEST ACTOR IN GOODBYE GIRL, AND DIANE KEATON, BEST 
ACTRESS FOR ANNIE HALL. 
INDIVIDUALS LEA VIENG US IN 1978 WERE HUBERT HUMPHREY, EDGAR 
BERGEN, AND NORMAN ROCKWElL. 
IN JANUARY, A BUZZZARD STRUCK THE MIDWEST WITH TEMPERATURES 
OF 50 BELOW ZERO AND 100 MPH WINDS. 
THERE WAS MASS SUCCIDE IN GUYANA WITH POISONED KOOL-AID 
BY JIM JONES AND THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS SHUT DOWN. 
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1978 
Nearly 20 million Volkswagen Beetles have been manufactured 
since 1949; production is halted this year, and a new Beetle car 
will not be seen on the road until 1998. 
South African Prime Minister Balthazar Johannes Vorster is 
replaced by Pieter Willem Both~ who begins dismantling 
apartheid. 
Nylon draped over paths in a Kansas City park is Christo's latest 
sculpture. 
Angered by land and other government reforms, Muslim 
fundamentalists spark riots in Iran and demand removal of the 
Shah. After failed attempts at appeasement, martial law is 
imposed. 
In a bizarre cult display, Tun Jones and over 900 followers drink 
Kool-Aid spiked with cyanide in a mass suicide in Jonestown, 
Guyana. 
A reportedly Soviet-supported coup occurs in Afghanistan when 
President Muhammad Daud Khan is murdered and power is 
seized by the pro-Communist Nur Muhammad Taraki. 
The United States recognizes the People's Republic of China. 
98% of all American households have a television. 
The world's first test-tube babv, Louise Brown, is born in London 
to mom Lesley Brown. 
U.S. President Jimmy Carter. Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, 
and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin reach the Camp 
David Accord. 
Coca-Cola signs a deal to have exclusive selling rights in Chin~ 
while Pepsi-Cola has a similar arrangement in the U.S.S.R.. 
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The President's 
Annual Report 
Thornton 
Community 
College 
Perspective--------
October, 1978 
As I begin my sixth year at Thornton 
Community College I would like to 
make a departure from my usual 
annual report and comment on the 
progress made by the College during 
the past five years. The specific 
progress reports of the College offices 
and divisions that follow are concerned 
with the usual one-year time frame. 
The most visible sign of progress is 
the growth in facilities on our new 
campus. Both Phase I and Phase II of 
our major building program have been 
completed and a small temporary 
gymnasium has been added to the 
campus. Unfortunately, inflation has 
halted our plans to build Phase III 
of the master plan, the last phase 
which was to include many of the 
technology laboratories and a perma-
nent gymnasium. We are quite pleased, 
however, with our current facilities, 
and we feel that they will meet our 
needs for the forseeable future. Second, 
we are fortunate to have a large campus 
which includes not only the new 
buildings but also tennis courts, ball 
fields, wooded areas, and adequate 
parking facilities. Third, we are able 
to utilize various high schools in the 
district during evening hours, and this 
allows us to improve our services. 
The most meaningful progress has been 
in the variety and quality of educational 
opportunities offered to residents of 
District 510. The College has added 12 
programs that include over 275 courses 
and special interest activities during the 
past five years. The district residents 
now have their choice of over 100 
transfer, career or certificate programs, 
along with a wide variety of community 
programs and special interest programs. 
The residents have been taking 
advantage of these opportunities too, 
last year taking over 125,000 credit 
hours of course work. The quality of 
our programs was affirmed when the 
North Central Association of Colleges 
and Schools renewed our accreditation. 
The College has made progress and 
matured in other areas as well. We 
have improved our operating efficiency 
and service by the installation of 
computerized systems for registration 
and transcript records. We have 
complied with the burgeoning federal 
regulations, most recently in the areas 
of access for handicapped students and 
equal opportunity for the sexes. We 
have maintained a quality faculty 
by a combination of competitive 
salaries and improved fringe benefit 
program. And we have done all of 
this with a balanced budget. 
Unfortunately, the College is not 
without its problems. The same 
inflation that is straining household 
budgets is also straining our budget. 
This problem is compounded by 
decreasing enrollments which are 
primarily the result of decreases in 
the size of high school graduating 
classes. In order to maintain a 
balanced budget the College is con-
sidering a number of possibilities 
for increasing revenues, such as a 
tax referendum and a tuition 
increase, and a number of ways to 
reduce expenses, such as energy 
conservation. 
When administratorS write reports 
such as this one they tend to focus on 
buildings, programs and budgets, but 
there is another-less tangible factor 
that alSo determines the health of 
a college. This factor which I call 
the "school spirit" measures the 
intellectual excitement at the College 
and the quality of the relationships 
between faculty and students, and 
between faculty and administrators. 
I am happy to report that the 
spirit at Thornton Community 
College is stronger today than it 
- ever has been. 
I have enjoyed serving Community 
College District 510 the past five years, 
and I look to the future with optimism. 
Sincerely, 
Nathan Ivey, President 
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College Curricula 
Although growth in facilities is the 
most apparent sign of growth, the 
most meaningful growth has been in 
the variety and quality of educational 
opportunities offered to the residents 
of District 510. The College currently 
offers 595 different degree courses 
which lead a student to the completion 
of one of the College's 25 transfer 
(university parallel) or 28 career programs. 
The College offers another 24 career 
programs in cooperation with neighboring 
community colleges. All of these 
programs require the equivalent of two 
Associate in Arts Curricula 
(two-year transfer programs) 
Associate in Applied Science 
(two-year career programs) 
Certificate 
(one-year or less career programs) 
• Advertising Art and Design 
• Art 
• • Aviation Careers 
• Black Studies 
• Building Construction Tech. 
Business 
• • Accounting 
• • Administration 
• Banking and Finance 
• Certified Professional Secretary 
• • Exec. Secretary/Secretary 
• • Insurance 
• • Management 
• • Marketing-Management 
• • Medical Sec.iTranscriptionist 
• • Office Assistant/Clerical 
• • Real Estate 
• Chemistry & Chern. Engineering 
• • Data Processing 
• Dental 
• Drafting 
• • Electronic Technology 
• Engineering 
• • Fire Science 
• • Graphic Arts Technology 
• Industrial Administration 
• • Industrial Security 
•• Industrial Training 
years of full-time study. In addition to 
the two-year college credit programs, the 
College also offers 25 one-year career 
programs, and a wide variety of 
community and special interest programs. 
Each new instructional activity is 
developed to meet the needs of the 
district. 'More than 225 residents serve 
on 33 Curriculum Advisory Committees 
to insure that the College maintains close 
contact with the District. The College 
also conducts surveys of residents and 
employers to determine needs. Finally, 
Associate in Arts Curricula 
(two-year transfer programs) 
Associate in Applied Science (two-year career programs) 
Certificate (one-year or less career programs) 
• • Journalism 
• • Law Enforcement 
• Legal 
• Liberal Arts 
• Life Sciences 
• • Machine Tool Processes 
• Mathematics 
• • Mechanical Design Tech. 
• Medical 
• Medical Technology 
• Mental Health Associate 
• Music 
• • Nursing 
• Occupational Therapy Assist. 
• Pharmacy 
• Physical Education 
• Practical Nursing 
• • Public Administration 
• Radiologic Technology 
• Social Work Associate 
• • Teacher Aide 
• Teacher Education-Elementary 
• Teacher Ed.-Secondary (B.A.) 
• Teacher Ed.-Secondary (B.S.l 
• Urban Studies 
• Veterinary 
• Vocational Industrial Teaching 
and Training 
• Welding Processes 
all College activities are monitored and 
approved by the locally elected Board 
of Trustees. 
The quality of the College's programs is 
doubly ensured. First, the College is 
accredited by the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools. 
Second, the College conducts follow-up 
studies to verify that our transfer program 
students are prepared for university 
junior-level studies and that our career 
program students are prepared for their 
chosen professions. 
Community Education, Community 
Service, and Special Programs 
Adult Basic Education 
English as a Second Language 
General Educational Development 
(GED) Preparation 
General Studies Program 
Personal Development Program 
(15 courses) 
Intellectual and Cultural Studies 
(46 courses) 
Health, Safety and Environmental 
Studies (14 courses) 
Improving Family Circumstances 
(12 courses) 
Development/Review ·of Vocational 
Sk ills (37 cou rses) 
Lecture Series 
Speakers Bureau 
Enrichment Reading Program 
Tutoring Services 
Educational Presentations for Senior 
Citizens 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Robert W. Anderson, Chairman 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
James Livingstone 
Paula Malak, Vice-Chairman 
Jerry A. Meyer 
Karen Mitchell 
Frank Zuccarelli 
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Accomplishments Be Goals 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
In addition to the normal day-to-day 
responsibilities of running the College, our 
personnel were also able to accomplish a 
number of additional tasks this past year. 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
This office is charged with providing a 
comprehensive program of instruction 
for residents of Community College 
District 510. Major accomplishments 
include the following: 
Courses in Public Personnel Admin-
istration, Current Problems in 
Security, Women's Studies, and 
Asian Civilization were offered for 
the first time; courses in Nursing 
were revised; courses in Finite Math, 
Calculus, and Real Estate were 
developed; courses in Bio-Medical 
Repair and Building Maintenance 
were proposed. 
. The Learning Resources Center 
produced a sound/slide orientation 
program. The LRC also installed a 
new security system which 
substantially reduces losses. 
. Additional equipment was obtained 
for both the Graphic Arts 
Laboratory and the Foreign 
Language Laboratory. 
In music, faculty performance groups 
appeared at District 510 high schools 
to augment the College's recruitment 
program. 
Enrollment in the English as a Second 
Language program doubled, primarily 
due to extramural funding for the 
LINK Project and Indochinese Project. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
This office is responsible for the 
implementation of all College poticy 
pertaining to student services, including 
support services such as counseling, 
financial aid, admissions and records, 
placement, student activities, intramurals 
and athletics. Additionally, the office 
exercises leadership in determining 
student needs and in translating those 
needs into effective programs. The major 
accomplishments for the year were: 
. Through the Financial Aid Office, 
$1,500,000 were processed to assist 
students in pursuing their educational 
objectives. The Student Aid 
Foundation awarded an additional 
$4,500 in scholarships and loans. TCC 
students received more financial aid 
than any other community college in 
Illinois. 
Secured extramural funding for a 
Career Guidance Center ($46,000) and 
a Women's Drafting Program ($43,000). 
· Conducted a follow-up study on drop-
outs and found that the most common 
reason for dropping-out was "found 
employment or change of work 
schedule." 
· Conducted a follow-up study on 1976 
career graduates and found that 95% of 
the graduates were either working or 
continuing their education. 
· Developed a manpower needs survey 
instrument and implemented survey_ 
· Expanded the Career Information 
Center and group counseling activities. 
· Conducted or participated in the 
following conferences, projects, and 
special programs: Cook County Jobs 
Confer~nce, College Community 
Information Exchange, Student 
Retention Plan, Job Search and 
Survival Workshop, Student Employ-
ment Guidelines, designation as 
Real Estate Examination testing 
site, Bowling League, Maintenance 
III career course, and multiple 
semester registration system. 
• The women's basketball team and the 
women's softball team both won their 
sectional championships. 
· Revamped Student Services fees 
structure, generating an additional 
$50,000 revenue. Also automated 
financial aid procedures, resulting in 
a reduction of one full-time support 
staff. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Numerous services and production depart-
ments of the College report to this office_ 
These departments include the Controller/ 
Treasurer, Information Systems (data 
processing), Personnel Services, Security, 
Physical Plant Division, Shipping and 
Receiving, Campus Store, and Reprography 
(printing and duplicating). The last two 
departments mentioned comprise the 
auxiliary enterprises of the College. Our 
major accomplishments were: 
- Designed and implemented a com-
puterized transcript system for 16,000 
students who have taken credit courses 
during the past six years. Also 
implemented a computerized multiple-
semester registration system and a 
computerized method for monitoring 
financial aid monies_ 
. Improved the College's buildings and 
grounds by a variety of projects: 
constructed additional sidewalks, 
remodeled several interim buildings, 
erected a bus stop shelter, improved 
lighting and acoustics in several rooms, 
resurfaced tennis courts, improved 
handicapped students' parking area, 
repainted areas as necessary, and 
cleaned record snowfalls from sidewalks 
and parking areas. 
. Sponsored over 1000 hours of 
training for College police officers_ 
. Improved operation of the campus 
store, campus mail service, and 
improved the flow of administrative 
paperwork. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Two administrative areas of the College 
report directly to this office: Public 
Relations, and Research and Planning. 
The accomplishments of these offices 
include the following. 
Public Relations 
Provided substantial support for the 
College's 50th anniversary celebration. 
In addition to numerous news articles, 
messages of congratulations were 
received from many public officials, 
including President Carter and 
Senator Percy. 
· Expanded and improved the TCC 
Bulletin and distributed over 
100,000 copies. 
· Obtained television coverage for 
several sports events. 
· Obtained significant newspaper 
covera,ge of our Madrigal Feaste, 
~indig Performing Arts Center 
dedication, and a variety of other 
school programs. 
• Initiated a community-wide poster 
distribution program. 
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Research and Planning 
Prepared the Resource Allocation 
and Manpower Plan Tor the Illinois 
Community College Board. 
Finalized documentation and actions 
requisite to complete Phase II 
construction contrC!ct requirements 
and final acceptance by the Capital 
Development Board. 
Responded to the wide variety of 
state and federal information requests. 
Prepared and distributed to 
administrative staff sixteen studies 
pertaining to College operations, 
characteristics and comparisons with 
other Illinois community colleges. 
Coordinated the College's applications 
for extramural funds. 
GOALS 
In addition to the routine responsibilities, 
each administrative area has established a 
set of goals for the 1978-79 school year. 
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES 
Implement new programs in Bio-
Medical Repair Technology and 
Building Maintenance, and continue 
developing Chemical Technology 
Program (with Joliet and Moraine 
Valley Community Colleges). 
· Offer classes for developmentally 
disabled in cooperation with the 
Thornton Township office. 
· Update courses more than three 
years old. 
· Conduct a self-study of the music 
area in preparation for an accreditil-
tion visit by the National Association 
of Schools of Music. 
· Prepare for an accreditation visit by the 
National League of Nursing. 
Investigate, develop and submit 
proposals for extramural funds. 
· Support a student recru'itment cam-
paign and develop a plan to increase 
student retention. 
· Closely monitor all instructional 
activities in an effort to obtain 
optimum efficiency. 
Evaluate the effectiveness of the new 
nursing courses. 
· Examine the courses in the Health 
and Life Sciences division with respect 
to the Illinois Association of 
Community College Biologists. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
· Investigate, develop and submit 
proposals for extramural funds. 
Cooperate in student recruitment 
campaign and development of a plan to 
increase student retention. 
· Conduct a manpower needs survey of 
major employment industries and 
institutions within south Cook County. 
Upon completion of the surflly 
disseminate information to the 
appropriate areas. 
· Identify 3 to 5 industries with needs 
for short-term training programs that 
can be implemented by the College. 
· Evaluate the new student employment 
guidelines and procedures and modify 
if necessary. 
· Work closely with controller to auto-
mate billing procedures for the Veteran's 
and the Illinois State Scholarships_ 
· Conduct in-service education activities 
in career guidance for schools and 
agencies within Region 9. 
· Implement and evaluate a computerized 
placement system and a computerized 
career guidance system, and develop a 
career guidance resource library. 
· Conduct a follow-up study of the 
1977 career graduates. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Improve the gathering of utilities data 
in order to monitor usage and implemen 
conservation measures. 
· Complete outdoor lighting project, 
softball field, gymnasium stairway, and 
sidewalks. Landscape the football 
practice field and areas adjacent to 
State Street. 
Conduct in-service workshops for 
support staff. 
· Streamline mailing process to reduce 
cost. 
· Coordinate and cooperate with 
Information Systems to enhance the 
computerized accounting, payroll and 
financial reporting capabilities. 
· Prepare a monthly in-house publication 
highlighting a department/division 
each month. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Public Relations 
Increase press coverage of the 
College's programs via more 
feature stories. 
· Study student and prospective 
student market in Community 
College District 510, and integrate 
the market data with the total 
public relations plan. 
· Update College photograph file. 
· Assess need for additional contact 
with community. 
Reinstate display rack in College 
lobby and develop complete set of 
brochures. 
Research and Planning 
Coordinate development of the 
College's long-range plan. 
Identify, prioritize and conduct 
institutional research and evaluation 
activities. 
· Identify extramural funding 
opportunities and coordinate all 
grant proposal writing activities. 
Respond to request for information 
by College personnel, state and 
federal government agencies. 
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Interesting Facts 
THE BUDGET: $8,128,367 
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The College Today 
'The College's main campus at State and 162ndincludes this beautiful new building, 
a gymnasium, tennis courts, bail fields, and a wooded area. 
OTHER PERSONNEL 
Administrators 
Support Staff 
28 
84 
102 
CREDENTIALS AWARDED 1977-78 
Degrees 
Certificates 
Credit Hours Awarded 
Continuing Ed. Enrollments 
Community Service Hours 
571 
124 
97,409 
4,274 
9,666 
... -
• 
--• 
-•• 
---• 
--
• MNLTEDUCATIONCENTER 
-•• 
• COImNUING EDUCA1'1ON CEflTfR 
STUDENTS 
Full-Time 
Part-Time 
Total 
Continuing Education 
Community Service 
FACULTY 
Full-Time 
Part-Time 
Total 
Continuing Education 
Community Services 
..-
• 
---
-. 
_ ..... 
•• 
.... _-
...-
• 
2,251 
7,920 
10,171 
3,466 
756 
136 
132 
268 
206 
15 
Community College District 510 serves 31;',000 residents from twenty communities. 
Note the location of the main campus and 13 satellite campuses. 
ACCREDITATION 
North Central Association of Colleges and 
Schools. 
APPROVAL 
Illinois Community College Board, Board 
of Higher Education, Board of Vocational 
Education and Rehabilitation, Veterans 
Administration. 
MEMBERSHIP 
American Association of Community and 
Junior Colleges, Council of North Central 
Community Junior Colleges, Illinois 
Association of Community and Junior 
Colleges, American Council on Education. 
THE COLLEGE 
Thornton Community COIlflge is a comprehen-
sive two-year college established in 1 927. It 
operates under the State of Illinois Community 
College Act with guidelines established 
by the Illinois Community College Board 
and offers the first two years of four-
year curriculums, one and two-year career 
curriculums, and programs designed to 
serve special educational purposes. 
Associate Degrees and Certificates are 
granted. 
PHILOSOPHY 
The College is committed to provide 
comprehensive educational programs to 
meet the diverse i~terests and needs of 
its students. The realization of individual 
educational goals is supported by counseling 
services available to help students reach 
their greatest potential. Consistent with 
thi~ ,commitment, the College assures that 
no person shall be excluded from or 
denied the benefits of any program or 
activity on the basis of sex, color, race, 
creed, religion, national or regional origin. 
GOALS 
To Provide quality IlIjIming experiences in 
·Baccalaureate-oriented education programs 
commensurate with the first two years of 
education at four-year colleges or universities 
and career education programs which 
provide knowledge and skills required for 
employment. 
ToProv~ 
Opportunity for lifelong continuing 
education. 
Courses and programs which facilitate 
adjustment to, or re-ernployment or 
advancement 'in the work environment. 
To Offer 
Programs and activities designed to con-
tribute to personal and cultural enrichment 
and encourage constructive participation 
in a free society. 
To Complement 
Educational programs through counseling 
and academic advisement. 
To Complement 
The learning process by providing learning 
resources and supportive actiVities. 
To Encourage 
Public use of its facilities and services for 
educational and cultural purposes. 
To Support 
The concept of comprehensive growth 
through co-curricular activities. 
To Assure 
Effective organizational, management, and 
administrative operations. 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
Credentials and Credos 
ACCREDITATION 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
APPROVAL 
Illinois Community College Board, Board of Higher Education, Board of Vocational 
Education and Rehabilitation, Veterans Administration. 
MEMBERSHIP 
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, Council of North 
Central Junior Colleges, Illinois Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 
National Commission on Accrediting, American Council on Education, American 
Technical Education Association. 
THE COllEGE 
Thornton Community College is a comprehensive two-year college established in 
1927. It operates under the State of Illinois Junior College Act with guidelines 
established by the Illinois Community College Board and offers the first two 
years of four-year curriculums, one and two-year career curriculums, and pro-
grams designed to serve special educational purposes. Associate Degrees and 
Certificates are granted. 
PHILOSOPHY 
The College is committed to provide comprehensive educational programs to meet 
the diverse interests and needs of its students. The realization of individual educa-
tional goals is supported by counseling services available to help students reach . 
their greatest potential. Consistent with this commitment, the College assures that 
no person shall be excluded from or denied the benefits of any program or activity 
on the basis of sex, color, race, creed, religion, national or regional origin. 
GOALS 
To Provide quality learning experiences in 
Baccalaureate-oriented education programs commensurate with the first two 
years of education at four-year colleges or universities and career education 
programs which provide knowledge and skills required for employment 
To Provide 
Opportunity for lifelong continuing education. 
Courses and programs which facilitate adjustment to, or re-employment or 
advancement in the work environment. 
To Offer 
Programs and activities designed to contribute to personal and cultural enrich-
ment and encourage constructive participation in a free society. 
To Complement 
Educational programs through counseling and academic advisement. 
To Complement 
The learning process by providing learning resources and supportive activities. 
To Encourage 
Public use of its facilities and services for educational and cultural purposes. 
To Support 
The concept of comprehensive growth through co-curricular activities. 
To Assure 
Effective organizational, management, and administrative operations. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Community College District 510 
Paula Malak 
Vice-Chairman 
Frank Zuccarelli 
Jerry A. Meyer 
Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Roger Benson 
Student Representative 
5 
James Uvingstone 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
Karen Mitchell 
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ADMINISTRATION 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
Nathan A. Ivey ......................................................... President 
Hardin Simmons University, B.S.; Texas Tech University, M.B.A.; 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Richard D. Nirenberg ................................... Director, Public Relations 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
George W. Clark ........................... Vice President, Administrative Services 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. 
Arthur J. Baker. .................................... Director, Information Services 
Patricia A. Duncker .................................. Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
K. James McCaleb ........................................ Director, Physical Plant 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
James P. McCann .............................................. Director, Security 
Southwest College, A.A. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
LaVell C. Wilson ................................. Vice President, Student Services 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed.; 
Indiana University, Ed.D. 
Frank H. Bowen, Jr ...•................................ Director, Student Activities 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Ronald L. Cooley .......................................... Director, Financial Aid 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer ...................•............... Dean, Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Larry J. Larvick •...............................................• Dean, Counseling 
College of Emporia, A.B.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.S.; 
Loyola University, Ed.D. 
Doris S. Ritter ....................................... Director, Placement Services 
Ohio University, B.S.C.; George Williams College, M.S. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
Wayne E. Willard ............................. Vice President, Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed.; Florida State University, Ph.D. 
Theda M. Hambright ................................... Dean, Community Services 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year Certificate 
Robert J. Lucas ........................................ Dean, Learning Resources 
Western Michigan University, B.S.; Wayne State University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
Norma G. Rooney ......................................... Dean, Career Education 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
Arthur J. Stejskal .................................... Dean, Community Education 
Coe College, B.A.; Roosevelt University, M.A. 
Commodore Craft, Jr. ........................................... Division Director, 
Language and Communications 
Pikeville College, B.S.; East Kentucky University, M.A.; 
Ball State University, Ed.D. 
Kathleen A. Fenner, R.N ....................... Director, Associate Degree Nursing 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
William J. Francis .............................................. Division Director, 
Health and Life Sciences 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S.; 
University of Missouri (Columbia), Ph.D. 
Milton D. Gilmore ............................................... Division Director, 
Physical Science and Mathematics 
Sterling College, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
Fred L. Hanzelin ................................................ Division Director, 
Arts and Humanities 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M.; 
University of Illinois, D.M.A. 
Cletus O'Drobinak .............................................. Division Director, 
Business and Commerce 
University of Dayton, B.A.; De Paul University, M.B.A. 
Clarence B. Penny .............................................. Division Director, 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. Engineering and Technical 
William Tabel. .................................................. Division Director, 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A, Social and Behavioral Sciences 
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FACULTY 
James H. Abbott .............................. ~....................... -.... Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph J; Adamek ...................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David R. And~rson ...........................•.................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N ............................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks ................................................. General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett .................................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila J. Bashaw, R.N ................................................. A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Claudette A. Bobay ........................................................... Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Barbara L. Bogdan, R.N .............................................. A.D. Nursing 
St. Francis College, B.S.; St. Mary of Nazareth, R.N.; 
Governors State University, B.H.S. 
Edmund A. Bonczyk ............... ~ .....................•...... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William A. Bourland ............................................•...... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Smith V. Brand ...................................................... ~ ..... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea A. Burkard, R.T ................ Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
Willie A. Campbell. ........................................•........ Life Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John E. Carlson ...•.•....•.................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman .....•......•............................•........ Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois A. Chapman .•...•..........................................•........ English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Dlmpna B. Clarin ..............•........................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
Kathryn H. Clauson •..•.....•.............•..•......•......••. Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S . 
.... ,.. 
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William D. Curran ............................ Physical Science and Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S .. 
Phyllis M. Davis ..............................................•........ Counselor 
North Park College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Earl D. DeGroot. ............... : .................................... Mathematics 
-Hope College, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James S. Denier .................................................... Life Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, .M.S. 
Martha R. Dietrich ...................................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.S.; Columbia University Teachers College, M.A. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen L. Dolan, R.N ................................. Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis E. Dryzga ....................................................... Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, M.A.B.A. 
Daniel J. Durian ..................................................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar ................................... General Studies and English 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
William L. Fink ........................................................ Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State UniverSity, M.A. 
A. George Finstad ......................•..................................... Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S .• 
Diane L. Fitzpatrick ........................................•........... Counselor 
Lorain County Cc;>mmunity College, A.A.; Bowling Green UniverSity, B.A.; 
Eastern Michigan UniverSity, M.A. 
James P. Flynn .........•................................................ English 
St. Procopius College, B.A.; DePaul UniverSity, M.A. 
Arlene W. FranciS, R.N ....................•.................... Behavioral Science 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
Leslie A. Freeman ................•................................. Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois UniverSity, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk ......................••......................•...•.. Mathematics 
Illinois State UniverSity, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Jill M. Giddings ..•....•.......•..••..•..•...•.•...•......•....•.. General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Paul L. Gill. ......•.......•.........•......• , ....•..............•......... English 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
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Joseph A. Gutenson .......................................... Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.Ed.; . 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
Loyola University. Ed.D. 
Basil C. Halkides ........................................................ Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Donna M. Hall ......................................................... Counselor 
Chicago State University, B.S.; University of Wyoming, M.A. 
Erika B. Hartmann ........................................................ English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Robert E. Heinrich ..................................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Lucette J. Held ........................................................ Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale H. Helgesen ........................................................ English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
James E. Hellrung ............................................ Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Thomas E. Hoekstra ....................................................... Music 
Wheaton College, B.Mus.; Indiana University, M.M.; 
University of Iowa, Ph.D. 
Vern L. Hoerman ...................................................... Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia L. Hoffmann ................................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Gerald L. Hundley ........................................................ Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine T. Janis, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois UniverSity, M.S. 
R. Edward Jenkins .............................. , ................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
Florida State University, Ed.D. 
David N. Johnson .................................................. Urban Studies 
Howard University, B.A.; Rutgers UniverSity, Ed.M. 
James M. Keane .................................................... Mathema.tics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.A. 
Judith A. Kelly, R.N ............................................. Practica.l Nursing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N. 
Joni M. Kerwin, R.N ............................................. Practical Nursing 
Coe College, B.S.N. 
Betty J. Kirk ................................... , ........................... Music 
Drake University, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
145 
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Donald F. Kramer .......................................................... 'Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael N. Kulycky ........................................ , .... -... Language and 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. Communications 
George F. LaVaque ....................................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith N. Lebed ........................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .................................................. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
E. J. Lyons ................................................... Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A.; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
Bailey Magruder .................................... Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, C.A.S. 
Robert T.Marshall, Jr .................................................. Counselor 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
George A. Mattsey ...................................................... Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M:S. 
Joyce L. McMahon, O.T.R. .................................. Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, B.S. 
Barbara J. Meyers ........................................................ Library 
University of Illinois, B.A.; Rosary College, M.A.L.S. 
DeVaughn A. Miller ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ....................................... Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
James P. Moody ......................................................... English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A. 
Jane E. Morrison .................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Peggy A. O'Brien ......................................................... Library 
State University of New York, B.A., M.L.S. 
Patrick J. O'Connell .•.......................................... Law Enforcement 
IllinOis Institute of Technology, B.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Maurice F. Page .............................................. Behavioral SCience 
Clark College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.S.W. 
Thomas C. Pavlik .......•............................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Cevora Payne, R.N .•........•.........•..........•...•.....•......•.. A.D. Nursing 
Governors State University, B.N.S., M.A. 
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Charles S. Pennington ........................................... -... Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Vernon G. Peterson ..................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Frank J. Prist ........................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel M. Purdy ........................................ Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Fern E. Rau ............................................................ Business 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Blake L Reed ................................................. Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ............................................... AD. Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph E. Rejholec ........................................................... Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Sharon E. Rise ................................................ Behavioral Science 
Miuyville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Ernestine S. Robinson .................................................... English 
Barber·Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana University, M.A.T. 
Constance P. Rodgers, R.N ...................................... Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A. 
Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N ................................................ AD. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ......•......•.................................. Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha C. Sanchez, R.N .............................................. AD. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather ................................................... Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Mary K. Scanlan ........................................................... Music 
University of Wisconsin, B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Greuling C. Schellhorn ................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Peter Schloss .................................................. Mathematics and 
Athletic Director 
Bemidji State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Michael E. Schnur ..................................................... Counselor 
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Judith M. Scott ........................................................ Counselor 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
1.17 
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Jean L. Sedlack ................................ Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Joseph T. Selbka ...................................................... Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt L: Serbus, R.T ........................................ Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman ................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Frank F. Stanicek ............................................. Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle ....................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert E. Sullivan .................................................. Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Marsha J. Thompson .............•...................•................. Business 
Chicago State University, B.S.; University of Chicago, M.B.A. 
Joseph E. Thornton ...................................................... English 
University of IllinOis, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas E. Tweeten .....•............................................. Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
Lottie T. Tylka, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Linn A. Tyrrell .......................................................... Counselor 
College of William and Mary, A.B.; 
University of Michigan, M.A., Ph.D. 
Linda S. Uzureau •......................•..............•........•.. Social Science' 
University of Idaho, B.A.; Emory University, M.A. 
Norman S. Warns, Jr ..................................................... Geology 
Illinois State University, B.S.Ed.; Chicago State University, M.A. 
Larry A. Wehner ...........•..........•....................................... Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
J.oan S. Weller .................................•......•..•..... Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.; Middlebury College, M.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel •..•.............. r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Life Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of CinCinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel. .•...•...............•....•.•..•...................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul Wessel ......•••.••.....•.•..................................•..•.. Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E., M.S.E. 
Martha E. Wetzel. .•.............•.....•...•................•.• Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed.; . 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
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Gerald E. Willey ................................................. ~ .. Life Sciences 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Wallace L. Wirth ..................................................... c ••• Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Wayne L.:. Wolf. ................................................. Law Enforcement 
Thernton Community College, A.A.; 
University of South Florida, B.A., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Valerie M. Wojcik ....................................................... Business 
Northwestern UniverSity, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Arlethia T. Wright, R.N .................................................... Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Myo K. Yoo .................................................•.... Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, Ph.D. 
Carolyn A. Voss, O.T.R. ............................. ' ... , .. " Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
Sally E. Zook ............................................................. English 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. 
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College executive officers, and their agents reserve the right to change informa-
tion contained herein without notice when circumstances warrant such action. 
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1978 
Nearly 20 million Volkswagen Beetles have been manufactured 
since 1949; production is halted this year, and a new Beetle car 
will not be seen on the road until 1998. 
South African Prime :Minister Balthazar Johannes Vorster is 
replaced by Pieter Willem Botha. who begins dismantling 
apartheid~ 
Nylon draped over paths in a Kansas City park is Christo's latest 
sculpture. 
Angered by land and other government reforms, Muslim 
fundamentalists spark riots in Iran and demand removal of the 
Shah. After failed attempts at appeasement, martial law is 
imposed. 
In a bizarre cult display, Jim Jones and over 900 followers drink 
Kool-Aid spiked with cyanide in a mass suicide in Jonestown. 
Guyana 
A reportedly Soviet-supported coup occurs in Afghanistan when 
President Muhammad Daud Khan is murdered and power is 
seized by the pro-Communist Nur Muhammad Taraki 
The United States recognizes the People's Republic of China. 
98% of all American households have a television. 
The world's first test-tube babv, Louise Brown. is born in London 
to mom Lesley Brown. 
U.S. President funmy Carter, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, 
and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin reach the Camp 
David Accord. 
Coca-Cola signs a deal to have exClusive selling rights in Chi~ 
while Pepsi-Cola has a similar arrangement in the U.S.S.R .. 
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College's facilities handicapped 
• By David Onak 
Laws governing the con-
struction of handicapped facilities 
lor federally funded buildings are 
rapidly changing. Federal stan· 
dards require specially designed· 
washroom facilities. doors. ramps. 
stairs. elevators. drinking 
fountains. and parking areas. 
These new laws are outliDed in 
Ute Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (DHEW) 
handbook, "Design of Barrier·Free 
Facilities_'" According to the 
handpook, "All items apply 10 
Direct Federal Project designs 
tompleted after January I, 1975." 
Since TCC was designed i. 1966 
and redesigned in 1970, Ibe 
regu1ations do.·t neeessarily apply 
directly. But the Courier wanted 
10 fUld out how well Tee complied 
10 the new regulations. 
Tee has a tota1 of 19 han-
dicapped parking.paces, hut some 
lludents have commented Ibat 
there isn"t enough room between 
_ ,to get a wheelchair bet-
ween the parked cars. Although 
there isn't a law stating the 
!peCifie dimensioDs of handicapped 
spaces, the DHEW handbook 
recommends a· four-foot wide 
pedestrian access aisle between 
every other space. Tbere are no 
aceess spaces in Ibe TCC ban-
dicapped parking area. 
Also, there isn't a ramp leading 
from the parking spaces to the 
entrance directly across from 
them. The federal regulation 
states "At least one primary 
ent.rance to a guUding must be 
usable by persons in wheelchairs." 
There is one on the other side of 
the lot however; tbe handbook 
states Ibe walking distance should 
not be more than 200 feet from the 
n.,.rest door. At TCC, from the 
middle of the handicapped spaces 
to the doqr is well Clver 200 feet. 
The w3shrooms in Ibe scb",,1 
have a special sta1l wilb haudrai1s 
(or Ibe bandicapped Ibat meets 
ASNI staridarda, but is diffICUlt to 
enter the sta1l since the opening is 
under the 32 inch minimum 
eurrently speeiiled in Ibe new 
laws. There is alao a sink in each 
washroom with pipe coverings to 
proteet the students in' wheel 
chairs from burning themselves on 
the hot water pipes. In tbe men's 
.washrooms there aren't any 
urinals within Ibe required 19 
inehes from the floor. The mirrors, 
shelves, and dispenaers are all 
ahove the 40 inch maximum 
height. 
The eurrent elevator aystem 
does not meet the new federal 
·regulations ei~ber. The eab area is 
Help Johnny read 
By Mellody Hartelius Beedy 
You've heard plenty, no doubt, 
Jbout how young Johnny ean't 
read. Have you beard. Ibough. 
about. 18 year old Bill, or 31 year 
old Ma,dge. or 45 year old Celia? 
Their. too. don't know how to 
read, just like 300,000 otber adults 
iI Dlinois (1,000 of whom eome 
from Chicago's south suburbs). 
These people "e known as 
iliterates, but Ibere is hope for 
them •. 
In Ibis area' help for non-readera 
..... in the form of Literacy 
Volunteers of South Suburban 
Cook·WIll Cowrties. Forty-six men 
and women volunteer their time· 
and talenta to help other adults 
learn how 10 read. 
U you know someooe who 
doesD't know how to read, do them 
• favor and tell them about 
UIera<:y Volunteers. ADd if yon 
Ihink you'd like to be a tutor. 
UIera<:y Volunteers will welcome 
,.. with open arms. 
The affdiale has .......tshopa 10 
!rain new volunteers twice & :rear 
and is always happy 10 weleome 
lleW people. Founded in 1967, ,lbe 
local Lit •. Volunteers have met 
with 320 "students. With more 
tutors they could help many more 
people. . 
The program is devised so that 
twice ,a week. for an hour each 
......... the stndent and tutor 
meet at a time and place _. 
veDient (or them botb - Ibe 
local h'brary., for inatance. Then 
the volUDteer.opells a whole DeW 
world for thfi former _-reader 
by 1eac1ing him inlo the wonderful 
world of the writtel1 word. 
U you are interested in Ibis 
wortbwhDe cause. please eall 
Margaret Corhyn at 748-4481 or 
~ Brakel at 957-0598. These 
Ire the same numbers you caD 
have a friend c:a11 if they wish to 
reeeive help from the _po 
Mrs. Corbyn is the stncIem tea-
...... eo-ordinalor and Mrs. Brake! 
is the CbairmaD of Literaey 
VoInnteers. Both are eager to 
receive c:alls fn>m new voInnteers 
and new stndents this year. 
Mexico trip finalized 
Imagine a fiesta Ibat Iasta a 
IIl!ek! That's just wbat Ibe June 1 
Irip 10 Mexico wiD be like, &e. 
ading 10 memhers of Espiritu 
r.p..ol who, along wilb their 
Spanish inslnletor, Ms.' Sedlaek. 
lie planning the excursion. Las' 
week they ehose their hotels and 
llYiewed all plans for trans-
pdation and activities. They wiD 
lle10eated in Mexico City's famoua 
'pink zone" for three nights, then 
"to Ibe eolon1al city of Taxco for 
Ole Right. and next spend three 
oigbts in aecommodations cfll'ectiy 
.. the beach in Acapuleo. Cost wiD 
lie approximately $323. 
All of TCC's Spanish stndents 
lie invited to participate, plus any 
other persons interested in the 
Spanish language and eullure. 
JlegistratiOll forms may he nh-
tained in Ibe language lab, 3120.01' 
from Ms. Sedlaek. 3122. A deposit 
of $100 most be received by 
hbruary 20. 
10 other Espiritu Espanol 
business, President Cnig Cook 
announ.ed tbat Spanish .Iub 
meetings wiD _tinue 10 be held 
OIl Wedneadaya from 1:30 10 2:30 . 
in Ibe language lab. Club members 
may earn money toward their trip 
through the' Espiritu Espanol 
andy aa1e. Other money making 
p1ans are being reviewed at Ibe 
hhruary meetings. Club memo 
bershipa are being received in the 
language lab by Cheri Bleeker. 
treaaurer. Everyone is welcome to 
participate. 
large enough' for a wheel chair to 
turn in but the controls and key 
holes are anywhere from three to 
nine inches above the 48 inch 
maximum height. This makes it 
diCficult for a person in a wheel 
chair to reach the controls. 
According to the federal 
standards. "Alarms, switches, etc. 
of frequent or essential use should' 
be witljin 48 inches of tbe floor." 
This includes:· fire alarms, which 
are now 64 inches off the ground; 
thermostats. which are 53 inches 
off the f!oor. window and drapery 
controls._ Tbis. agaiD. causes 
difficulty for a person in a wheel 
chair. 
The stairs and ramps inside, 
TCC conform to the ASNI stan-
dard for tbe most parL Accordiag , 
to some hendicapped peopl., lb. 
ramps are dim .. lt to go up and 
eome down on in a wheel ehair 
even Ibougb tbey meet the federal 
requiremeDts~ . The Dilly 
dis<repaney is the failure of 'not 
baving tbe hand rails extend Ibe 
newly required 18 inches beyond 
the top step or end of the ramp. U 
Ibey did extend a poison in a 
wheel chair or' on crutehes wOuld 
heve Deeded support at the top 
and hottom of stairs and ramps. 
Mr. McCaleb. Head of Grounds, 
(Continued fo _ 2) 
TCC Ilndent, Laurie Rybarski. at_pta to place key in lock to ope_ 
eIentor door. One to lb. height of the key bole. ohe io _I. 10 reach 
the· leek without assiatance from _ther atude.t. 
Blacks celebrate roots 
The Urban Studies Program at 
TCC is sponsoring a aeries Of 
activities as "B1aek LiberatioD 
Month." 
Aecording to David N. 
Johnson, .... ordinator of Urban 
Studies at TCe,"Black 
Liberation Monlb is oUr attempt 
to unite with the aentiment of 
Ibe (ounders ~nd aupporters of 
Negro History Week. and join 
their emphasis on study with onr 
emphasis on atrugg\e. Moreover. 
the concept of B1aek Liberation 
Monlb more ...... tely refleeta 
Ibe needs of our movement. 
particularly the need to buiJd on 
the massive participatioo of 
people in the upaurge of atruggle 
during the 1960' .. 
"Carter G. WoodSon, 'noted 
Afro-Ameriean Dationalist 
historiai>. founded Negro History 
Week in 1926.10 additioo to the 
newspaper .. Iumn of' J.A. 
Rndgers. Ibis. was the major 
som-ce of wormatioo that B1ack 
people had about their hisIory. 
Every year in schoo1s, dlurebes. 
eMe and political organizations. 
Negro History Week has heeD a 
::::~ historical reading and 
"In 1915; Dr. WoodtOD 
organized Ibe AssociatiOn for the 
Study of Negro Life and History; 
which was incorporated under 
the laws of the District of 
Columbia on October 2 of that 
year. On January 1. 1916. he 
published the first issue of Ibe 
quarterly magazine"The Journal 
of Negro History" whkh eoD' 
tinuea publieation until Ibis date. • 
Further, during his leadership at 
ASNLH (now known as the 
Associatioo for the Study of 
Afro-American Life and 
History). Dr. Woodson initiated 
in 1926 Ibe annual observance of 
"Negro History Week" (now 
known as ··African·American 
History Week"). and in 1937, be 
began publication of The Negro 
History BuDetin, which is still 
issued monthly - October 
Ibrough May. . 
"We believe that Negro 
History Week has made a great 
contribution to mass awareness 
of B1ack History. Moreover. the 
reeognition 9f Negro History 
Week has caught on. and has 
become an intel1eetual tradition 
in the 201b Century "Afro. 
American experience. However. 
times have changed eonsiderably 
since 1926. In political and 
_ural terms, the time has 
come to traAsform our orien-
tation: from "Negro" to "Blaek; 
from "history" 10 "liberation" 
from "week" to "month." 
"The revo1utioaarr upaurge of 
the 1960's is our most '-l1t 
historical experieDce of massive 
militant protest. It eonlinues to 
be a rieh source of lessoIIs for 
current and future struggles. 
B1ack . liberatiOll month unites 
with Woodson's effort, but does 
so by raising it to a bigher level 
baaed on the lessoIIs of the 
1960's." 
Aec:ordiI1g to FraDk Bowe ... 
direeIol' of student activities. 
B1a~ history week is celebrated 
each year during Ibe week of 
Lincoln's birthday. 
He 'said, although budget 
"permits noly one week of ac-
tivities the Urban studies _p, 
along wilb alber _Ps across 
the country, feel the neeessity 
for expanding tbe eom-
memoration from a week to a 
ml>nth. 
, Among scheduled activities is 
a film. "Last Grave at Dimbua." 
According to Bowen, this is a 
col1troversial fJlm about Soulb 
Africa and "what is really going 
011 there." He said the movie was 
lilmed in South Africa and "most 
have heen smuggled out beeuaae 
they never would have let it out 
if Ibey knew what was in it." 
The following activities will be 
sponsored by the Urban Studies 
Program: 
Wedneoda", Feb. 15, 11 Lm., 
Delbert Blair, Chieago 
Metaphysician, Direetor of tbe 
Parapsyeho1ogica1-Metaphysica1- . 
associatiaa. Chicago, will diseuss 
"Wbat would or could Ibe world 
have done wilbout the B1ack 
Man; room 31M, Ethnic Center • 
Frida)'. Feb. 11, movie. "I:.ady 
Sings the Blues." (Cheek lDOYie 
listings for the time and place). 
Satantay. Feb. 18, 7 p.m. H. 
Mark Williams and lb. Cultural 
Messengers will pre8elll, "A 
Tbeat.rieal COD glomerate. " 
PerfOl'llliDg Arts Center. 
TCC's Programming Board 
wiD sponsor Ibe fo11owing ae· 
tivities: 
Moaday, Feb. 13, 1 p.rn.. Ron 
Bailey. author and professor 01 
history at Northwestern 
University. will show the film. 
"Last Grave at Dimbua." and, 
will discuss . Afro·American 
History and the struggle in 
Southern Africa. Room 3104. 
Ethnic Center. 
Twead.". Feb. 14, 1 p.m.. 
LoreDzo Martin. eo1umnist and 
Director of Afro .. Americaa 
Studies. Prairie State CoUege, 
will discuss. "Students, Com-
m.unity Organization and 
Power;' room 3104. Ethnic 
Center. 
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SDethnmgJ. • 
Beginning cyclists 
are accident prone' 
iIr NatoJIe WojciecbD....ia 
SpriIIg is only a month and a half 
l'II&y and many people will be 
using motorcycles as a meaus of 
IralIsportatioD. Before a person 
:_ drive a motorcycle on the 
_Is. though. he must meet 
several state requirements. 
The driver must Iske and pass 
both th. written and driving teats 
through the Secretary of State in 
G<der to be a ueensed motorcycle 
driver. These testa c:.&D be taken at 
any Illinois State LiceDse Testing 
Center. There are driver safety 
dasoes available at the centers. 
hut they're not mandatory. 
Classes are also offered at North 
Eastern University for theee who 
.... interested in being certified 
lor Instructor Education of 
Hotoreyeling. The course is 
toIIege credited. Not only do the 
_loam how to teaeh the 
dass, but they also learn how to 
rid. a motoreyele. 
N.E.U. offers safety classes at 
IoeaI high ad100Is in the spring but 
they are· not c:olIege eredited. In 
the safety classes the instrn<:tors 
stress defensive driving and 
emergency braking. M.arjie 
Jennings. who is iii eharge' of the 
motoreycle program at N.E.U .. 
said. "It bas beeo proven that 
beginning eyclists have the most 
accidenta and with the safety 
classes we hope to reduce recent 
atatistics of 5.731 injuries due to 
motorcycle accidenls.n 
Safety that is inforeed by the 
State of Illinois is that eye 
protedion is req~ to he worn 
by the driver and all passengers 
on eycles; helmels. on the other 
!wad. are not. Motorcycle drivers 
should have insuranee or' aceept 
IinanciaJ responaibUity and their. 
cycles must be registered I.brougb 
the &tete in order to reeeive 
spec:iaI license plates lor the 
cycles. 
By David Oaak 
Upon further investigation into week's edition of the Courier. plates (raised letter signs) and 
the handieap facilities at Tee. The Some ot Anderson's "modification tactile maps fo:- the blind or 
Courier has found out that there recommendations" are below" visually impaired students need to 
was an H Accessibility The number of parliing spaces be installed. 
Assessment" conducted at TCC on for the handicapped need to be According to the report. "It 
November 11. 1917. increased. Also, the s~ of each should be noted that a transition 
Those taking part in the space should be enlarged. self-assessment plan is due by 
assessment were; Diane, Directional identifICation from the December 3, 1977 on "file at 
Fitzpatrick. Tee counselor; parking lot to elevators. - Thornton Community College." 
Richard Anderson. a bathrooms, security, cafeteria. Also. as a result of recent 
I\ehabilitation Counselor at and h'brary is needed. Handicap demands made by handicapped 
Bowling Green State University; loading and unloading zones are citizens on a national level. Section 
and a wheelchair bound student. needed. 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
The purpose of the study was to The main interior ramp should 1973 was signed by Secretary of 
find out how accessible TCe reaUy have better lighting. either Health. Education. and Welfare 
is to students using wheelchairs. through the use of higher wattage Joseph Califano on April 29, 1977. 
Anderson and Fitzpatrick went bulbs or a secondary ~lighting It requires universities and 
around the school with the student system. . coUeges to eliminate, within three 
to check if Tee complied with the Exterior and interior doors years, aU barriers restricting the 
new state regulations. - should be Ughtened or adjusted!o handicappeds' access to buildings 
A copy of the report was'given meet with specific standards on and activities. So. TCC has until 
to: Mr. McCaleb, Head of the amount of strength needed to May o[ 1981 to comply with the 
Grounds; Mr. McCann, Security open them and the amount of time new federal reg~lations 
Chief; Mr. Wilson, Head of it takes for the doors to close. concerning barrier·free facilities 
-Student - Activities. The Directional arrows should be for handicapped students. 
recommendations made by provided when restrooms are As reported last week. plans for 
Anderson "conform to regulations located off main entrance routes. the revamping of the curr.ent 
specifled in the 1977 Drafted The size of toilet areas and the elevator systems, the 
Accessibility Standards for the number of handicap toilets per improvement of the sidewalks. 
State of Illinois." washroom should be inc:reased to and the breaking down of the 
The report agrees with the meet t~e regu1atio~. .. . curbs are already underway. 
information presented in last Tactde room Identification according to McCaleb. 
Student committee formed 
By Nancy Caputo 
, A Student Servic:es Resource 
Committe. (SSRC) i. being 
formed ueder the gu.idanee of 
Student Activities Direetor Frank 
Bowen in order to open 
communications between students 
and the administration and to 
acquaint students With eoIIege 
_ administration CunctioDs. Th,is 
committee will be comprised of 
smaller committees and will deal 
with student feedbsek in the areas 
of plaeement, athletics. intramural 
sports. student ac:tivities. Day 
Care Center. counseling. 
admissions and Financial 
Aid/Veteran's Affairs. These 
eommittees are to be staffed by 
two to three people, plus • 
ebairperson will be used. 
Other goals of the Student 
Services ResOurce Committee 
include developing student 
leadership ebility. providing the 
administration with student needs 
and desires. establishing. 
negotiations when confiids arise 
between students and 
administrators and ellCOuraging 
student unity and belonging. 
The c:ommittee will also give 
insight into the proeedur.. and 
activities of the Student 
Government Association. Any 
interested student should contad 
Frank Bowen. 
Survival is" snow ioke 
Each year aroond this time. the 
temperature drops and the white 
stuff starts to fall. And eaeh year. 
there are numerous deaths 
attributed to the winter weather. 
If you follow a few simple steps. 
you ea.D assure your survival 
through the winter. 
Elderly deaths are high. Heart 
attaclts ean be brought on by over 
exertion in the eoId. People with 
heart trouble should· be eatra 
careful in the colder months. Cold 
aggravates the heart·lung 
problems. 
Never over-exert yourself when 
shoveling. Take frequent rests and 
come in oot of the cold onee in a 
wbile; You don't have to do all of 
the shoveling at onee: the snow 
wiD .tilI.be there when you get 
haek. 
Remember that the eoId makes 
it harder for the lungs to do their 
job. Your muscles aren't getting 
all 01 the oxygen that they usually 
do. iucluding thebeart. ao be 
careful when the temperature 
drops. 
Another main cause of winter 
creaths are auto accidents. If you 
aren't .... ful. you and your .... 
can wind up in a ditch, around a 
pole. or inserted ill someone elses 
car. Many people get overly 
confident when driving on snow. 
The meet may be dry as a whole 
but one small patch of ke is all that 
it takes to end your driving 
pleasure. 
5JlOw tir.. are another great 
'fOlller. They serve to get you going 
·00 the snow. but whe. it comes to 
. stopping. they are just the aam. as 
any other tire. You bit the breaks 
too hard, and you're going to skid. 
Always give yourself ample room 
to atop. 
The third cause of winter destha 
is cold. Many people 
underestimate the power of 
mother nature. When the 
th_ute. falls to ...-0 'and there·, a twenty mile per hour 
. wind. the temperature is 
oequivebmt to Cl dogrees below. 
This is • danger to expoeed nesh. 
Remember that frostbite kills. A 
minor ease of frostbite can cause 
the loss of lingera or toes. not to 
mention the loss of vision or many . 
other things that the eoId can 
cause. 
It is important to dress properly 
for the winter. A good idea is to 
dress in layer. so if the 
temperature goes up or if you get 
hot by working. you can remove 
one or two layers to cool off. If you 
intend to be out for some time 
always wear more clotbes than 
you think you need. If you get 
stranded somewhere. your 
cbs..... of survival are greatly 
increased if you are properly 
dreesed. 
Winter .... be fun if you 
,remember to ..... pect whst mother 
·nature .... do. Don't be foolish 
.about the season and yoo will 
'survive. All that it takes is .. sIigh\ 
!bit of careleasness and you won't· 
~~;:,i~e =~ to make ~at~.~_ 
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PN sem'inar' 
to· convene 
By Mary Taglieri 
Students interested in Practical 
Nursing are invited to attend the 
annualloConiIation Seminar to be 
held in the lower level oC the 
library on March 13. at 1;00 p.m. 
Students will' get the 
npportunity to learn about the 
program and ask questions. Those 
students who require retesting 
will get a ehan<e to. d9 so at the 
end oC tbe seminar. 
To qualify for tbe 1.ye3r 
program, students must have had 
two years oC college and be 18-
years oC age. 
says t.be program does not 
graduate enough students to meet 
tbe ar .. •• needs. "They're calling 
constantly. There are plenty of job 
opportunities. Many hospitals in, 
the arealleed to hire practical 
nurses." . . 
TeC wOrks closely with \ocaI 
,hospitals. St. Francis. St. James • 
lngsDs, Oak Forest. aua South 
Suburban Healtb ' Care 
Rehabilitation Center are among 
the ageDei .. that the students a 
cbance to work in cliDical settings. 
Coordilll'tor oC Practical 
Nursing. HeD". Dolan says that 
the program contains a mixture of 
recent high school graduates and . 
other age groups. "It appeals \0 
the motber who preViously hasn't 
had the time or the opportunity 
and allows thems to do it in one 
year.~· The pract~l Durse •. 
sometimes ealJed a bedside nurse. 
is licensed by tbe state. The PN' 
works under the supervision of a 
doctor or registered nurse to 
provide for the safety· and 
personal care oC the patient. 
The curriculum is based on 
actual esperience. "There is more 
clinical practiee, It's not as deep or 
as brosd as a registered lIursing 
program." CIinciaI practiee allows 
the prsctieal nurse to have prinr 
knowledge and practice before 
actually working with patients; foreign student$ study·at Tee 
TCC bas· a good reputation 
among colleges with PN 
programs. says Dolan. It ranks 6th 
among 35'in the state. It serves 
the entire south suborban area. 
Triton is the nearest other college 
that orrers the program. 
Tee graduates are employed 
throughout the· country. Dolan 
Students must apply Cor 
sepsrate admission to the program By Natalie WojcieehowAi . 
aCter being aecepted to the college. There are 24 foreign students 
The program runs on a rolling attending Tee. They are from the 
admission basis. Students are countries of Ghana in West Afri<a, 
selected continually througbont Jordan. Mexico, Thsiland. Iran. 
tbe year as they qualiCy. Those in and nine students from N'1geria. 
access are put on a waiting list and who started their education at 
could be called if anotber student Tee tbis semester. 
drops out. The students were permitted to 
TCC's program' can handle study in this country aCter 
ahout 64 students. At this time 54 'com pleting a three month 
• tudents have been aceepted 'for applicatinn process. The studeuts 
the next year. . apply to Tee. They submit· a 
Students with questions can· traDs~ript of a~1 previous 
«:ontact counselor Robert schoobng; a finanaal statement 
Heindrich. room 4153. phone shOWing that tbey ~ alford the 
number. -586-2000. ext. 312. • expenses; and an indicstor or 
Charlie Brown comes to 'TCC 
By Nancy Caputo . 
"You're a Good Man. CbarUe 
Brown" will be presented Mareh9-
ll,at the Performing Arts Center. 
Curtain time March 9. is 1 p.m.. 
wbiIe two perC""""" ... at 10:30 
&om. and IJ"'''" have been .. t Cor 
Marcb 10.AD 8 p.m. showing will 
he held March 11. . 
"For the first time. I think we're 
&Ding to bave a money·making 
eDdeavor." said Student Activities 
Director, Frank Bowen. Ap· 
lfOximate1yl35 reservations bave 
liready been IIIIUk> for the. per· 
i>naances by \ocaIelemenlary andl 
joaior high schools. It is believed' 
lilat the nature or the play will 
~~~ and oId,to the 
Director Ronald K. Rli. 
undertoo!< the job or organizing 
and 'selecting the play. lie is a 
sopbomore, a graduate oC Th0rn-
ton Fractinnar Soutb and bas been 
involved with over 30 plays. 
Other directors include Music 
Director Jan Paluga, 
Choreographer Jane BerIaud and 
Ed Booke. teebnical director. Riis 
will also head set· designing and 
light coordinating: while Donna 
King serves u .tsge manager and 
promptor. Finally. Sandi 
Czeniejewski will oversee 
publicity &lid Acquasnetter Pen ... 
artistry. • . 
Brent Kasper. Bev Ghar. Sandi 
Czeniejew.k~ Leanne Johnston' 
· and' Kevin S.herman will be 
working as the stage crew. The 
tighting crew includeS Ed Booker, 
· Bev.Ghar, Paige Rathbon .. Redell 
and Leanne JohnSton. 
The eharaeters· have been 
· cIoubl ..... t. Mary E~ Haskins and 
',Kathi Long will play Patty. wbile 
Tom Byrets and Diane .Lukosius 
will eharacterize Snoopy; Lucy 
will be played by Sandi 
Czeniejewski and Donna Gammie. 
.Ron Riis will be CharUe Brown; 
Linu,. . Kevin Sherman; and 
Shrcteder, Zoltan Orban. 
The play is sponsOred by the 
SGA's Programming Board. 
Tickets. can be obtainedc at the 
door or at Frank Bowen's Office. 
Weelcend was successful' 
The last Spanish Immersion 
Weekend oC this school year is now 
bistory. and the eigbt TCO 
,~nts who participated in the 
three days oC classes and cultural 
activities at Lake Geneva, Wis:, 
Feb. 24·26. came home exhausted, 
but Car more at home with ibeir 
new language than when they left. 
. "1 even dreamed in Spanish while I 
was there," said SaDiIra Ferris. 
intermediate Spanish student. 
Otbers . who participated were 
Michael Partyka. Sbaron Arms-
trong. Gertrude Schultz, Ans 
Varga. J.J. Kezerle, Aleath 
Seaquist and Roberia Zega. They 
were accompanied by their inatru-
ctor, Ms. Sedlaek. 
Tee's Spanish students are now 
looking forward to the trip to 
MeXieo June l·S .. Spon..,..ed by. 
Espiritu. EspanoL the trip will go 
to Me~ico City, Tano and 
Acapulco. As or last Thursday, the 
'trip was "sold out" at 25 persons. 
'but an active, waiting list of 5 (with 
depositsl will be accepted yet this 
.....k. lnCormatinn may be' ob-
tained in the language lab. 3120. or 
in office 3122. 
Espiritu Espano! meets every 
Wedne.day, at 1:30 in the 
.language lab. . 
English proCeciency. This 
information must be evaluated by, 
immigrstion authorities through 
out the Midwest. lC the student is 
accepted. he is issued a Visa from 
Tee., which· aI10ws him to enter 
the eountry. Seventeen students 
who came to the 'U.s. on a Visa and 
are DOW I:Onsidered permanent 
=.:~ bocause of marriage or 
The student must be of full time 
status, earrying at least 12 credit 
bours. They are not allowed to 
work off campus withOut the 
approval of immigration oCficials 
and cannot receive financial aid. 
Tbe, Coreign exchange student. 
his faml1yand government assume 
all ftnancial responsibilities Cor the 
student's educatinn. Most of the 
students will attend a four-year 
college aCter Tee. Some venture 
on to graduate Crom medical 
school. Some of the students are 
studying electronic teehnology 
building construction and 
dentistry. • 
Wbile attending TCC. tbe 
students live with relatives or 
friends. but the Nigerian students 
are living at the Harvey YMCA • 
They are looking Cor bousing 
within south suburban homes. The 
Nigerian government will pay a 
stipend amount. for the housing of 
their students. 
H you have room in your home 
and are willing to house a Coreign 
excbange student, caD Frank 
Bowen 596·2000. ext. 336 for more 
information_ 
IDcards do more titan 
te;.you wlto you are 
It's not too late to pick up an m privileges. Mazly museums. aueh 
card for the 1977 ·l97S school ye,r. ... tbe Art Institute. oCCer 
Ubrarian. Bai-bara Meyers says ldiscounts to students with eards. 
the response thus far bas been :Ootbing store.. book stores. art 
:\ow. Only 110000 of TCC's 10,000 supply stores. and many dow .. 
students bave IDs. '. town movie thesters give student 
Meyers say. 'm ...... are discounts. 
.........-y to eheck materials out . To get an lD card. fill out an 
of LRO. Beside. book. and application Corm at the LRC. Then, 
mAgazines. students .. n borrow .... turn in one week to pick it up. 
.35 millimeter eameras, calculaters m cards will not be mailed home. 
and daIS reserve materia.ls. The ea.rds are printed in the 
Student lD ...... a\Ipw the Data Processing center in the 
student to use gym materials alter coUege. They expire in August 
scboo! bours. and get into Tee which means they can be used 
IJII)vies at· a discount rate. lduring the summer_ 
m ...... also entitle .tudents \0 There is no cbarge for student 
many non-scbool related lIDs. 
Grad Applications 
Now is the time to apply for the June 1978 graduation. 
Students are asked to submit their application by midterm. 
~ 17, 1975. Students in doubt or satisfying the graduation 
reqwrements are ask.., to eheck with their eouaselor or adviser 
prinr to .ubmitting the Corm. ' 
Applicatio,," Cor Graduation are available at the Admissions and 
~ Office. room 2123. The graduation application must be 
submitted to tbe Controller's Office by March 17, 1978, along with 
a $5.00 applicatinn fee. 
All individuals who may be eligible to receive an associate 
degree or certifocate are encouraged to apply belore the deadline 
date. . 
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Campus 
capsule 
The UHURU is having a bake 
sale Wednesday. April 14. in the 
area of the cafeteria. starting at 
10:00 a.m. 
Summer 
On tbe issues 
Registration for the summer 
semester will begin at 8:30 a.m .• 
Wednesday, April S. Schedules 
and registration forms wiD be 
rmiled soon to all cuttentJy 
attendingstudents.a.ndtheywiU Doc ment' n 0 be available April 5. Payment is ,u U c V e rs 
required at the time of 
:!~£~'!~Y~;~~":oufJ .. preference curtailing 
like. to remind you that only 
seven credit hours can be taken 
during the summer - six hours 
B considered full-time. 
Our condolences to the family or 
Social Science instructor. 
Hezekiah Johnson, who passed 
away recently. Mr. Johnson spent 
Fall registration will begin 
April 10 through May 10, lor 
DBtriculated students. Current 
!tudents-at-large can register for 
all classes on May 16 and 17, 
Concert 
Thornton Community College's . 
'Symphonic Band and Concert . 
0I0ir wiD present a <:ombined . 
ameert on Sunday. April 9. at 4 
p.m. Free and open to the public. 
the concert will be held on the L-
Level of the College's main 
campus. 
The Symphonic Band. under 
the direction of Donsld F, 
Kramer. will present a varied 
program including Block M 
March. by Bilik: Mannin Veen (a 
1Ifanx tone poem). by Wood; 
O>neertante, by DelIo Joio: and 
the Rhoads arrangement of Latin 
Elegy. based on Massenet"s 
Elegie. 
The Concert Choir. under the 
direction of Thomas Hoekstra. 
wilt offer a program of 
contemporary American 
mmpositions and arrangements. 
For compJete information.' 
phone 596·2000, extension 291. 
Yoga classes 
Freedom Hall, at 410 
lakewood in Park Forest. will be 
the setting (or "Yoga Day for the 
South Suburbs" on Sunday. April 
16. Sponsored by The Ashram: 
Yoga and Creative Living 
Center. Park Forest. the free 
p-ogram win be an introduction 
to the many facets of yoga for 
interested. seeking adults. 
According to Guruananda. 
(Lavada) spiritual preceptor of 
The Ashram. the program will 
include public participation in 
hatha yoga. meditation. and 
relaxation and rejuvenation 
techniques. 
l' oga Day for the Soutb 
Suburbs" will begin at 12 noon. 
Refreshments will be served. For 
more information. call· The 
Ashram. 747-ffl40. 
Sewing 
South Suburbanites who are 
baking for easier ways to cut and 
sew garments will· find expert 
assistance available at Thornton 
Omtmunity College's Sew/Fit 
Lecture Demonstration on 
Thursday. April 6. This special 
class will meet from 7 to g p.m .• 
in Room 2111 on TCC's main 
campus. 
Class participants will learn 
how to make any garment lit. 
u;ing bousebold wax paper. a 
tracing wheel. and a pattern. 
According to TCe's Division of 
Community Servkes. sponsors of 
the Sew/Fit Le.tur. 
Demonstration. the methods 
shown in this class can enable 
anyone to fit a garment in about 
3) seconds time. The elass also 
will learn various sewing short 
cuts, such as how to cut out fabrie 
and sew without using pins. and 
bow to fit slacks and dresses. 
Each class participant will be 
i'f'lCasurcd [or p3ttern size. Class 
Ire is 55. 
For complete information. 
phone 596-2000. extension 227. 
By R.V. KING 
v.te....,. Coonliaator 
After uncovering the second. 
secret Carter Administration 
document in two weeks relating to 
Administration plans to sharply 
<mtaiI veterans· preference in. 
Federal employment. the 550.000-
member Disabled Ameriean 
Veterans (DA V) has begun 
JreParations for a major battle to 
, p-oteet the job preference that the 
Federal government bas given 
_rans since 1944. ' 
The latest document .to he 
uncovered is • draft copy of 
legislation being prepared by the 
Administration that would limit 
veteraos' preference as part of an 
overall plan to refashion the entire 
Federal personnel system. 
The legislation would most 
seriously impact non~disabled 
_rans. wbo would he eotitled to 
me their five-point veterans' 
p-eference for only-ten years 
following discharge. Retired 
rrilitary veterans below the rank 
d major would he eligible for 
p-eferenee for only three years 
filIlowing discharge. while those 
retiring at the rank of major or 
above would lose all preference 
rights altogether. Nondisabled 
veterans would also he stripped of 
almost aU the proteetion tbey 
currently receive during 
reductions in force after three 
years of civilian service. 
Following examination of tbe 
draft legislation. DA V National 
Service Director Norman B. 
!liIrtnett bas determined that it 
would adversely affect veterans 
\\lith service-connected disabilities 
despite Administration 
promises that tbe ten-point 
preference earned by disabled 
veterans would not be diminished 
in any way. 
Hartnett cited several "subtle 
- but real - erosions of the -
preference rights of disabled 
\'Cterans. " 
"For instance." said Hartnett. 
"unde· the current system. 
Volunteers 
needed 
V otunteers are needed to work 
in a special recreation. program 
now being formed by Thornton 
Township. according to MS". 
Patrice Reilly. program 
toordinator. 
The volunteers would· 
dlaperone f&eld trips. participate 
in a Big Brotber and Big Sister 
program and provide special 
talents in a particular re<reational 
"",a. 
Scheduled to begin May I, the 
program will include 'the 
physicalli disabled. visnally 
impaired. bearing. and· various 
levels of mentally retarded 
individuals. . 
Individuals or groups that 
\'W)\1ld like to volunteer to assist in 
the program. or wish to receive 
additional information. please 
mntact Ms. Reilly at the Thornton 
Township hal~ 333 East 162nd 
Street in Suuth Holland. pbone 
$6-6040' ext. 74. 'or the student 
activities office. room 2118. 
Federal managers tan ehoose from the last 10 years at Tee and 
among the top three candidates mntinued teaching. despite a long 
for a Federal job. The dralt bill ilness. Born in Harlan County. 
p-oposes to expand the number of Virginia. Johnson received his 
eligible candidates to seven, Baccalaureate degree from 
making it disgracefully easy to' KentuckY St. and his Master', 
avoid hiring disabled veterans in from Oklahoma A & M. He also 
favor of whatever gronp is attended DePaul. University of 
pressing hardest on the Dlinois, and Chicago St. 
Administration at any given University. Johnson taught 
time." elementary school for seven! 
The bill also proposes to allow years. first iii Chicago and then ill 
_Dagers to pick and eboose Harvey. He is survived by bis 
among a number of other me ... of • . Hezeki!lh Johnson • wife. Martha. 
saleeting new bires in the name of II I r;.~:g:'~~y~~~h;: letters to the Editorl 
""t of Offtcialese and into plain . _ 
I21glish. the phrase. "greater 'lb Wbom This May Concern: ! Parking" signs pOsted in front of 
8exibility' means nothing Jess than I am a recent graduate from the ~ their homes on the streets east or 
additional ways to avoid applying AD. nursing program at Tee and Indiana A venUe, which also limits 
veterans' preference.·' said reed 3 more credit hours in the parking. 
Hutnett. . humanities to recieve my What happened to publie 
The proposed legislation also 'associates in Art. To lulfill the 3 'streets? And now posted on the 
asks for repeal of one section of bour credit requirement. I .doorsoftheschoolareno!icesthat 
the Veterans' Prelerenee Act of :enrolled into a sculpture class .aUillegallyparked vehicles will be 
1944 that grants compensably Monday and Wednesday. !rom &ned 515. quite an increase .Irom 
disabledveteranspreferenceinre- ,7:00-9:45' p.m .. I work days at the original $5-$8 tickets. Every 
employment in Federal jobs. 01rist Hospital and found Ihis ample space of parking sbould Le 
• Again. this would erode statutary schedule convenient. I was rmde available to -the student. 
rights of disabled veterans and .. recently lorced to withdraw !rom The school and city of South 
leave matters more up to the this needed class due to the H:>l1and may be getting a nice 
subjective judgement of individual lmrible parking situation. increase in revenue paid in 
Federal managers and a new I arrive at the school an hour -puking tickets but wiD loose in 
Office of Personnel Management mrlier purposly in hope of baving the end by students such as myself 
which would· replace the eurrent a better chance. but 20 minutes who are withdrawing from TCC 
Ovil Service Commission;' after my class has started I am and continue their education 
Hartnett ebarged. still in tbe parking lot with a dsewhere. 
The DAV National Service hundred others looking for a' 
, Director stated that the key to the ","ce. 
Regretfully; 
Peggy Koble .. 
. Administration's long-term - When I asked a friendly security 
intentions comes in a 'working guard where I could park. he ·Edltor. Note: 
document - also secret - that ,.,ggested the interim parking lot ront w. would like to say that 
Iell into the DAYs battds two and walk to the main building the sidewalk to the mterim 
weeks ago. This document said which would be an alternative. .parkiag lot does have lighting. 
that "further consideration should lDwever. the sidewalk connecting 'There are four lights on the walk. 
be given to limiting the time . the main building and the interim SeeomIIy. w. would h'ke to state 
period in which disabled veterans . pu-king lot is improperly lit and that there .... membenl of the 
and certain wives and widows fm not going to risk getting hurt staff that come to tha building hi 
retain preferenee during walking to my ear late at night. . the eveaiDg~ and are always able 
reductions in lorce" alter the . I was also told to bear with it. to lind. place to ...... in a.mnlaW 
Administration sees bow similar (the TeC parking problem). Well, ,_at of time. 
reductions for non· disabled tIleu why ean't they bear with it As for the 1 boar pvkiDg signa 
_rans works out. JrOblems go both ways?! There m front of the -. ;" South 
"Undoubtedly." said Hartnett. are unnecessary "No' Parking" Holland. w. think that thi.1s quit< 
"this indicates tbat tbe: Sgns in tbe back of the school on reaaonable, _ tha residents 
Administration intends to snip the center Road. where I also bave bave to park _here too. 
tail o(f the dog an inch or t.wo at a recieved a parking ticket. Parking By the new ordinanee passed by 
lime. rm certain this is just the should be mad.available there. as the dty of South IIoIland Chp. 22 
irst ofa number ofsteps designed long as vebicles are not bloeking Sect. 118. puking Iioe. .... • 
to eliminate veterans' preference the fire exits or hydrants. South 'minimumofS15andnotmorethu 
a1togetber." Ibiland citizens bad "I Hour ,52.000. 
Spanish .,.-------------.....-
trip Courier 
Espiritu Espanol's "Week·Long 
Fiesta South of the Border"' will 
ift off on Thursday morning. .Tune 
1. with 29 participants from Tee. 
'Ibe students and their frienda will 
spend three nights ;" the resort 
atmosphere of .Acapulco. , 
An impurtant rally and get-
together for all participants will 
lake place on Fridsy. April 21. at 7 
p.m.. in the club rooms of the 
lravel agency. At that time, 
_caros will he arraoged. and 
aUlinal details on the trip will be 
FJven. Final payments are due at 
the raUy. ' 
Because of a eancellation. one 
space is opan for the trip. Two 
stand-by. also will be accepted. 
Interested persons must let the 
club know immediately, In· 
kmation is available in the 
hnguag~ :40b •. 3120., or in office 
3122. 
The trutb is never pure and seldom simple. The COURIER is .: 
weekly publication with • circulation of 3,000. free. for and by the 
st.ndents of ThO\'Dton Community College. 
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Thornton Community College student Carol Tanner~ Harvey. was among the first place winners at a 
recent Math Olympics sponsored by and held at Sangamon State UniverSity in Springfield. Twenty· 
three excellent students (rom [our nlinois community eoUeges participated in the event. I Also 
representing Thornton were John Lawson. Anita Wright. and William Cummins. 
Incumbents elected, but voters 
are bored with Board election 
Incumbents Jerry Meyer. 
Tinley Park. and James 
Livingst.one, Dolton. and 
dlaUenger Frank Zuccarelli. South 
Holland, were elected. to the three 
vacant positions in the.Tee School 
Board. 
The election held last Saturday 
Photogrophicshow 
returns to 
The largest camera and 
photographic ;lfts exposition in 
the country will open on April 13 
at the Ex~nter/Chicago for a 
four-day run. The new 
EKpocenter/Chicago is located at 
the Merchandise Mart. 
The Chicago PhotoS how 
International. a non·selling show 
sponsored by the pbotngraphie 
industry. is geared to entertain 
and appeal to the family 
photographer. the serious 
amateur and the professional. 
according to Edward Coti. 
executive director of the 
International Photo Optical Show 
Association. Inc. (IPOSA ~ sponsor 
of the event.. 
The four-day show will provide 
visitors with a wide variety of 
exciting photographic features 
and events. It will include one of 
Sweepstakes 
Linda Mueller. TCe student. 
recently won a vacation package 
as a part of a national 
drawing. She was picked as 
.mnner 01 the 1977·78 Term 
Planner Sweepstakes sponsored 
by Guaranteed Sales. 
The Sweepstakes was held in' 
the Rook Store in January and aU 
U.S. colleges participated except 
those in Missouri. 
e IcogO. 
the most extensive displays of 
current photographic equipment 
f!!IIer assembled for the public. 
Well over 100 branded product 
fines will be available for the 
inspection and will be 
demonstrated by factory' trained 
representatives. The Chicago 
PbotoShow International will also 
etuTe the nation's largest and 
rrost diverse photo gallery. a 
lecture series exploring 
photography as an art and as a 
science, free- camera and accessory 
check·ups. free models to 
photograph and a wide variety of 
special events. : 
The photo gallery will inelude 
not only special exhibits from 
PhotoShow International's 
permanent collection but also 
some of the finest work of amateur 
and professional photographers 
£rom the Chicago area. 
The photn gallery includes the 
woi-k of Rnn GaleUa. the White 
House Photographers .. Arthur 
Tress. Flip S<:hulke. Dewitt Jones. 
and other of the nation's best 
photographers; past and present. 
The lecture series will include 
special presentations by famous 
photographers, and seminars by 
technical experts. Also featured 
will be slide shows, multi-media 
presentations. and a special 
theatre devoted exclUSively to 
Humphrey Bogart and David O. 
Selznick. projected in Super·S 
lOnnat. 
had an estimated 3609 voters tUrn 
out over 42 precincts in District 
510. Meyer lead the voting with 
:522. followed by Zuccarelli with 
1874. Livingstone with 1815 ..... 
Oimon Rockett. (Incumbent) 1584 
and Michael Racbowicz had 1322-
As with most school board 
elections, the voter turnout was 
.extremely low. According to one "-
cmdidate. the residents didn't 
know about the election. and the 
candidates were relatively 
unknown. He stated that there 
was a small turnout at some of the 
functions he attended.' At others 
be mentioned. the candidates 
outnumbered the residents. 
The local media did cover the 
election. giving short backgrounds 
d. the candidates, for the various 
elections. But still. it was 
considered a low·key election. 
ath·Oly pic 
winner named 
Springfield. Ill.. April 7 - Carol 
Tanner. Harvey, a student at Tee. 
was among the winners at the 
second annual Math Olympics 
sponsored recently by the. 
Mathematical Systems program at 
Sangamon State University. 
Tanr,:er took first place in the 
rrarathon. 
Twenty-three top students from 
tour community colleges 
participated in the day·lon~ 
olympics. which is patterned after 
the international athletic games. 
Events included individual 
mi"rathons (long math problems,) 
Sprints (mental problems worked 
on computer terminals.) and 
hurdles (math and logic puzzles.) 
There were also two team events. 
the relay and soccer. 
The idea for the program was 
taken from similar national 
molests that many good students 
never have the opportunity. to 
a.tt.end. 
AIso representing Thorton were 
John Lawson, Anita Wright. and 
William Cummins. 
An awards dinner fonowed tbe 
competition. 
New stage floor for 
TCe Arts Center 
by David Onak 
been or will be completed in the 
Tee's Performing Arts Center near future are the resurfacing of 
has a brand new stage floor as a the tennis courts. and the final 
result of an 'architectural error by surlacing of the new roads on 
the Fitch and Larocca rnmpus. A new bus stop shelter is 
architectural firm. The error going to be built on the sidewalk 
eliminated a plywood sub-floor near the Performing Arts Center. 
from the orginal plans. The shelter will be built by the 
The stage was constructed.' same company that put them up 
according to the faulty plans. The on Circle Campus and will 
repair costs are the responsibility resemble the eTA shelters. 
ti Fitch and Larocca because it Also, the landscaping of the 
was their error, according to Dr. open areas along State Street near 
K. James McCaleb. Director of the the new entrance will be st3.rted 
Physical Plant. The finishing once the weather breaks. McCaleb 
touches should be completed by said he has submitted a proposal 
this reading, McCaleb said. that would improve the drainage 
Other improvements that have of the new softball field. . 
Scholarships offered 
The Chicago Intercollegiate. 
CounciL an organization of Polish· 
American colle~a~ and alumni. 
wishes to announce the 
availability of several $500 
s:holarhsips to residents of the 
Olie:igoland area. The scholarship 
nuy be used for tuition and 
kboratory fees in any 4 -year 
accredited college or university in 
the U.S. The Edueation Fund has 
been established (rom the 
proceeds of the C.l.C. Annual 
Unhrersity Ball Applicants for 
the Council scholarships must 
meet the following qualifications: 
1. Be of Polish ancestry. 
2. Have a good scholastic record. 
3. Exhibit financial need. 
4. Be a high school senior. recent 
high school graduate. or a eolIege 
student of either the graduate or 
undergraduate level 
The deadline for filing 
cmnplete<i applieations is June 30. 
1978~ Any applications not 
accompanied by a $1.00 
registration fee will not be 
considered. 
We will send application' forms 
only to individual students 
requesting such forms.. Please 
request application forms from: 
Oticago Intercollegiate Council, 
P.O. Box 48571. Chicago. Illinois. 
60648. 
One million entry blanks were 
printed and the winner had a 
droice . of trios to Pheonix. Ariz; 
Los Angeles. Calif; New York. 
New Yark, San Juan, Puerto 
Rico: and Jami!e3.. The trip will 
h .. t R n:lV<:: and 7 nittht~. 
Admission to the Chicago 
PhotoShow International is $3.50. 
discount coupons for $2.50 
admission are available at camera 
stores throughout the Chicago 
area. Children under 11 years are 
admitted free when accompanied 
~ nn adult. 
This anusual looking sculptEr i. just one 01 ...... y on campus created by Steve Larson. Larson has 
worked ~~ ~~ m~ for ~~ last semester while studying advanced sculpture at Tee. 
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urprised co-ed makes a new team 
Thornton Community CoUege~1i Mary Hankins has bee .. selected 
from 2000 applicants to cheer 00 the Chicago Bears next season. 
Started to plan for 
summer vacations? 
Try studying abroad 
Every student dreams about 
traveling to Europe. -Now is the 
perfect time to stop dreaming and 
Sart. doing something to make 
those dreams come true. It is not 
too early to start planning a 
II1mmer stay in Europe. Asia, or 
maybe even Africa. ' 
The Experiment in 
International Living has programs 
available for high school and 
mllege students, A non·profit 
qanization. they have been 
sponsoring home-stay programs 
be students sinee 1932. If you 
'Want more than just travel 
experience. this program offers 
tmletbing unique and different. 
White you study or travel. you 
lve with a family, Learn a 
lutg"uage. experience a clulture 
irst hand - become part of a, 
mnily in a foreign land. sharing 
with them a part of their lives. See 
.nat it's like to experience the 
4Uly activities of one family that 
tas been specially chosen for you-. 
On. of the greatest benefits of 
this experience is you make 
friends - not just mere 
lI:quaintances. Experiment • try 
unething differeoL You will 
experience something more from 
JOIU' 'European experience than 
simply seeing the, tourist 
atractioos. You will see life 
Ibrougb E~n eyes. from the 
hmily you. stay with and the 
friends you meet. 
Program costs range fr~m 
$1,000 for 4 weeks to $1,500 for 6 
weeks. The cost covers all major 
P'Ogram ·expenses. air fare from 
pHnt of departure. visa fees and 
mswl expenses. Spending money 
Wr anY,J.hing extra is not covered. 
Deadline for application is May 15. 
1978. 
Special scholarships a.re 
available as well as loans. and a 
deferred payment plan. There are 
also programs available for those 
interested in more "exotic .. places 
like India. ISr"4el. or Kenya. In an 
effort to encourage travel to 
Ghana. India, Sri Lanka and 
Yugoslavia. special $500 grants 
are available. 
For students interested in 
studying abroad. a variety of 
p-ograms are available for credit 
lor coUege and high school 
students. 
For more details on a unique 
experience for su~mer or 
semester studies. contact Viclti 
Blsen. Experiment in 
International 'Living, 310 South 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago. 
GET YOUR HEAD 
TOGETHER ::: 
AT MW 
NIX HAX 11' MUsrC 
LOWEST PRICED HEAD SHOP IN TOWN 
-MON, WED, mUI 12--8 FlU 12-6 
SAT n-s CLOSED TUE &, SUN 
ms W. U13n1 ST. HOMEWOOD, 111 
Byl\lellody 
Hartelius-Beedy 
If you turn on the T.V. each fall, 
not to watch the Chicago Bears 
play, but to catch a glimpse o[ the 
Honey Bears. the cheerleaders. 
then you're in for a real treat this 
season~ Tee's own Mary Hal)kins. 
19. will he on the scene cheering 
the Bears on to victory every 
game. 
Mary has been attending 
Thornton for three semesters and 
working as a model. In the fall of 
1979 she will be ahle to enroll full· 
time in the Nursing program here. 
How do you become a Honey 
Bear? According to Mary. the first 
step is to get up your courage to 
call the committee. Then they 
send you an applieation and you 
return it with two pictures of 
yourself. Out of 2.000 applications. 
the committee selects 200 girls for 
try-outs. 
The try·outs consist of an 
interview, making up a dance (this 
year the music was from Saturday 
Night Fever.) and being taught 
another dance. Then the four 
judges pick 28 girls to be the new 
Honey Bears. When Mary 
received the news two days laler. 
she didn't believe it.. exclaiming. 
~no. not me!" But shl' believes it 
row and is very excited about 
starting practice this month. 
Besides cheerleading. the 
Honey Bears also work at 
conventions as hostesses. All of 
which is very good exposure for a 
young model who plans on 
oontinuing modeling even after 
she T(;ceives her nursing de!(Fee. 
And if you're wondering why 
the Honey Bear costumes aren't as 
scanty as thos~ 0[, say, the Dallas 
Cowgirls, well, the \>,'cather in the 
Windy City is a little cooi(>r and 
oo-one would want to see those 
pretty girls turning blue from over 
exposure - would they'! 
You can" stop rock n' roll 
By Linda P .S. Mueller 
Nostalgia has become a very 
popular item in tp,e past few 
months. On March 17th, a new 
movie opened bringing back part 
of that past . the 1950's. The 
movie. "American Hot Wax," 
rated PG I is a spin-of{ from 
• American·Graffiti." It's the true 
story of how rock D'r,?ll began. 
Tim Melntire stars - as the 
legendary disc joci<y, Alan Freed, 
Ywho invented the term "rock 
tiro-il." 
W. are led to believe that Freed 
is such a strong individual -:- the 
rmst important thing to him is· 
that he play musie his teenage 
listeners want to hear. Yet. the 
illS wants Freed out of the way. 
"One o[ the reasons Freed was 
Slch an important contributor to 
the evolution of the American 
popular musie scene is the 
similarity between Freed and 
Elvis Presley", says Ken McMiIlaI1 
from the Star. ""They both were 
responsible for tLe presentation of 
txack music to a mass audience.:." 
Larraine Newman from "NBC's 
Saturday Night Live" plays a 
teenage Carel King who teaches 
ber songs to a group called the 
(hesterfaelds. 
Chuck Berry and Jerry Lee 
lewis are among the performers 
adding to the film's realism, 
The story centers around the 
first rock n'roll show. Parents and 
the IRS.do everything to try and 
stop it":"" but Freed wants to give 
th the teenagers what they want. 
In {ac~ when he goes off the air .at 
night. he says "Remember its not 
good·bye, just good·nighL" 
The rock D'roll show goes on 
with a luU house. Performers come 
only to have the law stop Freed 
and the show. Freed tells them 
·You can stop me and even the 
show, but you can't stop rock 
n'roll. "What Freed said in 1959 
held. Rock D'roll stayed -=. we just 
shortened it the rock, 
Great rabbit movies you have known and loved: 
PAWS 
OPENS fRIDAY,APRll21st 
ate theatre neal you! 
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Women's softball team 
succes$ful in opener, 16.6 
By Terry Brown 
BC'foT(" the Women'~ sortbalt 
~ason. and their new head coach 
Su(> Kroll. could J!'et things rolling 
in lhl' 1978 S(,,3son. they found out 
thallh<,)' f(>ally wouldn't have any 
hom(' gaml's. 
Glancing out by the ~ym 
complex will give- the E"asy answer 
loth(l qUl'~lion why. First. when it 
min!::. all of the> walE"r in the 
rnrking lot and the- tenni~ courts 
drain onto lht" softball rield. 
Secondly, thE.' Cit'ld is in rather 
mngeroul' ('(lndition~ due tht" 
prt"!'t"n(,l' of plt"nty or rorks and 
('\,,(·rything d~(' that ('an mak(" a 
lield :t littll' unplt'Oll'Urahl(" to play 
un. But with all of this hapr,'ninj!'. 
thl' ~uflhall h';lm is starling int.n 
"hat ('utJid hI' ;:1 t'('ry I!()od s<-asnn. 
En'" with :t nt'\\" ('fI:t('h. the 
Bulhlngs st ill figor(' to Ix- pr('lty 
lough. "\V(' hav(' fluite a (c-w 
plav('r!'; with other experien('(' in 
~fihall:' S3V~ Kroll who ha..co quilt" 
a bit of J'l13yin~ cXJ'I("rience hw-st>lf. 
"Our offt'"ns(' will O\'("rcomJ'K'n~t(' 
lOr our Ia('k of dcf(>n,;e- Kroll 
indi('atcd that the la('k of practice 
!.lUbidl'may hurt girls in the early 
rurt or LhC" ~'a~n. 
As you may alrrady know, this 
!lPring hasn't exactly been the best 
or the most predidable. 
presenting many problemS for the 
",rtball team. "Well. at least all of 
the teams are in the same boat," 
SlyS Kroll looking to the brighter 
side of the situation. 
Regardless of what could be. the 
team started out their season Jast 
~k on the up side. domolishing 
EJgin Community College. 1&-6. 
The Women also had a contest 
with JIIinois Valley postponed 
until April 17. 
Back to the good news. winning 
pitcber Linda Dahlberg gave up 
mly four hits in the "season opener 
as the Bulldogs accumulated 15 of 
their own. Dalhberg used speed 
rut lost a littlE' control. giving up 
nine walks, But $he struck out 
mnt' as well. Knoll hopes thal 
l:bhlh('rg (-an find her ('Ontrol, and 
:dtJn~ with Linda Spaf{noJa and 
I.l.ri Nt'l~on on the mound. can 
providt" an ('xcellent pitching staff 
that can be consistent. 
Debbie Polewski led the TCC 
offensive against Elgin with foul' 
hits in five trips to the plate, a 
triple included. while 
accumulating three runs batted in, 
Other standouts at the plate were 
£bnna Kuiken. three (or five 
including a home l'un. Judy 
Htmilton. threc for four. and Julie 
Maxeiner. two for four. 
Kroll expects good rapport with 
the ballplayers. as she saw most of 
these girls play softball at one 
time" or another during her 
umpiring experience. besides 
doing all of the umpiring for TeC 
last year. . 
Kroll expect.s Kuiken. Dahlberg, 
Spagnola. and Polewski to carry 
the big stick for the team. and also 
points out that HamUton is one of 
the best catchers in the area, 
Hamilton showed some of her 
skills against Elgin College by 
shooting down three opponents on 
the base paths. 
Digging back a little b:t more 
itto Kroll's past. one finds that 
besides her experience as an, 
umpire. she has also coached some 
rthcr park district teams in this 
OIl"Ca, while playing on some ac; 
.....11. 
The softball schedule ends in the 
irst week of May. so if you want, 
to watch some action with the 
Women's team, you better plan 
early. All of the TCC home softball 
games will be played at Doughney 
Field in Calumet City. If you do 
rut. know where the field is, stop in 
the Athletic Dir:ector's office at 
the gym complex inbetween 8:30 
am and 11:30 am and ask for 
directions. 
Wilson proves there is hope 
of a football future after Tee 
By Mollody Harteliu .. Beedy 
Forrn("rly a haU·back on TCC'!: 
football team. Willard M. Wilson. 
Jr. has gGnt> em to bt-('omc a "'ide 
1't"("f.,j'll'('r for (he Broncos. a ~mi· 
pru t("am in (:hit-aJ:o HeigbLc;. 
\\'tu'T(" ht, rt"("('nUy won an award 
it,<;: th(, M.,~t {Tnrlf'l"r.ltcd Pb.~·er. 
l"ls;t ,Y('ar Wilc;on joined th(' 
(1(·\'l·land Bnm'n!lO hut W3'" ('tit 
frum th" 1(':1R1 with thr :ldv;('C' that 
ht' pia:' !IO{·mi·pru for ;twhi1(> NO tht'}, 
nndd ,S('(" him in 3('tiun, Hut 01$ a 
mnkil' with tht· Brum·n.!' hr' r('ally 
ftidn't K('t a ('h':In(,(' to "Iay until 
rrid,!'('.lsnn, So t hi~ fall he plan!lO on 
lia.\rin~ mnr(' :tnd th('n lr~dn~ out 
Ihr Uw Hl'nwn~ ag-din. 
How('vf,'r. tht· Ghit'<1J[o Ih:'h{ht!ii 
lI.'3m is .tffiliat{-d with leh [)('n\'('l' 
JhJn(,o~ and lh('ir ~ut ha!ii h('l'n 
kt'("rin~ an "Ye' un Wi1!ron. ~o he' 
rmy start his professional career 
in Denver rather than Cleveland. 
Wilson. 22. is a graduate of 
Thornwood. but also attended 
Thornton High School before 
Thornwood was built. When he 
played for TCC's Ilulldogs. Coach 
T<:rry K~nnrdy was not here and 
\\1Ison """Quid deofiniteJv like to 
"m-ct the ("o'1('h. Hf:' ~aY!ii" Kennedy 
~'('nl" to h<" a good ('oach, with a 
Ruod l("am. and he will "have to he 
\\<ttc:h,·d.·· 
A"'piring football plaYE'"rs 
n'('('h'(· lhi~ advi('E" rrom Wilson. 
\\ho has been playing for eight 
yearS': "Don't try to be a seasonal 
Inll player. \Vork at it all YE."ar 
around." Wilson runs a mile 
weryday and w()I'ks out at the 
lK'alth cluh in Glenwood a couple 
times: a wrek. 
1n June the Hl'onc:os start 
lot' 1111 Advelfture 
ill PizZI1 :Dillillg. 
:DiSc(/{!c( ..• 
3305 Vollmer Rd. 
Flossmoor 
Commons, 
Flossmoor 
798-6700 
MON. THUR 4 P.M. ·12 A.M. 
FRI • SAT 4 P.M •• 1 A.M. 
SUNOA Y 3 P.M. - 10 P.M. 
Lou's world famous 
"gouFmet" pizza ·in the 
pan, judged tops by 
panelists, comes from 
his home:own in'!le 
northern n:~lIons of 
Italy, Lake r,O'"l'o. It 
has been en)oyec' by 
millions 01 people over 
the years for lunch, 
dinner or just a SNick. 
"A meal without wine;s like 
a day without sunshine." 
~Ueing for their season opener 
in August and one player who is 
ready to go now is Willard M, 
Wilson Jr. 
TheCouriu-
Dr. ·Ivey presents trophy 
Last week the Thornton Community Collc~c Women's basketball 
team made a"formal presentation of their conrerence championship 
trophy. The trophy, which does look a little"incomplete without a 
picture of the learn in the open space. i!i presented to sophomore co-
captains Lori Smith (left) and Julie Maxeiner. The trophy rcprc!'W'nts 
a 6-1 conference record in the N4C. Wright Junior College the only 
school standing'jn the way or an undereated ('onference recoro. With 
four of this vear:s siarting nve returnin~ to next years S(]t1ad. Tee 
has a fine chance of making an anchOl' petform.'m('c, 
(photo by Yoss) 
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Board reiects Teamster proposal 
basketball 
Impionship 
without a 
Il()more co-
represents 
'_t' the only 
."Ord, With 
'!U<td, Tee 
By David Onak 
hoard of lrusl£'cs last 
rcfusl'd Lo recogniz.e 
Int"maW,"", Brotht'rhood of 
7U u!:> thl' 
for lhl: rampus's 
hy a \'ote of 6,1. The 
vOle favorably was 
Joseph Martucci. a 
present.ative of Local 714, said 
the board rc~ognizes 'the Illinois 
H!d('raLion of Teachers, which is 
affiii.akd wit.h the Af'L,CrO, as a 
bargaining agent. but decided not 
to rccog'niz.c the Teamsters_ 
The Illinois GovernClrs Advisory 
Commission on Labor, 
Management Policy for Public 
Employees and Sc.ction 9b of the 
~cderal Labor Management 
Rcblions Act were both 
rrentioned in the resolution as 
guidelines for the decision. 
According to the resolution, the 
Teamsters "admit persons other 
than campus police or security 
l--ruards to membership inc:\udiuJ,! 
employees of suppliers or 
retent-ial suppliers of goods, and 
services to the college:' which is 
rontrary to the guidclines in the 
Glvernor's Commission and the 
Federal Relations Act. 
Martucci said Local 714 is now 
seeking to represent. not only the 
security force but also its support 
staff. He also indicated action 
'M1U\d be taken by his organil.alion 
as a result of the boa.rd's decision, 
This was one of. the first al'tions 
involving the rL'{'('ntly (,le(."ted 
ITI!miJcrs. Frank Zuccarelli, Jerry 
Meyer. and Ja.mcs Livingstone, 
They wcre sworn in 1'hur!iday, 
after a canvass <If votes from the 
April 8 eiertion. 
Other actions durin~ the 
rreeling included electing Robert 
Anderson chairman and Paula 
Malak vice'chairman. Also, some 
committee assignments were 
annuun("l~d, Nt·w nwmiwrs of th(,; 
aJ"chil(·t'lUral ,'ommiU<.'c ,Ire 
I~ving"slont!, M\'Yl'r :tnd 
w('(:ar<'ili; fm:w\'l' {'omr .. litL4.'l' art' 
Haymund Dohm('yt"T, !\>1t-yt!r, and 
tvlalak; policy ('()mmitlet· art-
r.1itcht·lI, Dohmcyt·r. and Mabk, 
The hoard also a~rccd to keep 
tJw sC't'ond and fourth Thursdays 
of ea('h month as its rc!{ular 
nrCtinK dates, The meeting'S arc 
i"J!ld in the board room. at 8 p.m,. 
on the second level across from the 
Learning Resource Center, 
~COURIER~ 
Frank Rowen. (Ieftl. Dr. Edward Jenkins, and Nancy Caputo, election judges. make sure ballots 
from. the student trustee election are legal. 
Students get $1 00 awards 
n" 
Mellodr Harielius-Beedy 
Twenty Tee students received 
scholarships from the 
Aid Foundation tSAr) on 
April 15. Dr. LaVell 
President. said that 
"really ought to b<~ 
because they were 
40 others for their 
grades. and 
Tce 
ITcsidt.·nt, congratulated the 
~udcnts and said that he felt the 
a\'>'ards were an "investment in 
hwnan resources and potential." 
Th(> Foundation's screenin~ 
mmmittee found that it was very 
difficult to t'hoose which of the 
outstanding students would 
ret'clve tb(> scholarships, The 
wmmittee was 'Iuite pleased with 
the quality of thf> students 
attending TCe. 
The Foundation is looking r~r 
NSF awards $15,500 
to GSU energy study 
the units but one will be 
within the village 
lb.unol3r;"~ to enable direct 
units given similar 
zoning 
building codes and 
and insurance rates. 
a stal! is being 
positions are 
for junior. senior. and 
university students. 
Interested persons may telephone 
5J4·5000. extension 2476. 
Resulting data is expected to be 
useful to pJanners for amending 
mning ordinances and building 
codes to encourage builders to 
mnstruct net energy efficient 
housing, Indired energy costs will 
be studied to get a total net 
energy cost comparison. an energy 
efficiency coefficient will be 
oomputed for each type of unit 
studied and the net energy cost 
effectiveness of various standard 
conservation technologies will be 
ascertained. 
The primary objedive of the 
study is to rank the tar~et 
dwelling units relative to their 
total energy -cost of fabrication. 
construction. operation. 
maintenance and demolition. A 
.secondary objective is to single 
cut those factors responsible ror 
any major diHercnc'cs in total 
dired and indin.'t"t en("rgy costs. 
people to join them in their efforts 
to raise more funds so that they 
may continue helping Tee 
students reach their educational 
objectives, If you are interested in 
voluntf>ering for this worthwhile 
work. please contact Dr. Wilson, 
Besides the 20 awards. there 
v.oere 6 honorable mentions. and 8 
~bolarships given to high school 
seniors and GED graduates who 
plan on attending Tee next fall. 
The recipients are as follows: 
SI00 Scholarship., 
M. Beedy. Midlothian; N. 
Caputo. South Holland; K. 
11 Adam. Calumet City; R. Fister. 
Riverdale; S. Harris. Lansing; T. 
Kenney. Riverdale; M. 
Uchnerowicz. Calumet City; S. 
Redding. Chicago; E. Robinson. 
Harvey and E. Whitty. Harvey. 
Also. J. Brooks. Markham; M. 
{"Dnnelly, Oak Forest; Storm 
Deputy. Midlothian; D. Grombka. 
South Holland; E. Kampe. Tinley 
Park; R. Leonhardt. Hazel Crest; 
D. Paylosh. South Holland; O. 
Relford. Markham; M. Stephens. 
Midlothian; and C. Witherspoon. 
Harvey. 
Those receiving Honorable 
M:ntions are: C. Cook. Calumet 
Oty; C. McGraw. Country Club 
Hills; F. Ripson. Oak Forest; C. 
Calfey. Markham; L. Nichols. 
Calumet City and S. Seaquist, 
Delton. 
The winners from High Schools 
and Adult Education Centers: R. 
Bullard. Tinley Park; T. 
Burmestrz. Calumet Adult 
Education Center; N. Carbone. TF 
South; R. Cahaldon. Harvey Adult 
Education Center: N. Janick. 
Elizabeth Seton; C. Woods, 
1lwrnton: B. O'Neil. Oak Forest 
and K. Pote. Hillcrest. 
Roger Benson wins 
trustee post by 54 
Write·in ('andidate. Roger 
&nson, has won the student 
trustee election, Student 
Activities Director Frank Bowen 
announced. Linaa Dahlberg. and 
Alex Jasinski were the only 
mndidates on the ballot, receiving 
81 and 240 votes, respectively. 
The other write·in candidate, 
Ihvid Meder. received 121 votes. 
~ile 294 votes were cast [or the 
winner. Roger Benson. 
From the 819 haHots cast. over 
ffi votes were termed spoiled by 
jJdges Dr. Edward Jenkins and 
Nl.ncy Caputo. Many studenlS 
fliled to mark a box on the ballots. 
while others wrote illegible names 
in the write, in space, 
Members of the Student 
Resource Committee lSRCl 
wst·n,-ing lhl.'" voting n'sults wt'rt· 
&1(.' Po1..kanski. Van('ssa Nit'holson 
and Craig Cook, Barbara 
Gronowski acted as election 
secretary. 
The ballots Wl're cQunted 
Friday. April H. in two and not' 
rolf bours. After thl~ results were 
rrudc available to the candidates. 
Alex Jasinski requested a rCt;ounl 
d the ballots. which was held 
Mmday, April 17, The new {'"ount 
differcd from the original count by 
-(DC vote morc for Henson. and 
thrce less votes for Jasinski. 
Ellis. Moore will ('onlinut' tQ 
9;!rVe as lht' trustCl' until Junt· :l0, 
with Benson taking the position 
July 1. and continuing the term 
Wltil April 14. 1978. 
Summer schedule set 
By Keith Levin 
Summer school for students at 
'ICC will begin June 12. TCC is 
diering courses in 23 class areas. 
All courses that were credited 
during the school year are 
credited for the summer session, 
Registration for the summer 
!eSsion has already begun. If you 
wish to register early. you have 
from now untill June 1. Open 
registration will be held June 7-8. 
The summer semester will run 
from June 12 through August 4. 
Students living in college 
dstrict 510 will be charged a fee of 
$17 per semester bour for tuition. 
]SSC and BEOG grants are not 
good for the summer session. 
'IWtion must be paid lor by June 1. 
Students are limited to six 
semester bours of credited classes 
tmless special permission is 
granted. Classes will meet lour 
mys a week. Monday through 
Thursday. unless otherwise 
PJSted. . 
Classrooms will be open each 
nnrning for study. library work 
and student-instructor 
conferen(,es. The I"Re will ~ open 
[or student use 8:30 a.m.-I p,m. 
and 6 p.m.·8;30 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday and from 9 a.m. 
ta noon on Friday. 
Grade points can be applied to 
p-esent averages if the courses 
taken are advanced. Credit is 
given to repeated courses. 
The Microbiology courses are 
i1led to capacity. A waiting list is 
being developed by Dr. Wm. 
Frands for those students 
ilterested in the course:. The 
waiting list is in room 4161. Gn the 
ilurth Door. 
For an entire listing of classes 
being offered this summer. see the 
b.lJletin board in the main lobby on 
the second level. 
Thank You 
Th the Students 01 TCC: 
I would like to express my appreciation for the fantastic turn· 
rut during the Student Trustee election of this past week. But it 
mould not stop at just the election. Student participatiOn should 
amtinue through-out the entire year. I urge that the student body 
ooniinue to support. all activities that take place at TCC. 
I wiU be sworn into office as of July 1. 1978. and at this time I 
will announce my office hours as to when I will be able to answer 
any questions. or take any complaints that need to be taken to the 
Board . 
Sincerely. 
Roger C. Benson 
Student Trustee 
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Computbrs site-up to 
today's greater .needs 
Thirty years ago there was one. 
Five years later there were 15. 
Ten years ago, about 30.000 
were at work and today more than 
300,000 are installed with 
thousands more earning. 
They are computers. Onre the 
impenetrable domain of white· 
frocked scientists and engineers, 
today the common-place· 
information processing tool 
IiteraUy is changing the face of 
America. 
Shrinking in size and cost. 
growing in capacity and simplicity. 
the computer is the trigger for a 
revolution in how people conduct 
. their businesses and think about 
information. 
C.B. Rogers, Jr., IBM vice 
president and president or its 
General Systems Division. said. 
·'Because of advances in 
technology and redudions in 
price, we now offer computing 
systems to virtually all business 
and industry. 
"From the one-person 
investment rtrm to the small 
departments of very large 
corporations. data processing 
power is being brought to bear on 
business. scientific" engineering. 
academic and social problems at 
increasingly lower cost to the 
user." 
The first ~mputer. ~mpleted io.l946. used ls.ooo'vaeuum tubes" 
weighed tons aad required about 1.800 square feet of floor space. 
Today"s computers., maay desk·sized or smaller" use, 'tiny 8l1koa 
chips that have reduced cost and size while increasing speed ,and 
reliability. Eacn 01 the IBM chi ... sho .... here ean store 48,000 
piec6 01 information.. or the equivalent of a 6.~word term 
paper. 
Originally, the computers 
. utilized vacuum tubes - 18.000 of 
them in the first computer" 
ENIAC. built in the late 1940.. 
Today. an of the ENIAC 
Muitry converted to ultra~tiny 
mM SEriesll chips could be 
housed in the space occupied by 
just one of those tubes. 
Radar monitors bust police 
By Nancy Caputo 
Today. people are literally 
taking the law in their own hands. 
Many have purchased radar 
detectors and are beginning to 
monitor the police. with such 
devices as the Miero-eye and 
FU7zbuster. These devices enable 
drivers to know when they are 
being tracked by police radar 
beams. When the units receive a 
signal. they let out a beep. 
warning drivers of possible speed 
tra .... 
While the Micro-eye was one of 
the first detectors. it was only 
useful in detecting the "V" 
frequency. The police. however. 
could use two frequencies for 
tracking~the other being the "K." 
The Electrolert Company built a 
device which could receive both 
frequencies and 'called it the 
Fuzzbuster. Plugging into any 
standard car/truck cigarette 
lighter. the unit 'operates on a 12 
volt positive or negative ground 
system, For maximum e£ficiency. 
Fuzzbuster must be placed on top 
of the front dash board. Since 
radar beams wil1 be reflected by 
metal. windshield wiper arms, and 
other objects cannot be situated in 
front of the radar detector. 
The Fuzzbuster is equipped 
with an audio cueing device which 
alerts drivers with a short beep 
each time the receiver locks onto a 
radar signal. The unit "sees" 
around corners and hills. if 
buildings or signs have deflected· 
the signals to the receiver. It is 
possible for the Fuzzbuster to 
catch a speed trap~ which is two 
miles straight ahead of the vehicle. 
Radar signals can be detected 112 
mile in the opposite direction. 
Extremely povierful radio 
transmitters and improperly 
installed CB radios caD produce 
signals which can activate the 
Fuzzhuster. As the manufacturer 
says. "Nothing made by the hand 
of man is immortaL" 
Drama department presents, 
melodramas, May 13-14 
By Lind.P.B. Mueller 
On May 13 and 14. the TCC 
Drama: Department will present 
an evening of meJodramas. They 
are one ad plays and bave taken 
to TV screens as shows such as 
"Love American Style" and 
"Dudley Doright." 
There wiU be three different 
skits: "He Done Her Wrong or 
Wedded But No Wife," "Perils of 
Priscilla" and "Wedded To a 
Villian:' All plays are student 
directed. 
The actors and eharacters for 
"He Done Her Wrong" include: 
HyaciQth Haven. . Linda 
Muellet:.. Mrs. Octavia 
Moneycracker •. Redell Rathbone; 
Alvina Moneycracker. ~ Darlyne 
Murawski Linette Darewood. ~ To 
be casted; Fleetwood Deshaway •. 
Alex Murawski and Firzjohn 
Oliphant. • Terry Folta. Directed 
by Brent Kasper. 
In "Perils 01 Priscilla" -
Pri!'O.cilla. . Diane Lukosius; 
Smedley Smidgean. . Mark 
, m;t rcmp"; Harlow Starbuck~ ~ 
Terry Folta; Miss Taylor •• Marion. 
Brown: Becky. ~ Maria Arias; 
Johnny. • Diane DeMarco: 
Freckle~. - Julie Keenan and 
directed by Ed Booker. 
·Wedded to a ViUian" - Mrs' t 
Hartwell •. Redell Rathbone; Dr •• 
Wormwood •• not casted as of yet; . 
Flash, . Mike Johnson: Jack •. Gus 
Mellade; Bonnie, • Leslie Flores 
and directed by Alex Jasinski 
The performances are Saturday. 
May 13, and Sunday. May 14, at 
8:00 p.m. It will be held in the 
Performing Arts Center. Tickets 
will be $2.00. For information call 
596-2000 ext. 345. 
GET YOUR HEAD 
TOGETHER =~ 
A1 MAO 
,"' NIX NAX MUSIC, 
lOWEST PRICED HEAD SHorlN TOWN 
MON, WED, mUI 12-11 flU 12-6 
SAT 11-5 (WSW TOE , SUN 
2135 W. 183n:1 ST. HOMEWOOD, Ill. 
Early computers weigbed tons 
and required specially air· 
conditioned rooms. Now desk· 
sized and smaller systems boast 
ease-or-use features unknown to 
the pioneers of computerization. 
Using step-by·step guide books 
and eamputer assisted instruction 
on the very machines they will use 
for accounting or scientific use, 
today's computer buyer need have 
little or no data processing 
experien<::e. little or no 
programming experience, and 
little or nd\f systems analytic 
abilities. 
IBM. for instance. offers pre-
tested programs to handle specific 
chores for a variety of business 
and industrial customers - from 
small manufacturing firms where 
production schedules are vital for 
control and profit. to contracting 
firms whose estimates must be as 
precise as the latest price - and 
Iabor-costing data can make them. 
The potential for such 
innovation can be seen by 
examining first the comparative 
costs of computing and. then. the 
number of sman business 
enterprises in the United States. 
In 1952. it cost $1.26 to do 
100.000 multiplications on an IBM 
computer. Six years later. the cost 
was 26 cents: by 
1970, a nickel. 
Today, those same 
multiplications can be executed [or 
a penny. 
Internal Revenue Service 
statistics estimated there are 9.3 
mimon firms Qr which 95 percent 
are classified by the Sman 
Business Administration as 
"small." 
Proprietors of these small 
enterprises have the same 
requirements as their 
counterparts in very large 
eorporations. They must bill their 
tustomers. manage their 
inventories. analyze their costs, 
evaluate alternative costs and 
keep bookkeeping records 
precisely. 
In addition. energy costs must 
be managed. In IBM's product 
offering array is a special Series/l 
minicomputer.based power 
management package. pre·written 
and. designed to minimize 
electrical consumption. 
More than 600 companies use· 
IBM power management 
techniques. Many users have 
electrical bill of $5.000 a month. 
Some have much larger utility 
bills. An are looking for small 
systems solutions to very real 
business concerns. 
IB!II computors .... y be great but will soeiety ever get caged in by 
them? 
3305 Vollmer Rd. 
flossmoor 
Commons, 
Flossmoor 
798-6100 
FRI • SAT 4 P.M .• 1 A.M. 
SUNDAY 3 P.M .• 10 P.M. 
Lou's world famous 
"gourmet" pizza in the 
pan. judg"d tops by 
panelists, comes f~om 
his home:own in '~e 
northern [':ellon,;; 01 
Italy. Lake -(,0fT'~). It 
has been en;oyec by 
millions 01 people over 
ihe years for lunch, 
dinner or just a sr''3ck. 
"A meal withoi.it wine;s like 
a day w;thout sunshine." 
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fipal Tee Fine Arts Week progresses 
.a.-..-. __ 
Guidance Center gets grant 
Tee is combining an career areas, wh~re that training 
.might be obtained. and where the 
jobs are." Ms. Kjos said. ""This is 
an opportunity for people to get 
Pulaski. Bremen Township High 
School, Harriet ·Minkin. YWCA: 
Dr-. Robert Rubenow. Rich Central 
Tee is in the midst of its Spring 
FinC' Arts Week. which will bt· 
climaxed hy the dedication of the 
PerforminK Arts (enler IPAn un 
Salurd~)". !\by 6 ~tl 8 p.m. 
A spcdal1.·tmt·C'rt and {'{'remony 
will mark the rcnar.llnK uf'lht· 
PAC for the tatt.· Dr. J. 'Albert 
Kindig, [ornwr director uf tht· 
CnJh.'Kt·'S I>ivisiun of Arts ami 
Humanitit.'s. 
Tht· {'onn·rlo whi('h will be 
prct·t'tit'd hy a dedi{·'ilion dinm'r, 
will ft'aWn' the Thornton CollcJ(t· 
Chamber SinKt·rs. EVt.'ninK 
Choralt·, Onion ChuntiC', <lnd 
nr{·hestra. 
Th(, highlig-hl of tht· pt·r· 
formann' will be tht· Ilrt.·mi(·r uf 
Tript}·c& Sacra. a work fur 
soprano. tenor, baritone. multiple 
division chorus. and ('hamber 
orchestr.!. Triptyca Sacra W.IS 
composed by Dr. Fred L. Han 
zelin. Dirt'l'lor of TCC's I)ivision of 
Arts and Hum.tnitics. 
Atsu. Friday evenin~. a spt.>dal 
Hcadt'r's Theatre performan('(' 
will be presented in the PAC at 8 
p.m. Admission is [ree. 
On Mond~IY. the College 
presented a faculty art exhibit in 
the Gallery, The exhibit in<'iuded a 
wide range of art crcatL-d by thl' 
faculty. including paint inKs. 
drawings. sculpture. cereamics. 
and photographs. The exhibit still 
can be -viewed in the Gallery [rom 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and from 1 p.m. 
today and Crom 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 
Friday, 
Tu(..'Sday·s feature was Claudine. 
a fim starring James Earl Jones 
and Diahann Carroll. Ycstl'rday 
l"\'cning the Jazz Band and Swin~ 
Choir combined to present a 
concert with music ranging from 
jazz. pop. and rock to folk music 
and light dassics. individualized approach to career guidance with .. pace, age 
technology to serve the resldents 
of South Suburban Cook County. 
Specially funded by 3 grant from 
the Department of Adult 
Vocational and Technical 
Education of the Illinois Office of 
Education. Tee's Career Guidance 
Center wi11 be a\'ailabh: to every 
segment of the community. 
The Center will work with 
school counselors. teachers. 
personne: from various 
government and education 
agencies. and representatives 
from bu.c;iness and industry. The 
Cent.er will develop career· 
decision resources and information 
for more effective services 1.O 
students. persons considering a 
earet!r change later in life, adults 
returning to school. older persons. 
the handicapped. members of 
minoril.y groups, and other 
community residents. 
~.i,~~~?j~~l;nsh~~p~~~~f Cub's Bleacher Bums,· 
Tht: C€'l'1ter alSo wiU work with 
local schools ~s.l~(j a~ncies to 
Operating under TCC"s Division 
of Student Services. the Career 
Guidance Center will be located in 
the Counseling Center on the 
Conege's main campus. Career 
Guidance Center personnel wilt 
work both with individuals in the 
community aqd with public and 
private educational and social 
ser.vice agencies. 
"Our mandate is to improve and 
enhance vocational guidance 
services as we help South 
Suburban residents to find the 
most satisfying careers and career 
training," explained Diane Kjos, 
the director of the new Career 
Guidance Center. 
Included in the activities of the 
Center will be a computerized 
vocational information system 
which includes vocationaJ interest 
testing. career descriptions and 
job forecasts. financial aid 
information. local area job 
information, and high school, 
community college and national 
four·year college information. 
"Using our special computer 
programs a .. d other materials will 
be able to determine what career 
areas are best for them. What 
training is required for those 
sponsor workshops and III·,-,'t. smash h,·' ,·n S'-g App 'e training c')D("erning career II 
counseling. 
co~:~~~~ ~:r tht~e adC;~~:~ You don't have to be 11 Cubs fan 
Guidance project are Dr. Richard to appreciate a play called 
Lewis, Division of Vocational BLEACHER BUMS. You can be a 
Rehabilitation~ Dr. Robert Jack, Mets fan. a Yankees. fan or not 
Community and Economic know left field from right field. as 
Development Association o[ Cook the Organic Theater Company has 
County; Carl A. Fazzini. Work· recently discovered. New Yorkers 
Education Council of the South have taken BLEACHER BUMS lo 
Suburbs; Harold R. Fuller. their hearts sinee last 
Thornton Area Publio School Wednesday's April 19 opening of 
Association; Jacqueline Hill. what ~as originally ~hedu~ed to 
South Suburban Council on Aging: . be a two. week run. at Richard 
Dr. Marie Meyer. Thornton Sebechner s Per[ormtng Garage. 
Fraetiobal Area Educational off-o[f Broadway. 
Cooperative; Patricia Miller. . O~ning Night was hapJilil,Y 
Thornton Township Youth hig~bghted by -Stewart ~lem s 
Committee Program: Norman ~~~w "B~~~ii~u~; ?:~ 
constant, varying from chuckles to 
uninhibil.t!d gujfaws." . 
The Company was pleased to 
note that many oC the critics 
recognized that Chicago is 
becoming a center of theater. Mel 
Gussow of the New York Times 
indicated his awareness that 
Chicago is produdng a unique. and 
indiginous brand of theater when 
he wrote: "There is something 
manic in the air in Chicago. The 
Second City, David Manet and the 
Organic Theater Company are 
only several examples of an antic: 
disposition that seem to be 
endemic to the windy city:' 
Sf d t I . E hit. The Organic Theater U e n S e a r n· .. "1 n u ro p e Company is a weloome addition to 
. the Big Apple." Mel Gussow ofthe 
From Jacques leSourd of the 
Westchester . Rockland news-
paper: "BLEACHER BUMS 
is a production of Chicago's 
Organic Theater Company. a 
thriving organization founded ip 
1969. David Mamet has mad. us 
all aware that there is excellent 
theater in Chicago. This visit by 
the Organic Theater turns that 
awareness into a conviction." 
Recently, a group of Thornton 
Community College students. 
accomfanied by their German 
instructor. Mrs. Anke Culver. and 
area residents returned from an 
educational trip through four 
European countries. including 
Belgium. France. Germany. and 
Switzerland. Opportunities were 
itf'ered to use acquired German 
and French language knowledge 
and to ga.in insights into numerous 
l'tdtural differenct..~. 
One of the most memor.tble 
days was spent in Lucerne and 
Bern. Switzerland, where the 
group spent hours exploring the 
narrow. winding streets lined with 
houses several centuries old. They 
walked over medieval covered 
footbridges and shopped in small 
bakery and linen shops. There was 
also a trip on the Rhine River. 
with its 2.000 year old Vineyards 
which cover the steep hills and the 
numerous castles and fortresses 
which dot almost every bend. It. 
was a trip throUf£h the history of 
centuries, which ended with two 
days in Paris. where history has 
been recordecj in almost· every 
building of the inner corc of this 
French metropolis. 
T.e.'C. students and area 
residents will have an op· 
portunity to participate in 
another such educational trip 
during the spring break of 1979 
and travel to Munich. Salzburn. 
;tnd Vienna. 
New York Times wrote: 
"peppered with laughs... the 
actors are ingenious clowns." 
From Edmund Newton of the New 
York Post . "BLEACHER BUMS 
has hilarity and truth... certainly 
one of the most entertaining 
evenings of the season." ""The 
performances are remarkable," 
wrote Ron Cohen of Women's 
Wear Daily. Allan Wallach of 
"Newsday" said: "It's cheerful, 
boisterous and fun." Emory Lewis 
of The Record. MA hilarious. witty 
and affectionate salute to the 
national pastitne. The laughter is 
The Company has been 
extremely gratified b;y the 
reception given to them by the 
New York press and the public. In 
view of the consistently strong 
reviews and large audiences the 
Compl5.ny bas ext<.-nded the run of 
the play until May 21. 
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TeC"s Gallery is presenting a 
Faculty Art Exhibit. Gallery 
director Joe Rejholec says the' 
:~:S::~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~! ~!:~:~~; 
is a professional in his field. The 
show demonstrates that each iD7 
struclor is "practicing what he 
preaches," 
Art Department head. George 
Finstead's painting is a flat oil 
which conLains many changes in 
color. It"s mood is quiet and con-
t.empiatinl{. 
,Claudette Bobay specializes in 
photo monlages. She plays tneks 
with the eye in terms of depth of 
~~~d;::~c~~~es are s'urrealistie 
Pat McGarry works in 
ceramics. In her two pieees. 
·Chicken Platter" and "Horsefly 
.. Casprol:" she works with visual 
imagery to create something Lhat 
is humorous. but functional. 
Larry Pukelis' "Mummy Bag' 
breaks t.he traditional idea of ree· 
::lfb::o:~:~~~~:rr~:~I~~~: 
vision. 
Bill Nowroeki has two of hi. 
pbotos on display. In his photos, 
he tries to investigate visual dep-
th. 
Larry Wehner's paintiDg 01 a 
male figure investigates the 
figurtive qualities of t.he male 
Ionu. Unlike the female form the 
male form has never been put on 
apede.tal. 
Eliz.a.beth Rausson·s pencil 
study approaches drawing with a 
free form. almost as a painter 
would. 
C.rol Bendell is • former TCC 
stud.ent who now teaches -ad· 
vertising here. Her painting is a 
waler color ealled "Bat.h." 
[)ireelor or the Division of Arts 
and Humanities. Fred HanzeJin's 
piece is a ~realion or originil 
"music. It was included in. the 
exhibit because music is also an 
art. The plotting o( musical notes 
. becomes graphic. 
Margret Wallace's painting is 
impressionistic. It explores how 
colors relate to one anotber. 
Jim Ellison teaches potterl-. 
The pit.oc:cs included in the exhibit 
are functional. 
. Joe Rejholcc's sculpture is 
called "Terrrs Balance Beam.-
It's constructed of corIen steel 
and like tbe Picasso. will rust. for 
five ye.rs. It explores the role of 
the three-dimensional object in 
'"space. 
The Faculty Art show will run 
; until May 19!n Rm.4141. Larry Wehner'. painting.f a male figure inwestigates the figurative 
qualities of the male (orlll. Unlike tbe female form the male form has never bHn put on a pedestal. Lany'. work i. jut a glilDR 01 what iB Oft exhibit in Ih. Gallery, room 4141. (photo.y Bruce Engd 
". 
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T,F,. North High SoJiool •. tudenta (showlI aboYe) dIsc ... ·"~he Great DIr.tatorh aI~r .. 1iI_lng .f tho 
Ch.plin .. l1l8I •• The 01';' was preaented Ible put \r .. k .. .,art .1 tho Sodal Sol .... Departmenl·. 
s..ond A.n~.1 Foe ... Film F .. Ii.aL Mm than 500 ;"'pI~',,:~ them"'~·p~;tition;·:'::: ' .. '.::" 
. . .. , ;. ...." :'". . ~: 
1·/Don/t:b"y.· .. bo~ks: .. :by;cro.o~s~1 
. '.", '. . '.:.... '." -' '. ".: .. 
.... 
~'~L~!d.;catedfor i 
~J~.·A'bert.·lCmd;g 
America, has beeo 
· named in the.lnternational Who', 
Who in Music. . 
Dr. Thomas Hoekstra has 
taken over the reillS or· the 
choruses that Kindig lounded. 
and altbo~gh tbere is a change o. 
the front row; the same rich 
::rnd ~':.":c~;=~1 p!'lt=--'b~~ 
Hoekstra. . 
was chair· With the hopes 01 producing 
Humanities • some more fine Went into the art 
,'----,----,-- a ,world. the first'annual I. Albert 
:~~1ed s:~o:!S~:lie;~iI :: 
· eerl. The f .... t .ward went to • 
TCC music student, Tom Hahn. 
. As lor a man that brount. so 
muc. promi ... ee to Tee. the 
pi'!'!" dediCated at the eoneert 
By M.llodi- H .. IeIi .... Beedy . :.:~: The war BoIeiD aDd Fjannig..n, .' ~,ooo. and . re",tere4':p: 
. Are you fed up with our felt ~t the profiteering' was: .: private partnership. .'-'.' 
Watergate eoaspirators makinlt a 'Why_bould N",on'write a book :··The·molto.ol the· group is 
fast buck oIl their exploits? And .. ~ alld sell it, lor S19.l15, when.: ·-Don·t hUY- book'l,.'by crooks~ ~ 
. mhlSmelJ!Ol'Ysay_itaU:. . 
: :. MaestrO, ,Mentor;· Teather, 
. : Friend, "Humanist.;...His legacy 
. 01 music and his dedicaUoD to the 
do r," finil. our lonner Kin,. er,:""", be hild the c~n.ce I .... r'.y~ ago 'w,hirh, 'or Course, '!n.lud ... u~in::)i ';~~:;~;i~j,;~~ 
1\0 mean our lormer ~Iden~ "!Gtell ~he naLion the trutbt': Why·ill.ted :."co.nsplrators •. ·Ac·;;·g 
partioularly ollensi",,? ,. . > .. should we bave to pay to he.r the c:ording to Boley.; 'We are ...-... 
arts will enrieh Thornton Com· 
"muDity .College aDd' the' ..... 
· ,,!unity·n 'serVes for IiwI)' ·years 
tocome..· '. 
Tbell you'll be interested· to ;." !acts finally?' . ,.. " lainly goiDg aler the' rormer . attack last· 
know that a eommiuee has been. "; Finally, :;Erlieb",an's '~k,: .~.ideDt and all the pe:ople in :c·. ".'." j--. ' .. 
formed to atop those people from ,.: IIeIiIlld .a~ . Don... .....me :. his eampaign-who have been con;::' C ,.. .... . ': .... , •. :..... -.~. 
b.':~e!itillg'lrom tbeir eriminal.ae- . "the last .. ~tra",~.~!"YI" "nd .. Yicte.i oc.r~lonies !nd &r! tryillg'· ... '" ".'" _ .. ": '.: . -.' ,'.. . .' 
~., -
tivlti~, t:h •. ; Committee. to .• :,.~."lnganmet'wjtb a gr)I~~ol,. to !Rde ~ .. prOfit. .. H .... dud"'! ::Mex.co . send, oH Fr·.-day·· ... ' 
Boycott. NlXon a Memolni has -• .!riends·, and acquaiota~.· and ErllChman. Map'uder " and tm; , . . ..... . . '. 
bee,! . rorme~ . in ArIiDitloD;' "!,,,ntio~ t1!e idea 01 lo~ilig a .' "mostlllramous beingNixou. .: . " ..... :~ . . '- . . ... . ' •. ; 
Vagln .. by Bill Boleyn and Tom .. tizens action. gnI)I{I aDd the' A private endeavor.'begun ill· •. ' .. .' j. '. . .' . .I. 
- . Flannigan, two,!,,,,, whooouid no. fIOS.ibility_·. or . raislllg .. 20.25': earIYMarcbciftbisye..r,tIie~:·';.:.'As- . " :~:':'f; the'.; . '. "~-~~":":"'I'ng trip' to M-.... 
longer take the poulln'6ty' that thousand dollars.· Nineteen .-or' miuee ulldertook an illtenoiire in. .... a se~.or ... elCIeO trip • ...-""""'" ~.-
criminals were beComing heroes. their rrieDds' came ·back. ral.ed ''''''''Ugation to decide b_ they ~ and • climax to:an active. year; The caDdy sale .. HI terminate 
. .. '. .' : .. ··..,..Id best atlack the. problem. Espiritu Espanol·· will . hold .a Jwith a special "Sweets Day' on 
. .. Theii've decided·to reach ·.the· ·;Iu"",""", at •. Mexican.restaurant. Monday,. May IS, when all 
WII'I' n.G TCC· d. e. bat .. :e. rs .... ? ":.~;.:.'., .. , .=~':.s~.::f\=-perof .t".i.~ ~ ·clu~~I:::-t;.:\~::d "! :ve::~~ ~ ha:: ~n"~:! 
-. .... woi-d ... r,mouth will. be a tremen· . attend. iIeaervaiions ar:e to· be building in a final effort to eahI 
:". ..... ~ .. dous ~t to their cause, too, •. .. made' With Cheri Bleeker ill the money lor the Mexico trip. 
Br Da.a WilBOn 
Practieally everyone enjoys an 
occasional arguemellt. TheD why 
don't we have a dehate team? We 
did, abont six y .... ago. . . 
The reason wby it was discon-
tinued was beeause 01 the lack 01 
eompensation for the debate in' 
structor·_ ,time Iweekend tripa, 
overtime, etc.1 Th,ere was a OOUI'-
se offered some time ago per-
~:::i ::as::,ba::D~u "'dw,o:. 
tillUed. Studellt disiDterest was 
. .• '.' c :,t. lr~h"de .. aPf"'l~toyou,orll language lab, 3120,by Thirty.live Spani.h studeDts, 
probably a factor'· - .,. you like _orne 0 ttielr slogano - .. Wednesday May 17 ., IrieDds. and their instructor, Ms. 
There are ~o plans;to start ~. :ri"! r::. ~':~o~,:".;.H~~ '. A higw;gbt ol.the i~ "?D Sedlack, will leav. Thursday 
dehate team m. the Dear futur~.... Memoirs -'- you can write the be the presentation 01 very special morning, June I, lor Mexico aty, 
But that doe_n t meaD OUe ean t, . c:ommittee _c/o'. P.o, 80s 57007; awards to the dub orr ...... and to Arter three days In Mexico's 
:n started.to!n=~nds~i= .: Was.inll<?", D.C. 20037.,. ..~' aD members who have o;outributed exciting ... pital (with. visit to the 
the C:lati!.. of. team with··. ," ~ a·pnvate partoe",blp. they to the ev.ents 01 this past year. Azteo pyramids). they will IeOve 
member of·the Speecb De t,.. don t ni!ed me .... ber •• only .. p- .laduded ID til ... events were.a ror the eoIonial 'sUver city 
ment and the Viee Presiile::" f'. port, be It·finanClaI or verhal. Ttie . .' D .... member receptioII, hosting of Tax .... and then go On to 'Acapulco 
Student Activities. A new ·tea:'· • profjtsledthehay k-'Y .~massth will~ .. visiting police. ollicers 'from wbere' Dumerous eventa are Id • . . r d' - nd" ruDoe c In~· e pro,-. M ' "'.- ~~-'--fi'~'- aod .----. ,--•. ;.. . ;W~U require un Ing-.a ".·ud·1bendividedby.t.henineteen.·.· eX~""'"'J.""'.n:JWIIiA' ~~ p~&m;IUQIDgasunsetcruase 
gul!i&nee, as sugges. ted. by. Mr.. But stopping -cheekbook. jour' ·raroling, earoIing· _at • nearby .00' Arapulco Bay and an evelling 01 
Smith' Brand 01 the Speech" :lIi.lism" .. their drivillg 'force'" Duraing home. •. car -wash, a flamen ... dancing •• 
Department, :::.:c: ·rig1!t!)OW. . . "eootinuing eaody "";.and the 
Barmore, Schi·pper.·'Ii19,~e. r~tir~l:11~nt plans 
twelve years at TCC. teaching studenb -' ~~ . 'tbeir .bangi;'g ;.u...~. DliaDa 'Christen . High' 
B1 Ma~ Tagliori. '. 
Two 01 TCC _ stalf. members 
.. e planning on retiring In the 
ne .. luture, .. 
Instructor Sarah Barmore wUl 
retire at the end or this ....... ter. 
·Barmore bas spent the last 
· American history, sociology and, ideas. .. ' . School':in ·Lansing. He's also 
· social problems. -r .. e enjoyed ~Durilig the sixties," sbe c:om. . worked with as an aceountant for 
.. teactereshtsillg:.dbul~ethtoerhae areve tim!'lhee forin,;l, . meDted, -students on tbe'whole 'various -_unities, business 1 ... .' " were m~: socially eooscious, ': firms and school districts. 
sbe said. - - but ill tbe last lew years they .-e . After his retiremeDt this sum-
Some or ber illlerests indude bec:ome· more coneemed. with mer, Schipper plans to colltiDue 
working with the United lI!'a~es and· the ·jo.bs they can' workiag as an accouDlaDt on a 
Nation's Or~Dization aDd the . get.. _ part-time basis. He aa15 he would 
CoullOll 00 Foreign Relations. Barmore bas been active iathe "'0 like to wCII'k with senior 
She would also . like' fo continue Faculty Association and was on . OD ... ·.tizevan~ouschoproro;~ec· atsnd. ,eivie groupa 
traveliDg. Thos far, she bas taken the negotiatiDg eommiuee last • 
trip_ around the U.s, alld semester. His retirelftnt wHl give him 
Europe, It tonk Bill Schipper 8 years to time to devote to his hobbies. "I 
'Barmore~;;et=~;e~ ::ta::m:IITcg ~h:"c!: ~::t:.:~~:-::~ism~; 
ber career as . troller-Treasurer. He bas DOW lind themselves sitting Den to 
at ThorntoD' 'reacbed tbe mandatory oneoHhe most important men al . 
School and retirement age 0165 and wUl go the eoIlege when he 'begins 
~ before on to piln" other IDterests.· laking specisJ interest eou_ ill 
. As. ,controller, . Scbipper', thesesubjects. 
'. duties . were . to . set up the· One or his favorite pastimes is ;:_~.::.:_:::o_'t·'"oN-",-;::::-.: 'c:oIIege'. annnal· budget, deter- gar.deoing, He bas d ....... ted the 
.-:mine avalla1!le reveDue and ex' iIrab froiIl,o~ with over a 
'pendiiures:" Student' 'workers' dozeu of his p!aut.s which he has 
IlJui:· ....... !1II!_,· know him as the man who ,eoIlected over the years. "I found 
.teoiObiDg.ioiJ<lit.O ... att~c:oIIege proceSses their·~boeks·twjee a ·.that people; when they wurk, 
. . . . mOnth. . ..' . .' . need . something to look at ur 
. . campas, : .. Schipper atarted his' career :. finall,. they're resdy to dimb the 
_D buildi'!g.. _ witb a Bachelor and a'Mastera .'-waJIs. Plants are a change 01_ 
I&Y_ she wUl inJ__ -delP'ee rrolQ Nortbwestern for a lot 01 people. Tiler add.a 
· _kiag with studenta. She · ... n; University: Before • coming to dimension or ;ron get stir. Cnz1 
· joyed the ebaIIeuge 01 relating to· TCC, he {alight hos!ness. for 18· after a wbile,M . . .. ... 
Schipper say5 he wDl miss the 
associations with people at the 
""Uege. -I had a 101. 'of good .... 
taets with staff m.embers. iD-
'dudiDg teachers, adininistration; 
atudelits ad studeDt workers. 1 
..rtainly hope ·the college 
prospers iD all 01 its activities." 
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Thn'(" oth .. 'r parking luls "-l'tt" nriginally induded in the plans rnr th(' ('ullt'K"', (phutu bdow b~' 
)li('h~ld I'artyka) 
... , 
Eyesore swamp may be 
beautified for student use 
By Mary Taglieri 
One of the worst eyesores on 
TCC's campus is the swamp-like 
,Irea north of the fieldnouse. RiJ!'ht 
now the area is filled with debris 
and ugly weeds. A large mound of 
dirt obstructs the view of 
quagmire of muddy water. 
Aecording to Dr. James 
McCaleb. dire1::lor of the pbysic:.ll 
plant. steps :lre now being taken 
to m~lke use of that area. 
In the origimtl plans. the land 
wa", shtlcd to he used as a studt"nt 
parking lot. However. clJances ;m." 
now slim th:lt these plans will De 
t"arried out. 
The :td~inistf:ltion feels there is 
ample sp'lce for student parkin~ in 
tht' main student lot or on tht' 
interim campus. Nt'ither lot is 
filled. ('vcn durin~ peak hours. 
Declining t'orollment figures 
combine to reduce the ch::l0(,(,s 
thal .;mother ·parking lot wiU {'vcr 
be built. 
How('ver, although the students 
h'-lvc lost a plare to put their mrs. 
they molY have gained a pla('c to 
put thc:-ir bodie~. At this time. 
('ollcgc's arthitcctu.1.1 
looking into plans to 
t'V('SOf(, into :1 rcr-realion:tl 
ihe (·ommillee has 
('slimatcs on how much . 
('ost 1.0 level and drain 
Tht· ar .... t ('ould indude 
:tnd softball field. The 
-sueh a proj«t would 
tnt· ('ollegc's site :tnd cor .. trurtionl 
fund. "Tht" .IIThiteC'lual 
is looking with intcrest' 
thil'; I'lfOpos:.tl". M('Caleh sL,tcd. 
dot·s nol appear wr- will 
initi;tling any n{' ..... - building ;IL 
tim .. ·. Wt' need to t'le~tn up 
m:lin t'ampus .tnd mak{' 
aLtr;lt"livt, ;:md useful Lo 
studcnts." 
M('Cai{"h says tnt> .lre:l is 
ha V('n for mn~1 uitm's which 
he deart.-d if tht, landscaping joh 
(·omplett·d. 
Collcgt' prt'sid(~nl, jlr" N .. t:h:1n 
IVl'Y told lh(' Courier lh:tt if 
moncy ..... ;15 :tvaiL'tble. he'd Iikt:' 
!>"t'C i1 pllrt of the i\Te;1 ust'd 0lS; " 
p.lrking 10L. hut :lddcd Lh;,t this; ii'i 
douhtful ht'('au~~ money is tiJ;!'hL 
Hie \ 
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Dreesen envisions com as his calling 
By MeDody HorteIi ..... Beedy 
: Tom Dreesen, a rising eomedy 
',tar and former TCC night 
,lIude.t, was ak the Mill Rui. 
whe. be was selling papers for the photograpby for his brother, 
Harvey Tribime. Harvey was Glenn, and bad a Sll«eSSfuJ eareer 
houoriDg Lou Boudreau and littl. as an mora ... salesman. Late in 
Tom wanted to be, part of the ,~life to ebange course, he decided to 
parnde. However, since his family go into comedy WileD he and fri.nd 
didn't bave a ear, be bad to try to Tim 'Reed mude a film on drug 
J 
Iveus 
Igout 
'5ible. 
crans 
..... hose 
crans 
.,lIege 
10 put 
,ensc. 
k of 
I~ was 
{e to 
,elped 
rfbox 
Iff is 
ople." 
Theater in Niles this weekeud as 
lIIe opening act for Tony Orlando. 
D ....... n, the tbirtish cornie. was 
'raised in Harvey and mueb of his 
,routine revofves around growing 
'ap in a "cha.ging neighborhood." 
'Asked if bis jokes about his black 
friends and neighbors ever eause 
,bim any problems, he replied that, 
the only fiacli: he might get would 
be from whites. The blacks know 
where he's coming from and 
' .... pect him for telling it like it was 
rather than using the 
,Irf,ditioaal "nigger" jokes. 
, Coming from a poor family with 
'eigbt brothers and sisters. 
'Dreese. had to develop a sease of 
,b .......... When be tells about girls 
jumping TOpe, he explains the 
diCf........ betwoo. white girls 
jumpini( a.d black girls jumping, 
'and jumps arouad the stage as he 
demonstrates the vast differe ..... 
Cheerleading, too, was different 
,lor the black Catholic school, St. 
, Leroy's, and the white school in a 
'bIaek ueighborhood, Our Lady of 
tbe Cautious Caucasian. 
(~Ives 
'JUrier 
, job. 
Dreesen's aspirations to be star 
material started back in 1948 
hitch a ride witb one of the other abose for grommer sebool kids. 
autos in the parade.' But Do-one Friends hailed it as a comedic 
would let him ride with them. So work of art so Tim and Tom began. 
by the time he walked to the field They worked together for six 
where the eeremODYwas, being years before goiDg their separate 
beJd. the festivities bad ended. ways. 
TheD and there Tom Dreesen ,Dreese.'. way led to Los 
decided that someday Harvey Angeles where he .lept in an 
would have a parade in his boaor. abandoned ear aad worked at ~e 
His dream came true last July 4, Comedy Store. When he felt his 
whe. the town had a float, in their act was ready, he..ned the talent 
parade which read, "Welcome co-ordinator. for the Tonight 
Home Tom Dreesen." 'Show, they eame to see him, and 
The road to .u ..... was not an bired him to appear. 
easy one, however. As a The rU"St four times he was 
sophomore i. high .ebool, the .. heduled to be on the Tonight 
future comedy star was a pin Show, though, be was bumped. If 
setter in a bowliDg alley aad the .how ru .. out of time, the .ew 
decided to 'drop out of school. cOII .. ,c!ians are alway. the ones to 
After awhile, he joined tbe Navy be bumped. 
do it. I try to get 24 or 25 laughs 
into five minutes. And I studied 
David Brenner who. has do .. 80 
Tonight Show •. " 
"It took me ten years of utter 
poverty. of people tur.ing their 
backs on me, but today it"s worth 
aU tbat struggle," said Dreesen. 
He adds. for aspiri.g stars. "Wait 
·til you're! ready, What good is a 
break if you're BOt ready?" 
where he met more mature friends When he fioally did get OD, it 
and they gave some dire<:tion to took a' few more appear ..... 
his life. He embarked on a self~ before he was invited over to the 
improvement program which couch to talk to Carson. Since then 
included reading all the available Dreesen has been o. the Tonight 
material on his subject plus Show 21 times. His next hope is to 
earning his bigh sebool diploma. become a guest host. 
When be.left the Navy, he took It is extremely difficult to cut 
some night courses at Tee. your material for T.V. -A lot of 
worked at various jobs. including colbedians:' said Dreesen. "cannot 
He also think. that. people 
should have a commitment to what 
. they waDt and should be 
"spirituar about it. If you have a 
goal, "then it's a ealliDg." You 
should envision the result of your 
dreams, picture the joy you will 
leel when you reach where you 
want to go. "I was envisioning 
talking to Johnny Carson 10118' 
before it happe.ed." 
Dreesen hope. that.there were 
some boy. aad girls watehing the 
parade be was in last year and that 
each of them have a dream to 
have a parade of their own 
someday. ~e reaDy believes tbat if 
tbey try hard e.ough and keep a 
childlike f.ith ill themselves all 
tbeir lives. they :will achieve their 
goals. 
ur an 
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lid 25 
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, Biking builds bodies 
By Craig Wingen flt'you. If it has a bar, you .hould 
be able to .traddle it with both 
feet fiat on the grouad. The seat 
shouid be adjusted so your leg 
almost straightens out when your 
feet is on tile lowest pedal 
position. The handlebar pOst 
should be about as high as the 
seat. and the bandgrips shouid be 
in easy reaeb. 
It'll blow your mind! 
.d· 
per, 
'cived 
·UTed. 
"very 
Exercise in many forms has 
become the great American past 
time. Now with summer upon us. 
: bicycle riding will on .. again rank 
, with the best in exercise. To begin 
: witb, you don't have to be a great 
, athlete to ride a hike. You can ride 
; alone 01' with a grGUPi you don·t 
, need .pecial equipment or eiothiag 
, to enjoy it: All you need is a bike, a 
: desire to ride. aDd you are on your 
: way to healthful exerei ... 
ke (0 
It \\.-e 
next 
To make riding easy and great 
exercise, you should wear light-
weight clothes and shoe. to 
allow for free moveme.t. Cou· 
serve energy by pedaling stoody 
and easy. U you become tired, take 
a break. Start slowly and work Up 
your mileage each day. 
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, . I bave found bicydiDg not only 
i good for your leg muscles, but it 
I also benefits your arms, back, I .houlders a.d abdomen. Italso has 
a' way of fighting tension and 
helping to maintain weight. Five 
eaJories a minute can be burned 
with just mild bi<ydiDg •. Vigorous 
riding <aD buro twice as mueb. 
To ride .. asibly, your bike must 
If you use common sense as you 
begin to bicycle for exercise, it <aD 
be a very rewarding experien .... A 
bike <aD take you to places _ not 
.ee. by riding in a ear. It ea. truly 
be a healthful experieD'" 
Buffs take to courts 
by MaryIUID Grifliths 
Must of us consider tennis to be 
strictly an outdoor sport. but the 
South Side Racquet Club at 1401 
E. Sibley Blvd. in DoIto., with it'. 
indoor tennis courts. eaters to 
those year·round tennis buffs. 
The club has been in Dolton for 
13 years, and has a membership 01 
500, ..,..,..ding to eo-manager 
Kath)' Host. There' are six eourts 
IvaDahIe. 
Membership fees are quite 
reasODabIe. espeeiaIIy fDr students 
under 21, youths under 18. and 
sealor citizens. The fee for thit, 
..... ples $100" and for famDies $125. . 
M.. Boot .tated that from the 
years '13-15, membelShip rose 
dramatieally, but between 16-'/'/', it 
bad leveled off. She also said 
aDyone is aUowed to plsy at the 
eourts a maximum of three times. 
Within the dub memJ>ership. 
many activities are offered sueb as 
league play. pizza and beer nights. 
and Round Robius. Members may 
also arrange fDr special parties. In 
addition to the courts. there is & ::."!" ~ slsop. and fuB 
group is $25. per year· with· CIas -fi cI' 
suauaer court .-. 01 $4 per":" 51 Ie ---: 
bour, and faUlwiater day _ts 011 
$9.40. There are evening -- FOR SALE-To a GOOD HOME. 
leasing .-. of $12.60, aIODg with Female Irish Setter, two years 
early bini spedals (8:~00) of old, spayed. Needs feDc:ed·in )'Ud. 
$'7.00, or a lIat fee 01 $135.00 per Obedie ... trained but needs w;ft 
seasoa.' . to reIresb. Lev.. CbIIcIrea. To 
Tennis lessons are offered by: make offer ealI: S3U8'I'1 
the bead pro and her assistants. ' . . 
The private lessons cost $21, per , For Sale: 10-1/2 foot Sears 
hour during the day. and $24. per eamper, will lit staDdard truc:k 
bourin the eveJIiDg. Groupleasoas!led,s. lee Box. beater, 2. sinks. 
run lor eight weeks. with a iIeeps 4. Jots of eabiDet and closet· 
maximum of six people with a day spa... $500.. Call 597·2257. 
,lIaDe!: 
. HlIIs: 
tositlg; 
;'lieago 
South 
" Jr~ 
• CaL 
. City; 
erson: 
rate of $81.00. The evening rate is 
$41. And iastroetion for ehildren 
(juniors) is also offered with a cost 
of $3Z. lor eight weeks witb a 
maximum of six class members. 
,E.H.: Thank yoU fDr the "most 
,~ semester we have 
ever bad. It'. been interestiDg, 
informative, and fun. Love, ,., A. 
D, D,E, J, L.104,/M.M.,R, 5, S. 
J' ...,J.; The other yearly rates are:as 
If' ..... "", 
./. 
,7 . 
BURT REYNOLDS 
. In 
"THEEN~ AComedY~YOU andvour~" 
~ 
A LAWRENCE GORDON 1 BURT REYNOlDS _u«io .. 
BURT REYNOLDS .. 
-mE END" COM DeLUISE· SALLYAELD • STROTHER MARTIN • DAVID STEINBERG 
and JOANNEWOODWARD .. ~ __ - GuG s-: NORMAN rELl' MYRNA LOY 
KRISTYMcNICHOL' PAT O"BRlEN • ROBBY BENsON .. TIle ........ 
CARL REINER .. )),......... Muticby PAUL WlLUAMS Executi .. 'roduce< HANK MOONJEAN 
.. w_~byJERRY BElSON iiiOdUCedby LAWRENCE GORDON 
.::tm=r-c .. .,""''" .... "'';;;; ... ~:'::t l);re<tedbyBURTREYNOLDS'. TUmtedAltJats 
~-~.=~. .."-~~ 
Coming Soon To A Theatre Near You! 
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AllSENCE FROM CLASS 
(Three class meetings or one week) 
Admissions 
Room 2123. Ext. S28 
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT 
A College Counselor 
Room 2119. Ext.. 306 
ACADEMIC REGULATiONS ' 
O!lice of the Vice-President of Educatinnal Services 
Room 2130. Ext. 225 
BAIIYSl.ITING SERVICES 
Building 18. Interim Campus 
IAftor 9/15/18 - Building 16) 
16-6590 
, 
OARl) OF TRUSTEES 
com 2121 
~ & 4th Thursday. 8:00 p.m. 
001( STORE 
oom 1108. Ext. 281 
~ours: Monday thru Thursday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
: Friday 8 .. m. to 4 p.ID. , 
tLLEGE NEWSPAPER 
)aurier OffICe 
;com 2117C. Ext: 332 
OONSEUNG SERVICES 
:com 2119. Ext. 306 
mOPI'ING AND ADDING COURSES 
Iffico of Admissions and Recorda 
i""m 2123. Ext. 328 
lMPLOYlIIENT • FULL OR PART TIME 
'lacement Office 
Loom 2119. Ext. 315. 81E> 
'INAl\lClAL AID. LOAl\lS. SCHOLARSmPS 
l!lice of th. Director of Financio.I Aid 
Loom 2117. Ext. 321 
l.E.D. INFORMATION 
i College Counselor 
Loom 2130, Ext.. 227 
President's 
Message 
Thorton CommQllity College graduated its fiftieth class 
on June 4 of this year. During the fifty-one years since its 
founding it bas enrolled over 100.000 students. Many of its 
graduates have distinguisbed themselves in business. 
industry. education. and other professions. TCC is proud of 
long record of service to the residents of this area. 
of us who are employed at Tee welcome all 
new and returning. as we begin faU semester 
y·two. We will make every effort to serve you 
than we served those who preceded you. All we 
you take advantage of the many s~rviees the 
can provide you. 
hope you ,have a happy, productive year. 
Sincerely, 
Natban A. Ivey 
President 
f'From the Editor ... } 
ByDa~Oaak 
Today'. issue of the Courier kicks off the "1/l-'79 school 
year at TeC. As editol'-ilrchiel.l would like to .. t • few 
guidelines concerning the Courier and those students and 
organi7Ations that come in contact with iL 
I am under impression that the Courier is a. student news 
paper and that is bow I intend to operste it this year. The 
purpoee of the newspaper is to report the news' at TCC 
objeetively. pro~ing the students with a aource of 
informatinn. At the present time, our staff aize restricts uO 
from covering everything personally. I wnuld apprecaite it 
very much if clubs and orgsnizatinnsthat would have any 
important dates. events, or vital information that club 
members should know. would contact. us so we won't pass 
over your club. 
But. to ensure that your advertizing or club news appears 
in the paper. we need to have Ihe data by the Friday 
afternoon before the issue it should appear in. For example. 
if you wanted an article to appear in next. Thursday's edition 
of the Courier. we would need to have the information by 4. 
p.m. tomorrow (Friday). If the material to be submitted is 
typewritten. make sure it is double-spaced. 
Also. letters to the editor will not he printed without a 
signature. Names will not he withheld' upon request. We feel. 
that a college-level student should be able to write an 
intelligent letter without aDY vulgarity or personal attacks 
and still get a poiDt across.. Letters' must be signed and 
accompanied by the author's borne ,address and phone 
number. 
We are hoping for a successful year. but success cannot be 
accomplisbed without' the support from the stndents. At tbe 
present time. we are still looking [or more able-bodied 
students with a desire to write for a newspaper. 
rlnf rm II1II 10 
G.L BILL 
Office of the Veterans' Coordinator 
Room 21171l, Ext. 320. 322 ' 
GItADE REPORTS 
Office of AcImissioDs and Recorda 
Room 2123. Ext. 819 
HEALTH SERVICE 
Office of the Dean 01 Counseling 
Room 2119. Ext. 306 
Ln. CARDS 
Learning ResoUrces Center 
Room 2120. Ext. 240-
INTEIICOLLEGiATE A'I'IILETICS 
Director of Athletics 
Pbys. Ed. Building. Ext. ,334. «l5 
LlllRARY 
Learning Resources Center 
Room 2120. Ext. 240· 
LOST AND FOUND 
Stndent Center 
Room 2118. Ext. SS8 
PAIlKING AND CAMPUS SECUru'l'Y 
Office of the Director of Seeurity 
Room 2110. Ext. 235 
PERSONAL PlIOilLEMS 
A College Counselor 
Room 2119. Ext. 306 
PUBUC RELATIONS 
Room 2132, Ext. 203 
'READMISSION TO CLASS 
Office of Admissions and Recorda 
ROom 2182. Ext. 329 
SPECiAL INTEREST COURSES 
Office of Continuing EducatinllfCommunity Services 
Room 2130. Ext. 227, 281 
STUDENT ACTiVlTIES/CLURS/ORGANlZATIONS 
O!lice of the Director of Student Activities 
Room 2118B. Ext. 336 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
Presiden\, Stndenl Asaociotinn 
and Director of Stndonl Activities 
Room 2118. Ext. 338 
'STUDENT GIUEV Al\!CES 
Office of the Vice-President of Student Services 
Room 2123. Ext. 233. 334 
STUDENT Il\!SURAl\!CE 
Athletic Office 
Phys. Ed. Building. Ext.. 334, «l5 
STUDY IlABITS IMPBOVDIENT 
A College Counselor 
Room 2119. Ext. 306 
mANSCRIPTS 
Office of AdlDissioDs and Recorda 
Room 2123. Ext. 328. 325 • 
TRANSFER TO Al\!0TlIEIl COLLEGE 
A College Counselor 
Room 2119. Ext. 306 
TUITION PAYMENT 
Controller's Office 
Room 2123. Ext. 216 
TUITION REFVl\!DS 
Office of Admissions and Recorda 
Room 2l23, Ext. 329 
TUTORING 
Learning ResoUrces Center 
Room 2120, Ext. 341: 240· 
VETERANS INFORMATION 
Office of Vetera,ns' Coordinator 
Room 2117B. Ext. 322 
VOCATION OR JOB SELECTION 
A College Counselor 
Room 2119. Ext. 815 
wmIDMWAL moM CLASS 00 COLLEGE 
Off"", of AdIDissioDs and l!eOI!<'da 
Room 2123. Ext. 329 
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Nevvs Briefs 
Drama auditions 
Letters to the Editor 
From the Vice-President ••. 
Thornton Community CoDege" 
Drama Department is already 
underway in starting the 1975-79 
season. 
. On November 3 and 4 'the 
department will present. in the 
Performing Arts Center._. their 
rU'St musieal of the school year, 
'Stop The World I Want To Get 
orr. 
. The production conSists of 14 
acting parts: 12 female. one male, . 
and one young boy. Ir anyone is 
interested in trying out for the 
play. auditions will be held 
September 11 aod 12 at 7:00 p.rn. 
in the P.A.C. 
Women with citeus skills sueb 
as juggling are needed. Abo. eaeb 
person trying out should prepare a 
song £rom the ,how. if possible.' 
Sammy Davis Jr. brought this 
show liCe recently in Chicago. His 
performance packed a run house 
each night and received standing 
ovations. • 
For information on auditions. 
phone 596-2000 ext. 345! 
Parking lot change 
Dear Student: 
Welcome .to Thornton 
Community College. The 
admioistration. faealty. staff. and 
fellow students wish you a 
profitable and enjoyable 
experience at the eoUege. _ 
As a student you should become 
aequsinted with the many aod 
varied services aod facilities that 
the eoUege offers. Through the .use 
of these services and facilities you 
will be able to make an easy and 
relatively pleasant adjustment to 
life in the college community. 
The formal instruction received 
in the classroom. laboratories. and 
workshops is only one dimension 
of a college education. In addition. 
there will be many opportunities 
to become involved ~ in activities 
that wiD enhan.. your personal 
growth and development. 
Yau are urged to take run 
advantage of· the comprehensive 
student services program which 
incl1!des: Admissions & Records. 
Bill Hafer, Dean. Rm. 2123C. Ext. 
323;324: Career Guidance Center. 
[liane Kjns. Director. Rm. 2119. 
Ext. 3141342: Counseling, Larry 
Larvick, Dean. Rm.. 2119. Ext. 
303/304: 'Financial Assistance. 
Ronald Cooley, Director. Rm. 
2117B. Ext. 319: Veteran's Maris, 
R. V. King. Coordinator. RID. 
2117 A, Ext. 318; Placement 
Services. Doris Ritter. Director, 
Thorton Community CoDege has the north eampus drive and 
three official entrances - one Sun tune as a by.pass around the 
entering £rom Route /16 (l62nd traffic light at the corner of Route 
Street) via Suntone Drive and /16 and State Street. Our campus 
entering onto the campus by roads aod parking surfaces were 
Interim Campus Building '14. The' not designed for this heavy traffic 
other two entran .... are £rom the' and as a result. these aurfaces'are' 
East entering £rom State Street.· deteriorsting badly aod require 
The IIIIOIIIcIaI ...- £rom expensive repair. A Farewell to TCC. 
S ... Ioa. Drive Into the North'I'his actinn may cause & nttIe 
Stadeat p ...... Lot hu been . ineonvenience if you are Dear Editor: 
doled 011. aceuatomed tu entering the Since I will be leaving Thornloa 
The reasons for closing this eampus via the north student Community College this semester. 
entrance are: 1. Vehicles were. parking lot. hut you can reach the there are a few items that must be 
iUegaIIy driving over a eurb at the aame goal by enteriag by" said about this institution of 
side of a dead-end road. 2. Suntone Building #14. drive east to Tree higher learning as wen as about 
is a aemi-private road belonging to Lane Road. north on Tree Lane the knowledge I have acquired 
the property owners along the Road and proceed around the here. First. I must pay tribute to 
west side, and even though it was building via Ctmpus Drive,.. Mr. Bob Marshall for his perpetual 
improved by the ViDage of South This action would have been 'energy, his never· dying 
Ho1Iaod. the bordering properties. token sooner hut we were waiting eommittment to the human race, 
... ere asaea •• d for the for the completion of the inte!- aod his heIief that the system can 
iml'n>"ement. The eoIIep was not campua road system aod the be ebanged for the better. fte 
asaesaed. 3. Many vehicles,: resurfacing of State Street. Both m~mePhasle Mr. been' Marsthe~~ ~m' 
inc:I __ udiag_' _aemi-__ traUers. ___ were __ USUIg_· _ O_f_tbeoe _ h_a_Ve_bee_n_accom _ p_lis_h_ed. my education, next-t.;';'y f.'U'.er 
TCC Sch·edule 
Fall 1978 
Fall Registration and Starr Development 
First Meeting of Evening Classes 
aod mother. both in the present 
and. bopeCuDy. in the future. 
When coming out'of high school, 
both confused aod disillusioned 
about the Americao educational 
system. Mr. Marshall was the key 
that uaIocked my mind to the 
fascinating ,xperienC!e that 
education' can be. I am deet>ly 
touebed by his liCe, 
Secondly. 1 must thank the 
schooI's greatest resouree: The 
faculty of Thornton Community 
CoUege. For too long you have 
gon..without .. word of thanks for' 
your d~tion to higher learning. 
I would like to write about eaeb 
aod every ODe of you that has 
touched' my life witb your 
knowledge aod understanding, but 
I must pay tribute to the entire 
faculty. 
At this point I would like to 
Philooopbize a bit, for I think that 
there are some c:oavietions that aU 
the atudent body must hear. We 
live in a time when one eouId 
easily get the feeling that 
... erything has been done, aU the 
_tams cUmbed, aU the rivers 
fiorded. aod aU the elements 
diseovered. To this I say poppy. 
eock!! Is this the reason for the 
gross apathy that exists within the 
youth of today7 Or is it the self· 
interest .motive being ingrained 
, 
Rm. 2119. Ext. 315/216; Studot 
Activities. Frank Bowel 
Director. Rm. 2118C, Ell 
336/337; Babysitting .Servi"" 
Darlene Huet. Supervisal 
Building 18. ~590; At)lletia, 
Peter Sehloss. Field House. En 
25418341335; Intramurals.· Jalllll 
Hellrung, Field House, En 
2721333. 
Please keep in mind that to 
only purpose for our existe ... 
bere is to be of asoistance to you i 
clarifying aod achieving yao 
educational. vocational am 
personal goals. The Offi.. d 
Student Services awaits tht 
opportunity to be' of service ~ 
you. Good luck and mueb succes 
to you. 
~, 
nan-
she 
har1 
and 
sbe 
~. 
'gtn 
Sh. 
anJ 
'alth 
F 
F: 
get, 
fam 
con 
Sincerel". the 
me: 
La VeU Wilsoo and 
VicePresidentd ant· 
Student Services Thi 
ap 
:;:. 
It·s 
an 
into the lifestyles of Americans. 
You alone can answer thia 
question. The major premise d 
eduea.tion is to enlighten oneo. us 
mind and I can think of DO greaf.e! 
reward than taking thai 
enUghtment and rekindling it to 
make this world a livable place. I 
out· 
1 
Pul 
usu 
for. 
coo 
enj. 
whi 
1 
beg of you. no matter what fieltl 
you SO into. take a deep sense d 
responsibility for maokind into it. 
Let us not he known as tht 
apathetic generation; we must 
begin to direct this country 011 
another journey and lind paths tAl 
solve the problems that face us. 1 
warn you •. do not turn your back 
on humanity for we aU shaD faD on 
our faces. Be at peace with 
yourselves.' 
Love. peace, - happiness~ and 
success always in. your lives. 
say 
foo' 
hot 
woo 
haz 
ter· 
mir 
bet 
Fa, 
\ 
ha7 
the 
sat 
sar 
- Mickey Fin.· oth 
Th· 
August 22·24 
August 24 
August 25 
August 26 
September 2 
September 4 
SeptemberS 
October 20 
October 26 
First Meeting of Day Classes 
First Meeting of Saturday Classes 
N" Saturday Classes 
Lobor Da~' - No Day or Evening Classes 
First Day of Community Education Classes 
Midterm - Fall Semester 
peG grants for art~sts iml pro unl ! 
October 30 
Lost pay of Community Education Classes 
(First S-week sessionl 
First Day of Community Education Classes 
(Second S-,.eek'sessionl 
November 10 Veterans Day - No Classes 
November 22 No Wednesday Evening Classes 
November 23-26 ThanksgivingRecess' . 
November 30 Lost Day to Withdraw from Classes 
Deeember 14-20 Final Exams. Day and Evening Classes 
~ber16 Final Exams-Saturday Classes . 
Deeember 21 Lost Day Community Education Classes 
December 22 Grades due-9 A.M. 
Iaierim Term 
Classes 
December 27.1978· January 17.1979· Interim Term 
Holidays. January land January 15. 
Classes on Satorday. January 6 
Spring 1979 
January8-U Communit,. Edacation Registration 
January 17-19 SpriajReg!stration and 8tarrDeveiopment 
January 22 F£nt Day if Da,. and Evenillr CIuses 
Jaauary 27 First Day of Satunlay ClaDes 
~1' ~..:t'sDaY-NaCluse.DayorEyenlng 
Applications will be' availahle salaries and rehearSai space.... assisted. indicate there is a re.oI 
September 1,1918, for the IDinois eboreographers. composers and need for the Projeet Completioo 
Arts CouneU·. 1979 Project playwrights, and editing and Grants." , ~ 
Completion Grant Program. In its duplicate print copies for film aod Grants are generally from $2OIJ 
second year. the PCG Program video artists. to $500. Decisions will be based E 
offers gr&!Its of up to' $500 to This year. a total of $50.000 haS upon artistic quality. ·quality. d 
individual creative artists to been aUocated for the program. an the project. the artist'. ahDity to 
complete a work in progress.. increase from last year's pilot complete the project. aod tht 
Eligible artists include appropriationof$12,soo. This year potential for public presentation:. 0 
arebitecta. ehoreorgraphers. $25,000 will be avai1ahle for the Applications are reviewed b1 
craftaperoons. fictionwriters. lint deedIIIIe, October Z, 1918 and IDinois Arts CoundI staff or , 
filmmakers, graphic artists, mixed $25,000 reserved for the second member of an lAC Advisorr 
media artists, music. composers, PaneL Final aeIectiona' are made 
paintera. photographers. deadline, February 2. 1!J!9. by tbe Chairperson of tilt 
playwrights, poets. aeuIptors aod "We.are pleased that the appropriate Advisory Panel ia 
video artists. CoundI has increased the amount .. eb discipline. and by thi: pro 
Funds can be used for such of funds available tu aid individual Executive Direetor. ; au, 
need. .. materials, framing. ereatIve artists in DIinais.. said For an appUcation form. anil Bu 
:~-:!!:ri;i" f":y= :'=m ~""'~~r. ~ ~i~fA::':;n~4'i I POttage. .eeretarial help and overwhelming response to last DIinois Arts Council. 111 
raeareh: travel .... Iic:Iiaa writers year'a program. aod the III&JQ' Wahash. ChIc:qo. JL eo8I1l. I ' . 
and poeto; ~-, __ • ex.tIing projeets which were 43&611i6. 
On the Issues v· . 
MareIo 12·15 Commanity Edueation Re,istration BYR." ... ..:.. cioadaaivetoindieate the MareIo~3-19 LastDayofCosnlBUnityEdaeationCIasses v_~.", dioIID, the toxic""'= 
Vets stu'dy Nam herbiSl ' 
eommitteeo to' atudy th; .-
possIbUitie. of defollatio' 
lFirst heek sessionl The Veteruas • .o-:..~_ . found III A_ 0raDge. . MareU6·30 First DayofComaiunity Education Classes .... _....... ....~~. 
lSeeoad heek sessionl omder presa1IN £rom Cblcap ..... The !leW procedures will iaeJade 
APRIL 12 No Thursda E .• ..... ----- ,..terana &ad the National tIosue biopoIes, oeconIing tu Dr. 
'I yemag ,,- Association of Coaceraed' RidIIId A. Lovinsoa of the VA April 13-22 Spring Recess . . 0IIice 
May 7 Last Day to Withdraw from College Credit Classes Veterans INACVJ. aDDCIIIIICed OIl Centnl Medieal StalL The 
May 21-26 Lost Day of Commaaity EducationCiasses . J_8O,1f18,tlJataserioalltndy blop"'I approacb hu been 
. 
ISeeoad heelcsessionl II ..., pIaaae4,of.the..a- OIl,. stroIIII7 ..w-ted by Cbic:aSO humana by herlIieIdes used in _baed CAVEAT ICoaeerned 
May IS Last Day Regularly Seheduled Classes v-aetDaai. . ~ American Veteran. Agtlnst 
. MaMaY,.2191.25 FinalExanis-DayandEveniagCIasses In the past. the VA. medical TaodDa). Darlag a biopIy. fatty 
Final Exams-Saturday CIas... examiDatioa .... possible detoIiant tIosue Is token from the body and 
May. 26 Memorial Da'l- No Classes exposare has eonoIated of a given a bigb resolatlon 
Ma,'29 Final Grades Due-l0 A.M. repIatioD p~ """'" and a apeetrographie aaaIJaIa. 
.... Ju_n_e_3 ____ Gr ....ad_a_atio..,·.n ____ '-_______ ..;.....J . IJ!ood ,test. -1i'either _. II, .fte VA has MtabIished .two 
poisoDIar during the Vi 
War. Dr. Levinaoa said. 
A steering c:ommit.tee 
of VA staff ~ has 
met. They plan on eotahIIahIng 
VA· wide approae\l .... • 
Vietnam .. teran. defolla 
daimantIi. The c:ommit.tee 
pIaU to implement a 
resist1'Y Or.u defoliation 
to determine symptom 
and the biopsy. 
_.. .. _ . ....c.tIanct_ Pap .. 
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! Meet our Mom 
1 BY ~eUody require more care then the Harteliua-Be.e<!Y students. The kid. today are reaDy 
. mt I Meet Mom. Mom 15 the only good. according to Mom. and she's 
~ n.l name she goes by around here" - proud of a.1I the TCe students. 
<to : she says her real name· is just too :6eing around young people 
~S. i hard for everyone La pronounce helps to keep Mom young; ·she 
,)r.l and since they aU say it wrong. really enjoys her work. and her 
.cs" ! she'd rather be called "Mom." contact with the younger 
xt. ; Mom is the supervisor of the generation. Just like Mom at 
.es . game room in tbe Student Lounge. home, though, she has to keep an 
d. She keeps an eye OD the machines eye on things and make sure all 
and the students who use them, the rules are followed - such as 
he a1thou~h, she admits the machines no food or drinks in the lounge or 
game room. And she doesn't make 
change for the maehines, so bring 
your own supply of quarters. 
One bit of adviee Mom does give 
is, "there's nothing like an 
education." And she foHows her 
own adviee, too. by taking classes 
oeeassionally here at TCC while 
raising three children - one of 
whom hss graduated from this 
eollege and another who has just 
enrolled here. 
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Every year. when the we,ather 
gets warm, thousands of Olinois 
families leave the clean. cool 
comfort of their homes and trek to 
the park or the woods to eat a 
meal in the dusty summer heat. 
and share their food with Oles, 
ants and other outdoor creatures. 
Th~ phenomenon is called "having 
a picnic." 
Seriously, we aU. enjoy a pienic. 
It's a welcome change of pate and 
an opportunity to enjoy tbe 
outdoors. 
The Dlinols Department of 
Publie Health, however, reminds 
us that. when we picnic:. we 
usually leave behind our modern 
forms of food proteetion. sueh as 
cooking and refrigeration, and 
enjoy our food under conditions 
wbich may lead to food poisoning. 
The state health depsrtment 
says that the basic rule to avoid 
food poisoning is, "keep bot foods 
bot and cold foods cold." In other 
words, do DOt let potentiaUy 
hazardous foods reaeh that in-
termediate temperatlD'" at which 
mic:ro-organisms grow best -
between 45' and 140' degn>es 
Farenbeit. 
What are tbe potentially 
hazardous pienie foods? Some of 
the more c:ommon ones are potato 
sa1ad. deviled egga or egg saJad. 
..... dwich fillings, meat salad or 
other foods prepared by hand.. 
These foods sbould be coo1ed 
immediately after ~heJ are 
prepared. and should be kept cool 
until it's time to eat. 
Hot. _ . oreamed or scaUoped 
Movie Views 
dishes, especially thoSe made with 
milk. eggs. starch or nour should 
be cooked just before picnic time 
and kept eovered and piping bot 
until served. 
Any meat. fish or poultry 
precooked for salads or· sandwich 
6llings or for eating cold (such as 
fried chiCken) should. be eooIed 
quiekly after eooking, and kept 
eooI until eaten. Preparing Ol" 
eating the .. foods while they are 
still warm, are praetiees which 
invite dangeroua hsc:terial growth. 
Any food which requires 
preparation with the hands is 
easny contaminated. psrtieuIarly 
if the person Preparing the food is 
spreading Staphylococcu. 
organisms through cuts. sores or 
hoDs on the bsnd. or ...... or is 
coughing or sneezing over the 
food. Such contamination _ 
be seen. tasted or -w but, if 
the bacteria is on the food. it takes 
just three to live hours at room 
temperature (not that long in the 
hot SUD! to fill the food with 
poisonous toxin. Perscms who eat 
the food will feel the efleets two to 
foui hours later, when they I!J:. 
perie""" . the abrupt and often 
violeDt feeliDgs of nausea. cramps. 
vomiting. diarrhea and 
prostratinn. 
Lemonade and other add driIIks 
stored in improper c:ontainers are 
lUlDther hazard to pU:nicken.. 
CoDtainers made of antiInony, 
zinc, cadmium or lead may be 
~ofJ:OO=~if: 
_tamer 10 that the 
Buddy lives again 
on the silver screen 
BY MelIocIy bad!: to life with IUs portrayal of . 
BarteII .... Beedr Buddy HoUy. 
"The Buddy Holly Story" takes 
"Buddy HoUy Iives," is the us bad!: to the end of the 50'0 wben 
prevailiDI emotion of movie· Buddy Holly and his frieDds 
audie..... as they _teb Gu,. .-ded their music ill the Holly 
Busey briDg ~ )'OUIIg rock otar .garage with • cricket playing 
barmoney in the baekgrouud -
later the group borrowed ·the· 
iDoeet' ......... to call tbamselves 
Tbe CridIeta. 
Tbe aadieDee oaffers with the 
)'OUIIg Te,..... as they try to 
.-d in NulrriIle, bat jut can't 
bud their style to·-..I like 
biIllIiIIt music. FiDalIy their break. 
_ &lid they CO to New York, 
... records, &lid appear OD Ed 
Su1liYau'. show. . . 
1t'o a bappr, JoviDg movie with 
··GuT Busey, baeked ap by DoD 
Stroud &lid CbarJa MutIa ~ 
· IiDsiDI the ramm... Holly rock 'Ii 
.. roll tunes. (Yes, they actuIIy IiIIg 
- DO Up oyadl herel) ADd the 
· .auclienee NCb ricbt oIODg with 
· them. 
, Tbe sad end of HoIly'alife at 1!2 
in • plane cnsb uar Clear Lab. 
Iowa. on Februu'y 3,1959 brinp a 
, tes:ful end to aD otherwiIIe jOyful 
· film. Bat don't let that deter you 
from seeing the life of one of rock 
•••• ~ .• ~ •••• ~_~ : ...... f ...... 
:metals are dissolved. 
, The state health department 
'has offered these pienie-time hints 
in the hope that you will add to 
your summer fun by keepin' 
healthy! 
Working mother:-s ·get 
another day of rest 
Mothers' Day in ~her? 
.Yes, it's true. Governor' James 
Thompson has deelared Sunday, 
September •. 3 a. "Working 
Mother's Day." 
work as bard as you usually do. 
:(One wonders how Jayne. 
Thompson feels about that -
.being a new mother is qmsidered 
pretty bard work by plenty of 
·people.) 
many others continue to toil until 
the regular Mothers' Day next 
,May. '. 
So. if yoo're a mother of c:1ii\cIreu 
under 18. wOI"k outside the home, 
at • psying job. and are a1ao a 
homemaker, ,you get the day off 
SaDday. U yon don't meet those 
. qualifia.tions, you'll just bave to 
, However, 31 other ltates hsve ' 
Ialso established September 3 as a 
State holiday, and an estimated 
15,139,000 working mothers will 
be eelebrating their day off while 
rbe Courier bat politioaa 
a.allable for reporter ... 
writera, pbotographera, 
advertiaial' ._.ager ud 
NIe._ple, aad _~ •• 
Apply at the ...... paper 01· 
lice, Room ZUC. Est. 332 • 
~meri(an ~oncuiatt llorts ~ntbo[oup 
.o:::::::::;~ 
International Publications 
is sponsoring a 
jlational (!College ~oetrp <tontest· 
- - Fall Concours 1978 --
open to all college and university students desiring· to have their poetry 
anthologized. CASH PRIZES will go to the top five poems: 
$100 $50 
First Place Second Place 
$25 
Third Place 
$10 Fourth 
$10 Fifth 
AWARDS of free printing for ALL accepted manuScripts in our popular, 
handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE 
POETS. October 31 Deadline: 
CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS: 
1. Any student is eligible to submit his verse. 
2. All entries must be original and unpUblished. 
3. All entries must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the pege only. 
Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upper left· . 
hand comer, the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as tire 
COLLEGE attended. Put name and address on envelope also! 
4. There are no restrictions orr form'or theme. Length of poems up to 
. fou..- lines.. Each poem must have a separate title, 
(Avoid "Untided"!) Small black and white illustrations _Icome. 
5. !he judges' decision will be final. No info by phone! 
6. Entrants shOuld keep a copy of all an'tries as they cannot be returned. 
Prize winners' and all. authors awarded free publication will be notified 
immediately after deadline. I.p, will retain first publication rights for 
accepted poems. Foreign language poems welcome. 
7. There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the lirst entry and a 
fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit 
no more than ten poems per entrant. 
8. All entries must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and 
tees be paid, cash, check or money order, to: 
INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS 
4747 Fountain Avenue 
I ns AnoeIes, CA 90029 
510
14. 
) 
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Nirenberg accepts position CPS test offered 
By Davlcl Oaak 
Ric:hard Nirenberg, Direttor of 
PubUc Relaticms, resigned as ~f Frida,.. Sept. 15, and has already 
beg1lll working as Direetor of Col· 
lege RelatiODS at Kalamazoo Col· 
lege, Kalamazoo. Micb. 
Nirenberg, who ,has been 
TCC', PH-maD for a little over 
five years. since August of 1978. 
bogen work at Kalamazoo Col· 
lege last Monday. He will be 
nsponaible for Public Relations 
u weD as Alumni Relations. 
Befare accepting his position at 
TeC. Nirenberg served as Assis· 
1&ot Direetor of Alumni Rela· 
tions at Northwestern Univem 
·t)'. where he also atteoded col· 
lege. 
Kalamazoo CoDege ill a small. 
independent. four·year liberal 
arlo coDege directly adjacent to 
Western Michigan UDivenity. 
Although there is a student 
population of 1.500 .aod a relative-
ly less populated aurrowuIiog 
area. Nirenberg &aid his depart-
ment would cover a larger media> 
listing beca use tbe college 
recruits natiooaUy. compared to 
the relatively JoeaJ recruitment 
area of TCC. 
"It ITCC) baa beell a famastic 
place to work," says Nirellberg. 
He also feels that botb lastilu. 
tioDs will be·Defit from bis 
transfer beeause Dew faees mean 
oewer. fresber perspective of 
how the job sbould be done. 
He also commended tbe st ... 
deDt popuiatioD here at TCC and 
was greatly impressed in its 
"cosmopolitaD" make-up. "We 
bave .studeDts from the city. 
suburbs, and ruraJ areas bere." 
"It's bard to .. y fareweD 
beeause ru probably be back 
visiting IOOD aDyway. KaIamaaoo 
is oDly about 160 miJes or so 
a.B1a" • 
nsen resigns; Payne b-ball head 
B7GUdsSoIeeDIIab 
At the regular meeting of the 
Thornton CQIIIIIlUllity College 
District 510 last Thursda1. the 
board aeeep\ed the resignatioD of 
Riebard Nirenberg. Direetor of 
Publie Relations. Nireaberg baa 
accepted a job st Kalamazoo Col-
lege. Kalamazoo. Mic:bigao. 
Other resignations iIIcJude: 
Joseph Soto. au electriciao in the 
physic:aJ 'plaDDiog area: Melvin 
Koster.. a mainteo&oee belper: 
Linda BiJice; a systems &JiaJyst; 
aud Roger Be........ the newly-
elected student truStee. Beo.seit 
will be attellcling tbe Nor' 
thwesteril Respirtory Trainiag 
Program. . 
The board .a1.. appoiated 
Michael Payne head basketball 
.... cb, Sam SeTmour as CO)Irier 
Adviser. Pearl L. Dixit! as Ubrary 
clerk. and AIyaodr. "Alex" Jasin-
ski .. campus clerk. • " 
The board also revJ&led that· 
fuU.time earoUmeat ad Tee', 
total erecIit hours dnipped &.& 
pereeat. However. tbe total 
OaroUmOllt is up .4 pereeat this 
semester .. 
The _ meeting will be· 
Thursday. Sept. 28 in the Board 
Room 00 the secoad.leveL 
A .. ~ begins her or his IbusiDess law. and ecOnomics 
er equipped with the basic ,weD .s shorthand and typin 
kills of typing. shorthand and a ·t· taught both day and. evening 
owledge of English grammar coveriDg aD are .. oUhe examio.; 
and COO5truction. accorcliog to .,tion. Busine.. 297, which is or· 
letus O'Drobinak. director of fered duriDg the firsteight weeks 
the Division of Business and Com- ,of the faD semester. covers the 
merco at TCC. "Through con· .ellvironmeDtai relatloDships • 
tinued educatioD aDd experience • business and the business aD 
secretary caD add a working ~Ublie poIic:r Sectio05 of th. CP 
oowledge of aceouDting. xam; Busine .. 298, offered d 
Domies, business Ja",. manage- the .... nd eight weeks of th 
ent priDdples. buman behavior. !aU semelter. covers the mall&g. 
mmUDieatioD and decision mak· meot and the fioaoeisl ..... " 
. g aDd be recognized as • profes. and the matbematics of . 
..... secretary." O'Drobinak .. ~; Busiaess 299. proseD 
atinued. Tbe initisJa. CPS. lin tho first _isbt weeks of th 
following a secretary'. aame Eing semelter. covers the com 
05 tbat she or be baa earned manieatioD &lid decision makin 
goItioll as a Certified Profes. the offiee procedures sec 
• .... Seeretary by quaJifying for . 05. 
passiIIg a compreheasive aet 
of eumiastioos given aoouaUy in 
MaT. O'Drobillak explained. Tee' will serve as a testin 
ceoter for the twC>day CPS ex 
amill&tioa. if. ten caDdidate 
choose this locatio ... 
For further iDformatio ... phon 
&98-2000: ezteasion 288. 
TCC police'protect students 
, 
By8_J .. 
·Tee·s .... urit:r force is an ..,. 
Iud poIiee force consisting of 
tbirteeJj police offic:ers, three 
security watcbmaa. five ead8~ 
and oc:easioaaUy, .... nd:rear law 
elllorcemeot studellts wbo are 
. doing tbeir illternship. . 
Mr. MeCaDn. Director of 
Security."is a 3O-year veteraD of 
the Chicago Police Departmellt, 
where he was a captain alltil be 
retired ill 1975. Next in rauk are 
.Sgt. Herb VoIz and Sgt. JohD 
Larso ... wbo bave a total of fa 
years of police experience bet-
ween them. They ... be iden-
tified by the white ulliform shirts 
they wear. as opposed to the tao 
shirts tbe patroimeD weer. 
Direc:tor of TCC Securit7 Chief, Mr. McCaon (photo by Paul Franselll These officers are equipped to 
handle allY emergeoey that could 
arise Oil Campus. AD of the of· 
fleers carry radios. enabliDg them 
f,o be ill contact with feUow of· 
ficers .. weD as the fire depart. 
ment. paramedics. or am· 
hulaoces. There is also a mobile 
aait which directs traffic and ...... 
vides "security for the parking 
lots to belp preveDt stolen 
ve1!icJes. 
It should be mentiolled that an 
illegaUy parked ear could result 
. in a $15 fine. Citations are writ· 
teD if 70U are parked lIy curbs 
wbicb are painted yeUow or if you 
take up more than ODe space. 
·AIso. if you .bould happeD to 
lodI: your keys ill the ear. CODtact 
the campus police. they may be 
able to retrieve them. depending 
. on available maapower. 
The .ecurity officers are not 
ooly colleerlled with the safety 
aDd security of the students. but 
also the security of the studeDts 
helollgings. Tbe incidellce of 
books being Jos~ or possibly pick-
ed up by someooe other tbaa 
their owner is much higher tbaD 
I18_Y. The .. incideDts call be 
elimiaated by watcbiog where we 
leave our books. U you should 
Jose your books. keys. pUrse or 
COlltaet lenses (Yes, contact 
lenses! There 'are 2 pairs in the of-
fice waiting to be claimed.) check 
dsiJy witb the Security Depart. 
mellL U you bavltfouDd aaytbing. 
please tura it in to the Campus 
PoIiee. The office is.o.o the second 
8001'. ill rooIG 2111. 
Nam.herbicide exposur~ studied 
By LV. KIac V_I were mixtures of" knoWII bu. 
Coordinator bieidaI chemicals. Agent Oraage 
waS used predominantly during 
Prior to u.;, introduction of the latter phases of the war. AU 
these chemicals for military pur- use of herbicides was terminated 
poses. considerable knowledge during 1970. 
concerlliDg their possible The main ·ebemieals use8 ill 
bioIogic:aJ actions already was making up these ageDts illduded: 
available based 011 aDimal ex· PICLORAM: Toxicity #2 (equal 
perimellts aud humall exposures. 10 etbaooO LD for mail: liz to 1 Kg 
Durillg the V(etnam War 60 CACODYLIC ACID: Toxicity 
research on this .ubject was ex· #8 (eq .... to diesel fuel) LD for 
. tended and oIter the war it mao:'" to 'h KG 60; 2.4-D: Tox-
beeame JIOSIII'b1e to study some of icit:r #4(equal to aspiriDI LD for 
the efleets of the ebemic:aJs 011 mao: 1J10 to '/&. Kg 60; 2.4.5-T: 
. elemeDts...r the Vietaam popuJA-" Toxicity #8 las for cacodylic su:id). 
tioa. The available literature ..,;. DIOXIN: Toxicity #6 (equal to br.... several thoasands of 'Itryeboiael. 
published papers. There also are 10 some samples of 2,4,S-T the 
Dumerous Industrial·teebaieaJ highly toxic eoataminaot 2.3.T.lr 
reports. - . tetraeblorodibeozo-para-dioxill 
During the war the defoliaats also know as TeDD or Dioxin. 
.. ere known II agellt Orange. was preseat ill eoocelltrations up 
aft"t White. atrent Rlue and to 40 _rts 'Per million. 
the aeutely .lethal effects of these 
labatao_ For clarifieatioD it 
may be mentiolled·· that far 
etbaool. which bas a toxicity 
" value on. one woDld have to COil· 
aame approximately a pint to a 
quart of pure etbaaol to achieve a 
let1ial .!feet. Strycboine on the 
eootrary would kiD after the 10· 
gestion III a few drops oDiy. 
ADlmaJ studies have beeD car-
ried out 011 mice. rats, guinea 
pigs. rabbits. bird.. cattle and 
aquatic creatures. Human studies 
iIIdude industrial workers ill fa.,. 
torie. where" the 'chemicals are 
produced; agr)_altnral ana 
raiJroad or bighway workers who 
ased the materials. who were ..,. 
eidOtaIJ:raFayed by the poisons 
or absOrbed the materJaJa . .after 
cutaneous expOsure; pe ..... who 
attempted .ulcJcJe by swaUowing 
the 'chemicalsi Vietnamese' 
beell exposed to the berbicides; 
and CbUdrell who w ..... born to 
some of tb .... Vietoamese. 
about the berbieides Iodicates 
relatively little toxicity on wbicb 
:0 base firm colldusioas whicb 
The cumulative iDformatioD (Continued on page 2) 
September Events 
22 VOLLEYBALL·TCe v Ken~r-King 3pm Home 
23 FQOTBALL·TCC v Harper CoR 1:.30pm Home 
25 WOMEN'S TENNIS-TCC v Oakton 3pm Home 
27 WOMEN'STENNlS-TCC v CoUege 
of DuPage 3:30pm • Home 
28 BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING 8pm R2121 
28-Sept. 22 ART EXHIBIT • PalntlngalDrawlnga by Thomaa 
Kaphelm Fr.. 64141 
M-TH: 9-3 -ad 7-9 FRI: 9-3 Closed on _kenda and 
..... r.t. .... 
511
A "tea en rim· rovea her skill 
By Menody Hart.llas·Beedy 
-Aren't you ·glad you weren't 
greeted with. "Write a theme on 
what you did during your sum· 
mer vacation." When tbe 
semester began? One of TCC's in-
structors is doing just that. 
though. (or a class she took -dur-
ing tire summer. 
Jill Giddings. an English and 
reading instructor, spent her 
summer comparing the reading 
programs in Eng1and to those in 
the United States. Now she has 
to prepare a paper on her ex-
perience and was willing to share 
some or her insights with the stu-
dent body of Thornton Communi-
ty College. 
In England. according to Ms. 
Giddings. children start school on 
the first Monday after tbeir fifth 
birthday. That means kids are 
oonstantly coming into classes 
during the year. When the new 
student enrolls he is immediately 
started on a reading program. 
However. "they stop teaching 
reading after the age of ten." • 
At that time. the children are 
tested' to see whether they 
should continue with their educa-
Cheap date 
tion or go to a trade school 
Recently. though. the govern-
ment of Great Britain has decid-
ep to end this "elitist" type of 
program and has begun to "copy 
our comprehensive system," 
which requires schooling - until 
the age of 16. 
This new system "is not 
popular with most of the Bristish 
people; who think that "the 
'de:ver chap' should be allowed to 
go at his own paee." The brighter 
people are being held back. they 
feel, by keeping everyone in 
schooL 
With tbe old system. the peo-
ple who were trained in the 
trades really didn't need to know 
how to read and the country 
didn't need to aeknowledge a 
reading problem with its 
populace. However~ now, it is 
becoming aware of the deficien· 
cy. even though they still don't 
like to admit it exists. 
In Edinborough. Scotland. Ms. 
Giddings and the other students 
from aU over tbe U.S ... visited an 
Adult Basic Educatio.n program 
wbere they were told that adult 
education classes were rare 
because of the reluclance to ad-
mit there is a problem. However. 
they receive so many applica-
tions for their classes. that the 
government is beginning to 
realize that they. like the. U.S .• 
are suffering a national crisis 
where reading is concerned. 
In England. -the crisis is 
brought about by their old 
"elitist" school system. Here. the 
problem has been greatly af-
fected by the "T.V. generation." 
Besides attending lectures on 
how to teach reading. the tour in 
Edinborough. and visits to 
various schools. Ms. Giddings and 
her collegues "followed a 
remedial reading teacher" on her 
rounds. . 
But remedial reading is not the 
main area of concern back here at 
TCC. What Ms. Giddings teaches 
is how to improve your rom-' 
prehension. "the development of 
proper study habits. and the im-
provement ,of verbal skills." .All 
of which are essential to success-
on a college level: _ . 
Advancing your reading skills 
through better comprehension of 
what you read and' inereasing 
your vocabulary will help in any 
curriculum you c:hose~ And im-
Jill Giddings, .. reading and English teacher at Thornton 
Conege. flew to England this past summer to study their teaching 
techniques. IPhoto by MeUody Hartelius-Beedyl 
proving her \echniques for skills is the way Jill Giddings 
teachin~ you these -essential spent her summer vacation. 
This one's for photography buffs and others 
Sharks rest on the saady floor thelow) of the corel reef in the Shedd 
Aquarium. In another room9 dreams of tbe sea take ahap in the form of 
sculpture ... d priats Il>eldw right). !Photos by M. H_iuB·Beedy) 
By Mellody Hart<liu •• Beedy 
When you live so dose to a 
great metropolis, it's a crime not 
to take advantage of the many 
exciting things to do the~, One 
of the greatest bargains .round is 
the fr~ admission on Fridays to 
the lakeshore museums - Field 
Museum~ Shedd Aquarium. and 
the Adler Planetarium. 
shows their interpretation of the 
undersea world through 
sculpture and photography_ 
Besides the. traditional forms 
of printing, Ruben developed her 
images on fabric "so the pictures 
could float." Some of the 
fascinating -banners include sea 
anemones, angelfish. and tube 
sponges_ Cohen's shiny and 
translucent giant sea anemone 
tentieles reach towards the' ban-
ners in a motionless balle.t. 
hibited before and include 
"elegantly posed portraits of the 
Chinese aristocracy; criminals 
awaiting public execution: and 
panoramic views of cities and 
landscapes," 
Of courSE:. the museum offers 
many other - displays including 
the famous Bushman. 'a Pawnee 
earth lodge. the animals. 
skeletons. and mummies you 
remember from your earlier 
school days. and the "Non~ 
modern moneys of the World," 
r ~ 
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In \' Besides the many exotic 
species of fIsh and. the new. large 
salt water coral reef, the 
Aquarium will have on display 
"Seadreams'" until October 30. 
Artists Suzanne Cohan and 
Rebecca Ruben began scuba div. 
ing five years ago; this led to the 
"Seadreams" exhibit which 
The Field Museum is also oCfer-
ing a photography exhibit equally 
unusual. Photos taken in Imperial 
China from 1846 to 1912 will ha 
on display from September 29 
through November 12. ·Most of 
After the museums close. at 9 
pm. walk or drive down to the 
Buckingham Fountain and catch 
the colorful water display from 9 
to 10 pm for the grand finale of 
Book reviews 
UBirds" and brains 
From Australia 
By SUsaD Arlene Jeu 
(The Thorn Bim., by Colken 
McCttllough; A von papeTback 
edit ..... S2.501 -
Move over Rhett and Scarlett. 
Meggie Cleary and Father Ralpb 
are about to take your pla-ees as 
tbe aU lime great lovers - if 
thoy already haven·t. Meggie 
Cleary and Father Ralpb are 
characters in Colleen Mc~ 
Collough's The Thorn Bird .. This 
is a book that makes you believe 
in "true love" again. if you hap. 
pened to have forgotten that> it 
still exists. 
Meggie Cleary is just a young 
And a Red plot 
lIy Mellody BorteIi .... lleedy 
(The MtJII ll'ilillil. Pte.lden". 
M"md, by Ted AUb."ry; Sin"". 
and Schusler. $8.951 
If the Russtans had .known ex· 
aetly ",h.t· President Kennedy 
was thinking baek in tbe· .... 11 
'eo'., they would've bee .. able to 
outsmart him and get their 
missel. into Cuba. Today, in the 
1980' •• the Communists are ready' 
to take over tbe world and the 
first step is to be able to prediet 
what the American President 
will do during each stage of the 
game. So tiley recruit The aI ... 
with the PreoIdoat·. !iliad. 
girl when she meets Father 
Ralph de Bricassart.. He's young. 
tall. and extremely handsome. (I 
pictured him as a John Travolta 
look·alike.l Father Ralph is in· 
stantly entranced by the young 
girl and they beeome close 
friends while Meggie is growing 
up. Before long they fall hopele ••. 
Iy in love. Hopelessly. since the 
two can never be married 
beeause he is a priest.. 
over her long yea.rs on 
Drogheda. th~ family ranch in 
Australia; and Mary Carson. who 
realizes how -much Father Ralph 
loves Meggie. and gives him a 
tormenting decision to make. 
But tbis isn't only a story about 
Meggi. and Father Ralph', love. 
it is also 8. story about 3 genera-
tions of the Cleary family: Paddy 
- a relentless worker. but & kind 
and loving father; Fee - the 
mother. who starts to turn bitter 
That man is Andrei Ivanovich 
Levin. a psychology professor at 
Ii Russi:"'.n university who 
qualifies as the President's 
counterpart bec:ause of his nuent 
English. the faet that be bas 
visited tbe Unitad States. and 
that be bad served in Korea (as 
did President Lang"""'). 
The KGB then set Levin up in • 
III remote area outside Kiev in a 
house with tbe interior remodel· 
ed to look .""etly like tha White 
House - including the Oval 01-
fiee. American television is 
videotaped and flown in: 
newspapers and books are 
English; the staff is only allowed 
The book spa.ns over half a cen~ 
tury. from 1915 to 1969. Me· 
Cullough fills that time with 
enough jealousy. hate. cruelty. 
passion. and courage to keep you 
faeinated throughout The Thorn 
Bird.' 692 pages. From the 
drought-ridden land 01 Dragheda. 
to the riehly ornate Vatican. 
you'll be absolutely speDbound. 
Read this book when you have • 
lot of time. because you just 
won't want to put it down. 
to speak English and the food is 
American~ Even Levin's advisors 
represent the hawk and dove 
sides of each issue. 
The Russians are now ready to 
make their first move - destroy 
the Berlin Wall. That seemingly 
peaceful gesture. which lhe· 
Western World has been deman· 
ding for ye ...... is tbe initial step 
towards world control and 
humiliation of America.. 
Levin predicts Langham"s 
reaetlons eorreetly as each step is 
taken. II the reaetlon will not be 
what tho Kremlin desires. they 
change their taetics before im· 
plementiag a wrong move, 
the have never 
with the truth - war is in-
evitable. And since he has· been 
thinking like the American Presi· 
dent. he knows the man will make 
,a mistake soon that will end in 
destruction of all. His only hope 
is to escape and tell the President 
about the Kremlin's plans. But 
how can he get out of tbe heavily 
guarded compound. let .Ione 
reach the free world? 
Author AUbeury has a solution 
for each problem. Some are leos 
realistic than others; but the ...... 
elusion smacks of realism. as does 
the idea that if the Russians only 
we were 
they could surely wl~ any gsm. 
they wished to play. 
House help? 
Need some help around the 
house now tbat you've returned 
to school? Dewey Cate.. the 
Courier's own working nousehus· 
band. orr .... this tip: 
-rel! your spouse you have 
three sets of .heets :... white. 
grey, and black. Then you only 
have to _change the bed linen once 
every sbt mooths." 
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"Bleacher Bums" scores a hit 
up our program 
two seats on the ai· 
began. 
'Bums" is a nine-
conceived by Joe 
directed by Stuart 
takes place in the 
bleachers during 
01 1977. The play is 
it is based on 30 years 
hours of observation· 
heavy~betting Cub 
in with our tape 
ripped-off their 
''''>nall''".s~··explained Richard 
thought we were the 
•• added Carolyn 
trdv~uordlon. The cast went out 
this select group o( 
Cub fans throught a 
games and came up 
characters. 
will bet on 
Incredible amounts of 
the pitcher would last, and 
whether or not a pitch would be a 
ball or a strike. 
After the actual observation, 
the Cl\st w.enl back and taped a 
series of improvisations. took the 
best ones, and molded them 
around nine·inning contest 
against the St. Louis Cardinals. 
(They chose the Cardinals 
because of their arch·rivalry with 
the Cubs.! . 
The play hits on the human 
·~motjons of the audience, We 
were rolling· in the aisles when 
Zig's wife came to the game and 
bet against him and we almost 
cried when the Cubs lost the 
game in the ninth inning on a 
grand slam bomerun. Our 
adrenalin pumped when Greg. 
the blind fan, gav~ a stirring 
speech about how it will be: the 
Cub~ will win the pennant' and 
play the White Sox in an aU· 
Chicag9 World Series. 
"Bleacher Bums" captivates 
the audience and we all par· 
ticipated in their camaraderie by 
standing up for the singing of 
"Take Me Out To The Ballgame" 
during the seventh·inning. 
stretch. 
Unlike the real thing, 
"Blea~her Bums" doesn't fade 
away in September; rather. it 
gains momentum and instills the 
hope of "'maybe next year" in the 
hearts of .all those in attendance. 
hands throughout 
Fire said. "At 
we were at. two guys 
. whether or not a pigeon _The cast'of I,lleacher Bums heddes an outfielder. Bottom row. left to right, lao Williams as Richie1 Riehard 
on the roof would fly over Fire u Marvia. ViDoy Guastaferro as The Cheerleader. Top row. lift to right, Carolyu PW'dy-GOrGOD .. 
base line." Bets would Rose. Gary Houston a8 Zig, Tom Mula as Greg. Roberta Custer as Melody Kiog. Jack Wallue as Decker. 
UBleacher Bums" runs until Oc· 
tober 1 at the Leo Lerner 
Theater, 4520 North Beaeon 
Street in Chicago. Performances 
will he Wednesday through Sun~ 
day evenings. For further ticket 
information and reservations, 
call 271-3010. 
on the fmal score, if a CPhoto courtesy of Leo Leraer Theaterl 
reach base. how long 
e had to do -it one more time 
a prisoner •.. of rock 
an exhausted but ex~ 
Bruce Springsteen 
the close of his sold~ 
perlormance at the Uptown 
6. And he 
and backed by the soullul sax~ 
ophone of Clarence ClemoJlS and 
·the excellence of the rest of the E 
Street Band. the audience is cap-
tared. His guitar caresses and 
soothes us, cusses us out and br· 
ings us to our feet. He has the au· 
dience in the palm of his' hand. As 
he and Clemons leap into an au· 
dience of uncontrollable fans duro 
ing his classic "Spirit In The 
Night;' the Andy Frain ushers 
have lost control. The fans just 
want to be near him, to see him 
sweat and feel his energy. 
Springsteen performs with an 
energy I have never experienced' 
with any other musician. The 
man loves what he's doing. he 
doesn't w!lnt to jet anyone down. 
"Because. after all. you're the 
ones who've supported me when I 
.really needed that support." 
The boss has style. His stage 
talks are amusing and extremely 
articulate. He cocks his head and 
mugs to' the audience. leaps about 
the stage until he is covered with 
perspiration from head to' toe. He 
is in his glOl'Y. . 
Critics claim that bis latest 
album, Dark"" •• On The Eels_ 01 
Town has no Iif •• Wrong. The 
numbers of! that LP, "Adam 
Raised A Cain;' "Prove It All 
Night.," "Badlands;' etc., have a 
raw energy that is unsur· 
passable. Of course. it is bis oldies 
look at "Hooper" and "'Foul Play" 
By Liada P.II. M .... n.r 
Reynolds returns once 
to the screen. this time as a 
II1&D ill ·Hooper' with Sally 
by bis sid •• 
somewhat dull·fuDny com· 
continually using eliI· 
.tUDts. crazy jok.s and 
with Reynolds in the 
of each and every one of . 
one question that may 
mind while watching 
"How long will it take 
kill. himself?" 
•• ,,,,Ids, .,110 moved from action 
"Gator' and 
to 'The End.' an off· 
about .. dying man's 
now portrays 
ae keeps trying 
stunts to make 
played by Jan~ 
of "Buster· and 
look bad. 
Most of the stunts Reynolds 
performs are common ones, 
which you'd see in most films. 
The helicopter jump he is shown 
doing is • free Iall of 237 -Ieet., but 
in reality the jump is done by 
stuntman A.J. Bakun.. who 
holds a space in the Guiness ~k I 
of World Records. 
The biggest and most bizarre' 
stunt is the flight of a rocket-
propelled car aeross a 456,foot 
gorge. It reminds me of Evil 
Knievel and the fool be made ·01 
himsell with the Snake River Ca~_ 
nyon jump. Only for that dar~ 
devil routine they should have 
use Burt Reynolds and tb. 14,000 
horsepower auto be uses in this 
1iIm. At least tbis machine made 
it to the other aide. 
"The auto jump occurs during 
the dest.ruction of a town which 
(Continued on page. 61 
By M.nody Harteli .... Beedy 
"Foul Play" is a movie with a lit-
tle bit of something for everyone. 
Chevy Chase fans will he 
ecstatic over the opportunity to 
see their hero starring in thelilm 
along with the lovely Goldie 
Hawn. wbo is Dot the dumb 
blonde sbe always portrayed 
back in her "Laugh In" days. Ac· 
tipn freaks will he tbrilled with 
the wild and crazy ride througb 
tbe streets of San Fransisco -
although, the producers heve 
spared the audience tb. often~ 
used scene of a car careening 
wildly down Lombard Street. 
ADd opera buffs will enjoy see-
ing the New York City Opera per~ 
form "The Mikado." (Not the 
whole grond story of <oune.) 
The movie is about a group of 
fanatics out 1!' kill the Pope. But 
(Continued on psge 61 
that bring down the house: 
"Growin' Up," ~bunder Road" 
and above all, "Rosalita." 
The band's encores top a~ the 
songs of the evening. Springs· 
teen runs back on stage and 
pours his beart out, while captur· 
ing the audience's. with "Born To 
Run." considered by many to be 
his greatest work. Tbe song 
touches something that is in all of 
us ...... Together. Wendy. we can 
live with (he sadness. I"lliove you 
with all the madness in my soul. 
Some day, girl, I don't know 
when. we're gonna get to that 
place where we really want to go 
and we'll walk in the sun. But 'till 
then, tramps like us. baby. we 
were born to run." 
But the audience won't let him 
go. He roars back with a version 
01 "lleeause The Night" that 
leaves Patti Smith's version' 
sounding as tame as the· 
Carpenters. 
Bruce is drained. He staggers 
to the mike after a hand-clapping, 
hell~raising Buddy Holly number, 
"Quaner To Three." "You think I 
can do tbis aU night?11 got to get 
my heauty sleep.Tve got a date. I 
got a .. ...a...I think. •• I've got to do 
iLone more timel" And he does. 
Buddy Holly wouldn't be disap-
pointed. Elvis is gone. Bruce Spr· 
ingsteen is the new king of rock 
and roll. 
1· Illinois Histery QuiZ 
. D Pr_pcecl by the OJ lWnois SOle Historical Society Old. SUte capitol, Sprinqfie1d 62706 
1. Whal is th~ name of 
the David Davis man, 
sion in Bloominglon, 
maintained by lhe Uli-
nois Slate' Historical 
Library as .a museum 
of gracious living in 
the 19th century? 
a-,Hkkory Hill;' b-" 
Clover Lawn: c-Lo--
cust Lane; d-Walnut 
Hil( 
2. When was the David 
Davis mansion built? ,The David Davis Mansion 
.-1850; b-1860; c-1870; d-1880 
"3. Whom did Abraham Lincoln's fritmd, David Davis: 
select as the architect of his Bloomington manston? 
a-Alfred H. Piquenard; b-leonard W. Volle '-"--John· 
. F. Rague; d-Dr. AnsonG. Hcnry 
. {Answers on page "6} 
From Chuck Barris. -host of "The Gong Shew," Quote- "There'. more than one way to skin a eat; but just 
• thinking about it makes me sick." 
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SPRINGFIELD. ILL .. 
September 18 - Governor 
James R. Thompson has approv-
ed • $100 increase in tho state'. 
maximum scholarship grant for 
lllinois college students. 
The Governor's aetign in ap-
proving House Bill 2963 boosts 
the maximum award from $1.500 
to $1.650 {or eligible students 
who receive the scholarship 
grants (rom the Illinois State 
Scholarship Commission. effec-
tive Immediately. 
''Those who will benefit from 
this increase are students atten-
diDg private colleges aDd univer-
sities. because tuition and fees at 
gra hi 
our public, institutions are below 
the old maximum:' Thompson 
said. 
"These grants are based en-
tirely on the financial need of 
students who are .Illinois 
residents 50 it helps those who 
need help the most:' the Gover-
nor said. '''The grants are aimed 
at giving all students a choice 
among our colleges and univer-
sities." 
Total cost of the $100 increase 
will be 52.7 million for about 
95,000 students who can qualify 
for the grant. Part-time students 
may qualify for half the max· 
imum grant award for full-time 
students, or $775. 
The funds are ineluded in the 
Board of Higher Education's 
allocation of the Governor's fiscal 
1979 bud2et. 
Sponsors of House Bill 2963 are 
Representative Michael. I. 
Brady. Chicago, and Senator 
LeRoy W. Lemke. Chicago_ 
In a related action. Thompson 
vetoed Senate Bill 1555. which 
would bave established an ad· 
.Janee payment procedure for the 
higher education scholarship 
grants and would have limited 
the salary of the executive direc· 
tor of the Scholarship Commis· 
sian. . 
The Governor acknow ledged 
that the Scholarship Commission 
must improve administration of 
its programs to be able to better 
serve the people and insitutions 
with which it deals. 
Thompson said the a.dvance 
payments would have been only a 
temporary solution to the cash 
flow problems the commission 
has caused some institutions as a 
result of tbe commission's late 
scholarship payments. 
In a letter to Dr. Curtis Tan. 
Chairman of the Illinois State 
Scholarship Commission, Thomp· 
SOD called for an end to the delays 
and confusion caused by the com· 
mission's existing procedures.,. 
"Major improvements are 
needed." Thompson said. He urg· 
ed the Scholarship Commission 
to "take the mystery out of who 
can qualify for student financial 
assistance." He also called for a 
more "student oriented ap· 
prOach" to let them know their 
rights and responsibilities under 
the aid program. 
The Governor asked Dr. Tan 
. to report to him by December 15 
on what the Commission is doing 
to improve its operations. 
le.·..:...:.~ -~ 
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Nation-wide program 
Practice fire safety 
The National Fire Protection 
Association is starting a program 
alerting people of fire safety in 
conjunction with Fire Safety 
Week. Oct. 8-14. Your life could 
depend on making the correct 
move when, it counts the most. 
Below are some "BUZZ WORDS" 
to help remember some fire-safe 
behaviors. 
Stop, Drop. and Roll-what you 
do if your clothing catches fire. or 
if someone nearby starts to burn. 
Never run. Drop down at once 
and roll over and over to smother 
the fU'e until it's aU out. 
Stay Low and Go- the way to 
move in a room filling with 
smoke. Crouch low because 
smoke rise~ leaving the best air 
near the fioor. Then move quickly 
and leave via ,the nearest safe ex-
You are not alone! 
~wt.escape 
~rd 
10 run. 
ist. 
Strike Zone- the space roughly 
between an adult's knees and 
shoulders. right where tots-reach 
ior playthings. Matches and 
lighters are tempting, so keep 
them up high, out: of reach and 
out of sight. out of the Strike 
,Zone. 
Operation EDITH- Exit Drills 
In The Home. flan and practice 
your home fire escape plan with 
everyone in the household. Do it 
at the same time ~hat your 
neighbors and others in the com-
munity rehearse their evacuation 
plans.·· In many eases. Operation 
Edith takes place Wednesday 
evening niid-way in Fire Preven-
tion Week. EDITH date foe the 
_ 1978 is Wednesday, Oct. 11. Make 
a date with EDlT~_ 
Bro\Nnbaggers suffer 
temporary setbacks 
lIy Gild. L. Saf.eullah 
The women's group session 
met Wednesday to formulate a 
list or subjects to be presented 
for up coming sessions. The out-
come of numbers. to participate 
was eight. 
The discussion began to take 
on the tone oC problems women 
face. The attendants discussed 
the problem of lack of participa-
tion. it was decided that the title 
Women's Brown Bag Lunch was 
inappropriate in terms of it's 
ability to draw women from all 
age groups and backgrounds. 
I was asked to mention that 
there was some confusion. How 
Meints new controller 
lIy Gilda L. Sdeeullah 
As of July 1, 1918 Mr. Mients 
took on his position as Controller 
~t TCC replacing Mr. Schipper 
who retired. Mr. Mient5 explain-
ed lhat he is responsible'to the 
Board of Trustees and President 
in supplying financial information 
required by -the Board - of 
Trustees. State and Federal 
Agencies. Other responsibilities 
ibclude payment to aJ). employees 
through payroll. tbe »andling 01 
bills incurred by the conege, col-
lection of monies where they are 
due and the accounting for all 
funds. . 
Mr. Meints was employed at n· 
Unci. Central College in East 
Peoria. Illinois for nine years and 
in charge of the accounting 
department for eight ·years. Prior 
to the aforemention. Mr. Meints 
was in the Banking Industry with 
his duties centered around data 
processinJt. d.esigning BDd 
programming for the Herget Na· 
.~ __ nl P .... \, .... 'P4lri" n;nt\l'; 
the group was ideally supposed 
to "be organized.. The original idea 
heing that the group was to he 
geared toward the study and 
. development of women as leaders 
in society. The group was origina-
ly formed to bring women into a 
better understanding of 
themselves. 
The next session will be held 
Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 11:50 to 1:00 
p.m .. the discussion will be on the 
subject of Human Sexuality. 
Other topics to he discussed dur-
ing the year include: Rape. 
Equality, Alcoholism, Education 
etc_. 
Heering tonight 
The publie hearing on the 
proposed operating budget for 
Thornton Community 
College's current fiscal year 
will he held at 7 p.m. 00 Thurs-
'day, Septemher 28. 
. Tbe public heaJ;ing will he 
held in the Board Room, Room 
2121, located on the college's 
main campus. 
. The budget .... on display 
for pubUc inspec:tipn in the 
Controller's . Office at the 
South Holland · ... mpus. 
Span.ish club 
picks officers 
Unanimously elected to office. 
the new officers of Espiritu 
Espanal invite all members to to-
day's big planning session. Craig 
Cook. president; Mark Invergo, 
vice-president; Layne Meirhofer. 
secretary, and Cheri Bleeker, 
treasurer. want to meet all of the 
returning and: new members to 
make decisions on this semester's 
programs. to show the jackets 
and the brand new club tee shirts 
that are now available at cost to 
members. and to determine the 
best meeting time for everyone. 
that time. Orders for jackets and 
. tee sbirts must be place' by Tues-
day, Oct. 3. 
Program. already being plann-
ed for the members include a 
shOwing of the TV version of 
Michener's Iberia. a Latino Disco 
class. and Christmas caroling and 
fiestas. Money·making projects 
also will he diseussed, plus plans 
for at trip to' Mexico or other 
Spanish speaking country again 
in June. 
The planning session takes 
plaee today, Sept. 28, hetween 
12:30 and 1:30 in the language 
lab, 3120, with refreshments· be-
ing served. Anyone still wishing 
to join Spanisb Club may do so at 
Only two places remain for the 
Spanisb Immersion Weekend to 
take plaee Nov. 3-5 .t Lake 
Geneva. Wis. Information is 
posted in tbe language lab. In-
terested students are asked to 
se. Ms_ Sedlack, Spanish instruc-
tor •• immediately. in office 3122. 
October Events 
1 ·20 ART eXHIBIT· 'Drawlngs by Keith F, ... G.!4141 
Petterson Mon.·T"""'.: 9·3 pm 7·9 pm 
frio 9·3 pm. Closed on waekenda and 
holidays 
3 SEMINAR: YOU AND VOUR SCHOOL 5:30· .R 3116 
FINANCE 2 Tuesday Sessions 7:30pm R 3106 
F .... : $15 
-4 MARRIAGE AND FAMILV ENRICHMENT 7:30· R 3106 
SEMINAR 6 Wedn ... day Se.slons 9:30pm 
Fee: $15 
4 SEMINAR: TRANSACTIONAL ANAL VSIS 7:30· R 3139 
6 Wednesday SessIon_ Fe. $10 !1:30pm 
4 SOCIAL SECURITY SEMINAR 7-!lpm BIg 3·R! 
5 Wednesday Sessions Free IntC ..... 
4 MEDITATION SEMINAR: ASSOCIATION '·9pm R 3141 
FOR RESEARCH AND ENUGHTMENT~ 
IA.R.E.I 6 Wednesday SGWono Fee: $26 
4 SEMiNAR: TERRIBLE TWOS AND '·911'" R 3116 
TRUSTING THREES 6 Wedneodoy 
Sessions "1M: $5 
1 FOOTBAU.. • TCC vs Triton Cot! 1:30pm Home 
8 RECITAL· Don Kramer, Clarinetist. Fr ... 4pm PAC 
10 WOMEN'S TENNIS· TeC vs_ Monon 311'" Home 
Cot! 
11 WOMEN'S TENNIS· TCC" •• Joliet 3:30pm Hom. 
Junior CotIoge 
11 LUNCH TIME ENTERTAINMENT: Music 11:46"",- Caf. 
by "Bleck S ...... t .. lpm 
12 BOARD Of TRUSTEES MEETING apm R2121 
14 FOOTIIAlL • TCC v. College of DuP.ge 1:30pm Home 
14 HDMECOMING DANCE apm cal. 
Tlckets In edv_:$.60 
TIckets at tho door: $1.00 
16 CONCERT· Featuring Svmphonlc Band 4pm PAC 
and ConceIt Choir "me 
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Board approves .fiscal budget 
By Gilda Safeeullah 
The Thornton Community col· 
lege board approved an 
18.128.367 fi.cal year 1979 
budget with a $652.967 deficit 
Thursday night. The board plans 
10 utilize tbe $380.000, ,halance 
left over from the 1975-operating 
(und and $121.724 from the site 
and construction fund to offset 77 
per cent of the expected. deficit. 
Thus the college will be lefl with 
• $151.243 actual deficit. 
A motion to make plans for a 
tax increase referendum within a 
year was passed unanimously. 
The board indicated that they 
had cut corners on spending and 
~ 
will continue to try to increue 
enrollment. but they feel that the 
coUege will be in serious financial 
trouble without increased fun-
ding. The board also appointed 
Douglas Picciano Dean of Com~ 
munity, Education. Picciano 
received his B.A. at Syracuse, bis 
M.A. in Community Education at 
Eastern Michigan University, 
and has worked as consultant for 
a number of Universities. The 
new Dean of Community Educa-
tion will begin bis duties October 
23rd.1978. 
Among others employed were 
two security officers. Mr. Green 
and Mr. Robert Wrill'ht; Grounds 
I. Mr. Wilfred Nolan; Grounds II. 
Mr. Gregory Hollie; and, Mr. E. 
Parkham as Watcb Attendant. 
The Board approved the creation 
of a Grounds III Grade IX po.i· 
tion. The duties will be a com~ 
bination of Grounds 1 and II - a 
working super,visor of the 
grounds. Also approved was the 
resignation of Larry Can Don. ac-
countant for Tee for six years. 
CanDon will be continuing his 
education. taking his field In the 
direction of induStry. 
Other business appr:oved in-
cluded the purchasing of a four 
w heel vehicle in prepart{on for 
:the upcoming w~ter; the recom-
mendation on advertising for bids 
on campus lighting. in considera-
tion of students parking security 
and sarety. Lastly. the planning 
for an educational fulia tax in-
crease referendum for the upcom-
iDg year. 
, Jerry Meyer explicated that 
lithe Community College returlin 
.. Jfl"eat deal to. itS community. 
1 Frank Zuccarelli moved that 
affirmative action be complied to 
at a greater level in reference to 
minority candidates for positions 
at 8. higher income.level. Zuc-
carelli pointed out that minority 
candidates were hired for Dosi-
tion-s in the lower income 
. brackets mo're ieadi~y. while the 
higher income brackets were 
given to Caucasians. Another 
'member, however,explained that 
individuals were employed based 
'on qualifications and . that Tee 
i had a good show of minority 
:empJoyees in administrative posi· 
,tions though not as great a show-
"jog in faculty. 
In clarification to a previous 
board meeting covered on the 
·subject ·of enroiJment the 
decrease in credit hours is 4% 
and a 7% increase in head count 
compared to last faU. 
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Thornton Community CoU;!ge. South Holland, ill. 
room improvement limited 
What is being done' about these over a period of 10 to 20 years. 
;> - Oiten there is speCUlation by 
!be students about why there 
aren"t anymor.a pinball machines 
or another pooJ ubJe in the Game 
probJems? .. 
Frank Bowen. Director of Stu-
dent Activities said tbat the 
machines are usually in . good 
working order. But tb4t a pinball 
machine is mechanical. and 
anything meeban,leal will 
malfunction OccasionalJy. Wben a 
pinbaJJ machine does brea}·. an ef-
fort is made to get it fixed th(· 
same day. 
When asked why there aren't 
more amusements in the· Game 
Room. so that if a machine does 
break we won·t really miss it. 
Bowen said tbere were weight' 
limitations of 75-100 Ibs. per sq. 
It. a regulation pool table could 
eause a strain OD the foundation 
There may be some gQOd news 
about amusement ·though. Mr. 
Bowen .said -that it is quite possl. 
ble there will be a color television 
in the ·Student Lounge soon. 
Also the money was recently us· 
ed for scholarships and short-
term loans (not exceeding 
$100.oo) for TCC students. 
and 
~ith 
~ere 
• is! 
the 
:150n 
earn 
Iyed 
;, an 
Ron 
'e to 
t!S." 
lany 
lace. 
t' so 
.11 of 
Room. When its c-rowded. you 
have t.o wait for what seems like 
(orever to play pool or the pinhsll 
machines. Often a pinbalJ 
macbine is -OUT OF ORDER." 
Fire prevention 
Cut dovvn fire ·ris~ 
"You are not alone!" safe Cram 
.the threat of fire - at home or at 
work. in school or on vacation. 
Darth Vader in the guise of fame. 
smoke. heat and toxie gases is 
everywhere in today's environ-
ment.. 
But proven avenues of defense 
do exist! 
Couple good'housekeeping and 
property maintenance with fire-
safe pra'ctices. 
Install .smoke detectors as 
another line ot defense. Most· 
residential fires break out at 
night. when everyone is asleep. 
Smoke deteetors help by giving 
vital early warning - those few 
extra moments that can separate 
You are not alone! 
1:;\ ~ escape . 
Loamnol 
1ob..m, 
arety from sorrow. 
Cloning being still in the 
·Iuture; protect your household by 
\Juying as many smoke detectors 
~ necessary - most models now 
are moderately priced. CboOse 
only units bearing the label of a 
national testing laboratory. Then 
locate. install. maintain and test 
each detector according to the 
manufacturer·s instructions. 
Pre-planniog for escape also i> 
crucial if disaster is to be avoid-
ed. Work out an evacuatioa plan 
• for everyone at home. and prae-
tice the plan periodically to keep 
it fresb in -everyone·s mind. 
Don't risk a close encounter 
with f"u-el 
LRC book thefts decreasing 
By V ........ y Dottoa 
-All are not .tolen intentional· 
ly." stated· Mrs. Meyers. tbe 
Tecbnical Processing Librarian. 
. here at Thornton concerning the 
number or missing books in the 
LRC. "Books are taken out and 
never returned because they are 
forgotten about after the 
Terry Bro'-Nn 
Resigns 
students' papers are finlahed. 
others for various reasons Rave· 
just never. been returned. .We 
give them 3 to 5 years to turn up 
before we .close our cards on 
them." 
As a result uf tbe higb volume 
of mi.sing items tliere bas been 
an up-grade in security at tbe 
schonl. and the ligures for 1978 
were lower than 'those for 1971. 
The~ are. hopes that the 1979 
figures will be reduced eYeD 
greater. Security has become a 
necessary check as well as ex-
pense in order to maintain our 
resources for us and others_ 
According to inventory ~n 
Jan., 16 thru 30. 1978, 831 title 
books, and 869 volumes were 
missing. Tbe largest number be-
ing about drugs. abortions. 
alcoholism and divorce. (The new 
social problems);· ·This c-omes to a 
total of $5.450:92 in missing 
resources. that were either 
checked out and never returned 
or just found abse~t. 
The library, staff, would ap-
preciate it if any boolql found 
belonging to TCC would be 
returned so other students will 
be able to put them to good use. 
Did you eyer wonder where aU 
the money that you spent pJaying 
- pinball went? And what about 
the Registration and Student 
Service Fee. Ithat $1.00' per 
semester bour) did you wonder 
what tbat wu for? 
The Student Services fees are 
used in part for the Entertain-
ment Series. The Entertainment 
Series does just what its name 
implies. Entertainment is 
.ometim~5 provided for the 
students at lunchtime and ou 
weekends. 
The coin. revenue from tbe pin-
ball macbines has alrea<ly totaled 
,$5.900.00 solar tbi> year. That 
money was put into a Trust & 
Agency account. This account' 
was set up for tbe refurbishment 
of the Grotto Oittle dining area~ 
On Wednesday October 11 tbe 
students will be entertained by a 
hsnd called -Blaek Sweat." There 
will be two performances OD 
stage in, tbe cafetena. Tbe r .... t 
set begias at 11:45 and ends al 
12:30. The second set i> fTonI 
12:45 to 1:30. 
October Events 
7 
8 
10 
11 
II 
12 
14 
14 
15 
16 
FOOTBAll· TCC IS fli' ... Call 
RECITAl. • lion Kr_. Q/lrinefisl. Fr. 
WOllEN'S TEN/IIS • TCe IS 1I0rI0II Coli 
WOIIEN'S J£NNIS • TCe IS. Joliel k. Call 
LUNCH nilE EHTElTAlIIIIEIIT: Music ., 
"BIadl Sweaf' 
BOARD Of JUSTUS IIEETIII& 
fOOTBAll· TCt vs CcIIe&e of Iluhiie 
HOIIECOIIIIIG DANtE 
Tldm ill adwmce: $.50 
llUm at tile door. SLOt) 
COIIC£IIT • F .. ","", SJIIIIIIoaic IIand 
aouI Concer! clicir Free 
WOllEN'S mINIs· yce IS. £faja ~ 
CcIIe&e 
16 • 19 REGiSTRATIOII· lad hIel Co.-..ily 
Educmio. Classes 
17 
20 
21 
21 
22 
VOUEfMU • TCC IS. Wrir/II JunIor Co/IecI 
TlIH.ATCIIIN VOWYIAI.I. • Tcaoaloni 
lIor"'eYaDer 
IIUSICAI. PUfoallAllCl: - f~ "Conca 
Sque" 
IlEGlSTUTIONlEIIIISIT foa·Daf AI'IAR£· 
11m SpOIISG<Id by illinois I'mnIs 01 
HeariRB hnpaited Children 
FASHION SHOI\' • fealurini IJriiPnaI Desisns 
Free . 
23· Novemhet 17 
. ART EXHIBIT· Sculpture by Sha:rotI Porter 
Mon •• Tburs. 9-3pm. 7-9pa Fri. 9-3poL 
Closed 011 llee!lendS end haIidays 
. 
1:3Opar Home 
..,. PAC 
3,. 1I0me 
3:3Opa 11-
U;4S- Cafe 
I,. 
..... 12121 
I:3Opa 1I0me 
..... Cafe 
4paI PAC 
'3toa H .... 
Hpa At .. 
Itiab 
Scllools 
,HCC 
4pa Home 
4:3Opar 1I0me 
7 ... PAC 
1: .... PAC" 
"'" 
Cafe 
41tI1II PAC 
fm GaIIeIy 
4141 Terry Brown. Courier Sports Editor. bas resigned to 
aJlow himself more time 
towards school. Brown has 
. served for nearly a year and 
will continue his exceJlent 
coverage of TCC foothsll and 
possibly baskethsll. 
There are classes 
Columbus Day 
Monday, Oct. 9 
.24· VOllEYBAll - TeC IS. lriloo Cou. 4:30 JI.IL Home 
Anyone interested in tbe 
sports editor position sbould' 
contact the Courier in Rm, 
2117c. 
24 TCC UCTUI£ SElII£S: ~
IE 31 
lile Graoul C;nyoo" ~ 
lIacruder, Spul ... 
BOARD Of rausTUS IImtNG 
fOOTBAll - rcc IS. Joliet Jr. Col. 
FIRST IImlllS • 2llII kcol< eo-. E-. 
Classes 
Sflflm: !.Iff onIONS AFJ£lI 50 
S lues. ~ .. ftc SIO 
7-9 JI.IL Free 
I.«L 
IIaIIA 
...... 12121 
1:30 11-111. H .... 
1-9p .... R3114 
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Homecoming' at TCC. 
Weekend begins 
'at assembly 
By Natalie WojCiechowski 
: TCC's homecoming celebrations will kickoff tomorrow. Fri. 
day, October 13. with a pep assembly in the cafeteria from 11 
to 1:30. Drs. Ivey, Wilson, and Willard and Mr. Clark will speak 
at the assembly. The football players and cheerleaders will be 
introduced, too. 
Saturday, October 14, the homecoming game starts at 1:30. 
Not only is it homecoming on Saturday but also Parents' Day 
for the football players' parents. The parents will be introduc. 
ed at the game and served refreshments in the Main 
Fieldhouse after the game. 
Continuing with the festivities, Student Activities is spon· 
. s!lring a disco in the cafeteria from 8 pm until 2 am. Tickets are 
50 cents in advance and ean be bought on the· Level II ramp 
area, The donation at the door is $1. There will be free 
refreshments. The fever will rise with Cisco the D.J. He wiU 
provide the sound system and tile records. A mirror ball, tree 
·lights and rain lights provided by Grand Stsge Lighting will 
add to the excitement of the. night. Trophies will be awarded to 
the dance contest winners to make it a most memorable even· 
ing. . • 
This ye.r'. Special T'. are: (ro_ 11 CaUette C.Uy aad LiD<!al\lu.U.r, <&plaias, Liad. Br_h1er; (raw 21 
J.cId. Graat. Debbie Plttm.... Deborah H •• ldDB, Darlyaa Hope; (row 31 Cyatbia Gmt. C.thy 
Freadluger, StiDdy Dixo ... ....tLIz Olsea.(Pbato by 1'.11\ Fl'IIDHuI 
78-79 squads 
Spirited girls lead cheer$ 
hy L1ad. P .B. Mu.U.r They eontiaue to loTaUy back the 
Orange and the Black. 
As the Thornton Community Also helping to· spread the 
College football seaBOO <ODtia .... , Bulldog opirit are the Special Ts. 
once again the Bulldogs are being They perform· at half·time with 
cheered on by the Special Ts and dance routines and drills. 
Cheerleaders. Reiurning for the 1918·79 
A· former Cheerleader of the season are captains Colette Caf. 
caUege, Pat Thormeyer.1s in her fey and LYD. MueDer. Joining 
..... nd year of coaching these them· are nine liew girls: Linda 
girls. Thing's kind of started out Braschler, Sandi Dixon, Cathy 
slow this sem.ster. Thormeyer Freudinger, Cynthia Grant. 
wanted to have tryouts on Jackie Gran€. Deborab Hawkins. 
August 18. SO that everything· Darlynn Hope, L;i: Olsen, and 
would be re.dy to go when school Debbie. Pittman. : . .-. 
began. To her· disappointment 
tryouts were delaYed. Most o( the ~ .. id they 
On August 30, there were only went out for the Squad, for the 
two judges for the cheerleading follo:""inf reasons: "I was De,,!r 
tryouts: Mrs. Lynn LePore· and one In 11Igh aeh,!?l"and &I,,:ays dId 
the coach herself. Two girls were ,,::ant to be one ". ~n It ""me 
chosen to join: Denise Jackson •. time, f?" tryouts "!. I::gb school I 
Denys Jennings. Donna Paytosh, had ~nJured my I~g ... I wa~ted to 
and Tammy Lusa for. the get Into DeW actiVIties and meet 
1918-1979 season:· new people"·. 
The Dew girls, Judy Sorde! and 'l'he two most surprising earn· 
Denise Addllec:i, are hoth very ments were those of Cynthia 
tslented ill gymnastics. and. just Grant and Cathy Froudinger. 
u well in leading the Bulldog Grant said "I really wanted tp be· 
cheers. a eheerleader. But since I was a 
When uked ahout the school pom porn in hJgh school, I felt rd 
spirit· at TCe. she replied, "I have more fun on the Ts squad." 
don't think there's much of Frioudiager's answer was "I went 
it". Bat the lack of school spirit out for lots of reasons. Not only 
hun'& stopped the Cheerleaders. to be one,.but to show other ...... 
. pie we're just like everybody 
else. I also thought the sWeaters '. 
were cute". 
These active gir\s Work bard 
three days • week in helping to . 
promote aehaDl spirit. Though, 
most people don't care, the girls • 
don"t give up. 
After aU the problems the 
squads had last year. Thormeyer 
seems to be very pleased with 
this year·s groups. ""There's not 
the pillblems we had last year. 
They are a campletely differenl:' 
group of girls. They work bard 
and I'm very happy with t~m. " 
Many of them don't reaDy eare 
for the. school calors, orange and 
black. "There not· exciting", "Too 
dull". Liz Olsen said they looked 
good, but reminded her too mueh 
of HaDoween. "I love them" said 
Froudinger "They remind me of 
my favorite time of the year". 
On. cheerleader said they were 
nice but attracted too many bees" '. 
All in aU the girls stick; 
together and help out with other 
.school activities as well. These 
girls . do work bard even though 
most people think aehaDl spirit is 
a shot in the dark. The 
eheerleaders and special Ts have, 
proven that the mighty bulldog 
bark has not died, just yet. 
Rita TIu"...lt is ill top I"";" at the ead ola auper routine dnriog last 
Satorday'. footboU game. She ... i11 be prelorming _ith the Special 
T". at future Tee home ...... e •• (Photo by P.ul Froaaeul 
Twirler neW 
talent at TCC 
On Saturday, October " the 
Special Ts (formerly c:alled Pom 
Pomsl intrildueed a new talent to 
the Thornton Community College 
eampus, Rita Thibault, 
Rita is 19, and graduated from 
Richards High School. As a 
member of the United States 
Twirling Association. she hu 
been pez:1~ng aU ....... the 
eoantry. 
Beginning ill 1913 Thibault was 
featured twirler for the Imperials 
Baton Corps in Worth, D1. Along 
with being the Golden Girl at 
Riebards. 
Since' 1911, she hu betm the 
top twirler at Northern Illinois 
. University and performs with the 
Marching Huskies Showband. 
Among her travels, Rita has 
',performed at Tampa Bay , 
Stadium, Disney World, at the 
,·Green Bay·Cincinnati football 
liime· in Milwaukee, and at Ohio 
State University. . 
Her winnings eonsist of 50 
trophy's and 10 medals. 
Rita will be performing during 
'ather games on campus until 
Christmu vacation. In January , 
she will be retaming to Northern 
nest semester. 
TeC'. eheerIetuIera ""' ....... 11 D ...... Paytoah. ....... 21 Deaise 
Acldnec:i, D ...... J ........... lady Sardol; ....... 3/ Tammy Ln ... 
-"'.\ ... ~.", ~;.. . ,(. (Photo by ~ .. l.~l'.~." .. "." ...... 1'.· .. ·.' .. · ... • ..." .. • ..." ...• ... • ... •.• .. ' .. \'.\;i ••••• '~'.'('.'."'.'.'.': 
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'Kayaking the Gr 
"Kayaking the Grand Canyon" 
" will be the featured subject in the 
Oel<>ber entry of the free TCC 
. Lecture Series at Thornton Com-
munity College. Tee instructor. 
Bailey Magruder. an experienced 
navigator of some of America's 
roughest rapids. will present 
another in his series of popular 
lectures on wild water boating at 
1·p.m., Tuesday, October 24. in 
Lecture Hall A on TCC's main 
campus. 
"The Colorado River is an ex-
tremely powerful, river which 
creates huge waves. holes. and 
turbulent swirls. curls and boils • 
in addition to the weirdest eddy 
Hnes that r have ever en-
countered." Magruder said. ·'10 
my film I've tried to capture not 
only the essence of the rapids, 
bll..t also the grandeur of the main 
canyon and the beauty of the 
lesser canyons as well" . 
/South Holland. III. October 19. 1978 
" 7j"Ja'I( 
nd any n 
COU 
ose 
A resident of Hazel Crest, 
Magruder will discuss his 
225-miJe trip down the Colorado 
River last June. To record this 
journey, Magruder shot twenty-
two rolls of super 8 movies. the 
best of which will be shown as 
part of the program~ 
"We've always had great 
crowds at TeC for these lecturel 
demonstrations.- J hope that this 
presentation on the Colorado 
River will be equally successful." 
Magruder added. 
For complete information. 
phone 596-2000. extension 357. 
IS • 
. 11 t Receives $55.5 million 
for 
, Tr' 
thy 
RTAfunds 
app·roved 
At their regularly scheduled 
October meeting, the Regional 
Transportation 'Authority Boa,rd 
of Directors. approved $55.5 
million in contracts for six capital 
improvement grants funded 
under the Urban Mass Transpor-
tation Capital Improvement Pro-
gram. 
The capital improvements 
under these grants include: the 
purchase of 100 suburban buses 
and 25 smAIl buses that are 
equiped for senior citizens and 
handicapped persons. 13 RTA 
diesel locomotives, 30 RTA bi· 
level commuter ears. rehabilita-
tion of· 150 RTA commuter cars 
IIlId 12 loeomotiv~ operated by 
the Chicago and North Western 
Railroad, rehabilitation and im· 
provements of right~of~way. 
lignal. and stations on the Bur)-
ington Northern. Chicago ·and 
Norta Western. Illinois Central 
Gulf. Milwaukee Road and Rock 
Island Railroads. 
These capital improvement 
grants also provide financing of 
engineering and design work for 
construction. and renovation of 
bus/rail facilities in 10 suburban 
communities, as weD as instal1a~ 
tion of lighting and shelter im· 
prevements in Tinley Park and 
laed bus storage expansion in 
tracts. approved by· the RTA 
Board. will also aid in financing 
the purchase of 740 two--way 
radios enabling all suburban 
buses to have radio comDl-unica-
tion with the RTA. This will un-
prove '. co-ordination of daily' 
suburban bus companies. Thi. i. ODe 01 the many fantastic: shota talcea by Baily lI!JIgnId .... duriag his kayakiag trip last J .... e. Tile 
In other action, contracts total- 225-m.ile excursion will be the topic of bis free lecture CD Tuesday. Oct.. 24. 
ing $427.000 were approved to :::ids:b~~s~r~: ;:,:,eeB!'; ~eterson's dravvings in Gallery 
Company will provide service Keith '~etersoD'S ?~wi~gs are Peterson replied. "I keep ODe eye .' values present. bow tbey change 
{rom Country Club Hills, Glen- presently on exhIbit In the looking outward, and the other with light (outdoor as well as in-
wood. and .chicago Heigbts to . Gall!"!. rm .. 4141. Peterson has eye looking inward. I suppose door light is used!. formal con· 
Flossmoor. Airport"r Inc. will partl~pated. m tbe New HorlZOnstbese drawings are as mucb por. cer~ patterning and layering of 
. provide service from Lake Zurich sbow lD ChIcago. a Chicago aDd traits of myself as tbey are of tbe values. interplay of certain tools. 
and Waucoada to BarringtoD and Vicinity show in Chicago. the Saic ... odels." . -, - etc..." 
from Arlington Heights. Bolling Photography ~nd ~nt Sbow at According to Peterson. "The Peterson', drawings will be on 
Meadows. Palatine aDd Roselle to the Art Instltute .lIl 1~75. t~e particular identity <If the figures display up until tomorrow. Oct. 
Woodfield., Grand Salon sbow III ChIcago In are always important, since tkat 
In final actioltS, the Board ap- 1974, aed the Two-Man Sbow at conception of one's-ideDtity leads 
.proved the reopeDing of bids on the . La~n School of Art aDd. ODe to look at it a eertain way. 
bus serviee to certain northern . Destgn. ~ilwaukee. . visually. and that begins to in-
suburb. aDd created a $1.5 He has a A.A.· from Wm. teres! me, and I take it from 
millioD fund to self:; ... ure subur· Rainey Harper J~. College and a there." . 
ban bus lines tkat tbe RTA sub- B.F.A. from the School of tbe Art ·When rm involved in the 
'sidizes saving individual carriers Institute .. When asked what he drawing. however, it becomes 
. up to 51 million. thought about when workiag. purely techDi<al _ tbe range of 
Spanish Clul?§~ car vvash· .!oday-
Joliet. 
The 
Today. is ear wasb day at· lending tbell' arm powe ... buckets and &ceordiag to Craig Cook. club 
Thornton. sponsored by members and sponges to help earn money president. "For an extra 50 cents 
of Espiritu Espanal. wbo are busy for Spanish Cl.ub activities such we will pick up your keys and bus 
beautifying ears and vans just, as the ImmerSIon Weeke~d. and your ear to and from your park. 
outside of the Performing Arts . the ~roposed !ear..,ad trip to a ing space as weU." Car washiag 
: Center. Regular ear wash soap is Spamsh'speaking area. begins at 10 a.m; aDd continues 
being used members until S p.m. Ticket holders will be , .a~~~unn~~oda~~::!fi~~~t~·"~· ____ bM';~~~:;~;:;;;;::~~ 
October Events 
21 I£GlSTRA1'I01IIEX1IIII1Y foillW' A"m· UJaIt. PAU 
IIESS ~ .., IIIiIIM hraIs " ipIII CaIe 
Hutiru! ImDaired Cbildtea 
23 • IIovember 17 
AlIT WllBIJ • SadpIUre .., SIImOli I'or!er free Gallery 
II ..... Tburs. 9-3pm. 7. fri._9-3pm. 4!4l 
Closed 011 IIIIiends aad b~ 
24 VOllEYBAU - TCC IS- TriIoA CGIIeae 4:30 p.lll. 110II1II 
24 Tee I.£CTIII£ SERIES: ~ 7-9 p-IL Free 
IIIe Gmrd Canyon" IhiIeJ WI-
IIJ11'11der. SpoMer IIaIIA 
26- BOARD OF tRUSTEES lI£fiiIIG SpA 112121 
28 fOOTBAU - TtC 11$. loliellr. Cal 1:30 ,.til. "-
,30 fiRST I!IEmlIG • 2ad ...... Colo&. (doc. 
'31 "-SEMIIIA!!: m onIONS MTEI! 511 7-9pA 1131141 
B Tau. SessiGns. reo< SUI 
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Bill O'Neil on the move 
What is a Clamato? 
Feel Creative? 
Well. you can earn $1.000 for a. 
good imaginative idea according 
to Raymond M. Anrig, President 
01 the Duffy-Mott Company. Mr. 
Anrig will pay that much (plus se-
cond and third prize awards of 
\ 
$500 and $2501 to the college stu-
dent who comes up with the wiD-
ning answer to ... What is a 
Clamato? 
Where is it found? Does it 
grow? Who invented it? Do you 
eat it •. drink it. Dickie it? Where 
do you but it?' In a hardware 
store, a supermarket. an 
apotheeary shop? Is it sexy? 
Trip to Germany 
This unusual research 
challenge has been hurled at 
America's college population -
to find. the most intriguing and 
humorou's 'definition of a 
Clamato. whatever it is. 
. A panel of famous judges will 
.. Ieet tbe winners, according to 
Mr. Anrig, who said the competi· 
tion will be extended until 
Deceinber 15. 1978. 
Thornton Community College 
students. faculty, and area 
residents have an opportllDity to 
spend eight days in Germany and 
Austria this spring as part of a . 
tour organized by American 
Leadership Study Groups. The 
tour will leave April 14 and· 
return on April 22, 1979. 
The trip will feature the 
Bsvaria.. Alp. ana Austrian 
Tyrol with visita to the cities of 
Munich. Innsbruck. Salzburg, alld 
Bercbtesgldea_ The cost. of t~ 
trip is $695 which includes round-
trip transportation via PaD Am 
airline from New York. an sur-
lace transportation in Germany 
and Austria, botel aecommoda-
lions. and breakfast and dinner 
daily: . 
Students wUl have ,the optioll 
of earning two credit hours in 
German while Oil this tour. Anke 
Culver. German instructor in 
TCe's Division of Language and . 
Communications. will again serve 
as eoordinator for the trip. "Our 
past trip. to Europe have proved 
to ... enriching experiences for 
everyone concerned." she said. 
-rm sure this trip will be DO ex-
ception." . 
. Applications for the Germany. 
Austria trip mUlt be made before 
November 22. 1978. 
For further informatinn, eon: 
tact Mrs. Culver at 596-2000, ex-
tension 267. 
. The contest is open to any eur-
rent full-time college student in 
the United States. . 
The answer .. to -What is a 
Clamato?:' ""n· be submitted in 
the form of an article, short 
story, fable, • painting, cartoon, 
jingle, photograph, .scuIpture, or 
· any other. means a student may 
employ. Contestanta may enter 
as many times as they wish and 
no proof of purchase is Ilecessary. 
All entries should be sellt to: . 
Whst is a Clamato Contest. 17th 
· Floor. 1212 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York. NY. 10036. 
Entires and ideas- cannot be 
Pedia·tric care 
topic of seminar 
· returned and wiD become ·the 
Propert1 of the Duffy-Mott Com· 
· puy. Decisions o€the judges·will 
be final. Be sure to provide your 
Dame and address as 'weU as the 
name of your college or UAiversi-
ty with your entry • 
Heaith care professionals in-
volved in the care of children. are 
invited to attend a workshop • 
sponsored by the southwest 
• bapter nf the Emergency 
Department N urse5 Association 
IEDNAI at Ingalls· Memorial 
Hospital, Harvey. on Saturday. 
Nov. 11. . 
The workshop, entitled ·Wee 
Care·· is open to all nursing staff 
members. st.udents. paramedi~s 
and other interested profes-
sionals.li will be held from 8 a.m. 
ta 4 p.m. and will feaiure 
speakers OD topics in ~atric 
emergency care. 
Registration fee is $15 ror ED· 
NA member.. $20 for 'Don· 
members and $10 for students. 
The registration fee includes the 
day·long workshop. buffet· lun· 
theon and refreshments in the 
morning and afternoon. 
The psychological aspects of 
surgeon in chief and chairman of 
pediatric surgery, Cook County 
Hospital. 
Pediatrician Joel Schwab • 
M.D •• on the medical staff at In· 
. gills and Children's Memorial 
Hospital. will present emergency 
. care in sickle cpU anemia and 
communicable diseases In 
childrell. 
Tb~ afternoon program will in-
clude Reuben Matalon, M.D1 who 
will discuss the treatment of' 
respiratory emergencies and the 
ingestion of toxic substances. Dr. 
Matalon is professor of pediatrics 
at the University of Illinois. 
Disco 5un-Thur. 
Ladies Night 
Mon. & Wed. 
Coming 500n---
Carmen's Annex 
BuDdos quarterback Bill O'Neil .... be ... kept 
balY by the coDaiateat pa .. nuh from. the oppoaeDta 
tIou far tIIia oeaHD. O'Neil Ia .bowlI: lupper left! roU-
jag. out and looking £Or a poteotla1 reeelver; Iabovel 
ready to anIoad a _ before ptting aded by 
DuPOCe linemao, !below I Iu the preeel'. of pttiac 
_ked beblud the 1Ia. of serimmap_ 
Halloween 
Party 
Saturday, Oct. 28 
Prize·s for the 
best costume 
Live entertainment 
Fri. and Sat 
.. communicating with ebildren in 
emergency situations will be 
presented by Lois Sharp. R.N •• 
M.S. f ", psychiat.rie clinical 
opecialist at Little Company of 
liary Hoapital. Evergreen Park. 
~suscitation ~f th" .. pediatric 
patient will beO the final topic 
disCussed alld will be presented 
by Rabi Sulayman. M.D1 director 
of pediatric ambqlalory services· 
ana director· of ·the pediau;c 
residency training program at' 
Christ Hospital, Oak Lawn . 
A short business meeting will 
conclude the day's events. 
Six; continuing education • ac-
tivity hours have been approved 
through the National ~mergenoY 
Department Nursee Aasociation.· 
CARMEN'S TWO 
Emergency surgiOal treatment 
and traumatic injuries will be 
Ai ........... M h •• 'R"""1lft M R..-v..-c 
Registration deadline is Nov. 
1. To relister or- for more inror-
13832 Indiana Riverdale 
-.. ; 
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NeW' ·committee checks finances 
By Nathan Ivey~ PresideDt 
By now I'm sure you know that 
we are concerned about Tee's 
moeial position over the next 
few years. Basically. the 
'combination of decreased credit 
production and~ inflation-
expenses has created a 
deficit. An increasing 
operating fund defieit is 
projected for the next several 
years unless steps are taken to 
reverse the trend. 
The vice presidents and I wish 
to involve representatives of the 
college staff in a careful 
examination of our resources and 
programs/ services. We believe 
that advice from a staff 
committee will aid us 
considerably in developing the 
budget for Fiscal Year 1980 and 
beyond. Therefore. we bav,e 
established the Study Committee 
for the Eighties, composed of 
faculty. staff and admini3trators: 
William Bourland. Doroth~a 
Burkard, Kay We .. el, George 
Dammer. R.V. King. Larry 
Larviclt, Jim McCaleb, Bill Tabel, 
and Dave Wilkin (chairman). 
We 'have asked the committee 
to examine ways to. operate Tee 
more effieiently ~ by increasing 
revenue and/or decreasing 
expenses. The exam.iD.atiOD will 
include. but is not restricted to. 
the following areas: 1) tuition atid 
fee structure: 2) revenues and 
expenses of each program; 3) 
relationship of current programs 
and services to community needs 
and goals of the college; .) 
analysis of staff, faculty and 
administration personnel needs; 
5) physical plant efficiency. The 
vice presidents .and 1 will make 
available all necessary 
information. 8u'C:h as current 
finane"ia} data, per8~nDel 
distribution data. enrollment 
data, and .. forth, insofar as the 
data are Available. We bave 
asked lor the committee's 
recommendations by February 
14, 1979. . 
Obviously this committee has 
been assigned a broad and 
difficult task. The future of the 
college, however, depends on our 
ability to creatively. and 
enthusiastically meet the 
challenges ahead. 
RT A schedules listening posts 
"Meeting the transit needs o.f 
people serves as a primary 
of the Regional Transporta· 
Authority," said Lewis W. 
RTA Board Chairman. 
Suburban Cook County 
will have an opportuni-
tbese needs known at 
of the nioe Listening 
James Pauly, RTA 
Affairs Officer. has 
throughout the county. 
Listening Posts are being 
during November and 
Deeember. A list is attached. All 
are scheduled from 10 a.m. until 
12 noon. 
"The purpose of these Listen· 
ing Posts is to enable residents to 
learn more about the RTA, how it 
pre3ently serves them. and how 
it might better serve them." Hill 
said. 
In addition, RTA staff will 
distribute brochures. maps, and 
timetables. and iMue reduced 
fare cards for senior citizens. 
Below is a list of listening posta 
that are scheduled for the south 
suburban area: 
Wednesday. November 1 
Hazel Crest ViDage Hall . 
1818 We 170th Street 
Hazel Crest 
Wednesday, November 8 
Hickory Hills City Hall· . 
8852 W. 95th· Street 
Hicltory Hills 
Wednesday, November 15 
Hometown City Hall . 
4331 Southwest Highway 
Hometown 
, registration nears 
Letters are· being sent to all 
enrolled TCC students 
them to .take advantage 
registration for the Spr-
semester. Students who 
classified as matriculated 
to August I, 1978 wiD be 
the top registration priori-
category includes 
who submitted Applica· 
Admjssion/Mat.rieula-
a ten dollar fee. were 
a perDUlDent couDsel~r. 
and went ihrough testing and 
orientation. 
The matriculated students will 
have unt.i1 December 8 to meet. 
with tbeir academic adviseri. 
seleet their Spring courses, and 
report to the Admissions and 
Records Office for class reserva-
tions. 
All other current college credit 
students will be due by January 
4, 1979. The first day of classes 
fllr the Spring term will bogin 
January 22. 
All students are encouraged to 
take advantage of the early 
registration opportunities and 
avoid" the" long lines of" open 
registration in January. The 
course schedule for the Interim 
Term and· Spring Semester is 
posted near.the Admissions and 
Records Offi .. on level II of the 
main c:ampu:. 
Seniors 
complete 
courses 
Lawrence P. Gulotta, Thornton 
Township Supervisor. anDounced • 
that thirty·nine senior eitizeus 
successfully completed the Rules 
of the Road Review Course for 
Older Americans in Octoher. The 
<ourse is offered by Secretary of 
State Dixon's office in conjuDc· 
·tion.with the Thornton Township 
Department of Special Service.s •• 
The next class will be held 
November 6, 13 and 20, 9:30 to 
11:30 a.m. in the lower level of 
the township hall. 333 East 162nd 
Street in South Holland. 
For additional information, call 
596-6040, Ext. 43. 
Wednesday, November 22 
Homewood Villsge Hall -
2020 Chestnut Road 
Homewood 
Wednesday. November 29 
Justice Village Hall -
7880 Archer Road 
Justice . 
Wednesday, Deeember 6 
Lansing Village Hall . 
Ridge P~d & Chicago Avenue· 
Lansing 
Willie Cov .... bon III 1899 aad • 
lonD.r VaadeYilllaa,· espreued 
himoeH throush "10ft ohoe" for 
. the etudeato III the EtIuUc COllier 
Ir<Iom 3104) Iut ... ek. !Pheto by . 
Paul Fr_. . 
Wednesdej; December 13 
Lemont Village Hall -
418 Main Street 
Lemont 
Wednesday, December 20 
Lynwood Village Hall-
3107 E. GlenwOod· Dyer Road 
Lynwood 
, Wednesday, December ~ 
Markham City Hajl -
16313 Kedzie Parkway 
Markham 
Morraine 
offers nevv 
course 
Veterans Club of Moraine 
Valley CoUege voted unanimous-
ly to sponsor Grant Bishop's new 
FREE course, "the Science of 
Motivation". Anyone desiring to 
earn a million dollars, become 
famous, be happy, meet new 
friends. or anyone who just wants 
to be more successful is invited to 
attend. Class will meet for six 
weeks on Monday. from 5 P.M. to 
'6 P.M. in the "B" Lounge starting 
November 6th, 1978. Some of the 
authors of the books we will 
study are Napoleon Hill, W. Cleo 
ment Stone, Maxwell Maltz, J. 
Martin Xobe, James Allen, Oral 
Roberts, Claude M, Bristol, 
David J. Sehwartz, and Dale 
Carnegie. For more information 
eall 974-4300. All ages are 
welcome. Why not bring your 
friends? 
Stop the World opens 
The new yield sigD.s on Campus Drive are intended to protect" 
pedestrians. Howevel'. stop well back from the &igue if you see a 
Thornton CommWJity College 
will present the musical, "Stop 
the World· I Want to Get Off" on 
Friday, November 3 and Satur· 
day, November 4 at 8 p.m. Tbe 
popular Leslie Bricusse and An-
thony Newley play wiD be per· 
formed in the College'. Kindig 
Performing Arts· Center, 15800 
South State Street, South 
Holland. 
Featuring" such memorable 
songs as ··'Once in a Lifetime." 
"What Kind of Fool Am 1?,- aild 
46GonDa Build a Mountain." the 
TT"!"<1i .. ,l w;ll .". nfOol-fnrmeil bv a 
east aad production staff from 
Chicago's . South Suburbs and 
Northwest Indiana. Tom Breyts 
of Hazel Crest and Leslie Flores 
of East Chicago, India"" will star 
as LitUechap aDd Evie respee-
tively. 
Lansing; Lynne DeRusha of 
Dolton; Judy Sattsberg. of 
Harvey; DODna"" Tomich of 
Hegewisch; and Donna Neil of 
Markham. Susan Linn of Richton 
Park will serve as director, and 
Marcia Miller or Park Forest· is 
the music director for tbe produ.,. 
Other members in the prod".. tio ... 
tioll include Kelly Conner, Tickets for the performance. 
Gelleva Gibson-McCammon. are priced at $2.50 lor general ad· 
Maureen Mdt ....... and Christen missi"n. and $1.50 for groups of 
Paviehevich 01 Calumet City; twenty or more. 
M .... y Haokins of East Chieago, For complete information and 
Indiana; Kathy Dartt of Ham- ticket reservations. phone 
mnnd. India.na: Karen Killion of ·596-2000. extension 297. 
I 
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Faculty Assoc. promotes interaction 
nolo by I"a'" P ....... ol 
By M.Uody Hart.ligo·Boody, 
Recently scholarships were 
awarded to three students by the 
Faculty Association. Since then. 
some people have inquired. 
"What's a Faculty Association?" 
For the answer we queried Dr. 
Edward Jenkins. pictured left. 
President of the group. 
He said the technical Dame is 
"Thornton Community College 
Faculty Association. chapter of 
tbe Cook County College 
Teachers' Union. Local 1600 of 
the American Federation 01 
Teachers. AFL·CIO." The 
Association, then. is the teacher's 
union. However. according to 
Jenkins. "We are re&lly a bunch 
of non-union people. Teachers are 
very independent people and if 
the Local from Chicago tried to 
come in here and tell us what to 
do, they wouldn't get past the 
front door." 
This perspective is in direct 
contrast to the one held by the 
administration, hut they are "so 
wrong." added the Association 
President. When the teacbers 
went out on strike in 1977. it 
wasn't because of orders from the 
Chicago Local; it was because a 
Hcbasm" had developed between 
the administration and the 
teachers. 
This breach in trust should be 
mended and that is one of the 
goals of J enkiu. He feels that by 
"opening lines of communication 
between us and the board," there 
will be an "bonest interaction" 
between teachers. ad~ 
ministra tors. and board 
members . 
Another goal J euins has is to 
promote the recent decision of 
the board lor a referendum: and 
in reference to that, "We are to 
the point where the community 
bas to decide what they want the 
college to be." Other referen· 
dums for the coHege, over the re~ 
cent years. have been4defeated. 
He hopes, however, tha't this 
time they can reach the people 
and explain the necessity for 
more funds: and since the 
teachers are "deeply involved in 
the financial health of the 
school," they should assist in get~ 
ting that message to the voters. 
White vvater thrills explained during 
lecture series at Tee 
Although basically indepen· 
dent. the instructors at Tee have 
"a strong sense of camaraderie" 
which keeps them working 
together through tbe Faculty 
Association to !Uake this the best 
possible community college for 
the students and people they 
serve. 
By MeUody HartelillS·Beedy 
If you missed Bailey 
Magruder's lecture on kayaking. 
GIl Tuesday. October 24. you 
missed an exciting series of home 
movies with daring people 
weening down the rapids of the 
Grand Canyon. 
As Magruder explained, "1 
thought I'd get the real hairy 
waves •• .and the essenee of the ca-
Ilyon. whieh is constantly chang. 
ing." What h. referred to as 
"scenic over-kill" was the 
glorious scenery accompanying 
him and his coborts from the 
Chicago Whitewater Association 
every step (or stroke) of the way. 
With side trips into little ca~ 
Dyons. some with waterfalls, the 
group was "constantly impressed 
with how insignificant you are." 
But besides the magnificent 
surroundings. Magruder filmed 
the various members of his group 
Special interest class 
offered for credit 
ElWIIples of pieces created i.o the 
Jewelry no cia •• mad. by Char 
CordoD nefti, Lois Berg trig-hU, 
aDd MAxine Foy 'Centerl. (Pboto 
by Paul FC&Ilsen) 
By Paul FrauseD 
Jewelry 110 is a pilot class this 
fan. boving been offered only in 
the form of special interest 
courses in prior years. Instructor 
Neil Kraus is very optimistic of 
the' art department~s latest ex· 
pansion.. . 
Beginning jewelry sets its fo-
CU! mainly on one and twO" 
dimensional design. The advanc-
ed class 'currently being arrang· 
ed lor the spring semester). will 
work primarily with three-
dimensions • 
The class consists of six class 
assignments. an subjecb being 
selected at- the discretion of the 
individual. with instrudor ap-
proval. Bracelets take about two 
weeks to eomplete. while pen· 
dants can take from three to four 
weeks to perfect. 
Beginners learn select techni· 
'lues with each piece they create. 
The ultimate test arrives at the . 
end of the semest£:r. when all the 
skills are formulated into ODe 
masterful production. 
Sketches are an omni-potent 
phase of weU-crafted jewelry. 
Without a master plan. there is 
little hope of developing a 
favorable outcome. 
Stressed is the "formation of 
originality-what's in the head 
and not behind the counter." says 
Kraus. who grades "not,AS much 
on craftsmanship as on pro-
gressive ability." 
Fees. dependent upon the in· 
dividual's taste. run from $20-530. 
(Brass runs about 75, for one 
assignment. while silver costs 
about $4·$5.) 
Students enroUed in Jewelry 
110 save approximately·50% off 
blue-book prices with their' new 
independence_ 
lIf ..... 
Kraus' class peudaat 
by Pam l"atIak and tile riIIg by 
Char . C.rd.... (I"boto by 1".'" 
F ....... nl 
traversing the rapids - each 
with his own style. Some would 
try to stay near the shore. others 
would plunge into "boles," and 
others would knock-about on the, 
rocks. 
Watching aU tbe daring-<lo. 
seeing the rugged campsites. and 
eyeing the feasts they ate made 
the audience wish for the sum· 
mer sun again so they could sign 
up to kayak the Grand Canyon or 
some other equally enthralling 
river. 
As thrilling as it all appeared. 
though. it is not an easy way to 
spend your vacation. Breakfast is 
very early and "if you snooze. you 
lose." Then it'. hack to the water 
by 9 a.m. for a 20·mile trip per 
Cootiaued Oil Page 5 
Willt • .... t<:< lD tile Gr::d CaYGn. Wbotc by Bailey M"II"udecl 
WQrld stops at PAC 
By LiDda 1". B. Mueller 
"Stoptbe World I Want To Get 
Off" is coming to Tborllton Com· 
munity College. on November S 
and 4 at 8 p.m. This entertaining 
musical was brought tc Chicago 
just this pest January with lead 
role played by Sammy Davis Jr~ 
who', performance peckad a fuU 
house each night. Now tbe 
delightful mosic of this broadway 
play will fill the Performing Arts 
Center. 
The direetor. Sue Lynn. i. well 
known tc til. TCC tampus. She is 
a graduate or TCC and maDager 
of the P .A.C. Lynn also directed 
"GodapeU" in 1m and "Bye Bye 
Birdie" ,in 1918. Botll were sue-
oesses. 
Returning to tbe TCC stage 
are Leslie Flores aDd Tom 
Breyts. Flor •• first came to T('C 
in 1m. She played Robin in 
"GodapeU".· Now Flor"" returus 
doing the lead female part, Evie. 
Her musical talents as wen as 
Drama have won tbe hearts of 
every audience she bas perform-
ed (or. 
Tom Breyta came to the P .A.C. 
stage only last yeu. He had the 
lend in Bye Bye Birdie. His sing. 
ing voice gave him a standing 
ovation. Now Breyts has tbe Iasd 
again aa Littlechap. 
Performing in "Stop the 
Soft sculpture shown 
a on fourth floor 
Shsrron Porter exhibits ber "Soft S .... pture .. in the Art GaUery 
Iroom 4141l of TeC through November 17. 
According to l"orter:Working in solt ..... pture. the human figure 
becomes an exciting experience. There is a feeling of vulnerability 
and aliveness. It is these soft forms which. when translated into 
figurative portraiture. renders the pieces real and human." 
"Imperfect and even homely as some of them may be," the 
sculpturess continues. ··they are a physicaJ manifestation of the way 
I see people: visually potent, idiosyncratic, vulnerable to the 
ravages of circumstance and time:" 
Porter. who received her B.A. from the University of IHinois and 
ru::r ~'I'r.A. from Northe:-n. h!ls displayed her art at the Old Or('hartJ 
World" are: Kathy Dartt . the aD· 
nouncer. Lynn' DeRusha • Jane. 
Donna Neil • as Susan. Kristia 
Pauichevich • Little Boy. and 
Geneva Gibson, Karen Killion. 
Donna Tomich. KeUy A. Conner 
and Maureen McKenna - Cborus.. 
The music director is Marcia 
Miller and cboreographer. Mary 
Haskins . 
If you enjoyed musicals like 
"GodapeU". "Tommy". and th. 
mosic of "Hair". this is • play 
worth aeeiog. Tickets are $2.50 
and CM be boughlc!lt the door or 
In advance by calling. 596-2000 
ext. 297. 
, , 
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Nevv classes offered in spring 
Amer Studies 
;v During the spring semester. 
Tee will offer a course in 
American Studies which ex-
amines his historical. political. 
vI social. and cultural perspectives 
or American life. 
-li According to Smith Brand. 
,It who will teach the class from 
,; . ~;~~~::n T~~~'!:i~s~i~~~~s~'T~~ 
le Thornton wilt analy~e the diver· 
!r sities of American life and 5yn· 
.16 thesize them so that the' concept 
0: of an American experience can be 
explored and defined," Students 
.. \ will have an opportunity to ex· 
.a amine the history. literature. 
.vt theater. and music of 20th Cen· 
hf tury America. 
Interested students should 
enroll in American Studies 161. 
The course carries 3 hours of 
credit. 
For further information. con· 
tact Mr. Brand at 596-2000. ex· 
tension 351. 
Afro- l.it 
The Division of Language and 
Communications will offer a 
challenging and informative 
course in Afro-American 
Literature. According to Ms. 
Ernestine Robinson. who will 
teach the course from 12:35-1:50 
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
Uthe class focuses on the Afro-
American literary heritage and 
culture fr~m Dunbar to the pre-
sent." While the study of Afro--
American writers is viewed from 
an over-all historical perspective, 
major emphasis is placed on con-
temporary writers such as 
Brooks. Baldwin, James and 
Ellison. Students should register 
for English 123. For further infor-
mation ahout the course, contact 
Ms. Robinson in Room 3138 or 
call 596-2000. e~tension 267. 
Contern porary 
Novel 
Area residents will have an op-
portunity to read and discuss 
some of the best selling novels of 
the 1970's in English 205. which 
will be taught from 7-9:45 on 
Monday nights during the spring 
semester on Tee 5!ampus. 
"Cheever. Updike, Vonnegut. and 
LeCarrc' are some of the current. 
best-selling authors whose novels 
will be discussed in the class. I. ac-
cording to Jim Moody. the in-
Tile c/Iildrea taIdac part iD the babyaltliDg ....-rice •• !lallct..ween party take time out to mOdel their 
co_ .. lor Courier photosrapher Paul FralUeJL Tbe party ..... held iD haiIdlag 16 Oil the aftenaoo .. of 
H.nowee ... 
Drug abuse forum here 
Otis McCoy. Executive Direc-
tor of the Foundation 
lJlMAGINE Drug Abuse Treat· 
ment Center. is pleased to an-
DOunce an upcoming forum on 
drug and alcohol dependence. 
The forum will be held on Thurs-
WE'VE GOT ITllI 
(PROBABLY' 
DID YOU LOSE IT?? 
WE have 3 pairs of contac 
D5eS in their eases; books (they 
ust be identified if not previous 
1 ,eported missing'; keys: m' 
hing items: notehooks. 
The .. items will be disposed 01 
. they are Dot c:1afmed this week 
the Security Office. rID. 2110. 
day. November 16. 1978, at 
Thornton CommWlity CoDege. 
Participants .of the eo~ference 
will in.clude members of 
numerous social agencies. 
medical personnel, educators. 
law enforcement officials. and 
representatives of the drug and 
alcohol treatment community. In· 
terested individuals and students 
preparing a career in the social 
services are also encouraged to 
attend. 
The purpose of the conference 
is to familiarize participants with 
new developments and treatment 
strategies utilized in the field of. 
drug abuse and alcoholism while 
promoting existing services in 
the metropolitan area. Thomas B. 
Kirkpatrick. Executive Director 
of the DaDger.ous Drugs Commis· 
sion. will present the keynote ad· 
dre .. and will be joined by Jay 
Levine. Reporter of tbe WLS-TV 
Eyewitness Newsteam. In the 
past, Levine has reported on area 
heroin trafficking in ·"The 
recently finished a report on c0-
caine filmed on location in~outh 
America. This report. titled "The 
Cocaine Conneetion~·. will be 
aired on the ten o~elock. news the 
week of Novemher 12 through 
November 17. 1978. Levine is 
also the bost of the ABC Talk 
Sbow. "Friday Nig.ht". 
The "Drug and Alcohol 
Dependence Forum" is presented 
as a part of the Foundation's com-
mitment to provide quality infor· 
mation and technical assistance 
concerning drugs and drug abuse 
to the community. The forum is 
sanctioned by the South Subur·· 
ban Youth Alliance. Registration 
materials and additional informa· 
tion may be obtained by calling or 
writing: David Sebilling. Con-
ference coordinator. Foundation 
l/IMAGINE. Ill! West 154th 
Street. Harvey. D1inoi.. 00426. 
(3121 839-8861. 339:8862. or 
339-4041. 
structor for the class. 
Such novels as The HODorable 
Schoolboy, Falconer, and Full 
Diseiosure which highlight sub-
jects on gO-vernment spying and 
political intrigue will be among 
those read. 
Students will have an oppor· 
tunity to earn 3 hours of college 
credit while learning what is hap-
pening in contemporary fidion. 
For further information. con-
tact Mr. Moody at 596-2000. ex-
tension 267.; 
Medical Spanish 
For the first time. a basic 
Spanish course especially for 
'. medical perso~nel will be offered 
at Thornton l;ommumty t.,;ollege 
this spring. This intensive course 
is designed to combine the impor' 
tant language instruction of 
regular Elementary Spanish 101 
with the vocabulary most needed 
by persons in any field reJated to 
serving the ill and injured. 
The course, entitled Spanish 
101 - Elementary Spanish I 
(Medical), offers 4 credit hours 
and will be held on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 5 to 6:40 p.m., 
with lab time required before or 
after the Thursday session . 
Further information may be 
obtained by calling Ms. Sedlack. 
596·2000, Extension 268 . 
Pensioners to get 
vital income info 
questionnaires soon 
John G. Smida, Thornton 
Township Clerk. announced to-
day that all persons receiving 
pension. benefits from the 
Veterans Administration will 
receive an Income Questionnaire 
card enclosed with their 
November 1st check. The card 
must be completed and returned 
to the a.ddress marked on the 
card prior to December 31. 1978. 
Failure to complete this card will' 
result in termination of benefits 
lor 1979. 
In the past. children and per-
sons over age 72. who have been 
receiving the benefit for two COD.' 
secutive years did not receive 
this annual questionnaire. 
however this year this does not 
hold true. ALL PENSIONERS. 
ICHILDREN AND PERSONS 
OVER AGE 72, WILL-
RECEIVE THIS QUESTION· 
NAIRE! Pensioners who have 
their checks directly deposited in 
their banks will receive the card 
at their home address. 
Clerk Smida emphasi2es the 
importance of completion of the 
Annual Questionna~ire cards and 
urges all pensioners to contact 
their local Denartment of 
Veterans Affairs office for 
assistance in completing the card 
properly and returning same to 
the Veterans Administration 
before December 31. 1978 to 
eliminate termination of this 
benefit. 
Clerk Smida reminds aU 
veterans and their families that 
space has been provided in his of· 
fice in the Thornton Township 
Hall, 333 E. 162nd Street. South 
Holland. Illinois Cor a Depart. 
ment of Veterans Affairs office. 
Mr. Henry White. Veterans Af-
fairs office. Mr. Henry White. 
Veterans Affairs Officer. is 
available in the Clerk's office 
every Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 
11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
to assist all Veterans Administra-
tion pensioners in completing the 
above mentioned Annual Ques-
tionnaire and to provide all other 
Veterans Administration ser-
vices needed by veterans and 
their families. 
November events 
IS SEMINAR: TERRIBLE TWOS II TRUSTING ""'-
THREES 6 Wodn..dar S..aIo.'; • 7 P oM. Fee $5 3115 
IS lUNCHTIM£ ENTERTAINM£NT: "ItElflCATION" DinIng 
11:45 A.M. & 12:45 P oM. • f .... HoD 
15 BAND/CHORAl. CONCERT: TCC JAZZ BAND 
and THORNTON COllEGE SINGERS • 
Olrectors: Mary Scanlan and Dan Kramer 
.P.M.·F .... PAC 
17 BASKETBALL· TeC YO. Morton College 
7:30 P.M. Home 
1. lIASKETllAl.l • Tce ••• Elgin CommunIty 
Colleg_ • 7:30 P.M. Ho_ 
19 PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE· DI ..... od by Jim 
Plekorcz.yk ~ 4 P .M. ~ F .... PAC 
30 JOB SEMiNAR - Th. Do', ond Don'ts of Job 1m. 
\ Intervlewlng ~ 7 .. 9 P.M. .. F .... 3143 
30 ART EXHIBIT· Sculpt .. ",lDrawlnS6 by 
Con_tance H_lmann .. Fr .... Hours: Mon. 
Th"",.·' A.M.· 3 P.M.: 71'.14 •• 9 P.M. 
Fri .... 9 A .. M •• 3 P.M. Closed on w .. kends Goll." 
and holidays 4141 
23-2£ THANKSGIVING RECESS· No Doy or Evening 
Cia ... ., Collego OIIleo. Closed 
29 STUDENT AID FOUNDATION DINNER 6:30 P.M. Hot.lnn 
Specke..:I,. ... HuSh ..... Tlcketa: $15 Hcnt.y 
29 LUN~ENmaUA~NT:·fOOT DInIng 
WAI!M£II$" 11:45 A.M.." 12:45 P.M.· F.-- &II 
29 -LECTURE SERIES: Slide P ...... totlo.: "l'eoplo. I.Gc. 
Republic of China" ,,_.ed by D<. Carol HaU 
Rlek. 7 P.M. • fqe A 
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Cook elected 
SGA president 
ByD.vidO~ elections. Michael Parker w~ ~ elected vice-president of student 
rights by a 122·115 margin over 
Linda Shalvis. Tony Hayes is 
vice-president of programming. 
He edged out Sheri Cavanaugh 
by two votes, 118·116. 
Sue George was ele<::ted as 
vice-president of Finance over 
Dan Danczak by a margin of 
161·56. 
This years's edition of the Tee 
Student Government Association 
willbe led by newly elected Craig 
Cook. 21, from Calumet City. 
Craig will also be serving as Stu-
dent Representative to the Board 
of Trustees as a result of a 
116-111 vote victory over 
challenger Frank Moody. Cook 
was sworn in' as student 
representative at the last 
meeting of the Tee Board of 
Trustees. 
As a result of the recent SGA 
This year's senators are 
Ronald Armstrong, Cynthia 
Eaves, Sheila Eaves. Michael 
DePillars. Diane Cavanaugh. 
Members of this year's Student Government AS8ociation ISCAt are ((rom leUl, Sinatra McGee. 
Craig Cook. president. Anthony Hayes, vice~pre8ideDt of progr.mmiQg~ Michael Parker. vice~ 
president of student rights; Vanessa Nicholson., secretary. Cynthia Eaves, senator; Diane 
Cavanaugh. senator; Sue George, vicc·president of linance. (photo by Paul FranlieD) 
CommunityColiege South Holland. III. November 16. 1978 
Board proposes to limit· staff positions 
Craig Cook. a resident of' 
Calumet City who has also been 
tl.eeted to serve as president of 
the TCC Student Government 
Association. will serve as student 
re:>resentative to the Board of 
Trustees w.itil the April, 1979 
tl.ection. He fills the vacancy 
treated by the resignation of Stu-
dent Representative Roger Ben· 
SOD in September. 
The Board of Trustees 
unanimously aceepted the recom~ 
mendation of the college's Study 
Committee for the Eighties to 
limit the creation of new staIf 
positions and the filling of vacan· 
ties, effective November 10. The 
action would not affect the status 
or several positions now being 
advertised. 
The Study Committee of tbe 
Eighties made the reeommenda~ 
tion as a means of controlling ex-
peoses and easing financial 
strains at the college, which is 
this year operating under a 
deficit budget. The committee. 
composed 01 faculty. staff and ad· 
ministrators, is charged with ex· 
amining ways to operate Tee 
more efficiently by increasing 
revenues andlor decreasing ex· 
penses. 
The Trustees accepted for fil· 
ing the fIScal 1978 audit prepared 
by the firm of Ernst and Ernst. 
In other financial ma.tters, the 
Board of Trustees accepted the 
low bid of Lockman Printing of 
Blue Island for the printing of the 
Spring. 1979 Bulletin. The total 
bid of $5,388 represents an 
overall reduction of $57.50 from 
the firm's successful bid for the 
printing of the Fall. 1978 Bulletin. 
TCC President Dr. Nathan 
!vey made a recommendation to 
the Board of Trustees that the 
classification of new students in· 
to categories of "non~ 
matriculated" or "matriculated" 
be eliminated beginning with the 
summer session. 
Under the provisions of the 
change. all new students enrolled 
in college-credit coutses will be 
required to complete an applica. 
tion form and pay a fee of $10. 
Previously. non·matriculated 
students were not required to fill 
out the application for admission 
or pay the $10 fee. The change 
will allow the college admissions 
office to gather-' complete infor· 
mation on each student, while 
helping to defray actual admis· 
sions cost. 
The Board of Trustees ac· 
cepted the resignations of Pro-
grammer Emily Novick and 
Director of - Athletics Peter 
Hear Irene Hughes 
at SGA fund-raiser 
Internationally famous psychic 
&Dd professional astrologer Irene 
Hugbes will be the featured 
'peaker at the Student Aid Foun· 
dation's Seventh Annual Fund· 
Raising Dinner on Wednesday. 
November 29. at the Holiday Inn 
of Harvey, Halsted Street and 
tbe Tri-State Tollway. Cocktail 
hour begins at 6:30 p.m. Dinner 
will be served .t 1:30 p.m. 
Tickets are priced at $15 per 
person and are Available from 
Student Aid Foundation, 
Children's Ute 
class Offered 
representatives and through the and her predictions of future 
Office of Student Services at events have been published here 
TCC. 596·2000. Extension 234. ill the United States as well as in 
These tax-deductible contribu· foreign lands such as Japan. Ger· 
tions will be used by the Tee many, Australia and even the 
Student Aid Founclation to fund Peoples Republic of China. 
full and partial scholarship A permanent member of the 
awards and provide emergency A.M. Los Angeles TV Show, she 
loans for area students who is heard weekly on 40 radio su· 
might otherwise be unable to tions and her columns are 
begin or tontinue their college published in over" 40 newspapers. 
education. including the Suburban Week of 
Acknowledged as one of the the "Chicago Sun·Times." 
for~most psychics and mediums Audience members at the Stu· 
of the dsy. Irene Hughes is a pro- dent Aid Founda'tion Fund· 
fessional astrologer and a jour· Raising Dinner will be invited to 
nalist with 15 awards to ber participate in her explorations in-
credit. She bas worked with to the pheomenoq, of ESP (Extra· 
police personnel in solving crim.es Sensory Percep~n}. 
Children's Literature (English r-------------------'-------, 
1131. offered i~ the spring 
semester, will be a. very practical 
eaurse for teachers. teacher 
aides, librarians, library aides. 
parents,. or anyone interested in 
sharing a child's world o[ books. 
Enjoy reading from the 
N.wbery Medal and Caldecott 
Medal winners. and learn to 
choose the best books for 
children. Class px:-ojects or 
reports will be individualized for 
the student's personal goals. 
The class will meet MWF from 
11:00·11:50. Any questions ma) 
he directed to Mr. Ronald Far· 
QUhar. Room 3126: or 596-2000 
Inside the Courier 
TV star at TCC p.3 
Writer of the week p.5 
Thanksgiving surveys p.6 
Schloss, Cooley resign p.e 
Scholss. Mrs. Novick's resigna-
tion was submitted due to her 
husband's transfer from the area. 
Schloss, whose position as Direc· 
tor of Athletics was a part·time 
assignment. will now be, reassign· 
ed as a fuU·time mathematics in· 
structor. 
The Board also approved the 
reassignment of Herbert V olz 
from security sergeant to 
patrolman. The reassignment 
was made at \r olz's request. 
Trustee Frank Zuccarelli 
-presented a brief report on his at· 
tendance at the November 8 
meeting of the South Subur:nn 
Region of the Illinois ~ommunity 
CoUege Trustees Association. 
Zuccarelli noted that the next 
regiona.l meeting of the ICCTA 
would be hosted by Thornton 
Community College on January 
10. 
Joan Broz to show 
textile art samples 
The textile· designs of Joan 
Broz. TCC Special Interest In· 
structor, will be featured as part 
of the Christmas Craftsman 
Show sponsored by Tolentine 
Art Center. Olympia Fields, duro 
ing the month of December. 
Mts. Broz, who teaches both 
beginning and advanced 
macrame classes. will exhibit 
samples of this age old textile 
. art. ranging from purses, jewelry 
and belts. to wall hangings. bang· 
ing baskets and pot hangers. 
The Country Club Hills resi· 
dent has served as Special In· 
terest Instructor at Tee for the 
past four years. Participants in 
her beginning aDd advanced 
classes have the opportunity to 
progress through a series of two-
hour instructional sessions which 
begins with basic knots used in 
the creation of pot hangers. 
jewelry and ear~ings and pro-
ceeds to more complex patterns 
used in three·dimensional 
sculptured and circle macrame 
designs. Mrs. Braz also provides 
some insights into the history of 
art which dates back to early 
man's first efforts to knot or tie 
together materials. 
Beginning Macrame classes 
will begin in January at Oak 
Forest High School. An advanced 
class will be scheduled to follow 
the eight. week beginning session. 
For more information about 
the Christmas Craftsman Show 
contact the Tolentine Art Center 
at 748·9500. 
November events 
17 BASKETBAlL - Tee .0. Morton Colloge 
7:30 P.M. ~ome 
, Ii 8ASKmAU ~ TCC va. Elgin Community 
Collog .. - 7:30 P.M. Heme 
l'l' PERCUSSION ENSEMilLE • DIf<Kted by Jim 
Piokomtyk - ~ P.M. - F .... PAC 
20 JOB SEMINAR· lh. 00'$ and Don'ts of Job Hm. 
Interviewing a 7 ~ 9 P.M. • fro. 3143 
20 AR1 EXHIBIT .. Sculpture/Drawings by 
Constance Heimenn • Free ~ Hours; Mon.. 
Th ..... - 9 A.M. ·3 P.M.: 7 P.M.·' P.M. 
Fri ... 9 A.M ... 3 P.M. Closed on woekends Gallery 
and holidoys 4141 
23-26 THANKSGIVING RECESS· No Day or Evening 
Classes; College Offices CIo$8d 
29 STUDENT AID FOUNDATION DINNER 6:30 P.M. Hol.l,," 
Speaker: Irene Hughe •• Tkk.ts: $15 Horvey 
2'1 LUNCtflIAAf ENTERTAINMENT: "FOOT Dining 
WAlIMEIIS"'11:A5 A.M." 12:45 P.M •• Freo Holt 
2'1 LEOURE SERIES: Slide Proll.ntotlen: "Peoples Lee. 
Republic of China" PresentGd by Or. Carol Hall 
Rlek. 7 P .tA ... Free A 
:' ) 
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Schloss ends era here 
By Terry Browu me. I did not apply," tells ~he . weren't exactly running like they 
56-year old physi<:al science were allocated. Schloss stepped 
At the end of the spring teaeher. He was summoned for an in. and with the help of current 
semester. an era wilt come to an interview, and afterwards was Vice~Presiderit George Clark. 
end at Thornton Community Col- announced to coach five different contracted the field house which 
lege. - T(jC's current athletic sports at the then Thornton houses most of Tee's athletics_ 
director, Pete Schloss will call it Junior College. That was in 1951. But when it comes to gi.ving 
quits. and turn over the reigns of- . Thornton Junior College Thornton it's own facilities. 
the AD job to someone else. His athleti.cs were sinking fast. and Schloss4 had been working since 
story of how he got the job may the college directors were hoping the evolution of the interim eam-
be just as interesting as his ae- that Schloss was the remedy. pus. 
(::o~plishments after he got here. As they look back on that deci· "When I came here. we had 
Schloss originally hails from. sion now, there probably wasn't a nothing. We used some of the 
believe it or not. Harvey, North better man that cf)uld have been local high school facilities. But 
Dakota. "The Good Lord found pieked for the job. now we have our own football 
B-ball begins 
"I was hired to keep athletics field, baseball field:' Schloss has 
at the junior college, and at that also had the tennis courts put in, 
time we coached for the love. not as well as the new softball field. 
the money." Schloss coached five and of course the gym complex. 
sports at TJC for several years In 1965. the community college 
before he started cutting down act was inacted in Illinois, and 
his workload. But he got the ball Schloss gave up coaching and sat 
rolling. which was all the two- down as the Athletic Director. 
year institution needed. Junior college life was changing 
Just glancing through the then. as the st!te -outlawed 
athletic directors office. one will athletic scholarships by junior 
see numerous plaques on the wall colleges, which was the biggest 
dating from the late SO's and ear· setback this, or any other two-
Iy SO's, most of which Schloss can year institution could suffer. But 
be direetly attributed to. But he life still went on. 
says that this is not his most "I never had the thought of 
cherished accomplishm~nt. _ leaving. because I was going to-
The Physical, Education make this a successful place. We 
building was originally planned are a community college. and 
to be part of the main building. whatever the community has. we 
But when the school was building ~ should have." Schloss isn't the on-
the now main campus, funds ,1y one with that idea in mind. 
Payne builds his team 
By Terry BrowD 
"As far as I'm thinking. I can't 
begin to eOrulider what the season 
win be Jike.n voices Buzz Payne, 
Thornton Community College's 
new men's bead basketball coacb. 
Payne is quite thankful to have 
the prospects for this year that 
he has. Payne was approved for 
tbe job just tbis past October. 
and with no time to recruit, was 
caned upon to take what he could 
find on tbe campus. 
Mike Bonczyk. former Thor-
-ridge basketball guard during 
.. oe back-to·back championship 
seasons in the early 1970's, was 
TCC's head basketball coach last 
season. He did do some 
recruiting. but when he packed 
his bags and left to c03ch at Con· 
ners Sta.te College in Kansas, his 
recruits lost interest in Tee. 
Now Payne, working from 
almost the ground up, will take a 
team of 15 players into tomor· 
rows season opener at home. 
beginning at 7;30 against Morton 
College. 
"I'm here for the schools in-
terest. for my own interest," says 
Payne. The lormer TCC basket· 
ball guard wanted to coach at 
Thornton instead of high school 
because the players are more 
mature, which goes hand in hand 
with his style of coaching. only second year man, it shows 
-My goal is to get these guys tbat Payne will be putting a lot of 
competitive. To be respectable:' trust in hisJreshman. 
Payne showed his fierce com· Johh Wilk; a TF South grad 
petitiveness as assistant football . heads Payne's list of hopefuls. 
c:oaeh with TCC this year and "He's heady, a good shooter, and 
last. and now he plans on has good savy.· ·Tim Williams 
spreading that to basketball And from Carver is "an excellent 
with .the help of his assistant . passer, and is one of the better 
coach Bob Loggins, he hopes to . natural talent guys." tells Payne. 
surpass everyones expectations John Garcia from TF North 
for this season. and Mike Beatty from Engelwood 
"1 want to ,be fundamentally will be his backcourt players says 
sound." resounds Payne' .. He Payne. but ~e isn't 'Committing 
stresses the fundamentals in his himself to any starting lineup. 
practices, trying to polish his For that answer. stop in the Tee 
players to make a common bond fieldhouse Friday night. The 
between all of them. But two Bulldogs have an anchor perfor· 
things will hurt Payne for at least Mance in hosting Elgin College' 
part of the season. Size and ex- Saturday night. beginning at 
perience. 7:30. 
"We got some guys with no Community college basketball' 
higb school experience. It's just has always been "run and guo", 
the best of the crop that came out and although Payne doesn't rule 
for this season," said Payne. "We out the possibility of his squa.d 
have a few guys with [our years being that kind of team. he 
of higb school experience." which doesn't plan to use that strategy 
will have to pave the way for the often either. ''I'm a situationalisL 
Bulldog squad this season. We will do what we can do well 
Matt Kimmel, the only return· against a team. I want it to be a 
ing sophomore, will have to be a controlled. game." 
big team leader for this season. Payne realizes his task ahead. 
The TF North product was the . and he is not afraid to tackle it. 
sixth man off the bench last The first half of the season may 
season4 "He's improved, and he's be rough, but the seeond half 
very good defensively," said rests in Payne's hands. 
Payne. With Kimmel being the 
Men to lead cheers soon 
By Lind. P.B. Mueller 
A eollego lootball game in the 
1940·s. was a big event, Students 
would pack the stands to cheer on 
their team. while the male 
cheerleaders lead them in every 
holler. 
MALE CHEERLEADERS? 
Male cheerleaders have been 
around since the turn of the cen· ~ 
tury, but not all college campuses 
bad them. They became ·more 
popular in tbe 1930's and ·40·s. 
It was not until the 1950's 
when female cheerleaders 
became a big thing. Most major 
college's today have squads that 
are ball and hall. 
In the history of TCC. tbere 
have never been male 
cheerleaders. The concept of ba v~ 
ing men on the squad is now in 
the making. 
Pat Thormeyer. the 
eheerleading coaeh. felt it would 
be a great idea. Since two pre--
sent members of the squad have 
lelt. the guys choosen will fill in. 
The cheerleaders will now be 
able to do pyramids and mounts 
which they were not allowed to 
do belore. . . 
Many students think it's a silly 
idea. They can't see a guy dress· 
ed up in a school uniform yelling 
GO. FIGHT, WIN! Yet. U.C.L.A. 
University of Kansas. and many 
other colleges don't seem to feel 
-results; University of Kansas 
took second and U.C.L.A. took 
the title. 
Nobody thought the male 
cheerleaders were funny. They 
were helping promote the spirit 
of their school 
With·in the next few weeks. 
male cheerleaders will become an 
existing trend at TeC. 
If anyone is interested. caU 
849'()868 or go to the practices on 
Monday. Wednesday and Friday 
in tbe gym at 2 p.m. 
th~nSj~~e:~YihiS year. when the Scott selected 
National Cheerleading Tryouts In last week's issue of the 
were held. five state colleges and Courier. the N4C AIJ-Conlerence 
one junior college eompeted to selections from Tee. were an~ 
see who was the best in the na· nouneed for football. -The article 
tion. All squads were half and . did not mention that Mark Scott 
half. Eaeh college bad to do t.ve was also named as honorable 
c~eers and their school song. The mention at defensive· end. We 
apologize for this error. 
which ·ha. lead to TCC becoming 
the popular academic outlet it is 
now. 
Schloss still plans to teach at 
Tee until his wife finishes 
teaching, which he- plans until 
1981. He can a.lready boast the 
accomplishmenu of his four sons, 
50 Schloss plans on having a quiet 
retirement afterwards. Well 
deserved. needless to say. .? 
, As for the new athletic dIrec· 
tor, no one has been announced or 
approved by the board of 
trustees, but he will have Schloss 
to lean on for the spring 
semester. But after then, the new 
AD will be on his own. 
"We now have the facilities. 
Tile new AD's job will be to P' 
mote the programs we have, 8 
improve what we have at thep 
sent time. A tl1Jeties is likt 
wheel. You have good years a: 
bad years. Weare now on tht 
cline," ThorntOn College sport-
finally awakening after a f 
years of slumber, and Schlos< 
also quick to note that the Jl 
AD might have to help out 
recruiting, as many of f 
coaches at Thornton are not { 
time faculty members. 
With one era coming to a elr 
one wonders how the new AD· 
equal the accomplishments 
Schloss. A couple of nati.. 
championships, perhaps? 
Insightful coach 
calls it quits. 
By Bill M .... hettl 
It's puzzling. Thornton's 
volleyball squad turned things 
'around in 1978. winning more 
than three times as many mat~ 
ches than they did the year 
before. They were. rankea 
number three in the state at the 
end of the regUlar season. And 
after all these 
:Ron Cooley bas announced his 
resignation as TCe's head 
volleyball coach. 
Why should a coach quit just 
when his team was starting to 
come on strong? ''There are a 
couple reasons." Cooley explain-
ed. "The main reason is that it 
takes too much time. I can't 
devote time to coaching plus my 
luJl·time job bere (as TCC·s· 
Financial Aid Direetor) and fami-
ly obligations. 
"I don't think people realize all 
the stull you have to do." Cooley 
continued. -It·s a lot of work. All 
the things involved - practice. 
traveling - it exhausts you. 
There are lots of decision·making 
processes. and that emotionally 
drains you. I had a lot of fun, 
though. because there was so 
much cooperation:' 
Fun or not. one may well 
wonder why Cooley ever tackled 
such a demanding job as coaching 
in the fIrSt place. It all came 
-about last year when, one week 
before the start of the season. the 
coach slated lor the head 
volleyball position abruptly 
resigned. That was when Cooley 
became concerned."1 \think the 
world 01 the AhUetie DireCtor: I 
didn't ·want to leave bim in a 
bind." said Cooley. 
Cooley became coach. He had 
served as an assistant basketball 
toach for the previous two years. 
so be bad the coaching ex-
perienee. What Cooley did not 
have was the volleyball ex· 
perience. Cooley' hastily 
familiarized himself with the 
sport. "I did a lot of reading on 
volleYball and I attended clinics 
and seminars." And he tried to 
rna 1t~ Thornton a winner in 
but with little talent and ( 
less time (only three days of I 
tice befor.e the first matcr. 
work with, Cooley had to be 
tent with a 7·13 final record. 
Things changed. hQwevel 
Cooley'S second coaching se" 
In 1978 Cooley was blessed 
plenty of freshman talent. as 
as a gem of an assistant in ) 
Nolan. He said. "Barb kt 
volleyball She's had six yea-
playing and officiating. Bar: 
fluenced the girls on skills. 
"I became tbe psycholo 
coach. I think.it's a good bal 
to have a man and a w( 
coat!h. There were certain ti-
the girls could talk only to ' 
about. and certain thing'S 
eould talk only to me about: 
Kathy Mellas, a sophomOl 
tbe TeC volleyball squad, I 
ed Cooley for bis psycbologir 
sight. 401 thought he wa~ 
cellant:' said Mellas. "He , 
lot of different personalitic 
work together. But I can Sf 
reason.s for quitting." 
But don't tbink Cooley' 
be missed. "We're sorry t· 
him go:' Bonnie Kross, an-
volleybaH member, rema 
"He's a nice guy." 
Although heis !eaving,C· 
doesn't believe he is present 
monumental task to his SUC! 
"I don't feel I'm sticking al· 
with a bad team. By the e 
this season all six of our str 
were freshmen." Tee s 
most likely have five ref 
back next year. Carla : 
Cathy Fjeldheim. Jan Mor· 
Pat Henry. and Kross. 
Who will be the new 
volleyball coach? Barb ~ 
maybe? '1 think .be wouJ .. 
I'm not really sure," adr. 
Cooley. If tbe changeov. 
anything like what took pi; 
'77, we may not know who v 
coach until a week beror-
start of next season. 
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adrigaJ Feaste is 
tradition at Tee 
Share a holiday tradition which dining haUl on the main campus 
of Tee. 
The tenth annual Madrigal 
Christmas Feaste will reflect a 
combination of the old and the 
new. After sharing wishes for 
good health and cheer at the 
wassail bowl. dinnergoers will 
savor an Elizabethan·styled ban· 
quet of seven removes (courses). 
interspersed with entertainment 
ranging from the lyrical music of 
the Thornton Madrigal Singers 
and strolling musicians to dane· 
ing. bagpipe playing and a little 
magic for good measure. Friar 
Trick will make his annual ap-
pearance at the madrigal feaste .. 
amusing young and old alike with 
his special creations. Guests are 
encouraged to attend in the 
costume of the day. 
a hit of Merrie Olde 
by attending Ye Tenth 
Christ.mas Feasle spon-
the Thornton Communi-
Tickets are priced at $15 and 
include a $1 contribution to the 
Thornton Music Scholarship 
Fund and the J. Albert Kindig 
Memorial Scholarship Fund, 
established in memory of the 
originator of Tee's madrigal 
feasle-. 
Feasle dates.-
10 and IS, 16 and 
scheduled to affcrd 
residents ample op-
enjoy this blend of 
and feasting in the 
of 16th century 
Since seating must be limited 
to 296 for each evening. Feasle 
representatives advise area 
residents to order tickets as soon 
as possible by calling 596·2000, 
Extension 297. Due to advance 
safes. only a limited number of 
tickets arc available for the Dec. 
S. ) 5. and ) 7 feastes. 
es dance for cancer Drawings and sculptures by Constance Heiman will he on display 
from November 20 to December 15 in the Tee Gallery, room 4141. 
The drawings deal mainly with tbe idea of acquiring potisessions 
lind tbe s...,lptures :ore bronze pattern pieces with body fragments 
attached. Her most recent works have appeared in shows 
tbroughout Illinois. including The Personal Armament Show beld 
at Northern Illinois University. (Photo by Paul Fransen) 
Four TCe couples wilJ take 
in the second annual 
Cancer Society 
Marathon. Kathy Kraust'. 
Patrick. Rich MatTOS. 
Parker and their part-
be among approximate· 
couples attempting to last 
the entire 50 hours. star· 
7 p.m. on Friday. Feb. 2 
ending at 9 p.m .• Sunday. 
4. 
1979 Dance Marathon will 
again this year. in the 
Ballroom of Playboy 
The dancers. through 
will be shooting 
goal of $40,000. 
marathon. the first of 
its kind for the Cancer Society in 
the Chicagoland area. raised over 
S16.000. 
Music wiU be provided botb by 
live bands and DJ"s. induding a 
four·hour battle of the bands. 
Folk. ballroom, and disco dancers 
wiiJ display their talents. giving 
dancers a chance to pick up a step 
or two~ Playboy bunnies will also 
be on hand to Jiven things ~p. 
Lo<.:ai restaurants. fast·food 
chains. and pizza parJours wiU 
supply the participants with a 
variety of meals and snacks. free 
of charge. throughout tbe 
marathon. An average of 10 
minutes of great time is aJIowed 
per hour. Rest. shower. and ftrst 
aid facilities. along with profes· 
sional trainers wiU combine to in-
sure the welJ·being of the par· 
ticipants. 
Anyone wishi~g to sponsor any 
of the couples should get in touch 
with them in person or with so· 
meone in the Student Govern· 
ment OWce. rm. 21l7D. in the 
rear oUhe student lounge. Major 
prizes donated by area 
businesses will be a warded to 
couples raising the most money 
and completing,the 50 hours. All 
dancers will receive T·shirts. 
Also. there will be auctions and 
raffles held throughout the 
dance. Those not dancing are urg-
ed to come and support the 
dancers in their quest to raise 
money for the American Cancer 
Soeiety. 
Veteran forms still 
not completed 
The (ollowing Veterans have not filled -out their re-enrollment 
(orms for the Spring 1979 Semester. Unless we receive it hy 
December 15. 1978. there will be a delay in your Spring check. 
John E. Althoff 
Aaron Anderson 
Anthony C. Avalos 
Kenneth D. Bryski 
Jaekie L. Dixon 
cheerleaders at Tee 
Jesse L. Allen 
Frank C. Anderson 
John J. Angone 
Kimberly K. Baker 
Lawrence C. Bynum 
Wayne W. Eggers 
Joseph J. Gallagher 
Fred T. Grugel 
William J acohson 
Ralph R. Jobnson 
Richard L. Kick 
William Klyczek 
George KriUicmi 
Donald Landis .... 
John E. Faber 
Thom.s G. Gaul 
William A. Herring 
LaShawn Jefferson 
Edward M. Kemp Jr. 
John A. Klinger Jr. 
James J. KoUbaum 
Robert O. Krohn 
Stuart Lindsay 
new trend has begun at 
Community College. 
has never existed in t.he 
of the school. Male 
school spirit. Now the squad will 
be able to do more stunts. such as 
pyramids and mounts. 
Who are these brave new 
guys? Bryan Pawola and Richard 
Matros, They tried out for the 
squad and started performing 
when basketball season began. 
The guys realize that a lot of 
the people on campus think 
they're crazy but they don't car.e. 
They feel tbat they will change. 
"1 believe in school spirit" said 
Matros. "1 want to do this and 
make friends with everybody." 
"If people came out and saw the 
games instead of going out and 
getting drunk, they'U lind that 
the games are worth gOing to". 
Bryan Pawola doesn"t care 
what people think either. "There 
could of been more people at the 
tryouts" said Pawola. "I enjoy 
the excitement of being a part of 
the school spirit". 
Though. Matros and Pawola 
• have started a new trend there is 
also a new face among the girls. 
Karen Rzegoeki. Rzegocld is just 
as excited about working with 
the squad as the guys are. 
Lost & 
Found 
Did you loose sny of thes 
items? A good description of the 
. item is required bero 
them. 
eurity Department now 
has: 1 pair of contact lenses with 
ease; 7 pairs of glasses~three ar 
in their case; Books: Math. Music 
Living. Shorthand. Psychology 
Speech. Plays; two gym outfits. 
These items may be claimed in 
FW Lovingfoss 
Patrick M. McAuliff 
William P. Moss Jr. 
Paul R. Olson 
George Peterson 
Ronald E. Postawa 
S. Raczowski 
Allred W. Reich 
Peter A. Rzab 
Wj1Jjam J. Siefert 
Jimmy L. Smith 
Thomas C. Speirs 
Jack F. Theard 
Edna Vandebok 
William E, Vest Jr. 
Gregory K. Williams 
Richard T. Wroblewski 
Austin L. Matlock 
William G. McNichoals 
Martin F. Mueller 
Mikailo Pavlovic 
Mark A. Polacek 
Joseph M. Powell 
Ronald G. Reato 
Gerald E. Richardson 
David S. Schuman 
James A. Skoronski 
Ja.mes Lawrence Soper 
Gary P. Swanson 
Stephen M. 'furman 
J.P. Vanderzanden 
Yvette E. Washington 
Donald R. Wolf 
William J. Yeager 
Terry L. Youngblood 
A letter from SGA Pres. 
I would like to bring the 
students of this college up to date 
with the activities of the Student 
Government Association (sGA)' 
Several Committees have been 
formed. one of them being the 
lIT·American. Cancer Society 
Dance-A·Thon Committee. This 
committee. headed by Anthony 
Hayes and myself. will organize 
the upcoming da.nce·a~thon to be 
held in February at the Playboy 
Towers' Grand Ball Room. 
The food Services Committee 
has also been organized by Stu-
dent Government to represent 
the students in expressing their 
opinions or food quality and price 
controL Chairman of this commit~ 
tee is Michael Parker. 
Our weekly meetings are heJd 
in the Student Government o(fice 
on Thursday at 2:30 p.m. All 
students and .suggt~stions are 
welcome. 
Craig C. Cook. PResident 
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Marketing Internship ~a~ c,?ncert missed 
Interested in discovering your rating as a prospective employee? 
Marketing Management Intership 254 offers the advanced business 
major practical working experience in any of several diversified 
fields. while earning three credit hours towards the business cur.. 
riculum. The student's occupational cultivation and concerns are 
considered in locatin&, employment arrangements in one of the 
Marketing-Management areas. In conjunction with the course. 
specialized seminars are held on the college campus. 
Grading is founded both upon the individuat"s effectiveness in his 
work (as deemed in an employer's report). and upon class participa-
tion (interview techniques are personified by role-playing. etc.) 
Holding a job at the time of engaging in thi~ branc~ of the business 
curriculum is essential. 
Several task assignments are assigned. including foreplanning 
(and then designing). a window display: investigating a supervisor's 
time schedules and concluding which meetings are successful and 
which are unprofitable; and charting company prices with those of a 
comparable lirm's and conduding the effectiveness of the products' 
current images in ~gards to advertising expenditures. 
Marketing·Management Internship 254 brings a network 01 pro-
litable as well as outdated company policies to the concerns 01 the 
student at an early - and rewarding - time. 
German Night 
The Thornton Community College Division of Language ·and 
Communications will bring a bit of Germany to the college campus 
during the month 01 December. 
Area residents. faculty members and students are invited to par· 
t.icipate in a free program of entertainment with a German flavor on 
Monday. December 4. The program will begin at 8 p.m. in Lecture 
Hall B on the TCC campus. 15800 S. Stste Street, South HollaDd. 
According to German instructor Anke Culver. the program will 
begin with a special treat for armchair travelers - a film journey 
through Germany. After viewing the rotor film. "'From Tip to Toe:' 
participants in the evening program will be invited to enjoy 
refreshments. including German cookies donated by Miller 
Delicatessen and Imports, Lansing. 
For complete information. phone the college's Division of 
Language and Communications at 596-2000. Extension 267. 
Lit. Club 
A Hterature dub is being formed. Included in the agenda will 1M. 
reading and discussing favorite novels. short stories. and/or poems. 
The lirst meeting will be held on Friday. December 1 in Room 3149 
at 2:00 p.m. For those who can not come at this time. there will also 
be a meeting on Tuesday. December 5 in Room 3149 at 1:30 p.m. 
Anyone who is interested should contsct Miss Virginia Chanda in 
Room 3130. Mr. Ronald Farquhar in Room 3126 or leave message at 
Language and Communications om .... Room 3136 or 596-2000. Ext. 
267. 
Hot dog sale 
The newly-organized Mental Health Cluh is sponsoring a hot dog· 
:!}.=el!:~.day. Dee. 4. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the ramp area OD 
This year'~ 'officers are Bertha Oiawum.i,. chairperson; Denise 
George. secretary: Jan Koch. .....hairperson; Nancy Zetterberg. 
treasurer. Mental Health Club is for meDtal health curriculum 
Itudents as weD as any others who are interested. 
Club memberS .will be modeling their new T .. hirts at the aale 
next Monday. Shirts can be purchased by signing the list on sponsor 
Arlene Francis' ollice door. rm. 3210. 
Espiritu Espanol 
Espiritu Espanol held its linal meetiDg 01 the year on Thursday. 
Nov. 20. to take care 01 alllinal plans lor tbe Fiestas de Navidad to 
be held Thursday. De .. 7. between 10 and 2 iD the lab. 
A dress rehearsal. with instrumeDts. of the Spanish caroling. 
group will 10Uowed . business .... ion. The carolers will sing during 
the Fiestas and again on Tuesday. De .. 12. at a local nursing hame. 
Evening school Spanish students will hold their Fiesta on 
Deeember 14 following exams. 
Other dub busiDess concluded at this meeting was the distribu· 
tion 01 dub jackets and f.ee.shirts that have arrived and a presenta-
tion of ideas for the June trip. 
Club president Craig Cook. vice·president Mark Invergo and 
secretary Layne Meirhofer represented the club at the Student Aid 
Foundation dinner. 
1·15 
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December Events 
ART EXHIBIT - SculptureiDr.wiDge by ConstaDce 
Heimann· Free • Gallery 4141 - Hours: Mon. - Thurs .. 9 
• .m •• 3 p.m.: 7 p.m .• 9 p.m. Fri •• 9 a.m. -3 p.m. Cloaed on 
.... kend •• ad holid.ys. 
CHORAL CONCERT· Thorton Eveaing Chorale· Holy 
Ghoat Church, South HoIlaad - Masio &ad C ....... lor Ad· 
vent· 8 p.m. - Free 
CHRISTMAS BAND'" CHORAL CONCERT· Featur· 
ing Thornton Concert Choir .nd Symphonic Baad • PAC· 
8:15 p.m. - Free 
AN EVENING OF GERMAN ENTERTAINMENT • 
Lecture H.1I B • 8 p.m •• Free 
LUNCHTIME ENTERTAINMENT· "Nama" - Diaing 
H.U ·11:45 •. m .nd 12:15 p.m. 
YE OLDE MADRIGAL CHRISTMAS FEASTE • Din· 
lag Hall· 7 p.m •• Tickets: lIS 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - TCC va. DUnoi. VaHey 
CommuDlty College - Home - 5:30 p.m. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL - TCC v •• Harper eonege • It,....,. . 7 .. 1'1"1. 
Its been saId belore. but It PAC was hal! IiUed - with cert. Wrong again - it 
bears repeating: "When a band friends and relatives. but certainly worth the 
performs. each member bas two ticket. 
or three friends and relatives in What the rest or you missed Or maybe you just 
the audience.-· UDf~rtuna~ely. was a wonderful concert ed how important it 
that is the total audience wben a presented by the talented young tists to share their 
band plays in the Performing singers and musicians_ What was their craft with you. 
Arts CeDter at TCC. your excuse? Had you already the joy that music brings 
When the Division of Arts and 
Humanities presented the Thorn-
ton College SiDgers. the TCC 
Jazz Band. and the Community 
Jazz Band in a Pop/Jazz Concert 
on W ednesd.,.. November 15. the 
heard them in the cafeteria on hearts of those that 
Monday? That's like saying you11 goal each virtuoso 
only listen to a SODg on the radio tain. That joy can 
once, after that when it eome~ on. Make a point of 
you turn the radio off. Or perhaps next concert when 
you thought you couldn't afford notice about it. 
the prI ... of a ticket to the COIl' 
Sodium lights to brighten cam 
B,.P.u1Fr .... D 
ThorDton Community CoUege' 
has acquired a $70.077 bid from 
Wognum Electric to iostaU 
sodium·vapor lights alODg the 
S-eurve that parallels the teDnis 
courts. Lights will be Install.d in 
the interim eampus parking lot as 
well as in the staff and student 
parking areas. aad along aDter 
road. Old lamps will also be 
reDovated with the addition of 
new heads. brightening poorly. 
lighted .idewalks·by 600%. Stu· 
deDt complaints coupled with 
origm.! long-term architeetural 
plans have prodded the in· 
staIIments. 
"Our goal is to upgrade all the 
lighting to a parallel," states 
George W. Clarke. viee·president 
of administrative services. Plans 
. are also underway to correct the 
"burn" area in front of the LRC 
on the north side of 
The lamps have been 
sc:hool commenced in 
electrolysis has decayed' 
lines on the east side 
building to the point 
majority 01 the gss now 
back into the ground. 
A contract deadline 
should see the 
operation by the 
the spring semester" 
Chorale to sing at Holy Ghost 
Familiar Christmas carols and 
cappella choral music for the Ad· 
veDt season will be performe.t by 
the TCC EveniDg Chorale OD 
Saturday. December 2. at the H .. 
ly Ghost Church, 700 E. 170th 
Street, South Houand. The eveD' 
ing coDCel't, which is free and 
open to the public, wUl begin at 
8:30 p.m. 
Aeeording to TCC Evening 
Chorale Director Dr. Thomas 
Hoekstra of Glenwood. "Much of 
the music to be performed at the 
Students to 
exhibit art 
Faculty. administration and 
students are invited to the open· 
ing 01 the student art exhibit in 
the PerformiDg Arts CeDter from 
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on Tue .. 
dayfDecember5. The exhibit will 
run from December 4-8 and 
features work from last 
semester's art students. Geffee 
and cookies wiU be served. 
Holy Ghost Church was SUDg 
recently by the choral group at a 
wella re<:eived coneert in St. 
JohD's Church. Whiting. where a 
sizable audieD" gstbered to bear 
the Chorale in a cathedral set· 
ting. The 5O-voiee ensemble will 
sing the entire CODeert without 
accompaniment." 
The TCC Evening Chorale is 
now seeking tenor and bass 
singers for the 1979 spring per. 
formanee season. Interested per-
sons may CODtact Dr. Hoekstra at 
596-2000. extension 297. 
''The 
devoted 
but stunning 
Feast" by William WaltoD 
the beautiful "'Requiem'" 
Gabriel Faure:· said 
Hoekstra. ~ A 5().piece 
will perform these 
the Chorale on May 12 iD 
Albert Kindig Perlorming 
Center at TCC." 
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By Menody Hart.I ... ·Beedy 
Dinner out. a fascinating enter-
tainer. friendly company. and the 
proceeds from the evening going 
to a fund to help students at 
Thornton Community Coliege 
achieve the educational objec-
tives was the successful goal of 
the Student Aid Foundation 
ISAF) on Wednesday, November 
29, at 6:30 pm at the Holiday Inn 
in Harvey_ 
The'SAF sponsored its 
$eventh annual scholarship fund-
raising dinner to secure funds for 
the continued awarding of 
scholarships to Tee students 
who need financial assistance. 
have shown leadership potential. 
and lor haven proven their 
academic excellence_ 
Based upon the premise that 
education is one of the most im-
portant tools'for the individual in 
determining and shaping destiny. 
Thornton Community College South Holland. III. December 7. 1978 
st rill crovvd at dinner 
the foundation attempts to help 
TeC students reach their educa-
tional goals. With the support of 
local businc!ises, clubs, and in-
dividuals who are concerned with 
the rising costs of education. the 
SAF ha.s awarded 287 students 
with scholarships totaling over 
$23.000 since the foundations in-
ception in 1972. 
The fan fund· raising dinner is 
the main means of support fo!' the 
group and this year's speaker. 
Irene Hughes. internationally 
famous psychic, professional 
astrologer, journalist. and 
author, drew a fascinated crowd, 
Mrs. Hughes entertained the au-
dience with her quips on 
astrological signs and peoples 
dreams and aspirations. Then she 
astounding her listeners with 
predictions of a world monetary 
system by 1985: she promised 
President Carter will surprise us 
all (including himselO with an act 
Frank Zuccarelli lieft), Rev. Peter E. lone!!. St. Paul Community Church. William Hafer. and Dr. LaVeU 
Wilson listeD attentively to Irene Hughes during the SAF dinner. 
that will benefit the nation this 
winter; Carter. trained "to be a 
Caesar" will be' reelected; and 
she confided that ,she has ·told 
Governor Jim Thompson not to 
run for the Presidency in 1980 
because there would be an 
assasinaion attempt on his life if 
he did. However. 1984 would be a 
good year for Thompson and he'll 
have a son by then. 
Before she left the podium. the 
"Silver Bird" as Mrs_ Hughes is 
known to CBers on the highways, 
told Dr. La VeU Wilson, SAF 
President, that the only way for 
the foundation to succet!d i$ with 
money. And she's right, of 
course. If you would like to be an 
essential ingredient in helping 
students succeed at Tee and in 
life. donate your time or money 
to the Student Aid Foundation, 
rdinance may affect game room 
By Terry Brown 
Do you like using the pinball 
machines in the game room? If 
the a~swer is yes, you might 
want to be warned of what may 
bab~enNovember 6, the South 
Holland City Council prohibited 
the use of Pinball machines and 
other amusement devices in the 
Village of South Holland. It is not 
known yet if this ordinance will 
effect Thornton Community Col-
Frank Bowen, Tee's Director 
of Student Activities. questions 
whether the school will have to 
follow at all. "We are not a South 
Holland institution. We are 11 
state institution. although we do 
receive some funds from South 
Holland, like we do all of the 
cities in the district," said Bowen. 
A decision is pending this week 
about the diredion in which the 
pinball issue will turn. and 
whether the school will be able to 
keep them. Vernon Vollbrecht. a 
trustee of South 
chairman of the committee that is 
deciding the issue. has indicated 
that there has been some discus-
sion with school officials about 
how the ordinance will effect the 
school. as well as several other 
outlets in South Holland that 
already have pinball machines. 
In the meantime. Thornton 
College ?fficals are waiting for a 
decision to be made. before they 
make their own moves. 
If the pinball machines were 
outlawed. it would not only cut 
out some recreation time for the 
students. but it would also cut 
out some extra funds to the 
schooL 
Just before night classes. and 
usually during the day, the game 
room is a bustling place with the 
sound of people talking and pin-
ball machines ringing. It was 
revealed last spring that the 
money from the pinball machines 
was jQst sitting in a trust and 
agency account. not being used. 
And to this day it stiJI isn't being 
used. 
··At one point I was told it was 
going to be used for the refur-
bishment of the grotto area." 
tells Bowen. But the grotto area 
is still left with it's battle scars. 
and the money is still sitting. The 
Student Aid Foundation was get-
ting some money for short-term 
loans. but that only means the 
money will come right back. 
For the students. "they can 
always study," says Bowen. 
followed by a big laugh. Without 
the advent of the pinball 
machines. there is the possibility 
that more students will be loiter· 
ing the hallways. which in time 
could be trouhlewme for the 
school-
"In this era of tight budgeting, 
it would be a decrease in ex· 
tramural funds." explains Bqwen 
on if the machines Were removed. 
And if the pinball machines were 
removed. the threat of a raise in 
the student activity fee at 
registration time. may beeome 
real. 
Interim registration nears 
INTERIM REGISTRATlQN 
Open registration for the In-
terim term will be held at the Ad-
missions and Records Office on 
level II on "Tuesday. December 
12. and Wednesday. December 
13. The Interim term is a highly 
condensed schedule which 
enables college students to earn 
up to 3 semester hours of credit 
in a 3 weeks period of time bet-
ween the Fall and Spring 
semesters. 
The following classes are 
scheduled for this term: DAY 
CLASSES Biology 152; 
GeogTaphy 201; Law Enforce· 
ment 208; Math 95; Psychology 
101; Radiology 223; Radiology 
224; Sociology 101. EVENING 
CLASSES Economios 203; Data 
Processing 101; Law Enforce-
ment 213; Psychology 101; 
Sociology 101. 
AU classes will meet at least 3 
hours per day. including Fridays. 
Classes for the Interim will begin 
December 27 and end January 17. 
1979. Students should not miss 
this last opportunity to register 
for Interim classes on December 
12 and 13. 
SPIUNG'1979 
REGISTRATION 
All currently attending are in-
vited to early register for Spring 
- 1979 classes on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, Dc>ccmber 12 and, 13 
in the L level of the main campus_ 
This regi~tration would include 
aU students-at-large who were 
recently mailed a letter with 
registration instructions and 
matriculated students who may 
have misSed their early deadline. 
Registration forms and schedules 
will be distributed at the 
registration area and there will 
be limited counseling_ 
Tuition payments for students 
who early register will be due by 
January 4. 1979. The first day of 
,classes for the Spring term will 
be January 22_ 
Work-Study hours cut 
By Paw Fransen 
Hln order for the Thornton' 
Community College Work-Study 
Programs to maintain their cur· 
rent access to 80% government 
funding. new guidelines will have 
to be followed," stated Doris Rit· 
ter. director of plac~ment ser-
vices_ 
The new policy stipulates that 
tnt' m:;ioritv nf th(> :;;tudt>nt<; in-
{federal or state.J will be limited 
to a maximal weekly salary of 10 
hours. A few undisclosed "higher 
priority'· positions would con-
tinue to permit a weekly 15 hour 
salary. One--hundred and twenty-
two students are currently 
employed (as of Novemberl51. in 
76 work areas. 
Although it is impossible to 
rectify past time records. super-
vis()r5 are urged to become aware 
of the new policy's effect on their 
Ritter also pointed out that it 
is generally expected that the 
spirited college student would be 
willing to volunteer a little extra 
time towards their work area. 
While no one is expected to be 
a martyr and settle for 10 hours 
pay while a co-worker gets 15 
hours salary, a safety valve is be· 
ing contemplated for, implemen· 
tation in the controller's office 
that would allow the computer 
system to cut off any over-time 
". _1 
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A special season 
By David Onak 
Just ten days of shopping .. remain before Christm.as. 
Department and grocery stores' are becoming increasingly 
more crowded as the number of days dwindk! before the big 
event. 
Television viewers aTlfbeing bombarded with 'Christmas 
specials. both new ones and the old reliables such as "How 
. the Grinch Stole Christmas." Rudolf the . Red·Nosed 
Reindeer;' Bob Hope's Special. the list is endless. 
Holiday special·sale signs can be seen in store windows 
everywhere. Throngs of people will flock downtown to see 
the fantastic decorations in State Street .store windows •. 
Why·because it is Christmas. 
Not too many people take time out of their hectic 
schedules to appreciate the real meanings of Christmas. To 
some. Christmas amounta to "what am I going to get". and 
"what am I going to buy." But. for others it is the only time. 
of year when their family. even uncle Charlie from Califor· 
nia, an get together to share in the wealth of love and fami· 
.1y tradition. That is what Christmas is all about. 
Way too much emphasis is placed on the material aspects 
of this very meaningful holiday season. No matter what race 
or religion we happen to be should make little difference. 
For .many businesses this·is a peak·sales period. They strive 
Partleij.aats gather before dlaDer at the Madrigal Feute last Saturday alght. They ..... I_ted L to r.1 
Mary Fe.......,a, J .. Kepliager. D_ Lar .... Joyce Sebroeder. Steve S ..... baris. Carol M ....... Jail. 
NIeoD. and Maureea Wallh. Th ..... staDdlag ..... Sa .... Calp. Paal Taala, Louise Albrecht, and Blure 
for profits even in excess of last year's marks. . JODe1l. 
Competition among businesses continues to prey on the 
seemingly unsuspecting consumer. which is more aptly 
described· as the American Way. And the consumers love 
every minute of it, always searching after that bargain. 
It is time to stop and reflect on why we are doing all this 
anyway. Christmas should be preserved for families and 
their on-going traditions. The Jews celebrate Hanukkah; if 
you are English or Irish. mom may bake a Christmas pud· 
ding; Polish families break the Christmas wafer (oplatek) at 
the ·Christmas Eve dinner. Depending on your origin. 
French. German. and Italian carols. or Negro spirituals may 
be sung around the family piano. Kissing under the 
You, too, can produce 
a television program 
Lights- Cameras. Action .. 
It·s not quite as simple as that 
. to produce a television show. But. 
you can gain a working 
knowledge of production prin:. 
mistletoe. Jingle Bells. holly. wreaths. stockings - all of·. More J-o b .. S 
these have a personal meaning for someone at Christmas. 
We ought to sort out our priorities and beliefs and '. 
straighten out what exactly it is we want to get out of this a va i I a b'l e 
festive season. 
Final issue 
This. the fifteenth issue of the Courier. marks the final 
paper of the fall semester. There will not be a paper publi~h· 
ed durin!!, the interim semester. We will resume our regular 
weekly pUblication schedule the week spring semester 
begins. Clubs and organizations should keep in mind our 
deadline schedule for SUbmitted materials. The Friday 
preceeding the desired issue is the day we would need copy. 
Our first issue will be Thursday. Jan. 25. Any material 
that should appear in that issue should be in our office. rm. 
2117 C. by Monday morning sinee school doesn't start until 
then. 
The Courier staff wishes students. faculty. and ad· 
ministration a Merry Christmas and a happy holiday season. 
11 
days'till 
Christmas 
A're you an instrudor that 
feels stifled in 'Your position. and 
you don"t have a chance to grow? 
Why Dot become a Head Teacber 
for a day cafe center. You will 
assume the responsibility of be-
ing in charge of the little darlings 
in the abscence of the ad-
"ministrators. A.A. degree in-
Early Child Education or related 
field with six months experience 
is required. Hours are full~time 
days; salary $8.600 yearly. 
Do you know bow to credit and 
:.:t;:!~c~o:· i:~y a~~!:~:: 
an AeeoUtiDg A88istaat. One 
year of accounting experience or 
related is Tj!quired. Daily hours 
are 9-5. Monday thru Fridays. 
Salary is $180 . 850 !Donthly. 
Could you give a hand in chang· 
ing light bulbs and light 
maintenance work? Of eourse you 
can. he a JaaltorollMaiate_e 
Werker. Salary is $140 weekly; 
daily hours are 2 pm . 8 pm. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THESE AND OTHER 
JOBS. CONTACT THE PLACE· 
MENT OFFICE. ROOM 2119. or 
CALL 596-2000. EXTENSION 
315. 
Veteran's survivors are 
eligible for s~me fun~s· 
The Veterans Administration plies. Currently this &mOUBt is 
is now permitted to reimburse a estimated at about $43.00. far 
veteran'. survivors for part of helow the .ver.ge cost of 
the lDOIley they spead for an headstones or markers OD the 
eligible veterant• headstoue or open market. 
marker in any privato cemetery. For those who choose to have & 
. This I. one of the provisions of . headstoue or lllllli<er provided b,f 
the Veterans' Housing Benefits .VA. the agency now bas the Oex· 
Act of 1978 recently passed by ibiIity to provide headstones or 
Congress aad silined into law by markers of any ma1eriallmarble. 
President Carter., ..... gr.nite ..... broIize;o· .Iate .... or· 'other) 
Survivors DOW .have a choice of aesthetieally compab1l1e with the 
. gettlng a V A .. upplied headstone cemetery in wbleb' it is to he 
or marker or one they choose located. . 
from a commercial supplier. The Assistance in filing" applica. 
VA reimbursement, however. tlons for reimbursement or for 
caallot exceed the average headstOnes or aaarkers can he oil-
amount V A pay. for the tained at any VA office. AppJica. 
headston... or markers it sup- tlons for reimbursement must he 
forwarded to the neare.t 
regional office. Appli1:atioas for 
headstones or markers must he 
forwarded to Director. Head-
stoD,e Service. National 
Cemetery Syatem. Veterana Ad· 
ministration, Washiagton. D.c. 
20420. 
Max Cleland. Administrator of 
Veterans Affairs, reminds .ur· 
'livors' that VA' may' reimburse . 
them also for part of the burial 
expe .... for an eligible veteran. 
The new amounts. are $1.100 if 
the death i. set'Vice-<oanected 
and $300 if it is DOt. These 
amounts are in addition to $150 
plot aUowance if the veteran is 
not buried in a. national cp.m~teM'. 
ciples in just one semester at 
Thornton Community College. 
Beginning in late January • 
Tee will offer Television Produc· 
tion {Edmd 2011. a three-credit 
course focusing on all aSpects of 
television production. from 
cameras. lighting and scenery to 
audio. videotape recording and 
special effects. No previous, 
knowledge of production is re-
quired for participation in the 
class. 
For the first time this spring. 
students will develop' skills 
through practice at the college's 
television' facilities on tbe main 
campus. Opportunities will be 
provided to work in the four-
camera color studio and to make 
use of both the three-camera 
black-and-white system (or studio 
or on-location production and the 
two black·and·white. battery. 
operated single-camera portable 
systems. ' 
Students will gain an insight 
into all elements of production by 
assuming the roles of 
cameraman. floor director. 
technical director. audio director, 
video director and producer. 
director. 
Spa:nish Club 
.provides carols 
Despite cold, snowy weather. 
the largest group ever 01 Spanish 
Club members and Spanish 
students caroled the halls of TCC 
using their new language last 
Thursday. Solos by Tanya Harris 
highlighted Spanish' versions 'of 
Silent Night and Venid Pastores. 
One carol was froni Puerto Rico. 
The students used maracas. 
clave •• gourds and hells for ac:-
companiment, aad dressed .in 
Mexican and Spanish styles. 
Following the caroling. every· 
one gathered in the club rooms of 
the Language Lab for a pot luck 
lunch, whiCh included tacos, chile. 
Spanish rice., Mexican corn 
casserole, and a wide variety .of 
salads and desserts and a 
Christmas puncb. 
The ten Speedy Gonzale. 
Awards this year went to Dave 
Onak. Doug Felgenhauer. John 
Janiga. Tanya Harris; Nancy 
Vlasic. Mark lnvergo. Rich Reil· 
Iy. Elaine Galan. Gertrude 
Schultz aad Sandra C ... rnie-
jewski lor such outstanding COD-
tributions as the Whiz Kid, Most 
Chauvinistic MaJe. Worat Rolled 
R·s. ~nd Most Magnificent 
Dancer. 
The afternoon's events eon-
c1uded with the breaking of. 
pinata. a mock bull fight, and da ... 
eillg. 
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Control. holiday splurges 
Eat. drink and he merry. 
You've heard it all berore. You 
splurge today and pledge to go 
back on your diet after the 
holidays. 
The holidays present a real 
problem for many dieters. not 
just the calorie-conscious. Accor-
ding to the chief dietitian- at In-
galls Memorial Hospital. Harvey, 
cardiaE: patients. diabetics. ulcer 
patients. alcoholics and others 
are Jess likely to maintain the 
control they may maintain the 
rest of the year. 
"Dieters may waver because of 
the generally relax('d. permissive 
atmosphere during the holiday 
season," said Rita Cole. R.D. 
"Many people. however. lend to 
go all out and don't realize that it 
is possible to break their diet a 
little and still go right back on." 
The key'. according to Mrs. 
Cole. is to stay alert, watch por· 
tion sizes. eat slowly and don't let 
anyone force you to ea't 
something just because· they 
made it and "you just have to try 
it.': 
Entertaining at home during 
the holidays for all dieters is the 
most controllable situation. Servo 
ing what's good for you will more 
than likely be good for other 
guests. Serve plain meats and 
vegetables. Salads are great ~nd 
fruit is an excellent dessert. 
Fresh vegetables matte a 
delicious appetizer. said Mrs. 
CoJe. Serve mushrooms. 
cauliflower. cherry tomatoes. 
cucumbers or any other fresh 
vegetable with a dip made with 
yogurt instead of sour cream. 
Just combine one eight-ounce 
container of plain yogurt with 
one envelope (.7 ounce.s) garlic 
salad dressing mix. Blend two 
hours· bdore serving and 
refrigerate. This idea is perfect 
for a low-calorie. low cholesterol 
diet. 
An alternative to sour cream 
with a baked potato is to serve a 
cottage cheese and skim milk gar· 
nish. In a blender on medium· 
high speed.' blend together one 
The children in the Babysitting Service gather around to learn how 
to bake Christmas cookies. As much fun as that is. the real pleasure 
comes from eating them. tPhoto by Paul Fransen.' 
Tw-o museums feature 
holiday entertainment 
Tonight at 7:30 drama, music 
and dance will explain some of 
the Yuletide customs of Great 
Britain at the "Christmas Around 
the World" festival at the 
Chicago Museum of Science and 
Industry. 57th Street and Lake 
Shore Drive. 
Friday night at the same time. 
Italian customs will be featured. 
On Saturday. December 16. Den· 
lDlIrk will be leatured at 12:30 
p.m.; Slovenia .t 2:00 p.m" Serbia 
at 3:30 p.m.: Norway .t 5:00 p.m.: 
and Romania at 7:30 p.m, 
Mexican traditions will be ex-
plained on Sunday. December 17. 
at 2. 3:30. and 5 p.m. followed by 
t.he Afro-American show at 7:30. 
AU performances take place in 
the museum's auditorium and are 
free of cbarge. as is the museum 
itself. 
Choral concerts are presented 
several times daily through 
January 6tb and the Christmas 
trees. decorated in themes from 
eountries around the world. wiD 
be OD display until January 7th. 
An international buffet is also 
offered in the Festival dining 
roo~ from 5 to 8 p.m. on Thurs· 
day Bud 4 to 8 p.m. on Friday, 
Saturday. and Sunday. Prices are 
55.25 for adulta and $4.50 for 
children. Reservations may be 
made for the buffet by calling 
684·1414. 
Further north on Lake Shore 
Drive is the Adler Planetarium 
which is featuring its annual 
Bethlehem Sky Show. Tracing 
stars· movements and positions 
in the sky to detennine the birth 
date of Christ and discoVering 
the phenomenum known .as the 
"Star of Bethlehem" are parts of 
the intriguing story. 
The show is at 2 p.m. Monday 
through Thur.day; 2 and 8 p.m. 
Friday; and 11 a.m, 1. 2. 3 and 4 
p.m. Saturday. Sunday and 
holidays. From 1 p.m. December 
22 through January 1. tbe "holi· 
day" sehedule will be in efleet -
however. there will be no shows 
on Christmas Day. 
Admission to the pIanetari~ 
is free; but the show is $1.50 for 
adults •. 75 cents ror children and 
free to members and senior 
citizens. Children under six are 
not admitted to the Sky show. 
although they are welcome in the 
building and exhibit areas. 
Expert 
Installation 
Available 
Van Conversions 
10% Off Any 
Purchase When You 
Mention This Ad! 
CALVANO'S CUSTOM VAN PARTS 
27 E. Sibley Boulevard-South Holland 
Phone 339-0100 
'cup cottage cheese. two tables· 
poons skim milk. one tablespoon 
lemon juice and one fourth teas· 
poon salt until smooth. This 
makes a cup and a quarter of 
sa uce that is not only good with a 
potato. but also may be added 
directly to a hot dish or use~d as a 
salad dressing with the addition. 
of flavoring or herbs. 
Special dieters are at more of a 
disadvantage when 'dining away 
from home. In a restaurant. you 
have certain control by ordering' 
what you think would be good (or 
you. In the home. o( a friend. 
however. the dieter faces his big· 
gest ·problem. 
You have no control over 
. what's being served, and you 
have no real idea how the foods 
were prepared and what is in 
some of the dishes. 
DECEMBER 
"The alcoholic has one of his 
biggest holiday·time probl"ems in 
this area:' said Mrs. Cole. "Many 
people these days are cooking 
with wines and liqueurs. They 
are in sauces, soup's~ desserts,· 
just about everything." 
As December deepens. it lovingly leads us through 
Holidays and happy days 
Helping ·us to find the ways to make our old dreams new. 
If the alcoholic knows his hosts 
well enough. he should ask how 
the foods were prepared. Other· 
. wise. Mrs. Cole advises sticking 
to the plain meats. vegetables 
and salads. 
For the alcoholic and the 
alcohol·restrict.ed ulcer patient. 
there are also some refreshing 
alternatives to a'icoholic 
beverages. Perrier water with 'a 
twist is nice. as are fruit juices 
with club soda or tomato juice 
with ginger ale. 
For the diabetic. common 
sense is an that's ne'cessary. No 
iood need necessarily be passed 
over as long as the patient wat· 
ches portion size and knows how 
. to compensate for the possible 
rise in blood sugar. The diabetic 
should also remember to snack 
when drinking 'alcoholic 
.beverages as the alcohol lowers 
blood sugar. . 
L. 
The saIt·restricted cardiac pa· 
tient needs to watch for items 
that tend to be prepared with a 
lot of salt. Stay away from soups 
and sauces. warned Mrs. Cole, 
and remember to watch calories. 
In general. avoid useless 
calories such as bread and gravy. 
Poultry and plain meats are good. 
as are salads. green vegetables 
IIUnto you is born ... " 
and fresh fruitS. . 
A final word o( advice. Watch 
your portion size and try not to 
go crazy. If you go ofl your diet. 
Mrs. Cole said, don't give up on it 
- keep going. You can get right 
back on your special diet even if 
you waver once in a while during 
the bolidays. 
by Richard VanDam 
It gets hectic during Christmas 
with parties, shopping for gifts. 
and addressing cards. And few of 
US get through it without finally 
asking. "What ain I doing? What 
am I celebrating? Is it Christmas 
or is it Christ?" But then. alone 
late at night. when the rest of the 
.family is in bed, the' scriptures 
come flooding in. 
The Lord himself shall 
you a sign "unto you is 
day in the city of 
Saviour. His name shall be 
"'*The Prince of Peace," I 
that sounds familiar. but 
Christmas; and when that 
pens. both the "Seasons 
'day and everything 
it point to Him. A very 
Christmas. 
N·ew cheerleading capta 
lead team with spirit 
By Linda P.8. Mueller 
One of the oldest activities at 
ThorntOn Community College is 
Cheerieading. It began in 1927 as 
part of the school t.radition, and 
now. fifty-one years later. it has 
increased as weU as improved. 
For a .Dumber of years Cheer-
leading squada at TCC eonsisted 
of only four girls. Now there are 
eight: six girls and two guys. This 
is a rather large increase to 
spread across a basketball court 
six girls. , 
This year the members work 
as & team and are also under new 
leadership co~isting of two co-
captains: Denise J acltson and 
Denys Jennings. These girls are 
now the back·bone of the squad. 
Jennings earned the position 
by staying active in the squad. 
She helped organized the Home· 
comjng Pep Assembly for this 
year. as well as the 1977 
Christmas dance. 
sideline: yet. it should be con· Jackson is a continuing 
sidered as an 'asset. Since the member of the squad. and wa"s a 
squad expanded they bave won part-time captain last year. Her 
the 1978 Junior College duties in the past included plann-
Cheerleading awarcL and have ing routines and cheers for the 
been doing more stunts, such as . games. 
pryaroids and. mounts. These are The two new ,Captains are 
all big improveme~ts compared dedicated to spreading the school 
tol:'l.~t."\,"~;,!T't:o.'";p!!th"rpw,..rl"'l")n'v' ,:,nh"jt:->t- " .......... "n."-j,, f ..... ·!:" ... 
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The worst M1dwest blizzard since 1961 killed at least 100 people 
on January 12th. 
Cigarette smoking was lab led lithe single most important environmental 
factor contributing to early death," according to the u.s. Surgeon 
General. 
Pittsburgh beat Dallas 35-31, in Super Bowl XIII. 
There was a near-nuclear disaster at Three-Mlle Island. near Harris-
burg, PA, un March 28th. 
The Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty was signed at the Yhite House, on 
March 26th. 
An American Airlines DC-I0 crashed shortly after take-off from O'Hare, 
killing all 212 aboard plus 3 on the ground (May 25th). 
Hurricane Frederick struck the Gulf Coast with winds up to 13Omph, 
causing $li billion in damage. 
The Story of the Year began on November 4th, with the Iran Hostage 
Crisis. 
A bill authorizing Federal bailout for Chrysler Corporation by pro-
viding $1~ billion in federal loan guarantees was passed by Congress 
on December 21st. 
Grammys: Best Album & Group: Bee Gee v s, "Saturday Night Fever. II 
Best Record: "Just the Way You Are" by Billy Joel. 
Male Singer: Barry Manilow (ItCopacabanalt ) 
Female Singer: Anne Hurray ("You Needed He") 
Oscars: Picture: "Deer Hunter" 
Actor: Jon Voight ("Coming Home") 
Actress: Jane Fonda (liComing Home") 
Those who died: John Wayne (12); Arthur Fiedler (84); Nelson Rocke-
feller (10); Richard Rodgers (11); Emmett Kelly (80); 
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen (84). 
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The Iranian Shah flees Iran, and Shiite Muslim leader Ayatollah 
Khomeini invades Iran. Thousands are killed in fighting and mass 
executions. The Shah seeks asylum in the United States for a 
gallbladder operation, and terrorists seize the American- embassy 
and over 60 hostages. 
Egyptian President Sadat and Israel's Prime Minister Begin sign a 
peace treaty with the help of United States President Jimmy 
Carter; other Arab nations protest the treaty. 
Violence in Northern Ireland continues when a bomb kills Lord 
Mountbatten and three others, and injures three morc. 
Sony introduces the Walkman radio. 
The U.S.S.R invades Afghanistan and directs a coup that puts 
Babrak Kamal in power. 
In broadcasting, nighttime soap operas revel in villainy; Knots 
Landing joins Dallas on the air, and Dynasty makes its premiere 
in two years. 
Blacks are enfranchised when Rhodesian whites ratify a new 
constitution which establishes a black majority in the senate and 
assembly; the country is renamed Zimbabwe Rhodesia. 
An oil-well blowout in the Gulf of Mexico becomes the largest 
spill ever as 3.5 million barrels of oil pollute the sea; confidence in 
environmental protection devices is shaken. 
A nuclear-related accident at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania 
causes the evacuation of over 100,000 people. 
Oil shortages mean long lines at gas stations, and Paul Volcker, 
new chairman of the Federal Reserve, moves to stop inflation by 
raising interest rates. 
Jerry Falwell establishes the Moral Maiority, which attempts to 
block the Equal Rights Amendment, among other conservative 
efforts. 
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THE PROBLEM 
A year ago, at the request of our Board of Trustees, we developed 
five-year projections for our revenues and expenses. Those pro-
jections, based on a variety of assumptions about our enrollment 
and revenues, did not present a comforting picture. 
The projections based on the "if current trends continue" assump-
tion showed annual operating fund deficits approaching $2 million 
by fiscal year 1983. A variety of alternate projections, based on 
assumptions of increased tuition, stable enrollments, or an increase 
in local tax support showed that no single event or decision could 
offset such a severe deficit. Infact, the only combination of events 
that WOuld produce projections of a balanced budget (assuming 
no reductions in personnel, programs or activities) was an in-
crease in tuition and stable enrollments and an increase in local 
taxes. Failure to achieve even one of these major elements would 
necessitate a large number of smaller adjustments. 
How did Thornton Community College arrive at this untenable 
budget situation? What has been done to alleviate the financial 
problems? First, I will address the cause of the problem and then 
the solution. 
THE CAUSE 
The expenses for our college can be viewed from the "unit cost" 
standpoint, the number of dollars we spend to produce one credit 
hour oT instruction. As illustrated on Chart A, our unit cost rose 
fr~m $49.93 in FY74 to $63.63 in FY78. Initially this might 
seem like a substantial (+27%) increase in our expenses; however, 
this is not the case. When our unit cost data are adjusted for the 
Consumer Price Index - - the standard indicator of inflation - -
we find that the purchasing power of $63.63 in FY78 is actually 
less (-7%) than the purchasing power of $49.93 in FY74. TCC is 
actually operating with fewer expenses today than it was five 
years ago. Clearly, our problem is not being caused by the expense 
side of the budget equation. 
The revenue side of the equation does not look as bright. Exam-
ine, for instance, Chart B. Our state support, called apportionment 
and equalization, has only increased from $20.50 to $22.91 per 
credit hour over the five-year period. While this represents an 11% 
increase in budget dollars, it represents a staggering 19% decrease 
in purchasing power. 
Our two other major sources of operating fund revenue, tuition 
and local tax support, have also decreased precipitously in pur· 
chasing power, by 27% and 12% respectively. See Charts C and 
D. These data substantiate what many of us have intuitively 
known for some time about our bydget problems. Our revenues 
are simply not keeping pace with inflation. 
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THE SOLUTION 
Unfortunately, it is much easier to understand the cause of the 
problem than it is to solve the problem. Focusing our efforts 
on increasing revenues is a frustrating exercise. We can increase 
tuition, and we have done so. We do not, however, have control 
over the other two·thirds of our revenue, state aid and local tax 
support. At the state level, we propose new funding formulas 
and lobby for additional funds, but when the legislative process 
is over, we take what they give us. At the local level, we held a 
tax referendum to ask community residents to provide additional 
tax support. The voters overwhelmingly rejected our request. 
There is a fourth source that provides about 6% of our revenue. 
This source, grants from state and federal agencies, provides 
vital support for some of our programs. The main thrust of the 
grant programs, however, is to encourage colleges to provide new 
and improved services. Little, if any, grant money is available to 
offset current operating deficits (although some funds are avail-
able for equipment). So, while we will continue to apply for 
grants, I do not see grant support as an avenue to substantially 
reduce our current operating fund deficit. 
Another mechanism for increasing revenue is to increase enroll-
ment. We established a Recruitment Committee this past year 
specifically for the purpose of examining our recruiting activities. 
This committee met numerous times during the past school year 
and made 17 recommendations for improving our recruitment 
efforts. Although it is still too early to tell, we hope that these 
recommendations will lead to an improved recruitment program. 
I must point out, however, that local, state and national demo-' 
graphic data all point toward reduced enrollments in the 1980's. 
If TCC's enrollment does increase, it will do so contrary to all 
trends and predictions. Under these circumstances, it would not 
be prudent to base our budget salvation on anticipated enroll-
ment increases. In fact, our budget problem has been aggravated 
by an enrollment decrease of 11% since our FY76 peak enrollment 
of 140,957 credit hours. 
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CHART C - TUITION 
We are faced, therefore, with a distressing dilemma. Even though 
our budget deficit is caused by the declining purchasing power of 
our revenues, and is aggravated by a decrease in enrollment, the 
only solution that we can rely on (except for increasing tuition 
and fees) is to reduce expenses. Our efforts at reducing expenses 
increased in intensity with the establishment of the Study Com-
mittee for the Eighties this past October. One of the main reasons 
for creating this committee, in addition to the anticipation of 
generating good ideas, was to give all TCC faculty, staff and 
administrators an overt, formal mechanism for participating in 
the decision-making process. The committee members met 
throughout the '978-79 college year and investigated almOst all 
aspects of TCC's operations.They also solicited suggestions from 
all college personnel. In May they presented me with a report 
containing a variety of recommendations for increasing tuition 
and fees and for reducing expenses. 
After studying the report from the Study Committee, conferring 
with the vice 'presidents, and reviewing all reports and opinions 
available to me, I recommended the following two-year program 
for reducing expenses. The thrust of these recommendations i! 
to reduce expenses while minimizing the impact of the change! 
on both programs and personnel:The recommendations are quite 
successful in maintaining the college's programs, but unfortunate· 
Iy we will have to reduce our full-time staff by 5% (14 positions] 
and make other personnel changes. 
• Eliminate interim term 
• Initiate summer four-day work week 
• Purchase computer to eliminate continuing rental charge! 
• Reduce overall budget in non·personnel areas of travel 
postage, supplies, professional services, and capital expenses 
• Change life insurance carrier 
• Tighten tuition refund policy 
• Increase cut-off point of all classes taught by part-tim! 
faculty 25% 
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• Eliminate second year French and German courses 
• Reduce part-time personnel requirements for registration, 
sports and school paper 
• Trim student orientatiQn. program 
• Reduce counseling overtime workload 
• Reduce Language and Communications division secretary 
from full-time to 38 weeks 
• Reduce work hours for part-time library position 
• Change Learning Resources Center administrative position 
from dean to director 
• Combine divisions of Engineering and Technical and 
Physical Sciences and Math. Eliminates one administrative 
position 
• Combine the Dean of Counseling and Director of Student 
Activities offices (reassign Student Government responsi-
bilities and Affirmative Action Officer responsibilities to 
other personnel). Eliminates one administrative position 
..• Combine the Placement Services and Financial Aid offices. 
Eliminates one administrative position 
• Eliminate one computer programmer position 
• Eliminate two mailroom clerk positions 
• Eliminate two security guard positions 
• Eliminate one audio-visual technician position 
• Eliminate two temporary faculty positions in Language and 
Communications 
• Eliminate Vice-President for Student Services position 
(reassign Admissions and Records, Financial Aid/Placement 
and Veterans office to Administrative Services. Reassign 
Counseling/Student Activities to Educational Services) 
• Eliminate two secretarial positions in offices of Student 
Services and Student Activities 
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These changes, coupled with our recent tuition increases, represent 
an approximate $750,000 decrease in our budget deficit by FY81. 
As you can see from Chart E,which compares our original budget 
projections with new projections ba·sed on the above changes, we 
have come a long way toward balancing the budget. 
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CHART E - BUDGET PROJECTIONS 
(Major annual assumptions: -+5% salaries, +10% utilities, 
.2% enrollment, +3% property tax. +2% apportionment and equalization1. 
As you can also see, we have not completely eliminated our pro-
jected operating fund deficits. Are more changes and reductions 
in order? At this point, since there are no other solutions on the 
horizon, I think our best strategy is to continue our retrenchment 
planning by developing a FY82 retrenchment plan. We should 
also continue our recruitment and lobbying efforts. Next spring 
we should again examine our budget situation and make whatever 
decisions need to be made. . 
Obviously this has been a difficult year, but the college has had a 
chance to show its strength. Many college personnpl - -faculty, 
administrators and staff--have worked very hard to help formulate 
our reduction plans. The decisions have not been easy, but the 
decision process has been open to all. Also, the Faculty Associa-
tion and the Board of Trustees were able to renew their contract 
without protracted negotiations. Hopefully, this is just the first 
in a series of amicable contract renewals. 
I am enjoying my service to Community College District 510, and 
I look to the future with hope. 
Sincerely, 
Nathan Ivey, President 
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ACCOl11plishRlents and Goals 
FY 79 ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
In addition to carrying out the normal day·to-day responsibilities 
of running Thornton Community College, our personnel were 
also able to accomplish a number of additional tasks this past 
year. 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
This office is charged with providing a comprehensive program of 
instruction . . college·credit courses, community education and 
community service courses· -for residents of Community College 
Di;trict 510. Major accomplishments include the following: 
- New degree programs in Biomedical Technology, Chemical 
Technology and new certificate programs in Metallurgy and 
·Surveying were initiated. Agreements with Governors State 
University and Robe.rt Morris College were developed to 
facilitate the transfer of TCC students for junior and senior 
studies. 
- The Associate Degree Nursing and Practical Nursing pro-
grams each received accreditation from the National League 
of Nursing. The college was selected to become a testing 
center for the State Advanced Fire Fighters exam. 
• Faculty members went into the community to talk with 
high school students about TCC and to serve as judges for 
public speaking contests, literary contests and good neighbor 
parades. 
• Community members were invited to the college to observe 
a solar eclipse, view lunar samples, sing in the Performing 
Arts Center, and participate in "Your Living Heritage, A 
Community Festival." 
- The Learning Resources Center produced a number of 
audio-visual presentations, including the popular "TCC's 
the Place" and "Your Career, Your Choice." The total LRC 
collection passed the 30,000 mark. A discount on book 
prices was negotiated, saving $3,500. 
STUDENT SERVICES 
This office is responsible for the implementation of TCC policy 
pertaining to student services, including support services such as 
counseling, financial aid, admissions and records, placement, 
s.tudent activities, intramurals, and athletics. The major accom-
plishments for the year: 
-In cooperation with other areas of the college, planned and 
implemented an improved recruitment program. Also, the 
Counseling department developed a minority student re-
tention program. 
• The F inancilll Aid and Veterans offices processed about $1.5 
million in student aid money. TCC received letters of com-
mendation from the Illinois State Scholarship Commission 
and the HEW Region V office for operating a "top quality" 
financial aid program. In addition, the Student Aid Founda· 
tion awarded approximately $6,500 in scholarships· and 
loans. 
• The Career Guidance Center conducted a manpower survey 
of 600 businesses in southern Cook County and distributed 
the results to both the college and community agencies. 
Also, the CGC implemented the Vocational Information 
Program in area high schools and served approximately 
1"3,000 students. The CGC received a second year of funding 
from DAVTE ($61,000). 
• The Placement Office implemented a computerized place-
ment system. The Counseling Office held a career explora-
tion day on campus in which more than 30 employers and 
325 students participated. 
• In athletics, the women's basketball and softball teams won 
their sectional tournaments and advanced to the regional 
tournaments. Three women athletes won scholarships to 
continue their education after graduating from TCe. 
• Babysitting activities experienced a 30% increase (revenues 
continued to exceed direct expenses). The Student Govern-
ment Association was revitalized and new student employ-
ment guidelines and procedures were implemented. 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
This office is responsible for the Controllerrrreasurer activities, 
Information Systems (data processing), Personnel Services, 
Security, Physical Plant division, Shipping and Receiving, the 
Campus Store, and Reprography (printing and duplicating). The 
major accomplishments for the year: 
• The Controller's office was reorganized to bring staff up to 
authorized strength. Improved internal control procedures 
and improved accounting system to pay vendors and pre-
pare financial statements on a more timely basis were 
implemented. 
• A new chart of accounts was established to meet the ICCB 
Uniform Accounting Manual format. A new accounting and 
reporting system for the Financial Aid office, and many of 
the improvements suggested by independent auditors were 
implemented. 
• Information Systems implemented a career guidance system, 
a job placement system and new accounting system. Im-
provements were made to the student registration system 
and the enrollment reporting system. 
- Physical Plant completed installation of fire warning system, 
completed kitchen for occupational therapy assistant pro-
gram, improved shower facilities in field house, improved 
lighting control and alarm systems, improved athletic fields, 
completed handicapped ramps, parking, signage, and curb 
cuts, and maintained vehicular traffic during the blizzard 
of '79. 
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;urity officers met the requirements of the Illinois 
Governmental Law Enforcement Officers Training 
ampus Store improved the textbook marking system, 
ed a shrink wrap machine and improved security. 
ography reduced costs by using lower grades of paper, 
ng self-mailers as opposed to envelopes and utilizing 
arris 25 offset press. 
: THE PRESIDENT 
nistrative areas report directly to the office of the 
Public Relations and Research and Planning. The 
,ments of these offices include the following: 
Public Relations office increased the number of press 
,ses about college activities and board meetings, revised 
y college publications and added many new program 
is. 
Research and Planning office coordinated and/or pre-
all data requested by the Study Committee for the 
prepared and circulated a bibliography of all 
fable information reports and helped prepare five-year 
Iget projections. 
.lOAlS 
ion to the routine responsibilities, each administrative 
established a set of planning targets for the 1979-80 
ear. 
T10NAL SERVICES 
ucational Services planning targets are divided into four 
)als: new programs, program improvements, articulation/ 
nication, and program funding. 
~Iop New Programs 
:ontinue investigating the following program areas: Optom-
tric Technology, Health Safety Environment, Home Health 
>'ids, Environmental Control Technology, Hotel-Motel 
lIanagement, and Solar Technology 
)(ove Programs 
:Ontinue revision of nursing curriculum 
Develop advanced placement mechanisms for ADN program 
Improve English 101 L placement test 
Develop personalized system of instruction for RADI 211 
and 212 
Improve orientation program for part-time faculty 
• Develop "word processing" curriculum 
• Develop continuing education programs to be conducted on 
site in various industries 
3. Improve Articulation/Communication 
• Improve articulation between Practical Nursing and Associ· 
ate Degree Nursing programs 
• Sponsor a "journalism day" for high school students 
• Consolidate career days of the ABE and GED centers 
• Participate in AACJC Community Education Fellowship 
• Conduct employers survey of Practical Nursing graduates 
• Participate in Chicago State University's community educa 
tion project 
4. Develop Program Funding 
• Seek fundIng for community service progarms through 
state and federal sources 
~ Explore funding opportunities from arts supporting agencies 
• Explore expansion of cooperative agreements with neigh-
boring community colleges 
STUDENT SERVICES 
The Student Services planning targets are divided into three goals: 
improve services, provide better information for students and 
increase revenues/reduce expenses. 
1. Improve Services 
.. Improve registration system via additional counseling and 
testing for "walk-in': students and a slide/tape presentation 
on the registration process 
G Implement and evaluate new admission policy and procedure 
• Provide special services for handicapped students as needed 
• Examine ways to reduce attrition 
2. Provide Better Information 
• Increase efforts to acquaint prospective students with 
financial aid opportunities 
"Sponsor workshops on career guidance and job-seeking 
e Expand use of computerized Vocational Information Pro-
gram and job placement program 
• Disseminate findings of the manpower needs survey con-
ducted by the Career Guidance Center 
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3. Increase Revenues/Reduce Expenses 
• Increase collegewide recruitment activities 
• Modify work schechJles of personnel to better meet needs 
of students and to reduce personnel costs 
• Submit proposal for Career Guidance Center to DAVTE for 
third year funding 
• Explore other extramural funding opportunities 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
The Administrative Services planning targets are divided into 
three primary goals: improve the information system, increase 
operating efficiency and upgrade the campus. 
1. Improve the Information System 
• Imgrove the integrity, accuracy and currency of computer-
ized records 
• Implement an improved accounting system, including 
greater computer utilization, revised budget categories and 
revised reporting syste!" 
• Develop improved faculty assignment data and center em-
ployee data, including greater computer utilization 
2. Inc~ease Operating Efficiency 
• Implement new (reduced cost) life insurance program 
• Reduce inventories 
• Continue to investigate ways to air condition only parts 
of main .building 
• Develop system. for controlling campus lighting with phy-
sical plant computer 
• Reduce cost of operating the campus mail center by incor· 
porating it into campus store 
• Minimize reprography costs by educating users, securing 
used equipment and shopping for paper at reduced prices 
3. Upgrade Campus 
• Develop alternate bus road 
• Install water heaters in cafeteria 
• Complete electrical hook-up for outdoor sign 
• Construct storage cabinet for athletic department 
• Seed/reseed necessary areas 
• Upgrade athletic fields 
• Repair winter damage to roadways and buildings 
• Provide additional training for security sergeants 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Public Relations and Research and Planning are assigned to the 
office of the president. The first two goals listed below are for 
Public Relations and the second two are for Research and Plan-
ning. 
• Analyze collegewide publications needs and meet those 
needs efficiently 
• Explore ways to more effectively inform community mem-
bers of college programs 
• Increase planning activities in areas of campus and program 
development 
• Conduct priority institutional research (particularly for 
accreditation self-study) and coordinate requests for extra-
mural funds 
Thornton 
Community 
College 
15800 South State Street 
South Holland, IL 60473 
(312) 596-2000 
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Community is our middle name. 
At Thornton Community College, "Community" isn't just a part of our 
name-it's the reason for our existence. The community college was cre-
ated to provide educational programs and services for community mem-
bers of all ages, from all walks of life. Degree and certificate programs, 
special interest courses, workshops, seminars and programs have been 
designed to meet the needs of the high school graduate, the military 
veteran, the homemaker and the adult seeking additional educational 
opportunities or the chance to improve job skills or change careers. 
Two-year degree programs provide occupational training and offer stu-
dents an opportunity to complete the first two years of a four-year degree 
program. Under the provisions of cooperative agreements with neighbor-
ing college districts, students have the opportunity to participate in an 
additional 33 programs. 
In cooperation with local business and industry, the college has estab-
lished a variety of career programs, ranging from art and advertising 
design to welding. Curriculum development is a continuous process in 
these skills-oriented programs, and the college staff works closely with 
advisory councils composed of local businesspeople to ensure the crea-
tion of programs which will successfully prepare students for employment. 
Through the Offices of Community Education and Community Serv-
ices, residents are invited to pursue special interests, complete require-
ments for eighth grade and high school diplomas and participate in a 
variety of lectures, seminars and conferences tailored to meet individual 
needs and interests. 
At Thornton Community College, we're proud of our middle name and of 
our place in the community. We believe that TCC offers programs and 
services of benefit to every member of the community, and we hope to 
see you, your family and your friends at the College during 1979-80. 
3 
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Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Jerry A. Meyer 
Vice-Chairman 
Raymond Dohmeyer James Livingstone 
Dorothy D. Smith Frank Zuccarelli 
Board of Trustees 
Karen Mitchell 
Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven-member Board of 
Trustees. Trustees are elected at large by the residents of the College District and are 
charged with determining the policies of the College. Each year, the students of the College 
elect a Student Trustee, a non-voting member, who acts in an advisory capacity to the 
Board of Trustees. 
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Administration 
President's Office 
'"than A. Ivey ......................................................... President 
nardin-Simmons University, B.S.; Texas Tech University, M.B.A.; 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Judi A. Mack ........................................... Director, Public Relations 
Duquesne University, B.A. 
F. David Wilkin ................................... Director, Research and Planning 
West Virginia University, B.S., M.S. 
Administrative Services 
George W. Clark ........................... Vice President, Administrative Services 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. 
Arthur J. Baker. .................................... Director; Information Services 
Patricia A. Dunckel" .................................. Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
K. James McCaleb ........................................ Director, Physical Plant 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
illinois Valley Community College, Diploma 
lmes P. McCann .............................................. Director, Security 
Southwest College, A.A. 
William A. Meints ............................................ Controller/Treasurer 
Bradley University, B.S. 
Student Services 
LaVell C. Wilson ................................. Vice President, Student Services 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed.; 
Indiana University, Ed.D. 
Frank H. Bowen, Jr .................................... Director, Student Activities 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Ronald L Cooley .......................................... Director, Financial Aid 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer. .................................. Dean, AdmisSions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
larry J. Larvick ................................................. Dean, Counseling 
College of Emporia, A.B.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.S.; 
Loyola University, Ed.D. 
Joris S. Ritter .....................•................. Director, Placement Services 
Ohio University, B.S.C.; George Williams College, M.S. 
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Educational Services 
Wayne E. Willard ............................. Vice President, Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed.; Florida State University, Ph.D. 
Theda M. Hambright ................................... Dean, Community Services 
. Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year Certificate 
Robert J. Lucas ........................................ Dean, Learning Resources 
Western Michigan University, B.S.; Wayne State University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
Douglas N. Picciano ................................. Dean, Community Education 
Syracuse University, B.A.; Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
Norma G. Rooney ......................................... Dean, Career Education 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
Commodore Craft, Jr .....................................•...... Division Director, 
Language and Communications 
Pikeville College, B.S.; East Kentucky University, M.A.; 
Ball State University, Ed.D. 
William J. Francis .............................................. Division Director, 
Health and Life sciences 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S.; 
University of Missouri (Columbia), Ph.D. 
MUton D. Gilmore .....................................•......... Division Director, 
Physical Science and Mathematics 
Sterling College, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
Fred L. Hanzelin ....•........................................... Division Director, 
Arts and Humanities 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M.; 
University of Illinois, D.M.A. 
Cletus O'Drobinak .............................................. Division Director, 
Business and Commerce 
University of Dayton, B.A.; DePaul University, M.B.A. 
Clarence B. Penny .............................................. Division Director, 
Engineering and Technical 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
William Tabel. ........................•.......•.•............... Division Director, 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A., Ed.D. 
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Faculty 
James H. Abbott ......................................................... Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
~ph J. Adamek ...................................................... Business 
,iorthern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David R. Anderson ................................................ Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N ............................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks ................................................. General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier College, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett .................................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila J. Bashaw, R.N ................................................. A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Claudette A. Sobay ........................................................... Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Barbara L Bogdan, R.N .............................................. A.D. Nursing 
St. Francis College, B.S.; St. Mary of Nazareth, R.N.; 
Governors State University, B.H.S. 
mund A. Bonczyk ........................................... Physical Education 
.lIinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William A. Bourland ................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Smith V. Brand ........................................................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea A. Burkard, R.T ................ Coordinato" Radiologic Technology 
St. louis University, B.S. 
Willie A. Campbell. ................................................. Ufe Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John E. Carlson ............................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman .................................................. Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois A. Chapman ...................................................•..... English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Dimpna B. Clarin .......................................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M., D.M.A. 
·4thryn H. Clauson ........................................... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University. M.S. 
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Wi!!iam D. Curran ............................ Physical Science and Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Phyllis M. Davis ...................................................•... Counselor 
North Park College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Earl D. DeGroot. ......................................... ; .......... Mathematics 
Hope College, AB.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James S. Denier .................................................... Ufe Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen L Dolan, R.N ................................. Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Mary B. Doyle, R.N ................................................... A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N.; University of Illinois, M.S.N. 
Dennis E. Dryzga ...•................................................... Business 
Chicago State College B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, M.A. B.A. 
Daniel J. Durian ..................................................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L Ronald Farquhar ................................... General Studies and English 
Central Bible College, B.A; Bradley University, M.A .. 
William L Fink ........................................................ Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, M.A. 
A. George Finstad ............................................................ Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
Diane V. Fitzpatrick .................................................... Counselor 
Lorain County Community College, A.A; Bowling Green University, B.A.; 
Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
James. P. Flynn .......................................................... English 
Illinois Benedictine College B.A.; DePaul University, M.A. 
Arlene W. Francis, R.N ...................................•..... Behavioral Science 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
Leslie A. Freeman .......................................•.......... Ufe Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk .............................................•....... Mathematics 
Illinois State University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Jill M. Giddings ..........................................•....... General Studies 
Bradley University. B.S.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Paul L. Gill. .........•..•.............................................•... English \" 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
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Joseph A. Gutenson .......................................... Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.Ed.; -
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate; 
Loyola University, Ed.D. 
Basil C. Halkides ........................................................ Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. -
Donna M. Hall ..............•.......••...........•...•..........•...... Counselor 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Chicago State University, B.S.; 
University of Wyoming, M.A. 
Erika B. Hartmann ........................................................ English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Robert E. Heinrich .............•..................................•.... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Lucette J. Held .......................................•.....••..•...... Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale H. Helgesen ...........................................••.•.......•. English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
James E. Hellrung ......••..........•••.••..•.•...•........•.. Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Thomas E. Hoekstra ................................•...................... Music 
Wheaton College, B.Mus.; Indiana University, M.M.; 
University of Iowa, Ph.D. 
Vern L. Hoerman ............•.........•...............•........•...... Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia L. Hoffman ................•........•........•...•.•.•••.••.... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Gerald L. Hundley ........................................................ Speech 
University of CinCinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine T. Janis, R.N ........•••.........•...•.•......••...•......•.... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Dolores A. Jenkins •.....•..................•.......••..........•....... Business 
Western Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
R. Edward Jenkins ..•..•....•.•..............•.••...•..............• Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
Florida State University, Ed.D. 
David N. Johnson .................................................. Urban Studies 
Howard University, B.A.; Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
James M. Keane •....•..........................•........•....•.•... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.A. 
Judith A. Kelly, R.N •••...•......•..•.....••.••..•.•.••.•..•••••• Practical NurSing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N.; St Xavier College, M.S.N. 
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Joni M. Kerwin, R.N .................................... -......... Practical Nursing 
Coe College, B.S.N. 
Leonard P. Kirchner. ................................... Engineering and Technical 
DeVry Technical Institute, A.A.S.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S.E.E. 
Betty J. Kirk ............... '" ............................................. Music 
Drake University, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
Donald F. Kramer .......................................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael N. Kulycky ................................................ Language and 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. Communications 
George F. LaVaque ....................................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith N. Lebed ........................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .................................................. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
EJ. Lyons ........................... '" ................... , .. Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A.; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
Bailey Magruder .................................... Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, C.A.S. 
Fred F. MaHto ......................................... Engineering and Technical 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S. 
Robert T. Marshall, Jr ................ ~ ................................. Counselor 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
George A. Mattsey ...................................................... Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Judith A. McDonald, R.N ............................................. A.D. Nursing 
Northeastern Illinois University, B.A.; Governors State University, B.S.N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Patricia J. McGarry ......................•........•........................... Art 
University of Illinois, B.F.A.; Chicago Art institute, M.F.A. 
Joyce L. McMahon, O. T.R. .............•..•................. Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, B.S. 
Whabiz D. Merchant ........••............•.•........•............. Social Science 
Bombay University, B.A.; Western Michigan University, M.A.; 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Barbara J. Meyers .•....••.•.•....•..••..••••..........•.............••.•. Library 
University of Illinois, B.A.; Rosary College, M.A.LS. 
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DeVaughn A. Miller ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ....................................... Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
James P. Moody ........................................................ : English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Jane E. Morrison .................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Peggy A. O'Brien ......................................................... Library 
State University of New York, B.A., M.L.S. 
Patrick J. O'Connell .. , ......................................... Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute Of Technology, B.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Maurice F. Page ................ ; ............................. Behavioral Science 
Clark College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.S.W. 
Thomas C. Pavlik ....................................................... Business 
Indiana University, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Cevora Payne, R.N ................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Governors State University, B.N.S., M.A. 
Charles S. Pennington .............................................. Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Vernon G. Peterson ..................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Marsha J. Phelps ....................................................... Business 
Chicago State University, B.S.; University of Chicago, M.B.A. 
Frank J. Prist ........................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel M. Purdy ........................................ Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State University. B.S. 
Fern E. Rau ............................................................ Business 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Blake l. Reed ................................................. Educationa.l Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S: 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ..........................................•.... A.D. Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph E. Rejholec ................................•.......................... Art 
Ft Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Sharon E. Rise ..............................•................. Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Ursula K. Roberts ...................................................... Counselor 
Rutgers University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
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Ernestine S. Robinson ................................. -................... English 
Barber-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana University, M.A.T. 
Constance P. Rodgers,R.N ...................................... Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community C()lIege, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A. 
Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
- St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ................................................ Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha C. Sanchez, R.N .............................................. A.D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather .............................•.....•............... Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Mary K. Scanlan •...................................•...................... Music 
University of Wisconsin, B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Greuling C. Schellhorn ................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of IOwa, M.F.A. 
Michael E. Schnur ..................................................... Counselor 
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Judith M. Scott ..........................•............................. Counselor 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
Jean l. Sedlack .....•.......................... Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Joseph T. Selbka ........•....•.............................•...•.•.... Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt l. Serbus, R.T ...............•............•.....•..... Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman .....................•.....•...•.•.....•.•.•...•.•. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Frank F. Stanicek ..•.................•.........•..•.....•.. _ .. Behaviora/Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle •..••.........• '" ...........•••...........•....•..••.. Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert E. Sullivan •....•....•...•.•....•...•.•....••....•.•...•..•.• Life Sciences 
Indiana State University. B.S., M.S. 
Joseph E. Thornton •..••.•.•••••..•.••..•.•.•..•..•.•.....••••.••.• _ •..•• English 
University of Illinois, A.B_, M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas E. Tweeten ...• _ .•.•..•••..•.........•. ~ .•••...•.••••.•••••••. Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
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LOttie I. 1 YIKa, H.N •••.••••...•.•••••.••••.••••••••••••.••.•••••••••• A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Linn A. Tyrrell .............................•........................• , . Counselor 
College of William and Mary, A.B.; 
University of Michigan, M.A., Ph.D. 
Linda S. Uzureau ....................................•...........•. Social Science 
University of Idaho, B.A.; Emory University, M.A. 
Norman S. Warns, Jr ...............................•..................... Geology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S.Ed.; 
Chicago State University, M.A. 
Larry A. Wehner .............•..............................•................• Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
Joan S. Weller ................................................. Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.; Middlebury College, M.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel ..........•...................................... Life Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel. ...........•.............•.....................•...... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul WesseL ................•.......................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E, M.S.E. 
Martha E. Wetzel. .............................•............... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed.; 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
Gerald E. Willey ..............•.......•.....•....................•.• Life SCiences 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Wallace L Wirth ............................•....................•....•. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Alan L Wischhover ......................•..•.........•..........•....•. Business 
Loyola University, B.S.; 
Chicago-Kent School of Law, J.D. 
Valerie M. Wojcik ...............•.•..•••.•..•...•...............•....... Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Wayne L Wolf. •.............•........•..•..•....•....•...•..... Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; 
University of South Florida, B.A., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Arlethia T. Wright, R.N ......................•....•.•.•••.•.........••..... Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Myo K. Y 00 ...............•.....•...........................•..•. Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, Ph.D. 
Carolyn A. Voss, O.T.R. .....•..•....•....•.•....•........... Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
Sally E. Zook ..•...•........•...••.•..•••.••••••••.•••.•.....•....••...... English 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. 
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TCCC Ileg 
Thornton Community Col1ege 
the host institution and the 
recipient of a grant made by the 
tllinois Humanities Council to 
the South Cook County World 
Affaris Council. The World Af-
fairs Council was formed six 
11.'ars ago and is an arfiliation bel-
'"ten the University of Illinois. 
Prairie State College. Governors 
State University and Thornton 
Community College for the pur-
pGse of providing once yearly a 
stimulating educational program 
for students and public alike. It 
has been the intention of the 
World Affairs Council to bring 
together outstanding experts in 
their respective fields of 
endeavor to address themselves 
to topics of public interest and 
concern. This years program is 
titled "Terrorism: It's Roots and 
Rcality". 
The Illinois Humanities Coun· 
cil grant is two part in nature. 
The World Affairs Council was 
awarded $4.619.00 outright and a 
conditional challenge grant that 
could bring the total to $8.541.00 
if the World Affairs Couneil is 
able to raise $2.950.00. G.C. 
Schellhorn. Thornton College In· 
structor and one of this year's Co 
- Qirectors. along with Ron 
Sears of the University of l). 
linois. said the Steering Commit-
tee is only several hundred 
dollars short of having raised the 
Ives grant: 
maximum amount allowed. 
This years World Affairs pro-
gram on terrorism. which will be 
h~ld at the Harvey Holiday Inn 
March 2nd and 3rd. should bt, 
both entertaining and e4uca-
tionaL Some of the keynote 
speakers of the past years who 
have hclp('d assurt' its SUCC('SS 
have been Ralph Nader. Senator 
William Proximire. Senator 
Biden, Thomas Murphy, chair-
man of General Motors and Paul 
Rowan. newspaper columnist. 
Governors State University will 
offer one hour of credit to any 
student inlt-rested in attending 
and participating in tbc. con-
ference. Additional information 
about the conft~rcncc can b,· had 
by contacting William Tabd. 
Division Dir('clor of Social and 
Bt·havioral Scicnct's. or Linda 
UZUrt'3U. Instructor of History. 
both local ffi('mbl'rs of tht· World 
Affairs Steering Committee. 
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Hambright appointed to serve on 
pecial Concerns Committee 
Theda M. Hambright. Dean of 
Community Services. bas been 
lppointed to serve as a member 
of the Special Concerns Commit· 
lee of the Illinois Employment 
lIId Training CounciL 
The Council. which acts in an 
advisory capa<:ity to Illinois 
Governor James Thompson. 
reviews and monitors employ-
ment and training programs for 
the unemployed. the 
underemployed and the 
economically disadvantaged 
throughout the state. The coun· 
cil's annual report. which is sub-
mitted to the governor. includes 
an analysis of the coordination 
and ef£ectiven(~ss of employment 
and training adivities within the 
asked to serve as a member of 
one of the committees charged 
with the organization and elann· 
ing of tht~ upcoming oonibin-("d 
confert'Dct· of the Commission on 
Adult Basic Education, the II· 
linois Adult Education Associa-
tion and Public Adult and Conti-
nuing Edut..-ators {PACEl. Tbf' 
conft-renc(' will bt· ht'ld April 
11·13 in Chicago. 
Recently, Mrs. Hambright 
served on the scrcf'ning commit-
tee rol"" th(' s('i£!ction of th(· 
manager of tht' adult (~ducation 
section of tht~ Illinois Offict' of 
Education. and she was the sub-
ject of a feature articl(! appearing 
in the ·'GSU Community 
Reporter ," a publication of 
Governors Statt· University. A 
member of th(' Advisory Council 
of the Harvey Area Community 
Service Center. she recently ap-
peared at the school budget hear-
ing in Springheld. 
In her role as Dean of Com· 
munity Service at Tee. Mrs. 
Hambright is concerned with in-
itiating community involvemt'nt 
in the work of the coHege and t'n-
couraging utilization of college 
services and facilities. Ht'r work 
on various committees within the 
college district and the statt· of4 
{ers Mrs. Hambright an oppor-
tunity to take an active part in 
community planning and problem 
solving. 
Under the direction of Mrs. 
Hambright. the Offic. of Com· 
munity Services is charged with 
the coordination of a range of 
seminars. workshops. con-
Snovv delays re~istration 
"Enrollmt!nt is down due to the 
adverse weather conditions of 
last week ... • reports William 
Hafer, Dean of Admissions and 
_ ... w,,~ •. However. other colleges 
are in the same 
pr:;~ic:~';;:~~~a~a~~n~d TCC is exten· di to tomorrow t 
January 26. "to en-
.... lIaIUrllg. more people to attend." 
h. 8.203 students 
'011111 re~isller,ed by Monday night. 
4.842 are women and 3,361 are 
m.n. Only 2.116 of the students 
arc full-time (carrying 12 or more 
semester hours) with the remain4 
ing 6087 classified as part-time 
students. 
Freshmen this spring number 
6.819 while sophomores (students 
who have accumulated 30 
semester hours or more) add to 
only 1.384. 
Registration will continut> 
through Friday, with hours in the 
morning and evening_ The divi4 
sion directors are trying to leave 
classes open until registration 
has been completed. however. 
some classes with very small 
enrollment have been cancelled_' 
Those classes which are con-
sidered borderline may stay open 
until Friday. 
Avvard mini-grant for 
sex equity program 
Tec. has bt ... n .named as the 
recipient of a minigrant totaling 
$981 as part of a program dt~sign­
rd to collect and disseminate in-
novative and (~xt'mplary idt.·as to 
promote' sex t'quity and ('qual 
vOcational opportuniti(ts. 
Lost & found 
See security office 
mi. 2110 
TWO WATCHES 
TWO BRACELETS 
lind other 
miscellaneolls items 
The mini-grant represents one 
in a series of such grants to be 
award,·d through the Richland 
Community College Sex Equity 
Project. The project. ad-
ministert~d by tht, Decatur. Il-
linois. community college and 
fund(~d through th(' I1linois Offic(~ 
of Education. makes available a, 
total of $15,000 to Illinois voca· 
tional educators for efforts to 
achi('v(~ St~X equity. 
The TCe mini-grant will be us-
M. for the planning. research and 
production of·a sound/slide 
pr('sentation focusing on the role 
of community college in prepar-
ing students to successfully enter 
non4raditional careers. 
Dr. Robert· Lucas. Dean of 
Learning Resources. and Pat 
Brunelle. Audio-Visual Techni· 
ciano will develop a 10 to 
12-minute presentation geared to 
encourage men and women to 
pursue careers of their choict> on 
the basis of abilities and qualifica· 
tions and to reduce the influenct-
of sex stereotyping in the making 
of cat'et'r choices. 
The sound/slide program wilt 
f('aturt' both - WOip(~D and mt'n 
working in non-traditional oc-
cupations and will be desigm'd to 
increase awareness among 
members of both s(~xes about OP4 
portunities in non4 traditional 
carN~r fields. When completed 
this spring. the program will also 
be used to inform potential 
employers in business and in· 
dustry about how the community 
college can help prepare students 
for a future in non·traditional 
career fields. 
For more information about 
. the project. call 596·2000, exten· 
5ion'236. 
ferenees and ont,·tim(~ cours{'s to 
meet the needs and interests of 
all ag(~ levels in tht' colJegt' 
dlstrlet. Mrs. Hambright Is also 
responsiblt- for the administra-
tion and supervision of Adult 
Education Ct"nters in Oak Forest. 
Phoenix. Calumet City. Harvey 
and Midlothian which oUt'!' pro-
grams and services for pt'rsons 
who have not completed eitht'r 
t'lementary or high school 
studies. Programs for disadvan4 
taged sturl{·nts. a learning lab of 
adults who want to brush up on 
skill to entt'r coliegt' or gt't a job. 
/ 
public service and tutoring pro-
grams and G ED testing arc also 
under her supt~rvision as is the 
collegt"s Englbh as a Sccum.l 
Language Center which offers 
English -classes suited to a range 
of ability levels_ The college's 
speakers' bureau and a continu-
ing lecture SN'ies are also spon-
son·d undt'r the auspices of the 
Tee Office of Community St!r· 
vict's_ 
For mon' information about 
Community S(>rvict's at TeC. caB 
596·2000.226. 
( ,#QW tffl'/C AI!! r MINe Ttl Gff'7 
7(J iJlAsr; o#71/Yff j' 
Listen for 
TCC closings 
In the event that Thornton 
Community College closes any or 
all of its facilities because of ineJe4 
ment weather. or for any other 
reason~ the college' will make 
every effort to inform students 
and staff as early as possible in 
advance of the closing. 
Any TeC closing announce-
ment will be relayed to the 
following radio stations [or public 
broadcast: WBBM - 780 on the 
AM dial; WCGO - 1800 on the 
AM .dial: WLNR - 106.3 on the 
FM dial; WLS - 890 on the AM 
dial: WIND - 560 on the AM 
dial. 
These are the only radio sta· 
tions authorized to broadcast 
school closing announcements ·{or 
Thornton Community College. 
On campus. the switchboard 
operator will be informed of any 
changes in the college schedule 
by the president's office or by a 
college official designated by the 
president LO perform this func-
tion. 
[f there are any questions 
about this procedure, phone the 
CoUege·s Public Relations Office 
at 596-2000. extension 202. 
If possible. the college'. 
automatic tape answering ser-
vice will be progra.mmed to 
deliver updated information duro 
ing the hours when the swit· 
ch~'ll'd is unatt.ended. 
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Cam ussnowwr h voe 
By David Onak 
"We're running our tails:' ex 
claimed Dr. K. James McCaleb. 
director of the Physical Plant. 
The near·record brea.king snows 
of January hiwe caused major 
problems and delays throughout 
Ihc state and TCC is -no eX('cp 
lion. Rich Aardsma, chief of the 
grounds crew, and his staff have 
bc-cn working praclicatly around 
the clock trying to at least stay 
even with the 75-plus inches of 
white stuff that has faJ/en 
already this winter. 
"The campus is in the bes.t 
shape it can be with our equip-
ment. we have gone as (ar as we 
can without getting help." Mc· 
Caleb said. It would cost nearly 
$85 per hour to hire an cnd loader 
and dump truck to haul away the 
snow in the two parking Jots ac· 
cording to McCaleb. The distance 
the snow had to be hauled would 
determine the total price tag. but 
he estimates the job possibly 
CQuid run up to 10 or 15 thousand 
dollars. 
McCaleb also pOinted out that 
the prescnt situation that Dolton 
is in after the fire that destroyed 
most of their equipment has cauS· 
ed a problem in getting assist-
ance. because the area com· 
munities are helping that town 
rather than the college as they 
might have in the past. 
Crews from the Physical Plant 
have been working around the 
dock on the worst days trying to 
keep the campus open. They arc 
hoping to receive the Interna-
tional Scout they have had on 
order. but "it is still on the 
assembly line", according to Mc-
Caleb. As soon as it arrives. it 
will be put to use plowing the 
sidewalks, which has been done 
up until now by a pick-up truck. 
The pick-up was fitted with a 
make-shift frame and plow by Bill 
Jirik and frank Stojak to heip fiH 
the void left by the deJivery 
delay. The Scout is expected at 
the end of the'month. 
the crews arc practically'. the presenl lime hecau.se of the 
helpless. Since the cost of hauling mounds of snow. 
away the snow is so prohibitive. 
they have to wait for the snow to 
melt. Once the snow begins 
melling. tht! gi.ant mounds-can be 
pushed back. giving the ·needed 
room in the parking_ lots. Abo. 
the road salt has been {neffective 
in the past weeks since it is only 
effective above 18 degrees. 
McCaleb urges the students 
and fa,culty to use extra caution 
and drive slow on campus until 
the mounds can be pushed back. 
giving drivers good visibility. 
Visibility is very limited near in· 
tersections and the entrances at 
Since the snow is piled as high 
as it can be by th£.· college's equip 
menlo parking will be tight for a 
while, so ')tudcnls ar~ urged to 
make sure they park straight and 
close'to each other so there will 
be room for eVt'ryone ... 'ljp to 
Seven or eight spaces in each ai 
sl(' would be added jf students 
park cqrrectly," added McCaleb. 
Students art:' also asked to It:! lht' 
trucks plowing the sidewalks go 
by. don't walk in front of them. 
They are there for your own 
goud. 
But. until the weather gives in. 
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Security voids 
parking tickets 
By David Onak 
Thirty-fiv~' pa:-king tick(·ts 
isslwd by th,· Campus S,'curity 
forcl' on Monday, Jan. 22. wilt b,' 
void(·d du,· to th(' hazardous con-
ditions that (·xistc·d. according to 
Jamc's McCann. din-clor of 
S(·curity. Ht· said Monday was an 
"('xc('ptional day" and parking 
was limited du(' to th{· snow. 
The unusual amount of snow 
has covert·d approximately onc-
third of the 2.200 parking spaC('S 
avaiJab!l' on campus. That (igur(' 
is t(·o perc(mt mort' than tht' 
5tatt" Tcquir('ID('nt for on campus 
parking. 
February 1. 1979 
The probl('m was brought to 
Chief McCann's attention by 
Craig Cook. SGA president. who 
argued that the students had 
nowhere else to park. A decision 
was finaJiy reached by Cook. Mc· 
Cann. and Dr. Nathan Ivey. presi~ 
dent of the coHege. to void the 
tickets because or the adverse 
conditions present that day. 
McCann said that students still 
must continut' to obey tht· signs 
and park only in the authoriz.c-d 
art'as on cam pus. Hoping to 
alleviate somt' of the parking 
hassles. Dr. K. James McCaJeb, 
dirt.--ctor of the Physical Plant. is 
planning to plow the field adja~ 
cent to the student lot to make 
room for approximately 300 cars. 
The students will be able to park 
there- until the weather warms up-
and the field becomes muddy. 
The giaat mouoo6 of snow thro-ugbout the campus are making life difficult for stw:ients aad faculty. by 
reducing the number of availabJe parking spaces. (Fransen photo. 
Board announces trustee election 
By David O .... k 
Nominating petitions are cur." 
rently available for the Board of 
Trustees election April 14. 1979. 
as announced at last Tbursday's 
board meeting. Two three-year 
term positions will be open. those 
of Paula Malak and Karen Mit· 
chell. 
Petitions are available in 
George W. Clark's office. rm. 
2123G. Monday th ... Friday from 
8:30 to 4:30. The applicant must 
be a resident of District 510 and 
file a statement of financial in-
terest. The petitions require 50 
signatures. Applications will be 
accepted. between Feb. 28 and 
Mar.23. 
Pair to dance for Cancer 
The board also approved the 
bid of Sheffield Press for tbe 
publioation of the 1979-80 College 
Catalog. Sheffield's bid of $7.735 
plus $170 for color was the low 
bid received for the l56-page 
catalog. The final cost may be dif· 
ferent because the order may be 
increased 1,000 copies to total 
16.000 as a result of a possible 
shortage of this year's catalogs. 
according to Judi Mack. Public 
Relations director. 
semester to replace PoUy Dodd 
and Mary DoyJe in the associate 
degree nursing department. The 
board also accepted the resigna-
tions of Floyd Landgord. a securi· 
ty officer. and Kathleen Fenner. 
director of associate nursing. 
Fenner's resigna.tion is effective 
at the end of the current 
By David Onak 
TCC's Kathy Krause and Rich 
Matros will attempt to compJete 
the full 50 bours of dancing in the 
lIT/American Cancer Society 
Dance Marathon on February 2. 
3. and 4th in the Grand Ballroom· 
of the Playboy Towers Hotel. 
The 1979 Marathon haS a goal 
of raising $40.000 to fight cancer, 
a disease that affects one out of 
four Americans. through MurJy 
Music will be provided 
bands and discq reCOt" 
dings. Several Chicago area 
celebrities will be on hand and 
local· businesses have donated 
food and prizes. 
Krause and Matros will be 
among 100 couples from area 
schools including: lIT. Illinois 
Benedictine. NationaJ College of 
Education. Central YMCA Col· 
lege. Circle Campus, Daley Col-
lege. Loyola. Kendall College. 
Loop College. Oak Park·River 
Forest High School. Carey Grove 
High School. Illinois College of 
Podiatric Medicine, John Mar-
shall La w School. Rosary College. 
Evanston Hospital School ofNur~ 
sing and Waubonsee College. 
After raising $16.00() last year 
in the first annual marathon. the 
CanCer Society is hoping forward 
to this year ·s"Tondition. They had 
hoped for about 75 coupJes to par· 
ticipate this year and are more 
than pleased with the turnout to 
aid them in fighting cancer. 
Also. the board approved the 
appointments of Linda Ziemann 
and Marian B, Wolfe for one 
semester. i 
In otber business. the board'ap-
proved the bid of Savin Business 
Machines for a bond paper copy 
machine. The copier will be used 
in the associate degree nursing 
program. .... 
Seminar for adults 
As adults near or passt!d the 
a.ge of SO. they find many changes 
in their lives. Perhaps their 
children have recently left home 
and they are experiencing the 
"empty nest.. .. or they may find 
that retirement pJanning 
dominates their thinking. 
An examination of these many 
complex life changes and some in· 
sights into development of 1ife~ 
planning tools will be provided by 
John Milasich in "Life Options for 
Older Adults." a. free lecture to 
be presented at 7 p.m .. Wednes-
day. February 7. in Lacture Holl 
"A" at Thornton Community Col· 
lege. 15800 S. State Street. South 
depth examination of the con-
cerns and proble!ns vf older 
adults in an t"ight-st" ... sion seminar 
series entitled "Life Options 
After 50," S(~minar sessions will" 
be presented at Tee under the 
auspices of the Office of Com-
munity Services from April 3 
through May 15. Cost for parti· 
cipa.tion in the iull seminar series 
of $10. . 
If you would like to pledge a 
donation. contact Krause or 
Matros or go to the Student 
(;overnment Office. Holland. . 
The TCC Office of Community 
Services presents a series of free 
public lectures during the- faU and 
spring semesters. Remaining Jec-
tures 1ft the spring series wjIJ be 
heJdon the fourth Wednesdays of 
March. April and May. For more 
information call 596-2000. exten· 
sicn 227. Milasich aIM provides an in-
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iable program planned 
By Pam Salvatore 
pumping life into the dying 
arts is no easy task. Yet. that is 
just what Commodore Craft. Jr., 
Tee's new Language aDd Com-
munications Director. is deter· 
mined to accomplish. 
!'There has been a nationaJ 
trend in the decreasing num bers 
of students enrolling in 
humanities-types of classes:' said 
Craft during a recent jnterview. 
"Historically. people enrolling in 
liberal arts were in education un-
, til the job market became 'tight' 
and students began looking into 
other areas for career choices. 
However;' he continued. ·'the 
communications skills that 
students develop in liberal arts 
areas are applicable for almost 
any career choice they may make. 
including those of law. ~edicine. 
business. etc." 
As an English major turned ad-
ministrator', Craft serves as 
evidence to his belief. Prior to his 
arrival on the Tee campus in Ju· 
Iy. 1978. Craft had been Director 
of Comm unity Services at New 
Mexico Jr_ College in Hobbs, 
New Mexico_ Even though annual 
student enrollment at New Mex-
ico reached about 8.000 compared 
to the 4,000 fOT whom he is cur-
rently responsible at TeC. Craft 
says he's happy to b(~ back in his 
"acad~mic art'3." In faet. ht' con-
c(·dtos. it is th(~ English f·lt"ctive 
et out of the' snovvand into 
vvorld of make believe 
is reminiscent of 
'40's in that it is 
The audience 
absorbed in the 
of the hero from the 
KryptoD, thanks to 
Reeve. who stars in 
role. He is equally con-
as the fumbling "mild-
reporter Clark Kent. 
·as Superman. He brings 
childhood memories 
his portrayl of the crime 
that we aU remember: 
loyal. dependable, and 
above all. honest. Reeve makes 
Supermao enjoyable; tbe other 
actors are good. just not as good 
as Reeve. But. then again. they 
didn't get a 'crack at playing 
Superman! . 
Gene Hackman is especially 
noteworthy as Superman's arch 
villian, Lex Lutheur. 
Adding to the excitement of 
Superman are the spectacular 
spedal effects. The disaster 
scenes, however far-fetched, are 
tension-filled because they are 
mastered with professionalism. 
The explosion of the planet Kryp' 
ton is bandied with mind-
boggling special effects. as well 
as Superman's flights over the ci· 
ty of.Metropolis. The special ef-
fects are what cause the audience 
to believe. 
A somewhat "heavier" film is 
Kiag Of The Gypeie., but it is not 
any less entertaining than Super-
m&l1. The movie- reveals the 
essence o( gypsy me not as one of 
carelessness. but rather a 
desperation and struggle_ 
Eric Roberts is superb as the 
son David. who tries to escape 
beeoming entangled in that way 
of life~ only to find himself COD-
tinually being caught up in it. He 
is torn between his love for his 
mother (Susan Sarandon) and his 
sister (Brooke Sheilds) and his 
obsession with treeing them from 
his brutal father (Judd HirschI 
and his own aspirations with "be-
ing his own man_" 
Kiag Of The Gypsie. moves. It 
is filled with chase scenes. adion-
- packed running and hiding se-
quences and various other forms 
of suspense and excitement. 
The other actors offer ex· 
cellent performances but Roberts 
is the "drawing card:' Even the 
slower moments in the movie are 
filled with Roberts energy as a 
performer. That's star quality 
and Roberts has it. 
These two films offer 
SQmething for everyone. Neither 
one of them are works that will 
be remembered forever or wiU 
·Ieave a definite impression. But 
don't we go to the movies to be 
entertained'! Superman and King 
Of The Gypsies will do just that. 
Il\IIalttElSoln All Stars and Second City 
,,..nI'1l"llIt,.lnA talents for YWCA benefit 
has performed in 
central Illinois. as 
Wisconsin and 
"We feel we're moving 
in our search for higher 
music values", said 
Sperti.leader o[ the group, 
continuing to reach 
as individual musi-
writers. as well as a 
tice. unity and hard work are 
essential in combining their in· 
di"vidual talents are: Barry Spero 
ti. lead vocal - alto saxaphone: 
Mack Zaklan. harmonica; Howard 
Linton. bass - vocal; Ron Berry. 
guitar - vocal; Terry Wiley. lead 
guitar and Art Butler. drums. 
'"Those lucky enough to have 
purchased ticketS to last years' 
sold-out benefit," announced 
Gretchen Schuster. YWCA 
Dir'ector, "Will be happy to know 
that a return appearance of the 
nationally known. Chicago-based· 
band of comics. The Second City 
Touring Company. will be 
featured. along wjth the Mat· 
teson All Stars." 
Ann Sauer. Chairwoman of the 
benem. said the professional 
comedy tr~up, known for its 
brash improvisation and satire; 
listing John Belushi. Mike 
Nichols and Elaine Mayas alum· 
ni, will hring a new revue to the 
south suburbs on March 3. with a 
compilation of their be:st skits. 
done with virtu~lly no props and 
displaying their usual versatility 
and depth. 
"It promises to be a fun-filled 
and entertaining evening: one 
we'll all look forward to after the 
hard winter weather we're 
presently facing," Ann conclud-
ed. 
Proeeeds aTe used by the 
South Suburban YWCA to con, 
tinue its programs and services 
for women and girls. which 
benefit the entire south suburban 
community. 
Reserved-seat tickets, at a cost 
of $5. $7.50 and SlO are available 
througb the YWCA, 45 Plaza, 
Park Forest. IL 60466 (please i ... 
clude stamped. self-addressed 
envelope), or by phoning the 
YWCA at 748·5660. 
and literature courses within his 
division {whicb also includes 
foreign language. journalism. 
speech and general studiesf that 
have experienced the greatest 
student loss and towards which 
he plans to focus his immediate 
attention. 
"My first goal is to get a 
visiting literary artist program 
established," said Craft. He ex-
plained that the program would 
be similar, though on a smaller 
scale. to those offered by many 
four year colleges and univer-
sities. 
"I plan to have at least one pro-
gram each year," he said. and 
have already received approval 
of a joint project sponsored by 
Tee and the Blinois Arts Council 
to have poet John KnoepOe o[ 
Sangaman State University in 
Springfield to appear on campus 
April 5 and 6. According to Craft. 
the program will consist of a 
series o[ discussions and poetry 
readings which will be open to 
the public and aU TeC students. 
Craft also says he is expanding 
local publiCity whenever possible. 
"We are tryi.ng to make general 
information on course offerings, 
including desc:riptions. more 
available .to the public through 
the community news media." he 
said. 
And to further carry his 
message of a live and viable 
-liberal arts -program. -Craft 
revealed plans calling for the 
creation o[ faculty liason teams to 
begin visiting neighboring high 
school districts during the' cur· 
rent spring semester. Their pur-
pose will be to inform prospec-
tive students about course offer· 
ings and potential beneTIts to be 
derived within the Tee 
Language and Communications 
areas_ 
Winter fun at 
Starved Rock 
The second annual Winter 
Wonderland Photography 
Workshop is set for February 3-4 
at Starved Rock State Park. 
Sponsored by the Illinois Depart-
ment of Conservation. the indoor· 
outdoor conclave will run from 
9:00 a.m_ to midnight on Satur· 
day. and from 9 to 12 noon on 
Sunday. 
Regional photogra.phy experts 
will be on hand to demonstrate 
techniques and give assistance to 
visitors. Slide shows will run 
from 4:00 p.m. until 10 on 
February 3, followed by an ex-
cursion inte a U·shaped canyon 
with a frozen waterfall illum-
inated by colored lights_ 
Interested persons can can 
815-667-4906 for further informa.· 
won. There is no registration or 
fee for the wOr'kshop. 
NO PASSES AND NO CHILDREN'S REDUCED TICKETS 
-biD sargent ptO$entGA HILLAROELKINS-STEVE BLAUNER 
PROOUCTION Of RICHARD PR'I'OR LiVEJH CONCERT 
Producodby OEL JACK andJ.. MARK TRAVIS 
becutive Pmducer SAUL BARNETT· Directed bV JEFF MARGOlIS 
A SEE Theatre NeCwoIk ProdUc:tlOn 
In ~WfthCOMPACT VIDEO SYSTEMS_INC. 
ReleaSed by SPECIAL £VEN.T EHTERTAlNM£NT 
[~rn~:::-!L_~::::=, ... ~ '::!=:SANO'~ 
World Premiere 
STARTS FRIDAY EXCLUSIVELY 
AT THE 
~ Roosevelt • Varsity • Paramount 
DOWNTOWN EVANSTON HAMMOND. IND. 
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Check records 
before graduation 
At the end of this. the spring semester. many students 
currently classified as sophomores will be graduating. Now 
is the time to make sure your academic records are up to 
date and accurate; when there is still enough time to go 
through the necessary channels to correct them. 
With the ever-increasing amounts of bureaucratic red 
tape involved in even the simplest operations. one small 
mistake can result in the records being sent to the wrong 
place or not sent at aiL There have been many examples 
over the years that have denied the innocent victims of 
receiving important notices that are vital to their future. 
Newer, advanced computers able to handle many times 
more information and at a greater speed than their 
predecessors have helped to cut down on careless miscpes. 
But. these computers. combined with the tons of forms - all 
of which are in. triplicate- and the large number of hands 
the forms ha ve to pass through before being accepted great· 
Iy increase the chances for a foul·up. Extra care and caution 
is needed when dealing with important matters such as 
transcripts. 
Bureaucratic errors as well as personal credit miscalcula· 
tions can jeopardize your future. Students are advised to 
check their records soon and double check all guidelines and 
regulations regarding graduation proteedures. Allow plen· 
ty of time before deadlines so that in case of a mistake. there 
will be sufficient time to correct it. 
Appointments can now be made with William Hafer. dean 
of Admissions. to evaluate their choices of classes according 
to their curriculum. Take this opportunity to have your 
records che-eked before it is too. late. 
Nevvs Briefs 
Disco Dance 
Student Government A.ssociation (SGA) is sponsoring a disco 
dance on Saturday, Feb. 11. from 7:30 until 1:00. in the cafeteria. 
WDAfs T()!!! Gray wi!! DJ th2 event ~i.'ld live entertainment will be 
supplied by "Coffey". Tickets will be available at the door and in ad. 
vance at a reduced price. 
ROTC offers tuition 
Win a two-year full tuition college 3cholarship at the University 
of Illinois. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Southern n· 
Jinois University at Edwardsville. University of Illinois at Circle. 
Northeastern Illinois University. and Governor's State University. 
by simply applying for and being accepted for the Air Force ROTC 
two-year program at one of AFROTC detachments listed at the 
above schools. 
You, as an Illinois community/junior college graduate. are almost 
automatically awarded a full tuition college scholarship. You alS<l 
earn $100 per month tax-free while you are a junior and senior. For 
more details. contact Captain Glenn R. Miller. AFROTC Detach· 
ment 190. Armory Building. Room 223, University oCminois. Cham-
paign. IL .• 61820. Phone: (2171333-1927. 
Spanish Club Fiesta 
Spanish Club jackets and tee-
shirts may be ord~r.d by dub 
members today (Thursday I at the 
Espiritu EspanoJ Fi(~sta de 
Bipnv("nidos (wt"lcoming Party) 
D("adline for orders is Feb. 14. A 
te("sbirt is on display in the 
languag(> lab. 3120. wh(>te tht> 
Fit'sta wiJI takE'" place today 
b('ginning at 1:00 p.m. All per· 
sons interested in the Spanish 
Language and culture are invited 
to attend and join Spanish Club. 
Craig Cook. president. will pre· 
sent semester plans and ac-
tivities including the Spring lm-
mt'l'sion Weekend. a Mexican din-
nel'. and the money making pro· 
jeets. Refreshments will be servo 
ed. 
If this white stuff were sugal"~ we'd all be rat. If it wut' illegal. we"d alt fH. Uyin high. Hut. it's neither. 
It's snow and were .11 sick or it. Enough already! IFraaBeIl photol 
Bro~n Baggers hear 
Dr ... Lynn Ann Tyrell 
The January 31 Brown Bag are returning to school or work 
was pleased to have Dr. Lynn after being in the bome for a 
Ann TyrreU. TCC Instructor. as period of time. 
guest speaker. Her topic. A short portion of the speech 
"Women Studies - What They was devoted to possible women 
Are and Where Ther Are." was studies that TCC could offer and 
well received. also to the present courses _ 
Dr. Tyrrell explained that. Sociology 110 Women in America 
womens studies can consist of and our Psy. 121 Returning Adult 
program. 
The next Brown Bag will b.,. 
February 28. Wednesday. fro: 
11:50 to 12:50. Ms. Vid, 
Grunnet-Alden. a TCC alum. 
will speak about Wornens Heall' 
Concerns. 11(8. Grunnet is Assi~ 
tant Health Clinie Director , 
Aunt Martha. in Park Forest. 
everything from women in 
11.iterature to how to repair your 
automobile. The courses are set 
up to focus on women'S concerns. 
issues and knowledge. 
UHURU will sponsor Disco 
Dance here on Feb. 10 
Emphasis ~D integrating 
women into these studies began 
in 1969. A resear<:b project was 
eonducte4 to examine WOrDen of 
our past h]stoI:y in the field of 
Art. Literature. Science. etc. On~ 
ly2% cOuld beaccoDoted for. By 
1974. nl/.noisoffered over 5.000· 
eourses for woiben and 300 com-
plete programs. Some schools of· 
fer certificates for hours received 
in Womeris Studies~ and Gover-
nors State and Northeastern 
University offer degreed pro-
grams. 
It was found that women who 
take these courses gain self· 
confidenee, self-esteem. and focus 
on educational career goals more 
readilr - especially those who 
UHURU. the Afro-American 
Student Organization at Thorn-
ton Community College. South 
Holland. will sponsor a disco 
dance from 8 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., 
Saturday. February 10. in the 
cafeteria at the college. 15800 S. 
State Street. South Holland. 
The dance is open to area 
residents 18 years or age and 
older. Admission is $1 per per-
son. Tickets will hf' available at 
the door. Proceeds' from II> 
dance will be used to help finant. 
the organization's 10th anni'll'[ 
sary celebration on February 2( 
For more information abotJ' 
the dance, contact dub spoJlSO' 
David Johnson at 596·2000. El 
tension 278. or the organization'! 
busin('ss manag(!T Micha~ 
Parker at 596-2000. Extf'nsi(f.' 
338. 
Courier 
The truth .. eever pun; &Utd eeld"otO slrbple. 
The COURIER Ie a weekly publkedoe. free 'or and 
ollege rticulation by the studeats or Thorotoa. Commcm1ty College 'With .. circulatioo of over 10.000 .tudecb. The editorial opinions Gte theme eltprn&ed solely by the EdltorW Board _ do DOt aeeeeDOrily 
... fleet the .opla!o .. 01 ad.,bUstnton, f&caIty, 
Visiting T.C.C. 
Bradley University 
Eastern ItL University 
Illinois State University 
rOn The Spot Admissions'} 
Southern Illinois University 
rOn The Spot Admissions') 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
(Counselor Workshopl 
Western Illinois University 
Western Michigan University 
Away 
Southern Illinois University 
Western Illinois University 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
-(Ufe Science, 
Communications. 
Engineering. Fine & Applied 
Arts. Uberal Arts, &. 
Agricultura) 
Feb. 20. 1979 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Feb. 22. 1979 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Feb. 22. 1979 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Feb. 22. 1979 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Feb. 22. 1979 1:30 p.m.-
Feb. 22. 1979 9 a.m.·1 p.m. 
Feb. 27. 1979 1 p.m.· 
Feb. 10. 1979 
Feb. 11 •. 1979 
Feb. 16. 1979 
Transfer Guest Oay 
HAn"Afternoon With Western" 
Conrad Hilton Hotel-Chicsgo 
Transfer Student Visitation Dav 
Ramp Area 
Ramp Area 
T.C.C. Admis. Area 
T.e.C. Admis. Area 
Room 2119 
Ramp Area 
Ramp Area 
Foi' informe.1on ean 
800-642·3531 
800·322·3902 
207 Engineer. Hall 
UJ.U.C. 
Urbana. III. 6,1 801 
or 
21'7·333·2280 
01" the otadeet govenuaeot. 
15800 State s ..... t 
South RaIIaad. IL. 1lO473 
596-2000. ext. 332 
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Board ails for tax increase 
By Oavid Ooak 
Thornton Community College 
District 510's board of trustees 
lonounced plans for its first tax 
rrfercndurn since the college was 
moved in 1966. The rder('ndum 
liill 'come to the voters on 
Wl'dnesday. May 9, 1979. The 
increase wQ..uld be 10 
every S100 of the 
.vaJuation of prop(·rty in 
the ciliu'ns are be-
a total rate of 15 
cents per $100: 5 cents for 
building and 10 cents for educa-
tional purposes, which is "one of 
the lowest in the state", accor-
ding to George W. Clark. vice-
president of Administrative Ser-
viet.·s. He also pointed out that 
even with a new proposed 
revenut! of $2.223.270, the coJlege 
would stjJI have to continue t.o cut 
costs. The college which is runn-
ing oO,a deficit budget again this 
year. already has initiated a 
freeze on hiring and . capital 
Heat at last? 
Tbe heaters OD the ramp have beeD inoperable during this, the 
.everest winter in history in terms of totaisDowf.U. The board ao· 
Rounced that bids will be taken for the repair as of last week'8 
meeting. 
Pinball machines 
are here to stay 
last January. thlo 
was considering placing 3. 
on pinball machin~s within 
village boundari~s. But. at:· 
to Vernon VoUhr(Ocht. 
the new ordinanet· will 
affect existing mal"hint'~ in 
village. induding th\! Ki!UIt'S 
campus. ''1'hey ha.v(On·i. bt'\'/I 
arouh'!T\ in th,' n~st :'11d ",,- <', " .• 
Iy aren't concerned about them." 
stated Vollbrecht. The ordinance. 
he said, is more concern~d with 
the age oC those using the pinbalJ 
machines. The reason for the 
delay in passing the ordinance is 
a problem with legal aspects of 
the wording the specifications. 
A loss of the revenues created 
by the pinball machines could 
possibly hav!! caus~d a decrease 
of tht~ funding of student ac-
(l",·itit·s anti intramural programs. 
Abu. it ('uuld nOl\'{' nt;cessitated 
'It'l incn·J.~t· in tr.t.· student ac· 
r!\·it:.,!'1 h"t'!i p.:,dd ,it r ... ·gistradon. 
outlay to keep costs to a 
minimum. 
In a related matter. District 
510 was one of 12 school and one 
library districts to bring a suit 
against the Illinois Toll Highway 
Association concerning the tax 
exempt qualities of the tollway 
oasises. The Illinois Supreme 
Court ruled in Cavor of the 
districts and there is expected to 
be an appeal by the Association 
as soon as the 21.day waiting 
period expires. 
The board also announced that 
they will be accepting bids to 
repair the burn heaters on th~ 
ramp. The heaters have"bevn in· 
operable as a result of thf' 
deterioration of the gas lim~s 
leading to the heaters. Even 
whcm the contractor js acquin'd. 
work probably wouldn"t begin un-
til the weather warms up. accor· 
ding to Dr. K. James McCal(·b. 
dirt'ctor of the Physical Plant. 
In the area of pt'rsonnt.'l, tht· 
board hired Elaint:! GOUWt'DS. to 
serve as a full·timf: accounting 
clerk in the Administrative Si'r-
vices departml·nt. and acceplt·d a 
requets for lh(, part·ntal h'av(' of 
Mrs. Linda Uzuf('au. (Sodal 
Scivnc('sl for tht" bll '79 
semcstt·r. 
Clark also J"t'port('d that 
primary stt·ps for at:quiring Cook 
Count)' disastt·r funds for th(' 
p('riod of January 16 thru 
January 25 havt· bt't!fi initiatt"d. 
Nearly $1.900 were spent during 
that period (0 combat tm-' snow, 
Westmoreland, Church 
to head speakers at 
World Affairs Conference 
Former U.s. Army Chief of 
Staff and Commander of the U.S. 
. Armed Forces in Vietnam 
General William Westmoreland 
will be one of the featured 
sp!'akers at the Fifth Annual 
Conference of the World Affairs 
Council. March 2 and 3. at the 
Holiday Inn of Harvey. Thornton 
Community College. South 
Holland. is host institution for 
tht· two·day conference which 
begins Friday t·vening_ 
Westmortdand. luncht'on 
speaker on Saturday, March 3, 
will discuss "The Spectre of T(~r­
rorism" at 1:30 p.m. 
A 1936 graduate of West Point. 
Westmoreland earnt'd 19 U.S. 
military decorations during a 
36'year career with the armed 
forces. The author of "A Soldier 
Speaks," he retired in 1972 and 
now serves as chairman of the 
Governor"s Task Force for 
Economic Growth in his native 
North Carolina. 
The Saturday conrerence s('s-
sion will open at 9:30 a.m. with an 
address by Malcolm Clarke. 
product:r-direct.or of ABC News 
·CLOSEUP," who recently com· 
pleted two one-hour network 
documentary llIms on terrorism 
and political violt'nct' in th(' Mid· 
die East and Europt:. His topic 
will he "Terrorism as an Instru· 
ment of Changt':' Clarkt··s 
presentation wit! be !cHow("d by a 
panel discussion on terrorism. 
Panelists will include Captain 
Thomas Ashwood of the Air Linto 
Pilots Association. a TWA pilot 
who has appt'ared b('fOf(' Con-
gress to shan' his knowlt'dg(~ of 
hijacking and tt'rrorism; Jan 
Schrt·ib(·r. author of two books on 
terrorism; Frank Osanka. 
associat(· pro{('ssor in tht· In-
stitute for Studit·s in Social 
Justle(' at Lewis Univl'rsity; thl' 
Rt'v. Edward W. O·Rourk(~. 
Bishop or Pt'oria and the victim of 
a hijacking; Hassan Haddad. 
Chairman of the Dl·partment of 
History and Political Scit·nce at 
St. Xavier College; and A. Abdut 
Rost~n. midw('st dir('ctor of tht· 
B'Nai Brith Anti-Dt-Carnation 
League. 
S('nator Frank Church will 
give the keynote addrt!ss on Fri-
day evening at 7:30 p.m. 
Participants in th(' two-day 
conferen(."{!. tmtitl(!d "Spt"'ctr(' of 
TerrQrism: Roots and Realitit>s," 
may ('arn onto hour of CTi.'dit from 
GoVt'rnors Statt· lIniv('rsity, 
R(·gistration for th(· conf('rt'ncl' 
will bt· acct.·ph-d in advanc(·. Cost 
of tht· (.'Cnft·n·nc(· is $10 for tht· 
two-day COnf(·fl'OC(". OT $'; pH 
conft'rt:'nct' st'ssion. (StOssion I. 
Friday l"v(!ning: St!ssion II. Satur· 
day morning. and St>ssion III. 
Saturday aftt·rnoon). Cost for 
st'niar citiz('ns and studt'nls is $5 
for tht· two-day (~()nft·rt·nt·t" or $2 
pt'r st·ssion. !Ioi"ais an' optional 
and arlO not indud(·d in thl' 
n'gistration ft·,·. Ti('kt"ts may ht· 
ordt·n·d in advant·,·, Priet·s an' as 
follows: $7.50 pl'r til'kd for tht· 
Friday dinRt"r bantfUt·t and $5.50 
pl'r tickt'l for th,' Saturday Iun· 
chl·on. 
To rt>gistt'r o"r to obta.in mort· 
information about tht· conf('noDCt· 
contact William Tabt·1. Dirt'clor 
of tht· TeC Division of SO('ial and 
Bt'ha\'ioral Sdt·n,·(·s. 596·2000. 
('xh'nsion 271, or l.inda Uzurt·au. 
Tee instrut"[or. 596-2000. (·xtt·n· 
sian 363, Both arto 101:al mt'mbt'rs 
of tht· World Affairs Council 
Slt't'ring Commit.it·,·. 
Computer speeds placement 
By David Oaak 
Placement Services bas recent· 
Jy switched to a computerized 
system that. as soon as all the 
bugs are worked out, will greatly 
increase the efficiency of that 
department. 
"Our major objective is to get 
people jobs as quickly as 
possible:' stated Doris Ritter. 
director of Placement Services. 
The computer will speed-up the 
process by matching the ap-
plicants with jobs through five 
categories: job title: work hours. 
geographic location. ~ucation. 
and experience~ Another function 
of the computer is to collect and 
store all the'information sent by 
employers. enableing reports 
'that will aid in future operations 
to be made. Some examples of 
these reports would be: who and 
where the employers arc anG 
what. types of jobs arc opcming. 
irom ~ntry lev~l on up. 
Ritter was also in iavor of the 
n.ew system b~caust" studt~nts 
must decide what J,re<!s tiluy 
-,;;ol.Oui like to work in bdurt- tile 
computer will match them with 
jobs. "'!k·fore they would come in 
and say 'what do you have. I'll do 
anything," remarked Ritter. Now 
they have to look up the jobs and> 
decide where their inter(tsts lie. 
The students have to take the in· 
itiative to decide. it has an educa· 
tional experience built in to it. 
At the present time, a flaw 
somew here in the system in pro· 
hibiting the computer from ma.t· 
ching the applicants with jobs. 
The systems analyst was out 
rt'c('ntiy but couldn't d(·ttoct the 
probl(·m. Tht'n'fort-, studt'nts will 
han· to go on cht·cking tht, com-
put('r print-auts as they hav(· 
riont· in the past. 
A stud(!nL wishing (·itht'r on 
campus or orf campus ('mploy-
mtont should go to PJat.'t·mt·nt S("r-
viet·s. whi-ch is locah!d in t.hf.." 
Counseling C(·ntt'r. and fill out 
thto forms nt'C('ssary to h3"'(' th(" 
sludt~nt plac1.·d on tht· ("ompuh'r 
file. 
r-----------------------------i February Events i 
I 17 lE DISCO· SGA Spon$ored Donee I 
B Advance $.SO • $1 ot the door· I 
• 7:30 p .. m. o l a.m. Cafeteria B 
119 PRESIDENTS' DAY· COLLEGE CLOSED I 
I ' NO DAY OR EVENING CLASSes I 
j 20 CAREER .EVALUATION/TESTING Counseling I 
I 7-10 p.m. - $10 Fee C .. nt~r I 
,22 BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING· 8 p,m. Rm. 2121 I 
t 23·2' WOMEN'S BASKETBAll TOURNAMENT, i 
I !ECTION VU . ftiday • S p.m. ~nd 7 p.m. ! 
i ::.avtQQY· 7 p.m. ho,).Tle • 
i ~8 :;1.000 DRIVE· 4] c._tn.·3 ... m. CiC.J!.;) I 
,------ -_._--_ .. - . 
.> 
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Matt KIm.eO 132', above, slip. ill between two Oakton defeDder. 
to tear away & rebouad from. Toa HemD&' t4U_ Below, Mark Scott 
1521 ill surrounded by Herri.g aad Dave Aree. (511 during last Fri-
day'. victory_ The Build ... lnapped a 12-g ..... e Iooiag .treak hy 
&veacfas their _e point-loot to Oakton in the Tbaakagiving Tour-
Dameat. IFr ..... photoal 
Women vvait tor sectional 
IC .... tbuJecI !rom ,.. 81 . 
game, so it was important," noted 
Fink. It was a game we had to 
control the tempo in - and we 
did. Our pressure defense paid off 
here." Fink may find the pressure 
coming in handy if his Bulldogs 
reach the region tournament. but 
this is not the only thing he has 
goiDg for him. 
''The other thing we've got go-
iDg for os tbis year is a bench," 
Fink said. ..Last year we were 
hurting for suhs. I'd say nine dif-
ferent people have started for us 
this year. It makes us ~ucb more 
selective in what we can do." 
Freshman Debbie Jacobson 
(Whitingl and Dorothy Hoff 
(Thornwood) are newcomers who 
have been playing superbly 
recently. Jacobson scored a total 
of 14 points and grabbed 17 re-
bounds in the two games played 
last week_ Hoff contributed totals 
of 14 points. and 13 rebounds. 
But, as Fink indicated, this 
year's squad has depth. and a 
hoard of other Bulldogs hove 
been getting into the scoring act.. 
Lori Nelson rrhornwoodlled the 
pack against Rock Valley. pump· 
ing in 18 points. Three other' 
Bulldogs tallied in double figures 
against St. Francis. Rhona Burke 
!Lake Centrall with 16; Patty 
Dwyer (Oak Foresll with 12, and 
Kathy Schultz (Carl Sandburgl 
chippiDg in with 12. 
Thornton raced out to a 10-0 
lead against St. Francis at home 
last Friday when the visitors ask· 
ed for & timeout with 16:28 yet to 
be played in the opening halr_ 
TeC expanded their lead to 26-8 
before St. Francis finaUy 
displayed the same effort that 
was respoDSible for their beating 
the Bulldogs 55-54 earlier in the 
se&SOll_ The Saints fought back to 
trail only 28-16, but the Bulldogs 
held tough, establishing a 40-26 
halftime advantage and coasting 
from there. 
TCC hosts the Section III 
Tournament February 23 and 24_ 
The first night of action. a Fri-
day, TCe's Women meet Harper 
at. 5 pm as Triton clashes with 
DuPage at 7 pm. The winners 
meet at 1 pm on the following 
Saturday night. The Bulldogs 
have already beaten Triton and 
DuPage this seaSOD. and are 
awaiting to play Harper next 
Wednesday. The winner of the 
tourney moves on to the regional 
tournament at Parkland CoUege 
in Champaign_ 
But before the sectional tour· 
nament. the Bulldogs tune up 
with a couple of non-con(erence 
home games. One or them was 
last Tuesday against North Cen-
tral College, and Kennedy-King 
next Monday. beginning at 5:30. 
"We have those two games to 
practice. Thereafter we play (or 
keeps," said Fink_ 
"First of all we 'ye got to win 
conference," musse:d Fink. l'he 
worst we can do in conference 
now is tie. but we're not planning 
to tie:' 
"Weve got to beat Harper 
first," Fink cautioned_ "W 0 play 
one game at a time. That's aU we 
can do." And Thornton has done 
it with much success thus far this 
season. 
Men ·snap streak at 12 
ICoatiaued !rom ,.. 8) 
tent basketball for most of the 40 
minutes. but they have yet to ap-
ply the same formula to N4C con-
ference games. where they are 
still winlesa after dropping two 
more c:ontests last week. 
The closest one oC the two was 
a game played at I\Dme II\$~ Tues-
. day against Illinois Valley_ 
Thornton bad a 4945 lead at 
balftime, but the Bulldogs 
couldn't control the tempo of the 
game to make tbe margin stan-
dup_ In one lour minute streteh of 
the second half, Illinois Valley 
out.seored the hosts 32-12. TCC 
closed up the gap near the end, 
but the Apaches sealed the 
105-97 victory_ 
Despite the loss, Thornton's 
John Wilk (TF South) put on an 
awesome offensive showing that 
kept the visitors frustrated most 
of the night_ Wilk pumped in 16 
baske", aIonK with his seven.,f-
Dine performance at the free 
throw line for a season~high 39 
points. Wilk also had double 
figures in the rebounding depart-
ment, grabbing 11 thero_ 
Last Saturday. Thornton went 
into the lockerroom at tbe inter-
mission with a as-28lead. and like 
Illinois Valley, couldn't hold this 
one either. But they did survive a 
couple Raider threats midway 
through the second half, holding 
them off and finally coming away 
with a victory. 
Wilk had game-high in this 
game as well. hitting for 19. He 
was rollowed by Matt Kimmell 
(TF Northl with 13 and Uav,d 
Wilifrey (Tbornridgel with 12_ 
Thornton bit 38 of 70 field goal at-
tempts for 53 per ceDt. which is 
without a doubt one of their best 
performances from thE" fjpltI 
Female discrimination allo~ed here? 
By Terry BrewD 
The Shah of Iran is out of his 
eountry and no longer rules th~ 
gover-Dment in that country. And 
women are being discriminated 
at Tee_ 
The United States Govern-
Dlent is trying to establish com-
moD communication with Com· 
munist China. And women are 
being discriminated at Tee. 
The continuing rise in the 
economy continues to make the 
news. And women are being 
discriminated at Tee. 
Women aren~t being 
discriminated from any jobs, or 
any other position of status in the 
school. but they are being denied 
a spot where most people least 
expect it. Or at least as it stands 
now. they were being 
discriminated. 
To clearly explain what this 
story is about, let's go back to the 
beginning_ 
Thornton Community 
CoDege's Women's basketball 
team has not had an assistant 
coach since current coach BiU 
·;'ink has been at the helm_ And if 
you don't kn~w by now, the 
Women·s team had an excep~ 
_ tiona! 18-4 season last year, all 
without an assistant coaeh_ 
This year Fink added a new 
position to his team, lUI honorary 
assistant eoaeb position. This 
position is only rdled on home 
games, to sort of add more pagen-
try to the home games, going 
aloag with tbe impromtu Queen 
coneerts. 
It was not explained how the 
coaebes were all seIeeted, but it 
was StunniDgly ironic tbat all of 
the coaehes were men- When 
Fink was collfrooted with this 
issue, be alwaYI aeemed to atum-
ble aro~Dd it, mumbling 
lOID<>thing aboot his aext game 
. agaiDst a sebonl aometimei legea-
dary, always imagioar)', Red 
Feather Reservation. 
F'iak. who is DOW abo the 
athletie direetor, did DOt coaeede 
maldng a mistake about hi. &e1ec>-
tions for honorary assistaDt 
eoaches througbout the season. 
And it also cannot be denied, tbat 
DOne of the _-.bes bad a bad 
time_ Of course; wbat family man 
can resist getting In free and 
coaebing a winuing team, waving 
at his wife and ~he kids? 
Before any ·of you get any 
thoughts or ....,w balliDg Fink's 
mansion in Barrington Hilla, be 
DOOOed the Courier than on the 
- first game olthe sectional tooma-
men~. Phvsical Edu("ation teaeher 
Martha Wetzel has agreed to bt· 
honorary coach. This is a first for 
women at TCe_ and hopelully not 
t.he last at this school either_ 
Val BraUD 1111 attempt •• short 
baseUDe jump thot &Ii teammate 
Rhona Burke (31t .aaoeuverti for 
reboUDdiag position during Iaat 
Friday·. hom.e coatest. 
:, 
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Wright Scholarship 
applications available 
By MeUody H .. rteliu8~Beedy 
If you are a full·time student at 
rhornton Community College 
Ind are interested in Theater 
:\rts. apply now for the Terrence 
Wright Memorial Scholarship in 
rhealre. 
The SIOO- scholarship is award-
.:d annually in memory of Wright. 
J former student and technical 
director for the Performing Arts 
Center (P ACI. 
Although offered primarily to 
students interested in the 
technical aspects of theater -
scenic design and set construc-
tion; lighting, sound and makeup; 
and costuming, design and con-
struction - consideration may 
be given to students whose 
primary interest is acting. direc- The scholarship was establish-
ling. playwriting. or TV and cd in 1975 with the sanction of 
radio. the Wright family and was 
The scholarship committee. awarded to Elizabeth Shrode in 
consisting of Drs. Fred Hanzelin 1976 and Ed Booker in 1977. With 
and Commodore Craft III. PAC 4 the demise of the Drama Society 
Director Sue Linn. and instruc· and decreasing interest in 
tors Joseph Thornton and Smith theater art. the award was not 
Brand. will review the entries. in- given in 1978. However, with 
terview the applicants. and renewed interest in the theater. 
award the scholarship on Friday. the committee is expecting a 
April 6, at 8 p.m. good response to the availability 
In addition to the scholarship of the scholarship this year. 
presentation. the evening will in- If you are interested in apply-
dude performances by the acting ing for the theater scholarship, 
class. Drama 157. and inter- contact one of the above commit-
pretive readings by the Speech tee members; extensions are: 
110 classes. After the ceremony. Hanzelin. 296 or 297; Craft. 266; 
a tea will be given by the Linn. 297; Thornton or Brand. 
Language Arts Department. 651. 
UHURU's anniversary 
celebration successful 
Uhuru, the Afro American stu-
dent organization at Thornton 
Community College. recently 
celebrated a decade of campus 
and community activism_ 
Over 150 people. parents. 
students. faculty and ad-
ministrators. came away inspired 
by a well roupded program which 
featured an inspiring speech by 
the Reverend Willie Harrows. 
Vice President of Operation 
PUSH. 
The program offered poetry 
readings by Severina Elmore and 
Wmiam Rasool. a former p!"esi-
dent of UHURU. Both readings 
were well received by the au-
dience. 
The Friendship Inspirational 
Choir of Robbins electrified those 
in attendance with their selec-
tions. Dr. LaVell Wilson. vice 
president of TCC and Donna Hall, 
counselor. made brief 
statements. 
During the program awards 
were given to Damon Rockett 
and John Hebert for their com· 
munity involvement. David 
Johnson. faculty advisor to 
UHURU. also received an award. 
The "Choice Collection Band," 
one of the best bands around. pro· 
vided choice sounds for dancing. 
Th~ members uf tbe band nrc 
Hebrew Israelites. 
Reverend Barrows covered 
subject; ranging from the 
"dangerous law suit by ::)ears and 
Roebuck" to the need for youths 
to recognize that now is the time 
to make history and that days of 
Martin Luther King. W.E.R 
DuBois. Sojourner Truth and 
others is past_ And it is up to us 
today to make history. using the 
past as a torch to light the way ~ 
Ms. Barrows left no stone un-
turned and not many issues Un-
touched_ 
She was critical of those who 
choose to just get by. get high, 
get over and choose not to work 
for the advancement of black peo· 
pie. 
David Bryant. president of 
UHURU, referred to Ms. Bar· 
t;'ows as one of .the world·s 
gre-dcat ahort per&oni' and a 
great speaker in bis introduction. 
She was certainly both Saturday 
night as the audience gave the 
Reverend Willie Barrows.a stan-
ding ovation at the conclusion of 
her speech. 
This program was UHURU's 
third successful activity of the -
1978-79 academic year_The 
group has a musical tracing the 
history of Afro-American music 
and also a conference on educa· 
tion planned for the spring. 
Keske to represent college 
A Thornton Community Col· 
; lege student will make a presen-
J tation based on a paper written 
by a college instructor at an up-
coming conference. 
The Board of Trustees on 
February 22 granted permission 
for Kathy Keske. a student in the 
Associate Degree Nursing Pro-
gram. to represent the college at 
the Women in Society conference 
on March 2 and 3 in Winooski. 
Vermont. Ms. Keske will present 
"Women in Health Care Profes-
sions: Ethical Conflicts in Loyal· 
ty:' a paper written by Mrs. 
Kathleen Fenner. R.N., DiJ'(.~tor 
01 the TCC Associate Degree 
Nursing Program. 
Funds for the trip are provided 
through a federal capitation 
to the Associate Dt.-gree 
Nursing Program. 
TCC President Dr. Nathan A. 
I vey presented a preliminary 
report on enrol1ment for the spr-
ing semester. The President 
noted that total credit hour 
enrollment for the spring had 
decreased five percent over last 
year. However. he noted that 
because of .a change in registra-
tion procedures. enrollments for 
special interest, courses. Adult 
Basic Education and GED 
(General Education Develop-
ment) classes scheduled during 
the second eight weeks of the 
semester were not reflected in 
the preliminary report. Registra-
tions for these courses will be ac-
cepted in early March. 
G.C. Schellhorn. instructor in 
the college~s Division of 
S 
Language and Communications. 
made a brief presentation to the 
Board on the upcoming Wor!d Af· 
fairs Council Conference on 
March 2 and 3 at the Holiday Inn 
in Harvey. ScheUhorn, who is ser· 
·ving as conference coordinator. 
DOted that TCC is ser-ving as host 
institution for this year's con-
ference which features presenta~ 
tions by Senator Frank Church of 
Idaho and General William 
Westmoreland. Other sponsoring 
institutions include Prairie State 
College. Governors State Uni-ver~ 
sity and the University of Illinois. 
Cosponsor is the Illinois 
Humanities Council. 
Trustees approved a partial 
payment in the amount of $33.750 
iColltiDued CD page 4J 
\t ... h- ("""IUrA Iwith haUl looks for a cutting teammate during.iast Th~rsday's ~tramural competition. 
Eclipse vievvers ... 
Students aDd faculty gathered last Mo~y to witness the last solar 
eclipse of the century. The image of the sun was projected OD • 
movie screeD to proto.' the eyes of thoior 1Iti~hing to view the spec-
tactular eveaL (Fransen photo) 
Intramural basketball 
goes down to the vvire 
Tonight's game between the 
Blazers and Suns could decide 
who enters the playoffs in the 
Black division of the intramural 
basketball league. In that divi· 
sion the Blazers. Suns. and Bur-
nouts are aU tied at 3-1 with one 
game remaining. The Burnouts 
·could have an easier time'though, 
as they play the Ball Hogs (1-31. 
Re9 Rabble (3-11 faces league-
leading Park Connection (4.01 for 
the right to enter the playoffs 
from the Orange division. Red 
Rabble is in a must win situation 
because the No Names and 
Bengal Alumn~ are only one game 
·off the pace at !!·2, and they were 
already beaten by the No Names 
last week. 
Bowling 
After three weeks of competi-
tion Double Crossed lOlh·tth has 
a two and one half game lead over 
Nova B and the Deltas, both tied 
for second at 8-4: Thus lar Earl 
DeGroot (2221 and Karen Willey 
(1801 have topped the league with 
high games. AI Cohn has rolled a 
567 and Kathy Casey a 474 for 
higb series marks. 
Racquetball . 
Entries are due tomorrow. Fri· 
day. March 2. for those in· 
terested in participating in intra-
mural racquetball. It will be set 
up as a single elimination tourna·" 
ment with competition in Men's 
and Women's singles. The mat· 
ches will be played at local rac· 
quetball clubs. Players will be 
placed against an opponent and 
have ODe wt..-ek to play each round 
at both player's convenience. 
Play begins Monday. March 5. 
For more information. contac..1. 
Jim HeUrung. intramural diTec-
tor. in the fieldhouse or cali 
596-2000. 
Intramural Standings 
Basketball 
Oruge Divwoo 
ark Conne.dion 
edRabble 
o Names 
ngalAlumni 
uggs 
izzards 
Black Division 
4.0 
3·1 
2·2 
1-3 
1·3 
().4 
3-1 
3·1 
3-1 
1-3 
1-3 
0-4 
Bqvvling 
Double Crossed 10'h·l'h 
Nova B 8-4 
Delta's 8-4 
Resolution 9 7·5 
Sigma's 7 
Fade-Outs 7· 
Incredibles 6-6 
C,A.E.C. 6-6 
WIN 5-7 
Gluteus Maximus 
GallStones 
Fantastic 4 
Wilkey's Wonders 
Wild & Crazy 
3 '/:..7'1: 
4-8 
4-8 
4-8 
3-9 
The Courier 
needs a writer, 
apply in 2117C .. 
.\ 
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Men finish vvith 82-76 loss 
By Terry Brow .. 
Thornton Community Col-
Iege's Men's basketball team 
finished their season last 
Wednesday in much the same 
fashion as the second balf of their 
season had gone. Not be~Dg able 
10 come up with the splurge to 
win the game in the late stages. 
The Bulldogs ended their 
season at 6-25 with an 82-76 loss 
to Kennedy-King at the 
Kankakee sectional. 
Thornton was winDing at 
halftime. 44-42. but the young, 
squad lost that lead in the second 
half. The Bulldogs trailed the, 
Statesmen by seven poi.nts with a 
little less than four minutes re-
maining, where they put on a 
comeback to close within two 
point, with two minutes remaiD-
iag.~ 
But as was the case before. the 
Bulldogs couldn't keep the 
momentum going to get over the 
hump_ TeC fell for the second 
time to Kennedy-King_ 
Despite the loss. Thornton's 
head coach. Buzz Payne. had 
some complimentary words for 
his troops about the game_ 
"We really played well. We did 
a lot of tbings this time that we 
didn't do the [ ... st time." said 
Payne. '"There weren't too many 
wasted &nythings. offensive re-! 
bounds, turnovers," and the list 
continued. 
"It's the same story that 
plagued us all year; they outre-
bounded us." conceded Payne_, 
""They were so much quicker tban. 
us. but the 2-3 defense kept them 
at bay_" As also was the case in 
tbe second half of the season. 
Thornton's zone defense kept 
them in every game they played •• 
The defeuse was the key even 
. wben Thornton was outsized. or 
wasn't the quickest team. . 
Thornton did stick ,with 
'Kennedy-King well throughout 
the 40 minutes. even though the 
Statesmen did shoot very well 
from tbe outside over the zone 
defense. But Payne was also very. 
quick to pat every team member 
on the back for his contributioDS 
in the game_ 
-rhese tourney games have 
been where we bave put a lot of 
fundamentals together." Payne' 
noted. "This has to be the best 
game we've played since the 
Triton game." refering to a 66-65 
loss Thornton bad at home one 
month ago. 
The Bulldogs had three men in 
double figures. and of course 
freshman John Wilk bad team-
high with 24. "He led us like he's 
Jed us aU seasdn," praised Payne., 
Some other familiar naDl~9 ' 
followed Wilk. including David 
Winfrey with 17 and Matt Kim-
mell with 14. 
Women take N4C conference 
undefeated; two in a row 
By Bin Marcbetti 
It is probably easier to move a 
mountain or change the weather 
than it is to win a North Central 
Community College Conference. 
ia any sport. 
Just look at the TCC football 
team. which posted a 1~ N4C . 
record last faU, Or the Men's 
basketball team, which lost aU 
fourteen of its conference games 
Ibis season_ Even the volleyball 
squad. which compiled an im· 
25-10 overall mark last 
five of six con-
matches. Needless to say. 
those teams finished near 
the middle of the pack in the 
eight .school division. let alone 
the top, 
But Thornton can be proud of 
its Women's basketball squad. 
Last Wedneaday the Bulldogs 
took II1'St plae. In the N4C for the 
second straight year by rocking 
Harper. 9O~1. 
TCC went undefeated in -con-
ference with a 7.(1 record, one vi": 
tory coming _t-om a forfeit by 
Joliet.. In the six games played 
(four of which were on the road) 
the Women averaged 76.2 pofnts 
a game· compared to their op-
ponents 55.3 ,points. 
Thornton dashed out of the 
starting 'gate fast. running off 
early le.ds of 10 and 15 pofnts. 
The Bulldogs went hito the 
Iockerroom at ba1Itime with a 
45-30 lead_ Thornton continued 10 
dominate this game dupite the 
fact that the Hawks tried to con-
trol tbe tempo of the game by 
slowing up the· Tbornton fast 
breaks_ 
TCC coasted to the Victory 
over the Hawks from Palatine. 
boosted by four doUble-digit scor-
ing efforts. Most notable w,. 
freshman Rhona Burke~s 21 
points. She was followed by Lori 
Nelson with 16. Donna Kuiken ad-
ding 13. and Dorotby Hoff chipp-
ing in 10_ 
Tbornton Community College 
head coach Bill Fink prepared his 
. gals like there was no end-
Needless '10 say. the South 
Hollanders dominated tbe Hawks 
in every faclt of the game. But 
this contest was not aa indication 
of bow things would go in last Fri-
day'. aemi-final contest of the 
section tournament. 
How does Fink feel about all 
this? "It reels very gJ«!. It'. ",. 
good start. at least," said FiDk,' 
leaning to the section tourna-
ment and what lies beyond. ·We. 
play in a very competiti!e 
athletic conference_ The schools 
in our conference represent 
tbemselves very well in all sports 
when they get to the regional 
leveL" , 
And Thornton is one of those 
sehools, thanks to tbe Women'. 
basketball team_ ' 
FeIbt AIeuader (abovef p-abo a 
relloand, beIped by Il1o peoItioa. 
David WiIIfre,. IIeftI cliopIaJII ... 
,of the Ioest oIoootIng ............. 
eouId uk ..... Tee W_'. 
........ Bin Flak IriPtI and lifo 
playen look OD in fast Satnrda,.. 
60-57 win ... er DaP .... 
The Courier needs a sports 
writer to cover Intercollegiate 
sports for this spring. 
Interested students should apply 
in the cOurier office, room 2117C. 
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Former T c.;c.; student 
Terry Steczo shares political savvy 
By Mollody Harteliu.·Beedy 
Referring to himself as an "in-
dependant Democrat:' State 
Representative Terry Steczo (9th 
DisU explained how a legislator 
must exercise his own judgement 
on the issues facing government 
today. 
Steczo. a (ormer Tee student. 
was speaking on Friday. March 9. ' 
to Political Science-102 students 
and Model Illinois Goverriment 
Association (MIGAI delegates 
conc(>rning the structure of II· 
Unois government in the General 
As ... mbly. H. explained how the 
majority and minority Iraders 
are chosen. their assistants. and 
the whips. Th€'n how each 
representative requests various 
committee assignments -
because each person chooses to 
Sf"rve on committt"es which in-
terest himlhcl" the most •. the re-
quests are generaUy adhered ~. 
thereby afCording more ~rormed 
and interesfed l'egislatofs. 
However. stich is not always the 
case. 
In addition to structure. Steczo 
also addressed the group on ma-
JOE'" issues facing the General 
Assembly this session. Although 
issues tend to be "what the 
General Assembly perceives 
them to be," this session will be 
punctuated by discussions on tax 
limitations, ERA (Equal Rights 
Amendmentl, and the raising of 
the drinking age. 
Not so long ago the stste 
legislator was under 21 himself 
and because of that he 
remembers what it was like and 
empathizes with. the young 
adults. He feels that if 18 and 19 
years olds are mature enough to 
marry. vote. and fight in wars. 
then they certainly "should be 
able to handle a beer now and 
then:' Although he will vote 
against the bill to raise the legal 
drinking age. he would consider a 
compromise bl11 which would pro-
hibit over-the-counter or carry-
out sales - a major issue in the 
drinking age battle. 
Stecoo does have high hopes 
Cor the ERA, though. In tbe past 
Representative Terry Steczo ad-
drelsea politica' science 
studeat •. IFraosea photol 
the bill has been "deCeated not on 
its own merits. but by political 
squabbles." With political bicker· 
ing and back-stabbing set aside, 
the ERA wouJd pass with a com-
Cortable margin. 
As far as tax limitatiops go, 
tbat will be difficult to solve. 
'Because we are "stin in the 
throes o( the Proposition 13 
revolution.~ everyone wants to 
"reduce taxes and have more 
spending money, but nobody 
wants to reduce 'services." But 
no ODe can agree on how this can 
rbe done. To reac::h an "equitable 
solution" is the goal or the 
legislature and Representative. 
Steczo. 
Finding the pulse of his consti-
tuency is almost impossible. ac-
cording to Steczo. He can't 
possibly know wbat the poople 
think about any given issue if 
they dOD't write or call him. As 
far as sending out questionnaries. 
that, too, is a difficult, iC not im· 
possible, task since state 
legislatOrs do not bave the Crank· 
ing privilege that federal 
representatives do. However. he 
welcomes advice and recommen-
dations from voters in the 9th 
District even if they don't a~ee 
with his views on an is'lue.... . 
Because be has access to infOr-
mation that the citizenry maj 
not. Steczo sometimes may have 
to vote differently on a bill than 
his consliuents have advised him 
to. If that occurs. he always 
writes the concerned citizens and 
explains why he voted the way he 
did and supports his actions with 
Cacts. If the vat.... still don'l 
agree with bim and reaHy don't 
like the way he is representing 
them, then all they have to do on 
the next election day is vote for 
someone else. ' 
So Car, though. the voters 01 
District 9 must be pleased with 
his p.-rformancc because Terry 
Steao has just begun his second 
term in office and is no longer the 
youngest. either in years or ex-
perience. legislator in the House 
of Rt'presentatives in Spr-
ingfield. 
Rare breed gathers for laughs, lessons, & fun 
By Vauaoy Dottoa 
Laughter was heard coming 
from Jobn Murphy's Clown class, 
wbich is held here every MondaY 
night. 
Murphy got involved with 
clowning some 20 years ago when 
his daughter wanted to be a 
clown aad Murphy (who en· 
couraged his daughter to be just 
a little bit differentl couldn't find 
Local political hopeful 
clown", states Murphy. As a 
result hi. class includes the 
philosophy of humor. emotions. 
ac:tions. sounds. Ractions and 
mannerisms. how to apply grease 
paint.. choose your .... tume and 
ret be individuaL 
- -t h e' Seal Buckley, from Adm;" VI SIS' . e r :~:~' saya "the class is • lot of 
Rita Page remarked that her 
,By Kea MaehJbaeber 
What impression do you get 
when you think of a politician? 
Perhaps you pietare & stout man 
with slightly greying black hair. 
sitting around with • big stogie 
implanted between jaw led 
,. 
IF ..... ""p photo' 
cheeks. With the exception of the 
cigar.lhe smokes cigarettes) that 
description conld easUy fit 
: Michael W. Hurley. 
Would that make him a politi· 
cian? Maybe not, but be is rana· 
ing for aldermaa in Markham's 
ard ward aad reeentJ.y apoke to " 
Journalism 106 class about Ioc:aI 
polities. 
Hurler will be running agaiast 
three other CAndidates on April 
11. One oC his oppoaents is Glen 
M_ Higgins, an incumbent of 16 
years about wbom HurJey 
remarks, "He's been in there so 
Ioag it·s time Cor. ehange." 
. Hurley has had ...... e ex· 
perience working with local 
government-served on the Park 
Board in 1969. He obtained the 
job wben the man who was 
formerly holding that position 
moved: Hurley .... then ap-
pointed to the pl"!'ning commis· 
lioD in 1911, and is curreatJ.y aero 
viag the city in that capacity. 
, Even with some governmental 
background, does be feel 
qualified to be aa alderman? Ac· 
cording to Hurley, he doesn't 
know for sure because be bas 
never been one. However. Hurley 
claims to have the ability to 
reasoa witb people, and feels that 
is a necessary element for an 
alderman. 
The candidate claims to bave 
acquired that talent whUe he .. as 
working as a manager at the 
Chicago Stsple Co. 
With election, day comiag ap 
shortly. Hurley was asked, about 
local' polities, and in partieular, 
bow hectic it will become during 
the final weeks of the campaign. 
He replied, "It can and does 
beeome pretty violeat." 
That question reminded him oC 
a specific incident whid. took 
place aboUt. six years ago. A<:eor· 
ding to Burley, be was a can· 
didate for treasurer at the time. 
However. it was DOt by choice; he 
wanted to run for aldermaa, but 
due to eertain eireumstances ead· 
ed up runiliag for treasurer. 
An'}W&,!, aceording to Hurley's 
story. be had just finished a 
debate and decided to visit • local 
gin mnI with some oC his fellow 
candidates. While in the bar. he 
was approaehed by a beav)' set 
, woman, Leaving out the explicit 
details, the woman claimed 
Hurley would not make a good 
treasurer. Hurler disa~ed. It 
,was then tbat the lady . reared 
back and, punched ~,m. 
lrcmicaIly. the woman is cur· 
rentJ.y campaigning Cor him. 
husbaad knew that' she'd be 
earolling ia the da .. and ... 
"loves it". 
Charlie Carlberg, a retired 
salesman says, "It's just like be-
ing a salesman, 3'ou~re selliac 
yourself and humor to m'" 
,othenlaugh." 
And laughter, acc:ordiag to 
Murpby "releases teDsioa." 
'AUfHORS' 
R .. _IdoS_1toc. 
407 S. DEARBORN 
ROOM 600 
CHICAGO. ILL. 6060S 
(312)'22-o3H 
At! ma1e,loI" sold 
. .. ~or fHearc." .S~i,$,~nce o~ty. 
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Medrano nevv coach 
gives-baseball hope' 
By Bill Marchetti 
Carlos Mvdrano has been a 
winn(,T. And as neW head 
bast'ball wach at Thornton Com· 
munity CoUcg<,. Medrano intends 
to continue those winning ways 
this spring. 
Medrano was a member of 
TeC's undeleated 1960 ba..,ball 
team. After that. ht" pitched eight 
years [aT the- pro({>ssional 
Washington Senators· minor 
league organization and never 
had a losing TfOcord. From there. 
M('drano nt"v("r' had a losinl team 
while serving at Thornridge High 
School's sophomore base hall 
coach thf" last tf"n y("ars. But 
M(~drano is now back at Tee. 
"I applifif for the job be<:aus(> it 
was an opportunity to coach at 
my alma mat('r:' t"xplained 
Medrano, who ev("ntually 
graduatp'd from Southern Illinois 
University. where he served as 
an assistant coach from 1965--67. 
Ht> replaces Bill Brykczynski. 
who left the coaching post here to 
accept an offer as a scout and pit-
ching coach for the San Diego 
Padres. 
Medrano's main objective this 
season, aside from making the 
Bulldogs winners of course. is to 
pass his vast store of baseball 
knowledge and experience on to 
the players. "Ifs my philosophy 
to build fundamentally sound 
baseball players," said Medrano. 
who feels this is the key to 
baseball sucress, be it high school 
or college level. "1 feel a fun-
damentally sound baseball player 
will make it at any level. rYe per-
sonally played in every level of 
baseball there is. Fundamentally. 
baseball is not too much different 
at whatever level of playing." 
Medrano's former Thornton 
High School teammate Art 
Flores' will assist him with 
coaching duties this year. "Art is 
the president of the John 
Sullivan Summer Leagues and 
Fans were quite 
supportive, anxious 
By Terry Browlt 
Sport. Editor 
This story is dedicated to all of 
the fans who wE'nt out and saw 
Thornton's basketball teams this 
past s('ason. 
It is obvious. if you are one o[ 
thi'm. that not many prople show-
ed up for th(>se games. That holds 
tru(> eVt'n for the Women's team. 
which had another outstanding 
season. But imagin(> how the 
plaYE"rs might have [('it if nobody 
had shoWE'd up at all? 
TeC's Men stumbled through 
their season. finishing with a 6·25 
record. Throughout the season. 
the Men avt"raged about 30 to 40 
people a game. This may seem 
rather small. but it was judged 
otherwise by some of Tee's op~ 
ponC'nts. 
Gt"tting students out to basket· 
ball games do, 5 present quite a 
problem. espt'cialiy at a com-
mutet' eoJi("ge. But students 
NlulOr,t 1100;,. thf" "~r;" ... ,. '!'('O:tt·· of a 
losmg team with the Women. 
Tee's gals finished the season at 
21-4-. and still were lucky on any 
given night to draw more of a 
crowd than the Men did. 
The· crowd at the Women's 
game was mostly composed of 
the players parents. These 
parents showed some unusual 
dedication to the team. braving 
the worst the winter season could 
offer to travel the distance to see 
them. 
But much to the team's amazev 
ment. the fieldhouse bleachers 
were quite filled when Thornton 
took on DuPage in the sectional 
championship game. And if there 
was ever a time when the Women 
n .... ded all 01 the support. that 
was the time and place for it. 
The Women showed their 
thanks for the fan appreciation 
by only losing one home game. A$ 
for the Men. you would have to' 
find some other standard to 
judg'(> their thanks. But believe it. 
aiso serves as manager of the 
Lansing Old·Timers (John 
Sullivan League champions last 
yeat)," Medrano informed. "He's 
had experience managing post· 
high school competition .... 
The direct wntrast between 
the two coaches' styles could pro· 
ve to be beneficial to Thornton. 
While Flores can be described as 
somewhat of a gambler in respect 
to on·the-fieId decisions~ Medrano 
labels himself "8 conservative 
manager." I think Coach Flores' 
theories will blend with mine to 
rtc~;e an exciting team at 
Certainly the potential exists 
fOT a winning, if not exciting. 
team. "1 was pleased with the tur-
nout." said Medrano. who had 41 
players to choose from. "W~ prac· 
ticed two full weeks before I 
started cutting." At present. 
Medrano is going with a rather 
large 23 man squad, 11 of which 
are returning·lettermen from last 
(e 
Women's 8-ball 
It's time to 
rememb r 
By Bill Marchetti 
"We knew we had a good team 
to start with, but did not really 
realize how good we were," 
reflected Thornton Community 
College's Women's basketball 
coach. Bill Fink. 
Fink was looking back at a fine 
1978-79 Women's basketball eam-
paign. He was looking back at a 
team which won the N4C title. 
, won their own Christmas Tourna-
· ment. won the Section VII Tour-
nament. and in Fink's words. 
"played well in the Region IV 
· Tournament" but lost in the first 
round to Belleville. 68-55_ Tee 
· wound up the season with an im-
pressive 21-4. record. Fink was 
looking back and trying carelully 
to describe just what made his 
· lady Bulldogs so good_ 
MIt was an unselfish. dedicated 
team," Fink praised. "It was a 
. team that. no matter what the 
bad circumstances. came from 
behind. They pradiced and -
played hard to win; all the 
characteristics 0: a true cham-
pion. It was a team that grew as 
people. in values and in life. 
Which is what sports is about 
anyway." 
Thornton also. un[ortunatE'ly, 
was a team that 'had to say good· 
bye to five superb sophomore 
players as the buzzer sounded to 
'end the Belleville game and the 
Bulldogs' season a couple weeks 
ago. Fink will certainly miss. but 
never forget. Donna Kuiken. Pat, 
ty Dwyer. Lori Nelson. Karen 
Williams. and Linda Dahlberg. 
"Anyone who missed seeing 
Donna missed an exciting 
ballplayer." declared Fink. "She's 
a complete ballplayer who can do 
(Continued on page 7) 
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Band and Choral in concert 
of Thornton Community College', band and choral are caught in the act while participating in > C u Itu ra I survey set 
their concert tbat was held last Sunday evening hi the Performing Arts Center. IPhotoa by Paul 
Fransen.. - . 
Diminishing finances 
ncel future issue(s) 
the lack of funds. the 
·has been forced to 
the issue scheduled for 
on Thursday. April 5. 
'report showing ex~ 
through January 31 
that the amount 
be exeeeded_ 
annually budgets 
money to pay for the 
and printing costs fqr a 
paper every week. 
this year. there have 
more eight-page papers 
in the past and there will be 
two more issues than last year. 
depending on the financiai 
outlook. This. coupled with the 
faet that there has not been 
anyone willing to work whole--
beartedly on advertising to help 
defray costs, has caused the ex· 
cess spending. 
Consequently, the staff has 
decided to delete an issue that 
would fall at a time when news 
would be at a minimum and spr· 
ing sports would still be getting 
underway. There is definitely a 
possibility that one of more 
.............. ,. e'W of road rules 
issues wouJd be cancelled if the 
situation is diagnosed and found 
to be more severe than an-
ticipated. 
The remaining issues of the 
Courier total five: March 29. 
April 26. May 5. May 12. and May 
19. Even before the acknowledge-
ment of the situation. the staff 
had decided to omit the April 12 
and 19-- iSs-iJes. -because of spring 
break. Therefore, any person or 
organization wishing to submit 
information for April events 
should do so before noon Monday, 
March 27. 
During tht> Dl~xt s(·vt·ral wN'ks. 
tht" Thornton Community Coll('gt, 
Division of Arts and Humanitit·s 
will hi· r.ondu("t ing a sur-v«oy t.o 
dt·tt·rmiot· th(· typt'5 and kinds 
of cultural and «·ducational ac-
tiviti('s art.'a rt'sidt'nts would like' 
to S('e at th(! community col1(·gt·. 
Re'sults of thp survt"y will b(' uSt'd 
to plan a serie-s of cultural ('Y(~nts 
for th,· fall of 1979. 
Undt'r lh., provisions of a pro-
gram partially fundt'd by a grant 
from lh('IIlinois Arts Coundl. th,' 
Division will conduct a communi-
ty"cuitural interest surv(>y. QU('5-
tionnair('s will be mailt·d to 5,000 
houSt'holds in tb., coll(~g(· district 
during late F(·bruary. 
TtK· brit·f. multiph: choict· form 
is dt·signc·d to gath('r information 
which will assist th .. c:ol1('g(' in 
planning of music:. art. m('dia 
arts, tht'atr('/musical tht·atn' • 
dancf' and litt'rary activiti('s of in-
tt'ft'st to tht· mt-mbl'rs of th(· col-
h·g(· community_ Rt·spondt·nts 
will b,· ask(·d to indicah' tht· 
tyP('s of ac.:t.ivitit·s lht·y'd b" in-
tt·ft·stt·d in vil'wing as ,·ith(·r a 
spt·ctator or a participant. Addi· 
tionally. SUTVt"y participants will 
bt· askt·d to indicatt· what {(>t·s 
tht·y'd b(' willing to pay for 
sp<~ciai (·v"nts and to list th,> 
nam('s and addrt·ss(·s of art'a 
cult'ural activiti('s groups. 
According to Dr. Frt·d 
Hanzdin. Din'dor or th,' Division 
of Arts and Humaniti('s, th(· pur-
pOSt· of tht, surVt-y is tworold: to 
provid,' insight into tht· dirt'ction 
tbt· colh·gt· should takc' in plann~ 
ing a community arts s('ri('s 
r('sponsiv(' to tht· nt"(,ds and in-
tt'rt-sts o[ district r('5idt'nts and 
to provid,' up·to-datt· information 
on community arts activitit·s in 
th(' 20 lowns and vmagt·s st-rvt·d 
by th,' district. 
wheel driving tests are invited to 
participatf" in the Drivers' 
Licen$(' Review Seminar spon· 
sored by the Tee Office of Com· 
munity Services. 
Shop & Share for Tee 
Audrey Stech will lee· 
Now" on 
• from 9:00 
and again Thursday. 
29 from 9:30 to 11:00 in 
H~ll A. Sister Stech has 
years with Dr. 
Kubler·Ross. a well· 
authority on dying, and 
served as a school counselor. 
has worked in Veterans and 
IPsyct,ial:ric hospitals. 
Stech. who has a 
in Psychiatric Nursing 
Waynt- State -University. 
bt- It-aving the area for 
Maryland and will he 
to the Retreat Staff at a 
Classes will b. held Tuesday 
evenings from 7 to 9 p.m .• March 
17 through May 1. in Room 3134 
on the Tee main campus. Even-
ing classes will offer preparation 
-for written examinations by 
focusing on significant changes in 
driving rules and regulations and 
road signs. Behind-the·wheel 
driving time is to be arranged 
with instruetor RacheHe 
Cameron_ 
Cost for participation in the 
seminar series is $8 for evening 
classes geared to fOT the review 
written test only or $18 for 
review for written test and 
behind~the-wheel instruction_ 
For more information, contact 
the Tee Office of Community 
Services at 596-2000. Extension 
227 .. 
Students and staff members 
are invited to Participate in a 
Shop & Share fund·raising pro-
gram. April 2-4. by doing their 
grocery shopping at any Jewel or 
Jewel Grand Bazaar store in Il-
linois or Indiana on the' above 
days. Five percent of ea~h par-
tieipants total purchases, ex-
cluding tax and Oseo merchan-
dise. will he donated by Jewel to 
the Referendum Account·Tee 
Student Aid Foundation. 
The Shop & Share Days at 
Jewel Food Stores were arrang-
edby the Tee Referendum Fund 
Raising Committee which is co--
chaired by instructor Gene 
Wensel and Tee Trustee Jerry 
Meyer. Monies raised through 
Shop & Share Days will be used 
to defray costs for informational 
mailings. postage and related 
SIMS sponsors TM lecture 
Thornton Community College 
will be the site of a free public lec-
ture entitled "The Dawn of 
World Peace" on Tuesday,-March 
21. at 12 and at 7:30 PM. The lee· 
sponsored by the Students 
1I.'Ler,oat,onal Meditation Society, 
in Room 2117. or the 
about the reeent World Peace 
project undertaken last ran by 
the World Government of the 
Age or Enlightenment. > 
The project sent 900 governors 
(including Mr. Hartl of the Age of 
Enlight.enment to five of the 
most troubled areas of the World 
to neutralize tension and restore 
orderliness. Governors of the 
Age of Enlightenment are TM 
teachers who have been trained 
in the TM-Sidhi program which 
0«·\*«·1011" f't'Ttain spt"clai abilities. 
scientific research conducted at 
over 100 universities and 
-researeh institutions around the 
world which has demonstrated 
the effectiveness of the 
Transeendental Meditation 
technique for unfolding mental 
potential. improving health. and 
creating ideal social behavior. 
The leeture. cosponsored by 
the Students Activity OUice and 
the Students International 
Meditation Society. is open to the 
public and f~ee _of cha~ge. 
costs of the referendum. & Share Identification Card" to 
be presented at Jewel on anyone 
of these days. Cards are available 
at the Admissions & Records Of· 
fice located on the se(:ond fioor or 
through instructors. 
Participants in Shop & Share 
Days are reminded that special 
weekly sale prices are available 
at Jewel Stores. Mondays 
through Saturdays. even though 
they may not be advertised until 
later in the week. 
Anyone interested in par· 
ticipating in this fund·raising ef· 
fort. Apro 24. will need a "Shop 
Individuals interested in mak~ 
ing tax-deductible contributions 
to the referendum effort may 
contact Gene Wensel at 596·2000. 
extension 375 or 257. 
22 
22 
23 
26-
Apr. 13 
28 
28 
29 
Events 
. BOAIID OF TRUSTEES MEETING. p.m. 
TENNIS· TCC '". Kankok_ Community 
College 3 p.m. 
lAST DAY TO FILE FOR TCC SOARD 
ELECTION 
FIRST DAY OF SECOND a·WEEK 
COMMUNITY EDUCATION CtASSES 
AlIT EXHIBIT. Palnllng. bV Karen 
Dei'lno Hou"" M-TH '·3 and 7·' FRI '·3 
Closed on w •• konds Gnd holldQ'P ~ Free 
CORR£CTIVE READING COURSE· Seven 
MondaylThursday So .. ton$ 4-5:30 p.m. 
Fee, $32 
SOCIAL SECURITY SEMINAR 7., p.m. 
Fr ... 
JOB-SEEKING SEMINAR: In.ervtewing 
12-2 p.m. F.e: $3 
DRIVERS LICENSE REVIEW· to Tu •• doy 
Sessions 7·' p.m_ F •• : S18 
SEMINAR:, "Ma;riOg6 and f-omtly Enrich· 
me-ntH Six Wednesday Sessions 7:30· 
,,30 p.m. Fee, $15 
LECTURE SERIES· Thanatology: "On 
Death Gnd Dying" Spooker: Mohlon O. 
Clift 7 p.m. Ftee 
TENNIS· Tee YZ. Harper Collego 
2:30 p.m. 
Rm.2121 
Ho ..... 
Gallery 
41~1 
Rm. 
2109 
Bldg. 3 
Rm.1 
11m. 
2109 
Rm. 
313.4 
/1m. 
3106 
toe. 
Hall 
A 
Homo 
~\ 
I' 
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What 
is time? 
By Doris West 
A young black lad approach.d bis 
dad and inquirf'd. 
"Dad what is timE>?" His dad look~ 
eod up in a mystical way 
and said. 
"TimE" is thE" fE'COrding" of all 
df'E'ds and sins. 
The timE' is to listen and you'll 
comprpht·nd. 
TimE' is wisdom and knowlt!dge 
observed through the- years by 
man. 
Timf"-is th(" inception of 5uff('ring 
and d(·mands. 
Ti~e is a system set up of hate. 
love. and SQrrow. 
TimE' is today and aftf'r tomor-
row. 
Time is that which was. is and 
will bo. 
Timf.> is somE"thing only thE' blind 
man Sl·es. 
Time is tbe incpption of all life. 
Time is an endl('ss spacious 
flight. • 
The stage of birth to us all. 
When you run out of timt" to tht> 
ground you fall. 
You can run from your sorrows, 
hid. from your fate, 
YE't tht>re's nothing ?:ou can do to 
A songwriter; a storyteller. a singer and guitarist. Dave Rudolf 
entertained the lunch crowd with his folk baUads on We4,aesdey 
March 21st in the Tee cafeteri&. (Fransea 
Springtime in Europe 
~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A group of 1'.C.C. stud"nto and 
ar~a rt'sidents will spt'nd thl·ir 
spring vacation in Munich. Inn·' 
We have a corner 
on your future 
OPEN HOUSE 
April 22 
1 to 4 pm 
For further information contact: 
Director of Admissions 
College of St. Francis 
500 N, Wilcox St • 
Joliel. Illinois 6043S 
(8IS) 740-3400 
Pan Amt'rican Airways and tour 
thl' two countrll's in modt'rn Gl·r· 
man busl's for nint· days. 
sbruck and Salzburg this Yl·ar. r-~t.ipiiiii~ The tour, I.d by T.C.C. G"rman A<l\ 
in~truetor Ankt· A. Cuiv(·r. is ,..,\"" •. 
sponsored by the.' Am('rlcan 
Study Lt,.d,·r,hip Group. It will ~""', 
fl'ature the G,·rman and Austrian 
Alps and the cities. villagt·s and ~ 
lakes of Bavaria and Tyrol. Tht· ~... ~...,., "', ........ , .. It" ''''.1'''' , ... , 
students will fly to Munich via .... ..!." -I" ;I", •. ~';':;":;;~"'::;:III:;;:~"',.~~'.'I: 
..... 1 I' ...... · A·.· .• ·.I ..... ,' .11·~'.I" ... I.d"" 
A Service of Celebration 
of the Suffering and the 
Resurrection of Christ 
in the Grotto - 12 noon -
April 11 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
By TCC Campus Ministries 
AUfHORS' 
RC* .. .c1l Scnrlcca.1ac. 
407 S. DEARBORN 
ROOM 600 
CHICAGO.ILL.·6060S 
(312) 922·0300 
All m.tet"~ls solei 
fal le~rch assist.tlnce onlV 
a MARIlN Rl1T/R~D~SEYEV production 
SALLY·FIELD·RON LEIBMAN . BEAU BRIDGES' PAT HINGLE' BARBARA BAXLEY 
saeenplay by IRVING RAVETCH and HARRIET FRANK, JR. music DAVID SHIRE 
director 01 ~,,=phy JOHN A. ALONZO, A.5.C. 
produced by TAMARA A S and ALEX ROSE directed by MARTIN Rl1T 
"IT GOES UKE IT GOES" lyrics by NORMAN GIMBEL music by DAVID SHIRE 
COLOR BY DeLUXE' ~ I§' __ ~a. -~--.. -...- , .o-"""--C ___ 
Now playing at a theatre near you. Check local 
newspaper for specific theatre listing. 
~ 
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Intramural Activities 
Thornton Community Col-
lege's Intramural, Sports pro-
gram is still continuing. and will 
go on through the rest of the spr-
ing semester until exams. 
Entries are now being ac-
cepted for 5Oftb~U and tennis 
doubles, until Frida)', May 4. En· 
tries can be turned in at the In-
tramural Director's office in the 
gym complex. 
First round action for the 
Women's Badminton must be 
completed by Friday, May 4. 
In other action that is com· 
pleted or still going on: 
Sam Sevine won the table ten-
nis tournament in two straight 
games. 
In the quarter-finals of the 
Men's raquetball. Jim Hellrung 
plays Jim Melby, Bill Curran 
meets defending champion Ver-
non Jackson. and Earl DeGroot 
squares off against last year's se-
cond place finisher. Bill Yeager. 
David Anderson was successrul 
in the other quarter-final match. 
In the Women's raquetball 
tournament. Pat Brunnell meets 
Sandra MarlaUe to determine 
who will be the next opponent ror 
Pam Shank. Brunnell and 
Marlatte have one loss each. as 
Shank is undefeated in the 
double·elimination tournament. 
Approximately IOU par-
ticipants are making the Intra-
mural volleyball program go. 
Two teams have unblemished 
records, as three teams are jocky-
ing for the top spot in the stan-
dings. 
Out or 12 learns in the lcagut·. 
The Spikers have a 12-0 record. 
Iollowed by All The Way Live 
with 6-0. and Pcrspolict" with 7-1. 
Competition in Intr.unural 
volleyball will continue through 
Wednesday, May 9. 
Fans gather at banquet-
By Terry Brown 
Sporls Editor 
If every sport could be set 
aside. with the exception of the 
Women's baskelball team, the 
at least match this year's slate. 
athletic department would pro- received honors for making the -change that next season, but not 
babty be set to rest. all-confereDce squad. Patty his team's overall success' in the 
Unfortunately. the most suc- Dwyer. Linda Dahlberg. and Deb- conference or the section. And 
anyone who followed the team 
this year knows. that he has a 
tough cballenge ahead of him Lo 
Fink finished the banquet by 
saying thal he hoped to sec 
everyone in the same place again 
next year. And he is probably 
hoping that there will be a IitUe 
bit, more as well. 
cessful team Ihis school has, bie Jacobton all made bonorable .... _______________________________ ...... 
didn't draw many regular tans mention. 
Ihis seaSQll, But what few fans Still, we should nol forget' the 
there were. aU assembled on man who is behind this whole 
Wednesday, April., for a ban· . ordeal, Fink. Three years ago he 
quot in honor of Ihe Women's took over Ihe job of head eoaeb on 
basketball leam and Lbeir coach the Women'. squad, and finished 
Bill Fink. the year with a dismal 5-15 
This is the second year in a row record. Then, to Ihe complete 
lhat Fink's gals have bad a very shock of everyone, Fink pulled a 
successful winning season. In "Houdini Trick" out of his hat. 
both-years, the Women caplured laking a predominatly freshman 
the conference and section squad to an 18-4 record and con· 
croWDS. And in the past year. ference and sectional champion· 
they also added the championship ships nexl seuon, 
01 ibeirown Christmas Tourna· This season's 21--4 record came 
ment. . as no surprise to anyone. and 
But Ihis banquel was held in anolher fine season is expected 
bonor of all Ihe players, for nexl year with Ihe relurning 
regardless of wbat Iheir practical <:rew, Fink is making big plans for 
roles were to lhe leam, The bis ",",ond girls high school all· 
ceremony was also a chance for star game at Thornton Communi· 
the leam to presenl Iheir ty College. wbich he hopes will in· 
tropbies to TCC presidenl Dr, crease this area's knowledge of 
Nalhan Ivey and vice-president lhe basketball program here al 
Dr. Lavell Wilson. Thornton. 
Donna Kuiken ..... eived ber But in the midsl of all the 
award for making the firsl team eelebraUoII. Fink still iulr'to be 
011 the N4C aII...,n!erence team. somewhat frustrated from bis 
which is the second tUne she bas team's showing in the regioaal 
won this honor, Lori Nelson also toW'lU1meDts, The Bulldogs have 
IDok all-conference hoDors for her made two appearances, and lost 
.. cond year. also. both of them, 
Freshman Rhona Burke also No doubt.' Fink will look to 
Tennis section 
ICoaliDued from page 41 
and 6-4 victory over Larry 
EspiJiosa of Moraine Valley in tbe 
firsl round, but lost to Joe Zalud 
of DuPage in the Dexl round, 
Panizzo ud Davis teammed up 
iD doubles for a first reound vic:-
lory over Cox and Larry Smyth 
of Olive-Harvey, 6-2 and 6-3, But 
weren"! quite as sUC:eessful in 
!heir second maleh, losing 6-1 and 
1-2 to Greco and Cbuek BeDnorth 
/rom CoDege of DuPage. 
Thornton hasn'l fared as weD 
iD Iheir dual meets this season, 
IoIding onto a 2-6 record after 
lasl Thursday's sbuloul 
delivered by DuPage. 9.0, 
Thornton head coach Mill 
Gilmore Ai" the Bulldogs didn't 
wilhout their chances, bul still 
.ldn'l cash in on any oppo .... 
Dities. 
• Joliel and DuPage are the 
in the eonference." said 
Gilmore, "In the Dupage dual, 
Panizzo. Gottwald, and SCOII 
Fushi went to three sets before 
losing," Also, Scol Szabo and Phil 
Kryszyn weat to three sets 
before howing out. 
"That's four points we could 
bave bad." explained Gilmore, 
"Bul I still think we made a prel-
Iy fair showing," 
If Gilmore is correct. then o,¥, 
of tbe best teams In the con-
fere..... Joliel, will he visiting 
Thornton Ibis afternoon at 2:30, 
Tuesday. Thornton travels to· 
Triton for another eonference 
dual meeting beginning at 3:30. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
TRANSFER STUDENTSI I 8111 
looking for an academically-' 
minded student to share ar. 
apartment for the fall of '79 
term, If interested,' caD Steve 
at 849-4049, 
Catalog of unique, nostalgic, and specialty items - many ColI..,. 
tor Items with good iovestment possibiliUes, Items include: 
coins. stamps. antiques.. art.work. comic books. old records. old 
magaziaes.: old photos, books, bultons. and many others. Send 
SOc (deduetible wilh f"sl order) to: Frank Louis, P,O, Box 548, 
Allwnorl ~ta1inn. r.nrtnn N,.v.- '''''''' .... mn1C) 
A man dreams of winnino. 
A KOman dreams of Iovino. 
A dreamer dreams of both. 
\ 
TIM MATHESON SUSAN BLAKEU' JACK WARDEN 
A MICHAEll08ELl PRODUCTION .. H=y 
DREAMER 
I'Iocb:od by MICHAEL LOBEll· ou.a.d byNOEl NOSSECK 
_by JAMES PRocroR II< lARRY BISCHOF, Mu.icby Bill CONTI 
COIDRBY DeLUXE • ~" __ ,,_ Gil. 
Starting this week at a theatre near you, 
Check local newspaper for specific theatre listing. 
\ 
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j Twenty Thornton Community 
follege students were awarded 
nOO scholarships by the TCC 
Itudent Aid Foundation at 
~emonies held last Saturday at 
~e college. 
'Ten area high school students 
,ere similarly awarded $100 
~holarships during the founda-
10n's Scholarship Breakfast 
~ward Program. 
I Six more Tee students were 
I ,esented with Honorable Men-
km awards. which includes a $50 
tholarship award. 
1 The scholarships are awarded 
~nuaHy on the basis of the 
fudents' promise of achieve-
fent. academic ability. participa-
Fhon 
Park; Cheryl Coleman. Harvey; 
Craig Cook. Calumet City; Linda 
Corriveau. Harvey; Stephen 
Einbecker. Dolton; Robert 
Fister. Riverdale: Patricia 
Henry. Hazel Crest; Douglas 
Heward, Homewood. . 
Also Victoria LaPorte. Coun4 
try Club Hills; Mark Lindemann. 
Oak Forest; Allison Mahoney, 
Dolton; Carol- Marquez. Harvey; 
Carolyn Meeks. Hazel Crest; Ber· 
tha Olawumi. Blue Island; 
Patricia Smith. Calumet City; 
Eloise Springiield. Markham. 
Jeannette Wiening. Calumet City. 
rs 
Hillcrest High; Jane Mossell, 
Thornridge High; Lynda Ra· 
jkowski, Calumet Adult Ed. 
Center; Peggy Jean Tuite. Tinley 
Park High; Cindy Westerhoff. 
IIliana Christian High; Nick 
Zabrodsky, Thornton High. 
Presentation of the awards 
were made by George Wolf. 
public relations and communica-
I Jon in sehool activities and [inan-
jal need. 
Ecc students winning $100 rds were: Charlene Batts. boenix; Debra Biedakiewicz. 
,lU1Ut:'l Cily, JU4lJ - ill'Adley, 
~arkham: Terry Brown, Tinley 
I 
Honorable Mention scholar-
ships went to Sandra Lynn 
Anderson. Markham; Bruce 
Engel. Thornton; Thomas Hahn. 
Calumet City; William O'Neil. 
Oak Forest; Carolyn Prystaiski. 
South Holland; Ted ReHmann. 
Chicago. 
High .school and adult e.ducll 
tion center scholarships were 
Oak 
Forest High; Annette Brzykcy. 
Elizabeth Seton High; Janice 
Couwenhoven. Thornton Frac· 
tional Sout.h Highl Jerry Fortin, 
Thornwood High; Larry Gannon, 
Dr. laVen Wilson, Student Aid 
Foundation director ~ one of those 
to address the scholarship win-
ners at last S8tUrday'S banquet. 
hopes that the scholarship will in-
still an incentive for further 
achievement and academic ac-
complishments. (Photo by Paul 
Franson) 
Apply now 
for opening 
I 
I I I Exerdse in 
I I Americana 
I By Mellody Hart.li ... ·B.edy 
IWith six hours o[ Humanities '~Uired [or an Associate in Arts 
greet many students have 
It n studying the current hand-
If k to discover which courses 
I' lill fuUfill the requirement_ 
f~ IHowever. not listed on page 21 
v Ithe '78{19 catalog is a class call· 
,s a American Studies 161. The in-
f. fivertant deletion of this course 
n. tom the Humanities list could 
~vent students from signing up a class which has "8 lot of r· 11,", according to Smith Brand. 
class instructor during the 
:$ e years it's been offered at I. ~CC. 
IS According to Brand, American 
.y dies "is a cross-disciplinary 
cercise" which covers '"twen-
d· f.tth century art. history, 
:It r:rature. sociology and music." 
.~: I~w~en:: ~ ~m!~~:~~e~~: 
rnd who hopes to see students 
~Uing in the fall American udies class for fun. information. 
to fuUfill Humanities' re-
'. ements. 
May Events 
4·5 "YOUR UVING HERITAGE, A COMMUNITY 
FESTIVAL·' 11 A.M.k5 P.M. Weather 
1·18 
10 
10 
II 
12 
14·15 
18 
19 
21·25 
23 
24 
28 
Permitting. Festival Will Be Outdoors . 
.. ~ Recital: Art Music from Varied Countries 
S P.M. 
S· "EI Hoil Malik" (life Story of Malcolm X) 
S P.M. $2 
ART EXHIBIT· Tee Jurted Student Art 
Exhibit Hours: M-Th • '·3 & 7·' Fd •• '~3 . 
Closed on wfKtKends &, holidays 
"BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING 8 P oM. 
SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT 8 P.M. Ft •• 
TENNIS ~ Tee vs. Rock Volloy ConCige 
2,30 P.M. 
CHORAL CONCERT 8 P.M •• Free 
WORKSHOP· "Block Women: Working and 
Single" 7.,,45 P.M. Foe, $10 
LAST DAY OF REGULARLY SCHEDULED 
CLASSES 
FINAL EXAMS· SATURDAY ClASSES 
FINAL EXAM WEEK (DAY II EVENING 
CLASSES) 
FRee LECTURE SERIES: HPhotography" 
1·9 P.M. 
'BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING 8 P.M. 
MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY· 
COllEGE OFFICES CLOSED 
29 fiNAL GRADES DUE 
PAC 
PAC 
Gallery 
4141' 
Rm.2121 
PAC 
Home 
PAC 
Rm. 
3153 
Lee. 
HallA 
1m. 2121 
"Subject to change following the Orgonaotiono' Meeting of the Boaf'd 
of Trustees on April 23. Please contact the Public Relations Office to 
verify meeting date. 
By MeUody Harteliul·Beedy 
Petitions are still available for 
those interested in running for 
the position of student trustee"to 
the TCC Board of Trustees. 
The student trustee acts as "a 
Iiason between students and the 
board:' a.ccording to the current 
representative. Craig Cook . 
Although he is a non-voting 
member of the board. Cook con· 
siders his position one of a 
"diplomat" in that b. brings 
students' suggestions to the at-
tention of tbe scbool board. 
Those suggestions are often in 
the form of a motion. and he also 
bas the authority to second mo-
tions made by the voting 
members. Cook works band in 
hand with Dr. Nathan Ivey. presi-
dent of the college. who advises 
him on the way to present the 
students' suggestions in the best 
possible way. 
If you are interested in becom-
ing the integTai part in the com· 
munication process between 
students and their' governing 
body. pick up • petition from 
Frank Bowen. director of 
Students Activities, room 2118. 
A petition requires fifty 
signatures and must be submit· 
ted before 4:30 p.m~ Friday. May 
4. 
The election will be beld duro 
ing the week of May 14. 
Tee referendum scheduled May 9 
On.May 9 the polls wiU open from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p_m. so that residents of District 510 can vote on a referendum to raise money 
for the college. Below is a list of polling places: (For referendum detaiJs. see page 2.) 
~. ~ Vil~orCitv ~ ~ Vii!!&.! Of Cit)! ~ ~ Vil~orCi1x 
Patton Riverdale IS Kennedy Phoenix 29 Oak forHt H.S. Oak Forest 
Washitlgton RiVerdale 16 LoweH H,noey 30 Sremen Com. H.S. Midlothian 
Park Riverdale 17 Holmes HaNey 31 Tinley Park H.S. Tinley Park 
lincoln Dolton 18 Whittier Harvey 32 HillcrestH.S. Country Club Hilb 
5 Roo$(!tlelt OOl,on 19 Bryant Harvey 33 FiN.t Sap!j$! Church Burnham 
6 Caroline Siblev Calumet City 20 Washington Harvey 34 Bumbam Burnham 
Berger Oohon 21 King Junior High OiJl.moor 3S Wentworth Jr. High Calumet CitY 
I 
Watef'rnan South Holland 22 Garfield Blue'sland '36 Wil$On Calumet City 
McKinlev South Holland 23 Lincoln OiJtmoor 37 lincotn Calumet Citv 
10 Franklin Dohon 2" Madison South Hofland 38 Hoover Calumet CitY 
11 Wolcou Thornlon 25 Rilev 
... ''''''' 
39 Reavis Lansing 
1 12 Lincoln Eobt Hazel Crest 26 Sandburg Harvey 40 - Mtimorial Jr. High !-an5ing 13 Warren Palm Hazer Cresl 27 Ei5enhower South Holland 411 cOolidge Lansing I. Dr, Ralph J. Bu~he Markham 28 Taft South Holland 42 ~ Nathan Hatl3 Lansing 
tions manager ot W ym&n Gordon. 
and Damon Rockett. manager for 
Illinois Bell. 
Judith Scott. a counselor at 
Tee. gave the invocation and 
William Hafer. a director of the 
foundation. provided the 
welcome. Dr. Lavell Wilson. 
president of the foundation. 
d.elivered the concluding 
remarks_ 
Candidates for the awards are 
screened by a committee of 19 
members, consisting of faculty. 
administTation and area 
businessmen. 
EI Salvador 
is the goal 
Deadline for reservations and 
payment in full for the Espiritu 
Espa.nol trip_ to EI Salvador is 
;omorrow, Friday. May 4. Ap~ 
proximately 15 Spanish students 
and their instructor will leave on 
Thursday. May 31. for an Boday 
visit to this' Central American 
:ountry during the Marimba 
FestivaL 
They will spend three nights in 
the capital city of San Salvador 
and four nights at a peninsula 
botel on the Pacific: Costa del Sol 
beach. returning Thursday. June 
7. 
Five students. Pete 
CaprigUone. Gertrude SchUltz. 
Pat Jernigan. Valerie MacCon-
nell. and Doug Felgenhauer par· 
ticipated in the Spanish Immer· 
sion Weekend just past. and 
found they could manage very 
well using only their new 
language from Friday througb 
Sunday. They attended a variety 
of classes. they sang. they danc-
ed. and they even became actors 
and actesses in Spanish. 
Today. May 3. is the final 
rehearsal of the Espiritu EspallOl 
singers and dancers for their part 
in Your Living Heritage Festival 
on the weekend. The rehearsal 
takes place at 1 p.m~ in the 
language lab. 3120. 
On Wednesday, May 9, 
Espiritu Espanol will hold its spr· 
ing car was~ Members also are 
selling candy to help with club 
and trip expenses. 
Constitution 
Test 
Illinois state law requires that 
every TeC student pass an ex-
aminat,ion on the Illinois and U.S. 
Constitution. This test wilt be 
given on Thursdav. May 10. 
1979. at 1:00 p.m. in the 
CQunseling Center. Room 211 9. 
The test. which will be.graded on 
the pass~fail system. will take 
about one hour. 
This requirement may be 
satisfied in anyone of the foilow~ 
ing ways: 1 * passing Political 
Science 101 and 102; 2. passing 
Political Science 105; 3. having a 
statement noted on the. high 
.iChool transcripts that these Con· 
stitution tests were passed; or 4. 
passing the Constitution test of-
fered at this coilege_ 
If you have any questions as to 
whether or not you have fulfilled 
your requirements contact Diane 
Fitzpatrick in guidance. 
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Second for softball 
UAs fsr 85 coaching wise, this 
was the biggest thrill of my life. 
They are such competitors. All I 
have to say Bbout them ;S1l1/ com-
pliments. U Stu Vogel, 
Tee Women's softbsll cosch 
By Terry Brown 
"They did a great job:' com-
plimented Stu Vogel. who coach-
ed his Women's saftba" team to 
second ptace in the Region IV 
Tournament this past weekend in 
East Peoria. Illinois. 
The only team that stood in 
their way. was the host school. "-
lincis Central. ICC took the dou-
ble elimination tournament 
without a loss, continuing to 
demonstrate their dominance in 
this region over Women's 
athletics. 
Aside from their tournament 
action, the B~lIdogs also upped 
their N4C conference record to 
4·1 Mondey, handily downing 
Wright Junior College, 1 1 ·1. But 
with two games left. the Bulldogs 
still have to hope that somebody 
win kr10ck 'off undefeated Illinois 
Valley for even a share of the ti-
tle. 
In the tournament. Thornton 
won three games before bowing 
out in the three day aff ait. The 
Bulldogs started the tournament 
off with a pair of wins _ over 
.Kishwaukee and lineoln Trail. 
7-1 and 7-0 respectively. 
TeC then iost a heartbreaker to 
Illinois Central in the champion· 
ship of the winners bracket. 2-1. 
Thormon' then rebounded with an 
8·' victory over lincoln Trail. 
who finished with third place in 
the tournament. 
Thornton needed' two victorjes 
over Illinois Central for the cham-
pionship, but an exhaustEKi team 
lost the first time out. 6·1, 
"Everybody was. sore by Sun-
day," noted Vogel, "but they just 
hung in there." 
Freshman lori Scatena. who 
pitched the first four games of 
the tournament for Thornton, 
was voted to the first All-Region 
team. linda Dahlberg. Pat Henry. 
and Sandy Chorba all made the 
second team honors in the AII-
Region squad. 
In the final game of the tourna-
ment. TeC spotted Illinois Central 
three runs before they went to 
work. In the fourth inning, Chorba 
led off with one of her two hits. 
Bats fall short 
Tennis nears end 
This past weekend. Thornton 
Community College's Men's 
baseball team dropped a <on· 
f",",nee doubl. }Ul"adff wit,h C.nl-
lege of DuPaget but won .a DOn-
'conference game against LeW!S 
University. 
first gam~ by a 7 ~2 margin. and 
then dropped the night cap in a 
wild and crazy affair. 20-10. 
In th. op(>-n(tr. Jim nam'r and 
Bob Olsen combin~d pitching f.·f· 
forts to limit Thornton t~ just 
four hits. Meanwhih~. Dan Van 
Milligan allowt"d all SI'Ven runs in 
his five innings of work. six walks 
and on.IY fivf' hits w('r(' his big-
gpst nemesis. 
8,. 8iU Mucbe«i 
Thornton Community College 
tennb ..... ch Milt GUmore sbuffl· 
ed some· players around lost 
-week. but the experiment proved 
io be only partially successful. 
Tee's netmeD broke even, trim· 
ming Triton 5-4 last Tuesdey 
before falling to Illinois Valley 7·2 
two days later. 
Witb tbe Bulldogs' record at 
3-9 and the season draWing to a 
close. it is indeed high time for a 
little experimentation. Last 
week, for tbe first time this 
season. Gilmore went with 
Claude Got! wold as tbe first seed 
player I moving foemer Dumber 
one Mike Panizzo down to the se-
cond spot. 
Wby the cbange? "There a .... a 
eouple reasou. "GUmai-e ftsplain.; 
ed; "Claude', a OCIphomore; he'. 
not gonna be around next yea" 
I'm giving bim tbe bonor of play. 
ing number one. [ tbought tbat 
would give Mike a c:bance to win 
some matcbes, too. He's been up 
against some tougb players." 
Perhaps again.t Triton Gott· 
wald found bis new task to be too 
cballenging wbile Panizzo found 
his too simple. W~atever tbe 
reason. Gottwald lost decisively 
2-6, and 1-6 as Panizzo breezed to 
an easy 6-2. and 6-1 victory. 
Gilmore made another change 
at Trit.on, sbifting PbD Kryszyn 
up to the num ber six position. 
Kryszyn responded t.o the coach's 
trust. winning 6-1. and 114. Seott 
Fushi also won a siagJes match 
6-0, and 6-2. In double .. Tim Lani 
and Gottwald eeked out a 7-6, 4-6, 
and 7-6 triumpb and Joe Szabo 
and Dominic Ruffalo won U, 6-3, 
and 6-3. 
Tbe nIinois Valley meet was 
-;-iii !k-..• '~~'. . 
.' Av •• Nible lor '''~t ..... 
In "Ut O"IC~ R~.d fo, .. f 
. lhen bu,. Ot'.t!:,nal ~al'(tI 
oarut '~!lt,"',~Y\I"lant~ .. t!oO.Wld.b~, 
AtJTHORS' 
_-'1IIiC. 
407 S. DEARBORN 
ROOM600 
CHlCAQQ, Ji:L60605 (SI.,,.. .... 
~ t~.~:~~"ci"tV 
toe won nothing. save for Lug's 
", and 114 victory and a doubles 
default win. "Illinois Valley was a 
difficult team. Tbey just won 
their own sectional tournamect." 
Aid Gilmore. 
"[ thougbt Mike Waniuol 
would bave a chaD.<e t.o win: ...... 
tinued GUmo .... Panizzo lost 3-6, 
and 2-6 to IUinois Valley's Jim 
Kuntzi. "They botb played very 
<o...ment and had loug rallies. 
Mike made a few more mistake ... " 
Gilmore certainly is not. 
a1 ... ady looking towards next 
season. but he does realize the 
need for extra players. -nJinois 
Valley is really going to be tough 
next year because they're all 
freshmen. If we can pick up a. cou· 
pie more players for next year. 
we can be tough again." 
TCC plays its final borne meet 
of the seasoD tomorrow (Friday) 
versus Rock Valley at 2:30. Tbe 
following weekend the tennis 
seuon cooclnd .. with the N4C 
Coafenmee T_t. whic:h 
aecording to Gilmore "has 
notbing t.o dowitb team stan· 
din~. !t's just for individuals:' 
Bruce Silberstorf went tbe 
seven inning distante·for Thorn-
ton. in the lone victory, limiting 
Lewis to just three hits. whi1~ is-
suing three walks 'and three 
strike outs. 
None of the two runs 
Silberstorf allowed were 
earned, as th~ consecutive er-
rors opened tbe gates for Lewis. 
Mike Mazurk had a pair of 
safeties for Thornton. as he also 
batted in two runs. But the hitter 
head coach Carlos Medrano is 
really pleased in bis Ken Stofko. 
"He is .doing just a tremendous 
job: said Medrano of tbe Tborn· 
ton High School product. "He's 
batting .446 in 65 at bats." St.ofko 
went a perfect two-for-two 
against Lewis. including a dou-
ble, 
But tbe Bulldogs weren't quite 
as suceessful in dropping two 
games t.o tbe Chaparrals. Thorn· 
ton's record overall now stands at 
9·13,3-8 in the N4C conferenee. 
Tbe Soutb Hollanders lost tbe 
Enter the 
Miss America 
Contest 
You are eligible if: 
1, You will be between 
17 & 25 by Labor Day. 
2. You will be a high school 
graduate by Labor Day. 
3, You have never been 
married, 
MissSouthemCook County Pageant -
Sponsored by the Calumet City Jaycees, 
To Bnter or for more lnfo: 
Contact AI Dumas 895-5212 or 856-7591; 
Write Cal City Jaycees. Box 242. Cal City 6()409 
Ross Howatt contribut('d two 
innings of respectable relit'f, but 
it stil1 wasn't enough. In tht' 
night..eap. four Thornton pitcht·rs 
were baitered around as tht· 
Bulldogs lost by the 10·run rul •. 
Despite the lack of pitcbing, 
Medrano still received: some good 
offensivE" effort. 
In th'l' first gaml', Matt 
Zit"barth had two hits. including a 
double. home run and two runs 
batted in. 
In the second game, Stofko. 
Howatt, Tony Mazzocco. and 
John Kicnzl(' had two hits (,3ch, 
Mazzocco had tbreto RBl'~ as 
Howatt (ol1owed with two. 
The Bulldogs were to hav .. 
finished their season yesterday 
with a double header against 
Henry got on base with an error 
which pushed Chorba to third. 
Mary Philbin then batted in Chor-
ba with a base hit. Philbin also 
had two safeties for the game. 
All this came with no outs. and 
things were really shaping up tor 
a game-busting rally. But Donna 
Kl;.liken then popped out to the 
catcher. and when Dahlberg at-
tempted a squeeze play at the 
plate, Henry was caught going 
home and Dahlberg was doubted 
up going to first to end the threat. 
Vogel lifted starting pitcher Lori 
Nelson in the fifth inning when 
the score was still 3-1. the only 
other pitcher to see action. 
Vogel went with his pitching 
ace in the situation. But Scatena 
yielded a dribbler up the middle 
driving home two runs. putting 
Ihe game on ice for ICC. 
In last Monday's victory over 
Wright. Scatena was the pitching 
hero again. going the five inning 
distance. allowing just three hits 
while stri1c.in9 out five and not 
walking anybody. 
"Her earned run average (ERA) 
is iust ungodly," teUs Vogel. 
"The last count I have. it was 
1.29. But it's got to be under one 
by now." 
"Kuiken. Patti Dwver. and 
Karen Williams led the Thornton 
offensive with twO hits each. 
Kuiken had a two run home run. 
and Henry also had two tuns bat-
ted in. Dwyer also had a home 
run. 
Thornton has two remaining 
games for the season, both coun-
ting in the N4C. Today they host 
OuPage at 4 p.m .• and tomorrow 
they travel to Rock Valley. 
• 'We beat DuPage 1 0-0 in our 
sectional." said Vogel. "and we 
know Rock Valley is always 
good. But we hope that 
somebody can knock off Illinois 
Valley. That's our only loss in the 
conference ... 
With everything taken into ac· 
ceunt. Thornton's 13_51 record 
doesn't look all· that bad. Second 
place in the region is not just 
cookies. but the Bulldogs are stitt 
hoping for a little bit ot luck in 
coming up with a conference 
championship. 
In the pictu.re above. Joe Davis 
deDlouu.tea his Iorehand awiag 
on TeC's Men's tennis te .... 
Below, teDnia coach Milt Gilmore 
explains that there is • need for 
ehaDge on his team. 
«Photos by Paul Fran .... 1 
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By David Oaak 
Thornton Community College 
will continue to Opt-rate at the 
lax rale thal was cstablishl'd 13 
years ago when tht, district was 
formed as a result of the failure 
of a rt"ft'rtmdum that would have 
raised Tee's Educational Fund· 
by l!'n cents. 
In kN'ping with th(· anti-tax· 
incrt~.asc stand bt'gun with 
California's Proposition 13, Com~ 
munity Collcg(' District 510 
vott'rs turm·d down tht· r('{t-rt'n-
dum by an oversht·lming 2.823 lo 
r 
882 margin. "We just don't get 
the p~ople out to vote," com-
rnt-nled Chairman Robert Ander· 
son at last Thursday's board of 
trustees meeting. He also said 
that this year's 'yes' vote totaf 
was about the same as in 1972 
when the last referendum was 
staged. 
Dorothy Smith. trustee. sug-
gested that the local newspapers 
W('re partiy to blame for the 
def('at. "The people I spoke with 
had no id('a of how the dollars 
wcre spt:nt:' sht' said. "The 
COV('ragl' in the local n{-Wsoapcrs 
n umdefeat 
was low-key:' added Smith. 
Tru,tce Raymond Oohmeyer 
offered a dif£erent viewpoint. 
however. ''The newS was there 
for them· to read. but they don'1 
want to admit that they don't 
read the papers_" 
TillJe will tell as to what steps 
will b~' taken to cut back on spen-
ding new that. funding will re-
main the same .. Although it is too 
soon to speculatl'. it appears that 
a tuition increase is evident for 
students attending the college. 
Tht.· college's pn!s(~nt ralt' of 
$17 per St!mester hour is airt'ady 
one of thc highest in the stall', 
and it is likely to be rais~d ('vcn 
further. The board can It·gally 
raise tuition to $21 per scm('st('r 
hour based on the cost of pro-
viding one hour of education. Tht, 
board also has discussed charging 
for parking starting next fall. but 
that motion has been tabl('d since 
proposed in a recent mt~t'ling_ 
Students and faculty would bt· 
charged $6 per st'm('stt-r or 50 
cents per credit ho~r according to 
Ul(' motion. 
Th(' district is opt·rating at a 
dt,ficit for tht· firsl timt· in its 
history this yt'ar. It is estimated 
that the deficit will bt' in t'X(:I'SS 
of $600.000 this year and $800.000 
n('xt yt·ar. 
Om' thing is certain. tht're will 
be a gcatcr emphasis put on 
budget cuts and energy·saving 
policies now that the rcfcTl-ndum 
has bel'n ddeatcd. Many sugges-
tions from tht, collt·g.'·s Commit-
tt·(· of tht, 80's havt- bl·t·n im· 
plcm('ntt'd alr{'ady, or will be in 
tht· nt'xt yt'ar or so to rt.·duct· (·x· 
(·(·ssiv(· spt·nding at .tht· {'(lllt·gl'. 
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Beedy to head Courier 
By David Onak 
Mdlody Hartclius-Bt'(~dy. cur-
rently reaturt~ editor, will takt· 
ov{!r as (·ditor·in·chid of tht, 
Courier (or thl' 1979·80 ~lioul 
year .. Beedy. a 31·year old 
houst!wifc and mother of two, will 
succeed David Onak. who will 
gradualt.~ and attend Northt'rn U· 
Hnois Univ('rsity in Dt·Kalb n('xt 
fall. . 
The remainder of the staff thus 
far includes Rt'nae Czarny as 
assistant editor; Arlene J(~ka will 
fill the position of feature (!ditor 
vacatt!d by &-cdy; Bill Marcht·tti 
will rt'place Terry Brown' as 
sports editor; Paul Fransen will 
continu{! as photograp~y t·ditor; 
Sam Seymour will again be tht-
advisor. -
Th(' n('w staff wilJ not b('gin 
without l~Xp('t"i{·nct'. BN·dy has 
bt'('n involv(·d with tht· Courier 
fur two Yl'tl.r!J. !It-r\'ing as ft·21.urt~ 
(·ditor this yt·ar. and Czarny, ht'r 
assistant. was a rt'portt'r for tht· 
Tinlt·y Park Student Voice when 
sht· was in high sch~l. Mart~h(,tti 
has CQv(~red primarily womt'n's 
sports for the Courier this Y('ar 
and has also written sports for 
tht· Thornwood Arrow whl'n in 
ath'ndanc(' th('re. Anotht'r 
Thornwood product. Frans('n did 
work for the Arrow as'wt'll as th(' 
Courier aft('r graduation. 
Although tht, {'ditors art' 
c:hoscn, (·ditor-t"!f.-·ct Bt·(·dy and 
company arc looking for writl~rs 
and adVl'rtisinl-{ pc:rsunnt'i to 
round out tht, staff. ::;h,' puintc'd 
out that t'xpc·rit'nl·(· is not 
nc·c(·ssary. but hdpful. for those' 
wishing to work on "taH 
Pictured above i8 aD uti.f. conception of the new sign recently F I .. h 
pur<haa.dbyth.eollege, .. itbhelplromtheSouthHoUandJaycee8 acu ty Insurance c anged 
aDd Studellt Gover"nlDeat. I 
Costs $1'1,.975 
all ebuys 
permanent sign 
By David Goal< 
A permanent sign was recently 
purchased by the college from 
White Way sign Co. lor $11.875. 
The costs were eased by grants 
from tho South Holland Jaycees 
for Sl,!ioo-and the college's Stu· 
dent Government Association for 
$3,500. 
Th(' sign. according to Dr. K. 
. James McCaJeb. director of the ! Physical Plant. will be placed I very dose to wht~rc the cement block is now nn Stab' 8tr("('t. 
i lnat structuTt.· was an archib'c-
ltural standard for tht· main 
I building, using all tht· forms and 
1 textures used in the building. 
I 
The college has tried to convert it 
to something but it wouldn't lend 
itself to anything leasable. com-
mented McCaleb. It would pro-
bably be torn down event.ually 
because it lies in the right-of-way. 
of State Street. 
The state divns about 50 feet 
from the een~r of State Street 
and thf." new sign will be erected 
apprOXimately 10 w 15 feet 
closer to the building to ac-
comodate the expansion of the 
street to four lanes in the fuf.,ure. 
McCaleb said that the sign wilt 
be put up as soon as tht~ contrac-
tor can get started and the 
wt~ath(!r pt~rmits tht!m to work. 
By Davicl Goal< 
A switch in insurance com-
panies handling the faculty and 
staff group insurance was aprov-
ed by the Thornton Community 
Conege District 510 Board of 
Trustees at their meeting last 
Thursday night. 
"It is a very desirable pro· 
gram;, stated George Clark. 
board secretary. of the new 
policy that would save the college 
over $9.000 per year. Currently 
the board paid 37 cents per 
month per $1,000 per employee, 
but with the new policy the board 
will pay only 23 ccnts for the 
same coverage plus an optional 
policy available to the spouse and 
family members. Clark also 
pointed out that.17 other Illinois 
colleges are involved in the pro-
gram recommended by the IJ· 
linois Community College Board. 
In other action. the board ap-
proved the appointment o[ Mary 
Spencer to a Secretary I position 
in Counseling. She will b(> paid on 
an hourly rate until May 24 when 
she will b(! plae(od on a salary of 
$6.400. In other personntd ma.t· 
ters. Ed Bonc:zyk requested that 
his sabatkalle.v. for the 1979-80 
school year be rescinded. The 
board then approved two" one-
semester leaves for Robert 
Sullivan. Life Sciences and Ron 
Fug_bar, -Language and Co~· 
munieations. A decision was 
made to fill two out of three 
vacancies in Security. A sargent 
a.nd a patrolman will be hired to 
better eqUip the depa.rt.ment.. 
Lake Cook Far~ Supply Co 
will supply St~ed and fertilizer (or 
use mainly on. the field to the 
west. of the main building. 
They submitted the low bid 01 
$2,552 approved by the board. 
The next regular meeting of 
the Community College District 
510 Board of Trustees will be 
Thursday, May 24. at 8:00 p.m. 
Fall class additions 
Classes to be offert.>d this sum~ 
mer and not list(.od in the pink 
pamphlet mailed include: 
Bldg 104-01, a 3 crl'dit hour 
class on building ·construction. 
The hours and room number to 
be announced at another time. 
Lwen 207-01. a 3 credit hour 
law enforcement class on 
criminal evidence and proct"durt·s 
which will take plact· at tht· Hazt'l 
Crt'st Poli~e Dcpartmt.·nt on Mon· 
days and Wt~dnl'sdays from 1 
p.m. to 3:45 P.lII. 
Read 91-02. a 2 credit hour 
Spt·t-d n'ading cours(~ which will 
mt'l't on Monday, Tu",·sday. 
Wednesday. and Thursday (rom 
9:10 a_m. until 10;35 a_m. in Room 
313L 
Note: English 124-01 bltroduc-
tion to Linguistics, a 3 ("Tedit 
hour study of OUT hwguagc. i.'I: be· 
ing ofjered lor the lirst time dur-
ing a sumUH'T "'t·:;.,;lf,1I Chi,.; yt'CIr. 
The du,~ .... will lIH't'i 01/ 111f1IUhl qs 
ami V/t:J,H, ... tlny.o; fn~m ,.9:.45'1,.;11. 
ill Tu(l1fj :i {Jy. 
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Help solve mystery 
It didn't take a Nancy Drew or a Nero WoUto uncover the 
case of the missing newspaper. Everyone accustomed to 
readinll the Courier..each Thursday of every semester notic· 
ed that it was missinll from its usual distribution points on 
September 13. 
However. many people were Dot aware of the .reason. 
Some thought it stemmed. from lack of news on tbe eom· 
• munity eollelle level. Others wondered if tbere was a 
machinery breakdown or a human breakdown responsible. 
And the optimists figured that all the issues had been 
scooped up before they had a chance to piek up tbeir copy. 
In reality. your eolleRe newspaper was not available to 
you last week due to a form of censureship. The Courier ralls 
under the direction of Student Services and has suffered 
from the blows dealt that division - namely reduction of 
available fees. 
This year the newspaper is only partially subsidized by 
the colleRe. Translation: fundinR is available for only two 
issues each month. . 
rr the Courier manages to support itself with advertisinR 
you will see the paper each week aRain. Therefore. since this 
is a student newspaper your support is requested by 
patronizinR our advertisers and by placing ads with us when 
:possible. . 
~ With your help. the Courier will eonUnue to inform and 
"entertain you. 
Board has created 
some problems here 
AlthoUllb the Board of Trustees has managed to £ontain 
th .. ir p~r'(>n"l animosities lately, they have created more 
prohlems for the image of the colleRe with their retrench-
ment plans. 
Not only have they alienated the black community by tbe 
elimination of the position of Vice-President of Student Ser-
vices and the subsequent demotion of the Dlack man holdinR 
that job, Dr. LaVell Wilson. but they are creatinR chaos in 
the Whole Student Services Division. 
The nine months notice to the department was intended 
to Rive the members plenty of time to find new jobs. or ad-
just to an easy transition to the new format. However. no 
one is aware of a transition beinK in effect now nor is anyone 
cORni1.ant of future plans for such. 
Instead. di'Visiol,1 members are eireumventin~ exislinJt 
channels or cowering in fear of makinR waves. 
Darlene Huet. director of the BabysittinR Service. bypass· 
ed Wilson and went directly to President N.than A. Ivey 
with her requests for a pay raise and staff status for her 
assistanL Her rational was that Wilson·s position no lonRer 
held any clout since he and it were beinR fazed out_ 
In Placement Services the On·Campus Jobs department is 
without a phone. Every time· Sue Tullis needs to make or 
receive a call concern inK on-eampus employment for a stu~ 
dent. she must.lraverse the lonR narrow corridor of counsel-
inK to reach a phone. An initial request for a telephone did 
not receive a response. so that offiee sits and wonders 
whether retrenchment means there are no funds for one 
, more telephone to aid students in need of a job. 
It is time the Board realizes the confusion caused by their 
recent rulinR and direct Ivey to remedy it. He is their liasan 
to the administration and staff and as such he is responsible 
for eli",inatin~ these problems. 
Nightmares are not 
realities at TCC 
AlthouRh the black community claims to "understand the 
full responsibility of the Board to provide sound fiscal 
management." they are alarmed about the removal of two 
black administrators during the fortheoming retrenchment 
plans • 
• However. in tbeir fervor to protect affirmative action 
practices they are rellressinR into the attitudes and fears of 
the past. Those ni~htmares are DOt the realities of today. 
The position of Vice-president of Student services is beinll 
eliminated. but Dr. LaVell Wilson is not. He has been of-
fered the position of Dean of Counseling. The black Director 
of Student Activities. Frank Bowen, was not offered a new 
job in tbe collel\e. but neither were Doris Ritter. Director of· 
Placement Services. or Barbara Gronowski and Marie Kun. 
both secretaries in the Student Services Division_ All three 
women are white .. 
Another reality is that by placing Wilson as Dean .. the cur-
rent Dean, Larry Larvick must revert to counselor status. 
The insulting "demotion" o( the black vice-president will 
result hi a demotion for the white dean. 
rr the citizenry really believes a community colleRe $hould 
be responsive to the needs of the community as a whole and 
not to just one segment of it. they must lay their Rhosts to 
re$t. ResurrectinR the ghoulsisb nightmares of the past is 
"'Int tt." :1nC:Wf"'T" to thi' prohl€'ml=; of thc:pre!'ent. 
Letters to tile £JUliA' .. 
Feels "riD~ off" 
To whom it may concerI\j: 
Wi~h the economy the way it is 
today. I feel I must voice my 
outrage at what bas been taking 
place here at T.C.C. 
At the bel!inninl! of the 
semester I was ORe of frm surel 
several victims of the most unfair 
consumer rip 0([ I have ever en· 
countered. To be sure, it occurs 
every semester and I'm tired of 
being ·'taken." rm tired of being 
ripped off by the school. some in· 
structors and fellow students. 
Considering the cost of tuition. 
hooks, supplies, Ras and baliysit-
tiDft services. it cost me close to, 
$55 to attend the lirst week of 
classes. To me, this is a sizeable 
sum of money - money I :.thought 
I was spendint:t wisely. 'It was 
mODey that could have been well 
used by my family for food. 
clothes or other necessities. 
1 realize that with the innation 
level we have today that the 
Board ot Trust.ees thinks it was 
necessary to raise tuition prices 
.this fall. However. when a stu· 
dent pays for tbree hours, 
receives 2.5 hours and has his or 
. her tuition raised $3 an hour, I 
Blacks protest TCC 
retrenchment as racist 
By Vannoy Votto. 
Some changes here at TCC 
mean new jobs for some and no 
jobs for others. Dr. LaVell Wilson 
the only Black Vice-President in 
charg" of Student Services will 
.. have his position eliminated and 
be offered the job as o.,an of 
Counseling. Frank Bowen. the 
Affirmative Action Officer. will 
be eliminated as Director of Stu· 
d"nt Activities. with no' job 
replacem(-nt. . 
Wilson and Bow,."n along with 
the community (especially the' 
Black eommunity) have decided 
to fight both tlw deeisio.l and 0.:. 
Ivey, the school President. lvey 
has stated that the move wiD not 
hurt the students or the school. 
Tht" co'!lmunity does not a~ 
with'this. and believes this is a 
racist move againSt the school. 
the students of minority races, 
and against Wilson and Bowen. 
An irate crowd of over 100 per-
sons attended the Board meeting 
of August 9. 1979. to protest the 
move. The crowd was met with 
deaf ears and the retrenchment 
plans were carried by the Board. 
Citizens. civic groups. politieal 
leaders and ministers have eome 
tol(ether in efforts to have th~ 
Board's dt"eisi~~ reverst"d and 
Ivey removed from office. if 
necessary. The Black community 
has stated that it will put forth all 
efforts to insure the positions of 
Wilson and Bowen. 
Wilson has been with TCe 12 
years and has instigated several 
programs to help the students. 
Since staff pOSitions have to contt' 
through the recommendation of a 
'Vice Prf'sidcnt on staff. Wilson 
has bt.'t.'n instrumental in obtain· 
ing jobs for other Blacks. 
especially those from tht" com· 
munity. 
Bowen's Affirmative action 
program means help for the 
students in the school: the Stu· 
·dent Government for instanCt". 
and the voices heard from. t.his 
organization. 
Tbe lOss of th .... two top posi· 
tions and the firing of the Blacks 
who hold these positions art> 
viewed as means of holding baek 
Blacks in key positions. and 
eliminating the chances for 
future Blacks in these positions. 
Cut·backs and changes are tru-
ly needed at TCC. bowever. the 
community feels that there are 
other &r1!a5 that this can romt· 
from and ask that the school 
board look furth.or into the mat· 
ter. 
. think someone is beinR, cheated 
somewhere! It is grossly unfair •. 
especially when the instructor 
may only teach 25 to 60 minutes 
the first week! Sixty dollars is a 
lot to ~ay for 25 minutes! 
!:Some instructors of(er a varie-
ty of reasons (or not teaching:. 
.. It's too nice out:' "I'm not witb 
it today." "Someone might decide 
to drop the course." 
The big one is "Students are 
not prepared." While SOME 
students may not "be prepared; 
after two complete weeks of 
classes nothing has transpired 
that could not have been incor-
porated into the first week. 
Finally. some students are just 
as much to blame Cor this rip off 
as are some instructors or the ad-
ministration. Let's face it. We are 
not six or seven. We do not have 
to wait until mommy Rets ready 
to buy' our pencils and crayons. 
With the bookstore open all sum· 
mer. there is 'Very little reason 
for not cominp; prepared for 
classes on the lirst day! 
So eome on. let's stop rippinR 
off each other and stop l!etting 
ripped om We paid for this 
education. let's.be sure we get 
our money's worth. 
Sincerely. 
Deborah Faga. 
Likes Courier 
Dear Editor: 
I am most gratelul that tm 
Courier has kept me on the mail 
ing list. I read each issue Ill< 
keep up on the new. ofThorntcr. 
Community College. Please gi~ 
my thanks also to Mr. Seymour. 
Best. wishes (or a successfv 
year. 
Sincerely your. 
James D. Logsdo: 
Ed:<: note: Dr. Logsd01l UJG.-
~resident of Tee wh.en it UJ(V 
sliU T JC. 11,,_ under his leodr, 
ship' Ihal Ihe college .eperale< 
from Thomlon Township Higl 
School in 1966. A I IAat time 11, 
predkted an increased em-oll 
menl for the coUege of S,00l 
That figure " .... almost d.uble. 
today-
Logsdon. vIlo began hi 
. teaching career at 18 in a 011' 
room school in Adams COlmty j 
noul retired and Living in &x 
Ral<m. FWritk 
'Receipi-
ents of the 
Teachers' 
Union 
Scholar-
ships will 
be 
announced 
in the nexi 
issue of thE 
Courier. 
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Placement has student jobs 
Students interested in working part-time on campus should con· 
tact Placement Services in room 2119 or call extension 315. 
M;odels are needed for" the Art Department; writers and ad 
salespeople are needed for tbe Courier; and the Comptro11er's Of· 
fice needs someone with an accountinR backRround. 
The Placement OfHce is open Mondays and Fridays from 9:00 
3.m. to 1:00 p.m.; Tuesdays and Thursdays 9:00 to 11:00; and 
Wednesdays from 9-11:30 and 1·2:00 p.m. 
If department heads need student help, they should also contact 
Placement Services. At the moment a typist is lookin~ for a part· 
time-'openin~. 
CPR rescue gets relief 
CPR qABILITY - Under le~islation siRned I~st Thursday by 
Gov. Thompson. trained lay persons w·ho perform cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation for someone whose heart has stopped beatin~. will no 
longer be liable for civil damaJ,(,es. Thompson said with the threat of 
lawsuits removed, more persons with traininj4.will be encoura$;!ed to 
help save lives. The bill is effective immediately. 
Offer .vets work study program 
If you are a veteran and interested in workinK part time. you may 
qualify for the Veteran's Workstudy Pro2'ram. The Veteran's Office 
is takinJ! applicaLions for employment at the Illinois State Employ. 
ment Service Office in Harvey. Illinois. 'rhere are approximately 3 
to -4 openings for students interested in workinl{ either from 8:30 
a.m.. La 12:30 p.m. or 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. paying $2.95 per hour (non· 
taxable !ncome). Veteran's with pensionable disability will be ~iven 
preference. Requirements are filinjo!. answerjn~ phone< writin~ 
l~ibly and generai office .work. If you are interested. please contact 
John Heinz or R.V. King in the T.C.C. Vets Office on Monday or 
Wednesday. 
A presentation about Nigerian 
customs and holidays will be held 
Friday. Sept. 28, 1:00 • 3:00 p.m. 
in Rm. 3105. Mrs. Ursula Roberts 
and Dr. Willard invite aU 
students and. faculty to attend. 
and celebrate' Nigerian In· 
dependence Day.'" 
~en Saturdays 
The Financial Aid Office. room 
2117B, IExt. 32li will be open on 
Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. until 12 
noon during the remainder of the· 
semester. exciudin~ h-oliday 
weekf!nds. Ron Cooley will be 
available to handle financial aid 
and vete~ans' questions. 
IDs available 
Student LD. cards are now 
available in the L.RC. You may 
pick up your card in the South 
Section of the library - in front 
of -the magazine shelves. 
SGA meeting 
Anyon~.mterested ·in Student 
Government. there will be a 
meeting on Friday; September 
21. at 2:30 p.m. in the SGA office. 
room 2117D (located Dear the 
Financial Aid Office)' 
For further informatioD< con-
lact Curt Carey in the Student 
Actiyitics office. room 2117E, ex. 
Ministries group meets 
Stt."t.'r- the col1ege when and jf it 
ing Committee held an orienta-, becomes available. And as· 
tion meeting on camp~s on' volunteers come forward." the 
St-ptember 12. Twenty-one peo- programs designed to serve your 
pIe were in attendance. indUCing needs wi!! become reality. 
members' of the Stt!Cring Com- . The vision and commitment of 
mittel'. interestt·d people from Campus -Ministries is for such 
_ area churches in the college things as regularly having 
district. and Dr. Wayne Willard. counselors. Bible study groups. 
Dr. Larry Larvick. and Mr. Frank booktables of religious works. 
,Bowen of the college. Guest discussion groups on theological. 
Speaker was the Rev. Tom Vau't ethical. philosophical. social and 
Land. Campus P{lStor with the moral themes. worship gather~ 
Geneva.Forum at Purdue Univer~l Frank SOlVent DireC:tor of St1l- iogs. and -courses' taught by 
.ity. Lafayette, Indiana. Mr. dent Activiti.s. assured the Cam· l'fied inst t . B'bl d 
Van't Land spoke practically on pus Ministries that his off'u:e wiD ~r:~l~gy al)::':~I~~~ an . 
Insurance help available 
Thornton Township Supervisor Lawrence P. Gulotta Tuesday, 
said that people who have problems understanding insura}1ce 
. policies or a claim can now. seek help (rom an agency that is design-
, cd for that purpose. 
The agency, called Professional Insurance Answers (PIA). is run 
by the National Association of Professional Insurance Agents. 
Gulotta said that information about policies can be obtained from 
the agency by wr\"ting PIA. Box 6803; Washington, D.C. 20020. 
To contact the agency by telephone. call (703) 836-9349. There is 
no charjo!e (or the service. 
Renewals due for licenses / 
LICENSE RENEWALS - Secretary of Slale Alan Dixon lasl 
week reminded auto owners that renewal stickers for license plates 
'are due Septemb~r 30. October 31. or November 30. dependinR 
upon the option terms of the original rejo!islration, Over·the-counter 
sale of stickers is beinR handled by banks, savinRs and loans. and 
currency exchanges throuRhout the state. and at Secretary of State 
vehicle facilities in ChicaRo and Sprinjo!£ield. 
Speleofest is p.lanm;d 
Callin~ all Thornton Community CoHe~e Spelutlkers {Cavel's)! 
The annual TCC Speleolest will be held Oclober 12, 13, and 14 in the 
Garrison Chapel Valley area of S.W . Indiana for all qualified cavers 
who have or have had Ge.olo~y 010 at Tee with Wm. D. Curran. 
For additional information. please contact: Curran. 596·2000 ex· 
tension 272; Ms. Jean Jewell. 799·8819; or Ms. Barb Tims, 868·3876. 
A plannin~ session will be held on Saturday. October 6, in Room 
3207 al 10:00 a.m. 
Honor Ivey-
Tee gets grant for 
solar energy cuwiculum 
.the. basis of his experience con·j coatinae to support their efforts We are thankful for the sup-
ceraing the needs of college eom·j after he reeigus. port 01' many people throughout Thornton Community CoUege. present programs. The impact 
m!Hlities. lhase service. which the 'conege the College distriet lor our work. South Holland. has been awarded . will be lelt by the employers as 
Campus Ministries is a volun· cannot provide so that the in. We are delighted to serve~ If you . a grant of $4,540 by the Division -they assist in -developing cur-
tary group of people from tellec:tual as well ~ spiritual desire 'further information, of Adult. Voc:ational and ricula and see the community col-
cburche. in the College district' needs of the college commuuity please call Rev. David A. Janke, Technical Education IDA VTEI. U·· lege responding to th.ir needs." 
wbo view this ministry as an ex· might be served. Steering Committee President. linois Office of Education. to A study by the U.n. Depart· 
I .... ion of their congregations. Presently, tb. visibility 01 at 331-6577. develop • _riculum for the ment 01 Energy predicts 2.5 
Our purpose, is to monitor Campus Ministries volunteers on' Road re!taks . training of solar energy techni~ million homes wi!f be using so.tar 
spiritual activities on campus and· campus is· limited be<:ause."=====~"=:':;:""="":..".,.., eians. .energy as an alternative 
to serve the needs of students. suitable office space has not been .~ ... ~,.~-: f wJ~· =::ede~e~f! i:~~:: heatingkooling system by 1985. 
;~~~o~!~.~.~.·'j~,';i.t:1 ~,gi ~ already employed in the heating. energy equipment and educators • :: ~\. I .. '. ~-., ~t air conditioning and refrigeration Clarence Penny. Director 01 the 
nurirf 
Tbe truth ia Dever pure and seldom simple. 
The COURIER is a weekly publication. [ree lor aAd 
by the studeata of Tboratoo Commwalty CoUege witb a 
cirtulatioa of 3.000. The editorial opioioas an- t.bose 
expreded solely by the Editorial Board and do DOt DeeeGMnly 
reflect the opiaioD" of administrators. leculty \ 
or the stude~t goverameat. 
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\l: - fields. Division of Engineering and -----.. According to Dr. Norma Techno)ogy, will serve as 
q -:::.-,_":'_ I Rooney. Dean of Caret!I' Educa- te<:hnical curriculum specialist •. 
-- i tiOD and Project Director. "'The Applications to changing energy 
~ .;_ ........ :.=."'".~:::~: _. ~.4t most unique aspect of the project needs and local geographic re· 
BIllJ[llJ" BBB is its focus. At the present time. quirements wiU be stressed. \) I.l,_... ·it solar energy courses in communi· The development and ~.~.,~.B.'lL.·_B. _~qD.~ .. ,.~.~.,:, . - ''''';. ?' ~:~. :~em~:\~:~~ t!o pr:~~~;~:~! ~~~m::~ ~;:!~~:: t~!in~: 
,.. -- "'::: .. -' of the bUilders. construction program will span a two-year 
.. _~~ :.. workers and maintenance corn- period. During the first year or 
L-__________ ~ ... panies in the State 01 IUinois. The tbe project (1979·801. area 
proposed curriculum wouJ~ pro-. employers and suppliers of .solar 
vide training to facilitate the im- . energy equipment will be c:oo- _ 
plement.ation from the taded and encouraged to pl'.ovide 
possibilities of solar energy to their expert.ise in curriculum 
the reality of the skilled solar . development. Investigation of 
energy technician assisting in employment opportunities will 
resolving current energy pro. be undertaken and .& survey of 
blems. student lnterest in this career 
The $73.607 repairs and 
reconstruction on the c:ampus 
roads have begun with the con-
struction of Bus Road '@nnecting 
P.ond Road nnd Loading Dock 
Road . and running parallel to 
State Street.· 
Pond. Road will receive hase 
rep.u- and resurfacing work from 
Tree Lane to Center Road, while 
Center Road will be 
reconstructed from Pond Road to 
Campus Road. 
. ~e R~ A w~1I $OO~ provide t':'"o 
. "The immediate impact will be field will be mad •• 
felt by educators analyzing dota' 
from the employers. manufa.c· 
turers and distributors because 
they will begin to understand the 
. practical training needed by a 
h'l'hnit'i~n JIG onnn...:pn fit ,h.· 
For more iDformation about 
the solar energy technician pro-
gram. contact Dr. Rooney at 
596·2000. Extension 228 • 
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Belushi film in Harvey I 
R 
Pictured above i. the Dixie Mall .. hicb .. as "sed lor location filming of "1'IIe Blue.IBrothers." The mall .. a. revamped especially lor the movie. Photo by Pa.1 FraMea.· 
By fte...., Czarny 
John Belu.hi and Dan Aykroyd 
both outlitted in dark suitS. nar· 
row, ties. porkpie hats. and 
sinister midnbtht·shades. were on 
the set eonferrinR with director 
John Landis. Landis wbo· had 
formerly direc:ted Belushi in N.· 
tioaal Lampoon's Animat House. 
was now RivinR them instructions 
prior to shooting a scene for The 
BI .... 'BrOthers. His extended 
arm. trated the path Aykroyd 
was to Collow as he drove the 
. Blaesmobile throu~h the. mall. 
"Dan • .John, in this SCt!ne you·re 
Roing to he pursued by two ,tate 
trooper cars," Landis explained. 
"rm Roing to be driving the first 
one: ~leven !fishop tsonRwriter 
wbo wrole"On and On") will he in 
the second. There·, ROing to he 
two other cameras besides the 
Obe on your ear. John. as you go 
past MaI'Jl;"·' Bridals I want you 
to look lelt. directly into the 
camera." 
Belushi said nothinR. He Rave 
an affirmative nod toward Lan~ 
dis. starinR ,tom1y lrom hehind 
his 'dark 'hades. 
Aykroyd eyed the pathway he 
was to lollow. He walked the 
lenRth 01 the mall toward the 
remanents of "Party Time,'· a 
stand which hid heen demolished 
earlier that morninR in a stunt in-
volvinR driving a car onto a .hid-
den ramp thru the stand. and 
linally roliiaR it on its bood. 
. '! think we should Ret some of 
these props out of the way," 
'Aykroyd motioned toward erew' 
members to move the scattered 
wreckaRe he stood amidst. ' 
T1Je set was now almost ready . 
"Stand byr· Aasistant Director 
David Soss.. blared thru a 
me~apbone upon instructions 
from Landis. 
"Atmosphere players (extrasJ." 
he called. ·'we·re Roing to he us-
inR three cars lor this seeno. A. 
the Blueamobile starts cominR 
down the mall ac:t alraid and start 
runni~ into the stores.' Do not 
come out until alter the third car 
passes. Rememher, stay in the 
store until alter the third car 
Roes by." 
Two rehearSals followed. The 
second was done at half·speed. 
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··Beautilul. O.K. You·ve Rot it 
people." Sossna said. ·'Stand by 
atmosphere playerS. Stand by 
stunt.s.'· . 
In preparation for the scene 
Aykroyd got into the driver's 
seat' 01 the Bluesmobile. Belushi 
into the· passenger side. Landis. 
as he perched. upon an elevated 
director's chair overlooking the 
scene. bellowed "Stunts Ret those 
f-ing hats am And rememher I 
don't want. any stunt to get closer 
than 10 ft. in front 01 a carl"' 
·'Ready lor a take. OK. Camera 
rolling. Action. RunniDg!-
· The seene went as smoothly as 
the rehearsal untit one extra 
stepped "ut of Rose Records' 
~rore the third car had passed. 
She came within 2 It. of the on' 
coming Bluesmobile. Had she not 
.been pulled in by another extra. 
she would have made her first 
and final movie debut. and found 
lame the bard ·way. When the 
scene was filmed she was fired. 
After the cameras stop""d roll· 
. iog an A.D. (assistant director) 
angrily reprimanded a few ex-
tras ... ,. _ .'1 'v .' 
"People. there are some or you 
out there who want to be killed. 
We haven't lost anyone so [ar 
tbis week, and it just doesn·t look 
~ood on the sheet." ·He turned to 
look 'back toward Shotgun. one of 
the veteran. cameraman. "Re· 
member we are onty making a 
mov~~." 
The Cour;er~ assistant edita. 
I spent three days last week won 
ing (l$ tin eztra in Universal" UJ 
!'om;7Ig film "The Blue 
Brothers. " 
. The film. starriRg Job BeI ... 1 
. and Dan Ayleroyet. both of NBI 
. "Saturday Night Live" acclai • 
! was skot OR location in Dixie Ma. 
in Harvey. It deals with the lim 
01 a . pair of fictional characten 
Elwood and '"joliet" Jake BI!U/ 
According to Aykroyd the .to" 
tine 0/ the movie is "Modly Cd 
,stunts and blues muU::" 
Nezt iSsue Re1Ule tuUnizi,laU 
I what being an extra involve. G1K 
where .you can apply to be OM. 
Here are some cures for 
~he test anxiet.y blues 
By Deborah 1. Barr 
Got the blues?, Worried about 
· grades? Frustrated about career 
decisions? Don~t drop out. Theae 
and otheT "Freshman Fears" can 
he combated. Read on.dEST 
ANXIETY. This has been knowa 
to cause nerYOIISDess, rashes. in-
somnia. and even-mUd hysteria in 
students. AJthoash there is DO 
real cure for this scholarly 
disease (short 01 pttil1g the test 
over witbl here are a fe. sunes-
tions: 
1. Chaag; your studyiag 
habits. Go to a park, lUI empty 
dassroom. or a b"brary. The im· 
portant thing is aolaternptioas. 
2.. Rea.! dJapteis wben they 
are assigned. IIOt the day helme 
the test. "Cramming" has beel1 
linked with uleers (at least in 
Iaboratory'miceL 
3. Take at least oae fifteen· 
minute break every two hoars -
: take " ... a1k. jog, ..,t your miad 
off the subject; caD a friend. take' 
a shower or a long. luxurious 
bath. The main point Is: relax and 
refresh your brain. 
4. Doa't _1IeepI orr,. to get a 
good night's sleep hefore each 
sohoolday. 
S. Make a quiz sbeet. List im· 
portant' faota or formulas on oae 
· side. and questions about them on 
the other, Have a friend quiz you 
/studying witb someone Iroln the 
same dass is helplul). 
6. DoD't "<:ram" right helore a 
test. This will oDly coaluse you. A 
quick revi<!w is more belpful. 
Relax - you'll he surprised how 
much you have retained !rom 
well·plaal1ed study times. 
LONLINESS. Do you feel like 
everyone ~" but you? 
Lonliness is • matter 01 choice. If 
.you ...... t to lessen 10ur \oaJiness. 
here'. how: . 
1. Don't pt used to being loa .. 
Iy. Try not to brood or isolate 
yqurself. Join a dub, atart a con· 
versation with .someone in one of 
your daases, take advaatage 01 
~. sei-vkes.'. Use· 'tile; Pool 
room, eat at the cafeteria. Do so- lUId good study habits. College i 
meone a favor in one of your an oPportunity to learn. & 
classes - try to rememher the prepare yourself for a hette 
persoa·s name. Notice people. lut ..... Be prepared 1m all ..... 
2. Wben you're feeling really Isional lailure - ao oue is perfec 
low ealla Iriead. go to • movie. in· Take care 01 10ursell bot 
dulge yoursell. If possible, do it . physically _ emotioaally. Til 
with • friend. . ' .to someone about your F.Qb .... 
.3. Write dowa your feelings - aee a counselor. It Is not 
!Try poetry~ weakness to seek help. Prablen 
4. Make friends one step at • related to coping in an a.:adeni 
time. People ate in geaeraI fear- situation are quite common; 1t 
fuI to invade someoae else'. are not alol1e. With a little p .... 
worid~ Do you hate the person ing. ,.ou· can overcome • 
who aita next to you in every eliminate back to school. blues. 
d ... ? ChaDceS are they dOD"t 
hate yoa either. 
MILD BYSTEBIA lalso 
bcnm as aeadeniic burnont.l Are 
your eareer plans undear? Is 
your life "banging in Iimbor Do 
you have trouble studyIDg with a. 
'p1II'JIOSe? Doe. .it aeem like 
tedions subjec:ta dol1"t relate to 
English is 
.. vital to 
your career 
,... .. ieer goals? Do 10U...... "You ahould hire me ..... 
career goals? Here are some of could do the job more better till 
the causes 01 this. ailment. aad anrbedy."· 
IUggested cures: Aa employer readiag Ui 
1. Pressure to succeed all the senteDce in a letter of applicatio 
time. !rom parents or a apouse Is noUlkely to eomply with its. 
wbo expect you to playa ""rtala quest. Although oDly people .... 
role. caD caa.e head.chei. ing jobs dlrec:tly related I 
sleeplessness, aad can make you English are likely to he reject. 
, irritable _ nervous. BreI" the because they cannot speak u 
stress eyde: take up a1iobby, do write weD. anyone wbo eon"t II 
·.omething tbat expresses English correetIy probably wi 
yourself. have more difficulty finding aj; 
2. Taking yoursell too serio.... than tboae wbo ean. 
!y,.helag too inDexible eon drain Proper English may not br"'DV 
you. Dob·t feel you are your specific requirement for all joIooit. 
work: it can he immobilizing. but reading. writing. spe~ 
3. Take time to lormulate your _ listeaing play some part i 
career goals and evaluate your, almost every job. . 
strengths land weaknessesJ. The Even if you're not .... ed I 
eonaaeJing ollice has tests you read aod review Moby Dick, II 
..... take to find out .boot might Deed to read an instructi 
yourself: your likes, dislikes, ap- llWluaI 1m your work or wriIt. 
iliod.. and interest: lUId make performance evaluation of i 
suggeations about possible jobs meone you supervise. 
.Im your. Mayhe you can switeb Evenil10Udon"t .. aatto~ f ~ 
,YOur major. Don't impoae time a apeeeh or Haten to a play, ! 
restrietions on youraell. . might need. to make a sales • 
Look at eonege realistically. or listea to an explaaation or A S 
Teachers are there to help you lOD'leOIle's car WOD't work. I Contflbul 
Ieara - not devour you wbole. Your English courses in • I ,,«Ie ..... 
Some dasses are purposefully school _ coDe.., help yoa I . 
te.d!"~:.~ ~ ?'?~. ~~D! .. ~ the.~ ~~nls. ,.. J.. __ _ 
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savIngs with computers 
Director 01 information Systems at Tee. ceads oae 
daily printouts (rom the recently purehased computers, 
at the right. (Nagle pboto} 
. selors a vaila hIe 
meet your needs 
assist th,· studt'nt with al.:adt·mi(~ 
plans. Th('Y also want to promoit· 
(·ar.h stud.-nt in having an (-n-
joyablt- and plt'asant (·xpt·rit'n ... ·(· 
at Thornton Community Collt·gt-. 
Couns.·lors art· availablt· to 
studt'nts in tt'lr{'('lo('ations; Room 
2119; Room 3173. Mr. V('rn Ho<·r· 
man; and Room 4153. Mr. Rob"rt 
Hl'inrit·h. 
Evening Counseling 
Stud"nts wishing to SI'" a 
(·ouns,·lor in thl' (-vI'ning may 
r,-{t'r to lh.· following seht·duh·; 
- Monday; Mr. William Bourland 
5:00-8:30. Mr. Robt~rt Ht'inrit:h 
5:30-8:30. TUI'sday Mr. Robt·rt 
Marshall and Mrs. Ursula 
Robt'rts 5:30·8:30. W (·dnt·sday 
sVlli~ble each day to help students include (back row, 
Dean Larry Larvick. Mike Sclmur. Bob HeiDrich. DOD-
Fitzpatrick. W .... Bourland. J wly Stott, aDd (froDt 
Davis. VerB Hoermaa, Robert Marshall. Ursula 
photol 
Mrs. Phyllis Davis and Mr. 
Michael Schnur 5:30-8:30. Thurs· 
day Mrs. Diant· Fitzpatrick and 
,Mr. Vt'rn Hocrman 5:30~8:30~ Fri· 
day. NO EVENING COUNSEL· 
ING. . 
Types of CouDseJiag 
1. Educati9nal. Vocational and 
Pt'rsonal Counsding .. 2. 
Academic Advisf.·mt'nt. 3. 
Transft"r Information pf.'rtiDt~nt 
to senior coll'-gt.· and univt·rsitics. 
4. Cart·t·r Planning. 5. T(~sting 
and lntt·rpn-taHon. 6. Referral. 7. 
Group Counseling. 8. Admissions 
Counst·ling. 9. CoUegt~ Articula-
tion. 10. High School Articula· 
tion. 
By Deborah J. Barr 
For fivt· and a half yt'ars. Tee 
ha~ bt""n spt·nding $205,000 pt'r 
yt·ar on c:omput"r f(·ntal. but on 
Junl' first of this yt'ar that t:hang· (·d. Tee 'bought til(" hardwart·, 
Tht· IBM 3701125 systt·m. whid1 
is worth QV('r $165.000. was pur-
c'haSt'd at 7.5% inlt'ft'5t un a 
lhrt·(· Y"ar nolt-, Thc' nt'Lsavin'gs 
[or Tee' is (·stimah·d at Qvt'r 
$132,000 pt'T yt'ar until lh,· nOlt' is 
paid. 
Tht· sc:hool sti11 must pay mort' 
than $72.000 annually for 
mainLt'nant'(', and (:0515 arl' ris-
ing. This [«t'o hOwl·v.or. indud(·s 
so[twart· f('Dtal and print train 
['(-nta!.ln tht· Yloars lh.· 5c'hoot has 
bt·t·n ['('nting lh.· hardwart', rt'n· 
tal has det:rt'as(·d twit:t', and Lh.· 
sysb·m ha~ m'I'n upgradt'd by lh., 
addition of storagt· units and ·tt·r· 
minals. 
By running lht· ('ompult'r on 
two shifts six days a wI·I·k, th,· 
51~b(}ol has hi't'n mt·t·ting its data 
proct'ssing n(·(·ds quilt- ad"quatl;' 
Iy. St·vt>ral Y"ars from now. al:' 
(~ording to Arthur Bak,·r. Dirt·,·· 
tor of In{ormation Svstl'ms he·Tt· 
at TeC. tht·n· may fu- a nt-cod to 
inert-asl' this to thrl'" shirts. Tht· 
(·ompult·r is ust·d primarily for 
studt'fit data. aod for tuition bill· 
ing and rt·(·ords. It is also us(·d to 
train studt'nls In data IJI'UI'('ssing 
tl'j'hniqu('s, 
Althougn with puct'hasl' in· 
sh'ad of rt'ntal th.· USA:'r lost·s 
SOmt· of tht· "Ot'xibilitv:' tht·ct· 
ar~' advantagt·s -to o~nin!{ tht· 
hardwan-. It is an inv(·stmt·nt. 
and -lh., hardwotrt· ('an bl' sold in 
{utun· yt'ars as it is c*ompatibh· 
with fourth gl'ot'ration 
mat'hint-ry now un tht, mark.·t. It 
("an also bl' t·xpand,·d and. 
modi£i,·d with tht· addition of 
oth"r units if that dot·s bt·t:omt· 
nt·(·(·ssary. It should bl' nolt·d. 
though. that maintt·nanc-t· ('05ts 
art· (·"p,.t·lt·d to jnt'rt'asl- in th(' 
n"ar futur.·. 
Bak"r ritt·s tht· o\lt'rall advan· 
tag .. · of uwning thtl hard wart· 3'i 
t'ost (·([,·(·tivt'oc'ss. Tht· romputt'r 
suits our nt·,·ds. and in tht· long 
run it is (·xpt-i·t.·d to savIO th,· 
SdlOOI 5('\'I-al hundrt·d thousand 
dollars. Bakt'r doc's rt·(·ommt·nd 
that if lht· ,·ollt.g.. Wt-rl' to 5(·11 tbt· 
c'omputt'r that OI'W "(Iuipm"nt 
should b(' h-asl·d bf·foTt- a dt-dsion 
to purt·haSt· is madt~. 
Spanish festivities here 
Espiritu Espanol. Tee's 
United States Senator Jospeb 
R. BideD, Jr_ ID·Delawarel 
Vim address students aad com· . 
munity residents on Monday. 
Odober .8. at 12:00 noon. in 
Lecture Hall A. Biden. Chair-
man of the Foreign Relations 
Subcommittee 00 European 
Affairs -ud Cbairmao of the 
Judiciary Subcommittee on 
Criminal Justice, wiD give a 
brief discussion on SALT II 
and the Andrew Young affair 
before fielding questions from 
the audience. 
I Spanish Club. inv~tt·s ,>Vt·ryon,· 
intt·rt·stt·d in thl' Spanish 
languagt· and t:ulturt· to its 
Wt-Ieoming Fil'sta, and Mt'xit:an 
Indt·p,·ndt·n,:t. Day Ct-lt·bration 
today. St:ptl'mb"r 27. bt·twt't·n 
12:30 and 2 p.m. in th,' Fon·ign 
Languagt· Lab .• 3120. 
o[ Co·prt·sidt·nts Pt-h' 
CaprigliORt· and Vall·rit· Mat'Con-
n,-II: Vic-(··pr(·sidt·nl Dan Swjt:k: 
St·l-rt·tarv Marv S"hultz: and Co· 
tr.·asun·~s Ari,v Johnson and 
Juanita Wht·at1,:v. 
Tht' Fi"sta ~iIl also pro\lid,' 
dub mt'mlwrs with tht' last op· 
portunity to ord"r "lub jat·kt·ts at 
last yt'ar's prjt·c-. aftt'r Thursday 
th{' jac-kt'ls will ('ost an additional 
$3. A $5 d"p'usit is r("luir"d with 
t'at'h ordt·r. 
Earn credit 
Thcl't· is still timt· to ('srn addi-
tional cr('dits during t.ht· Fall 
1979tt-rm at Thornton Communi-
t.y Collt·gt·. Eight WN·k collt·g.· 
credit classt's will lK-gin th(' w('(·k 
of October 22 and ('-nd Dt·c(·mb."r 
20. Rt"gistration will b(~ ht·ld· at 
tht· Admissions and Rt·cords Of· 
fiet· during thl' w(>(!k ()f Octbbt'r 
15·19. 
The following dasst'"s will be of-
fered: Art 100 . Tht~ Nature of 
Art. Bioi 1038 . Ecology Balan«' 
of Naturt·. Bioi l03C - Dt,vt'1 & 
Continulty/Life. Bus lOlA 
·Busint-ss Machines. Bus 240 
-Machint' Dictation & trans. Bus 
244 . Basic Real Estatl'. Bus 263 
-Real Estate Brokt"r Prep Ilt Bus 
264 . Rt."al Estate Broker Prep V. 
GSP 99 . Academic Development. 
Muse 100 . Fund of Music. MPE 
100 - Foundations of Fitness. PPE 
216· Sports Offic· Volleyball. Psy 
121 . The Individual in College. 
Bl·sid,·s a varit·tv of fun at·· 
th'itl,-s and tht· rt'fr~·shml'nts bt·· 
ing st·rvt·d. tht· nt·w Spanish Club 
offiCt·cs will bt· instalh-d. Thl' 
rc·et-ntly t·h·t:tt·d ('abind C'onsists 
OCTOBER 1979 CALENDAR-OF EVENTS 
1 JOB SEMINAR· "S.·1f Ass"ssm"nt" 2·5 p.m. $3 Rm 2109 
2 WOMEN'S TENNIS· TCC vs. Harp .... 2:30 p.m. Hom.' 
a FREE SOCIAL SECURITY SEMINAR· 5 
\\itodnt·sday Sl'ssion 7 p.m. Rm 3J06 
OPEN HOUSE· Adults R.·turning to Cull.·g.· 
9-.30·11:30 a.m. Rm 2121 
6 FOOTBALL· TCC YS. Rock Vall •• y 1:30 p.m. Hum.· 
9 BALANCING ACT· Workshop lor 
Womc'nStud,"ots/Workiog Womt'n 9:30--11:30 
a.m. $3 Rm '2117cG 
9 JOB SEMINAR· "App.·aranc<·" 9·11 a.m. $3 Rm 2109 
10 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL· TCC vs. Illinois 
Vall(·y 4 p.m. .,. Hom." 
10 WOMEN'S TENNIS· TCC vs .. Oakton 3 p.m. Hom.' 
10 SOCO (St~Diors On Campus OrganiZation. 
MEETING·l,aO p.m. Bid 3 Rm I 
. 11 BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING 8 p.m. Rm 2121 
12 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL· TCC vs. K,·nn<·dy· 
King 5:15 p.m. . Homt· 
16 JOB SEMINAR· ~Cov"r L"tt"'rs" 1:30·3:30 p.m. 
$3 Rm 2109 
16 WORKSHOP· "Lif,' Options lor Old"r Adults" 7 
.m. 15 ('r {Orson; S20 ('r couplt. Rm 2109 
Custodian dies 
Phil Ryan..61 year old TCC custodian. died Tuesday of a 
heart attack. 
Ryan. in charge of the day employees of 1:B. & 'Sons 
Custodial Service working at TCe. has served the colle~e 
since October .197 4. 
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Bluesbrother double 
Is it really John Belushi? 
By Renae Czarny Jockey in the 20riHa suit. 
John Belushi he isn't. But that When did he discover, he look· 
doesn't matter because he looks ed like J .B.1"When I went to Col· 
just like the comical ex.-Not. umbia Colle~e I had a beard," 
Ready for Prime Time Player. Bascarello recalls. "I shaved it off 
His name is Mike Bascarello. one day (or a lark and people 
he's Belushi's photographic dou- _. started takinR second. looks. My 
ble. and he'JI be making his movie friends kept teUinR, me "Mike you 
debut this June in The Bluea~' look just like John Belushi." 
Brothers, a Universal film cur· When news that The Blues 
rently in the making. Brothers filmiDl~: was to come to 
Bascarello resembles Belushi Chicago Bascarello was enCQuraR-
not only in physique and visage ed to try for a part. He made an 
but in humor as well. When asked appointment with radio station 
how he Rot the part as Belushi's ma~a~er Tom Joyner who was 
extra he replies in a serious tone. connected with the film. "1 was 
"WeB six months before they sittinJ~ in the lobby waiting ror 
started Cilmin~ The Blues Tom Joyner," BaseareUo explain-
Brothers. they took a salve from ed_ "He came 6ut of his office. 
John Belushi's fingertip and clon- Looked at me once, looked at me 
e-d me. Yes. The rumors are true. . again and said one word 'John?' 
I am a done.- The rest is history." 
By lookinR at him you would Before he became Belushi's 
almost believe he was tellinR the double BascareUo· had first at· 
truth. Base-areffo's beRinninRs tempted to Ret a job as his 
were slightly more evolutional makeup artist. He went to Se-
however. He is a local Chiago ac· cond City in ChicaRo on Wells 
tor and makeup artist. He has Street where Belushi was to be 
done the makeup Tor several T.V. - that niRht. "I was at the bar and 
commercials. indudin~ the one had three or four Manhattans. I 
for WMET radio with the Disk 
Ideal part-time job 
,Meet the stars 
By Renae Czarny 
With so much Hollywood ac· 
tivity loeally you mi~ht consider 
becoming a part-time movie ex· 
tra. Extras for Universal Studios 
are paid $3.00 per hour ~nd time 
and a half for anythinR alterehtht 
hours. Lunch and dinner are pro· 
. vided by the Studio. 
An extra win usually put in 
anywhere from a 10 to 15 hour 
day. with set "cair' at 7 or 7:30 in 
the marninK. Despite the s~em­
ingly lonR hours. extras are not 
constantly workin~. There may 
be hours oC waitin~'white a set is 
beinR rebuilt or a scene planned. 
It is wise to bring books. 
ma~azines. work (rom school or 
home. or a blanket for a nap. to 
occupy the' spare time~ 
Just what do extras do'! 
Almost anythinR. All those crowd 
J. scenes you don't pay any par-
ticular attention to in films con-
sist of extras. They do anythin~ 
from walkinR down a street ac· 
tinK natural. to drivinR a car. or 
beinJ~ a waitress or clerk in a five 
sei:ond shot. In the Mati scene for 
,!he Blues Brothers. the extras. 
depict frbthtened shoppers who 
run into the stores as the Blues-
mobile pur:.ued by two State 
Trooper cars, raee thru the Mall. 
The Atmosphere Players. or 
8aek~round Players (other terms 
for extras). receive instructions 
from the movie's director and 
must run thru several rehearsals 
just as any actor would. 
Althou2h there are some disiid-
vantages for the extra - stan: 
din${ under hot camera lights, 
waitinR around while a set is 
~rebuilt. and early mornin2 set 
"cal1s'~ - tbe advantaRes 
outweiRh them by far. ElCtras 
have the opportunity to meet and 
talk with the people involved 
with the mov:ie - actors. st.unt 
people. diret'tors. production 
crew. For instance. in workinR in 
The Blues Brothers~ the writer of 
this article had the opportunity . 
to' see John Belushi and Dan 
Aykroyd; to interview their 
doubles; to talk with Hollywood 
super stuntwoman. Kitty O'Neil. 
who, holds the woman's land 
speed record; to interview stunt· 
man Brad Orrison. who has work-
CHICAGOlAND'SKEllY GIRL 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
"''''"'' Dedicated College Students 
Secretaries -Typists-Clerks' 
You remimber them. Thev were young. Thev were tough. Thev 
carne in and almost single-handedly destroyed Chieagoland's tempo-
'rary office problems with their skills and talents. And now the· 
sequel. You too can star in ,his exciting drama. 
-Uncanny flow easy they 
medo it look-
~ Les Hassle. Kelly Gazette 
-even better then the original. 
n that's possiblo'''' 
-Moe R. Money. Kelly News 
A. 
IEL~"'<lkI"· 
SEAVICES 
South Suburb: 
233-tOO5 
North Suburbs 
729·2_ 
was just sittin~ at the bar ~ettin~' 
more and more drunk when 
Belushi walks up and takes the 
note. 'Hey. that's my- note!'.I yell-
ed as be picked it up. Belushi just 
stared at me. So I said 'You know 
people have said we look alike.' 
Then he tilted his head slowly 
from one side to the other and 
said 'Yea a a a bT' 
It turned out that Belushi 
already had a makeup man, but 
the meetinR -in the ba.r bolted 
Bascarel1o's role as his double. 
Currently Bascarello is audi-
tionin2 ror a part in Popeye. a 
movie which will star Robin 
Wi11iams of Mork &. Mindy. He 
hopes to Ret a r<rie as Jim 
Belushi's double. who will be 
playinR the character of Bluto .. 
So now that he has hit the "biR' 
time" of major motion pictures 
what does Mike Bascarello see in 
his future. *'1 want to be the om-
nipotent ruler of the world." He 
replies without a wince. I take a 
second look. Is this really only 
John Belushi's double or .. :! 
and stuntwoman Pam· Beber-
meyer who did stunts for Anim.al 
House; as well as· to talk with and 
interview WMET disk jockey 
Dan Michaels," who was also· 
workinR as an extra. So the· op· 
portunity for meetinR all dif-
ferent types of people in this job 
definitely is there. 
Aside from meeting people. 
seeinR the stunU performed 
before they reach celluloid and 
thf' cutting room, is tht" next 
most f"xciting part of being an f'X' 
tra. Cars hf'ing rolled, spun, 
crashing thru glass stOTt' fronts. 
fruit stands and just rt"gular 
high-spt'('d chast's insidt' th,· Mall 
were aU·on The Blues Brothers 
agenda. Seeing the behind-the-
scene makinRs of a movie is 
fascinatin~. 
So what are the chances of Ret-
tinR a part as a movie· extra'! 
Sometimes it depends on who 
you know, who you are, how you 
look. or simply luck. For example. 
the casting office for The Blues 
Bro'thera was looking for people 
between the a.es of 32 and SO, to 
depid man shoppers on a sum· 
mer day, The parts of extras 
below the ages of 32 had been lill· 
ed· early. The ex~ras consisted. 
Casting 
Offices 
The: foliowinR is a list of 
CastinR Offices currently hiring 
extras for movies being shot in 
ChicagO! 
The Blaes Brotbers 
Starring John Belushi & Dan 
Aykroyd 
Room 315 
300 East Ohio 
Chicago. lL 60611 
The Bunter . 
Starring Steve McQu..,D 
John Haneoek 
Suite 2444 
Oriiaary People 
Starring Robert Redford 
Sheraton Hotel 
My Body GaanI 
Starring Martin Mull 
528 North Michigan 
4th Floor 
Assistant editor, Renae Czanay. pictured witb John Belu·shi double. 
Mike B .... reDo (rightl aod DIUI Aykroyd double PotU, OD tbe set 01 
The Blues Brothen: in Harvey, Pictured below. the Blueamobile. 
.Hollywood comes 
to Chicago 
By Reaae ClAmy 
If you've ever dreamed of be· 
in~ a Olsta.r," the time may have 
. finally arrived to tUrn those 
dreams into reality. The 
land is fast 
Hollywood of the Midwest. and 
thronRs of local residents will 
make their film debuts as movie 
extras in the cominR months. 
The Blues Brothers. a U niver-
sal film. starring John Belushi 
and Dan Aykroyd has been bein~ 
shot" in local vidnities since 
A}lRust. Just three we~ks aRo the 
Dixie Ma1J in Harvey. which was 
specially rejuvenated by the film 
company, was used for a scene in 
the movie. The Mall was the most 
elaborate set Universal has ever 
reconstru~ted outside their 
Hollywood studios, costinR them 
mostly of models. local actors, 
character models. actors from 
ChicORO'S Second City {Belushi's 
Alma Mater}, profeSSional extras 
who had "A" union cards, and 
even WMET disk jacket. Dan 
Michaels. 
The best way of Rettin2 a job 
as an extra is throu~h the movies 
casting office. You must brinR in 
a recent snapshot. and fiU out an 
application. . 
over $200,000. Over 200 extras. 
many of them local. were hired 
-, (or the five days of filminR. Film-
inR for The Blues Brothers will 
continue in the suburbs, in-
cludinR Calumet City. thru Oc-
lober. Il will then be completed 
in Hollywood and is due for 
release in June 1980. 
The Hunter, starrinR Steve 
MeQueeq. is another movie beinR 
shot in ChicaRO. Sc~nes·from the 
movi.e will include a car being· 
driven orf MariQ3 City into the 
ChicaNO RivGr, and footll2c ohot 
on the north·south line of the loop 
L. All of McQueens fellow 
L·riders are extras. 
Movies soon to RO into produc-
tion locally include Robert Red-
ford's Ordinary People_ Redford 
will not only star in the film, but 
will make his debut as a director 
as well: Shooting for Ordinary 
People is seheduled to be~in this 
month. 
My Body Guard, which ~iII 
star Martin Mult of America 
2-NiKlit fame. will also beRin film-
inR in the. cominR months. 
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Porterfield. at. the podium 
Community members can 
assist -talented and needy 
students beginning or continuing 
their college education through 
their support of the Eighth An-
nual Scholarship Fund-Raising 
Dinner sponsored by the Student 
Aid Foundation of Thornton 
Community College. 
PARK FOREST SOUTH, III. - Dr. Leo Goodman-Malamuth II 
Hefti. presideDt of Governors State l!niversity, and David Barr 
'righU, secretary of the Governors State Uuiversity Foundation. 
congratulat,s Cheryl Basketfield, graduate of Thomton Community 
College. who has been awarded a GSU Community College Hqoors 
Scholarship. 
Emrny Award·winning news 
reporter and anchorman Harry 
Porterfield of WBBM·TV will he 
the guest. speaker at the dinner 
which will be held Friday, 
November 9. at the Harvey. Holi· 
day Inn. 17lst 'and Halsted 
Street. Harvey .. Musical enter· 
tainment will be provided by the 
Thornton Community College 
Jazz Band ,under the direction of 
Hear some 
beautiful 
music 
Plan ahead when 
Choosing career 
By Lisa Moore 
In planning foi' your career 
choice. here are some interesting 
statistics to keep in mind. 
Based OD the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics projections. it is 
estimated that total employment 
will grow less rapidly through 
1990 than it did in the 1960's and 
early "70's. The indu3trica which 
will experience the most growth 
are private medical care and 
business services. These can be 
further broken down into the 
following 'ten industries: 
1. Medical services other than 
doctors and dentists. 
2. Transportation equipment. 
3. Business services such as 
mailing services. 
4. Synthetic fiber manufactur-
ing. 
5. Computer and periperal 
equipment manufacturing. 
6. Hospitals. 
7. Floor covering manufactur-
ing. 
S. Transportation services~ 
times questions may be directed 
to Mike Schnur. counselor and Thornton Community College 
CRe co-ordinator. or anyone of Concert Choir. Evening Chorale, 
the counseling staff. ' and Madrigal Singers, under the 
CAREER RESOURCE direction of Thomas Hoekstra. 
CENTER HOURS are preparing lor their fir.t con-
Monday. 9:00 a.m. - 10:00; 11:00 cert October 27, at Peace 
a.m. - 2 p.m •• 4 p.m. _ 7.:00. Memorial Church in Palos Park. I 
Tu.s~ay.10:OO 0.111. - 2:00 p.lli.; 10300 W •• t 131.t Str"t. P.rfor·' 
4:00 p.m. _ 8:00. manee will start at 7:80 p.m. and 
Wednesday, 9:00 a.m. _ 10:00, Mrs. Mary Scanlan wiD be their 
11:00 a.m .. 2 p.m.; 4 p.m. - S:OO. accompanist. Admission is free. 
Thursday, 9.:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m_: The Concert Choir consists of 
3:00 p.m. - 7:00 (1st and 3rd approximately twenty-five day 
Thurs.); 4:00 p,m. -8:00 (2nd & 4th students to create a harmonious 
Thurs.) sound. The Evening Chorale con-
Friday, 9:00 a.m. _ 10:00: 11:00 sists of evening students who 
-2:00 p.m. . sing for large performances. 
Belo..f is a list of job forecasts whereas the Madrigal Singers 
that may be of interest _ to are· selected and sing for small 
students. Those' marked with an performances. In each chorus. 
astrisk are available here on cam- quality is' more important than 
pus or through cooperatives with' quantity. Mr. Hoekstra said, 
other colleges. "This year's Concert Choir is the 
Job Foreeut For best ever in the history of Thorn-
Voee.tional Gradu.ates ton." He not only demonstrates 
his expertise in choral directing 
9. Copper ore mining.' Very'Good to Excellent 
. 10. Radio and television broad- .-Accounting Technologies 
· but" also in ear training and sight 
singing. . 
casting. Auto Body Repair 
The ten industries with the Auto and Diesel Mechanics 
least projected growth. actually a ·Construction and 
decline in employment from the Maintenance Trades 
1977 levels. include: Hotel and RestAurant 
II you have nothing planned for 
Saturday, October 27. come listen 
to each chorus mixed _ repertoire 
of music and let them entertain 
YOUl 
instructor Donald Kramer. A 
cash bar opens at 7 p.m. Dinner 
will be served at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are priced -at $15 per 
person, and are available from 
Student Aid- Foundation 
representatives or through the 
College's Office of Student Ser· 
vices. 596,2000. Extension 233 . 
These tax-deductible contribu-
:tions will be used by the Student 
Aid Foundation to fund scholar· 
ship awards and to provide 
~mergency loans for ar~a 
students who might otherwise be 
unable to begip or continue their 
college education. 
For more information about 
the dinner or the work of the Stu· 
dent Aid Foundation of TCC, call 
Student Aid Fow.dation Presi-
dent Dr. LaVen Wilson at 
596·2000. Extension 233 . 
1. Chemical and fertilizer Technologies 
mineral mining. . -Inhalation Therapy 
2. Leather related industries. Technology 
3. Structural clay product Machine Shop 
Students .honored hete by the faculty 
manufacturing. oNursing 
4. Private households. Optical Technologie. 
5. Wooden container manufac- "Printing and Lithography 
turing. "Radiologic Technology 
6. Manufactured dairy pro- .Specialized _and General 
ducts. Secretarial . 
7. Gas utilities. (Continued on page 6) 
8. Agriculture&! dairy' and· 1lI~'P.~~!i"~~riil'lll 
poultry products. 
The Courier regrets that tbe 
promised photographe of the 
Faculty Association award lreci-
pienta will not be available for 
publication due to faculty fUm. 
However. _ we do wish to COD-
'gratulate Mellody Beedy, 
· "Carolyn Meeks. and Nancy Vlasic 
on the honor of receiving the 
awards for their fine academic 
achievements_ 
g, Sawmills and planing mills. 
10. Railroad transportation. 
For further job related infor-
mation . <heck in tbe C ....... r 
Resource Center for the Die· 
IIo....-y of Oecupolioaal Titlu, 
\he Oecupotloaal Outlook HaM-
Nok. Ot many individual pieces 
of literature supply by the in- . 
dustry itself. . 
The CRC technician, Barbara 
Mus, is available mornings Mon· 
days through Friday, and the .tu-
dent aid. Jeanette Weining is 
available evening; Monday 
througb Thursday. At otber 
V'MEl'S 
VIENNA 1I0T DOGS 
30111 W. 159th 5.:, 
MARKHAM 
IiIGIIT til CAIIT£II8URV 
PIIONE 333-45111 
MONDAY Ihur THURSDAY 
11:00 c.m. 10 6:00 p_m. 
FR(DA V g SATURDAY 
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE 
Send now for late.t catsl()9. 
Thouunds of ~pors Oft -.11 
.obj __ EncIoII<> $5.00 to ....... 
,otiII'n postage. 
ESSAY SERVICes 
fJ1Taa;JfISt..s.teoB5M 
TOl'Oftto.. 0ftWb. CImHO 
USE 1.18 
(416) 366-11549 
Vlasie. a computer scie_ ·01 
matb major. is a graduate of . 
ThOrnwood High School and is in 
· ber second year at TCe with a 4.0 
grade point average .. 
Meeks, also from Thornwood, 
is in ber first year of TCC's nurs-
ing program, but is a second year 
student also maintaining a 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
.::. l{,IVERDALE BAN~ 
..... 
at 
TWO LOCATIONS 
13700 South Indiana Ave. 
Riverdale. Illinois 60627 
Phone: 841-0011 
Dolton Office 
550 East Sibley 
(Sibley & Chicago Road) 
perfect 4.0 g.p.a. steady part-time edueatioaal pdf· 
suits. One of TeC's many ~etur~ 
Ding" students, she has a ,.p.R, of 
3.9. 
Courier editor! in chief. Baedy 
has only recently become a full-
time student after four years of 
BUILDER'S CARPET 
3844 W. 141 ST .. 
-' 
MIDLOTHIAN 
385-4414' 
*Wall to Wall 
*Remnants. 
*No Wax Vinyl 
r--------~F R E E---------! 
I 1,000 S& H ! 
! Stamps With i 
I I 
I $1 no Pnrt"hlu~" ~ 
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For the day_ 
,Dolton becomes "Carter' Country"" 
Pruideat Jim.my Carter addrelsed. local residents recelltly in. 
Dol-. IIliaoi., «Pboto by Paul.F ........ al ' 
By Be .... CZUDY This beginning tribute 01 ton· 
... ArleDe Jeka tinued applause set the tone for 
More than 2,000 people were the rest of tbemeeting. 
011 band last Tuesday wben Presi· Questioners, were picked at 
dent Carter viSited the Tbor· random from tbe audie ... e about 
Bridge, High Sehool gym, and an hoiir'before th.,President w .. 
about 5,000 otbers stood around to arrive. ' 
, outside hOping to at least get a Th. first questi""'r, Rev. AI 
glimpse of the President as he Pizza, a Catholio' priest from 
. ~ld his "town meeting." Tinley Park, praised Carter: "I 
President Carter was given. just feel fortuoate to be able to 
atanding ovation from the crowd tell you that I tliink you are doing 
o.f _Ie as b. entered tbe gym. a fantastio job." ' 
The other 11 questioners; also 
complimented Carter before 
questioniDg him. Most of the 
qUestiOD~ revolved around higher 
costs. 
. When Carter was asked about 
"runaway inflation". he told the 
crowd that he was against the 
idea of imposing mandatory wage 
and prieeeontrols'to c:ontrol infla· 
tion. According to Carter, "the 
rate of inDation was expected to 
fall by the end of the year. 
A Thornridge' Hi~h School stu· 
dent 'fas c:oneeroed about gas 
, prices. When Carter was asked 
about what could be done he 
replied, "We unfortunately don't 
have any c:ontro1 over the price 
ttae Arab countries charge us for 
their oil. -What we can do 
however. is eut out OVer 
dependence on foreign i~ports." 
At the end of the hour, Carter 
left the Town Meeting in a roar of 
applause, with the Tbornridge 
hand playing the theme from 
~Rocky." 
When President Carter decid· 
ed to, bold one of his "town 
meetings" in Dolton it w.. for 
lDany a once-in-a-lifetime chance 
to see' firsthand not only the 
President but numerous other 
Ioeal celebrities .. well. 
For those of you that missed 
the President's' appearance and 
aU the' excitement . that went 
along with it - four Courier staff 
members bring you tAe following 
"behind the scenes" information 
in "q~estionable" form. 
Questions you've always 
· wanted to kno,,-: but weren't 
there to ask! 
, What is President Carter 6k. 
in person? Seeing the President 
in person ii reatly no different 
then watching him on television. 
because he bas • certain "video 
presence." His expressions and 
gestures are exagprated and 
seem actor-Uke. And television 
has apparently add.d to the 
President's stature making him 
seem taller and larger than be 
reaUy is. 
What went OD ia'the preaa sec· 
tiOD wbeD. ODe questioner made 
the statem.ent, "President 
Carter, I wish the 'media would 
give you a fair break sometimes. ~ 
The media's response wasD't too 
favorable, A murmur spread 
through the press seetion. Such 
comments as "never!" aDd 
· generalsniekering could he heard 
· from. veteran reporters. 
And since Channel 7', Terry 
Murphy' was at Thoraridge to 
cover the "'town meeting" one 
question that the Conri.r staU 
was frequently asked w~. HDoes 
T.rry M ........ y reaDy look ~ good 
in lile as abe doe. on teievi.lioa7" 
Apparently, yes. For. while it 
even seemed as if she would take 
a:-vay some of the President's 
limelight. Many younger p.ople 
in the gym· shouted "Terry! 
Terry!", until she ~inally waved 
to the crowd. She' ev.n had to 
Sign some autographs (or her 
fans. 
Were the persons who askeel 
queatiollB reany chosen· at raa· 
dom? They must have been. One, 
a former candidate Cor the 
Metropolitan Sanitary Distriot, 
took three minutes 01 valuable 
time trying to get to his point: 
Could tbe Pr.sident do 
something about the excess of 
stop signs in the country? The 
President was courteous. He said 
that there are some thing's eved 
he can't be responsible lor, but h. 
would take it up with tbe 
Secretary of TraQ.sportation. 
So it seems that politics, 
m.dia, and acting are all closely' 
intertwined. Y .. , the President 
wore mak .. u~ to look good lor 
the extensive television coverage 
the Town Meeting recei~ed. Yes, 
a newscaster like Terry Murphy 
has every hair in place. And yes. 
the audience seemed more awed 
by the lights and cam.ras than by 
the President of the United 
States. 
Jane Fonda~akes appeal at GSU 
By NoneD Bilttaer Hayden was introduCed as the The Equal Rights movem.nt 
. ohair,,!an of CEO And the w''''plugged bard by Fonda, Em· . 
Governor's State UniverSity._ gentiemaa who WOD over ODe phasis was pla~ 011 the fact that 
wu host,. recently, to Jane Fonda million votes in the senate.raeein women make.only 60% as m.uch 
and Tom Hayd.n, leaders of the California. "I do not want to be as ',men, bold ,jobs of less 
Campaign for EooDomic resp.etabilized," be" said later, !lignifitallce and hav. smaller 
DemocracY «CEDI. GSU .. as one and reminded the audieno. of hiS ehane.. foradvaneement. 
stop, of fifty, on their tour of fif·, participation in the 1968 Reference to tbe fact that ERA 
teen states. The Haydens are ~moDStrations at, the Demo- -has yet to be pasaed in Illinois 
... king, on tbis tour, to "rally cratie National Conventio'!. in ..... not mentioned, _nd b.r "I 
bundred. of thousanda of pro- ,Chicago, "My extremism is caus· know what it'. like" approacb 
gressives across America behind ed by my Americanism, 1 am not was bard (or some ERA ad· 
• program of renewable energy, ,eynicnl or apathetic:. I would yacates to" swallow, Can the 
public control of corporations and rather light the candle thaD curse 'daughter of • famous actor and 
eontrnl over· inDation in life's the darkness. I urge you to,ao- millionaire, herself an aetress, 
basic neeeuities: energy, hous- tion," 'really know what it's lil>e to be 
iag, food and health care," Fonda, - more oontroversial. the sole..upporter of three yoUng 
Harden, citing incidents sucb than her busband, was greeted at ohildren and locked in • dead end, 
' .. Ford Motor Company's memo the Governors Stote doorway by , low paring job? Maybe" but the 
atating foreknowl.dge of the a group of protestors carrying faot that her field is aoting made 
_ptl'bility of ita PiLto model signs r.ading: TERRORIST some aD too aware that she w .. 
to gas tank explosions upon rear JANE, HANOI JANE, GO on stsge and they were her au· 
impact, argued that big business' BACK TO HA,NOL Propagan· e1ienco. 
_siomerate.!"lSin ..... baa ,laken distio, anti·Fonda/Hayden A,eeoinpaning the Haydens on 
DYer Ibis COUDtry. Alid with Iittl. literatUre w .. passed out to peo- stage at GSU was Jobn Mahar, 
rep.rd for human Iif., makes pie arriving to h.ar the presenta, db'ector and co-president of the 
decisions like those in the Ford tion. Most of the literature was Delaney St. HaIf·way House in' 
PiDto .... &ccording to a dollar printed by YOlUIC Am.ericau far New York City, Mahar, a reform· 
costlbeD.fit analysiS, Hayden' FreedOm, a conservative moy"- ed drug addict, baa himself serv: 
argu .. that. "W. need a bigher ment. ed tim. and offers first hand ex· 
priority for the human faotor." - The actress descri~ "-elf perienee aDd eneouragement to 
. Tbe energy erisis, infIatinn and '.s not a "Grape of Wrathw bnt a .xeonyieta trying to readjust to 
_ployment have triggered "Raisin of Wr~th," a Johnny· life.'"If you' don't want to see 
Ibe demorslizatinn of this coun· eome-!at,ely to the aDti,war move- tbem haok in, you better educate 
try and the time baa eome for ment. Compelled to defend the' , thom, train them so they ean find, 
titizens to eom. together to find fact that sbe did not !lign Joan joha'wben they get out." 
Sumaria and all overl,..Now if 
Jesus would have bought i~ there 
would have been no Christian 
change." . 
· Drugs and a1eohol, aceording to. 
Mahar are the ourse of the work· 
ing elass,lt used to be that no one 
worried muoh about drugs si .... 
the ones that used them most 
we~e _the poor. oppressed 
chUdren of the slums. Today 
everybody is worried since the 
'iilDiotion ,~.. spr.a4 to' the 
, "cream of the Ameriean dream." 
on the Rio Grande River in New 
Mexieo, This development is • 
place where ex-coDvicts. the 
poor, and the young can go to 
beeome educated, to build a Iif.; a 
_, and maybe the reali2ation 
of a dream. Ifs a positive action 
and a step in the direction that 
cures the illness instead of just 
treatiDg the stmptoms, , 
This specifio' positive action 
could be an example to Hayden 
who relie. on vague genera!izi.· 
tiona rather than eoncrete 'ug-
.. lutions. "Utility companies Baez's letter to stop the Viet Mahar attaeked the "aelling 
WIIlt our dollars • we want Nam war, sbe explained, "I e1id out of America" wbich b. defined 
representation. ~ Tb. representa· , Dot aign it because 1 was afraid it as American jobs heiDg "hipped 
Iioa he refers to is on regulatorY eould do more, harm than good out of the eoUDtry aDd (oreign 
boards &!ld boards of directors 0(, ... because I was Dot' ,sure the money being recycled in through 
tile energy companies. e1a1ms made in tbe letter eouId be eapital inyeatment and the' pur- -
"Let'" consider," aayo Haden, "ubstantia~" cbaae of Ian4 by foreign interests. 
Political adlviata Tom Baydea ... Jane F_ ....... e to """'-
and citiae118 at Goy......... State Ualvenlty ahoat the need to 
...... i1ize farceo and cbsDge the _ of aIfaIn Ia this conotry, 
IPboto by Steve KapitaaI , 
"tho lethal Impact of the throw Fonda repeated much of what Ii.- alsO ecbaed the main theme 
... y soeiety which ueates her hushand said before ber. of the .... ning: Tak. daring 
WIIp like JIU01ear power, which "Stand up, Organize, We need to viewa, Stand up,' Be patriotic:.. 
we c:&D't eontrnl hut (utare taUt about what'. wrong in Join the tidal wave to pnah haok 
....... tions will have to, faA:e, A~ We ..... be like drops, of, those wbo have sto1en Ameri ... 
Let'. "ark on eonaervation and water building to torrents to But don't stop abort of your 
pre_vation .of our environ· change the contour of this COWl- goal," For tbe pnrpose of 
leay. a legacy for try," d._ting how goal dispiaee. 
generations." A ..... ding to Fonda, "Tbe meat' ."olves, Mabar told the 
economic changes Hayde;, crisis in Ameriea today is very following s1o!r."U Pontias Pilate 
adv_tes, "Must", he says, basic: eollapae of the eeoDOmr' had been a smart RockefeDer ap-
"Tak. in a poIitjcnlly and the corruptnesa of the nnholy pointee, he would have said, 
. fasbion," Deeiaiona alliance betwee,! big business aDd 'Carpenter, come to the palaeo. 
, ...ade 101 a ep'ass roots big government. This crisis is Let', taUt about, .. hat to do in 
'WllUi=l&ticlll that be hopes he is beyond tbe ability of -any one Jerusalem. The Pharisees are 
Town meetings. politician, or anyone presidential getting rich off gambling in the 
... _diD,. to the political activiSt. candidate to IOlve, What is need- temples. That's not good. We'll 
a viable part of the ed is an independent, grass roots give you $250.000' to build • half· 
..-..s, Tbere sbould poIfticnI movement,that is .......... ay house (or them, Now, if you 
be greater ac:couDtability on • nUtted to .... nomie justIee and is -1'UII it well and you tall do some 
part of politicians directly, to not swept up in tbe paqing fury good, we'll build more balf.way 
• • .... --..;_ .. _. ftftU+i ..... 4 .. ,,~. nn~ in Nazareth. one in 
Mabar suggesta we need m_ 
and better organizations to deal 
, with drug related problems. He 
urged everyone to get involved 
because "someday one of your 
kids could be mixed up with 
drugs." 
Mabar, eondemning eeonOlDie 
and racial segregation and •• harg·' 
ed that the government makes a 
big mistake by (orcing Integra-. 
tion from the bottom up. Wh1 
pot, ,he auggeats, house the poor 
and the blaok with the affluent of 
the socidy and let integration 
triekle down?, "Maybe," be says, 
"We should have two preai4eDts, 
ODe black and one white," 
Mabar is currently Involved in 
the d..v..iopmeat of a ,mall town 
geations for action. To rally pe0-
ple to action ... give them no 
outlet is to defeat your own pur. 
pose. 
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Board avvards Ivey nevv contract 
Appro~ed at the October 25 contract. [vey's annual salary. 
board meeting was a new three- -currently $42.400 would continue 
year contract £Or College Presi- to incline at a rlat $3.000 each Ju-
dent Natban A. Ivey. Under the Iy 1 Crom 1981 thro~gh 1983: the, 
salary heing $51.400 by the ter· 
mination o( the contract in July 
1983. While Raymond Dohmeyer 
.aeknowledge.d that such a salary 
SAF a.nnual dinne~ provides 
student scholarship funds 
Harry Porterfield. WBBM·Tv 
news reporter and anchorman. 
will be the reatured speaker at 
. the Eigbth Annual Scholarship 
Fund-Raising Dinner of the Stu-
deDt Aid Foundation of Thornton 
Comrriudily College. l:iouth 
Holland. on Friday, November 9, 
at tbe Holiday 1M oC Harvey. 
17100 S. Halsted Street. Harvey. 
A cash bar will he open at 7 
p.m. Dinner will be served at 8 
p.m. Music for the evening will be' 
provided by tbe TCC Jazz Balik 
under the direction of Donald 
Kramer. 
Tickets for the dinner are pric) 
ed at 515 per person. These tax·' 
deductible eontributions will be! 
used to provide scholarsbip~ 
awards for talented and needy' 
students at tbe community col .. ' 
lege. Funds are also used to pro-
vide emergency loans for 
students who would otherwise be 
unable to begin or continue their 
educat.ional studies. 1 
The award·winning newscaster 
reeently <Ialmed two Emmy 
Awards - one for bis work as 
reporter/narrator on the public 
service program "Channel Two 
the People" and one for his. work 
as anchor on the weekly 
magazine prograr"',.", "Two on 
Two." He also earned Emmy 
Awards for reports on the pro-
blems or homosexuality and male 
prostitution in young boys in the 
Uptown area (1973) and the death 
of Elijah Muhanimed (1974). 
Porterneld presently serves as 
eo-anchor on WBBM-TV's 6 P.M. 
News aad is probably hest known 
for his unique features for Chan· 
nel 2 n~ws __ ·'Someon~ You 
Should Know." The popular 
feature·s chronicle the extraor· 
dinary aeeomplishments of or-
dinary people. , 
lie bega6 bls assoelatlon will. 
WBBM.TV in 1964 as a news 
writer. later moving to the posi-
tion of general assignment 
reporter. 
Tickets for the Eight Annual 
Student Aid Fouadation Scholar· 
ship Fund·Raising Dinner are 
-available through the College's 
Office of ·Student Serviees. 
For more information. eonta~t 
Student Aid Foundation Presi-
dent Dr. LaVell Wilson at 
596-2000. extension 283. 
would be "reasonable in this 
economy," Frank Zuccarelli was 
the only- trustee to vote against 
it. 
The board .ac::cepled the 
resignation or security officer 
Lawrence Jones"who has opted 
to ret.urn to military service. Per-
mission was granted to seek Lo 
rill the vacancy. George Dobroski 
and David Deglomine were sign-
ed on as security officers at an an-
nual salary of 510.800 each. The 
board accepted the appointment 
or safety offieer Waiter Stallings 
at a $7,2OO.anoual salary. Stall· 
ings' job will be to keep an eye 
~ out for fire and possible leakage 
in the early morning hours. Jac-
queline Fuller will replace Sheila 
·Eaves in a federally·funded grade 
three secretarial position in 
·Veteran's Af(airs. Grountlspcr-
·sons Gerald BrOoks and Edward 
Kennedy_were each appointed at 
an annual salary of $7200. 
Jeanette King will replace Irene 
Javorka as data terminal 
operator. while Javorka accepts 
the position of admissions 
secretary at the same annual 
salary oC $7600. 
In other action. the board was 
.confronted wiLh Raymond 
Oohmeyer·s complaint that t.he 
college wiil stand to lose approx· 
imately $8,000 during the Can 
semester alone. ·i£ action is noL 
taken against students who pay 
ro;r their registration with raulty 
cheeks. Ilohmeyer suggested 
that these students should be 
removed rrom class lists; he 
,stated ·that such students are 
lacking in the responSibility man· 
dated for being a successful and 
respectable college student. No 
immediate action has been 
enacted. 
G. C. Schellhorn was granted a 
sabbatical leave (or the spring 
semester, when be will at.tend an 
Ini.crnational Writ.er's Workshop. 
at the University of Iowa. 
I vey announced that the col· 
lege would receive full accredita· 
tion from the Illinois·Communit.y 
College Iloard'(JCCII' Cor another 
year. .'< 
A bid of 55831.60 for Lbe' 
publication of 100.000 copies of 
the spring bulletin was awarded 
to Lockman Print.ing. The next 
board meeting will be beld 
November 15 at. 8 'p.m. This will 
be the only November meeting. 
ii TCC instructor, Dave Bartlett, 
in Great Teachers Seminar 
November Calendar of Events 
1-16 ART EXHIBIT· PaintiugsiDrawings 
by Deborab Beruardi aud Jan ZajaC:: 
Gallery 4141 
Hours: M·TH 9 a. ... ·3 p.m.; 7 p.m. to 
9 p.m. FRI. 9 a.m •• 3 p.m. Closed OD 
.ive· 
one 
her 
liar 
·yer 
N 
Thornton Community College' 
instructor David Bartlett is tak·· 
ing an active part in ~he Great 
Teachers Seminar. a program 
designed to encourage proCes. 
sional development among 
educators. 
Bartlett..· an instructor in the 
Division of SociaLand Bebavioral 
Sdenees, has served on the staff 
of the seminar program sinee 
~975. Most.recently. he traveled 
to California to serve as a group 
leader at a model workshop 
preseDted for tbe California Com· 
munity and Junior College 
Association and the Aeademic 
Senate oC the CaliCornia Com· 
munity Colleges. 
The Great Teachers Seminar is 
• one·week sta(! development 
workshop for eommunity college 
iostructors. Participants share 
iaformation about inDOvative pro-
crams or teaehing techniques. 
Student 
Government 
Association 
elections 
November 
7&8 
details 
on 
page 4 
Specific difficulties encountered 
in the classroom are addressed 
by seminar participants who 
work together to develop 
problem·solving techniques. 
Since the seminars bring 
together educators Crom many 
disciplines who work iD both ur· 
·ban and rural areas throughout 
tbe c:ountry. participants in the 
Great Teaehers Seminar benefit 
from the new insights and dif· 
ferent perspectives of colleagues 
they might Dot otherwise meet. 
Bartlett. has served as an in-
structor at Thornton Community 
College for 12 years. He holds 
bacbelor~s ~d master's degrees 
Crom IUinois State University 
and is presently completing doc-
toral studies. He is • resident oC 
Park Forest. 
NIU open house planned 
OPEN HOUSE 
for 
Prospective Students, Parents, & Friends 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
An Open House espeq.ul for prospective studeDts. parents. aad frieDds 
is plaDaed for Monday. November 12. from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Throughout 
the day. admissions representatives and current NIU students will be OD 
ba.ad to welcome you aDd answer ,OUt questions about the uaiversity cam-
pus, acadenrie programs. faeilities. senices.ud aU aspects of student life. U. 
you're on campus at 10 a.m .. 11 8.m .. l p..m .. or 2 p.m .. stop by to pick up an 
iDformatioD packet. see aD audio-visual presentation OD NID. and take a ~ 
pus tour led by an: NIU studeDL Tours wiD iDdude a visit to a residence haD 
room. Uaiversit.y Suite. Holmes StudeDt. Cent.er 
S .... ad Floor 
{use main entraraee' . 
NlU Office 01 Admissions ,.. 
Sponsor<' by: Off ... 01 Orientation & Student Assistaao;e 
weekends. 
2 SEMINAR: "Assertiveness Training" Room 3154' 
9-.30 a.m •• 1 p .... Four Friday Ses· 
siODS. Fee: $8. 
, CORRECTIVEREADmG CLASSES Room 3102 
12 Mondayfrhuraday Sessions. 4 • 5:30 
p.m. Fee: $35. 
7 FREE JAZZ BAND CONCERT. PAC 
8 p .... 
9 STUDENT AID FOUNDATION Holiday Inn 
DINNER· 7 p.m. Reception; 8 p.m. Harvey 
Dinner Spealcer: Harry Porterfield. 
Tickets: $15. 
10 FOOTBALL· TCC VI. Grand Rapids Home 
12 
Junior College. 1:30 p.m. 
VETERANS' DAY HOLIDAY· No 
14 &28 
CIasses;.CoIIege dosed. 
SOCO !Seniors On Campus Orgaaiz· B1dg.3~ 1 
alionl MEETING. 1:30 p ..... 
U;' BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEE'I:ING Room 2121 
8p.m. 
16 
_MEN'S BASKETBALL· TeC vs. Home 
16 & 17 
Morton. 7 p.m. 
PERFORMING ARTS SERIES ONE PAC 
PRESENTS: "The Fantastidts" 8 p.m. 
Tickets: $3.50 
~ NO WEDNESDAY EVENING 
CLASSES 
22-25 THANKSGIVING, RECESS 
23-24 THIRD ANNUAL BASKETBALL HOME 
THANKSGIVING TOURNAMENT 
·Friday games hegin at 5 p.m. SatUr' 
day PIIIes begin at 11:30 a.m. 
27 HD().IT·YOURSELF MESSIAH"· First Reformed 
7:30 p .... Free, Church 
South Holland 
28 FREE LECTURE SERIES: "When Lecture Hall A 
Parents Live With Their Children" 
7·9 p.m: 
30 LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW FROM 
CLASSES 
"Tickeis ""sale in November Cor the EleveDth Annual Madrigal 
t::hristmas Feaste Deeember 7. a. 9. 14 aad 15. ' 
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Elections are postponed 
By Mellody Hartelius-Beedy 
"The ejection is being postp~n· 
and 1 am making that 
" declared Dr. LaVell 
vice-Dresident of student 
to inquiries . 
Goverornent 
The Student Government Association elections scheduled 
for yesterday and today, November 7 and 8. wete canceled 
Monday by Dr. La Veil Wilson, vice-president ·of stu~ent ser-
vices. labove leftt In order to insure the completion of the 
elections now scheduled for December 10 and 11. SGA Ad· 
visor Dave Anderson IrighU has issued a notification of peti-
tion availability and election rules below _ IFransen p~otos) 
tion signed by the candidates. it 
states. that the undersigned "is 
legally qualified" to be a ean: 
didate for office. This s~atement 
was clarified with a copy of the 
constitution. but some of the can-
didates "claim they never receiv-
ed a copy of the by-laws and were 
una ware of .w hat requirements 
they were attesting to. Thus. 
some proved to be ineligible 
because _ o( their grade point 
average. (G.P.A.!. 
Those candidates who were 
eligible were notified 10 meet for 
a photography session with the 
Courier photographer and to sub-
.mit personal campaign data they 
wished to accompany their pic, 
tures in an SGA layout. Only . 
presidential candidate Doug 
Heward sho~ed up for the first 
sitting arranged by SGA advisor 
Dave Anderson with 
photography editor Paul 
Fransen. 
The second attern pt was more 
. successful with all but two of tl:\e 
C'andidates appearing. They were 
called by Fransen (or special ar-
rangements. Neither showed up 
again. 
Unfortunately. vice-
presidential candidate Deborah 
Lewis' photograpb was ruined in 
development and because of the 
delay in the photography ses-
sions there was not time for 
another attempt before the pap.er 
went to press. 
Because o( the ommission of 
her photo an~ those o( the other 
Campus fire squelched 
The fire only eauseQ minimal damage~ but .pandemonium reign- ed for a few hectic· minutes 'last 
Friday night . 
- Apparently a hot cigaret ash 
was collected. along with the 
usual ~fuse •. and left in a bag 
'across the hall from the Campus 
Bookstore. When the garbaK!' 
burst into name. a witness fled to 
the lower level before pulling a 
fire a.larm; then the Campus 
Police had to search the building. 
for the fire. 
Luckily, Security located and 
extinguished the fiall\es before 
the Fire Departme~t even arriv-
ed on the scene. 
The "fire drill" has resulted in 
a complete check· of the campus 
fu-e alarm systems. wh~ch is in 
fine working order and 
everything is back to normal. ac-
cording to the Campus Police Of· 
fice. 
two candidat.es. the contingent 
approaching Wilson claimed a 
distinct disadvantage for those 
candidates. 
Those students felt that a 
delay in the election would pro-
vide time for the disqualified 
students to notify others that 
there was still an opportunity for 
them to try (or student office. 
The candidates already on the 
ballot did not a.~ree. Since they 
had heard about the elections 
,through means other than the 
Courier and managed to get their 
pe.titions in. they could not 
underdsland how others had fail· 
ed to be notified and why. if they· 
were reaJiy interested in running 
for a government position. those 
parties did not· do so at the 
aJloted time, 
Heward accused the ad-
ministration o( "interfering'" and 
John Carson. another presiden· 
tial hopeful. questioned the con-
stitutionality of delaying an an-
nounced election and charged 
Wilson with "taking away the 
st.udent right to establish a 
government." 
Wilson responded, .. { did nol 
want to get involved," but (elt to 
resolve the sit-uation he had to 
. "'go by the best means we have 
available." Which meant postpon· 
jng the election until December 
10 and 11, thus providing time (or 
additional candidates to file. 
Feeling· that ·'the implications 
of what has occurred'" would 
make i~ ""diffkult to run,an If"ffE'c, 
tive student government:'-
Wilson defended his decision and 
hoped that'il would eliminate the 
antagonism he Celt an immediate 
ciection would cause and hoped 
aU the participants and the stu-
dent body could "look forward Lo 
a progressive and productive spr, 
ing semester." 
Powerless. the current can-
didates mourntc'd lh(' lu!;s of 
representation for the sludt'nts 
this sC'mesh~r. With the clt-clions 
now s(:hcdulcd Cor finals week. 
the Student Govt-roment 
AssH('ialion will nul he an orficial 
body until schonl rt"sumes in 
Ja!'uary. 
Petitions available 
Petitions of candidacy for the Student Government 
Association will be available from Friday~ N()vemb(~r 9th 
through Friday. November 16th an he following locations 
and times: 
Student ·Government Office, 9:00 . ·3:00. 6:00 . 7:00; 
Room 2117 (Mrs. Gronowski), 9:00 - 4:00; Room :1219 (Mr. 
AnderSonl. 8:00 . 1:00. 
Students having previously submitted petitions of can· 
didacy and having met the requirements for office shall 
be certified as candid.ates [or the rescheduled election. 
However. Courier data may be rewritten or adjust.ed. if 
desired. 
Petitions of candidacy should be returned to the Stu· 
dent· Government Office by 3;00 p.m. on Monday, 
November 26th. . 
All candidates. upon submitting their petitions. will 
make an appointment with the Courier photographer and 
submit a brief,esume for publication to the student body. 
Photo sittings and personal critiques must be accomplish· 
ed by 3:00 p.m. on Monday. November 26th. 
The election will be held in· the Grotto on December 
10th and 11th, 1979, between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 
3:00 p.m. and from 6:00 to 8:30 p.m. both days. 
Caroling 
~_ Members of Espiritu 
Espanal will continue their 
caroling practice at r:oo p.m. 
Thursday in the language lab, 
room 3120. , 
The Spanish Club members 
will regula-rry .• practice 
Christmas carols each week 
until the Fiestas de Navidad 
scheduled 
on Thursday. December 13. 
At t.hat time they will 
celebrate the holiday with 
carols from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 
p.m. and from 7;30 to 9;30 p.m. 
During the course of the day • 
the Spanish classes will join 
in the festivities by also 
caroling in the halls. 
COLLEGE CLOSED 
No Classes on Monday, November 12; Thurs-
day, November 22; and Friday, No~em!,er.2~. _ . 
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'Ilbe News in briel ...... 
"The F antasticks" 
''The Fantasticks." a fantasy of 
young love ftlled with wisdom 
and tender wit, will be performed 
at 8 p.m. on' Friday, November 
16, and' Saturday. November 17~ 
in the J. Albert Kindig Perform-
ing Arts Center on the campus of 
Thornton Community .College. 
15800 S. State Street. Soutli 
Holland. Tickets are priced at 
$3.50. 
The award-winning, interna~ 
tionally acclaimed hit is the third 
entry in the College's Performing 
Arts Series One. . 
America's longest·running 
play. "The:Fantasticks" features 
such !Ilemorable songs as "Try to 
Rem~mber:" "Soon It's Gonna 
Rain:' ,hey W ere You.~· and "I 
Can'See It." BoOk and·lyries are 
by Tom Jones. Music is by 
Harvey· S~bmidt. 
Cast members include Dave 
Eberhardt of Homewood as El 
Gallo. Karen Killion of Lansing as 
Luisa. Ron Rils of Riverdal~ as 
Matt. Jeff Rosinia of Lansing as 
Hucklebee. Rob Dv.orak of South 
Holland as Bellamy. Scott Dixey 
of Dolton as Henry. Peter Gan-
not~' of South Holland as Mor-
timer. and·- Mary Haskins of 
Chicago as The Mute. Susan Linn 
of Richton Park is tlie Director. 
Musical Director is Jan Paluga of 
Munster. Indiana. 
Tickets for '"The Fantasticks" 
may be purchased at the Office of 
the Division of Arts and 
Humanities~ located on the first-
floor of the main campus 
building. 15800 S. State Stre'et. 
.South Holland. For more infor-
mation. call 596·2000. ext. 297 .. ' 
Cash for students· 
The National EndowmeD.t for 
the Humanities through its 
newly·expanded Youthgrants 
program will offer more than 100 
awards throughout the nation 
this fall 10 students and other 
young people in their teens and 
early twenties to pursue indepen-
dent projects in the humanities • 
The dcadlin~ Cur $ubml~J!ion of 
completed applications has been 
extended to December 1. the only 
deadline during this academic 
year. Application forms should be 
'on file in college offices which 
deal with' federal grants. 
Th~se federal grants offer up 
to $2.500 to individuals and up to 
$10.000 to groups. They are in· 
tended primar,ily. for those bet-
ween the ages of 15 and '25 who 
have not completed academic Qf 
profes:sionat training~ While the 
program cannot provide- scholar-
ship support or financial aid for 
thesis wor-k.-undergraduate work 
which seems assured of public 
'dissemination can be supported. 
The humanities itlclude such sub-
jft('t aN!'a~ as history., -~thnic 
studies. folklore. anthropology,. 
linguistics. and the history of art. 
Youthgrants -have been qseQ 
by young people to carry out a 
wide variety of projeet~ such as 
exhibits of documentai'Y 
photograp-hs. printed or 
audiovisual records of local 
history. and -films on an-' 
thropological subjects. 
Missing . Something 
Found and waiting for owners 
to claim: Fundamental Aceoun· 
timr Principles Workin2" PaPers 
Chapters 13-28. The Norton An-
thology of World Masterpieces. 
Brown Zippered Valise with 
Books inside. Study and Work 
Book for Better' Government. In· 
troduction to Psychology; 
Dimpna elann 
gives recital 
By N~I1CY WeldmaDD 
The recital given retendy 
Dimpna Clarin. a Filipino 
and fuU time faculty 
TCC. was as bright and 
as her red overblouse 
rhinestone jewelry. 
Vi ith ,Clashing eyes 
pressive hands. ClanD 
Speech team 
needsm.emben 
AU students interested in 
ing a speech team should 
I4r .. Sm;'ith Bra .• d or Mr.. J,w 
Thornton in room 3124 as 
possible. The events 
prose~ after dinner 
formative speaking. 
literature, persuasion. duet 
ling. poetry. sales. impromptu. 
Syllabus and Study Guide. The 
Women's Movement. _Business' 
Law Student's Workbook. GEl) 
Workbook. Assorted Notebooks 
and Folders. Gym Clothe. and 
Gym Shoes. Green and Yellow 
Knit Cap. White Knit Shawl 
Sweater. About 5lbs. of keys and. 
assorted eye- g~es. N urses pin~ 
Me-n·s White- Sweater. 
Describe beyond the minimal 
information stated above and 
claim at the Security Office Room, 
Visit Madrigal Feaste 
Goethe 
On Friday. November 16. 1979. 
German students and their in~ 
struttor. Mrs. Anke A, Culver. 
will visit the Goethe Institute 
and the 'Dresdner Bank 'in 
Chicago. The Goethe Institute- is 
the, newly opened German infor' 
. mation center for ,the Midwest. It 
offers an 'exten'sive German 
library, periodic film and Ied.ure 
presentations for area residents 
interested in the German culture. 
and basic language instructions. 
The Dresdner Bank is one of the 
leading German banks that 
handles ~ln Impressive number'of 
transactions betweEn German 
and American businesSes from its 
Midwest beadquarters on 
LaSalle Street... Other branches of 
the Dresdner Bank are located aU 
over the world with three more 
branches '-in the ,U.S. in· Los' 
Angeles. New York a,'nd Houston. 
Sing.· 
Area residents' can enhance 
their celebration of the holiday 
season by participating in a 
classical "sing·along'· sponsored 
by the Division of Ar~ ·and 
Humanities. Thi»'nton Communi-
ty College. Audience members 
wiIJ be invited to lift their voices 
In sung al t.he ~v~ning prcscnta 
tion' of ,Handel's "Messiah" 
scheduled for '1<30 p.m~ Tuesday; 
November 27. at the First 
ReformedCburcb ·of Soutb 
Holland. 15924 S. Park Avenue. 
Soutb Holland. 
Celebrate the yuletide this Five weekend {easte dates. 
year at -Ye Olde - Madrigal December 7. 8. 9. 14 and 15. have 
Christmas . Feaste. a spirited been scheduled to afford com· 
evening of song, dance and munity residents ample oppor· 
feasting in the tradition of tunity to enjoy thIS glimpse of 
Elizabethan England sponsored Merrie Olde England. Feastes 
by the Division of Arts and begin at 7 p.m. on Fridays and 
Humanitie~. Th~rdton Commun.i-., Saturdays and at 5 p.m. on Sun-
ty College. Tlckets for thiS day_AU will be held in the Manor 
pop~.tlar annual event are on sale Hall (the dining hall) located on 
. durmg the month of November at the main' campus of the College. 
. the Colleg~. 15800 S. State 15800 S. State Street. Soutb 
Street. South Holland. Holland. 
. The Lord High Chamberlain. Tickets are priced at $17 and 
host fo~ this eve-ning of pagean· indud.e a $1 contribution to the 
try. promises the lyrical sounds Thornton Music" Scholarship 
of. the :rhornton Madrigal Sj~gers Fund and the J. Albert Kindig 
Will hft the hearts of dinner Memorial Scholarship Fund. 
. gu.ests as, they enjoy an' established in the memory of the 
Elizabethan-styled banquet of originator of Tee's madrigal 
seven removes (courses). Stroll- feaste. 
jng musicians. pipe-rs. and ... Since seating must be limited 
Elizabethan dancers will delight to 296 for each evening. Fe-aste 
the eye and ear. and the tableside representatives urge individuals 
a~ties of the ~opular Friar Trick to order tickets as soon as possi-
Will enc~ant dmnergoers. All are ble by contacting the Division of 
i~vited to participate in the- mer- Arts and Humanities. 596·2000. 
rlment and. if they choose. to extension 297. 
dress in the costume of the day. 
A ccording to Dr. Th-omas 
Hoekstra. Director of Choral 
OrganizationS at the College •. 1!E!!!!2S!:!!.:.:~!!!!!.:.l!!.~~~~!!<.:~t:.!~~!:2!!~~!!E!;:.!!!~!!2!i~ 
~~;i~~it;1~E;:~!111]1 !I -f:e--------------~~E~;;~~s-l, 
tion of the 'audience meIqbers A ~ j 
which will add tbe spectacular I WITH NEXT PAIl! I 
dimension to tbe concert as •. led I· OF JEANS AND I 
by the' Thornton Evening I SHIRTS .. PANTS THIS AD I 
Chorale. they fill the church with I HEAD ACCesoRles I 
·the singing· of the mighty I HOURS •• 2-9 DAILY et .1 
choruses." ! 'I 12;6 SATURDAY t I 
"Some choruses from 'Messiah' I SUNDAY BY APPT. 
are very well known to many peg. I'. 298 E. 159th sr, - HARVEY. Il' er I 
pie, adds Hoekstra. "Otbers are I PHONE. (312) 339-2110 I less well known. but can be sung .... _____________________________ _ 
conlfdently wit~ the support of 
over a hundred voices in each sec' 
tion of the audience-choir. ·Self· 
conscious singers soon become 
uninhibited and' 
enthusiastic with' 
such' a 'Iarge 
number of par·. 
ticipants." 
The ordinary to the extraorclinalY in gifts 
tor young and Old. for aU cu;casions. 
the gift factory 
RIVER OAKS WEST SHOPPlNG PlAZA .CAlUMET ClTY.Il60409 
C3t2) 862·503C 
Our "real people" program is nothing to 
be laughed at, but II is aimed at bringing 
joy to the lives 01 real people in Africa 
and latin America. The joy of a dignified 
and peaceful life on earth ... the joy of 
eternal life with God ... these are the goals 
of Ihe Verona Fathers, Brothers, and 
Sisters. II.you'd like to help as a 
missionary, write to: 
Fr. Dennis Conway 
Verona Falhers 
11108 Beechmont Ave. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45230 
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By Pauliae Dens. 
The eillhtb annual scholarship 
(und'raising dinner for the TCe 
Student Aid Foundation (SAFl 
was held Friday. Novemher 9th. 
8 p.m.; at the Harvey lIoliday 
Inn. 
Those who attended were 
enter1ain ... -d by the music of the 
Tee Jazz Baqd under the dire<:·_ 
Lion 0(' Don Kramer and also 
voealisi and TCC student Rhonda 
loall· Harris. accompanied by Lou 
am'" Sherwood. pianist., 
The theme C'onvC!'yed 
t.hroughout the evening was -giv-
ing people a chance." which is the 
purpose 01 th. SAF. Each year 
n,'xt Hit: foundation a wards scholar-
1,-<1 ships to TeC studenL. to en· 
lom,'. fOurage them to continue their' 
Mue:ations. 
The Master of Ceremonies. 
United States Congrtessman Mar· 
&y RunG, (3n1 l>iRt.rieU, .. 1.1"0660" 
the importaacc 01 quality educa-· 
lion.. being involvt."Cl. and his own 
eat.husiasm (or this important 
fund raising eYent.. 
Harry Porterrield. Dews. 
report.er and anchorman for 
WBBM·TV. was the -guest 
speaker for the evening. He 
shared with the audience past ex· 
periences encouDtered while pro-
ducing tbe series -.gomeone You 
: Should Know" airi~1I in 1976. 
which he slated lulfilled • need-
aot. a time. 
Porterfield citinll several ..... 
which indicate what can be done 
ia spite of very seyere handiaps. 
oelerred to Herbert William Hol·-
lman. a weatherman with the U. 
_ S. Weather Bureau. Chicago. who 
-I·" 0 uses au electric typewriter to· 
- write his reports. He is 99% 
disabled by Cerebral Palsy and 
-- bas only the use 01 a toe DOone 
- 1aoI.. Hoffman attends school and 
. _ writes a column exc:lusiyety (or a 
SAY Pe ..... aoliti.o tr ..... left tI! 
rigbtl; Tbeda Hambright, SAF 
vice-pee.ideDt and D ... .r Com· 
muaity Edacatiaa; LI!Vell 
Florida pape; lor handicapped 
people. When asked ahout his 
success in Ii(e. he remarked he 
had but. two choices: one. become 
a vegetable or. two, do sometbinK' 
with his liIe. - Por.terfield·, 
response was whenever be feels 
put upon and the world is allOinst 
him. Herbert William HoUman is 
an inspiration. 
Next was the sueeess story of a 
blind rootball player. Clinton 
Allen. who. when he was four· 
years old was struck in the head. 
By the all" 01 nine. he was nearly 
blind and _ became a vietm .r 
o.tracism_ H~ _ bellan lilting 
Wilson. SAF pre.ideDt and Vice-
presideat .r Stndeat SerYicea; 
pest .peaker Harry PorterGeld, 
WBBM-TV aachonaaa; William 
Hofor. SAP treasurer ..... Dee!! 
.r Admiuioas and Records and 
bio wire. Margie. IFr ..... n photol 
weights aDd improving his body. dying law. 
but that was Dot enough [or him: Dr. Richard Kinney. President. 
he bad ooe more step to climb Hadley Sehoollor the Blind. Win-
and that was to he able to play Aetka. who died earlier this year 
lootball. Allen was told that if be was 'quite involved in lund raisinM 
could geUbe doctor·, permission. -·ellorts and was a well travelled 
he would be given tbe chance to lecturer ill much demand. Kinney 
. play on the team. Allen was had met various heads or state 
voted the team's outstandinll and he ~new his way around the 
defensive lineman. When asked . world with ease. He also wrote 
how he was able to do Lbis, he poetry. Kinney was deal and 
said blind people keenly develop blind and was only the third per. 
their. other faculties and &erases; son with this affliction since 
be Aid he could smell the other Helen Keller to receive a degree. 
guy coming and could hear him In order to eommunic:ate with 
moving. Clinton Allen has ove.... Kinney. one had to use an elee-
come his lwldicap and is now st.. traaic device which iaterpreted 
THAnK/GIVinG GREETInG I 
Road to 
success 
By Beuae Czarny 
Would you buy a ··ticket to 
nowbere-! Welt. a«Ol"dinK to the 
International l .. abor Org-.anization 
college degret.."S arc fast bc('om' 
inlC just that. - "ti('kNS tt) 
DOwhereo" 
The Krim £aeu hit like ... eoW 
sbp in the face. f"or th~ first time 
in U.s. history. the value of a col· 
lege degree is being chalJenged. 
AccordioK to Chicago Sun·Tiaaes 
researcher. Rita Rooney. -Grim 
statistics on underemployment or 
university graduates haye been 
punctuated by reports 01 pt'Opie 
with doetorill deKrees driving 
taxicabs. - . 
Collette wils once embraced as 
a definite means to a hetter way 
01 live - an assurance of increa."i-
ed ineome and an intellectual ex· 
ercise. Today students must racc 
a tlirferenL reality. and a.ttk 
themselves a new question: "'Will 
college really get me any 
lartberT' _ 
Your_job could be a killer lor him. When asked why be liked 1.0 write poetry. he stated "poetry frees me - it is my .music:. - Telephone eaUers. who 
spoke with Kinney thought him 
to be normal bocaue he answered 
bis oviD phone. An assistant 
would translate and Or. Kinney 
was able instantaneously to rep-
Statistics 01 estimated projc.~ 
lions 01 supply and demand lor 
~uates in the U.s~ recently 
released br the InternationaJ 
Lahor Orpnization SUJCKOSt a 
surpluS 01 9511.000 university 
graduates durinK the 1974·75 
period. And in a May SIIII-'_a 
iDterview one of Harvard Univer· 
sity's proleSsors relerred to 
Ameriean . youths as 
"overeducated." He adds. "Tbe 
ecoDomie status of college 
graduates is deteriorating. with 
employment prospects declining 
s""""ly. II tbe proportion 01 the 
young that elects hiKher eduea· 
tion doesn't cbaDge. the depress-
ed market is likely to last 
tbroullhout the 1980·s." 
to 
·hI 
in 
ur 
.ks 
By Beaa. Czonay 
If you are interested in 
...... asing your life span Ute 
following twelve occupations 
Id be of interest to you. A 
Y by scientists of the Na· 
IiooaI Institute -.r Oecupatioaal 
Safety and Health analyzed Ten-
leSSee hospital and death records 
10 determine which jobs rated 
. in st.ress-relaud iUnuses,. 
ilduding heart attae.... weers. 
·tis and mental disorders. 
ing to their research the 
loIIowing are the twelve most 
ful jobs avaDable; 
1.. Unskilled lahorer 
2. Secretary 
3. Assembly.line inspector 
4. Clinical lab technician 
S. Office manager 
6. Foreman 
7. Manager/administrator 
a. Waitress/Waiter 
9. Factory machine operatOr 
,10. Farm owner 
11. Miner 
12. House painter 
AItbough higb stress joba an 
different., they have some 
demand .. Many are r .. t· 
with iong working hours 
repetitive. boriag tasks. 
are low in control. sue-
or satisfaction. And _ those 
tbree job qualities - conLrol. ,uc· dissatisfaction aUeets health. It 
eess. and satislaetion - are Lbe was found tbat professionais who 
key to longevity. accordiDg to Dr. chose jobs because oUb;;ir intrin-
Han, Sel"e. 72. a· world· sic satisfaction - college pro-
renowned biologisL lessors. scientists and eDgineers 
"People wbo are bealthy and - had lower rates· of heart 
live somewbat longer lives have a disease than those who· ehose 
.:sense of predictability and...... jobs mostly because o( ....wards 
LroI over their live .. An example sucb as salary or status. These in-
would be a Symphony oonductor. e1udcd doctors, lawyers. and 
wbo is in total ... nuol .r the or- middl"'evel executive .. 
cbestra. Tbese men tend to live Tbe N.uonal Institute 01 0.-
looger. cupational Safety and HealLb also 
Offerinc another bit_ofinoight, publicizes tbe twel ve 1 ••• t 
Dr. Selye reveals in his hook, Tbe stressful. jobs; Lbey are as follow· 
Stre.. of My Life. -S ...... ful eel: 
people live longer. There's an 1. Clothing sewer 
anti .. tr ... eaoct in success. Verr 2. Garment cbecker 
great painters. very great adors, 3. Stock clerk 
and very great scientists are ex· 4. Skilled craftsman 
tremely long·lived:· W bat ac- 5. Maid 
... unts (or this link between 6. Farm lahorer 
longevity and ....... ? It seems - 7. Heavy equip .... nt operator 
the monetary and social benefits 8. Freight handler 
of achievemeDis are the answers." 9. CbDd care worker 0 
The oftalthy ean rest. belong to a 10. Factory package wrapper 
counuy dub and take time uII 11. CoOege professor 
when the demands 01 a job -12. Personnel worker 
become too great. unlike most Whether you .... in or entering 
workers. one .r the most or least stressful 
Job satislaction is another im- job ....... Dr. Selye. who more 
p~ant factor related to the lile than 40 years ago Identirled the 
span. Research has indicated that stress s"ndrome in tbe hllmall 
people who are satisfied with body. oIlers some word' of 
their job ouUive those who are wisdom. ;'ttem.mber it's not only 
discontented. Job satisfactioa or - tbe job. but how you take it." -
ly. -
tn summarizing. Porterfield 
said one can obtain sometbiolC 
lrom the lives of these people. 
Suddenly. we realize that our 
Jives aren' so bad because we 
caD make our own way without 
assistance. These. indeed. are 
trem~ndous people. 
Alternative modes 01 educ:a-
tion. such as vocational khools, 
and two-year <oIleKe prOfll'lms. 
such as those oaered at TCC are 
lIOininll popularity. Many com· 
puter. engineering. baking. 
. science. and health care occupa· 
Following Mr. Porterfield's ad· tio~. may roquin; only limited 
dress. a special recognition tra~ntnK. But desPite these a1~r­
award was presented to William natiYes the number of four·year 
Hafer. Student Aid Fouodat.ion university graduates eonlinut.-s 
Treasurer and TCC Dean 01 Ad· to escalate. 
missions ;. Reeords, by Theda AlthouKh the 10ret:aSts lor job 
Hambrillht., Vic .. President ol·t~e opportunities lo~ .c~l\e.K.e 
SAF and .. Dean o( Community students seems 0 pt.OSSIRUSUC. It s 
Services. Hambright described at .Ieast re .. suranK to know t!'at 
• tbe unemployment ratt.-& or haICh 
ber <oIleague as someone 
who goes beyond tbe call 01 d.ty. 
never ~ 'misses a dinner or 
breakfast for SAF. always serves 
in some capacity. loves people. is 
patient and understanding. and 
, wbose pet phrase is "Sure. ru be 
glad to.- Hafer acknowledged by 
saying tbaaks to al\ his friends 
who helped make this possible_ 
school graduates have always ex· 
ceeded those of college 
!lRduates. David R. Witmer. 
assistant chancellor a' the 
UDiversity of Wiscolhiia poinlS 
out that "'Even duriAK the 
1974-75 recession. the unempluy· 
meat rate (or college I{raduates 
was 2.9 percent. oompared to 9.1 
percent for hiICh sehool 
lI'aduates.·· 
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News briefs ... 
Teacher honored 
Michael Kulycky. instructor in the Division of Language 'and 
Communications. Thornton Community College. was one of the 
1979 nominet's for th{" Governor's Art Awards in Illinois. The 
gram is sponsort"d by the Illinois Arts Council. Kulycky is a . 
of Evanston. 
CETA tComprehensive Educational Training Association' drafting 
elan members win be receiving eertirlCates of completion after 
their 20 week eourse in technical drafting. Pictured froID left to 
right tback row. are Dennis Brown. Terry BezrucJca.·James Catlett. 
Andrew Henderson; (front row' eETA adviser Vera Driver. Ed-
ward Sikorski. Alicia Brhn.ge. Susan Zelasko. 'ft"iUie Phillips. and 
instructor Betty Fuller. Not pictured .re Dori. Lee. Chuck War-
ren. Bob Banghart. Karen Smith and Jayne Chick.. CFransen photo) 
Constitution reguired 
lUinois stall" law I't'qui~ that ('V('TY TeC studt'nt 'pass aD ('x~ 
amination ·on th(' Illinois and U.S. Constitution. This t<"5t will bt" 
giv.n on Monday. o.,ct'mh.r 3.1979.011:00 p.m. in th .. CounSt'Iing 
C.nl ... Room 2119. Th. t •• t. which will h. grad.d on th<o pass·fail 
systf"m. will tak(" about OrK" bour. 
This n-quil"f"mt'nt may be satisfil'd in any on(" of tht' following 
ways: 1. passing Political Scit"nee 101 and 102: 2.. passing Political 
Scll"n« lOS; 3. having a sta~ment notl'd on the high school 
transcripts that thcst" Constitution tt"sts W("ff" passt'd; or 4. passing 
Ihe Conslilutjon 1 .. 1 offer<d al Ihis college. , 
Grad."lt's of Illinois public high schools aflt'r 1960 have melthi. 
Constitution Tt"st nquin-mt"ot. Graduates of privaw high schools 
or public high schools prior 10 1960 should verify compl.tion of the 
rt'qui~m("nts by coming to th'!....~oun5("ling'Ct"nkr. Room 2119~ 
Students planning to uk" the u.slon Monday. o.,C\'mh.r 3. 1979. 
must rt"gistn with a st"ttt'wy in tht" Counst'ling Ct"ntcr. Room 
2119. nol lalt'r than noon. Nov ..... h.r 30. ONLY THOSE 
STUDENTS WHO HAVE SIGNED THE ROSTER ,WILL BE 
ABLE TO TAKE THE TEST. No test I .... will h. chargt'd. 
REVIEW MATERIALS FOR THE TEST ARE ON RESERVE 
IN THE COLLEGE I.IBRARY. 
Tht· Dl'xt Constitution Examination will bt" givt'n on May 9. 1980. 
St;udt'nLs planning to graduatt" in Spring 1980, and who havt'" not 1<-t 
ml't tht' Constitution rt"quirt"mt'nts. should takt' this opportunity to 
do so. 
IMPORTANT CHANGE IN THE CONSTITUTION TEST: 
Th,' Educalional Seni«· Ikgion of Cook County no longer ac· 
Ct'pts this Constitution Tl'st as satisfying the staf.to requiremt'nt for 
t.c.·achc.·r c:c.·rtification. The C ... rtification J'('quin'mc.·nt may be mt't in 
t'ittK'r onC' of two ways: 
1. by passing such t'xaminations as administA.Tt.·d by a Rc.·giona. 
Supt'rintt"nck-nt of Schools; or 2.. by passing sueh t"xaminations upon 
oomplt·ting an t'quivalcnt COUI'S(' at a fully R'Cognizt-d t4.'acht'r • 
training institution prior to graduation. . 
Medical seminar 
Studt'nts who an- intA.-rt'slc1J in Tee·s Radiologic Tl·chnology or ' 
Practical Nursing Programs art' invitt'"d to an Information &'·minar. 
This St-minar will be hl'ld on our campus on Novembl'r 30 at 9:00 
a.m. in thl' LOWff Levd of the.'" l.library. 
Intt'restt'd P<'rsons will hav(' an opportunity to ~civ" informa· 
tion and also ask any. que-stions c:ona--rning tht, Programs. SistA.-r 
Dorothea Burkard. Coordinator of Radiologic Tl'Chnology and 
Hl'k'n Dolan. Coordinator of Practical Nursing will also Ix· a'Vailabll' 
to h("p you learn mort· about thdr Programs. 
P("rsons who ha\ll' aln·ady applit'd and havt' Ix-t-n tcst.c.-d art' also 
invilt-d to attend this St·minar. Thos..· students who wert' tt'slt'd and 
nt·("d to be I"('tt'Swd wiJ1 havt· an opportunity to do so at tht· end of 
the St'minar; provided tht,y havt' c:omplc..·tt-d tht' courses suggested 
to th"m at the ("nd 01 thc.·ir first t(·sting. 
Ir you havt' any q.ut'stions about th .. · Sf,·minar·or about your bt'ing 
abl"lo bt· rctest,od. pl.ase contact Mr. H.inrich (Room 4153. Phon. 
596·2000. Ext. 3121. 
Food available 
Although hot di.o;h(·s art· not availablt' in (h(' caC"tt'ria for t''Vt'ning 
studt"nt~ at this timt'. plans arl' in progTt·ss to offer tht'm in th(' 
futurt'. 
[n thl' RK'antimt'. if you'd lik(' a sandwich. tfH:. wameR on duty can 
makt· ant' r01' you. All you havt' to do is ask. 
T(j(j Jazz llana. at ~A,li' dInner 
Letters to the Editor From the 
Docking teachers Editor 
It. states in TCe's catalog that a student "is rl'sponsiblc ror 
cours" attendance." I believt' that teachers. therefore. should hold 
th(' samt' respo~sibility. Some t('achers. howe-ver. disagree. . 
Since the ·beginning or the se-mester. one- of my teache-fs has 
cancened dass at least four or five time-so Each time thl're was no 
prior notic(' or legitimate reason (such as ilIm.'Sst 
Many of the- students in tht' class come to school jost for t.hat 
class. This means that every time tht' class is cancelle-d they end up 
wasting a lo.t. of driving 'time and e-xpensivt' gas. Oth('r~.lik(' mys('if. 
must find ways to occupy ourselves for thft'e- hours (the- duration of 
the class) until our next class m('{'ts..~ 
Tht' big~st problem. howE'vt"r. is that a stud('nt has no recourse 
with a teoache-r like this. A tt'ache-r ean rail a stude-nt i£ he- doesn't at· 
tend class but a stude-nt can"t do anything if a teacher doesn't show 
up. W 6.n a stud~nt pay5o$60 for a course he should be abl. to attend 
it. 
r am just using my teacher as an example.but I have- ht"ard otht"r 
studt-nts complain that their tt-achers also cancel class fr('quently. 
I have- no definitE.' solution for this problt'm.but 1 fee-) somt'thing 
should be done. Perhaps a tt'a"cht'r"c:ould be- dockt'd. payor suspt'nct. 
cd if they cancel class a certain number of timt's for no reason. 
Perhaps students could rec('iv(!t a partiall't'fund to make up ror the 
days th. class didn't m •• t. 
I just hOIR"" tht' administration will considt'r this problC'm and that 
"no..show teacht'rs"' will consider their studt-nts. 
Hot over cold 
We have reeeiv"d some very 
interesting mail recently. Unror-
tunately we can not share it with 
you. 
The authors or a rcw letters to 
the editor seem to De under the 
mistaken impression that w(' 
print anonymous let~rs, We do 
not. 
We Ihougllt the editorial policy 
on rebuttals. re-sponses to 
editorials. and letters to the 
editor was clearly established in 
the first few issues or the paper 
wh('n we print.e-d on ·this page-, 
URehuttals or rE'sponsc to 
editorials and lor le-tters to the 
editor are welcome. Names will 
De withheld upon request. 
however. we do require a 
signature and phone number on 
each letter. We also reserve the 
righl to edil or r.fuse letters." 
However. since ~ have not 
-run that notice in every issue. we-
grant that it could have been. 
missed and the writ ... rs assume 
that "name withheld'" at the end 
o.,ar Editor. 
If students drt'ss warmer We can live wi~b thc· 65 df,'gJ't,l' 
lcmperatures in the classroom. But wby dOt"S cold air St'em to blow 
constantly out of tht' overhf."ad air v('nts? No mattt'r if you sit in th(' 
caft"Uoria or in on(" of t~t' classes you cannot 4."SCapt" tht' cold blowing 
air. 
of Ihe lellt'rs publish<d .. ,," ... ,., ••• __ 
that the name was withheld from 
us. Not '0. Each letter has bee. 
signed with a request 
that we do not print the 
Also. grc.-at difft"f4.'nc('s in templ'ratul't'S art' t·vident. throughout 
thl' building. Will tht'"sl' inconsistA.-ncil'!! c:ontinue during tht· wintC'r 
months and is it nlC'Ct'SSary?· . 
Ed's note: Wilh one thou· 
sand thermostats in the building. 
it is going to take a while to gel 
them all set for the winter. But. 
according to James MeKavanagh. 
Director of the Physical Plant, 
TCCART 
ROom 4141 
. Sill«'f<'ly. 
Kt'rri E. Fus 
Ihey will all be nl' and 
recalibrated in a lew weeks. In 
Ihe meantime. any "cold calls" 
should h. directed to his office. 
extension 204. 205. when- thf'Y 
wiD be responded to quickly. 
arnuritr 
Th truth i. ft9ft" pan and Beldam limple. 
The COURIER is • weekly publication. [r'ft' r~ .nd 
b,. the Iladeats ., Thornton Contllunafty Collep with. 
circulatloa at 3.000. The editorial oph.ionll are t.ho~ 
expressed .1eI, by tM F..ditorial ROilret and dG not Ilft~.!fllrify 
reftt.ct the .pinions or Itdministrators. raeoltf. 
... die &tad",' pvenPnent.. 
15800 St..te St"'~t 
S_h Rollud. II .. 60473 
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Movies 
10's 
deserve 
flowers. 
Especially for 
Valentine's Day. So 
if you've got a 10 on 
your mind, now is the 
time to send him or 
her a very special 
Valentine: The 
FTD Valentine Bud 
Vase. It'll work, be-
cause 10's know they 
deserve the best. 
The FTC Valentine Bud 
Vase is usually available fot 
less than $10.00. As an in-
dependent businessman. 
each FTO Florist sets his 
own prices. Service charges 
~~=~?rL:'~Y~ 
Florists accept American 
Express" and other major 
credit cards. ",,980 FloriSlS' 
Transwond Oelivery. We 
send flowers worldwide. 
Helping you 
say it right. 
By DEBORAH J. BARR 
Douglas Heward. the new 
president of the StudaRt Govern-
ment Association is a small town 
guy who hails from Pekin. 11-
linois. He is currenUy majoring in 
Medical Opponuniti., 
Business Administration. and 
works for Tee as a switchboard 
opei'&tor when he isn't studying. 
When asked why ht· ran {or 
president. Doug t"xplained that 
basically. he likes people and his 
career goal lies in the area of Per· 
sonne) Administration. Being 
president of the SGA. he an-
ticipates developing his 
managerial and interpersonal 
skills. 
Last semester. SGA met only 
once. This semester has been 
precluded by a qteeting of the 
SGA last Thursday. Students are 
always welcome and encouraged 
to attend these meetings to com-
plain. ,suggest, ask questions. or 
just listen. The SGA is a voice for 
the student body. and must know 
the thoughts of the group it 
represents in order to fuUilI its 
role in campus life. Help stamp 
. out apathy - go to an SG A 
meeting. SGA will be meeting to-
day at 2:00 p.m. at the Student 
Government office. 
By Arlene Jeka 
"Going in Style" has to its 
credit three brilliant actors: 
George Burns, Art Carney and 
Lee Strasbcrg. Yet even their 
talent combined fails to' save this 
tasteless movie. 
This is a movie about the in-
evitable - old age., The three 
portray lonely. frustrated and 
bored oid men who lead dull. 
uneventful lives. For them~ each 
day is an exercise in [utility. 
These men have nothing more to 
look forward to in life except still 
another monotonous day that will 
only edge them closer and closer 
to death. 
To end the tedium. Burn'S sug· 
gests (to the disbelief of Carney 
and Str.asberg) that they'stick-up 
a bank; his logic being that they 
ha ve nothing - to lose and 
everything to gain. Although 
Burns- is totally confident they 
won't but if they should get 
caught. they would 'have a free 
place to live ~ prison - and an 
accumulation -of social security 
checks to look forward to when 
By Dave Tolsky 
"A celebration of paranoia" is 
how -director Steven Spielberg 
describes his new film. "1941u is 
the first comedy effort by the 
.o;~mp, man who !rave us wJaws" 
and "Close Encounters or the 
Third Kind." 
According to Spielberg. this is 
a 24-hour account of what might 
have happened 6 days after the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor. In rea! 
life. the people of Southern. 
'California believed that a 
Japanese invasion could occur at 
any time. On that same day. 
there was a 14~hour blackout that 
threw Los Angeles into a panic. 
People ran through the streets 
breaking store windows to put 
out the lights. 
"We've bent history like a 
pretzel and filmed 'the Great Los 
Angeles Air Raid' as it might 
have happened:' explains 
Spielberg. A few scenes in the 
movie act as representatives for 
the actual oecurrances during 
that period. There was a real sub· 
marine shelling of a California oil 
field that resulted in less than 
$500 worth of damages. This is 
symbolized as an attack on the 
Pacifie Ocean Park. Also~ a series 
of street fights were represented 
by a huge riot scene between the 
Army and the Navy. 
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they get out. And if they get 
away with the robbery they will 
never have to worry about (ob· 
viously) money. - Incredibly, the 
trio pulls off the robbery and nets 
over $35.355 from an elegant 
Manhattan bank. With this 
tremendous amount of money -
compared to social security _ 
they can now go in style. 
A major problem in this movie 
is that we are supposed to believe 
that the trio is perfectly capable 
of pulling off a bank job without a 
hitch. Yet throughout the movie 
the three are characterized as 
doddering. decrepi( old men. For 
example. they arc easily worn 
out just from spending the after· 
noon silting on a park bench. (n· 
deed, much of the humor in 
"Style" was apparently fashioned 
around their declining abilities. 
that gave the three sort of a 
"cutesy" characterization. All 
this movie does is milk laughs 
from the audience by insulting 
and poking {un at the elderly and 
their problems. It wasn't at all 
am1:2sing. it was pathetic. 
To encourage the ·paranoia·. 
Spielberg cast John Belushi as 
"Wild Bill Kelso:' a crazy but 
determined P-40 pilot' whose 
m~in goal is to shoot down the 
first enemy plane in sight. With 
Helustu's $Ul!eess In TV aud the 
bit movie 'Animal House: he 
welcomed the chance to work 
with Spielberg. "Acting for 
Steven is like working with an 
old friend from high school." he 
says. 
Another former 'Not Ready 
For Prime Time' player. Dan 
Aykroyd. got the part of 
Sergeant Tree by talking his way 
into it. "1 saw 'The Bear Man' 
{John Belushil reading his 6cript. 
and I asked to have a look. I read 
the speech Sergeant Tree 
delivers to the mob on Hollywood 
Blvd. and I said 'Golly, I'd love to 
play this RUy. So I phoned and 
asked to be cast in the movie," he 
explains. Several things appealed 
to Aykroyd about the film-among 
them. "I like films with short 
titles. And I prefer numbers to 
tetters. Some oi my favorite 
movies are THX 1138. 1900, and 
"One Two Three." "1941" certain· 
ly fits into the great cinematic 
tradition_" 
Judi Mack in 
charge of 
ICC catalog 
By JIM BANKS 
Have- you ever wondered who 
creates the catalog h .. 'rc at. 
Thornton? Or who produces t.he 
bulletins sent out through the 
mail each year"! Or who sees that 
the news media receives the 
news of the college'! These tasks, 
and many more are the respon· 
sibility of Mrs. Judi Mack. TCe 
Public Relations Director. 
Mrs. Mack describes her job as 
interpreting and defining the role 
.of Thornton Community College 
for the general public. She 
assumes an advocate's role. ex~ 
plaining the programs and ac-
t.ivities oi the college. 
This responsibility takes many 
forms. Mrs_ Mack provides 
pUblicity for the scbool through 
press releases. The college's 
educational program is displayed 
in the cataJog. curriculum 
brochures and bulletins she 
creales_ Mrs. Mack is also the col· 
lege historian . 
- OriginaHy. Mrs. Mack intended 
to work in the newspaper field 
after she graduated with a B.A. 
in JournaJism from Duquesne 
Univeg-sity. 
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Retrenchment disputes continue 
By M.llody Hart.li .. -Seedy 
"·Not a trace of truth!" was the 
emphatic response of Dr. LaVen 
Wilson. Vice-president of Stu-
dent Services. when he read a re-
cent Courier retrenchment arti· 
de quoting college President 
Nathan A. Ivey: 
told much earlier that more 
reductions would be necessary. 
Wilson contends that if be had 
been informed he could have met 
with his staff and formulated a 
plan for cutbacks 'which would 
not have required personnel 
r¢ductions. Instead, he was 
notified while on vacation. as 
were some of his staff members. 
Study Committee for the With those figures available, it 
Eighties report which recom' is ~bvious the only way the 
mended, among other things. reo bud~et will save the quoted 
organization of the Student Ser- amount would be to fire a few 
vices Division. counselors. But that was not men-
Howey-er. other disparities do tioned in the retrenchment plan. 
exist. For instance. Wilson's According to Wilson. eliminating 
demotion has been quoted as counselors couid result in a con-
relieving the college budget by met with the teachers' union and 
$48.719. In reality.· though, that is why it hasn't been men-
W.USOD would receive a salary tioned. 
reduction of $3,000 if he accepted Asi~e from his personal con-
th .. • dean of counseling position: cerns. the vice-president is war-
$7,400.would be savt>d by firing ned about the division he· has 
The president had stated that 
Wilson was informed about the 
necessity for further cutbacks in 
his department. Which. in itself is 
true. The conflict occurs when 
dates are mentioned. Wilson reo 
mains adamant in maintaining 
that he was not informed about 
the retrenchment plans for his 
division until the' end or July. 
I vey says his vice-president was 
Wilson also su~pecls tb"at the 
tetrenchment plan did not evolve 
from the lack of sU~p'estions on 
his part. He has "::f'eceived infor· 
mation that this decision was in 
the w.orks since January:' 
However, this should not have 
come as such a sutprtse to WUson 
since he. too,. had access to the 
Tee BORrd acts for Huet 
the student services secretary: nurtured and progressed. '"'W"ith-
and $5,000 would be saV(·d by out a high level administrator to 
d"'moting current Dt·an or· represent student services. he 
CounSeling Larry Larvlck. fe4.U!. lholt .t~ect ()f s.tudent needs 
~iU suIfer. . ~:l 
Frank Bowen resign~ ·.:,l 
By Paul Fraasen , 
it By M.llody Hart.li.s-Beedy . . The collegt" was pre-·pared for a 
larg(". and perhaps not v~ry 
polite crowd. at the September 
13 meeting of tb. TCC Board of 
Trustees. The Board table was 
Danked on thn-e sides by enough 
folding chairs to accomodate the 
coDcl!rncd citizl!DS attending tbe 
meeting and the Board room was 
under constance survt.·i1lance by 
the campus police. 
The two groups comprising the 
audience Thursday night wert" 
moth*:rs concerned over the con-
Oid. in the babysittin·g service 
and Blacks worried about the 
retrenchment plans for the stu· 
dent servicl's division. 
The ThorntoD. CommoDity College Board of Truatees meets every 
secooB and fourth Thursday at 8:00 p.m. to steer ihe course of tbe 
institution. Shown above at the September 13 meeting are Nathan 
A. Ivey, college president; T ..... t.. I)qrothy Smith; Student 
TruBtee Loretta Mabon; Trustee Raymflnd Dohmeyer; George 
CI.~ vice--president of administrative services; Trustees Jerry A. 
Meyer and Frank ZuccareUi: {Fransen pbotol 
Frank Bowen Jr ... Director of 
Student Services. since January. 
1977. will be commencing a new 
position as one of two resident 
~unselors at the' University or 
Cincinnati in Ohio today. 
Bowen admitted that he would 
have ultimately held his position 
. at TeC for at least another year 
or two until be could have saved 
enouf(h money to return to eol· 
leRe full-time in his goal to obtain 
a PhD in an Educational Ad· 
ministration Program. Due to 
retrenchment. however. he will· 
now be· working, part·time 
towards that de~ree while fulfill· 
ing his duties as a full-time resi-
dent counselor at the University 
o[ Cincinnati. 
In reflecting upon the position 
he was vacating here Bowen 
stated that he sees a real need for 
the position of Student Activities 
Director and explained that the 
position tends to be a catch-all for 
many activities 
that four·year institutions satisfy 
with larger. specialized depart-
ments. 
Although future plans remain 
somewhat undefined. Bowen bas 
admitted that~ upon procuring hi~ 
PhD., he would enjoy being Vice-
President of Student Services at 
(preferably) a four·year universi-
ty. 
The mothers wt"re relieved to 
hear that President Nathan A. 
Ivey ~commended to the Board 
a pay increase f~r Darlene Huet. 
director of the .babysitting ser-
vice, and. the promotion of 
Elizabeth Hale. "Huet's assistant. 
to staff status. Huet was awarded 
& $.50 per hour raise rather than 
the $28 previously quolt.-d her 
and which was causing some eon· 
sternation among her supporters .. 
"cost reversal" plans to offer. and other actions if the retrench-
John Hebert of the Thornton Col: ment decision was not reversed. 
lege Support Committ.eehad Fill&DCial decisio ... 
nothing of substance to offer ex-· Retrenchment reversal is not 
cept vague generalizations likely since. alter the adoption of 
recommending cuts "elsewhere." the $8.543.400 budget [or Fiscal 
Brush up your skills 
The Black community was not 
appeased. however. when they 
appealed to the Board to tecon· 
5ider their retrenchment plans. 
Instead. when asked by Trustee 
Dorothy Smith if they had any 
Finally Hebert ciuled 'for the Year 1980, Board Cbairman 
resignation of President Ivey. Robert W. Anderson. directed 
calling it an action whicb would Ivey and the administration to 
be "least disruptive" to the col- seek further ways: to redure ex-
lege. He also promised opposition penditures for FY1982. 
Area residents can complete 
elementary or hiRh school studies 
or brush up on basic skills 
through participation in day and 
evening classes sponsored .by 
Thornton Community College at 
the ColleRe's Adult Education 
Centers. Assistance is also' 
available for area' residents who 
speak little or no Eng Ush at the 
Collego·s English as a Second 
to future proposed referendums . ICoeuPueG OD page 7' 
Ingalls offers free blood· pressure tests 
There is a silent killer in our The ~eening ~rvice·is available 
midst and Ingalls Memorial without appointment to all 
Hospital. Harvey. is attempting residents from the surrounding 
to combat it. The killer -is high communities. 
blood pressure and if unchecked . "People are beginning to 
and untreated. it can lead to realize the very. real benefits of 
heart attack or stroke. It is label· preventive health care. especial-
ed silt:nt because. it notoriously ly now with the rising cos.ts Qf 
bas n~ symptoms and regldar hospital health care," said Nancy 
testiJIg is the only way to deter- McNelis. Ingalls patient 
mine if your .blood pressure is representative and· coordinator 
high. of the screening program. "If pe&- . 
As part of its continuing com- pie realize that keeping 
mitment to preventive communi- ~ . themselves healthy is Dot only 2 
ty health care, Ingalls has begun! physically, but economically 
a free blood pressure screening ~ sound idea. they will tend to take 
program every Tuesday fr01Jl. 12 better care of themselves. 
to 2 p_m. located in the Ingalls McNelis added that having 
_ ••. ! .... l. .. ~t." ........ ; ........ fro.... ...."' •.• '" hl1'1,",,:t nT'f'<::;~llf'f' f'hf'rkf'd is a 
very simple procedure and pro- Laniuage (ESL) Center. . 
vides vitally important .medical Adults 18 years of age and 
information that cannot be deter· . older who, have not completed 
mined any other way than elementary or hiRh school studies 
testing. are eliJ,~ible to participate in the 
High blood pressure, or Adult Basic Education (ABEl 
hypertension, a"fflicts one. in· Prol{l"am or the GED (General 
every" seven individuals ... Amon~ . Education Development) Review. 
Black Americans the-ratio is even Upon successful completion of 
higher - almost on~ in every four. the ABE Program, adults may be 
. And ·hypertension is not ju~t a awarded an elementary school 
disease of the· elderly. Young diploma: Individuals who suc· 
children can also be afflicted. cessfully complete the GED ex-
There are no age·related for- amination will be awarded a high 
mulas for determining if someone school equivalency certificate. 
has high blood pressure.· and Residents can also brush up on 
blood pressure changes from day basic skills in enrolling in 
to day. That is why it should be - English. reading or mathematics 
. ('nntinuflld on oaee 1 classes. There is no charge for 
classes "or materials. 
Speaking. reading, writing and 
pronunciation of English are em-
phasized in day, and evening 
classes available at the College's 
Enldish as a Second Language 
(ESL. Center. Classes are 
tailored t9' meet the needs of the 
new immigrant as well as the stu· 
dent who may be enrolled in tol· 
lee. 
Registrations are now being 
accepted at the Adult Education 
Centers and Ihe ESL Center. 
Classes are scheduled as foUows: 
Bremen Adult Education 
Center - Classes are 'held from 9 
a.m_ to 2 p.m .. Mondays through 
Fridays and from 6:30 to 8:30 
p.m .• Mondays and Wednesday. 
at the Bremen Adult Education 
Center located at the Midlothian 
United Methodist Church, 3709-
W. 147th Place. For Glore infor· 
mation call Dorothy McMurtry. 
Coordinator. at 389-9500_ 
Calumet Adult Education 
Center - Classes are held from 9 
a.m. to 2 p.m .• Mondays through 
... IContinued 011 page 1) 
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1980 
1980: INDIRA GANDHI RE-ELECTED PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA. 
SOVIET TROOPS INVADE AFGHANISTAN. UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY VOTES 
104 TO 18 FOR IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL. 
PRESIDENT CARTER IMPOSES RESTRICTIONS ON TRADE WITH USSR AS 
A CONSEQUENCE OF ITS INVASION OF AFGHANISTAN. 
PIERRE TRUDEAU RETURNED TO POWER IN CANADIAN ELECTION. 
PRESIDENT BREAKS DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH IRAN AND DECLARES 
A BAN ON ALL TRADE BECAUSE OF CONTINUED DETENTION OF U. S. 
HOSTAGES (SINCE NOV. 4, 1979). 
U. S. COMMANDO MISSION TO RESCUE THE IRAN HOSTAGES HAS TO BE 
ABANDONED. 8 U. S. CREWMEN DIE WHEN A HELICOPTER HITS A 
TRANSPORT PLANE. 
CHINA ORDERS REMOVAL OF MOST PUBLIC PORTRAITS, POEMS AND 
SLOGANS OF MAO TSE TUNG. 
WINTER OLYMPICS OPEN AT LAKE PLACID, NY. U. S. SPEED SKATER 
ERIC HEIDEN WINS ALL FIVE GOLD MEDALS FOR HIS SPORT, 
ESTABLISHING A WINTER OLYMPIC RECORD. 
U.S. DIETARY GUIDELINES RECOMMEND AVOIDING EXCESSIVE FATS, 
CHOLESTEROL, SUGAR, SALT « ALCOHOL. 
CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OSCAR ROMERO IS SHOT DEAD IN SAN SALVA-
DOR, WHILE CELEBRATING MASS. AT HIS FUNERAL, BOMBS AND 
GUNFIRE CAUSE A STAMPEDE, AND 39 ARE KILLED. 
NEARLY 150 BRITISH « NORWEGIAN WORKERS ARE KILLED WHEN AN 
IL RIG CAPSIZES IN THE NORTH SEA. 
SCIENTISTS ANNOUNCE THE LABORATORY PRODUCTION OF INTERFERON, 
A DISEASE-FIGHTING PROTEIN. 
REPORT REVEALS THAT AT LEAST 8,000 SQ. MILES OF TROPICAL 
RAIN FOREST ARE BEING DESTROYED EACH YEAR, THREATENING 
WILDLIFE, AND ALSO REDUCING THE FOREST'S CAPACXTY TO 
ABSORB CARBON DIOXIDE, THUS CONTRIBUTING TO DANGEROUS 
GLOBAL WARMING. 
SUGAR RAY LEONARD REGAINS WORLD WELTERWEIGHT TITLE FROM 
ROBERTO DURAN. 
LOVE CANAL, A CHEMICALL CONTAMINATED AREA IN NY, IS DELARED 
A DISASTER AREA. 
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2980: MT. ST. HELENS ERUPTS IN WASHINGTON, KILLING 8 PEOPLE. 
CONT .. 
RHODESIA IS RENAMED ZIMBABWE; ROBERT MUGABE BECOMES PRIME 
MINISTER. 
TED TURNER BEGINS THE CABLE NEWS NETWORK, OFFERING ROUND-
THE-CLOCK NEWS. 
THE CASTRO REGIME DEPORTS MORE THAN 120,000 CUBANS TO FLA. 
POLISH SHIPYARD WORKER, LECH WALESA, HEADS "SOLIDARITY", THE 
FIRST UNION MOVEMENT IN A COMMUNIST COUNTRY. 
THE SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES ARE HELD IN MOSCOW, BUT ARE BOY-
cOTTED BY OVER 45 NATIONS, INCLUDING THE U.S., BECAUSE 
OF THE SOVIET INVASION OF AFGHANISTAN. 
THE u.S. & CANADA SIGN A PACT TO CURB ACID RAIN. 
NOBEL PRIZE FOR PHYSICS TO JAMES CRONIN & VAL FLITCH (USA), 
FOR THER DISCOVERY THAT THE UNIVERSE IS UNEXPECTEDLY 
ASYMETRICAL IN SPACE & TIME, ONE CONSEQUENCE BEING THE 
EVOWTION OF LIFE, WHICH COULD NOT HAVE OCCURRED IN A 
SYMETRICAL UNIVERSE. 
MOVIES: "ELEPHANT MAN", "ORDINARY PEOPLE", "KRAMER VS .. 
KRAMER" 
WAR BREAKS OUT IN THE PERSIAN GULF AS IRAQ INVADES IRAN. 
IRANIAN PARLIAMENT VOTES TO RELEASE THE U.S. EMBASSY HOS-
TAGES, SUBJECT TO CERTAIN CONDITIONS. 
RONALD REAGAN IS THE OLDEST MAN EVER ELECTED PRESIDENT (69) .. 
JOHN LENNON IS SHOT TO DEATH IN NYC BY A DERANGED FAN. 
OTHER DEATHS: SHAH OF IRAN; JOSIP BROZ TITO (87); PETER 
SELLERS (54); JEAN-PAUL SARTRE (74). 
OSCARS: PICTURE: "ORDINARY PEOPLE" 
ACTRESS: CISSY SPACEK ("COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER") 
ACTOR: ROBERT DINIRO (" RAGING BULL") 
U.S. POPULATION: 226.5 MILLION (62.6 PER SQ. MILE). 
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1980 
The United States attempts to rescue the American hostages held 
in Iran but fails. 
Voyager I, a NASA probe, explores Saturn. 
Iraq launches an air strike and begins the 8-year Iran-Iraqi War. 
Ted Turner launches CNN, which will air news 24 hours a day on 
cable television. 
In movies, Ordinary People wins Best Picture, Best Director for 
Robert Redford, and Best Supporting Actor for Timothy Hutton 
at the Academy Awards. Robert DeNiro walks away with Best 
Actor for Raging Bull, a film by Martin Scorsese. 
After Lech Walesa leads a strike by shipyard workers, Poland's 
Solidarity Party becomes an independent labor union, the first in 
the sphere of Soviet influence. 
Yugoslavian President Tito dies, leading to a power struggle in 
this liberal Communist state. 
In Washington, Mount St. Helens erupts. 
The United States and 57 other countries boycott the Moscow 
summer Olympics in protest of Soviet occupation of Mghanistan. 
Cigarette sales exceed $600 billion. Although smoking among 
adults has declined, it has been on the rise for teenage girls. 
Republican Ronald Reag~ former actor and California 
governor, is elected president of the United States, ousting 
incumbent Jimmy Carter. Inflation is running at double-digits, and 
gas is around $1.20/gaIlon. To combat the recession, Reagan has 
developed an election platform based on supply-side economics. 
Music legend John Lennon is shot in New York City. 
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The abi (lty of a college to detect and solve problems - -
probably the most important characteristic on an 
effective institution - - depends toa large measure on 
the amount and quality of available information. To 
maintain a valid information base, Thornton Com-
munity College (TCC) personnel routinely prepare a 
variety of reports. These routil'1e reports include 
information about students, enrollments, graduates, 
instructional programs, support services, college 
personnel, finances and the community. 
In addition to this routine information, we have 
prepared over the past year a variety of non-routine 
information that focuses on the unique problems and 
concerns of the 1980's. I have decided to use th is 
Annual Report to reflect on the implications of this 
new information for the future of TCC. 
SELF-STUDY 
T 
Every five to ten years, in connection with accredita-
tion evaluations, college personnel prepare a thorough 
self-study. The overarching question that shaped the 
1979-80 self-study was: How satisfactorily is TCC 
meeting the needs of its students? Literally every 
employee at the college was asked to help answer this 
question, either directly or indirectly. A survey of 
750 students also provided key information for the 
study. 
We were gratified to learn that the students were 
overwhelmingly satisfied with the quality of instruc-
tion, as the following table illustrates. This acclama-
tion is certainly a tribute to our faculty. Other survey 
questions related to various instructional and support 
services almost always indicated student satisfaction. 
One significant exception, "lack of parking," was 
singled out by students as the most serious problem. 
II1II 
SI 
"General Quality of Instruction" 
Student Evaluation of Tee 
Spring, 1980 
Very Satisfied .............. 21.8% 
Satisfied 
Neutral ................. . 
Unsatisfied 
Very Unsatisfied ........... . 
63.8% 
12.9% 
1.2% 
0.3% 
The self-study information from TCC personnel 
revealed other major strengths, such as the variety" of 
programs and support activities, faculty classroom 
freedom, employment stability of personnel and 
college-wide initiatives to improve TCC's financial 
condition. This information also revealed, however, 
several areas needing special attention. During the 
1980's we must expand our pre-regjstration testing to 
reach all students; more fully integrate the data 
processing center with college activities; improve per-
sonnel evaluation procedures; improve intrapersonnei 
communications; conduct more follow-up studies; and 
improve our financial position. In addition, we pledge 
to continue development of our instructional pro-
grams. 
FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS 
Almost every projection, whether local, state or 
national, portrays the 1980's as a decade of finarycial 
uncertainty and difficulty. The most often cited 
factors in the predictions of gloom are inflation, 
burgeoning legislation, reluctant tax support, and a 
decrease in the college-age population. While I remain 
a reluctant optimist, these predictions - - coupled with 
our current difficult financial situation - - must be giv-
en serious attention. 
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The accompanying graph, Operating Fund Equity, 
shows historical data and future projections concern-
ing our "end-of-year bank balance." The graph also 
shows a normative or "rule-of-thumb" value for the 
annual operating fund-equity. This preferred reserve, 
which I place at 10% of the annual expenditure, is 
vital to protect the college against unanticipated 
expenses, revenue short-falls, and adverse trends. 
$1,000,000 
$ 500,000 
o 
-$ 500,000 
o 
Operating Fund Equity 
I r 
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 l83 
FISCAL YEAR 
Actual Projected 
Audit Data 
Data I 
Actual Normative 
(10%ofAnnual 
Expenditures) 
The normative data illustrates that, since expenses 
have been increasing each year almost without excep-
tion, the fund equity should also have been increasing 
each year. The actual data shows that, contrary to 
preferred practice, the fund equity actually decreased 
each year from FY74 to FY79. This alarming drop in 
reserves reinforces my philosophy of maintaining a 
10% equity - -without the equity from the mid-1970's 
we would not have been able to meet our financial 
obligations of the late 1970's. 
When the fund equity "bottomed-out" in FY79 at 
$100,000, we only had, literally, enough equity to 
cover our expenses for four working days. The cur-
rent equity, while still short of the norm, is equal to 
about four weeks expenditures. 
This recent "turn around" in the declining equity 
problem did not happen by chance. In FY78, when 
it became apparent that our equity was not going to 
rebound, plans were formulated to alleviate this 
problem. The Study Committee for the Eighties, the 
tuition increase, the retrenchment plans, and the 
Recruitment Committee all contributed toward 
solving this problem. Unfortunately our referendum 
attempt vvas not successful. 
As the FY80 to FY83 projections indicate, however, 
our solution to this problem has only been temporary. 
Additional measures will have to be taken. During 
the 1980's we must redouble our efforts at recruiting 
students, retain ing students and marketing our college. 
I specu late that we will need to devote more personnel 
and resources toward stabilizing our enrollment--wh ich 
will in turn strengthen our financial position. We must 
also, of course, continue to examine ways to increase 
our revenues and decrease our expenses. 
ECONOMIC IMPACT 
The primary goal of Thornton Community College is 
to provide educational opportunities to the residents 
of District 510. The significant positive impact of 
TCC with respect to educational programs has been 
documented in various reports. 
TCC has another impact, however, that is often over-
looked. TCC provides dramatic economic advantages 
to the District. In addition to local revenues, TCC 
brings money to the area from state and federal 
sources. TCC creates jobs; people move to the com-
munity to work at the college; and more money is 
spent at local businesses and deposited in local finan-
cial institutions. 
The economic theory and techniques of securing data 
for an economic impact study are complex, but the 
results are practical and easily understood. The table 
below lists the estimated annual economic advantages 
due to the existence of TCC. The analysis used data 
collected from TCC personnel, student and financial 
records, plus various economic reports. 
Economic Advantages Due to the Existence of TCC 
College Related Business Volume. . .. $22,635.000 
Expansion of Local Bank's Credit 
Base Due tl) College and College 
Employee Deposits. . . . . . . . . . . .. S 1,324,000 
College Relat~d Revenues Received 
by Local Governments .......... $ 1,136,000 
Number of Local Jobs Attributable 
to the Presence of the College ..... 1 ,174 
Personal Income of Local Individuals 
from College Related Jobs and 
Business Activities ............. $ 9,574,000 
This impact becomes even more significant when 
compared to the direct dollar investment by the 
residents of District 510. During the fiscal year 
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1977-78, $4,023,000 was collected in the form of 
local taxes, student fees and tuition. Funds brought 
to the area via the college include $3,548,000 from 
state, federal and other non-local sources and an addi-
tional $2,970,000 in the form of direct federal and 
state aid to the students. These figures indicate every 
dollar collected from a local resident generated $5.60 
worth of local business volume and attracted an 
additional $1.60 to the area. 
At TCC we have traditionally documented our current 
financial position via the annual budget and audit, but 
this is the first time we have documented the financial 
impact of the college on District 510. This type of 
information will become increasingly important dur-
ing the 1980's as various institutions try to persuade 
taxpayers to allocate their limited tax dollars to par-
ticular endeavors. 
CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT 
Finally, in addition to concerning ourselves with the 
quality of instructional programs and the financial 
future of TCC, we have been evaluating our campus 
and developing plans for the 1980's. For example, 
we have examined our energy consumption and 
determined that certain energy conservation measures 
would be cost effective. 
We have already saved a substantial amount by chang-
ing the operating procedures for our heating and air 
conditioning systems and by scheduling four 10-hour 
days per week in the summer (rather than the tradi-
tional five 8-hour work days). We are implementing 
a computer control system for our lights to save 
even more. As utility costs soar during the 1980's, 
major efforts must be continued to reduce energy 
consumption. 
There are other campus development projects "on the 
drawing board" for the 1980's. These projects, such 
as a long range plan for computer hardware, a land-
scape plan and classroom acoustical improvements, 
reflect our concern for improving the quality of 
instruction, our financial position and the maintenance 
and aesthetics of the campus. We also plan to respond 
to our students' concern for the parking situation on 
campus. 
SUMMARY 
In summary, TCC offers the community a strong 
instructional program and a variety of support ser-
vices. TCC also makes a substantial contribution to 
the economic health of the community. 
The 1980's, however, will be a difficult decade for all 
of higher education, including TCC. We have three 
distinct challenges before us. We must maintain the 
quality and relevancy of our programs. We must find 
better ways to secure and use resources. We must 
continue to develop our campus. 
I certainly think TCC can successfully meet these 
challenges. 
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF FY80 
• Our faculty taught over 10,000 students (approxi-
mately 125,000 credit hours). There were 650 
degree and certificate graduates. 
• Curriculum revisions were made in Associate Degree 
Nursing, Practical Nursing, Occupational Therapy 
101, Radiologic Technology 212, the Adult Basic 
Education Program, Teacher Aide Curriculum, and 
Mental Health Curriculum. 
• New word-processing courses, art courses and 
engineering technology courses were implemented 
and community education offerings were expanded. 
• Improvements were made tp our entry-level place-
ment testing program 
• The TCC Self-Study was prepared in connection 
with the upcoming North Central Association 
accreditation visit. 
• Phase I of the retrenchment plan was adopted and 
implemented. Phase II was adopted for implemen-
tation in July, 1981. These reductions, coupled 
with increased enrollment and higher tuition, 
allowed preparation of a balanced budget by FY81. 
~ Several major energy conservation measures were 
implemented. 
• The accounting system was improved via computer-
ization. 
• Our community services program secured $671,000 
. in grant support through various state and federal 
programs. 
• Recruitment and Public Relations efforts continued 
via the TCC "Bulletin" (mailed to each district 
resident), visits to high school, visits from high 
school faculty, publications and news coverage, a 
journalism day, a new "Focus on Film" series, an 
expanded Community Arts Festival, the AACJC 
Energy Issues seminars and the Community Educa-
tion Fellowship, production of HACO fHm, the 
student Model Government program, the Speakers 
Bureau, several conferences, TEAMS math and 
science competition, music open house, the Articu-
lation Round Table, the Work Education Council, 
and several surveys of area residents. 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PROJECTED UNIT COSTS AND UNIT REVENUES 
By Course Categories 
School Year 1979-80 
___ Illinois Average 
DAVTE 
Business 
Occupational 
Technical 
Occupational Health 
Occupational 
Thornton 
Community 
College 
15800 South State Street 
South:Holiand.IL 60473 
(312) 596-2000 
General 
Studies TCC 
Average 
Apportionment 
Local Taxes 
Equalization 
Miscellaneous 
Tuition & Fees 
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Administration 
President's Office 
Nathan A. Ivey ......................................................... President 
Hardin-Simmons University, B.S.; Texas Tech University, M.B.A.; 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Judi A. Mack ........................................... Director, Public Relations 
Duquesne University, B.A. 
F. David Wilkin ................................... Director, Research and Planning 
West Virginia University, B.S., M.S. 
Administrative Services 
George W. Clark ........................... Vice President, Administrative Services 
Ball State University, B.S., M.A. 
Ronald L. Cooley ........................... Director, Financial Aid and Placement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
Patricia A. Duncker .................................. Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
William J. Hafer ....•.............................. Dean, Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
James P. McCann .............................................. Director, Security 
Southwest College, A.A. 
William H. McKavanagh ................................... Director, Physical Plant 
William A. Meints ............................................ Controller/Treasurer 
Bradley University, B.S. 
iAn 
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Educational Services 
Wayne E. Willard ............................. Vice President, Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed.; Florida State University, Ph.D. 
Theda M. Hambright ................................... Dean, Community Services 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year Certificate 
Douglas N. Picciano ................................. Dean, Community Education 
Syracuse University, B.A.; Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
Norma G. Rooney ......................................... Dean, Career Education 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
LaVell C. Wilson .......................... Dean, Counseling and Student Activities 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed.; 
Indiana University, Ed.D. 
Commodore Craft, Jr ............................................ Division Director, 
Language and Communications 
Pikeville College, B.S.; East Kentucky University, M.A.; 
Ball State University, Ed.D. 
William J. Francis .............................................. Division Director, 
Health and Life Sciences 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S.; 
University of Missouri (Columbia), Ph.D. 
Milton D. Gilmore ............................................... Division Director, 
. Arts and Humanities 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M.; 
University of Illinois, D.M.A. 
Robert J. Lucas ..................................... Director, Learning Resources 
. Western Michigan University, B.S.; Wayne State University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
Cletus O'Drobinak, C.P.A ........................................ Division Director, 
Business and Commerce 
University of Dayton, B.A.; DePaul University, M.B.A. 
Clarence B. Penny .............................................. Division Director, 
Engineering and Technical 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
William TabeJ. .................................................. Division Director, 
SOCial and Behavioral Sciences 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A., Ed.D. 
Marian B. Wolfe, R.N ........................................•... Director, Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.S.N. 
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Faculty 
James H. Abbott. ........................................................ Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
-Joseph J. Adamek ...................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David R. Anderson ................................................ Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N ............................................... A. D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks ................................................. General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier College, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett .................................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila J. Bashaw, R.N ................................................. A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Claudette A. Bobay ........................................................... Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Barbara L. Bogdan, R.N .............................................. A.D. Nursing 
St. Francis College, B.S.; S1. Mary of Nazareth, R.N.; 
Governors State University, B.H.S., M.S.N. 
Edmund A. Bonczyk ........................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William A. Bourland ................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Smith V. Brand ........................................................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea A. Burkard, R.T ................ Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
Willie A. Campbell. ................................................. Life Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John E. Carlson ............................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman .................................................. Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois A. Chapman ......................................................... English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Dimpna 8. Clarin .......................................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, 8.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M., D.M.A. 
Kathryn H. Clauson ........................ ; .................. Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, 8.S.; Indiana University, M.S . 
....... 
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William D. Curran ............................ Physical Science and Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Phyllis M. Davis ....................................................... Counselor 
North Park College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Earl D. DeGroot. .. _ ................................................. MathemaTics 
Hope College, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James S. Denier .................................................... Ufe Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen L. Dolan, R.N ................................. Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis E. Dryzga ....................................................... Business 
Chicago State College B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, M.A. B.A. 
Daniel J. Durian ................................................. " .. Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar. .................................. General Studies and English 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
William L. Fink ........................................................ Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, M.A. 
A. George Finstad ............................................................ Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
Diane Vorhies Fitzpatrick .............................................. Counselor 
lorain County Community College, A.A.; Bowling Green University, B.A.; 
Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
James P. Flynn .......................................................... English 
Illinois Benedictine College B.A.; DePaul University, M.A. 
Arlene W. FranCiS, R.N ......................................... Behavioral Science 
S1. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
leslie A. Freeman .................................................. Ufe Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk ............................ , ........................ Mathematics 
Illinois State University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Paul L Gill. .............................................................. English 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
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Joseph A. Gutenson ..........••....•......................... Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.Ed.; 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate; 
Loyola University, Ed.D. 
Basil C. Halkides ........................................................ Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Donna M. Hall ......................................................... Counselor 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Chicago State University, B.S.; 
University of Wyoming, M.A. 
Erika B. Hartmann ........................................................ English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Robert E. Heinrich ..................................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Lucette J. Held ........................................................ Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale H. Helgesen ........................................................ English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
James E. Hellrung ...........................................• Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Thomas E. Hoekstra ..............•..................•..................... Music 
Wheaton College, B.Mus.; Indiana University, M.M.; 
University of Iowa, Ph.D. 
Vern L. Hoerman ...................................................... Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia L. Hoffmann ................................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
. Gerald L. Hundley ...................................................••... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine T. Janis, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Dolores A. Jenkins ................................•...............••... Business 
Western Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
R. Edward Jenkins ...................•.............•.............•.. Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
Florida Atlantic University, Ed.D. 
David N. Johnson .....................••......•...•..••....•..•.... Urban Studies 
Howard University, B.A.; Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
James M. Keane •....•.........••.....•.•..•.••.......•............. Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.A. 
Judith A. Kelly, R.N ......•.....•...•.•••........... , ....•....•.• Practical Nursing 
MarycrestCollege, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
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Jill M. King ...................................................... General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Leonard P. Kirchner. ................................... Engineering and Technical 
DeWy Technical Institute, A.A.S.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S.E.E. 
Betty J. Kirk ..... : ......................................................... Music 
Drake University, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
Donald F. Kramer .......................................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael N. Kulycky ................................................ Language and 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. Communications 
George F. LaVaque ....................................................... English 
S1. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith N. Lebed ........................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .................................................. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
E.J. Lyons .................................................... Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A.; Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S.; 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
Bailey Magruder ... 0 ................................ Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, C.A.So 
Fred F. MaUto .................. 0 ••••• 0 ................ Engineering and Technical 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S. 
Robert T~ Marshall, Jr .......................... 0 .......... 0 .......... o. Counselor 
Northern illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
George A. Mattsey ...................................... 0 •••• 0 •••••••••• Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
K. James McCaleb ............................................ Behavioral Science 
Illinois Valley Community College, Diploma 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
Judith A. McDonald, R.N ................................. 0 ........... A.D. Nursing 
Northeastern Illinois University, B.A.; Governors State University, B.S.N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Patricia J. McGarry ........................................................... Art 
University of Illinois, B.F.A.; Chicago Art Institute, M.F.A. 
Joyce L. McMahon, O.T.R. .................................. Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, B.S. 
Whabiz D. Merchant ............................................... Social Science 
Bombay University, B.A.; Western Michigan University, M.A.; 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Barbara J. Meyers ........................................................ Library 
University of Illinois, B.A.; Rosary College, M.A.L.S. 
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DeVaughn A. Miller ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ....................................... Engineering and Technical 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
. James P. Moody ......................................•.................. English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Jane E. Morrison .......................•...........•................ Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Peggy A. O'Brien ..........................................•......•....... Library 
State University of New York, B.A., M.L.S. 
Patrick J. O'Connell ............................................ Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute pf Technology, B.S.; Governors State UniverSity, M.A. 
Maurice F. Page ..............................•.........•..... Behavioral Science 
Clark College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.S.W. 
Thomas C. Pavlik .....•.....•...........•........................•...... Business 
Indiana UniverSity, B.A.; DePaul UniverSity, M.Ed., J.D. 
Cevora Payne, R.N ..........................•........................ A.D. Nursing 
Governors State University, B.N.S., M.A. 
Charles S. Pennington •............................................. Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Vernon G. Peterson ...••......................•....•.................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Marsha J. Phelps ................................................•...... Business 
Chicago Teachers College, B.S.; University of Chicago, M.B.A. 
Frank J. Prist •......•......................................•.......•.... Business 
Northern Illinois UniverSity, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel M. Purdy ........................................ Engineering and Technical 
Iowa State UniverSity, B.S. 
Fern E. Rau .....•.......... , ..•....•......•.........•..........•....... Business 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Northern Illinois UniverSity, M.S. 
Blake L. Reed .....•...................•....................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ............................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph E. Rejho/ec •.................•.......................... '.' .•....•...• , Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
Sharon E. Rise ...•......•..........•.......................... Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; . 
Princeton UniverSity, M.S. 
Ursula K. Roberts ..............................................••....•• Counselor 
"Rutgers University, B.A.; UniversitY'of Chicago, M.A. 
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Ernestine S. Robinson .................................................... English 
Barber-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana University, M.A.T. 
Constance P. Rodgers, R.N ...................................... Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.S.N. 
Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of IOWa, M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ................................................ Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha C. Sanchez, R.N .............................................. A.D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather ................................................... Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Mary K. Scanlan ........................................................... Music 
University of Wisconsin, B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Greuling C. Schellhorn ................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Michael E. Schnur ..................................................... Counselor 
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Loyola University, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Judith M. Scott ........................................................ Counselor 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
Jean L Sedlack ...............•................ Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Joseph T. Selbka ...................................................... Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt L Serbus, R.T ............•........................... Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman ................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Frank F. Stanicek ............................................. Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle .•..................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert E. Sullivan .................................................. Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph E. Thornton .....•.•.....•.•...................................... English 
University of Illinois, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas E. Tweeten ...•..................•............................ Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
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Lottie T. Tylka, R.N ................ , ................................. A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Linn A. Tyrrell ......................................•......... Behavioral Science 
College of William and Mary, A.B.; 
University of Michigan, M.A., Ph.D. 
Linda S. Uzureau .................................................. Social Science 
University of Idaho, B.A.; Emory University, M.A. 
Norman S. Warns, Jr ...........•......................................... Geology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S.Ed.; 
Chicago State University, M.A. 
Larry A. Wehner .............................................................. Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel ................................................. Life Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel. ...................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul Wessel. ........................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E, M.S.E. 
Martha E. Wetzel. .......•..................................... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed.; 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
Gerald E. Willey .................................................... Life Sciences 
Joliet Jr. College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Wallace L. Wirth ........................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Valerie M. Wojcik ......•................................................ Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Wayne L Wolf .........•............................•........... Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; 
University of South Florida, B.A., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Arlethia T. Wright, R.N .............•...............•...................... Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Myo K. Yoo ..............................•.....•................. Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei UniverSity, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, Ph.D. 
Carolyn A. Yoss, O.T.R. ......•.....................•...•...• Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
Sally E. Zook ....•...•.•..•.........•.........•......•.••................. English 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. 
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Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Jerry A. Meyer 
Vice-Chairman 
Raymond Dohmeyer James Livingstone 
Dorothy D. Smith Frank Zuccarelli 
Board of Trustees 
Karen Mitchell 
Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven-member Board of 
Trustees. Trustees are elected at large by the residents of the College District and are 
charged with determining the policies of the College. Each year, the students of the College 
elect a Student Trustee, a non-voting member, who acts in an advisory capacity to the 
Board of Trustees. 
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Tee PROPOSED BUDGET CUTS 
Most of f he proposed 1980-81 
budget reductions. as submitted by 
Nathan Ivey. tu the Board of 
Trustees lasl July have been in-
stituted. The deductions were 
scheduled to total $180.3'14. A small 
change in the proposal reduced 
that number to $175.394. The final 
decision on the budget will be made 
at the ThorntoJl ('omnwnity Coltcge 
Board meeting on Sept. 25. 
The proposed budget cuts were as 
follows: 
The reduction of the Summer 
orcintalian-registration pro-
gram frum six to Ihrte weeks. 
This cut saved approximately 
57,300, 
The reduction of walk-in coun· 
selors employed between Fall 
and Spring Semesters from 
four to one. 
Courier, Vol. 48 No. :z 
The reduction of student orien-
tation leaders work by SO 
Reducing the number of walk-
in conselors from seven to two 
for. -Iwo days prior to open 
registration. 
The elimination at the Office of 
Vice· President of Student 
Services. and the combination 
of the offices of {he Dean of 
Counseling and Director of 
Student Services. These rec-
ommendations have been in-
corporated and the savings 
will be approximately S79.585. 
Second year French and Ger-
man have been eliminated. 
First year French and German 
are taught by part-time in-
structors. This will result in a 
savings of nearly S8,940. Dr. 
Wayne E. Willard said that. 
. 'The curs were due 10 lack ot 
enrollment. " 
A part·time library positton 
has been reduced (0 the $2500 
lever. The savings is about 
S3.215, 
The Audio Visual Coordinator 
has been reduced to a .4 lIevel 
resulting in a savings. of 
514,290, 
The secretary's position in 
language and communications 
has been reduced from full 
time to 38 weeks. This change 
saved 52.115. 
In all Divisions the cut-off 
point for all classes taught by 
part.time Faculty has been 
raised by 25 percent. An 
estimated 2J sections will be 
phased out by this move. The 
total savings will be around 
SI6.120, 
The combination of the Dir-
ector of PlaccnH':I1! Scrvic('~ 
and Finandal Aid Onkcs. It 
has now become the Dircchlr 
of Financial Aid and pl;iCC· 
ment, The s~\ling~ will hI.' 
nearly $30.078. 
One proposal. the combination of 
the divisions of Engineering and 
Technical and Physical .scicl\(:,,·~ ami 
Math. was nOl instiluled. bc~au!>" 
the Administrv,tion was 1I01 convin· 
ced that the move would be practical. 
The fir!>t four rcdw;:tiuns were h.1 
result in a savings of SI7.585. but 
sint:e Tee had plaCI!01cnt tesling for 
all beginning students, some ntoditi-
-cations had to be made. The actual 
savings was cut to only SI5.930. 
The estimated Revenues for the 
80·81- budget total 59.222.000 which 
is an increase' of 12.35 percent o\'~.:r 
last vears cstimakd revenue. 
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Report on TCC Board 
Meeting on P. 3 
September 2S, 1980 
Womens Weight Training No Novelty 
By: Karen Ann Kozali 
Despite aU the overwhelming 
attention women' s weight training is 
getting lately. it is not a new 
phenomenon by any means. Miss 
Martha E. Wetzel. a physical 
education teacher here at TCe. has 
been involved with this form of 
physical fitness for many years. She 
speaks at many seminars and has 
even written a book on the SUbject. 
It all started in 1964 when she 
was placed iT. charge of an adapted 
coed gym class at Thornton High 
School. She became familiar with 
the men'S weight training program 
and was impressed. She then 
developed a program for women and 
girls. 
Tutoring 
The Tutoring Center offers help to 
students who want assistance with 
their course work. 
Tutoring is a\'ailable for almost 
ever)' course offered at TCe. The 
regular staff. consisting primarily of 
... :~ Tee students. covers a wide range of 
courses. In the event that a tutor is 
not immediately 3,,'ailable for a 
murse. every effort wHI be made to 
locate one as quickly as pos~iblc. 
From there. the program became 
so popular that it was· introduced to 
the women's P.E. classes at Tee in 
1965. It has continued to be popular 
with coJ1ege women and more and 
more women enroll in the classes 
each semester. 
In her classroom lectures and 
public speeches. Miss Wetzel stres-
ses that it is definacely not the 
intention of this program to develop 
girl's muscles so that it creates those 
unwanted muscular bulges. The 
inprovement of the women's general 
physical condition is the sole reason 
for the development and the suc-
cessful continuation of the program. 
Physical education teachers from 
Northern lI1inois Univc:rsity bave 
been conducting tests on the girls 
who participate in weight training at 
TCC to see just how effective the 
program is. By doing a skinfold test 
with a caliper type of meter, starting 
and ending measurements of body 
fat can be atcurately compared. 
Through years of study, the teachers 
at NJU have discovered that if the 
skinfoW test is done on the back of 
the upper arm. the results will show 
the percentage of fat for the entire 
upper half of the body. In the same 
manner. a test on the hip reveals the 
percentage of fat on the lower half of 
the body. Miss Wetzel also weighs 
the girls for their own intere,sts. 
Past reports from NIU have 
shown that Tee's program is very 
efficient in reducing fat on both the 
upper and lower halves of the body. 
~me times body weight may 
Increase, but the girl wiJl look 
thinner and her clothes will fit 
looser. This is due to the increase in 
muscle tissue; and. of course. 
muscle weighs more than fat. 
As the women's program was 
created from the established men's 
program, almost all the exercises are 
the same. The bench press, curl. 
deadlift. military press. wrist cud, 
lateral raise. and many others 
remain the same between the sexes. 
The difference between the two 
programs is that women use less 
weight. do not work out more than 
Metal And Glass 
Exhibit At Tee 
three days a week. and do fewer desired that the wvman ht.·\.'IIIIlC 
repititions. This prevents the cqu311y stftlog .HI bmh side ... \If h .... ·r 
appearance of any bulges. budy. AIt!hlUgh lenni .... fcndnt,:. 
The girls are also instructcd (0 do gtM. soflball. and man~ .. other !'>pOI~t'> 
twent), sir-ups 31 home every night in s1Tengthen (mly 1h .... prcfern.'d ... itk \11 
preparation to repeat the procedure [h~' indh·1duaJ's b(ld\·. \\1.:idll 
in class-·only with the addition of a training is :o.upcn·i:.,cd S\l 111;11' 1-,,111 
ten·pound weigh1 whil.:h 1he girl sid,-'~ Ilf till..' h,ld\· d" ';;111 .·l!u;ll ... h~lv 
must hold on her chest. A::. lHlC uf I Ill' \\,Irk. 
continuing student remarked. l\fi:o.:o. \\\·[~d tal ....... gn:;tI pridl· ill 
~'Believe me. you'lI do them at her program--.lIld !Ooht' rigiHfulh 
home .. or else the\"U have tl1 carry should. Says Wetut. "Wdghr 
you OUt of the dass." . tramUlI:: h nOl futl .,,', Il.ir,J \\,11"-
Wetzel's program is aimed for But the girl.. mU:o.l thmk 1\ .... \\I1rth 1\ 
balance. Every SCI of musd. should Th~'Y keep coming had, fur IIhln' 
arc stretched in one exercise must oc 'c1:tsses..·· 
extended in another. It is also 
Bruno Cassar: 
Tutoring by phone is offered to 
those whose circumstances warrant 
Ihis type of aid. TUloring at home for 
students has also been arranged 
when necessary. 
The Tutoring Center also has the 
writing lab materials for English 101 
and 102 and providcs these materials 
for students when the writing lab is 
nut open. For further information. 
call the Tutoring Cenler. ext. 341 
Thc complexities and contradic-
tions of metals and glass as artistic 
media are explored by Thornton 
Community College Art instructor 
Neil Kraus in a new exhibit that 
opened Tuesday. September 23 in 
Ihe College's Gallery 4141. 
The exhibit, Mutant Modules. 
features eight modular pieces and 
will be on display through October 10 
in the gallery located on the fourth 
floor of the main campus building. 
15800 5, State St .. South Holland. 
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
and 7 to 9 p.m, on Mondays through 
Thursdays and 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
fridays. There is no charge for 
admission. 
't!'apped. or "frozen' in a permanent 
tIme lock. the illusion of depth on a 
two dimensional surface as well as 
the !'estheric enticement opposed to 
the Intellectual conception aU serve 
to tantalize the viewer with their 
inherent duality along with their 
unity:-
I've never seen or heard about girls 
doing weight lifting but J wouldn"t 
care if a girl I took out lifted weights. 
But if she was more muscular or 
stronger than mc--! would probably 
change girlfriends. 
I don'f kndw thai mu,,'h ah4'Ut 
women's weight training. hut if il 
malt.'s you rcally muscul.:Jr like thuse 
girl:o. on TV .. I think thal's gro!>:o.. 
If it'~ ju~t fur firming up .. Ih.:Jts 
okay. 
Money 
Management 
The Money Management. Coup· 
les Wocksbop will be held at the 
South Suburban Area YWCA Cen. 
ter, from 9:30A.M. to 12:30 P.M. on 
Saturday, September 27. The fee 
"'iII be S8.00 per person or SI5.00 
.. f per couple. Pre·registration,. and 
payment before the workshop is 
required for all programs. If the YW 
cancels a program. the program fee 
j will be refunded. Payment guar· L aRtees registration, and class size 
_ will be limited. To register, contact 
I the South Suburban Area YWCA. JOG Plaza. Park Forest. IL 6046b. 748·5660. 
According (0 the artist. the 
complexities and oontradictions of 
his work lies in the "juxtaposition of 
what an image is and what it 
seems, to e.g. two~dimensiona1 
pieces that appear to be three-di-
mentionaJ "The idea of fleeting time 
Kraus. who is presently pursuing 
postgraduate studies in art at 
North~rn Illinois University. hoJds an 
ASsoc1ates of Arts Degree from Tee 
He earned both a Bachelor of Fine 
Art~ Degree in Comprehensive 
pesign and a Master of Arts Oegree 
m Metalwork at Northern Illinois 
Unive~ity" At TCe. he teaches 
cJass~ in metals and jewelry, 
draWing. t.w~-dimensional design 
~nd adv~rtlslOg. Kraus is also 
~nvolyed 10 freelance graphic design 
In the south suburban area. 
For more information about 
the exhibit. caH, Gallery Director 
~y Pukehs at S%·2000.cxtension . 
Write Poetry 
For The Courier 
Jeff Shinn: 
Well. J do weight lifting on my mm 
but I don', think it's toc.) 4·001 fur 
women to get big muscles. If I took 
out a girl like 1~3t. 1 would feci like 
Nancy Jones: 
I've seen th,ls,,' Wt,lmt.'u hm.lv huilJ ... 'rs 
nn J V and 1 Ihink their bulging 
muscle!'> ;trc ~kk. I wouldn', mind 
doing it if it w(luld JUS! firm up nw 
mu~dcs. . 
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-Welcome back---
Dear Student. 
Welcome to Thornton 'Community 
College on behalf of the Student 
Government Association. . 
We arc happy you chose Thornton 
Community College ind are con-
fident you will find it an enriching 
academic • social and cultural 
cs:pcricnce. 
WhiJe .II Thornfon. we 1lope you 
wiD late advantage of the oppor-
tunifies offered by the Student 
Government Association. The 
purpose of the SGA is to serve as 
an intermediary and advocate for 
. students with colJege adminis-
tration and faculty. It offers a 
mechaDism for students to air their 
concerns and problems. obtain 
answers to questions conceming 
student rights. and seek redress of 
their grievances. The SGA serves 
as the recognizing body of all 
student clubs and organizations 
and sponsors many activities and 
programs that 'directly affect you. 
A.JJy student enrolJed in one or 
more classes at Tee is a member of 
the Student Government Ass0c-
iation. We would like to encourage 
all students to play an active role in 
the Student Government Assoc .. 
iatron. Your active participation 
can be a benefit to all. while at the 
same time be aD invaluable exper-
ience for yourself. 
We hope that you will enjoy your 
time here at lbomtoD and we wish 
you the utmost success in all your 
endeavors. If we can be of any 
assistance. please fee) free to 
contact us. We look. forward to 
seeiog you. 
Doug Heward, President SGA 
laVell Wilson, Dean of Counseling 
and Student Activities 
Dave Anderson, Advisor 
Fishing tourney Sept 13 
Amateurs and seasoned anglers 
alike will want to participate in a 
lecture and fishing tOlUnament to 
be spoasored ~ Thornton Com· 
munity College in early September. 
presented by Robert Marshall and 
G.C. Sc:heIlhom. The free lecture 
will bep at 7:30 p.m. in Lecture 
Hall A on the main campus, 15800 
S. State Street, South Holland. 
Tournament on Satnrday, Sept· 
ember 13. at Lake Geneva, Wis-
consin. Marshall and Schellhorn, 
TCC faculty members, will conduct 
this all-<lay activity. A 515 
tournament registration fee covers 
the cost of rowboat rental for 12 
hours. two life cushions for an· 
glers, trophy and instructional/ 
coordination costs. Persons who 
want to use outboard motors must 
furnish their own. 
WELCOME. BACK I! 
Activities for area anglers will 
begin on Tuesday, September 9, 
with a lecture on Trophy fishing 
A limited number of spaces is also 
available for individuals interested 
in participating in the TCC f'1Shlng 
collegiate crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Garland for tile 
bud 
7 Shoe or Icceat 
13 Serf or thn 11 
15 ShoNer activity 
16 Tlg_ (3 >Ids.) 
18 Noshed 
19 Tralaed down 
20 bter of lII.p.g .. 
21 French 1IO,,1e 
23 GerMn steel center 
24 Gardener. at ~.s 
25 SAntl"s reindeer. 
e .. g •. 
27 'et... 0lId Hoses 
28 Justifications 'for 
bell1\1 (2 ods.) 
3C Guidonian note 
3S JuUe Christie f11111 
36 llelgllbor of MIch. 
39 1895 autOllOt1ve tn-
... tloo (2 >Ids.) 
41 '-tor IIJi9uoge 
44 Puccini opera 
45 Hot u ".ftlttan (_.) 
46 TrIte 
51 Goul.sh 
52 Actress Mary _ 
53 ~Iplj.", bit. 
55 OpposIte of wsw 22 same tecb. grado· 
56 Claallpton (3 ods.) ateo, for sllort 
59 Copes wltll 24 Tfot 
60 Legendary 26 SUbject 
61 Deller In tile stoct 27 U.S. or Lou 
exchange 29 Iloo'a Copperfield 
62 Valuable Violins. - Spenlow 
for short 30 BIker and Bule 
(al>l>r.) 
DOWN ~ ~~J:1nt 
1 TUM ur1ety 33 G1ft for iI .an 
2 MarUtlle 36 Flowering sbrutl 
3 I. ".- (w1t11out 37 I. high dudgeon 
beIng .pres_nt) 38 Oc:un pl .. ts 
4 _rlean record 39 UnderStand, to .-
l.bel 40 General offtces: 
5 --:;.,. Tu.- 1932 abbr" 
song 41 Believed 
6 oIetres. abe..... 42 Debt 
7 E1Izllbetll -, 43 YenClWlsb broon 
Irish novelist 46 KInk of baseball 
: ::!IDrS~rn 47 :::~:LogistIS 
10 EnngeJfcal society 48 Close to: SCot. 
11 sealed 49 Vanderbilt and 
12 Actress SaIDInthl.. Carter 
ud f.-fly 50 End ..... 
14 8usan stats 53 Colorless 
15 Suffix for two or 54 SoIIeth1ng to put 
tllree 57 Mr. Symes 
11 Hotel sign (abbr.) 58 Hockey great 
1bomton Commlrity College 
COURIER 
Tournament participants may 
start at 6 a.m. at Van Dykes Boat 
Livery in Lake Geneva. All catches 
must be reported in by 6 p.m. 
four-<lay fishing ficenses, priced at 
57.50 and bait are available at Van 
Dykes. 
ADVERnSiNG RATES 
Display ............... ,.. $2.25 Col. Inch 
Classified ••... , •••.••••.• , ••. 1St Per Line 
Trophies will be awarded for the 
following species of fish: large-
IdOuth bass, smaDmouth bass. Jake 
perch, rock bass, walleyed pike 
northern pike, and striped bass. 
To register for the fishing 
to"ruament or to obtain more 
information about the fn:e lecture 
call the TCC Qffic:es of Community 
. Services at 596-2000, _ion 
227. 
Volleyball 
Anyone interested in playing aD 
TCC'slwomen's volleyball team-this 
fall should stop in the lieldhouse 
and taUe to Derdy Kuiken, Wom. 
en's Sports Co-ordinator. 
Student Enroll...,.nt more than 10,000 
Phone 596-2000. Ext. 332 
Spacs Res8IVBtion Ofladlins 
Tuesday Noon 
Help Support Your Local College 
Skills in demand for industry 
Students in TCC's building 
constnlction curriculum may be 
interested in the following data: 
New construction will be 20 percent 
lower this year than in 1979. 
Projections. however, indicate only 
a recession in thk trade of 
moderate depth and direction. 
Inflation will remain the most 
important deterrent in building 
until 1984. A plus for the trade is 
that the federal govemmeut is 
expected to support CODSIIUction of 
mass transportatioD. 
The demand for those trained in 
GRAPHIC ARTS (printing trade) 
shows no decline. Advertisers 
bave increased their printing pace. 
Technological innovations are 
enablinR the /lfaphics to meet the 
needs of the industry. The Board of 
Trustees for TeC has purchased 
new presses for the program and 
students may have a semester of 
work. experience on campus or be 
placed in a local printing shop 
... 
The Chemistry industry is 
maturing and the two·year <:hemi· 
cal technology program at TCC is 
maturing along with it. Additional 
equipmcDt has been purchased for 
tbe laboratory. A clue to growth in 
the industry is that compaaies are 
making major investments in 
building !leW and larger facilities. 
The growth in ehemical apendi. 
tures will exceed that of all 
non-<lurable industries this year. 
... 
SkUled labor in DATA 
PROCESSING is in short supply, 
particularly data processing spe-
cial~ in such ~as as program-
ming and systems analysis. We 
have a heavy enrollment iu data 
processing classes and students 
have no difficulty in obtaining 
positions. Many students already 
employed are retuming to upgrade 
their stills • 
... 
Service industries cover several 
curricula. but let's select advertis-
ing, art and design for a brief 
' .. : n_ .r. ... ~ ...... -'1 ...... _; ...... '" 
agencies ~"ed to the highest 
p"lnt this year of any year in the 
last decade. The one hundred 
leading advertisers spent 10.3 
billion dollars in total advertising 
costs. 5uprisingty. the prinr media: 
newspapers. magaziaes and direct 
mail. are stiD dominating the world 
of advertising. 
If you have interest in these 
careers or others, sec a counselor. 
a program coordinator or call the 
office of the Dean of Career 
Education at Extension 22.9-
Source for the preceding 
information: V.54 Department of 
Commerce/Industry and Trade 
Administration. 
.:: 
:' 
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Bulldogs Tame Harper in Comeback Win 
There ..... ere two completei\' dif· 
ferent football games playe'd on 
Saturday. September 13 bet ..... een the 
Thornton Bulldogs and the Harper 
Hawks. Harper won the first game 
12-7 and the Bulldogs won the 
second. IS·O. Nevertheless. the 
second game was the one that made' 
the difference. 
Seriously. there was only one 
game. One game with two halves. 
One game with two halves of 
completely different football. One 
game with two halves of completely 
different footban that mounted to a 
25·12 Bulldog win. 
At the start of the Jekyll and 
Hyde encounter. the Bulldogs were 
asking for it as the etTor-plagued 
quarter saw Harper take a 12·0 lead 
and 12-7 at the half. 
However. in the second 'game', 
the Bulldogs were oiting back, On a 
do·or·die fourth and onc play from 
the Harper one-yard line, Thornton 
quarterback Doug Sheets connected 
receiver Rich Carr trotting in the end 
zone, with 3:05 to go in the third 
quarter to give the Dogs a 13·12 
edge. The four-play drive started on 
the Harper nine after defensive back 
John Aquilera (who along with tackle 
Tony Polombi left the game with 
injuries) recovered a Harper fumble. 
Then a handoff to tailback Bob 
Thompson picked up three yards 
followed by a four yard ran by 
fullback Dan McNeil and a one yard 
pick-up by Sheets, 
" After we were shot a few times, 
we realized we can pick ourselves 
up", said Thornton coach Steve 
Axelrod, whose now standing on a 
1·1 overall record. "When we get 
mentally excited for a game you see 
wh~nh:h~!~S'~e show wasn't over 
on a two«point conversion attempt. 
Then the defense got in on the 
scoring act. Defensive back Dino 
Ivory intercepted Choc1dad's 21·yard 
pass and took it into the Harper 
yet. With a 2:08 still on the clock, endzone to put the icing on the cake 
linebacker Casey Griffin intercepted 25·12. Carr's conversion attempt 
a pass from Harper quarterback was wide to the left. 
Scott Chocklad two plays after the "What makes me feel 50 good is 
kickoff. Starting the drive on the the fact that they never gave u,?," 
Hawk 27, Thornton then moved it to Axelrod said of his team bounctng 
the 12 with a pitch t¢ taUback back from a 12·0 deficit. "I didn't 
Charles Williams. who finished the expect them to start 50 flat. They 
game with 96 yards in 11 carries. just weren't with it (in the first 
Then a handoff to wingback Eric quarter), they weren't ready to play 
GraC took care of it as he scored on a at the start oJ the game ... 
12 yard scamper. Sheets was sacked Once more, Harper reeUy pos· 
dessed the first half. With 6:30 left 
in the first quarter, Choldad scored 
on a keeper on a fourth and inches to 
SPORTS 
play, 6·0 Harper. Harper linebacket 
Jim Quinn blocked a punt from Carr 
at 2:54 in the same quarter, and it " 
wound up aiding a Harper touch 
down. 
But at 13:20 in the second. Sheets 
faked a handoff to WiUiams and 
carried the ban himself for a six-yard 
touchdown run. Carr converter the 
score to 12·7. Sheets was six for 12 
~~sh:~si~~ :fry~;dlf~dls4 ~~!~s~lso 
As a team, the Bulldogs covered 
207 ·yards on the ground. Defen-
sively. tackle Dan Runyun. and 
guard Tim likasik each had six. 
Said Axelrod, "The win did boost 
my confidence in the team. I'd say 
we're ready to play Rock Vallev 
(next) who happens to have a very 
good team." 
V-ball Split in Tri-Match 
Quorterb.ck Doug Sheets Iwad ... ff '" tallbodt CborI .. WIllIam. who 
push .. lor some of bI. 96 yomla .. a1aat Harper. 
Womens Tennis Undefeated 
Coming off a third place finish in 
the N4C. women' s coach Joyce Colen 
sees a so1id bounce for the 1980 
season. Last year's team was not 
bad but coach Colen is looking up. 
not back.. "We're stronger this 
year." she boasted, "and we've got 
a lot of depth:' 
Perhaps the key returns arc the 
only returns. First singles player 
and team captain Unda Bucci. and 
fourth singles player Jane Mossell 
are the only players with experience 
from the prcvious Tee season. 
Other squad members include 
sccond singles player Mary Valdez, 
fifth singles player Mary Kay 
O'Connor. sixth singles altcrnates 
Tracy Knight and Sandy Mis. 
Chong MacDonald, an elderly memo 
ber who attended high school in 
Korea and received her GED at Tee 
is a third singles player. "I'm just as 
happy to welcome an older player on 
the team as the younger ones, H said 
Colen. 
On Sept. 20. the Bulldogs jumped 
their record to 4'(} with tn-match 
wins against Woubansee and Sauk. 
Valley. 
Against both teams, Thornton 
~:~~a~~:!: M!c°~!:id d~,:a\~~ 
Jennine Hill 6-1. 6-0, Bucci defeated 
Kim Hill 6--1. 6-J.Valdez defeated 
Diana Morales 6--1. 6-2, Mossell 
Golf Team Opens 
in 5th Place 
Under the coaching of Dr. RusseU 
Moreland. the golf team finished 
fifth at the Triton meet on Sept. 16 
with 343 points. 
Brian Mizgatc shot an 82. Jeff 
Paeth shot 84. Jim Clotier scored 86. 
John Jewell shot 9J Jim O'Connor 
scored 95. and Bruce Gorney shot 99. 
At the meet Joliet finished first 
with 314 points, DuPage second with 
327, ltIinois Valley third with 336, 
Rock Vallcy fourth with 339. Harper 
sixth with JSD, and Triton seventh 
3SI. 
On Sept. 18. OuPage finished first 
with 320. Joliet second with 326. 
Triton third with 333. Rock Valley 
fourth with 33S, Harper fifth with 
340. Ulinois Valley sbeth with 353 and 
Thornton sevenlh with JS6. 
In thN OlC'ct, Mizgat(' scored 83. 
P;,"'II, "{'f'tf"ll RR. J(,wrll "<'nr("d 'Jl, 
Gorney scored 93. Jewel1 scored 91. 
O'Connor 94~ and Clotier scored 86. 
I·" 
l 
t"\ 
defeated Diane Bogda 4-6. 6·3, 6·3. 
O'Connor defeated Cindy Harper 
6·1. 6·2. Mis defeated tanrie 
Bernard 7·5, 6·0, and Knight de· 
feated Sheila Johanns 6-3, 6~1, 
In doubles. MacDonald and 
Valdez defeated Hill and Hi!l6·1. 6-1 
while Bucci and Mossen defeated 
Bogcla and Morales 6·0, 4-6, 6-3. 
Against Sauk Valley, Valdez beat 
Joan Kennay 6-1, 6·3, Mossell 
defeated Peggy Lefeure 6·3. 6·3. 
O·Connor over Diane Johnson f>..1. 
6-3 and' Mis defeated Chris Hindley 
6~1, 6~O. In doubles. O'Connors and 
Knight defeated Kennay and Hin-
dley 6·1, 6·2. 
Thornton played Triton on Sept. 
11 and came out with a sweep there, 
too. Bucci defeated Andr9 Dtez-
dzon 6·3. 6·2. Valdez defeated Sue 
Dressler 6·1. 6·1, MacDonald shut 
out Karen Posch 6-0, 6-0, Mossen 
defeated Jan Druge< 6-0. 6-3. 
O'Connor defeated Nora Lyons 6-.1. 
6·0, and Mis beat Barb Papajohn6-l, 
6·3. In doubles. Valdez and 
Macdonald defeated Drezdzon and 
Druger 6·0. 6-1, Bucci and Mossell 
beat Dressler and Posch 6--3. 3·6. 
6-2. and O'Connor and Knight 
tiefeated Lyons and Debbie Kirsh~ 
.urn 6·2, 6·1. 
"ust year in state. we ended up 
in fourth place and we hope to do 
better this year." Colen said. H] 
don't want to sound overly 
optimistic. but it seems realistic 
right now unless we get some 
surprises which does happen." 
"In such a tough -conference. it is 
hard to say how we'n place. Since I 
don't know that much about the 
other teams in our conference. it 
would be premature 'Of me to make a 
prediction, AU I can say right now is 
that if we beat Hamer and DuPage, 
we can finish first in the conference" 
Up and down. Hot or cold. On 
and off, or whichever is best to say It, 
but head volleyball coach Barb Nolan 
biUs it as consistency_ 
The Thornton Community Col-
lege v¢lIeyball squad has been 
lookin~ one way then another as far 
as thetr playing performances tn the 
home opening trl·match against 
Woubansee and Sauk Vaney on Sett. 
~~lIdO~ w~:. abl~~~ n:r.:~~~b~n~ 
see IS· 7. 15·12 but lost to Sauk 
Valley 17-15. IS·9. 
uThey weren't very consistent;' 
said coach Nolan . .oWhen we're not 
consistent, I'm not very pJeased 
because we don't look tough," 
It was In the service of Darlene 
Ruzich when the bulldogs .cored 
three straight points and • 15·12 
final in the second bout against 
Woubansee. Ruzich served two aces 
and Woubansee's Betsy Beyer 
spiked into the net to clinch the 
game. 
It wasn't easy. Thornton bad to 
bounce back from a 0-8 deficit with 
strong serving from Jane Sabltch. 
Debbie I.ockwood, and Lee Patlak. 
After Patlat served three straight 
acess to tie it at eight and force a 
Woubansee time out. However on 
the next play, Chief Karen Lewis 
executed a perfect spike to retire the 
side. 
Then. in the service of Candy 
Ensmin~er, Woubansee established 
fu,!~:is~ ~~ :~:~:tdaa.!'= 
spike. but touched the net. 
Thornton's next possession didn't 
exceed one play and" the Chiers 
scored again when RU%ich spiked 
out. 
After the Woubansee confron· 
tation, theBulldogs lost to Sault 
Valley 17-15.15·9. "We're a hot and 
cold team," Nolan said, "we need 
consistency ... 
The Bulldogs then brought it to 
9·11 before five scoreless posses~ 
sions by both teams. Then Locky,-ood 
served two aces before serving out 
long. Woubansee's Beyer served 
wide. 
After that Thornton took a 12·11 
lead with PatJak serving but Wou· 
bansee tied it bade when Cindy 
WiUsea spiked into the net before 
Ensminger served a net ball. 
''In game one, the score was tied 
at seven when Sablich served six 
aces (five consecutive) to win 15·7. 
"We're getttng stronger and we 
have a lot of skill;' said Nolan. "But 
the team is not confident. and they 
need confidence to look tough. 
We're an inexperienced team. We 
need playing experience as rar as 
getting organized as a team. They 
just don't know their positions. I 
mean they have them in their heads 
what they're supposed to do. they 
just he!Oitate and then do it." 
USut we're a comeback team," 
she continued. '<In the first game 
against Woubansee, we were down 
2·12 at one point and came back. We 
:~~ ~~t ~~~a~!;~~~~: ;~':w~al:'it 
they don't give up. 
"We have good attitude and that 
means a lot. When coaching a team. 
you can have your problem people 
(on the team). but we don't have any 
here." 
"We have tournament coming up 
and we should get good experience 
from there. Once we get that 
experience and confidence we need, 
we should be hard to stop." 
Temdo player Mary Kay o'Coaoor deU._ • b"cld"",d. 
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! J,h,,,,;,, .I,,,,,,, h. Bonczyk To Defend 1M Tennis Title 
1111,·ftllllr,d It:ll!ll .... ILl" rCldll·d it" 
• lk'J~ ;md ,I fe\\ f:jmili;lr Ll,"C" ,In' 111 
., t!!diu;tl .... PE i,,"Huettlr hi B'HKl\'k 
.. tHJltcl1lpt h' d"'knd lib Ill,'!]'" lilh: 
~hrll Ill' fa~'l'" rrC"hll1.11l Clin 
t.rJh.Hl1. 111{la\' III" IOIlH11TI'\\'. \,"cathcr 
j't·Ul1Utlng. Karcn Ahh,,11 ;tirc;tch-
,kk:t[cd CUllll" .. '!"!" DianI..' Fitlpatrid, 
H. 7-h. 0·4. ;1 'l''''Il,' l!tat· ... \11;("11 
fl-nm {il(" p;l~t ,llr("I.' ~"I.";lr~_ 
0" hi ... W;I\' to lhl..' lin~t! ~hU\'· 
,\.,\\'11. B"IH?\"k. who ill~trlll'h tl'nlll~ 
;1 Tee :\m\ in Nurthl'rn Wi"nm~ill 
,\urinc Ihl" ... umllwr. dd",:;lIl'd .I<1hn 
k\\t·i! h·D, i-50. f)"Ug Picci;u\o '1_:., 
t1,~ alld ;llllugh .Iue lIun'alh 4·6. 0-2. 
I tI .. .j. BUIH:I.vk ~lh\l ,,·ompl.·!t''' ill 
IJri,IU'" InUfUJIIII.',lI'" thruiH'hmll I h\.· 
m,'a alung with hllr;unur;!I litk~ in 
hi, -iX ;1Ilt! '7Q l·;ullp.,igll,'" and a 
Jl)uh:c~ dlalllpiun ... hip ill '7x_ He 
I \q~ .. dledukd 10 1t."WI with Fill.-
I)alril'k ill mixed douhle- finals 
J\t,lil1 .... ' Ahboll and phy .. iL'~ in-
"frU,'(ur B~s-il Iblkidl:'> yestcn!OIY· 
.. ,.. M(.·:lIlwhik, (jr;lh;ull W;I'> .1 dllu-
MI.'''' pannt'r ,,1 ',hl\"ll\\l1od High 
Sdlnul It)!' fmlr y .... ;lr~ wher .. ' hI.' \q:lI! 
J,f;tl"a~ C\lll1ll1.:lillg ;lIlh .. ' .. tal{.'nl!.:~1 
in 1\\'0 of (hem. In hb l'ullisiull 
C\lurs .. • with Boul.'lak. he while' 
I!;;lshcd Mike Kuly"ky boO. b·O. 
defeated Milt (jihnun: 6·3, 6·.1. and 
Dave Zirkle 7·S. 6·0. 
Ed Bunez)''' Cliff Graham 
t!.c \\'omc-n'~ fmals and walked away I"m gnona win. I don't know how 
a \\·iIlIK'r in it \'hrec·set <ttT~ir. .., tough my competition is because I've 
kn\.'w thb, y\.'ar.lhal ir I W~IS fnrtunate never seen him play. Optimistic is a 
l"llllllg,h \1' m;tk ... il It) [he finals. misleading word because that would 
Dialll.' would he Ihae waiting for mean I should will. I should never 
01 ..... ·• Abbot! !>oaid :.!fta l:ssl wee.-k-s S:ly l should win. ali I can do is go nut 
viclOr~·. "She :Ilw:.!}!s makes me play there and play hard and hope I will 
my best." wm, 
In rout I.' to her win against Ho\\·cver. Graham expressed his 
Fill.patrit·k. Abbutt dde;ned Jerry (Iutl,)uk in a somewhat different 
,'blutlc 0-0. h-2 and Rita Thibault manner. "If the weather permits:' 
h-J. h_l. Fillpatrick defeated he said ... , should win with no 
Ikbt.'I.'I.·" Pn!l:II;k t>-2. h-O, Lin TyrrdL problems." 
Despite his two ('Olbccutive 
championships. Bnnczyk was light 
un his \uok at the out(.·ome of the 
nK'n '., lin.al. .. tt's hard to be 
ltit week's \-'ollc)'ball game against Wright was a ho--bum occa.siOD. 
ckspitc a successful effort by the Bulldogs. Here, Karyl Kimmel (above) 
""(dlJublc crosses her aei counlcrpart with a sortsoot. (Photos Norm Beasley) 
BuDdog voHey ball player Debbie 
Yonkman uncorks a set in last weeks 
contest against Wright. 
(Photo by: Norm Beasley) 
• J,.. .. 
Bulldog quarterback Doug Sheets 
only went 3 rol' 15 in passing 
Saturday, 
'{ 
Karen Abbott 
The six-mile run was held on Qel-
16 and approzimatcly 10 contt:stants 
participated. Freshman Larry Young 
a Thornridgc graduatc finished first 
in 44:30 followed hy Emmanuc-l 
Perryman in ~5:3B. and' Monica 
D:lwson in 48: 16. 
Young. who finished third of 300 
in the ··Run. Kentucky_ Run" 
three-mile and 3281h of 0,000 in the 
Chicago Marathon ""'as a Slate 
qualifier for two years in cross 
muntry in high school and a Sl:ltc 
qualifier in the two-mile.- rclay in 
track and field. 
"1 knew J had a goud chance of 
winning (the six-mile run)" he said. 
"I had pretty good competition; I 
almost lost. t was just hoping I 
would win it. not knowing it." He 
larry Young 
also plans to compete in the 
Louisville M:.!rathnn next week III 
hupt:s of quali(\'ing for the Bo~tnn 
Marathon, 
Bowling is underway and as of 
Oct. 20_ the Fade In~. cunsisting 01 
Carol Smith. Don S:.!lher. and G~'ll1': 
Wensel shares the top Spot with the 
Pinheads. ~',)J1~lstif1g of Paul Bt:ne· 
luriski, Marlene Ramke. (,ht'ryi 
P3!>oek. and April Arch_ Both {\.'am .. 
have 4-0 records. 
Tennis Anyone? 
Anyone interested in competing 
on the Thornton Community College 
men's tennis team. sign up in the 
athletic office. 
Netgals Defeat Rams 
In Three Games 
By Jolmaie James Jr. 
Barb Nolan's Tee volleyball 
squad posted their second confer-
ence win against four losses as the 
10·16 Bulldogs defeated Wright in 
thrce bouts on Oct. 15. The first two 
games were cake walks as the 
BuUdogs pu!led them out 15-5. 15·7. 
but ~ 15-13 [hird game caned for a 
comeback effort. 
It was Karyl Kimmel in service 
when Thornton put it home in the 
third game. A spiking kill from lee 
Patlak tied it at 13. Then Wright 
substituted Shirley Love for Diana 
Dvorah~ Kimmel then served one 
(hal the Rams could not handle and 
lovc missed on a bump attempt for 
[he Bulldogs to win it. 
The Wright lead went as far as 
0·5 in the third game. later a pair of 
unrClUrncd bullct ~ervcs from Julie 
Janicek. and a topspin error from 
Wright's Paula Wilson brought the 
score to 6·8. But the Rams scored 
again with an .;l .. 'e from Julie Sm .. 1he 
betore a side retiring softshot from 
Patlak. 
Next. Cathy Smith served up a 
point for Thornton. but Kimmel 
bumped the ball out after that. 
Kimmel also topspin ned out with 
Wright'S Nina Supcrgan at the 
sen'icc line to put it at b·lO before a 
n.:.-t serve. 
Thornton's Jane Sablich served 
wide and Wilson sen'cd on ace 
before a side OUt. However. neit her 
team s(.'orcd on !hcir next PUSM 
sessions. 
Then in the service of Wright's 
Kim Gathings. a spike from Kimmel 
forced the side out. which blossomed 
into a Thornton raUy. Janicek again 
served up a blue smoke as Ihree 
straight aces forced a Ram time OUt 
and 3 10-11 score_ Next. Wright's 
lana Kuschncrs laid down a perfect 
spike to turn it over. 
Wright scored again on SmithOs 
spiking error. but Thornton retreived 
the ball on Kimmel's spike. Spiking 
kills from Sablk-h,and p.utak tied the 
~'llte at 12 and Wright called time 
OUt. Janicek then knocked the ball 
uut on a bumping attempt. 
With Dvorah serving. Smythe 
l;lid down :1 spike to give Wright a 
11-13 kad. Howcn.'r, after Thornton 
substituted Cindy Wiltse-a for Smith. 
Smythe spiked into (hl' nct. 
Thornton. after that capitalized with 
Kimmel's serving. 
Joliet Defeats B-Dogs 
contInued from page 6 numbers and size. Our nffense has 
t~e, _Joliet 2.b. incl.uding a 3? )'~rd been a bit shaky. bUI (lur pass 
pass to CalVI. Butl s extra JXuut kIck defense has c:.:tu5cd us problems. 
was blocked. Nubody has thrown on us like this 
Later. Joliet running hack Bill team has. Their line also had us beat 
Lindahl scored on a five yard aU d~y tung." • 
touchdown run, On the six play The Bulld\lgs U'cre able 10 break 
drive that started from the Thornton their goose egg lwu plays after 
4b. Lindahl scampered for i3 yards lindahl's lou(.·hdown. On the first 
and light end George Tatc rc(""Civcd a play. rescr ... e quarterback Brian 
16 yard pass to put the ball on the Berher hil split end Vil· Moore for b7 
Bulldog. Butz converted 4J·0_ yards. On the next play. Berber 
"We've been b3nged up pretty ~'uunct'lcd wilh Rich ('arr for .:1 10 
badly.'· moaned Axelrod. 'We've yard IOth.-hd~)WIL That (.·appcd the 
had some of our good guys hurt all or sl-nring -i lob :I!>o tht.' two·point \."I.m. 
a sudden. We're down in size. we'rc \'l'I'siun alll'l11pl faik'd_ 
down in numbers. and thl'rc art' The: bo;.-s will 111\.·f..'1 Grand Rapids 
SHme good pla)'cT!>o Ihat arl' nHt thi~ cumin!! Saturda .. · fdr a nnn-(.'nn-
JlI:t~·ing. YUU'\'t' !!UI lu ha\'(" f\·n'n~·I.' m:lldlU!'. . 
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After showing perfect 18's in went on to defeat Daria Smenos of 
previous tournaments, it seemed Morton 6·2, 6·2. Earlier in the 
unlikely for the 13·2 Thornton season, Markless beat Massett 7·5, 
Community College women's tennis 1-6,2·6 and MosseU was Thornton's 
team to ever score as low as 14%. only singles player that was not 
But it was enough for Coach Joyce seeded. Illinois Valley's fust seeded 
Colen and her team in the Region IV Lisa Urban defeated Mossell in the 
tourmament as the Bulldogs finished .finaI6~1. 6·2 to take first. 
a point ahead of second place But Thornton's biggest sing1es 
conference rival JUinois Valley to win finish came in the third flight when 
the state championship on Oct. first seeded Mary Valdez finished in 
24.25. first place when she handed Illinois 
"One thing that helped us win Valley's Cindy Peterson a 6·3, 6·3 
was when Jane Mossel1 defeated the loss in the finals after defeating 
2nd seeded player at number four Waubonsee's Dianna Morales 1·5. 
singles." boasted an obviously over- 6-2 and Bellville's Pat £oehlke 6-0. 
joyed Colen. "It helped us a lot 6~O. Seeded second, Valdez a1so 
because Jane finished in second finished first when she teamed with 
place and she wasn't even seeded:' Chong MacDonald in the first flight 
3·0 (default) scores. A couple weeks 
earlier, this same pair defeated 
MacDonald and Valdez by 4·6. 6·3, 
7~S scores. 
Colen admits there were times 
when she was sceptical, dating back 
to the loss against Central. "On the 
day we lost to Illinois Central. I 
began to wonder." she allowed. 
"and when Chong lost at number 
one singles, 1 got pretty worried. 
But when we went to the [ouma· 
ment, I was pretty confident we·d 
win it." 
MORE ON 
PAGES 
That win came in the first round doubles and defeated first seeded 
when Mossel1 upset Janet Markiess Lyne Pettit and Jean Mahon of 
of Illinois Central 7·5. 6·) and she IlIino~~.!'tral in the fi,!ats by 7.6. 
Mary Valdez won the state champIOnship la tbird singles at tbe Region IV 
Tournament, along with teaming with Chong MacDonald (or • 
championship in first doubles. (Photo by Norman Beasley). 
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KEVIN Hill INTERVIEWED Tee BOARD MEETING 
-
By CmIg McCaua 
The only way to ask him was to 
confront him in person. The trouble 
was; trying to find the guy. With a 
stroke of luck. I ran into him outside 
the library. I immediately asked him 
for an interview. He agreed. But 
where? 'Library sounds fiDe with I me,u be said. The library it is then. We went downstairs to the 
northern section of the library, the 
~ part facing the parking Jot. There 
were no other people around to 
disturb us. just the President. Kevin 
Hill. oftbe Student Government. and 
myself. with the first post-election 
interview of his brief administration. 
He seemed ready to start, so J did. 
First question: Why did you run? 
"It's a challenge. I believe I ca. 
get something done. Before I 
decided to run. ) was talking to some 
of the candidates for vice-president. 
and they said that I had some pretty 
good views on some matters. The 
thought of running for president 
never entered my mind till then. So. 
I went out, campaigned. and here I 
am." 
I You ran unopposed. What were )Our thoughts on that? 
ization is the Student Government 
Association. I want people to know 
what we stand for'" 
Meeting on October 23, the 
Thornton Community CoIJege Board 
of Trustees accepted the low bid of 
American Appraisal Co. of Rolling 
Meadows for a complete inventory 
and appraisal of aU College property 
and equipment. Cost for the 
inventory and appraisal will be 
57,900. 
maintenance worker; Paul Steimle, 
computer operator; and Cheryl Hal-
quist, programmer. 
How are you going to do this? 
·'The best way is to do our own 
Public Relations. When I say "we" 
and "our" f include my three 
vice~presidents and eight senators. 
Together we work as a team. our 
forms of public relations will range 
from flyers to surveys to person-to .. 
person confrontations. ] will person· 
ally talk to people to find out what is 
on their minds." 
How would your Public Relations 
campaign work? 
"The flyers will be circulated all 
through school. They wiD teU what is 
happening with SGA and what we 
propose to do in the future. The 
survey win be taken for public 
opinion: to see what the students 
prefer to be done. The one-to-one 
confrontation will break the barrier 
between the SGA and the student 
body. h will give us a more 
humanistic touch. We want to know 
what is on their minds. Maybe 
somebody bas the same thougbt of 
another. That's how changes take 
place, with involvement and parti· 
cipation. The feeling of enthusis-
sium is here. I want to find out what 
we have to work with. and then go on 
from there.·' 
They might teU you to take a 
walk. 
uThcy might. but I believe some 
wilhalk. !tbink deep down that they 
want to make their stay here a little 
more pJeasant. Who wants to go to 
somewhere that be bates? I know 1 
don't." 
Describe the average TCC 
student. 
Spanish 
Fashion Show 
Beginning Conversational Span-
ish (113) beld a fasbion show 
recently as the high point of their 
unit iJn clothing and stores. Each 
student took a tum modeling and 
moderating! 
This is the first time since the fall 
of 1976, that tbis class has been 
offered. Prerequisite is enroUmeat 
in SP 102 at T.C.C. or tbe equivalent 
of college Spanish. The class, taught 
by Ms. Sedlack. consist of beginning 
and first--semester and intermediate 
students. Ms. Sedlacl: also stated 
that Beginning (113) and inter· 
mediate (213) Conversational Span-
ish wil be held again at T.C.C. in the 
spring at noon. 
Ernst and Wbinney. auditing 
firm, had .recommended that tbe 
College conduct an inventory and 
appraisal to determine appropriate 
insurance coverage, to substantiate 
insurance claims and to better 
safeguard these assetS. 
Trustees approved a contract 
witb tbe South Metropolitan As· 
sociation (SMA) for the rental of 
interim campus facilities. Annual 
rental fee for 54,000 sq. ft. is 
S135,OOO. 
The resignations of Jeremy Glad-
stone, Community Services instruc. 
tor and Raymond Pohlman, security 
offteer. were accepted by Trustees. 
Board Members also approved the 
appointments of four individuals: 
Ana Carbajal. secretary. Career 
Guidance Center; Thomas Meakisz. 
George Chlebicki. part·time in~ 
structor. Building Construction 
Technology Program. demonstrated 
the use of a theodolite, an electronic 
distance meter recently purchased 
by the College for use in surveying 
classes. This instrument provides a 
rapid and accurate determination of ., 
distances. 
In a brief report to the Board, 
College President Dr. Nathan A. 
Ivey announced that Tee bad been 
named as the recipent of a grant for 
the training of emergency rescue 
technicians. The grant, awarded by 
the Illinois Department of TransA 
portation. totals 523,000. The 
President also noted that the College 
is exploring the possibility of 
establishing a nuclear medicine 
technology training program. 
The Board of Trustees will hold 
its next regular meeting at 8 p.m .• 
Thursday. November 13. in Room 
2121 at tbe College, 15800 S. State 
Street. South Holland. 
NORTH CENTRAL ASSOC VISIT 
By: R.i, SzumlIas 
The North Central Association of 
Colleges and Scboold. sent a visita~ 
tion/evaluation team to TCC from 
Oct. 26-29. The purpose of tbe visit 
was to evaluate Tee in all respects in 
order to make a recommendation of 
continuing accreditation to tbe NCA. 
education by evaluation and accre .. 
diation. 
The visit consisted of several· 
talks with administrators, faculty 
members, support staff members 
and students. Specific areas to be 
studied included: The organizational 
structure ofTCC, the Physical Plant, 
the personnel. the Learning Re-
sources Center. instruction and 
curriculum. 
stressed the fact that this is merely a 
recommendation. The final decision 
will be made by tbe NCA board next 
Spring. According to Dr. Paul Ohm, 
the recommendation. barring a.ny 
drastic changes in the Campus 
before the board meets, is rarely 
changed by the NCA. 
DeCabooter will submit a written 
recommemdation to the NCA.- TCC 
will also receive a copy and be given 
a chance to respond to the recom~ 
mend.ation. I "I did. 'I care for that at all. It eptomizes the lack of enthusiasium around here. Hopefully, this will 
change once things get rolling ... 
-r Okay. you're here. Now What? 
"Changes. There are going to be 
changes. Gradual as they may be, I but changes nonetheless. My job, as I see it, is as a voice for the 
uThat's easy. He comes here for 
class in the morning. eats Fritos and 
drinks pop on bis break, then goes 
borne at noon. Granted, this may be 
alright for some. I'm not telling 
people wbat they should or sbould 
not do. but "I think that if there was 
something for that person to do here 
that would change his attitude 
toward TCe. he would stay. The 
Members of the team w~ 
administrators and faculty members 
from other schools belonging to the 
NCA. The chairperson of the team 
was Dr. Arthur DeCabooter. OIber 
members included Dr~ Paul Degel. 
Dr. Janis Weiss. Dr. Fred Sutton, 
Dr. William WalIa<:e, and Dr. Paul 
Ohm. 
The NCA, founded i. 1885, is • 
voluntary association of elementary. 
DeCabooter~ as chairperson. as-
signed members of the team to cover 
these areas. The team members 
then made their own evaluations and 
gave them to DeCabooter. He then 
gave his recommendation verbally to 
Tee in an exit interview. 
In his speech DeCabooter main· 
tained that the consensus of the team 
was, that Tee is an excellent 
CommunityColtege and that we 
should be proud of what we have. 
t betterment of the students. Re~ member. the name of the organ· 
I 
secondary, and postsecondary 
schools. which tries to improve 
That recommendation was: that 
TeC be given 3 seven year con. 
tinuing accreditation as an Asso· 
ciates degree granting College. He 
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'Jt~6~ 
>IS f han been going out with her for less t Dear MYltery Advisor. a month a.nd a half, she shouldn't 
ne . ' take it too badly. Just be honest and ~ I. I broke up wlih a girl about a straight to the point with her. 
a 
at 
month and a half ago. Since then. I Try to avoid phrases like 'Tm 
. have been seeing a couple of girls. I afraid that ••. •• or "1 hope you woo't 
I ~ feel I a~ rea~y to start another get mad" or "1 hate to say this. 
senous rel.tlO.nshlp. • but ••• • • All those words just make 
I hope thiS doesn t sound too someone feel about two inches tall. 
conceited wben I say I have c~sen Maybe something along these 
which girl I would lite to get senous lines would be best: .. ,____ _ 
with. I feel rotten going out with two (fil1 in Dame) there's something 1 
&ids. ,AlSO. how do I tell t~e onet~at have to tell you. I feel it's best that I 
at II don t want to get senous WIth. be open and honest with you. rYe 
in . exactly that. without hurting her? been seeing another girl recently and 
Ig Sbould I tcU her that I met someone our relationship has been growing 
I h dse or what? more and more serious. Although I 
.lr PI~~ase help me. 1 don"t want to like you very much. J don't thini: that 
Iy hurt ather one. and yet. I feel pretty I can be involved in a serious 
'~ weird about the whole thing. relationship and see other gids too. I 
ir STUCK BEl'WEEN A ROCK AND A ::rt:t:::n ~~ :e:::.~6ngs 
'e 
iy 
. 1\ 
IS 
.t 
.y 
it 
'e 
g 
If 
it 
BAllO PLACE 
_Stuck; 
This is of course one of these 
sticky situations where you have 
tWly no other cboice but to ten the 
oIber girl the trutb. Lying to her, 
beating around the bush, or trying to 
hiD! to her would only make matters 
....... But do DOl delay any longer 
ill. telliDg ber. Since you've only 
Best of luck in . your new 
relationship. 
Do you have a problem you'd like 
to share with the Mystery Advisor? 
DlOp letters off at the eourier 0fIice. 
Room 2118. If no one is there just 
slip it under the door. Be sure to 
write UTa Mystery .Advisor·· some~ 
where oa the paper. 
SCUBA CLASS TAKES A DIVE 
By, Karen Ann Kozak 
"Now, remember: one of 
the most imponant rules of diving is 
to breathe normally." our instructor. 
George Dickson, said. We listened 
to Geor~e with half an ear because 
our excitement commanded most of 
our attention. 
We were all andous to get into 
SCUBA equipment for the rust time. 
We slipped our anns into the 
shoulder straps of the tank's back· 
pack and pulled the belly-band tight. 
After we put on our fins and secured 
our masks. we cleared the regulators 
and took our fi~t dip into the 
fantastic undersea world of SCUBA. 
Of course, we only went down 
four feet and we were only in 
Thornwood·s pool but. it was a start. 
The class met every Wednesday 
from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. We learned 
the basics in the classroom and then 
put them to practical use in the pool. 
There are many things that a 
diver must consider before and 
during a dive. Contrary to popular 
belief. there are a lot more things a 
diver has to remember other than 
which arm goes in which strap. 
Since the diver is always going into a 
strange environment whenever- he 
dives. it is important that the diver is 
prepared to handJe just about any 
emergency tbat could arise. For that 
same reason. tanks and regulators 
will DOt be rented or sold. to anyone 
who is not certified with a diving 
association. 
To get certified the prospective 
diver must pass a written exam aDd 
an outdoor check-out dive. The 
written exam covers the laws and 
principles that affect the diver when 
he is und~ water. The check-out 
dive is done outside at a lake, the 
ocean. or as in our case, in a 
water.fiJled quant. An instructor 
will go down with you and cbeck to 
see that you can satisfactorily do all 
the things a diver would need to 
know how to do in case of 
emergency. They have you dear 
your mask. take your tank off 
wu:lerwater aad put it back on again • 
eq~ the pressure ia your ears. 
and ia sencral prove to them that 
you a", not frightened by diving in 
OpeD: water. 
Our cbecl:-out dive was horrible. 
Tee Student Becomes "Chicago Star" 
." 
Well. let me rephrase that. It was 
fun bot .•. remember tbat clay in 
October when it snowed? That was 
the day wert: out in Logansport. 
Indiana diviag in a quarry. '!be little 
fishies and fresh-water Jedy-fish 
were cute. but it was bard to enjoy 
Heaveo". "Free Biid", "Sympathy songs) and the technician would cue we just kept the tape rolling for the yourself when you're shivering to 
for the Devil". and "The River" to them and play them and just point to whole bour with no stops. deatb. 
[0 
Ie 
.1 
:s 
IS 
On Satunlay. November 8th. I \wi name just a few. me whee it was my tum to talk. And frodlthcre(toc:oina pbrase) Othertbaathat.lreaUyenjoyed 
.. y first c:haace to he • elise jockey on On the left side of the room was a UsuaUy the people who do the Ibe rest is histOl)'. the lessons and 1 hope to do some 
'!" the radio, window that \ookcd Do the DeWS- Chicago Star write down exactly Whetber Ibis experieuc:e is to he cliving°ia Florida or the Bahamas this ! A eouple weeks ago I sent in a room. In the newsroom - was what they are going to say between the start of a brilliant career in Spring or Summer. '!be class is 
pool c:ard to the Loop radio ~ to just a smaO desk with a miaopboae. songs and after commercials, but I broadcasting. only time will tell. offered eve<y eight weeks from TCC 
be tbeir Chicago Star. I was so . a teletype maehine that was tiCking felt more comfortable just saying Whatever the future will bring. I \wi at area higb schools. If you are at all 
sbocted last Wednesday afternoon out UP! DewS. and a typewriter in whatever came into my mind at the a great time doing it and that's the iateres)ed. try to get iato a class-it·s 
to be called by Oreg Soli: (some of one eomer near the door. time. Everything went smoothly and main thing. • great sport. 
joB may know bim as the "_ There.,as also a window 00 the .... ---------------------___ ..;;._-::. _______ --, 
beItind the scenes" on the Sieve 1eft.,a11 of the newsroom .,bidI.lead 
Dahl . and Garry Meier Breakfast Do their new (and not yet finished) 
Club) whe said that he thought I seat bmadeasting stUdio. '!be room was 
in a very interesting letter and that ° ...... t3 times the size of the original 
they wlUlled me to be the Chicago studio and has a fantastic southern 
Star this Sunday night, view of the city. There were exact 
So I cIzove cIownlowtJ Satunlay duplicates of all the equipment in the 
morning. parked on Chestnut Street, other studio ezeept. as Matt apolo-
I0Il went iaside the John Hancock gized for, oae turn table. This.,as 
building. As I rode Ibe elevator up where I would be taped as a elise 
oad got out on the 37th floor, I jockey for an hour. The tape would 
coaIdn't help bnt IIOIice how dead then he broadeasted the following 
the pIac:e was early on a Saturday evening. so 1 eould be home to bear it 
-..ing. on the radio. What he dida't teD me 
i I .... g the doorbell to the statioll was that the real reason they did it 
;- oad I Was let in by disc jockey. was so if I made any mistakes they 
_ Bizby. ·We tall:ed for c:ould rewiad the tape and comet it. 
awhile and he showed me around the 1 was told to go tht:ough the racks 
IIRIo4casting studio, '!be room was of albums aad earts and pick out 
""Y smaI\-"""y .- the size of a what I wanted to play. Whee I went 
small bedroom. 00 ODe side of the back iato the old broadc:asting 
_ there was a hese album ease. studio. I met Brute Carey. who was 
ft was over six feet .quare &ad \wi due to take over the CODtroIs at 
tbree tiers full of albums. Matt "the 11:00_ 
Hat" explaiaed that the top tier was After mucb deliberating, I picked 
for DeWly released albums and the out a few of my aII-time favorite 
.... were put ia alpbabetieal\y soags. I carried the buse stack back 
according to the artist's or group"s into the aew studio where a young 
name. techaician was getting a red-to-reeI 
Directly opposite of that wall was tape ready for recording. He told me 
the main broadcasting desIt and to sit down wherever I was com-
_I board. There was a fortable and practice tall:ing into the 
lllil:mphone in front and behind it a microphone so he could set the tone 
huse board (about 3 z 4 feet) with adjustments to suit my voice. 
zillions of sIidets. buttons, meters. Once that was taken care of, I 
oad gizmos on it. opened the hour-long show bJ 
Jast to the right of the master aaaounciag my name_ playing a 
_ were two turntables and two commercial. and starting On! 2S 
tape players. Nez! to that was a rack minutes of commen:ial free cock with 
\ 
wiIh what Ibey called "carts". They my favorite Led Zeppelin song. 
... cartridges (something like aa '!be way we worked it ..... VOl)' 
f.Irack tape but with only one song interesting. I decided wbidl song 1 
.. M) that have on them the most wanted to play (although we \wi to 
popuJar and most ftequeatly played alternate albums and carts because r lOOp from au album. LOoting of the missing turntable. which pu1 -.p. the titles. I .. ., "Stairway to some limitations on the order of the 
tNOItNTON 
COMMUNI" 
~ !!t~·Bi lIIterpnCaIioearGocra word 1IId ...... .....,. 
_rillS r_ 
U IIOUAND 
• IL 60473 .r.,. lUlKh 
Wednesday, Dec. 3 
Wednesday, Dec. 10 
HOPE FOR THE INNER CITY 
--The Reverend Anthony 
VanZanten, Missionary-
Pastor, Roseland Chr1st-
ian Ministries Center 
THE CHANGING AMERICAN 
FAMILY 
o.--Dr. Dennis Hoekstra 
Past President Trinity 
Christian College, Palos 
Heights, II. 
THEOLOGY FOR LUNCH Wednesdays. Noon-l:OO The Grotto 
Thornton Community College 
Brown-bag lunch 
Campus Ministries 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
Hosts: Pastors Dave Janke. John Boryk 
Ensign Leininger and Paul Wooderson 
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Registration is Now Open at T"C.C. 
It's nol too early to think Spring 
if you' d like to devel~p skills for 
t:mp!oymcfll. begin work on a 
b.:lchclo,':" degree. explore talents 
Jild special interests. or experience 
the pleasures of lifetime learning at 
Thornton Community College. South 
Holland. -
The 28*pagc Tee Spring Bulletin 
DOW being deliver~!i to all house-
holds in Community College District 
510 contains all the necessary 
information for registration in credit 
and non-credit courses as well as a 
variety of seminars and specially 
planned activities. 
Community members interested 
in enrolling in college-credit classes 
ue invited to examine the full listing 
of day and evening courses offered 
~ Courier, Vol 48 No.7 
in cooperation with colleges and 
universities in llIinois. A full listing 
of Tee degree and certificate 
programs is provided for easy 
reference. 
Special interest courses to be 
offered at Tee and in nine area high 
schools are also listed in the bulletin. 
Classes are geared to meet a wide 
range of interests including arts and 
crafts. hobbies. music. dance. busi-
ness and career skills. improvement. 
sports and physical fitness. 
Some of the workshops and 
seminars open to area residents 
during the winter and spring will 
include Career Management for 
Women, Investments. A Love Affair 
with Art Decor, The Special Child. 
Personal Development and Family 
Living. and Applied Kinesiology. 
Seminar listings and information 
about registration are contained in 
the bulletin as is information about 
Adult Basic Education. English as a 
Second Language. and CED (Gen-
eral Education Developoment) pro-
grams available through the Col· 
lege's Office of Community Services. 
Although spring semester classes 
do not begin until the week: of 
January 19. mail·in registrations are 
now being accepted. And. early 
registration will help to assure a 
place in the classes and activities of 
one's choice. 
Mail·in registration forms are 
provided on pages 13 and 14 of the 
Tee Spring Bulletin. Completed 
forms. with check or money order for 
tuition and fees payments. must be 
sent to the College and must be 
postmarked no later than midnight 
Friday. December 19. 
For those residents who prefer to 
register in person. registration pro· 
cedures can be completed at the 
Office of Admissions and Records 
located on the second floor of the 
main c~mpus building. Registrations 
will be accepted from 9 to 11 a.m .• 1 
to J p.m .• and 6 to 8 p.m •• Monday, 
January 5. through Thursday, Jan· 
uary 8. 
As a speciaJ service to new and 
currently enrolled students. TCC 
Counselors will hold RAP (Regis-
tration and Academic Planning} 
sessions during the week of January 
5. Counselors will assist students 
with course selection and English 
Courier 
Thornton Community College South Hofland, Il 
and marhemarics placement and 
provide information to increase 
academic success. RAP sessions will 
be s<:heduJcd from 8:30 to 10:30 
.a.m., 12:30to 2:30p.m. and 5:30 to 7 
p.m .• Monday. January 5. through 
Thursday. January 8. 
For those who do not take 
advantage of carl)' registration. open 
registration for concgc~crcdit classes 
will be held from 8:30 [0 J I a.m., J to 
to 3:30 p.m. and 5:30 to 8 p.m .. 
Tuesday January 13. and Wed· 
nesday, January 14. 
Copies of the bulletin should be 
delivered to all households in the 
College District by the firsl week of 
December. To receive a copy of (he 
bulletin. call Douglas Picciano, Dean 
of Community Education, at 596· 
2000. Extension 230. 
December llt 1980 
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Madrigal F easte Celebrated Last Weekend 
Ray SzumUas 
Accompanied by a fanfare. the 
"'Hear Yet Hear Yel We are in soup was brou~ht oqt to be tasted by 
England. the year is 1675 and the Lord High Chamberlain who 
here to dine and enjoy after tasting it declared. U)t is 
C:h.,,,,"berSolaiP,,roe.laimed the Lord ~:~~~'. ~~r;:r::ro~B!:;~'(~~e:~ 
, John Coursey. at 
Community ColJege's liver rolled up in bacon and broiled). 
Madrigal Feasts this past weekend. received the same treatment. After 
Before dinner. the guests eating these delicacies. a man was 
were reminded by Coursey of the caught with his elbows on the table 
Rules of the Table. "Firstly. you and forced by the Lord High 
shall Dot eat with dirty fingernails. Executioner. Drew Beck. to sing a 
Secondly. you may not put your Christmas Carol for all. 
elbows on the table. Thirdly. no The Lord or Misrule. Friar Trick. 
bones are to be left on the table, they made an appearance, delighting the 
must be properly disposed of under guests with his ability to make 
thechair. Fourthly, you shall not pu't balloons come alive. 
your thumb in your drink. Fifthly. Before the main course was 
you shall not pick your teeth with served, a duel was witnessed. Ron 
knives. fingers or sticks. Lastly, Riis challenged Dean Sutherland to a 
siDce the Lords are considered duel. A swashbuckling swordiight 
keepers of the salt. Ladies shall pay followed. with Riis defeating his foe. 
respects to said Lords. when After the excitement calmed 
asking for the salt. by kissing them. down, the guests were served 
All violarions will be punished." English Beefe with potato and 
A toast to the good health of all vegetables and entertained by 
present was proposed. accompanied singers and dancers strolling 
by the TCC singers. singing the through the tables. 
Wassil Song. which was derived. Varieties of Fyssch (varieties of 
from the old Anglo--Saxon drinking fish) were served to the guests next. 
pledge ,~hich means "'Be in good 
During the course of the dinner, distinctly unique. During it's 
guests were delighted by penor- -consumption, the guests were 
mances by Elizabethan Dancers. The treated to a bit of Scotland by 
Jester. Ron Riis. and the Thornton bagpipers, Gordon Cromby and 
College Singers. James Beatty. who accompanied 
A whole table of guests was Terrie Beatty as she performed 
forced to siog a Carol because one of traditional Scottish dances. 
the ladies had not payed respect to Afterwards. all present joined in 
her wrd. The Executioner stood singing several traditional Christmas 
watch as they sang, a reminder that Carols. The Singers appropriately 
if they did not sing to his liking, they ended a truly delightful evening by 
might be put into the stocks. singing "We Wish You a Merry 
The singers then delighted aU Christmas.·' 
present with a medley of Madriga1s. The Madrigal Feaste, which is 
Madrigals are songs written for held every year. was sponsored and 
small groups. combining each voice produced by the Division of Ans and 
melodically and rhymaticaJly. and Humanities. Fred L. Hamelin. 
sung without musical accompani. Director. The Director of the Madri .. 
ment. gal Singers was Thomas Hoekstra. 
For dessert. Flaming Plomme 
Pudding was brought out. it's taste 
Serving 
forming ber 
Madrigal F .... Ie. 
IPhoto by Joe Naglej 
Courier Will Assist Marines in Toy Drive 
Friar Trick maka uother ope of his IWIoon aeaUoas at the ~. 
Fca&(e. 
(Photo by Joe Naglej 
By: -Charlene Adams 
Every year about this time the 
United States Marines sponsor a 
drive to obtain toys for under-
privileged chiJdren. Because of the 
economy donations are down by 70 
percent. and requests for toys a~ 
up. 
If you would like (0 help the 
Courier will coUect "Toys for Tots" 
and will get them to the Marines. 
New and used toys (in good 
L"tmdition) for children age infant to 
J 2 years old are needed. You can 
bring them to room 21)1D on: 
Fri. Dec. 12 from 11:30 to 1:30 
Mon. Dec 15 from 11:30 to 1 :30 
and 7:00 to 9:00- p.m. 
Tues. Dec 16 from JO;3O to J:oo 
and 7:00 (0 9:00 p.m. 
Please make sur~ the used toys 
are in good condition. 
Give that doll Or truck. you loved 
as a child a chance to make someone 
happy again. 
II 
I 
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JOHW LENNON 
.; 
Self Assesment 
Program is a Success 
.-, Ii I l~ ,:' IIyI Koa Mute! 
.. 
,I 
The ..... Self·Assessment pro-
pmnowusedatT.C.C. isa&eady. 
success after ODe semester in use. 
The new series of tests were 
desig1led by Dr. Craft, Division 
DUector of LalIgaage aad Communi· 
ticms. and by Dr. Gilmore. DivisioD 
DUector of the Math and PhySical 
SeieDce Department. aad cousists of 
•. test in Eaglish. Math, aad 
Reading. 
Besides the .interaal design, the 
new series has a major difference 
_ the old system in that it is. 
self· ..... sment type in which the 
partieipant can evaluate the results 
himself. 
Accord'mg to Ms. Diane Vorhies 
f'ttzpatrlc:t, co-ordinator of testiDg 
for the CoUege, after toling the tests 
they can be scmed by the partIci-
paot, aad thea on the spot reeom· 
meocIatioI' an be given bv a 
_ thtu results of the ...... 
sment. This lets the indiviclUal and 
the counselor taJt about the _ 
eourse level. that the participant 
should tate cIirectly after tI1iDg the 
tests. 
Participation in this new ptepm 
is thtee times greater than it was 
with the old stalldatd testing p!<)-
pm, aad beeause of _ 
research aad evaluatiou of gtades by 
students who tate the Assessment 
and then use the _mendatious 
given to them. the Counseling 
Department hopes to keep the tests 
teVised sa they can best meet an 
individuals needs and goals. 
The tests. .which are spousured 
by the Counseling Department. will 
be given on Jaouaty 5th thtu the Bth. 
with sessions &om 8:30 to 10-.30 
a.m.. 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. aad &om 
5:30 to 1:00 p.m •. 
Career Counseling 
Available Here 
TCC's Cateet Resoutce Center. 
Jocated in the counseling Center. 
provides students with· the to-
sources to do aecessary research in 
Older to mate intemgent decisions 
about careers and educational re-
quirements fOt them. 
Aceording to Dt. Mite Sohnur, 
eRC DUector, the Center is equip· 
ped to help students make two 
important decisions: What am I 
going to do for a living and Whete 
wlI1 I get the neeessaty educatiou1 
Students may come into the Center 
for information which is a"ai1able on 
over 20.000 classified occupatious Ot 
to .... the catalog for almost any 
cone~ in the United States~ 
projected employment possibilities, 
average salaries. and educaticmaI 
requirements for specific occupa· 
tions. If stucleots wish, they c:ao tate 
a variety of career assessment 
instrument. In help them. deteraline 
tbeir areas of ioteIest aad aptitude. 
Although assistance is available. 
stucleots ate permitted to wort a\ODe 
with the teSOUrCes. A staff membet . 
is in the eRC Mon~ thtODgh 
Friday \lnlll I p.m. and Monday 
through Thursday evenings.. Also, 
members of the c:CIIUISeIiug staff ate 
alw.ys available to assist students. 
For more iafotmaticm about the 
Cateer Re50Dtce Center. students 
may stop by the Couuseliog CeuteI: 
in room 2119 Ot telephone Dr. 
- ....... ,.. ~~ ............ ;A ... C't" ..... 9"!.O:: ,,';ttl c: ... '-_ .... .,t ..... ,."c:.""" 741. 
The Courier 
Singles Counseling 
By. Cathy Tn .. " Paa! MeK_ 
years, Ms. Scott has done research 
The nuclear family is not on the subject to the extent of having 
obsolete, but additional lifestyles are several articles published in the local 
giving people an opportunity to newspaper and might even be 
explore altematives. One of these considered an authority in the field. 
choices;, in today's society, is the "In my opinion. to said Ms. Scott, 
single lifestyle. Whethet thteugh "We can expect changes in the 
necessity or choice it is fast 1980's concerning single living." 
becoming the lifestyle of a large Many peeple ate not as apt to think 
portion of Out populatinn. of hew society perceives them. but 
December 11, 1980 
_._-_. 
group 
Ms. Judy Sco!I; a counselOt at rather to "do their own thing." 
tbOtnton Community College, is· Accotding to Ms. Sco!I the new 
instructing a class this semester trend has made more people explore 
caUed, "Managing Stress fOt Single new situations. "Most singles ate 
Success." on Wednesday nights comfortable with their single statos 
&om 1:00 to 9:00. As the title of the ' Bnddou't necessarily vi .... it.sjust a 
course suggests. the 'group sessions, transitional period in their lives. n 
or class "'workshops·'. deal with the She said, "Maybe this is the reason 
lifestyles of a single people. A for fewer married eouples." 
eenteT otound tbe difficulties of 
divorce. "How the children of 
divoreees handle the situation de-. 
pends on how the patents ptesent 
"Single Parent" course. for one Most people attend these 
credit hnnr, is also being taught by seminats, Ms. Scott feels. to teSOlve 
Ms. Scott on Monday nights &om problems. They use the group as a 
6:30 to 8:30. This class accepts the sonnding boatd and to share feelings 
single parent who is hesitant about and ideas; but arrive at their own 
his/her aeademlc achievement due individual solutiens. 
to added responsibilities and change Some at the topics of discossion 
of life styles. include how to cope with changing 
it. H She said that preparing the 
chUd is important. Deseribing the 
new relationship and arrangements, 
such as visiting rights, should be 
dene carefully. Ms. Scott believes 
that "shock" is the most basic 
psYchological effect of divorce. 
"Deal with it (shock) immediately, or ~ 
you will have to later.'"' -
In an interview with the Jour· sex roles. how to deal with loneliness 
nalism 105 class, Ms. Scott gave bet fanu1iarity of singles otganizations 
petceptious of single life. A single and how and where to meet single 
patent herself, fOt the past nine people. 
With the gteat number of singles 
in our society we should become 
more aware and sensitive to this 
alternate lifestyle. 
THORliTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Final Examination Sciledule 
Fall Semester 19ao 
1. Any student faiHng to report for an examination at the scheduled time must 
first report to the Director of the Division in which the exam 1IIS scheduled 
or the Office of Educational Services. Room 2130. Provisions for possible 
make-up will be made on an individual basis. In most cases there will be a 
$5 charge for takin9 an examination at an unscheduled ti .... 
2. Examinations will be administered in the room in which the class normally 
meets unless informed otherwise. 
3. Examinations for courSes normally meeting for more than one perind each day 
will be given at the time corresponding to the ~ period in which the 
course meets • 
TIME PERIOD 
IN WHICH . 
ClASS BEGINS 
9:00-9:55 
":00-11 :55 
1:00-1:55 
4:00-4:55 
9:00-9:55 
11 :00-11 :55 
1 :00-1 :55 
4:00-4:55 
B:00-8:55 
10:00-10:55 
2:00-2:55 
3:00-3:55 
12:00-12:55 
12:00-12:55 
2:00-2:55 
3:00-3:55 
8:00-8:55 
10:00-10:55 
DAY 
CLASS 
HEETS 
H. H-W; H-W-F; H-Th. 
H-F; W-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F 
H. H-W; H-W-F; H-Th 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F 
T; Th; T-Th. T-Th-F 
H. H-W; H-II-F. M-Th; 
H-F; II-F 
T; Th; T"lh; T-Th-F 
H; M-II; M-W-F; H-Th; 
·M-F; W-F 
T; Th; loTh; T-Th-F 
M; M-W; M-W-F; M-Th; 
M-F; W-F; F 
H; M-W; H-W-F; M-Th; 
N-F; W-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F 
H; H-W; M-W-F; H-Th; 
M-F; W-F 
T; Til; T-Th; T-Th-f 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F 
H; H-W; M-W-F; M-Th; 
H-F; W-F 
M; H-W; M-W-F; M-Th; 
M-F; W-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F 
DATE 
OF 
EXAM 
Mon •• Dec. 15 
Man •• Dec. 15 
Mon •• Dec. IS 
Man .. Dec. IS 
Tues •• Dec. 16 
Tues •• Dec. 16 
Tues •• Dec. 16 
Tues •• Dec. 16 
Wed •• Dec. 17 
Wed •• Dec. 17 
Wed •• Dec. 17 
Wed •• Dec. 17 
Thurs •• Dec. 18 
Thurs.. Dec. 18 
Thurs •• Dec. 18 
Thurs .. Dec. 18 
Fri.. Dec. 19 
Fri •• Dec. 19 
HHE 
OF 
EXAM 
8:00 - 10:00 
10:15 - 12:15 
1:00 - 3:00 
3:15 - 5:15 
8:00 - 10:00 
10:15 - 12:15 
1:00 - 3:00 
3:15 - 5:15 
8:00 - 10:00 
10:15 - 12:15 
1:00 - 3:00 
3:15 - 5:15 
1:00 - 3:00 
10:15 - 12:15 
8:00 - 10:00 
3:15 - 5:15 
8:00 - 10:00 
10:15 - 12:15 
5:00 - 6:00 Classes test at same time and !!!z as scheduled throughout semester. 
EVENING ARD SATURDAY ClASSES 
Monday - Exam on December 15 
Tuesday - Exam on December 16 
Wednesday - Exam on Deceri1er 17 
Thursday - Exam on Decetnber 18 
Saturday - Exam on Deceri1er 20 
I 
Irti' 
in ('. 
ava 
Col! 
coil 
pl'tl. 
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as ; 
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fI 
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Men Bulldogs Drop To 3-4 Mark 
After a fast 3·0 start. Tom 
Hanra.han'" Tee men's basketball 
learn fell dow" to a 3·4 mark with t ..... o 
consecutive losses including a 76·75 
deficit to Lake Land to lose the 
championship game of the fourth 
annual Tee Thanksgiving' Tourn-
namcnt. 
The Bundogs have not been 
playing that badly. it's that bad 
breaks accounted ror them to lose 
games that they should have won. 
Take the loss against Lake Land 
un Noy. 2Q;PLEASE!. The Bulldogs 
had a 75·74 lead with no seconds left 
in the overtime with possession of 
the ball on a inbounds play. All they 
had to do was get it in and hold the 
ball. just hold the ball! 
And. Bulldog guard Al£red Pipes 
threw an inbounds pass backcourt 
intended for forv.'ard Victor Foote 
where he can hold the ball. just hold 
the ball. 
But. Foote tripped on his way 
there and Lake Land's DonBrandon 
was there for the interception and he 
took a fast train in for the layup. 
Pipes missed his desperation shot 
and that was that. 
Thornton's biggest obstruction 
was Lake Land's 6·7, 230 pound 
('enter Walter Moore. the tour-
nament MVP'" who shot 11 for 14 
from the floor and 7 for 7 from the 
ltne for 29 points and 13 rebounds. 
Another one was 5· 7 guard Brandon 
who totaled 14 points. 
A Bulldog center was also a big 
contributor as Greg Lemon at 6·3 
was 13 for 17 from the field for 26 
points along with nine rebounds. 
Foote was t I of 2S from the field and 
two for two from the line and was 
good for 24 points. Pipes scored 16. 
Another center that was too much 
for the Thornton defense was 6· 7 lou 
Ducksworth, who scored 27 in a 
94·93 Rock Valley overtime win in 
the Bulldog's N4C season premier on 
December 2. He was the one who hit 
a turnaround jumper from the top of 
the key tQ score the clutch basket 
with 17 seconds left in the overtime. 
Foote and Lemon again did well 
that game with 2S and 23 points 
respectively. Pipes scored IS and 
forward Kurt Berlin hit 10. 
After that. the Bulldogs lost 90 -
66 to Triton on Dec. 5, and S9 . 37 to 
Kankakee the following day. "If you 
look at the polls when they come out. 
you'll see that Kankakce is ranked 
the top 10 in the nation." Hanrahan 
said. If we played with more 
patience and intensity, we would 
have come out on top at halftime. 
The Triton game was a let down. We 
justifiablely played with better de· 
termination and intensity in the 
Kankakee game than the three 
previous losses. We should have 
gone into the Kankakee game 
undefeated" . 
After leading through the most Qf 
the first half. the Bulldogs finally 
trained the Cavaliers at halftime. 
Against Triton, Thornton trailed 
46 • 36 at halftime and later allowed 
matters to get worse. The Bulldogs 
just did not play well. "We haven't 
been shooting well it looks like we're 
IQsing our mental toughness. We'll 
have to communicate a little bit 
more. ,. said Hanrahan. 
Before tragedy struck the Bull· 
dogs won the first three games of the 
season defeating Elgin, 94 • 6S on 
Nov. 22. Shawnee 82·62 behind 
Bailey's 2S r,ints on Nov. 28, and 
~e~: fc:;,;~,Z I~e foUowing day 
presentable playing time a year ago 
RulldU$ fnrw:t.rd \'ktor Fuoll' (,fl22) Icaps uver l3kel:md centcr WaHer Moore to t:oflipfete 3. pa,.. .. In a tcanmHllc in (he cham· 
riuns.lnp game nf Ihe Tee Thank:'lgiving Tuurnament. Lakcl2nd won in overtime 76·75. (Photo by Norman J. Beasley). 
Fink To Keep Up Winning Ways 
Tee women' 5 basketball cottch 
8U1 Fink is used to 9oinning. For the 
past three years, he's been running 
n IIOnle preny hot programs, 90inning 
the conf~ren~ for two consecutive 
s years. the Section 111 title and things 
of that nature. Fink has 50een more 
wins than you can shake B stick at. 
And despite some- ad"ersit\' in 
F size, experience. and depth. Fink 
f. remains optimistic for the 1980·81 
tl cam~8iltn. 
He has two returning starters and 
P two returning reserves. The other 
five are fresh out of high school. 
Fink's team has a ncw look this 
season. "We're 3 different type of 
team than last year's tcam." said the 
fifth year coach. "We ha .. ·c natural 
talent. but we have differences in our 
k strengths and weaknesses from last 
p year's tcam." 
St Last year's team finished with a 
o. 21·10 ~vcral1 record. touk the 
a1 Scl..'tional championship, finished 
fourth in state and sc(.:ond in the 
Nnrth Central Communit~· College 
C Conference to Triton ...... ho defeated 
p. the Bulldogs in their second outing 
ir this season. 
gl One of-Finks remaining strengths 
from last year is a $. i guard from 
51 Th(lm'llI.-(l()d named Diane Summitt, 
f<: who led the pack with a 15.4 game 
point average. Summitt. who shot 41 
te p(.'rccnt frum the nom last vear. ha~ 
shot 50 pcrt .. -cnt Sll far this season 
hiUing 12 of 24 shots in a 71·55 win 
over Rock Vane)' and nine of 18 shots 
in a 77·55 loss at Triton. So far this 
season. she is nothing in two in free 
throws. 
Fink's other return who received 
presentable playing time a year ago 
is Rich Central graduate Kathy 
Kupec who at center a"'cragcd 6.4 
points a game last winter. At 6·1. 
Kupec is the Bulldogs only real 
height factor and should provide 
some board strength. She's been 
plagued with touch of the flu during 
the pre·season which has obstructed 
her practice. 
Other returncs include S·S guard 
Donna Sweeny from 
Bremen and 5·6 guard Lee Patlak 
from Thornridge. who both should 
sec more action than they did last 
"·ear. 
Some of the talent that Fink 
picked up should result from fresh· 
man Rosalyn "Hollywood" Smith. a 
5·6 guard who was an aU· SICA North 
player at Thornridge a year ago, 
a\·craging 14 points .a game. 
Rich Central's Sharon Dillard {S·8 
averaged IJ points a game in high 
schnol a year ago and was a SICA 
East all-choice at the fOrA'ard 
position. 
Thornridgc's Pat Dillard is 
another 50·8 forward and was an 
:III-confercnce honorable mention in 
high s(,:htl\11 last season. 
Guard Linda Johnson (S·4( from 
Hillcrest is a threc year varsity 
starter from high school and was an 
all·SICA East honorable mention a 
year ago. 
Rounding out the roster is S·q 
forv,rard Sandy Wisniewski from 
ThQrnwood who is second best to 
Kupec as far as height is concerned. 
Since thcre arc no more than four 
people on the bench. the team will 
have to restrict their defense of fouls 
as much as possible. Due to the lack 
of height, the team will have to work 
on a running offense for compen· 
sation. 
Fink thinks that his squad has the 
capability to beat Triton the second 
time around, the same school that 
last year's BUlldogs fell sct:ond to 
after two consecutive seasons at the 
lOp notch. 
According to Fink. impro .... ement 
will be the name of the game for the 
1·1 Bulldogs. 
"We know that we have the 
natural talent'·. Fink said. "We also 
know that we have to cut down our 
mental mistakes and our chemical 
mistakes to play better. 
"We'll definitely get better in 
time. It is rare for freshmen to play 
to their potential. It's important that 
we get better. It is crucial that we 
learn something from eve.ry game. 11 
is important that we don't make thl' 
same mistakes again. That will bc 
the key to our season. We have to 
concentrate and have intensity fur 
every game." 
THORNTON COMMUNIl Y l.0LL"GL 
INTRAMURAL BOWLING 
I. M& M's 
2. Fade Ins 
20·8 
20·8 
"3. Cardinals 19'i~ 8};, 
4. Wild Bunch 1 9 9 
5. Pinheads 18 . 10 
6. Revolution 9 17 11 
I. Strikers 16 12 
8. Strikers P.R.N. 16·12 
H. Rollers 15 13 
10. Foul Balls 15·13 
11. Keglers 15 13 
12. Rookies 15·13 
13. NovaS. 15·13 
14. The Doors 14. 14 
15. Mavericks 13·15 
16. Cannonballs 13·15 
17. Two Plus One 12·16 
18. Fireballers 12,16 
19. Late Entries 11 . 17 
20. Gutterballs 11 . 17 
21. CAE.C. 10·18 
22. Screaming Eagles 9'12 - 18'1.1 
23 K.T.S.J. 7· 21 
5 23 
3. 
Garne FeOlalf' 
1. Kay Clauson 
2. April Hirsch 
3 Judy Stanhope 
Bill Tabcl 
Kent Dickinson 
Serip.s Female 
1. Jane MOrl i5011 
2. Judy Stanhope 
3. Judy Stanhope 
599 
590 
480 
475 
471 
1,447 
1,449 
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This special Valentine' s Day issue of the 
Courier has beeD funded by tbe Student Govern-
meat Association. 
Our warmest thanks to them. 
- From the Courier Starr 
Courier 
A "10" 
atTCC 
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How Do You Fee' 
About the Draft? 
How Has The Ra.ise In the 
Drinking Age Affected You? 
Your Opinions On Issues Of The 80's 
FEEL A 
By Re_Czarny 
Photos by Joe Nagle 
President Carter announced 
last Friday that he waDts to 
register 18 and 19·year-01d ine. 
and women for the draft in order 
IAI be prepared should the event 
or. war oecur. The Courier asked 
Tee students and faculty for 
&heir opinions on this controyer· 
sial issue. 
I; Mark Casa lage 191: "It·, 
ridiculous. It's Dot necessary. I 
think that it's just an attempt by 
Carter to booster bis publicity. 
Belore he was behind Kennedy in 
popularity, now according to 
Ti1n. hP'o;: ~ ah .. :ui t. 
2, Sally Zook (over 21k "I hope 
tbey dOD't reinstate it. But il they 
do draft men I think they should 
also draft women." 
3. Debbie Larsen lage 201: "I 
think it would be wise to be ready 
ror war. In doing so it would show 
how serious we are Oil the stand 
we (the U.s,) are taking," 
4. Debbie Anderson lage 18~ 
"II it has to be, it haa to be. II we 
Deed men how else are we going 
to get tbem?" 
anyway." 
6. Joseph Thorriton (over 30k 
"Registration is good, but I don't 
think we should rush into the 
draft." 
7. Tim Thompson, not pictured 
lage 24k "I don't see just because 
we impose the draft it will be the 
end 01 the world but it would be 
like adding fuel to the lire as far 
as the U.S.·Russian conOict. 
War might help beat inDation. 
but ifs a hell of a way to do it." 
lJlii/ Happy 
Valentine's· 
,Day 5. Philip Frazier lage 18k "The 
draft is uncalled for, War is a silly 
WA" nf !IOolvinR' I)roblems •• l!Ioo' ..... !!:T ..... !!:T ..... !!o" ..... !!:T ..... !oo, 
By Re..-e Czarny 
Photos by Paul Fransen 
Effective January I, 1980, the 
drinking age in Illinois was raised 
Irom 19 to 21, How bas this af· 
fected 19 and 20·year-olds'! And 
what are their feelings about it? , 
Were questions posed to Tee 
students. 
1. Bruce Kabat (age 20): "To an 
~xtent it has affected me in 
regards to bars. but as Car as 
carry out liquor - DO problem. 
It', just the principle 01 it being 
illegal now that's different." 
2. Kirkland Knox lage 18k "It's 
bad a big alfect on people not yet 
21. It bas cut down on my drink· 
ing. I think it was good, People 
under 21 will think twice." 
3, Pam Johnson lage 201: "It 
hasn't affected me much because 
I don't really drink, I'll drink oc, 
casionally. but only few and Car in 
between, jus~ at family parties 
now and then. I usually just go 
out bowling anyway." 
4. Name withheld (age 20k 
. "Not very much. I didn't bother 
. laking advantage of it much." 
5, Carlisle Oickin~ (age 20k "I 
don't drink so it basn't. I don't 
think the new law is really good 
because tbey'll still get it (liquor) 
if they want it." 
6. Rich Borgaaid (age 20): "I 
can·t get into bars anymore. I us-
ed to go·to bars to meet people -
but w~.t can you do. it's law?" 
7. Adriana Smith lage 191: "It 
really hasn't because I wasn't 
really drinking before. I think it's 
unfair though because they 119 
and 2O.year-olds) bad the oppor· 
tunity before. why should it be 
different nowT" 
Bruce Kabat 
oj 
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Kulycky Is A "10"! 
Michael Kulyeky. English instructor - not in it. for the money. 
Photo by JOE' Nagle. _ 
By Arleae Jeka 
No. Michael Kulycky. an 
English instrpctoT here is not g~ 
ing to quit teaching and star in a 
spin-off of the movie "10" with a 
woman rating men on a scale of I 
to 10 and Kulyclty rating as a 
"10". 
Actually. when a former stu-
i dent (straight A. no_ less) of 
Kulycky·,. was asked what she 
thoug-ht about him. she said. 
"He's a "10"1 I was impressed by 
him. He's one of the best instruc-
Kaya .. Entba •• t 
lOTS that I had in my 3 semesters 
here. He was able to motivate 
students to work that were 
relatively unproductive. that 
w.ould ordinarily just drop a 
course half way through out of 
disinterest. He made his en-
thusiasm work as .8 teaching 
method." 
Kulycky is indeed enthusiastic 
and somewhat of a comedian 
besides. To say the least. he has a 
unique sense of humor; being able 
to extract the cornie from the 
serious in a given situation. _He 
relate. the following incident: "1 "wouldn·t hesitate to quit teaclting 
have this terrific fear of 8uffoca: if 1 could make money. writing •• 1 
tion. When I- was younger.- this want to take that step beyond (in 
bastard took me out on. boat and my own work] and Dot become 
aetuaIIy tried to drown me. Since afraid of exposing myself." 
theD._." He still seems sort of But Kulyclty wasn't always 80 
amazed at this aspect of human devoted to writing. At one time 
nature. But a moment later be he worked in a collection agency. 
smiles and say •• "Now you11start 'His job was to "write" forgetful 
seeing students walking around customers and remind them of 
the halls carrying pillows." their deHnquent accounts. 
Yet at time. he will become 'Neediess to say. be didn't last 
serious. especially when he talks long, "I eouJ.dn °t take it." he 
about writing - particularly says. 
poetry. On this particular morn- -Another job he held was no 
ing though. his enthusiasm is better. This time he worked for 
about a rediscovery of the short an encyclopedia company in the 
story as a new medium - for micro fiche department. After a 
him. that is. Being a poet, he says day of watching people count 
that writing stories has never ap· words he quit. 
pealed much to him; until DOW. If stimulation is a job require-
Now, he explains. he's trying his ment for Kulycky. apparently he 
hand at writing vignettes. As if gets enough of it at Tee because 
to prove his interest, he pulls out he's been teaching here for the 
a science fiction book by a famous past 5 years. He quips, "I'm not 
author and begins a discourse on doing it ror the money. However, 
various aspects of this writer's I'm willing to take whatever 
technique. After a few minutes. money the good Lord gives me," 
he laughingly admits. "It's bor· he laughingly says. "but I'm not 
ing:' and puts the book away. going to go out to work hard just 
Without ·much hesitation. he to get it." 
begins to talk about his' own But eventually Kulyeky may. 
writing. He has no "early" morn· . get rich anyway - that is if his 
ing classes. explaining that he unspoken ambition is fulfilled. On 
prefers to spend that time a file cabinet in his office is a fake 
writing. He says, "1 think rm newspaper front page. with the 
here beeause I was ineant to headline. "KULYCKY 
write_.to show others how I RECEIVES NOBEL PRIZE 
perceive and see my own world. I POETRY." 
Perhaps I could 
tell you -
stanza by stanza - the 
leng-th. breadth. and 
volume of 
how much I love you. 
Try. like a 
resonant v.iol. to 
keen forth my feeling. In· 
stead. dear. a 
few words declare: 
You are rare. 
- Mike KulY<'19' 
Magruder Fights -River No More 
Toga Parties 
Bailey Magruder. Economics 
instructor - ready to challenge 
the river. Photo by Joe Nagle. 
By Pauline Duree. 
uDon"t ever fight the river or 
you'n lose; you accommodate it. 
You learn to go with it." states 
Bailey Magruder. kayak en-
_ thusiast and TCC economics pro· 
fessor. This statement is not 
made rightly inasmuch as 
Magruder has kayaked on the 
Colorado River (which .. he COD-
siders to be the most dangerous), 
the Arkansas River and the 
Grand Canyon. The Grand, Ca-
nyon trip was accompanied by 
rafts which transported the pad· 
dler's food and gear supplies and 
the trip took 11 days covering 225 
nautical miles. 
There is a limited number of 
participants in this sport because 
it does require a tremendous 
amount of skill. Therefore. prac-
tice is essential to keep one's 
skills from becoming slug-gish. 
Most of the time the water is 
rough. "1t", like trying to ride a 
bicycle down a moving mountain. 
You need a tremendous amouDt 
of balanu." says Magruder •. 
What is a kayak? A kayak is 
the hunting canoe of Artic-
America. made of seal skins 
stretched over a frame. with a 
hole amidships where the user 
sits. By investing.8 minimum of 
40 bours. a kayak ean be built in a 
basement or garage. . 
Many of the members of the 
Chicago' Whitewder Association 
ICW A). the org-anization to which 
-Magruder is affiliated. make 
their own kayaka. The tiUe of 
"'patch King" has been be~towed 
upon Magruder by the CW A. 
You can be outfitted for 
51000·$150. It is suggested that 
you purchase used equipment. 
Look around for a "beater" (used 
kayak). A good helmet i. a must. 
'Successful Nurses 
Graduates of the Thornton 
Community College Practical 
Nursing Program -are enjoying 
continued success. 
The College was recently 
notified that all 37 graduates tak· 
ing the State Examination for 
Licensure as a Practical Nurse 
(LPN) in October 1979 passed the 
examination. 
The graduates' mean score also 
continues to rank well "above the 
Illinois and national averages." 
Qualified men. and women are 
admitted each fall to the Prac· -
tical Nursing Program at Thorn-
ton Community College. The one-
year program includes two 
16·week-.semesters of'study and 
an eight.week summer session . 
Learning experiences are l 
directed by qualified faculty in 
local, hospitals and h~alth agen· 
cies and are fOCused on direct 
nursing care of patients of all 
ages; 
For more information about 
the Practical Nursing Program at 
TCC call 596·2000. Extension 262. 
according to Magruder, and 
definitely" a wise investment of 
$25 since the number of fatalities 
runs high. There is a wide price 
range for paddles; starting at $35 
and often as high as $150 depen· 
ding upon the material. 
The waters where kayaking is 
done are classified according to 
the amount and severity of the 
rapids on a .scale of one to six. "I 
consider myself an advanced pad-
dler. 1 like to paddle the 'friendly 
four' "admits Magruder. The 
friendly four faUs into the 
category of larger waves where 
the channel becomes obscured 
and requires a considerable 
amount of maneuverability. 
In the midwest you can have a 
weekend of kayaking at Wolf 
River, Langlade River. and the 
Peshtigo "River all located in 
Wjsconsin~ These are the spots in 
the East: Youghiganey River. 
OMo Pyle. Penn .• Cheat River. 
W.Va •• approximately 650 miles; 
New River. W.Va. (Magruder 
refers to· this as the Grand Ca-
nyon of the East~ Gauley River. 
W. Va.. whieh says Magruder is 
one of the toughest with 100. 
" rapids in 25 miles. 
Arrangements can be made for 
organized groups 'who would be 
interested in viewing a one hour 
film on Grand ~yon kayaking 
by contacting Mr. Magruder at 
596·2000 extension 357 or 272. 
vAlENTiNE'S 
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Togas and Animal House par- one out of three - through 1985. 
ties are out. Three-piece suits Positions with prestigious Jaw 
and career seminars are in. This fJl'lOS are scarce. but those who' 
year's job hunt for college do connect can start at $28.000 to 
graduates. is going to be the most $30.000 a year in ~-ew York City. 
. rewarding since the heavy~hiring Salaries in other major clties will 
semesters of the late '60s. . range betw,een $20,000 and 
Job opening3 for new college $26.000. Attorneys joining cor: 
graduates are up 17%. making porations ean expeet to be paid 
this a record year, according to between.S16.000 and S24,OOO.and 
estimates from th e 707 those who join law firms in.small 
employers polled by the College dties or rural areas can earn un-
Placement Council. a nonprofit courtly sums as low as $8.500. 
organization for- college place- The- worst news comes from 
ment offieials and corporate government. in past years a 
recruiters. This compares with haven for liberal arb and edUQ~ 
11 % in 1978. the first year to tion majors. Because of belt 
.bow a pin in this decade. A tightening. federal hiring of June 
similar .tudy by Michipn State graduates is expeeted to drop . 
University predicts a 9% to 10% 15% this year. and local and state 
jump for bachelor's degree government hiring sbould fall 
holders. while jobs for those g-et. ,12%. The College Placement 
ting ma.ter·s deg-rees will rise by Council expects that the federal 
11 %. cutbacka will more than offset a 
The new competition ror 5% increase in industry demand 
graduates means that starting for liberal arts majors. Upshot: 
salaries will be' higher too _ up an overall decline of 6% in open· 
anywhere from 4% to 9%, with ings for them. 
engineers and business majors It should be no surprise that 
getting the biggest boosts. At the education majors will find' jobs 
bachelor's level. engineers will hard to come by. Declining school 
average $18,000 a year; chemical enrollments dictate that between 
engineers can expect at least 10.000 and 11.000 fewer teachers 
$1,500 more than that. General wiD be needed this year alone. in· 
busines. graduates will g-et offera creasing- the total surplus of new 
·around $13.000. accountants teachers to 80.000 to 90.000. 
$15,000. and computer science . Happily. the inere.... in in· 
,majora $16.000. At the bottom of dustry demand ean help the lag. 
the class are liberal arts majors. gard •. College recruiters for ..... 
who are likely to be offered porations expect to seek out 
$10.000 to $12.000. and teachera. more liberal arts aDd education 
at around $10.000. majors this year - particularly 
.' M.B.A. graduate. ean expect to for job. in markellDg. ode. aucI 
'average $20.000. with higher ...... ooaael - to help make up for 
'salaries - sometimes as much as a scarcity of business graduates., 
'$30.000 -' g-oing- to top students One major indication of how' 
who 've already had some bullish employers are on the cLw . 
business experience. New of '79 is that one-third have in· 
lawyers continue to be in over- creased their recruiting activities 
supply; government estimates on campus w % have 
put the surplus at a minimum of eut back'81 • 
1 haveD't au)'" money .~~ 
'.ou.ad familiar?) &. my ,. " 
!"'em. 1'17011 ••• 1 Se Happy 
VeI ... _·aDay. 
"While the continued success 
of program graduates is signifi-
cant." says Helen Dolan R.N" 
Program Coordin&tor. "even 
more noteworthy is tlJe f~ct that 
all program graduates taking the 
examination earned scores 
significantly higher than. the 350 
point minimum required for 
passage of the state examination. 
1
1:: ;aduate •• year - nearly .~.. : / .. 
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2v. "J! "AM Chicago" 
, 
Host We//er'sjob rewarding 
By Mark WUowskl 
Have you ever wonder(.~ what 
it is likl!'! for a television talk 
~w host? Well. acmrding to 
:,g,b Weller. who is one of the 
~ts of" AM Chicago". it is not 
S glamour. .. AM Chicago" can 
~ seen on channel 7 Monday 
JrU Friday (rom 9 to to in the 
;oming. 
~l~:~! . Robb said there is morc work 
.:hetti woIved than just sitting in front 
! Barr I a camera. .• Many people think 
Nagle ~ just do the show. but it takes a 
.:klaw ~ of planning and organizing," 
.lanks l said. "1 probably have more 
tchell 'omework than the average col· 
olsky :ge student. For example. when 
Grant ;)U have a quest who has written 
(burn .book it means reading the book 
.Jrrest ~ night before. You have to be 
. .,wski scpared and know what ques-
mour ~ns to ask:' 
--l Despite the hard work. Robb 
~d "1 love my job and probably 
m one or the luckiest men 
Fnd.·· When asked how does 
.ae go about getting into the 
iping ~siness. Robb ~id it is a matter 
I.ers lluek and being around al the 
~ht tice. He finds his job very 
\Igc. :'tWardmg and challenging. 
Fit-
:li5 
.. ball 
_I in 
He likes AM Chicago because it 
sa live show. You come in for 
lIle hour and it is over. if you tape 
lone hour show it would take six 
\ours because of re-takes. 
currendy AM Chicago is one of 
.he top rated local shows. 
lccording to Robb. there are five 
\M talk shows in the big cities on 
Service ; 
availa.! 
len Job 
Iy and! 
.Iis Job 
by Job 
\)f Job 
FIChe 
I Micro 
rofiche 
In em .. 
'bs and 
a local level and AM Chicago is 
the most successfu1. 
Although he interviews many 
guests. Robb admits be still gets 
nervous. Some interesting guests 
on the program have been Jane 
Fonda. Jack Lemmon. James 
Mason and Michael Douglas. 
Robb said "1 love to interview 
celebrities. however. they are the 
hardest people to interview:' 
The reaso~ is they usuaUy are 
hungover or very nervous. (hard 
to believe) 
When asked what he does in 
his spare time (if he has any) to 
get away from the show Robb said 
"1 enjoy p~.inting pictures:· At 
one time he was living with 
relatives in Los Angeles. Robb 
painted pictures and sOld them to 
a man in Washington, who wouJd 
buy them and send him the 
money. He said it was one way to 
TCC Presents 
For 
V_ 
Jalormatloa 
Joanne Cammact. Director 
of the Physical Therapy 
Dept. ac InpUs Memorial 
llospifal. wiD speak March 
linL&:c:ut&ucHaUA. 
survive for a summer. At the 
moment Robb is very happy in his 
position and hopes to grow 
farther and become the next Tom 
Snyder Or Steve Allen. In 
addition t~ AM Chicago. Robb is 
currently the host of "Off the 
Record" which can be seen 
Saturday evenings at 5:30 on Ch. 
7. 
Corner 
......................... 
By R.C. Blackbum 
What is it about a touch • 
A feeling, a sensation 
That seems so right? 
A gentle bug 
or a whisper of a kiss 
An expression of togetherness 
What mystery lies 
Behind this simple pleasure . 
The answer lies deep 
Within the soul. 
It has been said that .beauty 
lies within the eye of the beholder 
If this is true tban my eyes 
only see wonderous delights. 
For deep inside, even in the bad. 
lies tbe beauty that created man. 
If life is a slice of heaven 
and a little bell 
Then loneliness is a lot of bell 
and a little bit more. 
NEW HORIZONS 
~~j 
.d 
I~JI ...• :--~ 
. .~::. '.:: 
'. -
SUrtiag Sat"""'y. March 1. Tee's StudeDl Goveram.t AssodaIIoa """ Oflke of Job _t will __ Salanlay momIag __
eoaeemlng p_IIve job c:ueers """ outlooks. ~ &om IIIICIa 
"fields as AeeotmtIag. Computer Ttalalag. .............. Law. MedkoI 
Teehnology. Nania, and Real Estate will ....... p __ SemIaan wDI 
eo_ at 9 a.m. and .... Free of ...... e to the pabIIc. On Salanlay. 
Man:h I. J_ Cammod<. Dkector of the Physical ~ Dept.. """ 
Adele Bettenha ....... Sapenisor of EaapIoymeat. both of IapUs M~ 
Hospital. Harvey. will speak ID Lectwe Hall A. 
If you have any suggestions as to more convenient times or days when the 
aforementioned seminars could be held .... any ideas that might effeet a more 
successful program. please write down your comments and drop them in the 
SGA suggestion box. Ioeated at the west end of the Quiet Lounge. level U. 
We will take all suggestions into consideration in planning futlJre seminars. 
Thank you. 
Spotlight 
Rejholec-
a living inspiration 
For ten years, students at TCC 
have been prodded, cajoled. and 
persuaded to produce a reasona· 
ble facsimile of ~rt by a rea1 live 
ten-and-a-half. Teaching sculp· 
ture and three dimensional art. 
Joseph Rejholec imparts his 
personal philosophy to tho.$e 
individuals who attend his class-
es. "There are only two 'no-nos' 
in my classroom. U he says. "To 
say, "I can't' and the word 
'failure·.·· While he is rigorous in 
his own pursuits. he enthusias-
tically offers encouragement to 
his students on an individual 
level. Rejholec strongly believes 
that organiz31ion combined with 
determination is the key to 
realizing your goals in life. 
" Art." he says. "is a skill. It 
takes praclic.'C and determination. 
Students need to learn to apply 
the skills they acquire in college 
to their personal lives." 
His work has been exhibited at 
Loyola, and presently he is 
compiling a portfolio for a New 
York Art Gallery which he caUs 
"Investigating Forms and 
Shapes." 
Altbough originally from Ny· 
ack, New York. he enjoys being 
near the culture center of Chica· 
go. He also finds the cooperation 
he receives from the Tee faculty 
a rewarding element in his 
career. 
Coping with "artistic frustra. 
tion" (in that he may never make 
a perfect piece) is his impetus for 
self~expression. This is evident 
not only in his an. but in his 
talent to inspire and motivate bis 
students. 
"Kramer vs. Kramer" 
An honest look 
at relationships 
By Dave Tolsky 
A few weeks ago in my Creative 
Writing class we somehow got on 
to the SUbject of escapism. 
Someone behind me said "the 
reason that people don't want to 
see "Kramer vs. Kramer" is 
because there is nowhere to 
escape to. It deals \\ith a human 
problem and we JUSt don't want to 
look at odrselves ... " Okay. he 
may have a point. 
Actually ··Kramervs. Kramer" 
is a fUm that brings us back to 
earth. The fact is, the divorce and 
separation rate is a continually 
growing statistic in the United 
States. With this in mind. the 
movie's subject matter naturally 
projects interest in the people. 
More importantly. it deals with 
the custody of an only child and 
becomes a revision of "The Battle 
of [he Sexes. f' 
Although it has been said that 
the movie does not force the 
audience to take a side. I tend to 
disagree. It focuses on Ted 
Kramer (DuSlin Hoffman). father 
of little Billy. who must learn to 
play the dominant parent after 
wife Joanna (Meryl Strecpl de· 
cides to leave him. Joanna 
disappears from the screen for 
1 ..• .... h •• ~ .• 1.:1.. T..... • ,ill 
concerned with his work. begins 
to spend more time with his son. 
To make a long story short. 
Joanna returns a year and a half 
latcr to meet with Ted and to ask 
for custody. In disbelief. Ted 
comes back with an ambivalent 
"well you can', ha\'c him.'· "The 
Batde of the Sexes" has begun. 
During the case in COUrt, the 
audience can't help but lean on 
Ted's side as he argues, "what 
la\1: says that a woman is a better 
parent simply by virtue of her 
sex?" Ted"s case is reinforced 
with the fact that ..... this WOman 
wbo cares for her son so much 
now wants custody mer leaving 
him for eighteen monlhs ........ 
Even Joanna's best friend Mar-
garet says "if you could only see 
(hem C02ether now ..... 
Motion pictures have always 
seemed to be the major source of 
escapism. But every once in a 
while the cinema is uKd to show 
us oursc:lves--our pleasures and 
our problems.. 'fKrame( ys. 
Kramer" has been an extremely 
su(.'CCssful film since it opened 
because. like: "An Unmarricd 
WODlan oo • it dc..'"8.ls WI .. ith sensitive. 
h."1.· .. ' hum:ln r.·lalill"",hip'i 
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Dohmeyer an Anderson 
Win Trustee Election 
an Ibe~~~eOe t~~:~:~ ::~He~ :~Ud::; 
'll~nte were seated in a- brief 
th.-ganizationat meeting on April 
I at Thornton Community Col-
Iq1ge. 
h Following the official canvass 
:1 t f the April 12 election, Trustees 
. rnG.aymond C. Dohmeyer and 
f th.obert W. Anderson were de-
olJared the winners of the election. 
die. Dohmeyer received a total of 
,ad 
2.4S4 votes while Anderson tal-
lied 2.978. The oath of office was 
administered to the two newly 
elected trustees and the newly 
elected student representative 
Carl Truhlar by George Oar. 
Secretary of theBoard of Trus-
teeS. 
Anderson. a resident of Mad;-
ham. begins his fifth consecutive 
term as a member of the Tee 
Board of Trustees. Dohmeyer. a 
resident of SouthHoliand. begins 
his fourth consecutive term. 
Student Trustee Carl Truhlar, 
28. is a full-time student in the 
Industrial Security program. He 
is employed at Badger Pipeline 
Co .• East Chicago, Indiana, and 
resided in Dolton with his wife 
Ruth and son Carl. 
In other business at the organi-
zational meeting. Trustees re-c w 
lected Robert Anderson to serve 
as Chairman of the Board, and 
Jerry A. Meyer was re--elected as 
Vice Chairman. Trustees also 
approved the appointments of 
George W. Qari: as Secretary of 
the Board and WilHam A. Meints 
as Treasurer. Members of the 
Board adopted Board Policy. 
Rules and Regulations and a-
greed to continue to hold regular 
meetings at 8 p.m. on the second 
and fourth Thursdays of the 
month. beginning with the May 8 
meeting. 
Committee appointments were 
made by Chairman Anderson as 
follows: Architectural Commit-
tee--James Livingstone. Chair-
man. Frank Zuccarelli. and Jerry 
Meyer; Finance Committee--Ray-
mond Dohmerer. Chairman • 
Jerry Meyer and Frank Zuc-
carelli; and Policy .Committee--
Karen Mitchell, Chairman. 
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Summer 
Registration 
Registration for the 1980 Sum-
'lISS\er term will begin on a 
'sc am-come. rust-served basis at 
... ·dc~OO a.m .• Tuesday. Aprill at the 
1 T~dmissions and Records Office 
nc"'n level II. 
,~nb Course schedules and registra-
,~s ion forms will be maiJed to aU 
quiCUrrent students and to individ-
I crs als who attended Tee last 
vcrs~mmer. Other individuals re-
p~Ofuesting copies of the Summer 
.s10~eduJe should contact the Ad· 
ussions and Records Office. 
..,.., Mail-in/Walk-in registrations 
I be accepted during the 
Thornton CommuDity College 
dent Aid foundation will be 
ving Scholarship awards to 24 
C students. The following 
Ildents will be honored at the 
wards Breal:fast which will be 
d on April 26, 1980. 
5100 Award Recipients 
da Thompson, Calumet City 
iogenia Konrath. Dixmoor 
eva Cameron. Markham 
arilyn Oralo. Dolton 
a Anderson, Markham 
. cia HenryEl. Markham 
a Molnar. Dolton 
D Payne. Posen 
Gaskins. Chicago 
et Morris. Haze) Crest 
. De Perkowsi t. South Holland 
iaDue Davis, Phoenix 
Rosinia. Lansing 
Whitted. Harvey 
garet Kakosnit, Oal: Forest 
D Biittner. Hazel Crest 
au Owczarek. South Holland 
cia Corriveau. Harvey 
gela Molnar. Dolton 
$SO Honorable 
Mention Recipients 
U!!Y Stranwich...l Calumet City 
mas Langdon, Midlothian 
ary Rian. Huel eroS! 
regulGr office hours through May 
29. 1980. Registration confir-
mations win be mailed to all 
registrants during the first week 
of June. Open registration for 
Summer school will be held on 
June 4 and 5. 
All tuition and fees must be 
paid at the time of registration_ 
The Financial Aid Office has 
indicated that the lliinois State 
Scholarship Commission awards 
and the Basic Education Oppor-
tunity grants will not be valid for 
the Summer session. 
In addition to the above awards. 
the TCC Student Aid Foundation 
has also awarded seven Higb 
School students and two Adult 
Education Center students with 
5100 scholarships to attend TeC. 
Spring 
Dance 
A spring dane<, sponsored by 
the Student Government Associ-
ation (SGA). will be held on May 
22 at the Harvey Holiday Inn, 
17100 Halsted St .• Harvey. 
Highlighted at the eyent will be 
the crowuing of the Spring King 
and Queen. Those interested in 
fUnning for these positions may 
still sigo out raffle tickets with 
counselor Bob Mushall during 
office hours. Each ticket sold is. 
vote. 
Doors will open at 6:30 pm and 
dinner will promptly be served at 
7 pm. 
Those interested in attending 
should come to the Student 
Government office, 2111D. 10· 
cated at the west end of the Quiet 
Lounge on level 11. TICkets are 
THORNTON CQIotIUNlrt COLLEGE 
Fin'al Examination Schedule 
Spring Semeste·· I ':fdO 
1. Any stut!cnt'" fail ing to report for an examination at the scheduled time must first 
report to th<. Of j iet: of Educational Services. Room 2130. or to the Director of the 
u.vhioll in.wh~c~ the exa~-was scheduled. Provision's for possible make-up will be 
hldde.on ~n lndlv1dual baSIS. In most cases there will be a $5 charge for taking an 
eXdQl1natlun tit all unSCheduled time. 
2. ~::~i~~}~~!~W~~~(i~i:~in1stered in the room 1n which the class normally meets un-
3. E~aminations f~r courses no"!0lly meeting for more than one period each day will be 
gwen at the tune correspondlng to the first period in which the course meets .. 
tiME PERIOD 
IN WHICH 
CLASS BEGINS 
9:00-9:55 
11 :00-11 :55 
1 :00-1 :55 
4:00-4:55 
8:00-8:55 
10:00-10:55 
2:00-2:55 
3:00-3:35 
9:00-9:55 
11:00-11:55 
1 :00-1 :55 
4:00-4:55 
8:00-8:55 
10:00-10:55 
2:00-2:55 
12:00-12:55 
12:00-12:55 
3:00-3:55 
5:00-6:00 
DAy DATE TIME 
CLASS OF OF 
MEETS EXAM EXAH 
M;, M-Wi M-W-F; H-Thi Mon •• May 19 8:00 - 10:00 
M-F; W-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Mon •• Hay 19 10:15 - 12:15 
M; H-W; M-W-F; H-Th Mon •• Hay 19 1:00 - 3:00 
T, Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Mon., Hay 19 3:15 - 5:15 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Tues_. Hay 20 8.:00 - 10:00 
M; II-~; H-W-F; M-Th; Tues •• Hay 20 10:15 - 12:15 
H-F; II-f; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Tues •• HayZO 1:00 - 3:00 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F lues •• May 20 3:15 - 5:15 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Wed •• Hay 21 8:00 - 10:00 
II; H-W; M·W-F; M-Th; Wed •• Hay 21 10:15 - 12:15 
M-f; W·F 
T; Th; T-Th: T-Th-F Wed .• May 21 1:00 - 3:00 
M; H-W; M-W-F; M-Th; Wed •• May 21 3:15 - 5:15 
M-F; W-F 
II; H-II; M-II-f; H-Th; Thurs., May 22 8:00 - 10:00 
M-F; W-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Thor<.. May 22 10:15 - 12:15 
II; 11-1/; M-W-F; II-Th; Thurs.. May 22 1:00 - 3:00 
II-f; II-F; F 
M; 11-1/; H-II-F; H-Th; Fri •• May 23 8:00 - 10:00 
H-f; W-f 
T; Tit; I·Th; T fh-I' Fri., Kay 23 10:15 - 12:15 
II; II-II; H-W-f; M·Th; Fri •• May 23 1:00 - 3:00 II-F: II-F 
Classes test at so ... time and !!!X .s scheduled throughout the __ _ 
EVENING A1iD SATURDAY CUSSES 
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Committee Isolates 
TCC's Problems 
By Deborah J. Bur 
A self·study committee has been 
formed here at TCC to ready the 
school for this October's visit of the 
North Central Association of Col· 
leges and Secondary Schools, an 
organization that periodica1ly eval· 
uates higb schools and colleges to 
determine whether or DOt the 
schools are meeting set standards 
of education, providing the senices 
that they are supposed to provide, 
and to decide whether of DOt the 
school deserves ac:ereditation. 
The North Central Self·Study 
Committee, as it bas been dubbed. 
has the enormons task of isolatiog 
problem areas in the school's 
system and mate recommenda· 
tions on h_ to solve these 
problems. This information will be 
compiled into a report for evalua· 
tion by a team of education 
professionals from differeDt parts 
of the country. 
The Steering Committee, reo 
sponsible for the orgaDizatioo and 
conduct of the project, is beaded by 
Mrs. LebecI, and English and 
Humanities teacher, and several 
students handpieted to do the 
ezteasive researdl wort involved in 
the project: Noreen Bittner, Joan 
Clare, Dawn Schuldt, Vtrgbria 
McGraw, Jaue! Morris, Penney 
Stanwich, Deborah Fagin. Darlene 
Ferrara, and Jim Adamansti. 
Various other committees have 
been formed, ouusIstiDg of faculty, 
students, and dericaI stoIf. These 
committees, responsible for re-
searching the school', etfective-
DOSS in serving the student Deeds 
are divided into me eategories: 
1. The conege transfer student 
(those Students who will ga on to 
a senior school at the Junior 
leveL) 
2. The occapatioDal/techDical 
student (those students who may 
or may DOt ga on to school and 
are here to gain a Dew still or for 
job training.) 
3. The UDdassified student 
(those students ezploriDg areas 
of interest, or those learning for 
penoDaI enric:hmeat--.h as 
older persons participating in 
college level courses within the 
framework of no particular pr0-
gram.) 
4. The basic skills student (those 
students participating in GSP, a 
program to aid students \acting 
in reading, mathmatical, and 
Englisb skills necessary to conti· 
nue in coRege; English as a 
second language students; stu· 
dents pursuing • GED high 
school equivalency diploma; and 
Adult Basic Education students.) 
S. Non~iteducationstudents 
(those attending special interezt 
courses such as cooking. beDy 
dancinS, typing, usually at biah 
schools - and seminars and 
wortshnps usually beld at the 
college.) 
To determine the gnaIs of the 
students. 747 questionnaires were 
sent out to day and uigbt students. 
The resulting committee formed for 
each categary bas the respousibi· 
Uty of investiSating the programs 
and problems involved in the 
administration of each program. 
There is also a committee 
studying the operations senices, 
composed completely of students, 
and checking on such senices as 
administrative. services, repogra. 
phy, the physical plant, admissions 
and records, researeb and plan-
ning, public relations and the 
finance office. ADOther committee 
checking on student senices will 
study the babysitting service, the 
V A Office, the cafeteria. orienta· 
tion .... d testing, the pIaeement 
ceDter, athletics, SGA, and the 
CoarIer. 
There Is yet ODe more commi· 
ttee, though - the F .... 1ty ProIl1e 
commhtee, wbleb gives the awe· 
some task of faculty and adminis-
trator evaluation to the faculty. 
Compiling the lists and con· 
ducting the endleas surveys bas 
toten a Jot of patience and 
person-hours_ The students, who 
have completed a major part of the 
wart ander Mrs. Lebers' direction, 
c:ertaiD\y deserve praise and com· 
mendation for the great effort put 
forth for such ulmportant ......... 
Job openings right here 
By Bm MudleUI 
Who will be writing sports 
stories for the CourIer a.me fall 
semester? That's a gnod question. 
It woo't be me. I'm graduating 
in a couple of weeks. 
Hopefully, it wOD't be just one 
person who tates over the job. At 
least two and ideally three persons 
should cover TCC sports. Are 
some of you who plan to be bere 
next semester reading this? The 
CoarIer sports editor position is 
DOW open. and for the taking. 
Tate it, somebody. You won't 
regret it. Along with the job comes 
the chanee to check out exciting 
athletic events, Sain invaluable 
journalistic knowledge and exper-
ience. meet a lot of interesting 
people. and fm case you're WOIl~ 
dering) get paid for doing it. You 
may even get a thrill (as I must 
coofess I did when I first started 
writing for this paper about a year 
and a half ago) out of seeing your 
Dame in print every time the 
CourIer comes out. 
Three students could put their 
heads together and mate the 
Courier'. sports section a Teal 
colorful place to visit this fall. !feel 
my sports coverage was lacking for 
the reason that I've been doing a 
solo performance all year. If I 
couldn't attend a sports event there 
was no one I could ask to attend it 
in my pi.... If a reader despised 
my style of writing there was no 
other style he could tum to because 
I did practically all of the sp0rts-
writing. This often resulted in low 
quality work because I could never 
Free Food And Shelter 
ByS-Criat 
How woutd you like a color 
photograph of yourself and three 
free meals a day? All you have to 
do is stop in at your local police 
station with a pair of custom·fitted 
handcuffs and have a long "'P 
sbeet for your resume, and you 
would be "in". 
The Journalism 106 Class visited 
the Midlothian Police Station, 
recently, jnst to collect information, 
oot that free bospitality. as a part of 
its unit on erime reporting. 
Sargeant H. Kaufman was tour 
guide through the pmc:ess that 
criminals encounter. 
The MiclJothian Police foree 
consists of 2S full-time ofticea and 
eight part-time. There are three 
sargeants, ODe Iientenant who is in 
charge of scheduling, one Captain, 
and ODe Chief. 
This station bas one of the most 
modem radio and computer centers 
in the area, giving peat eIIicieDey 
in getting needed information to 
officers. The system serves seven 
polic:e departments. It also allows 
Midlothian to be in direct contact 
with Chicaga Polic:e. The ceDler 
bas a radio operator who handles 
aD emergency caDs for Mldlothian, 
Crestwood, and Posen. Ten 
ch&Ullei recorders record every caD 
to the station, and aD radio traffic. 
The tapes are kept 30 days for 
reference4 
The MidJothian Police Station 
contains three cells that bouse up 
to 12 people. "It's uot the Holiday 
Inn, said Sgt. Kaufman, but 
prisoners generaRy don't stay 
overnight. . They just stay in our 
coDs tiD the judge can see them." 
The records at Midlothian are 
kept on hand for four years, then 
put in the archives. The records 
Include a Criminal 1ndes Card file 
which contains every aJmplaint 
that is made. There are five copies 
of case reports, one put out for 
reporters for reference. 
Sgt. Kaufman and his partner 
haudle an major crime sceDeS. 
There are always two investisators 
and two juvenUe officers OD 24-hour 
call. Sgt. Kaufman, a juvenile 
ofticer, totes care of drug _, 
borglary seminars, station tours, 
ilad PR wort. 
In the processing mom, color 
muS ahots and finger ptints are 
taten. Two cards are made out, 
one for the state, and one for the 
PDL The statioD also has a photo 
lab whleb can process aD blacl: and 
white ptints such as those taken at 
homicide scenes. The Evidence 
room is off limits to everyone 
except the Chief of Police and the 
concentrate on just one or 
stories. but always four or five. 
Excuses? Perhaps. 
There have been Saturday 
noons when I sat at the top 
of bleachers announcing a 
game, freezing my little 
like a jerk. And 
Saturday nights devoted 
partying, but to cov'eriJ'lIl,asl,etboil 
games. And occasions 
the typewriter keys into 
hours of the morning to 
another deadline. 
But people have made me 
the chaDenge. People lilte 
Director Bill Fint and 
Sports Coordinator Berdy 
who made me feel much 
the last two years. And 
this year's basically crazy 
staff, who made this e.perience 
gnod time indeed. 
Evidence officer. 
There are DO women OD 
MidJothian foree, not 
prejudice, but because noae 
applied and completed the 
ssary preliminaries. 
After the tOur. Sgt. 
gave his impressions of 
and their ethics. Sgt. 
stated, "If you have a 
with the ofticer, b. will 
almost anything." He .~~~~Sd;;;;;~! 
most reporters 
of past eaperience with 
accounts and betrayal of 
dences. Sgt. Kaufman also 
that a gnod reporter might eveo 
called and given a scoop. 
The M .. dloth...... Ponce 
currently receives 13,000 caD 
yeu, but the aime rate is risiDg. 
Motorcycle Safety Tips choose, select the ODe that oIfas the most ptOtection - wbich may 
DOt be the best looting or even the 
most ezpensive. YOIl should wear a 
helmet that bears either the 
American National Standards In-
stitute label or the SneD Memorial 
Foundation \abel1DsIde. 
.,.-.,.& .... 
Motmqde Safety Coordinator 
DIinois Ilepartmat of Transporta-
tion 
The best IIlOIoIeyde safety tip 
that aayoae will ever give ,.... is to 
always _ a helmet. 1' ... taken 
this oppoItUIIIty to oonec:t __ of 
the most COIIIIIIOII helmet mIscOD-
eeptIoas. 
Doean't a hehuet impair 'I'IsIon1 
Aooording to the Motorcyde 
Safety Foaadation in order to he 
certified, beImeIs mast prnride a 
minimum perIpberaJ (side) YisIoD 
ofilO degrees. A 110I'III&1 penoa'. 
peripheral YisIoD whoa -.stall 
IIiU Is Ihout 110 to 115 degrees. 
:::~~~~. 
speed, DOt a helmet _ this 
tlImielins eIfec:t. The efrect _ 
with aD "mnriDg ftlilc:les. The 
Iiuter the.speed, the __ the 
tamaeI aad tiae lea J'OIl _. 
Doean't a helmet reduce ..... 
IDg? 
A behuet does prnride a screen-
ing effect, but it screens aD souada 
to the same degree. Thus, aoIses 
that the c:ydlst doesn't need to 
bear, such as wind b\ast, are 
screened aIoDg with ather SOUDda. 
The eydIst weuing a helmet heara 
aD eritIc:aI souada at the same 
relative atrength as the rider 
~ protectIoD, except at hJsb-
er speeds, Then the rider with a 
helmet _ally hears betterl At 
highway speeds wind DOIse .... 
comes a critical factor ID the 
eydIst's bearing. a-- a 
helmet &eta as a wiadscreea, the 
beImeted c:ydlst -.0,. heara 
better at hlsh speeds than the 
barebeaded rider. 
Don't helmets cause ""'* Injar-
les1 
.. '·A...a..no.. .....- is that the 
added welgbt of a helmet ooatri-
bates to wbIpIash injuries; how· 
ever, whlplasb injades don't hap-
pea to c,dists. If a c:ydlst Is hit. 
the eatIre body Is tree to _ bat 
when a ear Is hit oaIy the drIvu'. 
bead ..,d neet move oiolentlv over 
the bact of the front seat. ThiS 
.... pping actioD is what c:anses 
wbiplash. Whiplash injuries are 
peeuliarto car aecidents. A helmet 
does add _ weight, bat 0DIy for 
a day or two; then the ""'* muscles 
adjust and you don't feel any 
"weJabt problem." 
The chanees of taking • direct 
blow on the ""'* during a faD are 
prettY slim, bat the chanees that 
you"ll hit yonr bead are _ than 
fifty percent. Iobt ""'* Injuries 
occur whoa. the rlder's bead aCes 
bounced OD the pavement. or hits • 
guardrail or aacb samebody'. 
windablelcl. If the rider 1sII't 
weuing a helmet. a ""'* IDjury Is 
the least of his problems. Siace 
. yonr head aits aD yonr ...... If a 
helmet. ab-'>s the .~. that 
wonId he taken by yonr bead, It 
also absorbs the Impact that woutd 
be taken by yonr nec:t. 
What should I loot for when 
purebaalng a beimet1 
There are many t,pes and ItyIes 
of helmets available, and prices 
vary wIdeI.. WhAtever _ ...... 
(-
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1981 
Did you know that it was in 1981 that IBM first introduced the PC? 
What did we do before then? Here are some other highlights of "81. 
Ronald Reagan, at 69, became the oldest person ever to assume the 
Presidency. Inflation hit 140/0, unemployment 7.40/0 and the med-fly 
hit California fruit trees. 
The last of the Iranian hostages were released and President Reagan 
was shot by John Hinckley. Exxon became the largest US 
Corporation, with GM dropping to third, behind Mobil. 
The first mid-season baseball strike wiped out 1/3 of that year's 
season and this was also the year of the air traffic controllers' strike 
that culminated in the decertification of their union. 
"Ordinary People" won the best picture award and some famous 
people who passed away in 1981 include Hoagy Carmichael, George 
Jessel, Robert Montgomery and Joe Louis. 
~,' 
" .. 
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1981 
After 444 days in captivity, American hostages in Iran are 
released by the Iranian Ayatollah Khomeini. 
IDM sells its first personal computer. The operating system, 
MS-DOS, was developed by Bill Gates's Microsoft. . 
AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) begins to be 
recognized as an epidemic. 
Francois Mitterrand becomes president of France. 
Both Pope John Paul n and President Reagan are wounded in 
assassination attempts. U.S. press secretary James Brady, 
severely wounded in the latter attack, will become the namesake 
of a bill advocating greater gun control. 
Walter Cronkite retires from his anchorman position, to be 
succeeded by Dan Rather. 
President Ronald Reagan launches a supply-side economic 
program which entails tax: and budget cuts but also leads to an 
explosion of the national deficit. 
Sandra Day O'Connor becomes the first woman to sit on the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Subsequent changes, such as the appointment of 
Anthony Scalia to the Court and of William Rehnquist to Chief 
Justice, mark the turning of the Court to a more conservative 
judicial stance. 
The irreverent MTV launches on cable television, featuring music 
videos. 
In a union hailed as a "fairy-tale" match, Prince Charles of 
England marries Ladv Diana Spencer. Millions watch the 
televised nuptials. 
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Thornton 
Community 
College 
Measures of Success 
December, 1981 
I. A Brighter Financial Picture 
Like other institutions TCC has been adversely af-
fected by the declines in the national economy over 
the past several years. In 1979, the projected five-
year financial picture was indeed a gloomy one. The 
estimated deficit at the end of the projection period 
was placed at two million dollars. With an inflation 
rate higher than that expected even by the experts 
coupled with sky-rocketing energy costs, revenues 
simply were not expected to keep pace with 
necessary expenditures. With so many negative fac-
tors operating the College could not foresee a 
balanced budget unless some planned measures 
were taken to alter its course. The financial picture 
now portends to be somewhat less gloomy. This 
brighter aspect is due to a combination. of efforts 
undertaken to avert the dismal 1979 projection from 
becoming reality. Chief among these actions were 
the implementation of the recommendations for 
retrenchment, the adherence to specific guidelines 
for energy use reduction collegewide, and the 
establishment of a more vigorous recruitment pro-
gram. 
The completion of Phases I and II of retrenchment 
has resulted in a savings of almost $700,000 in 
operating costs. This figure is based on economic 
assumptions since invalidated. The actual savings 
is no doubt considerably higher. Our real savings 
The President's·-
Annual Report 
1980-1981 
-'d~e to energy use reduction is difficult to calculate 
since these costs continue to escalate with such un-
predictable rapidity. However, about $100,000 was 
saved based on rates in effect in 1979. Favorable in-
terest payments on our investments have also con-
tributed to our better financial standing. The work of 
the Recruitment Committee, made up of faculty and 
administration representatives, has had a signifi-
cant impact on enrollment thereby increasing our 
tuition revenues. The net result of these and other 
actions has been a considerably more comfortable 
outlook. 
Even though the financial posture improved 
somewhat, the need for continued vigilance was and 
will not be lessened. Cost efficient measures will be 
taken wherever there is an indication of feasibility. 
The self-funded insurance plans for employees In-
stituted last spring and the extension of the bidding 
process to the purchase of computer paper and 
other items in bulk are examples of cost saving ac-
tions that have been taken. We are proud of the fact 
that we have continued to deliver quality Instruc-
tional and support services to district residents with 
only limited growth in staff size. We have not failed, 
however, to add staff where required to maintain the 
College's high standards. 
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II. Fulfulling Our Mission 
Inherent in our philosophy is the promise to pro-
vide comprehensive educational programs to meet 
the diverse needs of our students. We do this on a 
variety of fronts as reflected by the following sum-
mary of accomplishments. 
Students· 
The number of students served by the College 
showed continued growth. The Fall 1980 enrollment 
of 9406 represented a three percent increase over 
1979-80. Greater than fifty percent of the total credit 
hours generated were in career programs indicating 
the continuation of a trend begun in 1976. Since then 
career programs have steadily accounted for more 
than half of the total credit hours each year. During 
1980-81, eight hundred degrees and certificates 
were awarded in twenty-four different curriculum 
specialities. The first reCipients of degrees In 
biomedical technology and industrial security were 
among this year's graduates. 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
Programs· 
1965 1970 1975 1980 
Enrollment Trends: Headcounts, FTEs 
Pre-registration self-assessment testing in math, 
English and reading was continued. The tests are 
designed to help students select appropriate course 
work based on their background. 
Program expansion took place in word process· 
ing, reading, and tutoring services. 
A new program for nurse assistants training, in-
itiated in the Fall of 1980, was especially successful, 
accommodating full enrollment at each offering 
with substantial numbers on the waiting list. 
Equipment and Facilities· 
Twelve new microcomputers were installed for 
student use in the community education program. 
The microbiology laboratory, an integral part of 
the nursing and life science programs, was re-
equipped with new binocular microscopes. Both 
types of equipment provide students with the very 
latest equipment for important hands-on learning ex-
periences. 
A new student parking lot, though delayed by the 
heavy equipment operators' strike, was readied for 
fall use. It provides an additional 411 much needed 
parking spaces. Accoustical improvements design· 
ed to enhance the learning environment were made 
in three classrooms. We plan to continue such im-
provements where needed. 
Activities -
Among the highlights of college-sponsored ac-
tivities were 
• The Fine Arts Festival 
• The Film Series 
• The Madrigal Christmas performances 
• A full schedule of sports events both 
inter-collegiate and intramural 
• We are especially proud of the fact 
that The Courier, our student 
newspaper, was printed for the first 
time by students in the graphic arts 
program. Heretofore, the printing was 
done by an outside vendor. 
Affirmative Action· 
The College's commitment to a policy of non-
discrimination in employment and admissions was 
re-affirmed with the adoption of the Revised Af-
firmative Action Plan. The plan outlines a program 
which maximizes the attraction of qualified in-
dividuals regardless of their race, religion, sex, na-
tional origin or handicap. 
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III. Community Emphasis 
We are ever mindful of our slogan: "Community is 
our middle name." We are dedicated to strengthen-
ing the linkages between TCC and all district 
residents implicit in that slogan. The reciprocity of 
this dedication was overwhelmingly exhibited at the 
College's Open House held last April. More than 
2000 district residents toured college facilities, 
observing exhibits and demonstrations in the 
various divisions and participating in special events 
prepared by the college staff and students. All 
agreed that this event did much to increase the 
awareness of district residents of the fact that TCC 
truly exists for them. 
In addition to such special events as Open House, 
the College sponsored numerous community 
events. 
• Ethnic Heritage Programs 
• Academic and non-academic competitions 
and workshops in mathematics, jour-
nalism, music and athletics for high school 
students 
• After school programs in reading arid 
music for elementary and junior high 
school students 
• A baby-sitting service for parents of some 
200 pre-schoolers 
• Come Children, Sing, a program offered by 
our music department for youngsters age 
six months to three years 
• A wide spectrum of seminars, short 
courses and special interest classes cover-
ing topics from Arabic to the Zodiac were 
offered to non-matriculating adults by way 
of our Community Services and Communi-
tyEducation divisions 
• A Directory of Social Service Agencies and 
Programs serving residents of the district 
was prepared and distributed by the Com-
munity Services Division 
Presidential Involvement -
In fulfillment of our mission the President is often 
called upon to represent the college in organiza-
tional functions on the community, state and na-
tional levels. We note with pride three such par-
ticipations: as a local board member of The South 
Suburban Chamber of Commerce and Industry, as a 
representative to the State Universities Retirement 
System Advisory Board and as a participant at the 
July President's Forum in Vail, Colorado, a national 
seminar limited to 24 college preSidents selected 
from across the nation. 
IV. Planning for the Future 
Planning efforts at the College took three primary 
directions: Educational Services, Student Services 
and Administrative Services. These directions are so 
designed that they culminate to benefit a central 
target-the student. 
Educational Services -
In July, the College was awarded a planning grant 
of $80,000 under the Federal Title III Strengthening 
Developing Institutions Program. Funds from the 
grant are being used to develop a plan to reduce at-
trition and to upgrade our records keeping abilities_ 
Both activities will result in improved service to our 
students. 
Plans for programs in Electrocardiographic 
Technology (EEG), Electroencephalographic 
Technology (EEG), Surgical Technology, Paramedic 
Technology and Child Care II were completed and 
approved for offering. 
Three courses in the field of materials manage-
ment will be offered in the coming academic year. 
Student Services -
Registration capabilities will be increased when 
plans for telephone and off-campus college credit 
registration systems are implemented. 
All current brochures will be updated in order to 
better inform all students of college programs. 
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Administrative Services· 
Plans were approved for the upgrading of com-
puter capabilities.for students and administration by 
way of the installation of additional equipment. 
The controller's office plans to implement a com-
puterized accounts receivable system and the pro-
grams necessary for computerization and audit of 
the student registration system. Both of these 
measures will increase efficiency in business tran-
sactions. 
Other Planning Targets· 
Other major planning efforts are directed toward 
continued recruitment and marketing activities and 
the pursuit of extramural funding. 
V. Recognitions 
That TCC fulfills its mission is attested to in many 
ways: success of its graduates in both career and 
transfer programs, continued growth in enrollment, 
its multi-faceted involvement with the district 
reSidents, its provision of up-to-date equipment and 
facilities to augment quality instruction, etc. 
VI. The Budget 
Operating Funds: $9,205,323 
Local Govemment 
1.01% 
State Government 
Nothing has contributed more to this success than 
the talent and dedication of the faculty and staff. 
Any recognition of the College is testimony to this 
fact. The necessity for on-going learning ex-
periences for teacher as well as student is well ap-
preciated. Eleven faculty members enhanced their 
competencies by completing sufficient additional 
course work to qualify for salary schedule lane 
changes. In some cases this represented their at-
tainment of an advanced degree. Several staff 
members took advantage of the College's tuition 
free policy to take courses which will upgrade or add 
to their job skills. 
Belief in the College as a vital component of com-
munity life is reflected in the following listing of 
recognitions received during 1980-81. 
• North Central Association Accreditation, 
Renewal 
• Illinois Commun'ity College Board Certification, 
Renewal 
• Occupational Therapy Program Accreditation 
• Energy Award, Illinois Institute of Natural 
Resources 
Public Service 
LAC 
General Administration Institutional Support 
Revenues Expenditures 
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ollege 
15800 South State Street 
South Holland, IL 60473 
(312) 596-2000 
Serving the residents of Community College District 510 
Blue Island • Burnham G Calumet City e Country Club Hills ~ Dixmoor 
Dolton ~ East Hazel Crest @ Harvey e Hazel Crest • Lansing 
Lynwood ~ Markham C!I Midlothian @ Oak Forest @ Phoenix 
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Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Jerry A. Meyer 
Vice-Chairman 
Carrie Broughton Raymond Dohmeyer Dorothy Smith 
Joy Waterman Frank Zuccarelli 
Board of Trustees 
Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven-member Board of 
Trustees. Trustees are elected at large by the residents of the College District and are 
charged with determining the policies of the College. Each year, the students of the College 
elect a Student Trustee, a non-voting member, who acts in an advisory capacity to the 
Board of Trustees. 
J 
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Administration 
President's Office 
Nathan A. Ivey .................................................... President 
Hardin-Simmons University, B.S., Texas Tech University, M.B.S.; 
-Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Willie A. Campbell ............................. Director, Research and Planning 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
Ronald L. Cooley ......................... Director, Financial Aid and Placement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer .............................. Dean, Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Judi A. Mack ....................................... Director, Public Relations 
Duquesne University, B.A. 
William A. Meints ........................................ Controller/Treasurer 
Bradley University, B.S. 
Administrative Services 
F. David Wilkin .................................. Dean, Administrative Services 
West Virginia University. B.S., M.S.; Harvard University, Ed.D. 
Patricia A. Duncker ............................... Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
James P. McCann ....•..................................... Director, Security 
Southwest College, A.A. 
William H. McKavanagh •............................... Director, Physical Plant 
Robert I. Wier ....................................... Director, Data Processing 
Indiana University, B.A. 
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Educational Services 
Wayne E. Willard ......................... Vice President, Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed; 
Florida State University, Ph.D • 
Theda M. Hambright ............................... Dean, Community Services 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year Certificate 
Norma G. Rooney .............................•.... ' .• Dean, career Education 
DePaul University, B.A., M.A.; Loyola University, Ph.D. 
Commodore Craft, Jr. . ..................................... Division Director, 
Language and Communications 
Pikeville College, B.S.; Eastern Kentucky University, M.A.; 
Ball State Univen~ity, Ed.D. 
William J. Francis .......................................... Division Director, 
Health and Life Sciences 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; West Virginia University, M.S.; 
University of Missouri (Columbia), Ph.D. 
Milton D. Gilmore .......•.................................. Division Director, 
Physical Science and Mathematics 
Sterling College, B.S.: Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
Fred L. Hanzelin ......................•.................... Division Director, 
Arts and Humanities 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; University of Illinois, M.M.; 
University of Illinois, D.M.A. 
Robert J. Lucas ...................•............. Director, Learning Resources 
Western Michigan University, B.S.; Wayne State University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
Janet S. McKenzie ..................................•..•.... Division Director, 
Business and Commerce 
Morehead State University, B.S.; 
Wright State University, M.Ed.; University of CinCinnati, Ed"D. 
Clarence B. Penny ..........•.....•...............•........ Division Director, 
Engineering and Technology 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
William Tabel ......•...•.....•...•....................•... Division Director, 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A., Ed. D. 
Marian B. Wolfe, R.N ...............•.•..•........•.....•.... Director, Nursing· 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.S.N. 
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Faculty 
James H. Abbott ................................................... Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph J. Adamek ................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David R. Anderson ........................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N ......................................... . A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks ............................................ General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier College, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett ............................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila J. Bashaw, R.N ............................................ A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Claudette A. Bobay ..................................................... Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Barbara L. Bogdan, R.N ........................................ . A.D. Nursing 
st. Francis College, B.S.; St. Mary of Nazareth, R.N.; 
Governors State University, B.H.S., M.S.N. 
Edmund A. Bonczyk ...................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William A. Bourland .............................................. Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Smith V. Brand ..................................................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea A. Burkard, R.T .............. Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
Nancy E. Cailles, R.N .......................................... . A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N., Governors State University, M.S.N. 
John E. Carlson .......................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman •........................................... Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
lois A. Chapman ................................................... English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University. M.A. 
Dimpna B. Clarin .................................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M., D.M.A. 
George W. Clark .................................................. Business 
Ball State University, B.S., M.S. 
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Kathryn H. Clauson ....................................... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
William D. Curran ......................... Physical Science and Social SCience 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Phyllis M. Davis .................................................. Counselor 
North Park· College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M.A. 
Earl D. DeGroot ............................................... Mathematics 
Hope College, A.B.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James S. Denier .............................................. Life Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ........................................... . A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University. B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen L. Dolan. R.N ............................. Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis E. Dryzga ...•................•............................ Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, M.A.B.A. 
Daniel J. Durian ............................................... Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar ................................................. English 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
William L. Fink ........................................•......... Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; 
. Washington State University, M.A. 
A. George Finstad ..........................•.......................... . Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
Diane Vorhies Fitzpatrick .......................................... Counselor 
Lorain County Community College, A.A.; Bowling Green University, B.A.; 
Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
James P. Flynn .•......................................•........... English 
illinois Benedictine College, B.A.; DePaul University, M.A.; 
Illinois State University, D.A. 
Alveana L. Foscett, R.N ...............................•.•... Practical Nursing 
Olive-Harvey Junior College, A.A.S., Purdue UniverSity, B.S.N. 
Arlene W.Francis, R.N .......................•.....•...... Behavioral Science 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
Leslie A. Freeman •...................•...................••.•. Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk .....•................•...•.................... Mathematics 
illinois State University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Paul L. Gill .•.•........................................•.•.•.•..... English 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S; . 
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Joseph A. Gutenson ...................................... Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.Ed.; 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate; 
Loyola University, Ed.D. 
Basil C. Halkides ................................................... Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Erika B. Hartmann .................................................. English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology. M.S., Ph.D. 
Robert E. Heinrich ............................................... Counselor 
North Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
Lucette J. Held .................................................. Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale H. Helgesen ................................................... English 
University of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
James E. Hellrung ........................................ Behavioral Science 
Eastern illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Vern L. Hoerman ................................................. Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia L. Hoffmann ............................................. English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Constance Rodgers Huff, R.N ................................ Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community College, A.A., 
Governors State University, B.A., M.S.N. 
Gerald L. Hundley .................................................. Speech 
University of CinCinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. 
Elaine T. Janis, R.N ....... " .................................... AD. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Dolores A. Jenkins ............... ' ................................. Business 
Western Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
R. Edward Jenkins ............................................ Ufe Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers Col/ege, B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
Florida Atlantic University, Ed.D. 
David N. Johnson ............................................. Urban Studies 
Howard University, B.A., Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
James M. Keane ............................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of DetrOit, M.S. 
Jill M. King ................................................ General Studies 
Bradley University. B.S.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Leonard P. Kirchner .............................. Engineering and Technology 
DeVry TeChnical Institute, A.A.S.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology. B.S.E.E. 
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Betty J. Kirk ............................................................... Music 
Drake University, B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
Donald F. Kramer .......................................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael N. Kulycky ................................................ Language and 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. Communications 
George F. LaVaque ................... , ......... " ........................ English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith N. Lebed ........................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .................................................. Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
Peggy A. Lelko ..................................................... Library 
State University of New York, B.A., M.L.S. 
Bailey Magruder. ................................... Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern UniverSity, M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, C.A.S. 
Fred F. MaHto ....................................... Engineering and Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State UniverSity, B.S. 
Robert T, Marshall, Jr .................................................. Counselor 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
George A. Mattsey ...................................................... Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
K. James McCaleb ............................................ Behavioral Science 
Illinois Valley Community College, Diploma 
Illinois State UniverSity, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
Judith A. McDonald, A.N ............................................. A.D. Nursing 
Northeastern Illinois University, B.A.; Governors State University, B.S.N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Patricia J. McGarry ........................................................... Art 
University of Illinois, B.F.A.; Chicago Art Institute, M.F.A. 
Joyce L. McMahon, O.T.A. .. ; ............................... Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, B.S. 
Whabiz D. Merchant ............................................... Social Science 
Bombay University, B.A.; Western Michigan UniverSity, M.A.; 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Barbara J. Meyers ........................................................ Library 
University of Illinois, B.A.; Rosary College, M.A.L.S. 
DeVaughn A. Miller ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Indiana UniverSity, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller .................................•. " Engineering and Technology 
Chicago Teachers College, a.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
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James P. Moody ......................................................... English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Jane E. Morrison .................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Patrick J. O'Connell ............................................ Law Enforcement 
-Illinois Institute Of Technology, B.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Cletus O'Drobinak, C.P.A ........................................... Business 
University of Dayton, B.A., DePaul University, M.B.A. 
Maurice F. Page .............................................. Behavioral Science 
Clark College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.S.W. 
Thomas C. Pavlik ....................................................... Business 
Indiana UniverSity, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Cevora Payne, R.N ................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Governors State UniverSity, B.N.S., M.A. 
Charles S. Pennington .............................................. Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State UniverSity, M.S. 
Vernon G. Peterson ..................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Marsha J. Phelps ....................................................... Business 
Chicago Teachers College, B.S.; University of Chicago, M.B.A. 
Frank J. Prist. .......................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois UniverSity, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel M. Purdy ...................................... Engineering and Technology 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Fern E. Rau ............................................................ Business 
Southern Illinois University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
Blake L. Reed .......••..............•...•....................• Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ............................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph E. Rejholec ...............•......................... ' ...........•...... Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
Sharon E. Rise .........................•...................... Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Ernestine S. Robinson ..•.........•.•....••.•...•.................•..••.•. English 
Barber-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana UniverSity, M.A.T. 
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Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N ................................................ A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Tammer Saliba ................................................ Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha C. Sanchez, R.N .............................................. A.D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather ................................................... Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Mary K. Scanlan ........................................................... Music 
University of Wisconsin, B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Greuling C. Schellhorn ................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Michael E. Schnur ..................................................... Counselor 
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Loyola University, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Judith M. Scott. ....................................................... Counselor 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
Jean L. Sedlack ................................ Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Joseph T. Selbka ...................................................... Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt L. Serbus, R.T ........................................ Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman ................................. '" ............... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Essie M. Smith, R.N ........................................ Practical Nursing 
Meharry Medical College, B.S.N. 
Frank F. Stanicek ............................................. Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
James P. Steimle ....................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M;S., C.A.S. 
Robert E. Sullivan .................................................. Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph E. Thornton ...................................................... English 
University of Illinois, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas E. Tweeten ................................................... Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
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Lottie T. Tylka, R.N .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Linn A. Tyrrell ................................................ Behavioral Science 
College of William and Mary, A.B.; 
University of Michigan, M.A., Ph.D. 
Linda S. Uzureau .................................................. Social Science 
University of Idaho, B.A.; Emory University, M.A~ 
Norman S. Warns, Jr ..................................................... Geology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S.Ed.; 
Chicago State University, M.A. 
Larry A. Wehner .............................................................. Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel ................................................. Life Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of CinCinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel. ...................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul Wessel. ...................•....................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E, M.S.E. 
Martha E. Wetzel. ............................................. Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.Ed.; 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
Gerald E. Willey .................................................... Life Sciences 
Joliet Jr. College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S:, M.S. 
Wallace L. Wirth ........................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Valerie M. Wojcik ....................................................... Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Wayne L. Wolf .................................................. Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; 
University of South Florida, B.A., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Arlethia T. Wright, R.N ............................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Myo K. Yoo .•..•....................•............................ Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, Ph.D. 
Carolyn A. Voss, C.T.R. .....................•........ " ..... Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
Sally E. Zook ............•.......•..............•.................•....•.. English 
University of Southern MiSSissippi, B.A., M.A. 
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"Dr. Nathan Ivey" 
Proud President Of Tee 
~ 
By: John Thomm 
Dr. Nathan Iyey is the President 
of Thoro ton Community Col1ege. As 
President he is responsible and 
accountable to the Board of Trustees 
and virtually every other branch of 
the college. In general. the President 
·is here (0 provide leadership and 
insure quality programs of instruc· 
tion for tbe students. 
In a recent interview. Dr. Ivey 
had a couple of predictions to make 
for the future at T.e.C. TbefU'St is a 
new student parking lot. Three 
tentatiYe plans would provide be· 
tween 308 and 411 additional parking 
spaces. The fmance committee will 
discuss when to open bids for this 
estimated $250.000 project at their 
nt:n meeting. Dr. lvey said a loan 
over the next five years would· be 
taken to pay for ~e parking lot. 
Also. Dr. lvey said to expect a 
slight increase in tuition within the 
next semester or two. He assures us 
tbis is not due to the new parking lot. 
Rather. it is to increase staff salaries 
and provide additional supplies for 
student facilities. 
is proud of T.C.C.·S 
staff. teachers. and students. He 
said, just recently tbe North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools 
extended our accredidation which is 
like a stamp of approval for the 
quality of instructional programs at 
T.C.C. 
Dr. lvey also feels that the typical 
students at Thornton are mature and 
take their courses seriously. He said 
that those who graduate from 
Thornton and transfer for the 
finishing years do excellent at their 
new colleges. 
. You'lI be glad to know that 
T.C.C. ended last school year within 
Lapsed Policies 
Don't Pay 
Regardless of where you get the dividends are available for the 
ilifermation. the Veterans Adminis· asking even ifthe veteran never paid 
. tration does DOl pay dividends on on his policy since his days in service 
.""sed iqsurance policies. during WoridWar II. The hoax also 
·r r.~· Manufacturing companies. banks, states that Congress has passed a 
veterans organizations and even law giving the dividends. No such 
veterans groups arc now circulating action has ever taken place. 
what the VA caUs the "old dividend Thousands of dollars in tax~ 
hoax." k promises 'that veterans of 
World War 11 can collect a dividend 
based on their service "even if they 
hayen:~ kept their policies in 
fon:e. 
The VA bas been plagued for 
years by an anDual influx of queries 
and applications for tbe non-existent 
dividend. This has occurred an~ 
nually since 1948. 
The hoax is fueled anew every 
few years by the mysterious distri~ 
bution of offICial-looking uapplica~ 
lions" and are signed by "'Capt. 
Prosser" who is supposed to be with 
lhe V A Insurance Ce~ in Phila· 
delphia. The form says the 
payer's money is wasted each year in 
n:sponding to these applications. At 
St. Paul. Minn.. over 400,000 
applications have been received in 
the past 10 years. At Philadelpbia 
three times that number have been 
recieved. and are now flooding the 
center at the rate of about 800 a day. 
The VA says that the rumor 
see.IDS to begin anew each year when 
tbe annual dividends are anDOunced 
for those veterans wbo have kept 
their policies in force. These 
payments are made automaticaUy on 
the anniversary date of the policy. 
and 110 application is necessary. 
"Toys For Tots" Drive Is Slow 
By: CbarIeae Adams ohild to! ·fts 
In the last issue of the Courier we ~n to be • d ,~he gt came 
asked for help for the "Toys for from Jesus Christ. I~ came. ~he 
Tots" drive. It is held every year at two moms who got their fam~ 
Chri b h M . b . ,together and gave boxes of toys lUst 
stmas y t e. mnes to 0 taIR from·' us.·.. These are the people 
toys for needy cbUd~n. Because of who remind us that there is still 
the economy donatlOas were down "'Good Will Toward Men." Not one 
and requests for help up. person who came in wanted personal 
The response from T.C4C. was recognition. what they were doing 
poor. but as always the~ were the carne from their hearts. . 
few who remembered the true The <.:ouner would like to gIVe 
meaning of Christmas and took the these people. special "Thank You." 
lime 10 help. Also we would like to thank Mr. 
In came the pink elephant and Oark's Administrative Service Dept. 
blue dog. the Reggie Baaing Prac. for their help in obtaining a room to 
tice game. the unicorn. the . collect tbe toys. and "Mom" for 
enormous box of stuffed animals being there to accept the toys when 
from a young couple who wanted the we were out. 
the bounds of the college budget. 
Dr. Jvey explains that this is due to 
the Phase 1 retrenchment program. 
This program reduced and combined 
the administration and suppon staff. 
saving the college 5310.500. This 
year's prognosis is good and the 
college should end the year in the 
black. 
As for what Dr. Ivey would like to 
see in the future. one is a slight 
increase in en~lIment. Also he 
wants to continue improving the 
quality of instructional programs and 
fina1ly. to lower the attrition (drop 
outl rate. Many students are biting 
off more than they can chew. He HOTTIXBoothAHit 
realizes that other things ad~ to this cestui in promoting the theater 
~actor, such. a~ work and family. But. Since its November 14 (198OJ Industry 3!. au ciltity. 
If more reahstaegoals.we.re set, there opening. the HOT nx half~price Centrally localed on the Daley 
would be less dropping out of ticket booth at the Daley Center sold Center Plaza between Clark and 
classes. over 11,000, tickets during its first Dearborn Streets on Washington in SGA seven weeks of operation. assuring Chicago's Loop. the booth is open 
Needs 
Senators 
Once Again!! 
The Student Government As-
sociation is seeking to fill Bve 
vacancies on the Student Senate. 
Students interested in applying for 
this position should submit a resume 
to Dave Anderson in room 3219, the 
SGA Office. or room 3216 by 4:00 
p.m. on February 4. 1981. Inler-
views will be held on February S. 
1981 and a Iioal selection wUl be 
made at that time_ 
The following qualifications are 
essential: 
the booth a long run in Chicago. Tuesdays through Saturdays. Same 
A significant by-product of the day tickets are available from 11:00 
booth is that the smaller theaters AM to 6:00 PM Tuesdays through 
often sold. percentage-wise. more Fridays. and from 11!OO AM to 5:00 
tickets than the larger commercial PM Saturdays where tiekets for 
theaters. It was observed. too, that Saturday as well as Sunday and 
ticket purchasers are agreeable to Monday performances are offered. f 
shifting to another selection when Peopje can learn more about the , 
their first choice has been sold out." booth and what tickets are available 
The general ticket sales faC10r as of 11:00 AM each day IlO:OO AM 
combined with these developments Saturdays( by calling the HOT TlX 
indicates that the League of Chicago ··hotline·' at 977·1755 for a recorded 
Theatres- HOT TIX ~ is suc- message. 
Community College Grad 
Scholarships Available 
~~;:!::;~~:::.!:t:r~gistered In this age of need-based 
2 The student must maintain at financial aid. it·s gratifying to know 
I~st a 2.5 grade average. that hard .work in school can still pay 
3. The student must be .vailable for off ~ru:ially·So th n" U . 
Thursday afternoon meetings. . year u em liDois. DI' 
after. students must reapply through 
the appropriate departments. 
versity at Carbondale has available 
scholarships to honor community 
college graduates who have demon. 
strated high a.cademic achievement. 
First Of FIVe Free Films Of ~u .... no true hono~ is come by 
easily: these scholarships are very 
UFame" will be the first of five 
free films shown by the Student 
Government Association during the 
Spring semester. 
competitive, and we want to keep 
them that way. 
The scholarships pay for tuition 
at slue for tbe first academic year 
[fall and spring semesters). There· 
Transfer students interested in 
applying for 'he scholarship will 
need to submit the scbolal'ship 
appli<:ation and be admitted by 
March 1. In the meantime. if you 
have questions. please write; 
School/College Relations Division 
OffICe of Admissions and Records 
Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale 
Carbondale. Illinois 62901 
Illinois residents may call toll free 
1800)642-3531. or direct (618)453· 
4381 The series. called "Movie of the 
MOIltbu • stans off with uPame" as 
January's selection. 'Alien" will be 
featwed in February; "Caddy 
Shack" in March; •• Jokes My Folks 
Never Told Me" in April; and "10" 
in May. Admissiou is free. 
Job Service Workshop I 
uPame" win be shown on Jan. 
28, 29 and 30 at 12 nooa in Lecture 
Hall "A" and at 7 p.m. in the 
Performing ArtsCenter[pACJ. 
"Alien" will be shown OD feb. 1 1 at 
noon in Lecture HaD ··A";Feb. 12 
and 13 at noon in Lecture Hall •• A" 
aDd at 7'p.m. in the PAC. 
WELCOME 
BACK? 
Job ~unsclors. placement spe-
cialists and school personnel caD 
gain some insights into the operation 
of the largest empioyment agency in 
the state through panicipation in an 
afternoon workshop on Thursday. 
February S. at Thornton Community 
College, 15800 S. State Slree,. South 
Holland. The workShOp. sponsored 
by the Regio. 9 Career Guidance 
Center. is scheduled from 1104 p.m. 
in the grotto. Fee for participation is 
$3. 
Barbara Broome of the Harvey 
Job Service will conduct the work~ 
shop. entitled "Counseling and 
PlacementlTbe Job Service Model." 
Ms. Broome will lead participants I 
through portions of a training 
program developed for job service. I 
cousclors. In addition. campti .. 
mentary copies of ·'the Chicago 
Area Job Guide will ,~, disJribu\ecl. 
Deadline for registration is JaDa 
uary 30. 
To register caU the Region 9 
Career Guidance Center at Thornton 
Community College. 596·2000. ea· 
tension 342. 
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WHO'S WHO AND WHAT'S NEW • 
Introducing Lillian Nimtz at T.C.C. 
Welcome to the first column of 
"Who's Who?", to introduce you to 
aU those "1inle" people who do 
"big" things here at Thornton 
Community College. 
This week my pen took. me up to 
the 3td floor; the Language and 
Communications Department to be 
specific. where 1 had a friendly chat 
with Mrs. LiUian Nimtz. Mrs. Nimtz. 
is the secretary for the Language 
and Communications Department, 
which includes a staff of 21 headed 
by Dr. Commodore Craft. As I spoke 
with her 1 wondered how she bas 
kept up with her workload for so 
tong. between phone caUs. a dut .. 
tered desk and people wandering 
abuut. After n years on the job. 
Mrs. Nimtz has it down pa~. One of 
the things that keeps her going is her 
total dedication to T.C.C. "Thornton 
is 111 ••• says Mrs. Nimtz. "J"m a firm 
believet' in Junior College. It helps 
the young and the old and there is no 
limit to the amount of knowledge you 
can learn." 
Mrs. Nimtz' career endeavors arc 
proof of this. She has done extensive 
work with the Government. in~ 
eluding recruiting personnel for the 
Department of the Army and per· 
sonnel work with the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. When asked if her 
work with the F.B." was exciting she 
said, "One of the tbings I learned 
was to KEEP MY MOUTH SHUT!" 
One of the things that led Mrs. 
Nimtz to work at T.e.C. was 
students like you and me. "1 like 
kids and the atmosphere here at 
Thornton is lively and interesting. 
There is a variety here tbat leaves no 
room for dullness." She also said 
one of the benefits of the job is 
contact with the students after they 
leave college. She stiD keeps o;HItad 
with many students through letters. 
cards and phone calls. 
Mrs, Nimtz has been happily 
married for 36 years to her high 
school sweetheart. Richard. They 
raised a da~ghter, Lynn and a niece, 
Andrea, and have resided in River-
dale, IL for 27 years. Sh~ has spent 
most of her life helping people in 
need and has been involved in 
clothes drives for neariy 20 years. 
She currently collcc(s clothes 
donations. games. and toys for the 
~*********************~ ~ + ~ Happy Valentines Day ~ 
+ FROM -II + -II ~ Orlander Florists : 
: 3433 W. 159th : 
+ -II 
: Markham, m. + 
:I! 331-7730 : 
~*********************~ 
HAPPy 
. ~-e.NT/ • .#I. 
~ ~,. 
DAY 
-From the . 
Courier Staff 
To the TwIalde TwIDa • 
You both are beautiful, intelli-
gent and desirable womea, Please 
be our Valentine. 
Cupcake Couple 
,0- JatenodD&. 
We'.., ta1ted about politics and 
we've ta1ted about business, Ne.tI 
time we . ta1t, let's ta1t about 
something more interesting: YOUI 
DouId. 
Love, 
Interested 
Valentine's day &: always, I love 
you.. 
Wanda 
To Lad " T_ ('l'be TwIaJde 
Twbwl 
The most desirable WOIIIC1I of 
the year. Yoa.'re so unique &: sweet 
Too mature &: pure 
You make a man strong to come. 
Happy Valentines Day, 
"I Got You Babesl 
Fmm the Ding Doug Duo 
312/849-2300 
13934 Lincoln Avenue 
DoI.on, IL 60419 
AL C. IIJENDOZA· 
Dixon School for retarded persons in 
Dixon. IL President Reagan·s home 
town!! "I always think people have 
something they don't use:' says 
Mrs. Nimtz. •• Anyone wishing to 
donat~ may contact me." 
One of Mrs. Nimtz' comments 
was. '1lte teachers here are great to 
work. for:' Afterwards I thought, 
··It's great to have someone like you 
working for us ... 
."~f' Happy • 
Valentine's 
Day 
By. Nita Coaiglio 
The HEALTH AND LIFE 
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT is proud 
to announce that of the 40 graduates 
of the Thornton Community College 
Practical Nursing Program who took 
the Illinois State Board Examination 
in October of 1980, 39 successfUlly 
passed the examination and are now 
licensed as LPN's. . 
On March 16 there will be an 
Informational Testing Seminar held 
for those who wish to qualify for the 
Practical NurSing Program here at 
Thornton. Please contact Bob 
Heimrich on Ext. 262 for more 
information. 
Congratulations to Erika Hart~ 
mann of the LANGUAGE AND 
COMMUNICATIONS DEPART· 
AptitUde. Mathematics. and Scien· 
open to high school students only 
The competition will be held here 
the college on February 18 fro 
1,2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Winners w 
proc:~d to state competition. Best . 
luck. to all. This active department : 
also sponsoring a SICA Seien.; 
Convention on February 27. 16 an . 
high schools. will compete in sever I 
scientific areas such as bridt' 
Building (Lecture Hall A at 10:: 
a.m,), Mouse Trap Propelled Ca i 
(in lower lever). RNA· DNA mod i 
building and various chemistr i 
biology and physics tests. . 
The above projects are open 
the public and everyone is encou 
aged to come on down and take 
look. 
MENT who has completed requi.e. In the SOCIAL AND BEHA 
ments and received a Doc:trate iORAL SCIENCE DEPARTMEN 
Degree in Philosophy at the IUinois. Linc;ta Uzureau is busy planning 
Institute of Technology. Ms. Hart- Seminar on Battered Spouses. n 
mann teaches. English and bas been seminar will take place during to : 
working here at Thornton Com- sessions in the Performing A:! 
munity College since 1968. Center here at tbe college. (9:()(! 
The DIVISION OF PHYSICAL 10:00 and 11:00 • 12:30). AU L: ' 
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS is enforcement, Nursing, Social Servi ' 
sponsoring a Teams Competition and Educational students are e 
which is a test of Engineering couraged to attend. 
STYX 
RELEASES NEW ALBUM 
By. Bmdy MI/dIeII" Rober! Reale 
Two Dew albums have been 
released on the market. Both of 
them are intelligent efforts by 
talented musicians. 
The first record "Paradise Thea-
ter" by Styx, is a smoothly crafted 
concept album. The record, is a 
tribute to Chicago-s westside waUs. 
The coacopt idea lOr Paradise 
Theater was created by Dennis 
DeYoung, and the entire group 
contributed to it. 
The album opeas by describing 
the extravagant theater &om its 
oOncepUon in 1928. The listeDer is 
then treated to an updated version of 
an act that oace suutted the stage. 
Paradise Theater doesn't end with 
the destruction of the theater as one 
might suspect. Instead, the a1bum 
follows the Paradise' generation oa 
into later life, 
The geaeratioa that attended the 
Paradise was _y thought of 
as lazy and apathetic, They were 
criticized as being rebellious and 
senseless, when in truth they were 
only young, The members of Styx 
were part of this generation, and 
they remember the hostility. They 
also remember the Paradise. The 
theater, and other buildings 1ike it 
became their refuge. Whea the 
Paradise was tom down, it signaled 
the and of an era. 
The best cuts &om P-" 
Tbeater"" include; Rocldn- the Para~ 
dise, The Best of Tunes, Snowblind 
ODd Half-penny, Two-penny, 
Paradise Theater is an album of 
good feelings and fond memories, It 
has the promise to su<:ceed in the 
fashioa of past Styx efforts. 
The second album, a slightly 
more daring undertaking is Manfred 
Mann's Chance. 
After 14 strenuous months of 
recording sessions Manfred Mann 
DE 
finaUy felt his latest effort could be 
released on the market. The Ip has 
oae outstaruling SODg, Bruce Spring-
steen's uFor You.. II k seems almost 
1ike a tradition Ii>< Mann to create a 
new rendition of a Springsteen song 
as he has with, ".Blinded by the 
Light" and "Spirits in the Night," 
Chris Thompson, lead vocalist of 
Night, vocalizes three tracks on the 
album of wbicb includes the destined 
single "For You." 
Ch8nc:e is an artistic album with 
high musical standards. In other 
words, nobody is going to buy r. 
Many great albums have elisa 
peared virtually unnoticed beau 
they were different. There are VE 
few albums that mate it big tbat • 
off the mainstream. The Americ 
listener has been conditioned 
popular music. this is not to no 
mainstream. music. some of it is ve 
good, yet too commercia1ized, B 
we are never really given much of 
choice. We cannot buy somethi, 
that we don't know about. 
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WOTCC STUDENTS WIN CAREER A WARD 
is 
'k 
,t 
By Joe Nagle 
Two students currently enrolled 
in the business department were 
a ..... arded the SCIP (student career 
insights program) Award sponsored 
by the Continental Bank this week. 
Mary M. Craig. accounting cur-
riculum. and Michael J. Tamme. 
general business curriculum. were 
awarded a paid three day workshop 
at Chateau Louise Resort. $100 cash. 
and a chance for summer internship 
at CO'ntinental Bank. 
To be eligible. these students had 
to be in a field of business study, 
have completed at least five business 
courses by the end of this term. and 
have a grade point average of 3.5 or 
better. 
Mary Craig. who is currently 
serving as Vice President of 
Financial Affairs of the Student 
Government, plans to attend Loyola 
University to get a baccalaureate in 
accounting and then to North-
western's school of management for 
a masters degree. 
Michael Tamme is the assistant 
coach in the football and basketball 
programs at Saint Jude the Apostle 
grammer school. "My long range 
career goals are to be successful in 
any field of business I choose. lUke 
being around and meeting new 
people because it gives me a better 
understanding of the world we live 
in. With the way our economy is 
today, the more we know aboul each 
other. we can join together and solve 
any problem that confronts us." 
Michael has a current 3.75 g.p.a. 
Two students, one male. one 
female. were chosen from each ofthe 
20 schools that participated. 
Michael Tamme 
; I TCC Board Meets STUDENT IO'S AVAILABLE "TCC To Finish In The Black" Meints 
'C! Trustees approved the 1981-82 
!,{. college calendar and granted pcr-
If mtssion to submit the one and 
.n five-year plan for career education to 
\)t the lUinois Office of Education. 
Division of Adult. Vocational and 
Technical Education. Permission 
Ig was also granted to seek bids for the 
'n purchase of a microfilm reader· 
'c printer with microfiche for use in the 
Learning Resource Center. 
·il Changes in eight course fces 
IS were approved as foHows: Intro· 
:c dUd ion to Office Automation. from 
.1$ S2 to $4. Automated Correspondence 
. ~y Skills. from 53 to $4; Automated 
:II' Correspondence Skills· Bask Tran-
10 scription. from S2 to S3; Automated 
Advanced Transcription, from S1 to 
ct S10; introduction to Music. from $10 
to S12; General Humanities 11. from 
SIO to $12: Concert and Recital 
Attendance. from SIO to 512; and 
Communication in Modern Media. 
from 58 to $10. 
scnted a repon on Student Govern- Student Identification cards are 
ment Association activities planned vailable in the Game Room Office With the economic situation as a 
for the spring semester. area on Level II for all college credit whole looking very bleak in this 
Adjustments in tuition fees for students enrolled in Spring 1981 Country, the news from Mr. William 
individua.ls residing out-of-district classes. The identification cards win A. Meints. Controller and Treasurer 
and out-of-state were approved. be available for pickup from 8:00 of the Col1ege is not all that bleak. 
New rates to become effective this a.m. to 9:00 p.m .• Monday through According to Mr. Meints this 
summer will be S45 per credit hour Thursday and 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. school will run in the black for 1981. 
for out-of-district students and S69 .. oiiin.Fn.·diiia .. yss ........ _ ... _ ... _ .... and that 90 to 180 thousand dollars 
per credit hour for outooOf-state may even be left over at the end of 
students. "New Wave" the year for the general fund. 
Trustees granted approval of an The general fund is more or less 
energy-saving schedule during the Ph On the schools savings account. and 
summer months. The College wil1 be otos holds the College over financially 
closed on Fridays from June 5 until it gets its state and local monies 
through August 7. During this Display which come every six months . 
ten-week period. College staff Mr. Meints is very happy that a 
members will work four ten· hour school with a bare-bones budget of 
days rather than five eight hour The work of five members of the 9,205.323 dollars and over 700 
days. Columbia photography faculty make employees can operate in the black 
The Board of Trustees will hold up the exhibit in the Lower Level and still have SOme money left over. 
its next regular meeting at 8 p.m.. Gallery. John Kimmich, Arthur He says that thanks should go to all 
Thursday. February 26, in Room Lazar. Joh Mulvany, Ruth Thorne. NE 
2121 at the College, 15800 S. State Thomsen and Armando Villa will TWORKIN'G 
Street. South Holland. have photographs in the exhibit that 
the department heads and to aU 
others who have been making 
sacrifices and conserving to save 
money. 
But Mr. Meints i~ unhappy that 
tax increases are repeatedly being 
defeated in local referendums. 
Currently the $(.·hool gt.'1S 44 pt:reem 
of its monies from the state, 20 
percent from local property tax. and 
the balance from tuition and fees. 
The local tax rate has not been 
increased since 1967, and if inflation 
does not slow down or if the tax rate 
is not increased, the school could be 
in financial difficulty in a few years, 
which would mean another tuition 
hik.e. But Mr. Meints says that a 
hike would come only if absolutely 
necessat)' and then would be as little 
as possible. 
TCe student John Carson pre- WOMEN IN BUSINESS n will continue until March 28. In an exhibit curated by Columbia College student Paul Mc-
June Grads Apply Now 
The Office of Admissions and 
R.ecords would like to remind 
students in The Class of 1981, that 
i now is the time to apply for June 
graduation. 
Students are responsible to fill 
out an application for graduation, 
I 
and must check to make sure that 
they meet the requirements for their 
degree or certificate. 
The Fifty·Third Annual Com· 
mencement will be held on Sunday. 
May Jist. Attendance in this cap 
and gown ceremony is not required. 
but students are asked to participate. 
Applications for graduation are 
available at the Admissions and 
Records office on the second level. 
All applications must be submitted 
by March 13th to the Control1er's 
Office along with the 5 dollar 
application fee. 
Applications Open For 
III. legis. Staff Interns 
The Illinois Legislative Council 
and Sangamon State University last 
week. announced that applications 
are being accepted until March 1 for 
the iJtinois Legislative Staff intern-
ship Program. The program, now in 
.its 19th year, provides 18 outstand-
, ing students an opportunity to ~ (Pursue graduate studies and 
research while observing and be-
coming active1y involved with the 
operations of the Illinois General 
Assembly. Appointments will be 
announced in April. For further 
information contact Dr. Kent Red. 
field, Program Coordinator~ Illinois 
legislative Staff Internship Pro-
gram. Sangamon State University. 
Springfield. Illinois 62708. 
Alpin. Columbia students will 
exhibit work in the Student Gallery 
that has been referred to as "new 
wave" or "punk" art. Its title. "Off 
the Wall On the Wan," refers to the 
less than traditional nature of the 
work. This exhibit will also run 
through March 28. 
There will be a free reception for 
the artists in the galleries on Friday. 
February 27 from 5 10 8 p.m. The 
reception is open to the public. 
The Rosofsky exhibit will run 
until Aprilll, the other exhibits will 
end March 28. 
Gallery hours are Monday 
through Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. and Saturdays 12 Roon to 5;00 
p.m. There is DO admission charge 
for any of the exhibits. 
For further information phone 
the Columbia Galleries at 663-1600. 
extension 600. 
HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY? 
"The Power of Networking" is 
one of the topics to be covered March 
12.1981 at the WOMEN AND 
BUSINESS II: FRAMEWORK FOR 
SUCCESS conference co-sponsored 
by the Loop Center YWCA and the 
U_S. Small Business Administration. 
The conference will be held at the 
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Chicago. For 
information call (312) 372-6000. Ext. 
65. 
Alina Novak. founder at Equit. 
able Life Assurance Society of one of 
the oldest networks, will explain the 
importance of the personal address 
book and calendar in the networking 
process. Sbe will also teU attendees 
how to create a list of people who can 
help them. An important point she 
makes is that before creating this 
list. networkers have to decide 
whether their principal goal is 
money, power or fame and how to 
make this decision. 
Co-chairing the afternoon net-
working seesion is Carol Kleiman. 
Chicago Tribune Feature Writer and 
author of ··Women's Networks: 
The Complete Guide to Getting a 
Better Job, Advancing Your Career 
and Feeling Great as a Woman 
Through Networking." 
The conference will also include 
an opportunity during lunch to meet 
registrants in fields selected by 
attendees. 
Women and Business II is 
designed to provide guidance for 
women who want to advance from 
middle management to executive 
positions. for women who plan to 
enter management Or professional 
careers, and for women who have 
launched or who are planning to 
begin. their own small business. 
Women and Business II is 
presented as part of Loop YWCA's 
developing Management Pr.ogram 
and the Smail Business Adminis-
tration's mandate to assist women in 
establiShing their own bUSinesses, 
explains conference coordinator 
Elizabeth Kaye, Director of Special 
Services for the Loop YWCA. 
Registration fee for the all.day 
conference is $28 prior to February 
25. $33 after february 25. Fee 
includes coffee. Junch and con-
ference materials. and is nonrefund. 
able after Feb. 25. Reservations will 
be tak.en until maximum is reached. 
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Cafateria Dishes Out The Best 
,. 
"WHO'S WHO" 
Nita Coniglio 
Welcome to another issue of 
"Who's Who?" at Thornton Com-
munity Conege. in appreciation of 
those "little" people who do "big" 
things here at Thornton. 
This week my pen took me down 
to the cafeteria for a visit with those 
friendly ladies who serve our food 
and cash us out. But. there is much 
more than meets the eye. 
The Manager of tht· Canteen 
Food Corporation down in the 
cafeteria is Frances Sebestyen. We 
don't see her very much. but her 
offICe was busy in'the south end of 
the cafeteria. Frances enjoys her job 
here at Thornton because it's close to 
home and involving. She has been 
working at Tee for nine years. "The 
good students by far out-weigh the 
bad. "says Frances. "but. the school 
needs to get its students more 
involved. II Frances and all of the 
other ladies agreed that more 
contests and lunch-time activities 
should be pTOvided. 
Some of the smiling faces we see 
are Maude Gephart and Evelyn 
l.e:wanoowD.i at the i;uhieu .stand. 
They brighten up any students day 
with a friendly smile or uHave a Nice 
Day!" Maude has been working 
here at TeC for five years and. like 
Evelyn. her favorite part of lbe job is 
working with the students. "There 
are -.very few that complain." says 
Canteen Corp. staII Includes, [back] Rick Nolan; Ifroal-left to rlghl] 
Shl .... y Price, Evelyo l.ewodu"sld, a .. istlne PleszkaD, Ana Pacoeba, 
Maude Gepha~ Angela Molnar, and manager-Fran $ebestyen. 
Maude. "In the world that is full of 
complaints. especially about food 
prices." 
Two other bu~y ladies in the 
cafeteria that you should be familiar 
with by now .are Shirley Price and 
Ann Pocoeha in the steam food area. 
Better cooks cannot be found. 
Shirley has worked at Tee for two 
years, and when she's not busy 
dishing up some delicious hot meals. 
she's back in the kitchen preparing 
and pricing the salads. H[ like 
wnrking with the students." she 
said. "but I also enjoy holidays and 
summers off." Ann has been with 
us at Thornton for four happy years. 
and when she's not busy serving up 
some hot food. she's in the kitchen 
making up some delicious looking 
cold sandwiches. All of these ladies 
are hired for a specific job. but.. "we 
all help each other out:" That's 
teamwork, especially when the hoard 
from lunchtime or breakfast arrive.~. 
Some of the other cafeteria 
workers we have not mentioned 
above. but who we are equally 
grateful for are: Christine Pleskum. 
head cook: Angela Molnar. steam 
table and assistant to Head Cook: 
Carrie and Nancy Just, who cashiers 
in the evenings and Rick Nolan, who 
does porter duties. 
After my interview with these 
busy workers was over. one of the 
ladies said. "Now the students know 
how we feel towards them. but what 
is their attitude toward us!'" Why 
not let them know next time you pass 
by! 
r 
;~;! Perfonning Arts Series Two Tickets Still Available 
.. I Area residents still have time to 
!i· I purchase tickets for the first entry in it· Thornton Community College's pet-
: ! j~~ :" forming Arts Series Two. A limited 
:·f ...... number of tickets is available for the 
.1 
February 27 performance of ··Show. 
boat"" at the Candlelight Dinner 
Playhouse. Summit. Ttdtets are 
priced al S26.50 and include cost of 
dinner" the musical and coach bus 
transportation from the CoUege. 
15800 S. State. South Holland. 
Season subscriptions for Per-
forming Arts Series Two are also 
available for only SJS.. .. a savings of 
over 20 percent over separate 
purchaSes. The season subscription 
includes the February 27 trip to the 
CandleHght as well as the following 
events: The Kings of Jazz. a 
multi-media sa1ute to the great men 
of jazz music presented by TCC's 
own Donald Kramer on Friday. 
March 27. Jean Anouilh's "The 
Lark." .Ibe stirring story of French 
heroine Joan of Arc. to be performed 
on Friday. April 10. and American 
Dance Center in Revue. a look: at 
various forms of dance to be 
presented by this well-known south 
suburban dance company on Friday. 
May IS. 
To purchase lic:Itets for "Show, 
boat'" or season subscriptions for 
Performing Arts Series Two call tbe 
TCC Division of Art·s and Humanities 
at 596·2000. extension 297. 
God only knows how much needs 
doing. Millions don't even know 
why they're on this planet. Hunger, 
disease. ignorance, indignity and in-
justice keep millions from reaching 
their full potential. 
There certainly is a lot to be done. 
If you would like to help as a mis' 
sionary priest, brother or sister, 
write to: 
Fr. Dennis Conway 
Combonl Missionaries 
8108 8eechmont Ave. 
CIncinnati, Dhlo 45230 
o missionary brolhers 0 missionary 
o I would Hke to lalk 10 your vocalion director. siSiers. 
_________ 'Slate _________ ,lip ___ _ 
Ii Bir1hOale 
.. 
II 
**10 thru 17 
ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
CALENDAR FOR MARCH 
EXHIBIT· Recent Works by Don Ashley. Gallery 4141-
14 JAZZ BAND CONCERT· The Tee Jazz 83nd. conducted by " 
Donald Kramer, presents two pro£'.fams at WashinJ:lon Square 
M.dl in lIomewood. J:oo & 2:00 p.m. 
2S JAZZ BAND CONCERT - The TCC 107.2 Band. conducted 
by Donald Kramer. presents a program or various works. 
8:00 p.m .• PAC. 
-27 JAZZ KINGS· The second prof!:ram of the Sprinl! Performing 
Arts Series rC3tureS TCC's own Don31d Kramer in a multi-media 
salute to the I=reat men of j37.Z. 8:00 p.m. - PAC. Reserved 
scat tickets SS each. 
"30 lhru 4/16 EXIIIBIT· PaintinJ!$ b)' Alckna Vanda. Gallery 4141. 
*Those events that have an admission ch3r~e. require tickets andlor reservations. 
--Callery 4141 hours arc: Mon. Ihru Thurs.· 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. & 7 to 9 p.m .• 
and Frida)' ·9 a.m. 10 2 p.m. 
March 15, 1981 
The Heights 
620 So. Halsted, Chgo. Hts. 
5pm till 11 pm 
- Features-
* *F/NE DINING (5 course meal)* * 
• Roast Top Bun Beer 
• Roasl Cl1tctten 
• tlalian Sausage w/Mos!aCCIOII 
• Cream or Ctticlren Souo 
• Chef Salad 
• Baked PotalOe w/sourcroam and butler 
• MexicanCom 
• Roll and Butter 
• Coffee. Tea. Of ""itk 
• CakeAoll 
* *LlVE MUSIC * * 
* *DANCE FLOOR * * 
Student c:harge is 1/3 of Restaurant charge 
TICKETS: 
StudenlS • S5 or 510 • couple 
Non_nlS' sa or $15 a couple 
TICKETS OR TICKET RESERVATIONS 
A\'3itabfe Man:h 2·13 
or thru S.GA Members. 
10:GIJ.5:1JO Mon •• Sal. 
Iii 9:00 Fri. E ...... es 
Closed Sandop 
GE'ITlNG MARRIED? 
WE CAN HELP MAKE 
YOUR DREAMS 
COME TRUE. 
Wedding Invitations 
Bridal Registry 
Gifts For Attendants 
r 
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TCC HOSTS JOURNALISM DAY 
By: Nita Coniglio gave the students a warm welcome. 
First to speak from tbe panel was 
Students from several area high Tom Gradowski. pUblic relations 
schools participated in the Second director [or St. Francis Hospital in 
Annual Journalism Day held at Blue Island. Mr. Gradowski en-
Thornton Community College last couragcd students [0 enter the 
Friday. A panel of speakers were "honored" field of public relations 
involved in the program and ~cvcral and we realized how diversified the 
awards were presented to the field really is. "Public Relations is 
outstanding high school newspapers an exciting growing field." says Mr. 
~in the area. Gradowski. "but. you need a good 
The panel of speakers included journalism background and you have 
various professionals in the major to be creative." 
field of communication. Cuurier Next. Ray introduced Larry 
Editor, Ray Szumilas, officiated the Odell, who has bc..."Cn the sports editor 
event and Ms. Sedlack, who teaches for the Star Tribune during tbe past 
Ihe Journalism classes here at TCC two and a half years. Star 
i Speakers at Journall ... Day were f ....... left to right; Marty ZlIIln, Tom 
Gradowskl, Larry Odell, and Patricla Arnold. 
"Everyone" is Invited 
To Visit Art Exhibits 
! 
By: Ken Mantel 
showing of many forms all will see 
something they like in the Gallery at 
one time or another. 
Fonner T_C.C. student Don 
The division of Arts and Human· Ashley wiU show his latest mixed 
:ities invites aU students and art media art work in the Gallery until 
byers to stop into the GaUery 4141 March 27th. His work win be 
an the fourth floor to view the many followed by the oil and acrylic 
quality art exhibits. paintings of Atenka Vanda until 
Larry Pukelis. Director of the April 16th. 
Gallery thinks it is a shame {hat only ·Then on April 29th the an event 
lrt students stop in to see and of the year happens in 4141. This is 
,lppreciate the exhibits, w-hich are when the best work. done by students 
AhardJy patronized for only the first of the school are ex.hibited. 
lfew days after the· opening al the The Gallery is open from 9 to 3 
school. and then again from 7 to 9:45 on 
The Director tries to get as varied Monday thru Thursday; is open on 
.1 number of artists and art forms as Fridays from 9 to 2; and is closed on 
possible, He hopes that by the weekends and holidays. 
Special Interest 
. Class Registration is Open 
\
' Have a special interest? 
Thornton Community College can 
~lP you to develop your talents and iliUs in a variety of special interest 
dasses heJd at the College and in 
,aine area high schoo-ls--Bremen. 
Hillcrest. Oak forest. Thornton 
Fractional North. Thornton Frac-
oooal South, Thornridge, Thornton, 
Thornwood, and TInl~y Park. 
Eight-week: classes for the do-it-
fOUrselfer. the -career-minded man 
U" woman. hobby or sports 
arthusiast begin the week of March 
13. Registrations will be accepted 
4I1ring the week of March 9. 
Develop the skills that can put 
your career on the move.in special 
interest classes including typing. 
shorthand. bookkeeping, data pro-
cessing. welding. and travel agency 
techniques. 
Do-it-yourself to increase per-
sonal satisfaction and save money. 
Courses to choose from include 
upholstering. interior decorating, 
sewing. woodworking. auto tune-up 
and maintenance. home electricity, 
radio and television repair and small 
gas engine repair. 
Find a fun-filled hobby in photo-
graphy, calligraphy or quilting. Be 
creative in painting, drawing and 
stained glass classes. you can learn 
the arts of gourmet rooking. micro· 
wave COOking or cake decorating. 
Publications is the largest news~ 
paper chain in the south suburbs, 
with circulation on Thursday and 
Sunday. He is the editor with a staff 
of one. "We really depend on 
"stringers" to be there when we 
can·t." Many journalists today must 
start through "stringing!" Mr. 
Odell also told the students that 
quotes are a must in a story. "Try to 
get quotes rather than straight 
rehash of a game. It makes your 
story more interesting." 
The next speaker was Patricia 
Arnold, who is currently working as 
3. ,special segments producer for 
WLS·TV, Chicago. Ms. Arnold 
dissolved any illusions the students 
had about being famous and making 
lots of money in the broadcasting 
media. "You have to start with the 
small town markel, then move up to 
the "big times." Ms. Arnold 
informed U3, "You bavo to bo thg 
best at whatever you do, or you 
won', get in." She also stressed the 
fact that students entering the 
broadcasting field should be flexible 
and able to move around.a lot. "You 
also have to learn to work as a 
team." 
"TCC Open House" 
Editors of area high 5chool newspapers who I"ecelved First Place Award 
arc, fl"om left to right; Co-Editors Sarah Framsey lIod Charis Behrendt, T. 
F. South, Deanna Bigus, Editor T.F. North, Dr. Nalhan Ivey, who 
~~:::~x~~':n::r:~;r~:U::iI~:~,r E1Ji:.,:::r.:'~:::'.won the 
And. from a new area described communications that is really boom-
as the ncw "Golden Age~' of Cable ing, Because of "'ack of k.nowledge· 
TV. we heard from Marty Zitlin. in the field of Cable-TV you are able 
Director of Programming for Cable- to become specialized in a very 
vision of Chicago. Mr. Zitlin gave us undevcloped area. 
a brief description ofthis new area of 
College Doors Open To Everyone 
Special displays. demonstrations, 
student performances, guided tours-
there'll be something of interest to 
area residents of all ages who attend 
Thornton Community CoUege·s 
Spring Open House on Sunday. April 
12. 
CoUege staff members have 
planned a number of activities and 
events for the afternoon open house. 
Between 1 :30 and 4:30 p.m. instruc-
tors and counselors will be on hand 
to discuss college transfer and career 
training programs available at the 
College. Staff members wiU also be 
available to provide information on 
non·credit courses, GED and adult 
basic education classes held at the 
College and in off~campus centers 
throughout the College District. 
Questions about financial aid, job 
placement. veterans services and 
services for returning adults will be 
answered by specialists working in 
these areas. 
There wiU be a variety of displays 
and demonstrations of interest to 
both adults and children in College 
classrooms. laboratories. and the 
Learning Resource Center. Guided 
tours ..... ilI be offered for individuals 
Who'd like to inspect College 
faalil ics. and visitors will be en· 
couraged to go directly to any 
specific area of interest .. 
On-the·spot admissions and 
registrations for summer session 
classes will be accepted. and re-
freshments will be served in the 
College cafeteria. Entertainment 
will be provided by music. drama 
and speech students. 
For more information about the: 
spring open. house call the College at 
596-2000. Extension 202. 
Second Eight Week Registration Is Open 
College-credit classes in an, 
biology. business. psychology. and 
physical education wilt begin during 
the week of March 16 at Thomton 
Community College. 
Registrations for these eight~ 
week classes will be accepted from 8 
a.m. to 8 p.m .• March 9~12. and from 
8 a.m. to 4 p.m., March 13. at the 
Office of Admissions and Records 
located on the second floor of the 
main campus building, 15800 S. 
State Street. South Holland. 
Oasses to be offered this spring 
include the Nature of Art. Biological 
Happy 
St. Patrick's 
Day 
Aspects of Population. Energy Rela-
tionships of Life. Business Machines 
Basic Real Estate and Broker 
Preparation, Tennis. Bicycling, Aca-
demic and Personal Development 
(Study Skilts), Foundations of 
Fitness.Sports Officiating--Baseball, 
Sports Officiating-.FootbaU. and The 
Individual in College. 
for more information about 
registering for coUege-credit classes 
call the Office of Admissions and 
Records at 5%-2000. extension 3223. 
THESGA 
WANTS YOU 
FOR lHE SENATE' 
The Student Government Association is seeking three individuals to 
fiU vacancies on the Student Senate. Students interested in applying 
for these positions should submit their resumes to Dave Anderson in 
room 3219. the SGA office, or room 3216 on or before March 18. 1981. 
Interviews will be conducted and final selections made on Thrusday. 
March 19. 1981 during the SGA meeting. The qualifications for office 
are: (l) Must be a registered student at TCC; (2) Must have and 
maintain a 2.5 grade average; and (3) Must be available for Thursday 
afternoon meetings. 
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By: Craig McCann administration, the students must go back to the first year 
In an effort to clarify new semester and start the whole 
administrational policies, 15 course over. 
nursing students met with What this means in lay-
Nursing Director Marian men's terms is this: 
Wolfe and Health and Life The nursing program is a 3 
Science Director Dr. William year course. The first year 
Francis at a recent meeting to deals with the basic classes 
discuss the Nursing adminis- like psychology and biology. 
tration's intentions to deal The nursing students Fresh-
with students who fail a man year (or third semester) 
semeste, uf Nursing. starts the lIur~lng course al\eI 
semester and pass it in order 
to go on t'o the fourth 
semester. Only after they, 
pass the fourth semester can 
they po on to the fifth. 
Nursing student spokes-
man Carol Marquez thinks the 
new poliey is not fair to the 
students. "But," she addS, ~~1:~~~:~: 
" they (the administration) I~ 
All 15 of the students who proceeds for 3 more semesters 
attended the meeting failed for a grand total of 6 semes-
the Fall 1980 Semester of ters. According to the old 
Nursing. The purpose of the policy, if a student failed the 
meeting lIIas to protest the 5th semester, she must take 
lack of communication by the the 5th semester over in order 
administration to the students to proceed to the 6th. Now. if 
in acknowledging the change a student fails the 5th semes-
in poliCies. ter, she must go back to the 
seem to have all the answers. 
As far as the semester change 
Is concerned, they went to the 
proper channels. Mrs, Wolfe 
claims this change went into 
effect mid-semester in Oct. of 
1980. 
Mrs. Wolfe was asked 
about the change in semester 
siluation. "I've had it with all 
the meetings and committees. 
HELP SALUTE 
THE KINGS OF JAZZ. 
The old policy Slated that 3rd semester and repeat the 
students who failed a sames- whofe course over. 
ter must repeat the same Allt5 students failed"their 
semester before proceeding to 5th semester. They must 
next. Now, according to the now return to the third 
Everything has been re-
solved. There Is nothing more 
to discuss." 
Continued on Pg. 2 
Jazz musicians who've 
worked with Benny Goodman, 
Percy Faith, Tex Benecke, 
Buddy Moreno, Skitch Hen-
derson, and Jimmy Dorsey 
will be featured in a Salute to 
the Kings of Jazz on Friday, 
March 27, at Thornton Com-
munity College, 15800 S • 
Search For New Dean Commences 
State Street, South Hollal\d. 
The performance will begin at 
8 p.m., in the CoUege's 
Position: . 
Dean, Community Education 
Duties/Responsibilities 
relations. Must be willing to 
work a minimum of two nights 
per week. 
Contract/ salary: 
Performing Arts Center. 
Tickets are priced at $5 • 
App/icallcn Deadline: Don Kramer, TeC's Dir-
April 1, 1981 ector of Bands, has assembled 
Application Procedure: an impressive group,of local 
Elgart, will be joined by tenor 
sax player Nick Busta of 
Berwyn, trumpet player Don 
Sohan of Palos Park, trom-
bonisi Don McClellan of South 
Holland, pianist Las Waverly 
of Homewood, tuba/bass 
player James BQber of CalU-
met City, and drummer Jake 
Jerger of Des Plaines. 
Special guest for the even-
ing will be noted composer 
and recording artist Art 
Hodes of Park Forest. 
... and I 
The Dean of Communily 
Education will coordinate the 
activities and programs of 
11-12 centers in District 510, 
most of them served by center 
directors. The administrator 
selected will be responsible 
Annual contract (48 weeks); 
Salary commensurate with 
education and experience. 
Beginning Date: 
Send letter of application, jazz musicians for this multi-
resume, transcripts (unofficial media salute to the great men 
copies acceptable and ere- of jazz music. Kramer, a 
dentials to Personnel Services clarinetist who has performed 
Thornton Community College, with the bands of Buddy 
15600 State Street, South Morrow, Tex Benecke and Les 
Tickets for the Salute to 
the Kinas of Jazz, the second 
entry In TCC's Performing 
Arts Series Two, are now 
available. For more Infor-
mation call .the College's 
Division of Arts and Humani-
ties at 596-2000, Extension 
297. I Early June, 1981 
Holland, illinois 60473 for the General Studies-Adult .. ____ "'!!!' __ !'" __ "'!!!'!!'" ________ .. 
Education and Continuing Student Trustee Education segment of the 
college program and must be 
able to develop and Imple-
ment courses and programs 
geared to the needs of tile 
Position Available 
adult students and community The election of the student 
agencies. The position re- trustee to the Community 
quires an energetic self- College Board of District 510 
starter who can carry out will be held on April 6 and 7, 
projects to a successful con- 1981. The term of office Is one 
cluslon plus the ability to year and commences on April 
maintain and improve current 15,1981. Petitions of candid-
offerings. aey are availabale from Dave 
Qualifications: Anderson In room 3219, the 
Minimum of Master's de- SGA office, or room 3216. 
gree in Administration, Adult Petitions must have the signa-
Education or Community Ed- tures of at least fifty currentiy 
ucation with at least 3 years enrolled Tee students and 
administrative experience at must be submitted by 4:00 
college level required. p.m., March 28, 1981 to either 
Theoretical knowledge of Dave Anderson, the SGA 
adult education/or continuing office, or room 3216. The 
education required; practical qualifications for office are 
experience in educational ad- that the candidate be cur-
ministration preferred. Must rentiy enrolled at Thornton 
be interested and ·competent Community College. The 
in detail work and community student tr':lstee shall have all 
the privileges of membership, 
including the right to make 
and second motions and 
attend executive sessiOns, 
other than the right to vote. 
The Swallows 
Have Returned 
To Capistrano 
Spanish Club Is On 
Their Way To See IIEvita" 
are selling candy. Four 
By: espiritu Espanal varieties are available. Candy 
Before there was time to sales also will help finattce 
even put up the posters some of the seven students 
announcing Espiritu Espan- participating in the Spring 
ol's spring cultural event, a Spanish Immersion Weekend. 
trip to see the play "Evlta" on The second annual all-Span-
a Tuesday evening after ish p'icnlc will take place the 
spring break, some 80 persons week of May 11. 
had already paid their de- Although Barbara Powers 
posits. Barbara Powers,' continues as president; the 
president, will post final fOllowing new officers are 
details in the language lab, serving the club this semes-
3120, and on the bulletin ter: Mary Disanto, vice-pres-
board just outside the lab just ident and recorder; and Vir-
as soon as they can be glnia Fabar and Jim Smith 
arranged. Those interested in co-treasurers. ' 
gOing in a group by bus are All persons Interested In 
asked to sign up now on the the Spanish language and 
transportation list In the lab. culture are Invlted'to join the 
To help finance the event, club. Memberships are 25 
members of the Spanish club cents. 
'\ 
I 
I 
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College President Welcomes Open House Visitors 
'As President of Thornton 
Community College, it is a 
pleasure for me to welcome 
· you to our open house this 
afternoon. I would like to 
extend a personal invitation 
: for you to see our physical 
,plant, to examine the courses 
;and programs we offer, and to 
1 meet with our .line faculty and 
trained prospective employee, your offices or plant to 
at no charge, by registering conduct special seminars, 
with the college's placement workshops or even credit 
service. You might even be classes for your employees. 
interested in having a TCC We are vitally interested in 
student as an Intern. You can responding to the needs of the 
also make arrangements for residents of our district. 
college personnel to come to Finally, if you are il)ter-
Check Out The Fun 
'staff. A number of activities There will be fun for the 
· have been scheduled for you whole family at Thornton 
this afternoon. Please attend Community College's Spring 
,as many as possible. date aspects of Open House 1:30 to <4:30 p.m., I If you've seen our college I' Sunday, April 12 at the main your or to earn 
,catalog or received a fall or new which may help you campus. 
I spring bulletin in the mail, earn a promotion. You can For the younger genera-
: you may have noticed an even explore another field tion, there will be a special 
i oft-repeated phrase - "Com· which might lead you to a new guest appearance by the ~ munity is our middle name." job. If your present interests Infamous "Oarth Vader," a 
· That phrase, more than any don't include continuing edu- display of lunar rock samples 
· other, provides a true indio cation of some type, Thornton collected byApolio astronauts, 
;n h~ cation of our philosophy at Co exciting and edu. cational de-ore Community liege can even 
, Thornton Community College. help you to find another job monstrations in College sc-
provided for small children 
during open house hours. 
Adults will have the oppor 
tunity to talk with College 
instructors and counselors, 
check out .. on-the-spot ad-
missions" tour College faci-
lities, take mini-lessons in 
foreign languages and speed 
reading, register for summer 
session classes, and see a 
variety of displays and de-
monstrations. 
ested in returning to school 
after taking lime to raise a 
family, you will find that 
Thornton Community College 
has programs to meet your 
needs. We pay particular 
attention to the needs of those 
adults who are returning to 
college after being out of 
school for a number of years. 
On Page two of this issue 
of the newspaper, we have 
listed the offices to contact for 
specific information. If you 
are unable to see everything 
or everyone you would like 
this afternoon, please feel free 
to telephone the office listed 
for the information you need. 
Or better yet, stop by our 
campus again and talk with 
our staff personally. You will' 
find our entire staff willing to -
assist with your special need. ~SI We take pride in olir name through its free placement ience laboratories, a martial 
e and in our place in the twenty services. arts demonstration, mUSical 
,communities we serve. As a bUSinessman or wo- and dramatic entertainment Check Out The Classes 
ar ~ As a community college man in the college district, and even some clowns. Free Area residents can at-
lUg supported, in part, by local f' d th rfectl baby-sitting services will be tend college classes of the,'r ld I tax dollars, TCC bears a fy.;:;ou;;.....m=ay'-';,;;'"=...;;.;;;.e....:;.pe;;;.;.=;.:,y_,...-_____________ ..:.._~~~...::.=. 
AftEi special responsibility for pro-
:y, ~I grams and services which 
etbal benefit all segments of the thro~ community. While the Col· 
ith 91 lege serves the 18, 19 and 20 
99 q year olds you may think of as 
94 q the traditional college stu· 
l alS! dent, TCC students are, on 
>rthc1 the average, about 29 years of 
, age. They range from the 
I ant toddlers and elementary 
s anI school pupils in children's 
ndll1\ music and drama Classes to 
! the senior citizens who earn 
that long-desired college de-
.r: ~ gree. On the campus of your 
w,..:1 community college, it is not at 
~ ':~"I all unusual to find a husband 
""1.,' and wife attending a class 
'. ::~J together or to see a parent and 
;:':.i a son or a daughter sharing a 
· "':::i sense of accomplishment and 
:"":':1 pride as graduates partici-
~,;~: paling in the College's annual 
;ie"," commencement. 
!."iGi There are a number of 
· .::~. ways that TCC can help you. 
',';;., If you are a high school 
1:; q student, after graduation you 
'f~ may wish to enroll in one of 
"'~.:. our career-oriented programs 
.' which lead to an asSociate 
:. degree and preparation for a 
:::::.: specific career in just two 
.' years time. Or, if you are 
• interested in a four-year de-
gree, you may want to enroll 
in our transfer program. 
,·Students .find that our courses 
rei transfer to four-year colleges 
,Ie and universities quite easily. 
18, If you are already working, 
DID YOU KNOW THAT 
-Thornton Community Col-
lege is 54 years old 
-Is fully accredited by the 
North Central Association 
of Colleges and Schools and 
the IllinoiS Community Col· 
lege Board 
-Serves the residents of 20 
different communities 
-Offers the first two years of a 
bachelor's degree program 
-Offers one and two-year 
career program ranging 
from AdvertiSing Art and 
Oesign to Welding 
-Serves approximately 10,000 
students each semester 
-Charges only $258 for 12 
semester hours compared 
to over $450 at Northern 
Illinois University, over 
$430 at illinois State Uni· 
versity, and $395 at Eastern Illinois University. Stu- .. 
dents at the Universities 
also have to pay room and 
board costs. 
-Has financial aid including 
scholarships, grants, loans, 
veterans benefits, and on-
campus work opportunities 
-Offers a wide variety of non-
credit special interest 
classes 
-Oilers adult education 
classes 
-Oilers an English as a 
second language program 
-Sponsors classes in local 
high schools, senior citizen 
centers, police and fire 
stations 
-otfers programs appealing 
to aU ages, from pre-
schoolers to senior citizens 
-Employs 583 of your friends 
and neighbors 
-Spends over 9 million dollars 
each. year for goods and 
"services in your communi· 
tieS which generates an. 
additional 22 million dollars 
of college-related business 18, you may choose one or more 
courses to br,ng you up to '-----------.... --.... --------------------------------------------------J 
choice by Simply picking up 
any of a variety of free 
coupons available at Thornton 
Community College's Spring 
Open House, 1:30 to 4:30 
p.m., Sunday, April 12, at the 
main campus, 15800 S. State 
Street, South Holland. There 
are approximately 1,000 seats 
available in over 200 college 
credit and special interest 
classes. The coupons may be 
picked up at the special booth 
located in the cafeteria on the 
first floor. 
"The free class-visitation 
coupons we'll be offering to 
local residents who come to 
the college campus for our 
spring open house will include 
a selection of both credit and 
non-credit courses." says 
William J. Hafer, Oean of 
Admissions. "They have 
been designed to provide an 
easy way for community mem-
bers to examine course of-
ferings with absolutely no 
obligation." 
"The coupons may be 
redeemed at the College and 
its community education 
centers In local high schools 
during the last week of 
April," adds Hafer. "And, 
since a number of these 
college-credit and special in-
terest courses will be offered 
during the summer session, 
Individuals who'd like to 
enroll In a class of their choice 
will have the opportunity to do 
so within Just a few weeks of 
class viSitations. 
For more Information, call 
516-2000. 
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There's A Place For You At TCC 
Choices are the keys to 
your present and your future. 
Whether you choose a career, 
a hobby or an avocation each 
choice affects the quality of 
your life. -
Thornton Community Col-
lege is the place for choices, 
the place to exercise the 
options that will make your 
life richer and more reward-
ing. At TCC you can expand 
your vision of yourself and 
your world. 
One of the pioneer com-
munity colleges in Illinois, 
Thornton Community College 
has been serving its students 
since 1927. 
TCC serves the over 300, 
000 residents of Community 
College District 510. The 
college district includes the 
following towns and villages: 
Blue Island, Burnham, Calu-
met City, Country Club Hills, 
Dixmoor, Oolton, Hazelcrest, 
LanSing, Lynwood, Markham, 
Midlothiar1, Oak Forest, Phoe-
nix, Plsen, Riverdale, South 
Holland, Thornton, and Tinley 
Park 
Since the College is sup-
ported, in part, by local tall 
dollars, TCC has a spec:ial 
interest In you, the com-
, munity member. Its pro-f :, grams and services are tail-
:. ored to meet the unique needs 
and interests of each of 
you-the . high school grad-
. uate, the.veteran, the home-
~ ! 
i i! 
.' 
I, 
maker, the adult pursuing 
:: educational or career goals, 
. the senior citizen seeking the 
'; skills and knowledge that will 
;; enrich retirement years. 
Students range In age 
from the six-month-old parti-
Cipant in "'Come Children 
Sing" to 'the 77-year old 
degree recipient. In fact, the 
average age of the TCC 
student Is 29. 
Open-Door Policy: The Col-
lege's open-door policy af-
fords access to higher edu-
cation for all. 
Counseling and Academic 
Guidance: If you're unsure of 
your direction, TCC counse-
lors can help you to assess 
your abilities and interests 
and to make choices for your 
future. 
Day and Evaning Classes: 
TCC's comprehensive sche-
dule of day and evening 
classes is designed with you in 
mind, offering flexibility for 
the student who works or 
cares for a family while 
attending classes on a fUlitime 
or part-time basis. There's 
even an on-campus baby-
sitting service. 
Job Placemant: You can get 
help In finding a Job and in 
obtaining skills necessary for 
employment through the Col-
lege's Office of Placement 
Services. 
TCC offers you, the com-
munity member, high quality 
education at a reasonable 
cost. Small class size affords 
an opportunity for individual 
attention and gives the stu-
dents a chance to get to know 
their Instructors. TCC has a 
special Interest in you. 
Transfer Courses Leading to a 
Four-Year Degree: In just two 
years you can earn an Assoc-
iate Degree and academic 
credits which may be applied 
toward a bachelor's degree at 
a four-year college or univer-
sity. Since TCC is fully 
accredited by the North 
Central Association of Col-
leges and Schools, transfer 
courses will be accepted at 
almost any college or uni-
versity. 
Art 
Business Administration 
Chemistry & Chemical En-
gineering 
Dental 
Engineering 
Industrial Administration 
Journalism 
Legal 
liberal Arts 
life Science (Biology, Conser-
vation, Forestry) 
Mathematics 
Medical 
Medical Technology 
Music 
Nursing (Professional) 
Pharmacy 
PhYSical Education (Men & 
Women) 
Teacher Education -
Elementary 
Teacher Education 
Secondary 
Urban Studies 
Veterinary 
Vocational-Industrial Teach-
ing and Industrial Training 
Career Programs: In one or 
two years, you may develop 
the competencies which will 
prepare you for entry-level 
employment or advancement 
In one of 36 career fields. 
Business Careers 
Accounting 
Banking and Finance 
Business Management 
Certified Professional 
Secretary 
Data Processing 
Executive Secretary 
Marketing Management 
Medical Secretary 
Office Assistant 
Real Estate 
Health Careers 
Nursing-ADN (Registered) 
NurSing-LPN (Pracllcal) 
Occupational Therapy 
ASSistant 
Radiology Technology (X-Ray) 
Public Service Careers 
Fire Science 
Industrial Security 
Law Enforcement 
Mental Health Associate 
Public Administration 
Social Work Associate 
Teacher Aide 
Technical Careers 
Advertising Art & Design 
Aviation Careers 
Biomedical Technology 
Building Construction 
Building Maintenance Service 
Chemical Technology 
Drafting 
Electronic Technology 
Graphic Arts Techn910gy 
Machine Tool Processes 
Mechanical Design Techno-
logy 
Welding Processes 
Tce's Ultra-Modem Main .Campus was constructed during the 1970's_ 
Adult and Continuing Edu-
cation: You can· earn an 
elementary or high school 
diploma or develop the skills 
necessary for success in col-
lege through participation in 
programs including Adult 
Basic Education, GED (Gen-
eral Education Development 
Review, Human Success Pro-
jector GSP (General Studies 
Program). 
special Interest courses avail-
able at the College and at nine 
high schools and community 
education facilities through-
out the district. 
for tennis, volleyball, bas-
ketball and jogging 
Learning Resources Center 
Facilities rental for meeJ. 
ings, special activities 
TCC provides valuable re-
sources for both the student 
and the non -student. Every 
resident of the College Dis-
trict can benefit by taking 
advantas:re of the Co"ege's 
many programs and services. 
At TCC there s a place fa 
you: 
to stretch your imaglnatio. 
and your creativity 
to explore your uniqut 
talents and abilities 
to gain the knowledge anC 
skills for empillyment Community Education: Deve-
lop a hobby, pursue an 
avocation, increase your phy-
sical fitness or explore your 
hidden talents through parti-
cipation in one Ilf over 250 
Seminars, workshops, and 
to experience the pleasure 
of lifetime learning 
lecturers . 
Concerts,. plays, sporting 
and special events 
Speakers' bureau 
to build a better tomorrow 
For more Information, cal 
596-2000. Physical education facilities 
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT: 
Admissions and Application 
Information 
Financial Aid, Loans 
Scholarships, Job Placement 
Veterans Services 
Counseling Services: 
Appointments, Information 
ACE and CLEP Programs 
Special High School Student 
Information (Attending TCC 
while stili a high school 
student) 
High School Equivalency Dip-
loma (G.E.D.) or Adult Basic 
Education (eighth grade dip-
loma) 
Special Interest Classes 
Baby-SiUing 
Athletics 
Student Activities, Clubs, Or-
ganizations 
Campus Visitation 
CALL OR VISIT: 
Admissions & Records Office 
Room 2123 
596-2000, ext. 323/324 
Director of Financial Aid & 
Placement 
Room 2117 
596-2000, ext. 321 
Counseling Center 
Room 2119 
596-2000, ext. 306 
Community Services 
Room 2130 
596-2000, ext. 226/227 
Community Education 
Room 2130 
596-2000, ext. 230/231 
Director of Baby-SItting 
Bldg. 16, Interim Campus 
596-6590 
Director of Athletics 
Field House 
596-2000, ext. 334/335 
Coordinator, Student Activi-
ties 
Room 2119 
596-2000, ext 303 
Counseling Center 
Room 2119 
596-2000, ext. 306 
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A Thank You For The Success 
Of The T.e.C. Open House 
The Open House was a huge- all of the individuals who con-
success!! Sunday, April 12th tributed their time and effort to 
was a .. show off" day that made attract potential students to our 
all of the TCC family proud of the campus. 
,many programs and services I would expecially like to 
that are available to community thank the Student Government 
residents. Over 2000 visitors Association. This campus organ-
took advantage of the oppor- ization has done more this year to 
tunity to look over the exoellent benefit the en\ire student body 
facilities, faculty, students, staff, than any other group of student 
administrators, and trustees. As leaders in many, many years. 
illustrated in the special edition Not only did the SGA finanoe the 
of The Courier, exciting pro- entire cos1 of the refreshments, 
grams, demonstrations, displays they volunteered their time and 
tours, music, and representa- efforts to distribute flye-rs, serve 
tives from every area of the as tour guides, area directors, 
College added to the exoellent and represent all of the college 
and festive day's activities. organizations at the reoeptions. 
On behalf of the Recruitment TheSGA continues to provide an 
and Open House Committee, I excelle-nt series of programs and 
would like to say "thank you" to activities for the entire college 
Another Letter of Gratitude 
The success of our college-
wide Open House was no ac-
cident. It was the result of hours 
and hours of work by the 
members of II '" college family -
administrators: faculty, support 
'i staff and stud&n1s. 
Over 2,000 people visited the 
College during the April 12th 
open house because of the efforts 
of hundr&ds of individuals-the 
members of the Recruitment 
Committee chaired by William 
Hafer who planned and pub-
j licized the ope-n house, the 
faculty and support members 
who voluntee-roo their time to 
perlorm a variety of tasks, and 
the members of the Student 
Govemment Association who pro 
vided funds for refreshments and 
organize-d stude-nts to distribute 
promotional literature and serve 
as tour guides. 
As I walked through the 
College last Sunday, taking time 
to enJoy the diSPlays, exhibits 
and special activities, I know that 
I was as impressed as our visitors 
by the scope of the afternoon 
program. And, I was keenly 
aware of the spirii oi cooperation 
at the heart of such an effort. 
Please accept my thankS for 
your work on the open house. I 
appreciate your willingness to 
give of your time and energies 
for the good of the College. 
We have a lot to be proud of 
at Thornton Community College, 
especially the ctOOicated men and 
women who comprise our college 
family. 
Nalhan lvey, 
Tee PresIdent 
A Vice-President Speaks 
lETTER TO THE EDITOR 
May 11, 1981 
Because I am a member of 
Student Government, I be-
lieve I am in a good position to 
say it needs a changa, and 
soon. 
SGA started the 1980-1981 
year with more lhan $20,000 
of your money. Any student 
carrying one or more credit 
hours contributoo to this more 
than $20,000 to Stude-nt Gov-
ernment. For this reason I feel 
the students should have a 
voice In saying where their 
money goes. 
SGA is an important or-
ganization to students, clubs, 
and other groups which askS 
Student Government for 
funds. Although this is YOUR 
government, people can and 
have trioo to use It for their 
own purposes. It has recently 
become very politically moti-
vated instead of student orien-
ted, now that it Is time to look 
forward to next years elec-
tions. Sure thill9" are done for 
the students, but thoughts of 
re-election are kept In mind. 
One example of how SGA 
does things, Is during the 
"Fourth" time SGA was 
seeking senators to full FOUR 
open seats, two people were 
trying to get In. A young lady 
who feft she could be-neflt 
SGA and had had THREE 
years of experi&noe on her 
high schoOl SGA was rejected. 
The other candidate had no 
experie-nce on SGA previously 
but was elected to serve. The 
question Is WHY? To me 
there is a so-called "click" 
which contrOls the votes and if 
you cont,rOl the votes you 
control SGA 
A new Student Activities 
Director, Mr. Rodriguez, Is 
coming in June and hopefully 
he can help get SGA together 
and running like it should be 
run, because it can use some 
help. 
I encouraga stude-nts and 
clubs to take an active interest 
in their future and future of 
SGA. Att&nd meetings, voice 
your opinion on what you 
want, and get people In that 
will work for you. The next 
election is In the fall, SO be 
aware of who you select to 
represent you. Make sure 
lhey're for you and not for 
themselves. I'm voicing my 
opinion and hope next fall 
your vote will voice yours. 
Mary Craig 
ViCE! -President of Financial 
Affairs 
community. We should continue 
to support and participate their 
many excellent programs. 
In summary, there are many 
clubs, organizations, depart-
ments, and individuals that 
contributoo to the success of our 
open house. However, the 
message we wish to convey is 
lhat every member of the Tee 
community is a recruiter of 
potentialstude-nts and that we 
are proud of the College and 
want our friends, neighbors, and 
community 10 realize the oppor-
tunities that are available· at 
Thornton Community College. 
B/II Hafer, 
Dean of Admissions 
A Fare-Thee-Well 
From A Staffer 
I would like to thank the 
Courier animals for a truly 
inspiring year. I used to be " 
problem stud&n1, but the Courier 
staff taught me to be a content 
and peaceful soul. Among the 
many things I learned this 
semester were: 
THE PROPER use of a dic-
tionary. 
The way to keep an office 
clean. 
How to clean a hat. 
The correct way to drive. 
How to invest money wisely. 
The value of being on time. 
How to keep the public happy. 
The way to sort mail. 
How to make a living at Space 
Invaders. 
The value of good grooming. 
The meaning of "Blow it off". 
AND most importantly, the 
faces of the moon. 
But seriously folkS, thank you 
for a year of lunacy and 
friendship. 
Good luck In future e-ndeavors. 
Occasionally Yours, 
RANDY MITCHELl 
P.S. Johnnie, you still owe me 
money. 
By: Randy Mitchell 
A Calculator 
Has Been 
Found In 
The lRC. 
If You Can 
Identify It, 
It Is yours •..•.. 
The band "Aspects" ptays rock music In the cafeteria on 
April 10, before being ousled because they were 100 
"noisy". 
Let's Be Fair About 
Band Appearances ". te 
music that was being played, hut : 
By: Rob Renk I didn't complain. I was taking 
an exam on the third floor at too 
I would like to take this time and heard the music faily 
opportunity to assuft the admin- loud. 
istration of Thornton Community How can a school be 30' 
College for their insubordination ignorant as to show their real ' 
and ignoranoe in the treatment of values, by degrading a band that ' 
the Rock Band "Aspect'" The was willing to perlorm free of 
band had been brought to the charge? I bel ieve the adminis-
school to perlorm before the tration has a lot of explaining to 
cafeteria crowd, free. No one do. Both the" Little People"arxI 
was charged to see them nor was "Aspect" were loud, I grant yoo 
the band paid. that, but the administration b 
To stress this point 1'/1 even louder and less affluoot In 
mention the "Uttle People". I their ignorant childlike attitude . 
didn't particularly like the disco towa."'d student activities. 
In Criticism Of The 
By: Mike Spangler 
"Courier" 
to write facts and information 
that are news. One can only 
hope that future Issues of the 
Courier will not print any more 
columns like some of those from 
this past semester. 
COURIER STAFF 
1981 
Editor..inMChief Ray Szumilal -
Staff Copy Editor ..•. Tony Mifltt 
Features Editor .. , _ 
Sports Editor ..... Johnnie James Jr. 
Staff Reporters ..•.. _ Nita Conig.i1J 
T 
Th' 
preser 
on the 
11 in 
perlorl 
secane 
Arts S 
Th< 
lion d 
Travis 
This past semester two c0-
lumns appeared in the Courier 
newspaper. Neither column 
dealt with hard news Items. Both 
were "humorous" pieces that 
belong in another type of med-
ium. The Generic Column was a 
sad attempt at satire. The author 
pickoo on, in some cases, 
justifiably parts of the Tee 
makeup. But this criticism was 
not well thought out but rather 
light hearted and did nothing to 
change or bring a new awareness 
of the faults. Judv KapiClk ... 
The second of these, Shell-
horn P.I., was a completely 
unfunny satire of a teacher. For 
some unknown reason the author 
must have thought he was a 
reincamated Swift or Heming-
way. The beginning newswriter 
is told that a reporter is supposed 
Photographers 
Art Director .. 
Ken Mantfl 
John Thamm 
... Joe Nag1t 
Charlene Adams 
Norman J. Beasley 
Randv Mitchell 
Advertising Manager . . • • • Rob Rent 
Faculty AdviSOr '" David Monaghan 
Candidates (or study leading to degrees in both Medical and 'k:terinary 
Medicine can now combine: 
• One )'tar (36 credits) toward ., Completion or program toward 
accredited M.S. program Medical or Veterinary Medicine degrce 
at major Universities. in a Caribbean or [uropc::an ~bool. 
Now accepting applications (or July and November semeslers. for inteI'Yjcw 
call: (203) 661·8906. 
CENTER lOr the DEVELOPMEl'ITof 
INTERNATIONAL I'OSf GRADUATESfUDIfS 
two sound viewdriveglOOlWidl,(onnectiaJ! ooruo 
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"Speech Classes Bring Fine Readings To Life" I Text and Photos by Ken Mantel 
~ 
• 
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o 
Dr. Commodore Craft, Division Director, presents \he 
Language and Communications Student of \he Year Award 
to lyn Mariano. 
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The "east" for \he evening of Interpretation. 
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TCC Presents Play "Our Town" 
Thornton Community College 
presented the play "Our Town" 
on the evenings of April 10 and 
11 in the J. Albert Kindig 
per10rmlng arts center, as the 
second part of Its Performing 
Arts Series Program. 
The play was a line prodtJo. 
liOn directed by drama teacher 
Travis L Stockley and was 
narrated by Donald W. Elroy, 
who put· on an outstanding 
performance along with the rest 
of the cast. 
The next production in the 
Arts Series Program is "Dance 
Unlimited" which Is being pre-
sented by the American Dance 
Center tomorrow night, May 
15th at 8 p.rn. In the Performing 
Arts Center 
Ie$ Jr. 
niglio 
,picak .. 
lamer . 
'amm 
Nagle 
dams 
.-
tchen 
Rcnk 
ogha. 
Photo by Ken Mantel 
Here are players left to right Tom Breyts. Slaven A. Major. 
and Jawe Mac Donald from play "Our Town" 
On Friday evening, May the 
1st, the students from the Speech 
110 and 108 classes under the 
direction oi Mr. Smith V. Brand 
showed that speaking Is still an 
"art" by their fine evening of 
interpretation in the memory of 
former speech student Terrence 
Wright. 
The readings included s0me-
thing for everyone, and the' 
students interpreted them in a 
way that at the same time struck 
at your emotions and made you 
think. 
The evening was high-
lighted by the presentation of 
the Terrence Wright Theatre 
Scholarship to Ron Rils and by 
the presentation of the lan9;" 
uage and Communications 
Student of the Year Award to 
Lyn Meriano. 
ADVOCAMP 
Registration 
Is Open 
Adult singerg who'd like to 
take advantage of an enjoyable 
and educational experience with 
some top vocal/choral specialiSts 
are invited to enroll in ArNO-
CAMP at Thornton Community 
College, South Holland. Fee for 
participation is $35. 
ADVOCAMP will consist of 
eight evenings of vocal/choral 
acitivites designed to improue 
participantstechniqufl!l, skills 
and understanding of the vocal/ 
choral experience. Sessions will 
be held from 7 to 10 p.m. 
Mondays through Thursdays, 
June 8-18, at the main campus, 
Mr. SmIth V. Brand with Award rectplents '-yo MarIano and 
Ron Rils. 
15800 S. State Street, SOuth Karen FrP.nCh, director of the 1 
Holland. Thornri~ High School Madri-
Participants will study works gals and director of choral music 
by Baci1, Bernstein, Billings and atVanderCook College; and Nick 
BraI1ms and take part in a" Thomas, director of choral actl-
nur(lber of special activities vities at lar'amle Junior High ! 
including an aftercamp song fest School, part-time music instruc-
and a wine, men/women, and tor at TCC and director of music 
song recital at a local estab- at St. John's Catholic Church in 
lishment. A trip to Ravinia is Glenwood. 
planned as Is a public per- ADVOCAMP is open to gra-
formance with instrumental en- duating high School seniorS and 
semble on the final night of the individuals 18 years of age and , 
camp. older. Enrollments will be • 
ADVOCAMP will be conducted limited to achieve a balanced 
by Doreen Reo, director of the choral group. 
Glen Ellyn Children's Chorus, The $35 ADVOCAMP fee 1 
the Children's Choir to the covers the cost of all activities 
Chicago Sympl10ny Orchestra, except the trip to Ravinia. 
and' director of. music at the ADVOCAMP participants earn 
Rossmoor Community Church. one hour of coIleg&a"edll by 
Mrs. Reo will be assisted I by enrolling In Music 199, Section 1 
Karen Blunk, soloist for Temple atTOC. The fee for coIlegecredit 
Anshe Shalom in Olympia Fields coursework is $20 for irKlistrlct 
and piano and voice instructor, residents plus a $1 student 
Davin Brunner, choral director at activity registration fee.. 
Rich South High School, assis- To register or to obtain more 
tant director of the Glen Ellyn infonmatlon call the TCC Division . 
Children's Chorus and conductor of Arts and Humanities at I 
of the Park Forest Singerg; 596-200, extension 2!iIl. 
G. I. Bill Will Help 
VETS In Summer School 
A recent change in GI Bill would exceed the old thirty day 
payment procedures should aile- limit. Under the new provisions, 
viate potential problems for it would not exceed the full' 
certain veterans enrolled in calender month criteria, 
summer schoof. education payments would 
Originally, students enrolled . made. 
In summer classes were prahl- The only requirement is that 
bited from receiving GI Bill the veteran must be enrolled for 
benefit payments when the a total of at least eight weeks of 
period between schoof terms summer schoof. 
exceeded thirty days. Further information about 
The modified regulation now this change is available at the 
allows payments where the in- nearest Veterans Administration 
terval between terms does not regional office. VA's toll-free 
eXceed one full calendar month. telepl10ne servioe Is also avail· 
For example, If a schoof's able; just consult your local 
summer tenn ends on August phone directory under "U.S. 
15th and the falltenn begins on Government" listings for the 
September 28th, this Interval VA's number In your area. 
Speech Classes 
For Fall 
Thornton Community College 
has scheduled a class In voice 
and diction for the 1981 fall 
semester. 
ThIs apple portrait Is charac-
teristic of the MI'k In TCC 
Student Art Show held last 
week. 
Aooording to Mr. Smith Brand, 
who will teaci1 the class from 7-8 
p.m. Wednesday evenings. "the 
class is designed to serve two 
types of students: those who 
wiSh to ImprOve the quality of ' 
their voice and articulation and 
thOse who plan to pursue careers 
such as teaching, law c0m-
munications, and the ministry in 
which good speaking voices are 
essential. n 
For additional Informalion, 
Interested students may see Mr. 
Brand in rDon13124 or telephone 
him At~?nM """'Mlnn ~1 
• 8 ., 
~COURIEE~ 
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LOU BOUDREAU 
Baseball Hall of Farner Talks About His Life 
Story and Photos 
by Ray Szumilas 
"The epitome of any baseball 
player's career is the "Hall Of 
Fame." It's what fNery player 
shootS for," said Lou Boudreau 
in a recent interview at Wrigley 
field. "It's been the most 
important thing in my life," he 
said concerning his induction in 
1970. 
Boudreau, whO was born In 
Harvey, ILL in 1917, has lived a 
baseball life, starting at Whittier 
grade school as a catcher. Then, 
at Thornton High School, where 
they had no baseball, he was 
Lou Boudreau, Cubs Radio Announcer for WGN radio, 
Chicago. 
THORNTOli COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Final C:xamination Schedule 
Spring Semester 1981 
1. Any student fail ing to report for an ~~!nat~on a~ the scheduled time must. 
fint report to t./lp Oirector of the D1Vl$lQn 1n .. Inch t~e .exam ... as sch~u1ea 
or the Office of Educational Services, Room 2130. Prov1S10nS for p~sslble 
.. ake-up .. ill be made on an individual basis. In most c~ses there W111 be a 
$5 charge for taking an examination at an unscheduled tune. 
2. Examinations will be administered in the room in which the class normally 
meets unless informed otherwise. 
3. Examinations for courses normally meeting for more than one period each day 
will be given at the time corresponding to the first period in which the 
cour.ie meets. 
TIME P£RIOO' 
IN WHICH 
CLASS BEGINS 
9:00-9:55 
11:00-11:55 
1:00-1:55 
4:00-4:55 
8:00-8:55 
10:00-10:55 
2:00-2:55 
3:00-3:55 
9:00-9:55 
11:00-11:55 
1:00-1:55 
4:00-4:55 
8:00-8:55 
10:00-10: 55 
12:00-12:55 
3:00-3:55 
12:00-12:55 
2:00-2:55 
5:00-6:00 
DAY OAtt TIME 
CLASS OF OF 
HEETS EXAM EXAM 
H; H-W; M-W-F; H-Th; Hon., May 18 8:00 - 10:00 
H-F; II-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Hon., May 18 10:15 - 12:15 
H; H-II; H-W-F; H-Th Mon., May 18 1:00 - 3:00 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Mon., May 1B 3:15 - 5:15 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Tues., May 19 8:00 - 10:00 
H; I'.-W; H-W-F; H-Th; Tues., May 19 10:15 - 12:15 
M-F; II-F; f 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Tues., May 19 1:00 - 3:00 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Tues., May 19 3:15 - 5:15 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Wed., May 20 8:00 - 10:00 
H; H-W; M-W-F; H-Th; Wed., May 20 10:15 - 12:15 
M-F; W-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Wed., May 2D 1:00 - 3:00 
H; M-W; M-II-F; H-Th; Wed., May 2D 3:15 - 5:15 
M-F; W-F 
H; M-W; M-II-F; M-Th; Thurs., May 21 8:00 - 10:00 
H-F; II-F; F 
T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Thurs., May 21 10:15 - 12:15 
H; H-II; "-II-F; H-Th; Thurs., May 21 1:00 - 3:00 
M-F; W-F 
H; H-W; M-W-F; M-Th; 
H-F; W-F; F 
Thurs., May 21 3:15 - 5:15 
T; Th; T-Thi T-Th-F Fri., Hay 22 10:15 - 12:15 
Hi H-W; M-W-F; H-Thi 
H-F; W-F; F 
Fri., May 22 1:00 - 3:00 
Classes test at s ..... !1!!!!. and ~ as scheduled throughout semester 
EVENIMGAND SATURIlAY CLASSES 
Saturday - Exam on May 16 
Monday - Ex ... on Hay 18 
Tuesday - Exllll on May 19 
Wednesday - Exam on May 20 
Thursday - EXIII on May 21 
forced to play softball. His team, 
MagiC Chef Stove Co., finished 
fourth in the World Chanlpion-
ship at Soldiers Field in 1933. 
He also played basketball for 
ThOrnton. In 1933 they won the 
state championship game 14-13. 
In 1934 and '35, Thornton went 
to the finals, but were stopped 
there. 
In the Fall of 1935 he went to 
the University of Illinois on a 
basketball schOlarship. Along 
with basketball, he played third 
base for the U. of I. team. In his 
senior year, he was drafted into 
the ClfNeland I ndian farm 
system where he played in Cedar 
Rapids. Then in August of 1939, 
the Indians recalled him to play 
pro ball. 
In 1941 at the age of 24, he 
was named the youngest mana-
ger-player in the major league, 
for the ClfNeiand Indians. 
In 1948 he lost the batting 
title to Ted Williams. "I didn't 
mind losing to someone like Ted 
Williams," he said, noting that 
he finished the year with a .355 
batting average only two points 
behind Williams' .357 average. 
He was the first to manage 
Larry Doby, the first black in the 
American League. He also 
managed Satchel Paige. 
In 1950 he was released from 
the I ndians and then went to the 
Boston Red Sox. From 1953-54 
he managed for the Red Sox, 
then he was released and went to 
the Kansas City Athletics In 
1955-57 to manage their first 
three years in the major league. 
In 1958 he was fired from the 
Athletics. "Once you accept a 
job, you take it or get fired," he 
declared. 
Jack Brickhouse talked Lou 
into doing radio for the CubS in 
1958. He was the second to Jack 
Quinlan until Quinlan died in 
1964 at Mesa. Arizona in a car 
crash during spring training. In 
1960, he left the booth for that 
.:<iGi.-ln" 
year only to manage the CubS ti. 
the end of the season. He Waf 
put in the coaching cycle, whict 
included ten managers that 
would be rotated for two weeks at 
a time between the CubS anc 
their farm system. Boudreat. 
didn't like this idea. "It didn't 
give the managers a chance te 
build a rapport with the players. 
You really didn't gel to knO\\ 
them that well, " he explained. 
He returned to the Radie 
booth and took over as first 
announcer in 1964. He has beer 
!lP there fNer since. When hE 
first got the chance to de 
television, he remarked "I was ~ 
little afraid of it. I wanted to get 
used to radio before I went inte 
TV." Now he does shOrt spots or 
TV for WGN-TV Chicago. 
"The CubS are a fine organ. 
ization," he said, "they're jUS1 
having a bad time." Althougt 
he doeSn't work for the Cubf 
directly, "they are my favoritE 
team," he adds, citing the time:: 
when he and Tom Nisbeit woolc 
come up from the U. of I. te 
watch the CubS play. The} 
would also gel a chance to won. 
out with the CubS, back wher 
they had tryout days. 
When asked what the most 
important change in baseball haf 
been since he played, "Astro-
turf," he said, "calif for speed. 
Players have to be faster." 
He said alSo, the high salari!!! 
the players are gelting thesE 
days has "helped the players. 
They have increased their se-
curity. The owners have broug/r 
the attitude change on them-
selves. How? By giving thE 
players higher salaries. They put 
themselves in the position· 
they're in." 
What about the Chicagc 
fans? "They are the greatest 
fans in the world. They are the 
most patient I know." 
Lou, you ain't kidding!! 
. Your Uving Heritage Festival 
In a proclamation signed by Nathan A. lvey, the days 
May 8 and 9. were declared Comroonity Festival Weekend. 
The people of Community College District were Invited to 
attend the third annual YOUR UVING HERITAGE, A 
COMMUNITY FESTIVAL, and attend they did. 
The day was warm and sunny. A perfect day for a 
festival. All day long the festivities progressed. All day 
Saturday the performances were held. 
A quote from the proclamation reads: "Whereas, the 
culture of our community has been enriched by the efforts of 
.tI1OSe . people . dedicated to the· Arts; and· whereas, the 
contributions made by these people have enhanced our 
lifestyle •••• 1 call upon the faculty, staff and students to 
attend the festival and encourage others to do so." 
The school is grateful that people obeyed. 
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Voters To Select Trustees 
In a brief meeting on enrollment figures showed a 
August 27, the members of five percent increase in en-
the Board of Trustees of rollment over opening day 
Thornton Community College, enrollment in the fall of 1980. 
South Holland, agreed to Official enrollmentlabulations 
place a public policy question for the fall semester will be 
before voters in the upcoming made at the tenth day of 
general election. In addition classes. 
to selecting four individuals to The President also remlnd-
serve as trustees, voters in ed Trustees that Thornton 
Community College District Community College will be 
510 will be asked whether the one of the co-hosts at the 
term of office for trustees upcoming meeting of the 
should be changed from four South Suburban Region of the 
years to six years. Illinois Community College 
Under the provisions of the Trustees Association, on Sept-
newly enacted Consolidated tember 9. 
Elections law, the terms of Trustees approved the 
school board members have one-year appointment of 
been changed from three to Beatrice Slay as counselor. 
four years. School districts do, Ms. Slay, who presently 
however. have the option of serves as coordinator of the 
putting the question of length Harvey Adult Education Cen-
of term before the voters. ter. will replace Dr. Michael 
Under reports and Schnur who is on an educa-
correspondence, College tional leave. 
President Or. Nathan A. Ivey The Board of Trustees 
announced that preliminary accepted the low bids of two 
companies for the purchase of 
computer stock tab paper 
supplies for the 1981-82 ac-
ademic year. Bids were ac-
cepted as follows: $11,297.40 
from Willamette I ndustries of 
lombard and $3,786 from 
Uarco of Oak Brook. Estim-
ated savings, inCluding an 
allowance for price increases 
due to inflation, total/ed app-
fQximately $2,300. 
Approval was granted to 
seek bids for bus transport-
ation for individuals who 
attend the Harvey Adult Ed-
ucation Center and Child 
Development Center and for 
the printing of the spring 
bulletin. Funds for bus trans-
portation are through public 
aid grants. 
The Board of Trustees will 
hold its next regular meeting 
at B p.m., Thursday, Sept-
ember 10, in Room 2121 at the 
College, 15800 S. State Street, 
South Holland. 
IN FOND MEMORY OF: 
Cleland ·Marie Cofer 
"Ma" 
Dec. 15, 1920-Aug 30,1981 
But in the importance and noise of to-morrow 
When the brokers are roaring like beasts on the floor of the 
Bourse, 
And the poor have the sufferings to which they are fairly 
accustomed 
And each in the cell of himself is almost convinced of his 
freedom; 
A few thousand will think of this day 
As one thinks of a day when one did something slightly 
unusual. 
o all the instruments agree 
The day of his death was a dark cold day. 
[From W.H. Auden's "In Memory of W.B. Yeals") 
Weekly Theology 
Sessions Held Each Wed. 
Celebrate Mexican Independence 
Campus Ministry is a pro- 9, 1981, the leader will be the 
gram provided by the church- Rev. Jack Gray of South 
es of the area to students and Holland. 
staff of TCC. The ministry Bible study groups are also 
conducts a weekly di.cussion held at noon on Tuesday and 
group known as theology-for Thursday in room 4128. lead-
·Iunch at the Grotto each ers are Vern Bareman and 
Wednesday at noon. On Sept. Ron Schaal. 
Invesbnents Seminar 
Set Sept. 17 
Espiritu Espanol, TCC's 
Spanish Club, is planning its 
Welcoming Fiesta for Wed-
nesday, Sep. 16, at 1 p.m. in 
the Foreign language lab 
clu~room, 3120. This is In-
dependence Day in Mexico, 
setting the theme for this first 
fiesta of the new school year. 
All students and faculty inter-
ested in the Spanish language 
and culture are invited to 
participate in the fiesta and 
to join Spanish C-Iub. The 25 
cents memberships are now 
being accepted in the lang-
uage lab. 
Any students interested in 
running for the offices of 
president, vice-president, and 
recorder are asked to leave 
their names and ttle office 
they prefer with the lab 
assistants, Brenda Durr and 
Tracy Casas, who are serving 
as co-treaurers of the club at 
present. Candidates lor office 
will be presented at the 
Welcoming Fiesta. 
The Fall Spanish Immersion 
Weekend for students with 
the equivalent of at least one 
year of college Spanish will 
take place Nov. 6-8 at George 
Williams College Camp on 
Williams Bay, lake Geneva, 
Wis. Plans are also underway 
for a June trip to Mexico. In 
the past, the students have 
gone to Mexico City, Taxco, 
Acapulco, and Cancun. Sug-
gestions for this year's trip 
are now being accepted by the 
club advisor, Ms. Sedlack. 
Final details on the Wel-
coming Fiesta plus all Spanish 
Club news will be posted on 
the bulletin board outside of 
3120. 
Area residents can learn 
w to make their money 
lrk for them In Introductory 
festments, a seminar spon-
red by the OffIce of Com· 
JOlly Services at Thornton 
,mmunlty College. Four 
mlnar sessions are 
,eduled from 7:30 to 9:30 
chase will be the subjects of 
the second session while the 
third session will fucus on lax 
sheltered Investments. The 
fourth and final session will 
be a review of previous ses· 
slons with time for questions 
and answers. Options and life 
insurance will also be 
discussed. 
Student Elections Coming 
; n., Thursdays, September 
through October 8, In 
, IIdlng 20 on the TCC In-
. 1m campus, 50 W. 162nd i eet, South Holland. Fee for 
~ llclpatlon Is $8. 
~ 'he first session will In-
,
" de an explanation of the 
N Jones Industrial Average 
I Its Impact on Industry. 
cusslon will also focus In 
I 'wth stocks, Income 
I :ks, "blue chip" stocks, 
, ,culatlve stocks and 
, ual stock funds. Bonds 
I the advisability of pur-
The Introductory in-
vestments seminar will be 
followed by an Advanced In-
vestments seminar schedul-
ed from Oclober i5 through 
November 5. 
The following offices will 
be misd by elections during 
the fall semester of 1981: 
President 
Vice-President, Student 
Rights 
Vice-President, Financial 
Affairs 
Vlca-Presldent, Program-
ming 
Nine Senatol"3 
For more Information or to The qualifcatlons for office 
reg isler cal/ the TCC Office 01 are as follows: 
Community Services at 596- President - A student 01 
2000, extension 227. Thornton Community Col-
lege and have completed 
one full semeslar prior to 
the time of the election; a 
grade pOint aV5~age cf 2.75 
on a 4.0 scale during the 
time of attendance at the 
college; submit a petition 
of candidacy with at least 
fifty undupllcaled signa-
tures of students enrolled 
In class al TCC. 
Vlce-Presldenla • A student of 
Thornton Commnlly Col-
lege; a grade pOl nt average 
of at lea512.5 on a 4.0 scale 
during the time of atten-
dance at the college; and II 
petition of candidacy with 
at least thirty undupllcated 
signatures of students en-
rolled at TCC. 
58011101"3 - A student of Thorn-
ton Community College; a 
grade point average of at 
least thirty undupllcaled 
signatures of students Ij 
rolled at TCC. 
Petitions of candidacy will 
be available as of August 31, 
1981 In the Counseling Center 
Room 2119 or Irom Dave 
Anderson In Room 3219. P.etl-
tlons of candidacy are to be 
submitted no later than 4:00 
p.m. on September 15, 198110 
Dave Anderson. The IInal 
ballot will be released on 
September 22, 1981. 
The election will lake place 
on September 29th and 30th, 
1981, with the polls Open 
from 9:00 a.m to 3:00 p.m. and 
from 6:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
each day. 
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Student Rep Juranek Welcomes Student Body 
Dear Students, elected student representative 
Welcome to Thornton Com- to the Board of Trustees of 
munlty College. Whether fall Thornton Community College. 
'81 marks the beginning or I was seated as a student 
the continuation of your coll- trustee last April by the Tee 
ege endeavors, I want to wish students. As a student Trust-
muCh luck aner success ee I represent the students 
throughout this coming year. and act as a liaison between 
For the newcomers this fall the students and the board. It 
I would like to take this is important that, we, as 
Innnnrfuo,itv to introduce my- students work together. This 
self. I am Renee Juranek, can be achieved through my 
awareness of your problems, 
feelings and suggestions 
about the college. I am at 
school everyday and welcome 
your input. I will be happy 
to meet you and discuss 
matters concerning the school 
and other related problems. I 
can be reached on the phone 
at 596-2000 (ext. 338), in the 
Student Govt. Assoc. office on 
the second floor, or in room 
21170. Regular board meet-
ings are held on the 2nd and 
4th Thursdays of every month 
in the Board room. Please feel 
free to come to the meetings 
and express your opinions. 
Thornton Community Coll-
ege Is here for the students. 
And with your cooperation I 
can help the students prob-
lems be recognized. Again, 
welcome back to school. 
Sincerely, 
Renee Juranek 
New Dean Ro,driguuez Brings Personality To Tee 
By: Judy Kaplcak 
Before entering Mr. Ruben 
IRO(]nl~UEIZ'S office, I pictured 
man who did not smile 
I was proven 
there he began leaching. He portunlty; and number three: 
was an elementary school advancement." Mr. Rodriguez 
teacher for two years In also said he was well 1m· 
Chicago. pressec! with TCC as a col· 
Before becoming our new lege. He added, "When oppor· 
Dean, Mr. Rodriguez worked tunlty pre ents Itself ... " 
at Calumet College, formerly Graduating from Eest 
St. Joseph's, In Hammond for Chicago Washington HIgh 
12 years. There he was the School In Indiana In 1961, Mr. 
Associate Dean of Student RodrIguez then went to SI. 
Affairs. Joseph's College. From there 
His responsibilities were he transferred to St. Joseph's 
many. For starters, Financial In East Chicago, Indiana. In 
Aid was under his depart- 1966, he received his 
ment. He was In charge of Bachlor's Degree In sociology 
Student Government which with a minor in psychology. 
also Included Student AD- In 1969, he obtained a 
tlvltles and Intramurals. Master's Degree In Educa-
such fine personnel In the 
counseling department say· 
lng, 'TCC Is very fortunate In 
having a very fine counseling 
staft." 
Areas Mr. ROdriguez Is 
loOking Into are testing, arlen· 
tatlon, and avaliablUlty of 
time of the counselors for the 
students. He Is trying to get 
everything In order by next 
year and he hopes to Imple-
ment changes within the 
academic year. 
administration, and a good 
staff. 
He also feels fortunate for 
having Inherited the sec· 
retarlal staff In that they are 
both coot>Eiratlve and helpful. 
His interests include being 
President of the lansing Lit· 
tie League which Includes 
managing, coaching, and um· 
ping for the teams. 
For the past 13 years, Mr. 
Rodriguez has been a referee 
for basketbali in Indiana. He 
p I a y s basketball with 
students In an Intramural 
I",ague. 
11m 
lOci 
He was a faculty member, tlon. 
teaching In the department of As for changes at TCC, Mr. 
Mr. Rodriguez Is taking a 
look at communications say· 
Ing "COmmunication Is a con· 
cern of mine." He wants to 
make sure that students are 
provided with an effective 
means of communications. 
He Is looking for effective 
ways to Inform students of 
things which are of Interest to 
them. 
Perhaps the best way to 
sum up the Interview Is to 
tske Mr. Rodriguez's words 
about his feelings. He says 
"The spontaneous theme at 
the faculty meetings best 
sums up the way I feel about 
my new posltlon In that we 
approach this year with a 
sense of positivism and can· 
cern for quality. I look forward 
to the challenge and I'm very 
happy to be a part of this ef-
fort at TCC." 
NIII Mr. Rodriguez, the new 
Dean of Counseling and Stu· 
3 a dent Activities, Including Stu· 
iwn dent Government, athletics, 
babysitting, and Intramurals, 
education and sociology. Rodriguez will only change 
turned out to be a very warm 
and charming person. In fact, 
I thoroughly enjoyed the Inter· 
view. 
Mr. Rodriguez started out 
as a social worker and from 
Other responsibilities In- "anything not serving or func· 
cluded running seminars, tionlng the student." He add· 
coordinating GEO testing, ed, "I am not an advocate of 
and recruiting students. He creating procedures Just In 
occasionally administered order to have them. Rather, I 
special programs. am looking to create systems 
As for his reasons for com· which will deliver the finest 
ming to TCC, Mr. Rodriguez quality counseling services to 
stated simply, "Number one: the students." 
challenge; number two: opo He credits TCC for having 
Mr. Rodriguez Is extremely 
satisfied and happy. He 
believes he Is fortunate for 
having a school with such a 
wealth of resources In terms 
of the library, faculty, sound 
)ro-
ing 
be 
ght 
f 1 
Job Training Institute Offers Valuable Training 
our 
3n't 
fter 
est-
, is 
.10st 
Thornton COmmunity COl· 
lege, South Holland, will pro-
vide a new dimension In skills 
tralnlng to meet the special 
needs of business, Industry 
and public service agencies 
through Its newly established 
Job Training Institute. 
hour skills-oriented through October 31. Fee for 
wOrkshop, facilitator Edward participation will be $50. This 
Lowe will cover proper can- 6O-hour course of study, can· 
stuctlon of reports, Interview· ducted by Carmen Romano, 
Ing techniques, accident meets criteria established by 
reports and related topics. the International Hospital 
ster 
11ng 
.g it 
be 
;t Is 
all. 
) to 
lte" 
this 
no 
lfor-
Hite 
dia~·1 
Az. 
Job Training Institute 
Seminars scheduled for the 
month of September Include 
fourbwOrkshops for security 
practitioners and Individuals 
Interested In this grOWing oc-
cupational area, and two 
Jeneral-Interest workshops 
covering effecllve skills 
presentations and public rela· 
lions for non·proflt organiza-
tions. All six workshops will 
be held on the main campus 
15800 S. State Street, South 
Holland. 
The first JTI workshop, en· 
titled Report Writing lor 
Security Officers and Super· 
visors, Is a none-session 
seminar scheduled from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m., Thursday, 
September 3. Fee lor par-
ticipation Is $50. In this eight· 
Effective Presentation Security ASSOCiation and pro-
Skills will be the subject of vldes an overview of criminal 
the second September law, procedures, civil liability 
workshop scheduled from 9 use of weapons, hospital 
a.m. to 1 p.m., Saturday, security and fire codes. Par-
September 12. Fee for par· tlclpanls must have a FAI.O. 
tlclpatlon Is $30. This skills card and their own ammunl-
development class, con· tlon and firearms. 
ducted by Mary Taylor, LawfortheSecurltyProfas-
focuses on organization, slonal, a three·sesslon 
design of visual aids and seminar series, will be 
delivery of clear, concise and scheduled from 9 a.m. to 5 
effective presentations. Par· p.m., Monday through 
tlclpants will learn how to Wednesday, September 
deal with nervousness and 21·23, Fee for participation Is 
practice posture, gestures $135. This 24-hour seminar 
and eye contact techniques In series Is Intended to provide a 
Individual and team presenta· working knowledge of 
lions. criminal and civil law that will 
An eight-session Hospital enable security practitioners 
Security Training Program to deal with a wide variety of 
will begin on Saturday, situations. Facilitator Is Ed-
September 19. Sessions wlll ward Lowe. 
be scheduled from 8 a.m. to The fifth JTI offering for 
4:30 p.m. on Saturdays September, entitled Public 
Relallons for Non·Proflt 
Organizations, Is a one· 
session seminar scheduled 
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Satur· 
day, September 26. Fee lor 
participation Is $30. Mary 
Taylor will conduct this four· 
hour workshop In which par· 
tlclpants will plan a public 
relations campalgn and learn 
Important Image·bulldlng 
skills that can aid the work of 
their organizations. 
Retail Operation-External 
Theft, will be the subject of a 
one-session seminar that Is 
scheduled from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. on Saturday, September 
26. Fee for participation Is 
$25. Charles Chamberlin will 
conduct this four-hour 
workshop focusing on 
methods to reduce theft ex-
posure and Increase 
employee safety. 
To register for seminar ses-
sions or obtain more Informa-
tion about the Job Training In· 
stitute call Director Patrick 
O'COhOel! at 596-2000, exten-
sion 233. 
All INSURANCE 
ACCEPTED 
• 
E..' Your 41)''''910" exam i. overdue! 
. 
• ,.,' [\ Phone Dr. Milton Ross lor professionol 
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Dr IIlvey Reports rollmentTo 001 Board 
An Increase in tall semester 
enrollment was the subject of 
a report presented to the 
Thornton Community College 
Board of Trustees at the 
board's September 10 meet-
Ing. 
According to College Presi-
dent Dr. Nathan A. Ivey, the 
official 10th day enrollment 
report Indicated a total of 
10,005 Indivlduals-an in-
crease of 6.4 pe~nt over last· 
fall-had enrolled in college 
credit, special interest and 
edult education classes at the 
College. The report also re-
flected an increase of 5.4 
percent In numbers of credit 
hours generated by TCC 
students. 
In other reports, the Prool-
dent announced the receipt of 
a letter from the American 
Occupetional Therapy Associ-
ation In which the AOTA 
granted full approval of the 
College's Occupational 
Therapy Assistant Program. 
Significantly, all College commented on Its compre-
health career programs have henslveness and noted that 
now been fully approved by the College will continue to 
their respective accrediting place emphasiS on affirmative 
agencies. action efforts. 
The President took time to Trustees approved the 
honor the memory of Cleland hiring of Barbara Gronowski, 
"Mom" Cofer, a ten-year secretary/audio-visual clerk, 
employee of the College who and accepted the resignations 
died recently. He noted that of keypunch operator Dolores 
the Student Government As- Bindell, Adult Basic Educa-
cause of overload problems 
caused by previous primary 
pump failure, the availability 
of this back-up system Is 
considered critical as winter 
approaches. 
The Board of Trustees will 
hold Its next regular meeting 
at 8 p.m., Thursday, Sep-
tember 24. 
Why Enrollment is up 
sociation planned to provide a tion instructor Dr. James I-""::'--::-,....':""':--~----~~--':""'--~-~ 
suitable memorial for Mrs. Allen and English as a Second Enrollment Is up 6.4 per- recruiting students, a first this 
Cofer who had worked closely Language instructor Alison cent over last semester, acc- year. 
with students as the super- Jacobs. ording to the director of Of the number of students 
visor of the student center. The Board agreed to enter Admissions and Records, going to school, 7030 of them 
The Board of Trustees into an agreement with the William Hafer. This semest- are going for college credits, 
accepted the Affirmative Midlothian Methodist Church er's enrollment is 10,005 while the other 2,975 are 
Action Progress Report for for the rental of space to which is the highest T.C.C. going lor Community Serv-
fiscal 1980-81. The report, house the College's Bremen has ever had. Ther are 2,412 ices/Community Education. 
prepared by Affirmative Adult Eduction Center. Rental full-time students and 6,129 Full-time students are those 
Action Officer Willlo 199 will be $6,660 for a part-time students. students that have 12 semest-
Campbell and Director of nine-month period. Reasons for the increase er hours or more. Part-time 
Personnel Patricia Dunckar, Permission was granted to are: The economy is down so students are those students 
Is Intended as a supplement to seek bids for piping to install there are many people out of who have less than 12 seme-
the recently revised Afflrma- three hot water circulating work who come back to school ster hours. 
tive Action Plan. In accepting pumps required as stand-by to leam a new trade. Anothar The total number of classes 
the report, Board of Trustees pumps in the event of primary reason why enrollment is high offered at T.C.C. is 1,603. In 
Chairman Robert ~~d~rson heating pump failure. Be- is that state grants came in order to handle the increase, 
late and many students miss- the faculty hed been Increas-
Counselors to Help Retuming Adults ed the opportunity to go away ed. The only real major to state college. Some of the addition is in the Data Pro-
credit has to go to Mr. Hafer cessing,whlch has added a 
Men and women Interested 
in continuing their education 
can find out more about 
programs and services to 
meet their educational and 
career goals at two Informal 
open house sessions sched-
uled Tuesday, September 29, 
at Thornton Community 
College, 15800 S. State Street, 
South Holland. Open house 
sessions are scheduled from 
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and from 7 
to 9 p.m. In the Counseling 
Center, Room 2119. 
.. Because of the nature of 
Ihe community college, it Is 
Ideally suited for the adult," 
says Carol Cravens, coun- counselor Vern Hoerman will land the work of the marketing new director to handle the 
selor. "Students range In age conduct the open house ses- Icommitee for acino out and large increases of students. 
from 18 to 80 and Include sions wbich have been plan-
recent high school graduates ned specifically to explore the ~-"";~h CI,ub Holds fj ................. 
as well as individuals who concerns of the adult who ~1I111'" 1lioii 1i~1La 
have been out of school for wishes to return to school. 
some years. A full schedule of The counselors will discuss 
evening and Saturday classes opportunities for career and 
provides opportunities for In- personal development avail-
dlvlduals who are employed able at the College, and adult 
full-time to pursue studies students who are already 
that lead to advancement or enrolled In college programs 
career change. And, support will discuss their experiences. 
services such as babY-Sitting, For additional Information 
counseling and tutoring afford about the open house sessions 
additional assistance for or about returning to school 
adults." call the Counseling Center at 
Mrs. Cravens and fellow 596-2000, extent Ion 306. 
Over 45 voices raised Dianne Murawski; for record-
.shouts of "Ole" and "Viva er, Adele Haddad, and for 
Mexico" in commemoration treasurer, Brenda Durr and 
of Mexico's Independence Tracy Casas. Ms. J. Sedlack Is 
Day, Sep. 16, as Spanish club advisor. 
Nursing Program Adopts Pass I fail 
students and friends celeb- Future plans Include the 
rated at the Spanish Club Spanish Immersion Weekend, 
Welcoming Fiesta. Marianne Nov. 6-8, the traditional 
DeSanto, last year's vice-pre- Christmas fiesta Including 
sldentand recorder, was the caroling In Spanish, and a 
chairman of the enthusiastic June trip to Mexico. 
celebration. In between the Spanish club memberships 
shouting everyone enjoyed are still being accepted in the 
punch, mexican food speclal- language lab, 3120. Anyone 
ties, and a wide variety of interested in the Spanish 
desserts. language and culture Is In-
The Associate Degree Nurs-
Ing Program here at TCC has 
adopted a new policy called 
the "Pass or Fall option". 
This new system evaluates the 
students according to their 
clinical performances as op-
posed to answering questions 
on written exams. The 
students are required to orally 
demonstrate their clinical 
skills, as a basic satisfactory 
requirement for the program. 
Marian Wolle, dlractor of the 
A.D.N.P. said, "The faculty 
believes that the new system 
of evaluation provides a more 
valid measurement of the 
clinical competence of the 
students". 
The Practical Nursing Pro-
gram policy Is stili the same 
for this year. In order to pass 
the program the students are 
required to maintain a mini-
mum grade average of "C". 
Mrs. Oolan, director of the 
PN P said, the students are 
given letter grades on their 
clinical and written perform-
ances in this program. AN 
and PN students that suc-
cessfully complete their pro-
grams. are eligible to take the 
Illinois State Board Exami-
nation to become a licensed 
Nurse. 
Enrollment lor both pro-
grams this year has increased. 
This apparently is due to the 
shortage of working nurses, 
and an Increase in benefits 
and opportunities that are 
now offered to people enter-
ing Nursing, statistics show. 
There has been a slight 
increase in male enrollment In 
the AN and PN programs. 
About ten percent of the 
students In the AN program 
are male, and Just less than 
two percent, in the PN 
program. 
Candidates for Espiritu Es- vlted to JOin. Cost is 25 cents. 
panol officers were presented All other plans will be ann-
as follows:president, ounced in the language lab on 
Marianne DeSanto;vice-pres- the bulletin board outside 
ident, Marl Jo Knoezer and 3120. 
Vietnam Era veterans, who 
have made more use of their 
GI Bill education benefits than 
either their World Warll or 
Korean conflict counterparts, 
also received higher per cap-
ita benefit payments than the 
other two groups. 
Veterans Administration 
statistics show that the 7.7 
million veterans who received 
education training under the 
cu rrent G I B III have been paiel 
an average of $6,442. 
Korean conflict veterans 
who took advantage of the GI 
Bill program received an 
average of$5,4420n benefits, 
and 7.8 million World War II 
veterans who took education 
training average $6,321. 
All the dollar amounts are 
adjusted for Inflation to fiscal 
year 1980 levels, VA said. 
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Thornton Community College South Holland, IL October 9,1981 
Word Processing Equipment Will Cost College$17,lOO 
be a registered 
this semester 
110,000 copies of the 32-page register for a succeding sem- OCCB Executive Director Dr. 
spring bulletin. Total cost for ester until the financial obU- David Pierce had visited the 
printing will be $9,623.42. gation is paid In full. TCC campus earlier in the 
A revised procedur" for Trustees approved the app- day. 
handling of returned checks ointment of John Shivers, Jr; Dr. Ivey reported that·~ 
was also approved by Trust- as administrator I couselor at anticipated that work on the 
ees. The revised procedure the Harvey Adult Education College's new parking lot 
will allow for a redeposit of Center. Shivers, who received would be completed by Mon-
any NSF check and an oppor- a one-year appointment, re- day, September 28. The com-
tunity for a student respans- places Beatrice Slay who pletion of the parking lot had 
ible for a retuned or uncol- recently accepted a one-year been delayed by the strike of 
lected check to make payment apPointment as a counselor. the operating engineers. 
to the College within ten Under reports and corres- Trustees approved a res-
calendar days. pondence, TCC President Dr, olution changing the require-
if payment is not received, Nathan Ivey noted that the ments for signatures naces-
the student will be dropped College had received a certif- sary for the processing of 
from classes and will be icate of recognition from the payments on health care 
unable to re-register during Illinois Community College insurance claimes. A repre-
the same term. The student Board for 1981-82. The certil- sentative from Gallagher-
will still be obligated to pay icate is issued as evidence Bassett Insurance will now 
any non-refundable fees plus that the educational program sign all claims checks. 
a minimum $10 service cha- of the College meets the Board of Trustees Chair-
rge. Any srudent with an criteria and standards pre- man Robert Anderson report-
outstanding financial obliga- sribed by the ICCB. The ed on his attendance at the 
tion will not be permitted to President also noted that recent meeting of the Assoc-
iation of Community College 
Trustees. Some of the topics 
at this natioal meeting inclu-
ded college foundations, com-
munity relations, 
felationships with the leg-
islature, college goals and 
objectives and board self-ev-
aluations. 
Trustee Frank Zuccarelli 
noted that the University of 
Illinois had scheduled a num-
ber of extension courses at the 
Thornton Township Hall.and 
suggested that the scheduling 
elf these classes might be a 
potential conflict with the 
College's special interest cou-
rses. 
• The Board of Trustees will 
hold its regular meeting at 8 
p.m., Thursday, October B, in 
Room 2121 at the College, 
15800 S. State Street, South 
Holland. 
Applications For Graduation 
Who's Who on SGA 
Election Results 
PRESIDENT (174 valid votes) 
BARBARA PANOZZO 164 
OTHERS 10 
VICE·PRESIDENT STUDENT 
RIGHTS (168 VALID VOTES) 
RENEE JURANEK 165 
OTHERS 3 
CIAL AFFAIRS (177 
VOTES) 
MARY JO PRZYBL 
GLORIA AMOS 
ROBERT SCHICK 
EDNA HAMBRICK 
OTHERS 
Now is the time to apply tor 
the December 1981 grad-
uation. All candidates who 
will be eligible tor graduation 
by the end of the' Fall 
semester must file an APPLI-
CATION FOR 
GRADUATION. This applies 
to all students applying for the 
Associate in Arts Oegree, 
Associate In Science Degree, 
Associate in Applied Science , 
and those completing the 
requirements' for a certificate. 
Students are asked to sub-
mit their application by mid-
45 term, October 16, 1981. 
66 students are responsible tor 
39 reading and checking the 
24 requirements tor graduation. 
VALID 
3 please refer to page 20 in THE 
CURRENT CATALOG. Stud-
ents in doubt of satisfying the 
graduation requirements are 
asked to check with their 
counselor or adviser, prior to 
submitting the form. 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
GRADUATION are available 
in the Admissions and Re-
cords Office, room 2123, 
which is located at the north 
end of level II. The graduation 
application must be submitted 
to the Counselor's Office by 
October 16, 1981 along with 
a $5.00 application fee. 
All individuals who may be 
eligable to receive an ass0c-
iate degree or certificate 
should be encouraged to apply 
before the deadline datre. 
VICE·PRESIDENT PROGRAM-
MING (168 VAUO VOTES) 
SENATORS 
LARRY SEATON 107 MATURE Helps Disadvantaged 
DAVID ARANA 89· Thornton Community CoI-
GERI MANSUETO 119 lege has been awarded 
DONNA ROZEK 164 
OTHERS 4 
VICE-PRESIDENT, FINAN· DIANE DONOVAN 121 $41,500 to administer a pro-
OTHERS 63 gram to provide training and 
have been provided through 
the Cook County Office of 
Manpower Services. 
·The SGA Constitution the student body." Webster work experience for econom-
states that the candidate defines a majority as "a lcally disadvantaged men and 
Must be available for "must be elected by a simple number greater than half of women 40 years of age and 
Under the provisions of the 
MATURE program, 
participants will work 20 
hours per week at minimum 
wage ($3.35 per hour). Place-afternoon meetings. majority of the bellots cast by the total." older. Funds for the program 
continued on page ~ 
Governor Thompson Aids Senior Citizens by Signing House Bill 289 
grown steadily throughout 
the 19708,. and the past year 
shows that trend may overlap 
to the National Into the BOa. The total number 
for "Educatlorf of public and pnvaleinsiltiJ.: 
the past year con- tlons, Including branch cam· 
the trend of the puses, has grown to 3,270, up 
of coI\egas growing 2.5 percent over the previOUs 
year. Private Institutions ex· 
perlenced a better growth 
rate than public onas, grow· category, there were many by.2 percent and public four-
Ing from 1,702 In 1979-80 to more new private colleges year colleges Increased by .5 
1,760 In 1980-81. This Is an In· than public colleges. percent. 
crease ofU percent. PubIlC,,T~~~.arll.340 private Jwo-QV!lr.the.last 1\lY!la!'l!, the 
Insttii.itionsgrewfrom1,488 to year Insltutlons, an Increase number of Institutions In-
1,510, an Increase of 1.5 per· of 19.3 percent, and 949 creased by.12.7 percent and 
cent. public two-year Institutions, In that same period, the 
The Increase In" colleges an Increase of 2 percent. number of private two-year In-
focused mainly on more two- In the past year, private stltutlons Increased by 35.5 
year Institutions; arK! In that four-year colleges Increased percent. 
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Chronicle of a College Weekend 
THIS AND· THAT BT-Jan Krau~ 
11 Commuting to TCC and IIv- for the adventure. Once The night was dreary, the 
~ at home are about as ex- underway, we arrived almost rain pouring down In torrents. 
waited for an elevator which 
would take us to Laura's 
warm, dry apartment and a 
change of clothes. As I strip-
ped out of my sopping 
garments, II noticed that the 
black dye from my shoes had 
turned my favorite pair of 
white socks black. 
Ii tlng as watching paint dry. I without mishap. Except my Bonnie and I got back to 
~r lama to this conclusion after slight mlscalculatlon-I got on Laura's apartment at around 
:0 recent excursion to the the Indiana Tollway (the first 9:20. When Laura returned 
ro gantlc campus of University leg of our journey) heading In from dinner, we planned to 
. illinois In Champaign. the wrong direction. We arrIv- drop by a party at the frat that 
~----....;....;;...-- ed after the two and a half Laura and one of her friends 
A tidal wave engulfed hour drive Intact. Surprise, worked at. Next on the agen-
Dad! I bet you thought I da was viewing the midnight 
my compact car as 
another car plowed 
couldn't do It. show of "HALLOWEEN". Laura and I were un-
That night, which was Frl- Before we left for the party, daunted by our recent dunk-
day by the way, we went to a Laura and I went to check the Ing_ We stili wanted to go see 
party In a nearby dorm. A frat parking meter to see If the 'HALLOWEEN'. The rain stop-
boy, totally blitzed, tried to time had run out on It. I had ped as we walked to the YM-
pick up two of the girls In our parked the car on low ground. CA, where the movie was be· 
group. "Let's go Into this When we got to the car, the Ing shown. Five minutes 
room," he slurred to Laura, street had ·flooded and the before showtlme the hall was 
~: through the streets, 
'" 'which was now 
:al I had planned the trtp for my host for the weekend. water was knee deep. I ran the empty except for Laura and I. 
. nlhs. A good friend of After we made It perfectly few final steps to the car In a We didn't relish seeing one of 
na Is attending the school clear to the staggering stud panic. "Splunk!" I was \lud- the scariest flicks In motion 
residing st the resort that we wanted no part of his denly face down In a foot of picture history with only us 
tel they call IIIlnl Tower. drunken amorous advances, water, with all my clothes and the projectionist In the 
~s hat this amounts to Is a tiny he left, weaving unsteadily to .soaked::==:::.=,."... ______ ..;r~oo=m::..-------_, 
wi artment with two an exit. I think he got the hint r 0 
lOl rooms, a bathroom, a klt- when Laura told him he was 
re enette, and a living room obnoxious. 
I forgot the most Impor- The party broke up around 
tat t difference between the 3:15 and we got back to 
wer and s dorm-It doesn't LauiS'S apartment by 3:30 
ve roaches. a.m. We got ready to hit the 
Alter begging Mon and Dad sack (or the sleeping bag, In 
tio the car, (how degradlng),1 my case). Just before we turn-
ca ally persuaded them to ed In, one of Laura's room-
st me with It for the mates brought her date back 
kend. "After all," I reason- home with her. We hurried In-
,It'U be much cheaper than to Laura's bedroom, giving The water covered the taii went beck to her building and 
Ing,the bus. Before my dad the lovers their privacy. As the pipe and the bottom of one of The movie was fantastic I I 
reed to surrender his lights switched off In th~ IIv- the doors. I threw the keys to viewed much of through slits 
lous new car (to our faml- Ing room, I knew I wouldn t be Laura, since she was drier (I was covering my eyes). At 
any car that came off the getting much sleep that night. than I was. She tossed her one climatic moment, a joker 
b1y line after 1960 Is Saturday was spent touring shoes onto higher ground and seated behind us grabbed my 
to me, he made certain the campus. Laura had plans; opened the car door which shoulder and yelled "Bool" In 
pulatlons. I had to recite to for the evening ~ Bonnie (my was now partially submerged. my ear. I screeched and 
what to do In cas.8 of an escort for the trap) and I went A tidal wave ·engulfed m jumped three feet Into the air. 
dent or a flat tire. I also to a free showing of "Grease" compact car as another c1r I spent the entire movie on the 
to prove to him without a at one of the dorms. Laura plowed through the street, edge of my chair, partly 
of a doubt that I knew went to dinner with a small which was now a river With because of the suspense 
w to reach my destination town fret boy_After dinner, he assistance from two helPf I generated-by what was on the 
retum home. "No pro- planned to take her to a dance gentlemen who pushed us o~t screen and partly because I 
m" I assured dad. given by the agriculture fr~t of the depths of the lake, we didn't know If the moron 
Iter loading up such he belonged to. She dldn t got the vehicle to high and dry behind me would strike again. 
ssltles as my cam!!ra, want to leave us with nothing ground Now tne weekena IS only a 
dryer, and the famUy's to do so she concocted a wild By this time both of us memory and I am back to the 
sleeping beg, I went to story explaining why she had ' old grind. Back to watching 
k up my friend and escort to be home by 9:30. were soaked to the akin. We the paint dry_ ..;:.;;;-=,;;..;.;,~--....... 
Dr. McKenzie Proclaimes Business Dept. Up-To-Date 
A. new face has been added are Office Automation, (com- volved In teaching and educa 
the Buslnees Department .. monly thought of as Word tional administration tor 
Ie at Thornton Community Processing), and Material number of years. She studied 
lege. It's Dr. Janet McKen-' Management. Both offer two at several midwestern unlver-
: the new director of·; year degrees and certificates. sltles Including Morehead 
lness end commerce, and . "I feel that careers In Date State University In KentuckY, 
business department as Processing and Word Pro- Wright State University I 
II as the students have ceasing are the most Ohio and the Unlvel:Slty 0 
a friendly welcome. marketable careers In Clnnclnatl where she recely 
In the fast-changlng world buslneas today," aays Dr. ad herDoctorateDegree. She 
business, Dr_ McKenzie Is a McKenzie. "And the business has done similar work at 
Icome addition to the department has met these PralrieState College and has 
nt. "I feel there Is ment here at Thornton Corn- needs~" She also adds that a taught part time at Govemors 
aya room for change and munlty Collage Is up-to-date." Mastel's In Business Ad- State University. 
proyement. A business( Indeed, two new cur- ministration (MBA) Is also ex- We're glad to have YOLttoo, 
ment can never remain rlculums have been added to tremely beneficial In the Dr. McKenzie, and welcome 
nt," says Dr. McKen- the business department In business world. to Thornton COmmunity Col-
. "The bUSiness depart- the past few months. T~e::JY,-...;;D.:.:r ...:M:.:.c;;,;k=e;;.;nz::;:l.:;.e..:has=..:b::;:e:.:e::.:n..:I::.:n-...::le:!!g=e.=--_______ ...J 
1981 College 
Students 
Change Attitudes 
(CPS)-The 1981 American stu-
dent body Is either more con-
servative than students of the 
past, or less liberar, or both 
-according to two ·recent 
studies of political and social 
values. 
A Rutgers University survey 
of 205 campuses concluded 
students today are as 
politically active as ever. 
''The only major difference 
between now and the sixties 
Is that there was a central 
Issue with Vietnam that drew 
a great amount of media 
coverage," contends Michele 
Lamoal, one of the Rutgers 
reseachers who oversaw the 
survey. 
The study found that the 
number of demonstrations on 
campuses has decreased by 
only 11 percent over the last 
two years. 
Yet 84 percent of American 
students believe student 
demonstrations "have a place 
on college campuses today," 
according to a 153-campus 
poll conducted by the Emhart 
COrp., Inc., Sharing many 01 
the anti-big business attitudes 
that marked the hey-day of 
campus liberalism. 
Busln ... Toaay magazine 
uncovered Similar anti-
business, pro-envlronment at-
titudes In a survey of 202 
schools released In June. 
The magazine asserts the 
results of Its study maan that 
students are no less liberal 
than In the past. 
Conservatives 
Reign 
A University of Florida 
study, on the other hand, 
"seems to show that students 
mostly care about 
themselves," summarizes 
Phyllis Meek, UF's associate 
dean of student affairs, who 
helped poll the student body. 
Florida students preferred 
alcohol to marijuana at par-
ties by a three-to-one margin. 
Their most prasslng concerns 
are grades, Inflation and 
unemployment, all of which 
Meek characterized as per-
sonal concerns. 
When It comes to labelling 
student beliefs, contradictory 
studies like Rutgers' end 
Florida's are typical. 
The annual UCLA-Amertcan 
CounCil on Education survey 
has shown a steadlly-
declining number of students 
who call themselves 
"liberal," while the percen-
tage subscribing to 
"moderate" and "conser-
vative" labels Increased. 
A February, 1981 study 
discovered that 68 percent of 
the students at Stanford 
agreed that "preparing myself 
for a career will be at least as 
Important to me as acquIring 
a general education." 
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.J Without A Doubt, Bulldog Defense Is Stable 
By Larry Hartnett I Defense is the one most important item on a football leam. AlthOugh Thornton 
Community College has 
been outscored 169-33 this ~ season, on can hardly blame · Ihe defense. 
, While positions and play 
, calls on the Bulldog oifens-I· ive unit could be labeled as i questionable, there's no I doubt TCC's defense plays 
· competitively. 
· Not to take anything away l~om Bulldog quarterbacks Mike Tamme and Kevin 
· Dermody who are doing a 
'. fine job or trail back Lamont 
·)washington who without his 
running the offense wouldn't 
be the same as a result of 
turnovers on offense, the 
~ 
,1 
~ 
defense has had to work 
overtime. 
"The offense really hasn't 
had a chance to play togeth-
er," said Bulldog defensive. 
coach Dennis Smith. "We 
rely on the defense. Playing 
defense is the easiest thing 
to do. 
"We try to put our best 
athletes as a team on de-
fense first. We build around 
our defense. If one were to 
put some of ou r defenSive 
players on offense, the de-
fense would suller greatly." 
he added. 
For Smith, this is his first 
year of coaching football at 
the junior college level. 
When asked what changes 
he has confronted from 
at TF Smith 
Hanrahan with his 
leam during Friday's tryouts.Among those expected to 
make the team are returns AI Pipes, Marty Nissen, Steve 
Lange, AI Davis, and Darrell Moore. 
r 
I 
MacDonald, Kastlewicz 
Going To Regionals 
r By "Huggy Bear" James 
~ TCC's women's tennis 
• team after finishing fourth in 
, the N4C with a 2-4 record, 
1 went to the Triton sectional 
1 to finish third. The host 
I Trojans wound up winning 
the meet with 10 points 
ahead of Oakton's 81,2 and 
TCC's eight. Harper also 
finished with eight points as 
Morton didn't score at all. 
Chong MacDonald once 
again won the sectional· 
. tournament at first singles 
with a 6-3, 6-1 win over 
Triton's Jean Sievers in the 
Iina!. She also combined 
with "Smokey" Jodi Kastle-
wicz to win the first doubles 
final with a 4-6, 6-3, 6-2 win 
over Sievers and Therese 
Kusmider. They will com-
pete at the Oct. 23-24. 
regional tournament at illi-
nois Valley and will win. 
At the Harper N4C con-
ference meet, MacDonald 
rlllished second to Joliet's 
Yikki Bosch at first Singles as 
Billie Jean Chaney finished 
second to IV's Kathy Prazma 
at number five singles and 
Julie Bauer took second after 
bowing to IV's Beky Sang. 
Volleyball 
continued from pg. 8 
over a spike that knocked 
P-C's Sue Smith off her feet 
to come within four points. 
However, Smith turned 
around to down a spike 
herself to cause a side out. 
Neither team scored on 
their next serves and Purdue 
senior Mary McCree served 
up the remaining pOints. In 
the second game, the Bull-
dogs were unable to score. 
TRY SOFT 
CONTACTS 
Phone Dr, Mill .. Ras. for 
'information 
IMIRRORJ 
OPTICAL 
..... west ellfVU fJUS fORO 
Colo .... Qy. IR. (312) '9'_ 
SOY..,., .. "'" 
replied, "In high school, 
players went both ways. In 
college with the extra three 
minutes a quarter it tends to 
add up and work against 
you. 
". "I enjoy working with the 
kids because they're a little 
more mature. There's a lot 
more talent than most people 
think in the junior colleges." 
In talking to Thornton 
Community coach Smith, 
one can obtain a great deal of 
knowledge on the team's 
defensive players. For inst-
ance, making up the Bulldog, 
line on defense are soph-
omores Tom Baldwin, Dan 
Solhja, Tim LukaSik, George 
Malone and freshman Mike 
Hawkins. 
Baldwin who is 6'3", 230 
pounds is rated the best 
lineman in the league. "He's 
been almost the steadiest," 
Smith said. "He has most of 
the time led the team in 
tackles and sacks of the 
quarterback. ,. 
Next to Baldwin stands 
defensive tackle Dan Solhja. 
Solhja is 5'11",250 pounds. 
"We had to move him from 
an end," remarked the de-
fensive coach. "He's missed 
a few games. It hurts when 
he's out. He's probably the 
team's hardest hitter." 
Another sophomore that'll 
be lost next season is tackle 
Lukasik, who when he isn't 
playing football bench pres-
ses 390 pounds. Lukasik 
measures 5'10", 190 
pounds. "He's probably one 
Manny Jackson lays one up in last week's practice. 
of the top strong corners in 
the league," stat.ed Smith. 
Malone, another man at 
tackle that'll be missed, is 
5'10", 190 pounds. "George 
has been playing better 
lately," pointed out coach 
Smith. He isn't as beg as the 
others. In fact, he's the 
smallest. In the last two 
games he's had about four 
quarterback sacks." 
Hawkins, therefore, ap-
pears to be the man to build 
around on the line. Hawkins 
has a 6'3",230 pound frame. 
"He's one of the best 
ballplayers on the team," 
remarked Smith. 
Among the others that 
play defense are defensive 
backs Rudy Smith, Garland 
Gibson, Gale Hess and Andy 
Kuc. "I think Gibson and 
Kuc did a good job against 
Joliet, " said the defensive 
instructor. 
However. in order to build 
a successful program there 
first must be a few changes 
made. "I'd like to be two 
deep in every position," said 
smith. "We have guys on 
the punting unit, extra-point 
team and kickoff. You can't 
do it." 
"A mediocre player will 
be better than your best 
when the game goes on. It's 
depth that counts. We're 
going to strive for a mini-
mum of 50 kids. 
"We'll miss Tom Baldwin, 
but if we can pick up our 
final three games, it'll help 
our recruiting." he added. 
Bulldog Cloud Produces Rain At JJC 
continued from pg. 8 
19-7 lead with 10:18 remain-
Ing until the half. 
"Except for the two 
touchdown runs for Brown, 
early, we controlled him," 
remarked Thornton College 
head coach John Quinn. 
"He hurt us early, " added 
Bulldog defensive coach 
Dennis Smith, "but once we 
found out they were just as 
human as we were, our kids 
settled down. We did, 
though, have a couple miss-
ed assignments. We could 
have played a lot better. We 
gave them a couple scores. 
I'm not Pleased." 
At halftime, Joliet led, 
19-7, A reason for the 
sudden shutdown of scoring 
from 10:18 until the break for 
both team's parts was due to 
inclement weather con-
ditions in the late stages of 
the first hall. 
As was forcasted for the 
area, game-play was hamp-
ered when a light early 
second quarter drizzle ac-
companied by near gail force 
winds developed Into a tor-
rential sub-troplcal-type 
rainstorm by midway 
through the quarter. 
The·' Bulldogs, once the 
rain subsided, made a sec-
ond half ellort to overtake 
Joliet. A 29-yard run by 
Bulldog quarterback Kevin 
Dermody at 4:16 of the third 
quarter lowered the margin 
to just six points, 19-13. The 
drive, TCC's second pos-
sesion of the second half, 
took eight plays and 53 yards 
to complete while running 
4:18 oil the clock. 
However, what kept the 
Bulldogs from surpassing 
Joliet wrer three fourth 
quarter turnovers, all of 
which were fumbles. 
As a result, Joliet was able 
to claim victory theirs with 
about four minutes remain-
ing. The Wolves had gone up 
on the Bulldogs by 14 points, 
27-13, at 4:22 of the fourth 
quarter. Alter Thornton 
fumbled on the next posses-
Ion, Joliet took over at the 
Bulldogs 37-yard line. Al-
though Yost's team was 
unable to produce any pOints 
then, it did following the 
Joliet punt of which Thorn-
ton fumble at the five. 
Nate Wright ran In the 
score from four yards out 
with one minute remaining. 
The turnovers, Singled out, 
beat Thornton and kept them 
from beating Joliet which 
through three quarters of 
ptay was quite possible. 
However, Quinn said, 
'We played a good game. 
We took It to them. I'm 
pleased with· the effort. f 
think we are ready to play. " 
it weren't for those mistakes, 
we could have pulled it off." 
Also he disagreed with 
Joliet coach Yost, saying the 
rain was a great equalizer. 
"It (the rain) changes the 
idea of the game plan. 
However, good football 
teams play In any weather 
conditions. Regardless of the 
weather, the ollensive line 
was getting fast oil the line. 
They were controlling the 
line of scrimmage." 
On offense, Thornton had 
237 yards total, 214 rushing 
and 23 passing. Lamont 
Washington had 114 on 26 
carries. Dermody, 
meanwhile, was two of five 
for 23 yards passing. On 
defense, Tom Baldwin had 
12 tackles, Tim Kukasik had 
10 as did Andy Kuc and Dan 
Solhja. Kaiser, punting, had 
a 45-yard average. 
Just about the only thing 
the two opposing coaching 
staffs did agree on Saturday 
was the play of Thornton 
College's front line play. 
"They really have some 
tough players on the front 
line," admitted Yost. 
"The line did a helluva job 
blocking," agreed offensive' 
coach Tom Kujawa. 
While the loss dropped the 
TCC Bulldogs to 0-6, Joliet 
despite a Bulldog scare 
stand now 7-0, 6-0 In the 
N4C. Thornton COmmunity. 
will play its Homecoming 
game Saturday against 
Grand Rapids (Mich.) at 
1 :30. The squad's next road 
game is next Saturday night 
at Wright College in Chica-
go. 
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Homecoming: A Success 
in More Ways Than One 
Entertainment-Mike Scott Reviews 
'7he French lieutenant's Woman" 
(Tum to page 3J 
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Cu"ent Students Offered Rrst Chance 
to Register for Spring Semester 
All currently attending stu- Tuesday, or December 8 -
dents enrolled in college Tuesday from 2:00-5:00 p,m. 
credit classes will be given an or 6:00-9:00 p.m. 
opportunity to 'early register Students desiring to par-
lor Spring 1982 classes. Stu- ticipate in these sell-asses-
dents are encouraged to take sments must Complete a re-
advantage of this opportunity ser;'ation card at the Coun-
and avoid the problem of long sehng Center at least one 
lines and filled classes that "Yeek pnor to the test date. 
will exist at open registration A master schedule of the 
in January Spring 1982 classes is posted 
• outside of the Admissions and 
Registration forms and in- Records Office on level ". 
structions are being mailed to 
all degree certificate can. All other current college 
didates inviting them to meet cred~t students who are at-
with their advisor or counselor tending as students-at-Iarge 
by November ;14, 1981, and (those. who have ~t had 
select their Spring classes. t~anscnpts from th~lr pre-
Degree and certificate can- VIOUS ~hoolS sUbm~tted. to 
didates will have the opo, TCC) will receive regl~t~t~on 
port unity to take vocational forms and. letters InVltlOg 
interest tests, English, math, them to register on December 
and reading placement as- 1 and 2. 
sessments on November 10 - Students taking advantage 
of early spring registration 
will not be required to pay for 
tuition and fees at the time of 
course selection. However, all 
tuition and fees must be paid 
to the cashier in the Con-
troller's Office by December 
18, 1981. Failure to pay for 
tuition and fees by December 
18 will result in forfeiting all 
reservjld classes. 
New and returning students 
will have the opportunity to 
register through the mail-in-
bullatin which will be avail-
able in December or at the 
open registration in January. 
Performers seen at TeC last Wednesday are: (I to r) 
laurIe Ebner, Scott Bryant. camille Hallstrom, Arthur 
Alberts. and Nancy Aasen, (Photo by Ray Szumllas)' 
'Covenant Players' Give 
Wodd-WidePerforinances The Spring 1982 semester will begin January 18 and will 
end May 22, 1982. Students 
desiring more information The 'Covenant Players' 
about registration are en- are an International rep-
couraged to contact the Ad- ertory group with a repertory 
missions and Records Office, of over 800 skits and plays 
or the Counseling Center. designed to present the 
message of Christ in a 
Board Creates New Staff Poshion 
dramatic form. They perform 
in SChools and churches 
around the world. 
There are 75 groups that 
travel around the world to 
deliver their messages. The 
players are mostly young 
people with an Interest In 
helping bring Christ to their 
audiences in a manner that 
each audience can relate to. 
The Board of Trustees of 
Thornton Community Col-
lege on October 22 approved 
the creation of a new support 
staff position, athletic and 
intramural supervisor. The 
individual appointed to this 
position will perform duties 
previously assigned in three 
separate part-time positions. 
The administration 
recommended the consoli-
, dation of the part-time posi-
tions into a full-time support 
staff position to provide 
centralized accountability of 
the use of gymnasium facili-
ties for physical education 
classes, intercolegiate and 
intramural sports, and re-
lated purposes and more 
effective control of supplies, 
equipment and fiscal mat-
ters. Thornton Community 
College President Dr. 
Nathan A. Ivey noted that 
the creation of the new 
position would prvide better, 
more efficient coverage of 
the gymnasium facilities on a 
year round basis. 
In other personnel mat-
ters, Trustees approved the 
appointment of librarian 
Barbara Meyers as the Act-
Ing Director of the Learning 
Resources Center. Mrs. 
Meyers' apointment will be 
effective November 1, 1981 
through May 31, 1982. She 
replaces Dr. Robert Lucas 
who resigned to take a 
pOSition at another college. 
Upon the recommendation 
of Finance Committee 
Chairman Raymond Doh-
meyer, Trustees accepted 
the audits of the College's 
general fund and disadvan-
taged grant funds. The aud-
its were performed by 
Wilkes, Besterfleld and Co., 
LTD. of Olympia Fields. 
Under reports and cor-
respondence, Student Trus-
tee Renee Juranek intro-
duced Barbara Panozzo, 
newly elected president of 
the Student Government As-
sociation. Mrs. Panozzo ex-
pressed the willingness of 
the new SGA officers to work 
for the College and TCC' 
students and asked trustees 
to call upon the members of 
the organization for any 
assistance they can provide 
to the College. 
Trustees accepted the low 
bid of Watson Oldsmobile of 
Harvey for the rental of a car 
for use by the College 
president. The vehicle will 
be leased for a 24-month 
period at a cost of $248 per 
month. 
Trustees also approved 
the purchase of a used 
electric organ for the Divi-
sion of Arts and HumanIties. 
The Gulbransen Primier 
electronic organ will be 
purchased from Ralph Cox at 
a cost of $2,400. 
The Board of Trustees will 
hold its next regular meeting 
at 8 p.m., Thursday, No-
vember 12, in Room 2121 at 
the College, 15800 South 
State Street, South Holland. 
Spanish Club Elects New Officers 
Espiritu Espanol, TCC's 
Spanish club, has elected the 
following officers: Mary Ann 
DiSanto, president; Marijo 
and Dianne MuraWSki, 
c:o-vice-presidents; Abeer 
Haddad, recorder; and 
Brenda Durr and Tracy 
Casas, co-treasurers. 
At their board meeting 
and first general meeting, 
they announced plans for the 
annual candy sale, began 
taking orders for club jackets 
and tee-shirts (deposits due 
noW), and began prepara-
tions for the traditional 
Christmas caroling and fies-
tas in December. They also 
are encouraging ideas for a 
June trip to Mexico. Sign-up 
sheets are in the language 
lab,312O. 
Free Diabetes Testing Given 
at Ingalls Hospital Nov. 1-7 
Ingalls Memorial Hospit-
al, Harvey, will provide free 
diebetes detection tests No-
vember 1-7 as part of a 
widespread effort to Identify 
some of the estimated 400, 
000 undiagnosed diebetlcs In 
Northern Illinois. 
Diebetes affects one in 20 
Americans and Is the count-
ry's leading cause of new 
blindness and third leading 
cause of death by disease. It 
also is a major cause of heart 
attacks and kidney failure, 
and has been linked to 
cerebral hemorrage and 
hardening of the arteries. 
Fortunately, the potent-
ially tragic consequences of 
diabetes can be minimized 
through early treatment and 
control. The key to such 
control is early detection. 
I ngalls free tests are av-
ailable to persons age 18 and 
older who are NOT known to 
have diebetes. Since a per-
son can become diabetic at 
any age, those who have 
previously been tested for 
the disease are urged to 
repeat the test periodically. 
A limited number of tests 
will be offered between 10 
a.m. and 6p.m.a,ppointments 
are required and can be 
made by calling the hospit-
al's laboratory at 333-2300, 
extension 5760. Special in-
structions will be mailed to 
each person prior to testing. 
Women~ $250 Scholarship Available 
The Genesis Charter Chap-
ter of the American BUSiness 
Women's Association Is 
making available a $250 scho-
larship. The funds could be 
divid.ed among several stu-
dents. If more money Is 
available in Novernber, ad-
ditional scholarships may be 
awarded. 
The scholarship is for a 
full-time, in-district female 
student at TCC. Applicants 
must have a minimum grade 
point average of 3.0. The 
scholarship is to be used for 
tuition, fees, and/or books 
during the spring 1982 term. 
Applications are available 
in the Financial Aid Office, 
room 2117B. The deadline for 
applying is November 12, 
1981. 
i , 
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Varieties 4 E Homecoming Festivities ! By: 
Slow dancing to music by "Starshine" are some of the 
120 people who allended TCC's first homecoming dance. 
Tickets were sold individually for $10 each but most who 
went came in couples. Allire was semi-formal. 
Dr. Nathan tvey, Tee President, and wife Dorothy hold 
hands as they sway to a popular tune. The President and 
his wife supported the SGA sponsored dance to kick off the 
social aclivites of the IIrst semester. 
NSRS Discovers Bizarre Scholarships 
"It's a common miscon-
ception that scholarships are 
only awarded on the basis of 
financial need or grades 
alone," says Daniel Cassidy, 
president of the National 
Scholarship Service. 
Cassidy. founder of the 
two-year old company that 
uses computers to provide 
college students with indi-
vidualized list of grant sour-
ces. did quite a bit of 
scholarship sleuthing for 
himself while he was in 
college. 
In fact, there were-and 
are-all kinds of scholarships 
available. For example: 
• A Seattle judge set up a 
scholarship for reformed 
prostitutes. 
• A Pennsylvania college 
offers four scholarships to 
needy left-handers. 
• The University of 
Arizona has scholarships for 
His company, National 
Scholarship Research Ser-
vice (NSRS), assists gradu-
ate and undergraduate stu-
dents in locating scholarship 
sources in their field of 
interest. Of the $1 billion in 
educational assistance offer-
ed last year, $135 million 
went unclaimed. "Most," 
said Cassidy, "simply be-
cause people didn't know 
who was offering it." 
NSRS charges a $35 pro-
cessing lee for its research 
service. Cassidy says that an 
applicant generally receives 
from 30 to 50 scholarship 
sources on their printout, 
along with additional' listings 
of organizations that have 
further information on the 
applicants career fields. The 
services mailing address is: 
Box 2516, San Rafael, 
California 94901, or NSRS 
can be .contacted by callinll 
wa: 
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Enjoying after dinner drinks and dancing were [I. to r.j 
Terrie Schneider, Shelly Franklin and Michelle Meyers, at 
Tec's homecoming dance held Friday October 23. 
ad\ 
Th. 
QUI 
h;1\ 
Socializing at Tee began with a Homecoming Dinner/ 
Dance. The dance was held at the Villa de Bruno in 
Lynwood from 6:30 to midnight on October 23. The evening 
began at 6:30 with Hor d'oeuvers. Dancers shimmied on the 
dance floor until 7:30 when a lavish dinner including sirloin 
of beef, roast chicken, Italian sausage with mostaceioli, 
chicken soup, chef salad, mashed potatos and gravy, rolls 
and butter, beverages and peppermint ice cream for 
dessert. 
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Do you remember Pigpen, 
the character in the Peanuts 
comic strip. This poor little 
fellow carried a layer of 
grime with him everywhere 
he went. No matter how 
The Vacuum Syndrome 
I was a child, my mom used 
to clean our .house from top 
to bottom each Saturday. 
When the vacuum cleaner 
came roaring by, I quickly 
yanked my feet out of the 
By: Jan Krause 
II 
\lV"~ 
Came over. Whenever I gen.!!, 
over to my Iriend Laura'fitr., 
house, her mom whips Oul 
the vacuum cleaner. It neverl"Il, 
lails. No matter what time o!h<I'" 
day it is, it is time to clean a!t;n", 
soon as one 01 my fee:w., •. 
r.·:::-?":",;..",:?"'E''''··''',;"':_'''_.E:-:;:''=-. _7"", :::-x~=·",:--:-::~":"~7",,7""~-:-·,;:::o-:-.:AN~ crosses theirlhreshold. ",.., 
:u.'50"':G=''-~~,:~N~S::'~! we~~t t~n~~~h ~~i:;~s~fyh.~~~n 
J _ •• :'" Illinois several weeks ago t[Hm·. 
• I... _ \ <'6=" see a concert. I stayed with 1b.1I1 
\,."../ Iriend. At 3:30 in the morn- V. 
-----.. .. -..:~- ing my friend's two room-rnll. 
mates turned on, you gues-dpf, 
'------------' L..-'-__________ J sed it, the vacuum cleanerR.,,, 
often I shower or bathe, I get 
the distinct feeling that the 
world considers me a female 
Pigpen. 
I think that I gol this 
complex because of my 
mother. I know that every-
one blames their mothers for 
their phobias and faults but I 
feel I really have a legitimate 
gripe against the woman 
dangerous position. Then 
mom proceeded to vigorous-
ly run the vacuum over the 
spot my feet had just oc-
cupied. 
The vacuum syndrome has 
followed me through my 
childhood years into young 
adulthood. On the show 
"Happy Days", Mr. Cun-
ningham always went to the 
bathroom to wash his hands 
and proceeded to vacuu~llJ"t 
the floor in the living roo,,2t1'1 
where I had slept the nighlth<', 
before. Could it be a coinci-II 
denee? r doubt it! ",.",. 
I just don't get it. I showers<lll. 
every day and wash my hairlhm 
regularly. I brush my teethDnl\ 
daily and change my clothes I •. 
with frequency. Why thel (;( 
vacuum treatment? Well, Ihill" 
QlJP.~S it~5 not Sf") barL Pinoer.'h:!t 
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TCC Has A State Champ 
Nobody Can Do It Like MacDonald Can 
By: Johnnie James Jr. 
Chong MacDonald deser· 
ves a break today. After six 
years of playing tennis, she 
has worked her way up to her 
billing as the best - junior 
college women's tennis 
player in the state of Illinois. 
This came about on Oct. 
24 when she along with 
doubles partner Jodi Kasle-
wicz, a freshman out of TF 
South, represented Thornton 
Community College at the 
Region IV (State) meet at 
Springfield and placed TCC 
fourth in the state. 
MacDonald went in with a 
15-1 record at first singles 
and walked away with IS-I 
and the state championship. 
Her partnership with Kas-
lewicz left with a 10-3 overall 
record at first doubles. 
"No, I never did think I 
was going to win it all," 
MacDonald modestly said. 
"I just wanted to go in and 
try my best." 
But, it has to be hard for 
MacDonald to stay modest. 
She went into the tour-
nament Deeded firGt in firct 
singles after finishing only 
second Ihe year before and 
not even finishing first at the 
conference meet. That is 
because in her enlire college 
career, the future Nursing 
major only fell vulnerable to 
one opponent. 
She lost to Joliet's Vikki 
Bosch at the N4C conference 
meet finals only because she 
defaulted. Last season, she 
compiled a 20-2 record and 
both losses were to Lynne 
Pettil, an Illinois Central girl 
who defeated Chong 6-1, 6-1 
in dual competition and 6-0, 
6- I in the stale finals to claim 
sale ownership. 
But Ihis year. Pettit was 
no longer in Ihe way and 
MacDonald made it look 
easy. After receiving a bye in 
the first round, the 32-year 
old Korea native defeated 
Illinois Valley's Julie Hill 
6-1.6-1. Joliet's Bosch 6-4, 
6·2 and in finals. Kask-
askia's second seeded Kristi 
Jones 6-3.6-2. Come to think 
of il. in MacDonald's 38-3 
career record. she's never 
played a three-set match. 
"I felt I was getting 
Tom Hanrahan 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST 
Term papers. resumes. 
letters. etc. 
Spelling and Grammar in· 
cluded. 
Call Star 331·7596 
U.· ," shesaid. "Last year 
I played more matches and 
beat more girls, but this year 
the competition was tougher 
except that one girl (Pettit) 
who beat me. I learned to hit 
hard." 
And MacDonald will be 
out to prove herself to the 
country when she'll travel to 
Ocala, Florida on May 10 for 
the national tournament. 
Last year, she was state 
champ at first doubles as she 
teamed with one Mary Val-
dez for a 24-1 overall record. 
So this makes her second go 
at the regional tournament in 
the doubles department also. 
"I think she has the ability 
to take nationals," said first 
year Bulldog coach Barb 
Bergeron of her Dolton-res-
ident champion. "Her only 
drawback is that the tourn-
ament will be in the spring." 
"No, as long as I condition 
myself that should not be too 
much of a problem," Mac-
Donald said of the long wait. 
"I should start jogging a 
couple months before the 
tournament. Tu "<rep win-
ning, I have to be physical. 
I'll try not to think about it 
till I get there." 
And the trip will be history 
in itself. The team, even 
after finishing behind Kask-
askia, Illinois Valley, and 
Joliet at Regionals has made 
more trips to nationals than 
any other Illinois junior 
college. 
MacDonald, TCC's only 
returning player from last 
year's 13-2 state champion 
team, made sectionals look 
as easy. After a first round 
·bye. she buzzed by Morton's 
Lynn Kotermanski 6-0, 6-1 
and Triton's Jamie Sievers 
6-3. 6-2. She was also the 
champion of the Lincoln 
Land tournament earlier this 
season as was last year. In 
her doubles partnership with 
Kastlewicz, their only losses 
came to the state's top three 
finishers. 
And MacDonald, who 
missed Wednesday matches 
this season to avoid missing 
an anatomy class. will aim to 
make a better showing than 
she did at last year's nation-
als. 
Marty Nissen [] .. ; '.;:. 
-' ~. 
" 
Manny Jackson 
"She has so much concen-
tration. She finds out the 
other player's weaknesses 
and then she moves in for 
the kill. She really takes 
advantage of her oppon-
ents," said Bergeron of 
MacDonald. 
Until nationals, Chong will 
be working out at the 
Lifestyle Tennis Club in 
Glenwood all winter. Never-
theless, that Chong Mac-
Donald is something else. 
She's been in this country for 
only 11 years and she's out 
to prove she's one of the best 
in the nation. Not bad for 
someone who's opponents 
are 1 0 years younger than 
she. 
Jodi Kaslewicz 
Chong MacDonald will give the national lournamell 
another shot as she' will take her second trip to Ocala. 
Florida in May. 
Hanrahan To Head New Team 
Of New Faces, New Talent 
By: Johnnie James Jr. 
This just might be the 
year. After two years of 
10-21 records in succesion, 
TCe men's basketball coach 
Tom Hannrahan may have 
found the talent he's been 
looking for in his third 
season as the head Bulldog. 
"I'm encouraged with this 
group," Hanrahan said 
Thursday. "We've improved 
quite a bit over the last two 
years. We have good ba-
lance. We've got eight to 
nine starters out there. 
"But we've got the same 
problem as far as lacking in 
size. I'm optimistic about the 
quickness, though." 
What Hanrahan does have 
is talent. As said, eight to 
nine of those guys could be 
starting. Anyway It goes, 
most of the team should see 
plenty of action. 
Returning to the squad 
irom last season's seventh 
place N4C team are Beech-
er's 6-5 forward-center Mar-
ty Nissen, Thornridge's 5-8 
guard Alfred Pipes, Beech-
er's 6-1 guard Steve Lange, 
Thornton's 6-2 forward Alvin 
Davis, and perhaps TF 
North's 6-1 guard Kevin 
Dermody. Nissen and Pipes 
were starters for the most 
part, Lange became ineligi-
ble for a while there, and 
Dermody left with an injury. 
Of the newcomers, strong 
candidates for the guard 
positions will be 
Thornridge's 5-10 Manny 
Jackson, Rich Central's 6-1 
Steve Ruzich. Tinley Park's 
5-9 Tally Washington, Bloom 
Trail's 6-1 Steve Rogers, and 
Thornridge's 6-1 Darren 
Colbert. Jackson is a very 
good basketball-minded, 
good passer and Ruzich, a 
good shooter, was an all-
league starter with that 
1979-80 Rich Central team 
that lost only one game. 
Freshmen battling for 
center spot will be 6-5 Pat 
Patterson, an all-city choice 
from Milwaukee Marshall, 
and 6-5 Dan Finneran, who 
averaged 20 pOints a game 
with TF North a year ago. 
Thornridge's Darrell 
Moore (6-2), started guard 
with the Bulldogs two years 
ago and was among the team 
leaders in statistics. This 
season, he is probable to 
start at guard or forward. 
New faces at the forward 
position include Chicago 
Farragot's 6-2' Rocky Fields, 
North Carolina Statesville's 
6-2 Skip Hill, Thornton's 6-3 
Ricky Divine, and TF South's 
6-4 Randy Buvala. 
Coach Hanrahan does, in 
fact, see this squad as the 
bunch who can turn it around 
after a 2-12 conference sea-
son, finishing second from 
last place. "You don't need 
height when you've got eight 
to nine talented, established 
ballplayers," he said. 
"What you need are 10-12 
players who are healthy and 
ready to play, and that's 
what we've got. 
"I was just as optimistic at 
this point last season. but 
things were different af! 
Wylie and Lemon left us: 
Richard's James W~ 
and Thornwood's Greg 
Lemon were two would! 
starters that were very t 
lented and would have be 
big differences. Wylie dl'Ol 
ped oul of school just bef~ 
the season started for pe 
sonal reasons and LemOil 
decided to call it quits in U 
midst of a good season. A~ 
awhile. more team memlle 
took a hike, some becarr 
ineligible, until the rosk 
dropped to eight. 
"You've got to anticipa 
that." Hanrahan said. "TIl 
is just a fact of life you car 
get away from in juni 
colleges. One of the thin; 
that hurt us last' year ... 
that we didn't have r. 
depth or personnel to play' 
minutes of basketball. Th~ 
taller teams just wore, 
down. So I don't plan! 
playing one group. Many 
the players will get to play 
According to the third yt 
boss, Triton, Illinois Vall! 
and Rock Valley should ~ 
the teams to beat. 
"I sure hope we can tu. 
this thing around," he sai. 
"We have the talent to rur. 
buried offense and we "" 
fast break more. Our or. 
problem may be getting ~ 
ball; we'll probably p~ 
man-to-man defense." 
"But I have to put defere 
first because that's wk 
gets you the ball. When I 
do that, we can improve ~ 
offense. " 
This just might be Ii 
year. 
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Internship Offers College Credit 
on the Job Experience 
participants to refine busi-
ness-related skills and to 
develope job-seeking tech-
niques. Appearences by 
guest speakers and field 
trips also provide prepara-
tion for initial employment or 
advancement in office car-
eers. 
opportunity to evaluate in-
ternship program partici-
pants prior to offering full-
time employment. " 
"The program has a num-
ber of advantages for both 
participants and 
employers," says Otflee 
Service I nternship Coordin-
ator Carol McCarthy. "Part-
icipants earn an hourly wage 
for their work In local 
businesses, and they often 
gain an edge on the comp-
etition when entering the 
full-time job market because 
of the valuable part-time 
experience they have gained 
through the internship pro-
gram. Employers have the 
Office Service Programs at 
TCC include Certified Pro-
fessional Secratary, Execu-
tive Secratary, Medical Sec-
ratary and Office Automa-
tion (Word Processing). In 
addition to these associate 
degree programs, a number 
of certificate and short-term 
certificate programs are also 
available. 
For more information a-
bout the Office Service In-
ternshi,p or to register for 
spring semester classes con-
tact Ms. McCarthy between 
9 a.m. and noon on MOII-
days, Wednesdays or Fri-
days, by calling 596-2000, 
extension 290. 
Mr. Ron Koziol, an Investigative reporter for the 
Chicago Tribune, was the guest speaker for the Thornlon 
Community College SICA Newspaper Workshop held on 
December 1. TCC was Ihe slle for this year's conference, 
which is organized and attended by area high school 
journalism students In SICA. Photo by Jan Krause. 
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tO,Tune for TCC School Closing Info 
that Thornton cast closing announcements College's automatic tape an-
College closes for Thornton Community swering service will be pro-
of its facilities College. gramed to deliver updated 
of inclement wea- On campus, the switch- information during the hours 
for any other reason, board operator will be in- when the switchboard is 
will be made 10 formed of any change in the unattended. 
stUdents and staff as College SChedule by the If there are any questions 
possible in advance President's Office or by a about this procedure, phone 
closing. Announce- College official designated the College's Office of Public 
be relayed to the by the President to perform Relations at 596-2000, exten-
radio stations for this function. If poSSible, the sian 202. 
broadcast: 
WLNR-106.3 FM 
WGC()"l600AM 
WCFL-looo AM 
WCLR-l01.9 FM 
WFYR-l03.5 FM 
WIN()"560AM 
WLUP-97.9 FM 
WMAQ-670AM 
WMET-95.5 FM 
WYEN-l07 FM 
These are the only radio 
authorized to broad-
Final exams for the fall 
will be adminis-
December 14 to 
December 19. Exam-
for courses normally 
for more than one 
each day wlll'be given 
time corresponding to 
period in which the 
meets. Examinations 
administered in the 
which the class 
meets unless in-
otherwise. 
Participants Now 
to Earn Associates 
and middle 
who are currently 
in or who have 
recently completed profes-
sional development pro-
sponsored by the 
Industrial Manage-
Association (MIMA) 
Any student failing 
report for an examination 
the scheduled time must 
report to the director of the 
division in which the exam 
was scheduled or the 
of Educational Services, 
Room 2130. Provisions for 
possible make-up will be 
made on an individual basis. 
I n most cases there will be 
$5 charge for taking an 
examination at an unsche-
duled time. 
are now eligible to take 
advantage of a plan to earn 
credit toward an associate 
degree at Thornton Com-
munity College, South Hoi-
land. 
At least one half of credits 
for a degree must be earned 
at the community college. 
Credit for MIMA courses 
will be held in escrow until 
the student completes 12 
hours of college credit at 
TCC with a grade point 
average of at least 2.0 ("C" 
grade). 
Under the provisions of a 
cooperative agreement be-
tween the community col-
lege and MIMA, individuals 
who . have completed pro-
grams related to college 
curricula in business, com-
merce, or the technologIes 
are eligible to gain college 
credit for their MIMA course 
work. 
Bookstore Raises Buy 
Back Book Price to 60% 
The bookstore wiii be 
buyi ng back textbooks from 
December 15 through Dec-
ember 18, the 'last day of the 
fall semester. The buy back 
hours are from 8 a.m. to 8 
p.m., December 15 through 
17. On December 18, the 
hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 
p.m. 
This year's policy will 
benefit students. In ihe past, 
students could only get back 
50% of the original price. 
Now the rate is 60%. This 
includes hardcover texts and 
paperbacks \--".Iith an origInal 
cost of over $2. 
Lab manuals and study 
gu ides will not be purchased 
by the bookstore. The book-
store wi II not buy any book 
with· sufficient quanities on 
hand to meet spring sem-
esters projections. Students 
are reminded that any books 
they purchase for next sem-
ester are bought on their 
own rIsk. The bookstore 
personnel recomend that 
students save the receipts 
from the sale of their used 
books. 
~~ 
TCe Ski Club Forming 
Don't hibernate - par·, 
ticipate! TCC students, 
faculty, and staff have an op-
portunity to cure the winter 
blah's - go Skiing. The Pines 
Ski Area north of Valparaiso, 
Indiana [35 miles from TCC] 
is offerIng a special reduced 
group rate; 11ft ticket - $4.00 
and equipment rental -$4.00. 
There will also be one free 
lesson given to beginning 
skiers only. 
If enough TCC people are 
interested a club may be 
formed to take advantage of 
this special offer. Other trips 
to midwest and western ski 
areas may also be planned. 
There ;s one restriction on 
good only on that day. You 
may ski any time from noon 
until 10:00 p.m. You are not 
requIred to ski every week, 
but you must show your 
special TCC club card when 
you do skI on the specified 
days. 
The PInes has a quad 
chairlift, 3 borer lifts, 5 rope 
tows, 7 slopes, and a com-
plete ski shop. 
For more Information can· 
tact Larry Marquardt In the 
Reprography Center, room 
2116, Ext. 294 or 339. 
12: Last day of regularly scheduled classes 
I::~:~:~ 14-18: Final exams for day and evening classes 19: Final exams for 'Saturday classes 
For additional information 
about college credit for 
MIMA course work call 
William Hafer, Dean of 
Admissions and Records, at 
~Qf;..?ono. "xtP.nsion 323, 
. the speCial plan from the 
Pines. TCC must specify any 
weekday {Monday thru Fri· 
day] and the special will be 
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Men Cagers Win Toumament, Lose Other Games 
By Johnnie James Jr. 
When looked upon from 
the outside. it's pretty hard 
to understand why Thornton 
Community College's men's 
basketball team fell vulner-
able to SI. Francis in the 
final game of TCC's fifth 
annual Thanksgiving tourn-
ament on Nov. 27-28. See, 
the Bulldogs entered the 
game with two blowout wins 
under their belts, and SI. 
Francis previously lost two in 
the round robin affair. 
Both of TCC's ·triumphs 
were over Oakton and North 
Central, the same two teams 
that 51. Francis could not 
handle. So why couldn't 
Thornton survive the boys 
from Joliet? 
Bulldog coach Tom Han-
rahan explained. "We 
played the 2-2-1 in thE! other 
games which caught the 
other teams by surprise, the 
third year coach said of the 
88-62, 106-73 wins over 
North r,AntrAI Ann OAkton. 
"SI. Francis had two of 
our games to look at and get 
organized. They played a 
three man front that was 
hard for us and we chased 
them around a bit in that 
first half," he went on, 
speaking of the 97-87 loss to 
the Saints. "Basically, we 
should have come out with a 
zone press and matchup but 
we hadn't practiced it." 
Nevertheless, the Bulldog 
won the tournament. 
"From talking to them 
(Bulldog players) I found 
that they were tired (from 
the first two games)," Han-
rahan said of his team. "We 
rested some of the starters in 
the second game (against 
Oakton), plus SI. Francis had 
only seven players. I found 
that they were tired," Han-
rahan said of his team. 
Center Pat Patterson led 
the Bulldogs with 20 points, 
13 rebounds (also named to 
the all-tournament team), 
followed by Finneran with 16 
pOints as Moore and Ruzich 
were each good for 13. Davis 
and hill scored 10 pOints 
apiece, while Jackson added 
four and Nissen chipped in 
one. 
In the Lake County 
opener, TCC was defeated 
by seven paints, 86-79, while 
turning over the ball 29 
times. Against Kankakee, 
the Bulldogs lost by three' 
more, 68-58, in addition to 
miscuing four more times, 
33. 
Talking about the most re-
cent loss and excessive 
turnovers, 
Hanrahan said, "We tried to 
correct it. I don't know what 
the key is. They do play a 
good defense. We had 
turnovers last year but not 
as many. We also had a pro-
blem shooting. If we would 
have played well we would 
have beaten them." 
The two losses sandwich-
ed around two other defeats 
and two victories gave the 
Bulldogs a 2-4 mark. 
Steve Ruzich [52] shuuls over Oakton's Steve Shunick [15] and Pot Kin9 [61] boforo Skip 
Hill [42] dunks one_ The Bulldogs defeated the Raiders 106-73_ [Photo by Larry Hartnett). 
h, 
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Kankakee Win Paces 2-0 Women if It i, 
By: Larry Hartnett 
Solving a mystery whether 
it be a book or movie takes 
time. The beginning of 
Saturday night's Thornton 
Community College 
Women's basketball game 
against Kankakee was also 
a mystery as the Kankakee 
Cavaliers led early, 8-4. 
However, the puzzle was 
solved In a mailer of just 
over eight minutes as the 
Bulldogs outscored the 
Cavaliers 20-2 on their way 
to 71-33 routh. 
The game was misleading 
at first as the visiting 
Cavaliers took control. 
Nevertheless, the Bulldogs 
from the pOint they trailed 
8-4 acted out their parts to 
perfection, upping their 
record with the win 2'(). 
"We have a good potential," 
said Tcb head coach Jim 
Fink. "We played welL We 
can play belter, though. It 
was a gOOd effort on 
defense. That was the dif-
ference, that and the fast-
break." 
For Kankakee head coach 
Bruce Phillip, It was a 
frustrating game to watch. 
Going from four paints up to 
40 points down near the 
game's end saw the coach 
go from extreme confidence 
to extreme disgust 
"If they learned to hustle, 
they'd be alright" said 
Phillip, "They'd be a good 
team. What we lack is size. 
We have quite a number of 
new players on the team. We 
lost our strength from last 
year. What we have now is a 
lot of players who have fial-
ed to make successive tran-
sitions from high school ball 
to college." 
After outscori ng the 
Cavaliers from the early 
lead, 30-7, Thornton Com-
munity led at the half, 34-7, 
Thornton Community led at 
the half, 34-15. Thinking that 
wasn't enough, the Bulldogs 
in the second half scored 
the first 16 points to go up by 
35-15. 
With most teams In a 
situation up 35 points, 
usually subs are put Into ac-
tion, However, with a small 
bench--one reserve--that 
task Is impossible. So when 
Kankakee saw that the 
game, for all purposes, was 
over, the Cavalier coach 
started whatever subs he 
had. Fink still had at least 
Sl 
L· 
a· 
four of his starters in It " 
game. 
The fast-break, accordl,. c; 
to Fink, was the thing tm t, 
proved the difference. Ma' c' 
ing the break a SUCCI!! u 
were Roz Smith of The 
nridge and Patti Keenan ( 
TF North, each with 1 ( 
points in the game ITlO! 
coming on the break. 
With a small squad due: 
two players ineligible fo. 
trouble can be very serlOlf 
The Bulldogs, Saturd! a 
night, were able to st 1 
away from any problems. ~ ( 
one fouled out, " 
Helping in the scorl(· I' 
were Chris Hallberg (The' 
nrldge) and Sue Fa! 
(Eisenhower) with 12 polrr " 
each, Marcia Vandenbe" .> 
(Crete-Monee) with six ar 
Cindy Founla 
(Eisenhower) with five. 
The Bulldogs outprodv 
ed Kankakee 37-16 in the •. 
cond halt However, besld! 
the first 16 points of the hi 
TCC's points outnumbel! 
Kankakee's just 21-16. II: 
weren't for two la! 
Kankakee freethrows rc 
would have won by 40. ; 
r 
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Men Cagers Win Tournament, Lose Other Games ~ 
By Johnnie James Jr., 
When' looked upon from 
the outside, it's pretty hard 
to understand why Thornton 
Community College's rnen's 
basketball team fell vulner-
able to St. Francis in the 
final game of TCC's fifth 
annual Thanksgiving tourn-
ament on Nov. 27-28. See, 
the Bulldogs entered the 
game with two blowout wins 
under their belts, and St. 
Francis previously lost two in 
the round robin affair. 
Both of TCC's triumphs 
were over Oakton and North 
Central, the same two teams 
that 51. Francis could not 
handle. ,So why couldn't 
Thornton survive the boys 
from Joliet? 
Bulldog coach Tom Han· 
rahan explained. "We 
played the 2-2-1 in the other 
games which caught the 
other teams by surprise, the 
third year coach said of the 
88-62, 106-73 wins over 
North Central and Oakton. 
"51. Francis had two of 
our games to look at and get 
organized. They played a 
three man front that was 
hard for us and we chased 
them around a bit in that 
first half," he went on, 
speaking of the 97-87 loss to 
the Saints. "Basically, we 
should have come out with a 
zone press and matchup but 
we hadn't practiced it." 
Nevertheless, the Bulldog 
won the tournament. 
"From talking to them 
(Bulldog players) I found 
that they were' tired (from 
the first two games)," Han-
rahan said of his team ... We: ..... 
rested some of the starters in ' 
the second game (against 
Oakton), plus 51. Francis ha~ 
only seven players. I found 
that they were tired," Han-
rahan said of his team. 
Center Pat Patterson led 
the Bulldogs with 20 paints, 
13 rebounds (also named to 
the all-tournament team), 
followed by Finneran with 16 
points as Moore and Ruzich 
were each good for 13. D~vis 
and hill scored 10 points 
apiece, while Jackson added 
four and Nissen chipped in 
one. 
In the Lake County 
opener, TCC was defeated 
by seven points, 86-79, while 
turning over the ball ,.29 
times. Against Kankakee, 
the Bulldogs lost by three 
more, 68-58, In addition to' 
miscuing four more times, 
33. 
Talking about the most re-
cent loss and excessive 
turnovers, 
Hanrahan said, "We tried to 
correct it I don't know what 
the key is. They do play a 
good defense. We had 
turnovers last year but not 
as many. We also had a pro-
blem shooting. If we would 
have played well we would 
have beaten them." 
The two losses sandwich· 
ed around two other defeats 
and two victories gave the 
Bulldogs a 2-4 mark. 
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Steve RU'Iich [52jshootl over Oakton's Steve Shunick [15J and Pat King (51J 
Hill {42J dunks one. The Bulldogs defeated the Raiders 106-73. [Photo by Larry 
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Kankakee Win Paces 2-0 Women i :;, 
By: Larry Hartnett 
Solving a mystery whether 
It be a book or mOVie takes 
time. The beginning of 
Saturday night's Thornton 
Community College 
Women's basketball game 
against Kankakee was also 
a mystery as the Kankakee 
Cavaliers led early, 8-4. 
However, the puzzle was 
solved in a matter of just 
over eight minutes as the 
Bulldogs outscored the 
Cavaliers 20-2 on their way 
to 71-33 routh. 
The game was misleading 
at first as the visiting 
Cavaliers took control. 
Nevertheless, the Bulldogs 
from the point they trailed 
8-4 acted out their parts to 
perfection, upping their 
record with the win 2-0. 
"We have a good potential," 
said TCC head coach Jim 
Fink. "We played well. We 
can play better, though. It 
was a good effort on 
defense. That was the dif· 
ference, that and the fast· 
break." 
For Kankakee head coach 
Bruce Phillip, It was a 
frustrating game to watch. 
GOing from four points up to 
40 points down near the 
game's end saw the coach 
go from extreme confidence 
to extreme disgust. 
"If they learned to hustle, 
they'd be alright" said 
Phillip, "They'd be a good 
team. What we lack Is size. 
We have quite a number of 
new players on the team. We 
lost our strength from last 
year, What we have now Is a 
lot of players who have fial· 
ed to make successive tran· 
sltlons from high school ball 
to college." 
After outs carl ng the 
cavaliers from the early 
lead, 3Q.7, Thornton Com· 
munlty led at the half, 34-7, 
Thornton Community led at 
the half, 34-15. Thinking that 
wasn't enough, the Bulldogs 
In the second half scored 
the first 16 points to go up by 
35-15. 
With most teams In a 
situation up 35 points, 
usually subs are put Into ac· 
tlon. HOwever, with a small 
bench··one reserve··that 
task Is Impossible. So when 
Kankakee saw that the 
game, for all purposes, was 
over, the Cavalier coach 
started whatever subs he 
had. Fink stili had at least 
51 
L' 
a: 
four of his starters In ~ Ie 
game. 
The fast·break, accordln cl 
to Fink, was the thing llii I( 
proved the difference. MJ c' 
Ing the break a succel u 
were Roz Smith of Tho' 
nrldge and Patti Keenan { 
TF North, each with i ( 
pOints In the game moi 
coming on the break. ; 
With a small squad due\ 
two players Ineligible 101 
trouble can be very serioo 
The Bulldogs, Saturda' c 
night, were able to sll' I 
away from any problems. ~ ( 
one fouled out. ;i' (' 
Helping In the 5 I 
were Chris Hallberg , 
nrldge) and Sue Fa! 
(Eisenhower) with 12 pol~ 
each, Marcia Vandenbe! 
(Crete-Monee) with six 811 
Cindy Fountal 
(Eisenhower) with five. 
The Bulldogs outprodu 
ed Kankakee 37-16 In the I .• 
cond half. However, besldr' 
the first 16 pol nls of the hi 
TCC's points outnumbeR' 
Kankakee's just 21·16. 1ft 
weren't for two lal' 
Kankakee freethrows Td 
would have, won by 40. I 
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1982 
JAN. 24TH: SUPER BOWL XVI (1.6) (SAN FRANCISCO 26, CINCINNATI 21.) 
JUNE: HANK AARON, HAPPY CHANDLER, & FRANK ROBINSON WERE INDUCTED INTO 
THE BASEBALL BALL OF FAME. 
SEPT. : FIRST REGULAR SEASON FOOTBALL STRIKE BEGAN. 9/21., AND CONTINUED 
TO NOV. 1. 6TH • IT BECAME THE COSTLIEST STRIKE TO DATE. 
SEPT. 29TH TO OCT. 1ST: CYANIDE PLACED IN TYLENOL CAPSULES KILLED 7 
PEOPLE IN THE CHICAGO AREA. THE KILLER WAS NEVER FOUND. 
NOV. 1.1.-1.6: IST SUCCESSFUL SPACE SHO'I"l'LE FLIGHT WAS COMPLETED BY THE 
COLUMBIA. 
DEC. 2ND: 1.ST SUCCESSFUL ARTIFICIAL HEART TRANSPLANT PERFORMED ON BARNEY 
CLARK, AGE 61.. 
OTHER: ERA FAILED TO BE RATIFIED. 
DAVID LETTERMAN BEGAN ON NBC. 
WORLD SERIES: ST. LOUIS OVER MILWAUKEE IN 7 GAMES 
MOVIES: "E. T. ", "FIRST BLOOD", "TOOTSIE", "AN OFFICER & A GPTLEMAN" 
SONGS: "EBONY & IVORY· ~ "JACK & DIANNE" (JOHN COUGAR) 
OSCARS: BEST PICTURE: 
BEST ACTRESS: 
BEST ACTOR: 
"CHARIOTS OF FIRE" 
KATHARINE HEPBURN 
BERRY FONDA 
("ON GOLDEN POND") 
" " " 
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1982 
Violence re-ignites between the PLO and Israel in an Arab-Israeli 
war. Israel invades Lebanon, moving into West Beirut and 
ousting PLO forces. 
The haunting Vietnam War Memorial, designed by Maya Lin, is 
_ dedicated in Washington, D.C .. The memorial lists the names of 
military personnel either killed or missing in this conflict. 
U.S. Surgeon Everett Koop denounces cigarette smoking. 
Argentina invades the Falkland Islands, and Britain moves in to 
protect its territory. 
Steven Spielberg's E. T. thrills audiences and becomes the 
highest-grossing movie yet. Tootsie, Poltergeist and 
Oscar-winner Gandhi are other Hollywood productions of the 
year. 
After an 8-year anti-trust suit, telephone behemoth AT&T is 
fragmented into several companies. 
The Canada Act replaces Canada's 1867 constitution. 
Columbia completes its first mission in space; it is the first space 
shuttle, which allows vehicles to be reused in space missions. 
In West Germany, Helmut Kohl becomes chancellor. In less than 
a decade, Kohl will shepherd his country through unification with 
East Germany. 
The first successful heart transplant is performed in Salt Lake . 
City, Utah. 
Alice Walker publishes The Color Purple, and Cheers begins its 
II-year run on television. 
/ 
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President's Annual Report 
Thornton 
Community 
College 
South Holland, Illinois 
Nathan A. Ivey 
President 
Perspective~ ________________________ _ 
As I begin my eleventh and final year as President of Thorn-
ton Community College, I am proud to say that I have been 
able to aid the College in a decade of great development and 
growth and that significant progress has been made toward 
many of the goals I set for myself in 1973 as the then "new 
president" of TCC. I am, however, acutely aware that the finan-
cial problems which have plagued the College during the past 
decade have not yet been resolved and pose a major obstacle 
to the continued provision of high quality educational pro-
grams and services for the 289,000 residents of the College 
district. 
Enrollment, which stood at about 6,200 in 1973, has nearly 
doubled during the past decade. College transfer, career train-
ing programs and non-credit courses have been expanded con-
siderably to meet the needs and interests of area, residents 
and increased emphasis has been placed on economic 
development activities through the creation of the TCC Career 
Skills Center. A range of services for students - on-campus 
baby-sitting, tutoring, counseling, financial aid, placement 
and veterans assistance - provide the necessary support 
system to help each and every student reach his/her personal 
and career goals. 
The now ten-year-old main campus is filled to capacity dur-
ing morning and evening hours, and while new scheduling pat-
terns are being developed to gain more efficient usage of 
classrooms and laboratories during afternoon hours, an in-
escapable space problem limits the College's ability to imple-
ment additional career training programs, particularly much in 
demand "high tech" programs. While there is available land on 
campus for expansion of technical facilities, funds are simply 
not available for such a project. 
In the College's daily operations and in its planning for the 
future, the problem of finances presents itself again and 
again •. Monies are limited ·for the purchase of needed equip-
ment to support new programs and for a variety of state-of-the-
art equipment in technical, business and health programs re-
quired to beUer prepare TCC students for employment. Capital 
expenditures for campus maintenance - roadway repair, 
acoustical improvements in classrooms and replacement of 
classroom desks - are continually deferred. 
A two-phase retrenchment plan implemented in 1979-80 and 
1980-81 resulted in considerable cost savings, energy conser-
vation measures have helped hold down costs for utilities, and 
tuition and fee increases have bolstered College revenues. 
However, these measures have only addressed short-term 
financial concerns. 
In the period from 1970 to 1979, voters have three times re-
jected the district's request for additional tax monies to 
support the operations of the community college, despite the 
fact that the 15-cent operating tax for TCC is the third lowest 
of the 39 community college districts in the state of Illinois. 
This March, voters of the district will be asked to allow the Col-
lege district to maintain its current tax rate through a "tax 
transfer" which would not increase present tax bills but would 
provide additional needed monies for the operation of the Col-
lege. 
In keeping with the form of an annual report, much of the 
rest of the material appearing in the next three pages will 
focus on the recently completed 1982-83 fiscal year. Some at-
tention will also be given to the current developments in the 
present fiscal year. 
I hope you will take a few moments to read through this 
report and so learn a bit more about the community college 
you help to support. If you can't find the time to read this entire 
report now, I urge you to first turn you attention to the section 
on finances. 
In clOSing, a personal note: It has been my privilege and 
pleasure to serve as the chief executive officer of Thornton 
Community College, and I wish to thank each and every in-
dividual who has aided me in my efforts to serve the residents 
of Thornton Community College District 510. My best wishes 
for the continued growth and development of a community col-
lege which I believe truly endeavors to bring quality educa-
tional programs and services to all. 
(. 
\. 
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The Year in Review: 1982·83------
Academic Achievement 
Our instructors' daily efforts in college 
classrooms are the keys to the provision 
of high quality educational programs for 
our students. Their efforts to promote 
academic achievement and to encourage 
ali learners to strive for academic ex-
cellence are reinforced on a collegewide 
basis: 
- The College's seven academic divi-
sions and the board of trustees were 
responsible for the presentation of 
awards to outstanding business, commu-
nications, art, music, health careers, 
social sciences, mathematics and 
science students. 
-The TCC Foundation presented a 
total of 14 academic scholarships to out-
standing students. 
- The Board of Trustees presented its 
second annual scholarship awards to out-
standing 1983 graduates of public and 
private high schools in the College 
district. 
-A total of 127 students were inducted 
into Phi Theta Kappa, national junior col-
lege honor society. 
-Health careers graduates continued 
their outstanding performance on state 
certification and licensing examinations: 
100% successful completion forgradu-
ates of the Occupational Therapy Assis-
tant, Practical Nursing and RadiologiC 
Technology Programs and 95% success-
ful completion for graduates of the 
Associate Degree Nursing Program (R.N.). 
Increasing numbers of men and women 
completed degree and certificate pro-
grams at the College. The 646 associate 
degrees and certificates awarded during 
1982-83 represented an increase of 16 per-
cent over the previous year. 
Program Improvements 
Program modifications and equipment 
acquisition during 1982-83 helped im-
prove the competition in quality of educa-
tion programs and services: 
-The installation of new acquired Har-
ris Computer equipment provided increas-
ed opportunities for students in Data Pro-
cessing classes to make use of more so-
phisticated, interactive computer equip-
ment. A total of 44 terminals are available 
for student use in the newly remodeled 
Data Processing laboratory. 
-Electronics equipment purchases of 
$65,000 have provided needed state-of-
the-art equipment. An additional full-time 
electronics instructor joined the staff In 
August, 1983. 
-Revisions in the journalism cur-
riculum allowed students to further 
develop skills through production of the 
College's bimonthly student newspaper, 
The Courier. 
- The Practical Nursing program was 
further refined in 1982-83 and a 
competency-based evaluation process for 
Spring 1983 enrollment was the highest ever recorded In the 56 year history of the Col-
lege. landscaping Improvements In 1982-83 made the campus a more attractive learn-
Ing environment for TCC's growing student body. . 
clinical education in Radiologic Techno-
logy was explored. 
-Materials Production Control, an 
associate degree program developed in 
cooperation with local chapters of the 
American Production Inventory Control 
SOCiety, was Introduced in 1982-83. 
-"Firsts" in the art and music areas 
included a summer European art culture 
tour and the performance of a full operet· 
ta as the culmination of a summer opera 
workshop program. 
New Curricula 
Curriculum planning and program 
development in 1982-83 led to the ap-
proval of the following new programs in 
1983-84: Pharmacy Technician, a one-year 
certificate program providing training for 
pharmacy assistants; Paralegal/Legal 
Assistant, an associate degree program 
with a certificate option for individuals 
possessing at least one year's experience 
in the field; Child Development, an 
associate degree program for child care 
paraprofessionals; EMT-Paramedic, a 
one-year certificate program for in-
dividuals who have successfully com-
pleted EMT-Ambulance training; and 
Computer Science, a two-year transfer 
program. 
Economic Development 
Last year, TCC received $220,747 from 
CErA/PIC for the training of economically 
disadvantaged men and women as type-
writer repair personnel, building main-
tenance workers, clerk-typists, nurses 
aides, security guards and bank tellers. 
Additional funds were provided for par· 
ticipants of these earn-whlle-you-Iearn 
programs, bringing the total amount of 
monies funneled into the local economy 
to over $450,000. The College is continuo 
ing to piay an important role in the provi-
sion of training programs for the disad· 
vantaged through its partiCipation in pro-
grams fuoded through the newly im· 
plemented Job Training Partnership Act 
(JPTA). 
Through the Career Skills Center, a 
variety of non-credit offerings have been 
developed to meet specific needs of 
business and industry: mini-computer 
courses, burglar alarm installation, digital 
electronics, welding, building construc-
tion, and hospital security. In 1982-83, the 
College made a further commitment to 
economic development activities through 
the establishment of a full-time position, 
Director of Economic Developmentl 
Career Skills Center. Over $61,000 has 
been received from the State of Illinois for 
economic development activities to be 
conducted during 1983-84. 
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Adult Education 
A total of 1,692 men and women par-
ticipated in Adult Basic Education (ABE) 
and GED (General Education Develop-
ment) programs for adults who have inter-
rupted elementary or high school studies. 
Two hundred sixty-four of these in-
dividuals earned their high school 
equivalency certificates through suc-
cessful completion of the GED Examina-
tion_ 
An Illinois Community College Board 
evaluation team conducting a recognition 
visit during 1982-83 commended adult 
education programs for outstanding sup-
port provided by the administration and 
the high quality of services provided by 
the staff_ 
Enrollment 
During 1982-83, TCC experienced 
record increases of 19% in headcount 
(actual numbers of students attending the 
College) and 15% in credit hours 
generated_ The increase in credit hours is 
significant because state funding for the 
College is granted on the basis of FTE 
(Full-Time Equivalent) enrollment, a figure 
arrived at by dividing the number of credit 
hours generated by 12. Spring 1983 enroll-
ment was the highest ever recorded in the 
56 year history of the College. 
After a slight downturn in enrollment 
during the summer of 1983, fall enroll-
ment increased 5% in credit hours, 
despite a 2% decrease in headcount_ 
Current Data - Fall 1983 
11,390 students 
Men-38% 
Full-time 25% 
Women 62% 
Part·time 75% 
Median Age· 25 
Ethnic Origin 
16% Black 78% Caucasian 
3% Spanish surname 3% Other 
Curricula 
42% Occupational 
33% College transfer 
25% Other 
The College Family 
While the Student Government 
Association was responsible for a great 
number of programs and services, its 
most successful project of the 1982-83 
year was the purchase of textbooks for 
use by needy students. Texts are 
available for student use in the College's 
learning Resources Center. 
Other highlights of 1982-83 included: 
-The revitalization of the TCC Founda-
tion by community leaders and friends of 
the College. 
- The observance of the first anniver-
sary of the founding of the TCC Alumni 
Association in May 1983_ Over 200 men 
and women joined the organization dur-
ing its first year of operation. 
Facilities and Equipment 
During 1982-83, the College received a 
grant of $123,183 from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy to modify existing 
building systems and equipment to con-
serve energy. The energy savings from the 
ten projects funded through the grant are 
expected to pay back the capital costs 
within two years. 
Other significant developments during 
1982-83 included: 
-Completion of landscaping and 
replacement of carpet and tile in a 
number of areas throughout the campus 
building. 
- The development of a comprehensive 
flood plan to better protect the College 
from water damage like that which occur-
red as a result of a torrential rainstorm in 
December 1982. 
- The realization of additional cost 
savings through a dramatic increase in 
purchases by competitive bid and the 
warehousing of supplies in a newly 
created central stores operation. 
- Technological improvements to in-
crease the efficiency of administrative 
operations through the development of an 
on-line admissions system and com-
puterized systems for posting student 
cash receipts and auditing registrations, 
and the acquiSition of word processing 
equipment. 
Students use sophisticated, interactive computer equipment In the newly remodeled 
Data Processing laboratory. 
What Our Students Have to Say 
About Their Goals 
A total of 974 students - approximately 10% of the student body - participated in a 
fall 1982 survey on factors influencing enrollment. 
Although the majority (60.5%) of survey respondents indicated they were employed in 
full-time or part-time positions, a full 25% indicated that they had been laid off or lost 
their jobs due to adverse economic conditions. While 22% indicated that they were at· 
tending TCC to prepare for initial employment, twice that number - 44% - said they 
were preparing for a job in another field. An additional 19% were seeking promotion or 
advancement in present fields. Almost half of the sample - 48.5% - planned to 
transfer to a four·year college to obtain a bachelor's degree. 
Most gratifying was students' response to a question about their overall rating of the 
College. Eighty-nine percent rated the College as "good or "outstanding". 
About Their Preparation for Employment 
Almost 200 members of the Class of 1982 responding to an occupational program 
follow-up provided a clear indication of satisfaction with their educational experience 
at the College_ . 
A total of 90% reported that they were either "very successful" or "somewhat suc-
cessful" in meeting their objectives. Of the 141 former students responding to a ques-
tion about employment, 91 % said they were either employed full-time, part-time or were 
simply not available for employment; 81 % said their current jobs were closely related to 
the occupational programs they completed at TCC; and 78% said they were "satisfied" 
or "very satisfied" with their present jobs. 
On a scale of 1 (very helpful) to 3 (of no help), the respondents rated TCC at an 
average of 1.42 in preparing them for a specific job. 
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Finances: Fiscal Year 1982·83 ____ _ 
During the recently completed fiscal 
year (1982-83), Thornton Community Col· 
lege served steadily increasing numbers 
of adult students. In fact, the College 
recorded the largest enrollment in its 
56-year history during the spring 1983 
semester. Yet, the rate of state reimburse-
ment again decllned,"marklng the second 
decrease In as many years. 
The College was also forced to absorb 
shortfalls In state funding: a 2.2 percent 
decrease ($75,000) In funding authorized 
by Governor Thompson as part of his 
winter 1983 funding reductions for 
various state agencies Including higher 
education and approximately 45 percent 
($72,000) In Illinois Veterans Scholar· 
ships, an entitlement program which was 
not fully funded by the state. 
While revenues from local property 
taxes and the corporate personal property 
replacement tax rose slightly, local 
monies funded only 21 percent of the Col· 
lege budget. 
Student tuition and fees, the third por· 
tion of the one-third (state reimburse-
ment), one-third (local taxes), one-third 
(student tuition and fees) funding mix for 
Illinois community colleges accounted for 
36 percent of College revenues. 
If, as expected, the pattern of the past 
five years prevails in 1983-84, student tul· 
tlon and lees wlH continue to provide an 
Increasing portion of revenues while state 
reimbursement monies and local tax 
lunds will provide decreasing portions of 
revenues. 
A $4-per-credlt-hour tuition increase ef· 
fective June, 1983 was expected to 
bolster College revenues suffiCiently to 
achieve a balanced budget for fiscal year 
1983-84; however, an AICPA and Illinois 
Community College Boar~ recommenda· 
tion to adopt a change in the procedure 
for the accounting of property tax 
revenues will result In a substantial deficit 
for fiscal year 1983-84. 
A second pressing problem for fiscal' 
year 1983-84 and future years is that of 
fund equity. As a general rule, educa-
tional institutions should maintain a fund 
equity of approximately 10 percent of ex· 
penditures. This enables the institution to 
Revenues 
TOTAL - $10,413,104 
Property Tax 
$2, 170,978 (21 %) 
Corporate Personal Property 
Replacement Tax 
$109,318 (1%) 
Federal Funds 
$78,250 (1%) 
Miscellaneous 
(Including Investments) 
$243,337 (2%) 
operate on a day·to-day basis without 
having to borrow funds to pay expen· 
ditures while awaiting receipt of state and 
local funds, e.g. Illinois State Scholarship 
Commission funds for the spring term are 
Expenditures 
TOTAL - $11,608,855 
Building Operations 
and Maintenance 
$1,804,833 (16%) 
Institutional 
Support 
$1,110,582 (10%) 
Student Services 
$910,617 (8%) 
Public Service 
$886,794 (8%) 
Administration 
" $423,579(3%) 
Ubrary 
$302,298 (2%) 
not usually received until August or 
September, property tax collections fre-
quently lag behind schedule. TCC 
presently has no avalll_ble lund equity. 
This situation must be remedied. 
----Ask Voters to Maintain Current Tax Rate---
This March, voters in Thornton Com· 
munity College District 510 will be asked 
to assist the College in maintaining its 
current tax rate through the approval of a 
tax transfer. 
At its September 8 meeting, the TCC 
Board of Trustees authorized the place-
ment of a referendum proposal on the 
ballot for the March 20 election. The pro-
posal provides for the transfer of the 
eight·cent levy now used for the retire-
ment of general obligation bonds to the 
College's educational fund. 
Since the final payments on the general 
obligation bonds issued for the construc· 
tion of the College's main campus will oe 
made in late 1984 and the tax transfer 
would not take effect until after that time, 
the approval of the referendum proposal 
would not constitute a tax increase. Voters 
would continue to pay the same rate of 23 
cents per $100 assessed valuation, only 
the eight cents now applied for the pay· 
ment of bonds would be transferred to the 
College's educational fund for opera· 
tional purposes. 
During the coming months, a commit· 
tee of district residents will examine the 
financial records of the College in an ef-
fort to validate the need for additional. 
funds for operations. Extensive efforts 
will be made to inform the public about 
the upcoming referendum through the 
use of the local media and other in-
dividual and community contacts by staff 
members and friends of the College. 
The scheduling of the tax transfer pro-
posal, which was first discussed at a 
meeting of the Board's Architec· 
tural/Finance Committee, was one of the 
recommendations of an internal College 
task force on finance. Task force 
members had suggested the tax transfer 
proposal as a means of assisting the Col· 
lege in obtaining needed funds for opera· 
tions without resulting in an increased tax 
burden for residents pf the community 
college district. 
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Thornton 
Community 
College 
15800 South State Street 
South Holland, IL 60473 
(312) 596-2000 
Serving the residents of Community College District 510 
Blue Island • Burnham • Calumet City· Country Club Hills· Dixmoor 
Dolton • East Hazel Crest • HaNey • Hazel Crest· Lansing 
Lynwood • Markham • Midlothian • Oak Forest • Phoenix 
Posen • Riverdale • South Holland· Thornton • Tinley Park 
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Community is our middle name 
Dr. Nathan A. Ivey 
College President 
At Thornton Community College, "Community" isn't just a part of our name-it's 
the reason for our existence. The community college was created to provide 
educational programs and services for community members of all ages, from all 
walks of life. Degree and certificate programs, special interest courses, workshops 
and seminars have been designed to meet the needs of the recent high school 
graduate, the military veteran, the homemaker, and the man or woman who 
seeks additional educational opportunities or the chance to improve job skills or 
change careers. 
Two-year degree programs provide occupational training and offer students an 
opportunity to complete the first two years of a bachelor's degree program. 
Under the provisions of cooperative agreements with neighboring college districts, 
students have the opportunity to participate in over 30 additional programs. 
In cooperation with local business and industry, the College has established a 
variety of career programs, ranging from art and advertising design to welding. 
Curriculum development is a continuous process in these skills-oriented programs. 
The College staff works closely with advisory councils composed of local 
businesspeople to ensure the creation of programs that will successfully prepare 
students for employment. 
Through the Offices of Community Education and Community Services, residents 
are invited to pursue special interests, complete requirements for eighth grade 
and high school diplomas, and participate in a variety of lectures, seminars and 
conferences tailored to meet individual needs and interests. 
At Thornton Community College, we're proud of our middle name and of our 
place in the community. We believe that TCC offers programs and services of 
benefit to every member of the community, and we hope to see you, your family 
and your friends at the College during 1982-83. 
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Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Rita Page 
Donald Young 
Dorothy D. Smith 
Board of Trustees 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
Vice-Chai rman 
Joy E. Waterman 
Frank M. Zuccarelli 
Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven-member Board of 
Trustees. Trustees are elected at large by the residents of the College District and are 
charged with determining the policies of the College. Each year, the students of the 
College elect a Student Trustee, a non-voting member, who acts in an advisory capacity to 
the Board of Trustees. 
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Administration 
President's Office 
Nathan Alvey ........................................................................................................ President 
Hardin-Simmons University B.S.: Te~as Tech University, M.B.A.: 
Michigan State University, Ed.D. 
Ronald L. Cooley ....................... , ............................. Director, Financial Aid and Placement 
Thornton Community College, AA: St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
William J. Hafer ................................................................. Dean, Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Judi A Mack ................................................................................ Director, Public Relations 
Duquesne University, B.A. 
William A Meints ................................................................................... Control/erlTreasurer 
Bradley University, B.S. 
Administrative Services 
F. David Wilkin .................................... ; ................................. Dean, Administrative Services 
West Virginia University, B.S., M.S.; Harvard University, Ed.D. 
Patricia A Duncker ................................................................. Director, Personnel Services 
University of Denver, B.A., B.S. 
Robert B. Kinsella ............................................................................ Director, PhYSical Plant 
.- Governors State University, B.A., M.A 
James P. McCann .................................................................. Director, Security and Safety 
Southwest College, AA 
Robert I. Wier .............................................................................. Director, Data Processing 
Indiana University, B.A. 
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Educational Services 
Wayne E. Williard ....... ... ............ ...... ............ ..... Vice President, Educational Services 
Illinois College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.Ed; 
Florida State University, Ph.D. 
Commodore Craft, Jr. ................................................................. ,., ..... , ... , .. Division Director, 
Pikeville College, B.S.; Language and Communications 
Eastern Kentucky University, MA; 
Ball State University, Ph.D, 
Robert J. Fitzpatrick .............................................................. Dean, Community Education 
Bluffton College, B.A.; Bowling Green 
State University, M.A. 
William J. Francis ....................................................................................... Division Director. 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; Health and Life Sciences 
West Virginia University, M.S.; 
University of Missouri (Columbia), Ph.D. 
Milton D. Gilmore ....................................................... " .. " .. "" ................... Division Director, 
Sterling College, B.S.; Physical Science and Mathematics 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
Theda M. Hambright ................................................................. Dean, Community Services 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford, 6 year Certificate 
Fred l. Hanzelin ........................................................................................ Division Director, 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Arts and Humanities 
University of Illinois, M.M,; 
University of Illinois, D.MA 
Janet S. McKenzie ..................................................................................... Division Director, 
Morehead State University. B.S.; Business and Information Systems 
Wright State University. M.Ed.; University of Cincinnati, Ed.D. 
Barbara J. Meyers ................................................................. Director, Learning Resources 
University of Illinois, B.A.; 
Rosary College. M.A.L.S. 
Ruben R. Rodriguez ............................................ Dean, Counseling and Student Activities 
St. Joseph's College. B.A.; 
DePaul University, M.A. 
Norma G. Rooney .......................................................................... Dean, Career Education 
DePaul University. B.A .. M.A.; 
Loyola University. Ph.D. 
William J. Tabe\ .......................................................................................... Division Director, 
Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.A .. Ed.D. Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Marian B. Sides, R.N .................................................. Director, Associate Degree Nursing 
DePaul University. B.S.N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
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Faculty 
James H. Abbott ...................................................................................................... Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph J. Adamek .................................................................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David R. Anderson ....................................................................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N., E.T ............................................................................ AD. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks .......................................................................................... General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier College, MA 
David C. Bartlett ............................................................................................ Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila J. Bashaw, R.N ........................................................................................ AD. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Claudette A. Bobay ......................................................................................................... Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Barbara L. Bogdan, R.N. ....................................................................... '" AD. Nursing 
St. Francis College, B.S.; St. Mary of Nazareth, R.N.; 
Governors State University, B.H.S., M.S.N. 
Edmund A. Bonczyk ................................................................... " .......... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William A. Bourland ............................................................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Smith V. Brand .......................................................................................................... Speech 
Knox College, BA; Northwestern University, MA 
David L. Brunner .......................................................................................................... Music 
Illinois Wesleyan, B.M.E.; 
Northwestern University, M.M. 
Sister Dorothea A. Burkard, RT ................................ Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
Nancy E. Cailles, R.N ....................................................................................... AD. Nursing 
Loyola University, 8.S.N., Governors State University, M.S.N. 
Willie A. Campbell ........................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John E. Carlson ...................................................................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman .......................................................................................... Social Science 
Richmond College, BA; University of Chicago, MA 
Lois A. Chapman ....................................................................................................... English 
University of KentUCky, BA; Northwestern University, MA 
Dimpna B. Clarin .......................................................................................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M., D.MA 
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George W. Clark ..................................................................................................... Business 
Ball State University. B.S .. M.S. 
Kathryn H. Clauson ................................................................................ Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University. B.S.; Indiana University. M.S. 
William D. Curran ...................................................... Physical Science and Social Science 
- Southeast Jr. College. AA; Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
Phyllis M. Davis ..................................................................................................... Counselor 
North Park College. AA; Northwestern University. B.S .. MA 
Earl D. DeGroot ................................................................................................. Mathematics 
Hope College, AB.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
James S. Denier ...................... , ....................................................................... Ufe Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ......................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen L. Dolan, R.N ............................................................. Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis E. Dryzga .................................................................................................... Business 
Chicago State College, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, MABA 
D.aniel J. Durian ................................................................................................ Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar .................................................................................................... English 
Central Bible College, B.A; Bradley University, MA 
William L. Fink ....................................................................................................... Chemistry 
Blackburn College, A.A; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, M.A. 
A. George Finstad ............................................................................................................. Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S., M.S. 
Diane Vorhies Fitzpatrick ...................................................................................... Counselor 
Bowling Green University, BA; 
Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
James P. Flynn .......................................................................................................... English 
Illinois Benedictine College, B.A.: DePaul University, M.A: 
Illinois State University, DA 
Alveana L. Foscett, R.N ............................................................................ Practical Nursing 
Olive-Harvey Junior College, AA.S., Purdue University, B.S.N. 
Arlene W. Francis, R.N .......................................................................... Behavioral Science 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S., 
Northern Illinois University, Ed.D. 
Leslie A. Freeman ............................................................................................ Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk ................................................................................................. Mathematics 
Illinois State University. B.S.: University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Wayne L. Gallenberger ........................................................................................... Business 
Calumet College, AS.: Roosevelt University, B.S.B.A: 
DePaul University. M.BA 
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Paul L. Gill ............................................................................................................... Eng/ish 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph A Gutenson ............................ . .......................................... Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.Ed.; 
Purdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate; 
Loyola University, Ed.D. 
Basil C. Halkides ....................................................................................................... Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
Erika B. Hartmann ...................................................................................................... English 
Illinois State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, MA; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S., Ph.D. 
Robert E. Heinrich ................................................................................................. Counselor 
North Central College, BA; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
Northwestern University, MA 
Lucette J. Held ..................................................................................................... Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
James E. Hellrung .................................................................................. Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Vern L. Hoerman ........................................... . .................................................. Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, BA, MA 
Concordia L. Hoffmann ............................................................................................. English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, MA 
Constance Rodgers Huf~ R.N .................................................................. Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community College, AA 
Governors State University, B.A, M.S.N. 
Gerald L. Hundley ..................................................................................................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati. BA; Bradley University. MA 
Elaine 1. Janis. R.N .......................................................................................... AD. Nursing 
DePaul University. B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Dolores A Jenkins .................................................................................................. Business 
Western Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
R. Edward Jenkins ........................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College. B.S.; Union College. M.S.; 
Florida Atlantic University. Ed.D. 
David N. Johnson ........................................................................................... Urban Studies 
Howard University, B.A. Rutgers University. Ed.M. 
James M. Keane ............................................................................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario. BA; University of Detroit, M.S. 
Jill M. King ................................................................................................... General Studies 
Bradley University. B.S.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Leonard P. Kirchner ............................................................... Engineering and Technology 
DeVry Technical Institute. AAS.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology. B.S.E.E. 
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Betty J. Kirk .................................................................................................................. Music 
Drake University. B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music. M.M. 
Donald F. Kramer ......................................................................................................... Music 
Washburn University. B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College. M.M. 
Michael N. Kulycky ........................................................................................ Language and 
DePaul University. BA; University of Chicago. M.A. Communications 
George F. LaVaque ................................................................................................... English 
St. Mary's College. BA. MA 
Edith N. Lebed ........................................................................................................... English 
University of Chicago. B.S .. MA 
Charles E. Ledbetter ............................................................................................ Philosophy 
University of Houston. BA; University of Minnesota. M.A. 
Peggy A. Lelko ........................................................................................................... Library 
State University of New York. BA, M.L.S. 
Bailey Magruder .................................................................. Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College. B.S.; Northwestern University. M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University. CAS. 
Larry A. Marquardt ............................................................. Engineering and Technology 
Indiana State University, B.S.; 
Bowling Green University, M.Ed. 
Robert T. Marshall, Jr. , ......................................................................................... Counselor 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
.. 
George A. Mattsey .................................................................................................. Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
K. James McCaleb ................................................................................. Behavioral Science 
Illinois Valley Community College, Diploma; 
Illinois State University, B.S .. M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
Judith A. McDonald, R.N ................................................................................. A.D. Nursing 
Northeastern Illinois University, BA; Governors State University, B.S.N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Patricia J. McGarry ........................................................................................................... Art 
University of Illinois, B.F.A.; Chicago Art Institute, M.FA 
Joyce L. McMahon, O.T.R. ............................................................... Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, B.S. 
Whabiz D. Merchant ...................................................................................... Social Science 
Bombay University, B.A.: Western Michigan University, M.A.; 
University of Chicago, MA 
DeVaughn A. Miller ................................................................................ Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ...................................................................... Engineering and Technology 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
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James P. Moody ........................................................................................................ English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S., M.A.; Governors State University, MA 
Jane E. Morrison ............................................................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College, BA; Northwestern University, MA 
Patrick J. O'Connell ................................................................................... Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute' of Technology, B.S.; Governors State University, MA 
Cletus O'Drobinak, C.PA ...................................................................................... Business 
University of Dayton, BA; DePaul University, M.B.A. 
Maurice F. Page ..................................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Clark College, BA; University of Chicago, M.S.W. 
Thomas C. Pavlik .................................................................................................... Business 
Indiana University, BA; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
Cevora Payne, R.N ........................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Governors State University, B.N.S., MA 
Charles S. Pennington ..................................................................................... Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Clarence B. Penny ................................................................... Engineering, and Technology 
Indiana State University, BA, M.S. 
Vernon G. Peterson ................................................................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Marsha J. Phelps .................................................................................................... Business 
Chicago Teachers College, B.S.; University of Chicago, M.BA 
Frank J. Prist ........................................................................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel M. Purdy ...................................................................... Engineering and Technology 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Blake L. Reed .......................................................................................... Educational Media 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
Dorothy S. Reedy, R.N ..................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph E. Rejholec ........................................................................................................... Art 
Ft. Lewis College, BA; Northern Illinois University, MA 
Sharon E. Rise ........................................................................................ Behavioral Science 
Maryville College, B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Ernestine S. Robinson ............................................................................................... English 
Barber-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana University, MAT.; 
Ball State University, Ph.D. 
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Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N ................................................................................. A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Iowa, MA 
Tammer Saliba ............................................................... . .. Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, MA 
E.ditha C. Sanchez, R.N ................................................................................. A.D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N; Loyola University, M.Ed .. M.S.N. 
Donald A. Sather ............................................................................................. Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., PhD. 
Mary K. Scanlan ........................................................................... . .. ................. Music 
University of Wisconsin, B.Mus.; University of Iowa. MA 
Greuling C. Schellhorn .............................................................................................. English 
University of Missouri, BA; University of Iowa. M.FA 
Michael E. Schnur ................................................................................................. Counselor 
University of Wisconsin. BA; Loyola University. M.Ed .. PhD. 
Judith M. Scott ................................................... : .................................................. Counselor 
Thornton Community College. AA; Governors State University. BA. MA 
Jean L Sedlack ............................................................ Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College. BE; Illinois Teachers College. MA; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico). MA 
Joseph 1. Selbka ................................................................................................... Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt L. Serbus, RT ......................................................................... Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, AA; University of Illinois, B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman ............................................................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, MA 
Essie M. Smith, R.N ................................................................................... Practical NurSing 
Meharry Medical College, B.S.N. 
Frank F. Stanicek ................................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, MA 
James P. Steimle .................................................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., CAS. 
Robert E. Sullivan ............................................................................................ Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph E. Thornton .................................................................................................... English 
University of Illinois, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas E. Tweeten .............................................................................................. Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
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Lottie T. Tylka. R.N ......................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University. B.S.N.; DePaul University. M.S. 
Linn A Tyrrell ........................................................................................ Behavioral Science 
College of William and Mary. AB.; 
University of Michigan. MA. Ph.D. 
Linda F. Uzureau ........................................................................................... Social Science 
University of Idaho. BA; Emory University. M.A .. Ph.D. 
Norman S. Warns. Jr. . ............................................................................................. Geology 
Thornton Community College. AA; Illinois State University. B.S.Ed.; 
Chicago State University. MA 
Larry A. Wehner ................................................................................................................ Art 
Chicago Art institute. B.FA; Northern Illinois University. MA. M.FA 
Eugene M. Wensel .......................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Carthage College. BA; University of Cincinnati. M.S. 
Katherine Wessel .................................................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University. B.S .. M.S. . 
Paul Wessel ............................................................................................................. Business 
Illinois State University. B.S.E .. M.S.E. 
Martha E. Wetzel .................................................................................... Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University. B.Ed.; 
State University of Iowa. MA 
Gerald E. Willey ............................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Joliet Jr. College. AA; University of Illinois. B.S., M.S. 
Wallace L. Wirth ...................................................................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S., M.S.; Indiana University. M.S. 
Valerie M. Wojcik .................................................................................................... Business 
Northwestern University. B.S .. M.S. 
Wayne L. Wolf ........................................................................................... Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College. AA; 
University of South Florida, BA, MA; Governors State University. MA; 
Northern Illinois University, Ed.D. 
Arlethia T. Wright. R.N ...................................................................................... AD. Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania. B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Myo K. Yoo ................................................................................................ '" Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei University. B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, Ph.D. 
Carolyn A Yoss. O.T.R ..................................................................... Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
Sally E. Zook .............................................................................................................. English 
University of Southern Mississippi. BA, MA 
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Thornton 
Police Lay Down Rules of t 
and parking permits in the 
staff lot only. Decals for the 
current academic year are to 
be displayed on the lower 
left side of the windshield in 
front of the driver. Staff and 
handicapped parking has 
been provided for members 
who have registered their 
vehicles with the campus 
police department and dis-
play the current Thornton 
Community College decal. 
Visitors' parking permits can 
be obtained from the campus 
police and should be dis-
played by placing them on 
the dashboard in front of the 
driver. Visitors who do not 
have a parking permit may 
park in any student parking 
lot. Student parking lots are 
areas have been designated 
by signs. No decal is requir-
ed for parking In the student 
area. 
Campus police enforce the 
traft Ic reg u lations and issue 
citations for illegal parking 
and other infractions. Dri-
vers of cars on college roads 
and in parking lots shall 
comply with traffic laws of 
Illinois and local laws as well 
as specific regulations of the 
campus. 
No parking, standing, or 
waiting is permitted at yel-
low curbs. No parking is 
permitted in violation of 
posted signs . If more than 
one parking place is used It 
is a violation of signs and 
subject to a citation. The 
speed limit on campus is 20 
miles an hour. 
Violators of these regula-
tions are subject to a Mark-
ham court appearance if 
citations received are not 
paid at the campus police 
department in person bet-
ween the hours of 9 a.m. and 
3 p.m. Monday through 
Friday, in room 2110 of the 
main building, or by mail 
within twenty days. 
Vehicles may remain on 
campus after closing hours 
during special college func-
tions, by contacting the 
campus police, explaining 
the details, and obtaining 
permission. The campus will 
be closed as follows: Mon-
day-Thursday-10:30 p.m. to 
6:00 a.m.; Friday- 6:00p.m. 
to 7:00 a.m.; Weekends-Sat-
urday 2:00 p.m. until 7:00 
a.m. Monday. 
Library Orientation Classes Offered Free 
Area residents can learn 
how to effectively use the 
rich resources of local librar-
Ies and the community col-
lege library through partic-
Ipation in a free program 
sponsored by the staff of the 
Learning Resources Center 
at Thornton Community Col-
lege, South Holland. 
The library orientation 
classes are primarily geared 
to providing assistance to 
college students who must 
use the Learning Resource 
Center to complete class 
assignments; however, gen-
eral orientation to the use of 
a library will also be provi-
ded. No pre-registration is 
required and the skills orie-
ntation classes may be re-
peated. Tips on beginning 
research for term papers and 
finding proper materials for 
library aSSignments will be 
given. Specialized assistance 
will be provided to meet the 
needs of individual partic-
ipants. 
Library orientation classes 
will be offered at 2 p.m. and 
7 p.m. on the last Wednes-
days and Thursdays of the 
month during the spring 
semester and at 9 a.m. on 
Saturday mornings, January 
3D, February 27, March 27, 
and April 24. Dated for the 
Wednesday IThursday 
classes will be January 27 
and 28, February 24 and 25, 
March 25 and 31, and April 
28 and 29. Classes will be 
held in Room F on Level One 
I Grammer Question Line 
ConfUSed about commas? 
Stymied about syntax? 
Help is just a phone call 
away for area residents who 
lake advantage of Thornton 
Community College's newly 
established grammer ques-
tion line. 
Men and women, particu-
larly businesspeople, who 
need answers to questions 
about English gram mer are 
invited to call the College's 
Division of Language and 
Communications to pose 
their questions to a member 
of the TCC English faculty. 
"Colleges in various sec-
tions of the country have 
successful operations similar 
to this," says Dr. 
Commodore Craft, Director 
of the Division of Language 
and Communications. "The 
service should be particu-
larly helpful to secretaries, 
administrative assistants 
and even executives who 
prepare reports and corres-
pondence for clients." 
The TCC gram mer ques-
tion line is open from 9 a.m. 
to 4p.m., Monday through 
Friday, when classes are 
in session at the College. To 
call the question line, dial 
the College's main telephone 
number, 596-2000, and ask 
for extension 267. 
"Hanging In There" Is the title thai Margl Hafer geve to this sculpture which Is part of ller 
graduate exhibit localed in Ihe gallery, room 4141. 
of the LRC at the College, 
15800 S. State Street, South 
Holland. 
A small fire broke out in a 
student cafeteria garbage 
can at about 11:30AM on Fri· 
day, Jan. 29. Dave Bronecke, 
a TCC student who was in 
the cafeteria at the time of 
the fire was alert enough to 
use a nearby fire ex· 
tinguisher to put out the 
small blaze before any 
serious damage was done. A 
smoldering cigarette which 
prObably ignited in the gar· 
bage can was cited as the 
apparent cause of the fire. 
"Everyone was just sitting 
around and I cou Id see 
For more Information in-
quire at the circulation desk 
or call 596-2000, extension 
240. 
smoke and flames coming 
from the garbage can," 
slated Dave, "So I jumped 
up and grabbed the ex-
tinguisher and put it out." 
Irene Remer, president of 
the TCC MNHL Club, and a 
witness of the fire stated her 
thanks to a student who 
took the time to care. 
Dave Bronecke 
Art Teacher Margi Hafer's 
Sculptures Exhibited in Gallery 
Whimsical sculptures by 
Margi Hafer, an art instruct-
or at Thornton Community 
College, will be exhibited in 
the College's Gallery 4141 
from February 1 through 12. 
The public is Invited to enjoy 
this free exhibit. 
The works, which are clay 
or combinations of clay. 
melal, wood and fibers, 
comprise the artist's grad-
uate exhibit. Mrs. Hafer will 
complete requirements for 
the master of arts degree at 
Govenors Slate University 
later this spring. Her area of 
concentration is ceramics. 
According to the artist, 
The sculptures were created, 
In part, as a statement that 
art is not necessarily serious 
and that It can be fun. The 
pieces, she says, seem to 
evoke varying emotional 
feelings In different individ-
uals. 
Margi Hafer has served as 
a part-time instructor in the 
Division 01 Arts and Human-
ities at Thornton Community 
College since 1968. She 
holds a bachelor 01 arts 
degree in fine arts from 
Northern Illinois University 
and has exhibited her paint-
ings and ceramic work In 
Illinois and Indiana. One of 
her paintings was selected 
for a purchase award by the 
Northern Indiana Gallery in 
1976. 
Gallery 4141 Is I~ted on 
the fourth floor of the TCC 
main campus, 15800 S. Slale 
St., South Holland. The 
gallery is open from 9 a. m. 10 
3 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m., 
Mondays through Thurs-
days, and from 9 a.m. to 2 
p.m., Fridays. The gallery is 
closed on weekends and 
holidays. 
For more information call 
the art department at 596-
2000. extension 300. 
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Former Ambassador to Address 
World Affairs Conference 
A former ambassador to 
Saudi Arabia whose recent 
candor about foreign policy 
Issues earned him the dis-
pleasure of the secratary of 
state will be the keynote 
speaker at the opening ses-
sion of the Sixth Annual 
South Cook County World 
Affairs Conference. The two-
day conference, scheduled 
Friday, March 5, and Satur-
day, March 6, at the Holiday 
Inn, 171 st and Halsted St., 
Harvey, Is entitled "The 
Middle East In the Post-sa-
dat Era." 
Robert G. Neumann, sen-
Ior Associate for the Center 
for Strategic and Interna-
tional Stud If'.' at Georgetown 
University and former am-
bassador to Saudi Arabia, 
will deliver the Friday eve-
nlng keynote address, "The 
Middle East: Its Conflicts 
and Strategic Significance. " 
Neumann, who last sum-
mer resigned his ambas-
sadorial post after criticizing 
Alezander Halg's actions 
during the delay In shipment 
of F-16 fighters to Israel, Is a 
respected scholar and dip-
lomat. He headed Regan's 
transition team at the State 
Department and previously 
served In ambassadorial 
posts In Afganlstan and 
Morocco. A U.S. citizen born 
In Vienna, Austria, he was 
assigned to his first diplo-
matic post In 1966 as the 
ambassador to Afganlstan. 
He Is presently serving as 
member of the AdviSOry 
Board of the International 
Peace Academy and holds 
the Ph.D. from the Univer-
sity of Minnesota and the 
M.A. from Amherst College. 
Conference activities be-
gin at 5 p.m. on Friday 
evening with a cash bar. The 
banquet, to be followed by 
Neumann's keynote address, 
bellins at 6 p.m. 
Full registration for the 
conference, which Includes 
fees for the two keynote 
addresses, the panei discus-
sions, and the Friday eve-
ning banquet and Saturday 
lu ncheon, are priced at $30. 
To register or to obtain 
more information about the 
Sixthe Annual World Affairs 
Conference contact General 
Chairman N. Franklin Hurt 
at Prairie State College, 
756-3110, extension 296. 
Social Security Benefits Upheld 
for Part Time Students 
An estimated 200 TCC 
students were faced with the 
necessity of enrolling In 
college this semester as a 
result of recent legislation 
that would have otherwise 
cut their Social Security 
student benefits. 
The Omnibus Reconcili-
ation Act passed by Cong-
ress In August of 1981 would 
have made the students 
ineligable for Social Security 
benefits If they weren't 
enrolled on a full time 
college schedule before May 
1982,deadline. 
When student benefits 
were first provided In 1965, 
the rationale was that young 
people, 18 to 22 years. were 
as much dependent on their 
parents for their support as 
were children under 18 years 
of age or dlabled. It was 
assumed at the time that 
students lost a source of 
support when a parent retl-
Tee Nursing Instructor 
Featured on 'Two on Two' 
A nursing instuctor at 
Thornton Community Col-
lege will be featured in an 
upcoming segment of Chan-
nel2's popular Two on Two 
Program. Judy McDonald, 
an instructor in the Associate 
Degree Nursing Program at 
TCC, will share some of her 
knowledge and expertise a-
bout night nursing In a 
program segment scheduled 
to be aired on Sunday, 
February 28. The program 
begins at 10:30 p.m. 
Staff Posts Open 
Several staff positions are 
stili available on The Courier 
Office hours are from 10 to 
11 a.m. on Mondays, Wed-
nesdays, and Fridays. To 
apply for a Job on the staff 
or as a writer, bring samples 
of your writing and a des-
cription 01 any previous 
AvnArlenr.a. 
Mrs. McDonald, who Is 
presently working on a book 
on night nursing, Is well 
qualified to dicuss some of 
the advantages of this work 
pattern. She has worked In 
supervisory and staff nurse 
positiOns during night shifts 
for the past ten years. 
The TCC Instructor, who 
has also filmed In her role as 
a practitioner working at SI. 
James Hospital, has long 
been interested in the Impli-
cations of night nursing for 
patients and for the nurse in 
her every day life. 
A resident of Park Forest 
South, Mrs. McDonald this 
fall began her fourth year 
as an Instructor at Thornton 
Community College. She 
holds a bachelor's degree 
from Govenors State Univer-
sity and a master's degree In 
nursing irom LOYl!la Unlver-
sitV. 
red, became dlabled, or 
died. However, the benefits 
were not related to any 
educational expenses incur-
red, to school performance, 
or to financial need. 
Since that time, a number 
of programs have been est-
ablished to provide assist-
ance to college students 
based on their own and their 
families' financial condition. 
Among the federally funded 
educational programs now 
avallable are the Basic Ed-
ucatonal Opportunity Grants 
Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grants, Nation-
al Direct Student Loan Pro-
gram, and Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program. The 
change In the law will affect 
about 600,000 post-second-
ary beneflciaries-65 percent 
in four year colleges and 23 
percent in two year colleges. 
The 200 students affected 
by this cut can be placed in 
three major catagorles, ac-
cording to William Hafer, 
dean of Admissions and 
Records. The first group is 
students who are finishing 
their last semester of high 
school while starting their 
first semester of college. The 
second group is early grad-
uates of high school. The 
third group Is students who 
are using some of their 
college courses to fulfill high 
school credit needs. 
The Social Security bene-
fits will be reduced by 25% a 
year until April of 1985 when 
the program w ill end lor all 
students. 
Applicants Sought 
for Fall Scholarship 
By Jan Krause other scholarships or grants 
A new scholarship fund exceeding $250. 
has recently been estab- Because school was not In 
lished by the board of session at the time the 
trustees of Thornton Town- scholarship was publicized 
Ship. On January 11,ten TCe and recipients chosen, most 
students were chosen to TCe students did not take 
receive the ten $250 scholar- advantage of the opportun-
ships. These scholarships ity. The scholarships were 
are only available to TCe designed to be chosen in a 
students. The scholarship, lottery fashion, picking out 
titled the Jack Woods Mem- the names 01 ten eligable 
orial Thornton Township students out of the total 
Scholarship Fund; was number who qualified. Since 
named after the first black only ten who applied were 
man to be elected to town- eligable, these ten appli-
ship wide office. cants were chosen. 
Ten more scholarships will One recipient was de-
be awarded for the fall clared ineligable because 
semester of 1982. To be she was already receiving a 
eli>lable lor the scholarship, BEOG. It was announced at 
the student must be a the last Township meeting 
resident of Thornton Town- that 11 scholarships will be 
ship, a registered full-time issued for the Fall. 1982 
student (12 hours or more), semester. Inquiries about 
be a United States citizen, the scholarship should go to 
must have a 1981 net income the Financial Aid office or 
of $15,000 or less, and the Township Hall located in 
cannot be receiving any South Holland. 
Today and Tomorrow 
SGA Presents 
"'The Blues Brothers' 
is a Scream ... 
Onc of th~' all-timc grcilt l·omcdics ... 
a flat ... out \\'inner!' (;,",," "'i"~l·I. t..·h'~.II:" Trihune,: 
"Don't miss the 'Blues' brother ... 
.. \ mirdl'I4.'\lt ... "unJ. ;h:litUl,mJ hi),!h 
spirir.. \'\lU ,,',lIlnuc •• HurJ hi mi .. :-. An 
l."xcratlrJin.tn' ml~\ it,.·~· 
Ar.-h,·t \\'IIl .. l\'n, ~l'\~ )~.r\.. I· ..... ' 
"Fervid, flaky, fast and funny ... 
ju:o.t whitt ,hi .... ummcr h" ... n"'t.,J,,'''J:' 
l;l'IW Sh,llil ... ( •• J.n·· ~W.:·T\· 
JOHN SEWS"l DAN AYKROYD 
i,:!tI:I"l:!01;!j!mllail1 
JAMES BRO""" ·l'AB l: ALW":W, RA\' CHARL£S· CAIUUE ASHER 
."REnl-\·ffl\~KUS .Hfl'o,'R\' GI8Sll!' 
niF. 8U'I:.S BROTHERSBA."IO'O 
\Vrinenh\ OASAlI"KROYDanJ,JOKNlA.'iOlS 
PmdO<N :"~<::~~.~~I~~~~'!!:~~ LA.~mS ~~ 
';R;:;::-' ·;;;:;:~'":~"';.2"'.~~'· =::;" _ .... ::=:.:.:: -."::~::.: .. ::::- ~~l !!!!:::'!.!1!.~ 
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.l~ l Touch of Class':More Than Just a Catchy Phrase 
,r 
a 
'" ~ring the month of 
~h, almost 1,000 friends 
,t I members of the Thorn· 
>t t Community College 
e ~Y showed their support 
e lIIe college by wearing at· 
pive orange and white 
s ions bearing the Inscrip· I~ ~ "A Touch of Class 
hornton Community Col· 
~" ~ /though the idea for the 
11 IOn campaign originated 
f h college committee as 
~ CC Alumni 
! n the Move 
t 
4 CC alumni want to con-
y Ie their relationship with 
tr alma mater, and they're 
ne process of forming an 
Fllzatlon that will ensure 
• opportunity to do so. 
- I steering committee 
, aposed of TCC graduates 
" the 1940s through 
Ils has officially named 
- I Thornton Community 
:> /ege Alumni Association 
- tis now in the process of 
- reloping an organlza· 
!al constitution. 
nterested alums are ask· 
3 Ito stop by the Sign-in 
.3 ~ in the cafeteria for 
,e Information. 
studies. Individuals who 
speak little or no English are 
afforded an opportunity to 
develop speaking, reading 
and writing skills through 
the English as a Second 
Language Program. 
College President Dr. Nathan A. Ivay (center) helps kick off the special open house promo-
tion by accepting his "Touch of Class" button from Judi MaciC, Director of Public Relations. 
Looking on is William Hafer, Dean 01 Admissions and Coordinator 01 the Open House. 
During the course of to-
day's open house activities, 
there will be ample oppor-
tunity for visitors to find out 
more about just how they 
can benefit from the pro-
grams and services 
available to them through 
their community college. It 
is the hope of the entire TCC 
family thilt participants in 
today'to open house activl· 
ties will leave the college 
with the feeling that they 
have indeed experienced "A 
Touch of Class." 
a means to promote TCC's 
Second Annual Open House, 
the selection of the theme 
was based upon more than 
just its appeal as a catchy 
phrase. For the college com-
munity, the statement "A 
TOUCh of Class" symbolizes 
both an expression of prtde 
in TCC and an affirmation of 
the quality and comprehen-
siveness of its educational 
programs and services. 
Today, through a variety 
of activities and special 
events, the TCC family truly 
shows Its "class" by offer-
Ing an opportunity for 
Visitors to explore the many 
ways in which Thornton 
Community College can 
help them to Improve the 
quality of their lives. 
As a community college, 
TCC bears a special respon-
sibility for the provision of 
programs and services that 
will benefit all segments of 
the community. College 
transfer and, career training 
programs are only a part of 
the TCC picture. Through 
the community college, a 
variety of special interest 
courses are brought to local 
high schools. Adult and con-
tinuing ,education centers in 
six communities provide a 
means for men and women 
who have Interrupted their 
education to complete 
elementary or high school 
It Takes Teamwork 
It takes teamwork to successfully execute programs such 
as this one, and it Is a tribute to the dedication of the entire 
collelle family-board, administration, faculty, support staff 
and students-that TCC is able to provide such an en· 
joyable way for so many people to. become better informed 
about their community college. 
- !mphasis on 
The list of induvlduals who have in some way contributed 
to today's program Is too long to publish here. However, the 
individuals who comprise the coliege committee responsi· 
ble for coordinating tOOay's open house reoresent almost 
every area of the college: Bob Fitzpatrick, Community 
Education, Jim Flynn, Language and Communications, Bill 
Hafer, Admissions and Records, Fred Hanzelin, ,Arts and 
Humanities, Nathan Ivey, President, Dolores Jenkins, 
Business and Commerce, Judi Mack, Public Relations, Bar· 
bara Meyers, learning Resources Center, Clarence Penny, 
Engineering and Technology, Marsha Phelps, Business and 
Commerce, Ruben Rodriguez, Counseling and Student Ac-
tivities, Norma Rooney, Career Education, G.C. Shellhorn, 
Language and Communications, Linn Ann Tyrrell, SOCial 
and Behavioral Sciences, Linda Uzuraau, Social and 
Behavioral Sciences, Norm Warns, Physical Science and 
Math, Carolyn Yoss, Health and Life Science. 
Academic Excellence 
hornton Community CoI-f Is placing an increased 
~sis on the importance 
lacademic excellence 
!!Ugh the creation of 
telal programs for both 
ppective and present 
;lents. 
In February 25, the TCC 
Ifd of Trustees approved 
I establishment of 12 
jdemlc scholarships for 
Istanding high school 
~uates. The full tuition 
jolarshlp awards will be 
~ted to one outstanding 
~or at each of the 12 
~lIc and private high 
tools located within the 
Imdarles of the communi· 
FoIlege district. 
Wer the provisions of scholarship proposal 
Illed to the Board by 
~Iege President Dr. 
jthan A. Ivey, scholarship 
jlIlcations will be ac· 
llIed from members of the 
iss of 1982 who rank In the 
will be based solely on grade 
point average. Financial 
need will not be conSidered. 
Board of Trustees Aca-
demic Scholarship applica-
tions are available through 
the TCC Office of FinanCial 
Aid and through the counsel· 
ing offices at the following 
high schools: Bremen, Oak 
Forest, Tinley Park, 
Hillcrest, Thornton, Thorn-
ridge, Thornwood, Thornton 
Fractional North, Thornton 
Fractional South, IIl1ana 
Christian, Elizabeth Seton 
and Mother of Sorrows high 
schools. 
A few days eartier, on 
February 22, nearly 100 
students who had qualified 
for high academic honors or 
academic honors during the 
previous semster attended 
a special program for high 
achievers. PartiCipants In 
the FIrst Annual President's 
stress and to make stressful 
situations work for rather 
than against them at home, 
In the classroom and on the 
job. The Scholars Forum oro-
gram, "Stress Management: 
Key to Personal and Career 
Success," was presented by 
Terry Johnson of Ingalls 
Memorial Hospital. 
A special thank you Is also due to the members of the 
Student Government AssOCiation who, under the leadership 
of Barbara Panozzo, provided funds for refreshments as well 
as assistance in planning and "person power" for open 
house activities. 
Career Skills Center 
Another Avenue for Job Training 
Thornton Community Col· 
lege Is providing another 
avenue for area residents to 
acquire skills and competen-
cies for entry-level employ· 
ment or advancement on the 
job through Its newly 
established Career Skills 
Center. 
The Career Skills Center 
(CSC) has been developed to 
provide needed training for 
the unemployed and the 
underemploved. 
local business and Industry 
for the training of employees 
in programs available at the 
college and for the develop-
ment of programs to meet In-
dividual company needs. 
I n Its first six months of 
operation, the esc haS serv-
ed over 250 individuals and 
provided specialized train· 
Ing programs for employees 
at Wyman-Gorclon Company, 
Commonwealth edison and 
Ingalls Memorial Hospital. 
business/management, law 
en forcementlsecu rlty, 
public service/government 
and technlcaUcareer skills. 
Individualized courses, 
skills training workshops 
and special equipment 
courses are avallable, and 
esc program leaders are ex· 
perlenced practitioners 
working In their fields. 
For more Information stop 
by the esc table In the 
cafeteria or call esc Dlrac-
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,r rcc Awarded For Superior Architectural Design 
16, 
W, 
ear 
By Larry Hartnell 
Thornton Community Col· 
lege's main building has 
received many undeserving 
negative comments on its 
appearance. Although only 
two of the three planned 
phases were constructed, 
the portion completed-like 
the original-is a beautiful ar· 
chitectural work. 
t ncomplete construction left a heavily criticized 90-1001 
, or moke stack facing State Street. 
'hoto by John Mlyata 
~~~Become A Beauty Queen 
126 Calumet City, March 1 
• 126 There is still time for young 
vomen in the area 10 enter 
.136 ,he 1982 MISS SOUTHERN 
,126 :OOK COUNTY SCHOLAR· 
124,HIP PAGEANT to be held 
,yel) Aay 1, 1982. The pageant 
:).63 vIII be held at Thornton 
:ractional North High 
;166 ;chool in Calumet City. The 
lageant, an official Miss 
\merica Preliminary, is 
;ponsored by the Calumet 
~ty Jaycees. 
This will be the 15th an· 
4123,iversary of the local 
4121 Jageant which is open to 
iOung ladies between the 
4107 !ges of 17 and 25 who will 
4117 Je high school graduates by 
,eplember 1. Prospective 
, ...... + ... ~t~r'lh! m1\~t hp ~inole 
and never have been married 
or had a Child . 
The competition is judged 
on the same basis as the 
state and national 
competition·swimsuit, a 
two-minute 30 second talent 
presentation, an interview, 
and evening gown competi· 
tion. The local winner will 
win scholarship monies at 
the Pageant and also the 
righl to compete for the 
slale tille in Elgin on July 6 
10 July 10. 
Information may be ob· 
tained by writing the 
Calumel City Jaycees at Box 
57, Calumet City, IL 60409 or 
by calling chairman AI 
Dumas at 895·5212 or direc· 
tor Norm Catt at 862·5168 
Ex. 57. 
In the summer of 1967, 
plans for a new Thornton 
College campus were in the 
planning. The firm given the 
sizable' planning task was 
Frindslein and Fitch of 
Chicago. These same ar· 
chilects construcled Harper 
Junior College, and in addi· 
tion helped work on Wilson 
Junior College in Chicago 
and Illinois Stale University 
in Normal. 
Under the Junior College 
Acl of 1965, the state of II· 
linois was to pay 75 percent 
of the site cost, construction 
and certain architectural 
and engineering costs. The 
bond referendum was set for 
Oct. 7, 1967. At a Thornton 
board meeting, it was decid· 
ed the bond issue would 
have to generate $7,800,000 
in revenue. The new 
facilities were to cost $20 
million. AIIhe time, the com· 
pletion dale of all three 
phases was set for 1972. 
After delay upon delay, 
groundbreaking took place 
Jan. 23, 1970. In Progressive 
Architecture, the January, 
1970 issue, the magazine 
awarded TCC a Citalion of 
Merit for the design of ils 
new campus. 
Phase I was 10 be 40 per· 
cent or 247,000 ''''I- ft. of the 
lolal when completed al a 
cost of $8.7 million. Con· 
sidering the technology 
made, il was a big step for· 
ward for TCC, a school Ihal 
at the lime was 43 years old. 
The college opened Sep\. 19, 
1927. Enrolled in its first 
year was a class of 47, 30 
men and 17 women. 
By May, 1971, Phase I was 
about done. Nonetheless, 
funds to Phase II and III were 
held back by the state. As a 
resull, for the time being, an 
interim college was set 
up--22 barrick·like struc· 
tures. 
The second phase finally 
started in June of 1973. It 
was targeled for completion 
in 1975 al a cost of $9 
million. Despite Phase II's 
completion in May 1976, III 
never got the muster to gel 
slarted. That's why there's a 
90·foot smoke stack facing 
Slate Street. 
"If Phase III would have 
been included, adding 10 Ihe 
College, an extra theater and 
swimming pool among other 
things, only 22·30 feel of that 
slack would have been visi· 
ble," said Frindstein and 
Fitch. As it is, no matter how 
one stacks it, once in atten· 
dance al TCC, a student is 
offered Ihe best in an educa· 
tion. 
Student ID's Worth Money 
By David Nilles 
Few if any TCC students 
know thai having a student 
to. card can give great buy· 
ing power. That's right. Just 
showing your 1.0. card when 
making a purchase at any of 
the selected local 
businesses can give a stu· 
denl up to a 20% discount. 
The businesses that give 
this special student dis· 
counl include auto dealer· 
ships and repair shops, 
clothing and furniture 
stores, and even lowing or 
medical services. 'The 
name s and addresses of 
these businesses are on a 
buying power card that is 
given to a student when they 
pick up their Student I.D.'S. 
In addition to these sav· 
ings, possession of the 1.0. 
card can also give a 
substantial discount when 
visiting many of Ihe 
downtown area Museums 
and Institutes. 
Over one·third of the slu. 
denl body has not picked up 
Iheir student I.D.'s accor. 
ding to Barbra Theobald 
SIudent Activities. The I.D.'~ 
can be picked up in the back 
of the game room, 2118A, 
belween 8 a.m. and 9 p.m. 
Plenty Of Time To Apply For 
A Jack Woods Scholarship 
Applications for the Jack 
M. Woods Memorial Thorn· 
ton Township Trustees' 
Scholarship fall awards 
must be submitted to the 
TCC Office of Financial Aid 
by 5 p.m., August 13, 1982. 
At leasl 10 scholarships will 
be given, which will run for 
one academic school year 
which Is two semesters. 
Each student chosen to 
receive the scholarship will 
get $500, $250 for each 
semester. 
To be eligible for the 
Thornton Township Scholar. 
ship, you must be a Thorn· 
ton Township resident, have 
a 1981 nel income of $15,000 
or less, not receiving any 
other grant or scholarship in 
excess of $250, and be 
enrolled as a full·time stu· 
dent (12 credit hours or 
more) al Thornton Communi. 
ty College. 
Applications can be ob. 
tained at the Financial"Aid 
Office or at Thorl!ton 
Township Hall in South 
Holland. 
ABWA Scholarships Available 
The Educalion Commit· 
tee of Ubra Chapter 01 
American Business 
Woman's Association is ac· 
cepting applications for 
scholarships. 
Interested female 
students should send name 
and address to: Mrs. 
Margaret Curran, Education 
Chairman, 14459 Soulh 
Kostner, Midlothian, IIlin(';s, 
60445 or call Mrs. Cun an at 
(312) 385-6823 hi April 1. 
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Space hogs cause problems in parking 1 
Parking Is often a big-pro-
blem on commuter college 
campuses. TCC is no excep-
tion. Another student park-
ing lot was added this fall to 
help handle the abundance 
of commuting students. It 
helps but Is not enough. 
True, conditions are 
crowded but there Is enough 
room between the three stu· 
dent parking lots for 
everyone to squeeze his or 
her car Into. The real pro-
blem Is the Inconsiderate 
people who persist in taking 
more than one parking spot 
During the winter months 
many spots were lost to the 
snow piled up between the 
rows and at one time an exit 
was blocked off In one of the 
lots because of the snow 
mountains. But now the 
snow has melted and there 
Is no excuse for clods to 
take 1 Yz or 2 parking spots. 
The campus pol/ce can 
not really enforce the regula· 
tion of one car to one spot 
because it is difficult to find 
out Just who the culprit Is. If 
one person takes up more 
than one spot by parking in 
the middle of two spaces, 
often the next people follow 
suit by parking In two 
spaces. 
Why lose parking spaces 
when the parking situation 
The west student parking lot always packed wIth cars 
wIthout InconsIderate drivers who take up more than one 
spot. Photo by John Mlyata 
Is so tight as It Is? Getting 
an additional student park· 
ing lot was helpful but pao- , 
pie still Insist In parking In 
two spaces Instead of one. 
Many times these drivers are 
the owners of a new car or a 
sharp looking Trans Am or 
camero and don't want the 
paint scratched by an adJa· 
cent car door. But that Is not 
a valid excuse. ' 
When you see someone 
carelessly or purposely 
gliding into two spots, tell 
him to move his car. Or suf· 
fer silently when you are late 
for school and can't find a 
parking space. 
Johnson: Role model for black students 
By Lori Clarke 
Everyone needs a hero. 
From birth we are struck 
with many role models and 
we are lucky If we can follow 
someone who Is a positive 
role model for us. David 
Johnson is such a model. 
Mr. Johnson is the coor· 
dinator of the Urban Studies 
department at TeC and an 
instructor in African· 
American Studies. He has 
become a resource to 
students who come in can· 
tact with him either through 
his classes, or Uhuru, the 
black student organization 
also at TCC. 
David was born In 
Jamestown, New York, and 
moved to the Chicago area 
at the age of three. He at-
tended- school in Harvey, 
and later in 1966, TCC 
became his introduction to 
higher education. It was 
here at TCC that he first felt 
the strong need for a black 
studies program and more 
black representation for 
students. "We were here (at 
TCe) but we weren't 
here .•• there were very few 
support systems for black 
students at TeC," said 
Johnson. 
This support system was 
then sought and found by 
Johnson at a black universl· 
ty. After leaving TCC, he at· 
tended and graduated from 
Howard University In 
Washington, D.C. The very 
things lacking at TCC were 
found at Howard in regard to 
cultural, recreational, and 
educational stimuli. 
After obtaining a 
Bachelors degree in 
Political Science at Howard, 
David moved on to Rutgers 
University and graduated 
with a Masters degree in 
Social Science. At that point 
in his life, he set three goals 
for himself: to attend law 
school, to bea board 
member for the city of 
Harvey, and to be an instruc· 
tor at TCC, where he had 
begun his formal education 
and had seen a Areat deal of 
need for change. 
Two of the goals have 
been fulfilled, and the third, 
(law school) may not be 
totally out of the running 
either. Since he has fulfilled 
one of his goals, teaching at 
TCe, he remarked, 
"Changes have been 
noticable at TCC, but stili 
not effective enough to get 
students motivated. If they 
possessed a better outlook, 
perhaps they would then see 
the need to struggle In a 
positive fashion." 
Johnson feels that It is 1m· 
portant to keep black univer-
sities In mind when con-
Sidering a university educa· 
tion. Black universities, as a 
rule, nurture students. There I'~ 
Is the same push, but there , 
is a genuine caring Involved 
that mayor may not be 
found from instructors at \ 
other universities. Howard 
University has a history of 
producing the greatest 
amount of black profes- I 
sionals with the least 
amount of resources. For ex· 
ample, Princeton University, I 
which is equal In siZe and 
enrollment, receives four 'to 
five times more funding than 
Howard. 
Black English is only a barrier in education I 
By Jan Krause to acquire the greater their group why not instead Pinkney, another black . coping with society. Without I 
On July 12, 1979, the case freedoms available In this try to create unity between educator in its March 31, it, many children will not be i 
of Martin Luther King Jr., country to its citizens. These clashing groups. Being re- 1980 issue. Pinkney is able to unlock the bonds of 
Elementary School vs;Ann immigrants were forced to quired to speak standard employed by the Florida failure Imposed by a 
Arbor School District Board ,learn standard English to English in the classroom State Department of Educa· nonstandard dialect." 
resulted in a ruling which, get along in school and in and on the job does not steal tion. When asked how black Standard English should 
says that a school system the working world. away a person's ethnic or English is an obstacle for become the norm, gradually 
must take a child's spoken Why this sudden demand racial heritage or identity. students, he replied, phasing out such dialects as 
dialect (black English) into for recognition of black In many cases, black "Students who are allowed black and Spanish English, 
account in its Instructional English as a formal dialect educators support a boycott to speak a black dialect are leaving us with a purified 
program. This ruling has with roots and grammatical of black English. Said Ben. handicapped academically, standard language. Then 
since caused confusion, rules? Black English is no socially, and maybe we can become true-
disbelief, and anger among more than a variation of Jamin H. Alexander, Presl· vocational/y ••. Use of stan· Iy a united people Instead of 
d t d t dent of Chicago State 
e uca ors an paren s. traditional usage and not an University In a speech In dard English Is the key to a people separated by a 
entirely different language, 1979, "His ruling, (the Judge both academic success and language barrier. 
"Students who are 
allowed to speak a 
black dialect are 
handicapped 
academically, 
socially, and voca· 
tionally." 
Traditionally, the United 
States has been the prover· 
bial melting pot. People 
from every different ethnic 
and racial group have 
migrated to the U.S., many 
as some people insist. If in the Ann Arbor case), 
every social dialect was of· which calls for Implicit 
ficlal/y recognized, and recognition of Black 
each group used Its own English, Is nothing more 
form of standard English, than blatant plantation men. 
the U.S. WOUld soon revert to tallty. I cannot support It." 
a Tower of Babel, with no 
one being able to com· 
munlcate with persons In 
another group. 
This communication gap 
will only foster more hate, 
distrust, and misunderstan-
ding than already exists bet· 
ween racial and ethnic sub-
communities. Instead of 
asking members of a par-
ticular minority to be loyal to 
Alexander continued to 
say. ''This ruling Is criminal, 
a travesty of Justice, 
because It Implies that 
blacks are stili on the 
plantation·· despite the 
passage over 100 years-that 
blacks are basically Inferior 
and must be treated dif. 
ferently." . 
U.S. News & World Report 
had an Interview with H.B. 
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TCC's second anllual open house a success 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
10renRaaplica damonatrates woodcarving at TCC's Open 
)Iouae. The woodcarving special Interest c\aas meets on Tues-
iay nights at Thornrldge H.S. and II taught by Frank Harnish. 
[Photos by Ray Szumllas) 
Left: The Thornrldge slngera 
were one 01 the groups who 
performed a mlnl·concert at 
the 2nd annual open house 
held on March 28. The slogan 
"A Touch 01 Class" rang true 
with the. variety 01 activities 
and programs offered. 
Below: Financial Aid Director 
Ron Cooley presented hourly 
financial aid updates In one 
01 the lecture halls. 
Joan VanKanagan Ilaft] and Renee Juranek act out a scaRe from 
William Inge's plsy"Plcnlc" during the Reeder's Theatre hour at 
Open House. 
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t ISSe expects record 
/lumber of applicants 
I Reductions In federal stu-
:ent financial aid and the 
1C0nomic recession are ex-
1 ~cted to yield a record 
lumber of applicants for the 
Ilinois State Scholarship 
~ommlsslon's Monetary 
,I iward Program for next fall. 
n 'ecause the ISSC expects 
a p be appropriated about the 
,r jame amount of money as 
.as available this year, the 
S Commission Is urging 
d :ontinulng college students 
!o file before June 1, 1982, 
ind new students no later 
han October 1, 1982, for full-
,ear grant consideration. 
nating Its separate form and 
for the 1982-83 school year 
will "piggyback" the na-
tional forms. Studenls make 
application to ISSC by 
checking "yes" to the "per· 
mission to send 
Information" questions near 
the end of any one of the 
three approved applications. 
The applications which have 
been approved are the Ap· 
plication for Federal Student 
Aid (AFSA), the Family 
Financial Statement (FFS), 
or the Financial Aid Form 
(FAF). Only one of the three 
forms Is filfi'd by the student. 
The Commission will 
:hortly begin mailing letters 
;0 all 1981-82 ISSC ap· 
)licants detailing the need 
The college financial aid of- "Pinnin" presented this Friday and Saturday 
fice determines which of the rr 
three forms should be filed 
for its aid programs. The cast of "Pippin" sings out In an enargetlc performance of the play presented lasl Friday 
,f 'or filing prior to June 1. But, 
S ,n order to better plan funds 
S illocatlon, the June 1 dead-
" ,ine will not be restricted on-
e 'y to prior applicants. The 
if leadllne is also applicable 
)1 10 any students enrolled in 
e illinois colleges during 
,r 1981-82 who wish to apply 
n lor 1982-83. 
Unlike federal programs and Saturday nights. Tickets for this weekend's showings, which will be held at 8 p.m. In the 
of aid, the ISSC Monetary Performing Arts Center, will be available for $3 at the door. 
e 
r· 
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: The Commission has also 
lreatly simplified the ap-
plication process by eliml-
Award is limited to tuition 
and some fees up to a max· 
imum of $1,950 per year. The 
program Is based on finan-
cial need and can be utilized 
by Illinois residents plan-
ning to attend ISSC approv-
ed institutions. Applications 
are currently available at 
college financial aid offices 
and high school counseling 
offices. 
Tee Faculty Association 
'gives merit scholarships 
i Once again the Thornton 
Community College Faculty 
Association, Local 1600 
American Federation of 
Teachers, is offering three 
scholarships based on ex-
cellence of academic perlor-
'mance. To qualify a student 
must have completed at 
.least 12 hours of credit 
courses al the college, must 
have a high grade poi nt 
average and be planning on 
returning to TCC full-time lor 
the 1982-83 academic year. 
Each scholarship will be for 
one hundred dollars. 
Students Interested in apply-
ing should contact the 
Financial Aid Office. 
Deadline for applications is 
May 14. For additional infor-
mation. conlact DeVaughn 
Miller, Myo Yoo or G.C. 
Schellhorn. 
!AII SGA Senate positions 
lopen for 1982 .. 83 year 
i Elections for the Student 
Government Association 
,Senate will be held May 12th 
and 13th of 1982. These posi-
Hans will be held for the 
'1982-83 academic year. 
i ! Petitions are available 
·from Dave Anderson, room 
,3219, Mrs. Theobold, Stu-
dent Activities, and the 
r.nlln~plinn r.p.ntpr PO!=ii-
tions open are as follows: 
President, Vice President of 
Student Rights, Vice Presi-
dent of Programming, Vice 
President of Financial Af-
fairs, Secretary/Senator, 
Senators (9 seats). 
Qualiiications for 
positi ons and rules will be 
received when petitions are 
picked up. All petitions must 
be turned in by April 30. 
Constitution test offered May3 
Illinois state law requires ami nation on the Illinois and May 3, 1982 at 1:00 p.m. in 
that every TCC degree seek- U.S. Consl i tution. This test the Counseling Center, 
ing student pass an ex- will be given on Monday, Room 2119. The test Is ap· 
Counseling Dept. has 
temporary summer jobs 
The Counseling Depart-
ment will be employing 
students to work as student 
leaders during orientation 
sessions this summer. 
Students will be working 
under the supervision of the 
counseling staff for approx· 
imately three weeks. The 
weeks of orientation will be: 
June 28 through July 1; July 
19 through July 22; and 
August 9 through August 12. 
Applicants must be 
returning students for the 
1982 Fall Semester and in 
good academic standing. In-
terested students should 
pick up a job description and 
complete an application for 
Student Leader. The job 
descriptions and applica-
tions are available in the 
Counseling Center, Room 
2119. 
Return the completed ap-
plications to the Counseling 
Center, Room 2119. The 
deadline for submitting ap-
plications is Friday, April 30, 
1982. 
Summer School 
dates 
May 26 
May 26 
JUlie 9-10 
June 14 
June 14-16 
June 17 
June 24 
July 8 
July 27 
August 4-5 
Mail-in/walk-in registrations accepted 
Deadline for mail-in early registration 
Open summer registration 9-11, 1·3, 6-8 
First day of summer classes 
Late registration 
Last day 100% refund 
Last day 50% refund 
Midterm 
Last day to withdraw 
Final exams 
proximately 1 hour in length. 
This requirement may be 
satisfied in anyone of the 
following ways: passing 
Political Science 101 and 
102; passing Political 
Science 105; having a state-
ment noted on the high 
school transcripts that 
these Constitution lests 
were passed; or passing the 
Constitution test offered at 
this COllege. 
Graduates of Illinois pub-
lic high schools alter 1960 
have met this Constitution 
Test requirement. Graduates 
of private high schools or 
public high schools prior to 
1980 should verify comple· 
tion of !he requirements by 
coming to the Counseling 
Center, Room 2119. 
Students planning to take 
the test on Monday, May 3, 
1982 must register with a 
secretary In the Counseling 
Cantor not later than noon 
on Friday, April 30. Only 
those studants who have 
signed the roster wili be able 
to take Ihe test. No test fee 
will be charged. Review 
materials lor Ihe test are on 
reserve in Iha college library. 
The Educational Service 
Region 01 Cook County no 
longer accepts this Con-
stitution Test as sallsfying 
the stale requirement for 
teacher certification. 
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:' 'TCC awarded CETA grant to 
~~employ disadvantaged youths 
~! Thornton Community CoI-
)ege has been awarded a 
.re CETA Summer Youth ~h Employment Program 
s), jSYEPj grant through the 
In Cook County Office of Man-
'\d power to employ thirty 
.1), .Thornton Community CoI-
all iege. students between the ~: ages of 18 and 21_ There are 
ihree categories of Jobs-
rd 'maintenance trainees, 
a Clerical trainees and student 
in activities trainees. To 
qualify, a student must be a 
C. iesldent of suburban Cook 
.po Pounty, be a U.S. Citizen, be 
of iconomlcally dlsadvantag-
at 'ed, and be 21 years 01 ag" 01 
,n- ilnder. 
:>01 
,yo I The program runs June 
e: l4th through August 20th. 
ld Students will be assigned to 
. y: ~ supervisor and will work 22 
1e hours each week for 10 
t S weeks at 3.35/hour. During 
Ihis time, students will be re-
quired to attend 25 hours of 
labor Market Orientation. 
In order for students to 
find out If they are eligible, 
students must report to the 
Illinois Job Service Office in 
Posen at 147th and Dixie 
Highway (the former Deel 
Ford); and take proof of age, 
proof of family Income, pro-
of of U.S. CItizenship, and 
proof of resldency.One 
document from each of 
these catagorles will be ex-
ceptable. CURRENT AD-
DRESS: Recent Utility Bills, 
Property Tax Records, 
Driver's Ucense, Tax Bill, 
Apartment Lease, Voters 
Registration Card or 
Secratary of State identifica-
tion Card. PROOF OF U.S. 
CITIZENSHIP: Birth Cer-
tificate, Voters Registration 
Card, Naturalization Papers, 
Life Insurance POlicy, Parole 
Papers, Alien Work Card or 
00214 Discharge Papers. 
PROOF OF AGE: Baptismal 
Certificate, Birth Certificate, 
Driver's License, Insurance 
Policy or Work Permit PRO-
OF OF INCOME SALL 
HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS) 
AND EMPLOYMENT 
HISTORY FOR THE LAST 
SIX MONTHS: Pay Stubs, 
Unemployment Benefits 
Papers, Department of 
Public Aid Card, Social 
Security Benefits Letter or 
Benefit Letter from General 
Assistance. If eligible, 
students will be certified 
and referred back to Tee or 
to another appropriate 
worksite. 
Since competition Is ex-
tremely tough this summer, 
students will be expected to 
be punctual, have excellent 
attendance, proper behavior 
and be willing to work hard. 
If not, students will be ter-
minated in order to allow 
another student the oppor-
tunity to work. 
Should students have any 
questions, they can call 
Karen Simac at 331-4369 or 
inquire in the CET A office at 
Tee in room 4124 A. 
Instructors recognized for service 
Left: George Clark has been at Tee for 30 years In June_ 
Right: John Cerison Is a 25 year veteran of the phyalcal 
ed. department. More photos on page 2. 
Art students display 
gallery exhibits 
holidays. 
,Repaving to begin on parking lots 
Area residents are Invited 
to view paintings, drawings. 
ceramics. sculptures. prints. 
textiles and fibers, and 
jewelry created by students 
enrolled in art courses at 
Thornton Community Col-
lege. Students work will be 
on display until May 15, In 
the College's Gallery 4141 
located on the fourth floor 
on th main campus building, 
15800 S. State Street. South 
Holland. 
TCC's comprehensive art 
curriculum Is designed to 
meet the needs of the art 
major as well as the In-
dividual Interested In explor-
ing various media for per-
sonal enjoyment or for fulfill-
ment of graduation re-
quirements In the 
humanities. Classes are 
also available for the in-
dividual Interested in learn-
ing how to organize group 
art activity or to provide in-
struction for elementary or 
special education students. 
I Newly elected student 
Irustee Jean M. Williams 
'Mas seated at the April 22 
jneetlng of the Thornton 
pommunlty College Board 
~ Trustees. As a non-voting 
student trustee, Ms. 
Williams acts In an advisory 
position to the Board. 
, 
I A resident of Calumet CI-
!y. 'Ms. Williams. 18, Is pur-
_ulng studies in business 
ldministratlon at Tee and Is 
purrently serving as a 
In ~nator In the College's Stu-
lent Government Assocla-
!Ion. The Thornwood High 
School graduate is the 
~ughter of Kathleen and 
ioseph Dixon. 
k 
ed. 
lar 
ire 
lor I In other business al the 
'April 22 meeting, the Board 
lis :accepted the low bid of 
.re$244,121.25 by Gallagher 
tat Asphalt, of Thornton, for 
an Parking lot and roadway 
1st fepairs at the College. Work 
de ,wili Include repaving of two 
student parking lots, a 
drainage project at one of 
Ihe student lots. local 
repairs in the staff and han-
dicapped parking lot. and 
repairs of the perimeter road 
at the visitors parking lot. 
engineering fees for the five 
proJects will be $24,095. 
'ro-
ate' 
It 
the 
on-
on-
lOd 
.kl. TrllCl;tpp~ ~nnrnvat"l tho ~n_ 
polntment of Barbara 
Meyers as the Director of 
Learning Resources Center. 
The appointment becomes 
effective on May 1. Mrs. 
Meyers has served as the ac-
ting director of the facility 
Since November 1. 
The Board of Trustees 
agreed to reject three partial 
bids received for carpet and 
tile installation and to 
authorize the re-biddlng of 
these items. 
Under reports and cor-
respondence. Tee President 
Dr. Nathan A. lvey reminded 
Trustees ot· the breakfast 
with state legislators 
scheduled on the morning of 
May 3 at the College. A brief 
update on the College will 
be presented and Trustees 
will address some of their 
legislative concerns. 
The President also noted 
that he had been accepted 
as one of a select number of 
participants In an upcoming 
Advanced Lelldership In-. 
stltute sponsored by the 
President·s Academy of the 
American ASSOCiation of 
Community and Junior Col-
leges. The Institute will be 
held June 20-25 at Harvard 
Universltv. 
Board Chaimlan Robert 
Anderson reported on 
legislative concerns of the il-
linois Community College 
Trustees Association. Major 
issues include collective 
bargaining and appropria-
tions levels. 
The Board of Trustees will 
hold its next regular meeting 
at 8 p.m., Thursday, May 13. 
The juried exhibit, arrang-
ed by the College's art facul-
ty. is free and open to the 
public. Gallery hours are 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m.. Mondays through 
Thursdays and 9 a.m. to 2 
p.m_. Fridays. The gallery is 
closed on weekends and 
For more Information 
about the student art exhibit 
or art programs at the Col-
lege call George Finstad. 
Coordinator of the Art Facul-
ty, 598-2000, extension 300. 
Interpretive readings coming May 14 
Thornton Community Col-
lege will present a program 
of interpretive readings at 8 
p.m. on Friday. May 14. In 
the Perfoming Arts Center, 
at the College's main cam-
pus, 15800 South State 
Street. South Holland. The 
program Is open to the 
public without charge. 
Thornton students will 
present group readings of a 
original script by Kathi Deal 
and a readers theatre based 
on the popular American 
musical. "Fiddler on the 
Roof." 
According to Mr. Smith" 
Brand, Instructor of speech 
at the college and director of 
the evening's performance, 
"Ms. Deal's timely sCript Is 
concerned with the death of 
the oreat railroad teml nals 
in the United States and 
specifically with the demise 
of the laSalle Street Station 
in Chicago." 
In addition to the group 
perfornlances, soloists will 
interpret some of the son-
nets of William Shake-
speare. the poems of e.e. 
cummings, and several 
original poems. The winnens 
of the annual Terrence 
Wright Scholarship in 
Theatre and the Com-
munications Award will be 
recognized at the program. 
Persons wishing more ·infor-
matlon about the program 
may contact Mr. Brand at 
596-2000, extension 267. 
Former Tee student ill 
Elena Enochs. a fOrnler 
stude~ at Thornton Com-
munity College. has been af-
flicted. with acute lym-
phoblastiC leuklmla since 
September of 1981. 
Victims of leuklmla, a 
cancer of the tissues In 
which blood Is fOrnled. use 
transfusions of either whole 
blood or Its cornponents-red 
cells, white cells or platelets 
to save their lives. 
Anyone wanting to help 
Elena can donate blood for 
her by calling the blood bank 
at St Francis HOSpital at 
597-2000, extension 5136 or 
his local hospital to make ar-
rangements for a blood 
donation. 
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NEWS 
Skelly'~ team shows season of pride 
IF \~ 
By Johnnie James, Jr. 
As Bob Skelly waddled 
down the dugout floor, he 
announced to his team, 
"Before I read off the batting 
order, I want to say that no 
matter what happens the 
rest of the season, I am very 
proud to be associated with 
this team." 
This team was at the state 
tournament, and was Just a 
few minutes away from the 
first pitch of the opening 
round. After that Thornton 
Community College's soft· 
ball team had flopped at the 
tourney, but they had much 
to be proud of. They were 
billed as one of the top eight 
teams In the state (Region 
IV) and they made a com· 
plete turnaround from last 
season's 8-14 showing. Now 
Skelly Is In his second 
season as the boss Bulldog 
and he Is walking on water. 
They re 11-8 now, with one 
game left In the season (May 
5 vs. JOliet), and a 5-1 N4C 
mark finds this team on top 
of the conference race. "I 
knew this team was going to 
be good, but not this good," 
Skelly said. "I had always 
thought we'd be better than 
last year, though." Skelly's 
1981 squad was only able to 
rack up one win against the 
conference, that being a 
21·12 margin over winless 
Wright, the armpit of the 
N4C In almost every sport. 
The 1982 crew also won 
the sectional crown. They 
defeated Moraine 15-3 
In the final showdown to 
claim sole ownership· after 
bowing to them 14-7 and 
edging them 6-5 In earlier 
rounds. In second round ac-
tion, they knocked off Mar· 
ton 7-8 In eight Innings after 
a first round bye. 
One of the players who 
/Jas been one of the biggest 
reasons for the team's about 
face Is pitcher Kathy 
Jackowski (TF North). She Is 
a return from the 1980 squad 
who didn't even become a 
pitcher until this year. She 
sat out the 1981 season 
campaign because she was 
academically Inellgable. 
This gave her a little more 
time to work on her pitching 
so It turned out to be a bless-
Ing In dlgulse, really. "I· am 
never to say that I'm happy 
to see someone be In· 
ellgable," Skelly explained., 
"But I think It gave her a 
chance to to pitch with a bet· 
ter team behind her." 
Jackowski Is now 9-7, 4-1 In 
conference play. 
But It doesn't stop there. 
The tall, sllnkey rlght·hander 
Is also the biggest punch 
with the stick. She leads the 
club with a .453 batting clip 
and 21 runs batted In. 
What Skelly did with last 
year's team was replace 
them with a more loyal an& 
talented squad. His 1981 
bunch consisted of only one 
sophomore, but he had only 
one player return. That was 
honorable mention all·N4C 
first baseman Sandy "Wlz· 
zard" Wisniewski, a Thorn· 
wood grad who batted .410 a 
year ago. There was another 
player Skelly hoped would 
return, but she didn't. Third 
baseman Jill Novelli, also 
from Thornwood, batted .422 
and was a second team 
member of the ali·N4C 
squad. 
However, the lady 
Bulldogs stili have a Thorn-
wood look.on reserve. Bench 
Jockeys Annette Dawson, 
Kathy Wlltler, and Lori Mann 
are all ex·Thunderblrds. 
Besides Jeckowski, a 
good share of the team also 
shows a Thornton Fractional 
flavor. Outfielders Cathy 
Patterson and Patti Keenan 
(.286) are North products, 
while Nancy Ruth DeVries 
(.346) and third sacker Josie 
Mendez (.377) are from the 
South. 
Sscond baseman Laura 
Carr (.255) and short stop 
Joanne Foresta (.407) make 
up the keystone combina· 
tion as they did a year ago at 
Thornridge. 
ADULT SKATE 
Every Wednesday Evening 
May Hours: 10:00-Midnight 
June-August Hours: 8:00-11:00 p.m. 
50% OFF 
Admission Only 
with T.C.C. student 
Regular Prices: 
Admission: $2.00 
Skate Rental: $1.00 
1.0. OR this ad 
Save $1.00 ~
Offer good thru June 16 l1!.IiI.hl 
LYNWOOD SPORT CENTERr--~_ 
SPORT 
CENTER 
~'-
2030 GLENWOOD-OYER ROAD (Rte 83) 
LYNWOOD. ILLINOIS 60411 
Phone: (312) 474·5900 
CLASSIFIED 
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH WRmNG 
From $4/page. Catalog $1. Author's 
Research, f6OO.C, 407 S. Dearborn Chicago 
IL60605. " 
SKYDIVER WANTED TO RECRUIT FIRST 
JUMP STUDENTS FOR CARGO AIR, INC. NO 
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. IF INTERESTED 
CALL: 445-0271 
TYPING SERVICE PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 
WILL TYPE ANY STYLE AS DIRECTED. Familiar wIth Academic Manuscripts from Jr. 
TERM PAPER, RESUMES, ErC. CALL MARY, CO!!ege to. ~ost-d~tor~1. }T~u!~~a~~APA or 
Catcher Sue Fase 
(Eisenhower) has been quite 
Instrumental behind the 
plate as well as her .439 bat· 
tlng average. 
This all adds up to Coach 
Skelly's first winning 
season, after coaching for 
four years at Tinley Park 
High School (where he stili 
teaches) and a year behind 
him at TCC. "College girts 
show more dedication as far 
as personal sacrifice," 
noted the good man. "In 
high school, all you have to 
do is wall until the last bell 
rings and then run over to 
the gym as opposed to col· 
lege, you have to come back 
to school If your last class Is 
out at 12 and the game or 
practice Is at 3:00 and so 
forth. 
Above left Dan Sather has taught biology hBnl for 28 
In August. Above right In Ssptember, Dale Chapman 
have Instructed hIstory at TCC for 25 yeans. Below left 
JenkIns, biology Instructor, will be a 28 year vetBnln In 
August. Below right The busIness department wouldn't be 
complete wIthout Paul Wessel; a flxtuns for 25 yeans In July. 
Government Surplus 
Cars and Trucks Save $ 
Now Available 
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Welcome Aboard! 
New staff joins the ranks 
Nineteen new staff ed T.C.C., earned a B.A. and 
members have been ap- M.A. at Purdue University. 
pointed this semester. Renee Johnson, T.C.C. 
Although some of these ap· alumna, is a newly appointed 
polntees had been employed Instructor In the basic nurse 
at the college prior to this assistant program. She earn-
semester, new positions or ed her B.A. In nursing from 
vacancies allowed the oppor- Governors State University. 
tunlty for change. Diane Tesar, mathematics 
Three new administrators Instructor, previously served 
have Joined the staff. Richard as a full-time Instructor from 
Cassidy, director of the DIvI· 1968-71 and has been em-
slon of Engineering and ployed as a part-time Instruc-
Technology, began his new tor for the past nine years. A 
assignment Aug. 16. Cassidy T.C.C. graduate, Tesar holds a 
holds B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. B.A. and M.A. from Southern 
degrees from Florida State illinois University. 
University. Carol McCarthy, now full-
Albert Riley, director of time secretarial science In-
research and planning, holds struclor, holds the B.A. and 
a B.A. from Chicago State M.A. degrees from Eastern 
University and a M.A. In Urban Michigan University. 
planning and policy from Donna Rochon, division of 
University of illinois, Chicago mathematics, has been a 
Circle campus. part-time Instructor for 
A new position created on several years at T.C.C. She 
July 1 was director of holds a B.A. from Lewis and 
athletics and In!ramurals. Clark College In Oregon and a 
Historically, this jOb was M.A. from the University of 
done by two part-time In- Colorado. 
dlvlduals. Ralph Mllier Is now Joining the division of 
assuming the Job on a full- business and Information 
lime basis. Miller holds a B.A. systems Is Anita Spooner 
from University of Illinois and who taught at T.C.C. part-time 
a M.A. from George William and holds a B.A. from 
College. Roosevelt University. 
Ten new faculty members Ruth Fangman returns to 
Joined the teaching staff, six the college this faU on a one 
of whom attended T.C.C. semester appointment as a 
Margie Graf, an Instructor reading Instructor In the dlvl-
·In the nursing program, Is a slon of language and com-
T.C.C. graduate who also munlcatlon. 
earned a B.A. In nursing from In addition, six new per-
Governors State University. sons were added to the sup-
Marlon Novaez, librarian, 
fills the vacancy created by 
the promotion of Barb 
"avers. Novaez, who attend· 
port staff. They Include Jean 
Slklch, Mary Casteliarln, 
Honore Komosa, Joseph 
Mlskowlcz, Michele Schilling 
and Michele Wyche. 
'JIst exhibit leaves tomorrow 
Sept. 16, 1982 
Students and stafl will gather Sunday to dedicate the Stu· 
dent Centar In memory 01 Mrs. Cleland Marie "Ma" Cofer, 
plotured above. 
Student Center 
Dedication set 
for Sunday 
by Susan L. Murphy 
The Student Center will be In early 1982, the Student 
dedicated this Sunday to the Government Association In-
memory of Mrs. Cleland Marie stalled a memorial plaque 
Cofer. The ceremony will honoring Mrs. Cofer at the en-
begin at 2 p.m. In the J. Albert trance of the Student Center. 
Kindig Performing Arts On June 24, the Board of 
Center. Trustees voted unanimously 
The late Mrs. Cofer served to dedicate the Center to the 
as Student Center attendant nine-year TCC employee. 
form 1972 - 1981 and was Trustee Frank Zuccarelli 
known affectionately as "Ma" chairman of the 13-membe; 
by bOth students and staff committee responsible for 
members. Mrs. Cofer, a long- planning the dedication, will 
time Harvey resident, died serve as master of cerema-
suddenly In August, 1981. nles. Honored guests will In-
clude Mrs. Cofer's children. 
Highlighting the ceremony 
will be the unveiling of a por· 
trait of Mrs. Cofer, which will 
;allery 4141: A place for art be hung In the Student Center, and special presenta-tions to the family. An an· 
nouncement of the establish-. 
~ Oalvd Downll How successful has The 
~ illose having an eye for art Gallery been? According to 
"
. )uld visit Gallery 4141 on Rejholec, "In 1975 It was at 
npus. As the name Implies, the top of the IIsl of cultural 
3 Gallery Is a one room art events according to a survey 
; Idlo In Room 4141 featuring taken at that time." Rejholec 
k I art of regional and na. added, "The Gallery has an 
I nal artists. excellent reputation and i there Is over a year waiting 
list for artists who wish to i Opening In 1972, Gallery display their work." I 41 was the Idea of Gallery 
,
.ector and faculty member The Gallery Is featuring the 
'seph Relholec. "I first watercolor paintings of Claire 
ought of the Idea when I Wiest until tomorrow. The 
arted teaching thirteen paintings display different I ars ago," Rejholec said. "r scenes and types of nature. 
od a amall art studio In the As the artist expresses, "My I .semen! of my house and I direction In painting has been I ought an art studio would Influenced by the principles 
, • a good cultural and educa- 01 Haiku, Ii form of Japanese 
II llllll experience for TCC poetry, In that each picture Is 
udents and the general basad on a specific season, 
.hll .... • f h::armnnu Inn", r:nntrA~t. A 
response to nature's mOOds. I ment of the Cleland Memorial 
try to think of my paintings as Scholarship Fund will also be 
windows through which the made. 
viewer may respond to the 
Idea which directed me." 
From Sept. 20 to Oct. 8 The 
Student Purchase Art Award 
exhibit will be featured In The 
Gallery. The display 
SGA elections 
announced 
represents thirteen years of Resumes are now being 
selected art work and Is a accepted for Vice· President 
quality collection of twa- of Finance and several other 
dimensional and three- senatorial positions of the 
dimensional art produced by Student Government Associa-
former and currently enrolled tlon. Interested applicants 
students at TCC. After being can pick up a list of quallflca-
exhibited, the art work will be tions at the SGA offlce Room 
put on permanent display 2117E. Deadline for submit· 
throughout public areas of ling resumes Is Wed., Sept. 
the COllege campus. 22. Any questions can be 
Gallery hours are Monday directed to Mr. Ruben 
through Thursday 9 a.m. - 3 Rodriguez In counseling, or 
p.rn. and 7 - 9 p.m. Friday the SGA advisor, Dr. Linda 
hours are 9 a.m .. 3 p.m. Uzureau. 
Enrollment 
jumps 
this semester 
TCC's enrollment has In-
creased eight to ten percent 
this semester, compared to 
spring, 1982. Approximately 
10,000 students are currently 
taking credit classes. 
According to William Hafer, 
dean of admissions and 
records, this growth Is at-
tributed to three basic 
reasons. The largest reason Is 
the depressed economy. 
Because many people are out 
of work, they have decided to 
further their education. 
Another reason for the 
heavier enrollment Is an In-
creasing number of jobs re-
quiring learned skills. 
COuf1;eS such as health 
science, data processing and 
word processing provide In-
struction In attaining these 
skills. 
Also, according to Hafer, 
the school's marketing taco 
tics are attracting many more 
people to TCC. 
Hafs: belisv8s students 
will encounter no parking 
problems this semester as a 
result of the Increased enroli-
ment. He added that the only 
reason the parking lot has 
been crowded thus far is lale 
registration, and the lot will 
thin out In the weeks to come. 
He also predicts the enroll· 
ment will level off due to the 
zero population growth. 
TCC's population this 
semester Is approximately 62 
percent female. Full·tlme 
students comprise 27 percent 
of those enrolled. The 
average TCC student Is 29 
years old. 
Financial aid 
frustrates many 
"We're at the whim of the 
government." So said Richard 
L. Cooley, director of flnan· 
clal aid, placement and 
vet.Jra.,·s Aj,';..':·. referring to 
the constant Juggling .::::d 
eliminating of federal and 
sta:e financial aid programs. 
• Pres. Reagan Is keeping 
hl~ promise (to cut govern· 
ment social spending) at the 
expense of the student flnan· 
clal assistance programs," 
Cooley said. While he an· 
tlclpates further drastic cuts, 
Cooley believes some good 
news exists. 
Cooley rea I,Izes the forms 
can be confusing. He recom-
mends a thorough reading of 
the Instructions before com-
pleting the application. Any 
cont. on pg. 2 
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aCon/fact negotiations 
[balTeachers express dissatisfaction 
,~::rSt board meeting 
According to Halkldes, negotla· 
tlons began In the lats spring. Ad-
ministrators and faculty exchanged 
letters through May regarding con-
tract Issues. 
Harry collects dust 
Computer controversy 
wlttbv LU. Jarrett Ha'kldes said, "Although a sattle-
al pt More than 60 faculty members at· convey to our members." This speech ment has not yet been reached, we 
,U n~&nded the regular Board of Trustees receIved a hearty applause from have decided to begin this academic 
• blfneetlng last Thursday to express faculty, administrators and board year In ~~pes that there will be a set-
a ~Issatlstactlon with contract members. tlamant. 
It l'egotlatlone. However. an optimistic outlook 
According to Basil Halkldos, tacul- toward resolving the dispute has Teachers afe now working under 
thdy association president and chief been expressed by both ad- last year's contract. Therefore, they 
ap,egOtlBtOf tor the union, the meeting mlnlstrators and faculty members. are negotiating for the retroactive In-
Ib ~as a "spontaneous feeling on the These two sides have agreed not to creases and other conditions for this 
) a art of my colleagues."' disclose any Information concerning academic year. 
TC Halkldes told the Board, '" hope negotiations. However, Halkldes has 
nSlVloat In your next de-liberations, you explatned the Issue and Its related 
uln[\<HI give us good news which we can factors. 
(bal • Jp~tlomecomlng 
On Sept. 1, the Faculty AssOCiation 
voted 73-4 to reject the college's of-
fer. Halkldes would not dlsclose any 
Information concerning how close 
the two sides are to an agreement. 
·tge~ t . . t . t Board Chairman Robert Anderson, 
'Q C I VI Ie sse said, "The two sides are not close to 
- r' an agreement." When asked what the 
an game against Rock Valley. After the major problem Is with negotiations, 
jac~ John Krukowski game, the AlumnI will be throwing a Anderson replied, "The faculty Is ra. 
tura( Students who have grown tired of Pf.rtv from ~ . 7 p.m. at Lange's QUQsttng I;l great deal and the ad-
Larrpklng their dates to see E.T. for the Restaurant In lansing. Drinks will be ministration has not been able to 
n thfalf·dozenth time might find the Stu- $1, and the chance to win dinner for meet the requeaL" 
lent Government Association's two will be raffled. 
SGA) Homecoming dinner/dance a The Homecoming party will be one 
duat,ay to break their Friday nlCht of the first malor proJects of the 
ChOl'outIne. AlumnI Association, which was 
,tor ~ According to Michael Abets, a SGA created last May. The organization 
(Tttenator. 175 tickets have been teserv· presently has 59 dues·paylng 
junl(l~o~::.e8 s:;m~~:~":IB~~~~~ 1~I~g :~:~~!e a:r~:o~~a~::,:t~~~~: 
Since enrollment has Increased 
between eight to ten persent from 
last spring, many members of the 
TCC community are questioning 
where the extra tuition money wiU go. 
WIlliam A. Meints, Tce con-
troller/treasuer explained, "The state 
continues .... 
by S. Murphy 
Quite simply. Tce needed a new 
computer and we got one. 
Yes, we do have a new computer. 
Rumors say It Is beino kept In a 
storage room In the basement, but no 
one seems to know for sure. It Is pro· 
bably In Its original factory packag· 
Ing. 
The computer Is a Harris 500 mini· 
computer, and, although It was sup· 
posed to be operational for summer 
school, It has not been Installed yet. 
All "Harry" Is doing thase days Is 
collecting dust. 
At the April 8 Board of Trustees 
meeting, members approved the pur-
chase of the Harris at a cost of 
$204,464. The purchase order was 
sent within days after the meeting. 
JU5l Im~QIM. thA prAMnt anti-
quated IBM system was finally going 
to enter semi-retirement; this catted 
for a celebration! 
An expectant Board of Trustees 
raised computer lab fees beginning 
with the summer session. The In· 
crease would help pay for the new 
computer. Oala processing (D.P.) In~ 
structors began thinking In "Harris" 
Instead of In "IBM." Everyone wailed 
for Harry to arrlVB. II1d Stony Island Ave. lynwood, the credit hours at TCC to Join. Gradua-
lite of last year's Homecoming tlon is not required so that a greater 
lance that attracted approximately number of students might be en· 
30 people. The $10 per person couraged to Join and become Involv~ 
Ickets can be purchased at the SGA ad with their school's actlvltles. 
is h(!!~: ~~::~~h any Student Govern- tlO~~d~~:c:.~~~~c~~;8~!!~~I!~I:~~a~ 
does not recognize the Increased Shipping snd Receiving welcomed 
enrollment untlll two years down the Harry admlst controversy, though. 
road." The college Is now working You see, he never got to TCe on time 
with fiscal year 1980-81 revenues. for summer school. The Board mark-
J an Festivities will begin at 6:30 p.m. that the association Is Intended "to 
:auglnd run until 12:30, with dinner being provide some services. actlvltles. and According to Meints, enrollment In-
, hlttterved at 7:30. A cash bar will be on programs for people to become In~ cresed ten percent from 1979.80 to 
bet'4nd snd a live band will provide the volved with so that they feel they are 1980·81. but the total number of 
}n tllerta/nment. a part of their college." dollars which we received from the 
,ars l TeC's newly formed Alumni Among the activities the alumni state decreased approxlmate!y five 
" \ssoclatlon will be sponsoring Its are planning this year Is a seminar percent from the previous year. 
squawn Homecoming festivities on Oct. series during the spring semester 
Bate. with refreshments being served In and a spring picnic CO-SponSOfed by The Faculty AsSOCiation met on 
sahe cafeteria area at noon before the the SGA. Sept. 21 to approve certain actions 
~~~;JPS jobs in demand 
Pi David Downs 
plications were to be distributed at 
expressing their disappointment with 
negotIations. The members decided 
to walt two weeks for the college's 
final offer. 
ed him tardy and set Its sights on the 
fall semester. 
Students taking faU DP courses 
paid their lab fee - In some cases, 
$21 more than the previous spring -
and were ready to meet their new 
computer. 
Unfortunately, Harry was not 
operational way back In August, as a 
matter of fact. he's not expected to 
be Installed until the spring. 
The problem Is difficult to define. 
No, actually, It is quite simple - now 
that we have this $204.464 computer, 
we're not certain where to put It. 
S w~, "If I get turned down I don't think I 
1 to gen take It," a man In his early 30's 
51 tlll"ld calmly while trying to keep from 
11:30 to the anxious people waiting In I'" eRe 
fino. At 1 p.m. the applications stili Explore career opt ons at tile 
In Q,,~.I~! 8 V9t9r8n," the man behind me 
, Va~ld. "I'm barely making enough to 
lich fay my expenses from what I get 
rom the Veterans Administration. I 
me~.lIy need this job:' 
King~:!~I!i~o~~I~n~~h;a~~~ S:~~~ 
mOl1\Jps) accepted applications for part-
)racUme loaders on Sept. 14 from 9 a.m. 
odld p.m. The Job wouk! require people 
i nvi work In the Harvey ares.. They 
• e lfTu~~s ~:::~~~;:t~I:~~~k at gat-
aid !no an application. I stOOd In Une for 
lch. II. hour; however, I never made It 
hrough the door. 
The poople I stood In line with 
arne tram varied backgrou nds. 
lome were In their late teens, others 
l 6'~;~~:!:~::~~1:~ In line said, 
urnlF(ou should have seen the Hne at 9 
: defun. It stretched all the way from the 
Ie ptfOor back to the ramp," the door be-
,ty. I~ :~:t::C~~d~::~e:~:gr~::~~ ~~: 
ld e1illrd floor. 
Ider It Reportedly, at 11 8.m., 150 appllcs-
gamlona had been taken and more ap-
had not appeared. 
"This ls very frustrating," a young What'S your major? What school 
man In his teens sald.~·YOu see a per. are you transferring to? Have you 
son go In and It seems like he never decided on a career? How much 
comes out again." money can you make? Old you know 
Many seemed hopeful that they these questions can be answered at 
would get the Job. Yet. others were the Career Resource Center (CRe)? 
very pessimistic about the sltuatlon. Located on the second floor next 
"I have- filled out 100 to 135 appllca· to the counseling offlcs. the Center 
tlons and have gone from business to can provide valuable Information for 
business looking for a JOb," the students who are uncertain about 
veteran said. their careers. 
"This reflects how sad the With the help of audio-visual 
economy of America really is. All 
machines located In the center, 
students can examine their goals and 
values helping them to be more 
realistic when determining possible 
occupations and college choices. 
The center Includes Informatlon on 
2000 fields and 25,000 jobs, ranging 
from airline attendant to zoologist. 
The career Resource Center can 
be visited during regular counseling 
office hours. Mon. - Thurs. 
8a.m. - 8:30p.m. and Frl. 88.m. - 5p.m . 
these people out of work. and then ------.... -------------... ---
flocking to the first available jOb SI d t k"11 d . h 
opening," another potential appll· U an I e in eras 
cant said. 
Others told me that they already 
had a Job, but they paid out more Phil Smlgla, 20, a Tee studont. 
money than they took in. died Sept. 16 from Injuries suffered In 
"All the money 1 make Is spent on a four-car collision on 162nd Street In 
my basic needs. I have none !eft over South HOIland. 
. for entertainment purposes," said a Smlgla was traveling westbound 
man In his late 2O·s. on 162nd Street when another car 
I was the sixth person from the made an Improper lane change, caus-
door when I had to leave. My ride was log him to swerve Into oncoming traf* 
waiting, but maybe next time I·U get flc and collide with other vehicles. 
hired. If there Is a next time. Phil was 8 resident of Dolton and a 
1980 graduate of Thornton High 
School. He attended North Central 
College from 1980 to 1982 and was at-
tending TCe with plans to return to 
North Central next semester. 
Services were held at Queen of 
Apostles Church In Riverdale and 
burial was at Holy Cross Cemetary. 
He Is sUMved by his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Edward Smlgla. 
---------------------------
In May, the location at the com· 
puter was a problom. To some extent, 
It Is stili 8 problem today. It Is not a 
matter of style; an Interior decorator 
will not be hired to create a charming 
and attractive computer arranger 
mento It Is a question of convenience. 
Many data processing Instructors 
dlspell the euphemlsm "Iowel leve'" 
and prefer to call a basement, a base-
ment. They would rather have Harry 
on the third floor In the same room 
which now houses the ISM. A little 
rearranging Is what It would take snd 
It would be $tOO,ooo cheaper than 
constructing 8 spot in the basement. 
Having the computer on the third 
floor would be more convenient for 
the s1udents, they argue. 8eslde$ It 
would be closer to their offices. 
The long·standlng Computer 
Utilization Committee (CUC), who In 
the spring of '81 gave birth to the Idea 
of purchasing a new computer, had a 
different IOea. 
In early May, the Committee, head· 
ed by Robert l. Wier, of Information 
services, wanted to place the com· 
puter terminals and printer In the 
lower level 01 the LRC, with the main 
unit - the centra' processIng unit 
(CPU) - on the third floor. 
At the end of May, however, the 
Committee decided that the third 
floor was Indeed the perfect spot for 
Harry In all his entirety. 
With a 'etter dated May 11 from the 
business faculty and 8 recommenda-
tion by the CUC, both advising that 
Harry and all his peripherals be plac-
ed on the third floor, the Board voted 
to locate the computer on the lower 
leveL 
According to Board member 
Dorothy Smith, business faculty 
member James Steimle. was respon-
sible for her vote· to locate the com· 
puter In the lower level. 
But Steimle Is the first to point out 
he was not the one who suggested 
placement of the computer on the 
lower level. That honor belongs to the 
CUC. Steimle Is not In favor of sny 
recommendation which would 
separate the CPU and the terminals. 
He said he sOlicited the opinion of his 
students and, according to him, the 
students want the computer all 
together. Personally, Steimle does 
not "give a dtddty'· about where the 
computer 1$ put. "Location has 
nothing to do wIth It," he said. He 
saId he took the side of the students 
who "Just want It In one place." 
According to Steimle, the third 
floor would not be the best place. He 
pointed out the present computer 1$ 
crOWded In It$ present location. 
Dennis Oryzga. another business 
faculty member, disagrees. Oryzga 
"knows" there Is enough space. He 
said that the IBM Is spaciously hous· 
ed. "it looks pretty In that room now, 
but there's enough room for the Har-
ris," Dryzga said. According to 
Oryzga, everything would have to be 
rearranged. but Harry would fit. 
Oryzga, as well as many other 
business faculty members. Insist they 
ere thinking of the students. 
What student, they say. should 
have to travel from the basement for 
computer time and back up to the 
third floor for class? "Students are 
not yo-yo's," Oryzga said, "They 
shouldn't be treated like moles." 
Trustee Dorothy Smith voted for 
the relocation to the lower leysl. She 
said she was thinkIng of the 
students, when she gave her "aye." 
cont. on p.3 
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Mud wrestlers battle Harvey police in benefit softball game 
Harvey Police battle Chicago 
I<nockers-a women's mud wrestllng 
put on leam! Sounds like a dirty deal, 
oowls," doesn't It? Not at all. Lou Boudreau 
a wife baseball field, In Harvey. was their 
,d for a battleground, 8S the two teams 
squared off, prepared for war. The 
the out· war against MusculSc. Dystrophy. 
thought The Knockers, led by team owner 
·awned. Lynne Brown took to the field In an 
f5 from armor of red shorts with matching 
\ ttlum-red and white T's, brightly over-
ace. shadowIng the khaki and beige pOlice 
rko" the uniforms. Pollee team captain, B.J. 
nly left.Cornwali won the toss; declarJng that 
! list for his team would take to the field. By 
lar all, Uthe end 01 the flrst Inning, with the 
If would score reading Knockars-3, Police-Q, 
the Department decided on a new 
strategy - distract them. Consequent-
ly baseballs with strings. stealing 
bases literally, neck throws and body 
slams became the order of the next 
few Innings. 
Late In the fourth Inning with the 
aeore reading 6-2 favoring the 
Knockers, an announcement came 
aul Ad.1rom their bullpen, "Either they play 
udentsto win or we're leaving!" The Ma 'smemory 
)u oughlWrestlers challenge was mel. The 
counsetflnal score being 9-7, the Chicago 
"Whenever someone needed an 
ear, she was there.. When Ma talked. 
students listened to her," Donna 
Rozek, student senator said to the 
dedication audience. 
DAY·BY·DAY 
Home 
:n to thtKnockers were the victors. When ask II"ve s on 
alng ()U!8d where they went wrong, police 
severateam captain, B.J. Cornwall murmur In addition 10· speaking al Ihe 
ceremony. Miss Rozek al30 
presented a $500 check from the Stu-
dent Government ASSOCiation to the 
scholarship fund. 
TENNIS· TCC va. College of DuPage, 3 p.m. 
CAREER SKILLS CENTER: "Performance 
Appraisal", 9 a.m .• 4 p.m. 
L1BRARV ORIENTATION, 9;30 a.m. LRC 
red, 'Well what do you expect. we 
ng, Mrscouldn't keep our eyes on the ball!" 
Jgy 121 Hundreds of dollars were raised 
this onet<llth the hetp of Ginny ApratJ. co-
,tlon foPwner of Mr. A's In Harvey, who 
elo thendonated all money raised from con 
c;mt. on plslons. It was a hard fought game 
-----.S most things worth fighting for are 
Is 
,ut hopefully this season's effort will 
'l8lp "Jerry's Kids" become next 
leason's champions! 
Harris 
coot. trom p.1 
According to Mrs. Smith, future 
Jlans for 24·hour computer ae-
:esslbllty for student use Is an Imper 
ant aspect of the Issue. She said it 
,ould be virtually Impossible to 
lecure the building at night if the 
:omputer were on the third floor. 
Smith Is also looking ahead, ''We 
nust look toward the future. There Is 
aoundless expansion In the lower 
avel." 
by Su •• n Murphy 
Lives of great men, all remind 
us, we shall make our lives 
sublime and in departing, 
leeve bohind UO, footprinto in 
the sands of time. 
Basil Halkldes contributed $100 to 
the fund in the name of the Faculty 
Association of which he is the presi-
dent. In addition. Halkldes made a 
"modest personal contribution." 
4&5 
5 
-H.W. Longfellow 
/mctiptIon on • plaque honotIng "M.- David Bartlett. Tee faculty 8 member. is coordlnaUng the scholar- 8 
ship fund which he says will be 9 
primarily a book fund. It Is said that 
In an emotional ceremony, about Ma often lent students money with 9 
100 students and staff gathered to which to purchase books. 9 
dedicate the Student Center to Master of Ceremonies ZuccarreUi. 
Cleland Marie "Ma" Cofer on Sept. In his closing remarks directed 
19, at the Performing Arts Center_ toward the family, said, "Ma's 
The late Mrs. Cofer served as stu- memory will never be forgotten,1 can 
dent center attendant from 1972-1981 assure you." 
and during that time was known a14 ,..-...;----------4 
fecHonalely as "Ma" by both 
students and staff members. Mrs. 
Cofer died in August. 1981. 
A portrait of Ma, which wilt hang In 
the Student Center, was unveiled at 
the dedication and donations were 
made to the newly established Ma 
COter Scholarship tund. 
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SOCCER GAME (Wheaton & AfgO Scrimmage). 3 p.m. 
FREE SEMINAR: "Tax SavIngs/Money Management" 
3 Tuesday Sessions, 7 • 8::30 p.m. 
TENNIS· TCC vs. Olivet Nazarene, 3 p.m. 
EDGAR CAVCE & A.R.E .• 6 Tuesday sessions, 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
SEMINAR: "Career Management for Women" 
6 Wednesday Sessions, 7 - 9 p.m. 
L1SRARY OAII!N'rATtON, 2 p.m .• f=ree 
VOLLEYBALL· TCC vs. Harper, .4 p.m. 
INTRAMURAL SIGN·UP DEADLINE (Bowling) 
HOMECOMING DINNER·DANCE, 6:30 p.m. 
TCC HOMECOMING: Pre-game warm-up. noon - 1 p.m. 
Football game, 1 p.m. (va. ROCk V.lteeV> 
Po$t-game party 
ARTISTS' WORKSHOP, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
CAREER S.KILLS CENTER: "Franchise Suytng". 
"Quality Circles and Vou", 9 a.m .• 4 p.m. 
SECOND a-WEEK REGISTRATION - College CredlU 
Special Interest Classes, ~11 a.m., 1-3 p.m.,6-8 p.m., 
TCC/Area High Schools 
FREE ART EXHIBIT - Palnllngs by Joyce MOIlshlta 
Hours: M-TH 9 a.m. ·3 p.m.; 7·9 p.m. - F 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Gallery closed. on weekends and holidays 
SEMINAR: "'lawsuits in Small Claims Court" 
2 Tuesday I8Sslons. 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
OPEN HOUSE FOR RETURNING ADULTS. 1:30 -" p.m. 
U8RARY ORIENTATION, 7 p.m. 
~ (Seniors on Campus Organtzatlon), 1:30 p.m. 
BOARO OF TRUSTEES MEETING. 8 p.rn. 
METRO ACAPElLA CHORAL GROUP (Spiritual Music) 
7:30 4 9:30 p.m. 
AOVANCEO INVESTMENTS SEMINAR· .. sessions, 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m, 
VOLLEYBALL· Tee vs. KankakeelMOr1on, 5 p.m. 
CAREER SKILLS CENTER: "Assertive Management". 
9 a.m. ·4 p.m. 
. Home 
Am3114 
Home 
Rm3115 
Rm 3137 
LRC 
Home 
Villa deBruno 
Cafeteria 
Home 
Lange's Rest. 
Rm3137 
Rm2108 
Rm 2121 
LRC 
Building 3 
Rm2121 
LHC 
LHS 
Home 
In h1s opening remarks, Master of 
Ceremonies. Frank Zuccarelli, Board 
of Trustee "Cofer" committee 
member, commented on Ma's devo-
tion to Tee and its students. "Ma put 
many years, many hOUrs. and very 
much of her heart into everything she 
did here Cal TCC)," he said. 
WY NI9 .LYO.L3tf 
-O.L N I 
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::i 1 Y 0 
Campus organizations are welcome to submit meeting dates and times as 
well as news on other events to the the Coull.r, Oay-By·Day, Room 2117G. 
Board of Trustee Chairman, Robert 
I. Anderson knows the cost of ex-
8nslon, and for that reason he voted 
gatnst the relocation. "We must be 
Jalistic," he said. "puttlng the com· 
uter In the basement wilt cost mOle 
lOney now and later," The expense 
f locating Harry In the lower level 
ropped from $880,000 10 $137,500, 
'hen the Soard voted to suspend 
onstructlon of classrooms, which 
'ere to be built along with the com· r------------'------------"--------------------------I 
!.Iter facility. 
Just how are we going to pay for 
18 construction? Student Trustee 
un Williams said the Board Is not 
I8l1y certain; however. they are ex· 
loring several alternatives. Williams 
poke out against putting the com-
\Iter In the lower level. The cost 'ac-
l< guided her decisiOn. 
Anderson foresees a further In-
, .... In lab tees. ''I'm 'ure lab lees 
till be raised when we Get the com. 
~Ier _allonal." 
When? When will the compuler be 
peratlonal? That's the question. 
_ "They're saying Dec. 1 ," said CUC 
!>aIrman Weir, "bul If you wanl my 
pinion, 1\ won'l be ready until 
et>" 
There Is talk among the business 
aevlty Of union Intervention to get 
L Murpt>l. campulet placed on Ihe Ihlrd 
"1 Hartn~. bul unUI lhal happens, Ander· 
ark leYf~ and AssocIal .. , a IIrm hired by 
~g Cantloll Board In Aug., will continue to 
,aw-up plans for the lower level and 
.na, Nam:Ontinue to make their cost 
.er, Jamoillmal ... 
th;N*", .. And ~ slude~l!!? .Ti)4!y'1l !'O~tlnue 
'ambarls' pay their Increased lab lees and 
10)"11 cootlnue 10 wall, because real· 
,allon. YIolhars aillhey can do. 
,nclude ... According to Of Instructor Anita 
J name ~r, "Students don't 8;ven feel 
, mailed P lhey have a voice." 
th HOlfa" AcCOrding to Slelmle, ·'Sludenls 
on"' even know that thara 19 a nftW 
WE WANT TO KNOW 
Since May, the Board of Trustees has debated 
about the placement of the new computer. They 
received input from a variety of sources and have 
voted to explore the cost of putting "Harry" on the 
lower level. 
In light of the controversy surrounding the loca· 
tion of the new Harris computer, the Courier is 
asking the TCe Community where the computer 
should be placed. 
~---------
Where do you think the Harris computer should be located? 
(Circle one) 
a. on the third floor, on the present sIte of the IBM com· 
puter. 
b. In the lower level of the learning Resource Center 
(LRC), the basement. 
c. on the third floor, with satellite stations (terminals) 
I~ated in different areas of the buil~!rlg.. . 
d." in the lower level of the LAC, with satellite stations 
located In different areas of the buildIng. 
e. no preference. 
f. other (please specify) 
This survey is open to all students and staff, 
regardless of area of study. since all disciplines 
will eventually use the new computer. 
After responding to the questions below, 
please drop this survey in the Cour/ef mailbox out· 
side the Courier office, Room 2117G. Deadline for 
responses is this Tuesday. 
-------
IMPORTANT ... please check those statements which apply: 
__ I am a TCC staff member. 
__ I am a TCC student. Major? 
__ I am a TCC Instructor. Department? 
__ I am taking or have taken a data processIng course 
at TCC. When? ___________ _ 
.Comments:(Please feellree.to .. attach a separate sheet to 
this survey.) 
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I I Thornton Community College 
:~~~uition increase possible 
, (1hi, 
JO P A tuition Increase Is planned for increase Is the school Is short of 
lor 0 II, 1983, accOrding to Robert W. money. By the end of thiS year the 
ndereon, Board of Trustees chair· budget will be In the red. 
an. Although there has been no sc· Anderson states there are two 
,'et al discussion on 8 tuition Increase ways to put additional revenue In the 
the board, Anderson feels It will be treasury. One Is with a tuition In· 
ed on by January, which would crease. The second way Is a tax In· 
Ive them time to have the new rate crease within state limits. The board 
Inted In tho school catalog. has tried a tax referendum ballot four 
Anderson said the reason for the times In 12 yeats and has been 
')ura 
omecoming 
success 
a wi annual Student Government 
1 a II ~OCI.tlon (SGA) Homecoming din-
rand clance was held Friday at the 
oam 11& de Bruno In Lynwood. All came 
r (5 dine, dance and hear music provld· 
by the '"Captions." 
!ty I When SGA President Dianne 
ear novan was asked how successful 
joggl ls year's homecoming was she 
d c plhtd, ',hls hUIfltK.:UIIIII1U :suem:. 
)f we ore successful than last year. More 
n 135 people have appeared for 
annual event:' 
While tickets cost $10, SGA was 
arged $14.25 per plate. Expense for 
e band was $575. Donovan stated 
feJt the money was spent on a 
rthwhile cause because everyone 
,mba ad to enjoy himself. 
• Id~Olnner consisted of chIcken souP. 
lith h lad, roast beef. PolI$h ham, 
ilratl taccloll, mashed potatoes and 
Jeratl avy, corn and Ice cream. 
Among lho... who attended the 
f. It w nee were Sarabra Panozzo, former 
10 president, Jim Quinlan III, vice-
portu~ent. Alumni Association, Ear· 
nool.~l1klnson. SGA executive vtce-
lut n Ident. 
~ector "Most people seem to be enjoying 
want Ives and having a good time," 
nleU novan said. "1 believe thiS is one of 
most successful homecomings 
:rove t 'ye had.. The place was pretty amp. 
• level earfler, but I was 8uprtsed by the 
j to t turn~t. .. 
add Many people congratulated 
ne Job ':~::O:t!JO:r~~~:~~; ~~~~ 
h e. wonderful time. Donovan 
nked them for coming and hoped 
y hod fun. 
,ake onevan commented that 
mecomlng was very successful. 
added that she hoped Homecom-
$ In the future would be as sue-
CYrfUl 
defeated each time. "The tax payers' 
opinion seems to be If the students 
want to go to school, let them pay 
themselves," Anderson said. That 
leaves one alternative and that Is a 
tulUon Increase. According to Ander~ 
son. the tuition Increase will be ap" 
proximately two dollars more per 
credit hour. 
Foundation 
organizes 
by Anlt.JoI_ 
An attempt to name two currently 
enrolled students as voting members 
of the TCC Foundation Is being con-
sldered by Trustees based on action 
lak.n at lasl Thureday's Board 
meeting. 
David Nelson, a concerned stu-
dent. presented the board with an 
opening statement. "We ate currently 
trying to appoint two students to 
serve on the Foundation Board •• am 
pelltlonlng to gel 1,000 signatures 
which will relnfOfce lhe poaslbility of 
lhe oludants being appointed." 
The Foundation has $13,800 
allocated lor sludent ald. Albert 
Riley, who became the Foundation's 
director and advisor on July 1, and 
recruits new members for the 
organization, explains why funds 
were not adrrunlstered. ''The former 
Studanl Aid Foundation decided the 
college and the community would 'be 
better served by getting people lrom 
the community. At the last 
Board meeting. trustees approved 
the funds as being administered as 
Book Scholarships. Ray Dohmeyer, 
vice-president and chairman of the 
Finance COmmltt .. dlsapprovad the 
decision. 
He explained, "Board members 
should not control scholarshIps for 
the students." 
e want to know 
LOOKING INSIDE 
-Spotlight on Jean Williams p,2 
-Harry awaits installation p.2 
-Happy Sweetest Day, Sweetie Ads p.3 
.. Win a sub, take Trivia Quiz p.6 
-Bulldogs lose Homecoming in OT p.B 
Settlement 
vote scheduled 
today 
by lila Jarrett 
At press time Tuesday, facul-
ty union members had 
scheduled a vote today on 
whether to accept the con-
tract proposed by the Board 
of Trustees. 
According to Basil Halkldes, chief 
negotiator for the union, "There have 
been no substantial changes In 
negollatlons." Halkld.s r.plled, "No 
comment." when asked If he was op-
timistic or peSSimistic concerning 
current negotiations. 
The union reduced Its demands 
before the last negotiating meeting 
but college negotiators refused to 
make any new offers. 
AI the Oct, 8 Soard meetlnO, Chair-
man Robert Anderson advised Board 
members not to make any reactions 
at the upcoming negotiating session. 
Several Board members were oppoa. 
ad to this Idea and exprassed their 
feelings. 
Robert Harrl •• ake atudente not to pet tala dog. 8auduko. t~byJuJIe WhlUon) 
According to Anderaon, who I. 
"pessimistic" about negotiations, 
"The board Is giving far more than 
they had agreed to glv .... 
Please! 
"Don't pet my dog" 
byS. Murphy 
"Plsese don't pal my dog"la the 
message Robert Harris wishes 10 
send the student body. After six 
weeks of politely asking studenls to 
leav. his dog alone, Harris, 20, I. gel-
tlng frustrated. 
Harris. who Js bUndy Is having a 
hard Ume making the TCC communi· 
ty understand that his German 
shepherd, "Bauduken Is not a pet or 
the school mascot "He's a matter of 
1I1e and death." Harris saki. 
The Tinley Park resident knows 
having a dog around the school Is a 
novelty, and he knows when people 
see a friendly iooIdng anImal like 
Bauduke Ihat they want 10 pet IL 
With Bauduke, though, It Is a dif-
ferent matter. The 2:knonth-old pup-
py Is specially trained to raspend to 
one muter. Students who pet 
! tns .. nlmlal (llstrac\ his attention from 
Harris. At TCCI this dlstractJon Is not 
a big problem, but when the dog goes 
somewhere, like downtown Chicago. 
and gets distracted, both owner and 
dog are In possible danger. 
Harris and Bauduke were brought 
together almost six months ago In 
Columbus, Ohio, where Sauduke 
born. Aftar a month of Intensive 
lng, Harris left Ohio to travel around 
the Unltad Stalee with his new friend. 
Blind from birth, Harris Is 
broadcasting and spent a 
each at U. of I., CIrcle Campus and 
Northern Ullnols University before 
coming to TCC thIs fall. Both he and 
Bauduke take RTA Bus 364 to school. 
ACCOrding to Harls, uBauduke 
mofS convenient than the cane 
more responslblltty. too." 
allowa Harris a more Ind,ependElnll 
freedom of movement than 
ever had befors. Harris, who 
mutes to Chicago about three or 
times a week, enjoys traveling. "I 
don't believe In sitting around," he 
8Old. 
Graduation 
petition deadline 
approaching 
Studenls eligIble for graduation by 
the end of the faU aemester must file 
an application for graduation by Oct 
22. This requirement applies to 
studants applyIng for the Ae.oclal. 
In Arts degree, Associate In Science 
degree, Aeaoclalo In Applied Science 
degree, and those completing re-
quirements for a certificate. 
St~nta can apply for graduation 
at the Admissions and Records Of· 
flce. Room 2123, located at the north 
ond 01 Lavel II. The application must 
be submItted to the Controllefa Of· 
llca by next FrIday with a $5 appllca-
tlonfse. 
Students are responsible tor 
reading and checking the re· 
qulrements for graduation. Pages 
21·23 In the current catalog can be 
referred to for specific Information. 
urier survey reveals third floor preferred site for Harry 
n the survey conducted In the 
l30, Courlar, more tnan hatf of all 
had PQndants expressed their opinion 
;I, whO t Tcc"s new Harrls 500 mln~ 
a. br puter should be located on the 
fda on d floor at the present sits of the 
computer. 
h$ survey was suggested to the 
rlllr by a business department 
Ity member end grew out of the 
troveray between the Board of 
stees and the business faculty 
~Iser .ng where to put "Harry"". 
nt apol "'ug",,~ the Board voted to hIre 
engineering firm to draw..up plans 
ocate the computer on the lower 
l The maJority 01 buslne •• lacul· 
10 change tha Beord's mInd. 
y want the computer on the third 
oard member Dorothy Smith 
se." aUonad the COurle~s motives for 
"lnt. on 
conductIng the computer survey. 
Mrs. SmIth insists thet no controver-
sy exlsls and Ihe Issue has already 
been daclded by the Board. 
Students totaled 85 percent of all 
respondents and are Indicated by 
"S". Instructors and staff members 
are represented by "IIS'''. 
Where do you think the Harris com-
puter should be locatad? 
.. on lhe third floor, on the present 
sUe of tho IBM computer. 6-30%, 
I/$-~%, Toial-53% 
b. In the lower I..,'" of tho learning 
R.source Cenler (LRC), the base-
ment. S-12%.IIS-O°/8, Total-t2% 
Co on Ihethlrd lloor, with 8Otollit. sta-
llone (tennlnals) located In different 
"' .... 5-16%, US-12%, TotaI-28% 
d. In Ih. lower 1 .... 1 of the LHe, with 
•• tomt. slallons located In different 
areas of the building. S-3%, 
1/$-0%, Total-3% 
e. no preference. $-1%. IIS-O%, 
Total-to;. 
f. other. 5-3%.115-0%, Total-3% 
Survey Comments 
"Location doesn't count as long 88 
terminals are accessible when nfitSd.. 
ed, especially al semester's end." 
"I feel It Is wrong \0 pay the extra lab 
fee this faU sInce we cannot use the 
new Harris. 
''There Is no reason why tnts (the 
computer) should nol be working 
right now. 
"User departments. like 
mathematics, shOUld have ready so-
cess to terminals close to 
classrooms or In classrooms-" 
"The location of the CPU (Central 
I'roceulng Unit) Is pretty much Irrele-
van~ at least to Ihe student. Th. CPU 
should be located In whatever place 
18 most convenient to those who will 
have direct contact with It. That does 
not Include the students. The onty 
thing that is relevant to the student 18 
the CPU-student interface, that Is, 
the termlnel Of card reader. Terminals 
can be located anywhere in the 
building. The ba8ement 'S fine. til. 
third floor 18 fine. EIther place, or 
hoth. /I would be very nice 10 heve 
unllmltad ac:ceea to the termInals. If 
the . administration '"Isthet the 
basement Is better from a securtty 
S1andpolnt, then by all msana, put 
lermlnals In the baaomenl. The CPU 
can slill be located on the third Itoor. 
Just run some wires .•• then wJth all 
the money they save by putting the 
CPU on the third Iloor, they can buy • 
few more terminals and put them In 
other locations throughout the 
building. Even on the thIrd floor." 
-, roally don't know what all the luas 
Is about. Basically, I think It'. Just. 
power struggfe_ Everybody flghllng 
for control of the computer." 
In the SepL 30 lea •• , the Courl.,tn-
correctly staled the price 01 locating 
the Hams In the lower level. The ac-
tual cost dropped from $137,000 to 
$113,500, when the Board voted 10 
suspend construction 01 cl8SSIooms, 
which ",.ra to be built In conluntlon 
with the computer 'aclilty. Tnlollguro 
Is Included In Iha projected budget 
deflcll of $58(),ooo. 
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Ministries bring spirit 
by Gina Caruso 
Campus Ministries Is In full swing 
once again, tnvltlng members_ of the 
Tee community to )oln them tn their 
discussions and Bible studies held 
every Tuesday. Wednesday and 
Thursday at noon In the Grotto, 
located next to the cafeteria. 
The Wednesday dlscusstons, also 
called "Theology for Lunch," present 
timely topics, In 8 panel discussion 
format, with a question and answer 
period towards the end of the 
meeting. 
The group discussed "The Church 
and AlcohOlism Treatment" Sept. 29. 
Among those present on the panel 
were Tee faculty member Ron Far· 
quhar. coordinator; Alfred Grossen· 
bacher. clinical supervisor of the 
Alcoholism Treatment Center at In-
Cheerleaders 
ready to root 
If you have not focused your eyes 
on this years cheerleaders yet. get 
ready to do so. 
Cheerleaders were chosen during 
the second week of September. The 
1982-83 squad Includes: Janelle An-
tonlettl, captain, Terry Schnetter, co-
captain, Mary calcaterra. R'obln 
Hacker, Pam Brower, Andrea 
Sehwar7, Krlstl, Flores. N~ulka 
Johnson, Val8fle Naldez and Penny 
Swan. 
"We have many exciting plans for 
this academic year:' said Captain 
AntonletU. These plans Include 8 
cheerleadlng competition during the 
basketball tournament In November. 
Cheerleadlng tryouts will be held 
during the week of Nov. 8. 
When asi<.ed how the team Is pro-
gressing, Captain Antonlettl respond· 
ed, .. , teel that the squad Is really 
strong this year." 
galls Hospital, and Edward Howe, 
director of tho Chicago Teen 
Challenge Organization. located at 
3155 Ashland Ave., Chicago. 
Grossenbacher opened the 
meeting with a brief history of 
Alcoholics Anonymous. Founded In 
1934. It has grown to 8 membership 
of 3 billion people. He emphasized 
that AA reUes strongly on "8 power 
greater than yourself or of your own 
understanding to successfully 
recover 1rom alcoholism." This 
spiritual element helps people do 
what they know they ought to do. He 
defined alcoholism as 8 "self· 
Inflicted disease:' because we must 
"choose to drink." He beHeves 
alcoholism Is a sertous problem and 
concluded, "Ignorance of alcoholism 
Is deadly, because alcohOlism Is ter· 
mlnal." 
Ed Howe, from Teen Challenge. a 
Christian organizatIon that deals 
with young people who are In trouble 
and need help, stressed the Impor~ 
tance of making parents and church 
communities aware of drug and 
alcohol abuse among youth. He feels 
long term programs are necessary to 
keep teenagers headed In the right 
direction, away from the dangers 
drugs and alcohol present. 
Farquhar concluded the meeting 
by suggesting several books that are 
helpful Sources of Information for 
people aflected by alcoholism. They 
included: AlcohOliCS Victorious by 
Jerry Ounne and God Is lor the 
Alcoholic-New Lila Therapy 
published by Moody Press. Grossen-
bacher suggested Leeming to Live 
Again by Mmer and Gorsky. This 
manual Is used at Ingalls Hospital In 
their Alcoholism Treatment center. 
Campus Mlnlstrtes has a book 
table set up by the ramp on the se-
cond floor which provides faculty and 
students the opportunity to select 
from a variety of Christian books Bnd 
pamphlets. 
MAKE $12.200 
FOR COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE 
GOING 10 COLLEGE. 
Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend 
a month and a couple of summers during college, 
and they'l\ give you over $12,000 for college. Up to 
$4.000 in college aid is yours just for joining most 
units. Plus over $2.200 for two summer training 
periods. And another $6.000 for serving a week-
end a month plus two weeks a year. Interested? 
For more information call any of the numbers listed 
below. Or stop by. 
ARMY RESERVE. 
BEALL YOU CAN BE. 
514 E. 162nd St. 
South Holland, IL 
Tel: 333·5130 
MITCHELL'S MOTORS 
AUTO SALES 80DY SHOP 
COIII!>!.lI!T!! AUTO IIIIII'AIRS [II 
.Y::::;::;~ ~.--
WE $P£C1AltZt .. 
toIiWtAttAL ACtOUNT SBVU 
Oct. 14. 111& 
International club seeks members -
by Nancy eumo" and John-Paul Adami 
Ethnocentrism Is the belief that the 
culture In which you live Is superior to 
any other cultufe. Almost all 
AmerIcans, Including TeC students, 
afe guilty of ethnocentrism. To break 
this habit, students and faculty 
should become acquaInted with the 
International Club. Sponsored by Or. 
MIchael sehnur Bnd Beatrtce Slay, 
the International Club Is an educa-
tional, fascinating and enjoyable 
campus organization. 
Brazil, Pakistan, France, Ethlop~ 
East Africa and Palestine. Beglnnlt\ 
In Jan .• students from canada III e 
Egypt who are applying for adml 0 
tance to the college wlll b fl 
represented In the International Chi fI 
International Club offers forelg c: 
students an opportunity to get' " 
know one another. ; 
Marllou Santlano. pruldent of Inter· 
national Club, Is dre.sed In her nattva 
Allplno coetume for International 
D8y,1982. 
Returning from last year, Marllou 
Santlano resumes ,her role as presl· 
denL Originally from the Phlillpln ... 
she Is an American c1t1zen who has 
lived In the U.S. for eleven years. 
Marllou Is excited about the club this 
year and hopes It will be as suc-
cessful as last year. 
"8elonglng to the club allows th 
student to become more aware O· d' 
cultures Bnd how they Interact wli fT' 
society," said Schur. He added tho 01 
club Is limIted to those IndlvldUl1. t( 
who are wllUng to share their CUltufl. pi 
with other club members. b: 
Students present their cultur 5t 
through slide shows and talkll'( '{' 
about their folklore and customs. 
ASSisting Marnou as vice-president 
Is Isam Habbard and Secretary Abeer 
Habbard, both from Jordan. 
Other members of the club Include 
students from Thailand, Nigeria, 
FOR ADS 
tn return, the club offers memb« 
tours through Chicago, focuslno 0 
areas representing 8 specific elM C 
culture such as little Ita~ "-
Chinatown and Greektown. Ttl 
Club's officers are also COl' 
templating an Easter trIp to Londo 51-: 
or Jordan. 10 
Some students may remember Is G, 
year's social event, "Taste )'fX M· 
Culture". Headed by Slay, tt. at 
students opened up their kitchens 11 to 
everyone to try foods of differ!! 
lands. The function was a SUCCGf 
and It Is on the schedule of even! m 
this year. sk 
Internatlonal.tudent., Mona Haddad 
and an unidentified nomad modo! 
their native Jordanian dress. 
Call 
596·2000 
Ext. 336 
Applications for International CI~ sk 
Are being accepted untn tOmGmlI 1e; 
The first meeting will be November 8 
It will be an open session, ar or. 
everyone Is welcome. 
BERTON'S 
MEATS & DELI 
14729 Greenwood, Dolton 
841·4770 
SAVE TIME & MONEY 
CALL US TODAY 
• Custom Cut Meat 
• Home Freezer Orders 
• Homemade Sausages 
• Select Luncheon Meats 
• PARTY TRAYS 
FOOD OASIS 
ALMAR PLAZA 
15425 Cottage Grove, Dolton 
849-7110 
EAT IN or 
CARRY OUT 
• Italian Beef & Sausage Sandwiches 
• Subs - Pizza 
• Chile - Soup 
• PARTY TRAYS 
Hours 
Mon-Fri-9-9 
Sat-8-6 
Sun-10-5 
What Is 6 feet long and can feed 
36 people? 
Hours 
Mon-Thu-10-9 
Frl-Sat-10-10 
Sun-11-6 
A 6 foot SUB from BERTON'S 
Available at both stores 
Berton Meat & Deli 
14729 Greenwood, Dolton 
841·4770 
Berton Food Oasis 
15425 Cottage, Almar Plaza, 
Dolton 
849-7110 
Buy 3 Italian Beef or 
Italian Sausage Sandwiches 
- GET 4th SANDWICH FREE-
Berton Meat & Deli 
14729 GreenWOOd, Dolton 
841-4770 
Berton Food Oasis 
15425 Cottage, Almar Plaza, 
Dolton 
849-7110 
Buy 3 Ham Subs or 
Berton Subs 
GET 4TH SUB FREE 
to 
.t· 
co 
en 
tic" 
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BULLDOG 
Tee gets no kick in loss 
by larry Hartnett one touchdown pass and one In-
A Bulldog missed extra poInt at terceptlon. 
6:12 of the fourth Quarter, followIng a Rock Valley broke a scoreless 
tyIng Tee tally. loomed mighty big In halftime deadlock with a eight-yard 
the squad's homecoming N4C game TO pass from Quarterback Steve Stull 
with 14·natlonal ranked Rockford to George Scott at 10:45 of the third 
Rock Valley Saturday. Quarter. 
Trojan piece-kicker Pet Woods. A Bulldog Eric Kaiser Interception 
who was zero of three on field goal of a Trolan throw, with 12:14 left In 
tries during regulation, kicked a regulation, gave the Tee offense an 
three-pointer In overtime to hand the opportunity. The Trojans helped the 
Bulldogs a 9 _ 6 heartbreaking loss. cause with a 15-yard penalty on the 
TCC plays at OuPage Saturday In a turnover, placing the ball at the Rock 
1 p.m. conference contest. Valley 49-yard line. 
The Rock Valley decision was the The Bulldogs went 44 yards 
Bulldogs' fifth straight defeat, dropp- downfleld on 10 plays before Mar~ 
lng Thornton's record to 1 _ 5 (0. 51n shall, on fourth-and.goal at the five. 
N4C play). hit Kevin Dermody In the end zone 
"We played well, no doubt abOut It. with 6:12 remaining. 
This game was the best effort this A key play, though, on the drive 
year," said Tee head coach Dennis was a 17-yard gain on a left sideline 
Smith. "We played them Just as weil pass from Marshall to Ken Franklin 
85 they played us. If they're 14th In on a fourth·end·slx with 7:44 to play. 
the nation, we must be 15th." That put the pigskin on the Rock 
Bulldog sophomore Quarterback Valley seven. 
Kurt Marshall, who prevIously ex- Prep8rB;tlon for the game during 
perlenced Inconsistency. had his best the week s practices came In the 
game of the campaign Saturda The form of mental readiness. Coach 
Rockford native was elghtof 17~~r80 Smith Intended to rid the squad of I1s 
yards, one touchdown pass and one "one touchdown end we've lost" at· 
fnterceptlon. tltude. 
Grand Raiders plunge 
Bulldogs down rapids 
by lany Hartnell 
Could tt have been Just a 
dream? .. No. 
Though the Bulldog footbalf squad 
traveled to Michigan, Oct. 2 on a Mid-
America bus-the Mirage-and 
played Grand Rapids on artificial turf, 
the 49-0 humlUatlon the Tee team 
suffered was all too real. 
Head coach Donnls Smith under-
standably didn't have much to say 
after the deCision. It was the 
Bulldogs' fourth straight defeat. In 
that span, TCC was shut out twice 
while being outscored 121.10. 
Quarter was the reason for Grand 
Rapids' 28-polnt offensive surge. The 
four Bulldog possessions In the 
quarter had Tee advancing from Its 
one-yard Une to the 43-
Grand Rapids signal caller, Doug 
Waha. played a big part In his team's 
first three- scores, throwing nine 
yards for one TO and running three 
and one yards for two more. Though 
the Raiders led ont)' 6-0 midway 
through the second quarter, the last 
5:11 before the half had Grand 
RapIds scorIng 22 pOints. 
The final RaIder first-half 
touchdown came when Darren Porg 
Intercepted 8 Bulfdog pass and, from 
scrimmage. scampered 43 yards 
down the right sideline (or on, as 
most thought) for the tafly. 
Kurt Marshan. who grew up In 
Rockford OL). attempted Saturday In 
the Bulldogs' Homecoming game 
with Rock Valley (Rockford) to prove 
himself worthy of the atartlng 
quarterback role. 
Kevin Dermody. v.luable to both 
defense and offense 
AII.nBo Moore led the Bulldog defen-
sive unit agalnlt Orand Rapids with 
four quarterback sacks. 
Oct. 14, ll;le. 
SPORTS Th 
Student manages job 
on football sidelines « 
Final Score 
by LaITy Hartnett 
Sports EdUor 
Steve Pappa to some 9,OOO-plus In 
attendance at TCC Is Just a student. 
However, those familiar with Bulldog 
football know of the big responslblll· 
ty the 26-year-old Dolton resident 
has. 
Although most wouldn't want hIs 
Job, according to Pappa, he enjoys 
the time spent as the gridiron equip· 
ment manager. '" like to be here. 
Though the pay isn't much, I enJoy 
what 1 do," said Pappa 
The devoted EM, though one man, 
Is mighty In both his work and think,-
Ing. According to Pappa's accurate 
judgement, he does the work at Tee 
that a staff of ten would do 
elsewhere. 
When not In demand, the Thorn· 
rJdge graduate follows the career of 
h1s younger brother David, who's a 
senior quarterback at Thornwood 
High SchOol. 
Whl1e Steve's mInor at Thornton 
Community Is tn education and major 
In law enforcement, the two will be 
reversed when Pappa decides on a 
four·year schooL one of Steve's 
former employers was the Harvey 
Ponce Department where he was a 
deputy. 
Pappa, too, hopes to obtain further 
schooling In physical education as 
he's Interested In being a tratner. The 
Bulldog student already has his First 
Aid card. 
"Right now, I'm putting out feelers 
10 various universities." said Pappa. 
~'Northwestern (In Evanston) Is the 
one, now, I'd like to go to. What I 
hear, they have a good sports 
medicine program." Steve had 
previous thoughts of going to Ilnnols 
State University. 
"I'm working for {football coecl 
:~~~ ~~~:;"f~~ t~~d:lt~~ ~~~ r 
day. I enjoy It a lot." I 
During football Saturdays, Papp 
Is 8. busy man, trying to keep Ul 
Bulldog players and coaches haPPl L 
And because his work puts h~g 
behind the sidelines, many occaslor,.srr. 
the first time he sees the game lOll 
when the team looks over films. -.uS! 
Because of personal reason'8S 
Pappa dIdn't make the trIp to Gref' 0 
Rapids with the team, Oct 2. He w"te 
I, 
Ide 
St..,. Pappa, equipment manag~ ~ 
------_. 
accordingly, missed as was 8vl~ 
of the team's equipment scatt~ 
about the sidelines. Despite P" 
Bulldogs' 49-0 loss, he stili vi8\! 
the films. 
"What can I say?" said Smith. "I 
didn't see much. We fumbled the ball 
and had a crucial caU here and there. 
Grand Rapids Is a good team. They 
tOOk advantage of the errors; we 
didn't." The Rapids Raiders lost the 
Digskin on four occasions. 
The rGal bright spot for the 
Bulldogs was the Incredible defen-
sive play of Alfanso Moore. Not once 
or twh::e but four times, Moore sacked 
Raider quarterbacks. The setbacks 
totaled 17 yards. 
Small asks for student involvement 
"I'm the most popular guy on! 
team," said Pappa. "All they do IS)i! 
for me, even In the locker room.1S! 
coaches who are busy before Ie! 
game, can't help. They have the Tt,( 
game talks and drtlls as well B5 'n 
media always asking questions. U 
"I do everything, tape ..• anytl>;c 
they want," he added. "There Is lor 
of work during the week, too, dUftp, 
practices. ( have to work with ~f 
wIth different personatltles. EvetYtn. 
wants something right now, not Itr! 
or yesterday." n' Grand Rapids, In outgafnlng Thorn-
ton In offensive yards 337 to 150, had 
'71 yards on 52 carries on the 
ground. The Raiders were 8 of 13 for 
166 yards and two Interceptfons 
passing. 
Bulldogs Kevin Dermody and John 
Muta came up with the defensive 
gems. The Raiders had two fumbles 
lost. Those were recovered by Muta 
and Sfandon Brown. 
The Bulldog. offense, meanwhile. 
was held tn place by a stubborn 
Raider defense. TCC had 63 yards on 
43 rushes. In the air, the squad was 6 
of 22 tor 67 yards and three Intercep.-
tions. 
Dave Huss, 28 yards on eight runs, 
and Marcus Greer, 19 yards on seven 
tries, were Bulldog leaders on the 
ground. 
DermOdy offered some relief to the 
quarterback position In the second 
half. Kevin (three of eight for S2 yards 
snd one Interception) was two of six 
for 42 yards. On the play, the 
sophomore thrower was charged 
with an Interception on a deflection, 
Dermody stopped tho thIeving Raider 
on a solo tackle. 
Bulldog scoring efforts WGre 
hampered by both penalties and 
Raider Tee quarterback sacks. While 
Thornton had 80 yards walked off on 
10 calls, four sacks accounted for 
negative 48 yards. Tee also lost two 
hlfT\hl~~. 
by Lony Hartnell 
The set deadline for Bulldog In· 
tramural bowling sign-up has past. 
The elght·week activity is slated to 
begin Tuesday. 
However, while the pins drop at the 
Riverdale Parkview Lanes, two new 
Intramural activities of Interest are 
Rolph Miller, athletic director 
comlng-a six-mile run and VOlley. 
ball. 
Tennis, which was the first In· 
tramural this school year, "had a 
super turnout," said Gymnasium 
Supervisor Linda Small, an assIstant 
to Athletic Director Ralph Miller In tn· 
tramurals. 
Deadline for the six-mile run Is OCt. 
22, the same date as the activity. At 
press time, Small dId not know 
whether the run was to be held on or 
off-campus. 
The last day, meanwhfte, forvorley· 
ban slgfHIp Is OCt. 22. Play begins 
OCt. 26. 
"Those who are Interested," said 
Small, "should pick up a roster on a 
bulletin board throughout the school. 
In every actMty, there'll be awards 
given for a number of categorIes. 
"There are a variety of activities," 
she added, "to appeal to everyone. 
meet with the taste and needs of 
students. They're set. too, to accom-
modate schedules of the students." 
Only students and faculty 
members with proof of a TCC 10 are 
eligible to partiCipate In the In-
tramural program. 
Those Interested, who have ques~ 
tions, should contact Small In the 
Fletd House, ext. 335. 
An extra Intramural activity, In the 
midst of competfUon, Is free throw 
shooting. After the round on Oct, 1, 
which shooters were expected to 
make 6 of 10 shots, 22 players, In.-
cluding two females, ware remaining_ 
Tomorrow the shooters who sur· 
vlved last Frlday's 7 of 10 6)C8CtJtlon 
wfI( walk up to the free throw Una at· 
tempting to make 8 of 10. Shooting 
takes place In the gym from 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. 
Competition, according to Small, Is 
expected to run through the begin-
ning of the basketball season at Tcc. 
If this prediction comes true, the 
pressure wHl be put on when the elite 
step up to the Une at halftime In front 
of a roaring crowd. 
Individual play fails to score 
by Mlk. Soldor 
'~e have to play team goU" Is how 
coach Or. Russell Moreland explain--
ad his team's prob1em. "Everybody 
has to play for the team and not for 
his Individual score." 
The Bulldogs recently played three 
matches. One was held at Harper COl. 
lege, where they scored a fifth place 
finish out of sIx teams. They then 
'~_ ..... I ... ~ t .... 0 ........ '" V:fl11-=v whArq they 
finished last out of six. They also 
played an InvltaHonal meel held at 
Joliet Jr. COllege placing 13 out of 18 
teams. The team would have finished 
at a OOtt8.r ranking had It not been for 
the disqualification 01 Bob Sloan. 
Sloan "holed out" the wrong ball 
resulting tn his elimination. By this. 
his- score of n was cancelled forcing 
the team to U96 Tom Sweeny's score 
of 102. The disqualification meant a 
25 stroke- penalty to the team score. 
The Bulldog studen~ though. .. 
tape everything but ankl.... A"e. 
why. he replied, "Those things T' 
sort of funny. I haven't yet gottenrS' 
proper tightness for taping ankle 
don't want to put It on too Ught so 
a result, the tape goes on loose. lIP" 
with practice, I'm leamlng." I 
SophOmore studenUfootball pi 
Tony Palombi helps Pappa out I 
his tasks. While h. Isn't pl~ 
guard/tackle, Palombi's off.fi 
specIalty Is taping. 
Who, then, tapes Tony's 8nIG 
Coach SmIth. of course. SmHh,1 
last year's lack of help. dId m05 
lhe taping along with his , 
associate coaches. 
See Pappa manage. Palombll, 
and coaches rule on Oct. 23, It 
final 1982 home game, when 
Bulldogs take on Harper. The &-
day N4C conlest begIns at 1 p.> 
Come out, show your spirt! 
root your team on to a vtctory.U" 
your true colors, black and 1 
Correction 
The Sept. 1SIssue of the c~ 
correctly stated that Janet Na 
tramuraltathtetlc dIrector. had 
fired. A review of the offk:faJ & , 
mtnutes revealed that her pas ( 
had been abolished by the B08Ii f 
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Campus 
landscape 
I 
)mproved 
landSCaping Improvements total. 
"In; $23,500 ate naarly completed on 
'campus. Sunrl.a Landscaplno, 01 
'South Holland. plantad, savaral 
• »uah!>s and traes on ,the east and 
"!Nest .Idas of tha building. 
d On the aast .Ide. bu.hes border 
•. j"" esment wall which protects tha 
ilf conditioning fan.. On tha west 
,Ide. bushes and plant. line the wall. 
both In front of the Paflormlng Art. 
Center'Shd In front of the cafeteria. 
-Tress are also planted throughout 
=grounds on both the east and . t side of the main campus no· 
J According to Groundskeeper E Aardema. the trees and wilt be matntalned by the 
• No out.lde help wl1l be need· 
ieS to care for the new foliage. 
t The money for the extensive tand-
I 
I 
i 
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Improveman'" are occurrlno Ihroughout the compu •• Tho newly'planted 
landscaping, In the form of achruba. trHa, planta and evergrHU, haM act.. 
dod ch.' ...... to "'" aoh ..... •• au_lno ground •• 
seaplng proJect was budQeted la.t 
year. 
Another grou_lmprovement pr0-
ject Is a logging track presantly being 
constructed near the river. The trail Is 
being laid In the grass across from 
the teachars' parking lot 
Wood cI1lps donated by a prl.ata 
traa-cultlno firm will be used to top 
thetreck. 
7 awarded 
ergy conservation grant approved 
results 01 the audit provided tho 
baals for the conege·s recommenda· 
tlon of modllications 01 buUdlno 
systems and equipment that would 
both conserve energy and provide a 
savlnos to the cotlege. The anargy 
conservation grant was awarded 
Aug. 3t and racelved by the cotlege 
one week later. 
Several energy conservation 
measures belno made with tho grant 
are mlnlfnum outside air dampe ... 
economl%er controls, fan speed and 
fan motor controllers. which all Im-
prove conttol of amount of air 
Ihrough tho bulldlno. 
Other Improvements Include heat 
recovery for domestic water and 1m-
proved heal control for boilers. Im-
proved controls on air condilloning 
systam and air curtains for the doOrs. 
Although Ihese Improvements will 
cost $246,000. estimated annual sav· 
Ings to the collega will be $131.000 
per y .. r. Thus. TCC will r .. 11ze a 
$25.000 savings after the flrat year of 
completion of the project. 
The Improvements wtll be oom-
pleted over a 12·month period. A 
technical analysts of the building he. 
been conducted. but • contract for 
the Improvements h .. not baan ap-
proved yet 
II'i.IDIIa.JIIl o..t_ of The Men W/Jo Came to D/nna,_ up for ... __ 1 In lito Performlng_ ConI.,. Tho pia, _. tommorow night and runs through Sund.y. Showtlma 10 8 p.m. boIh t_arrow and 
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ols the north ramp China bound p.2 
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o Who's best choice for Gov? 
oSantiano wins Trivia Contest 
oSuccessful soccer coach departs 
oBulldogs end losing streak 
College cracks down 
on bouncing checks 
by eric SUmbari. 
Students having a habit of writing 
bad checks should stop this practice 
during registration due to a new 
crackdown on bouncing checks. A 
new payment policy has been In ef· 
fect since last year which has helped 
.ave money by stopping bad checks. 
If a student writes a bad chack to 
pay tuition, the check 10 procasaed 
the first lime. aven 1111 bounces. The 
bad chacko are then reproces.ed. 
Tee Controller·Tr ... urer William 
A Malnts said SO to eo percent of the 
bad chacks ara cleared up by tha .... 
cond tlma they are proces.ed. 
A sludent hevlng a bad _ the 
second time receives a notice concer-
nino hi. debt. He has 10 day. to pay 
the debt after the nOUce la sent. 
If the student does not pay. he Is 
dropped from all cia .... and cannot 
raglster unilith. dablls payed. A stu· 
dent may not r.regtstet during the 
same term he Is dropped. 
A Itudent I. also respo~slble for 
payment of his reglatrallon and ap-
plication. f .... If a studant doe. not 
pay these dabts. the problem will be 
turned over to a coUection agency. If 
the student stili retuses to pay. an at· 
torney will be contacted. 
Meints concetved and adopted the 
policy last year. Since then the pro-
blem 01 bad chacks has Improved. 
Morelhan 10.000 chacks are racelVed 
by tha college every .emaster. Last 
samestar. only 121 of tham bOUnced. 
Tho.e 121 checks cost the coIlega 
over $11.000. But the ligures show 
Ihat more than 88 percent of Tee 
studants are In Ihe habit of paylno fot 
lhelr aducatlon with good Checks. 
Processing fea. for the bad check. 
amount to $12 to $25 per student 
when the cost of tetter. and 
telephona calls Is added. 
Malnt. added that the policy TCC 
has adopted I. very lanlent. "I can't 
think of any bualness or school that 
would allow 10 day. to claa. up a bad 
chack," Meints said. "Usually. 24 
hours Is all tha lime allowed." 
Tips on job hunting 
by Mark Lmns 
Joba ara vary hord to gat thasa 
days. especially a job that you wilt .... 
joy for a good part of your Ilfa. 
Because there .. a eo many people 
out of work you musl know whet 
you' .. dolno when you apply for a 
Job. You .hould sat loma guldollnes 
to follow to make oure you ate 
prep .. ed for whet confronts you. 
When decldlno what kind 01 a job 
you want. choose an .... thet .... 
tares ... you. otherwise you will quick-
ly grow tired of your job. 
To find employment In tha atsa you 
are Intere.ted In. you can took In 
many places. Newspapers, want ads 
and word of mouth always prove to 
be hendy In _no employment 
Another way to find a job Ia to go Into 
a place you would like to work and In-
qulra abOUt a pOSllb1e openlno. Ther. 
may be a "hidden job" open for you. 
Fall fever 
Fatal to sleep 
Fall fever haa struck with 
vengeancel After waking all weak al 
6 a.m. lor work, I like to lleap In on 
the weekond •• That ... I did unlll the 
drseded dl ..... of fall salin. 
Last Saturday at 9 a.m., my eyes 
popped open. a warm frash br ........ 
• _ my bedroom. I told myself II 
juSI couIdn' be a beautiful day-go 
back to sleep. Flft .. n mlnuta.laler, I 
was at the window checklno the 
weather and planning my day. 
II was 75 degr .... parlect for golf. 
horsa.back rldlno, hlldng through the 
Woods o. Just anything ouldoorol 
Panic hit mal Was thl. poosIbIy the 
last gorgeous day of the year? Would 
snow flakes and icicles domInale my 
anvlfonment lomorrow? My honda 
ware shaking as I buttoned my 
blouse and headed for the door. 
My boyfriend looked at ma with a 
,mixtura of dlegust and disillusion-
ment as I yelled. -Get dresHd, we 
hava to go. Go, GOI" 
"Go where?" he asked. 
.. Anywh.... just get youreelf In 
gasrt .. 
The poor man's eyes were cIoaed 
as we mounted the horaas and heed· 
ed lor the trail •• After two houra of 
When saatohlno for work, It Is a 
good Id .. to have a complet. raauma 
by your slda. On lhe r .. ume Include 
your work history, horne actl.lty. 
education expertences, hObblaa and 
any other Information Ihat you f.al 
will aid In obtalnlno employment It Is 
also a good Idea to Include 
references In your resume. 
As part 01 the hiring process moat 
employ.r. will requlra an Inlervlew. 
Herets where you must prov. to your 
tentative employ .. thet you ate worth 
hlrlno. To acompllsh this, dr ... neat· 
Iy and be well groomed, try to be early 
If you he.a • timed appointment 
Wrtte down que.tlona to ask the tn-
tervlewer about the job becausa you 
will probably be too nervous to Ihlnk 
of them at the Interview. Try and be 
as calm as poeslble. the Interview .. 
wilt usually be very friendly. Moat 1m-
portanlly. be poeHive about youraatf. 
but don't be eo poelll.a thet you ... 
too pushy. Try and be youraalf. baing 
friendly will only help In Imprasslno 
the interviewer. 
lIedly walked to the car. complaining 
aboul naver belno the same again. 
But I r .... ured him thet a little .xer· 
clse would loosen thol. ,ena. 
muscles. 
Elght .. n holes of golf did WORders 
for hi. tblgba, how .... g.llino Into 
the swing of thlnos dldn't seam to 
help the bureilla In his shoulder. Tha 
guy needed a rest. 
What better way to reat up then to 
heve a berbecue. WhIl.1 pr_rad the 
salad. Jim started the cools. I was 
,,\arvlng and thOse steaks weren' 
cooIdno fUI enough. As I poured 
more IIghler on the coals, Jim leaned 
over to adjust something. The ameli 
of burnt heir filled the air. looking uP. 
I found a man wUh no ayabrows and a 
,acadlno hairline gazing at me. After 
r .... urlno him lhet It was "nothlno," 
I rushed him out of the apartment and 
away 'rom mltrors. 
Tho bass were biting at Poto-
watomaa laIca. the flahlng poIea ware 
ready. With my fifth caat, I hooked • 
big one. but I couldn't real It In. Jim 
wes close to the wal.,.. edQ. ral'-
Ing the tension on the llna. The fI.h 
fought for ten mlnules batora a ruah 
01 human kindness hll me. it deserv-
ed to II ... 10 t cut the lin •. Needle .. 
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Popularity 
politics 
by Tim Skinner 
The beauty 01 politics Is familiar to 
us all. Not the graceful verbal battles 
we Bre all famliler with, but popularity 
politics: the B.rt of hustling yotes 
without confronting malor Issues. 
You may recall the Kennedy-Nixon 
debate In the sarly SO's, In which 
many claimed Nixon suffered defeat 
because of his refusal to wear 
makeup during the televised contest. 
Another prime example Is the 
Presidential election In 1976. when 
JImmy Carter won the hearts of the 
American public with his Southern 
charm and honest casual manner 
and defeated Incumbent Gerald Ford. 
On B smaller scale, although no less 
Impressive. the upcoming guber· 
natorlal election In illinois contains 
the elements of a typical old-
fashioned popularity contest. 
Despite the many Issue, Involved 
'" the Nov. 2 election. popularity will 
undoubtedly decide the fate of il-
linois. COntestants Gov. Jim Thomp-
son and Adlai Stevenson have, of 
course, met head to head concerning 
Important Issues confronting the 
state, but exposure to the public 
plays a key role In determining the 
victor. 
"~T IF '101) CAt..! .1l)9nPl rr. .. 
-rnl~ I'G AN e-mICS c:.u\~. II 
Jim Thompson, an experienced 
political tactltlon. has taken the good 
"down home tloy" approach tu 
political campaigning. He sports 
casual attire and a newly acquired 
southern accent_ Thompson seems 
to be simulating Jimmy Certer's ap· 
proach to polltl~s. whlle streSSing his 
.. tough man for tough times" Image. 
Appearing In television ads clad In 8 
sweater, and often without a tie, 
Thompson Is shown talking with In-
divIdual groups whom you know he 
would not spend a minute with If It 
were not election time. 
Adlai Stevenson, on the other 
hllnd, has taken II more oono8rvatlv. 
approach to public appearance. Rate--
ly seen publicly without his three-
piece suit, Stevenson seems more 
gruff. and aside from an occasIonal 
pun directed at his opponent, more 
serious, at least In his televisIon ads. 
Stevenson Is currently starting a full 
scale ad campaign of his own using a 
Ramp headed for China? 
.-. ..4fIII 
Attempts to repair tho berm, at the nofth end of tho main building have not 
rend.rod eaU.factory results. 
byTlmSklnner 
As you make your way up the ramp 
(Of berm) by the faculty per1<lng lot, 
you may not be aware that the 
downward sensation you are ex-
periencing Is actually real. Yes, If you 
stand on the berm long enough, you 
might nnd yourself In the livIng room 
of • family In Peking, China. 
The berm Is experiencing a cons· 
ttonal activity known as setttlng. ThiS 
occurrence Is similar to that found In 
newer homes. It Is most 8vldent In the 
home by those creaks you hear In the 
middle of the night, which you may 
have thought were deceased 
relatives sending messages from the 
gravs. It Is actually the settling of 
your home Into the grade. 
Your homa mey settle more 
gracefully than the berm. however. 
which Is evident from the gaping hole 
at the top of the structure, which Is 
Similar to a small scale aerial view of 
the San Andreas Fault In california. 
This crevice, which Is the direct 
result of the settling of the berm Into 
the grade, has plagued the thoughts 
of adminIstrators fOf some 1lme. Ac-
....... ~ ... - ........ r"\~ \AlII,"", ....... .,.,," nf =rl. 
remedy, the firm recommended the 
restructure of the befm but sug· 
gested It could be repaired. 8S 
necessary, at a more economically 
feasible price without safety Impair-
ment. 
II Is difficult to question the ad· 
mlnlstor's decision to repair rather 
than rebuild the berm, but the ques-
tion arises from the means In which 
they undertake such repairs_ 
Currently. repairs are done by fill· 
Ing In the crevIce with regular asphalt 
pavement, such as that used to cover 
parking lots and streets. The remedy 
proved to be Ineffective, however. 
because the asphalt sunk and the 
berm was left In Its present condition. 
One may questlon the use of a non· 
granular. aasUy compactible material 
In a heavy traffic area. -This tem-
porary solution has become en 
eyesore safely surrounded with flags 
to warn of Impending danger. 
Perhaps the entire proJect should 
be turned over to one of the geology 
classes so the fault can be tested for 
seismic 8ctMty. At least then it 
would fulfm an educatfonal purpose 
variation of President Reagan's cam· 
palgn slogsn, "Are you better off 
than you were four years ago?" 
Stevenson's slogan being "Can you 
stand more of the same?" highlights 
thlR art, which proves he C8nnot talk 
without a cue-card. 
These outlines may seem trivial to 
some but very real to those who vote 
for a candidate on a basis of looks, 
name or smile. 
You should exercise your rlght to 
vote. but In the event you shou~ 
come across a name or office on the 
ballot you are not familiar with, leave 
It blank, or fill In your own name. 
Remember, Snoopy got thousands of 
votes In the 1972 presidential elec-
tions but lost to Richard Nixon. 
Forum 
Non-smokers' rights 
Deer Editor, 
In today's mlnortty aware society 
one growing minority Is too often 
ovenooked-the non.smoker_ We are 
forced to cope with smokers tn all 
aspects of our lives, at work, home. 
parties, and at school. Non smokers 
generally have more sensitive olfao-
tory senses than smokers. CIgarette 
smoke Is an offensive smeli. It sUnks 
up your clothes. your car, your home 
and your life. 
It Is often difficult to take a stand 
for fear of offending those we love. 
Peer pressure 15 too often the reason 
we are a ·'sllent minority." Perhaps If 
we spoke out more often we would 
find we are not a minority after all_ 
What happened to the non-
smoking areas at Tee? Why aren't 
there more of them? Why aren't the 
ones that exist enforced? We belleve 
It Is prtmarlly tho responsibility of the 
school to provide and enforce these 
areas and smokers should realize 
that non-smokers are being abUSed. 
We would lIke to see the Courier take 
an active role In Informing the public 
of the non.smokers right to well b&-
Ing. 
Classified 
Slncerely. 
Larry Seaton 
Karin Blonsky 
STUDENT REP. NEEDED to promote our 
annual Spring areal( trips to Florida and 
our WInter Ski Trips. Reps. receive Fr(W) 
Trlps. plus commission. Cell or wnte: 
COASTAL TOURS. INC •• P.O. eox ea, OAK 
FOREST, Ok 6\l452 - (312) 535-3212. 
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by Davl 
Philosophy teacher, 
Charles Ledbetter 
"Wht 
10 sit I, 
themse 
they're 
live for 
would t 
In a co 
by Mlch •• 1 Roth 
Faculty member Charles Ledbetter 
has taught at TCC for 17 years. He 
teaches Philosophy 101 (Introduction 
to Philosophy), Philosophy 102 
(Ethics) and Humanities 101 (Com-
munication In Modern Media). In the 
spring he will be teaching a new 
course, Speech 109, which Involves 
persuasion according to print media. 
Ledbetter received the B.A. degree 
from the University of Houston and 
moved to the University of Minnesota 
to earn his Master's. He partiCipated 
In debate at Houston and was the 
coach of the debate team at Min-
nesota. 
The following Is a Courier Interview 
with the 17-year Instructor. 
Courkfr. If Socrates were alive today, 
what do you think he would say can· 
cernlng the present condition of 
American SOCiety? 
Lodbetter. I think that Socrates 
woutd feel very depressed abOut 
society. The people are more wealthy 
than they were at his time and don't 
have a true respect for values. 
Courier. What are your views on some 
of our modem day thinkers? 
Ledbetter: I'm not really Interested In 
modem day philosophers beCause 
lhay tJy to turn philosophy Into math. 
I feel the philosopher should work 
more toward the views of the people 
ACROSS DOWN 
1 Pari of HRH 1 Jump 
<4 Scatter 2 Before 
9 Haggard 3 Harvest 
heroine 4 Bend of color 
12 Galena. lor 5 Outs1anding 
one 6 Frolic 
13 Figure of 7 Simian 
speech B Old pronoun 
14 Play on 9 Health resort 
words 10 Barbarian 
15 Soup Of a 11 Goal 
SOft 17 Ungers 
16 European 19 Note of $Cale 
capital 20 A.H - one 
17 Staff 21 Grates 
18 Preen 22 Wldeawake 
20 Note of scale 24 Pierce 
21 Sun god 25 German dis-
23 Stender finial trict 
24 BalanCES 26 Octet 
28 High moun· 27 Hair nel 
lain 29€qual 
30 Amuse 31 BUShy clump 
32 Observes 33 BargaIn pur~ 
Dyksm, 
Center 
~'J J~ 
" @tl .. ~~!;~;: 
~Home! 
'~ Servlce~ 
; even th( 
a Luth, 
and reli 
The p 
physlca 
rather than trying to prove Ideas wlt ~it~~~; 
~~~r. Where Is philosophy he&( remain 
ed? ~~~ven~ 
lGDdbotter: I'm not quite sure where I s~s~ 
Is headed, but f feel the stress shaul "fe 
be placed more on the traditional a; ~::end z: 
proach. The views of Socrates an illinois I 
other traditional philosophers shoo The C 
~~m;,s::I~~~rt:~f:~OPhers yo ~~~~I:< 
cover In ctass, which do you most Ht tlvltles i 
teaching? "Thin. 
Ledbetter. t most like to teach th right nc 
views of Jean-Paul Sartrs becausehby ear" 
Is a contemporary philosopher. H OOI~r' 
pu,tut, In humRns the Idea of ~C60tEIl 
dlvldual responslbtllty and that 'limited' 
ourselves make us what we are. third ~{ 
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
Chase 
37 Lamprey 
38 Precious 
stones 
42 Negstive 
45Wotfhouod 
46 RepetitIon 
47 Though. for 
short 
48 Brunch 
49 Time gone by 
SO Mideast title 
52lnteAee1 
53 Meadow 
55 Hebrew 
month 
a.dvertls 
pie who 
·.,)(19ts-
for the 
said. 
34 Vast age ~~~~~_ 
3S East Indian 
palm 
36Clalmant 
39 Greek tetter 
40 MaIn. tor one 
41 Large cask 
"'NFL score 
44 Jotson 
45 Bower 
47 Greenish· 
. blue 
50 Turkish regi-
ment 
51 Night bird 
S4Witch 
SSGemstone 
56 Statemale 
57 Western 
Indian 
S8Evils 
59 Airline abbr. 
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$500 taken 
Video game invaders play Tee 
clean of quarter revenue 
semester. These suggestions Includ· CaprIce has Installed lock bars on 
by S. Murphy eel the Installation of a gate across four of the six machines. However, 
Approximately $500 was stolen the Game Room and the creation of a that practice seems only to slow 
from four video game machines In the new wall to "fence-In" the machines down thieves rather than prevent ac-
Game Room early Thursday morning. during the night. These Ideas, tUBI thefts. Breaking through the lock 
The lockS of the Gravlta. DlgDug, however, were dropped. According to bars actually causes the machines 
Centipede and Scramble games were Theobald, the cost factor and a "lack additional damage. Each video game 
apparently hammered or pryed open of Interest" hindered the creation of costs between $2,500 and $3,500 and 
In order to steal their contents. Each heavier security precautions. generates approximately $11,000 
machine held approximately $125 In The owner ot the machines, each year. 
quarter.. caprice Music, also supplies a According to Theobald, If problems 
Two additional machines, as well money changer to the Game Room. with Game Room break·lns continue, 
as two pool tables, were taft un· Wednesday night the changer was It Is accurate to assume that ad· 
disturbed. The burglar or burglars apo nearly empty. Most of that money mlntstrators wlU close down the 
parently entered the Game Room was assumed to be In the video recreation area. 
through the west door, leaving the games themselves. 
dOor unhinged following the break-In. 
Director of Sacurlly and Safety Coffee house set today in cafeteria James Mccann r.pans that five 
burglaries took plac. last semester. 
oophomoro toUbock Mike Churilla (42) ground. out ....... According to Stud.nt canter Dlrac- ThO IIrst S.ml·Annual Stud.nt Govornm.nt Association (SGA) 
Faculty Coffee Hause will be held ta-
ctav In thft cafft1arla frQm, 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. Free refreshments will be serv· 
ed. Including coffee and donuls. 
about courses and programs for the 
spring semester. ogoln.t Joliet In TCC·. Region IV ployo" game Oct. 30. tot Barbara Theobald. who at 7:40 
we ... defNted 34-17. ho.d coach D.nnlo SmHh wa. am. Thursday first discovered the 
af:1Irm' poi~orman"L So .. why he wo.ln L.rry Marln.H'. "Flnol Scoro" break4n, measures to pravent .ueh 
rI'r:~~:::!~=~H:Ortno::::~It)~ ____________ ..J thefts war. sugg.sted by her last 
ister early for best class selection 
here once again to start 
about registration for 
1983. The following Is all.t of 
and deadlln.s Involving 
for SprIng classes: 
Times .... 
The course off.rlngs list for spring. 
1983. should be mailed to aU 
r.sldonces In SchoOl Dlstrtct 510 by 
approximately Dec. 1_ Students cur· 
r.ntly enrolled will be r.celvlng 
registration lorms and materials In 
tho mall for early registration. 
Tentative plan. Include reglstra· 
tion by reservaUon appointment card 
only lor the 9-11 and 1-3 open 
reglstraUOn sessions. Reservation 
cards wlU be available beginning at 7 
am. each morning tho days of the 
open registration. Evening r.glstra-
tlons will be processed an a Ilrst 
come-(Irst served baSis. 
The COntroller·s Office, room 2123, 
will be accePting payments for spring 
registration on the following 
schedule: 
Dally Hours. Man.·FrL, 8 a.m. • 4 p.m. 
Eve. Hours. Ma/I..frI.. 5:30 p.m. ·8 p.m. 
Registration payment must be 
made by Dec. 18, All students musl 
receive a gold recalpt to confirm they 
have completed registration. The pr0-
cess will be comploted only alter Ihls 
payment Is received In full. Personal 
chocks. Master Charge and VISA will 
be accepted for payment.. 
Ill1nol. Slate Scnalarshlps, Pell 
Grant .. LEEP or other llnancial aid 
recipient. must bring their whll.farm 
to .Ither the Veteran·. O"lce or the 
Flnanclsl Aid Office to have the type 
and amount of the holder's entitle-
ment certified. Tho Financial AId and 
V.teran's Office will be open 
Mon.·Thura. from 8 a.m. • 8 p.m. and 
fri. from 8 ani. • 4 p.m. the form 
• hould then be taken 10 lhe con--
troIter"a 0II1ca so proof of reglstra· 
UOn paymenl can be receipted. 
Students Interested In applying Jor 
a _hlp or grant should allow 
~ w_ to receive notlflcallon of 
acceptance. If grants of_ps 
.,., noUpproved by Dec. 16. students 
mu.t pay all Charges themselves. The 
rule also applies to charg.bacI<s. 
If r.glstratlon paymenl Is mailed 
In, the students should Include their 
white torm and social securtty 
number. 
Student Accident Insurance Is 
estimated to casl 57.00 fot 24 hour 
coverage each term. The decision to 
take n must be mad. at the time of 
registration. Th. Contrail"'. Office 
has pamphlets explaining AccIdent 
Insurance Coverage. Th. Athl.tlc 
Department has further Information 
concerning Insurance coverage for 
college athletes. Please contact 
these office. for mote detailS. 
Something new .... 
Several new courses have been 
scheduled for this spring •• mesler. 
In lhe L.nguage and Communlca· 
tlons department. Reading 91 and 
Speech 109 will be otfered. Reading 
91 Is a speed reading ·courae design--
ed 10 Improve the average reader with 
omphasls on speed and comprehen-
sion. Speech 109, Advanced Public 
Speaking. Involves the use of paroua-
sian with an evaluation of persuasive 
discourse. Speech 109 meets Mon-
days. Wednesdays and Fridays al 8 
a.m. This three-cradll-hour COurs. Is 
taught by Charles Ledbetter. Reading 
91, a two-credH cJass,ls scheduled at 
noon Monday.. Wedneadays and 
Fridays and at 6:15 p.m. on Tuesdays. 
In the Mal.rlals Production Control 
program, the courses BUla of 
Matarlals and Purchasing are now 
avaUable. Known respectively .s 
MAT 117 and MAT 120 In the catalog • 
MAT 1171s scheduled at 7 p.m. Man-
days while MAT 120 meet. at the 
same time on Tuesdays. Each course 
I. thre ..... edlt nauro. 
The Music department also has 
some new offerings for the upcoming 
term. Muslc Theory IV. MUse 202. Is a 
four-credlt .. hour "course me.tlng 
Tuesdays and Thursdays &16:30 a.m. 
Another new cours. I. Ear Training 
and Sighl Reading, Muse 204. 
Also. a new. thre&credlt graphic 
arts course. Compuler Typesetting. 
GMP 106, meets 6 pm. Mondays. 
Unda Uzureau. new SGA advisor, 
said students participating will have 
an opportunity to relate and soclatize 
Informally with lhe faculty and have a 
chance to get flrst.tland Information 
Participating faculty will explain 
parti~ular couron and <lopartmontal 
programs and distribute promotional 
literature. 
According to Miss Uzureau, part of 
the event will focus on getting faculty 
members interested In participating 
In more of SGA's activities and rap 
sessions. 
Jazz bands to perform Wednesday 
The rnu8Ic of Ellington. ManHow. Ger· 
shwln and Mangione as well as 
original compositions will b. 
pres.nted by TCC·. Jazz band. on 
Wednesday. The parformance will 
begin at 8 p.m. In lhe J. Albert Kindig 
Performing Arts cenler. Ther. will be 
no charg. for admission, but dona· 
tlons fot music scholarships will be 
acceptecl. 
Donald Kramer. TCC"s director of 
band .. will conduct the .. enlng pro-
gram featuring Ih. Four 0·01_ and 
Community Jazz Bands. 
A medley of Duke Ellington co .... 
positions Including "Do Nothln' Till 
You Hear from M.··. "In a Mellow 
Tan .... ·"Squeeze M.··. '·Don·t Get 
Around Much Anymore" and "Satln 
Doll'· wHi be performad by the Four 
O·Clock Band as wHi Barty Manllow 
favorite "Copacabana", Mattooth's 
"Friendly Neighbor Bossa", Beckens· 
tein's "Shaker Song". Zawlnul's 
··Blrdland·" Strommen's ··Samba", 
and tradlllonal Jazz favorlt., ·"When 
the Saints Go Marchln· In". 
Featured soloists will Include John 
Vetrano. tenor sax, Pete Lacey, 
trumpet, Larry Kenzal. plano and 
Chris Athanasoulls, trumpet. 
Other members of the Four 
O'Clock Jazz Band are Paul 
cont. on P.5 
• 
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Information on wheels 
by John--Paul Adami and Nanc:y Curran 
Contrary to vocal opinion, the TCC IPralrle State Mobile Unit dOes serve 
a purpose besides laking up a handicapped parking space. 
John L Schlver, Jr .. director of adult educauon in Harvey, says that oc-
casionally this vehicle leaves the confines of TCC and travels to shopping 
centers. information Is then distributed. These departures usually occur on 
weekends, sO the unit sits In the parkJng lot during schOOl hours. 
The unit would leave on mOre trips but funding is a deflnUe problem. ac. 
cordino to Schlver IlIfJOtO 0" Jolirt-P.uI AHtrflJ 
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Perspective 
Welcome to the city dump 
The halls are seldom empty a1 TCC. away. 
During the day, they are filled with What can be done? Well, the ad· 
the noise of the students and, at ministration has done Its part: they 
night, they are filled with the garbage make sure that trash cans and butt 
the students leave behind. ' cans are placed throughout the 
Crumpled paper, broken pencils building. Now, It's up to the students 
and Cigarette butts give the halls that to take the responsibility to dispose 
"lIved·ln" grade school look. of their own garbage. If everyone did 
The cafeteria, although It starts his part, TCe would be a cleaner, 
out looking clean, ends up looking 8S more pleasant learnIng environment, 
If the local garbage trucks lost theIr rather than an annex to the city 
way and ended up at TCe. Spilled dump. 
ashtrays, shreaded styrofoam cups, 
and cold coffee decorate the tables, Remember: Your mother Is not 
In full view of the sIgn which asks enrolled In this college, you will have 
students to throw their garbage to clean up after yourself. 
The library 
Nov, 10, 198: 
Jazz band performs • 
cont. from p.l 
. 
Neubauer, bass, Bill SChubert, PI '-
cusslon and Mike Snider, percuss~ 
The COmmunity Jazz band will PI 
form two original works compos! 
and arranged by band members, III 
Davis's "Variations" and Wally A 
tklewlcz's "Sam's Jam", as weH I 
Sykes Smith's arrangement of W 
Ellington's "Nymph". 0 
Featured soloists will Inellot p 
Chuck Botta, trumpet and flugelha b 
Jerry Dalrymple, plano, Erv Mac l' 
trombone. Greg Bolin, drums, JcI l 
Zlieinski. soprano sax, Wally A C' 
tklewlcz. alto sax, Kim Mnlszm v. 
trombone, Russ Edborg, tenor 51 y. 
and Scott Moninger, flugelhorn. 
II· 
e' In the spotlight. 
Tec student, 
Lillian Carlson 
The best place in town for a bonfire T, S 
'-
Lillian Carlson 
Ultlan Carlson may seem like an 
average Tee student but she Is quite 
unique. carlson, who Is the mother of 
four and has one grandchild, has 
enrolled In a data processing course. 
That may seem ordinary for one who 
was once a legal secretary and now a 
reading lab assistant. The difference 
this student from Riverdale makes Is 
that she Is 68 years old. The foltowlng 
Is a Courier Interview of this student. 
Courier: Of al1 the courses to choose 
from why did you choose data pro-
cessing? 
Csrison: I thought computers would 
be something that I would be In~ I 
terested In. 
Courter. How well do you think you 
are doing In this course? 
c.,laon; I don't fool that I am doing 
extremely wen but I'm dOing better 
than I thought. 
Courier. Does It seem like a challenge 
to compete with the younger 
students? 
Carlson: Of course "U always feel like 
lis a challenge but I think I fit right In 
8S a student. 
Courier: 00 you plan to major In data 
processing. 
Carleon: NO,Not at my age. 
by Tatry Crane 
Run for cover! Women and children 
first! And you thought Mt. St. Helens, 
communism and '71 Ford Pintos were 
to feared? little did you know there Is 
something far more devastating, 
more horrible and more threatanlng. 
Literature! Yes, literature; under 
clever disguises like The SCBr/ett L6t~ 
ter, Catch 22, For Whom The Bell 
Tofts, HUCkleberry Finn, and yes, The 
Blbl •. 
For years, these books were con-
sidered fine works of fact and fiction, 
artistically conceived to promote 
tt1ol,IOh1 and provtd~ ~ccounts of 
history for future generations. 
Many schools and libraries are 
choosing not to ban these books and 
others claim that the constitution 
glV(ts them a right and a place. 
There Is no place for these boOks! 
The Scarlett Letter, for example, a 
tasteless, subversive attempts at cor-
rupting young minds. 
Forunl~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
cleanliness. Some students use 
Tee h,'gh ""cho"" water fountains for ash trays and 
... .., spittoons. Other students leave gar· 
behavior among the board members. 
This practice Is unbecoming and Is a 
deterrent to the completion of pertl· 
nent Issues on the agenda. 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing this letter to you con~ 
cernlng some students who feel TCC 
Is nothing but a grown-up high 
school. Well, they are definitely 
wrong. This Is a college of higher 
education. 
Maybe they are Just too Immature 
to realize It. Many of the studen1S 
that attend TCC do so because of the 
lower costs or cannot go to a senior 
college for various reasons. I would 
say a good majority stili live at home 
with their parents: they stili work the 
same Job as In high school and hang 
around with peers from their younger 
days. 
The quality of education at Tee Is 
Just as good If not better than a 
university because the class size Is 
smaller, thus. students have a better 
rapport with the Instructors. 
If those students feel It Is "Just like 
high schOOl", why bother taking up 
space In classrooms that could be 
utilized for the students who sttend 
Tee for a good aducation. 
Thank you for lettlnQ me express 
my feelings on this subJect. 
SIncerely, 
Michael E. Abels 
bage and litter throughout the 
building. We find these messes even 
though we have provided ash trays 
and garbage cans. 
It Is my opinion that college 
students should have outgrown these 
habits long ago. My employees do 
not like to clean up these messes, 
and I am sure that other students are 
offended by these nauseating 
eyesores. 
Sincerely, 
Lester Wsrren, Pro/ect Menager 
J. 6. & SONS 
Maintenance end Ground Crews 
Childish TCC board 
Dear editor, 
I feal It Is necessary to bring to 
your attention the conduct of the cur~ 
rant members of the Board of 
Trustees. 
When attending a Board of 
Trustees meeting, one plays au· 
dlence to childish and cynIcal 
Dot. 
Unethical tactics, such as threats 
of physical violence with the "use of 
baseball bats" In order to strengthen 
arguments. are totally uncalled for. 
DIsplaying Inappropriate behavior 
Is bad enough In front of the public, 
but when the media Is present, It 
becomes rather embarrassing to the 
school-students, faculty members 
and administrators. 
The purpose of the bl-monthly 
board meetings Is to set policies for 
the college, not to state personality 
conflicts. 
This response to the Board's poor 
conduct is not directed toward any 
specific Individual, but rather the 
Board as a whole. 
I hope this letter will enlighten 
students as well 8S Inspire them to 
take the Initiative to let the Board 
members know that they are not 
elected to squabble with one another. 
Sincerely. 
Diane M. Donovan. studfJnt 
NOV. 
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Career Skills Center. "Profit Plan" 7~10 p.m. 
Thealogy for Lunch Noon 
Free Ubrary OrlentatlOfi,,~, ',,'> ~ <;,'.2 p.m. , 
V$lerans Day Hol~», '0' ,,':. " )c.?,~~_:<, ',. ,::>,,'~ :;'." <" 
No ClASseS. Collage ~ 
Board of Trusteu Meeting ~: / ,,: .. , . ., ", 
Career SkIlls Center: "Mngf1'lf'¢21~;:"'-" 
Grotto 
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,z 'ilia 21~1 
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"Dirty" student habits ~~ = ~C:~t~= ' .. .,_;;:i~~:~~-Theology for lunch , _ . : ~ 
~::p..c 
17 
Dear Edl10r, 
As the proJect menager for the In. 19 
dependent maintenance crew which 20 
serves TCC. numerous complaints 20 
:~o"Zr~~a:~Ir;:;:~~s have caused 20 
u .. "' ........ 1" ........ ." ::.rl> l'Inn~H"'1"I Jilt the 
Career $kUla: Center: "EvaluaHng " . _ ,,_ 
Money Sources" , __ ,' -;- . , 
Men's Basketball· roc V$. Leke Countf'_:,~'~-~'< 
Men'. Basketball· TCC '18. Wright ,:.~_ ,_'<;'>, 
ChoraIConcert.FeaturlngConcert~,··-~ '-:' '," 
Swing enolr and Msdrlgal Singe .. !': . ~$1>-"";: ,PAC es: :~~=~r: "CommunlcaU-ng - '9' 'a.m. • 4 p,,:~:: ';:'" f~, :3{~; 
Only recently were these works 
found to be what they really are, 
gutter level tale of adultery, Is stili 
believed to be a probing story of 
Puritan lifestyles and beliefs. Is the 
Bible a book of Insight, of teachings 
and Ideas that remain relevant to this 
hi 
day? Hardly, It Is a book dealing wt: b; 
sIn, prostttutlon, and Idol worGhlp~ A 
not to mention all the begetting. • .. 
By far the most disturbing asp. Sf 
of this story Is the fact that moslr Sf 
these books are taught In the malo T! 
-;-_-;-_-:-;-_-;--;-_:--:- ty of American schoots. AIr!' 
A review of targets for book mlnlslr.torsbeUevelhesehooksa.t 
banning leads to two conclu- teach and Inform. Ie 
sions: first, almost any book 
may be censored; second, 
censorship is arbitrary and ir-
rational. 
The American School 
SOllrd Journal 
So, lend your support to r nf 
America and the world of this sWe 
Burn a boOk today, or better ye~ Be 
library. One has only to pIck up 
copy of Chell/a And The Chocof'T( 
Factory to understand why the waCt 
91tuatlcn Is unslablu. ec 
I., 
., ACROSS 
1 Aroma 
68 Free ticket 
69 Majority ,-----------,Ec 
5 Highlander 
9 Vessel 
12 Negate 
13 Entreaty 
14 Devoured 
15 Latin con-
junction 
16 Silkworm 
18 Prickly enve-
lope ot fruit 
20 Printer·s 
measure 
22 Charity 
24 Parent: 
Colloq. 
27 Macaws 
29 Heroic event 
31 Hindu cym· 
bals 
32 Facial 
expression 
34 Pierce 
36 A state: 
Abbr. 
37 Figure of 
'pe<ch 
39 Fairy 
41 Prinler's 
measure 
42 Shade 
. 44 European 
finch 
45 Recent 
47 Mine 
entrance 
49 Specks 
50 Former Rus~ 
sian ruler 
52 Hall 
54 Symbol lor 
nickel 
55 Drunkard 
570en 
59 King of 
Bashan 
611nlell~ 
63 Imitated 
65 Skin ailment 
67 FrenCh for 
"summer·· 
DOWN 
1 Poem 
2 Decides 
3 Come - in 
.4 Bakery pur-
chase 
5 Small plug 
6 Fastening 
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
devices 
7 Digraph 
8 Flap 
FROM COLLEGE 
9 Gemweighl 
10 Guido note 
11 Hebrew letter 
PRESS SERVICE 
17 Sun gOd 30 Lids 
19 Above 33 lamb's pen 
2' Injure name 
23 Poses tor a 35 Raised 
portrait 38 Finishes 
25 Room divid- 40 Metal 
ers 43 Names 
26 Martians 46 Squander 
27 Agreement 48 Frogs 
28 Narrow 51 Artificial lan-
guage 
S3 Greek letter 
56 Hit lightly 
58 Aries 
60 Obtain 
61 The two of us 
62 He. she or 
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Tee Ticker. • by Doug Cantion 
What are your plans for semester break? How about taking a nature study 
course and ocean cruise-at the same time? A recent Issue of Money 
magazine reports that many cruise lines offer seminars at sea on a variety of 
topics Including Investments, the arts, beauty and health, flower arranging, 
history and anthropology. Some trips Bfe as short as a four-day snorkeling 
seminar In the Bahamas or as long as a 3-month world golfing cruise that 
costs more than $16,000. (Are the credits transferable?) ••. Triton COJ1oga 
radio station WRRG-FM Is sponsoring a "Music Search" contest for talented 
area bands. Local bands are Invited to submit recordings of their best original 
songs to WRRG by Oec. 31 along with a $10 .ntry fee. Call WRRG at 456-0300, 
Ext. 568 to learn aU the data. • • 
Free coffee and donuts are available at the SClA sponsored Student-
The Courlor 
Puzzle Answer 
ODOR SCOT CUP 
DENY PLEA ATE 
E T 
EM 
A R A S 
S Mil E 
S I MIL 
E N 
NEW 
T 5 It A 
$ 0 T 
WIT 
ErE PASS 
Faculty luncheon today till 2 p.m. In the cafeteria. Stop by and chat with 8 ._ ... _ ... _ ........ _ ... __ _ 
teacher .•• The Rlng1lng Bros. and Barnum & Salley Clrcus ends Sunday at 
the Amphitheatre ... On the heals of "Valspeak" or "Valley-talk" comes 
"Ledbetter lingo." Philosophy Instructor Charles Ledbetter has Introduced 
some unique expressions to his classes Including "went oyer me lIke a duCk," 
and the ever-popular "hlssyflts." (Totally awesome) •.. 
FOOTLIGHT PARADE: The cast and production staff of The Man Who 
Came to Dinner rate huzzahs and hurrahs for their successful presentation of 
a very amusing play_, MUCh credit goes to director 
Travis Stockley for bringing out the best In his ac-
tors. Sue L1nn and Eve Rica merit appropriate raves 
for the wonderful set design and 
costuming ... Auditions for the spring production 
West Side Story wilt be tn December. Watch this 
space for details, .. Tryouts for the Harvey Park 
Olstrlct's productions of Fame and Annie will be 2-5 
p.m .• Nov. 13 at the Harvey park district office. 149th 
& Broadway. Call 331-3857 for more Info ... 
Stepping out from the pages of Gentleman's 
Of/Brterly Is Michael Schnur, famed for his sartorial 
splendor. Or. Schnur seems to have a penchant for 
yellow ties and checkered shirts. (Got any tan shoes 
with pink shoelaces?). _ • 
Sophomore Natatle Jones Is concerned about Natalie Jones 
what some people can do to make ends meet in this economy. Natalie recent-
ly gave a humorous demonstration In her Speech 108 class on the do's and 
don'tv of.,ht:lpllftlng. She did point out. hQwevef, th$t a result of such acts 
could be some serious time In the slammer. (It's the truth officer-I always 
wear 12 watches.) .. _ 
TCC has Its own Brooke Shields In the person of Rhonda Guynes •. The 
Chicago Heights resident appears In an ad for Soft Sheen Products In the 
November Ebony magazine. _ • The TCC Jazz Sand concert Is next Wednes-
day at e p.m. In the PAC ..• And a choral concert 1eaturlng the Madrigal 
Singers, the COncert Choir and the Swing Choir Is set for Nov_ 17 at 8 p.m. 
also In the PAC .•• 
11 you ever listen to WGN's "Chtcago" Eddie Schwartz, you may have heard 
the voice of Geology Instructor. Norm Warns a few weeks ago. Mr. Warns call· 
ad In to participate In a discussion on the show and held the listening au. 
dlence spellbound as he recalled boyhood memories of sinkIng ducks on a 
pond. (You think there's enough material for a book?)_ .. A mint-series abOut 
the Civil War, "The Blue and the Gray", begins Sunday on CBS ... A buffet 
of International cuisine featuring foods ft'om Greece. the Middle East, Europe 
and Israel, Is on hand at "Dance-Taste" Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at St. Nicholas 
Church In Homewood ... 
Chemistry and Math Instructor, Dr. Myo Yoo 1$ recovering from rGcent 
surgery at home. And H.ton Dolan. head of the nursing dept.. is dOing the 
same at S1. James Hospital In Chicago Heights ..• The Rlverdale Chamber 
of Commerce will be awarding a scholarship for the spring semester to some 
luCky business student. Eligible students must be taking 9 or more hours, be 
a resldent of Riverdale for at least two years and be enrolled In two business 
courses. Applications and more info are In Financial Aid-but you better 
hurry-deadline Is Monday ..• Since there are two Michael KlkkertaenroHed 
In school. there Is some confUSion about who's who. The one from South 
Holland can be recognized by the cup of yogurt he always seems to be enjoy-
ing ..• GOI any hoi tips, Juicy gossip or Just plain news-call the Ticker at 
Ext. 336 ..• 
De Paul University 
CHICAGO 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday November 21 • 1 to 4:30 p.m. 
2323 N. Seminary Ave. 
ACADEMICS· ACTIVITIES 
TOURS 
COMPUTERS 
IN ACTION 
On Premise RENTAL 
1 hour - $2,50 
Game software loaned free 
SALES 
Hardware - Software· Books 
2540 Ridge Roed 
Lanslng,lL 
Trivia Quiz 
answers 
1. Who sculpted the faces on Mr. 
Rushmore? A. GulIan Borg/um 
2. What alcoholic beverage has been 
referred to by the follOWing nlck·names: 
angel foam - dry - flu - giggle soup 
- Mlluibhah6 - apsrklei' A. Gh~," 
pagne 
3. Irene Adler was the "only woman" for 
which fictional detectlve? A Sherlock 
Holmes 
4. Tatun has been protrayed by at least 
14 different actors In motion pictures. 
Name the first actor to play the "Jungle 
swinger" and at lea$16 others who also 
had the role. A. Elmo Lineofn wes the 
first· others Incfuded Gene PoIer, P. 
Dempsey Tabler, JameS Pierce, Frank 
Merrill. Johnny Weissmuffer. Hermen 
8,;x, Buster Crsbbe, Gfen Morris. Lex 
Berker, Gordon Scott, Denny Miller, 
Jock Mahoney. Mike Henry, Miles 
O'KtJefe. 
5. What was the name of the doggy hero 
In the Blondle series? A. D85ly 
6. What ex·Presldent once swore In 
another President? A. Chiet Justice 
Wiltiem H. Tafr swore in Herbert 
Hoover. 
7. What singing group had the 1966 hit 
record "96 Tears?" A. ? (Question mark} 
and the Mysferians. 
8. Inspector Harry Callahan used what 
callbef of gun? A . .44 Magnum-the 
most powerful handgun in the WOrld. 
9. How many checkers afe used to play 
Chinese Che<;:kers? A. None-the game 
is played with marbles. 
10. Name the first television series In 
which Burt Reynolds starred. A. River· 
boar 
Ski Equipment Rental 
Downhill II< Cross Country 
Oner of lhe Largest Equlp .. nt 
lnronfomrs In tho South Suburbs 
.. AI( Nn, Equipment tor 
1982 . 1983 Season 
Wilson's Rental Service 
799·5533 
2125 W. 183rd St., Homewood 
Nallonally Advertised Brands 
---.J;.J...ASSIFIEDS 
MITCHELL'S MOTORS Sales representative 
Part lltne wor1Iavaliable for one Of two .l1.ldents. 
CIS salft Aeptoseft1atlve lor FlOrkIa $prlng 8teal( 
V-OCIiIUOtI. Pey, commission and a FREe Inp.1I YOU 
e'" outgoing and tIf'IJoy meeting peQpkJ. tMJ; job is 
lor you. Cal! soon 312-397·1665 otl(! ask tor Jean 
O"COnnor OJ write 10: O'COnnor T,aval. Suite '-G, 
AUTO SALES BODY SHOP 
COIIiIIPLIiITIIII £111'0 IU!II'All'iS 
1126 E. AIgonQuf" Rd .• Schaumburg. III. eo"I95. 1lI1111111 .... ~ 
Perfortner$: Be tn the right place at the rIOhl tlmel 
Studen" win c •• ". !lcI'loIClf5h~. aro overseas 
21_ wt:tT 1100t POlEN 
'4 Sl..0Cl(S WESf Of" WESTERN Ave ON 139tf\ 511 OWNERS: .. TCM<u· ..... __ 
/CD .. "e: ~ "'Alf"." ~"r-r.:!: IMINlt:W!:K6 
Nov. 
.*,~""'wWlr :'Tllls yer 
apia we 
l-=:=:"'+'-"'::::4"""'::=-+::--=--+''''::::'-l-::-'''-'-i tCHANNEL 31t, the .' FAMILY NIGH1h .chool 
AU Tlck.u at's If we 
$3,00, $4.50 61n troub) 
$6,00 IIII11.r fig 
for 1,;)0 PM SHO'II't Tee r1' 
Tue. HOv, 2~ I be In til 
rhe Tee --......:::..!:~~'-.'!===-:n:::CK:::::m::::OM:7.s:-'A7L~[,======---.gIV. apr· 
CHICAGO STADIUM DOX OFnCE end An Tt(KUP-ON Outll!'u Including. :orty StL' 
SiAM. fl.lP51DE RECORDS (, TP,lBUHE TOWEll. OFFICE (.&l5 K. Michigan) 
F~ IHFOII.MA1lOII CAll: (312) 7:13-5300 
fOR GROUP RAllES CAU: (312) .'1·7683 
AU SlATS RESEWS 56.00 • $7.50 .. $9.00 "teE INClUDtS TAX 
FROM $449 
A Thompson Vacation 
that includes AIR, HOTEL 
and MORE ... 
Ski Vail, Copper Mountain, 
Breckenridge or Winter 
Park. Includes 5-day ski lift 
tickets. 
Bookings are going fast! 
--SOl' 
is ~ 
Call Nadine or Norma - today! 
iq""the~ 
witb .. 
COMFORT TRAVEL INC. 
Dolton Mall 
COMf01(t 142nd & Chicago Road 
Dolton 
841-9100 
Soutl 
the SI 
1 
P-----------------------------For2: 
Dr. Gene 05sello Dr. Jasper J. GuIOIlQ! servi r 
SOUTH HOLLAND 
OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATES 
837 East /62nd Street, Suite 4 
South Hol/and, lL 60473 
Ilmuni1 
work 
Ilf yOI 
I some I'be 9 /0% Discount with Student I.D. JA YC 
Fashion Eyewear By Appointment on(,1 
and Contact Lenses Phone - 333·4444, 
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ontrac·t· dispute 
ettled Thursday 
Although the TCC FaCUlty Assocla· 
college trustees agreed to a 
supplemental agreement 
Soard Chairman Robert 
"We went higher than 
have gone." 
the agreement, salaries for 
faculty will be Increased by 
after adjustments. After 
for, the agree-
to a 6.5 percent In-
am not totally satisfied with It." 
Halkldes would not disclose vote 
totals beCause the aSSOCiation did 
not authorize him to do sO. 
Terms of the agreement, retroac-
tive to the beginning of this semester, 
are: 
-AU eligible facutty members (ex-
cluding new faculty and those at the 
top of their lanes) will receive a $634 
Incremental Increase or a partial in-
crement. 
"Effective spring semester, 
laboratory equivalents will be 
equated to 75 percent for load pur-
to tm SGA vacancies 
mlttees. attend all regular and 
special SGA meetings and promote 
student activities, among other 
duties. 
Interested students should submit 
resumes to Dr. Linda Uzureau, SGA 
advisor, In Room 3194, or to the SGA 
office, Ruum 2111E. Resumes Ghould 
consist of two paragraphs: one ex-
plaining personal background and 
the second explaining how the appll· 
cant can help SGA. 
poses for laboratories In the 
Business and Information Systems 
and Engineering and Technology dlvl-
slom~. 
oThe Question of medical 
coverage, Including deductible 
amounts, will be referred to a com-
mittee for study and recommenda-
tion. 
• Personal days will be allowed to 
accumulate up to five. Previously. 
faculty members could only ae-
cum late two days. 
Halkldes said the Board and Facul-
ty Association are on "polite terms, II 
and association members are "ap-
precIative of board members who did 
support them." 
Halklde,s added, '"The mediator 
was helpful In that he recognized the 
faculty association's salary Incre-
ment:' 
Trustee Frank Zuccarelli $4ld. "I 
am optimistic about next year's 
negotiations. We have got to the 
point where we can trust each other. 
We finally have a faculty that we can 
communicate with." 
Although Halkldes was uncertain 
when contract negotiations would 
begin for the 1983-&4 academic year, 
he said trouble lies ahead unless the 
board chang" lti Elttltlld~. 
Anderson said, "Things look pretty 
bleak right now" concerning negotia-
tions for the 1983-84 school term. 
@ Madrigal Feaste ushers in holidays 
@ Sweet to speak on kinesics 
@I Are we ready for male rah's? 
@ Video games vex viewers 
• Roundballers open season 
Bloodsuckers 
p.2 
p.3 
pA 
p.S 
p.6 
The Amerlcan Red CrOll. siphoned 108 units of blood from .tudents N6V. 
17 and 18. Doug Cantlon, atudent·at-Iarge.w •• one of the 120 YOIunteers 
who gave up a pint of crlmaon blood. 
OeadUne for submitting resumes Is 
3 p.m., Dec. 2. For further Information 
contact Uzureau at Ext 363 or any 
SGA member at Ext. 338. 
Petition referred to Foundation 
The campus 
will be 
closed 
tonight until 
Monday morning .. 
by Anita Jclner .nd Sue Murplly 
A petition requesting the Tce 
Foundation to accept two currently 
enrolled students to Its membership 
is expected to be presented to the 
Foundation Soard In the near future. 
The student authOr of the appeal, 
David Nelson, presented the petition 
to the TCC Board of Trustees In Oc.-
tober at the regular meeting. The peti-
tion has been signed by more than 
1,000 students. At the Nov. 11 Board 
meeting, following much diSCUSSion, 
Nelson was directed by board con-
census to deliver his petition directly 
to the Foundation. 
Trustee Rita Page suggested the 
petition should have been given to 
the Foundation 80ard In the first 
place to allow Foundanon members 
to make their own declsloo. 
________________________ =.... Board President Robert W. Ander-
son agreed with Trustee Page. He 
said Trustees should not dictate 
policy to the Foundation's volunteer 
directors. 
However, Trustee Frank ZUccarrelll 
disagreed by saying the Foundation 
stili bears the name of TCC. He said 
that the reformation of the old Stu-
dent Aid foundation Into the new 
TCC Foundation leaves out an Impor-
tant element-the students. 
The previous name limits the func--
tlon of the organization, ZuccarrelU 
contends. but the new name lmplles 
a limit of money that would be given 
to students. "Students might be 
forgotten In the long run," he said. 
Foundation President Albert 
Zagotta said the main ObJective of 
the organization Is to raise funds for 
bOth the students and the college as 
a whole. Overlooking students would 
mean the Foundation's goals were 
not being meL "The Foundation and 
Its money are mainly tor the 
students." he said. 
Speaking for the Foundation, 
Zagotta said. ..the general feeling 
among directors Is that (to name 
students to Foundation membership) 
would be inappropriate." He foresees 
a "conflict of Interest if the students 
have a hand In distributing funds. It 
Trustee Ray Dohmeyer. agreed 
adding that students would not be 
helpfu' in the physical SOliciting of 
funds. 
Trustee Joy Waterman com· 
mented, "The Foundation Is compos· 
ed of business people. Students help 
would be of absolutely no benefit (as 
far as raising funds)." 
Formerly known as the Tee Stu· 
dent Aid Foundation, the new TCC 
Foundation was reorganized In May. 
When the name was changed much 
concern and curiOSity surfaced at the 
college. Some s~udents thought the 
transformation ~ould be a way of ex~ 
eluding them from any of the funds. 
Send Someone 
A 
Seasons Greeting 
in the Courier 
ZagoUa emphasized that the can· 
version was not meant to overlook 
the students but to make the money 
accessible to the college as a whole. 
zagotta said that the funds are to be 
used solely for students and that the 
constitution of the organtzatlon pro-
vides the Institution to use funds for 
the good of the college and student 
body_ Currently Foundation 
members. who represent various 
bUSinesses, are trying to rebuild the 
program. They may conslder expand-
Ing funding methods. 
The Foundation plans to use the 
$13,000 now in the treasury to award 
two student scholarships to each 
division at the college beginning this 
spring semester. 
Student David Nelson was Mis· 
quoted In the Oct. 7 Courier. 
His cornments to the Baard of 
Trustees reagardlng the Foundation 
should have read: ''The current Tee 
Foundation has no currently enrolled 
TCC students on its bOard as voting 
members. We the undersigned 
students wish to petition tho TCC 
Board of Trustees to name two cur-
rently entolled students to the Board 
of the TCC Foundation as voUng 
members of that board." 
Student Jazz Band sst the stage for the appearance of the COm· 
R"ntt In thfll Musle Deoeftmentts concert Dec. 17. held In the 
On Sale at the End of the Ramp! 
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Bulldog cagers win season opener 
by L.ny Hartnett 
A new look Bulldog men's basket· 
ball team was victorious In Its season 
opener at Waubonse Nov. 16, 63-61. 
First year head coach Ralph Miller 
and assistant Tim Ryan were suc· 
cessful In their TCC debuts as was 
freshman sensation Alvin Cummings, 
who netted 21 points. 
The Bulldog outfit, due to a ftrst 
half defensive performance which 
forced 22 Chief turnovers, led at the 
break. 34-21. 
Coach Miller's thoughts on a solid 
defense leading to offensive oppor· 
tunltles during preseason drilling 
was a fact against Waubonsee. The 
TCe fastbreak was off and running In 
the first 20 minutes. Cummings and 
sophomore standout Steve Ruzich 
accounted for 28 pOints of TCe's first 
half scoring with 16 and 12, respec-
tively. 
However. the Bulldog unit stopped 
playing with authority midway 
through the second half. A 51-35 ad-
vantage at 8:18 was trlmmed down to 
61·57 with two minutes remaining. 
The margin was 63-61 with 36 
seconds left. 
Missed chances by Miller's team to 
put the game out of roach and 
Waubonsee's refusal to take gifts 
that would have given It the contest 
ended as the game clock ticked down 
to 0:00. 
"We're not gOing to win many 
ballgames playing the way we did. 
The man·to-man defense and the 
fastbreak helped and proved the fac;.. 
tor of decision," said Miller after· 
wards. '"The stationary offense, we 
had freshman Cedric Oliver on the 
Tee enters holiday tourney 3-0 
Thanksgiving would mean three 
additional victories for the mon's 
Bulldog basketball team. TCC. which 
hosts a "turkey classic" Friday and 
Saturday. Ups off against Kendall 
College In a 7:30 p.m. start following 
tho 5:30 p.m. scheduled opener bet· 
ween oakton and Parkland. 
Head coach Ralph Miller's squad 
opened the home season last Friday 
with an 83-69 decision over College of 
Lake County. While student public 
address announcer WillIam Franklin 
made his vocal debut, freshman Alvin 
Cummings, In his first showing In 
front of the home crowd, led TCC In 
scoring with 22 points. 
Terrence Jensen, at halftime, 
displayed his touch at the line In the 
Intramural freethrow final, edging 
Mike Higgins by one basket for first 
place. 
Saturday, TCC defeated Wrtght 
College 75-59. Cedric Oliver had a 
game-high 21 pOints. The freshman 
guard netted nine of 10 freethrows. 
bench (I" the second half) with five 
fouls. That was what was wrong 
there. 
"Several key baskets by 
Waybonsee In the second half 
tightened the score, Another one 
minute of play and the score would 
have been different," added the 
coach. 
Tee took the opening. tip and 
tallied on a Cummings hoop. A three-
polnt play on the part of Ruzich up· 
pad the count to 5-0 at 19:19 before 
Waubonsee charged back to over~ 
take TCC 6-5 at 16:40. A Ruzich 
basket, however, which gave the 
Bulldogs a 7-6 edge, said goodnight 
to the Chiefs for the game. 
Waubonsee never led or lied again. 
"The drawing board's there, we 
need to get back to the fundamen-
tals," said Miller. "We have to get our 
act together. We won but didn't look 
well at all. We're happy to get out of It 
with a win. There were some shots 
taken from 15 feet out which should 
have not been taken. We had trouble 
passing." For the game Waubonsee 
had 29 turnovers, TCC 23. 
Following Cummings' game high 
21 points were Bultdogs Ruzich with 
16. Skip Hili. Pat Patterson, and 
Ulmer with six, and Ol1ver and Oan 
Finneran with four. Finneran led In re-
bounds with eight, both Hill and 
Ruzich came next with seven. 
Two-year Bulldog basketball yet.ranl Staya Ruzich (52, teft) and 
(42, right) go to the boards at Wlubonsee, Nov. 16. Tee won the 
63-81, thanka,ln part,to 18 points 'rom Ruzich (seven rebounds) end 
alxpolnts(aevenboards). (PkfO ItrU 1tJ Hm., Dol 
College lacks spirit, intramurals a way to show involvement .;r:~, 
Final Score 
by LofT)' HartneH 
Sports Editor 
COllege life at TCC, some profusely 
have !laid. Is no different from that of 
high school. It's this group who fall to 
make the transition, taking a half 
step Instead of a whole. They are fix· 
ated In their previOUS schOOling ex· 
perlence. 
This disease Is hidden among us at 
the college. Unlnvolvement In extra-
curriculum activities Is a symptom. A 
lack of spirit In the self and schoolls 
the Illness. 
Highly contagious. I~ too, affects 
those who enjoy the educational ex-
periences at Tee. Many of these 
students sink to the level of the Inac~ 
tlves. 
One would figure with an enroll· 
ment of an excess of 11,000, which In~ 
cludes both part and full·tlme 
students. there wouldn't be such a 
low turnout In the stands at sporting 
events. Other than those who par" 
tlclpate In the regular seasonal 
athletic programs, I'd guess less than 
two percent make It an effort to show 
their support. 
Many faculty and staff members as 
well 8S I try to promote school spirit. 
Close to twenty employees are 
presently Involved In the Intramural 
bowling program. Though my 
schedule prevents my particIpation In 
i"tramurs's, I show my support 
elsewhere. 
I back the college's music program 
as a member of the symphonic band 
white holdlng the duties of sports 
editor and photographer on the 
CourIer. My stringing sports for the 
Lansing Sun Journal helps, also, as a 
large part of the calumet Region is 
kept Informed of TCC sports. 
I do my part. 
One faculty member who can· 
tributes directly Is LInda Small, assls· 
tant to Athletic Director Ralph Miller, 
In the running of the college's In-
tramurals program. Since the begin-
ning of this fall semester, when she 
was named as gymnasium super~ 
visor, Small has played a vital role In 
the Improvement of lntramurals. 
'"There's been a definite support. 
The response has been positive. all 
are having a good time," saId Small. 
"'ntramurals means a self· 
responsibility, a commitment. 
There's a school spirit about It. tt 
develops social Interactions within 
the school. 
"We're developing a form of 
recreational activity that one can use 
through one's life. We're not playing 
to win or lose but to develop one's 
self·belng." she added. 
Basketball Is a hot event stated to 
begin on Jan. 21. Because only 12 
teams are scheduled for competition, 
persons Interested should sign up im· 
mediately. Deadline Is Oec. 22. Court 
play will take place on Thursday 
nights and Friday afternoons. 
An activity in Its early stages Is 
volleyball. Though set for a Nov. 4 
beginning, the first official serve 
didn't go over untllisst Thursday. Ac-
tion continues Dec. 2 In the 
fietdhouse. The captains of the seven 
squads are: Johnnie James, Rene 
Hoffman, Monica Chorba. Bryant 
Pendleton, Ron Raspopovlch, Steve 
Lange and Bob Ploetz. 
Stuart Shrode won the men's In· 
tramural tennis title with a decision 
over Mike Kulycky. 
Bowling Is stili hitting the pins over 
at Parkview Lanes In Riverdale on 
Tuesday evenings. "Up Your Alley," 
comprised of Mark Bowen, Mike 
Snider and Scott Kozminski, through 
Nov. 12,Ied the field of 18 with 812.() 
team slate. Strikers. The Doots, Bad 
News, and Mixed Emotions were tied 
at 9-3. 
The Nov. 12 high game for a male 
was bowled by Clarence Webb (~gUt 
Strikers) with a 218. A high game f'trlod 
female was 117 by Karen He1ne-flon 
Doors). Bill Tabel (Strikers) led illow, 
males with a high aeries of 558, r UpOl 
Clauson (K.e.D.~ with 8 468, led Irds , 
females. lair I 
Team high scores were: Strlk~lIe \ 
513, Sad News·1. 373, and PuaJests 
clous Commanchles-1, 361. I plu( 
Men's tenniS, with 8 turnout oIpoon j 
students, and bowling, whiter. t 
brought out 50 participants, are le Cia 
top two Intramural activities thusie pro 
according to Small. IaborE 
"The response, like t've been J,'Id ve 
Ing all along, Is excellent. We canavid [ 
pand next year If we need to, It'senUer 
problem," she said. '" would, thattunne 
like to see a difference In womcyle 81 
tennis. The turnout was lower b the r' 
expected. )ble h 
"Overall," Small added, "m After 
women Involvement Is needed. alcorr. 
have those who are In athletlcs.ltange 
need representation from those dth wi 
are not In athletics." he toa 
linda Small, for questions or ltIOm th. 
mation, may be contacted In uests ~ 
field house or by Ext. 335. t tale. 
Coach looks for repeat performance from women 
" thei 
4th a I 
Jles. 
IAn r 
"'.eIre 
M eee 
Inner. 
8tn Ank 
Women take to road 
for early competition 
Away 
Nov. 30 
Dec. 4 
Dec. 7 
Dac.9 
DaC.11 
Dec.1S 
Dac.23 
Kennedy King 5 p.m. 
Parkland 6 p.m. 
JOliet J.C.· 5 p.m. 
Triton· 5:30 p.m. 
Oanvllle 5:30 p.m. 
S.W. Michigan 7 p.m. 
WaubOnsee 7 p.m. 
• North Central CommunltyColiage 
Conference (N4C) 
Tec's Christmas Tournament Is 
scheduled lor Wednesday and Thurs-
day, Dec. 28 and 29. Game times for 
the round-robin event are to be an-
nounced. 
The lady Bulldog's first conrerenoa 
and non-toumament contest at home 
Is Jan. 11 against nllnols Valley, 5 
by Mike Snider 
With the football season behind 
us, Our attention Is now focused on 
basketball. SInce the men's basket· 
ball season Is underway, we can now 
look toward the start of the women's 
team. 
TCC's women's basketball, coach-
ed by Bill Fink, begins Tuesday at 
Kennedy·Klng. The Bulldogs will play 
a tota1 of 29 games, 12 conferen~, 13 
non-conference. of which 10 will be 
played at home. 
As the lady Bulldogs look back on 
the 1981-82 season, they wilt 
remember that It was not aU bad, for 
they won first place In last year's Sec· 
tlonal Tournament. They also ended 
with a record of 14-10 and placed 
fourth In the N4C. 
With this on their minds, coach 
Fink explained, "We must ac· 
compllsh the same this year as we 
did tast year, If not more. Everybody 
Is going to play. and they will all play 
a significant part In making the team 
8 wInner. There will be no favorites; 
everyone will have to playas 8 team. 
Everyone will have to be willing to 
practtce, to learn and to want to get 
beUer." 
The returning sophomores from 
last yea,', squad will be a big help In 
training the freshmen, These four 
women are: Cleotha Bates, Sue Fase 
(captain), Chris Hallberg (captain) 
and Patti Keenan. The remaining 
players are: Tamml Blank, Laura Ed-
ward, Diane Goodwin, Diane HOdges, 
Tamml Johansen, Sylvia Kay, Tracey 
lofton, Diane Morang, Maureen 
Scahill and Marcia Vandenberg. 
These women and coach FInk have 
four goals to accompllsh this season. 
The first will be In December when 
they hope to take the Christmas 
Tournament hosted by the Bulldogs. 
The second and third goals will be to 
Improve their seasonal record and to 
wi" the conference title. The fourth 
and final goal will be to advance to 
the NaUonals and retain their Sec-
tional Tournament championship. All 
these goals are not Impossible. In 
fact, they are a reality to this year's 
team. 
.~II all the girls can stay "ealthy 
and stay eligible, there Is no reason 
we could 'not fulfill our goals," added 
Fink. "This year's squad has a lot of 
potential and talent. This team Is dlf~ 
ferent from past teams; they alt have 
a good team attitude, a lot of natural 
abfllty and they want to win." 
The Bulldogs will open their most 
competltlve schedule on the road 
against Kennedy·Klng. Then they will 
travel and play Parkland Dec. 4. their 
first home appearance Is Oec. 28 and 
29, when they host a Christmas 
tournament. This year's schedule Is 
to be the toughest one for the women 
as they have to walt untl1 the 
Christmas tournament to return 
home. 
When asked about his offensive 
game strategy, coach Fink com· 
mented, "We wilt use the fastbreak a 
lot." This will be led by Sue Fase and 
ChrJs Hallberg. Both are First Team 
AI'I-Conference poss'lbfllties. Fa'sa, 
the best baUhandler on the team, will 
rely on the rebOunding of Hallberg, 
who holds the record for rebounding 
for the women. 
Since the fastbreak will take-Its toll 
on the women. they wUl have to look 
to their strongest part of 'the game, 
which Is the defense. 
"WHh only one outstanding "gllsh 
sIde shooter (Patti Keenan), we "'tltes ' 
be scoring very many polnts, wfopklns 
leaves the defensive unit to ~th a ( 
our tasks," said the coach. "WtPd. hun 
be using both the manato-mantThe U 
the zone defenses. Every girl onjg of , 
team Is Just as important as the G'ad h 
We will not win with Just five pla!Cead 01 
we'll need the help of 1()'12 g~.tom) 
win consecutlvely." Keenan, oR~e COur 
given night, could scote 30 ~htGd ( 
.. slIy. to darn' 
"She's very explosive and hal F'.mll 
unlimited amount of potential. .. ~es 
added. "She also plays very lA, bu' 
defense and that will help out..... Tr 
because you're not always golrtng by 
have a good night." She Is a ~. fo 
First Team AII-Conferenee PlaI,"IIe : 
"Cleotha Bates Is another e l' 
COn'terence contender; Onry . dlrf'l 
eligible one semester last year a'an, 
her progress. Cleo has treme~ He 
natural ability and (s very exc~-. 1 
With " solid d.fen~ .""". p" 
fastbreak offense, TCC ShOul~the ( 
InterestiflQ season from the style 
lend. 
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1983 
THERE WAS A CAR BOMBING IN BIERUT KILLING 63 
U.S. FORCES WERE SENT TO GRENADA 
AND ALSO ON THE NEGATIVE SIDE -- 10 YEARS AGO IT WAS STATED "THE 
QUALITY OF AMERICAN EDUCATION IS SO POOR THAT IT THREATENS OUR 
VERY FUTURE AS A NATION OF PEOPLE" ---
ACCORDING TO A FEDERAL REPORT 10 YEARS AGO -- SOME 23 MILLIONS OF 
AMERICANS WERE FUNCTIONALLY ILLITERATE. 
HAROLD WASHINGTON WAS ELECTED 1ST BLACK 
MAYOR OF CHICAGO ------
WASHINGTON WON SUPER BOWL XVII ------
S+EVE BALLESTEROS WON THE MASTER GOLF TOURNAMENT -----
AND TOM SNEVA WON THE INDY 500 (AVERAGE 162 M.P.H.) -----
AND SALLY RIDE BECAME THE 1ST WOMAN ASTRONAUT IN SPACE 
...... . 
BEST MUSICAL WENT TO CATS -- AND TELEVISION WATCHERS WERE HOOKED 
ON CAGNEY & LACY AND ST. ELSEWHERE 
ALSO -- WE LOST JACK DEMPSEY (86) -- GEORGE HALAS (88) --
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS (71) -- EARL "FATHA Ii HINES (77) -- IRA GERSHWIN (86) 
, . 
THE ACADEMY AWARDS WENT TO BEST ----
MOVIE: GANDHI 
ACTOR: BEN KINGSLEY 
ACTRESS: MERYL STREEP (SOPHIE'S CHOICE) 
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1983 
The u.s. Embassy in Lebanon is bombed in a terrorist attack 
which kills 63. In another attack in Lebanon, U.S Marine and 
French barracks explode, killing 248 Americans and 58 French 
citizens. 
Cellular phones make their first U.S. appearance in Chicago. 
Crack cocaine is developed. This highly addictive substance will 
have disastrous consequences for many American individuals and 
communities. 
In agriculture, American farmers are sUbsidized with a PIK 
(payment-in-kind) program. 
A new chapter opens in the history of toys as Cabbage ,Patch dolls 
become a fanatically sought item. 
Eighties music gathers speed as Michael Jackson's Thriller tells 
millions to ' 'Beat It. n Other chart .. toppers include' 'Every Breath 
You Take" (The Police), "Kanna,Chameleon" (Culture Club), 
and "All Night Long" (Lionel Ritchie). 
For 131 years the United States held America's Cup; this year, 
Australia II takes home the prestigious sailing trophy. 
The U.S. economy begins to emerge from recession, and the. 
Dow Jones starts to recover. 
Fearing that Grenada may become a Communist outpost, 
President Reagan sends American troops to combat a recent coup 
by Deputy Prime Minister Bernard Coard. American allies . 
disapprove of the move. 
David Mamet'splay Glengarry Glen Ross premieres in London. 
Marnet will receive the Pulitzer Prize for drama the following 
year. 
/ 
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Katherine Wessel .................................................................................................... Business 
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Paul Wessel ............................................................................................................. Business 
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Myo K. Yoo ................................................................................................... Chemistry/Math 
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begins oampaign 
re - elect Mayor Byrne 
other .,... 01 IIIe country upon the 
compIeUon oI_r studl .... • Lallerly 
continued. 
Ulllustrating .... commitment to 
tile creation 01 )oba lor tho college 
graduate 01 tOlllOflOW. the Mayor 
pointed to her ~nted ...... 
phaaIa on economic _opmont.U 
Lafferty added. 
More than <10 schoOls heve campus 
organizations to r.elect Byrne. Tho 
schools are not limited to lhe 
ChIcago ..... Campus organlZatlona 
exl8t _tsle. throughout Iho 
mldwal, and In Now yOrk, Penn-
sylvania, Georgia and California. 
WlIII8m J. GrIIfln. Byrne'a cam-
paign coordinator. aald. "Our maJor 
objocttva la to maxlmlza abeanl_ 
WIler turnout lor lhe Mayor In the up-
coming Democratic Prtmary, _ co~ 
Iage atudanta -'-' a algnlflcant 
....- 01 _ YOIea. Our st_t 
coordinators will deVelop campus 
organizations, d_ts campaign 
lltarature _ organize promotional 
events In an effort to both register 
.tudents In ChIcogo and get tile 
abaantaevoteouteleowhero." 
Students who would like to_on 
Byrne'a~ or.who _ques-
tions aboul voter registration, or 
_80 baIIota should call .Jakatch 
al 731-1872. 
computer now 
Iftap4!S"'ng on third floor 
lion. In addition to tile Iloodlng pr0b-lem, ..,. __ concarn about 
the limited _lability 01 data pro. 
ceulng InatructonI lor program ex· 
panaIon. 
Paul Weeael. lnetructor. Buatnau 
_ Inlormatlon ayatame dMaton, ad-
_oed board membara on lho· 
.-to place the computor on the 
third floor. Hla pre.entallon 
reiterated 8 petlUon eent to tho board 
May 17. . 
Vlc&alalrman Dohmayer asked 
board ... membera .. to 
toceUng the computer on the lower 
leVel _ 01 the inability 01 
angIneora from RObInson Engl_ 
SOulh Holland, to guarantee llood 
control measures would ellmlnala 
future flooding Problems. . 
Truataea approved pun:/IaaIng tha 
Harr18 comput .. althe AprIl 8 board 
Feb.", 1983 
TCCup 
'23 percent 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• Book banning Increase 
• Cast chosen for West Side Story 
• Gossip, news In Ticker 
• Rock review of '82 
• Cagers update 
p.2 
p.3 
p.4 
p.5 
p.6 
nrollment statistics differ 
Spring ... meatar enrollment has 
again set records and Is now al Its 
hlghosl peak In Its fi8.year history. 
WIlliam J. Haler. dean, adml ... lons 
and recorda. said 11,241atudents are 
enrolled In 71.901 credit houra. accor· 
ding t9 opsnlng day flgu.... In 
eprIng. 1982. 8,133 studants w .... ln 
attendance wHh 81,203 credit hours. 
Thaso ligures show the number 01 
at_ta has Increaeod by 23 percent 
.. In one yaar and thet the numbar of 
credit houra has Increaaod by 17 per. 
cent during this lime. Hafer 
predicted. "BY the mldtarm of spring 
_er, tho enrollmenlllgUr ... will 
even higher. psrhepa to 
AJs In the psel. more femal ... ore 
enrollod then male aludenla. Current· 
Iy. there are 8.828 femal80 _ 4,813 
mal ... enrolled. 
01 aU divisions. Bualneeallnforma· 
tlon Syslema has the moat seats and 
credit hours taken. The great dem_ 
of tho dats proceaetng field. typing 
_ office automallon cl8&.... ac-
counted tor thl. _Imenl Also, lhe 
englne.rlng and electronic 
tachnclogy dlvlelona ore ~enc> 
·Ing a big growth. 
Hafer bellev ... factors for lhe In-
rollmenl Incr .... are veJIod. "One 
reason Is. bacauae of our economy 
and the fact thai many ~ oul 01 
jobs ere trying to obteln career sldHs 
by attending school. Financially, 
lome famUI ... can'l afford 10 aand 
studenta away to school." Haler ecId-
ad, "To loot our own horn., ... a ~ 
Iage. we are trying to make marketing 
efforta 10 provIde ..... _ and educa-
tional opportunities lhol will bans"t 
lhe welf.re of our sludants and com-
munlty." 
On.lhlrd 01 the natlon'a Indepen-
denl coIleg... and unlv .. slll... auf· 
fered a to .. 01 mora than 10 parcent 
In entering lreshman enrollment this 
academic year. a nationwide survey 
.ays. Financial aid cuts _ coalln-
crease. have b<Mn clled .. poaalble 
reaaona fer the decline. And with the 
deer..... In priVata coIIoge enrol~ 
menl coma _ In public ~ 
Iage enrollment ... well ... Increaaaa 
In part·tlm. enrollmenl during 
1982-83. 
In a aurvey of more than 1,2lJO of 
the natlon·s 1,soo prtvate InstltU-
Ilona. the Nallonal lnatuMe 01 In-
dapsndanl CoIIagea andURIv .... 1Iea 
.found that, overall, fre.hman 
enrollments In prtvate InalllUuona 
hove dropped 3.8 psrcent from 18&1 
~. lotaIs. Thla Is the llrat decline 
elnce 1971, ....,.,,111,'11 10 the _ 
tIon Depertrnsnt'. NaUonal Canter 
tor Education StaUatIca. 
Moal _e _ oocurrod In 
..... setectlvo _ erta colleges 
_ comp_ coIleg .... Ihoae 
offering both _.1 arta and career· 
related programs. 
The deer.... of over 18.000 
freal1men In one year will result In a 
to .. oIa quarter of a blllton doll .... In 
tuition revenu ... over the next lour 
yaara lor the Indepsndenl eactor of 
higher education &aid Jul_ ThrIft, 
executlva dtractor of tha Nallonalln-
allluts 01 Indepandenl CoIIagea and 
Unlverattlea. 
Coats Increaaea at prtvats InaUtu-
tiona, coupled with financial aid 
uncertalntl .... csuaed many aludanta 
10 chengo lhelr pI8na lset lelL 
Average total coata fer resident 
al_ta attending four-yeer coIlegea 
rcea 11 percent. to $7.475. al private 
colleg... an annual aurvey of col· 
lag... conducted by tho Collage 
Board Indlcales. 
Reagan admlnlstrallon aid cuts 
hava aleo hit home. Supplemental 
Education Opportunity grants wore 
cut 28 _t thlt acodernk;, yaar. 
Collage Work-Sludy. Nallonel Direct 
Siudent LDan8 and Stale Student In-
centive grants programs were each 
cut about 4 percenl In addition. entarlng ___ Ionger"~ 
bIe for SocIal SecurIty benefits _ 
Guaranteed Studenl LDan8. fomaty 
available to aU atudenta. are 
, ... 1rIcIed to atudanta from lemlll80 
making .... than $30,000 I yaar. The 
new eligibility rutaa Impoaod on GSl 
__ have ruuItod In a Ilgnlff. 
cent drop In appllcenta for the loan. 
EduceUon expetIa beI_ It fa nc 
wonder anroIIment Is down II private 
lnatltullona. The cuta coma ala tlma 
when collage costa are Increulng 
and the __ ua 01 tile c0un-
try Is not good. Mil Is claar tllel IIIe 
sluggish economy. combined with 
fed .... cuta In atudenl aid and the 
thread of d_ cuta. are forcing 
new studanta to abandon tllelr p_ 
to aHand Independenl coIIagea. In-
ataad, they are poslponlng their 
higher education or. more oItan, opt· 
Ing for .... expenelve, governmenl· 
run InatlluUona," NlICU ..... ldenl 
Jolin Phillips said. OffIclaI8 and 
studanll aleo tsar future Reagan .... 
mlnlltratlon cuts whlla they are In 
collaga. They are worried lhalllle ad-
mlnlatrallon will p.... for deeper 
cuta In atudent aid next y_. 
conlon p. 5 
Grade standards stiffened nationally 
for prospective, current students 
(cps)-There are 800 ~_ 
Ing from the UnIvaraIty 01 tile DIatrIcI 
of Columbia. A yaar ago, they would 
have b<Mn comfortably _In 
ctaaa. 
Now lhay're gone not _ 
_r grades fe/I •. but _use tile 
_ chengod. The gradeS they 
melntelned ware nc longer good 
enough to llay In achaoI. 
Another 1800 01 _ cIaaametaa 
were put on acadamlC probation sa 
UDC, _ 01 the lew remalnlng "open 
adml .. lons" achooIa. _ earll8r 
IhIs yaar to allffen Its .~ ... 
qul_ta In one fell swoop. 
U's heppsnIng -,*e. After a 
_ of relaxing admlaalona stan-
dards _ rampant grade Inflallon, 
aoma rr _e ayatame _ or ara 
about 10 toughen _ admIaaIona 
standards, according to a _ 
report by the NaIIonat AeaocIatlon 01 
Secondary School Principals. 
In other worde, collage Is gelling 
tougher to get Into, and herder to 
stay In once you'v8 b<Mn accepIod. 
"The __ ara !hera to make 
aure _ Is a qualiity lnatltuUon with 
quality gradust ... " axpIaIna John 
IIrItton, ~man for UDC, whtch 
now dlacarda lludanta who can't 
malnteln a "e" average. 
The effIcIIa 01 the chengea are 
apreadlng Ihroughout Amerlcln 
_tlon. 
The tougher __ net only 
elgnel an andIng of the era 01 open 
acImIasIona-begun In the _ SIx-
Uea to help poor ~ get • higher 
_tIon-buI ere changing the 
_ of community coIlegeo and 
ellogodly making Iour-yeer_ 
whItsr. 
"When you -... the toug .... 
standards, the bod economy _ I 
much more _ commitment 10 
affIrmallve ecuon __ thet 
wo're aeoIng II many schoOl.,· aaye 
Samuel Myers, haICI of tile National 
AeaocIaUon tor Equel Opportunity In Higher Education, "you __ 
very _ probtematorllOO!".dlaod-
~ed and mlnorlty ltudentS." 
Myara aaye !hera 18 elready a 
elgnlHcant ""'It In mlnortty enrol~ 
menl to community coIlegeo. 
Mlnortty enrollment In collages 01 
all types has held ltaady at 13 par. 
cent elnce 1877, compared to 13.8 
~~:u=~ngtotlleu.s.. 
Obaervera elao ella unamPloYment 
and the cuta In federal atudenl aid 
. programs _teaaona for lhe more r. 
cent dacllnM In mlnortty ....-on. 
menla. 
But tougher adml8elona_a 
hoven' edvenIeIy aIfectod minority 
enrollment 01 many _a. 
I' 
L ; 
I', 
I Ii 
!: 
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LOOKING INSIDE 
" Alumni Association 
.. ESL students take heart 
• Black history celebrated 
e Voice of the Bulldogs 
• Baseball spring workouts begin 
p.2 
p.3 
p.4 
p.5 
p.6 
uition increased to $24 
ginning summer semester 
Krukowakl cent of the budget that we can cut 
board of trusteas declded last eaally, and we otlll can't afford to 
eliminate that 20 percent. I don't Gee 
how we can balance the budget next 
yaar without the Incr ....... The In-
crease, which Is expected to raise an 
estimated $600,000 annuaJly was 
aloo _ported by tru._ Robert 
Anderson, Rlts Page and Joy Water· 
man. 
Truatee Frank Zuccorelll propoead 
thet raising the In-dlotrlct tuition to 
$23 rather lhen" $24 would gonerate 
S450,OOO and be sufflclant to help off· 
... t tho school's $1,331,281 dollclt. 
His motion lost, 4-3 with suppOrt 
coming from trusl ... Dorothy Smith 
and Donold Young. 
Speaklng before the bOard, SGA 
VIce-President of Student Rlghto Ear· 
nle Wilkinson -declarod, "Some 
students are unemployed; the"y'iiln 
trouble. Other students have talked 
to me who heve lost their benaflla. 
The •• studeQts are being affected by 
the $20 tuition. I hove no Idea how 
detrimental $24 will be." 
TCC, which hed tho tenth highest 
tuition of lllinol.' 39 community col· 
leg ... this fall, hes experienced a 14 
percont Incr .... In full·tlme otudant 
enrollment slnco spring, 1982. Board 
members did not agree on how the 
tuition IncreaSe will affect future 
enrollment growth. 
tudent complaints spring 
provements in electronics 
ministration officials last fall and 
prosentlng them with a varied lI.t of 
grievances, ~mplaln!ng of e!Jch 
things as OUI-dated equipment and 
Inconvenlontly arranged lab tables 
that force students to sit with their 
bocks 10 the blackbOard. 
"I ... "n.,thlng" wrong with Ills 
Informing us of problame,"" sayo Dr. 
Norm. Rooney, daan, caroer educa-
tion and one of the poople Armin 
sP<lkll with, "but we heYe to be 
raollotlc of tho tlme-frame In which 
we are dealing." 
"I told him thot we would r .. pond 
immediately to those problems thel 
we COUld." Dr. Rooney said In 
'of are nco to ordering now equlpmenl. 
Bu~ sho continued, eome of the 
departments other problema, such as 
a lack of lul~llme taachera (another 
of Armin'. complaints), cannot be 00 
quickly remedied. " 
''W.'re cont.lnulng 10 advertise fOr 
teachore. I reCently call{ld four other 
Tyson performs Thursday 
Tyson heo bean honored 
unprocadonlGd _ Emmy 
os Beat Actreao In the Iitle 
"The Autobiography of 1.11 ... 
0'\1«_ ....... ~ ....... 01 ....... _ ..... eA ....... 
Tubman in the teteviasd special "A 
Woman called 1.100&8," eoretta King 
In "King" and Blnta, the mother of 
Kunte Klnts, In "Roof .... As Rebecco 
In the film "Sounder" ahe .. med 
!lest AcIroaB Awards from the Atla ... 
IS Aim FaaUval, lhe National SOciety 
of Film Critlca and the Now York Film 
Critics as ",.11 as an Oacar nomina-
lion. . 
In her parfarmanco, Tyson will pre-
_I an entertaining aogmont of 
echOIarIy, hlstorfcal reedings which 
" will climax with her Interpretation of 
a poom cr .. ted by a l00-yaar-otd 
black woman; She will also" allow Ii 
hell hour lor queallons and ensworo 
. about her work end har car .. ,. Au-
" dlonco participation will be Invited 
and will provide an excollent oppor. 
tunlty for etudent. of drama, english, 
broadcast and media 10 _lore qu",," 
lions of Interest. 
Tyeon Is active In community al. 
fairs and makes numerous ap-
posranceo .throughout . tho country 
each y .... r. She Is co-lounder and vice 
prealdent 01 Ihe Danco Theat", of 
Harlem end Is a member of the board 
of directors for Urban Gateways end 
tho A_can Aim Institute. 
Thl. talented parformar also holda 
.. racord 01 live Imago Awarde lor 
!lest Acireao as judged· by the 
NAACP. 
For ticket Information, call ext. 
school. and they're In tho O8me 
predicament'· Kirchner concurred, 
explaining thel moat qualified per. 
sons are attracted 10 the higher pay. 
Ing Jobe Industry hes 10 offar end wlH 
only accopl teaching Jobs on a part· . 
tlmebesls. 
Not O8Il.lIed with tho progr ... he 
was making, ArmIILIook his corn-.• 
plaints to the board of trua_ on Urban aIuIIea COCIIdnator Do1Iid JoI1nIan IIapoIa IU ~ e1f0l1s and 
Jan. 'Zl. At the ouggestlon of Trustoe "B_ of Hervey" will gain him the _I 01 He,", mayor. _'s plotfonn 
Frank Zuccarelli, the boord toured Includes changing tho city' •• IIIrma!lva action plan and economic develop-
the electronics deportment al tho meAL 
next archltsclural·flnanco commit· 
t .. , Fab~3. Kirchner, who acted u Johnson's campaign nears finale 
guide, agreed lhet lho deportment I. 
herd preaeed lor apaca end Is In need by Denl .. Ycono Another cheng. Johnson plan. to 
of aorne now equipment, ·but he I. meko Is to upgrade .nd onforce Ih. 
generally pleaeed with tho oloclronlc The oulcome of tho Iocol election city'. Afflrma!lva AcIIon ptart. He end 
cumculum's parformanco. "I think 18 of particular Importance to on. his administration plan. to reaearch 
we're doing an abOVe """",ga lob. •• ,compus Instruclor. DaVId Johnson, the poaolbllity of changing the pre-
I galleedback Irom former .tudents lIIben studios coordinator, I ... can- sent form of gevernment from corn-
In Industry and they're doing w.I~" dldale for Mayor of Harvey. ml .. lonar to aldermanic ey.tom. 
he tOld the board. By being an acllve voIunleer for Johnson believes thl. porticular 
Armin rolterated his complaints more thon 11 years. Johnaon hes hed typa of govarnmont would form a bet· 
later at tho same meeting, adding, the opportunity to familiarize hlmaolf ter repraeentatlon of the InlareelS of 
"The admlnlatrallon Ie ouppoaed to with Ihe need. of the community. He . the varled ethnic population 01 
_ ""'" of my problems, but I hevB heo worked with many organizations L Harvey. 
to Ioke care of It. I'Ve _ two end '" presently .. member of tho When -- the .paclflc groupa 
(evening) c ........ to come here end South Suburban leadership Councn "being tergeted, John8on sayo the 
complain." He wont on to suggest (SSlC) and Is In hI. aecOnd tsrm as a poor are • critical area needing to be 
tho board Is nol concerned enough school board member In West· ...... ed. Theoa peOple Include blacko, 
with tho welfare of sludenla. Harvey·Dlxmoor Public School whit... Hispanics, Eaalem Eur", 
Trustee Donold Young agreed with dlst~ct 147. _..... Hindu. and Heltlano, all of 
ArmIn, end, clUng the deportment's', Johnson'. ruMlng matee are Otis "willch constltulS tho population 01 
equipment deficiency commented, 'Gilmore and Ernootlne Berry.Beck, " conI. on p. 4 
'''rhero'. no way oomoone can lea .. both candldal .. lor Ihe~IUon of MusicH ........ t •• n1nl'll 
the program at a competent tevat· commlUlonor. Their campaign g.o;;;o ... i til 
VlC&-Chelrman Raymond Ochmoyer, oiogan Is "Wellenove In HaNey." Up for concert 
however, did not bellOY. Armin'. ac;. The bealc Issu.. of Johnson's 
,cusaUon was ,ustlfled, 81Stlng thet campaign focus on Ihe family 
. the board'. purpose Ia to sel the economic development, housing and 
pollclea of the echooI, not to be uSed municipal government. 
as a complaining place for people, Johnson says the reason he d&cld-
end thet complaints ohould be hend~ ed 10 run as .. candidate for mayor Is 
ed through the admlnlatratton. He ad- "because "Harvey needs now las.der: 
dad, "I don't think ther... anyone ship and that tho city hoe hed 16 
here who dlsagr .... thero·. a p'ob- year. 01 the Haln •• administration. 
!em; the question Is how ., .. pprooch Downtown Harvey Is blighted, Dixie 
the problem." Square Is gone and unemployment Is 
One poaslbleopprooch tolhoprob- al a rato 01 15 percent." 
!em he. bean offared by Dr. Richerd 
Cooeldy, dlroclar, englnOSrlng and Jchnoon emphasizes thet One 01 
"technolOgy ...... t December Cooeldy Harvey's malor problema Is "thet the 
completed .. study of venoue weye presont mayor he. to go." 
tho tschnology" dop&rtmont'. floor When asked whet chengao ho 
apace could be locr_ The study plan. to meko for the benollt of 
bagun In 1981 by Coooldy's pred""': Harvey, JOhnson .t, ....... the IlISuo 
oor Clarenco Panny, outll .... _en 01 the needy end disenfranchiSed. He 
~ble solutlona rengtng from Ieaa- and his admlnlstrallon pten 10 craole 
Ing an ofl-campus building to con- a deportment of human "N~ thel 
.trucllng new and larger faclllilea on will coordinate servlcao 10 the youth, 
campus to house tho .nglnoorlng end IieOlor clllZon .. the unemployed end 
tschnology deportment at " coat of hendlcapped. " " 
opproxlmately $500,000. "They pia" 10 develop planning 
strategies with Ali of the cltlzena of 
Practice continues ror Sunday 
afternoon'. the mualc department·. 
annual Pop Concert In tho cafete"a. 
Pop, popcorn, coffee and laa will 
be sold while lour bend. parform. 
With edmloslon .t $2 for edults end 
$1 for studento, all procaods go to the 
Music EducatJors National Con-
ferenco (MENC) for deportmental 
echolershlpa. 
The Symphonic, 'eeturlng an alto 
OOXophon. ooIc by Ken Sloan. baglns 
the '8811v111ea "I 2 p.rn. Daportmenl 
Chairmen and Director Don Kramer 
will then lead tho Four O'ClOCk Jazz 
Band, with slngar Lyle Nicholson, at 
2:20. " 
" Kramar, before ending the day'. 
muolc with the Tee Community Jazz 
!lend at 3 p.m., CG<I1r""te tho DIal. 
228 Jozz Eneamble at 2:40. 
This organization, compOSed of 
muolclsns from Tinley Perle, Oak 
Foroet, Hillcrest end Bremen high 
schools. featufee musicians Jerry 
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oiceof Bulldogs' speaks on career in sports announcing 
'In the Action' 
byu..yHarIno" 
Spor18 editor 
believe I'm getting a 
better by understan-
what I have to do to 
a quality announcer. " 
Inslluell the speech and oral Inler· 
pretatlon claaaea, ta Frank'. number· 
one Inlluence. 
"He has helped me a 101, lor apeak· 
lng, ¥Olea quollty, gaatur..... the 
Bulldog YOIce alated. "I think I can 
got off Into a lot oIIhlngl. I he .. the 
ability to do a lot In III .. because I do 
a 101 ollhlngo tNery dey 01 my 1111. I 
work on being happy, wllh myaell and 
wllh _Ie ..... 
Though he lared will In lootball 
and _tIIng beck In his high school 
daya, Willie's primary sporlls tennll. 
But he ron out 01 eligibility at Thorn-
ton when he played his aecond 
__ Iprlng. 
Frank hopae to conUnue his major, 
communtcatlons In broadcaetlng, at 
_ IUlnota State Unlveralty or 
Bradlay In the I ..... 
The basketball announcing lob 
came hll way when Bulldog Athletic 
Director Ralph Miller choae him Ircm 
a number 01 applicants. 
"A lot 01 psopIe appIlad, but coach 
(Miller) thoughll was more capeble. I 
hod It In me," h. _laIned. "What I 
want to be some day 18 a aporI .. 
caeter, an In_ 01 people." 
And sa tha ._on has prograaaod, 
Frank'l ablUty, eIongwlth confldanea 
has Increased graally. "I believe I'm 
getting a lot beller by underatandlng 
what I have to do to be a quality an-
nouncer. 
corn. 
"Ileal coach Miller apprecIateo me 
a whale lot and the thlngl thet I do," 
Frank aakI. "He lOOks at _ sa 
another young man Ifytng to reach 
hIa goal. Mr. Millar has become a very 
good Irlend 01 mlna, 10 has coach 
(Bill) Fink." 
Whether It be IIIlnoll State or 
Bradley, Frank's upcoming gaoIla 10 
announce "basketball or all sports .. 
at a university. 
II doaa not aeom, than, too unlikely 
that some day one may IIIck on the 
teIavIslon, tum to a lportIng _t 
and dlacover TCC'I Willie Frank dO' 
Ing the commanlatlng. He has the 
proper schOOling, but •• wha will 
he m_1 after? 
Dick Engerg? "No." 
Merlin Olson? "No." 
Harry Caray? "No." 
Milo Hamllton? "No." 
Who will our promIolng announcer 
'allow? Howard ea.ell? "No'" 
" ••• I'm my own eel,. I don't copy. 
No, I won't be HOWard Coaell. I 
wouldn'I want to be like Howard 
CoaeIL I want to be Willie Frank." 
Our future celebrity alao baa the 
correct attitude. 
Sidelines. • 
eager 'madness' tips off 
Saturday night, non<:onleronce ..... 
ponent Malcolm X College will _ 
the horne ......... 'or the men and 
woman Bulldog _II squads. 
The _.t the TCC '1e1dhDU ... 
begin at 5 p.m. (women) and 7 p.rn. 
(men). 
SactIonal competition Is schadul-
ad to Up.o/f Tuaaday and Thursday 
nlghtl. While the woman venture to 
participate In the Kennedy-King tour· 
nament, the man will partake In the 
Oil_Harvey proceeding. 
For further Information, contact 
Athtetlc Director Ralph Miller In the 
'leIdhDUae, or ext. 333. 
Race entera stretch run 
Ex-Arllngton Park .nnouncer Phil 
Georgatl may be _ Feb. 22 to 
coli the 'lnlab 01 the Big ChIcago 
(Democratic Mayoral ~ Raca. 
"Hera !hay come aplnning out..,,· 
th.tum ••• the Incumbent Jana 
Byrne, Jockayad by Eddie Vrdotyak, II 
In tha lead, 'DI __ Iy behind 
by Harold Washington. •• In third, 
but making a late charge, Is. •• 
". 4 "the winner, Richard M. 
Ooley." 
Fan forwards dedlcaUon 
Man'. Bulldog __ II may lack 
a following on the road. 
But, among the handful who tra .. 1 
the mllas to root 'or the "orange and 
black," one peroon _teo 'or 
the l1,QOO.pIua ~ 
No peroon could be as.nthualaotlc 
or dedlcatad to the _ as "TInker 
Bell" RulIch. The mothar 01 Thornton 
alk:Onlerenca aophomore forward 
Steve Ruzich Ie alwaya present to 
cheer her BuIldog(I) on. 
4Shark8' Infest pool table 
FlIty-aIx atudenta (and 'acuity) 
chalked up !hoIr cue atlcka thIa w_ 
as the Intramural pool tabla tourna. 
ment began In Ih. achool'l _room. 
The parllclpanla ora glvan until 
Feb. 25 to complate !hoIr opening 
malchea. 
"TIle more you get Invohred, the 
mera It I ........ the chanoao 01 
becoming a good announcer. 01 
_,I leol II makao me a lot better 
having a lot 01 fanl come out and 
chaar the teams (women and. man) 
on. To _ tho fana go crazy, II gala 
_golng," ha·_ 
Frank oleo credits hIa quick Iaann-
Ina 01 the trade to the auccaao 0I1hIa 
""""'" basketball teams. Though a 
aaIery Is atlached to the Job, hie 1_ 
Ia non-motarIIaI. Willia _ecIatea 
having the ~nlty to announce, 
and as a result, pula an eIIort In that 
most would net. 
Bulldog .... Wtlllo Frank,_ •• _InTCC_a.ndetllletlc d_ Ralph MUIer, _ a __ ,,,,,,,the 'fat and IurIoua' .-. 
EIght, though, _ad byasln the 
Inilial 'rame. The aecond-round 
quallf .... are: aestua Hagler, lany 
Hartnatt, Tamara Hunler, Gary KIrk, 
James Osborne, RIchard Powell, 
. Mike Roth and Jamaa/ Stevena. 
He arrives at the ~ 3Q..45 
mlnuteo prior to tip-off "to get names 
oIplayero and a lowdown 01 whel'8 
going on at hallUme." The Bulldog 
yolee alIa talkl to the 
coaches. •• and, lrom the con ..... 
lion eland, gala hIa (free) box 01 pop. 
'ntrainural B •• k.lball Stlndlng. 
(lfter thtnI woeI<I 
. 1. lange's Lakers H 
1. Q.Zone H 
3. Spartans 5-1 
01. TCC Connacttona 3,'l 
4. I.akera 3,'l 
4. Misfits ' 3,'l 
01. Diamond Dogs . 3,'l 
8. Untouchabl.. ..' ,_... 2-4 
.8.. Playboys .,.. ~ •... 2-4, 
8. SOMF 2-4 
11. Qln.AmAnglolalomlcConnecllon1-6 
12. Callies o.a 
TCClntramuralllnal_ 
""'3 
. Tee Connactlona 44, can-Arn Anglo-
laIamle Connactlon 35-
Spala .. Iorleit win over lakera. 
PIayboya 31, Misfits 19 
Q.Zone 47, Diamond Doge 31. 
lange's Lakers 84, Untouchablao, 28. 
SOMF 'orlelt win over Caltlca. 
Feb. 4 
\.akera 'ol101t win over can-Arn 
Ang_CoM-. 
Tee ConnactJono 47, PIaybop 28. 
• Spartans 88, DIamond Dogs 48. 
l.ange's I.akera 81, MIe'Its 58. 
OZOna 70, Call1co 53-
Untouchablaa 50, SOMF 21. 
Feb.flr-
can-Arn AngJo.lalamlc Connactlon 
, forfeit win over PIayboye .. 
lange'. Lakera 511, TCC CoMectlona 
54 
': MlallIa 49, SOMF 43 
DIamond Dogs 49, Lakera 43 
Spartans 88, Celtlco 88 
.. ,~.~, .. \Jnt~59 . 
Flb.ll 
DIamond Doge. 82, can-Arn Anglo-
laIamIc ConnacUon 47 
.. L.akara 54, CattlC8 50 
iJ~:;~:!::~q;::::==~=~:=::=::; Spartans 58, Unt~ 53 !II .lang '.1.akera 81, PIayboya 80 
SOMF forfeit win over TCC Con...,. 
finn. 
_ .. ---
foa ntf 1HfRTEf:N1H 511WCHl YfAR acONNOR TRAVR PRf5fNlS 
DA YTONA BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 1983 
. -8 EXCITING DJ\ YS . 7 EXCITING NIGHTS II! 
AT THE THUNDERBIRD HOTEL 
$169.00 
You Crt Wh.u You PolY for - And More 
COMPARE AND TRAVEL WITH US! 
THIINDERIIIRD HOTEL 
-,......". 
.1._ ....... 1O~ 
• o..nc,r.OIC......, 
............. 
• ColpC'~ 
_ ...... 00 ...... _ .. _ 
• fRft~".,...,,~ 
• MUo.iIrhl:l' • ...,.fbMk 
• ~~ 10. Di~ NitINdub 
• nuE~Shu&&a. ..... 5ft""' 
eEl THE MOST FOR YOUR VAC\T10N DOLLAR 
ACT NOW! 
CONTACT - Mike Abels 
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an awaits sentencing for campus assault 
At the time of the attack he was on 
probation for a rape conviction tn 
Arizona. 
Urban had come to the Counseling 
Center to see about enrolling. She 
had come with a friend and her 
fnend's mother. 
According to her testimony. when 
Urban went to the parking tot to look 
for her friends she was approached 
by DeItch, who held a knife to her 
back and forced her Into his car. 
Dletch drove her to 8 forest preserve 
near 186th Street and Central Avenue 
In Country Club Hills. 
Vol. 51, No. 10 
--:<IUL • ...."rd extends program 
ynlt and accept new bids for four 
more such terminals at a leSser price. 
Trustee Dorothy Smith suggested 
the purchase of alx general-purpose 
termlnel$ WOUld he more practical 
arguing thel Ihe data·processlng 
department need~ such equlpment 
more then II does the graphiC ler· 
mlnals. She commented, .. , don't 
Ihlnk Ihat not getting the g.nera~ 
Puf'P088 temJnala Is equitable. I 
think they are a necessity If we are 
going to accommodate the 
atudents." 
Vice Pre.ldent Wayne Willen:! 
countered that Industry trende make 
the purche.. of spaclallzad equip-
ment such as the graphic terminals a 
nec.sslty. The Board eventually 
unenlmously approved the advlaory 
committee'. suggestion. 
Before adjoummen~ Trustee Rita 
Page 8uggeatad tho Board consider 
the ealabllshmerlt of a Women's 
Resource Center - qA place for 
women to meat lot colfee end discus-
elan, a 80ft of drop4n center," as 
Page _bad It 
According to Urban's testimony. 
Deitch had a knife and threatened to 
kill her If she made a noise. She said 
Oeftch told her he "hated his wife and 
aU women." 
Urban lold the Jury ahe began 
struggling wIth DeItch as he lad her 
Into a wooded area. He then strangl· 
ed her, causing her to loae con· 
Bclousness. 
According to Urban's testimony, 
when she recovered a few momenta 
later she lay 8tm until shewas certain 
Deitch was gone. She then ran to 
Central Avenue and flagged a pass· 
Ing Country Club Hills police cer. 
According to McCann and COugh· 
March 4, 1983 
lin, Urban was brought back to the 
South Holland ponce department 
where she described what happened 
and gave 8 description of the 
suspect. 
Using the description given by Ur· 
ban. TCC security officer Kevin Me--
Quaid spotted Deitch the next night 
taking a GEO test. Deitch was follow-
ed to his car by McQuaid who relayed 
the license number to the South 
Holland pollce. Deitch's car matched 
Urban's description. 
The following day, SOUlh Holland 
pollee had Urban describe the 
suspect to an artist from a crime lab 
tn JoUat. McQuaid made a positive 
IdenUflcation of the suspect from 
this picture. This lnformaUon was 
relayad 10 SOUth Holland police 
detectlvea William Senlefort end 
ElwOOd Schmit. 
Mccann and Coughlin went to the 
Deitch residence and observed the 
Monza. DeItch was Observed remov~ 
Ing cinder blocl<a from lhe trunk area 
of his cor. 
The South Holland detectlv88 were 
Informed of these observations and 
arrestad Deitch on Aug. la, 1951. 
Deitch wa. brought to the SOuth 
Holland pOlice department and 
positively Identlflad In a police line up 
by Urban. 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• Youth employment program begins 
It Speak out on new lockers 
" June grads - apply now 
.. Spend the summer In Europe 
• Women cagers win sectional 
14 honored 
Foundation 
p.2 
p.3 
p.4 
p.5 
p.6 
awards $5,100 
A recepllon for the 14 atudents 
8elected to receive Foundation 
SOhoiarshlpe for reimbursement of a 
fun aelln6et6r'a tuition and 1006 will 
be held at 3 p.m. In the Grotto today. 
The top two students from eech of 
the cotlege's BeVen academic dM· 
alone with soholarahlps, their grade 
point averages and Cities of 
residence are: 
Physical SCIence and Malh 
Janice E. eru_· Chemistry· 
4.00 • calumel City 
Edward Felix· Chemical Engineer 
Ing • 3.66 • Dolton 
_ and infcmlatlon SyaIt!ma 
Ertc Otte • Data Proceaslng ·4.00 
Oak Fot88t 
UncIa L. Fuachtman· 08ts .......... 
Ing • 4.00· Hazel Creal 
Arta And Humanities 
Vivian I. Shipley· Art· 4.00 
SOuth Holland 
Janice B. Welch· Ubaral Arts· 
4.00 • Tinley Perk 
conI. on p.2 
nI!lJ~rL~ctilnn Task Force works to promote academics, improve col/ege Image 
their joba. W. found out thet only eo 
percent were employad, and thai was 
leas than we thoughL Also, the 
survey said thai 25 percent of tho slu· 
dent population heve had tholr job 
0latU8 aUectad." 
in addition 10 employmenl, the 
survey also touched on reasons for 
attendance al the college, plan. for 
contlnuad enrollment, plana to com-
plste TCC coursework, dealrabliity of 
SUndey classes, need lot a recep-
tion/Information center and an 
overall rating of the college. 
During the peat two years, the 
Recrultmenl Committee and the 
Marketing Task Force have bean 
responsible for such events as the 
atale high school music contest, 
leecher workshops, high schoot 
__ deys end the open house. 
Also, lhey have provldad _oral 
other aervlcea and programs lot the 
people of Ihe community. 
When eked about letting people 
know about TCC .. cademlcs Meek 
replledl "Ther. .8 academic ex· 
cellence at this cotlege. We do know 
Iltat II 18 not perfect, but we wanl 
everyone 10 know how good the col-
lege realty 18." 
,..-- Marketing Task Force Student Survey ~ 
Prealdont Dr. I SUMY -JlCndenls: Plana upon complotlon of TCC -- I 
MarkoUng Task A total 01 974 Indlvldua!a (epproxlmalely 10 percent of tho '&111952 stu- The goalo of the vaal majority (90.2 percent) of survey ,eaponclenlS fell 
a olgn TCC dent body) raaponded to the 17 queallon survey. The survey sample very wlthln two cal_lea: __ training end preporatlon for transler. A total 
bacomlng a cloaaly approxlmalad college data on enrollment by _ (39.5 mela and of 41.7 pereenllndlcatad an Intention 10 obtaln a degree or certilicats end 
60.5 tamale) end .... ea of reaidence (13.1 percent, Cslumet City; 10.4 per. to find Immedlale employment while 48.5 percent of survey ,sapond_ 
eent SOUth Hoflond; 10.2 percent, Harvey; 9.5 percen~ Dolton; 9.0 percent, aeld they planned to Irensfer 10 • 'our.year college 10 obtaln a bachelor'o 
lansing, stc.). Reapondonts repreaented sludents enrollad In daytime degree. (A total of 5.1 percent Indlcatad an interest In specific cou'_ 
classes only (54.8 percent) a combination o!Cley end evening _ (26.5 only.) 
percent) and """"Ing ctaaaea only (18.4 percent). 
__ lor ._nee at college 
The economy end employment concerns __ 10 egaln Influence 
enrollment "" evidenced by students' raaponae to .. question on thalr 
reason for being In COllege. While 22 percent of reapondenla said they 
were -,ng for Initial full-time employment, twice IItat numbei-44 
percent-Inclc:ated \hal they were preparing lor .. job In another flald. An 
additional 19 percent aald they were _king" promotion ot advancement 
In their _I flald. AfI_ percent Indlcetad other reasons lot atlen-
dence. 
11'18na lor contiIIued_ 
Aity-eIx percent of studenle rosponding 10 the survey Indle$tad Iltat 
they haclattendad cl_ at TCC last year, and 91.6 percent of thel_ 
$Bmple Indlcatad an Intention 10 continue cfe .... at the cotlege In the 
spring 1953 semeater. '" 
llaalrabliity alllunday ctaaaea , ' ','~' Wi I When .. ked whether lhe college should olfer SUnday cI~ cent of the atudenlo polted ... 10 no. 
WllyTCC? 
When ""ked 10 rank lectors influencing their declolone to attend Tcc. 
the majority of survey reapondents (81.7 percent) _ the following 
thr .... co.tegorlea: proximity to home (35 percent). .. vallability of .. particular 
lransfer or career program (28.7 percent) and inability 10 alford the _ts 
, of "going away 10 BChooi" (1a percent). An eddlllonel 7.8 percenl of 
raapondenla aaId Ihey "didn't want 10 go .. ",ay to achooI" end:l percenlln-
dlcatad thet the class schadUIe wu comenlenL 
_lor roeepllonIInl""""tlon _ 
Slightly over hell (54 percent) a' the _ ""'POndenta Indlcatad A 
need lot a central racepilonllnformatlon center al the college. Appro •• 
.mataly 4-4.8 percent Indicated Il preferred location for _ Inlormatlon 
center would he at the main ""trenceladrnleslono MOIL 
::, o.emll'llltftg of "';'Iege ii~,';. '" , -. # 
, When - 10 gIVe TCC' ... overall ",tlng, 8G percent 0' the -11 
",t6d the college u "good" (71.7 percenI) ot __ Ing." 
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f«,fM,rIlnlo'tra!lors are attempting to 
.. ~ •• _ .. __ ._ .. _ of all age groups In 
CUrrently. doctors and 
Cllrtors Blre en,rollbng In, data process-
and technology 
extra experience In 
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Chicago media pros headline 
journalism conference Friday 
Journalism students from six area 
high schools will participate In the 
Fourth Annual Journalism Con-
ference spcnscred by Tee Friday In 
the college's Performing Arts Centar. 
An expected 125 students will have 
the oppcrtunlty to exchange Ideas 
and get an Inside view of the world of 
Journalism from working profes-
sionals In the broadcast and print 
media. 
Featured paneUsts who will 
discuss their duties and respen-
slbilities Include Jim Gibbons, WLS-
TV news reporter. Mitchell Locln. 
Chicago Tribune political reporter 
and AI Selb. Chicago Sun·Tlmes .taff 
photographer. 
govemment and polltlca lor the past 
six years. He also covered the 
presidential election of 1980 and cur-
rently Is reporting the Chicago 
mayoral campaign. While at Ihe 
University of Illinois. Locln became 
news director of the student commer-
cial radio station, WPGQ.FM. Locln 
atso worked for two radio atatlons 
and one television station while stili a 
student at Champaign. 
Selb. 26. recently Joined the Sun· 
Times as a staff photographer after 
serving In the same capacJty the 
previOUS five years for lhe Chicago 
Helghta-besed Star Publications. 
Gibbons. a broadcaat news 
reporter for more than 20 yeara. has 
been wlth WLS alnce 1969 serving In 
several capacille. at the ABC owned 
station. In addition to being a news 
reporter. Gibbons Is currently the .ta· Kalish speaks on singles' game lIon's environmental editor. a pcal· 
lion that helpad 8am the Envlronman-
The six schools attending the con· 
ference are Thornton, Thornwood. 
Thornrldge. T. F. North. T. F. SOUth 
and Bremen. Awarda will be 
presented In a high school 
newspaper competition sponsored 
as part of the conlerence ecllvltles. 
Newspapers are ludged In the follow· 
Ing seven categories: layout, 
photography. sports. editorial, news. 
feature and ovar ... excellence. Firat, 
second and third place awards will be 
announced In each category4 
"Tho SIngIo LII • ...A Whole New G.me" )0110 be preeanted by Koren Kellah tal Quality award from the En-
at _ Iodey In the Performing ArIa CenIar. KaR.h he. bean • conoumer vironmental Protection Agency. GIl>-
alia'" raport.r lor numerous televl.lon .tatlona.lncludlng WLS-TY. bons has also received an Emmy 1....::::::,;;::;:;,;:...;::;..::::::..:..:.:....;;::; ____ ..;;. __ ,.;;. ____ ..... award for his coverage· 01 the 
Trustees name Ellis Falk 
new financial aid head 
American Airlines crash In 1979. 
locln, a 31-year..ald Chicago 
native. has been with the Tribune 
since 1974 specializing In state 
Judges for this year'. compaUtlon 
Include Mike O·Neel. Star Publica· 
tions, MarUyn Thomas, Hammond 
TImes, and Dave Monaghan, PoInler· 
Economist PubllcaUons. 
by Joho Krukowald good administrator." said his former Measles outbreak threatens 
tc!:;'iu=:~:C:n~!~:~~~~ :.=t~.'6:'::~ State President Dr. college students nationally 
as fortunate as Tee's new Director of "By far his .. partl .. and creden· them to call off games Instead of Iisk. 
Anancial AId and Placement. Ellis G. tlals suparseded thet of the other (CPS}-A student measles epidemic Ing bringing the disease home with 
Falk. candidates." explained the search that showed up In Texas last fall and them. 
Upon learning that Prairie State Is committee chairman William J. has recently spread to campuses In Sut students returning home from 
considering eliminating several of Its Hafer. dean. admissions and records. the Midwest could tum Into a nR- SOUth Florida and SOUth Texas vace. 
admlnlstrallve posltlon ... ·lncludlng The $28.00().a.year position attraclad tlonal problem as .tudents travel tlon areas could do the job. too, frets 
his own as director of admissions 50 applicants. over spring break, according to some Dr. E. Bowes, health official In SL 
and records-Falk applied last Falk's appclntment was approved health officials. Joaeph County ~n.). which hosts 
January for the FInancial Aid pcs~ unanimously by the Board of Purdue. Indiana, Kalamazoo ()oI. Notre Dame and SL Mary's College. 
tlon here. The role of Dlrec10r had Trustees March 3. and he took con- lege. Ferris State In Michigan and Bowas began a vaccination pro-
been vacated last November when Its trol of the Financial Aid offlca this Ball State. among other schools. gram at the schools before 
Incumbent, Ronald L Cooley. decld· past Wednesday. Falk Is pleseed have sullered outbreaks of measles Christmas. So far. both schools heve 
ed to return to teaching and was with his new job. "I think very highly among their students. escaped measles outbreaks. 
replaced temporartly by Dr. James of TCC." he said. AmOng his current Current ca .. s heve alsc been But Bowes .. pacts the vlru. wlll 
Koeller. concerns Is the recent decision olthe reported In Mlam~ San Diego and make lla way through Michigan. 
Ellis Is supported by tweive years 4111001. State Scholarship Commls· Houston. upstate New York and the Kanaes CI-
of administrative experience at sian not to accept Monetary Award Health officials are rushing to 1m- ty area because elementary schools 
"Prairie State. "Ellis Falk provided Program applications after June 1 munlZe studenla before they leave for there mode only ·'helf.heaned" at. 
good service for the .chool and work· from studenla who applied for the spring vacations and spread the tampla at Immunizing their students 
ed well wlth students. I think he Is a award during the 1982-83 school year. disease even further. over the last decade. 
other Iterna concerning Tee par. Indiana, for example, will require immunization has bean required 
sonnel were on the Board of atudents to show proof of Immunlza· for the past ten years, he explained, 
Trustee's March 3 agenda. Trustee tlon _Inst measlas In order to get but some school dlstrlcla dldn't en-
Frank Zuccarelli was the only dl...... back· onto campus after break. force the rule vigorously. 
ling voice heard When the Board "The Center lor Dleaaso Control He figures thousands of .tuderrls 
voted to Increase the salary of feals It Is a naUonal problem." warns have slipped through the syst.m 
Rsprography Specialist Solly Boyle the center's Dr. Robert Klm-Fariey. without being immunIZed. 
because 01 added job lespon· who Is In Bloomington. Indiana dirac- S1xty-slx percent of the American-
slbilitias. tlng the campus-wlde ImmunlzaUon born and 88 percent of the foralgn-
Followlng the recontmendaUon of program at Indiana. born student. at Notre Dame, for In-
the Board's ArchltecturaUFlnanc. The program hod reached 10,ClOO of stance. hod not been immunized, he 
Commiliae. Trustees voted to In- lU's 32,000 atudenla by the first week found. 
crease the selarles of 30 oupport of March. Outbreaks "could happen on many 
staff members by _n parcenl, .f. Klm·Farley has recomm.nded U.S. campuses because most 
fecllve an their anniversary daleS. at other Immunization programs like the studenls now In college missed get· 
a cost of $5,922 lor the 1983-«1 one eel up to .'ahoot" paople at a re- tlng either the measlas or vacClna. 
echool year. cent IlIInois-iU basketball game at Ur· tiona when they were young." Dr. 
==::!maki and mot!:.:;: 
at the end of AprIIIIJ 
Initially acme debste occurred bena to help' keep the virus contain- Allen Henman of tho Center lor 
among the Trustees whether the In- ad. Disaasa Control In AUanta told ()oI. 
cr .... was advlseble In light of the He'. especially worried about lege Preoo Servtce In thl wake of last 
Board's concern with balancing the susceptible studenla leaving campus lall'o .pIdemIc at eight Texas cot-
budget. Eventually the raisa was and "seeding" home towns. other leges. 
decided to be necessary. consld ... - states and vacation spcIa like South ·Student. moat vuln.rable to 
Ing. es President Nathen A.lvey _. Florida over braak. measles are thoea who have -... 
can pick up • list 01 qualifications 
ollice (2nd floor) or the Counseling Center. Inno lililflliiiii lo1iifC1l28 toiltlMii<i1 th88boVe' _tlorlll. 
tam""I!.nbHl •• 111 begin on AprIl 11 and end.!III AprIl 20. voting will take 
body on April 21 .. 22. 1JIe. transition parlod for all 
mernbera of SGA will be from April 25 until Juna 30. Thla 
allow newly oIectad __ to become Iamlliar with the pro-
and people .f1l1lalad with th~~. It J"III........ aUow ~I e 
of Idees, programs, and at. the.lowIng year. 
officers will t .... their oeataln ofllclal.paclty as of J 
All rulMtl"..n", mil" hA ttlr.r.tatf 1ft 1ha MA ft~ or r.RIt tty1 ~'v:I 
"the support ataffero serve the co~ "I'm worried aboUt 11," aclda Lewle hod II, or who dldn't get the Ilve-vlrua 
::~'::=~~I~:: Inw:i: '=:=::~~~~~.!~'r~~'-:::!'r8-~::S 
bad flnanclal sh_ thot any Increase yet to .how up In Missouri. "We're (who) didn't go through the natural 
WUI hurt _at" looking for the poiantlal of the meaales jlycl .... Anderson pointe out 
The Board approved the creation of dlaeese. " "We created a little Catch-22 with 
a new full·llme laculty pcolUon In the Andersen Is esIdng all Mlasourl thet ag. group." 
data processing d_rtmenl, elf..,. coIIega epcrte teame to can ahead to "We'r. golilg to _ thet this 
tlve AugusL Alsc ~ w .... fee - If measIas hoVe broIcen out at childhood disease will become • 
Increases. effec1lve this Juno, of 23 campulOS where they't. acheduled young adult dl ••••• ,'· Bow.s 
• .., ",." ..... tn.v I'In ... f.,. .<1 ... klnn _ .... ~I_ .... 
., 
" .. .. 
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page 2 
Cicely sizzles in PAC performance 
* 
by Denise Moore 
"I prefer to be remembered as an 
artist," explained Clcely Tyson duro 
Ing her recent appearanc'l tn the Per· 
forming Arts Center. Her perfor· 
mance was sponsored by the SGA as 
psrt of Btack History Month. 
The actress began the evening by 
mentioning that although no picture-
taking would be anowed dutlng her 
recital, she wou1d stand stili for three 
seconds while camera buffs snapped 
photos. Tyson then proceeded to 
pose elegantly while leisurely count-
Ing "one, •. two ... two and one-half.. ... 
Sevetal minutes went by before she 
counted .. three. Of 
Career Resource Center offers 
employment, college information 
Tyson. the daughter of West Indian 
parents, was born In East Harlem In 
New York Clty about 40 years ago. 
She Is reluctant to discuss her age as 
she believes it has no relevancy In her 
life. but when asked when her birth-
day was, Tyson laughIngly replied, 
"Friday." 
by Henry Hendsraon 
It Is said the road to collegiate suc· 
cass Is often paved with low grade 
asphalt. If you Bre having trouble 
traveling on this very tough road, a 
place on campus will not only help 
you along the road but wUl shed aUt· 
tie light down the highway. 
The Career Resource Center (CRe) 
Is located next to the counseling of· 
flees, room 2119. Students are 
welcome to come to the center to use 
1hQ -various materials avallablt;t. 
The CRC contains catalog' and 
bullettns from every four-year college 
In the state and additional Informa-
tion on more than 4.000 other col-
leges nattonwlde~ Also. the center 
contains a career file and slides that 
can be used as -aids. 
The college file of schools outside 
the state Is not contained In 
cataloglbulletln form. but Is on mlCfOo 
film. This makes It easier to file and 
ioOk up. Schools are classified by 
state. If you need Information on B 
schoot. look In the file under the state 
the SChool Is In, pun out the film card 
and place It In the projector. The 10---
formation can then be copied for 
future use. 
The career file Is an excellent 
source for Information on certain Job 
fields. The government publishes a 
career book every two years that Is 
used as a supplement to the file. 
There are six career areas that are 
color coded. Once you find the career 
area that Is related to the field you 
want to look up, all that 1,lelt to do I, 
lOOk In the hanging file for the color 
of the career area. 
For example, say you wanted to 
look Into the field of law. First look 
Calumet 
COllege 
(312)721-0202 
DeRobertis 
Insurance Agency 
35 Years of 
Complete 
Insurance Service 
1025 E. 162nd St. 
South Holland, IL 
339·0200 
800·621-5745 
IN ILLINOIS CALL 312·922-0300 
AUTHORS' RESEARCH. ROOM 600 
under the six basic career areas. Law 
would faft under the heading of social 
services which Is color coded red. 
Then you would check the hanging 
file under red for careers In law, and 
related areas. The Information con-
tained tn the hangIng file gives In-
sight on skills needed, Job availabili-
ty. salary and many other things. The 
flte ts also numbered -to correspond 
to the government handbooks men-
tloned earlier. 
Being black and a woman are ad· 
mltted disadvantages according to 
the actress, but she Is determined 
not to be Intimidated or compromise 
her beliefs and Integrity Just to "get 
along." When Hollywood was produc-
Ing many black exploitation films. 
Tyson refused to Join the trend and 
was Idle for seven years white she 
waited for "the right part. .. 
·'t want peopte to know that 'Super 
Fly' or 'Cleopatra Jones' Is not what 
blacks are about,'~ said Tyson. "We 
have mamas and daddies, we laugh 
9 and cry, love and are loved Just the 
same as anyone aloo Bnd I wasn't 
A qualified staff person is always 
ready to lend a hand if a student runs 
Into difficulty. 
11 
17 
18 
18 
'8 
23 
2. 
2. 
25 
211 
ACROSS general 
, Mountains of 3 Punctuation 
EUrope marks 
5 Over 4 Arm support 
9 1812 event 5 ConjunCtion 
12 Skin 6 Hot 
13 Seeds 7 Is in debt 
14 Actor Vtgoda 8 Greek letter 
15 Weird 901minlshed 
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
17 Ruled 10 Son of Adam 
19 Buries 11 Cincinnati 
21 Morays ballplayers 
22 Walk in mud 1G Latin con. FROM COLLEGE 
2451,inOid junction 
Roma ~8 Wheel tooth 
PRESS SERVICE 
25 Youngster 20 Raise the 
26 Knight of TV spirit 01 
27 Climbing 22 Mix 
device 23 Mother of ing 
29 Note of scale Apollo 36 Dispatched 
31 - a girl 25 Part of eye 37 Goes in 
32 Near 27 Alight 39 Tresses 
~ ~r~~~: need ~~: 41 ~n:pean 
35 Artificial lan- 30 Dye plant 42 Hebrew 
guage 34 Chair a meet- month 
36 Scoffs 
38 Former Por-
tuguese coin 
39 Conducted 
40 Niton symbol 
41 Trade lor 
money 
42 Stratford's 
river 
44 Fashions 
46 Impose 
48 Say window 
51 Inquire 
52 Roman tyrant 
54 At ease 
S5 Legal mat-
lers 
56 Church area 
57 Tidy 
DOWN 
1 Simian 
2 Confederate 
Studenl Govemrnent 
Ceve Rudolf, Folk 
Vccm Seminar - $10 
forming eololsts, $S 
BuaIne&sIInd'U8tty 0 , ,< 
College 0ffIcea Open :";:/' 
"African DesiO" Techniques on Fabrle~-
~MeGUng ,{~,',. :t<" 
Board 01 Trustees MeeUne: _ . 
tee Alumni A8aocletlon soard ~nG~ 
Worltfo<c& _Iocemon( '" 
SelH"I! 'he Commo<cfalnndustrlel Marit<lt 
lSamtng Awareness WorbhOp $5 -, 
43 Clamp 
44 Walk 
4S Behold! 
47 Anecdotes 
49 Guido note 
so Permit 
S3 Faroe 
whlrlwlnd 
about to take 8 role that wasn't rele-
vant to blacks or depicted them In a 
stereotypical manner." 
The first television experience for 
Tyson was a co-starring role with 
George C. SCott In the 1963 series, 
"East Side. West Side." "It waS my 
first time working with the camera, 
and wor1<lng with (Scott) helped me 
form a good foundation for my 
career." 
Aspiring young actors In the au· 
dlence wanted to know what they 
should do to get In the business, a 
question Tyson Is often asked. 
"Know your craft. You have to want 
to be an actor or actress totally, more 
than anything else. And you have to 
be ready for a lot of reJection," advls· 
eel Tyson. 
On the question of drug use In to-
day's society, Tyson was adamant in 
her stand against anyone using 
son811y h"'N d, •• trucUve, narcoltl"~ 
be. Her 
Mites Oavls, had a 
blom, and although 
through the bad times. 
marry him until he 
blern. "Orugs are not 
you want to get high," said 
you want to get high, 
ty of things In this world 
on-get high on life or a new 
stay away from drugs," 
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Bulldogs 
=-=----lilA .... for East 
Region IV 
game 
Bill Hubly. though. 
East squad back with 22 
\allont,""'-j~,'~! points. Two Hubly free 
gave the east a shorl· 
advantage. 
........... ~ 
,lam, 110 rI 
Cmkovl .... 
the contest with 
goals. 10 of 10 froe throw 
a game-hlgh 28 points. 
eal' Ilhlll" $"". Ruzlch '011) and 
Pat Pattonon (right) drive _ani Iha 
balk.tln • Region IV game at Triton 
(River G...... 16.) March 5-
(photos by Lany ItartnetI) 
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n sentenced 42 years 
campus assault 
Delich, a 22·year-old rasl. 
Township 'convicted of 
21, t981 kidnapping and al· 
slrangulatlon of Shirley Ur· 
sentenced March 22. 
10 Chief James P. Me-
Security and Safely, 
consecutlv~ years In 
4-11~~ y, .. ", for attempted murder 
kidnap. 
4-11; Th,. ","1',"0. we. handed down 
Criminal COurt 
Originally, Deitch was convicted by 
a Cook County ·Crlmlnal Court Jury of 
attempted murder; aggravated kid· 
napping, aggravated battery and 
unlawful restraint. 
The victim, Shirley Urban of Tinley 
Park., was kidnapped at knlfepolnt 
from Ihe TCC campus by Delich. 
Deitch drove her to a forest preserve 
near 186th Street and Central Avenue 
In COuntry Club Hills. ' 
. ACCOrding to Urban, when she 
'bagan to slruggle wllh him, DeItch 
strangled her. I 
to alleviate flooding 
by board of trustees 
<!gore of hfs Job to more than 100 .... high _I 
H.I thallhe Board will vole upon this 
aulumn conlalnlng $20,000 of equip-
m..nllhat "would be nice 10 have bul 
are' not Imper.ilve to the courses," 
according 10 Rooney. 
.tudants attending TCC'. Fourth Annual on Friday. Other guutopukeRlncludod AI SaIb (l), 
The Board agreed Ihal a fee In· 
crease will be necessarY 10 help fool 
the electronics department's new bill. 
Beginning thl. June, Ihe approx· 
lmately 80 studenls enrolled In the 
electronIc curriculum can expect to 
pay S25lnstead of ,Jhe current $11 for 
ali electronic courses except Elec. 
IrOnlcs 104. 
Sun.TIm •• pholognopher, and Mltcholl LocIn,Chlcego Trll>ll •• polilical report.r. 
Subminimum wage proposed by Reagan 
The Trustees votad to accept a tow 
bid of $210,000 for ranovatlon work to 
ba dono Qn tha school'. heating and 
air conditioning systems. The 
nahabilitatlon, which I. expected 10 
8ave TCC an esllmated $125,000 an-
nually In energy consumption. Is b&-
Ing flnancad In part by a grenl from 
Ihe federal Department of Energy of 
approxlmalely the seme figure. 
Permission to submit • $175,000 
grant application to the stale of 1111· 
nol. waa given to Ihe school by Ihe 
Board. Expected to ba approved by 
the legislature In mid or late summer. 
the grant would ba used 10 make the 
gymnasium more enargy-efflclenl 
According to Wllldn, lha college will 
pay about $800.000 for utilities during 
the 1982-83 school year, &nd auch 
renovation ·"wlll never reduce our 
energy bill, but we will reduce the In~ 
creases." 
The Faculty Assoclallon, 
represented by geology Instructor 
Norman Warns. asked the Board 
Policy Commlltee 10 consider add· 
Ing a faculty membar to Ihe Board 
·of Trust .... As explained by Warns. a 
faculty representallve would allow 
for more efficient communletlon bal· 
ween t.achars and the Board. 
WASHINGTON (SPS)-Even If Ihe 
~east you could ea~ 1n a minimum 
wage Job last summer was $3.35 an 
hour, you may find yourself working 
for less this summer. In hls fiscal 
1984 budget proposal, President 
Reagan has proposed thai all people 
under the ege of 22 be eligible for 
employment at a rate 25 percent 
below the current minimum wage dur-
Ing the summer months between May 
1 and Sept. 30. The subminimum rate 
would be about $2.50 an hour. 
Wllh youlh unemploymenl al or 
beyond depression levels In many 
areas of the country. there Is a grow-
Ing foaling Ihat somelhlng hss to ba 
done •• IYouth unemployment, par-
Ilcularly among black youth, Is a 
social tragedy," Labor Secretary Ray· 
mond Donovan said. 
The issue, on Its face. Is a simple 
one: reduce the wage an employer 
must pay to the lowest paid 
teenagers) and employment of 
teenagers will Increase. 
"For many youth, the mlntmum 
wage has acted as a barrier prevent· 
Ing them Irom gaining a fOOlhold on 
the "rst rung of the economic 
ladder," Donnovan sold. Young peo-
ple, he added, "have bean hindered In 
lhelr efforta to obtain the most 1m-
pcnant kind of work-worl< thot pro-
vides beslc aklll training." 
The Idea of paying young people 
below the minimum wage Is not new. 
President Richard Nixon vetoed a 
minimum wage bill In 1973 'In part 
because the Congress had not In-
'cluded a subminimum wage for youth 
In the bill. More recenlly, during the 
Carter administration. the House of 
Repre"ntatlvescsme \V1l;hln one vote 
of approving a youth "dlfferenllal" In 
the minimum wage. Youth differen-
tial refers to the difference between 
the current minimum wage and the 
proposed lower rate to be paid 
younger workers. 
Performances, awards to be 
presented at Readers Theatre 
If the stage Is your world, then 
readers theatre Is for you. 
According to spesch teacher Smllh 
Bland, "Readers lheatre Is group In-
terpretation where a director chooses 
a single script and uses a narrator 
and readers In roles. A combfnatlon 
of Ideas· and literary malerlals 
creates a group Interpretive eYent." 
Group fnterpretatlon and 8010 and 
dual performancas will ba given duro 
Ing a fr .. readers thealre program 
May 131n tha Performing Arts Canler. 
Ourlng this event, a participant will 
receive the Terrence Wrlghl Memorial 
Scholarship. 
Terrance Wrlghl, for whom Ihe 
achotarshlp Is named. was a atudent 
who died In an aulo aceldenlln 1975. 
Brand explained, "Terry was a stu· 
danl whO had no aaplratlons about 
theatre when he came here, but fl. 
enrolled In one of Joseph Thornton's 
Speech 108 (Oral COmmunlcallon) 
classes. I needed a scenic designer 
for the play I dlrecled Ihal year, and 
Thornton Informed me that a master 
carpenter was In his class. 1 sort of 
dumped Ihe responslblllly on Terry. 
soon he decided on a career as a 
scenic _/gner." 
finds freshmen changing goals, views 
Members of Ihe Wrlghl Scholar· 
ship commltlea are Fred HanzHn, 
director, arts and humanities, Com-
modore Craft. dlractor,language and 
communications, Brand, Thornton, 
Sussn Unn, Performing Arts Canter 
manager and Travis Slackly. theatre 
director. Aller Ihey .elecl an appllca· 
tlon deadline, performance-orlented 
students will pertorm for lha commit· 
tee while technical theatre ap-
plicants will be interviewed. Tha 
scholarship reimburses students for 
one semester"a tuition. 
results were based on responses to 
student Informallon forms completed 
bj 188,692 freshmen from 350 Instltu· 
tlons. In the 17 years since Ihe survey 
began, more than 5 million sludents 
and 1,200 Inslltullons have par· 
tlclpated. Questions concerned 
career goals, reasons for attending 
college, famlly background, and 
pclltlcalleanlngs and preferences. 
COllage leaching has shown a 
sharp decline since 1988 from 1.8 per. 
cenl to .2 percenl In 1982. Students 
Int ..... ted In social work has declin-
ed from 2.9 percent In 1988 to t.l per. 
cent. 
careers In business. engineering 
and computer prognammlng reached 
all·llma highs In the 1982 survey. 
Respondents Interested In engineer-
Ing Increased from 4.7 percent In 
1974 to 12 parcenl this y_ and com-
puler programming rose from 2.9 par. 
cenl In 19n to 8.8 percenl In Ihls 
survey. 
In designing career gosls, many 
students seem to feel, according to 
the survey, thai "baing very well off 
financially" wss "very Important" 10 
more than two--thlrdl of 1982 
freshmen or 88.9 percent, an Increaaa 
from lasl yeer's 85.2 parcenl end a 
big lump from tha <13.5 parcent who 
responded that way In 1987. 
Tha survey also Included questions 
pertaining 10 reasons for going 10 co~ 
lage. ''To ba ebIe to make more 
money" was a ''very Importanl" 
-ae-I-n-g-V-e-ry ..... w-e-II-o-'-f-f-In-a-n-. =Es?:~::::!~ 
clally was very Important tha -18.9 paroanlln 1971. 
to more than two-thirds By conlras~ fewer of tha 1982 en-
of 1982 freshmen. ~orp:r=Stc~·:,':.:su;":'=:~! 
menl" (22.9 parcent, down lrom 24.8 
percent last year and 44.6 percent In 
1972), "halplng others In difficulty" 
(61.8 percent, down from 82.9 laal 
y_ and 88 In 1975), and "helping 10 
promote racial underetandlng" (30.7 
percent compared to 31 percent last 
year and 35.8 percent In 1977). Tha 
goal of "developing a meanlngful 
philosophy of IIfa" also continued a 
lleap declln. (<II!.7 parcent, down 
from 49 percenl Isst year and 82.9 In 
19871-
Information on homIly Income and 
financial aid offers another side to a 
freshman pcpulatlon with changing 
needs and goaIe. According to lhe 
1982 lUrvey, freshman seem to be 
more dependant on parents to 
flnance their education. In only a 
year's time, the percentage of 
freshmen whoso householda con-
Irlbued .t leesl $2,000 lumped from 
24 percent 1029 percenL 
At the ....... time, fewer studentl 
are receiving financial ald. In 19n, 34 
parcanl of freehmen received Pell 
Grante, higher education federal 
grants, comparacl to about 24 percent 
In 1982. 
Another award to be given at the 
readers theatre program Is the 
Language and COmmunlcallons Stu· 
dent of tha Year. 
"Each member of Iha Language 
and Communications ellvlslon may 
recommend students for lbl. award:' 
Brand explained, "and a departmenl· 
al committee will .elect the 
reclplenl." 
Tha pertorml"g ltudenls for lha 
10/0, duet and group Interpretive piot. 
formancas are cho .... by Bnond from 
hi. currenl Speech 110 (Oral Reading 
and Interpretation) cl.ases and 
previous 110 clesaes. 
When eeked If Ihe readers. theetre 
program had been vary successful 
Brand replied, "I think 10. We have 
had quite reapeclable audiences In 
terms of oIze. The Wrights have aup-
ported thl ... enlng oInce Terry'a 
death. In 011 respects It has done ex· 
actly whal I expecled It to do: 
remember a very epeetal student and 
award someone who Is currently 
enrolled. Tha program I. open 10 
anyone who wl~ to attend." 
f 
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A candidates present backgrounds, 
iscuss goals for organization 
1he Chicago mayoral election 
ago, today's SGA election 
by comparison. 
persons are running for of.. 
th .. SGA. 
candldate sketches for 
Senate follow: 
Michael Polk· EVPIVlce-Pre.ldenl· 
Student Rights Polk Is now the ylce-
president of finance. He also worked 
on the book-buy program and kept 
SGA advised of financial affairs. H. 
Is willing to take on greater respon-
sibility by running for vice-president 
of student rights and considers his 
current post qualifies him for this 
position. 
JerI L Johnson • VIce-President· 
Programming Johnson currentty 
holds office as a senator but has tem--
porarlly taken over the dutlElis of the 
former vice-president of program-
ming. By serVing on the advertising 
committee, she believes she Is 
qualified to handle the respon· 
slbillties of this office. JOhnson said 
she will provide students with quail· 
ty. informative and entertaining pro-
Urame. 
Sandy SUlcJc • Vice-President of 
Finance Seeking .n SGA post for the 
first time, Strick considers her ac-
.ountlng baCkground qualifying her 
for this poSition. She agrees to ac-
cept the responslbll"1es of kaeplng 
the SGA advised in Its financial mat-
ters. 
Irene Remer ~ SecretarylSenator 
Ramer was appointed secretary last 
year, and, according to current Vice-
President Earnle Wllldnson, she Is 
doing a oulStandlng JOb. Remer Is 
responsible for all of the SGA written 
correspondence. 
EdK .... r 
Ed KeUer • Senator Keller Is cur-
tently a senator serYlng on the stu· 
dent rights .ommltt .... and Isillvolved 
In the student activities commHt ... 
Ln. 
LIla Jarretl· Senator Jarrett Is now 
a senator with the student activities 
committee and planned the student 
activities schedul.. She Is _Ing 
another opportunity to sarve with the 
$GA. 
ShIrley Faao 
Shirley Faso Sludenl 
Trustee/Senator Faso Is a former 
board membar at Grant S.hool In 
South Chicago Heights and 
Washington Jr. High School In the 
same area. CUrrently she Is serving 
as a program aide IIllhe SOuth Subur· 
ban SpecI.1 Recr.atlon AssocIation 
where she teaches physically and 
mentally handicapped cllildren to ex· 
erelsa and swim. Also, Faso Is a 
member of Phi Theta Kappa and 
racolvad the Health and S.len •• 
Foundation ScIIoilirshlp representing 
tho Health and Science divISion. 
Ballots can ba cast lrom 9 a.m. to 9 
p.m. today and tomorrow In the Grot· 
to. 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• Ivey. Willard plan retirements p.4 
• GED testing schedule p.5 
• Archives preserve history p.6 
• Pool tournament winners p.7 
• New football coaches named p.8 
West Side Story finale Saturday 
The Performing Arts Center has been transformed into Weal SId.. Uanhet· 
tan lor the plaductlon 01 West Side Story. Caat membero, including (R) 
Go_leva ZaJac (Anita) and Edward Villarreal (8arnardo~ will ""lIorm again 
at 8 p.m. tomonow and Saturday. (Photo by Min Marcotte) 
Johnson first, Curran fourth 
in' local elections last week 
Two instructors experienced local 
politics flrtlt~u'mJ ar...s a.n"lously 
awaited the outcome of last 
Tuesday's election. David Johnson, 
urban studies coordinator, was suc· 
cessful In unseating Harvey mayor 
James Haines by a 489 vote margin. 
WIlliam Curran. Instructor, social and 
behavioral sciences division. finished 
In fourth place for the position of 
village trustee In Beecher. 
'"This campaign served as a 
beautiful experience to me to see the 
cooperation between a wide variety 
of people. all striving for the same 
purpose," Johnson reflected. 
Johnson said his Immediate plans 
are to meet with his tranSitional team 
to pl'OYlde for an orderly change In 
administration. Also, to encourage 
unity among the black and white 
residents, Johnson Intends to work 
with nelghbOfhood and blo.k clubs to 
develop community goals. 
Concerning the attitude of white 
citizens, Johnson said, "It Is hard to 
know what anybody Is thinking. 
SOme of the white citizens wUl take a 
'Walt and see' attitude and some wilt 
leave. but I feel that few will move. 
Thero wilt be a period of adjustment .. 
Curran. a geology Instructor, was 
delaat.d In his bid for village truslae 
by 85 Yotes. However. he believes he 
did reasonably well tn his campaign, 
especially considering Beecher's 
small popul.tlon. 
Curran decided to run because he 
was concerned about Beecher's 
growth, particularly land use and zon· 
Ing. 
AlthOugh It was Curran's second 
campaign for trustee, he experienced 
some discouragement due to Yoter 
apathy. "Secause some voters arB 
party oriented, they fall to take tha In-
dividual Into conSideration," he said. 
After losing In the election four 
years ago. Curran was disappointed 
and "dIdn't want to taste defeat 
again," but he decld.d to enter this 
election because of the enthUSIasm 
and encouragement he received. 
Presently, CUrran does not believe 
h. will run again, but said he might 
reconsider If he receives enough sup-
port. 
Reading placement test announced 
A free reading placement lest will 
be given Tuesday at 8:30 a;m. and 
Wednesday at 2 p.m. In room 3131. 
Students are encouraged to take 
advantage of the placement test to 
determine their reading grade level. 
Each student will be given .a 
3O-mlnute test, with results im· 
mediately foUow1ng. "After grading 
the test I will talk Individually to each 
student about his test, what grade 
level ho Is on, and If he should enroll 
In a reading coursa," said Jill M. 
King, reading Instructor. 
TCe offers three reading courses: 
Reading I (Raad 81), Reading II (Read 
82), and Speed Reading (Read 91). 
These classes meet for three contact 
hours and are two credit hours. 
women can seek help in new campus shelter 
of domestlc violence are 
• cruel "catch-22" sltua· 
though society no longer 
bas a apouse-abuse pro-
looks with more sympathy 
who seek help, many 
nornrkliUtooed women are reluctant to seek 
Of find !he law can't always 
prOblems If they do. 
people think It'. a problem 
and legal system," ex-
Unda Uzureau, SOCIal 
F~:=~~~lnstructor. "but the 
n and complexity of It 
courts throw" up their·' 
frustration." So where can W,IIw,.. ,lIN, .. victim go for help? 
and counseling services 
up across the country as 
awareness of the pro-
grown. such as South 
Family Shelter, Inc. With 
•. __ fU .... ~ ....................... l 
organization engages the aervtces ot private donations and grants Irom 
22 crisis line operators and oIght pro- service groups and the illinois Coall. 
fesslonal counselors, according to tlon Against Domestic VIOlence. 
servIca director Lynn Siegel, one of The org.nlzatlon will find omergen· 
the shelter's lew ""Id employ_. cy fa.llities lor tho women to atay at, 
Siegel des.rlbas the shelte~s pur· .nd otten lor their children as ,,011, 
poae as that of an "out-cllent usually for about two nights. s'U Is 
servlca," with the omphasls on highly unusual for the abusing man 
counseling. If any Of the .0 to 50 to follow Ihe woman··but not 
women who contact the shelter unknown-so we don't pUblicize the 
monthly ''indicates she's abused:' address." explained Uzureau. 
said Siegel, "we by to ..... p hat to find The servlca counts savera! court 
r.latlves 10 .tay With. But II she advocates as part ot lIS voIunt .... r 
ahould call In the middle :>f tho night, atalf. If a woman should wish to 
for exampte, then,ot'coursawe'd ""'" ."prass charges, the·,aclvocates.,are on 
her." hend to. among other duties, "offer 
The .ervlca has no "sholter" as her moral support and mediate ba-
su.h. A permanant shalter might be tween har and the state'. attorney," 
organized In the future, but ''the state said Siegel. "Some women .hoose to 
01 IIIlnol. onfy haa 'X' amount of go back to their husbands," caution-
money and It's on1y gOing to existing ed Uzureau. uand there la a 
and operaUng ahelters," said misconception that shelters en~ II.............. (0 m"'mhAt nf thl!' ".rvlr.A'" couJ'3ne woman to dtvorce. and they 
was a need for single and divorced 
sldUs," she continues, "and some parent support groups at the time:' 
women cannot afford to leave their Scott said 'of her first workshop. a 
husbands. We try to get them Involv· single parents seminar. SCott recent~ 
ed In educational progr.ms that laad IV dacldad to expand the themo 01 her 
to Independence, If they so chOOse:' Battered Women seminar to Include 
"Peop18 see these as all·female bOth S8xes. 
organizations-they most definitely Insplrad by a m.le abuser who at· 
are not,"' Uzureau said of another tended .• seminar two months ago, 
misconception. Indeed, the SSFS has Scott's next workShop on Seturday 
several men on Its Board of Olrectors, will Inctude a panel discussion com-
Including local businessman, the posed of Siegel, tWo lormei' abuse 
Cook County state's attorney. and a victims, and Steve Everett,founder of 
male pollca offl.er, .U In an effort to Abusers Changing Themselves (ACT), 
make the Board r.pr .... ntatlve of all a Chlcago-based .OUnSeling servl.e 
lacots of society. ' '''''~or abusive men. 
In a sort of test.ment to the pro- Scott'. philosophy abOut tho Iss .. 
blem's extent In so.lety, Uzureau Is bOth pragmatic and optimistic: 
related. Mfhere are always students dJ'm concerned with the abuse vio-
In my ~ass (social problems) who IIms daallng with the hera and the 
have had such an experience. Some now. They Should remember the past 
come forward In claas and share their and understand It. but to handle the 
experiences." stress they should take this 
Judith Scott. 8 Tee counselor. has understanding and change tt to 
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Prospective retirees discuss past, present and 
President, Nathan Alvey 
Or. Nathan A. Ivey, who has been 
president of TCe since July 1, 1973. 
will retire on the last day of his con-
tract, June 30, 1984. 
"It's been my goal for at least 25 
years to try and retIre from college 
administration and do something 
else. I will be 56 when I retire," Ivey 
said. 
The S50year-old South Holland resl· 
dent has more than 20 years of ser· 
vice 85 a college president and 29 
years of service as 8 community col-
lege administrator. Prior to coming to 
TCe, Ivey was Founding President of 
John A. logan COllege In Carterville, 
III., from 1968 to 1973 and Founding 
President of Southwestern Michigan 
College In Dowagiac, MIch., from 
1965 to 1968. 
Although he Is retiring at an early 
age, Ivay plans to make good use of 
his time. '" don't plan to quit work. I 
plsn to keep working whether I am 65 
Of 70 as long as my health holds up," 
!vay repUed. 
After he retires, Ivay hopes to Jotn a 
business or Industry on the manage.-
ment level tn hIs native state of Tex 
as or to teach economics at a JunIor 
college In the OaUas-Fort Worth area. 
Ivay said his ftrst Impression of 
Tee was "that It was a large college 
with a very good faculty, and It was In 
an area that had a good enough tax 
base to provide the college with the 
resources It "ee<Js:" 
Ivey commented on the biggest 
changes he has seen In TeC In the 
last 10 yeers. "Number one would be 
the Improvements made In the ad· 
mlnlstratlve staff. Also, the staff 
development of support staff, ad-
ministrative staff and the faculty 
have been an Improvement over the 
last ten years." 
According to (vey, TCe has a very 
good reputation state-wide when 
compared to other colleges. Most 
community colleges are not well 
known outside the state, but TCe Is. 
"The board has been very recep-
tive over most of the years that I've 
been here/' Ivay remarked. 
Ivay recently won the awards of 
Outstanding CItizen of the Southern 
Suburbs and the other for Outstan-
ding Educator. 
Dr. Nathan A. Ivey 
Ivay and two other men were 
chosen for the Outstanding Citizen 
award presented annually by the 
South Suburban Chamber of Com-
merce. 
Ivey and an elementary principal 
from Homewood were chosen for the 
Outstanding Educator award 
presented annually by the Phi Delta 
Kappa fraternity. 
Ivey has a doctorate In education 
from Michigan State UniverSity, a 
master's In business administration 
from Texas Tech UniverSity, Lubbock, 
Texas, and 8 bachelor of science In 
economics from Hardln·Slmmons 
University. Abilene, Texas. 
Vice President, Wayne E. Willard 
Retirement has been called an end 
to a long career. However, this deflnl· 
tlon Is not entirely true for TCe vice-
president Wayne Willard, who wUl 
retire June 30 after thirty years of 
educatIonal service. Willard views his 
retirement as "a beginning to dOing a 
lot of things that I have always 
wanted to do." 
Willard received his Bachelor of 
Arts degree at illinois College, he 
received his M.ED_ at the University 
of illinois and his Ph.D. at Florida 
State University. Willard 15 able to 
retire because of a new state law 
passed last year that entities people 
55 through 60 to retire and receive full 
retirement benefits. 
Willard beoan his TCC career as an 
instructor and then served for eight 
years as chief academic officer. This 
posttlon was modified to dean of In-
struction and later changed to the 
current vice-president role. 
According to Willard. the respon-
slblfltles of the vlce-presJdent posi-
tion essentially remained the same, 
as the other posts. These duties In-
volved working with division directors 
and staff concerning curriculum 
planning and scheduling classes. 
Willard said he has enjoyed his 
roles. "It has been a very rewarding 
Institute to work for during the 
years," 
One of the major changes he has 
eGen during his eareer " butldlng thA 
present TCC campus and moving to 
the main campus from the third floor 
at Thornton High SChool. 
'With the development and plann· 
ing of the new building and later Its 
being built, the school grew from 
about 1,200 full time students In the 
mid-1960's when I nrst became chief 
academic officer to the point where 
the school now has over 1,400 fuU 
time students," Willard explained. 
Concerning flnancla! matters, 
Willard commented, "The college has 
been In sound shape except for Its 
financial position, which has been a 
continuing problem In the past. 
Presently the college has one of the 
lowest tax rates In the state, the third 
lowest In local 
Dr. Wayne E. WlUard 
"Because of these low taxes, as a 
college we have to do things more ef· 
flr-I.nlly Rnd wllh fewer ad· 
mlnlstrators than other Institutions, 
WIth Inadequate finances, I don't see 
a very bright outlook In this ares In 
the next few years for state financing 
being very hopeful." 
sn audio-visual (AVT) form of 
tlon. "As Q result," Willard 
"our college was the first to 
Instruction and expand It from 
area of biology to other aroas of 
college which lended 
such academIc arees. 
Willard said students have 
have also been many 
for student government 
that WOuld have not been 
years ago,>lhe said. "These 
have given students an added 
tlon here at the schooL" 
Other changes Wlilard has noticed that a p& .. ~cn can only do one 
during his employment concern I've dona a lot of things In my 
academics, especially In biology. typo durfng my retirement I'll do 
lng, business. and nursing. About 12 these things and be very 
years ago, college teachers first used traveling and relaxing." 
You've Probably Tried The Rest 
Why Not Try The Best? 
Pizza By Amadeo 
AMADEO'S 
Secret Recipe 
"Atsa Nice" 
14149 S. Cicero Ave. 
Crestwood, Illinois 
For Pick-up or Delivery 
Phone: 385-1040 
r----------------j 
I Coupon I 
I I 
I I I $1.00 off on Sm.,Med.,Lg. I Buy One Pitcher of Beer 
I Pizza I 
I or I 
I $2.00 off on XL or FamSlze I ! Plna I 
and 
Get $1.50 off the Second 
Sportsmans Club 
Luncheons & Dinners 
Tuesday .......... Saturday 
10:30 a.m. -- 12 midnigh 
Closed Sundays, Mondays 
& Holidays 
157th & Lowe 
HARVEY 
339·5500 
Banquets 25 - 140 
21. 
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thrmer athletic chief sues college, 
a 
,vi 
Jhn Krukowski 
~ Napoli, former TCC Athletic 
'"'mural Supervisor, has flied suit 
ln~st the Board of Trustees charg-
"4e was dismissed from her post· 
USflSt July for unjust reasons. 
~rdlng to her lawyer, JerI)' 
~rt. Napoli 15 asking that her 
~on be reinstated and that she 
giliarded $100,000 In punitive and 
tplary damages for each of the 
!h4wnts of her suit. These charges t' e the allegations that at It annually she was paid less 
a man performing comparable 
al1. and that she was given neither 
" 
ay notice nor a hearing before 
let go. 
1nG, aull, flied March 17 In federal 
'.htt court, also charges that 3- I was dismissed by the Board 
Jncoverlng u ••• numerous Ir-
fill'ltles, discrepancies and 1m-
~etles,lncludlng theft, forgeries, 
~propriations and conversions 
.ubUc funds In the athletic trust 
illuuncy account!, books anel 
P relating to Inventory and pur· g." Says Lambert, .. It's our 
Inl Ion that the college retaliated 
Ivei 
ay. 
against her for exposing these Ir-
regularities." 
Napoli, who had taught adult 
education at Tee for 1 2 years and 
has a master's degree In physical 
education, was appOinted as super· 
visor in November, 1981. Her Job was 
a combination of the positions of 
athletic director, Intramural director 
and gym supervisor. "The Idea of her 
position was to centralize com· 
munlcatlon and efficiency all 
around~l explained Ruben Rodriguez, 
dean of counseling and Napoli'S Im-
mediate supervisor at the time. He 
adds, "Mind you, everybody at the 
time agreed It was a good Idea." 
Apparently not everyone agreed for 
very long. In May, 1982, the Tee 
booster club went before the Board 
charging, according to Lambert, 
"that she was Incompetent and not 
communicating." Bulldog Assocla~ 
Hon president Paul Bentley. however, 
maintains, "It was a support staff 
position and we thought TCC should 
have a full~tlme administrator (In that 
p"*,ltlon). We had nQ Objections to 
Napoli. We didn't even mention her 
nama." 
Napoli went before the Board on 
July 1, she says, after being told the 
Trustees were going to "review the 
gym situation." After questioning 
Napoli during the executive session 
of the meeting, the Soard voted 
unanimously to eliminate her posl· 
tlon as of JUlY 31 and replace It with a 
Director of Athletlcs/lntramurals (an 
administrative position) and a gym· 
naslum supervisor, reasoning that 
the supervision of the department 
was too demanding for one person to 
handle. Supervision of the athletic 
department was taken away from the 
dean of counseling at the same 
meeting. 
Ralph Young was given the JOb of 
director of Athletlcs/lntramurals In 
August at an annual salary of 
$27,700, which Included a $2,500 stl· 
pend for coaching. He resigned after 
a few weeks for unspecified reasons, 
and the post was given to Ralph 
MUler. Linda Small became Gym 
Supervisor In Sept9mber at $13,500 
annually. 
Napoli applied for both positions 
but was not Interviewed for either. 
Meanwhile, she had partlclpateo in a 
suport staff hearing terminated mid-
way through the proceedings when 
;::Jid cutbacks will hurt students: Falk 
we 
Reagan's 1984 budget 
hurt many students who 
of financial aid pro-
Ellis G. Falk, financislald 
between 12 and 15 
the students will be af· 
cutback will hurt the stu· 
ed. "To decrease programs and 
decrease funding would cause a 
tremendous hardship on the 
students. The money saved In the ad· 
mlnistrative cost should be placed In 
the remaining programs for future 
use." 
The College Work Study program 
(CWS) will be Joined together with the 
Guaranteed Student loan (GSL) to 
aSSist students for futu1e employ· 
ment and enhance their jOb skills. 
Falk expressed appreciation for 
the Work Study program, saying It 
was "one of the greatest" financial 
aid programs. "'t glyes an opportun .... 
ty for the students to learn work 
Skills. It forces tOOm to become ac· 
qualnted with work regulations." 
He continued, "Employees often 
want references for students who 
date announced 
high school transcripts that these 
Constitution tests were passed 
have worked. And a successful work 
study experience could provide the 
students with gOOd backgrounds for 
future employment. A person gains 
the greatest esteem by doing 
something creative. And work Is a 
measurement which people can work 
and have self·esteem." 
The two newest financial aid pro-
grams, the State Student Incentive 
Grant (SSIG) and the Supplemental 
Educational Opportunity Grant, were 
bOlh established In 1972. Falk said, 
"In the middle sixties there were only 
loans and Work Study programs. In 
the early seYentles the SEOG and 
SSIG were both Introduced." He em-
phasized that future grants and work 
programs will be cut or diminished. 
With those possibilities, many 
students will not only be hurting 
financially, but they may have to 
make the ultimate decision of chaos· 
Ing between their jobs or their educa· 
tlon, he said. The choice will become 
particularly crucial as major Jobs 
reopen, In his opinion. 
Approximately $1.7 million In finan-
cial aid was disbursed to Tee 
students last year. The disbursement 
Included monies from all Federal and 
Slale programs. Falk said $300,000 In 
loans was dispersed te students last 
year, and approximately $320.000 In 
loans will be made available to 
students this year. 
Although the Federal Government 
supplies a large proportion of the 
funds, the loans come from area 
banks. Fslk expressed his gratitude 
for the banks' cooperation. "We 
deeply appreciate the area banks' 
contribution and support to the 
students of Tee. II he concluded. 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• Students have learning, reading rights p.2 
III Final exam schedule announced p.3 
.. Fly into summer with new films pA,5 
III Intramural bowling results posted p.7 
III Ruben Rodriguez interview, Part I p.8 
charges discrimination 
the review board decided It had no 
Jurisdiction over her case. In 
November, she flied a complaint with 
the Equal Employment Opportunity 
CommiSSion (EEOC) charging the 
school with wage and sex dlscrlmlna· 
tion. The EEOC subsequently Inform· 
ed her that she had a right to sue. 
The Board filed an answer on the 
13th of thiS month, In effect admit· 
tlng the authenticity of some of the 
allegations and denying others. No 
court date has been set. 
According to Lambert, a status call 
will be held next Thursday. 
'Superjock' Lujack~irreverent 
but 'Superjock' -ular 
WLS O.J. Larry LuJack amusea hla lunchtime audience 
Jack related hi' radio career and answered question. from studen\a at the 
and of his program. 
by Tammy Jean Hunter 
Larry Lu}ack, the superlock of WLS 
radiO recently appeared In the 
cafeteria. Lujack put on quite a show 
as he packed the "house" with little 
standing room. 
Soon to be 43 In June, he began his 
talk with "you've got real nice equip· 
ment," emphasizing the obvious 
sound problem. He appeared to be 
cool, calm and collected, with the im· 
pression that "he'll tell it lust as It 
is." 
He then aSked, "What shall I 
discuss-sex and drugs'" As the 
crowd responded with laughter, he 
added that those topics are all col-
lege students like to hear anyway. 
When asked how difficult It Is for col~ 
lege students to get Into a radio 
career, he responded. "Well, It's not 
really difficult to really get In. U's 
once you get In that's hard, with the 
competition of moving up." 
He continued, "It's best to start 
somewhere low, In a small local 
state. like Idaho, and from there move 
up. II (Ihe Industry) Is very com· 
petltlve, and the higher you go the 
tougher the competition gets." 
When asked, "How much money 
do you make?", LuJack responded, 
"00 you think It's your business to 
know that? Welllt·s not, how's that?" 
But he did comment on the way a 
salary Is averaged oUl "Radio In tha 
small market doesn't pay for didos," 
he said, "You Just have to make It In-
to the top 40's market to make a good 
living. In the top 20's you can do rssl 
good. And If you want to get rich, 
then you have to be in New York, LA. 
or In Chicago."' 
One thing Luleck does not have 
total control of Is what he does In the 
studiO. "As far as the things I say and 
the things I dO, I have total freedom 
there, but as tar as the amount of 
commercials we run and the type of 
music we play, I don't have any con· 
trol there. 
"You know computers are taking 
over the world, and radio stations are 
Included. When I come In In the 
morning I'm handed a computer 
sheet that tells me what songs I wtl1 
play In what order-what commerCials 
I will play In what order. But other 
than that I can do pretty much 
anything I want as long as It's In 
reasonably good taste." When asked 
If he liked his JOb, he responded, "No, 
t don't like getting up at 2 a.m." 
Lujack Is weU~known as "Uncle 
Lar" In the Animal Stories segment 01 
his show. He said he began this stint 
"When I first got started, which was 
at the ripe age of 18'!WOrklng an early 
shift, he "had to devote his time to a 
farm talk show. I started tooklng 
through farm magazines, reading 
stories, crazy stories about animals. 
People liked It and requested that, 
start a show like that on the air." 
~hat about those animal calls'" 
asked a student. "Well," he smiled, "I 
guess I have a weird, perverted 
mind." 
When asked to comment on Steve 
Dahl, ha replied, "I think that he's 
very creative and talented. 
Sometimes he goes a lIU1e too far, 
and he's funny." 
At the conClusion of his talk, Lu· 
jack signed autographs for nearly 45 
minutes. 4. passing the Constitution test of~ 
fered at this college 
This test will be given on May 13, at 
1 p.m. In the Counseling Center. Fltz· 
patrick stated, "A small amount of 
about 10 or 20 people Is expected to 
take the one-hour test. The test 
results will be returned about a week 
after the test Is given." 
Childcare degree program approved for fall 
Students planning t.o take the test 
on May 13 must reg!~ter with a 
86CretlllY In the Counseling Center 
no later than noon on May 12.. Only 
those students who have Signed the 
A new child development cur. 
rlculum leading to the ASSOCiate In 
Applied Scle""" degree will begin 
this fall. 
Students will receive practical ex. 
perlance tn this new program by 
workIng as an Intern for two 
semesters In a chlldcare center. 
White &tudenta ill thti currlcuium 
cannot be assured a Job upon gradua-
tion, coordinator Dr. Wayne L Wolf 
will assist stude;nts In getting leads 
check chUdcare facilities to ensure 
students are getting the training 
needed to prepare for successfut 
careers. 
AHer completing this two-year pro-
gram, offered by the Social and 
Behavioral Sciences Division, 
students will be eligible and trained 
to wor'o( In and own chl!dcare In$t!tu~ 
tlons. These students, according to 
Wolf, can expect their beginning 
salaries to range between $1 1~ 
"They're as dedicated as a nurse or 
school teacher would be wtth more 
education," said Or. Norma G. 
Rooney, dean, career education, of 
the program. 
She added, "It's an asset not only 
to the student who wants to enter a 
career as a chlldcare speCialist, but 
st'! essat to mothers 09nerelly who 
want to return to school and work 
knowing their children are In the 
hands of peale trained to care for 
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'Dogs win sectional 
It was the next best thing 10 a sub· 
way series In Chicago, Bob Skelly's 
TeC softball learn' took on south 
Nency HoughtaUng 
suburban rivals Moraine Valley of 
Palos Hills In the Region IV·Sectlon II 
finals and defeated them for the se-
cond year In a row. Except this time, 
the Bulldogs were the hosts Instead 
of Moraine and the series went two 
games Instead of three with a pair of 
6-0 wins. 
Pltch.r Nancy Hought.llng. 14·3. 
has had the hot hand. She shut out 
Moraine In both contests after 
beaUng Rock Valley 2·1 and 
Waubonsee 6-0. So, with four con .. 
secutive games without allowing an 
earned run, she dropped her earned 
run average to 1.89. 
Related story on page 7 
Team hits skid, 
slips from race 
a 15-2 thrashing In the nightcap. sean 
Egan and Rob Flemming were the 
Bulldog winners on the mound. 
Meet the eftamplon.: 
nl:;~:=t!I~~~::I~::~:! (above photo, I to r) 
Section U men'. tournament. a.slstant John Carrillo 
John Horvath 
Lamont Luca. 
Dave Maret.e 
Stuart Shrode 
The Bulldogs were In the running 
for a baseball conference title, get· 
tlng set to meet N4C favortte Triton 
May 2. wh.n TCC hit a skid. 
Coach Carlos Medrano's ball team 
lost five straight. Including three con· 
ference games, to vlrtualty concede 
from the racs. 
Dean shows success can come in any size pa 
TCC (13·8. 6-4) began the string 
with a 6-2 secondl1ame conference 
loss to Harper April 26. 
After dropping a pair at 
Waubons.. (April 28). the Bulldogs 
lost a crucial N4C twln·blll at JOliet 
(April 30). 
The Bulldog9 were originally slated 
to play two games with Triton April 9. 
But .. rAlnn"t I'IUAhAd the meeting: to 
May 2.. Wet grounds, though, 
postponed the May 2 rescheduling. 
TCe begins sectional tournament 
play against Moraine Valley May 6. 
In the Urst game against Harper 
(AprIl26~ TCC won 12·2. Sieve Ruzich 
was the hlt1lng star. driving In five 
runs Including three on a first-Inning 
home run. 
Mark Zelenlka and Jeff Schellnskl 
added three RBI each. Terry 
Crnkovich went the distance to pick 
up the pitching victory. 
The BuUdogs were 12·2 after 
sweeping a doubleheader from 
DuPage April 23. A four·run fifth Inn-
tng scored a 7-C comeback In the first 
game, while an "-hlt attack brought 
BULLDOG 
SPORTS 
' . 
'In the Action' 
by Larry Hartnett 
Sports Editor 
Basketball was everythfng for a young bOy nam· 
ed Ruben Rodriguez growing up out 01 the Harbor 
In East Chicago. Ind. 
Wha! RodrIQ~'z '-c~ In natural ability he 
made up In sure desire and love for the game. The 
cag.r talent lought disapPOintment, battled Injury 
and pl.yed the fairy tale plot to near perfection by 
being a contrlbullng member to the 28-2 1960 In-
diana State High School Champion East Chicago 
Washington boys basketball team. 
Th. TCC Dean of CounsellnglStudent Activities. 
however. painfully remembers his street days when 
he would be .. the last guy Chosen. the, 10th ptck," 
for the sole purpose \0 round out tha sldas. 
"In the sixth grade I played on the elementary 
team. I wasn't real gOOd. And the team was full of 
stars," said Rodriguez. 
"From that point." he said, "I was determIned to 
be real gOOd. The things that kept me going were (1) 
my love lor the game and (2) the lactlt Is no fun ba-
Ing humiliated." 
The basketball figure took his game outdoors 
and practiced hours on end, In hot or cold. rain or 
shine. Rodriguez would sometimes, when 
temperatures dropped below freezing, have to 
scrape Ice off the basl<etball court and play with 
gloves. 
. ~'.~. 
!~. 
~ ............. -~~ 
Stove Ruzich. •• 
cle.n fielder hot hitter 
Ruzich stars on field 
by Netan. Jones 
"Steve Ruzich Is a good catcher. If he 
continues to work hard, he may have a nice 
future ahead of him, ,. said carlos Medrano, 
Bulldog baseball coach. ''1"11 miss Steve. He 
Is a good catcher and hitter and has an ex-
cellent attitude toward the game, lust as a 
lot of my players." 
The sophomore battery mate Is currently 
having a successful season both at bat as 
he Is hitting at a .456 cUp and behind the 
plate where he Is guiding a relatively young 
Bulldog pitching staff to pleasing results. 
Ruzich played baseball at Rich Central, 
which he says brought a lot of 
breakthroughs for him. "One of the major 
contributions to my ball playing In high 
school was betng moved to varsity my 
sophomore year. Through this I got three 
good years of coaching." explains Ruzich. 
Prior to TCC, Ruzich went to illinoiS State 
on a baseball scholarship, hoping to be ac· 
tive as a ~tcher. But somehow he was 
disillusioned. finding out later he would not 
playa full role until his Junior year. The cat-
eftlng talent came to TCC with the Id.a he 
would see more actton In hls freshman and 
sophomore !leasons. 
cont on page 7 
"I was the leading 
scorer on the eighth 
grade team. But It's 
not all wonderful," 
Rodriguez noted. "In 
a (Dec.) holiday tour· 
"HavIng not completed a college ,-_._ ..• "'l .. __ , 
program, l som"tlmes look back and 
h.v .... said Rodrlguez. "But I ac,:on,pflsh.id 
I'm satisfied In whet I did. especially where 
from." 
nament my • Ruben Rodriguez kept In gOOd company 
sophomore year, Chicago Washington flntshlng his four years 
the last 30 seconds of a game with Gary 92-10 team mark.. 
Roosevelt I was put In. I went up for a rebound, got • The basketball enthusiast coached the 
hit, twisted down and broke my (right) elbow." Coolldg. EI.mentary sixth grad. ba"kellball'Q.f0,,,d. 
The varsity guard, sidelined for the season. wat. to an area championship this past 
ched helplessly as his 23-2 Senator squad. rated ••. Ho h .. officiated Indiana high oohool bQ"kotl~PI"'· 
No. 1 and picked to win It ali, was upset by for 14 years. 
LaFayetteJefferson In the saml-state toumament ••• Talking baseball, Rodriguez, an umpire 
.. , can see being up In the stands with my broken Ing Uttle League games, was president of 
arm._:' recailed Rodriguez. organization the pest three years. 
During summer rehab!!ltatfon. the basketball • Married 19 years and with four 
hopelul lound his arm had not healed properly. "It Rodriguez will be out 01 a Job coma the end 
was sticking. 1 went baCk and forth to doctors and 1983 spring term ... 
to a further specialist In chleago~ The doctors ad- Why would a person so active In the ou.mm"l,.".o, 
vised an operation as I was on the verge of losing be refused a renewed contract from a ="09' '1., ..... 
the arm," he said. "communlty" as Its middle name? 
The new set of circumstances questioned If Rodriguez had worked at Calumet Colli"". I"r"'"" 
Rodriguez's basketball career would continue "by years In the educational SOCiology 
loss of function of the arm." The latter six years he held the 
Though the season was due to start In Nov., he ASSOCiate Dean of Student Affairs. 
had an Aug. operation. Removed was one Inch of He came to TeC In Jan. 1981. ult looked 
the bone at the head of the radius. promising school, program. t wanted to 
"It was a successful operation. But then I had to . athletics, something which was very clhalil.llil",t::;,.: 
go through rehabilitation. In Sept., at the start of Rodriguez Pin II In the May 19 edition 
school, the arm was weak. I was working at it when Courier, 
the season began, and as the season progressed It 
got 'stronger," he said. 
By March, the Junior's arm was fully healed. It 
had been growing stronger with EC Washlngton"s 
playoff drive. 
'" was determined to be 
real good ••• " 
Rodriguez (6-1.190) k.pt ImprOVing and .arned a 
starting position at guard In the 1960 champion-
ship game line-up. The Harbor area product (eight 
points) not only contributed largely to a 75-59 state 
title win but wa~A'i~A"" "tabbed by one basketball 
ma,gazlne as an alt"A.'l!!r1can guard" 
A four·year major COllege scholarship would, 
have topped off the season. But there were none. 
He came back for his senior year with the hope of 
such an offer . 
The 1961 varsity team. though, was primarily 
suited with sophomores. '"Washlngton gained at-
tention for winning the state championship. But 
my senior year, we were rebUliding:"As a team we 
did not command the same Ievet of attention. 
Everyone wrote us off early," saId Rodriguez. 
Washington began the season 1-3. The Senators, 
nonetheless. went 19-2 the remainder of the 
schedule. A loss to Gary Roosevelt In the Gary 
Regional ended Rodriguez's high school basket· 
ball career. 
Purdue and Ind1ana offered two-year scholar· 
ships, but the basketball student showed no in· 
terest. "'looked to Notre Dame. but they were look· 
Ing Instead to the big kids at the tim •. So I settled 
for a four·year scholarship to St. 
Joseph's-Rensselaer (Ind.). We started against 
Notre Dame and lost ... 
After two years In Rensselaer, Rodriguez drop.. 
ped basketban and came home to St. Joseph's 
Celum.t Colleg. In East Chicago. He finished his 
four years with a major In sociology, minor In 
psychology. Further schooling brought lhe 1961 EC 
Washington graduate a masters In education from 
DePaul. 
Ruben Rodriguez takes time from 
job I. Doan of eounaotlnglStudent Acthftllntl.lall. 
look through hI. high school 
acme of his proud •• t momenta e •• "",mbtr~"""" 
East ChIcago (Ind.) W .. hlngton 
history. 
(PMtO by lMry Hmnent 
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Hello, Ellis Falk 
One of the most troublesome prob-
lems for college students Is meeHng 
the riSing costs of tuition. The offlce 
of Financial Ald. room 2117. offers a 
wealth ot Information on financing an 
educatIon. Among the knowledge-
able staff In that office Is Ellis Falk, 
newly appointed director of flnaflclel 
ald. 
The 46-year-old Crete resident has 
been associated with financial aid 
since 1967. "'started out at Michigan 
Stale In the financial aid program In 
1967 and worked as an aid counselor 
until 1971 not connected with the 
university but In my graduate pro-
gram," Falk said. 
8efore coming here, Falk was the 
financial aid director at Prairie State 
College. When asked what attracted 
him to Tee Falk replied, "The posl. 
tlon was open, and I 1000 thought 
that Thornton was one of the premier 
community colleges In the state." 
Ellis Folk 
Commenting on financial aid 
dilemmas, he said. "The biggest 
problem. 01 course. Is underfundlng 
of the students who desperately need 
financial aid to come to COllege. The 
group most affected 1$ the Indepen· 
dent students who generate their 
own Income and make up 50 percent 
of the student bOdy. The federal Bnd 
state government do not recognize 
this Independent group." 
Falk'~ advice for flnanclal aid was 
to apply early and ensure aR proper 
documentation Is prOVided. "It Is very 
Important that the documentation Is 
available to the financial aid oWce In 
order to validate your particular 
grants or awards as they come in 
from the federal or state govern-
ments," he explained. 
He said the programs most hurt by 
the economy are Pell Grants and 
work study. "The need has been very 
significant, and when you classify 
the number of students Into the sum 
of the dollars put into that, the ratio 
per student has not Increased as it 
should along the way." 
The money available to students Is 
broken down by the need of the stu-
dent, Falk explained. The Pell Grant 
gives a maximum of 51,038 a year, 
and the Illinois State Scholarship 
awards $575. The IlI1nOIS Guaranteed 
Loan Program must be repaid, and 
the maximum loan Is S2,5OO. 
According to Falk. the major prob-
lem of the loan program Is a 
student's Indebtedness. "A student 
can borrow $2,500 for four years and 
another $2.500 for three years of 
graduate school and end up owing 
$15·$20,000 before beginning to 
work," he said. 
He said some students are getting 
financial aid who may. not need It. 
and admitted the state and federal 
government, not the financial aid of· 
flce, is being defrauded by per-
pltraltors who are subject to a stiff 
flna and prlsun tUUlI. 
Falk graduated from Spring Arbor 
College and MIChigan State Unlversl· 
ty with the B.A. degree In history and 
the M.A. degree In edYcation of sty-
dent personnel admInistration. He 
succeeds Ronald L Cooley, who has 
assumed full Ume teaching respon· 
slbilltJes In the Physical Science and 
Mathematics Division. 
... So long, Martha Wetzel 
by Tammy Sildham 
Next semester, a prominent fIgure 
in the physical education department 
will be mIssing. Martha E. Wetzel, 
who introduced the women's weight 
training program on campus, will 
retire at the end of this semester. 
WetZel has been a teacher for 40 
years and has been part of the Tee 
teaching staff for 17 years. At age 65, 
Wetzel Is stili going strong, which 
makes the announcement of her 
retirement seem premature. When 
asked why she has decided to reUre, 
Wetzel replied, "I would rather quit 
second best, that's not good 
enough," "Never expect less from 
yourself because that Is what you 
get," and "00 not wish 10 be anything 
but what you are and do that perfect· 
Iy." 
And Wetzel expects her students 
to follow this philosophy. "I think 
some students believe 1 was too hard 
on them. I believe If they look In the 
mirror they would know why," said 
Wetzel. 
book, "My Mistress has a 
Shepherd Me." She may 
write some children's 
Joked. ''I'm no longer golo 
alarm, and the Sidewalk In 
house wilt get shoveled of 
winter," 
With all the ups and downs 
come with the job, Wetzel has 
ono regret: "I'd like to know 
many students I have had so I 
know how many lives I have 
positively or negatively," she 
wish I would have kept track." 
while I'm on a high." She Is not the type of person to just Martha Wetzel will be sorely 
ad by the students and staff. 
her gOOd health and happiness 
retirement. 
Wetzel Is definitely on a high. Nine sit and watch time pass by after she 
sections of her weight training pro- retires. After her retirement. she 
gram are now being offereq and she plans to hunt for a publisher for her 
instructs her daUy classes non-stop .-------------------------i 
from 9 a.m. unUI 1 p.m. 
Wetzel believes her greatest ac-
compUshment as a teacher Is her 
welght training program. '" will de· 
fend it'tlll my dying day," she explain-
ed. "There was no weight training 
program offered for women (on eam· 
pus~ so I started It many years ago," 
she said. 
Wetzel has had several bOoks on 
women's weight training published} 
an(l one Is In Its third edition. Wetze1 
believes her first edition Is her 
greatest accomplishment as a writer. 
"After I started my weight training 
program, people got Interested in It. 
So 1 set up workshops, and my hand· 
outs for these workshOps got larger 
and larger. Friends told me I should 
write a book. and that was the first 
edltinn whlr.h took I'nft about two 
years to write," Wetzel said. 
Wetzel said her secret tor surviving 
a 4O-year career is. "YOU have to like 
what you're doing. There are times 
when you get disgusted with 
students. I get disgusted wh.en they 
don't taxe responsibility." 
Her philosophy extends to posters 
hanging In the weight training room 
such as, "Please don't ever seUle for 
I apologize for using this means of reaching you. Since there are sc 
many of you, I decided there was nQ oth$r way, 
This Is to say "GOOdbye," and to thank you for an of your fine 
rsanzo we've not all seen eye-to-eye (one of them sore 
beUave that our disagreements have stemmed from my expecting 
be accountable fqr the actions you take and the decisions you make. 
are or should be. you know. 
I shall love every minute of my teaching, and i wlii miss you VUly 
Have a gOOd life! 
Sincerely, 
Martha E. Wetzel 
South Holland Jaycees 
present 
1983 Woodenshoe Festival 
June 1-4 
Rides - Fun - Games 
Live Bands 
Arts & Crafts Fair 
on the TCC campus 
Thursday Ride Special 
Pay $5 and ride all 
rides from 6·10 p.m. 
Sportsmans Club 
Luncheons & Dinners 
Tuesday Saturday 
10:30 a.m • ......... 12 midnight 
Closed Sundays, Mondays 
& Holidays 
157th & Lowe 
HARVEY 
339615500 
Banquets 25 - 140 
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Tee Ticker 15 II • I!l by Doug Cantlon 
Scandal rocked the Courier Intramural softball squad last week when It 
was discovered there wers non·rostered players participating on the field. 
Team coach Henry Hond.rlon claimed he didn't know how the mix-up oc-
curred and the oversight was purely unintentional. .. The Courier team, 
which had beaten the opponents on the field, was lorced to forfeit the 
game, due to the Illegal players ... Construction has begun on the new 
baseball dugouts thanks to a donation of $2.000 from the SQA to the 
athletic department .•. 
TCC'S TOP DAWGS 
The Board of Trustees voted to solicit bids tor the Installatlon of 240 
new cubicle lockers along the 2nd floor ramp area. The SGA contributed 
$800 toward the approximate $9,600 price tag ... Ace reporter NataUe 
Jones says her summer could be much "funner" If she could spend time 
with three Bulldog locks-Steve Ruzich, Pst Patterson end Dlno 
Clark-though not necessarily In that order ... The game room can't be 
quite compared to the· "city of love," ParIs, France-but love certainly 
blossomed around the pool tables and video games this semester. Game 
room attendants 8arb Power. and 8111 McClaren became officially engag-
ed when Bill gave Barb a diamond ring on May 7 -her birthday .. BtU also 
had the dlstlnctlon of standing In a South Holland pollee line-up recently. "",:~~=:~~~~",;", ___ ;,;,;~~,;;;;~;;,;;;m,;;;;;~~;,;;,,;;,;~~~~~~'E"~~~~~~·ss 
However, the wItness positively Identified a real suspect and charged him 
with robbery. • . With the upswing in the TCC 
The Illinois House has approved a bill that WOuld require flllnois athletic department In process, one 
motorists to carry auto liability Insurance before the state would 18SU8 can label the 1982-83 campaign as 
ncensa plates for the car. The legislation Is being sponsored by State "the year of the bulldog." Leadership 
Repre.entatlve Frank Giglio of Calumet City ... The Annual Woodenshoe qualities of new athletic director 
Festival takes place on the TCC campus June 1-4. One of the highlights of Ralph Mllter have inflated the orange 
the Festival will be the Friday night crowning of Miss Woodanshoe as and black balloon. but not to be 
several young women from TCC are In the competltfon,lncludlng earbar. denied Is the leadership qualities of 
David, Gina Calderone. Linda M.yers, lynn Melby &nd Aprfl Meeler. Top some of the athletes, To 
prtze Includes a $1,000 savings bond ... Several complaints regarding the acknowledge two contributing 
college's climate control system have been brought to our attention. members of the Bulldog personnel, 
Seems people are tired of wearing Jackets Bnd sweaters In their offices Tee coaches and Co'urier sportswrl1« 
whenever the temperature falls to get above 60 degrees-and that's not In- ers compared notes to select the 
eluding the wind chili factor.. . Courier Athletes of the Year. 
The 1983 ""nols State Fair Professional Art Exhibition Is now accepting Both recipients (one male, one 
entries thru June 1. More than $5,000 In prize money will be awarded to ar. female) were raised In famnles who 
tlsts In five categories: painting, watercolor, graphics and photography. supported their athletic efforts. Steve-
SCulpture and crafts. The show will be exhibited at the art gallery on the Ruzich, a star sophomore of the TCC 
fairgrounds throughout the fair, Aug. 11·21 .. _ Writing skills and marketing basketball and baseball teams, Is the 
toohnlquoo wUI bo the foous of Instruction at the seve-nth anouallllinuis faulth ur rtVtl Ruzich uHsp.lngs. The 
Wesleyan Unlveslty Writers' Conference for experienced and beginning 1980 graduate of Rich Central High 
writers. July 31-Aug. 5. The conference will feature dalfy wOrkShops In Sc:hool (Olympia Fields) Is the first of 
short story, chUdren and youth, non·flctJon, poetry, fiction and making two Jocks in the Ruzich clan (younger 
manuscripts salable. Details are available by contacting Sus Navratil, sister Janice is a senior basketbaU 
IWU, BloomIngton, 61701... and softball player at Rich Central). 
The physIcal science and math division held an honors convocation but Mom and Dad are always In the 
recently to recognIze several outstandIng students. Receiving awards bleachers to cheer on aI' Steve. 
were Ron PaluGZ:atc for chemistry, Andy Wolf. for geology, Fred Bruckman Chris Hallberg, a sophomore 
for mathematiCS and Brian Dohorty for phYSics. Also cited were Carol. voUeyball and basketball favorite 
Betancourt and JanGt Rock who shared the Frederic W. Ring Physical from Thornridge (Dolton), Is a 
Science Scholarship •.. This past weekend. six students from the Geology member of an athletic family. Father 
010 class (SpelunkIng for the Beginner) accompanied' Instructor William Jack likes to bowl, younger brother 
Curran to the Bloomington. Indiana area to explore Trapdoor and Eller John is a football hero at the Unlver. 
caves. Making the trip were J.lf Velonle, Dennis Stromberg. Mark Levi,.., slty of Wisconsin, and Eric Is a 
Bob Rogers. Jeff Pleblllnekf and Cary Pickens .... The LRC will be closed wrestling phenomena at Thornrldge. 
May 31..June 12 but will be open for the. summer session 7:30 a.m •• 1 p.m. As a big name forward at Rich Cen-
and 6 p.m.-8:30 p.m., Monday·Thursday ... SO":l9 people are no longer tral, RUZich savored glory on the 
satisfied with the current student 1.0. cards and would like to see them "Sweet·16" basketball team. But~ 
replaced with pIcture 1.0. cards which would provfde a better means of baseball was his best sport, so he 
_1_d_en_t_II_lca_tlo_n_,_,_, __________________ :l~~s:!~rer~~eba:oke~~~~~~;d i~: 
Want to improve the Courier? University, After a semester there, 
RUZich found that he would be hap-
Then register for Journalism 105 pier at TCC, The following year he 
~ was back in the basketball picture. (Beginning News Writing) this fall In 1961-82, he led the N4C con, 
Dr. Jasper J. Gulotta Dr. Gene Ossello 
SOUTH HOLLAND 
OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATES 
83; East 162nd Street 
Children's VISion 
Contact Lenses 
South Holland. ll6IH73 
Family Practice of Optometry 
By Appointment Only 
Phone: 333-44# 
r-------COUPON'-------, 
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ference in scoring with 25.8 points a 
game and 23.0 overall. On Carlos 
Medrano's TeC baseball club, he bat· 
ted .391 with two home runs and 18 
RBI's. In both sports, he received AU .. 
conference, all-section honors. 
Ruzich led Coach Mllter's cagers to a 
22·10 record with a second place tie 
In the conference. He led In scoring 
with a 20,1 point per game average, 
second In rebounding with a 7.9 
average. and second In assists with a 
2.8 average. "I didn't have to mottvate 
Steve because he worked real hard," 
Miller said of his second·time first· 
team AII·N4C choice. "One of his 
great assets was that he nevar made 
mistakes. He had the desire to excel 
personally, he played with such Inten« 
slty. and he realized he had to play 
Wh,m Ruzfch comes 
bafl, the opposing team Is In serious 
trouble. With his 25.8 points per 
game average, Ruzich led the N4C In 
scoring for 1981-112. The former ISU 
student wes hitting • .fC6 for the 
Bul/dog baseball tesm as of May 6. 
(Photo courtesy of Star Tribune) 
As of May 6, Ruzich Is batting .406 
with four homers and 26 rlbbles as a 
catcher for the 1983 Bulldog 
stickmen. ·'1 think his leadership 
ability helps him as a catcher," 
Medrano said, "and he has quick 
For the second 
Ruzich Is a potential .1I~,onfere,"ce 
winner In two sports. 
For two years Hallberg 
volleyball for Nora Hanford 
basketball for Bill Fink at TCC. 
both, she made the best of her 6-1 
height. She was a third team AIl·N4C 
setect her freshman year as a center 
on the women's basketball squad. 
She was the second highest scorer 
(12.7 pOints per game) and set a new 
season rebounding and career free 
throw record for the Bulldogs. In 
1983, she earned a second·team 
on the AU-N4C volleyball team 
first team position on the 
basketball team. She was 
ed to the AII·Reglon IV i 
teom (Booond team). She Is now the 
aU-time leading rebounder (663) and 
free throw shooter (675%) and fourtfl. 
highest scorer (634) pOints. 
"She had a different role this year 
from last year," Fink said. "She did 
her part In the leadership role, and 
there's no doubt she made good ad-
justment to our new style of play. She I 
has the desire and attitude that a true I 
champIon should have. She 
displayed herself well In the last two : 
years. She Is an excellent person to i 
work with," 
RUZich, 20, Is uncertain of what co!· 
lege he wants to attend after TCC, 
but he knows for sure he will hang up 
the basketball uniform to concen-
trate on baseball. "I like both sports. 
but If I'm going to make anything out 
of ft, baseball would be the sPort. .. 
Ruzich said. 
., Another asset 15 that Steve is an 
excellent leader," Miller said of his 
co· most valuable player. "He sets 
good examples on and off the court." 
Hallberg, 19, Is also uncertain, but 
is leaning toward Aurora. where she 
wants to remain adept in both her 
sports. "Wherever I go, I hope to 
benefit from what I learned from my 
coaches and teammates at Tee," 
Hallberg said. "It's been great to 
work with such good people." 
I I 
I I _ 4 \ I I d - .A'-'; I I: At 6"", Hellberg was hard for most opponents to out Jump. The tsllfJst lady Bulldog was second on the team In scar· 
Z 0 ing (12.7 points per game), end made first team AII·N4C In basKetbsli. Hallberg also made second tBam AII·N4C In 
o 0rVO_I;~~Yb_.=I_L~~;h~o~ro~c~o~u:n~eS~y~D~.~V~~~C~,~B~.~n~~Fffl~--__ -=~ ________ --------=-----__ --__ =-----"9 
§111 w. si~1;/in;d~~S~~HOliand, II~ And lets not forget., " " 
til II There are many outstanding recognition among the student body son In basketball and baseball I COME I NAN. 0 GET A SI NGlE 01 P I athletes here at TCC, Most of them This year there were plenty 0; Bates and Patterson lead-oif our 
ONLY 
I C E CR EA M C go arOund here unnoticed. That's the noteworthy athletes. Runners--up In section of honorable mentions They ONE FOR I problem with goIng to a commuter our athlete of the year balloting were fnclude: Cedric Oliver, John MI~stero, 
II school like this one. Athletes are sophomores Cleo Bates and Pat Pat- Rudy Smith and Kurt Marshalt. 
II passed over routinely because no terson. Both Bates and Patterson, Females Include: Patty Keenan, 
WITH lone knows them. Its about time that Ilks winners Hallberg and Ruzich. Tracy Lofton, Sue Fass, Nancy 
COUPON I the outstanding athletes of this were two sport athletes; Sates In Houghtaling and Diane Morang. 
;o;.'="._' __ ==-o==>.! school gained some well deserved basketball and volleyball, and Patter .. 
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The Bulldog women's softball squad came other occasions In the toumament. They open· the Intra~NattQnat Tourney In Paducah, Ken- LaRae Capello and Oalene SChwelnhagen 
one school shy of making a run at a national ed with a 2-0 win as, Nancy Houghten,,; pitched lUcky May 13. "When anybody Is among the top ad home Tamml Blank. 
championShip May 14-16. her fifth consecutive game without Issuing an 24 teams, they don't plan to go In and win S Id Sk II '" k~e e were good 
Cleveland State (Tenn.), In separate earned run. everything," Skelly said. "We're Just goln~ to dJdn~t knO: ~hat to e:'e~t. I knew N8n~ 
meeting'S, eliminated ree 4-0 and .4·1. bear dOW". and play It one Inning at a time. Of consistent but not tf she could go the dlsta 
But the big win was the 14-5 third-round the nation stop 24, TCC ranks 14. or how the weather would affect her," 
Since Bob Skelly took over the Tbornton 
Community College softball system, t~e pro-
gram has been on the ttse. 
massacre of Trtton. The Trojans won the N4C ti-
Although the Bulldogs lalled to retain con· 
ference leadership, they reached the ultimate 
goal by claiming Region IV ownership for the 
first time In the "<luad's history. 
tle, Including a 4-2 win over TCC In elght-degree "For me, I think the toughest game was the 
weather Aprl1 18. Triton went Into the regional first one," Skelly said of the tournament. "Once 
tournament seeded first, but Skelly's we got past Lake County, everything started go-
"doggers" were determined. They rose to the Ingourway.lnthethlrdgame(LakeCountywon 
occa.lon In the .... nth Inning when they 2'()), Lake County was fired up becau.e It 
jumped on the Trojan. lor eight runs. wanted to get back at us." 
"I knew we'd beat them, but I didn't know u.!n=t~!f:a~h!::~~d!~::::a~:~: 
TCC, which Ilnlshed In a second-place t~ 
the N4C race, had three women named to 
aU-conference team. Centerflelder Cappa 
was a first team selection, and third base 
Lora Robinson made second team alonQ 
Stank at first. Honorable mentions 
Houghtellng, Przekwas, Smllh and T 
Hansen. Seeded second, the team, with only one sophomore, won three of four games and cap-
ped thellnale with a 4-3 victory oyer Lake Coun· 
ty May 7. 
14·5," Skelly said. "Lat'. lace It. II was a smack. 
No one agrees that thet elght-degree loss was singled In Sue Fa.e, 
any softball Indication at all." The Bulldogs scored both 01 thel, runa In the 
BULLDOG SPORTS 
Spoilers ad-Vance to victo 
A 75-yard Intercepllon retum for a first· tramural Flag' Football League Su 
quarte, touchdown by "BT Spoilers" Jeff Bowl victory oyer the ''Terrlbles'' May t 
Vance Ignited his team to a 14-12 In-
Two-sport Patterson 
plays for education 
bJ Natalie J_ 
Pat Patterson, an all-around athlete at 
TCC for the past two years, wUI b8 depar· 
tlng the Bundag sports scene to conquer 
further educational endeavors. 
"COmlng to TCC helped deVelop me as 
a better athletic person, especially since I 
stayed out of school a year after 
graduating from (Milwaukee John Mar· 
shall) high school," explained Patterson. 
Patterson (6-5, 195) who was all· 
conlerence In basketbell at the center 
position lor his two years at TCC, says he 
owes a lot of this to coach Ralph Miller. 
"Miller was one of the best coaches that I 
have ever had. Mr. Miller Improved my 
game exceptionally as far as being a 
smarter defensive player." And Indeed 
Patterson's defensive playing ability will 
The public relations major would 
comment on where he Is plannIng to 
tend school In tho fall but did oay baa 
bell will play • very Imponant rote In 
future education. "I'd love to play prof 
slonal besketbell or beeobel~ but 
who wouldn'tr ! 
SUrprisingly, Pallerson onloys the spel 
of baseball more than besketball •• 'Whti 
I'm pitching lleel that I ha .. moro co ..... 
than In besketbell. But If given tho chand 
I'd play them both," he oaId. j 
With Patterson'. talent and sense' 
humor, there 18 no doubt he wlll ..... ch..j 
goals he has In mind, 'Whatever hap,*, 
In the Mure, III give out the beat, I've G4 
the best." said Palloreon, 
L _______________ ~~::::;:...:.::~:...:.::..:;.;;~.;,;,;,:.;",;_~:...;.;.=~~.J be missed here. 
Sports editor exits through front, 
Dean Rodriguez pushed out back 
'In Ihe Ad/on' ,.~ 
by Larry Hartnett _ -:::-
_editor __ ' 
Rodriguez Part II 
The days are numbered. 
On June 5. I graduate from this Institution. 
Among the many present al the proceedings may 
not be Ruben Rodriguez. 
The dean 01 counseling/student actlvltle., a 
former dean of athletIcs who was snubbed when 
InvItallons were printed lor the April 19 baaket· 
bell banquet, will most likely be kept at a 
distance lor the fear he may talk the truth about 
TCC athlellcs. 
Rodriguez Is being pushed out the same door 
as was former IntramuraUAthletlc DIrector Janet 
Napoli last Aug. through an acllon 01 the col· 
lege's Boan:! of Trustees. 
WhIle Napoli's position was "terminated," 
Rodriguez has been refused a renewed contract. 
The dean of counseling/student activities. a 
favorite with both the young and Old, has an Idea 
for his sudden deParture but says there has not 
been an officla1 reason given by the Board. 
Rodriguez states all will be revealed In an up-
. ~lei"';;.; ioflOws thrOugh on the "beSt: 
saller," the fOllowing statement by Rodriguez on 
athletICS would be a fitting Introduction 10( the 
publlcallon most effecllYely onlllled "TCC 
Athlellcs: Tho Untold Story." 
.... • In my own life. there Is no way I would have 
made H without athletics. The people who were 
Involved who motivated me and the ac-
complishments that we attained, we're all a part 
of that success built In. 
"The state championship was more than simp-
ly the winning 01 a basketball game, What that 
game taught me, taken In conslderaUon the 
beginning I had, Is If you WOrk han:! enough and 
really striye to achl ... that for which you set your. 
sights and goals on that It can be attained no 
matter the obstacles, 
''What the game ultimately taught me was that 
you could be the besl That In a negative world, 
that always wants to say to us you can', and you 
won't, the answer was really I can and I will. 
"Athlellcs Is merely thet vehicle thet helps us 
d ... lop t_e worthwhile attributes and such 
should always heve a place In our society, I'm not 
talking dollars and cents but the d ... lopmental 
aspect 01 a person, 
''When I speak 01 athletics, I'm not speaking 01 
a distorted perspective that professional 
athletes have given to athletics. There Is a very 
dedicated people to achleye the desired 
results-Athletics at any level could only be as 
~?"" •• those people who are administrating II .. 
Ills truly a shame Rodriguez has to leaye. The 
administrative move not only puts the crunch on 
the dean, his wile and four children, but It also 
deprives luture TCC students of an education. 
Athletics (yes) has a place at the college leve~ 
but It (no) shOUld not take precedence over an 
education. ~n a person such as ROdriguez 
loses his job oyer extra-currlcular actlvllles, the 
students along with an education have become 
No. 2. 
I fait my two years at TCC were well .. pent ... 
has been a good transition period, from high 
school to tlte next two years at Northern IIl1ncl. 
University In DeKalb. 
profound place for athletics, and I sey that A opecIooI recognition must go 10, , , 
because I consider myself a IMng example of Our Courier advisor who always sported a top· 
what good athletics can achl ... as a vehICle, notch publication , • • on-the-run editor Doug 
''This I. why In my IIlel heve become .0 1_ cantlon, •• all-star sports staff Natalie "sports 
ed In athletics, the community ••• anythIng that' editor" Jones, Mike "I want to cover Intramurals" 
touches Ille In a meaningful way. And this Is why Snider, Johnnie "It'll be In Monday sometime" 
I have undertaken such volunteer work as In. James. Jr •••• contributing writers Anita ""The 
YOlvementln Utile League, to help young people CUbe In '84" Joiner, Henry "Doug says" Hender. 
through athletIcs. That's why I coached a sixth son and Mike "I've got thet story" Roth ••• Dr, 
grede basketball team this past .. ason. ThaI's' COmmodore Craft, who literally opened the door 
whyCl'U'b,I."!~.S.pr.sl.dentoll?astChI""goP11d"),~:,.,,,,O! op~.nlty for me In the fall" .... Bujldog 
coaches, players and fans ••• Intramural par-
"1 lind that during these times there are not tlclpants", TCC faculty, Including Ruben. 
enough people who genuinely care about the Rodriguez who-wlth the backing of three 
other person. ft's up to us to come fotwan:! and rtngslde ludges (Courier, SGA, student.)-has a 
provide for young people thoH examples and c:Iw1ce to win his court fight with the college ••• 
models 01 the wey things should be as opposed aft my ..-. both f_le and critical •.• and 
10 the way things are. With all that I have said 10 my mother (press agent Jeamlne) who Is NO.1 
about athlellcs, It sllll takes good caring, In all stages 01 the game. 
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Shakespeare 
company sets 
performance 
in November 
- The dramatic appeal and 
superb acting abilities 01 the Na-
tional Shakespeare Company 
(NSC) will be displayed during a 
morning performance of ''Twelfth 
Night" Nov. 14 in the Performing 
Aria Center. 
The Student Government 
Association ($GAl is sponsoring 
the $3,500 production. 
''The event was planned with 
the national boOking agent whO 
represents the company," said 
Unda Uzureau, SGA advisor. 
''The NSC does a fantastic job of 
recreating Shakespeare by 
presenting superb acting talents 
wherever It plays," she added. 
Founded In 1963, the NSC Is 
the IIrst theater company of its 
kind to survive for at least 20 
seasons. The company has 
played in more than BOO cities 
and at least 48 states and parts 
01 Canada. 
, ' -:- - ':perience has given the NSC 
, : >nlque ability to produce na-
j it tours thet are technically 
! ,lent and artistically sue-
.. .ful, Uzureau said. 
!-
"he opportunity to see a pro-
lonal production of this 
ler Is limited," said English 
wtor Edith Lebed, "and the 
; Is certainly dramatically 
.rtalning." 
!bed emphasized, "The NSC 
I8S the false notion about 
!<espeare being boring by 
,laying unique acting talent 
genuine artistical pertor· 
oces. and the the company's 
dstakable reputation as hav-
truly great actors and ae-
sas shOUld not be doubted." 
"18 NSC carries full scenery, 
!urnes, props and complete 
ling and sound equipment, 
:Ing the play a genuine pro-
donal production, Lebed ex· 
ned. ''The same play, If seen 
:hicago, would cost a good 
I of money," said Lebed, "and 
prices would go as high a S50 
1 front row seal" 
o admission fees will be 
rged at the TCC production, 
rever, and all community 
dents are invlted'to the evenl 
Staff vote 
scheduled 
for Tuesday 
The threat of a teachers' strike 
Is hovering over the campus. The 
American federation of Teachers 
Local 1600 and the Board 01 
Trustees have been negotiating 
for a contract since midsummer 
without success. Teachers voted 
for a deadline of last Monday of 
ending negotiations and setting' 
a strike date. Many facultY' 
members believe a strike is 
Imminent 
When asked about negotia-
tions, board members .were un- .: 
willing to reply since an agree-
R"l8nt was made last summer not 
to discuss with the press 
measures on the bargaining, 
table. At the Sepl 9 negotiations, , 
the board, Its mediatofTed Clark, 
and union officials resolved a lew 
issues and agreed to allow news 
media members to ask 'ques-
tions. Resolved issues Include 
not Increasing the nUlllber of 
teachlll'$' Office hours Irolll IIv" 
to ten per week and Increasing 
the 'number of sick days 
allocated. 
-According to Clark, teachers 
are asking for a 16 percent In-
crease In pay_ TNs figure, Clark 
said, "Is simply not an 
economical increase." Clark says 
the salary schedule is the fifth 
highest of the state community 
Union officials ate caUlng 'asf MtHKI.,'.'ntonnatlonat plclteUng • success. 
Da .. Sartlelf, Judy Scolt, Peggy Lalko and Ess" Smllh we,. among the 'acuity mom""" hoP"'SI 
students ami commanlty memtNts 01 the des". tor a contract. A tina' ftfIQoUaUng session is scheduled lor this 
.'I.moo~ end .edlln. fOl the board's tina' offel Is sat tOt Monda,. The faculty will "ote on t~.r tlnal otte, Tuesda,., 
oolleges, He added that the col. 
lege Is one 01 the smallest of 
theSe top five both in enrollment 
and stall numbers. The board's 
initial propsal was to maintain 
the current salary schedule. 
Union officials declined to 
comment on the salary increase 
percentage because of board-
union agreement not discuss 
negotiations. 
(photo by Mike Marcotte, 
The board is also considering StUdents are concerned about 
Sunday and midnight classes. a prolonged strike possibly af. 
On two previous occasions, fecling transferring credits. 
Clark haS negotiated contracts Robert Fioravanti, free salety for 
for the college. In 19n a strike the Bulldogs, said, "Members of 
occurred. One top union official the team will approach the board 
described Clark as being "veri If a strike occurs." 
hard nosed" and believes it is' As of press time Monday, 
highly'possibie a strike will occur board and negotiators for the 
Since both sides are unwliiing to union were stili at the bargaining 
compromise on many issues. table. 
School trustees set up shop in counseling office 
Several Board of Trustees 
members have made themselves 
more easily accessible to their 
constituents by opening an of· 
fice In the counseling center, 
room 2119. this area provides a 
place for students, faculty and 
perents to discuss problems, 
complaints, concerns and ques-
tions about the, college with 
these elected Officials. 
The four board members whO 
have posted hOurs believe the of· 
flce Is a good idea. Trustee 
Donald Young Saki, "Any elected 
group or body official shOUld be 
available and accessible to" the 
constituents." 
Young added, ''We are not here 
to made decisions on our own 
opinions, but we make deciSions 
for those we are representing. 
How can you know feelings of 
people if you don't hear from 
them?" 
Trustee Dorothy Smith explain· 
ed, ''This time Is set aside for the 
sole purpose of discussion, and 
people don't have to feel they are 
Imposing on the board members' 
time. They can keep names out of 
it and be strictly confidential. It's 
a comfortable situation, and 
many issues (raised during these 
discussions) have been brought 
up and resolved at the board 
meetings." 
TCC offers cultural tours 
If the academic grind Is setting 
in, liven up your routine with the 
various,cultural tours being of· 
fared by the college. 
A bus trip to the Museum of 
Science and Industry to view 
"China: 7000 Years of 
Discovery," Is scheduled for 
Sepl 24. The bus will leave the 
staff parking lot at 11 a.m. and 
will return by 4 p.m.. 
The exhlbllinciudes more than 
500 artifactS and displays ot 
Chinese technology and architec-
ture. Alsc, the exhibit includes 
aspects of Chinese art and 
medicine. 
"This Is a good opportunity for 
people to view an important ex· 
hlblt at low prices," said Diane 
Gannott of the division of aria 
and humanilles. "The prices were 
kept as low as possible." 
The $15 tour price Includes a 
Chinese luncheon at the museum 
prepsred by the House of Hunan 
(rated 5 stars by the Chicago 
Tribune), bus transportetion, ad-
mission to the exhibit and a tape-
recorded tour. 
A second excursion scheduled 
by the division will transport 
community members to the Lyric 
Opera of Chicago for a perfor· 
mance of the French opera 
"Lakmll" on Oct. 18. A lecture ex· 
plainlng the opera will be given 
one week eariier by Dimpna B. 
Clarln, instructor of voice and the 
Opera WorkShOp.' 
The opera, set In Victorian In-
dia, Is a tale ot a Hindu priestess 
and her British lover. Cost of the 
tour is $18. A third tour to the Art 
Institute of Chicago to view "The 
Vatican Collection" sotd out last 
week. According to Gannott, an 
attempt to accommodate more 
patrons was Impossible because 
the coliege was unable to acquire 
more tickets to the exhibition and 
reservations at the Como Inn for 
dinner. 
Trips, sponsored by the divi· 
slon of arts and humanities, are 
open to the community, students 
and staff. For more information 
contact Gannott at ext. 297 or In 
roo", 4129. 
Trustee Frank Zuccarelli said, 
"I feel the office is very, very 
beneflciai to myself, the 
students, and especially the 
faculty. In the past, talking to the 
board members was a nOono." He 
emphasized that the Board wants 
to change that situation and add· 
ed, ''We don't always hear the 
counter-controversy, and this 
way we can. 
Trustee Rita Page said, "I ilke 
the office because I get to hear 
both sideS 01 the story. There are 
certain ways or steps to take in 
solving problems or issues, and 
some people don't know where to 
start. This office Is a place where 
they can find out." 
Participating board membe'.:l 
and their posted office hours are. 
Writing society 
plans fall events 
The New Scriblerus SOCiety, 
TCC's literary club, is Inviting all 
students Interested in literature 
and writing to share In this year's 
programs and discussions. 
The Society's major proj8!lt 
will be the publication of this 
year's edition of "The Writer 11," a 
magazine of freshman English 
students' writings. 
The club's first meeting will be 
at noon on Sept. 22 and will 
primarily be a planning sessiOn. 
SubSequent meetings wiil be 
held every two weeks in room 
3127. 
Last year's programs included 
f~lance author Felicia Holton, 
a presentation of the book Song 
of S%man given by AI Riley, 
director ot research and plan-
ning, and an in-depth examina· 
tlon of Flannery O'Connor's 
works. This year's programs will 
be tailored to meet the members' 
Interests. 
Frank Zuccarelli 
Donald Young Mondays 6-9 p.m. 
2nd, 3rd and 4th Tuesdays 
6-9 p.m., Thursdays s-a p.m. 
Dorothy Smith 
2nd, 4th Wednesdays 1-3 p.m. 
Rita Page 1 sl Tuesdays 6-9 p.m. 
New staff joins 
college family 
AppOintments, retirements and 
promotions have resulted in a 
series 01 changes in the ad-
ministrative and faculty ranks. 
Administrative newcomers In-
clude Dr. Daniel T. Hayes, vice 
president of educational services, 
Bruce Aldrich, dean 01 ad· 
mlnistrative services, and Valerie 
Tabak, economic developR"l8nt of-
ficer/Career Skills Centerdlrector. 
Familiar faces In new places 
Include those of Robert Marshall, 
who has assumed the duties of 
dean 01 counseling and student 
activities, Karen Simac, former 
special needs counselor now 1111· 
ing Marshall's previous counsel· 
Ing duties, and Unda Small, 
lormer gymnasium supervisor 
Vl(hp Is now teaching physical 
education. 
New faculty members include 
Haven Williams, graphic arts in-
structor in the diviSion of 
engineering and. technololgy, 
Henry Holevlnsky, electronics in· 
structor also In the division of 
engineering and technology, 
Steven Vivian, English instructor 
in the division of language and 
communications, and MaryBeth 
Beno, mathematics instructor In 
the division of physical science 
and mathematics. 
In addition, three one-year ap-
pointments have been made In 
the division of health and life 
sciences. Sue Berry, Diane Black 
and PhylliS Hess will be teaching 
nursing coursas. 
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Blocking the road to education 
(Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
Wh"n the St.te Sfr •• t widening pro/eel Is comp/etfJd, college sfudents and employees will hare" much •• sle, time 
gefflng to end t,om the campus. Aecord/ng '0 Robert B. Kinsella. physical plan' director, construction on the st.ta· 
lundMl proJoct Includes wld"R/ng the tOad to lour lanes, providing 'ett 'urnlng lanes and Inst.lling I,stlc signals at the 
mlln ."t,.nco. Addltlon.lly. now a/d"walks. •• we,. Ind street II11ht3 ere pert 01 til. Cu,)slruc:Uun PlJclcafl~ 
Apply now for grants, scholarships 
by Tom Whelehen 
Pall Granla ars available until 
February for students needing 
financial ald. 
Pall Grants enable students to 
pay lor school need. such as tu-
ition, lees, books and transpor-
taUon. The Federal money, 
granted ranges from $225 to 
$1.135 annually and Is given to 
students In four or five payments 
per term. Without the money 
many students could not afford 
to attend school. 
To quality for the grant, a stu· 
dent must be taking more than 
six credit hours and must submit 
his or her 1040 Income tax form 
for valldatlon. 
Men also must be registered 
for the Selectlve Service and have 
Trustees cut SGA funds 
The Board of Trustees voted to 
cut funding to the Student 
Government AsSOCiation to near· 
Iy half of the raquesled amount 
for the '!!3-'84 school year. This 
culback poses the question, 
"How will the students be af-
fected?" 
The SGA has revised Its ten· 
tatlve school activities and ser· 
vices calendar to coordinate with 
the new budget, and although 
some cutbacks have been made. 
the cutbacks will not have a great 
effect on the students. 
"We are trying to get the 
students more Involved with and 
spend more time at TCC," said 
SGA Presldenl Earnle Wilkinson. 
The SGA Is divided Into three 
sections: Student Grievances, 
Student Programming (activities), 
and SGA Financing. Although 
Programming Is the most active 
and the most recognized by 
students, It Is not considered the 
lop priority of SGA. 
"A number of 'blo name' ac-
tivlties that we had planned will 
be cut," Wilkinson explained. The 
SGA will provide more public ser· 
vice programs and Is currently 
working on a publicity leaflet to 
Inform students what the SGA is 
doing. 
The money for financing 
various TCC organizations 
comes from a fee paid individual-
ly by students. The total amount 
Is then divided by the number of 
organizations and Issued accor-
dingly. "When the board saw the 
proposed amount the SGA re-
quested, it just couldn't be 
done," said trustee Joy E. Water-
man:'There would be too much 
excess funding." 
The SGA and the Board of 
Trustees agree that some of the 
money for financing activities 
will have to come from SGA fund 
raiSing, and students may have to 
be charged lor admission to 
some activities. 
proof of registration. This regula-
tion went Into effect In April and 
affects all male U.s. citizens, In-
cluding refugees, born after Dec. 
31, 1959. All male veterans born 
after this time must register 
again before receiving financial 
aid even if they have served In the 
armed forces. 
Male American Indians, hand-
Icapped men and conscientious 
objectors are also required to 
register. Men who are' Imprison-
ed, hospitalized or Instltutionallz· 
ed must register within 30 days of 
their release or parole. These re-
quirements must be met before a 
student can receive any grants 
that begin payment on or after 
July 1, 1983. 
Students may also apply for an 
illinois State Scholarship award-
Ing a maxlmum of $2,200 by fill· 
Ing out box 42A of the Pell Grant 
form. Their financial Information 
will be sent to state scholarship 
officials to confirm ellglbllJty. 
This year TCC students have 
been awarded more than $1 
million In Pall Grants and more 
then $400,000 In illinois State 
Scholarships. 
For more Information about 
Selective Service raqulrements, 
contact Ellis Falk, financial aid 
and placement director, room 
2111, or Registration Information 
Bureau, Selective Service System 
National Headquarters, 
Washington, D.C. 20435. 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• Sweetest Day ad details p.2 
• New gardening class sprouting p.2 
• Pep club officers spark spirit p.3 
• Coach Komara rebuilds 'krew' p.4 
• Kickers win first in overtime p.4 
Still no agreement 
Arbitrator selected for 
teachers' contract issue 
The threat of a teachers' strike 
last week was averted when 
union faculty members voted to 
accept a Board of Trustees ar· 
bltratlon proposal allowing an ar· 
bltrator to handle contract 
negotiations. Teachers have 
been working this semester 
without a contract. 
Peter Feullle, professor of 
labor and Industrial relations at 
the University of illinois, has 
been jointly selected by the 
board and union as arbitrator. 
According to the aromatlon 
agreement, Fauille has an Oct. 28 
deadline to submit a final can· 
tract proposal. Trustees then 
have seven days to accept or re-
ject his recommendation. The 
lastest date for this board vote 
would be Nov. 3. 
If the arbitrator's deciSion IS reo 
jected, union ~'Mutlve. stat .. 
they will call an emergency union 
meeting to call an Immediate 
strike vote. 
Feullle must decide the Issues 
of computing teacr.srs· salanes. 
the salary schedule for additional 
services, the early retirement pre>-
gram, term life Insurance and 
overload pay for counselors. 
Board negotiator Ted Clark has 
maintained during contract talks 
that teachers here are among the 
highest paid of all state com-
munity college teachers. The 
board's salary proposal would 
freeze all salaries until Jan. 1. On 
that date trustees said they 
would reevaluate the school's 
finances and cut salaries If 
necessary. 
However, union chief negotia-
tor Dennis Dryzga counters that 
the college Is one of the oldest In 
the state and thus has a more ex· 
perlenced, older faculty. Conse-
quently, salaries should be 
higher to reflect this Increased 
amount of teaching experience, 
Dryzga maintains. 
The union's proposal submit. 
ted to Feuille requests a 12.5 per. 
cent salary Increase. 
Pep Club sets 
spirit week 
activities 
Members of the new pep club 
are completing plans for 
Homecoming Spirit Week, Oct. 
1()'15. 
The week's activities Include: 
Monday-Turnabout·Jersey 
day-wear any football jersey to 
display school spirit; 
Tuesday-Couples day-men 
will select ladles' names during a 
lottery and then escort the win· 
ners to class; 
We d nesd a y - A u to gr ap h 
day-wear a white t-shlrt to 
school and have It signed during 
the day; 
Thursday-Hat day-wear a hat 
to school; 
Friday-Poster day-football 
players will autograph poster 
boards being worn by 
cheerleaders. 
Membership In the pep club Is 
open to any student, and prac-
tices and meetings are held 
weekly. For more Information, 
call Kay Clauson at Ext. 280 or 
258. 
Jellybean contest not too sweet 
Last spring the Student 
Government Association (SGA) 
was to award a 12-credlt-hour 
scholarship at the SGA Spring 
Picnic as first prize In a jellybean 
guessing contest. 
The student who could come 
closest 10 guessing the number 
of Jellybeans contslned In a large 
jar on display In the counseling 
office was 10 receive the award 
applicable to this fall's tuition 
payment. 
James Allen, 28, of Whiting, 
Ind., won the contest but has not 
yet received the 12 hours of 
credit. Because his tulUon and 
schooling expenses are paid for 
by the Comprehensive Education 
Training Act (CET A) and a Pell 
Grant, he could not use the SGA 
scholarship this semester. 
Allen believes he deserves 
something lor winning the con-
test, and SGA beHeves no 
substitution of prizes should be 
made since first prize was the 
scholarship. 
Allen first propOSed the SGA 
award him the $288, the cost of 
12 hours of In-dlstrlct tuition. 
When that proposal was rejected, 
he suggested the SGA reimburse 
CET A for his tuition. He contends 
some of his privileges have been 
cut by CET A because of the high 
expense of his education and 
says he could possibly receive 
other benefits from CET A If his 
tuition was paid for by the SGA. 
The SGA Is seeking legal ad· 
vice from Board Attorney John 
Hager on the matter. 
Reagan administration cut education programs 20 percent since 1981 
Washington, D.C. (CPS) -
Spending on education and 
social service programs has 
dropped almost 20 percent since 
the Reagan administration took 
office In 1981, a Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) report has 
lound. 
And In a new American Federa-
lion of Teachers (AFT) analysis of 
'ederal education spending, AFT 
President Albert Shanker 
charged President Reagan with 
"8 cover-up" of administration 
funding raquests lor education 
prooramA. 
Too AFT has been friendlier to 
the president then other educa-
tion groups In the past It gave 
President Reagan a respectful 
welcome at Its June, 1983, con-
vention and willingly participated 
In his White House conference In 
the wake of last spring's release 
of several reports criticizing the 
quality of American education. 
By contrast, the National 
Education Association-the 
AFT's larger teachers' union 
rival-refused to join the White 
House conference or Invite the 
president to speak at Its conven-
tion, claiming Reagan had faUed 
to support education since his 
days as governor of California. 
The AFT also has been more 
willing to enlertaln the notion of 
merit pay for primary and secon-
dary school teachers, a measure 
President Reaaan SUDoort-. 
But tna new AFT "analysis" 
noted PresIdent Reagan had ask-
ed Congress to cut federal public 
education by 25 percent for 1982 
and 48.3 percent lor this fiscal 
year. Congress eventually granted 
the president an 18 percent cut 
for 1982 and an 18.6 percent cut 
for 1983. 
"Barnstorming around the 
country, the president has em-
braced the 'Back to Basics' 
theme of the National Commis-
sion on Excellence In Education 
with a fervor he once reserved for 
his 'New Federalism' Initiative," 
Shanker writes In a summary ac-
companying a breakdown of how 
much federal education money 
each state lost In the first two 
Reagan budgets. 
"But this crusade Is a 
cover-up," he added. 
The CBO-the office tnat does 
most of the financial budget 
analysis for Congress-found 
the government Is spending 
about 20 percent less on some 
education programs than It prom-
Ised to back In 1981. 
For example, the government 
will spend some 21.5 percent less 
on Guaranteed Student Loans 
between 1982 and 1985 than Con-
gress ordered It to In laws passed 
In 1980. 
AU studant aid programs are 
falfinQ short of soendlno m~n-
dates, the CBO said In Its report 
10 House Speaker TI p O'Neill 
(o-Ma) last week. 
The CBO reported Congress 
brought on the shortfalls by pass· 
Ing new and changing old educa-
lion laws In the years since It 
passed Its spending orders In 
1980. 
The orders were In the Higher 
Education Reauthorization Act of 
1980. Congress must 
"reauthorize" the federal govern-
ment to spend money on educa· 
tlon every five years and genera'-
Iy sets new spending targets 
when It does. Congress will start 
shaping a new reauthorization 
law next January. 
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University, business reps will share 
information during Career Day Tuesday 
Students will have an oppor· Some of the colleges and B,ank, SI. J!lmes Hos,?ilal, Univer. 
tunity to explore college transfer universities to be represented in· slty of Chicago Medical Center. 
and employment options Tuesday clude Western Illinois University, John Hancock I~surance, South 
through participation in a daylong Illinois State University, Chicago Holland Recreation, Department 
cOllegecareerprogramsponsored State University, Governors State and POlnter·Eco!'omlSt. . 
by the counseling office. University. Sangamon State Uni· Counselors Will be avallable.on 
More than 80 representatives versity, Southern Illinois Univer. the ramps to help ~tude~ts find 
from colleges, universities, sity, University of Illinois-Cham· the, college, . univerSity, or 
businesses, and Industries will paign and Chicago campuses. 11. bUSiness of their chOl,:e. 
be available to exchange infor· linois Institute of Technology and For more information about 
malion and answer students' Eastern illinois University, College/Career Day contact pro-
questions between 9:30 a.m. and Among area employers to be gram ~oordinators Phyllis Davis 
1 p.m. represented are First National and MIchael Schnur at Ext. 303 . 
Campus news 
A touch of Mexico was evident on the Candidates' forum 
Candidates will be questioned 
first by students, and then they 
will participate in a general 
question-answer session. 
ciation has provided funding for 
the National Shakespeare Com· 
pany production. Curtain time is 
10 a.m. in the Performing Arts 
Center. All students are invited to 
attend the performance and the 
Scriblerus SOCiety's preview at 
no charge. 
Spani$h Club's fiesta. The occasion was organized by (L-R) exchange stu--
dent Veronica Salazar, club co-treasurer Mitzi Williams, eXChange student 
Constanza oelvlllar. club vice-president L;nda Ana Rogers, club recorder 
Juanita Young, exchange student advisor Jeri Michalek and club advisor 
Jean Sedlack. Other new club officers (not pictured) are Joe Freedo,m. 
president, and Hazel Boldenow, co-treasurer. (Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
The Student Government 
Association is sponsoring a Can· 
didates' Forum at 7 p.m. Thurs· 
day in the Performing Arts Center 
in conjunction, with the Nov. 7 
District 510 elections. 
Student Trustee Shirley Faso 
urges all students and staff to at· 
tend the forum and hear the can· 
didates' campaign platforms. 
Candidates for the Nov. 7 elec· C I t h d d · f· t tion Include: Janet Wagner of U ure s are unng les a :fo~f::,gJ;Ja::~~;~~f~~~~:~ 
Espiritu Espanol, TCC's new olicers, there was an original party and delighted students with Young .of Markham; and NOrm~J. 
Span'sh CI t> held a part recent member of the club present. stories of Mexico. Veronica is a Rosetti an~ Joseph A. Kowecklof 
Iy to ~elco':ne more thaX 40 ne~ Layne Knopp helped select the senior at Thornridge and Con- Calumet City. 
members. to announce club of· name and also designed the logo stanza is a senior at Elizabeth Band concert 
fieers, and to celebrate Mexico's for the club in 1978 and returned Seton High School. Both 
Independence Day. to see things continuing stronger graduated from high school in Four students will be featured 
A true fiesta atmosphere ex· than ever. For example, many ac- Mexico. However, In the transi· in a Symphonic Band Concert at 
!sted at the gathering as par· livilies have been sponsored by tion from Mexico to the U.S., they 8 p.m. tonight in the Performing 
ticipants mingled about meeting the club such as caroling at attend high school as seniors to Arts Center. 
new members and sampling the Christmas, Spanish picniCS, and become more familiar with the Floyd Meadows-Ebclarinet. 
refreshments. trips to Mexico. In June, they plan Michael Megurdichian-clarinet, 
The 1983-84 Spanish Club of· to venture to Spain. language and to experience leslie Shannon-clarinet and 
ficers are PreSident. Joe The main attraction at the American high school and home Thomas Skees-clarinet, will per • 
Freedom; Vice-President, Unda fiesta was visitors from Her· life, explained Jeri Michalak, form the Gigue of Y. Desportes' 
Ana Rogers; Secretary, Juanita mosillo, Mexico. Exchange Spanish student and a represe". French Suite. 
Young, and Treasurer, Mitzi students Veronica Salazar and tatlve for the student exchange Other selections include the 
SGA elections 
Petitions are now available for 
eight Student Government 
ASSOCiation (SGA) senator posi. 
tions.. 
According to Unda Uzureau, 
SGA advisor, the petitions must 
be signed by at least 30 students 
and be returned by 4 p.m. on Ocl 
21. 
Campaigning will run from Ocl 
24 to Oct. 28, and elections will 
be held Oct. 31 and Nov. 1. 
Petitions may be obtained 
from Uzureau in room 3194, 
Robert Marshall, counseling 
center director, or Walter Mosby, 
game room attendant. 
Graduation deadline ~W:.:iU:::i;::am;;;;;s ... .:1::n..::,ad;:;d;:;i:::ti;:::o;:.n_t;;o;...;th:.:;es;:::e;...;C;;o::;n;:::st;;:a:;;nza::;;.;:::de;;I;.,V;.;I;;;lIa;;;r.;a;.;tt;.;e;;;n;:;d"ed;:.:;th_e;...;pr_og .. r_a_m_. ________ ., Spirit of the Guard, Cantique and 
~ Faranade, Rondo Maniale, A Students eligible for gradua· 
Norman Rockwell Sulle and Dan- tion by the end of the fall 
za Espagno/a. semester must file an application Timing it right for parking The band consists of 51 for graduation by Oct. 21. 
by Kathryn McGinness 
Parking on campus is often a 
source of frustration for 
students, especially during the 
first few weeks of school. 
Students can often !:Ie heard 
grumbling, "The parking sltua· 
tlon makes me late because it 
lakes me so long to find a spot," 
or "I couldn't find a place so I 
parked in the teachers' parking 
lot. I hope I don't get a ticket." 
James P. McCann, safety and 
security director. assured the col· 
lege community that the problem 
Is lessening and will continue to 
diminish week·to-week. 
"At first, people drive alone in 
their cars," he explained. "As 
days go on. they car pool. After 
the first tests, some students 
drop ctasses, and by the third 
week things do begin to thin out 
and more parking places become 
available." 
Parking capacity is 2,005 
spaces in five lots. lot A, with 
684 spaces. is the northwest lot. 
Lot B, witt. 411 spaces, is the 
newest lot in the back of the main 
building. Lot C, with 85 spaces, 
was formerly for visitor parking 
but is now student parking. lot 0, 
with 311 spaces, is for staff and 
Includes 24 handicapped spaces. 
Lot E, with 825 spaces, is the 
south lot by the interim campus. 
According to McCann, lots 
C,B,A,E fill up in this order, 
respectively. Lot 0, the staff lot. 
usually has 20 spaces open. 
Students are not allowed to park 
In this area because those 
spa~s are,held for facultyreturn· 
members and is directed by This requirement applies to 
College security officers count McCann added, "We issue Donald F. Kramer. chairman, students applying for the 
the available parking spaces at warnings the first few weeks music faculty. Associate in Arts degree, 
various limes of the day. McCann because in the beginning it is a Admission is free. Associate in Science degree, 
explained, "We count open matter of adjustment. We do give Associate In Applied Science 
spaces when open spaces start tickets to dangerous activities Twelfth night degree, and those completing re-
getting scarce. We count them like driving over curbs, in grass. quirements for a certificate. 
becaue when there are less than and sidewalks, and excessive In conjunction ,with the Nov. 14 Students can apply for gradua. 
25 spaces we shouldn't issue speeding." production of Twelfth Night, lion at the Admissions and 
tickets. It wouldn't be fair to give William J. Hafer, admissions members of the New Scrlblerus Records Office, Room 2123, 
tickets when there aren't enough and records director, explained Society are hosting a program to located ,at the north end of Level 
spaces to park." that Monday, Wednesday and Fri· enable the COllege community to 11. The application mus~ be sub-
McCann warned students to day are busier because more better understand and appreciate mitted to the Controller's Office 
follow the rules of the road. "We classes are offered on ~hese the play. by next Friday with a $5 appllca. 
write lickets just like South days. He added that the lots, are Joseph Thornton and Smith lion fee. 
Holland police,and we have court mor .. crowded on Wednesday Brand, language and com· Students are responsible for 
dates like any other authorized because Health Science. intern· municatlons division faculty reading and checking the reo 
police department." He stressed ship students have classes on members, will discuss the pro- quirements for graduation. Pages 
illegal parkers incur a $15 charge. that day. duction at 12:15 p.m. NOV. 3 in 26-28 in the current catalog can 
Illegal parking includes parking The following graphs show the room 3121. be referred to for specifiC infor. 
In the staff lot without authoriza· percentage of parking space L_T:.:h::;e:.;S:t::u::d:en:t:.;G:.ov;;.;.;e;;.rn:.;;m::;:en:t:..:As~S:;o-;"'.l:m:::ail.it:::io::!n!;,' ________ _ 
tion as well as parking over available at peak times 
yellow lines. throughout the week. 
Monday 
.25 50 75 
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Music department students 
to perform in concerts 
Music department students will 
perform on two consecutive days, 
Nov. 19 and 20. 
The first date will feature the Con· 
cart and Swing choirs and the 
Madrigal Singers. and the Jazz bands 
take the stage to perform their 
various forms of Jazz and rock music 
on the following day. . 
David Brunner. director af choral 
activities, promises an -evening of 
song, dancing, and enjoyment with 
tunes that range from the 
Renaissance periOd to the country 
music sound. 
"The Concert Choir," Brunner salo, 
"does a variety of music including 
some fOlk song arrangements and a 
few arrangements from the 11OO's 
with hand bells." 
auditions and are a more highly 
refined group," Brunner explained. 
"They do Italian and English 
madrigal songs and the Madrigal 
Feaste In Oecember. The Feaste is a 
Renaissance festival with the dance 
and food of that period," Brunner ad-
ded. Brunner also mentioned that 
this concert next week is a preview of 
the Madrigal Feaste. 
The Swing Choir will round off the 
evening with songs of a more con· 
temporary origin. Brunner said, "The 
Swing Choir Is a show choir. They 
dance and sing. We have a profes--
sional choreographer who just sets 
dances for us. 
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This chOir Includes both music ma-
jors and those Interested in singing. 
SOngs listed for the program include 
Psalm 117 and III Had a Ribbon Bow, 
a Southern Mountain folk 50ng, 
"There are different dance styles 
for each of the arrangements," Brun· 
ner said. Big Banet Sing, one of their 
selections, Is a medley including Str-
ing of Pearls and Pennsylvania 6500. 
The next afternoon will feature the 
Jazz Band and the 4:00 Jazz Band. 
Both banda oro under the direction of 
Donald Krammer. The show on Sun-
day starts at 4 p.m., and the choral 
concert commences at 8 p.m. Satur-
day. Both concerts will be held In the 
Performing Arts Center and are free. 
The Performing Arts Center wili be filled with the sound of music next weekend when the Concert Choir, Swing Choir, 
Madrigal Singers and the jazz bands perform in two separate programs. These concerts are part 01 the music department's· 
fall <:~mester music lineup, preceeded by last month's Symphonic Band concert pictured above. (Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
Get H.I.P. For those who Uke a taste of the 
Renaissance, the Madrigal Singers 
are sure to please any knight or 
maiden. 
"They are 12 peopJe selected by 
Conference to aid job seekers 
• SGA senate positions filled 
Are you unemployed, 
underemployed, or seeking a career 
change? If so, the college is sponsor-
ing a free program from 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Nov. 18. Eight students have been elected 
to fit! openings in the Student 
Government Association (SGA) 
senate. They are Joe Freedom, 
Dorothy Nelson, Johnny Carson. Lee 
Koley, Oavid Nelson, Kevin Barry 
Deane, Maureen Wiltjer and Michael 
Kelsey. 
The election was held Oct. 31 and 
Nov. 1 in the Grotto. 
SOme of the duties of the newly 
elected senators are: to attend all 
regular, speCial and committee 
meetings; to attend SGA sponsored 
activities; to make themselves ac-
cessible to students; to help develop 
new ideas for the SGA, and to work in 
the SGA office during office hours. 
Six·hundred-four students voted in 
the election, surpassing the pro-
jected 200 votes. 
"Student apathy has flunked out of 
TCe," commented Robert T. Mar-
shall, dean of counseling and student 
activities. 
Fourteen students ran for the eight 
senate positions. The new senators 
were announced Nov. 2 prior to the 
SGA fashion show In the cafeteria 
"Among those who weren't 
elected, I saw a tremendous amount 
of leadership and talent," Marshall 
added. 
The program will begin with a 
general session in the Performing 
Arts Center. Free child care services 
for children ages 2 through 6 will be 
avaflable for those who pre-register 
by IOday. 
The H.tP. (Helpfullnformatlon Pro-
vided) program, sponsored by the Of. 
fice of Community Services, has been 
designed to assist area residents in 
their search tor employment. General 
sessions will provide Information 
about present and future employ-
ment needs in IHinois, career training 
and retralf\ing programs, financial 
TIJis etching of Lake Street is one of artist John Knudsen's Dieces hanging in Gallery 4141. 
Artist's world, emotions revealed in Gallery 4141 
The artwork of invited artist John whiCh reffects my feelings about life fhe artwOrk on display are crea-
t<nudsen wilt be on display in Gallery around me," Knudsen said. tlons that date back to 1974. His goal 
4141 through Nov. 18. He reCeived his bachelor's degtee is to show the world as he sees it 
~~~~:~~n :~i~:~~tie::~:s:~: from Luther College, Oecarah. Jowa. through his art. 
His master's degree in fine arts is Alter the current art show has end-
from State University of Iowa in Iowa ed, TCC art students' work. wiU be 
City. He also attended Atelier 17, an displayed. The Student Art Exhibit 
country, have been in the galh~ri 
since Oct. 31. He Is presently 
leaching pr~nt making and art history 
at Harper College in Palatine. internationally noted art school in will ODAn Nov. 28 and run f"'rnlll1h tho 
assistance for post seconoary educa· Governors State universlty and the 
tion, career skills assessment, and Oak Forest Police Department. 
job search skills. Representatives from the college 
Men and women who are currently 
unemployed will also have the oppor· 
tunity to choose from among a varie-
ty of sessions focusing on topics 
such as unemployment benefits, 
general assistance, acquiring 
medical care In times of unemploy-
ment, physiological and 
psychological effects of unemploy-
ment on individuals and the family, 
and utilities payments and the 
unemployed. 
i..ucai businessas and service 
agencies prOViding speakers and pro-
gram materials for H.I.P. sessions in-
clude the Thornton Township, Ingalls 
Memorial Hospital, JOb Service, the 
South Suburban COunCil on Aging, 
the Minority Employment Recovery 
Corporation, TAMES, Northern il-
linois Gas Company. CEDA, Job 
Training Partnership Act (JTPA), the 
U.S. SOCial Security Administration, 
will be available to discuss both 
credit and non-credit programs pro-
viding preparation for employment, 
financial aid programs, and counsel-
ing and career assessment services 
available at the coUege. Child care 
services will be provided by the on-
camous baby-sitting service. 
General sessions are scheduled 
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. After a one-
hour lunch break, afternoon sessions 
will begin at 1:30 p.rn. Program par-
ticipants will then have the oppor-
tunity to select any of a variety of 
special sessions. 
Participants may purchase c0m-
plete lunches in the college cafeteria. 
Light refreshments will also be 
available during the break. 
To register for child care services 
or to obtain more information about 
the program, call the Office of Com-
munity Sen<ices at 596-2000, Ext. 227. 
Off-campus, Thursday college 
highlight spring registration 
Registration for currently enrolled 
degree and certificate candidates 
began on Nov. 1 and will continue 
through Nov. 23. Students-at.large 
may register on Nov_ 29, 30, and Dec. 
1. The open registration sessions for 
aU other students wUl be held on Jan. 
11,12, 18, and 19. 
Dt... ;II~ the spring semester, more 
classes will be offered in the western 
part of the district. Evening classes 
are scheduled at Bremen, Hillcrest, 
Oak Forest, and Tinley Park high 
schools. Off-campus classes are also 
scheduled at the Sauk Area Career 
Center, Thornton Fractional Voca-
tional Center. Thornton Township 
High School, and Thornwood High 
School. For more information, 
students may see a counselor or con-
sult the list of course offerings for 
spring semester. 
During the spring semester, 
students may register for 12 credit 
hours and come to campus only one 
day per week-Thursday. The new 
Thursday College Is desIgned to 
make It convenient fer psople with 
family and job responsibilities to ac-
quire a colJege degree by schedt.ding 
classes only on Thursday. Classes 
which wilt be available durinn the 50r· 
8:30·11:15 a.m.; ~GCI 101 (09) noon·2:45 
p.m.; Huma 120 (03) 3-5:45 p.m. Ourlng 
the 7-9:45 evening class period, 
students may choose from among a 
variety of courses in subject areas 
such as art, business, data process-
ing, English, fire science, graphic 
arts, Industrial security, law enforce-
ment. mathematics, medical records. 
philosophy, photography, physical 
education. psychology. and typing. 
Students who wish to build a 
stronger vocabulary may enroll in 
English 100, Word Resources, durJng 
the spring semester. Accor.dlng to 
Commodore Craft, director, Language 
and Communications, this new 
course was estabtished in response to 
numerous student Inqulries about 
ways to improve vocabulary. The 
course which Is designed to be prac· 
tical and useful transfers to certain 
four-year colleges~ 
English 98, Basic Grammar, will be 
taught during the spring semester for 
the first Ume in a number of years. 
ThIs course wiU be useful to people 
who simply want to learn or review 
English grammar. Students wishing 
additional information may contact 
,h., I ::Innll::l"" ::Inri r-:nmrn"ntr::ltinno; 
;1 
Iii :: 
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Young loses reelection bid 
IWagner, Rosetti begin service as new trustees 
The official canvass of votes in the Young. The presentations were made Grammar School. chairman, Janet Wagner, Norma 
Nov. 8 general election was conducted by SGA President Mike Polk and Stu· Rosetti, a substitute teacher for Roselli, Rita Page and Robert Ander· 
I and the newly elected board members dent Trustee Shirley Faso. District 215 and a private tutor, holds son. Appointed to the Policy Commit· 
I were seated at the Nov. 10 meeting of Board Secretary Bruce Aldrich ad: the. bachelor of science degree In tee were Rita Page, chairman, Joy Ihe Board of Trustees. ministered the oath of office to Rosel!! education from Youngstown State Waterman and Frank Zuccarelli. 
I Elected to six·year terms were Janet and Wagner. University. She and husband Ross are 
I· Wagner of Lansing and Norma Rosetti Wagner, a secretary/bookkeeper, is a residents of Calume! Ci~Y· . of Calumet City. Offictal vote totals for graduate of Thornton Fractional South In a brief reorgaOlzat,onal meeting, 
aU candidates as determined by the High SchOOL She and husband Rob are Trustees re-elected Robert Anderson 
canvass were as follows: Wagner, the parents of three children: Ray· as board chairman and Raymond 
8,757; Rosetti, 6,951; James Lanting, mond, Dorothy and JoAnna. A resident. . Dohmeyer as vice chairman. Aldrich 
6,094; Donald Young, 5,809; and 01 Lansing, she has been active in the . was re-appointed as secretary, William 
Joseph Kawecki, 3,412. American Cancer Society as a Crusade Meints was re-appointed as treasurer 
, Representatives 01 the Student Captain, as a member 01 the Operation and Nancy Weidmann was reo 
Government Association presented Snowball Committee, a drug and appOinted as clerk of the board. 
lokens of appreCiation to outgOing alcohol prevention group, and as a PTA Named to the Architectural/Finance 
Trustees Dorothy Smith and Donald board member at Calvin COOlidge . Committee were Raymond Dohmeyer, 
After some diSCUSSion, Trustees 
agreed to hold regular meetings on the 
second Thursday of the month. 
Meetings will be scheduled at 8 p.m. In 
Room 2121. The fourth Thursday 01 the 
month would be set aside lor any 
necessary committee meetings. 
Trustee Frank Zuccarelli, noting that 
the board had previously met twice 
monthly, expressed opposition to the 
change. 
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~ ,Contract settlement reached 
j 
f j 
, 
! ~ 
t , 
i Teachers are finally working under a retirement policy to take effect at ag~ 
i contract after ratifying a settlement 55, and three paid hours release time 
; proposed by an arbitrator from the lor the FA president. 
, University of Illinois. This package would .have amounted 
: Faculty members voted Nov. 3 to ac· to a 15 percent increase during the 
! capt the agreement on moral grounds, liscal year. 
; while Board 01 Trustees members ap- On the other hand, the board's final 
: proved the pact by a 6-1 vote the offerlroze salaries at the 1982-83 level. 
I previous Tuesday. Also, counselors' overtime was· 
, The contract calls lor a live percent proposed to be computed at three-
! salary increase to take effect in seventhe times additional clock hours, i January. This raise averages to 2.5 per· life insurance would be increased to 
, cent for the year. $22,000, release time without pay I Additionally, term life Insurance will would be granted to the FA president, be increased Irom$20,ooo to $35,000, and an early retirement policy would 
also effective at the start at the spring take effect at age 55 with no compen-
· semester, while immediate additional sation until age 58. 
compensation will be given lor· When an impasse was reached in I advanced studies by allowing horizon· negotiations, faculty members agreed tal movement on the salary schedule. to accept a board proposal allowing an 
, These changes are estimated to arbitrator to resolve these issues. This 
of $118,624. September. I result in a 2.6 percent budget increase action averted a teachers' strike in Contract negotiations began during The chosen arbitrator had to select 
the summer, but no agreement was either the lac!Jlty or board's position I· near when classes began. on all issues except salary. The Faculty Association's (FA) final Teachers agreed to accept the 
offer proposed a 12.5 percent salary in· mediator's deciSion, while board 
· crease after accounting lor both yearly members had a commitment to accept 
\ 
salary Increments based on years 01 the decision on moral grounds. 
employment and adjustments on the Teachers vowed to strike immedl· 
salary schedule lor experience and ately it trustees rejected this decision. 
education. Arbitrator Peter Feuille, prolessor 01 
· Other terms 01 the Association's pro- labor and industrial relations at the 
i posal Included establishing coun· Unlversliy of IlIlnols-Champaign, was 
, salors' overload hours at three·fourths then jointly selected by union and 
; times additional clock hours, an earlv (continued on page 5) 
iNew counselor offers 'guidance 
:to students with special needs 
Special Needs Program is continuo 
Ing this lall under the new guidance 01 
Sheldon Siegel. 
He has been at the college tor less 
, !han two months, but he has already 
I expressed pleasure being here and be· 
: iRg involved with the students. 
"I enjoy working with the students 
again," he said. "Being in adminlstra· 
lion lor a while, I tended to get away 
IIIlm the problems that the students 
faced and getting them the help they 
needed:' 
Siegel likes the school and thinks 
community colleges have a valuable 
function in today's educational 
system. "The community colleges are 
smaller and have a varied amount 01 
students at different age levels and 
economic standings," he explained. 
"I think I can reach more students at 
a community college rather than at a 
large university, and I speak from ex· 
perience." 
Before accepting his present ap-
pOintment, Siegel served as ad· 
ministrator with counseling and 
research responsibilities at Sperlus 
College, Chicago. 
He holds the bachelor 01 science 
and master of science degrees from 
the University 01 Illinois and the M. Ed. 
and D. Ed. degrees from Loyola Univer· 
slty. 
Students and other community 
residents who are registered in voca· 
tlonal programs at the college, recelv· 
Ing Pell Grants, registered In 
developmental classes, or disabled ana 
eligible to receive counseling services 
through the state funded program. 
"I think wOrking with students Is a 
great experience lor me, and this Is a 
splendid job," added Siegel. 
Questions may be directed to Siecel 
• Men's, women's basketball preview p.6 
X 
Giving it their best shot 
Thrft nursing students were awarded Illinois Health Improvement Association (lHIA) 
scholarships last week for their personal Intentions to practice in the state. They are 
(L-RJ Marjorie Grinlng. Regina Pence. and Wilma Strsalman, shown with Marlon 8. 
SIde8, aSSOCiate degree nursIng program director, and Ray Nykaza,IHIA representative. 
Each recipient received $75(). (Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
IL, US Constitution requirements 
to be met in counseling center 
illinois state law requires that every coming to the Counseling Center. 
degree-seei<ing student pass an ex· Students planning to take the test 
aminatlon on the illinOis and U.S. Con- Dec. 2 must register with a secretary in 
stitulion. This test will be given at 1 the Counseling Center no later than 
p.m. Dec. 2 in the Counseling Center, noon on Monday. Only those students 
room 2119. The test is approximately 1 who have signed the roster will be able 
hour In length. to take the test. No test lee will be 
The state requirement may be charged. 
satisfied by: Review materials lor the test are on 
·passlng Political Science 101 and reserve in the college library. 
102; The Educational Service Region 01 
-passIng Political Science 105; Cook County no longer accepts this 
-having a statement noted on the Constitution test as satisfying the 
high school transcript that these Con· state requirement for teacher certlfica· 
stitutlon tests were passed; or lion. This certification. requirement 
-passing the Constitution test of· may be met by: 
fered at this college. ·passing such examinations as ad-
Graduates of illinois public high ministered by a Regional Superlnten-
schools efter 1953 have met this Con- dent 01 Schools or 
stitutlon test requirement. Graduates -passing such examinations upon 
01 private high schools or public high completing an equivalent course at a 
schools prior to 1953 should verify lully recognized teacher·tralnlng in-
completion of the requirements by stitutlon prior to graduation. 
Anti-registration groups pressure Selective 
Service to re-phrase draft notifications 
Washington (SPS)-Pressured by registrant's nam..s being t.:."ed over 
antl-reglstratlon groups, the Selective to the Department of Justice for pass .. 
Service System agreed to change the ble prosecution lor violating the 
final warning letters It sends to non- Military Selective Service Act 
naglstrants, making the letter's phras· Selective Service has not said 
Ing less severe. specifically what changes will be 
OrIginally, the notice's last sentence made, but the agency's General Coun-
read, "You must answer this letter," ell, Henry Williams, said the eartler ver· 
Implying It Is against the law not to ra- sion was not a "model letter." 
spend. But young men who receive the Selective Service also agreed to 
leiters ana not required by law to change another sentence In the letter 
answer them. which read "because of your failure to 
Failure to resnnnd to the IftttAf rf~ni~tAr" tn '4hA,.::IIIC:;A nf ","\"r !IIInn::.,.,.",t 
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New courses set for spring 
Medical Spanish 
A basic Spanish course especially for 
medical personnel will be offered again 
this spring. This intensive course is 
designed to combine the important 
language Instruction of regular Elemen-
tary Spanish 101 with the vocabulary 
most needed by persons in any field 
reiated to serving the iii and injured. 
"Since most of our requests for 
Medical Spanish have come from per-
sons with no or very little Spanish 
language experience, this course not on-
ly will give beginners a basic medical 
vocabulary, but also will show them how 
the language functions," according 10 
Jean Sedlack, Spanish instructor. 
"This intensive course also prepares 
students to continue with regular 
Spanish 102, If they desire, for a lull 
elementary Spanish sequence," Sedlack 
said. 
The course, entitled Spanish 101 
-Elementary Spanish I (Medical) offers 
fuur . credit hours and Will be neus on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5 to 6:50 
p.m., with lab time required before or 
after the Tuesday session. 
Further Inlormation may be obtained 
by calling Sedlack at ext. 268. 
Computer literacy 
Interested In taking a computer 
course but you're not a math or bUSiness 
major? Starting this spring, the arts and 
humanities department will be offering a 
class for non-computer-maJor students 
who want to learn more about com-
puters. 
"The purpose 01 Computer Science 
105 Is to meet the computer literacy 
need that so many students have," ex-
plained Division Director Fred L. 
Hanzlln. "Soon II ·wlll be a requirement 
tor all college graduates to take a 
course similar to the one I am offering." 
Computer Science 105 will transfer to 
most universilles, Hanzlln said. The 
computer sCience course can also be 
used to fulfill the math-science require-
ment atTCC. 
Students will use Apple and TRS 80 
computers. Classes will consist of two 
lecture contact hours from 10-10:50 a_m. 
on Mondays and Wednesdays and two 
contact hours from 9-9:50 a.m. on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Students taking the class shouid have 
a prerequisite of Math 95 or Hanzlln's 
approval. 
"The course shouid net be viewed as 
a data processing course. Instead, the 
class is geared to teaching students 
about the background and future use of 
computers, and it will also deal with 
basic problem solving," Hanzlln explain-
ed. 
"The response of the course seems to 
be good. My ultimate goal of the class Is 
to offer it at night. Because of the small 
number of computers here at the school, 
that scheduling cannot be done at this 
time," he explained. 
Foreign affairs 
If "The Day After" made you think, 
then think about enrolling in a new 
political science course being offered 
this spring. 
Students in Political Science (PlSC 
210), Comparative Foreign Govern-
ments, will analyze the governmental 
policies of England, France, Germany 
and the Soviet Union and will be taught 
by David R. Anderson from the SOCial 
and Behavioral Sciences division. 
The class will meet on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 11 a.m .• 12:15 p.m. No 
prerequisites are required. 
Final Exam Schedule 
Any student falling to report for an examination al the scheduled time must first report to the Oirec-
tor of the Division in which the exam was scheduled or the Office of Educational Services, Room 
2130. Provisions for possible make-up wlU be made on an ~ndividual basis. In most cues there will be 
a $5 charge for laking an examination at an unscheduled time. 
examinations will be administered In the room in which the class normally meets unless Informed 
otherwise. 
examinations for courses normally meeting for more than one period each day will be given at the 
time corresponding to the first period In which the course meets. 
Time Period Day Date Time 
in which Class of of 
class begins· Meets Exam Exam 
9:00-9:55 T: Th; T~rh; T~Th-F Mon., Dec. 12 8;OQ.10:00 
11:00-1,:55 M; M-W; M·W·F; M·Th; Mon., Dec. 12 10:15-12:15 
M.F;W.F;F 
1:00-1:55 M; M-W; M·W·F; M·Th; Mon., Dec. 12 l,oo.a:oo 
M-F:W-F;F 
4:00-4:55 M; M·W; M-W-F; M-Th: Mon., Dec. 12 3:15-5:15 
M·F:W·F;F 
8:00-8:55 T; Th; T-Th: T-Th-F Tues., Dec. 13 8:00-10:00 
10:00-10-.55 M: M·W: M·W·F; M·Th: Tues., Dec. 13 10:15-12:15 
M.F;W·F:F 
12:00-12:55 T: Th; T·Th: T·Th·F Tues., Dec. 13 1:00-3:00 
2:00-2;55 T; Th; r.Th; T·Th-F Tues., Oec. 13 3:15-5:15 
9:00-9-.55 M; M-W; M-W-F; M·Th; Wed .• Dec. 14 8:0().1Q:OO 
M-F;W·F;F 
11:00-11:SS T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Wed .• Dec. 14 10:15-12:15 
12:00-12:55 M: M·W; M-W·F; M-Th; Wed" Dec. 14 1:00-3:00 
M·F;W-F; F 
2:00-2:55 M; MoW; M·W·F; M·Th; Wed., Dec. 14 3:15-5:15 
M·F:W·F; F 
8:00-8:55 M: MoW: M·W·F; M·Th; Thurs., Dec. 15 8:00-10:00 
M·F;W·F;F 
10:00-10:55 T: Th; T·Th; T·Th·F Thurs., Dec. 15 10:15-12:15 
1:00.1:55 T: Til: T·Th; T·Th·F Thurs., Dec. 15 1:00-3:00 
4:00.:4:55 T; Th; r·Th; T·Th·F Thurs., Dec. 15 3:15-5:15 
Friday, Dec. 16 a-oo.l0:OO 
5:00-6:00 Classes test at same time and day 1O:1eH2:15 
as scheduled throughout semester. 1~OO 3:15-5:15 
EVENING AND SATURDAY CLASSES 
Monday - exam on December 12 
Tuesday -exam on December 13 
Wednesday - exam on December 14 
Thursday - exam on December 15 
Saturday - exam on December 17 
Snow Day-In I .... O'tM\t that weathet forces the college to c:tosooo OM Qf the ptmous exam de)'!;. alI8lIama for the 
postpOned day will bet held at thetr ptevlOusly scheduled time peOoQs, but on Friday. DGe. 16. 
LOOKING INSIDE 
.. 'Tis the season to be thankful 
• Santa checks his Spirits list 
.. Will Rudolph ride out roadwork? 
.. Dunkers dive to first defeat 
Exposing themselves to art 
Tomorrow is the last day to view Harvey sophomore Susan Ruffalo's self-portrait and hun· 
dfOdo of other work3 in (Jallf!fY 4141. Tilt! bhlllnual art stUdsnrs' (fxnll:m. "Packaged by Art 
Students," features ceramics, sculpture, watercolors, oils and graphics. Gallery hours are 9 
a.m. - 2 p.m. and 7·9;30 p.m. today and 9 a.m. ·2 p.m. tomorrow. (Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
Feaste to revive the Renaissance 
Hear Ye, Hear Ye! The fifteenth an-
nual Madrigal Feaste will be held this 
weekend in the college's Elizabethan 
England manor haU, otherwise known as 
lhe cafeteria. 
The three-day Feaste is open by reser-
vation only, and limited seating was 
avaUable at press time. 
Upon arrival, guests will be encour-
aged to amuse themselves by playing 
the Snapdragon. game. Rules of this 
game require partiCipants to toss fiam-
ing raisins into their mouths. 
The dinner menu will include the 
delicacies 01 English roast beef, cream 
of almond soup, baked potatoes, green 
beans almondlne, salads, fruits and 
In the spotlight 
cheeses, brown bread and butter, and a 
flaming Christmas plum pudding. 
While enjoying all of this lood, guests 
will be entertained by the college's 
Madrigal Singers under the direction of 
David Brunner. Instrumental music and 
dance of the Renaissance era will add to 
the yuletide spirit, and guests will share 
wishes for good luck at the wassail 
bowl. 
The Feaste, now In its lifteenth year, 
is a tradition begun by the late Dr. J_ 
Albert Kindig at the Ivanhoe Park 
Fieldhouse in Riverdale. 
Tickets for the Feaste are $20. For 
more information contact Diane Garr 
nott In room 4129 or at ext. 297. 
Former trustee reflects on term 
Dorothy Smith served the COllege as a 
Board of Trustees member for four years 
before deciding not to seek reelection in 
the Nov. 8 election. 
She said she did not run for another 
term based on her constituents' reac~ 
lions toward the length of a trustee's 
term. 
"Last election (previous to Nov. 8) 
there was a speCial ballot regarding the 
extension of the lour-year term to a six-
year term," she said. "Voters voted 
13,000 to 3,000 not to extend the term to 
six years. 
"Now that tells me something. It tells 
me that the people do not want a stale 
board member in there going Ihrough 
the motions." 
Smith called this six-year term "a 
political move" that she could not sanc-
tion. ""il were a three-year term, I might 
(have considered) running, but not for 
six years," she said. 
The South Holland resident plans to 
continue her VOlunteer work which 
began 30 years ago at St. Vincent's or-
phanage. 
"I also worked with a dance troop 
entertaining servicemen at veterans' 
hospitals and VOlunteered at St. Francis 
with the American Cancer Society and 
Ihe National Cancer Instilute program," 
she reminisced. 
The former trustee said she also plans 
to use her Iree time to work with Diane 
K.rieman. "the marvelous lady from 
Dolton who started the Child Abuse 
Holline and Speakers' Program." 
Smith said she was motivated Initially 
to run for the trustee position because 
"anyone who volunteers his time has a 
pulse of the community." She· said she 
had not been endorsed by a board 
member or members of the Democratic 
or Republican parties when she was 
campaigning. "I'm a nonpartlson per-
son," she said. "I Yote lor the person, 
not the party:· 
She then advised current trustees to 
take the time to make wise decisions 
since they are "dealing with people·s 
In memoriumfConttnuedOnpag(2) 
Clark dies of cancer 
George W. Clark, teacher and ad-
ministrator, died of cancer Nov .. 21 at the 
age 0160. 
··He was a man who never had a bad 
word spoken about him, and he never 
had a bad word for anyone else:' said 
Patricia Dunckar, college personnel 
director. 
Born in Kokomo, Ind., in 1923, Mr. 
Clark earned the bachelor's and 
master's degrees in business from Ball 
State and began teaching in the District 
205 high schools in September, 1952. 
His TCC leaching career· began In 
1958. 
The World War II veteran is survived 
by his wife Doris, three sons, David, 
Michael and Brian, and one daughter, 
Carolyn. 
Mr. Clark had a long battle with 
cancer and was hospitalized last year. 
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1984 
The L.A. Raiders beat the Redskins 38-9, in Super Bowl XVIII. 
The Winter Olympics were held in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia (Feb. 8-19). 
The first surrogate conception was announced on February 3rd. 
On March 5th, the Supreme Court ruled that a Nativity scene may be 
part of an official municipal Christmas display without violating 
separation of government and religion. 
Identification of the AIDS virus was announced on April 23id. 
On May 30th, a vaccine for chicken pox was announced. 
Donald DUck turned 50 on June 9th. 
On July 18th, a gunman killed 21 people in and near a Hc Donald's 
. restaurant in Ysidro, CA. 
From July 28th thru August 12th, the summer Olympics were held in 
Los Angeles. The u.S. won 83 gold medals, and finished first in 
unofficial team standings. Carl Lewis and Mary Lou Retton each 
won four gold medals. 
The first transatlantic solo balloon flight was made by Joe llit-
tinger, travelling 3,535 miles from Caribou, HE to Savona, Italy, 
from September 14th thru the 18th. 
On July 3rd, the Jaycees were directed to accept women as members. 
The TV Ball of Fame was established, and the first inductees were 
Lucille Ball, Milton Berle, Norman Lear and Edward R. Murrow. 
AND THE WINNERS WERE: 
Grammys: Album. and Male 
Record: "Beat 
Female singer: 
Singer: "Thriller", Michael Jackson. 
It" (Michael Jackson) 
Irene Cara ("Flashdanc~") 
Oscars: Picture: "Tenns of Endearment" 
Actor: Robert Duvall for "Tender Mercies". 
Actress: Shirley MacLaine for "Terms of Endearment" 
Emmys: Actor, Dramatic Series: Tom Selleck ("MAgnum., P. I. ") 
Actress, II " Tyne Daly ("Cagney & Lacey") 
Dramatic Series: "Hill Street Blues" 
Amongt:hos~ wllo died: Count Basie (79); Richard Burton (58); Tru-
man Capote (59); Ethel Herman (1~) ;:Hart:in 
Luther King, Sr. (84); Jackie Coogan (69). 
735
1984 
Over 1,000 are killed when Prime :Minister Indira Gandhi sends 
troops to the Sikh Golden Temple in India. 
Madonna gets her first hit with "Like a Virgin," and Prince 
releases his album Purple Rain. 
The Olympic Games take place in Los Angeles and are boycotted 
by fourteen countries of the Soviet bloc. 
John McEnroe wins both the Wimbledon and the U.S. Open ~. 
tennis championships. ./ 
Shimon Peres becomes prime minister of Israel. 
Apple Computer, founded by Stephen Wozniak and Steven Jobs, 
releases the Macintosh personal computer. 
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, a fan of the free 
market, privatizes telephone service. 
Photographer Ansel Adams dies at age 82. 
Famine in Ethiopia kills hundreds of thousands. 
Incumbent Ronald Reagan wins re-election to the U.S. 
presidency. His Democrat opponents are Walter Mondale and 
Geraldine Ferraro, who is the first woman to run for 
vice-president from a major political party. 
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Board of Trustees 
Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven-member Board of Trust-
ees. Trustees are elected at large by the residents of the College District and are charged 
with determining the policies of the College. Each year, the students of the College elect 
a Student Trustee. a non-voting member, who acts in an advisory capacity to the Board 
of Trustees. -
Rita Page 
Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Norma Rosetti 
Joy E. Waterman 
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Janet Wagner 
Frank M. Zuccarelli 
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Administration 
President's Office 
Ellis G. Falk ..................................................... Director. Financial Aid and Placement 
Spring.Arbor College. 8.A.; 
Michigan State University. M.A. 
William J. Hafer .................................................... : ... Dean. Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University. 8.S .. M.S. 
Judi A. Mack ................................................................... Director. Public Relations 
Duquesne University, 8.A. 
William A. Meints ..................................................................... Controller/Treasurer 
8radley University. 8.S. 
Educational Services 
Daniel T. Hayes ............................................................ Vice PreSident: Educational 
Emporia State University. 8.S.Ed .. M.A.; Services 
University of Missouri (Columbia). Ph.D. 
Commodore Craft. Jr. ................................................................... Division Director. 
Pikeville College. 8.S.; Language and Communications 
Eastern Kentucky University. M.A.; 
8all State University. Ph.D. 
Robert J. Fitzpatrick ..................................................... Dean. Community Education 
81uffton College. 8.A.; 80wling Green 
State University. M.A. 
William J. Francis ........................................................................ Division Director, 
Notre Dame University. 8.S.; Health and Life Sciences 
West Virginia University. M.S.; 
University of Missouri (Columbia). Ph.D. 
Milton D. Gilmore ........................................................................ Division Director. 
Sterling College, 8.S.: Physical Science and Mathematics 
Illinois Institute of Technology. M.S.; 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
Theda M. Hambright ....................................................... Dean. Community Services 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College. 8.Ed.: Chicago State College, M.S.: 
University of Hartford, 6 year Certificate 
Fred L. Hanzelin .......................................................................... Division Director. 
Northern Illinois University. 8.5 .• M.S.; Arts and Humanities 
University of Illinois. M.M.; 
University C?f IlIinois,O.M.A. 
Robert T. Marshall, Jr .................................................... Dean. Counseling & Student 
Northern Illinois . Activities 
University. 8.S .• M.S.: 
Loyola University. C.A.S. 
Janet 5; McKenzie ...............•..................................................... : Division Director. 
Morehead State University. 8.5.: ....... .... Business and Information Systems 
Wright StateUniversity.M.Ed.: UniversIty-of Cincinnati. "Ed. D.···· ... ...... . 
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Barbara J. Meyers ....................................................... Director, Learning Resources 
University of Illinois, B.A.; 
Rosary College, M.A.L.S. 
Ralph H. Miller .................. ; ..................................... Director, Athletics & Intramura/s 
University of Illinois, B.S.; 
George-Williams College, M.S. 
Norma G. Rooney ............................................................... Dean, Career Education 
DePaul University, BA, M.A.; 
Loyola University, Ph.D. 
Valerie Tabak ........................................................... Director, Career Skills Center & 
Governors State Economic Development Officer 
University, B.A., MA 
William J. Tabel ........................................................................... Division Director, 
Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.A.. Ed.D. Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Administrative Services 
Bruce H. Aldrich ......................................................... Dean, Administrative Services 
University of Illinois. B.A.; 
DePaul University. M.Ed.; 
Northern Illinois University. C.A.S. 
George T. Dammer ......................................................... ..... Director, Campus Store 
Patricia A. Duncker ....................................................... Director. Personnel Services 
University of Denver. B.A.. B.S. 
Robert B. Kinsella ................................................................ Director. Physical Plant 
Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
James P. McCann ....................................................... Director, Security and Safety 
Southwest College. A.A. 
Albert Riley ............................................................ Director. Research and Planning 
Olive-Harvey College. A.A.; Chicago State University. BA; 
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle. M.U.P.P. 
Robert I. Wier ................................................................. Director, Data Processing 
Indiana University, B.A. 
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Faculty 
James H. Abbott ...................................................................................... Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph.). Adamek .................................................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.B.A. 
David R. Anderson .............. ~ ............................................................ Social Science 
Northern Illinois University. B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N .. E.T ............................................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois. B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
August R. Banks ........................................................................... General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; S1. Xavier College, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett ............................................................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University. B.S .• M.S. 
Leila J. Bashaw, R.N ......................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Sally E. Beckman ...................................................................................... English 
University of Southern Mississippi. B.A .• M.A. 
Claudette A. Bobay .......................................................................................... An 
Ball State University. B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology. M.S. 
Barbara L. Bogdan. R.N ..................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
St. Francis College. B.S.; St. Mary of Nazareth. R.N.; 
Governors State University. B.H.S .• M.S.N. 
Edmund A. Bonczyk ................................................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University. B.S .• M.S. 
William A. Bourland ................................................................................ Counselor 
Southern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
Smith V. Brand .......................................................................................... Speech 
Knox College. B.A.; Northwestern University. M.A. 
Sister Dorothea A. Burkard. R.T ............................ Coordinator. Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University. B.S. 
Willie A. Campbell ............................................................................. Life Sciences 
Clark College. B.S.; University of Illinois. M.S. 
John E. Carlson ......................................................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S .. M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman ........ ~ ............................................................. ...... Social Science 
Richmond College. B.A.; University of Chicago. M.A. 
Lois A. Chapman ....................................................................................... English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University. M.A. 
Dimpna B. Clarin .......................................................................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas. B.Mus.; 
American Conservatory of MUSic. M.M., D.M.A. 
Kathryn H. Clauson .................................................................... Physical Education 
Northem.lllinois. University. B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Ronald L. Cooley .................................................................................... Business 
Thornton Community College. A.A.; St. Joseph's College, B.S .. B.A.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
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William D. Curran .............................................. Physical Science and Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College. A.A.; Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
Phyllis M. Davis ..................................................................................... Counselor 
North Park College. A.A.; Northwestern University. B.S .. M.A. 
James S. Denier ............................................................................... Life Sciences 
Nortl':! Dakota State Teachers College. B.S.; University of North Dakota. M.S. 
Violet M. Dodd.R.N ............................................................................ A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University. B.S .. M.S.; University of Chicago. M.S. 
Helen L Dolan. R.N .................................................... Coordinator. Practical Nursing 
Sf. Xavier College. B.S.; University of Illinois. M.Ed. 
Dennis E. Dryzga ................................................................................... Business 
Chicago State College. B.Ed.; DePaul University. M.B.E.; 
Governors State University. M.A. B.A. 
Daniel J. Durian ................................................................................ Mathematics 
Purdue University. B.S.; Illinois State University. M.S. 
L Ronald Farquhar .................................................................................... English 
Central Bible College. B.A.; Bradley University. M.A. 
William L Fink ...................................................................................... Chemistry 
Blackburn College. A.A.; North Central College. B.S.; 
Washington State University. M.A. 
A. George Finstad ............................................................ ............................... Art 
Illinois State Normal University. B.S .. M.S. 
Diane Vorhies Fitzpatrick ........................................................................ Counselor 
Bowling Green University. B.A.; 
Eastern Michigan University. M.A. 
James P. Flynn ......................................................................................... English 
Illinois Benedictine College. B.A.; DePaul University. M;A.; 
Illinois State University. D.A. 
Arlene W. Francis. R.N . .............................................................. Behavioral Science 
Sf. Xavier College. B.S.N .• M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University. Ed.D. 
Leslie A. Freeman ............................................................................ Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk ................................................................................ Mathematics 
Illinois State University. B.S.; University of Illinois. M.Ed .. Ph.D. 
Wayne L. Gallenberger ............................................................................ Business 
Calumet College. A.S.: Roosevelt University. B.S.B.A.: 
DePaul University. M.B.A. 
Paul L. Gill ............................................................................................... English 
Indiana State University. B.S .. M.S. 
Margie A. Graf. R.N ........................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Thornton Community Col/ege. A.A .. A.S .. A.A.S.: 
Governors State University. B.S.N. 
Joseph A. Gutenson .................................................................. Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University. B.S.: Chicago State College. M.Ed.: 
Purdue University. M.S.; University of Illinois. Advanced Certificate: 
Loyola University. Ed.D. 
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Patricia A. Hackett, R.N ............................................................... Practical Nursing 
Prairie State College, A.D.N.: 
Loyola University, B.S.N.: Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Basil C. Halkides ...................................................................................... Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S .• M.S. 
Erika B. Hartmann ..................................................................................... English 
Illinois State Teachers College. B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.: 
Illinois Institute of Technology. M.S., Ph.D. 
Robert E. Heinrich ................................................................................. Counselor 
North Central College. B.A.: Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.: 
Northwestern University. M.A. 
Lucette J. Held ................................................. : ................................... Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University. B.S., M.S. 
James E. Hellrung ..................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University. B.S .• Indiana University, M.S. 
Vern L. Hoerman ................................................................................... Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia L. Hoffmann ............................................................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.: Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
Henry K. Holevinsky ...................................................... Engineering and Technology 
DeVry Institute of Technology, 
Diploma 
Renee G. Johnson. R.N ................................................................ Practical Nursing 
Thornton Community College, A.D.N.; Governors State University, B.S.N. 
Gerald L. Hundley ..................................................................................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati. B.A.; Bradley University. M.A. 
Elaine T. JaniS. R.N ........................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Dolores A. Jenkins .................................................................................. Business 
Western Illinois University, B.S .• M.S. 
R. Edward Jenkins ............................................................................ Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College. M.S.; 
Florida Atlantic University, Ed.D. 
David N. Johnson ............................................................................ Urban Studies 
Howard University. B.A.; Rutgers University. Ed.M. 
James M. Keane ............................................................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.S. 
Jill M. King ................................................................................... General Studies 
Bradley University. B.S.; Northern Illinois University. M.S.; 
New Mexico State University. M.B.A. 
Leonard P. Kirchner ...................................................... Engineering and Technology 
DeVry Technical Institute. A.A.S.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology. B.S.E.E. 
,Betty J. Kirk ....... '......................... " .• '." ................... • " ............ ,', .........•. , ........... Music 
Drake University. B.Mus.; American Conservatory of Music. M.M., D.M.A. 
Donald F. Kramer ........................................................................................ Music 
Washburn University. B.Mus.; Kansa.s State Teachers ,College. M.M. 
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Michael N. Kulycky ................................................... Language and Communications 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
George F. LaVaque ........... '" .. ' ................................................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A., MA . 
Edith N. Lebed .......................................................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .......................................................... Philosophy & Humanities 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
Peggy A. Lelko .......................................................................................... Library 
State University of New York, B.A., M.L.S. 
Linda F. Love ........................................................................................ Business 
Joliet Jr. College, AAS.; 
College of St. Francis, B.B.A. 
Bailey Magruder ........................................................ Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, C.A.S. 
George A. Mattsey ................................................................................. Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
K. James McCaleb .................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Illinois Valley Community College, Diploma; 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
Carol A. McCarthy .................................................................................. Business 
Eastern Michigan University, B.S., M.A. 
Judith A. McDonald, R.N .................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Northeastern Illinois University, B.A.; Governors State University, B.S. N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Patricia J. McGarry .......................................................................................... Art 
University of Illinois, B.F.A.; Chicago Art Institute, M.F.A. 
Joyce L. McMahon, D.T.R. ..................................................... Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, B.S.; Governors State University, M.H.S. 
Whabiz D. Merchant ........................................................................ Social Science 
Bombay University, B.A.; Western Michigan University, M.A.; 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Francis J. Miller ........................................................... Engineering and Technology 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
James P. Moody ....................................................................................... English 
Ball State Teachers College. B.S., M.A.; Governors State University. M.A. 
Jane E. Morrison ............................................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College. B.A.; Northwestern University. M.A. 
Marion J. Novaez ...................................................................................... Library 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Purdue University, B.A., M.A. 
Patrick J. O'Connell ..................................................................... Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S.; 
Governors State University. M.A. 
Cletus O'Drobinak, C.P.A ......................................................................... Business 
University of Dayton. B.A.; DePaUl University. M.BA 
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Maurice F. Page ........................................................................ Behavioral Science 
Clark College. B.A.: University of Chicago. M.S.W. 
Thomas C. Pavlik .................................................................................... Business 
Indiana University. B.A.: DePaul University. M.Ed .. J.D. 
Cevora Payne. R.N ............................................................................ AD. Nursing 
Governors State University. B.N.S .. M.A. 
Charles S. Pennington ....................................................................... Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas. B.S.; Michigan State University. M.S. 
Clarence B. Penny ........................................................ Engineering and Technology 
Indiana State University. B.A .. M.S. 
Vernon G. Peterson ................................................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
Marsha J. Phelps .................................................................................... Business 
Chicago Teachers College, B.S.; University of Chicago, M.B.A. 
Frank J. Prist ......................................................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
Daniel M. Purdy ........................................................... Engineering and Technology 
Iowa State University, B.S. 
Blake L. Reed ............................................................................ Educs tionsl Medis 
Platteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin. M.S. 
Dorothy Sterling Reedy, R.N ................................................................ A.D. Nursing 
University of Virginia, R.N.; University of Nebraska, B.S.N. 
Joseph E. Rejholec .......................................................................................... Art 
Ft. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
Sharon E. Rise .......................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Maryville College. B.A.; McCormick Seminary, M.A.; 
Princeton University. M.S. 
Donna F. Rochon .............................................................................. Mathematics 
Lewis and Clark College, B.S.; 
University of Colorado. M.A. 
Constance Rodgers, R.N ........................................ Nurse Assistant Training Program 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; 
Governors State University, B.A .• M.S.N. 
Marilyn M. Rowe; R.N ........................................................................ AD. Nursing 
St. Xavier College. B.S.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Editha C. Sanchez. R.N ...................................................................... AD. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed., M.S.N. 
Donald A. Sather .............................................................................. Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota. B.S .• M.S., Ph.D. 
Mary K. Scanlan .......................................................................................... Music 
University of Wisconsin. B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Greuling C. Schellhorn ................................................................................ English 
University of Missouri. B.A.; University of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Mi9t'lCiel E. §chnur ", •.•.. , ........... , ..• ,:.,., .•... : .. ,.:.,.,.:" .•... , ..... , ... , ................................ CO(Jns.elor 
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Loyola University. M.Ed .• Ph.D. 
1'7'" 
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Judith M. Scott ..................................................................................... Counselor 
Thornton Community College. A.A.; Governors State University. B.A .. M.A. 
Susan L. Sebok ................................................................... Engiish and Journalism 
Purdue University. B.A .. M.A. 
Jean L. Sedlack ......................................................................... Foreign Language 
Chicago Teachers College. B.E.; Illinois Teachers College. M.A.; 
Instituto Tecnologico de Monterrey (Mexico). M.A. 
Joseph T. Selbka ................................................................................... Chemistry 
Lewis College. B.S.; Loyola University. M.S. 
Curt L. Serbus. R.T. (R) (ARRT) .............................................. Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College. A.A.; University of Illinois. B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman ............................................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S.; Governors State University. M.A. 
Sheldon L. Siegel .................................................................................. Counselor 
University of Illinois. B.S .. M.S.; 
Loyola University. M.Ed .. Ed.D. 
Karen S. Simac ..................................................................................... Counselor 
University of Illinois. B.S .. M.S. 
Beatrice Slay ........................................ , ............................................... Counselor 
Governors State University. B.A .. M.A. 
Linda M. Small .......................................................................... Physical Education 
Thornton Community College. A.A.; 
Illinois State University. B.S.; 
Sangamon State University. M.A. 
Essie M. Smith. R.N ..................................................................... Practical Nursing 
Meharry Medical College. B.S.N. 
Frank F. Stanicek ...................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Know College. A.B.; University of Chicago. M.A. 
James P. Steimle ................................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University. B.S.; Northern Illinois University. M.S .. C.A.S. 
Robert E. Sullivan ............................................................................. Life Sciences 
Indiana State University. B.S .. M.S. 
Christine Talaga ..................................................................................... Business 
University of Illinois. B.S. 
Diane D. Tesar ................................................................................... Mathematics 
Thornton Community College. A.A.; Southern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
Joseph E. Thornton .................................................................................... English 
University of Illinois. A.B .. M.S.; Southern Illinois University. M.A. 
Douglas E. Tweeten ............................................................................... Chemistry 
University of North Dakota. B.S.; University of Missouri. M.S.T. 
Linn A. Tyrrell ........................................................................... Behavioral Science 
College of William and Mary. A. B.; 
University of Michigan. M.A .. Ph.D. 
Linda F. Uzureau ............................................................................. Social Science 
University of Idaho. B.A.; Emory University. M.A .. Ph.D. 
Steven D. Vivian ........................................................................................ English 
Alma College. B.A.; 
Central Michigan University. M.A. 
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Norman S. Warns. Jr ................................................................................. Geology 
Thornton Community College. A.A.: Illinois State University. B.S.Ed.: 
Chicago State University. M.A. 
larry A. Wehner ..................................................................................... ......... Art 
The Art Institute of Chicago. B.F.A.: Northern Illinois University. M.A .. M.F.A. 
Eugene.M. Wensel ............................................................................ Life Sciences 
Carthage College. B.A.: University of Cincinnati. M.S. 
Katherine Wessel ................................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University. B.S .. M.S. 
Paul Wessel ........................................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University. B.S.E .. M.S.E. 
Gerald E. Willey ................................................................................ Life Sciences 
Joliet Jr. College. AA; University of Illinois. B.S .. M.S. 
Haven J. Williams ......................................................... Engineering and Technology 
University of Wisconsin (Stout). B.S .. M.S. 
Wallace L Wirth ..................................................................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S., M.S.; Indiana University. M.S. 
Valerie M. Wojcik .................................................................................... Business 
Northwestern University. B.S .. M.S. 
Wayne L Wolf ............................................................................ Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College, A.S.; 
University of South Florida, B.A., M.A.; Governors State University. M.A.; 
Northern Illinois University. Ed.D. 
Arlethia T. Wright. R.N ....................................................................... AD. Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania. B.S.N.: St. Xavier College. M.S.N. 
Myo K. Yoo .................................................................................. Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei University. B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology. Ph.D. 
Carolyn A. Yoss. OTR. ......................................................... Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas. B.S. 
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Thornton Community College LOOKING INSIDE 
.. Board inspires TV sit-com p.2 
" Johnson on 'Black Heritage' p.3 
.. Ticker returns p.4 
" Caine, Moore in new hit flicks p.5 
South Holland, Illinois 60473 Vol. 52, No.8 Feb. 9, 1984 
It Cummings leads 'Dawgs' p.6 
Cast msmoefs from "Alice In Wonderland"' rehearse the "Mad Hatter's Tea Party" scene. The 
production of Lewis Catloll's classic tale will be presented in the PAC Feb. 18 and Feb. 25. 
Committee searches for Ivey replacement 
The search committee 10rmed to seek 
a successor to retiring College Presi-
dent Nathan A. Ivey is set to begin 
reviewing applicants now that the Mon-
day deadline for submitting applications 
has paSSed. 
Board of Trustees members ap-
pOinted the 13·member group at their-
regular meeting on Jan. 12-
Committee individuals include ad-
ministrators Commodore Craft, 
language and communications division 
director, Fred L Hanzelin, arts and 
humanities division director, and Daniel 
T. Hayes, vice-president of educational 
services. 
Instructors James H. Abbott, pnysical 
science and mathematics division, Edith 
Lebed, language and communications 
division, Charles E. Ledbetter, arts and 
humanities division, and Frank R. 
Stanioek, oooiul and behavioral 
sciences division, were also named~ 
Claudia V. McClain, community ser-
vices faculty, Nancy L Weidmann, sup-
port staff representative, and Shirley 
Faso, student representative, were also 
appointed at last month's meeting. 
Trustees Robert W. Anderson, Frank 
Zuccarelli, and Rita Page will also serve 
on the selection comrpitiee. 
Ivey will retire June SO. 
Students shou d exp ore 
financial options: Falk 
by Judi Mack 
Ellis Falk, financial aid director, .in· During the 1984-85 academic year, 
vites students to take an important first TCC will participate In the Pell Grant, 11-
step in financing their education by ob- IInois State Scholarship, Guaranteed 
laining grant applications forms for the Student Loan and Work Study Programs. 
1984-85 academic year during Illinois To qualify for any of the above pro-
Financial Aid Awareness Week, which grams, prospective students or contlnu-
ends Saturday. ing college students must complete the 
"Contrary to popular belief, financial Pell Grant application, which is used as 
aid is not just for lower income a basis for determining eligibility to par-
students," says Falk. "In fact, more than ticipate in these programs. 
half of all Illinois college students 
receive some kind of financial aid. Many 
middle-income students qualify for stu· 
dent aid, and scholarships are often bas· 
ed on criteria other than income leveL" 
Last year, more than 2,300 TCC 
students received more than $1 million 
in Pell Grants and Illinois State Scholar· 
ship Monetary Awards. The total number 
of TCC students receiving some type of 
financial assistance was more than 
3,000. and total aid was valued at more 
than $2.5 million. 
illinois Financial Aid Awareness 
Week provides an opportunity for pro-
spective students to explore variou~ 
types of financial aid programs and to 
obtain, complete and liIe necessary ap-
plications, says Falk. 
TCC offers a fourfold program of 
financial aid consisting of scholarships 
and grants which do not have to be 
repaid, work study which helps students 
to earn money while in school, and loans 
which often have lower·than·market in· 
terest rates. 
"The best way to receive the financial 
aid to which one Is entitled Is to make 
sure that the application Is filled out ac· 
curately, that all questions have been 
answered completely and that answers 
can be documented," according to Falk. 
"Students are urged to file early in order 
w ensure consideration for the 1984-85 
academic year and to retain allinforma· 
tion used to complete financial aid ap· 
plications. Students and, In the case of 
dependent students, their parents must 
maintain a copy 01 all Income tax 
documents and earning slips for 1983 in 
order to validate various Ilema on tha ap· 
plication." 
TCC offers more than 25 college 
transfer and 48 career training pro-
grams. Under the provisions of 
cooperative agreements with three 
neighboring community O9l1eges, an ad-
ditional SO career training programs are 
also available to residents of the college 
district. 
1984 spring enrollment numbers drop 11 percent from year ago 
Student enrollment has decreased 11 
percent from the record high figures 01 
spring, 1983. 
"It is not easy to give one answer to 
why enrollment is down," explained 
William J. Hafer, dean of admissions 
and records. uHowever, one reason 
might be due to the up-turn in the 
Cultural tours feature 
'Cinderella,' Wright, 
'Shear Madness' 
Interested in brunch and a show? 
The division of arts and humanities is 
sponsoring an elegant champagne 
brunch in the Conrad Hilton Hotel and 
tickets lor Shear Madness as part of its 
lineup of spring cultural tours. 
A second trip scheduled Is an ar-
chitectural tour and lunch, and a third 
excursion to see the American Ballet 
Theatre's Cinderella sold out last 
month. 
The brunch/theatre package is 
scheduled for March la Shear Madness, 
a mystery/comedy whodunit, is set in 
the Shear Madness Unisex Hair Styling 
Salon and combines straight acting and 
improvisation. 
Theatre-goers will dine at the 
Haymarket Restaurant in the Hilton 
Hotel and then will walk to the Mayfair 
Theatre for the show. The $24 trip fee in· 
eludes brunch, a theatre ticket, and bus 
transportation. 
The second excursion, an architec-
tural tour and lunch, will begin at 9 a.m. 
April 7. A discussion in Lecture Hall A by 
Larry Wehner, art history instructor, will 
begin the day. Tours of the home and 
studio of architect Frank Lloyd Wright 
and a walking lour of his neighborhood 
will be highlighted. 
Lunch at the Cheese Celiar 
Restaurant will follow this tour. A visit to 
Unity Temple will end the day. 
Cost of this excursion is $17, in· 
eluding bus transportation. 
All lours leave lrom the north staff 
parking lot. Contact Diane Gannott In 
the Arts and Humanities office, room 
4129, or at ext. 297 lor further-
Information. 
economy, which has created more 
lobs." 
Although enrollment has decreased, 
many new courses such as computer 
science and pharmacy techniCian have 
exceptional enrollment. 
The trial run of Thursday college did 
not do as well as expected, and there 
was a decline in the non-traditional 
special interest, community education 
and community service classes_ 
However, ofl-campus college credit 
courses showed an increase. 
"In the future, I can see enrollment 
leveling off to a point and staying at that 
paint for a year or so," Hafer said. "As 
long as the economy stays good, we will 
probably experience lower enrollment. 
It's really difficult to predict." 
The accompanying table shows 
opening-day enrollment figures for the 
past five spring semesters. 
State scholarship 
awards suspended 
The Illinois State Scholarship Com-
mission has stopped making awards to 
recent Monetary Award Program ap-
plicants for the 1983-84 college year. 
ISSC had hoped to continue awarding 
grant dollars to students who met the 
federal grant program deadline of March 
15, but because of an Increase in the 
number of applications, additional 
monetary award announcements were 
suspended. 
College students continuing for the 
'83-84 school year had until June 1 to 
submit an application for grants for the 
full academic year, while students 
attending college lor the first time had 
until Oct. 15. Unfortunately, the ISse 
was only able to give full-year awards for 
those students whose applications were 
processed by early September. Applica-
tions received after those dates were 
considered for spring term only. By Dec. 
9, the number of applications had In-
creased 10 percent from the previous 
year. 
About 11,000 applicants are expected 
to be affected by the suspension of 
funds. 
Opening-day enrollment statistics 
Opening Day Credit Hours Headcount 
1984 10,058 68,014 
1983 11,241 71,901 
1982 9,133 61,203 
1981 8,438 56,051 
1980 7,752 51,676 
Cafeteria remodeling improves service 
Hungry students and staff members 
may have been a bit surprised this 
semester upon discovering a wall block-
ing a prevtous entrance to the cafeteria. 
Physical plant personnel made the 
remodeling changes during the 
semester break, thus permiting the work 
to be done with minimal cost by using in· 
house labor and supplies. 
Changes were Implemented, In part, 
to improve the flow 01 traffic in that 
area. Manager Fran Sebestyen and her 
staff constantly noted that patrons used 
the exit by the cash registers as an en-
trance Instead of using the former en-
trance by the ice dispenser. 
In addition, long check-out lines 
created congestion. 
Sebestyen presented her problem to 
the Board of Trustees at the Dec. 8 
meeting, and members approved the 
remodeling changes. 
The manager Is pleased that the 
changes have improved service. If need-
ed, she plans to add a third cash register 
"to serve more as an express lane In an 
effort to ellmina.le line bulld-ups. 
"My main reason lor having the 
cafeteria redone was so II would have an 
entrance as well as an exit that everyone 
would use," she explained. "It has 
helped by decreasing the lines and by 
creating a better flow of traffic." 
Voters urged to approve tax transfer 
District voters will be asked to assist 
the college in maintaining its current tax 
rate by approving a tax transfer in next 
month's general election. 
During their January board meeling, 
trustees adopted a resolution authoriz· 
ing a referendum proposition to district 
voters. 
The proposal provides lor transfering 
the 8 cent levy now used for the retire-
ment of the general obligation bonds to 
the college's educational lund. 
Final payment of the general obliga-
tion bonds issued for constructing the 
main campus will be made lata this year. 
A tax transfer would nol take effect until 
this time. 
Approval of the referendum proposal 
would not constitute a tax increase. 
Voters would continue to pay the 
same rate of 23 cents per $100 assessed 
valuation - 10 cenls for Ihe educational 
fund, 5 cents for the building and 
maintenance fund, and 8 Cenls for the 
bond Interesl fund. 
This 8 cents will be transferred to Ihe 
college's educational lund If approved 
during the March 20 general election. 
Tha district's tax rale has remained 
unchanged Since 1956. 
In December, a tax referendum com-. 
mlttee comprised of district residents 
validated the need for additional funds 
for the operating expense of the colleQe. 
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~ BULLDOG SPORTS 
Bulldogs manhandle conference co-leader Harper enroute to crown 
Back to school also means back to basketball, and the men's 
Bulldog basketball team has been doing extremely well since 
the holiday lay-off. 
The Dogs' season record to date Is 5-2 In conference play and 
18-4 overall. This remarkable record has been accomplished 
with good team shooting. shot selection, and man·to-man 
defense. 
The Bulldogs' most outstanding player this season, according 
to many fans, has been leading scorer Alvin Cummings, who Is 
presently averaging 19 points per game. Other standouts have 
been Dominic Lemon. Mike Sydnor and Mike Fles. 
Most recently, the Dogs trounced conference co-Ieader 
Harper 81-59 at Harper. The leading scorer In that game was Syd-
nor with 18 pOints, and he was assisted by a 16-point effort from 
Cummings. . 
"I feel that we can win every conference game we play If we go 
out and play hard for the whole game," said Bulldog Coach 
Ralph Miller. 
The Dogs, who last season had problems with player In-
eligibility, are having no such scuffles this season. 
"Our rebounds and our free throws have been horrendous at 
times." MlliEir said. The Dogs are managing a mere 62 percent 
from the charity stripe while shooting well from the lIeld at 55 
percent. 
"I feel that our shot selection has Improved a lot since the 
start of the season," Miller said. "We are starting to realize what 
a good ·Shot really Is and when to take the ball to the hoop and 
when not to. 
"Our benCh Is very well balanced, and I feel we can go to the 
bench In any given situation with confidence," the coach added. 
leading scorers on the saason for the Bulldogs are Cumm· 
Ings with 366 points, Sydnor with 269, and Lemon with 227. 
''We feel we can go head·to-head with anybody and win If we 
play hard," Miller concluded. 
ANI Bundog skipper Ralph MIII.r and Assls:lanf Coach TIm Ryan Ioolclng lor 8 N4C tnl., or are they Just malelng Sunt an 
thel, players are stili eligible? For the ans.., to this queSflon, come to the next home ,.".. Salutda, agalns' ""nols 
Vallo,. 
Buf/dOfl ce"'", Mite 
S,dnor SCONS 'JOm 
close ,.",. tOl the 
DaW/ls .s fINI, "..10 
r'cfor, ore1 con· 
I.Nn~ to. Triton. 
-----~~.- .. --.-. -.. 
TIl •. r_ men'. 8ulld0fl callars _ude (fronl row L-II) DomInic LemOn, Tom Hullum, Cedric 0/,.." Don J.mlson, 
Kallh McR •• • nd ASSlsI.", Coach TIm R, •• ,fl>.ck row L·", H •• d Co.ch Rlrlp/r Mill.,. AM. Cummings, John 6rlllOf/ue, 
Dsnfn Rice, MIt. FIiIs, _,n Wy.fI, Vince earl.,. C.rllon M •• n .... lh.'. end Asslsl.", eo.ch Mlk. MCCrolght 
.~. .. 
Women cagers' luck runs wrong way 
Thf! 1i",' half "f the season has been rough on tho womon'o 
basketball team. "The team has played well, but many Injuries 
and bad luck have taken their toll," said Coach Bill Fink. 
The lady cagers' bad luck continued Jan. 31 at Harper as the 
host team crushed the Bulldogs 68-44. "Everybody played well. 
However, we were shooting poorly at the start and, as a result, 
we fell behind," Fink said. 
In the second hall the coach changed defenses to create more 
. scoring opportunities. The Bulldogs' shooting Improved, and 
they managed to pull within 12 points of their opponent. That 
was the closest TCC came as Harper blew the game open with a 
couple of fast breaks. Charlotte Shepard led the Bulldogs with 
15 points. 
The lady Bulldogs split their Christmas tournament, winning 
their first game and losing the second. ''We're getting better 
every game," said Fink. "Our defense. along with our shooting 
has improved greatly since the start of the season." 
Fink hopes the Improvement will continue as the team enters 
the toughest part of the season. Without a conference win, It 
becomes a matter of do-or-die for the remaining games-all 
against conference opponents. Fink Is hoping the Buildogs'luck 
will change and they will continue to play well. 
"Our squad has a great attitude. There are no individuals-It's 
a good team concept," Fink emphasized. 
Schedule for remaining games 
Feb. 11 111 Valley 
Feb. 14 Moraine Valley 
Feb. 18 Rock Valley 
Feb. 21 DuPage 
Feb. 25 Harper 
Home 5:00 
AwayS:OO 
HomeS:OCl 
Away5:OCl 
HomeS:oo 
Alumni, faculty set for battle 
Alumni members will 
have a chance to bettie· 
the faculty when they 
meet on the basketball 
court In a free·for-all 
game at 6:30 p.m. Feb. 
18. 
The alumni team will 
be coached by carlos 
Medrano, a member of 
the Alumni Board of 
Directors and a baseball 
coach. 
. ''The alumni team will 
use any means to win," 
Medrano said. 
His team will consist 
of former basketball 
players and also football 
and baseball alumni. Carlos Medrano 
The faculty team will be coached by James Abbott, physical 
science and math divtslon Instructor. Abbott will not reveal the 
names of his players until game time. 
The skirmish will be held between the men's and women's 
" .. basketball games agalnsl.conference foe. flock Valley. . 
The women's game will begin alS p.m. and the men's game Is 
set for 7:30 p.m. 
. The Student Government Association will award prizes to the 
alumni-faculty game victors. • 
Alumni Association members will be admitted to the games 
free of charge when an Association card Is presented. 
Following the men's game. the most valuable male and 
female players will be announced. Their names will be engraved 
............ 1 ................... 41 ....... ., .. ;" thn fl,.,f"'hnlt"'~ 
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Voters to decide tax transfer issue on referendum 
The decision for voters in the next 
general election is whether to support 
the board of trustee's proposal to main· 
tain the current tax rate. 
The proposal would allow Ihe 8-cent 
levy currently used for retirement of can· 
struction bonds to be transferred to the 
college's educational fund. 
A validation committee comprised of 
District 510 residents approved the need 
for additional funds for the college·s 
operating expenses in December. 
Committee Chairman Thomas S. 
Favorite said, "'t is evident that tha col-
lege is going to suffer a deficit." 
The school now has estimated expen-
ditures of $12 million and revenues of 
$11.5 million, leaving the schoo! with a 
$572,000 deficit for 1984. 
Volers pay 23 cents per $100 assess-
ed valuation: 10 cents for the educa· 
tional fund. 5 cents for the building and 
maintenance fund and 8 cents for the 
bond interest fund. 
The 8 cents will be transferred to the 
college's educational fund if the referen· 
dum is approved. 
Volers pay more than $2 per $100 
assessed valuation to district high 
schools and more than $1 to district 
elementary schools. Tax rates for park 
districts are 12 cents more than the tax 
rate for the cOllege. 
Favorite said, "The whole 
Validation commiUee members include (standing lrom lem AJ Zagoua. the Rev. Samuel 
DeBose, Vernia Wojcik, and Donald M. Gott. Seated are Thomas S. Favorite, committee 
chairman, Edward P. Schenk and Carrie Broughton. (Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
Graduation applications due 
Now is the time to apply for the June. 
1984 graduation_ 
All candidates eligible for graduation 
by the end of the spring semester must 
file an application for graduation_ This 
rule applies to all students applying for 
the associate in arts degree, associate 
in science degree, associate in applied 
science degree, or a certificate. 
Applications are available in the ad· 
missions and records office, room 2123, 
located at the north end of level 2_ 
Graduation applications must be sub· 
mitted to the contrOllers office by 
March 16-midterm date-with a $5 fee 
for each applicable degree/certificate 
award. 
Students are responsible for reading 
and checking the requirements for 
graduation and submitting the applica. 
tion prior to the deadline date. Informa-
tion is available on pages 26-28 in the 
Eightoweek course 
registration to start 
Registrations for eight·week credit 
classes beginning in mid·March will be 
accepted from 9 to 11 a.m., 1 to 3 p.m. 
-and 6 to 8 p.m .• March 5-8. at the admis-
sions office. 
Eight-week classes beginning the 
week of March 19 include: the nature of 
art, biological aspects of population, 
energy relationships, business 
machines, basic reat estate, reat estate 
broker III and IV. beginning golf, tenniS, 
bicycling, study skills, topic music, ad-
vanced tennis, and the following one-
credit Psychology 121 offerings: job 
hunting, college awareness, and 
single parent. 
See the schedule on page 2 for more 
details. 
current catalog. Students in doubt of 
satisfying graduation requirements are 
asked to check with their counselor or 
adviser before submitting the form. 
The 56th annual commencement will 
honor the 1983-84 graduates in a cap 
and gown ceremony on June 3. Although 
attendance is voluntary. students 
should try to partiCipate in the program. 
All individuals who may be eligible to 
receive an associate degree or cer-
tificate are encouraged to apply before 
the deadline date_ 
Speakers discuss 
tax referendum 
Speakers are now available to discuss 
the March 20 referendum proposal by 
Tee. Volunteers will provide information 
and answer questions for individuals 
and small as well as large groups. 
'·Because this proposal has been 
referred to as a tax transfer or a tax 
maintenance proposal, local voters may 
be unsure of its meaning," says Bruce 
Aldrich. secretary to the board of 
trustees and co-chairman of the referen-
dum steering committee. "We feel that 
one of the best ways to assist voters in 
understanding the proposal is to provide 
opportunities for them to discuss it with 
college representatives." 
"While we're eager to make ar-
rangements to provide speakers to 
discuss the proposal at more formal 
meetings of civic, service and church 
organizations, we're also interested in 
providing resource people for informal 
discussions such as small coffees in 
area homes. Individual questions are 
welcome, too," concludes Aldrich. 
To make arrangements for a speaker, 
call Alorich al 596·2000. exi. 211 
the tax referendum is that it doesn't 
charge the taxpayers a dime more." 
District taxpayers provide 21 percent 
of the college's revenue. TCe represents 
slightly less than three percenl of Ihe 
total tax bill. 
The tax rate has remained unchanged 
since 19£6. However, tuition has in· 
creased three times since 1978, with the 
last increase of $4 in spring, 1983. 
Tuition accounts for 36 percent of the 
college's revenues. Students now pay 
the seventh highest tuition of all illinOis 
community colleges. 
Committee member Carrie Broughton 
noted, "The state reimbursements have 
been lower and are lower compared with 
other community colleges." 
The average state reimbursement for 
the Illinois community college is $825 
per tull time equivilency. Tee gets $529, 
and Chicagoland community colleges 
receive an average of $330 more than 
Tee. 
Credit hours have increased while fun· 
ding has decreased. In 1981. credit 
hours totaled 134,120 and increased to 
156.800 in 1983. State fundinp was $3_8 
million in 1981 and dropped to $3.4 
million in 1983. 
According 10 Judi A. Mack, publiC 
relatlons director, the college has been 
using the funds economically. For exam-
pie, many energy conservation projects 
have been instituted, and available 
space is rented for extra revenue. 
Committee member Edward Schenk 
said, "I was impressed with the efficient 
use of the money to maintain a viable in~ 
stitution, instead of making it necessary 
for a tax increase." 
Dennis Dryzga, data processing in-
structor, emphasized the need for funds 
that would be generated by referendum 
passage. 
'·There are so many high technology 
areas advancing that we can't afford to 
keep data processing and physics in the 
high state of the arts:' he said. "Without 
additional funds, the student can either 
learn old technology that isn·t 
marketable or go somewhere else." 
Favorite concluded, "I wish more pec· 
pie would go through the college and 
see what is available to them and see 
what their tax dollars are support. 
ing-the school offers a heck of a lot:· 
Check eligibility requirements 
Course evaluation appointments available 
·From now through March 15, students 
wishing to check their academic creden· 
tials to see if they are taking the proper 
courses for the associate degree or cerA 
tificates may receive an individual 
course evaluation at the admissions and 
records office. 
William Hafer, dean of admissions 
and records, indicates that 15-minute 
appointments may be made by calling 
596-2000, ext. 324 or visiting the dean's 
secretary on level 2, room 2123. Hafer in· 
dicated that many students do not 
carefully follow the graduation re-
quirements and are surprised and disap· 
Hearts in the air 
pOinted when they are notified they have 
a deficiency and will not be eligible to 
graduate. 
TCC awards associate degrees and 
certificates three times a year-in June, 
August. and December. The minimum 
degree requirements are listed on pages 
26·28 in the current catalog. 
All applicants who may be completing 
degree or certificate requirements are 
reminded that the deadline for submit-
ting applications for graduation will be 
March 16. Applications and information 
are available at the admissions and 
recOrds office. 
Jonearha Neat struggles in the arms of her mother. Lenise, as she tries to sneak a Valentine 
balloon from LafaveTte Gatlinq Jr, (Photo by Mike MarcotfeJ 
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smarty pants (Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
Thirteen Scholarships totaling $3,800 were awarded by the Tee Foundation during the second 
annual President's Scho/a/s forum Feb, 22. Conference participants and scholarship recipients 
include (Iront lOW. from left): AI Riley, director of research and planning and Tee Foundation 
liaison; Jodi Ann Guisto, social work; Karen D. T{cadman! baccalaureate nursing: Ruth M. 
Rodgers, line arts; Nancy L. Ernst. occupational therapy; and Denise E. Jorgensen, biomedical 
electronics technology: (back row) A/cia p, Ryan, liberal arts; Thomas J. Szymkowskl: physical 
science; Carla Hoeksema. accounting; George V. Murawski, data processing; Carl Labe, TCe 
Foundation secretary; and Paul Hendershott, biomedical electronics technology. Scholarship 
winners not pictured are William Norlock, law enforcement: Arlene Tasker. mathematics; and 
Rudolph A. Goode. liberal arts. Their average grade point was 3.98 of a possible 4.0. The 
scholarships will cover all tuition and fees. exclusive of other aid. 
Chemistry lab accidents spur law suits 
(CPS)-In the lalest of a steady series The student alleges the university and 
of serious mtshaps at college chemistry instructor did not properly maintain 
labs nationwide, a California Institute of safety standards in the lab, and failed to 
Technology student was critically in- consider the danger of inexperienced 
jured recently while conducting a students handling the acid. 
"routine" lab experiment on campus. Last April a University of Tennessee 
Second·year graduate student Ram· laboratory nearly burned down before of· 
say Bittar was severely injured when a ficials discovered several gas jets (used 
glass flask he was using in a basic, in- to supply students' Bunsen burners with 
organic synthesis procedure suddenly gas) had been left on and Ignited. 
burst, sending Shards of glass Often, however. the danger to lab 
throughout the lab. students is less obvious. 
Physicians say one piece of the glass Rutgers, for instance. had to close its 
severed Bittar's main neck artery, Smith Hall Laboratory facilities two 
depriving his brain of oxygen for up to years ago after the Occupational Safety 
two hours while the blood vessel was and Health Administration detected 
surgically grafted back together. dangerous levels of estradiol benzoate 
"I don't recall a more serious in the building. 
laboratory accident in the 12 years I've Seventeen students and faculty 
worked here;' John Berkaw, Biltar's ad· members have sued the school. claim· 
visor, told the Cal Tech newspaper. ing they suffered side-effects from ex· 
But similar mistakes have en- posure to the cancer-causing 
dangered students-and left faculty and substance. 
schools open to lawsuits-at a number Edward Billar, the injured Cal Tech 
of other campuses over the last several student's brother. says the family has 
years. not considered legal action yet, while 
A University of New Mexico student, Sittar remains in "very guarded" condi· 
for Instance, is suing that school for $2.7 tion in the hospital. 
million after he was severely burned by '"We're thinking in terms of saving the 
acid during a lab class last summer. man right now," he says. 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• Tax vote depends on students p.2 
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• Oscar nominee highlights films 
II Spotlighi"shines on Miller 
.. Dawgs end conference with style 
Model Illinois Govt. students to 
lay down the law in Springfield 
Dave Anderson, political science in· 
structor, and nine TCe students are cur· 
rently participating in the sixth annual 
meeting of the Model Illinois Goverr.-
ment (MIG). MIG is a chance for 
students to gain legislative experience 
by reviewing bills, resolving bills, and ar· 
riving at a decision on whether the bill 
should be brought to the House or the 
Senate. 
In the past, the bills to be discussed 
were chosen by the MIG Steering Com-
mittee but Anderson said, "It is possible 
to introduce legislation down there." 
The group that Anderson will be tak· 
ing with him to Springfield includes: 
Doug Cantlon, Ted Cusack. Joe Swaim 
Carla Hoeksema. Cindy Hudson, Arlene 
Small. Uz Ehlin, Ray Anderson. and Tom 
DeWolf. This group will be joined by 
delegations from other colleges to 
stimulate interest and knowledge in 
state politics, according to Anderson. 
Some of the bills to be discussed duro 
ing the four-day convention include an 
act to legalize gambling in the city of 
Chicago and amendments to the Iltinois 
Vehicle Code concerning the number of 
convictions for moving violations Occur-
ring within a 12-month period. 
In the Senate. they will look at a plan 
modifying the School Code to require a 
high·school pupil to take a certain 
amount of courses in science, English, 
math, social science and others before 
getting a diploma. 
They will also discuss the Liquor Con-
tiol Act. An amendment to this act 
would increase the taxes on the 
manufacturing, importation. retail sale, 
and distribution of beer and alcohol. 
Althcugh MIG is merely a simulation 
of the state legislative system, College 
students in other states have actually in-
troduced bills that were passed into law 
by the "real" state legislature. 
"I!"s an opportunity for students to 
achieve a true awareness of the law-
making process that is difficult to teach 
in a classroom setting," said Anderson. 
Library cards gathering dust 
With a vast array of media available, 
the Learning Resources Center (LRC). 
located on Level Two, serves as one of 
the most vital parts of education. 
The LRC provides students and facul· 
ty with reference services, listening and 
viewing facilities and media·skills in-
struction. 
In spring, 1983, students from various 
majors were surveyed to determine their 
use of the LRC. 
The survey results show that of the 
247 responding students, 37 percent· 
used the LRC daily. weekly or monthly. 
and 63 per~ent used the LRC very 
seldom or never. 
Sixty percent of the student sample 
had little knowledge of the non·print 
media, preview facilities or tutoring ser-
vices, while 57 percent indicated their in-
structors did not give assignments 
which involved use of the LRC. 
Lack of communication concerning 
services offered resulted in 54 percent 
of the students having no opinion of the 
facility. 
"More articles containing information 
about the LRC and its services will help 
increase use of the center," said Bar· 
bara J. Meyers, LRC director. "Newslet· 
ters to the faculty can inform teachers 
of special educational aids available to 
the students:' 
According to Meyers, LRC personnel 
can be another useful means in 
assisting the students. 
"The staff does a superb job in help-
ing students and keeping the center in 
top·notch shape," she said. 
Besides having access to thousanas 
of pieces of information, students can 
order magazines or articles not available 
in the LRC from the inter.library loan ser· 
vice. 
The center also has an advisory com-
mittee which formulates and submits 
ideas on how to increase usage of the 
facility. 
Anyone interested in more detailed in-
formation from the survey should con· 
tact Meyers in the LRC, ext. 236. 
Professor charges 
for grading exams 
(CPS)-After budget cuts forced him 
to fire his student grading aSSistant, a 
University of Georgia math professor 
decided to dramatize the campus-wide 
cutbacks by charging students $10 a 
piece to have their papers graded. 
"Last fall the University of Georgia's 
state funding was cut by $2.6 million as 
part of a state·wide budget cutback;' ex· 
plains UGA spokesman Larry Dendy. 
"In order to meet that $2.6 million 
funding decrease, the university made 
various cutbacks, including eliminating 
some teaching assistant and grading 
assistant positions," Dendy says. 
But math professor Ted Shifrin didn't 
take the loss of his grading assistant as 
gamely as administrators had hoped. 
Shifrin kept his grading aSSistant, and 
started charging students a $10 grading 
fee to pay the assistan!"s salary. 
But university administrators quickly 
squelched the new practice and made 
Shifrin refund the voluntary lee to 
students. 
College reps to discuss tax referendum in conference 
A press conference explaining the tax 
levy transfer referendum will be held at 
10:30 a.m. today in the board room 
(2121). 
Following a brief presentation on the 
Issue, questions will be answered by col· 
lege representatives. board of trustees 
members, and representatives of the 
cltizen's committee which validated the 
need for the referendum. 
The tax question will appear on the 
March 20 primary election ballOt. Voters 
will decide whether to transfer a 8 cent 
levy currently used for the retirement of 
construction bends to the college's 
educational fund. 
If approved, this transfer would 
generate approximately $1 million in ad· 
dltional operating funds and would not 
Increase the lax rate of 23 cents per 
~,n('l ::tC::;~l'c:.c:.Pt1 V~tll~ti"f"I 
FACSIMILE BALLOT 
PROPOSITION TO INCREASE MAXIMUM ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL TAX RATE 
Shall the maximum annual tax rate for educational purposes of Corn- YES 
munlty College District No. 510, County of Cook and State 01 illinoIs. 
be Increased and established at .18 percent upon alilhe taxable prop-
erty of said Communlty College District al the value, as equalized or 
assessed by the Department of Revenue, Instead of .10 percent, the 
maximum rale otherwise applicable to the next taxes to be extended NO lor said purpose? 
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In the spotlight 
Three decade career closes-it's Miller's time 
After 16 years as a TCC instructor, 
DeVaughn Miller. instructor in the 
social and behavioral sciences divi· 
sion. is reNring to a life o( leisure. 
Miller will be the guest of honor at a 
roast sponsored by the Alumni 
Association March 31 at the Knights 
01 Columbus Half in Lansing. The 
following is an interview with Miller 
by Courier reporter Natalie Jones. 
Courier: How do you remember 
students' names so well? 
Miller: I usually remember their faces. 
The reason for this is because I used 
to coach basketball years ago-I 
coached basketball about 13 years. 
One of the things that enhances the 
possibility of a win is to remember 
faces. When we came into a tourna~ 
ment or something, I would take a 
quick look at the other team, check 
with the lads, and we would" associate 
their basketball talents by their faces. 
So I've learned to watch the faces. 
It's hard in farge classes-I've had 
more than 60 in an 8 a.m. class. I've 
been lucky in my teaching years to 
have so many students. f learn prac~ 
tic ally al! their faces-I'I! know about 
two·thirds of them before it's over. The 
idea behind knowing them is based on 
connecting something with their name 
like. "That's the girl who thought she 
had mono" -I wouldn't tel! her of 
course, but thaI's k.ind of how it goes. 
Courier: You're 55, yet you look like 
you just stepped off the cover of 
Gentlemen's Quarterly-What's your 
secret? 
Miller: (Blushing) No, I don't think so. 
The reason 1 may appear so young is 
because I started quite young. I was 
only 22 years old when I coached high 
school basketball. Some of the lads 
looked older than I did. They weren't 
but they looked older than me. Some of 
these lads looked older than me 
because I had already been in the 
Marine Corps and graduated from high 
SChool and college early. So conse-
quently, I was out of high school at 
age 17, out of the Marine Corps at 19, 
and I was 22 years old coming out of 
college. 
Courier: What is your teaching 
background? 
Miller: I started in a country high 
school. There were 71 students in the 
whole school. We had five teachers, 
and everybody taught everything. I 
taught physical education. One of the 
biggest joys I had was working with 
tumbling and acrobatics. 
I had anppportunity to come to lan-
sing for $-11000 more-gee, my wife and 
I thought we were wealthy. (laughing) I 
started teaching at $2,610 a year-Can 
you believe that? I left there with 
$3,050, but that was a lot of money at 
that time. 
I stayed at Lansing longer than an-
tiCipated. I originally planned to stay a 
year. 
Before you know it, you get locked 
in. enjoying what you're doing. I 
·~eAT IF '/O!) CAN JOS-npi fT. .. 
Tl-1IS I~ AN e-mICS ct.!l:56 ... 
coached for 10 years. At that point I had six kids, and I 
thought, "Gee, I can't coach forever." So around 1962 I 
went back to Indiana University to work on my masters in 
school administration. 
When I came back, Lansing needed a school principal. 
So I was a principal for four years until 1968. In 1968, TCC 
had a new program-general studies-and was trying to 
initiate this program_ They were looking for various types of 
people that would melt into that program. The school was 
five miles away, so I came. I had had three previous jobs in 
the teaching profession and enjoyed them. There wasn't 
one that t left because of problems. 
This brings me back to now. I mean, why not retire? My 
wife and I have the equivalent of 35 years of experience, 
which is the necessary amount of years needed to retire. 
Why not now? My wife and I have a lot of diverse activities. 
We had previously spent part of a summer in Canada. Now 
we can stay until the ice comes in October if we want to or 
until the Canadians throw us out_ We~d like to take OUf 
grandkids on the trip-I have six. 
j've had good times in life-my wife and I both have had 
excellent lives. We think we're going to try to stay in the 
area. I've always enjoyed the people I've worked with. 
Students have also treated me well. 
Courier: Who are some of your unforgettable students? 
Miller: I'd like to stay off of that, because I have so many 
that I just don't want to Single them out. I don't forget 
them-hopefully they have not forgotten me. I've had 
teachers and staff take my courses-it's been fun, real fun_ 
There are so many unforgettable students that if I started 
naming, I know I would leave someone out. 
Courier: What are some of your biggest disappointments or 
most gratifying experiences? 
Miller: I think probably the gratifying ones are the growth 
that we had in our college. I've seen more and more people 
coming back to schoof. more and more awareness around 
relative to the community, more people coming from out of 
state. The college is becoming more known. I think-and I 
say this in class a lot-the general population of the single 
, ........................... 'COUPON ........................ "'''''I 
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students really makes this a part-time academic 
experience. and they utilize their part-time jobs to maintain 
themselves here. I think the college should also be a social 
experience-take advantage of the various activities. We 
have a good basketball team, and there are hardly any 
students in the stands. And we also have tremendous jazz 
concerts with Dr. KrameL I don't want to be off-the-wal! 
about it, but many times there are hardly any people in the 
audience. We have good performances of plays here 
also-I just don't understand it. There is just not enough 
student participation_ I do not know what we could do to 
change that-we publicize 
"All teachers 
have two main 
duties-offer the 
material and be 
fair . .. f think I've 
been fair." 
"I've had good 
times in life. . . 
I've always en-
joyed the people 
I've worked with. 
StudentS have 
also treated me 
well." 
the events in many of the 
local newspapers. 
College should be a time 
where you acquire new ex· 
periences_ Many people just 
associate with the same bud-
dies. TCC has more to offer. 
Many students find husbands 
and girlfriends in college-t 
did. And if I would have just 
gone to class and came 
home, I probably would have 
missed that as well as other 
opportunities that I got 
through college. 
Courier If you had the power, 
what would you change at 
TCC? 
Miller: I don't know how we 
can communicate with the 
students. We try a variety of 
things-it's in the newspaper, 
posted on the walls-Judi 
Mack is always passing 
things out. We pass materials 
for teachers to read in 
class-I do litlle tllings like 
aSk, "What did you do this 
weekend?" Some of these 
kids do some bizarre 
things. Basically, communicating would be the one thing' 
would try to improve-but then again I guess all colleges 
have that problem to one degree or another. 
, wish sometimes that our faculty-board relationship was 
beller. But that's also a common problem. The board would 
probably say the same thing. t don't think it's necessary for 
all the commotion. I think the schoof would be a fot better 
if we could establish some kind of ground where we would 
at least try to get along. If I had the power, there would be 
no conflicts because I would rather teach. How nice it 
would be to report faculty and administration getting along. 
Courier: How do you think your stu.dents have rated you? 
Miller: I think mostly that they have rated me as being fair. 
All teachers have two main duties-offer the material and 
be fair. As long as they can say you're fair, that's good 
enough, and I think I've been fair. 
When it nms out 
you won't have to. 
Continued on page 7 
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to expose women of the Big Ten 
I March a. 1984 
I Playboy 
The Courier Page 7 
'1' (CPS)-Playboy says it·s heading for diary as collegians and administrators ships, College Press Service later Asked what she expected will happen 
Big 10 schools'this spring for its annual have protested Playboy's presence, reported that the one Baylor woman who when Playboy arrives in Champaign. 
Playmate and publicity hunt In 1979. for example. Playboy's Ivy finally appeared in Playboy was allowed Daily lIIini Managing Editor Barbara 
As is usual. some campuses have League tour provoked many demonstra- to graduate "quietly:' Taylor says, "The same thing that 
already begun to react to the projected lions and inspired several campus Playboy toured the Southeastern Con- always happens, Grassroots (groups) 
visits of a Playboy photographer, papers to refuse to run ads asking for ference in 1981, and the Big Eight in will protest With the high incidence of 
scheduled to begin in April. according to women to pose, 1982. largely without provokin9 anything rape and acquaintance rape on campus. 
magazine public!st David Slayers' best "The Harvard Crimson took our ad more than mild curiosity, it's really bad timing:' 
estimate, and the money we paid, and failed to run In 1982, Playboy photographer David n~ • Arts Oub 
"There were rumblings on campus the the ad," Salyers recalls, The editors Chan attributed the calm to the "conser- rtlJOrTnlng 
day after" word of Playboy's impending "took this paternalistic approach of 'not vative" nature of the schools' students, events announced 
visit reached Bloomington, Ind., says with our women you don't' " Last year's tour of Atlantic Coast Con-
Wendy Weyen, editor of the Indiana Dai- The most serious confliC1 erupted in ference schools did elicit some protests, 
Iy Student_ 1980 at Baylor_ Maryland students succeeded in forCing 
Playboy's been inspiring such cam- Abner McCall, then Baylor's presi- actual shooting sessions to an off-
pus rumblings each spring since 1977, dent, threatened to expel any women campus location, 
when it began concentrating on specific who posed naked for the magazine and Playboy itself doesn't dislike such 
college conferences, recruiting women identified themselves as Baylor controversy_ While "we don't slrive to 
to pose for possible appearances in the students_ throw fuel on the fire," Salyers says the 
magazine's September back-to-campus A Baylor Lariat editorial criticizing publicity helps, "You ban the book in 
edition. McCall's stance subsequently cost Boston, and guess what everybody 
The results often have been incen three student journalists their scholar· reads?" 
Miller reflects on career, focuses on retirement 
Continued from page 6 
Courier: How has your teaching style 
changed over the years? 
Milhml think It has matured. When I 
first came here, I had just come from a 
grade school. I would always have the 
tendency to say "Now kids, Monday we 
will go over genetics_" The class would 
say, "HOld It now, we are coUege 
students." It took me a while, but 
eventually I got the hang of things. 
I've always been an easy-going 
teacher, and I feel that I'm moving with 
the times. 
nice-if you're nice to them they are 
pretty nice to you. You have to be nice 
and honest with students. 
A leacher should be there everyday 
and be on time. II you're on time, the 
students may do the same, And don't 
hold them over. Students have other 
classes. Students do deserve respect 
In that manner. 
"I've always been an easy· 
going teacher, and I teel 
that I'm moving with the 
times." 
I haven't told them Off-I've just let 
them know what's up, And it works! 
After the first lOOk, they always smile, 
and I feel good because we both know 
what's expected. 
Courier: If you could be remembered in 
a special and unique way, what would 
that be? 
Miller: That I was a decent human 
being, came here to do a job and did it 
to the best of my ability-that's all 
anybody can do. 
FOR SALE 
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A South InteroConference Association 
(SICA) seminar and an undergraduate 
theatre assoclation twcrday seminar are 
two events coming up tor the Performing 
Arts Club (PAC). 
"We are hosting a SICA seminar for 
high school students on March 15. There 
are several schools coming. At this 
seminar, the students will perform and 
then will be judged on a superior, ex, 
cellent, fair, and good basis," said Col-
leen Ryan, PAC president, 
The club will also host an 
undergraduate theatre association 
seminar April 14-15. "Ten or eleven col-
leges will be attending this two-day 
seminar, Basically, the drama students 
put on performances and then discuss 
them afterwards. Lighting and set 
design will also be discussed," Ryan 
said. 
PartiCipants attending the April 15 
session will be invited to a dinner follow-
ed by a performance of Grease in the 
Performing Arts Center later that even-
ing. 
"People interested in any facet of 
drama can join the club. Members don't 
havp. tn attp.nc1 flvary meetino We have a 
mailing list which can keep members in·. 
formed on the club's activities," she 
said. 
PAC meets every other Monday at 3 
p.m. In the lobby of the Performing Arts 
Center_ Contsct Ryan or Sue Linn, PAC 
faculty advisor, for more information. 
Courier: What bothers you most about 
loday's student? What pleases you? 
Miller: I'm bothered by excuses. I do 
not hear many, bul the few that I have 
heard ,are from people who seem 10 
think they can miss the class and still 
do the work. I've got to alert them to 
the fact that I can't teach students if 
they don't come to class. But the bulk 
of my students do well. I think I'm 
If my students do, not understand 
college I'll say, "Excuse me, but it's 
Monday, not Friday_" First they look at 
you, and then they laugh_ If someone 
comes late I'll say, ~'Pardon me. you're 
not late-we just started early." They 
keep looking and again laugh. They get 
their act together because they never 
know what comment I'U have next. 
e for class help 
Carl and Scott from 
COASTAL TOURS ASKS. • • 
What did you like best about last year's trip? 
The men's buns contest _ . _ Love those beautiful buns ..• 
Anna Uhlir 
My string bikini never saw so much sun ••. 
Usa Bartolatta 
I dOn't know, I didn't go, but I wish I would have! 
Deneen Toklch 
Those hot, humid, sticky nights In the bars. 
Vince Curley 
I enjoyed the band that performed each night on our own pool deck. 
We didn't see Mike Abels all week. 
The free beer, free T·shirts, free concerts and my brownies. 
April 20 • 29 
VOU'aJ "Invited to Coa".' Tou" F/otlda CttleOTation 'in Daytona 
BHch--The World's Most Famous SUr;h:' 
The PIS' len years Wt' haWl $IKVI~ Ihe best in group tours 10 
FltJrida's beautiful OelIChes. 
TCC is not liMN" tor this 'rip. 
CALL 
SCOTT 
'J33~2in 
OR 
CARL 
841-7362 
•••• ··We already have 100 people. _ . Join us! 
Barb Oberman 
Carl, Scott 
Brian Zieler 
Having trouble understanding class 
material? Having a difficult time com-
prehending homework In a particular 
class? If so, the Tutoring Center on 
Level One of the Learning Resources 
Center may help. 
According to Nick Halkides, tutoring 
coordinator, the most tutored classes 
are accounting and math. Students 
needing help in these classes, English 
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RESUMES, TERM AND RESEARCH PAPERS 
REASONABLE RATES 
K·M SECRETARIAL. 646-4240 
Dr. Jasper J. Gulotta 
or other basic classes can drop in at the 
center at any time for help. Those 
needing assistance in nursing, 
microbiology and courses with low 
enrollment should call extention 341 for 
an appOintment to be certain tutors are 
available . 
Approximately 20-30 tutors will help 
any student at no charge_ Last 
semester, nearly 2,100 students used 
the tutoring center with excellent 
results. According to Halkides, more 
than 100 students use the services each 
week. 
The tutoring center is open Monaay 
through Thursday 9 a.m_ - 2 p.rn. and 5 - 7 
p.m. and Friday 9 a.rn. • noon. 
~~ 
H YOU 1:1101'1, 1JjIS '$Qj0Ql.. WOtJ"!) 
Wll AWf MO~ ~f'FICleJtn,.'f IF 
1H~1Zf W6~ NO ~M sruoe~. 
Dr. Qene Ossello 
SOUTH HOLLAND 
OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATES 
IJJJ EaSt l62iid Street 
Children's Vision 
rrmfnrt 1 pn~~ 
South Holland, 116lU73 
Family Practice of Optometry 
By Appointment Only 
Ph"",,- l7ti_4444 
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Win two tickets to the roast 
Haven't I seen your face somewhere before? 
1 
5 
9 
Dr. Jasper J. Gulo;ta Dr. Gene Ossello 
SOUTH HOLLAND 
OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATES. 
835 &st 162nd Street 
Children's V"rsion 
Contact Lenses 
South Holland. II 6f)I7J 
Family Practice of Optometry 
By Appointment Only 
Phone: 333-4#4 
2 
6 
Much reminiscing will occur at the Alumni Association's roasf of' 
DeVaughn Miller on March 31. To set the mood, the Courier Is sponsoring 
the "Haven't I seen your lace somewhere before?" contest. 
If you recognize the people on this page, you could win two tickets to the 
roast. 
The photos are of faculty members currently on staff. However, the pic· 
tures are slightly dated. 
To win the tickets, correctly Identify the Instructors In each photo. 
The winning entry will have the most correct answers. In event 01 a tie, a 
drawing will be held to determine the winner. 
The contest Is open to TCC students, faculty, staff and administrators. 
Members of the Courier staff are Ineligible. 
entries must be In the Courier office, Room 2118 by Tuesday, March 27, 
1984. 
Decisions of the judges are IInal. 
3 4 
7 8 
-------------------------------------, 
Courier's "Haven't I seen your face somewhere before?" con-
test. Name ________________________________ ___ 
Address ______________________________ _ 
.. 
.. 
1 
2 
3 
Phone ________________________________ ___ 
I 
4 
5 
8 
7 
L 
\ 
8 
9 
10 
Send entry to Courier office, Room 2118 by Tuesday, March 27, I __ J~________________________________ J 
MIG conference 
continued lrum page 1 
sort of monolithic viewpoint that we all 
believe In one god." 
The resolution was defeated In a lop-
sided vole In the House. 
One bill considered in both houses in-
cluded a measure to require high school 
students to take and complete specified 
lengths of courses in language, arts, 
math, SCience, social studies and others 
as a prerequisite to obtaining a diploma 
The bill passed, although an amendment 
to require computer science failed. 
The convention was nof all buSiness, 
as time was allo~~ Jor socializing at. 
the conclusion of each day. A MIG· 
sponsored mixer and banquet were part 
of the organized festivities. . 
One n~gative aspect involved 8 ' 
dalegatlon from another school which , 
held a "rude, crude and obnoxious" par· ,. ty In their hotel room, according to 
reports from the Springfield Hilton 
securtty. No students from TOC were ht 
attendanca at that party. 
"I think our group conducted Itself 
very well," Anderson stated. "We had 
fun, but we made sure we accomplished 
what we went to Sprtngfleld for." 
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MIG conference 
continued from page 1 
sort of monolithic viewpoint that we all 
believe In one god." 
The resolution was defeated In a lop-
sided vote In the House. 
One bill considered In both houses In· 
eluded a measure to require high school 
students to take and complete specified 
lengths of courses In language, arts, 
math. SCience, socia! studIes and others 
as a prerequisite to obtaining a diploma. 
The bill passed, although an amendment 
to require computer science failed. 
The ccnventlon was not all business, 
as time was allotted for socializing at. 
the ccnc1uslon oteach day. A MIG-
sponsored mixer and banquet were part 
of the organized festivities. 
One n.egatlve aspect Involved a 
delegation from another school which 
held a "rude, crude and obnoxious" par. 
ty In their holel room, according to 
reports from the Springfield Hilton 
security. No students from TCC were In 
attendance at that party. 
"I think 00. group conducted itself "f .. 
very well," Anderson stated. "We hed 
fun, but we made sure we acccmplished 
what we went 10 Springfield for." 
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j :SliA canOIO~les reveal campaign plalforms 
I Six Student Government Kevin Deane Virginia Carpenter b I' th . 
- Association (SGA) positions are As a former senator of the students. Vote for Kevin Deane, s~.:~v~h :~eh services ~nd other 
to be determined lor the 1984·85 SGA, I was a member of the Stu· April 16 or 17, For Your Righr To I would like to run lor the office st I dent ~, TC,,;e ~~~Ulred asta 
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to 
school year in the SGA elec· dent Rights Committee. I be- Know. of Vice President 01 Program· bau a reI' bl V. WI e p me a 
tions April 16 and 17. lieve that this experience will My activities as a senator in- ming because I feel I could do a Pro rarr:~. e flce P~eSldent of 
Candidates for the positions enable me to better execute the elude: campaigning for the elec· good job. I have been active in my GoY~rnme~~gA or ~ t~ Student 
are: president. Christopher office of Vice President of Stu- tion of Norma Rosetti to' the community doing volunteer work, 5SOCIa Ion. 
Beauchamp; executive vice· dent Rights. board of trustees; establishing coordinating fashion shows, Christopher Beauchamp 
president/vice~president of stu- Too many students are Still guidelines and researching the fund-raisers. and various other 
dent rights, Ke'!.in Deane; vice· asking, "What is the SGA?" It is publication "Students Rights to programs. In my church I have 
president of financial affairs, II· the SGA's responsibility to in· Know," and the Christmas served as a leacher, secretary 
ena Julian; vice-president of form and keep informed, the dance and White Sox home and a PR person. 
programming, Virginia Carpen· student body-the people SGA opener. I was also involved with While attending Thornridge 
ter; student trustee/senator, represents. discovering why ISSC monies High School, I served as a 
Shirley Faso. No candidate was If I am elected, the Student were delayed for so long during representative for Girls' Club 
AS President of the SGA next 
year, I feel thai I can use my ex· 
tensive experience in dealing 
with people to help represent 
the students of TCC in college 
affairs to the administration of 
this school. announced for secretary/sena· Rights Committee, through January. and as PR person on the Bag· 
tor at press time. SGA, will start to answer to the Vote for Your right to Know. pipe (school newspaper). continl:ied on page O! 
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A belly dance routine earned Rita Robbins $50 as she won 
third place in the SGA's lalent show. (Photo by Mike MarcoUe) 
Talent show simply magical 
by Tammy Jean Hunter 
Although classes were in ses· 
sion March 28, studenls 
crowded the cafeteria to see the 
Student Government Associa· 
tion's (SGA) talent show during 
lunchtime. 
Winners and their prizes in-
cluded: magician Dominic Tur· 
turillo, first place, $100; dancer 
Henry Ware, second place, S75; 
bally dancer Aita Robbins, third 
place, S50; and lip sync per· 
formers the Mary Jane Girls. 
fourlh place, $25. 
Other participants were 
Deborah Arrington, Lorraine 
Daily, Tamera J. Hunter, Ettorra 
Jones, Dan Kemetick. Dominic 
Lemen, William Manson, Lyle 
Nicholson, Marcia Payne. 
Lamar Spells, and Garrick 
Williams. 
Judges were Christopher 
Beauchamp, SGA vice presi· 
dent, Walter Mosby, game room 
attendant, and sludents Lulu 
Inostrou, Claire Maurello, and 
Renee Wheeler. They judged 
creativity. time. costumes. and 
quality. 
'·1 felt that the talent show 
was a big success, but next 
time it should be held in the Per· 
forming Arts Center," Mosby 
said. 
Beauchamp added, "The SGA 
members were extremely 
pleased with all of the perform. 
ances. We also would like to 
thank the TCC students and 
faculty who gathered to provide 
such support. We are looking 
forward to next year's talent 
show." 
Performer Ware said, ··I'm 
pleased with having won sec· 
and (place). I had a lot of fun." 
Vol. 52, No. 12 
• Men's netters 'ace' Joliet J.C., 9-0 p.1O 
Student dies after running mile in gym 
A student participating in a 
workout for a men's phYSical 
education class collapsed and 
died March 22 due to an ap· 
parent heart attack. 
Richard Cruz, 44, a Harvey 
psychology major, was walking 
around tho gymnasium to 0001 
down from jogging one mile 
when the attack took place, ac· 
cording to Judi Mack, public 
relations director. He had not 
been required to run the mile, 
but he volunteered to run with 
another classmate. 
Humanities 
scholarships 
to be awarded 
by Commodore Craft 
The National Endowment for 
the Humanities has announced 
a grants program for individuals 
under the age of 21 to carry out 
their own non-credit humanities 
research projects during the 
summer of 1985. 
The Younger Scholars pro-
gram will award up to 100 
grants nationally for outstand· 
ing research and writing pro-
jects in such tields as history, 
philOSOphy, and the study of 
literature. 
Award recipients will ba ex· 
pected 10 work tulltime for nine 
weeks during the summer, 
. researching and writing a 
scholarly paper under the close 
supervision of a humanities 
scholar. No academic credit 
should be sought for these pro-
jects. 
All applicants must ba under 
21 years of age during the entire 
calendar year in which the ap-
plication is submitted and must 
ba U.S. citizens or foreign na· 
tionals who have lived in the 
U.s. for at least 3 consecutive 
years at the time ot application. 
Students wishing mote intor· 
mation about this program may 
contact Dr. Commodore Cratt, 
division direclor for language 
and communications, Room 
3136, or call ext. 266. 
Edmund A. Bon~k, who 
teaches the gym class (MPE 
203), administered car··· 
diopulmonary resuscitation 
while waiting tor South Holland 
paramedic units to arrive. 
Bonczk received assistance 
trom oampus polico oltlcar Cor 
nellus Mondane. 
Cruz was revived and then 
transported to Ingalls Memorial 
Hospital in Harvey where he 
was pronounced dead at ap· 
proximately 12:10 p.m., accord· 
ing to a hospital spokesman. 
social and behavioral science Instructor, keeps 
at the Alumni Association's roast of DeVaughn 
(Photo by Mike Marcotte) 
And aU that jazz 
Benefit concert set by Foundation 
by Natalie Jones 
The TCC Foundatio~ will pre-
sent a jazz concert at 8 p.m. 
April 25 in the Performing Arts 
Center 10 raise funds for school 
Iinprovements and student 
scholarships. 
The featured guests will be 
world renown jazz musicians 
Art Hodes and Bunky Green, 
and the TCC jazz ensemble 
directed by Don Kramer will 
also perform. 
form al Ihe college and 
showcasing our own talent." 
Although the concert is duro 
ing spring break, Riley believes 
it will banefit the Foundation 
bacause sludents as well as the 
community willba able to al· 
tend an enjoyable evening of 
jazz. 
Tickets are priced at S15 and 
are lax deductible. Contact 
Riley at ext. 210 for further infor· 
mation. 
No hablan Ingles, amigos-solo Espanol 
Pianist Art Hodes is also an 
author and composer. His first 
jam session at Hull House in· 
cluded a kid named Benny 
Goodman. 
Saxophonist Bunky Green 
and his quartet will also ba 
featured. Green, a professor of 
mUSiC at Chicago State Univer· 
sity, is a composer, arranger 
and player for top jazz bands. 
Tomorrow is Spanish Day at 
the college when some 50 
students from seven area high 
schools and from TCC·s Span. 
ish classes will participate in a 
six..t\Our immersion program be· 
ing prepared by Jean Sedlack. 
Spanish instructor. The Grotto 
and the Language Lab areas 
will be headquarters for all ac· 
tivities. 
All . partiCipants, who have 
had al least two years of high 
school Spanish or the equiva· 
lent, will sign pledges on arrival 
to speak only Spanish during 
the enUre program. Activities 
will include Ihree classes. a 
song session, lunch and a 
recreation hour. 
The program will attempt to 
op.velo['l the ("Iarticioants' 
language skills and .cultural 
understanding by giving them a 
feeling of baing in a true 
Spanish·speaking environment. 
The cafeteria staff plans to 
have a ·Mexican chef prepare a 
special menu in honor of the 
event so that the college com· 
munlty can get into the spirit of 
Spanish DaV. 
According to AI Riley, direc· 
tor of research and planning, 
·'The Foundation committee 
feels that the jazz concert will 
ba something that everyone will 
enjoy. It is a way of gelling 
some well·known tatent to per-
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Michael Mensi 
names 'Faces' 
Out of six correct entries, 
Michael Mensl. Midlothian, was 
drawn as the winner in the "Haven't 
t seen your face somewhere 
before?" contest. 
The correct anSwers to the con-
test are: 
1. Smith Srand. lang_ & comm.; 
2. Joseph Adamek. business &. int. 
systems; 
3. Valerie WOjcik, business & inf. 
systems; 
4. James Steimle. business & info 
systems; 
5. Haven Williams, reprography 
supervisor; 
6. Charles Ledbetter, arts & hum.: 
7. Carol Rieke, phys. sci. & math; 
8. Basi! Halkides, phys. sci. & math; 
9. DeVaughn Miller, soc. & 
behavioral sciences; 
10. David JOhnson, soc. & 
behavioral sciences. 
DeVaughn Miller (right) congratulates Michael Mensi on winning the 
"Haven" I seen your face somewhere before?" contest. Mensi won two 
tickets to the Alumni Association's roast of MlI1er. 
Prison no field trip for Dwight inmates 
by Tom Whelehan 
A bus pulls up in front of a 
large. old building securely sur-
rounded by walls, electrified 
fences and barbed wire. The 
passengers are taken inside. 
Upon entering the building, 
all personal belongings such as 
1.D,'s, purses, wallets, and 
combs are confiscated. After 
being thoroughly frisked by 
guards they must pass through 
a metal detector. Finally, they 
are ushered through elec· 
tronically controlled doors 
which lock behind them with a 
permanent,soundlng slam, 
This is prison. Or at least this 
is how It was during a field trip 
to Dwight Women's Correction· 
al Center on March 22, 
DeVaughn Miller, social and 
behavioral sciences instructor, 
headed the group of 19 
students, including this 
reporter. 
On first arrival at the prison, 
one might expect to see a group 
of chain..gang prisoners break¥ average people who, unfor-
ing rocks with sledge hammers tunately, have not fared well in 
while surrounded by armed society. Many of the women at 
guards. But when we arrived, we Dwight are barely passed the 
entered a large, colorful visiting age of 18. 
room where friends and families At Dwight, the focus is more 
quietly visited with prisoners. on rehabilitation than punish-
Dwight, which currently is ment; vocation and education 
home to about 470 prisoners, have replaced correction and 
has changed dramatically over isolation. The residents manu-
the years, Prisoners are now facture uniforms for aU It-
called "residents," and instead linois mental institutions, and 
of being "locked up behind they also do the laundry for Un· 
bars" in jail cells, each resident coin College. 
has her own room in a large cot- An extension of Uncoln is 
tage. Three main cottages located at the prison where 
separate residents according to residents may take courses and 
their crimes, ranging from minor later transfer to the college 
to major offenders. Two other upon reiease. 
buildings are for solitary con· Obviously, prison life at 
finement and protective Dwight is regimented, but the 
custody. Dwight is also in the easing of the rules there over 
process of building a swimming the years has resulted in a more 
pool and a new mentai institu· relaxed atmosphere for the in· 
tion. mates. Uniforms have been 
Prisoners also seem to have replaced by street clothes, 
changed-at least our view of visitors are allowed twice a 
them has, They are not the week and residents not only 
hardened criminals shown in have the freedom of their cot· 
movies or on T.V. They're just tages, but they are also permit· 
F orums;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-==--==--= 
Face it l., 
Defacing affects all of us 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to you in hopes that you can help solve a problem 
here at Tee which affects the entire student body. 
Recently / have noticed the increase in graffiti on waf/s, in 
bathroom stalls, in elevators-anywhere one might imagine. I do 
not believe that the majority of the students here are not a/so of-
fended at the sight of the various love messages; political pleas 
and insignias scribbled wherever they go. 
With everyone complaining about the money they have to spend 
in order to attend this institution, and with the school itself 
wondering how they are going to find the funds to keep this institu-
tion going the way it has in the past, I would think that the people 
who really care about this building would help to do something to 
lessen the cost of cleaning up the destruction done by a small 
minority of people. 
I would like you to consider the amount of funds that could be 
saved every year if it were not for the fact that someone has to 
paint certain areas time and time again. Materials and labor do not 
come cheap these days. Soon J am afraid that the unnecessary l 
repeating of these jobs will be discontinued and the building will 
begin to look like one giant mural of senseless written thoughts. 
I am sure that with your help. those students who do care about 
what they are faced with daily here at Tee will begin to take action • 
to stop those few who feel compefled to mark up everything in 
sight. 
ACROSS DOWN 
1 Greek letter , Royal 
4 Protective 2 Pronoun 
ditch 3 Choose 
8 UnOMplodod 4 Shadv Ir" 
shell 5 River in 
l' Sly look Siberia 
12 Competent 6 Beverage 
t3 Greek letter 7 Girt's 
14 King _of nickname 
8ashan 8 More 
15 Hit lightly profound 
17 Great regard 9 Southwest-
'9 Scottish cap ern Indian 
2' High '0 Obstruct 
mountain " Vessels 
23 Drinks slowly 16 Cooled lava 
24 Strike 18 Gratuity 
26 Shade tree 20 Chart 
Thank you, 
Lester Warren 
Project Manager 
J.B. and Sons 
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
Answers on page ... 
55 Crippled 
SGA candidates ted to roam the prison grounds provided they have a pass. And social activities such as 
cookouts are often scheduled 
for the residents. 
28 Saucy 22 Gratified 
31 Footlike part 25 Edible seed 
33 Organ of 27 Deface 
poetic 
39 Church 
bench 
40 Base 
57 Note ot scaJe 5. Seed 
container l 
continued from page' 
AS vice-president of finance 
this year, I have gained much in-
sight into the demands of both 
the administration and the 
students. 
I firmly believe that as a 
representative of the students 
of this college, the students 
come first-they are my main 
concern. With any community 
college, a high level of apathy 
always prevails. I hope to break 
through that apathy and get the 
students to enjoy their time at 
Tee with creative programming 
and a new open response stu-
dent government as never seen 
before. 
Many times student govern· 
ment is looked upon by some 
students as just that-a body 
that governs the students as op-
posed to representing the 
students. That is why I am call-
ing for a new Student Govern· 
ment Association that is more 
organized, more responsive, 
and more open to students 
than ever before. 
Part of the hindrance of this 
"opening up" of the SGA is the 
tocation of the office. I am not 
thrilled about the current loca· 
tion of the SGA office. Many 
people cannot find the office 
because it is not represented by 
enough markings to direct 
students to the office. For this 
reason, many students see it as 
an elite organization. 
That is why, as president, I 
want your support and ideas on 
a constant basis. We cannot 
make decisions for you; we 
must make decisions with you. 
I would like your ideas now to 
prepare for next year. P1ease 
feel free to can me at any time 
at home at 849-6149, or I'm in 
the office an average of 10 
hours a day at extension 338. 
Please call me or stop me in the 
halts and give me your ideas so I 
can help you to carry them out. 
Thanks for your help, and 
remember to vote on April 16 
and 17. 
Day by Day 
Date Event Time Place 
6 Spanish Immersion Day 8 am.· 4 p.m. Grotto 
Basebalf • TCC YS. Kishwaukee 3 p.m. Home 
6-7 Tee presents: Gre8se - Tickers: $4 8p.rn. PAC 
Baseball· Tee vs. Triton Noon Home 
Ja.z.z Band Concert - Fr~ 4 p.m. PAC 
Baseball· TCC vs. Wright 1 p.m. Home 
9-10 Student Government Association presents: 
Alcohol Seminar. Monday 11 a.m.-1 p.m. LHC 
Tuesday 7p.m.--9p.m. LHA 
11 SGA Fashion ShOw 11 a.m.·1 p.m. cafeteria 
12 Baseball - TCe vs. Morton 3 p.m. Home 
13 English Achievement Day 8:30a.m.·2p.m. Rm. 3152 
13 Scutt- Cook County World Affairs 
Conference, Fee: S20 8:30a.m.-3p.m. Holiday Inn 
Als!p 
13-14 TCC prasentS: Grease· TiCkets: $4 8 p.m. PAC 
14-15 ITA Undergraduate Theatre Festival 7a,m.·10p.m. PAC 
,. Baseball, Tee vs. Moraine Noon Home 
'5 R;:I:<;'!b:tll • Tee v$.. t.ak<;< lJ:md 1 p.m. Home 
I must admit most of us were 
very inhibited by the residents, 
but I believe that this stems 
from the negative attitude and 
stereotypes we put on convicts. 
However, I believe the idea of 
convicts being outcasts from 
society is slowly disappearing. 
Hopefully, through rehabllita· 
tion, we can learn to accept 
them while they learn to adjust 
to society, 
Yet despite the changes oc· 
curring at Dwight and other 
prisons, this doesn't mean 
prison Is a great place to be, It 
is stilt a hard existence and a 
harsh memory to live with once 
a person is re1eased. Ex-
convicts lose their rights to 
vote, to hold office, and must go 
through life with a black spot on 
their reputation. 
hearing 29 Tear 
35 SpaniSh lor 30 Pedal digit 
"river" 32 Secret agent 
36 Pronoun 34 Corded ctoth 
38 C~thing 36 Pronoun 
41 Hebrew letter 37 Without end: 
42 Informed: 
colloq. 
44 Affirmative 
45 Seed 
container 
47 City in Russia 
49 Marry 
51 Forest 
54 Sesame 
560bst-ruct 
58 Attempt 
59 Entrance 
62 Inlet 
64 Preposition 
65 Native metal 
66 Possessive 
pronoun 
68 liberate 
70 Pigeon pea 
71 Epic poetry 
72 Hindu 
cymbals 
43 Sea bird 
46 Speck 
48 Illuminated 
50 Challenges 
52 Bay window 
53 Unit of force 
60 Anglo-Saxon 
money 
61 Btim 
63 Rear of ship 
67 Negative 
69 Sun god 
No, despite the changes, pris· '.0 U''''' .... "'" Sm!!iea' •. 'n, 
on is no field triP~.:..-____ ~::~::::::::::~:::~:::::~::::::~~::::::::::::::::~~ 
FOR 
ADS 
CALL 
X-336 
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Dohmeyer quits board 
Raymond Dohmeyer, vice one reason for my resignation." 
: chairman of the board of Dehmeyer said. 
trustees and chairman of the ar· The board must now appoint 
chitecturaUfinanoe committee, someone for his position. 
resigned April 12. Resumes will be accepted until 
May 1 and can be sent to the 
"The last five years have been college, according to Judi 
difficult on the board, and this Mack. public relations director. 
'T A 'assassin game 
killed by Marshall plan 
by Stephanie Tolnai . guns. and when a player is tag. 
The assassination g'J.me wo.uld allow It. Northeastern ged he would be captured. 
"TAG." sponsored by the Stu· said. they would allow a "My concern is that in a 
dent Government Association modl!led verStOn of the game. society so diverse. someone 
(SGA), will not be played in its Moraine Valley has allowed the may bend the rules and some. 
original form due to concerns ga.~e. but only by uSI~g w~nk~. one else may end up ettin 
by Robert T. Marshall. dean of I can see Mar~,hall s pOint'" hurt," Marshall said. g g 
counseling and student ac· a lot of ways, said ChriS Th ft' . d b 
tivities. Beauc~amp. ~tudent ~overn- the ~il~S T~:m~~,:~pl~~ct;';: 
The game was originally ~ent vl~e~preSldent ,of ftnance. originated in 1966 at Ohio'~ 
designed to use water pistols . My main concern IS students Oberlin College as the "Stalking 
as a way of assassinating I~terest. Nme~y-sev~n students Game." Since then several 
another game member. Mar- slgne.d up for TAG, so the stu- universities and coll~ges haVi~ 
shall was concerned about the de~t Interest ~as there. . had the game, most using ru:; 
use of pistols because they may I myself think that not uSing ber dart guns. 
be mistaken for the real thing. the sqUirt guns ta~es all the fun The game was attempted at 
He discussed alternatives with out of the .?ame, . Beauchamp the University of Florida. bllt a 
SGA members, but no decision con~mued. There I~ an element flood of mail from alumni 
has been made as of yet. of risk and danger to any llame. threatening withdrawal 01 
Some of Marshall's concerns It seems as though the phlloso· t t 'f th 
were: phy 'paralysis through analysis' mone ary suppor I. e game 
1. What is to stop "copy cats" is being used. Before the game was allowed lorced Its cance!!,· 
from getting into the action? can have a chance, a variety of ttOn. 
Would they be answerable to angles are looked into deeply to A Penn State fraternity held 
the "TAG Police?" prevent it on even a trial basis." the game with moderate suc-
"I think the game can be suc. cess and raised $66. 
2. What authority would the 
Tag Police have over non-game 
participants? 
3. Would the game interfere 
with the orderly function of 
education also being .carried on 
within our walls? 
4. Oo.es our mature society en-
courage andlor reward games 
that encourage death? 
5. What if a student or staff 
member is injured during the 
game? 
Walter Mosby, game room at-
tendant, contacted the student 
activities Offices at a tlalf dozen 
other colleges and explained 
the game in its original form, 
asking if they would allow it. A 
reply from Chicago State said 
there was no way that they 
(,:~~sfully fUU. Nuw Wt! hav~ tu A number of :Jl1hoob hu.c 
look at the alternatives and go banned the game ill~ludil1g Lit: 
from there" Mike Polk SGA University of Massachusetts, 
preSident, ~aid. • Southwest Missouri State 
Marshall said the alternatives University. Loyola of New 
still offer ways of being sneaky. Orleans, ,?regon State ·~niv(;:$i 
One of his suggestions was to tV. and Arizona State UOIverslty. 
use a tag in place of the squirt continued on page 3 
Work study program aids 
those financially strapped 
Working one's way through col· 
lege may be easier than students 
might think. The College Work· 
Study fPNSI program provides jobs 
for students seeking financial aid. 
Monet students earn from these jobs 
helps to pay for their educational ex· 
penses. 
such as federal, state. or local public 
agencies. 
Students receive payment 
monthty through the schoo/. 
Undergraduates are paid by U", hour 
while graduate students receive a 
salary. Students are paid at least the 
minimum wage. Wages usually tend 
to vary according to the type of work 
being done. Commission and fees 
are not allowed. 
Board approves microcomputer funds 
Eligibility for this program 
depends upon the students' financial 
needs and the amount of money 
available to be given. 
Upon acceptance into the pro-
gram, TCC will arrange a work 
Programs like the CWS are impor· 
tant. By allowing students to work 
their way through college, it teaches 
them responsibility, and gives them 
confidence and self·respect. 
Ptans to have tooms 3104 and 
3105 remodeled to construct a 
microcomputer lab are being 
finalized. 
The Board of Trustees in 
February approved the alloca· 
tion of $75,000 for 27 Apple II e 
microcomputers, equipment 
security. room remodeling, and 
a supervisor. 
According to Daniel T. Hayes. 
vice president of educational 
services, the Department of 
Adult Vocational and Technical 
Education will provide 50 per· 
cent of the cost of the micros, 
and laboratory fees will help 
subsidize the cost. 
Hayes plans to have 10 to 12 
cla~ses use these computers. 
Since the computers are all· 
purpose, they can be used in 
several instructional areas in-
cluding computer science, 
business, data processing, 
engineering, and technology. 
"We are increasingly seeing 
microcomputers being used in a 
variety of applications, and a lot 
of businesses are also using 
microcomputers," Hayes said. 
"So. in order to fulfill the need 
of the students here, we must 
obtain the facilities needed in 
providing them with the best 
possible opportunity available." 
Fresh air to breeze through lab 
with ventilation improvements 
A new ventilation system will 
be put in the welding lab, follow-
ing action taken at last Thurs-
day's Board of Trustees 
meeting. 
The decision to make·the im· 
provements came when Dr. 
Richard Cassidy, division direc· 
tor of engineering and 
technofogy, conducted a study 
showing poor ventilation 
through the welding lab. 
When these Improvements 
are made, students will be work· 
Ing in a cleaner, healthier en· 
vironment. 
The improvements will con· 
slst of a new ventilation system, 
including smoke eaters to keep 
air circulating. The new system 
will conserve energy and keep 
the environment clean. 
Improvements should be 
completed by early summer. 
career Skills Center person-
nel ptan to use the welding tab 
to train district residents, in-
cluding high school students. 
Revenues charged lor these 
training sessions will help pay 
for the cost 01 improvements in 
the welding lab. 
Courses that will be offered schedule for students. Working 
in the fall using the new micros hourswillbegivenaccordingtothe 
are Computer Science 105, 111, students'classscheduiesacademic 
121 and Business 190. Hayes progress, and health. 
said courses in data process· Jobs given to students are for 
ing, engineering, and tech nolo- public or private non-profit organiza· 
gy should eventually use the tions,eitheronoroffcampus.Jobs 
rm_i.;:.cr_o_s_. 7.,-__ ..,._,... ___ mu_s_t _al_SO--,be in the DubUc interest 
There is no deadline for CWS ap-
plications. but the sooner students 
apply the greater their chances for 
acceptance into the program. 
For more information contact the 
financial aid office. 
-----::= 
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Nurse assistant course OKs 37 
'Thirty.seven students com· 
pleted the Nurse Assistant 
Training Program on March 16 
and were awarded certificates 
Irom the Illinois Department of 
Public Health. 
Those completing the pro-
gram are: Sarah Contreras, Blue 
Island; Maria Nelson, Wayne 
Saccomando, Calumet City; 
Marianne Nystrom,- Chicago 
Heights; Teresa Lee Bushno, 
Crete; and ·Jessle Herron, Zell 
Martin, Lavencia Scott, Dix-
moor. 
Also, Deborah Adams, Rene 
Blevins, Roberta Lawrence, 
Dolton; Maria Ortiz, East Hazel 
Crest; Carolyn Banks, Benita 
Crisler, Trinelle Dennard, 
Lavette Floyd, Geraldine 
Franklin, Carolyn Jackson, 
Angela Mack, Tammye McDon .. 
aid, Sheila Pruitt, Tonia Rich-
mond, Sadie Thompson, Arlene 
White, and Wanda Willis, 
Harvey. 
Others include Vivian Gill, 
Hallie Howard. Linda Turner, 
Sherron Wallace, Markham; 
laura Krause, Patricia 
Monahan, Midlothian; Gloria 
Wilkie, Oak Forest; Donald 
Williams, Phoenix; Cynthia 
Jackson, Riverdale; Karyl Van 
Drunen, South Holland; 
Suzanne Horn, Thornton; and 
Linda Washington, New York 
City, N.Y. 
Temporary student jobs available 
Thecounseling department will be 
employing students to work as stu· 
dentleaders during orientation, 
assessment. and registratiOn sessions 
this summer. Students will be work-
ing under the supervision 01 the 
counseling staff. The weeks of 0rien-
tation will be: June 18 through June 
21; June 25 through J.une 28; July 
2 through July 5; and July 23 
through July 26, 1984. 
Applicants must be returning 
'TAG' killed 
continued from page 1 
students for the 1984 fall semester 
and have at least a "c" average. In-
terested students should pick up a 
job description and complete an ap-
plication lor student leader. The job 
descriptions and applications are 
available in the counseling center, 
Room 2119. 
Return the oompIeted applications 
to the counseling center. The 
deadline for submitting applications 
is April 30. 
students were using imitation 
M-16 rifles complete with 
scopes. The student was 
hospitalized in critical condi· 
tion but later recovered from the 
wound. 
Final exam schedule 
Any student failinll ~o r~port .for an .exa":!ination at the scheduled time must first report to the 
Director of the DIVISIon In whIch the exam was scheduled or the Office of Educational Services 
Room 2130. Provisions for possible make·up will be made on an individual basis. In most cases ther~ 
WIll be a $5 charge for takmg an examination at an unscheduled time. 
~::e~~~!i.ons will be. administered in 'h~ r'>Om in which the class normally meets unless informed 
Examinations for courses normally meeting for m';;:e than one period each day will be given at the 
tIme correspondmg to the first period in which the course meets. 
Time Period Day Date Time 
in which C,ass 01 of 
class begins' Meets Exam Exam 
9:00-9:55 T; Th; T·Th; T·Th-F Mon., May 21 8:00·10:00 
11:00-11:55 M; M·W; M·W·F; M·Th; Mon., May 21 10:15·12:15 
M-F;W·F; F 
1:00-1:55 M; M-W; M-W-F; M·Th; Mon., May 2·1 1:0D-3:oo 
M·F;W.F; F 
4:00-4:55 M; M·W; M-W·F; M·Th; Mon., May 21 3:15·5:15 
M·F;W-F;F 
8:00-8:55 T; Th; T-Th; T·Th·F Tues., May 22 8:00-10:00 
10:00-10:55 M; M·W; M·W·F; M·Th; Tues., May 22 10:15·12:15 
M-F;W·F;F 
12:00-12:55 T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Tues., May. 22 1:00-3:00 
2:00-2:55 T; Th; T·Th; T·Th-F Tues., May 22 3:15·5:15 
9:00-9:55 M; M·W; M-W-F; M·Th; Wed., May 23 8:00-10:00 
M-F;W-F; F 
11:00-11:55 T; Th; T·Th; T·Th-F Wed., May 23 10:15-12:15 
12:00·12:55 M; M-W; M-W-F; M-Th; Wed., May 23 1:00-3:00 
M·F;W-F;F 
2:00-2:55 M; M-W; M-W-F; M·Th; Wed., May 23 3:15-5:15 
M·F;W·F;F 
8:00-8:55 M; M·W; M-W-F; M-Th; Thurs., May 24 8:00-10:00 
M·F;W·F; F 
10:00-10:55 T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Thurs., May 24 10:15-12:15 
1:00-1:55 T; Th; T-Th; T-Th-F Thurs., May 24 1:00-3:00 
4:00-4:55 T; Th; T-Th; T-Th·F Thurs., May 24 3:15-5:15 
Grading Day Friday, May 25 
5:00-6:00 Classes test at same lime and day as scheduled throughout semester. 
EVENING AND SATURDAy CLASSES 
One incident at California 
State University in Long Beach 
resulted in a student being 
hospitalized for a gun shot 
wuunel. Ac.a;uuJiIlY tu uHicial 
ieports, the student was shot by 
·a campus police officer while 
on night patrol who believed the 
student's gun was real. The 
pOliceman was unaware the 
game was being played and 
"I think thoro io 1000 poooibio 
chance 01 a faufl in the game 
because this is a community 
college. The students are 
responsible and if given a Saturday - exam on May 19, Monday - exam on May 21, Tuesday - exam on May 22 Wednesday 
chance, could prove it," -exam on May 23, Thursday - exam on May 24 
Beauchamp said. 
Professor's sweet deal goes sour 
Tempe, AZ (CPS)-An Arl.zona 
State University nutrition pro-
fessor who has publicly criti-
cized the safety of the new ar-
tificial sweetener "NutraSweet" 
,. is fighting off an attack on his 
own credibility aller it was 
discovered he purchased stock 
in the drug company that 
manufactures the sweetener. 
ASU Professor Woodrow 
Monte has admitted he pur-
chased "Put" options in Searle 
Pharmaceuticals in anticipation 
of the stock price going down, 
prior to the airing of several 
CBS television reports on the 
safety hazards of the new food 
additive the drug company 
manufactures. 
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Monte, who has done re-
search indicating the sweetener 
may decompose into harmful 
chemicals under certain cir-
cumstances, was one of the 
main critics of the new 
drug-generically known as 
aspartame-on the CBS pro-
grams. 
Monte told the ASU student 
newspaper, The State Press, 
that he bought options on 
Searle stock several weeks 
before the program was broad· 
cast in January anticipating the 
stock would lose value after the 
broadcast. 
As It turns out, however, the 
Searle stock never plummeted 
the way Monte had speculated 
when he bought the options. 
Had the stock price dropped 
drastically, Monte would have 
made a handsome return on his 
$1,994 investment. 
Alumni Association director Judi Mack (teU) presenls two tickels 
10 Ihe Association'_ May 11 dinner-dance to Jackie Fulier, winner 
of the "Great Scott Oscar Conle_t." (Photo by Mike Marcotte, 
Scott picks Oscars, 6-for-6 
continued on page 10 
Jackie Fuller of financial aid lest" and won two tickets to the 
~as chosen as the lucky winner Alumni Association dinner· 
In the "Great Scott Oscar Con- dance May 11· at Cavallini's In Day by Day Midlothian. 
. And although he doesn't win 
Date Event Time Place a prize. Courier fUm critic Mike :::-:=--=::=:::::-~::--:---::--:----.!~~---..!:!! SCOII predicted the winners in 
20 Good Friday· No Classes, COllege c;loaed all six major categories. 
21 Baseball· TCC VI. College of DuPage Noon 
2C).29 Spring Recess • No Classes, C01lege 
offlcas open 
28 seminar· Modem Teenager. $10 
8a.m.-5p.m. 
9:30am-1:30pm 
1 p.m. 29 Baseball· TCC ¥s. Kankakee 
May 
1 
2·18 
2 
10 
10 
11 
Cost COntrol (CSC) for small business· $45 
TCC Slu.denl Art Exhibit 
CurrenllnYes~t Opportunities· Free 7 • 9 p.m. 
Alumni AssodaIIon Board of Directors Meeting 7 p.m. 
eo- ManaOement !at Women. 3 ......... $10 7· 9 p. ... 
Board of Truslees Meating 8 p.rn. 
AI~ Assoc:iation Olnner-Dance 
S20 per COUple,'$12.50 per person 7 p.m. 
11 ReaderS' Theatre • Free 8 p.m. 
12 'Choral COncen· Free 8 p.m. 
13 Symphonic Band Conc:ert • Free 4 p.m. 
",' 18· .. ·· 'CI1onIi_-FeaIlning SWingtConcen ChoI1s . 
and Madrigal Slngeos - Free 
18 
19 21-25 
26 
28 
last Day of Scheduled Classes 
FInal ~. Sa1urday CI ..... 
Final Exam Week 
SludBnt Govwnrnent AssociaUon Annuat Picnic 
~ Day HOItday • cOllege ClOsed 
8 p.rn. 
Home 
Am. 2109 
Home 
Rm.2109 
Gallery 4141 
Am. 3149 
Rm.2121 
Am. 4128 
Rm.2121 
Cavallinj's 
PAC 
PAC 
PAC 
PAC 
campus organizations are welcome to submit meeung dates and times as well as 
news of other events lathe Courier. Oav bv Day. Room 2118. 
CLASSIFIED 
FREE TO STUDENTS! 
COmputerized financial aid finder. 
Write today. 
Classmate-D, 2524 Walnut 
Waukegan, IL 60087 
Puzzle Answer 
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ASSERTS EEL E R, 
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UTE Y A R N S YET 
S t R E Y ALE N I 
ERRORS PO .. I T E 
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Stockley and players revive the '50s in 'tough' Grease shows 
by Natalie Jones 
For the past two weekends, 
Grease was the word, and 
"Neato" described the show in 
the Performing Arts Center. 
Ciirector Travis L Stockley 
can definitely classify Grease 
as one of his "nifty" plays. He 
transformed the audience from 
Flashdance T·shirts and sporty 
Fieros to the (jays of white bob-
by soCks and red convertible 
Chevys. 
Joe Savino (Danny) and Laura 
Walsh (Sandy) were quite con-
vincing in their portrayal of two 
Rydell High School students 
faced with the familiar teen pro-
blem of trying to impress 
friends. 
At the end of the play, Sandy 
changes from the innocent 
school girl to a seductive "lady" 
who actually sends Danny Inlo 
chills. Sandy's change could 
have been a litUe bit more 
noticeable; however, this trait 
can be overlooked considering 
the exceptional performance of 
both Savino and Walsh_ 
Although the cast experienc· 
ed some expected opening 
night jitters, their dancing and 
singing overplayed any mere 
technicalities. Choreographer 
Camille Bliznlah should be com-
mended for her success in tak· 
inglhe audience back to the 
days of be· bop. 
Other honorable mentions in 
the play were Misty Whiting 
(Frenchie), and Terrence Baker 
(Eugene). Both actors showed 
the audience someone in every 
crowd is "totally far-au!!" 
All in all, Grease was an ex-
cellent production. It was fun, 
and I thinldt was one olthe best 
plays I've seen here. 
Moscow lacks humor 
•. i 
by Michael Scott 
Once in a great white, there 
will be a film released which 
leaves one with an appreciation 
of being alive and to live life to 
its fullest. Moscow on the Hud-
son is one of those movies. As a 
comedy though, it tends to drag 
a little in spots. 
Moscow 
on the Hudson 
**Y2 
The movie stars Robin 
Williams as Vladimir Ivanoff, a 
Russian saxophonist. He plays 
in a small, traveling circus band. 
Williams' Russian accent is 
right on key; there were times 
when I totally forgot that this 
was Robin Williams-stand up 
comic. 
Bloomingdale's out of just 
about every brand name of blue 
jeans imaginable. 
By the last day of his trip, 
Vladimir starts to really ap-
preciate the idea of freedom. 
It's in Bloomingdale's that he 
decides to defect from his 
native country. One of the 
store's security guards takes 
Vladimir into his home in 
Harlem. 
AI first, it's hard lor Vladimir 
to adjust to the United States. 
He's overwhelmed to be living In 
the land of freedom, but he still 
yearns to be with his family. 
Through various part-time 
jobs (at McDonalds and as an 
airport chauller). Vladimir is 
able to \lve on his own making 
his way in the land of opportuni-
ty. 
When Vladimir and his com-
rades take a Irip to New York, 
they can hardly believe their 
eyes_ They end up buying 
While the movie has some 
pretty funny scenes, II's not 
quite enough to save the entire 
film. The real culprit here is Ihe 
script; it's just too low on 
laughs. 
Governors State University 
2 
STEP 1 
Begin at your local community college 
by Obtaining an associate's degree. 
STEP 2 
Come to Governors State University 
to complete yOUl bachelor's degree. 
Governors State is the only upper division (junior, senior and 
master levels) university in northern Illinois, founded to serve 
persons with the equivalenl of two or more years of college 
credil. 
Degree programs are offered in the Arts and SCiences, 
Business and Public Administration, the Health Sciences 
and Professions, Education and Psychology_ 
Easily accessible from the Loop or Kankakee, . .from the In-
diana border or Joliet and western suburbs •.. and beyond. 
JAMES SOKOLINSKI. GSU ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR and JUDY GUSTAWSON, COLLEGE Of BUSINESS 
ANil PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION WILL BE ON CAMPUS THURSDAY, MAY 10, 1984 
from 10 AM - 1 PM and 5 - 7 PM_ PLEASE CONTACT COUNSELORS' OFFlCE FOR LOCATION 
An AtlirmalJlItJ Action University 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS DEPT. 2S 
Govemors Siale University Park Forest South. Il 60466. Telephone (312) 534-5000. Ext. 2518 
Work study 
funds hiked 
Washington (SPS)-The College 
\/\lark Study program will receive 
more than a 50 percent increase in 
funds under President Reagan's pr<T 
posed budget, but Cooperative 
Education programs will be 
eliminated ""tlrely. 
The Increase in ONS would allow 
some 1.2 million students to take 
part In the program which offers 
them Ihe opportunity to work on 
campus to pay for part of their 
educational expenses. Currently, 
there are about 870,000 students 
taking part In the program. The 
ONS budget would be Increased by 
aboul53 percent, boosting its fund-
ing levels from $555 million to $850 
million under Ihe administration's 
proposed budget. 
Federal funding lor Cooperative 
Education programs, however, 
would be cut off completely under 
the 1985 budget. In fiscal 1984 the 
government provided $14.4 million 
to the program which provides 
students at about 1,000 colleges 
with jobs related 10 their educations. 
South Holland Jaycees 
present 
3rd Annual Miss Woodenshoe Contest 
Prizes include: 
$2.000 in U.S. Savings Bonds 
Dinners - Trophies - Piaques 
and much mOre 
Contestant eligibility requirements: 
1. Single women between the ages of 18 and 25 on 
June 2, 1984. 
2. Residents 01 South Holland or students attending 
Thornton Community College or ar.y South Holland 
high school. 
3. Submil a recent 2" by 2" black & white i'"otograph. 
4. $10 entry fee. 
Name _________ . __ . __ . ___________ _ 
Address _________ _ 
Phone ____________ Date of birth 
Include S10 and photograph. 
Mail ent'y form to South Holland Jaycees 
P. O. Box 75 
South Holland, II. 60473 
Deadli;te for entries is 5 p.m. May 8. 1984. 
No talent or swimsuit competition is involved. Winner will 
be announced at the Woodenshoe Festival June 2, 1984. 
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, In search of . .. 
s reasonable cause' in 
former dean's discrimination case 
Former dean of counseling 
Ruben ROdriguez appears to 
have won the first round In his 
dispute with the college over his 
dismissal In 1983. 
Last May, Rodriguez flied a 
complaint with the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Com-
mission (EEOC) charging the col· 
lege failed to renew his contract 
based on ethnic discrimination 
and his support of a co-worker 
who had bean discharged. 
The EEOC Issued a deter· 
mlnatlon April 17 saying that 
"there Is reasonable cause to 
believe that the allegation of 
retaliation and discharge Is 
true." 
The commission's statement 
also Indlceted that the "record 
of evidence demonstrates that 
of the four deans who were 
recOmmended for reappoint· 
ment for the 1983-1984 fiscal 
year, Charging party (ROdrl. 
guez) was the only Hispanic 
(Mexican-American) who was 
recommended and denied." 
Zuccarelli added that he 
thought the problem could have 
bean avoided II former Vice-
president of Education Dr. 
Wayne Willard had done his job. 
"We should have terminated 
from the top down or near the 
top," Zuccarelli said, "Instead 
of where we did." 
Dorothy Smith, former trustes 
who was on the board at the 
time of ROdriguez' dismissal, 
disagreed with Zuccarelli say· 
lng, "Anyone with any mind at 
all would realize he did not 
deserve termination." 
Smith Is also concerned that 
this case could lead to future 
litigation by other discharged 
employees. "This may open up 
a whole new territory for others 
who might have felt discrim-
Inated against," Smith said. 
Ruben RodrIguez 
to Indicate a link between Fink 
and the alleged Improprieties. 
Fink continued his duties as 
women's basketball coach and 
Instructor In the division of 
physical science and mathe-
matics. 
Presidential selection nears According to EEOC pro· cedure, the two parties are en-
couraged to Join with the c0m-
mission In a "collective effort 
toward a just resolution of the 
matter." If the matter stili can-
not be resolved, the commls· 
slon then sends It to the U.S. 
Justice Department where the 
case will be reviewed and a 
decision will be made on pursu-
Ing further legal action. 
ROdriguez was recommended 
for reappointment by his super· 
visor, Wlliard, and was on the In-
Itial list of teacher and super· 
visor reappOintments at the 
March 3, 1983 board of trustees 
meeting. However, following a 
meeting In executive session 01 
the board, ROdriguez' name was 
scratched lrom the list. 
In the fall of 1981, Rodriguez 
hired Janet Napoli to fill the 
positions of athletic director, In· 
tramural director, and gym 
supervisor. Upon Napoli's 
employment, Rodriguez says he 
made her aware of his dlscov· 
erles and Instructed her to 
document any problems or In· 
stances of fund misuse. 
Their findings were brought 
to the attention of Anderson, 
and an Investigation Into the 
Issue followed, although It was 
later dropped. 
The search Is conllnulng for a 
new college president. 
The position Is opened due to 
the retirement of current Presl· 
dent Nathan A. lvey next month. 
The Presldenllal Search C0m-
mittee hes been meellng for 
four months and Is headed by 
Charles Ledbetter, arts and 
humanities Instructor. Accor-
ding to Ledbetter, the commit· 
tee received 66 resumes. ThIrty· 
three applicants met all qualifi-
cations of an earned doctorate 
from an accredited Institution, 
evldance 01 some successful 
teaching experlance at the post· 
secondary level, and at least 
three years of full·tlme ad-
ministrative experience In 
higher educetlOn. 
Ledbetter said, "Of the 33 
who met all the. quallflcallons, 
we trimmed the number to 
eight. Of the lour we recOmmed· 
ed to the board, two have been 
chosen for site visitation at 
their respective colleges." 
The board Is expected to 
make final decision at Its July 
board meeting. 
Assisting on the committee 
are Fred Hanzelln, division· 
director, arts and humanities, 
Daniel T. Hayes, vice preSident, 
educational services, Claudia 
McClain, GED Instructor, com-
munity services, Shirley Faso, 
student trustes, Nancy Weid-
mann, president's secretary, 
and Commodore Craft, division 
director, language and com-
munications. 
Thres teachers also serving 
on the committee are edith Lab-
ad, language and communlca· 
tlons, James Abbott, physical 
science and mathematlca, and 
Frank Stanlcek, behevloral and 
social sciences. 
According to ROdriguez' at· 
torney, Jerry Lambert, a high-
placed govemment official has 
already contacted the Justice 
Department In behalf of ROdrl· 
guez urging the Department to 
pursue the case against Tee. 
Aaked If he stili beHeved 
ROdriguez' dlmlssal was proper 
In light of the EEOC's deter· 
mlnatlon, Trustee Frank Zuc-
:&relll said, "In my heart and 
mind, I know what the board did 
was correct, and If the matter 
came up again today, I would 
vote the same way." 
The board took this action 
despite a February 17, 1983 let· 
ter from Board Attorney John H. 
Hager to Board Chairman Rob-
ert Anderson cautioning the 
trustees "to ensure that some 
objective non·dlscrlmlnatory 
reason exists for their termlna· 
tlon (supported by proof) and 
that the reason has been com-
municated to the employee In a 
wey that shows that It Is not a 
pretext for a discriminatory ter· 
mlnatlon." 
Shortty after ROdriguez was 
tJred In June,l981, he claims he 
discovered evidence Indicating 
Illegal use of funds within the 
athletic department. He said he 
brought his findings to the at· 
tentlon of his superiors on 
several occaslons with the only 
result being the resignation of 
then athletic director William 
Fink, although thare was no proof 
Napoli's position was reclas-
sified Into two positions by the 
board In July, 1982. Napoli ap-
plied for both poSitions, but the 
board selected two other can-
didates. Napoli subsequently 
flied a complaint with the EEOC 
charging sex discrimination. 
That case Is stili pending. 
At a support staff hearing on 
Napoli's dismissal, Rodriguez 
gave testimony on her behalf. It 
was this testimony that was 
part of the reason lor his dis· 
missal, according to Rodriguez. 
Tee President Dr. Nathan A. 
Ivey Indicated college officials 
have bean advised not to com-
ment on the Napoli or Rodriguez 
cases. Hager was unavailable 
for comment. 
Courier survey reveals student attitudes on alcohol, drugs, sex 
by Doug Cantlon 
Two-thirds of TCC students 
agree there Is nothing wrong 
with premarital sex, according 
to a CourIer survey on student 
attitudes on sex, alcohol and 
drug use. 
On the Issue of abortion, 
neerly 58 percent agree that It Is 
a woman's right while 47 per· 
cent believe abortion Is murder. 
students In randomly selected number of American young pee- mixture of ethnic groups thet 
classes. Of those responding, pie are Involved to some degree traditionally have alcohol as 
59 percent were male and 41 In illicit drug use." part of their life-styles." 
percent female. Ages of the The Courier survey also show· Approximately seven out of 
group ranged from 17 to 51 with ed that 95 percent of the 10 surveyed believe educational 
.-_________ --. the average age 22.3 years and students have tried alcohol with programs on alcohol and drug 
the median age 19.6. 66 p&rclint taking their first abuse would be helpful at Tee. 
". • .roughly half of 
the students say they 
use marijuana • •• " 
''This attitude coincides with I _________ ..-J 
the behavior of most college 
Student use of drugs at TCC drink between the ages of 10 "We have offered an elective 
also seems Close to the norms. and 18 while another eight per· course on substance abuse for 
The University 01 Michigan's an- cent say they tried alcohol prior those Interested," Page said, 
nual survey of high school to age 10. ''This Is In keeping "and If students make thalr 
seniors shows that six out of 10 with the trend that more wlshas known, we could cer. 
have tried marijuana, but Only children are drinking at an talnly Investigate putting on students," said Unn Tyrrell, In-
structor of human sexuality. 
"There Is usually little personal 
conIllct on this quesllon." 
However, more than 63 per· 
cent disagres with the state-
ment that there are occasions 
In which an extramarital affair 
Is appropriate. "Most people 
and religIOns would answer In a 
, .. similar· mannar,~~ TyrreIL,sakI,. 
"and yet, 60 percenl· of all men 
and 40 percent of all women will 
have at least one extramarital 
affair during their "vas. Since 
attltuqes and behavior do not 
coincide 11\ an extramarital af· 
fair, personal conflict frequently 
results." 
''This stems from the way the 29 percent used II frequently In .-_________ --, workshops or seminars as a 
question or statement may be 1982. At Tee, roughly half olthe supplementto the course." 
phrased," Tyrrell noted. ''The students. say they use marl· ".. .68 percent have "Apparently, there Is a need 
phrasing frequently affects juana with 28 percent using It taken first drink bet. for an on-golng resource person 
responses on this Issue since It on an occasional or dally basis. or center where students could 
Is primarily an emotional mat· fouTndhe dMeclcllnh.lgas ~n sutherveusesY" haaOf ween the ages of 10 go for help," Mccaleb added, 
tar. Notice ·that both Pro-Ufe and 16 ••• " "and It could be funded by st ... 
and Pro-Choice groups try to many illICit drugs. "A serious 1 ____________ , dentgovernmentancllorthecol· 
capitalize on this phenom. recession," observes Or. Lloyd lege." 
enon-look at their titles- Johnston, director of the earlier age," said Maurice Page, "In my opinion, the results of 
wooWho"Ss agforalnsmtu!!.~er·· ·oorr···ch,acl'kice1of ,~t~!Png·~Iri'!.f!Ul·uencqY·e·~haaon···· .. youJtsth.9I!In . SOCIolOQl! Instructor. . . this. survey ... areJairly .reflectlve 
..... """"u; James Mccaleb, an Instruc- of students In general," ststed 
freedom?" Johnston cautioned that It Is tor In substance abuse, adds, Page, "and It (drug and alcohol 
Tyrrell alSO Indicated that, ·Important to "put the goOd "Basically, these figures In- abuse) Is not uniquely a Tee 
overall, responses to the survey news In perspective. While It's dlcate how socially acceptable problem. However, It would sug· 
questions on sex were very true that there has been a alCOhol Is as compared to gest we need to form some type 
close 10 nallonal trends. decllrie or leveling for virtually' drugs. of coalition of. students, staff, 
The survey genersted more all types of used drugs, II Is stili "Andonthesouthslde,"Mc- ·faculty and parenls to take a 
than 300 responses from the case that an exceptional caleb continued, ""'e have a closer look at these findings." 
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Papa Bulldog bids farewell, heads fo-r the Lonestar State 
by Stephanie Tolnal 
"Most people don't realize 
that today's college president 
has very little influence in the 
decisions that are made. Yet, 
whenever there is a complaint, 
the buck stops here,'· Dr. 
Nathan A. Ivey, TCC president 
said_ -
After I I years as preSident, 
Ivey will leave TCC on July I, 
passing the torch to his yet to 
be named successor. Along 
with his wife Dorothy, he will 
take up residence in his home 
state of Texas, where he will 
teach Economics at the Univer-
sity of Texas, Arlington. 
"I'm not complaining,'· lvey 
emphasized. "('ve enjoyed the 
work; it comes with the job. I! I 
didn't. I wouldn't have stayed. I 
have had other opportunities 
before to go back to teaching or 
take other positions, but I didn't." 
Ivey explained that the job 
has little prestige, long hours 
and can be very stressful at 
times. "I'm glad I made the deci-
sion to phase out as president 
after 21 years. A person Is not 
wise to stay In a stressful situa-
tion too long_ A lot of stress 
ultimately leads to poor 
health," he said. 
Ivey's career plans were to 
teach for 30 years and to Serve 
as president for 20 years at 
various community colleges. 
After 21 years in presidency 
positions, he is returning to the 
classroom at age 56 to fulfill the 
other half of his goal. 
Ivey and his wife will live in 
Duncanville, Texas, a suburb of 
the Dallas-Fort Worth area 
"One of my daughters and her 
husband line in Duncanville, 
with my 14 month-old grandson, 
Nathan. He (my grandson) is 
ForunnI-------
Last words 
Dear Ed/tor: 
Throughout Iffa (we all) ~Mer 
situations Ihlt give us • S8IIM of dlrec-
lion. , IHI ,,,., my two ftlllts at Thomton 
Community CoI~ have been 8n oppor-
tune eltplH'lfJtlCfl. 
A coI~ can do many things lor many 
people. nos a", maner 01 Interaction be-
tween ,fie sludent .8nd lhe InsUtution. 
Ofte" I trave .ncoun~d studentS who 
1.,1 10 urlllzfI file educational as WflII IS 
the .rtra-cutricul.r ectlv/"es ,,,., Thom-
ton "as to 0"«', 
I hIve .1$0 tound "'at InteNet/on with 
flcul", m.m~rs can ma". 8 dlf· 
letenee-sucIt 'acuity members 8. Mr. 
Hafer_ rna" of admln/ons. Worlc'ng In 
lIdmiss/Dn$. , have noticed how htt helps 
students In 8 "ariety of WI,S. Mr. Hafer 
shows campus/on and understanding 
whe" It comes ro .rudfmts' RINd$. If he is 
--. So. my '-/low studenl$, rttoH 01 you 
who Uy. "TCC has rtOthlng to oft., ... you 
"''''''''.wm bfIgun to apply yourselves. 
SInt:er61y. 
N.tIJ'JeR.JOtIe$ 
Dea, Editor: 
The Social Work Club would /lief! to 
thank alllhe students, faculty. and staff 
whO contributed in ."'1 way 10 our "All 
Around The House" drive and lund-
fIIi:rlng ~fforts for lhe South Suburban 
Family Shelter. Th,nks 10 your $Upport. 
we were able 10 present Ihe shelter not 
only with houstmold items. but also a 
ush donation of S3OO. Thanks al$O goes 
to Student Go~rnment with whose help 
we w/ll be able to have II club luncheon to 
teCognlze all the efforts put IOfth by our 
hard worfflng members. It has been a 
great year. Thanks again 10 all who 
helped in any way. 
S/ncetWly. 
calOl GalZa. president 
DNrFrlends. 
Everything has lIs own "me. To violate 
,he Inevitability 01 those rhythms HIWS 
no purpose and can actually do SO",. 
harm. Both 01 us have Iftmed much and 
tIfI/O~ grHtly our ,.alS .s feIICMrs ., 
Tlromton Community Coli •• TM IrlemJ. 
$hIps we have shared with many 01 you 
will nlmaln with us always. To .U those 
1Itudents, faculty, Mlmln/stnJlOrS lind 
."," thet .,.. hllllfl been a$SocI,ted wIth 
all Ihe" reel'S • .." say thanks. and good 
lucie. W. will miss you greBtly. 
:smc.,.ty, 
DeVaughn MIII81' 
and G. C; Schellhorn 
one main reaSon for my wife 
and I moving back to Texas," he 
said. "Also, my son lives in 
Dallas, so I'll be close to most 
of my family with the exception 
of my other daughter in New 
York." 
Another reason why Ivey 
chose the University of Texas is 
because he wanted to 
"associate with students on the 
graduate level." He will be 
senior professor in economics 
and will assist with the center 
for economic education_ "The 
purpose of the center is to 
prepare individuals to teach 
economics at the high school 
level," Ivey said. He had two 
other job offers in Texas; one at 
a community college and 
another at a private school. 
lvey received his doctor of 
education in administration ot 
higher education in 1963 from 
Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, his master of business 
administration In economics in 
1957 from Texas Tech Universi-
ty, Lubbock, and his bachelor of 
science in economics in 1948 
from Hardin-5immons Universi-
ty, Abilene, Texas_ 
ACROSS implement 
1 Danger 2 Teutonic 
6 Part of step deity 
11 Moc;k 3 Tear 
12 Wears away 4 Unemployed 
14 Preposition 5 Inclines 
15 Unadorned 6 RestOration 
17 Fiber plant 7 Negative 
18 Perform prefix 
20 Go in 8 Soak up 
22 Youngster 9 Redact 
23 Unit of Itafian 10 Self to 
currency 
25 Drain 
27 French 
pronoun 
28 Strikes 
30 Swiftly 
consumer 
11 Watth faces 
13 Gloomily 
16 Roman road 
19 Character· 
islic 
Ivey was founding president 
at two of the four colleges that 
he was president at, John A. 
Logan College, Carterville, il-
linois, 1968-1973, and 
Southwestern Michigan Col-
lege, Dowagiac, Michigan, 
1965-1968 
"We had to start from scratch 
and it was a lot 01 work, but it 
was fun," he said. "II was also 
nice. though, to come to a col· 
lege that was well established 
like TCC. I think the experience 
I've gained in both has made me 
well-rounded." 
Ivey praised the college's 
teachers. ''The facully here is 
excellent, and the college has 
developed a fine reputation 
state-wide," he said. 
ttWl'( photos ~ M/I(~ Marcot,., 
There have been Im-
provements at the college dur-
ing Ivey's presidency_ 
"However, I never think of what I 
have accomplished on an In-
dividual basls_ Any changes 
that were made were because 
of team effort, and that Is very 
Important," he said. 
During his term, the career 
education program has been ex-
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
32 Country of 
ASia 
21 Remunerate 36 Slurs Columbus's 
ships 
34 Tardy 
35 Trainor 
attendants 
38 Bread 
ingredient 
41 Man's 
nickname 
42 Sweetheart: 
arch. 
44 Wild plum 
45 Plunge 
41 YeUowi$h 
organic 
subs1ance 
49 Transgress 
50 Mine 
entrance 
52 Nerve 
networks 
54 Army officer: 
abbr. 
55 Part of eye 
51 Habituates 
59 Shoulder 
covering 
60Seo-aped 
together 
DOWN 
1 Writing 
24 A month 37 Comfort 
26 Ceremonies 39 Dirtied 
29 More ralional 40 Temporary 
31 Transactions shelters 
33 Denoting 43 Potassium 
number nitrate 
35 Oe1ecling 46 Substance 
device 48 One of 
51 Aunt in 
Madrid 
S30Mngbtrd 
56 Compass 
point . 
58 Noleof 
sca'. 
panded. A significant number of 
programs were added or extend-
ed, such as the data processing 
program, the chemical tech pro-
gram, the pharmacy tech pro-
gram and the chemical tech pro-
gram. 
"When I became preSident, 
the administration was in a tur-
moil. A number of people had 
been discharged. I believe the 
administration now has stabili-
ty. We have a fine administra-
tive staff," Ivey said. 
Third, construction of phase 
II was completed, butlvey again 
noted that it was a "team 
effort." The western hal! of the 
building was completed in 1976. 
"Community relations have 
also been improved. The ad-
ministration has been involved 
in a number of organizations in 
North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools since 
1972. 
"The most significant 
organization has been the 
South Suburban Chamber of 
Commerce. They have done a 
great deal for the college. One 
example is that they have 
cooperated with us in setting up 
seminars and workshop 
courses. In turn, we have done a 
lot for them," Ivey said. 
Lastly, Ivey has in 1980, ex-
tended TCC's accredialion by 
the North Central Colleges 
Association of Community 
Schools, which in the past was 
extended to at most five years. 
Ivey has received many 
awards and honors for his ac-
complishments. In 1983, he 
received the Outstanding 
"I've enjoyed the work; it 
comes with the job. If I didn't, I 
wouldn't have stayed." 
"It was also nice, though, to 
come to a college that was 
well established like TCC." 
the business and industrial 
areas of the community. This is 
very Important to a community 
college, and many of the local 
businessmen serve on commit· 
tees at the college," Ivey said. 
lvey himself has been very ac-
tive In organizations_ He is a 
'member of Phi Delta Kappa, a 
professional education 
fraternity; member and past 
president (1975-1976), Harvey 
Rotary Club; member of the 
Board of Directors and Second 
Vice Pnesident (1982), South 
Suburban Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry; member of 
the advisory committee, State 
Universities Retirement System, 
1981 to present; past chairman, 
illinois Council of Public Com-
munity College PreSidents; a 
former member of the board of 
directors, Harvey Memorial 
YMCA, the American Cancer 
Society and the Community and 
Economic DevelOPment 
Association ot Cook County 
Inc., and a consultant-evaluator, 
Nathan A. Ivey 
Citizen Award by the South 
Suburban Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry; he was 
selected as a partiCipant in the 
Advanced Leadership Program, 
June 1982, Harvard University, 
American Association of Com-
munity and Junior Colleges; 
selected as a participant in the 
1981 Presidents Forum, July 
1981, American Association 01 
Community and Junior Col-
leges; Kellog Foundation 
Fellowship in Community Col-
lege Administration; Who's 
Who In American Universities 
and Colleges; and the Outstan-
ding Young Man, 1957, Odessa 
Junior Chamber of Commerce, 
Odessa, Texas_ 
Ivey also noted that he has 
seen a change in student s' at-
titudes over the years. -One 
reason I have stayed with the 
community colleges is because 
on the whole, the students have 
become very serious. They 
continued on page 5 
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Also, 1vey and his wife like to 
travel and go to the theatre. "My 
wife and I have always loved the 
theater. My daughter in New 
York is an actress and won a 
Tony for her. performance in 
Steaming, and my son has done 
some acting and is a theatre in· 
structor at Brookhaven College 
in Texas. So, I am pleased that 
the Dallas·Fort Worth area has 
upgraded the theatre," Ivey 
said. 
"My wife and I go to visit our 
daughter in New York at least 
twice a year, so maybe we can 
stop over jn Chicago and come 
back to viSit. We are leaving a 
lot of good friends." ,. 
apply themselves, many work· 
ing part·lime, so they don't have 
time to waste. There is more of 
a concern for the preparation 
for a career than special in· 
r:; terests," he said. 
/.!. However, "I would like to see 
more students get involved in 
extracurricular activities. I think 
students are passing up an op-
Pay rate for teachers 
slows down: survey 
Nathan A. tvey and Nancy Weidmann, secretary. 
"I never think of what I have accomplished 
on an individual basis. Any changes that 
were made were because of a team effort, 
and that is very important." 
Nathan A. Ivey 
portunity to learn a great deal (CPS)-Faculty salaries went 
more by getting involved in up again this year, but not as 
some of them," he said. rapidly as in the past, a new 
Ivey said one of the best ex. survey of the college teaching 
amples is working on a student profession has found. 
publication as he did during his The average faculty salary 
senior year in college when he has gone up 5.7 percent since 
was editor of the yearbook. the 1982-83 school year, the 
Since that time, Ivey has had· American Association of 
two of his works published. He University Professors (AAUP) 
was the co-author of "Retrench. found in preliminary results 
ment: A Part of Resource Man- from its annual study of how 
agement for the Eighties," much college teachers make. 
February, 1982, in the Commu- But faculty salaries went up 
nity and Junior College Journal, 7.9 percent 1982-83, and 9.9 per· 
and he was the author of "The cent In 1981-112. 
Part.Tlme Instruolor and Eftec. AAUP spokeswoman Iris 
tive Teaching," published Molotsky attributes the slowing 
September, 1980, in Junior Col. rate of Increases to the de-
lege Journal. cliningamounls of money state 
In his spare time, lvey plans legislatures give to colleges. 
to take a course in coversa- When academic funds are 
tional Spanish. "I am hesitant tight, "there's a tendency to 
to speak it with anyone because give flat sums across the 
I haven't used it in so long. I board" to faculty members she Only 25 percent enjoy job used to speak the language lai,.· pOinto out. In practice, 'that 
Iy well," he noted. would mean there's less of a 
Burn-out syndrome strikes college presidents 
(CPS)-Despite what students, 
faculty, and administrators might 
think, college presidents don't 
have it made In their life at the 
top, at least according to a stil~ 
to-be-released study by the Asso-
ciation of Governing Boards of 
Universities and Colleges. 
The rest are more or less 
disillUSioned and burned oU,t, 
ready to leave office for another 
position, the study shows. . 
The stress, loneliness of the 
job, and long hours required of 
college preSidents are the main 
reasons for the widespread 
dissatisfaction, Gade says. 
had enough of the pressures 
and strains of her 10·year 
tenure. 
In February, Walter leonard, 
president of embattled Fisk 
University-a predominantly 
black college on the financial 
skids-said he was so drained 
by the constant pressures that 
he wanted to quit before his 
planned retirement this coming 
December. 
And Cecil Mackey, five·year 
president of once-beleaguered 
Michigan State, recently an· 
nounced he will leave his office 
in June, 1985, under pressure 
from the board of trustees. 
Among other things, the 
board was upset with Mackey's 
hiring of head football coach 
George Perles in 1982. 
salary difference between full 
and associate professors. 
Over the last two years, 
however, administrators have 
said the major reason they had 
to raise tuition much faster than 
the inflation rate is because 
they must pay faculty members 
more. 
A recent College Board study 
contended faculty buying power 
is now less than it was in 1972. 
Asked to explain why student 
tuition is being raised In order 
to pay faculty members more 
even as faculty salary increases 
slow down, Molotsky says, "I 
can't." 
Faculty members at private 
colleges did slightly better than 
those at publiC campuses, the 
survey found. 
Independent college teachers 
got average raises of 7.6 per· 
cent. Their colleagues on public 
..aIllPU""" got average live per· 
cent increases. 
In general, assistant pro-
fessors got raises about one 
percent higher than what full 
professors got, and about half a 
percent higher than associate 
professors' raises. 
The AAUP won't release ac· 
tual average salaries until June. 
last year, It found salaries at 
universities avera9c-·~ $31,010, 
while salaries at colleges 
without grad schools averaged 
$22,860, compared to the 
average wage of $28,680 at in· 
dependent colleges in 1982-83. 
On the contrary, college 
presidents' jobs are filled with 
stress, long hours, few payoffs, 
and a feeling of isolation-fac· 
tors which cause one out of four 
to teeter on the edge of resign· 
ing, according to Marian Gade, 
one of researchers working on 
the report, "Strengthening 
Presidential leadership." 
"Few people really know what 
a complex job the presidency is, 
even at a small institution," she 
points out. "The causes of 
stress are those of financial 
pressures, working· full·llme, 
seven days a week, 24 hours a 
day, of dealing with collec1ive 
bergainlng, and more and· more 
state and federal controls." 
More women take over college reins 
Gade and her fellow re-
searchers have interviewed 
more than 800 college 
presidents, their spouses, and 
other top university officials for 
the study. 
While three of four of the 
presidents say they like their 
jobs, one out of four would like 
to resign at the first opportu· 
nlty, the study has found. 
Only 25 percent of the 
presidents say they thoroughly 
enjoy their jobs, the researchers 
report. 
Half say they like their jobs 
more than they dislike them. 
Presidents are also lonely a 
lot, she says, who don't identify 
with faculty, are politically 
separated from administrators, 
and typically not appreciated by 
their boards of trustees. 
Indeed, turnover among col· 
lege presidents in the last year 
seems to confirm the study's 
early findings. 
Smith College President Jill 
Conway, for instance, an· 
nounced her resignation last 
month, saying she needed more 
time with her family and had 
Two-year mark reached 
by Alumni Association 
Formed In fall, 1982, the members have decided to hold a 
Alumni Association Is a com- roast annually. 
mlltee that has become a The proceeds from the roasts 
valuable asset to the school's will be used to fund scholar· 
esteem. Through projects like ships. This year, a $100 scholar· 
the DeVaughn Miller Roast and ship was given with the pro-
the player of the game award, ceeds of the roast. In addition, 
the association's members $150 of the event's $350 profit 
have achieved that goal.· will be forwarded to a separate 
According to Judi Mack, account for next year's roast 
director of public relallons, the scholarship. 
organization's main· purpose is· Another· alumni associatIOn 
"to advance the interests of the activity is the player Of the 
college by providing a link with .. game award given for football, 
the college community and the . basketball and probably 
Allamnl Association" baseball and softball. "We've 
·The DeVaughn Miller Roast made a commitment in trying to 
proved .to be the Association's provide some student recogni· 
most successful link thus far, It lion in terms of student 
was so ""ceessful that the athletes,'· Mack said. 
Washington, D.C. (CPS)-The In 1970 "women accountea 
number of women college for scarcely five percent of all 
presidents has jumped 70 college preSidents," Touchton 
percent-from 148 in 1975 to notes. "And for the next several 
254 In 1984-ln Ihe last eight years the chan,~: were 
years, according to a new study minima!." 
by the American Council on But by 1977 "there started to 
Education's (ACE) Office of be some noticeable Increases" 
Women in Higher Education. in the number of women serving 
"I think the increase is really as chief executive officers of 
significan!," says ACE spokes- their colleges. 
woman Judy Touchton. "II coin- Since then, she says, "there 
cides with a lot of attention has been a net gain of about 14 
that's been given to the status (women) a year" appointed as 
of women nol just in education, college presidents. 
but in other areas such as But a 70 percent Increase 
politics and business." over eight years "isn't nearly as 
Women were seldom even significant when we started 
considered for college presiden- with such a low figure to begin 
cies, lei alone appointed to With," stresses Mary Boyette, 
such posts, prior 10 the enaol· spokeswoman for the American 
ment of ·ntle IX of the 1972 Association of Universlly 
Education Amendments, which Women. 
forbid schools from discrimlnal· "II's great that (the number of 
ing on the basis of gender, she women presidenls) Increased," 
points out. Boyette admits, "but it's clear 
-
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women still hold only a handfull 
of the presidencies. The number 
of women preSidents is still 
small when compared to the 
Whole." 
"And what about the salartes 
of those women and how they 
compare to men's;' she 
wonders, explaining that 
studies stili show "discrepen-
cies on salaries between men 
and women at all levels" of Ihe 
colleage hierarchy. 
Even so, Toughton looks at 
women's achievements in 
higher education in a positive 
light. 
"Every time a woman moves 
inlo a visible leadership role 
such as a college preSidency, or 
a state governor, or mayor, It 
lets people know women can fill 
that role just as well," she says. 
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ege enro me ps 
on national level, here 
by Tammie Hunt 
The improved economy. 
decfeased enrollment in many 
high schools, and a decreased 
population may contribute to a 
predicted two percent nation~ 
wide drop in community and 
two-year colleges. 
According to a study by the 
American Association of Com· 
munity and Junior Colleges, 
about 75,000 fewer students are 
enrolled at community colleges 
this fall. The drop is attributed 
to lower unemployment rates, 
resulting in students cutting 
back to part time status or not 
returning to school at aiL 
and information systems had 
the lowest decline with 5 per· 
cent. 
Freshmen outnumber 
sophomores 7,978 10 2,239, 
respecitvely. Also, females out· 
number males 6,345 to 3,872, In· 
district students outnumber out 
of districl students 9,273 to 859, 
or all you do, this blood's for you 
Another factor is the aging of 
those born in the "baby boom" 
era of the la\e 1950s and early 
1960s. And while community 
colleges are still attracting 
many "non·traditionat" 
students (those over 24 years 
old), the decreasing population 
of 18·t0-24 ycar old. i. taking It. 
\011. 
A new program is being in· 
itiated to attract more out-of-
district students and residents 
from the far western part of the 
district, such as those from the 
communities of Tinley Park and 
Oak Forest. "We are not going 
to wait until the decrease 
reaches us," said William J. 
Hafer, dean, admissions and 
records. "We are opening an 
outreach center on 153rd and 
Cicero in Oak Forest to better 
serve the needs of those in the 
western part of the district .. 
Students, including Mike O'MaUey 01 Tinley Park, helped the American Red Cross at a blood drive held Oct. 3-4. 
estimated 135 students and other volunteers donated bloOd. (Photo by Jerry Jacobson) 
While enrollment is down, 
more students are attending 
night school. "It appears to be 
the student's interests," Hater 
Counselors host college/career day 
Students will have an oppor· 
tunity to explore college 
transfer and employment op-
tions through participation in a 
college and career program 
sponsored by counselors. 
More than 60 representatives 
from colleges, universities, 
business and industry wilt be 
available to exchange informa-
tion and answer students' Ques-
tions on Wednesday. Informa-
tion tables will be set up in 
various locations of the college. 
and representatives will be 
available to meet with students 
from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. A 
listing of participants and loca-
tions of information tables will 
be provided at College/Career 
Day activities. 
Interims slated lor demolition 
by Paul Thomson 
Trustees voted to demolish 
Interim buildings 19 and 20 at 
the October board meeting 
based on the contingency state 
funding will become available 
to remodel the lower level of the 
main campus. 
The board has decided to 
demolish only these two 
buildings and delayed action on 
the remaining three. Physical 
plant now uses one of these 
three for vehicle slorage, and 
physical education uses the 
other two. Fieldhouse remodel-
Ing plans are being in· 
vestigated, 
The board adopted the sug· 
gestion by President James L. 
Evanko to move some interim 
facilities to the main campus 
building. Baby sitting services, 
adult education, and English as 
• Second Language classes 
now being held in those remain-
Ing buildings are planned to be 
shifted to the remodeled room, 
L124. 
"Everything is now in the 
preliminary stage5/' said Judi 
Mack, public relations- director. 
She said nothing will be done 
now until the state funding pro-
gram approves remodeling the 
lower level to accommodate the 
residents. 
Funding has become possi· 
ble by the new state health and 
safety bill, number HB 1587, 
which allocates funding for 
community colleges to use in 
health and safety projects. 
An architect approved by the 
state will survey the proposed 
area and accept or reject the 
funding proposal. 
Since HB 1587 is new legisla· 
tion, details are still being deter· 
mined. The architect will make 
an on-site visitation after fun· 
ding plans are set. 
Estimated remodeling cosi.s 
are $187,000, and renovation is 
expected to begin in March. 
Funding is probable, in 
Mack's opinion. and no alter-
nate action has been set if 
plans fall throug h. 
LOOKING INSIDE 
.. When will we see the lights? 
e Ticker's animal instincts 
e The week that was ... 
.. Tennis volleys for conference 
"Dawg battle lost at wire 
p.2 
p,3 
p.4, 5 
p.7 
p.8 
Oct. 13 
Dawg 
Rock Valley 14 
Dawgs 10 
Scores 
OCt. 6 
Joliet 47 
Dawgs7 
-_._--------' 
Some of the colleges and 
universities to be represented 
include Western Illinois Univer· 10th day enrollment statistics 
sity, illinOis State University, 
Chicago State University, 
Governors State University, 
Sangamon State University, 9118/84 
Northern tHnois University, 
Southern Illinois University, 9114183 
University of Illinois, S1. Louis 
College of Pharmacy, Parks Col· Change 
Credit Unduplicated Full lime 
hours headcounl equivalency 
66,475 10,217 4,432 
71,683 11,390 4,778 
-5,208 ·1,173 ·346 
lege, International Academy of 
Merchandising and Design, and %Change -7 ·10 ·7 
School of the Art Institute. 7-----------------
Among area employers to be At TCC, enrollment dropped explained. "Many are working 
full time and can only attend 
school at night." Although the 
~t:f~~t~~~i:!o~hiSa de~~~e~:~ 
phase. 
represented at ColiegeiCareer 10 percent this semester in 
Day are the South Holland comparison to last fall. As of 
Recreation Department, the ~enth day of classes, un-
Favorite, Perry and Co., Cer- duplicated headcount was 
tified Public Accounts, Marshall 10,217, whereas last fall 11,390 
Field and Co., and J and 0 Per- students were in attendance. 
formance Engineers. Engineering and technical "I think we will level off. For a 
For more information about programs suffered the biggest long time, we were growing and 
College/Career Day contact pro- decrease in enrollment with a growing, but now there will be a 
gram coordinators and Tee 19 percent drop, while bus mess leveling off of students." 
Counselors PhylliS Davis a ~
Michael Schnur at Ext. 303. _ 
,y , _ ... 'lj'J ; v--' !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!:!!~~ 
Forum to be held 
A forum on the concerns of community college students will be held in the board room at 1 
p.m. tomorrow. Panel members include Greg Moore. United States Student Association 
(U~SA) president, student government, Illinois student aSSOCiation, and USSA represen-
tatlves~ and two .administrators from the college including Daniel Hayes, vice president of 
educational services. All students are encouraged to attend. 
In other news, a meeting for all college clubs wiU be held in the quiet lounge at 1:30 p.m. 
Saturday. Anyone interested in joining a club or forming one should attend. 
Music to fill PAC tonight 
Symphonic Band and Percussion Ensemble will present a free concert for community 
members al 8 p,m. tonight in the Performing Arts Center. 
TCC Direclor 01 Sands Donald Kramer will conduct the Symphonic Band performance. 
Selections to be performed include "British Eighth March," "Inverarry Overture" "Royal 
~~::.~~~s Music/' "Rondo Caprice," "Brass Espanal," "Western Folk Suite," and :'Ragtime 
. Jef~r~y C. Brown ~i.1I dtrec~ the six-member Percussion Ensemble. The group will perform 
hiS onglOal compOSition entitled "Percussive Blues." 
Congratulations! 
Ten senators have ~een elect~ to the Student Government Association in balloting con-
ducted Oct. 3-4. They Include: MIchael Barrins, Kristi Flores, Eltorra K. Jones, Janis Mayes 
Usa Mullen, John Osborn, Daryl Porter, Michael Sallis, Ronald Suggs, and Barbara Powers: 
Secretary/Senator. 
Their one-year term of office began Oct. 15. 
Courier sports new look 
Kudos to Kelli callahan for designing the Courier's new flag. She created the flag in 
Robert Riccardino's Advertising and Design III class. The Courier staff would like to thank 
~ Kelli for all her time and effort and compliment her on a job well done. .A 
764
,ts atollege with homecoming and student government 
and SIIs as well as staff geared up for the first day of roy· 
appl ... roving triYial pursuit encompassed the campus. 
; the IIHng pie eating contest. Participants tried their 
nly 011181. Lori Ragonese (3) devoured her way to victory. 
"1, wlllllied 'for all his efforts with a pie in the face. 
: graMs while students gathered in the cafeteria to hear 
ar • 
• 01S WIIIormed Friday as the week drew to a close. The 
"suittsl between the administration, SGA and Courier 
;Ie wltSGA following a close second. 
rday lBulidogs geared for a homecoming game victory • 
• is hop throughout the game along with other fans. But 
,umbeBrian Barnes (54), Torrie Dean (78), and Ivan Cathy 
to Jolt7(5). 
and pent didn't let the loss get to them too much. They 
Pub ljon. Evanko, along with Kevin Berry Dean, SGA vice 
Iy caalumnus, conversed over pizza and beer (1), while 
Ehlin,picked the winner of the dinner for two drawing at 
"/ 
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l!!Jl!dogs lose homecoming, drop heartbreaker on road 
Last Saturday, the Bulldogs Zondor led the attack to the Tro- Also coming up with turn-
feU to Rock Valley 14·10, losing jan 15-yard line before stalling. overs for the defense were Joe 
the game in the final three On fourth down, the field goal Malkowski. with an intercep-
minutes after going ahead 10-7 unit came onto the field, but the tion, and Tom Murakowski, with 
just minutes earl\er. snap went wild and the score re- a tumble recovery, to help snuff 
In four previous conference mained at zero. out Trojan drives. 
games, the Bulldogs v.:ere After the defense did another In the fourth quarter, the of-
beaten handily by their op- great job of holding the Rock fense took over the ball with 
ponents. Last Saturday, VaUey offense, the Bulldogs got justunder11min.utesremaining 
however, was an exciting the ban back. ~nd drove downfteld to set up a 
ballgame. The Bulldogs drove down· field goal attempt. 
After the defense stopped field, mixing runs and passes. On that drive, the offensive 
Rock Valley on the opening Jerald McMillian and Dan line (Palewski, Phil Mason, John 
drive of the game, the offense Freeman did the bulk of the run· Kostecka, Paul McNumee, and 
had to start from deep in their nfng on the drive that resulted in Bob Wilson) gave plenty of pro-
own territory. After failing to an 18-yard touchdown pass tection to Zond?r, as he con· 
move the ball out from inside from Zondor to Rob Buchanan. nected on cruCial passes for 
their 15·yard line, the Bulldogs After the extra·point was added, first downs to McMilli?-n for 25 
called on Dan Palewski to punt the Bulldogs led 7·0. yards, and also to tight end 
from their own end zone. Rock Valley finally got on the George Zalewski with a 31·yard 
Palewski responded with a scoreboard in the second cOmpletion. 
71.yard punt to pin Rock Valley quarter o.f play on a touchdown Those two plays keyed the 
back in their own territory. The pass to he the score 7·7. drive that led to the Rock Valley 
defense did their part to ensure That was the way the score 1()-yard line before finally stall-
the Trojans would not advance stood until the fourth quarter as ing. and on fourth down Bulldog 
the football as linebacker John the defense dominated the third coach Bob Komara sent in the 
Martinez grabbed the first of his Quarter. field goat u~it. Jim Irwin booted 
two interceptions of the after· The Bulldog defense, led by a 27·yard field goal to put the 
noon. Martinez and Eldridge Walker Bulldogs up 10-7 with 5:12 ra-
The Bulldog offense drove (fumble recovery and two sacks) maining in the game. 
downfield as quarterback Matt played a great game. With their backs to the wall. 
,..-____ -'-________________ --, I the Trojans came out gunning 
a splendid time' 
Hail! Hail! The gang's all 
here! That was the feeling at 
Alumni homecoming party held 
at Alf"s Pub in Dolton Oct. 6. 
The gathering featured many 
of the college's main figures in~ 
eluding President James L 
Evanko, Public Relations Direc· 
tor Judi Mack. and Athletic 
Director Ralph Miller. 
The event was a chance for 
alumni and faculty to have a 
place to gather after the 
homecoming game and relive 
memories. Graduate Mike 
called the event .. A 
Iy hope everyone else is having 
a good time." 
Also in attendance at the par-
ty were Head Baseball Coach 
Carlos Medrano and Head Foot-
ball Coach Bob Kamara. 
Kamara was not in exactly good 
spirits following his team's 47-7 
loss to Joliet earlier that after-
noon. 
The evening moved on quietly 
until the big finish. Evanko was 
chosen to pick raffle winners. 
Winners received dinner·for-two 
prizes and bottles of cham-
floral arrangements, and 
as they drove down field with 
pass after pass before finally 
scoring a touchdown. However, 
the defense did their best to 
contain the Trojans. 
After getting the ball with just 
under three minutes remaining, 
the offense unsuccessfully 
tried to get one last drive 
MOUnted. But the TfUjan5 
stopped the Bulldogs on a 
desperation fourth down pass 
with an interception. 
Rock Valley then ran out the 
clock and came away with the 
14·10 victory. For the Bulldogs, 
it was indeed a frustrating loss. 
On Oct. 6, the Bulldogs lost 
the homecoming game to Joliet 
47·7. 
Bulldog 
~ 
Sports 
Tennis club set 
Tennis lovers have the oppor· 
tunity to partiCipate in a cor-
porate membership program at 
the Holiday Tennis Club at the 
Harvey Holiday Inn. 
The discounted individual fee 
for this program is $50, a sav~ 
ings of $65. 
Members will be entitled to 
all privileges afforded regular 
members. 
Contact Milt Gilmore, men's 
tennis coach. in Room 4117 by 
Saturday for further informa-
tion. 
Bulldog defenders John Martinez (Iar fef,) and Vincent Rucker(25) bring 
down a Wright ball carrier as Roger Gustalson (20) looks on. 
(Photo by Jerry Jacobson) 
The offense turned the ball tackles, including two sacks, 
over 10 times (8 fumbles, 2 in· and assists on seven others. He 
terceptfons) as they scored only was named the Most Valuable 
once on a 21~yard TO pass from Player for the game. 
Zondor to Buchanan. The Bulldogs have two games 
The defense played rather remaining this season. They 
well in that ball game as Tom ~Iay at DuPage on Saturday and 
Murakowski (pictured this page} f,"l~h up at home Oct. 21 
led the way with five solo agamst Harper. 
Soccer team has tough week 
The TCe soccer team had a 
tough week from Oct. 1 to Oct. 5 
as they dropped three games, 
each by one goal. 
Following a 1-0 Iv::;::; lu Scl.ul\ 
Valley on Sept. 29, the Bulldogs 
fielded only 11 players in the 
next game as they were beaten 
.by Fairhaven, 2-1. 
Keith McCrae scored the lone 
Bulldog goal in that game and 
was assisted by Colin Pollard. 
However, the game is currently 
under protest because it was of-
ficiated with an unlicensed 
referee. 
On Oct. 3 the Bulldogs again 
dropped a tough defensive bat· 
tie. this time to Waubonsee Col-
lege, losing 1-0. 
"The defense has been real 
good lately:' said Coach Ron 
Welker. "'n the Waubonsee 
game, Pollard put on an All· 
American per10rmance on 
defense." 
Welker also mentioned thaI 
the Bulldogs have been getting 
good midfiold play from Paul 
Humpfer. 
Considering that the squad is 
playing with six first-yeal 
players, Welker added, "The 
players have been very poised in 
our games this season. and 
they have also shown good 
spirit and much pride. They 
refuse to let up; they are always 
striving for perfection." 
In a 8-0 loss to Sauk Valley, 
Goalie Jim Vasifj was injured 
when an opponent hit him from 
behind. Vasili suffered a severe 
injury to his ankle on the play 
and may be los t for the r~ 
mainder of the season. 
As of Oct. 9, the Bulldogs' 
record is 2-10. 
Tee's Paul Humpfer (13} moves the ball uptiefd against a Sauk Valltf 
defender in a recent home game at Henry Cooper (19} and John Garren (5 
move up to lend a hand. (Phoro by Jerry Jacobsolt 
Va/leyba/lers have rough going minus coach 
Alumni Association members David Torelli (left) and David 
Tom Murakowski with ,he 1984 homecoming Most 
(Photo by .Je" .. J.'co,r"''"11 
When Head Volleyball Coach 
Gloria Hoekstra had to leave her 
team due to illness, no one was 
overly concerned. Hoekstra left 
the team in the good hands of 
Assistant Coach Bob 
Heersema. Hoeksta also left a 
team with an 11-8 record. 
When Hoekstra returned, she 
found that her team had fallen 
on hard times. Following a con-
ference match loss to Illinois 
Valley, the learn then met con· 
ference for Moraine Vaney on 
Oct. 3. The team lost the match 
by scores of 15·9, 15-12, and 
15-8. 
After this match, the trail led 
to the Coliege of DuPage Invita· 
tional. The team seemed to be 
back on track on Oct. 5, against 
Merimac College from St. Louis, 
with a pair of wins by scores of 
15-8 and 15-8. The next match 
put the Bulldogs up against 
conference enemy Triton. They 
lost 15·0 and 15-7. 
On Oct. 6 the Bulldogs faced 
JoHet and won two of the three 
match games by scores of 15-7, 
7·15, and 15·12. The volleyball 
team then played Triton once 
again and lost 15-7 and 15·6. 
The losses continued as the 
Bulldogs were beaten by Harper 
College, 15-4 and 15-8. 
After Hoekstra's return and 
her first run of practice, she 
commented, "We had a good 
talk, and everybody is ready to 
go." 
She told the team, '"There is 
no way we can change what ha! 
happened in the past. We mil< 
now play a sol id game. If VI! 
play a good game, we can wiT 
and go to sectionals." 
Hoekstra continued, "Oncei 
sectionals. anything can ~ 
pen. All the teams are 0·0 w~ 
the same chance to win, andl 
you win, you advance 
Hoekstra added, '"The onll 
thing between our being therei 
our attitude and our witlingne!. 
to go for it." 
, 
Hoekstra believes her t~' 
had a slump and confessed, 1 
we do turn this thing arOUf( 
and win, no one wiJI evf 
remember our losses." 
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Simon stresses education on campaign stop 
completion of high school from 
the Soviet Union, students will 
have had tour years of physics," 
Simon continued. "In the United 
States, only 16 percent of high 
school graduates will have had 
one year of physics," And, he 
said a change is needed since 
we are competing with coun· 
tries such as Japan, West Ger-
many, and the Soviet Union . 
last, in order to sell, we need 
to speak the language of the 
customer, he added. And, right 
now there is no requirement for 
students to take even at least 
one year of a foreign language. 
"This is important, since our 
major export problems have had 
a great impact on the 
economy," he said. 
In the question/answer ses-
sion. the problem of preventing 
such problems as teachers' 
strikes. which are happening 
more frequenUy today, was 
discussed. According to Simon, 
two main problems exist. The 
filst is attracting good, high 
quaHty people to go into the pro-
feSSion, and the second is re-
taininQ those individuals. 
Simon cited that of the top 
five percent of most high school 
students. almost none want to 
go into the field of teaching. 
And, many teachers don't want 
their children to become 
teachers. The average teaching 
span is only seven years, 
according to Simon. 
tontinued Qn page 3 
$1.25 million suit filed 
by ex-counseling dean 
by Stephanie Tolnai discrepancies and im· 
"We need to ask ourselves where to put money so that it pays off in the tong run," emphasized Paul Simon, 
democratic candidate lor the U.S. Senate, to an education/urban studies class last week. (photo by Jerry Jacob· 
son). 
Former dean of counseling proprieties, jncl~ing theft, 
Rllhp.n Ronrio"p.? ha~ filp.d "i forgeries, misappropriations 
$1.25 miUion lawsuit against and conversions of public funds 
the coilege, naming two present in the athletic trust and agency 
and one former board of trus- account." 
tees member personally. He is -The board of trustees dis· 
seeking punitive and exemplary missed Rodriguez based on his 
damages. Hispanic ethnic origin, violating by Stephanie Tolnai 
"Education should be a priori-
ty." said Paul Simon, 
democratic candidate for the 
U.S. Senate, in an informal 
question and answer session in 
an education/urban science 
class Oct. 22. 
Simon cited certain problems 
that must be corrected concern· 
ing education_ The first is 
America can't be built without 
an increase in the educational 
balance of quahty opportunity. 
Second, the field of teaching 
is not attracting goOd, quality 
young people. "SAT and ACT 
scores for students who want to 
become teachers have 
dropped," he said. 
Third. a need exists for im~ 
proving curricula. "We are not 
tough enough in what we're 
demanding. For example, upon 
Forum identifies lack of interest 
Rodriguez was notified on Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
March 18, 1983, that his con· of 1964. The Equal Employment 
tract would not be renewed for Opportunity Commission, 
the fiscal school year 1983-84. which issued Rodriguez a right 
Tnis dismissal occurred despite to sue letter, found that the non-
his receiving favorable recom· discriminatory reason for hiS 
mendations for reappointment discharge was for "a pretext. .. 
by administrative staff, in- oHis retaliatory discharge 
eluding Nathan A. Ivey. former violated public poHcy under II· 
preSident, according to the linois law. 
by liz Carvlin 
Problems discussed at a re-
cent forum sponsored by the 
Student Government Associa· 
tion (SGA) concerned finances, 
academic affairs and student 
services. 
The forum was open to aU 
students and administrators 
but only nine students and one 
administrator were present, 
along with Greg Moore, presi· 
dent of the United States Stu· 
dent Association (USSA), and a 
USSA representative . 
The forum's purpose was to 
atlow students and faculty to 
address problems in the school. 
The USSA is hoping to put out a 
manual on the problems facing 
community colleges around the 
country. 
The first speaker. Courier 
Editor Stephanie Tolnai, 
discussed the lack of student 
involvement. Everyone seemed 
to agree that the students do as 
little as possible when at 
school. A majority of students 
take classes for their academic 
credits with no further involve-
ment. 
Barbara Powers, SGA 
secretary-senator, cited one ex-
ample of this apathy. Rush 
Week, sponsored by the SGA, 
was well publicized yet very 
few students partiCipated. 
Many of the speakers thought 
lack of communication, in-
cluding a lack of publicity, was 
the cause of low student in-
volvement. Students thought a 
need exists for an information 
center or some source of infor-
mation which is readily 
available. The student paper 
seems to be the only real form 
of communication. 
JaniS Mayes, pre-law major, 
expressed her disappointment 
with the number of students 
and faculty who attended the 
lorum. "I think it's very unfor· 
tunate that the president and 
the vice·president left," Mayes 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• SGA 's student trustee quandary p.2 
• Ticker exposes cold truth p.3 
• Wassail toasting draws near p.3 
.. Spikers lose starting drive pA 
• Dawgs fumble last game, season pA 
Oct. 27 
Harper 37 
TCC 6 
Dawg 
Scores 
Oct. 20 
DuPage 38 
TCC 0 
lawsuit. -His termination by the board of 
said. The four-count complaint trustees violatetj his contrac-
However, before they left the charges: tual rights under the policies, 
forum, Daniel T. Hayes, vice- -The termination of employ- rules and regulations of the 
president of academic affairs ment was in retaliation for his board. 
introduced s?me prOblems our discovery and testimony of The board members personal-
school is faCing. "numerous irregularities, ly named in the suit are Chair-In order to get more revenue. 
. 2 ~ continued on page 2 continued on page .. 
-~~!II!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IIIII!I!!!o.. 
P Internships avail;:':"" '.'--= "'I 
An informational meeting about internships for business, offie,e services, and marketing 
management students, will be held at noon and 6 p.m. on Nov. 6 in Room 3149. 
Carol McCarthy. coordinator of the office services internship program, and Mafsha 
Phelps, coordinator of the marketing management internship progra':1' will conduct the 
meetings, which will inClude information on how students can earn SIX hours of college 
credit while employed. 
Anyone interested in an office services internship should sign a sheet posted outside 
Room 2183, and those interested in a marketing management internShip should sign·up out· 
side Room 3183A. 
For more information call the Division of Business and Information Systems, ext. 288. 
Paris in the spring 
A nine-day, lour-country tour of Europe is being planned for spring break. April 6,14. 
Highlights of the trip will be visits to Heidelberg, the Black Forest, Lucerne, PariS, Canter· 
bury and London. The price of $969 includes air fare, hotel rooms, all breakfasts and dinners, 
two luncheons, and all transportation within Europe. 
The tour is organized by the American Leadership Study Groups. Those interested should 
call Anke Culver at Ext. 267 and plan to attend an informational meeting at 7 p.m. Nov. 15 in 
Room 3149. 
Deadline lor applications is Dec. 1. 
To be or not to be 
The New Scriblerus Society, TCC's literary ctub, will present a program on modern poetry 
and its poets at .12:15 p.m. today in Room 3127. All are welcome. 
The society is also interested in receiving submissions of student poetry for consideration 
for this year's edition of the student writing magazine, uThe Writer It." 
The poetry can be brought to the language and communications division office in Room 
3136. 
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I Board caught in· midst of Rodriguez supporters I by S1epbanle Tolnal AbotJt 50 people, comprised of District 
510 tao payers and members of the south I suburban Hispanic community, attend· ed the board meeting, Nov, 1, to show 
support for Ruben Rodriguez, former 
dean of counseling and activities. I Rodriguez, who was dismissed by the board at the March, 1983, meeting, filed 
a $1.25 million lawsuit against the col; I lege in October charging discrimination and retaliatory discharge. This decision 
came after the Equal Employment Op· I portunity Commission (EEOC) found reasonable cause to believe Rodriguez 
was a victim of discrimination when the 
board did no.t reappoint him. I The board granted a request by Bar· bara Richardson, spokesperson for a 
group of district taxpayers, to be placed I on the agenda. However, they denied a 
. request by a Lansing Hispanic man who 
, wanted to specifically address the 
to dale by TCC in Ihe Rodtiguez and 
Napoli suils? Wht"was Rodriguez' offer 
for reinstalemenl in December, 1983 
refused? And, where are the funds com· 
ing from 10 pay all the legal costs? She 
requesled thaI Ihe board answer lhese 
questions al Ihe Dec. 6 meeting. 
Finally, she stressed, "We pul you in 
office 10 manage Ihe affairs of Ihe 
school and provide fot a quality educa· 
lion for the people of this dislricl. We 
will nol support elected officials who are 
prone 10 lawsuits due to Iheir own ig· 
norance or faulty legal advice." 
AI a press conference oulside Ihe 
board room, Dotothy Smith, former 
board member involved in both Ihe 
Napoli and Rodriguez cases, later made 
a slatement to Ihe press. 
'" delest Ihe attempls by John Hager, 
board atlorney, and cerlain board 
continued on page 3 
I Rodriguez case. According to Judi Board of Trustees members wore DiBenedetto Mack, public relations director I he was criticized lor their actions in the Ruben 
: ~~~~:~:ed to speak due to pending Rodriguez case by area residents duro elected as trustee I In her speech, Richardson stressed ing the November board meeting. the group's "concern over the continued :~v;~r ~~~:~~ =:c;i:~~:~~~J(:~~:: by David DawllS 
. use of laxpayers monies for legal fees questioned board members on legaf Rosematla DiBenedetto was :elected I and related expenses· for lawsuils in· stuaenl truslee In balloting conducted turred by the board. ,- :x=~~':te:h~o~::'W:::~d':::~:;~ Oct. 30 and 31, defeating Janis Mayes 
The board presenlly has two cases and Tom Skees. 
pending, one filed by Janet Napoli, Robert T. Marshall Jr., aean of 
visor. who lost her job when the position A statement of fact 370 students voled In Iheelectlon. I former alhletic and intramural super· counseling and studenl acllvltles, said 
was reclassified in July, 1982, and the At 'righi, Dorothy Smith, former "Rosematla won over her closeSl opo 
Rodriguez case. trustee, fater mad. a statement to the ponent by a two-to-one margin," he said. 
According to Richardson, John Hager, pre.sexpresslngherdlss.pprovatwit# "There were 16 spoiled ballots. Some 
the board's attorney, caulioned Ihe board actions. studenls attempted write-In votes for 
boatd in February. 1983, of the legal im· people who were not sludents. Two 
pact of Rodtiguez' lermination. In add;' ballots had Identifying marks on them." 
tion, the EEOC strongly recommended When asked why lhe Sludent Govern-
lhat the board enter Inlo conciliation menl Association (SGA) look so long 10 
wilh Rodriguez. And in December, 1983, cording to Richardson. asked several questions elect a truslee. Marshall replied, "Stale 
Rodriguez made an offer 10 Ihe board for However, the board refused the concerning the lawsuils, including: How law supercedes any SGA rules. and lhe 
reinstalemenl, back pay, back benefils, recommendation. "The $1.2 million much money in legallees and relaled ex· stale rules say thaI a student tnuslee 
and legal fees. The cost to the laxpayers lawsuit tiled by Rodriguez is now a mat· penses has been paid and encumbered must be elected and not appotnted." 
I'nllerne costs c'l"mb Marshall said thaI Kevin Deane. vice 1.1,,111 :I 'I " president of sludenl programming. 
I -S-p-F--"in~g-t-u-i-t-io-n-i-ncreases $2.50 per credit hour !~:~:~~~~~:~2~~:i:= I by lhe SGA to get a legal opinion on In-dislricl Sludenls regislering for Revenues to operate Ihe college are The last lullion increase occurred in election versuS appointment of st\ldent 
spring semesler classes will be charged derived from three sources: tuilion, pro- summer, 1983, when the rate jumped 20 truslee. EvankO said former SGA Presl· I $2.50 more per credil hour based on ac· perty taxes, and. state funding. . percenl to the currenl $24. denl Christopher Beauchamp previously lion laken by lrustees at Ihe November District laxpayers conlribule 15 cents hed asked him the same quesllon. 
boatd meeting. per $100 assessed valuation toward Ihe ~ COAllaued DR page 4 
The hike, implemented in efforts to college's tolal operating budget. A I reduce the college's projecled $1.4 referendum attempting to raise the rale .... million deficil, is projected 10 generate to 21 cenls was defeated Ihis spring. ""e: '.' - .1..':'1 
an additional $188,947. This lax rale is the lowest of all area' ,'I' ,. 
The in-dlslrict tuition rate will be communily college dislriCls and is lhe I $26.50, while the oul-of-dislrict charge second lowest in the slale. Moraine will be $57.50 and the oul-ol-slate fee Valley taxpayers pay 22.5 cents, while 
will be $81. Current rates are $24 in- Praitie State residenls pay 23 cenls. The 
stale, $51 OUI-of-district. and $76 oul-ol· highest rale is 40 cents paid by Ihose in I slata. Morton's district. Rates for non-credit courses remain College officials are planning another 
unchanged. and the additional student attempl to pass a referendum this 
actlvilies fee will remain lhe same at spring to generate additional revenues. I S • .50 per credit hour up 10 12 credits. State apportionment per credit hour is With the Increase to $28. TCC slu· projecled to drop In 1985 to an average dents will be paying Ihe highest tuition of $19.84 from Ihis year's $20.48. This 
and fees rate of 13 Chicago suburban rale reached a high of $24.02 per credil 
State charges $27 while Moraine Valley These state reimbursement monies I community colleges. Currenlly Prairie hour in fiscal year 1982. 
students are charged $24.05. for the college have not kept pace with 
This increase brings the rale 10 lhe inflation, increasing only slightly since I maximum allowed by law and the sec· 1979, when the average reimbursemenl ond highest in the stale. per credit hour was $19.48. 
I .StUdent~~~~~!:i~!~/DE 
I · Say it in a Christmas personal • Spring registration begins, new course 
• Netters named to sectional team I · Cagers hit baskets, season looks good 
p,2 
p.3 
pA 
p.5 I·' 
p.6 
Faculty member recital today in PAC 
Mary Scanlan, music faculty member, will be joined by her husband, 
a voice professor at Roosevelt University, in an afternoon program at 2 
p.m. today in the Performing Arts Center. There is no charge for admis· 
sion, and the public is invited. 
Art gallery renamed after Thiel 
The art gallery on the fourth floor, formerly caUed Gallery 4141, has 
been renamed In honor of Dorthea Thief, former art department chair· 
man. 
Social work sponsors food drive 
The Social Work Club is sponsoring a Thanksgiving food drive from 
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p,m. Monday and Tuesday outside the Grotto. Any 
contributions of calmed and dry goods would gratefully be accepted. 
The club also will be selling turkey raffle tickets at this time. First 
prize is a 15-20 pound turkey, second is a 10-15 pound turkey and third 
is a five pound ham. 
Student Government senators needed 
The Student Government Association (SGA) is accepting applica· 
tions for senatorlal positions until Thursday. Immediate pOsitions are 
open. For more information, contact the SGA at·ExI. 338. 
1I.-r 
768
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Experienced cagers look for fast break this season 
by Tony Kolban and Jim irwin 
Basketball Coach Ralph 
Miller has a lot to smile about 
when asked aboUt' his basket· 
ball team. First of all, he has a 
returning team that went 23-8 
last season. Secondly, he. has 
added qualified lloyd Batts to 
his coaching slaff. 
Returning to Miller's team for 
the upcoming season will be 
6'4" forward Mike Fles who lead 
the team In free throw shooting 
percentage with 73 percent 
while scoring 203 points for the 
season. 
The center position was dlvld· 
ed between two players-Mike 
Sydnor and Vince carter. Syd· 
nor, a 6'6" Thornrldge graduate, 
started the majority of games 
until becoming III late In the 
year. He finished the season 
with 339 pOints. Carter, a 6'2" 
Tinley Park resident, stepped In 
during Sydnor's absence and 
shot 62 percent from the field 
while scoring 138 points for the 
season. 
The most pleasant surprise to .• -.,..--
Miller has been the play 01 
Banks. a Hillcrest High School 
graduate. Miller said, "At 
tryouts we really questioned if 
he would make the team, but 
since practice began, he has 
done nothing but improve. He 
went from the bollom of the bar· 
rei to about the middle. I am 
very impressed with his effort 
and his ability to pick up on new 
things that we are doing, 
Alexander Is a point guard 
from Bloom Trail High School 
and will back up Sleman and 
Russel. Miller believes he will 
eventually gain more playing 
time as the season pt:OQresses. 
"It Is difficult to make the ad-
justment from high school to 
college because you play 
against people who are more 
experienced," the coach ex· 
plalned. 
Also returning are carlton 
Meanweather and Darren Rice. 
Meanweather was hurt most of 
last ye.ar. He Is anticipating a 
strong ye.ar now that his knee 
and ankle are healed. "Darren Is 
going to be one of our team 
leaders this year," Miller said. 
Rice Is a 6'3" forward from 
Bremen High School. Rice was 
the first lorward called off the 
bonoh by Miller, and he 
responded by hitting 59 percent 
of his shots. 
The team has added the 
Townsend twins. Both are 
guards from Harvard High 
School, and Miller believes they 
need a little experience before th~a~k~n~eis i~ a;::~:. from Hawkins: Ron Alexander, Paul Townsend. Tim Siemsn, Meanweather. (Standing. ,;:; Je~;n,::::'c~~~1 
Kennedy~Klng College who Is In-' Ralph MI~/er. Asst. Coach Lloyd 8att~., Mike Barach, OarTin Rice, Mike Fies, John Edwards, James Sandifer, Vince 
ellglbJe until probably mid.. Carter, Bill Bonczyk. Managers Dominic Lemon and M;~e Cubit, and Asst. Coach Mike McCreight. 
season. He is an otf.guard who (photo by Jerry JacobSOn} 
New blood 
Miller has added some fine 
talent to the squad. John Ed· 
wards, a 6'5" power forward, Is 
a 1983 Thornrldge graduate who 
played last· year lor Northern 
Iowa. "Having a division player 
is going to be a big plus to our 
program," Miller said. Edwards 
Is a strong rebounder and at 215 
pounds plays a strong Inside 
game. 
Also arriving is Tim Sieman. a 
guard from Carthage College. 
Sherrod Russell, who trans· 
lerred from Chicago State, is a 
Collins High School graduate 
who will join Sieman at guard. 
Others coming to the team 
are Mike Barach, James San-
difer, Ocle Banks, Ron Alex· 
ander, Joe and Paul Townsend, 
larry Hawkins, and Bill Bone-
zyk. Barach Is a 6'3" forward 
from Thornwood. Barach will be 
shifted from playing forward to 
off·guard on Miller's learn. San· 
dlfer Is a 6'5" forward Irom 
Thornrldge. 
According to Miller. "Sandiler 
may have the most talent of 
anyone on the team. He Is a very 
physical player who can jump 
real well and Is quick." 
graduated from Thornton and 
possesses a good outside shot. 
Bonczyk rounds out the team. 
He has not been able to prac· 
tice with the team due to having 
'ilrthroscopic s\lrQery on his 
knee. A 6'2" point guard from 
Thornwood, Bonczyk also has 
an athletlc-orlented family. His 
father, Ed, Is a phySical educa· 
tlon teacher al the college, 
while his brother, Mike, played 
on the state champion Thorn-
ridge teams in 1971 and 1972. 
Help a"ives 
When former assistant coach 
Tim Ryan notified Miller that he 
would not be able 10 return this 
season, Miller filled the vacancy 
wllh Uoyd Batts. 
Balls comes to Miller's staff 
with some very good creden-
tials. He was an all-state player 
for Thornton High School and 
was Ali-American at the Univer. 
sity of Clncinatti. Alter college, 
Batts played basketball for the 
Virginia Squires 01 the now 
defunct American Basketball 
Association. 
While with Virginia, Batts 
played with JuliuS Erving, who 
is now with the Philadelphia 
76ers. From the ABA. Batts 
played in Europe and returned 
to the states in 1983. 
He then coached basketball 
at Gage Park High School lor 
one year. "He Is really a fine per· 
son who wants to get Into col· 
lege coaching and feels this Is a 
Men's Basketball Schedule 
Date O~~onent & Time Site 
Nov. 17 - Sat. Wright College. 7:00 p.m. H 
Nov. 23 . Nov. 24 Thanksgiving Tourn .• TBA H 
Nov. 27· Tues. Kennedy·Klng • 7:00 p.m H 
Nov. 29 • Thur. Prairie State· 7:00 p.m. H 
Dec.l·SaI. Kankakee College· 7:30 p.m. A 
Dec. 4 • Tues. Daley College· 4:00 p.m. A 
Oec.8·Sat. Col. of lake County· 7:00 p.m. H 
Dec. 15· Sat. Elgin College· 7:00 p.m. H 
Dec. 18· Tues. Morton College. 7:00 p.m. A 
Dec. 20· Thur. Waubonsee. College· 7:00 p.m. A 
Dec. 21·22 Highland Classic Tourn. ·TBA A 
Jan.S·Sat. Oakton College· 7:00 p.m. A 
Jan. 8 - Tues. . ,Harper·Coliege'· ··.7:oo.·p.m_ .. H 
Jan. 12· Sal. Moraine Valley' • 7:00 p.m. H 
Jan. 15 - Tues. Triton College' .7:30 p.m. A 
Jan. 17· Thur. III. Valley College - . 7:00 p.m. H 
Jan. 22· Tues. Joliet Jr. College' ·7:30 p.m. A 
, • N4C Conference Games 
good opportunity to gain ex-
perience so he can progress, tl 
Miller said. 
When asked about his bench 
strength for the upcoming year, 
Miller responded, "I am confi· 
dent that anyone of the lIon 
our squad can step onto the 
lloor and perform on the col· 
legiate level." Miller has not 
determined his starting five. 
Miller will mainly playa man· 
to-man defense while his of· 
fense will Incorporate a running 
game. "It is easier to make a lay 
up than it Is to sink a 2O-100t 
jump shot," Miller said. 
Looking ahead to the new 
season, Miller predIcted, "11 we 
progress the way I feel we will, 
we should be better than last 
year. We are a different team 
than last year. last year we 
were a perimeter team that got 
the ball up the court quickly for 
the jump shot ThIs year we will 
be more of an inside power 
team. We have six or seven 
quality people who can play In-
side on the junior college level." 
last season the Bulldogs 
averaged 76 points per game 
while holding the opposition to 
68 points per game. "last year, 
our delense played better early 
In the season, and our offense 
was responsible," he added. 
The coach also believes this 
year's team Is stronger and 
more physical than last 
season's. The game of basket-
ball today almost automatically 
demands that teams "muscle· 
up" underneath, and the 
Bulldog 
Bulldogs feel they fit this 
model. 
Speculating about which 
team will be toughest In con· 
ference play, Miller believes 
College of DuPage will be the 
team to beat simply because 
they are last season's con· 
ference champions. Miller also 
believes illinois Valley Is a team 
to be reckoned with, for they 
have many starters returning 
from last season. 
Coach Miller said his 
previous teams were good 
because they got breaks and 
had a positive attitude and good 
team character In order to make 
those breaks. 
The Thornton Bulldogs last 
year came within one game of 
reaching the section finals 
belore losing to nationally 
ranked Kankakee College. 
"We would like to be 6-0 go-
Ing Into the game against 
Kankakee (Dec. 1) so that we 
can have the confidence that we 
can beat anybody at anytime," 
Miller said. But he also 
reiterated that the team must 
play up to Its full potential and 
could not let up at crucial times. 
Walk on the wild side of life 
by liz carvlin 
camping lor college credit? 
Beginning and advanced camp-
Ing classes can partially fulfill 
the Group V physical education 
health science, psychology 121 
credits required for the 
associate degree. 
Every fali and spring 
semester the art of camping is 
taught by John E. carlson, 
nicknamed "Swede." The 
courses are COED PE 208, 
Camping-Outdoor Recreation, 
and COeD PE 212, Advanced 
camping-Outdoor Recreation. 
For six weeks of the 
semester, a trip Is planned by 
tbe . c.lass .... ,wlth.Cads.pn's 
assistance. Whether beginner 
or expert, everyone submits his 
opinions to· this decision· 
making process. 
Rain does not stop the re-
quired ,camping trip, the single 
requirement . of the one-credlt 
classes. . 
Transportation to the camp-
site Is provided by students who 
volunteer to join the caravan. A 
rental truck stocked with wood 
and other larger items leaCls the 
pack. 
To fill the two days and one 
night duration of the trip. 
students are required to form 
groups and develop daytime 
and campfire activities. 
Some actlvilies Include 
charades, campfire stories, and 
games similar to those played 
by Girl Scouts. Volleyball and 
horse shoes are examples of 
daytime activities. 
If It rains, indOOr activities 
such as cards and board games· 
are helpful. 
Everyone works together, 
eats together, and Is involved In 
activities. The camping trip not 
only provides a learning ex· 
perlence for students, but II 
also provides an opportunity to 
meet new people. 
Sports 
Kicks earn 
extra credits 
Brent DeSantis, PKA Kick 
Boxing instructor, would like 
nothing more than to see the 
self-defense class he teaches 
here be held this spring. But due 
to the lack of enrollment in the 
class, this idea might just be 
put on the back burner until 
next lall. 
DeSantis, a teacher of PKA 
Kick Boxing in the area, said, "I 
just do not unde",tand why pe0-
ple are not signing up for the 
class." DeSantis, who has 
taught the sell·delense class 
here for the pasi one·and·one-
half years, continued, "I've had 
great student interest in the 
class for the past couple of 
years. On the average, I've had 
about 15 or 16 people enrolled 
per class. This coming semes-
ter, however, there are only 
three people enrolled in the 
class." 
Self Oelense 10, which De-
Santis would rather call "the 
concepts of fighting," not only 
reviews ways 01 delending ona-
setf in life-threatening situa· 
tions, but also lets 8 student ac· 
tually use these methods of de-
fense in the class. 
"I do get a couple of men thai 
really get into the class every 
semester;9 he said. 
The self-defense class needs 
a minimum of six students. 
"Usually by this time there are 
at least nine people enrolled In 
the class, so I am a little c0n-
cerned right now," he said. on 
would be a shame if the class 
was dissolved due to a lack of 
participants. Everybody thai· 
takes the class has a very good : 
time." He his class has had. : 
very low dropout rate of only . 
one or two people per semester. . 
DeSantis is hoping for at j 
. least three more people to sign : .. 
up for his class. "I would like . 
nothing more than to teach a . 
full class this spring." he said. ' 
Anyone Interested in registering : 
for the class should call Desa ... 
lis at his office at 849-0793 for 
more information9 Of check in . 
admissions for details. 
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Student models strut the;! stuff during "Fantasia, .. a fashion show sponsored by the Student Governme'" 
Association Nov. 21. From left. Malcom Wilson is stepp;"' out while Jenny Devine models the latest in 
women's tasMan trom Deb's of Uncol" Mafl. At right, Samuel Wilson strolls;n a suit by Gingiss. 
(photos by Jerry Jacobson] 
Telecourses, Outreach Center expand learning 
by John Rossman 
and Randy Moore 
Telecourses, classes taught 
on television instead of in a 
classroom, are a new way of ot). 
tainlng college credits. 
They were introduced here 
last year. and interest in the 
courses have climbed steadily 
since then. according to Bar· 
bara Meyers. Learning 
Resources Center (LRC) direc-
tor. 
Students enrolled in tele-
courses must watch a desig. 
nated number of programs. 
each usually running from one· 
half to one hour in length. They 
then take tests after each sec-
lion. 
Outreach Center. 
The courses are also aired on 
Cent ... 1 r.hannel 37. 
Meyers said, "Telecourse 
classes benefit the student who 
For more information, con-
tact Meyers in the LRC or at Ext. 
236. 
has a jOb with difficult hours, An outreach center has been 
because with the telecourse the created in O .. k Forest to give 
student can come in and watch college and career planning 
his assignment whenever he assistance to students residing 
has the time to dO so." in the western part of the 
Telecourses will benefit peo- district. 
pie like Marge Arndt, a nursing The outreach office is located 
major here who has to tend with at 15331 S. Cicero Ave., and 
both going to school and taking classes are held on the second 
care of her children. "By taking floor. The center offers college 
a telecourse. I will be able to transfer programs leading to a 
stay at home with the kids until bachelor's degree, and one- and 
my husband gets horne, and two-year career training pro-
then go to school." grams providing preparation for 
Four telecourses are sched- immediate employment. 
uled this spring semester: "The outreach center is 
Focus on Society (SOC 101 Tl); designed to be like a mini· 
The courses, which are on America: The Second Century campus," said Robert Filz· 
video casselles. can be viewed (HIST 204 Tl); The Constitution: patrick, dean of community 
in the LRC tutoring room when A Delicate Balance (PLSC education. "It was established 
the LRC is open or can be loaTl); and The New Literacy by the board oflrustees in order 
viewed at the new Oak Forest (CS 105 Tl). to service a large number of 
~-~o..~~··oo.~06~~~~~~c..'C2&I-~~~o.·~~~'04::I""'--'Q~9'.iI~i· 
j GlIoLlJ>a!f ' ~ SGA Christmas party set ClIIfJU' 
~ The Student Government Association (SGA) is sponsoring a Christmas party at the Lansing i 
f_oo~a r 
-p The dinner-dance format includes a live OJ and a cash bar. f i For tickets or more information, contact Usa Mullen at the SGA office, Ext. 338. ~ 
f "Amahl" tickets available I 
, A few tickets still are available lor "Amahl and the Night Visitors," to be performed at 8:30 p.rn. S f tomorrow and Saturday In the Performing Arts Center. , 
p Tickets for the play are $5 for adults and $3 for children. f i For further information, contact the division 01 arts and humanities at Ext. 297. f 
E Music to your ears f, 
• f , The symphonic band will present a concert at 4 p.m. Sunday in the Performing Arts Center ~t (PAC). Works by various composers, including Sousa, Mendelsson, and Dvorak will be performed. i 
, In addition, the jazz band will play swing, Dixieland, and modern compositions at 8 p.m. p 
, Wednesday in the PAC. " 
, Admission is free to both concerts. For more information, contact the division of arts and r 
, humanities at Ext. 297. f 
I Holiday bake sale Wednesday f 
. ~ 
• The Returning Adult Center commillee is sponsoring a Christmas bake sale from 8 a.m.-t p.m. , 
, and 5-7 p.m. on Wednesday. All goodies will be decorated to get purchasers in the holiday spirit. : 
i f 
, LRC conducts research survey f 
g Questionnaires will be distributed next week at the Circulation desk 01 the Learning Resources ! 
, Center after each student checks out items. " 
p The one-page survey has been given to a random set of students biannually to see If the f 
, resources of the school's library are adequate and up-to-date for students. , 
L~::::~::::::~~:.:~::::::::n:'::::'_ ... ~ ......... J 
Tee students who live in the 
area of High School District 
228, near Oak Forest, Counlry 
I,;IUb Hills, Mlululi"oiM, Ilatci 
Crest and Tinley Park. 
"We don't have a large 
number of students irem the 
area enrolled as of yet. but 
we're hoping that the number in· 
creases so that students can 
take some of their courses at 
the center and not be forced to 
have to go all the way to the 
South Holland campus," Fltz· 
patrick said. 
Counselors are in the office 
twice per week to answer Ques· 
tions. 
The center now nffA'r!=; (;F.O 
courses. and will offer 
telecourses and pharmacy 
technician training courses this 
spring semester. 
Prospective students can 
meet with counselors from 8 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays 
and Thursdays or can obtain ad· 
ditional information about pro-
grams by calling 687-7414 or 
596-2000, Ext. 230. 
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Special Needs Program offers help 
to handicapped, disadvantaged 
The Special Needs Program, 
headed by Sheldon Siegel. pro· 
vides services to economically 
disadvantaged and disabled in· 
dividuals in DIstrict 510. 
Students receiving P-ell 
Grants and the handicapped are 
eligible for these services. 
Siegel plans such programs 
as college orientation. 
academic advising includmg 
study skills assistance. tutorial 
assistance. career planning, 
and community referral. 
One common QuestIon asked 
by lmpared students is whether 
they will get support from 
teachers if they want to take a 
partIcular class. For example. a 
blInd student wanting to take a 
data processmg course asked if 
he can use a synthesizer to 
receIve information verbally 
rather than visually. 
Siegel said. "Most of the 
faculty are very cooperative 
with our special needs stu· 
dents." 
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT 
By working with community 
contacts, Siegel can refer 
students to outside agencies. 
For example. a student ~ith a 
learning disability who is 
unable to succeed in college 
could attend a sheltered 
workshop. 
He also can refer students 
with marital and alcohol· related 
problems to off·campus agen· 
cies. 
The schoo! receives money 
from the government for this 
program to pay for salaries and 
special services. including 
tutors and and tape recorders. 
A brochure is available in the 
counseling office describing 
the Special Needs Program. 
'11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 J #'C)6t)#1:.'>~~1:.'>.,$'O&l-e~D'C)6'C)""" I K ~,fl.I;~- g 
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Me? A diet? 
Nma Johnson·Fntz. co·chairman 01 the Adult Returning Center 
comm,ttee. and Robert T Marshall. dean of counsefing and student 
activitIes. talk. over a table of delicious home·made goodIes at are· 
cent bake sale. The purpose of the Adult Returnmg Center IS to 
counsel adults who are fnghtened or feellff·prepared for returnmg to 
schoof. Johnson·Frilz hopes thaI the program will be implemented in 
January. (photo by Jerry JaCObson) More than 300.000 Americans 
- not including members of 
the armed services - are 
now living overseas. These 
people are engaged in nearly 
everypossible activi-
Japan. Africa. The South 
PaCific. The Far East, South 
America ... nearly every part 
of the free world! 
DiBenedetto, Deane discuss priorities 
ty ... construction. engineer~ 
ing. sales, transportation. 
secretarial work, accoun· 
ting. manufacturing. oil 
refining. teaching. nursing. 
government, etc.-etc. And 
many ar€: earning S2.000 to 
S5,OOO per month ... or more! 
To allow you the op~ 
portunity to apply for 
overseas employment. we 
have researched and compil-
ed a new and exciting direc-
lory on o'"erseas employ-
ment. Here is just a sample 
of what our International 
Employment Directory 
covers. 
(1). Our lnternalional 
Employment Directory lists 
dozens of cruise ship com· 
panics, both on the east and 
west coast. You will be told 
what type of pOSitions the 
cruise ship companies hire. 
such as deck hands. 
restaurant help. cooks, 
bartenders. just to name a 
few. You will also receive 
several Emplo~'mcnt Ap-
plication Forms that you 
may send directly to the 
companies you would like to 
work for. 
(21. Firms and organiza-
tions employing all types of 
personnel in Australia. 
(3). Companies and 
Government agencies 
employing personnel in near-
ly every occupation. from 
the unskIlled laborer to the 
college trained profeSSional 
by David Downs and 
liz Carvlin the students to the board," she explained. 
Rosemafla DiBenedetto was "At first I almost considered 
elected student trustee Nov. 1. She this a lawyer position. but it's 
replaces Shirley Faso. who re· not. It's realJy a matter of me 
-;ignprl Pfulrp.r thi:; semester, representing the students and 
"This position is not going to trying to voice the opinions of 
be a prOblem. Things are going the students." 
man or woman. well now." explained newly DiBenedetto said she hopes 
(4). Firms and organiza~ elected student trustee to accomplish "as much as 
Hons engaged in foreign con- Rosemaria DiBenedetto, possible" during her term. '" 
struction projects. manufac- What is a student trustee? "A want to do as much as I can for 
turing. mining, oil refining, student trustee is one non· the students. 
engineering. sales. services. ~~!inJo;~rr:,~e;~~s't~:om~~~~~~ tle'!~u:~~s~n~e~~~~~~t~h~~ta~ 
teaching, etc,. etc. and makes rer.ommendations of appreciated and that things are 
(5). How and where to ap· ~.t)~a~~~.~t)f'"bD,t'lD.a6t'>6~~aeJ.~'C)eJ.t),el.a4t)eJ.~'OD-'O~.a6'O,aJ.r' 
ply for overseas Government € Tee Tlcker ••• bv Stephanie Tolna, 0 
jobs. «o.'C)&!''C)6a~'C)D,~~.t)e:.~~~r!~~'06Q.e:>.e~'C)eJ.a6a~t)~~t)_t)_4 
(6). Information about" Memories,likethecomer.ofmymind ... ahyes~thesemesterist 
. tldrawlng to a close, and I Will have to SIt back Idly for the next 
sum mer Jobs. . . 'month. Maybe I eQuid try my hand at writing. singing, or produc· t 
(7). You wIll receIve OUf "ing a song. Who knows-with a little help, I might be pretty" 
Employment Opportunity ~goOd. How 'bout it Commodore Craft-think you can use a part-, 
Digest...jam·packed with in- ~ner, partner? • 
'b . " Put food, music and dance together and what do you get? The (1 formaho~.a out CUf.rent Job O'SGA Christmas party! The SGA is sponsoring one of those eat. ~ 
opporlumlles. SpeCIal sec- tdrink, and be merry events on Dec. 22 at the Lansing VFW. There ~ 
lions features news of ~willbeacashb~r,andmusicwilibeprovidedbya.DJ.Forfur~her, 
overseas construction pro- "info. contact lisa Mullen at Ext. 338. Sounds like some fishy" 
jects executive positions 'business could occur at this event. Don't worry, I'll catch t 
". . . l1everything hook, line, and sinker. Sorry. you'll have to wait ·tW, 
and leachmg opporlumtles. ~January to hear about this one ... On the heavier side. let's talk' 
90 Day Money ~about the fashion show sponsored by the SGA on NOV. 21. One. 
Back Guarantee ~might describe it as having a lack of organization. although t 
OUf International Employ- 11everyon.e involved seemed to be working on i! constantly by. 
•. .rehearslOg and what have you. However, I question some of the, 
M.ent D~eetory IS sent to you 'choices of clothing. the lack of introduction of the models. and (J 
With thIS guarantee. If f~f 'so forth, But with all the accomplishments the SGA has h~d this ~ 
any reason you do not obtam 'oyear, one bad apple in the hat can be tucked away ... Some Imp~r. ~ 
overseas employment or you ~tant installat.ions have happened ~ecently in, the ~GA. Kev~n 11 
are not satisfied with the job. Berry Deane IS the new prez. foll?wmg the reslgnat~on of ChriS, 
'. " Beauchamp. Also, Daryl Porter IS the new vp of fmance. and" 
offers .•. slm~l). return our tKristi Flores is the vp of student rights. Congratulations to t 
Directory wlthm 90 days and. Rosemaria DiBenedetto, the new student trustee, as well as the l) 
we"ll refund your money pro~ i three newly seated senators; Kathy Gratowskif Tim.othy Melton, ~ 
mptly ... no questions asked. ~:~:.,;~r;;,~~:~~G~;;'~~b:~ ~:x,rif'';;;~sf~~:re~t~~~sf~~~~'d~ € 
"I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!111111111111111111111111111 t the walking, so to speak. on a certain Jones' (no, not farmer' 
I • Jones") derrier. Of course Powers denies such action. and she g 
..-----------------------.fstresses that it is accidental and just appears that way. Some 0 
ORDER FORM • people will use any excuse ... Happy Birthday to you. Yes. Dec. 21 ~ 
International Employment Directory 
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21 
~ adds another year on to many for Chris Beauchamp. former. prez. " 
$l A special wish to him as he gains another year bet-lind him of C 
«l<nowledge and wisdom. OK. 1 was nice-now can 1 cut the 8,S.? t1 
o Boas Festaz, Joyeux Noel. FeUces Pascuas .• _the division of-~ arts and humanities is donating a real 15 ft. Christmas tree toG· 
, the college. The tree will be put up sometime after Sunday in the< 
'middle of the cafeteria. Students are encouraged to bring, 
, decorations, For more info, contact Diane Gannott. Ext. 297. f1 
(J Going to the chapel and gonna get married •.• Congratulations \) 
" to game room boss Walter Mosby who will kiss the single life( g goodbye on Dec. 25. Good luck. and best wishes for the future. 11 
() News Flash! News Flash! Yes fans. say you heard it in the J 
\'Ticker first. It seems that a new guinea pig has been found for, 
",. the Alumni Association Roast Feb. 16 at the Lansing Knights of C' 
«Columbus Halt. Yes. it's our very own Bailey Magruder." 
fl. economics teacher. I don't know-he may be sorry he accepted. ~ ~, Get well wishes are being sent to George LaVaque. instructor. n· in the language and communications division. He suffered a r 
Centralia. W A 98531 
Please send me a copy of your International Employment 
DireCtory. I understand that I may use this information for 90 
days and if I am not satisfied with the results. I may return 
\'o~r Directo(\.' [or an immediate refund, On that basis I'm 
enclosing 520.00 cash .... check .... or money order .... for your 
Directory. 
NAME 
ADDRESS APT' .-~ -.-.---- If'stroke last week and is hospitalized at the Olympia Fieldsr 
~ os~eeo~~~~i~t~~!t~! all, especially to Dave from the Physical f CITY STATE _________ ZIP Ii Plant for finally giving the Courier office a blast of hot air. UnWP: 
International Employment Directory 1984 I;' , 
,,':1ext year, remember ... Your time today is priceless, so use the" 
L------------------------------------=--==-----d:i~~~:~~~~~~~~~~'06~~~~~. 
going to get done." 
She said the election was 
"fun getting out there and 
meeting everybody, shaking 
their hands and having that lit· 
tie bit of competitiveness:' 
"I hau 110 idea I was going to 
have an office. phone exten· 
sion, meetings. or interviews. I 
didn·t think it was going to in· 
volve this much. This is just the 
icing on the cake. 
DiBenedetto said her main 
concern is that students be 
represented. "That has to be the 
most important thing. We need 
a say so. Nobody wants to get 
involved and it·s a shame. I'll be 
the first to admit I was the same 
way. Students say. 'I've got col. 
lege and I just don't have time.' 
We need students to par-
ticipate. 
Due to*t::-h-e-r-es""i"'g-na""'tion of the 
Student Government Associa· 
tion (SGA) President. Christo-
pher Beauchamp, Vice Presi· 
dent Kevin Deane has assumed 
the duties of president 
When asked what his plans 
as president are, Deane said he 
wanted to change the SGA con-
stitution. 
"One of the things I strived 
for ;n student government as 
vice·president was to rewrite 
the constitution. Last year 
there were a lot of problems 
because of the lack of clarifica-
tion in the constitution as it is 
written now:' 
Deane cited the student trus· 
tee election as one situation 
where proper procedures need· 
ed to be in the constitution. "If 
there is a problem that needs 
clarification. the constitution of 
by-laws should state how the 
problem is to be settled." 
The SGA plans to adopt a 
new constitution rather than 
just pass amendments, 
Deane would also like to see 
the SGA become more visible 10 
the students. "The students 
spend $1.50 per credit hour (for 
the student activities fee). and 
they should get a return on their 
investment in the form of a 
Christmas party and spring pjc. ~ 
nic. At the same time, we: 
should inform them of the' 
issues that would be pertinent 
to a student as far as what Is , 
going on around the country 
and in the state." . 
"For example, the college is 
gOing to try to pass another tax ; 
increase in the spring. I feel thaf , 
if the students on theif own 
were to go out and vote, they 
coufd pass ii," Deane said. 
l 
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by Jim Irwin and Tony Holban Also scoring in double figures Kennedy-King took control of 
109.71! That score says it all for the Dawgs were Carlton the game. Forwards Barry King 
The Bulldogs absolutely Meanweather (~6 points), John an? Andre Boozer added 13 
crushed Prairie State Nov. 29. Edw~rds (16 po~nts), and James pomts each. 
After racing to a 10.5 lead in SandIfer (13 pOints). The Bulldogs were lead once 
the first three minutes of play . Sydnor lead the defense, fore- again by John Edwards, with 25 
the Bulldogs made mincemeat mg. ~umerous turnove~s from points, and Carlton Mean-
of the Gophers. Pratrle State and leading the weather, with 10 points. 
Darrin Rice lead the way with way to many e~sy fast-breaks. Other Dawg scores are: TeC 
17 points, and Mike Sydnor was On one partIcular sequence, 82-Wright 80 (Nov. 17); TeC 
spectacular on defense, block. Sydnor b.locked a shot on 70-Richland College 66 (Nov. 
ing shot after shot while racking defense fight after slamming 23); TCC 58-Oakton College 55 
up 14 points. h".?,e a rebound on offense. (Nov. 24); and TCC S9-Mil· 
"We played well. We just Sydnor played really well waukee Tech 60 (Nov. 24). 
outplayed them (Prairie State) tonight, particularly on This last victory Clinched the 
from start to finish" said defense," Miller said. "We did Seventh Annual Turkey Touma-
Bulldog Coach Ralph' Miller. not want t~ rub it in their faces, ment for the Bulldogs. 
"Anytime you score 109 pOints so we sWitched to the zone 
then you are doing the righ1 defen~: to hold the scoring 
things." down. 
Indeed. The Bulldogs led at Howe~er, the Bulldogs' score 
one pOint in the game by more kept rlS109 throughout the se-
than 40 pOints. condo half. Even the substitutes 
At the start of December the 
Bulldogs are almost where they 
wanted to be in the winlloss col-
umns. Coach Miller was hoping 
for a 6-0 record at this point but 
the Oawgs' 5-1 mark is not 100 
bad, either. 
---_. -
---
: ~._'"- :';-.~ /1' ~. ---~ 
Bulldogs' Mike Fies (with ball) drives toward the hOop against two 
Kennedy-King defenders as Darren Rice (42J prepares to go for the re-
bound. (Photo by Jerry Jacobson) With just over two minutes re- got.m the act ~s the Dawgs 
maining in the first half the received 55 pomts from the 
Dawgs switched from a 'tight bench. 
pressing man-le-man defense ------ Intramural cagers, bowlers on a roll 
to a zone defense. They were 
already comfortably ahead 
when the switch was made. 
Leading 55·25 at the start of 
the second half. the Bulldogs 
showed no mercy as they con-
tinually scored at will against 
the hapless Gophers; they built 
their biggest lead of the evening 
at 77-35 with 12 minutes still re-
maining in the game. 
Kennedy·Klng 82, Tee 62 
Basketbali Coach Ralph 
Miller commented, "We were 
outplayed," and the statistics 
prove this point. 
Kennedy-King placed five 
players in double scoring 
figures in the game. Led by 
cehter Bobby Lane's 16 pOints, 
and guards Ron Stagger's and 
Byron Durr's 15 pOints each. 
by Randy Moore 
The intramurals basketball 
tournament is in its seventh 
week of play, and the Buffalo 
Chips has the best overall 
record of six wins and no 
losses. The team is closely 
followed by Dynasty, which has 
a 4·2 record. 
Intramurals Director Gloria 
Women cagers look for success 
by Jfm Irwin 
When the 1984-85 women's 
basketball team opened play 
Nov. 27 against Kennedy·King 
College, Bill Fink, head coach, 
was not sure what to expect 
from his team. 
"We have seven players, six 
of them are freshmen. We also 
have one player who will not be 
eligible to play until January," 
Fink said. 
Fink expects a slow start 
from the team, but he also ex-
pects them to achieve a level of 
respectability by the time the 
Christmas tournament arrives. 
According to Fink, the ideal 
situation for the team would be 
to have nine players. However. 
"seven players is really all we 
may need because they all have 
good potential." 
The team had some playing 
experience prior to last week's 
opener. On Nov_ 20, they scrim-
maged against College of St. 
Francis (Joliet) and according 
to Fink, did a respectable job, 
This season's team features 
guard Joanne Vetroczyk (5'2" 
from Bishop Noll), who Fink 
calls the team's play maker. 
The scoring guards are Nancy 
White (5'7" from T.F. North) and 
Sandy Brown (S'S" from 
Homewood·Flossmoor). 
While possesses a yood out· 
side jumper, while Brown is a 
good penetrator who can break 
up the defense with good 
drives. 
Forwards on the team include 
Shelly Keenan (S'S" from T.F. 
North) and Karen Damon (5'10" 
from Bloom). 
Keenan can score paints and 
also is a very aggressive 
player," says Fink, "while 
Damon is an average scorer 
who is more of a rebounding for-
ward_" 
At center for the Lady Dawgs 
is Phillis Denman (5'11" from 
Bremen) who has "unlimited 
basketball ability," 
Denman will be expected to 
score pOints as well as rebound 
for the team_ 
Also playing for the team is 
Sue Zandstra (5'7" from Thorn· 
ridge), a player who Fink calls 
"a good rebounder and defen· 
sive player." 
Coach Fink declined to 
speculate about the level of 
competition in the conference_ 
However, he feels that the 
team's strength is their positive 
attitude and a reliable offense 
which is still improving_ 
There are some weak pOints 
to the team also, and Fink 
knows this. pointing out that in 
on.ler for the team to be 5UC· 
cessful, they must play better 
"man-to·man" defense and 
must rebound better both offen· 
sively and defensively. 
"If we improve in these areas, 
as well as gain from experience 
and maintain a good attitude, 
we should have a successful 
season." 
Merry Christmas 
from the Courier 
sports staff 
The 19~4-8S Women's Basketball team includes (front row, from left) Joanne Verroczky. Sue Zandstra, Pam 
~Ze:~~kI. (Back row, from left) Head Coach Bill Fink, Sandy Brown, Karen Damon, Nancy White, and Shelly 
. (Photo by Jerry Jacobson) 
Hoekstra said no problems have 
occurred with player and of· 
ficial conduct. 
"The teams have been very 
cooperative, and there have 
been no prOblems with rowdi-
ness_ Also, the officials have 
done a very good job," she said. 
"The only problem is that 
many teams forfeit a lot of their 
games. The forfeits seem to be 
because of the late hours of the 
games." 
Basketball intra murals will be 
scheduleo lit earlier times duro 
ing the spring semester. 
We're hoping for more atten-
dance with next semester's 
earlier scheduled games," 
Hoekstra said. "When people 
go home, they don't feel like 
coming back late to play the 
night games. 
•• A team has to have its 
players assembled at least five 
minutes after a scheduled time 
to play. This is so the schedule 
will not get backed up. Teams 
that are more than five minutes 
Bowling 
Intra murals bowling is in its 
last weeks of play, and teams 
composed of faculty members 
are averaging higher scores 
than student teams. 
The Strikers, a faculty team, 
has the best record of 16-4. The 
Fade-Ins, another faculty team, 
is tied with the student team 
The Raiders for second place 
with 14..f3 records. 
Bob Hayes holds the high 
series male record with a score 
oJ 611, and Kay 018u,on, 
physical education instructor, 
holds the high series female 
record with a 473 score, as of 
Nov. 20. 
"I like the competition, and 
intramurals are fun," Clauson 
said. "The tournament is 
something that everyone can 
really get into ... 
Game are held from 4-6 p.m. 
Tuesdays at Park View Lanes in 
Riverdale. 
Kulycky volleys to win 
intramural tennis title 
by John Rossman 
Mike Kulycky is . this year's 
winner of the fait intramural ten~ 
nis tournament. 
Kulycky, an instructor in the 
language and communications 
division, won the final round 
match against Ed Bonczyk, 
physical education teacher. 
This year's tournament, 
scheduled to be completed by 
Oct. 31, was delayed several 
times because of foul weather 
or a tack of communication on 
the part of the players in the 
tournament. At some times, the 
tournament was as far as two 
weeks behind ptanned dates. 
The tournament picked up 
toward the end of October, as 
the weather cleared and the 
players made an effort to get 
the tournament moving_ 
In the semi-final round, Jeff 
Riezynski was the only student 
left with a chance of winning 
the tournamenl He was elim~ 
nated by Bonczyk, 
In the other semifinal match, 
Milt Gilmore, health and life 
sciences instructor, was no 
match for the consistent play of 
Kulycky. 
.~C).t::..e~C)4::t.~~e.;;,.~~~o.-.~~_~~~'C.&"'9o&tw&t 
, I 
~. 1984 N4C Football Honors I 
~ (AII-Gonference) 
K Second Team I 
r 0 . 
" ffensive Guard - Dan Palewski ,. 
.
f! Defensive Tackle· Jeff Scholl ,. 
1" Defensive Back· Tom Murakowski ~ I 
t " ~ Honorable Mention ,. 
t" Quarterback· Matt Zondor r WIde Receiver· Ronald Suggs I f Running Back· Jerald McMillian i 
, Cenler • Phil Mason 1 
, DefenSIve Back - James McKinley 1 
_~~~~eDt::../:lI~t)D~C)DG~e:.~1!)~~~t)~~ 
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I The grass is greener on the other side? 
I Magruder to be roasted on an open fire 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Tickets are now on sale for emCee for this irreverent tribute 
the Alumni Association's Sec· to Magruder's friends, col· 
ond Annual Alumni/Faculty leagues and former students. 
roast on Saturday. Proceeds Some of the featured speakers 
from the event will fund a stu- for the evening will include 
dent scholarship. . Magruder's brother, Jim; TeC 
Bailey Magruder, instructor in Trustee Frank Zuccarelli, a 
the Division of Social and Be· member of the Class of 1976 
havioral Sciences, has agreed and a former student of 
to serve as the celebrity guest Magruder's; retired faculty 
lor this worthy cause. A resi· member G.C. Schellhorn, who 
dent of Hazel Crest, Magruder now lives in Wisconsin; Jim 
has been a member of the TeC Flynn, instructor in the Division 
faculty since 1963. "I was the of Language and Communica· 
emcee at the first one," tions; Pat O'Connell, instructor 
Magruder said, "so it is an in the Division of Social and 
honor to be chosen. It will be a Behavioral Sciences; Ed Bone· 
lot of fun." zyk, instructor in the Division of 
Doors wilt open at 7 p.m. and Health and Life Sciences; Den· 
the program will begin at 7:30 nis Dryzga, instructor in the 
p.m. at the Knights of Colum· Division of Business and Infor· 
bus Halt, 178th and Burnham mation Systems; Basil 
Ave., lansing. Complimentary Halkides, instructor in the Divi· 
snacks wilt be provided by the sion of Physical Science and 
Alumni Association. Drinks wilt Mathematics; Sally Beckman, 
be available at a cash bar. instructor in the Division of 
Roast tickets are priced at $4 Language and Communica· 
in advance and $4.50 at the door tions; Jim Keane, instructor in 
Tom Pavlik, instructor in the 
Division of BUSiness and Infor· 
mation Systems; John Carlson, 
instructor in the Division of 
Health and Lite Sciences; and 
Carl Schakrow, a friend of the 
celebrity guest who'll be 
journeying from Michigan for 
the occasion. 
The 1985 Alumni/Faculty 
Roast has been organized by a 
committee composed of Doug 
Cantlon, former Courier editor 
and member of the Alumni 
Association Board of Directors; 
DeVaughn Miller, retired TCC 
faculty member and guest of 
honor at the first alumni/faculty 
roast; Norm Warns, Tee in-
structor and faculty liaison to 
the Alumni Association; and 
Alumni Association board 
members Brenda Razzano, 
Elyse Stake, Mike Polk, Jim 
Jurek and Andy Wolf. 
The 1985 student scholarship 
funded through the proceeds 
for the roast will also carry the 
name of Bailey Magruder. This 
Alumni Leadership Award will 
be provided in the form of a 
monetary award. Applicants 
must be currently enrolled at 
TCC and must provide evidence 
of active participation in college 
or community activities as well 
as progress toward their goals. 
and are avaHable at the Office the Division of Physical Science The Bailey Magruder AJumni 
of Public Relations/Alumni and Mathematics; Helen Tomp· Leadership Award will be 
Relations, Room 2132. kins, secretary in the Office of presented at the TCe Alumni 
Erika Hartmann, instructor in Public Aelations; Bill Tabel, The tables will be turned on BaUey Magruder ar this year's Alum- Association's Third Annual 
the Division of Language and Director of the Division of nilFaculty Roast. Magruder, standing, played comedian at last year's Meeting and Dinner-Dance on (;-IP •• ;;.W.ilpl ~s~er.viela~s.~~~;~B~elhpaV~i~o,ra.I.;.~.e;v •• n~t,alin;d~g~o;t~a~:'~h;u.~Ck~/e~fr;o;m,t;he;;;fiirs~t~roiastee, DeVaughn Miller, May 4. 
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No .... YOU can have tvo of the =ost recognized and accepted 
t:t~t.lUt:.Arda in the: 'Jgrld ••• V1SA® and "1;ililrIHrIHdq:o .::r~d1t 
carda ••.. "in your name" EVEN [P YOU ARE HE\.! IN CREDIT or 
HA ... E BEEN TIJRNED DOWN BEFORE I 
VlSA® and !ia&terC.nd.a> the 
credit c.:lrJe you deaerve and nced for'" 1D • BOOKS 
• DEPAJl.TMENT STORES· TUlT10N .. EN1"ERTAlSH£bC! 
El1ERCENCY CASH" TICKETS .. RLStACR.ANTS 
• HO'T£LS " KUTEtS .. GAS .. CAR RENTALS· REPAIRS 
• AND TO aUIUl YOUll. CREDIT RATINGt 
the credit card progralll you've: been hearlng 
abolJt on natlunal televili10n and radio as ",ell Ole 
in tuAgaz:.ince and newspapers coast to coast. 
Hurry •••. f i:.1 oue this card today .• _. 
'Your credit carda are waitingl 
CREDITGETTER,BOX1091,SHALI~~R,FL 32579 
YES! I .. ant \'IS,;"7!1asterCard~cr"dit 
cards. Ene losed f tnd Sl'i 1.Jhich i~ 10Gl; 
refundable if not approved i~~ediately 
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Serious about a career in engineering. computer science. 
natural sctence. architecture. design or bUSiness? 
RATERNITIES, 
CAMPUS ORGANI· 
I7AT,n,N" "R A VERY ENERGETIC 
IINIJIV'OlJAL TO ACT AS OUR REP 
ANNUAL SPRING 
TRIPS TO DAYTONA AND 
LAUDERDALE FLORI· 
EARN COMMISSIONS 
FREE TRIP. CALL OR 
COASTAL TOURS, P.O. 
OAK FOREST, ILL. 60452, 
131.!.9t>3-8<156. PLEASE INCLUDE 
NUMBER! 
Calumet College 
NO OUT OF STATE 
TUITION DIFFERENTIAL 
(312) 721-0202 EXT 215 
Small Classes .. .Individual Attention ... We 
,.. _____ illtlllCOUPONIIIII ___ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII_, 
I "tVli EXPii'EI'£NC I 
I FIst Lube Systems I 
I 235 West 162nd Street South Holland, IL 60473 I 
I (312) 339·3111 I 
I 10 Min. Oil Change I 
Lube & Filter ! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
$15.95 Reg. $17.95 
QUAKER 
STAn. No Appointment 
N~ceSSafY 
Coupon expires 3114/85 ~ 
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AFRAID YOU CAN'T AFFORD 
TO GET YOUR DEGREE AT 
w~ know money concerns are imponant. So we·d like you to know mOre 
abOut nT'S extensive financial aid programs lor qualified students whiCh 
currently assist 70°'0 of our studenl body. 
Our students enjoy other liT advantages too: such as a qualily education 
at a recognized research university: small class sizes which mean close 
Interaction between student and faculty.. more personal attention; 
cooperative education opportunities and graduate placement. And most 
of all, degree programs of Special repute in the helds of engineering, 
architecture and design. buSiness adminisualion and the sciences. 
To learn what 1fT has to offer you, give us a call. Monday to Friday. 9 AM 
to 5 PM, Or if you prefer. send the coupon below. Lel"s talk it over. 
3121567·3025 
-----------I would Itke to know more about liT. Please send me in1ormatlOn on liT's 
Undergraduate AcademIC program. SChOlarshlps and hnanoaJ ald. 
INTENDED 
NAME (;;;p::::\e,= .. p'='n:::"'I-------"AJOO _____ _ 
Address _____________ z,p --_.-
Telephone #- (Day) _______ Expected semester and year 
(Eve) 01 entry ____ _ 
CommuOily conege now attendIng ___________ _ 
Send to: Art Shearburn 
Coordinator of Transfer Admissions 
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Admissions Office liT Center 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
312 ·567·3025 I $2~OO OFF I I On Our Full Service I 
------- .... ----~,... .... , ............ ,,.st::'"'rI~~iF.DIflili:m ... J ~al!lIlllIlIlI\Illlllll.III1I1I1I1.111111111 
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CAMPUSNEW5 
TCC fight against famine 
. Members of the S.t<:dent Gov,:rnment Association and Student Activities office have joined forces 
wIth the Campus Monlstry to raIse dollars for the Red CrosslRed Crescent Societies. 
Any contributions are welcome. Checks can be made out to the American Red Cross (African 
Retief) and either dropped off at the counseling center, Room 2119, or mailed to: American Red Cross 
(Attn. Africa~ Relief): South Cook District Office, 157 E. 155th Street, Harvey, III. 60426. 
For more onforma\,on, contact Robert Marshall, dean of counseling and student activities, in the 
counseling center or at Ext. 348. 
Club for the handicapped 
Sheldon Siegel, special needs counselor, is trying to organize a club for handicapPed students. 
All interested students should attend a meeting at n,oon or 6 p.m. Tuesday in the conierence room 
In the counseling center. 
Openings for spring Europe trip 
Two vacancies have opened up in the American Leadership Study Group tour of Europe during 
spring break, April 6-14. 
Coordinated by Anke Culver of the department of languages and communication, the group will 
visit Heidelberg, Lucerne (in Switzerland), Paris and London. 
The price of 5969 for the nine-day trip includes airfare, all ground transportation, hotel rooms, 
breakfasts, dinners, and two lunches. 
Interested students or area residents should contact Culver in Room 3128 or at Ext. 267 as soon as 
possible. 
Contest for aspiring poets 
International Publications is sponsoring a National College Poetry contest for college and univer· 
sity students. 
Cash prizes for the top five poems will be given. Deadline for entries is March 31. 
For more information, contact the Courie, at Ext. 336. ' 
Millions unclaimed for college aid 
The College Scholarship Bureau assists college bound, undergraduate, and graduate students off· 
set the educational money crisis that faces them tOday. The Bureau specializes in lOcating and 
matching students to scholarships, grants and athletic awards available from a vast variety of scat· 
tered sources. While the national pool of educational assistance is about $4 billion per year, more 
than 5150 million goes unclaimed each year because students do not know where or how to apply. 
Entrance level college students, undergraduate and graduate school students, and athletic award 
students seeking assistance can write the College Scholarship Bureau, 10250 Collins Avenue, Bal 
Harbour, Florida 33154. To be assured of receiving the proper category of information, students are 
requested to state educational level of assistance: entrance level, undergraduate or graduate school, 
or athletic award. 
Plane facts for scholarship 
A $500 scholarship is offered annually to a college student by the Illinois Pilots Association. Some 
of the criteria is that the student must be enrolled in an aviation curriculum, at an illinOis school and 
be an Illinois resident. For more information, please contact Carol Zander, chairman of the commit· 
tee at 312·957-4192. 
Dollars for future accountants 
The Independent Accountants Association of IllinOis is again offering three $300 scholarships to 
college accounting students. The IAAI, an affiliate of the National SOCiety 01 Public Accountants, 
awards these scholarships annually to deserving students who Intend to enter the profession of ac-
counting. 
The IAAI is composed of over a thousand accountants in all parts of Illinois serving hundreds of 
thousands of small businesses. 
Interested students with a "B" average or better should write for an application to the lAAI 
Scholarship Foundation, 251·F Lawrencewood, Niles, II. 60646. Completed applications must be 
returned no later than July 1. Scholarships will be awarded prior to the 1965 fall term. 
SGA to host gospel concert 
In Observance of Black History Month, the Student Government Association will host a History of 
Gospel Concert on Feb. 22. The program will begin at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center. 
Featured performers will include the Winans, of Detroit, and Phoebe Holmes, of Milwaukee. 
Special guests will be members of the True Holiness Church of Harvey. TCC students may obtain 
free tickets upon presentation of their student Identification cards. All tickets must be Obtained in 
advance of the performance. 
To obtain additional information call Ext 338. 
Graduation information available 
Students wishing to check their acadamlc credentials to see If they are taking the proper courses 
for an associate's dagree or certificate can receive an individual course evaluation at the admissions 
and records office, Room 2123. from now until March 15. 
According to William Hafer, daan of admissions and records, 15-minute appointments can be 
made by contacting the office at Ext. 324. 
Deadline for graduation applications for this semester is March 15. 
Returning Adult Center opens 
Office hours for Nina JOhnson-Fritz, Returning Adult Center coordinator, have been established. 
Her hours are from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays and 6 to 8 p.m. on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Her office is presently located in Room 2112 of the Counseling Center. One of the purposes of the 
~;~~;:;~ng Adult Center is to counsel adults who are frightened or feel iII-prepared for returning to 
The official opening of the center Is March 7 
Spanish student presents program 
Former Spanish student lelia Bashaw, of the health and life sciences diviSion, will present a slida 
program at noon Wednesday in the Foreign Language Lab. Room 3120, on the TCC trip to Seville, 
Spain. She journied to Spain last June with her Spanish teacher and two other students. The program 
is part of the spring term Espiritu Espanol Welcoming Fiesta. EVeryone interested in Spanish culture 
i~ jnvit~ tf') ;:tttp.nrl. 
The faculty/administration team captured the trivia ch"mj,ioI1Sh'lp 
o'nce again during the Student Government ASSOCiation's 
Week. The winning team, from left. included Bill CU"an. Robert 
Judi Mack. Bruce Aldrich and William Tabel. 
Invitation 
Who: You, the Courier readers. 
What: Give feedback on what you like or don't like about 
the Courier and suggestions tor future Issues. Also, 
give opinions on an issue. 
When: As soon as possible. 
Why: So that wa, the Courier staff, can better se/'l'e you. 
Where: Send leHers to the editor, Stephanie Tolnai, to the 
Courier office, Room 2118. 
Pie eating contestants Bernie sebok (left) and. Lori Ragonese devour 
their way to the pie tin during the recent Student Government 
lion's Rush Week. Ragonese, who won last fall's contest. 
winner. (photo by Je,rv Jacc,bs"nll 
Sportsmans Club 
Luncheons & Dinners 
Tuesday - Saturday 
10:30 a.m. - 12 midnigh 
Closed Sundays, Mondays 
& Holidays 
157th & Lowe 
HARVEY 
339·5500 
Banquets 25 - 140 
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Bulldogs get it Wright in first season victory 
by Jim Irwin and 
Tony Ho/ban 
The Bulldogs won their first 
game 0/ the 1984 season wilh a 
27·6 thrashing of Wright Sepl. 
29. 
The victory snapped an eight. 
game losing streak by lhe 
Bulldogs. The team dominated 
the entire game both offensively 
and de/enslvely. 
After the delense stopped the 
Rams on the opening series of 
plays, the offense rolled down· 
field to score their first 
touchdown of the season as 
Verron Oright plowed in from 
the one yard line. Jim Irwin add· 
ed the extra pOint, and the 
Bulldogs were ahead to stay, 
7-0. 
Then, on the ensuing kickoff, 
Irwin booted an onside kickoff 
which the Bulldogs recovered at 
the Wright 47·yard line. From 
there, the Bulldogs drove down 
the field to the Ram seven yard 
line before stalling. Irwin then 
connected on a 24·yard field 
goal to make the score 10·0. 
Later in the second quarter, 
the Bulldogs added another 
touchdown as Rob Sucha non 
scored the first of his two 
touchdOwns on a short·yardage 
run. After this tally, the 
Bulldogs led 17-0 at halftime. 
In the second half, Wright 
scored their only touchdown of 
N4C Football Standings 
as of 10/1/84 
Harper 
Moraine Valiey 
DuPage 
Triton 
ConI. 
W L 
4 0 
4 1 
3 1 
3 1 
1 3 
1 3 
o 3 
Overall 
W L 
5 0 
4 
1 
1 
3 
4 
4 
the game on a four-yard pass 
after a big gainer on a run up the 
middle. With their lead cut to 
17-6, the Bulldogs then gol 
down to business as the 
defense single·handedly took 
care of the third quarter to make 
sure the game would not be 
lost. 
Roger Gustaffson was the 
hero on defense as he In~ 
tercepted three passes during 
the afternoon. Vincent Rucker 
also had a big interception for 
the Bulldogs to help kill a Ram 
drive. The special team defense 
also got Into the act as Dan 
Palewskl recovered a fumbled 
snap from the Rams' center on 
a punt at Ihe Ram two-yard line, 
This break set up one of 
Buchanon's two touchdown 
runs. 
Rob Nelson, Reggie Ham· 
brick, and Tom Murakowski all 
contributed sacks of the Ram 
quarterback to help out on the 
Bulldogs' defensive effort. 
With the score 17-6 in favor of 
the Bulldogs at the start of the 
fourth quarter, the Bulldogs had 
a chance to increase the lead, 
but Irwin's field goal attempt of 
32 yards went wide lefl. 
After an interception by 
Gustaffson put an end to a 
short drive by Wright, the 
Bulldog offense, led by quarter· 
back Matt Zondor (9 of 16 with 
on an Illinois Valley defender. 
58 yards passing), drove down· 
field and scored on a two-yard 
touchdown run by Buchanon. 
On the extra·point attempt, 
the Bulldogs ran the fake kick, 
and It succeeded as Zondor hit 
Jerald McMillian with the two-
point -conversion on a pass play. 
In addition to scoring two 
poInts on the conversion, 
McMillian also rushed for 148 
yards on 28 carries. 
Intramurals: a chance 
for competitive fun 
Intramural activity is under· 
way this season. Bowling com-
petition will begin Oct. 16. The 
sign~up deadline for this event 
is Monday. 
a time where students can re-
late to faculty on a recreational 
level instead of an educational 
leve/." 
Illinois Valley 
Joliet 
Thornton 
Rock Valley o 4 
4 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 4 ,_ 
After bowling, men's basket· 
ball play begins Nov. 5. Most of 
the games will be played on 
Thursday evenings. Last season 
12 teams participated in two 
divisions, and the winner of 
each division played in the 
championship game. 
Bulldog 
Sports 
Ralph MUler 
Bowling is one of the most 
popular sports and is free to 
anyone, according to Ralph 
Miller, intramural and athletic 
director. "Faculty, staff, and 
students can partiCipate in this 
event," he explained. "It is also 
A coed billards tournament 
will begin on Feb. 11 and will 
provide an opportunity for 
students to show off some of 
their basement pool shoaling to 
the public. 
Rounding out the coed In-
tramural schedule are volley-
ball, beginning March II, and 
softball, starting May 1. 
"Intramurals provide a 
chance for a -person to see if he 
or she has.the talent to compete 
at the varsity level," Miller said. 
Also, they are designed to pro-
mote fun and some competition 
among friends. Contact Miller in 
the fieldhouse for more informa-
tion. 
Defense anchors 1984 spikers 
This season's version of the 
Bulldogs volleyball team, 
cn-:hed by Gloria Hoekstra, 
will feature a Y'lfIng lOOk. 
Retuming from last year's 
squad are Cheryl Hall, Mary 
The 7984 Lady Dogs are (bottom row from left} Maureen DeGraff. Mary 
Smith, Connie Rischar, Sebrena Lowe, and Cheryl HalJ (lOP lOW lrom left) 
Assistanf Coach Sob Heersema. Suzanne Palmer, Allison Hendron, Lori 
Styka. Nancy White. Head Coach Gloria Hoeks~ra. a:,d .~~~a.~~_~~~:, 
Smith, and Maureen DeGraff. 
Remaining teammates are all 
freshmen, including Sebrena 
Lowe and a host of former 
Thornton Fractional North high 
school alumni-Connie 
Rischar, Nancy White, Lori 
Styka, and Allison Hendron. 
Team standings are 11-7 
overall, and 1·1 in conference. 
The spikers were victorious 
against Joliet and losers 
against Triton in this carr 
ference action. 
Reflecting on this season's 
losing battles, Hoekstra said, 
"We lost on mental errors and 
peeple hesitating instead of 
taking the initiative." 
Looking over her leam, 
Hoekstra believes Halt is her 
best all-around player. "She is 
quick on offense and defense, 
but most Important is that she 
has a great attitude. Hall is the 
first one to compliment so-
meone else if she does at good 
job." 
The team had a rough start by 
losing its first three games but 
rebounded with a four-game 
••• : ...... ; ... ", ",t .. "",,:>1.-
To cap the scoring In the 
game, the Bulldog defense 
scored their first points of the 
season as John Martinez was 
credited with a safety to make 
the final score 27-6. • 
In the game played Sept. 22, 
the Bulldogs had a rough time 
doing anything right as they 
were beaten by lItinois Valley, 
47·3. 
(Photo by Jerry Jacobsonl 
The only scoring for t1it 
Bulldogs came on the strength 
of a 37·yard field goal by kicker 
Jim Irwin. Those were the first 
paints scored by the Bulldogs In 
22 quarters. 
The Bulldogs' next game Is 
homecoming at 1 p.m. Salurday 
against Joliet. The Bulldogs will 
gun for their second straight 
win. 
Kevin Witt (No. IS) drives past a Moraine Valley defender as Paul Hum-
pher (No. 13) shows up fo lend a hand. (photo by Jerry JacobsOl4 
Soccer nets first victory 
by Jim irwin sive game. Everyone did his p. 
The soccer team won the first to help contribule to the victOli 
game of the season Sepl. 26 according to the coach. The .. 
with a 3--1 victory over Moraine Iy goal for Moraine Valley cam 
Valley. on a penalty kick. 
"What made the victory even Goalie Jim Vasil1 turned Inf 
more satisfying was that we very solid effort," Welker said 
had good support from the "In fact, the whole team did, 
crowd of fans who was atten- great jOb during the game." 
ding the game," Coach Ron Welker hopes the victory wi 
Welker said. The Bulldogs now bring the Bulldogs the cg 
have a record of 1·5. fidence they need for the rest. 
After a scoreless first half the season. "In the first til: 
with the Mauraders, the weeks of the soccer season. 
Bulldogs scored the first goal of showed much inexperience,ll 
the game just one minute into now the team has been cornia 
the second half. Keith McCrae, together as a unit," Welker .. 
who scored two goals In the ed. 
contest. blasted one past the Indeed9 inexperience was e 
Moraine goalkeeper. dent as the Bulldogs W1J 
Also adding a goal for the thumped In a couple of ~ 
Bulldogs was John Garren. season games by scores of 11 
Rudy Labovic. added three and 14·1. However, the Bulldq 
assists to heip pace the Bulldog may be on their way to imPl' 
offensive attack. ing on last season's 2·17 ree« 
As far as defense went, the with this triumph over Morail 
Bulldogs played a solid defen- Valle. 
HEGEWISCH DISCOUNT 
RECORDS & TAPES 
PRESENTS THEIR 
20th YEAR i 
STOREWIDE $1°0 OFF SALE; 
OCTOBER 12th· 18th I 
SUPER SAVINGS ON ALBUMS, CASSETTES, 
RECORD CRATES, T-SHIRTS, TAPE CASES AND MO~ 
HEGEWISCH DISCOUNT RECORDS & TAPEI' 
522 TORRENCE AVE. 4000 E.lINCOLN HWY ! 
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SGA senators to be elected 
by David Downs 
The Student Government 
Association (SGA) is currently 
accepting applications for 
students wishi ng to run for a 
senator position. 
Applications will be accepted 
until Sept. 28, with elections 
scheduled Oct. 34. 
According to SSA President 
Christopher Beauchamp, "The 
elections for senators are held 
in the faU, and elections for ex-
ecutive officers are held in the 
spring. This gives people who 
have been around longer the 
chance to advance into the ex~ 
,BCutive positions." 
Some responsibilities of 
senators include spending an 
hour in the SGA office each 
week, attending assigned com· 
mittee meetings and attending 
regular SGA meetings every 
other week. 
Senators serve on one of four 
standing committees: finance, 
programming, student rights, 
and public affairs. 
"We hope that the Public Af· 
fairs Committee will be the key 
to our success this year," 
Beauchamp said. "It is de-
signed to keep students in· 
formed of ongoing events 
represented by the SGA." 
Beauchamp believes the big-
gest problem facing the SGA is 
student apathy. "Only 400 
students voted in , ... t spring's 
Thornton Community College 
election. That is roughly 4 per· 
cent of the student body that 
voted." 
Beauchamp continued, "We 
hope that the turnout will be 
higher and different for this 
election." 
Voter registration 
A voter registration drive is be-
ing held this week, sponsored by 
the Slcdent Government 
AsSOCiation in cooperation with 
the League of Women Voters and 
the National Organization for 
Women. 
Registration is taking place 
outside the Grotto and by the ad· 
missions area from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. and 5 to 8 p.m. today and 
tomorrow. 
Papa Bulldog II 
James L EvankO. president. talkS with !acully members at a recent in· 
troductory meeting. President Evanko will be spotlighted in Ille next edi-
tion 01 the Courier. (photo by Jerry Jacobson) 
LOOKING INSIDE 
COURIER • Fall screens set to sizzle • New staff joins the ranks • Fall calendar revisions set • Dogs fumble, scoreless after 3 p.2 p.3 p.3 p.4 
p.4 South Holland, Illinois 60473 
Here's iooking 
at you, 
schweetheart 
Rudy Mendoza, 
(Sogey) and 8ill 
Fogarty (Allan Fet/xJ 
&tarred in "Play II 
Again Sam" PM-
Iormed on Sept. 8 
and 15 in the PAC. 
(photo by Jerry 
JaCObson) 
Sept. 20, 1984 Vol. 53, No.1 • Time-out for Schloss hick-off 
Rumors ablaze as buildings go up in smoke 
by Paul Thomson 
There's a false rumor on cam-
pus that the interim buildings 
were set on fire by arsonists. In-
stead, the buildings were burned 
down in training sessions by 
local fire departments during 
the summer break. 
Approximately one year ago, 
the South Holland Fire Depart. 
ment (SHFD) told the Board of 
Trustees the buildings wOUld 
have to be demolished or 
renovated to meet fire safety 
codes. Board members decided 
to tear the buildings down as a 
cost-savings measure. 
According to PhySical Plant 
Director RObert B. Kinsella, the 
estimated cost to demolish and 
haul away the buildings was 
$30,000 to $50,000. 
The SH FD then asked 
trustees If Instead the buildings 
could be burned down In train-
ing sessions. Board members 
agreed to donate the buildings 
to the fire department. Thus, the 
fire department could train 
firemen in a live situation, and 
the b.oard could get the 
buildings torn down free of 
charge. 
Firemen from South Holland 
and six other communities par· 
ticipated in the training exer· 
cises. 
·'The buildings were used for 
training of extinguishing small 
fires, ventilation. rescue, and 
forced entry," said South 
Holland Deputy Chief James 
Willey. The drills consisted, in 
part, of rescuing a dummy from 
a burning building and cutting 
• Trustees 
discuss 
burning issue 
Details in 
Oct. 4 
Courier 
holes in the roof. Smoky condi· 
tions were created by setting 
hay afire. At the completion of 
the drills, the buildings were left 
to burn to the ground. 
Trustees are now accepting 
offers to haul the remaining rub--
bish away. Kinsella said no 
plans exist IQr tile empty area, 
so it now will be covered with 
dirt. 
The twenty temporary struc· 
tures were built in 1969 to house 
classes when the main campus 
building was being built. 
The five remaining buildings 
house former interim tenants, 
including the baby sitting ser· 
vice, English as a Second 
Language participants, com· 
munity education programs, 
and athletic department 
facUities, including a locker 
room. 
Student trustee resigns; 
special election set 
A special election to fill the 
student trustee vacancy will be 
held Ocl 3 and 4 in conjunction 
with general SGA senator elec· 
!ions. 
Any interested TCC student 
may run for the trustee position. 
Former student trustee 
Shirley Faso submitted her 
resignation at the Sept. 13 
board of trustees meeting due 
to Increased responsibilities 
and activities. 
According to Christopher 
Beauchamp, Student Govern· 
ment ASSOCiation (SGA) presi· 
dent. and Kevin Barry Dean. 
SGA vice presidMt of student 
rights, Faso diligenlly per· 
formed her duties as student 
representative to the board for 
the past 18 months. They said 
the SGA would like to thank her 
on behalf of TCC students for 
her sincere efforts, and they 
wish her well in all of her 
endeavors. 
~ 
'i ::aculty spells relief: C-O-N-T-R-A-C-T 
~ Stephanie Tolnal 
, • "I'm relieved that ,t's over and 
... § 1t everything is settled for i 0 years," was a comment 
i. ard frequently by faculty 
!mbers at the end of the 
! ~ 'ee-day strike, according to 
lrm Warns, member of the i cultys negotiating team. 
t i ~~d f:;U;t~rke a~:ct~t:~~ 
; iin reasons, according to 
.8 mnis Dryzga, chief negotiator 
!! ~n: t~~~:~~ ~~~a:::~\nC~~~ ! IY increase, while the second 
volved the salary schedule 
ructure. 
The board had proposed a 13 
lfeent pay increase over two 
tats. The faculty, however, had 
anted a 21 percent pay in· 
! ease over this time. The final 
..... .JIltracl met me faculty's re· 
quest. 
The percentage, however, is 
rellected by seniority. Senior 
staff members can make as 
much as 542,000 in 1985-86 
based on the new salary 
schedule. 
A third reason was Inade-
quate working conditions for 
nursing and counseling person-
nel. As a resuil of the final cen-
tract, the counseling staff can 
work off campus for a maximum 
of five hours per week. However, 
they must submit a report for 
those hours. Previously, 
counselors had to be in the 
building all the time. 
A fourth reason was Inade-
quate fringe benefits. Now, a 
committee has been formed to 
look at future changes in the in-
surance program. 
"The committee has teeth," 
Warns said. The group must 
report to the board and faculty 
on a monthly basis. Also, com· 
mittees will be formed to look at 
the early retirement and dental 
Insurance programs. 
The final reason the faculty 
decided to strike was that if 
there was no contract, they 
would not Work. In the past, the 
faculty has started the year 
without a contracl 
"Instead of going through 
weeks of uncertainty, we went 
through a few days," Warns 
said. 
The Oct. 4 Courier will take an 
In-depth look at the negotiating 
process, contract disputes, and 
board and administration views 
on the strike. Also, what effect 
this particular strike has had on 
the faculty-board relationship 
will be discussed. 
So, who's gonna buy lunch? 
While taking a breather from walking the piCket line. facully members 
(L·R} Claudette BObay, Larry Wehner. Curt Serous, and Robert Henrich 
halle a light conversation. (Photo oy Jerry JacObson) 
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; I y~~1;84beginS for new personn~il;our;he Students' Right to Know 
f Among the many new faces at the college this Dolan as licenced practical fall ate those of faculty and administrators nurse coordinator. Dolan IS on 
New personnel have been added to the nursmg disability leave 
1 
department. Frances Bnggs replaces Manon John Banaszak was officially 
Sides as director of nursing Also JOlnlOg the nur· named as divIsion director of 
Sing staff are Diane Black, Phyllis Haas, Holly engineering and technology at 
Janssen, and Jeanette Lamphear the Sepl. 13 board meellng, and 
Also, Romaine O'Bnen IS replacing Helen Ruth Fangman was appomted 
reading Instructor for the St 'k ff- tid language and commUflicatlons n e a ec s ca en ar division at the same meeting. I . She replaces Jill King, who was The fall semester calendar has been revised to appointed instructor in the 
accommodate the four-day delay of classes due business and information 
.4 ' to the teachers' strike. ,. . systems division. ?, Regulations set by the IIIlno,s Communoty Col· In another administrative 
'4 lege Board state that classes missed ~urin9 a change, Dougias Tweeten 
strike must be rescheduled to prov,de the decided it was time for a career .~ I necessary amount of instructional time for credit change and was named division 
'S courses. . . director of physical science and 
. The following chang.as have been mad.e. mathematics. Former director 
The I Monday, Nov. 12 will be a make-up ,"struc- Milton Gilmore returned to the 
lional day and evening for all day and evening faculty full time this fall. 
olte , classes that normally meet on Monday, e.g., M "Dr. Gilmore wanted to 
ligh t only, MW only, or MWF. . devote more time to teaChing, 
trot. I Wednesday, Nov. 21 will be a mak~up instruc· so I applied 10r the vacancy," 
3.lso f tlonal evening for Wednes<;iay evenmg classes Tweeten said. I meeting from 5 to 10 p.m. . He said his job entails "a few ;'am Monday, Dec. 17 IS a make·up instructional more fesponsibilities and a few 
; in day for all day classes that normally meet from 8 more headaches, but things will 
owa a.m. to 5 p.m. on Wednesday, e.g., Wonly, MW, quiet down soon. I'm very happy 
heir I WF, or MWF. with my new position." I Final examinations for all Monday evening 
. 12. classes meeting from 5 to 10 p.m. will be held. 
• ight I Tuesday, Dec. 18 is a make-up Instructional 
man day for ali day classes that normally meet from 8 
• his a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday, e.g., R only, or TR. 
was Final examinations for all Tuesday evening 
and I classes meeting from 5 to 10 p.m. will .be held. 
December 19, 20, and 21 will be rescheduled 
pen- for final examinations 10r aU day classes, and a ~rner I complete final exam schedule will be announced 
wife later. 
hony Wadnesday evening 010000(; will havQ exams 
hus- on Dec. 19. 
put a I Thursday evening classes will have exams on 
Dec.20. 
IS. its Saturday classes, as previously scheduled, 
novie will have exams on Dec. 15. 
,ams I The mid-term date for the lall term wili be Oct. 
one~ 24 rather than Oct. 19. 
10m") Credit classes for the second eight-weeks will 
5 plot ,
. start Oct. 25_ 
nbles ' 
Win-
from j 
• por' l lered . 
. 26 .. 
lV.21, I 
Sissy 
I 
Hayes to discuss 
literary benefits 
The literary club will feature 
Daniel Hayes, vice president of 
educational services, in a pro-
~ gram entitled "literary Studies 
and the Richer Life," at 12:15 p.m. 
Ocl. 4 in Room 3127. 
This event is an opportunity 
to meet the person most im-
mediately influential in the af· 
lairs of TCC students. Don't 
miss this chance to discover the 
benefits that literary studies 
can produce in. your life and 
your career. 
Sportsmans Club 
ler of ~ 
s The" 
,'1982, ; 
osses I }ver. 
, Tem-
i;~t' 
tarring 
~~~~~t led as 
er, but 
~i~e~OPI' 
5 issue 
Jstersfl 
n $188 
i-Jones.1 n't has 
) $167 
left lis· 
,iSSum-t It may 
letween 
'e Mup-
.eolthel )tertain· 
in quite 
receipts, 
totaled I' 1mbined 
Luncheons & Dinners 
Tuesday Saturday 
10:30 a.m ........... 12 midnight 
Closed Sundays, Mondays 
& Holidays 
157th & Lowe 
HARVEY 
339 .. 5500 
Banquets 25 ~ 140 
nes and 
n" and!! 
Ilion so~ 
las pro-I 
~;andofLa ____ -= ______________________________________________ ~ 
by Kevin Bany Deane 
Welcome new and returning Student GOJefnment Association (SGA) members. Every student, through 
the process 01 registration, is a member 01 the SGA. The execulivtl board. as elected laSI May. conSists 
of: Christopher J. BeauChamp, president; Kevin Barry Deane, executive V.PN.P. 01 sludent rights; 
Virginia Carpenter. V.P. of programming; Hena M. Julian, V_P_ of financial affairs 
We would like to thank those members who responded to our interest-and activity survey. Processing 
Is 75 percent finished. and respondents will be contacted tor participahon in Rush Week. Surveys are 
still available at the SGA office, located on the second 1I00r west side 01 ouildin~ between the game 
room and financIal aid in Room 2117·E, Exl 338: 
Rush Week, a week 01 fun, games, actiVities and involvement In clubs. is planned tor October 1·5. 
There will be many activities, which include helium balloons; meet the TCe Athletes, Cheertea,jers and 
Pompoms; a giant Trivial pursuit game day and a roving Trivial pursuit conlest during the week. Othe 
contests include a no hands pie eating. Members of the Board 01 Trustees have been invlted to attend 
and meet with students. Faculty Association (TeacherS) members and support staff are alsolnvited to at 
tend and partake in a\l activities. The new President of the college, Dr. EvanKo. has also been invited t 
meet the students . 
A Blood Drive will be held on Oct. 2 and 3. This is a vitally Important necessity 01 lile which Is easil 
and Quickly shared, so please slop by the SGA oWce and make an appointment to pledge a pint. If yol,l 
don't pledge, to give, you can still walk-in and donate. Refreshments are served to aU donors. 
The SGA elections for nine senatorial pOSitions and a Secretary Senator are also being held durin 
Rush Week. on the third and fourth. Requirements for senators is a 2.25 grade point average and a 2.5 lo 
Secretary Senator. For incoming freshmen. these requirements ;Jre waived. A petition with fifty un 
duplicated Signatures must be turned In to the SGA office by noon. Sept. 26. Petitions are available in Ih 
SGA office. Counseling Center, and the Game.Room. There Is an immediate need for students intereste 
in joining the Alternative Funding Committee and the Grotto/Game Room Committee. 
There are half.priced White Sox ticket vouchers tor Saturday's game at Comiskey Park.. The SGA i 
renting a bus and the cost is $1, Any person with a stub trom the "Pete Schloss$tadium Party"rideslh 
bus for tree. 
Talking abOtJt games, Homecoming is Oct. 6. A pre·game party is being held on the last day of Rus 
Week In the cafeteria (in and around which all activities except roving trivia will be held). The Alumn· 
Assoclalion is hotding a post game party at Ali's Pub, Dolton, with free piua, quarter beer and drawings 
AU are welcome. 
If you want to jOin a cJub or start one of your own, contact me (Kevin Deane) and I will try to coonce 
you wltn a faculty advisor or officer, To all clubs: SGA needs an updated lisl of officer!;; and changes in 
constitutions for our files and to release funds. A date of Saturday. Sept 29, at 1:30 p.m. in the SGA offie 
is set for a meeting of the Club Coordinating Committee. One or two representatives from each club ar 
asked to attend so as to avoid scheduling conflicts amongst clubs and improve communication. Thi 
meeting is open to all students . 
The advisors for this year's SGA are: Bob Marshall (Dean of Counseling and Student Activities), tisca 
advisor, and Dr. Sheldon Siegel, faculty -<ldvisor • 
Rnally, The league of Women Voters, National Organization of Women, Student ActiviUes. and th 
SGA are sponsoring a voter registration this week outside the Grotto. Times are from 9 am. to 1 p.m. am: 
again s.s p.m. This is a presidential election year. and every vote counts, SO register. 
The excitiag Pilot ballpoiat. It's gol eYer}tIIiag goiag lor 
it. Smoother writiag. Speeially desigued fiager ribbiag 
for coatiaaal wriliag comfort. staiaIess steel poiat. T.ag-
...", ari>i4c ilall. Petledly baIaDCtd. A .... i« 01 medi.m 
or Iiae poiats. Aud best 01 all ••• yoIO'!' _111.- it oat. 
Jast slip I. a 391: refill aad 
_'re ready to wrlle agaIa. 
So acxt tI ... ,.,..-014 
:Iw, .......... "'ot. .... 
Courier Staff 
Editor in chief. .... " .................... Stephanie Tolnai 
Sports editor. .................•............ Tony Holban 
Photographer. ............................ Jerry JacObson 
Cartoonist. ................................ Randy Moore 
Contributing reporters 
Liz Carvlin, David Downs, Debbie Healy, 
Tammie Hunt, Jim Irwin, Faye Moore, 
Randy Moore, Ed Nelson, John Rossman, 
Michael Scott, Paul Thomson 
The Courier is published biweekly and is a non-profit organization. We 
welcome letters to the editor. All letters must be typewritten original 
copies. no longer than 150 words, and include the author's signature, 
address and telephone number, although only the name will be 
printed. Upon request, names will be withheld. Leiters may be reduced 
For 
ads 
call 
X-33G 
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Strike promotes 
good relations 
by Stophanle Tolnal 
"The negotiations went very 
weil. and the board team is 
satisfied." said Daniel T. Hayes, 
vice president of educational 
services, refiecting on the facul· 
ty strike which delayed classes 
this semester. 
The whole tone of the 
negotiations was different this 
year, according to Dennis 
Dryzga, chief negotiator for the 
faculty. "There has been a 
change in administrative as 
well as faculty attitudes for the 
better, with a great deal of 
respect for one another," he 
said. 
According to Dryzga, a fight 
for rights is a light for dignity. 
And, In his opinion, the faculty 
retained their dignity through· 
out the whole process which 
was rellected in their attitude. 
until tomorrow. 
'Society is screaming' 
LOOKING INSIDE 
• President Evanko discusses needs p.2 
p.3 
pA 
p.5 
p.6 
• Second 8-week class schedule 
• Country, a family tradition 
• Schloss gives Bulldogs advice 
• Bulldogs go for broke and win 
(Photo by Jerry Jacobson) 
Alumni host '84 
homecoming 
The Alumni AsSOCiation In-
vites alumni, students, staff and 
friends of tha college to lOin the 
celebration at the college's 
1984 homecoming on Saturday. 
The afternoon festivities will 
begin with a 1 p.m. grid contest, 
pitting the Bulldogs against 
their Joliet Junior College 
counterparts. Alumni Assocla· 
tlon members are enlltled to 
two-for-one admission to the 
game upon presentation of their 
membership cards. 
At the conclusion of the 
game, the asSOCiation will pre· 
8ent Its second annual 
Homecoming Player of the 
Game Award. The winner will 
receive an Individual award, and 
his name will be Inscribed on a 
multl·year plaque displayed at 
the gym. 
"There is no doubt In my mind 
that there Is a healthy at· 
moshp~e ~," said Frank Forbes' eerie future society displayed 
The asSOCiation will hest a 
post.game party from 3to 6 p.rn. 
at All's Pub, 599 E. Sibley Blvd., 
Dolton. Free pizza will be provld· 
ed. and quarter beer will be 
available for purchase while 
supplioo loot. Drawlnga for 
prizes will also be held at the 
afternoon party. ' 
Zuccarelli, 11"1£111 of Trustees by Randy Moore Illllny.laOed, pitiful ereatures 
member. "The board has taken that symbolize the horror and 
a different" attitude and views The sketches and sculptures sadness of the future. 
the faculty as family." of Wayne Paul Forbes," Art Although his sculptures are 
A primary reason the strike Department Program Coor· Intended to create shock value, 
ended so quickly, according to dlnator and Associate Pro- Forbas says no possibility ex. 
Norm Warns, faculty negoliat· Jessor of Art at illinois Central . ists of using his Ideas In 
ing team member, was that dif· COllege, Peorla,m., will be suspense films. 
lerent groups came together. featured until tomorrow In "My works are more related 
He noted that a great deal of G8J1ery 4141. to society," Forbes said. "I see 
respect was gained for the new the world as being over. 
admltilstrat",s who dealt in the Forbes' works deal with the populated, with people strug-
negetiating process. eerie pOSSibility of scientific gling and having to make dlf· 
mistakes In the fronllers of flcult choices; society Is 
"II there is such a thing as a biological cloning. screaming In helplessness." 
good strike. I think this was a The WOOden forms are He said his experiences as a 
good one," war.:ns;,;;s;ai;d •. ___ .re.aI.l.st.lca_IIy.;..S.Ize_d.a.nd_of.te_n.ar.e_.N.avy_c.orpstna __ .n_ln.".ue.need." _ hI,S 
Vote today for SGA senators 
Positions open in the Student Government AsSOCiation (SGA) 
electiOns. held yesterday and today, are for nine senators and one 
secretary. 
Running for the senatorial positions are Usa Mullen, Janis 
Mayes, John Osborn, Michael Sallis, and Krlsti Flores. 
Running for secretarial senator Is Barbara Powers, who Is now 
acting secretarial senator. 
Students may cast ballots outSide the Grotto today from 8 am. 
to 1 p.m. and 5 to 8 p.m. 
Scholars to be honored 
Phi Theta Kappa, the national junior college honor society, will 
held induction ceremonies and a reception for honor students 
Oct 11. 
Dale and Lois Chapman, chapter sponsors and Instructors, in-
vite all members of the college 'communlty to join in this celebra· 
tion of students' academic accomplishments. The program 
begins at 6 p.rn. in the Cleland Cofer Student Center on the se-
cond floor. 
Trustee to be appointed 
The Student Government Association (SGA) today announced 
that the previously open position of student trustee will not be 
filled by election. The SGA board will appoint a trustee after the 
general elections of the SGA board held yesterday and today. 
Resumes for the position should be turned into the SGA office, 
Room 2117·E. No deadline has been set yet. Qualifications for the 
position, including other board work, should be listed. 
Courier wins awards 
The Courier recently earned two awards in a national compet~ 
lion - second place for best make-up and third place for best 
photographic coverage. 
The National Challenge Competition. the first of its kind, was 
developed by journalism faculty at Harper College. A panel of 12 
veteran newspaper, magazine, and wire-service editorial ex· 
ecutives from Chicago judged the competition. 
Awards were granted for spring, 1984. Courier editor In Chief 
was Dougtas Cantlon; Stephanie Tolnai, this semester's editor in 
chief, served as managing editor. 
views and the Ideas bAhlnd his 
craatlons. 
"I worked with Injured 
Marines and brought In babies 
when I was 18. If I would have 
had the normal college ex· 
perlence Instead of the ex· 
perlence as a corpsman, my 
work would have been 
different." 
Forbes' works have been ex-
hibited since 1969 throughout II· 
Ilno1s. He has also shown his 
work In Iowa and Washington. 
His newest ~es for shows Is 
Ie use dancers to bring one of 
his creations to life. 
Homecoming activities heve 
been coordinated by a commit. 
tee chaired by Elyse Stake, 
association vice president. 
Other committee members In-
clude Bob BUbul&, Dave Torelli, 
Jim Quinlan, Brenda Razzano 
and Tom Reed. 
The Alumni Association was 
founded In 1982 to prov~e a link 
between alumni and the college 
community. 
Interims: burn or repair? 
by Paul Thomson 
The fate of the five remaining 
interim buildings will be decid· 
ed at the Board of Trustees 
meeting at 8 p.rn. tonight. 
At the September board 
meeting, a suggestion was 
made to move the present 
faCilities on that campus to the 
main campus or fieldhouse and 
the interim, buildings be 
demolished as a cost·saving 
measure. Action was deferred 
to tonight's meeting. 
"The buildings have outlived 
their usefulness... said Bruce 
Aldrich, dean of administrative 
services. He explained that the 
buildings were built only as 
temporary housing of classes 
J 
Simon says 
while the main campus was be-
ing buill in 1969. 
One proposal before the 
board is to make the transitions 
between the interim and main 
campuses In long and short· 
term sequences. The short term 
geal is to move the baby sitting 
and adult education into the 
main building while the long 
term goal is to move the athtetic 
Interim, Including the balling 
cages, into the fieldhouse. 
Trustee Frank Zuccarelli is 
troubled about the use of space. 
His primary concern is with the 
athletic department and the pro-
posal of pulling locker rooms in 
the overcrowded fieldhouse. 
"We need the extra space," he 
explained. 
In the midst 01 a hectic campaign season, Jean Simon (second 110m 
fight). wife 01 Democratic U.S. senate hopeful Paul Simon, presented the 
lamily platform last week to (It om lelt) Tom Kevorkian, Simon field 
representative; Stephanie Toinai, Courier editor In chief; and Chris 
Beauchamp. SGA president. (Photo by Jerry JaCObson) 
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In the spotlight 
Evanko stresses communication as top priority 
Dr. James L. Evanko became 
president of the colfege Sept 1. HIs 
education Includes a bachelor of 
scrence degree In engineering from 
Marquette University m 7951, a 
masters degree In engineering from 
Carnegie Mellon University in 1961, 
and a doctorate degree In college 
admt'nisfration from the University 
of PitrSburgh in 1975 
He has been involved in several 
professional organizations such as 
the American Association 01 Com-
munity and Junior Colleges, (AAC· 
JCj and the Association of Com-
munity College Trustees. fACeT). 
The following is an mrerv;ew with 
Evanko by Courier edItor, Stephanie 
Tolna'-
Courier: How did you hear about 
the opening of the Tee presi-
dent position, and why did you 
pick this particular one? 
E.vanko: There was an ad in the 
"Chronicle of Higher 
Education." J was in the market 
to look fOf a job. and there were 
five large cities that I wanted "to 
be in or near: Washington, D.C., 
Boston. Chicago, San Fran, 
cisco and San Diego. I would 
look up the statistics of col· 
leges in the Junior College 
Directory because I wanted a 
reasonable size school, at least 
as large as the one I was ex· 
ecutive dean for. 
The size has an impact on the 
10tal educational process and 
what you can do. The larger the 
school. the more that happens 
in terms of peripherals and aux· 
iliaries and supportive things, A 
big schooj has a theatre pro· 
gram, a music program, a fairly 
large sports program, and if it 
has enough money, learning 
labs, and student support ser-
vices. In a community college 
about hall or third this size, 
there isn·t much besides class-
rooms and class lectures. I've 
already done that twice, and t 
didn't want to do that again. 
Courier. Is there anything that 
has happened Since you've 
been here that has surprised 
you or was something you 
didn't expect? 
Evanko: I don't know if you would 
consider it a surprise or not, but 
one thing that I like, very much, is 
the warm welcome I'm getting 
from everyone, I have been walk· 
ing around the halls, a couple of 
times a week. and I've gone out to 
meet presidents at some of the 
local and community colleges 
around us. I've met a few of the 
mayors already. and it just seems 
that everyone is very interested in 
having me here. So, it feels good 
to be welcomed. 
Courier: I know you're involved 
in several organizations. Is 
there anything recently or a cer· 
tain trend that you've noticed 
that you can apply to your posi· 
tion as preSident? 
Evanko: Let's take a couple ex~ 
amples. One, from September, 
1983, through March. 1984, I 
was on sabbatical leave from 
the community college of 
"One thing that I like, 
very much, is the warm 
welcome I'm getting 
from everyone." 
Allegheny County and worked 
fOJ the Association of Com· 
munity CoHege Trustees in 
Washington. About two-thirds 
of my time was on federal rela· 
tions. What that really 1nvolved 
was helping to create ideas for 
legislation, and even writing 
legislation to give to the 
legislative aids. They then 
would pass it on and work with 
their legislators to write bills 
that would benefit the com· 
munitv college movement. 
I saw what impact community 
college presidents and trustees 
can have at a federal level. It is 
more than people realize. 
Legislators do not have time to 
think about these hundreds of 
issues. They depend upon their 
constituency and the a.ssocia· 
tions, like the AACJC (American 
Association of Community and 
Junior Colleges) and the ACCT 
{Association of Community Col· 
lege Trustees) for staff to help 
develop legislation that does af· 
feet the community colleges. 
So, the meetings that AGGT and 
AACJC have in Washington are 
very important to attend, for 
both board members and 
presidents. because half the 
time is set up meeting with your 
legislators and working with 
them, giving your viewpoint, and 
making new ideas on new 
assignment of repairing the 
troubles and bringing it up to 
par, gave me two completely dif· 
ferent viewpoints on what can 
be done at a campus. And so, 
with those two perspectives as 
a background, it will help im-
mensely here. 
Courier: At the faculty meeting, 
you said you plan to increase 
part·time enrollment. What are 
your ideas on this? 
Evanko: For example, the 
continuing education enroll-
ment here at Thornton is low 
compared to others in the area. 
Thornton's enrollment for 
1981-82, which is comparable, 
had 2,440 as its head count. 
Now, when you compare that 
number to Moraine, which had 
31,000, Oakton which had 
20,000. Elgin which had 10,000 
and Daily College which had 
5,600, the figure at TCC is low. 
As you know, we have had a 
"I believe in the total development of 
the student·the old Greek philosophy 
of body, mind and soul." 
"In my opinion, everyone has a right to 
be heard. I may not always agree with 
that person, but neither will anyone 
else agree with everyone who talks to 
them." 
"I'm big on communication. You must 
be able to communicate before you can 
solve any potential problems." 
Dr. James L Evanko, president 
legislation that would affect 
communHy colleges. 
From that, consensus opin· 
ions are developed, and that's 
how the legislation to a large 
degree gets started. It's not 
written by the legislators as it 
was 100 years ago. Each legis· 
lator may have a staff of 20 peo-
ple working for him or her, and 
even they can't keep up. And, in 
the House alone, there is 
something like 600 bills a year 
proposed. The only way one 
legislator can keep up with that 
is to delegate him by area to his 
aids and then depend upon the 
constituency to help write and 
develop legislation. So, J think 
that gave me a new perspective 
into this larger federal picture, 
which will also help in the state 
level here, working with the 
state legislators. Even though I 
had worked with them in Penn· 
sylvania, I hadn't worked with 
them at the level t did in 
Washington. So, I think what it 
did is sharpen my philosophies 
and knowledge about the 
political and legislative pro-
cess. 
Also, I think being in the Com· 
munity College of Allegheny 
County system, 14 years at one 
campus. helping to build and 
create that campus from day 
one, then being transferred to 
Boyce campus, where it was in 
trouble and I was given the 
deficit the last three years. And, 
if you can build up courses 
taught by part·timers, it helps 
the finanCial picture con-
siderably because those 
courses make some extra 
revenue for the college. 
Then, there is a second 
benefit for the faculty. If there is 
a serious decline in enrollment 
"The first year is a 
tremendous learning 
experience." 
for some reason in the future, 
then you let the part·timers go 
first; then the full·time faculty 
have their jobs. 
Of course, there is the op· 
posite side to that. It means a 
tittle more work for everybody to 
be able to have good quality 
control with the part·timers. but 
that has to be addressed in the 
system that you set up. 
But I also know, looking at 
the demographics, that taking 
the population and the percent 
we get from each area, we are 
deficient in the Tinley and Oak 
Forest area. We don't get nearly 
enough students relative to the 
number that are there, and we 
could beef up things. We get a 
reasonable amount from 
Calumet City and Lansing, but 
those could be increased also. 
So, we need to do some active 
recruiting and selling of the col· 
1ege in the eastern and western 
end of the county. 
I guess I'm starting to go into 
needs, what we need to do here. 
For example, we are starting to 
get into high technology. We 
"One of the things I 
have been looking at is 
to ensure that we have 
due process." 
reaHy need to have a cross-
discipline computer committee 
for example, to make decisions 
so we don't have 15 different 
types of microcomputers. 
because that would be a 
nightmare for teaching and 
everything else. We should be 
limited to three or four different 
types of micros because it's 
more efficient to teach, having 
one class of each kind. It's more 
efficient for maintenance, and 
everything you could think of. 
11 we are going to increase 
the continuing education enroll· 
ment, we need to look at the 
number of personnel in the 
area. I have some national 
f1gures that convert parf-time 
continuing education people in· 
to full·time equivalent stUdents. 
The normal load for a director is 
to handle 300·450 full·time 
equivalent students. And our 
current director seems to be 
beyond that already. So, we 
need to get more resources or 
people over there to help that 
operation, to expand. 
And, I'm also looking at the 
adrrinistrative structure here. 
For example, I see the student 
affairs area. There is no "stu· 
dent affairs area." You have 
three or four separate functions 
spread all over that handle 
students affair·type things, but 
no one coordinates them, in 
terms 01 the total picture for 
student affairs. So, I think we 
need to look at what is happen, 
ing in terms of our services to 
students contrasted to what it 
could be, if we had a traditional 
coordinated structure. For ex· 
ample, if a question arises in 
terms of a difference in opinion 
between a student and some· 
one else at the college, who 
represents the student? At the 
present, the dean of counseling. 
and the director of athletics 
report to the vice-president, who 
has the faculty under him. 
One of the things I have been 
looking at is to ensure that we 
have due process everywhere. 
There are some due process 
things here, but in other areas, 1 
don't see them. In my opinion, 
everyone has a right to be 
heard. I may not always agree 
with that person, but neither will 
anyone else agree with 
everyone who talks with him. 
I'm big on communication. You 
must be able to communicate 
before you can solve any poten· 
tial problems. So, if you have a 
good due process procedure, 
that will normally handle 99 per-
cent of the problems within an 
institution, 
Courier: At the board meetinf 
Sept. 18, you suggested that thE 
matter of eliminating the stu 
dent services fee and adding r. 
onto the tuition be tabled. Wh) 
did you suggest this, and wht 
are your ideas on the matter? 
Evanko: Well, I helped creal 
and write the draft for a studerr 
development plan back at ttl 
last place I was at. And, the stc 
dent activities fee in the pa~ 
normally handled athletics. th 
"We need to look i 
what is happening II 
terms 01 our services t 
students contrasted t 
what they could be." 
newspaper, bringing in roo 
groups and things like that 
believe that the educational k 
stitution owes more than thai t 
a student. I believe in the totl 
development of to 
student-the old Gre, 
philosophy of 'body, mind an 
sou!.' Now, I'm talking religiou 
soul, artistic soul, all this. Wlu 
we did was increase the studer 
activities fee, and that mone 
went into a fund that was divic 
ed up by the students. for 11\ 
students. 
continued on page 5 
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High tuition to plague 
students through 2000 
,my Boston, Ma. (CPS)-By the 
as lime the babies born this year 
,die get to college, they may have to 
.• ho pay $45,000 to $180,000 for their 
ture degreas and face a huge post-
Jwn graduate debt, according to a 
to recent accounting firm study. 
"We've witnessed an In· 
the crease of more than 330 percent 
ning In tuition and required fees Over 
lean Ihe past 15 years in the public 
'iaid. sector alone," said Clark Ber· 
;tory nard, chairman of higher educa-
.1pes tlon planning for Coopers and 
con- Lybrand, which conducted the 
.oing college costs study for the 
t the American Association of State 
/luch Colleges and Universities 
eve r (AASCU). 
If such rapid tuition Increases 
:rfco- continue through the turn of the 
ttlift, century, as many financial ex-
: plot perts expect, "families who 
with have a child this year wili proba-
hose bly have to spend $45,000 for a 
ened public colfege education In 18 
:here years," Bernard said. 
the The cost of sending a child to 
ough a private college, moreover, will 
said 'un from $140,000 to $160,000, 
,hese tM study predicted. 
s as "The implications (of the 
15 as study) are extremely serious," 
" the said Allan Ostar, AASCU presi· 
930s. f dent. 
their "We may well be creating a 
d all debtor class 01 students" by 
charging so much for tuition 
n on 'that students will spend 
ew in 
lts to 
Sam 
; of a 
bina, 
.Evanko 
continued from page 2 
Next Courier: What is your normal 
o the . day like? Not that your days are 
heast normal, but I'm not sure 
<. flat everyone knows exactly what 
:re, a 
mtury 
o be 
, who 
1e for 
,16 the 
the president does. 
· Evanko: Well. I think it's dif· 
lerent in the first year. The first 
year is a tremendous learning 
experience. "(ou are meeting 
and talking with virtually 
everyone in the college, outside 
! Iowa the coUege and related to the 
d the college. And al the stale level, 
Lange .. you are trying to find all the 
dryone rules a.nd regulations, vo.:hat:s 
eezing happening, what people thlOk IS 
, day. good, what people think needs 
·"'rtain 10 be changed and what's need-
~tches ed to do to improve your fiscal 
)f the position. Then, besides that, the 
,school still has to operate. So 
lhat every month it seems like, 
whether it is here or elsewhere, 
· that board meeting keeps com~ 
ing around like clOCkwork. 
Before you know, it's right on 
you again. There is a lot of work. 
"The biggest job will be 
the lax referendum that 
· we must get passed." 
It doesn't seem like much that's 
t passea ou1 to that board, but 
when you figure how much time 
· II takes to get each project 
ready, and doing all the work, 
I when you're working outside 
; with contractors and architects 
to get those estimates, and get 
i ') that work done, and it ends up 
;) in just one or two little lines in 
Ii,... board minutes, that may repre-
sent somebody's task for a (I whole two weeks. So, thaI is a 
.. i" big job right now. 
01 course the biggest job 
I ~ coming will be the tax referen. 
: dum that we must get passed 
because we are not in a good 
linancial pOSition in terms of in~ 
come versus financial ex-
utwater penses. We have a $800,000 
deficit, right now, that we keep 
t" and. carrying. And, it could get big· 
;~s." All ger if we don't do something_ 
j entire- You have to have the referen~ 
dum during the general elec-
"s this lions, which would be spring or 
ds Its' fall. So, we are trying to decide 
:al way ~:~t~:I~_to have it this spring or 
decades paying back their 
education loans, he said. 
Currently, the cost of attend-
ing a public college averages 
$15,000, Bernard said, while 
four years at a private institu-
tion runs about $37,000. 
A recent University of 
Wisconsin study, Ostar said, 
showed that today's average 
college student already has a 
debt of $8,200 upon graduation. 
Compounding high tuition 
rates is the federal student aid 
programs' shift from giving 
students money through grants 
to a greater dependence on loan 
programs. 
Two decades ago, Ostar re-
counted, about 70 percent of all 
federal student aid was in the 
form of grants and other 
awards. Today, 70 percent of all 
aid money is in loans which 
students must repay after 
graduating. 
If tuition rates continue to 
soar and the balance between 
grants and loans remains lop-
sided, he warned, "a student's 
ability to purchase consumer 
gOOds, a car, clothes-just the 
things It takes to get started In 
life-will be seriously 
impaired." 
And future college students 
facing such momentous debts 
"may well be influenced in what 
kind of career they go into 
based on how well it will help 
them repay their loans, rather 
than choosing the field they 
really want to go into." 
The teaching field, he noted. 
could be "drastically" affected 
by big education debts, as more 
and more graduates are forced 
to work in the private sector, 
where salaries are significantly 
higher. 
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Ingalls honors 
scholars 
Eight nursing students re· 
ceived scholarships for this 
academic year from Ingalls 
Memorial Hospital in Harvey . 
All recipients are enrolled in the 
Associate Degree nursing pro-
gram. 
Former head football coach Pete Schloss (fal left) gives advice to Thorn-
ridge High Schoof friends (from left) Walter Shatkowski and Stu Vogel. 
Tee Athletic Director Ralph Mil/er, and Paul Miles at a recent kickoff par· 
ty held in his honor. (Photo by Jerry JacobSOn) 
Ingalls presented Linda 
Walsh, Midlothian, with a 
scholarship funded by the in-
galls medical staff. Mildred 
ZuMallen scholarships were 
presented to Janiee Noort, Lan-
sing; Kathleen Calligan, 
Markham; Kristine McQuaid, 
Midlothian; Deborah Powers 
and James Hammond, both of 
South Holland; and lani Hom-
nans and Janet Cosgrove both 
of Calumet City. The scholar· 
ships cover books, tuition and 
fees. 
Schloss to Dawgs: 'Get tough' 
Former head football coach 
Pete Schloss was honored at a 
dinner Sept. 22 at the Thornton 
Legion Hall. 
He said having a stadium 
named after him was "a great 
honor, but it is the players who 
should ba awarded the name 
because it was they who made 
me. The coach may put the peo-
ple in the right place at the right 
time, but if you don't have the 
horses, you don't have a team." 
Reflecting on his career, 
Schloss said his philosophy has 
been, "We never played a game 
to win; we played the game for 
fun. But the only way to have 
fun is to win." 
Schloss recalled when he 
was first contacted by Tee ad-
ministrators. 
"I was in Esmed, N.D., when a 
telegram found me. The tele· 
gram arrived on a Wednesday 
and stated that I had an inter-
view on Saturday. } then climb· 
ed into my car and made it to 
the interview. 
"I had from 11:30 a.m. till 2 
p.m. that afternoon to decide it I 
wanted the job or not. .. 
When Schloss first arrived at 
TCC, he coached football, 
basketball, track, tennis and 
golf for $400. He became head 
football coach in 1952, and his 
first winning season was in 
1955. He coached champion· 
ship teams from 1955 to 1963. 
Schloss' eight champion· 
ships included three undefeat· 
ad years. "It wasn't the coach, it 
was the players," he com~ 
mented. These players were on 
the undefeated teams of 1957, 
'56, and '59. 
Schloss was asked what the 
1984 Bulldogs should do to turn 
the season around_ "They have 
to get tough. I know the league 
is tough, but you have to get 
tougher if you're going to stay in 
and win." 
Cosgrove's scholarship is in 
memory of Eleanor Kennedy, an 
administrative secretary at In-
galls for nearly 20 years. The 
fund was established by her 
husband. fn 1977, Ingalls' 
overall scholarship program 
was named in mem9ry of 
Mildred ZuMallen, R.N., in 
recognition of her 20 years of 
service to Ingalls. 
Since the scholarship pro-
gram's inception in 1967. In-
galls has granted 119 awards to 
exceptional students in the 
associate degree nursing pro-
Qram at TCC. The awards are 
given on the basis of academic 
accomplishment and demon-
strated interest in nursing. 
Organizers 'think' their 
new club will succeed 
A new organization being 
formed is the Think Tank and In· 
ventors club_ 
"This is not a genius club," 
said Robert T. Marshall, dean of 
counseling and student ac-
tivities_ "This is an organization 
which gathers together youth 
who are bright in some areas 
and people who look to the 
future." 
ThInk Tank club members 
develop Ideas dealing with 
science, technology and 
writIng, and they help people 
having dllliculty finding the 
answers In any of these areas. 
TIm Joyce, one of the fOUnd· 
Ing members, said, "ThIs fs a 
IiIII 
group that has designed ideas 
and is looking to market them. 
We are like the resource 
center-we help out others with 
problems and want 10 ac~ 
complish things but are not 
sure how to go about It. 
"This is a club that cares for 
fellow human beings and to 
dream and do something about 
the dream," he added. 
Students interested in more 
information about this club 
should contact the Student 
Government Association Room 
21170. ' 
-f. II1II ~ Coming Soon, We Will Be Offering A Value Club Card 
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~985: PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN IS SWORN IN FOR A SECOND TERM. 
MIKHAIL GORBACHEV SUCCEEDS SOVIET PREMIER CHERNENKO AS SEC-
RETARY GENERAL OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY. ANDREI GROMYKO 
BECOMES PRESIDENT. 
10,000 SOLIDARITY SUPPORTERS CLASH WITH POLICE IN POLAND 
DURING A MAY DAY PARADE. 
A NEW WORLD RECORD IS SET FOR THE SALE OF A PAINTING WHEN 
MANTEGNA'S "ADORATION OF THE MAGI" IS SOLD FOR $10.4 
MILLION. 
FRENCH AGENTS SINK THE GREENPEACE SHIP RAINBOW WARRIOR, IN 
NEW ZEALAND. 
PALESTINIAN TERRORISTS HIJACK THE ITALIAN LINER ACHILLE 
LAURO. 
MIDDLEWEIGHT CHAMPION, MARVIN HAGLER, DEFENDS HIS TITLE 
AGAINST THOMAS "HIT MAN" HEARNS. 
MICHAEL SPINKS DEFEATS LARRY HOLMES FOR THE HEAVYWEIGHT 
CHAMPIONSHIP. 
PREMIER GORBACHEV INITIATES "GLASNOST" (OPENNESS) AND 
"PERESTROIKA" (RESTRUCTURING). 
PRESIDENT REAGAN « MIKHAIL GORBACHEV HOLD THEIR FIRST SUMMIT 
MEETING. 
BEARS' RUNING BACK WALTER PAYTON SETS AN ALL-TIME NFL RECORD 
FOR RUSHING (~4,880 YDS.). 
PETE ROSE BEATS TY COBB'S 57 YR. OLD RECORD OF 4,~91 BASE 
HITS. 
SHIITE MUSLIM TERRORISTS HIJACK A TWA 727 TO BEIRUT. 
A HOLE IN THE OZONE LAYER IS DETECTED OVER ANTARCTICA. 
A MAJOR NUCLEAR DISASTER TAKES PLACE IN CHERNOBYL IN THE 
SOVIET UNION. 
BORIS BECKER (W. GERMANY) BECOMES THE YOUNGEST EVER TO WIN 
THE MEN'S SINGLES AT WIMBLEDON. 
IN JAPAN, 55,000 TAKE PART IN CEREMONIES AT HIROSHIMA, 
MARKING THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ATOMIC BOMBING OF THE 
CITY IN WORLD WAR II. 
783
1985: SALVAGE EXPERTS LOCATE THE WRECK OF THE TITANIC, WHICH SANK 
CONT. IN 1912, OFF THE COAST OF NEW FOUNDLAND. 
AN ESTIMATED 20,000 DIE IN A MASSIVE EARTHQUAKE IN MEXICO 
CITY (7.8 ON RICHTER SCALE). 
THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION DECLARES AIDS AN EPIDEMIC. 
AT LEAST 25,000 ARE BELIEVED DEAD IN COLOMBIA, WHEN NEVADO 
DEL RUIZ VOLCANO ERUPTS. 
INTERNATIONAL STARS INCWDING MICK JAGGER, DAVID BOWIE, DIRE 
STRAITS AND QUEEN PERFORM IN TWO SIMULTANEOUS "LIVE AID" 
CONCERTS STAGED IN LONDON & PHILADELPHIA, TO RAISE MONEY 
FOR FAMINE VICTIMS IN ETHIOPIA. OVER 1.5 BILLION WORLD-
WIDE WATCH AND DONATE OVER $100 MILLION. 
A.T.& T. BELL LABORATORIES SUCCEED IN SENDING THE EQUIVALENT 
OF 300,000 SIMULTANEOUS PHONE CONVERSATIONS OVER A SINGLE 
OPTICAL FIBER. 
THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY, USSR & JAPAN ALL LAUNCH SPACE-
PROBES TO RENDEZVOUS WITH HALLEY'S COMET IN MARCH, 1986. 
THE USA WILL OBSERVE IT FROM A SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER. 
IN THE USA, LASERS ARE USED FOR THE FIRST TIME TO CLEAN OUT 
CLOGGED ARTERIES. 
IT IS CONFIRMED THAT THERE IS A BLACK HOLE AT THE CENTER OF 
OUR GALAXY, ACCELERATING STARS & DUST TOWARD ITSELF. 
(FROM A DETAILED RADIO MAP OF THE GALAXY MADE BY US 
TELESCOPES) • 
BULGARIAN-BORN ARTIST CHRISTO WRAPS THE PONT NEUF, IN PARIS, 
WITH 40,000 SQ. YDS. OF CANVAS. 
THE GENE MARKERS FOR POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE AND FOR 
CYSTIC FIBROSIS. 
MOVIES: "OUT OF AFRICA"; "AMADEUS" (WON 7 OSCARS). 
DEATHS: FASHION DESIGNER LAURA ASHLEY (60); ORSON WELLES; 
ROCK HUDSON (59). 
OSCARS: PICTURE: 
ACTRESS: 
ACTOR: 
trOUT OF AFRICA" 
GERALDINE PAGE ("THE TRIP TO BOUNTIFUL") . 
WILLIAM HURT ("THE KISS OF THE SPIDER 
WOMAN") 
784
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Mikhail Gorbachev becomes general secretary of the Communist 
Party in the U.S.S.R .. Under Gorbachev's leadership, economic 
reforms and policies such as " glasnost" (openness), lead to a 
major easing of the cold war with Western powers. 
The first version ofthe Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act is signed 
into law in order to control the U.S. national deficit. 
The musical Les Miserables, based on the novel by Victor Hugo, 
premieres in London. Neil Simon's Biloxi Blues appears at the 
Neil Simon Theater in New York City. 
Sandinista Daniel Ortega becomes president of Nicaragua and / 
makes peace overtures to the U.S. However, American policy 
continues to support the Contras in their revolt against the 
Nicaraguan government 
Anne Tyler's book, The Accidental Tourist, is published and four 
years later is made into a movie starring WIlliam Hurt and 
Kathleen Turner. 
The manufacturer of the Dalkon Shield, a form of intra-uterine 
birth control, earmarks over $600 million to settle a class-action 
suit brought by its users. ~ 
In organized crime, John Gotti is suspected of masterminding the 
murder of Paul Castellano in a bid for control of the Gambino . 
crime family, which has ruled the streets of New York City for 
much of the century. 
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James L. Evanko 
President 
Helping Adult Students Develop Their Potential 
Each year, over 25,000 area residents participate in the educational programs 
of Thornton Community College. Within this diverse student body can be found 
18-year-old high school graduates beginning work on college transfer programs, 
women preparing to re-enter the job market after raising their children, working 
adults training for new or different occupations, and senior citizens developing 
knowledge and skills for personal development. Despite their diverse goals, they 
all share something in common-they've come to their community college for 
assistance in developing their maximum potential. 
As a community college, TCC bears a special responsibility for the provision of 
educational programs and services that will benefit all segments of the communi-
ty. College transfer and career training programs are only a part of the TCC 
picture. Through the community college, special interest courses for adults of all 
ages are made available at community education centers in local high schools. 
Short-term courses, workshops, seminars and customized training programs for 
the business community are offered through the Career Skills Center. Men and 
women who have interrupted their education are afforded opportunities to com-
plete requirements for elementary and high school diplomas, and those who 
speak little or no English are encouraged to develop sp.eaking, reading and 
writing skills through the College's English as a Second Language program. 
In its over 50 years of service to the 290,000 residents of Community College 
District 510, Thornton Community College has established a tradition of quality 
educational programs and services provided by a highly trained, professional 
teaching faculty dedicated to assisting each and every college student in achiev-
lng his or her personal and career goals. As Thornton Community College's chief 
executive officer, I pledge to you, its students, a continUing commitment to the 
provision of the excellent programs and services for which the College has 
become well known and an increased attention to directing the resources of the 
College to best me.et both the present and future needs of its adult student body. 
At Thornton Community College, we're proud of our place in the community and 
in the lives of our students ages 18 to aO-plus. If you've yet to enjoy the benefits 
of our many programs and services, we encourage you to do so. If you're 
'. presently pursuing studies that will lead to achievement of personal or career 
goals; we stand ready to help you to re·a:ch'.thoseimpbrtant . goals: And, if you've" .... 
already completed a particular college.program or course of study, we urge you to 
allow TCC to help you to continue tq.savor the pleasures of lifelong learning. 
3 
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Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven-member Board of 
Trustees. Tru~tees are elected at large by the residents of the College District and are 
charged with determining the policies of the College. Each year, the students o! the 
College elect a Student Trustee, a non-voting member, who acts in an advisory capacity to 
the Board of Trustees. 
Rita Page 
Robert W Anderson 
Chairman 
Janet Wagner 
Vice Chairman 
Norma Rosetti Joy E. Waterman 
Frank M. Zuccarelli Lawrence Hochberg 
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President's Office 
James L. Evanko ................................................................................................................ President 
Marquette University. B.S.C.E.; 
Carnegie Mellon University, MS.; 
University of Pittsburgh, Ph.D . 
. 
Ellis G. Falk ................................................................... 'oirector. Financial Aid and Placement 
Spring Arbor College, BA; 
Michigan State University, MA 
William J. Hafer ....................................................................... 'oean. Admissions and Records 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. M.S. 
Judi A. Mack .......................................................................................... Oirector, Public Relations 
Duquesne University. BA; 
Governors State University, MA 
William A. Meints .............................................................................................. Control/eriTreasurer 
Bradley University, B.S. 
Educational Services 
Daniel T Hayes .................................................................................. Vice President, Educational 
Emporia State University, B.S.Ed., MA; Services 
University of Missouri (Columbia), Ph.D. 
John D. Banaszak ...................................................................................... Director, Technologies 
Purdue University, B.S., M.E; 
Governors State University, MA 
Frances E. Briggs, R.N. .. ............................................................................... 'oirector, Associate 
University of Washington, B.S.N.; Degree Nursing 
University of Portland, M.S.N. 
Commodore Craft, Jr. .......................................................................................... D;vision Director, 
Pikeville College, B.S.; Language and Communications 
Eastern Kentucky University. MA; 
Ball State University, Ph.D. 
Robert J. Fitzpatrick ..................................................................... 'oean, Community Education 
Bluffton College, B.A.; Bowling Green 
State University, MA 
William J. Francis .................................................................................................. D;vision Director, 
Notre Dame University, B.S.; Health and Ufe Sciences 
West Virginia University, M.S.; 
University of Missouri (Columbia), Ph.D. 
Theda M. Hambright ....................................................................... 'oean, Community Services 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed.; Chicago State College, M.S.; 
University of Hartford. 6 year Certificate 
Fred L Hanzelin .................................................................................................. Division Director, 
Northern Illinois University. B.S., M.M.; Arts and Humanities 
University of Illinois. M.M.; 
University of Illinois, D.MA 
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University, B.S., M.S.; 
Loyola University, CAS. 
Janet S. McKenzie .............................................................................................. Division Director; 
Morehead State University, B.S.; Business and Information Systems 
Wright State University, M.Ed.; University of Cincinnati, EdD. 
Barbara J. Meyers ....................................................................... 'Oirector; Learning Resources 
University of Illinois, BA; 
Rosary College, MAL.S. 
Ralph H. Miller ......................................................................... .Director; Athletics & Intramurals 
University of Illinois, B.S.; 
George Williams College, M.S. 
Norma G. Rooney ................................................................................. .Dean, Career Education 
DePaul University, BA, MA; 
Loyola University, Ph.D. 
Valerie Tabak ............................................................................. .Director; Career Skills Center & 
Governors State Economic Development Officer 
University, 8A, MA 
William J. Tabel .................................................................................................... Division Director; 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., MA. EdD. Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Douglas E. Tweeten ............................................................................................ Division Director; 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; Physical Science and Mathematics 
University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
Administrative Services 
Bruce H. Aldrich .......................................................................... Dean, Administrative Services 
University of Illinois, BA; 
DePaul University, M.Ed.; 
Northern Illinois University, CAS. 
George T. Dammer ................................................................................. 'Oirector; Campus Store 
Patricia A. Duncker ......................................................................... .Director; Personnel Services 
University of Denver. BA. B.S. 
Robert B. Kinsella ..................................................................................... .Director; Physical Plant 
Governors State University. BA. MA 
Robert I. Wier ....................................................................................... 'Oirector; Data Processing 
Indiana University. B.A. 
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Faculty 
James H. Abbott : ................................................................................................................. Physics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph J. Adamek ............................................................................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.B.A. 
David R. Anderson .................................................................................................. Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N., E.r. .................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks .................................................................................................... General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier College, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett ...................................................................................................... Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Leila J. Bashaw, R.N. . ................................................................................................. A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Sally E. Beckman .................................................................................................................. Eng/ish 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. 
Diane M. Black, R.N ................................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Illinois Valley Community College, AA; 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Claudette A. Bobay ...................................................................................................................... Art 
Ball State University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Barbara L. Bogdan, R.N ........................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
S1. Francis College, B.S.; S1. Mary of Nazareth, R.N.; 
Governors State University. B.H.S., M.S.N. 
Edmund A Bonczyk ....................................................................................... .Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
William A. Bourland .......................................................................................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Smith V. Brand ...................................................................................................................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Janice P. Burke .................................................................................................................. Business 
DePaul University, B.S.; 
Governors State University, M.A. 
Willie A. Campbell ...................................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Clark College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S. 
John E. Carlson ................................................................................................ Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman ........................................................•........................................... Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois A. Chapman .................................................................................................................. English 
University of Kentucky, BA; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Dimpna B. Clarin ...................................................................................................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M., D.M.A. 
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Ronald l. Cooley ................................................................................................................ Business 
Thornton Community College, AA; St. Joseph's College, B.S., B.A.; 
Governors State University, MA 
William D. Curran ........................................................... .Physical Science and Social Science 
Southeast Jr. College, AA.; Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.Ed. 
Phyllis M. Davis ............................................................................................................... Co:.Jnselor 
North 'Park College, AA; Northwestern University, B.S., MA 
James S. Denier ........................................................................................................ Life Sciences 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S.; University of North Dakota, M.S. 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ................................................................................................... A.O. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. 
Helen l. Dolan, R.N. .. ....................................................................................... .Practical Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
Dennis E. Dryzga ................................................................................................................ Business 
Chicago State College, 8.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
Governors State University, MABA 
Daniel J. Durian ............................................................................................................ Mathematics 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
Ruth B. Fangman ................................................................................................................ Reading 
University of Northern Iowa, BA; 
Clarke College, MA 
L. Ronald Farquhar ................................................................................................................ Eng/ish 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, MA 
William l. Fink .................................................................................................................... Chemistry 
Blackburn College, AA; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, MA 
Diane Vorhies Fitzpatrick ................................................................................................ Counselor 
Bowling Green University, BA; 
Eastern Michigan University, MA 
James P. Flynn ...................................................................................................................... English 
Illinois Benedictine College, BA; DePaul University, MA; 
Illinois State University, DA 
Arlene W Francis, R.N. . ................................................................................ .BehavioraI Science 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, Ed.D. 
Leslie A. Freeman ...................................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk ............................................................................................................ Mathematics 
Illinois State University, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Wayne l. Gallenberger ...................................................................................................... Business 
Calumet College, AS.; Roosevelt University, B.S.B.A.; 
DePaul University, M.BA 
Paul L. Gill .............................................................................................................................. Eng/ish 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
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Milton D. Gilmore .............................................................................................................. Chemistry 
Sterling College. B.S.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology. M.S.; 
Wayne State University. Ph.D. 
Margie A. Graf. R.N ................................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Thornton Community College. A.A.. AS .. AAS.; 
Governors State University. B.S.N .. M.S.N. 
Joseph A Gutenson ........................................................................................ Behavioral Science 
Northern Illinois University. B.S.; Chicago State College. M.Ed.; 
Purdue University. M.S.; University of Illinois. Advanced Certificate; 
Loyola University. Ed.D. 
Phyllis M. Haas. R.N. . ..•........................................................................................ Nurse Assistant 
Andrews University. B.S.N.; 
DePaul University. M.S.N. 
Patricia A Hackett. R.N. . .................................................................................. .Practical Nursing 
Prairie State College. AD.N.; 
Loyola University. B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Basil C. Halkides .................................................................................................................. Physics 
Michigan State University, B.S .. M.S. 
Erika B. Hartmann ................................................................................................................ English 
Illinois State Teachers College. B.S.; University of Illinois. M.A.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology. M.S .. Ph.D. 
Robert E. Heinrich ............................................................................................................ Counselor 
North Central College. B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary. B.D.; 
Northwestern University. M.A. 
Lucette J. Held .................................................................................................................. Chemistry 
Northern Illinois University, B.S .• M.S. 
James E. Hellrung ........................................................................................... .Behavioral Science 
Eastern Illinois University. B.S .. Indiana University. M.S. 
Vern L. Hoerman .............................................................................................................. Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
Concordia L. Hoffmann ........................................................................................................ English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers. M.A. 
Henry K. Holevinsky ..................................................................... .Engineering and Technology 
DeVry Institute of Technology, 
Diploma 
Gerald L. Hundley ................................................................................................................ Speech 
University of Cincinnati, BA; Bradley University. MA 
Elaime T. Janis. R.N. .. ................................................................................................ A.D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University. M.S. 
Holly E. Janssen. R.N. . ...................................................................................... .Practical Nursing 
Rush University, B.S.N. 
Dolores A. Jenkins ............................................................................................................ Business 
Western Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
R. Edward Jenkins .................................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State Teachers College. B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
Florida Atlantic University. E.D. 
David N. Johnson ............................ ,;: .•... : ..•....•.•.... : .......................... ; ..................... Urban Studies 
Howard University. B.A.; Rutgers University. Ed.M. 
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Renee G. Johnson .................................................................................................. Nurse Assistant 
Thornton Community College. AD.N.: 
Governors State University. B.S.N. 
James M. Keane .......................................................................................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario. BA; University of Detroit. M.S. 
Jill M. King .............................................................................................................. General Studies 
BradLey University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S.; 
New Mexico State University, M.BA 
Leonard P Kirchner ........................................................................ Engineering and Technology 
DeVry Technical Institute, AAS.; 
Illinois Institute of Technology, B.S.E.E. 
Betty J. Kirk .............................................................................................................................. Music 
Drake University, B.Mus.: American Conservatory of Music. M.M., D.MA 
Donald F. Kramer .................................................................................................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael N. Kulycky .................................................................. Language and Communications 
DePaul University, BA; University of Chicago. MA 
George F. LaVaque ................................................................................................................ English 
St. Mary's College, BA, MA 
Edith N. Lebed ...................................................................................................................... Eng/ish 
University of Chicago, B.S., MA 
Charles E. Ledbetter ........................................................................... .Philosophy & Humanities 
University of Houston, BA; University of Minnesota, MA 
Peggy A. Lelko ........................................................................................................................ Library 
State University of New York, BA, M.L.S. 
Linda F. Love ...................................................................................................................... Business 
Joliet Jr. College, AAS.; 
College of St. Francis, B.BA 
Bailey Magruder .......................................................................... Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, CAS. 
George A. Mattsey ............................................................................................................ Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
K. James McCaleb .......................................................................................... Behavioral Science 
Illinois Valley Community College, Diploma; 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
Carol A. McCarthy .............................................................................................................. Business 
Eastern Michigan University, B.S., MA 
Judith A McDonald, R.N . ......................................................................................... .A.D. Nursing 
Northeastern Illinois University, BA; Gov~rnors State University, B.S.N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Patricia J. McGarry ........................................................................................................................ Art 
University of Illinois, B.F.A.; Chicago Art Institute, M.F.A 
Joyce L. McMahon, O.T.R . ........................................................................ Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, B.S.; Governors State University, M.H.S. 
Whabiz D. Merchant ................................................................................................ Social Science 
Bombay University, BA; Western Michigan University, MA; 
University of Chicago. MA . 
Francis J. Miller .............................................................................. Engineering and Technology 
Chicago Teachers College. B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
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James P. Moody .................................................................................................................... English 
Ball State Teachers College. B.S .. MA; Governors State University.MA 
Jane E. Morrison .......................................................................................................... Mathematics 
Blackburn College. BA; Northwestern University. MA 
Marion J. Novaez .................................................................................................................... Library 
Thornton Community College. A.A.; Purdue University. BA. MA 
-
Romaine M. O·Brien. R.N ........................................................... Coordinator, Practical Nursing 
DePaul University. BA; 
Governors State University. B.H.S .. M.S.N. 
Patrick J. O'Connell ............................................................................................ Law Enforcement 
Illinois Institute of Technology. B.S.; . 
Governors State University. MA 
Cletus O'Drobinak, C.P.A. . ............................................................................................... Business 
University of Dayton, BA; DePaul University, M.BA 
Maurice F. Page ................................................................................................ Behavioral Science 
Clark College, BA; University of Chicago. M.S.w. 
Cevora Payne, R.N ..................................................................................................... A.D. Nursing 
Governors State University. B.N.S., MA 
Charles S. Pennington .............................................................................................. Life Sciences 
University of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Clarence B. Penny ......................................................................... .Engineering and Technology 
Indiana State University. B.A.. M.S. . 
Vernon G. Peterson ............................................................................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.S .. M.S. 
Marsha J. Phelps ........................................................ : ....................................................... Business 
Chicago Teachers College. B.S.; University of Chicago. M.BA 
Frank J. Prist ........................................................................................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University. B.A.. M.S. 
Daniel M. Purdy .............................................................................. Engineering and Technology 
Iowa State University. B.S. 
Dorothy Sterling Reedy. R.N .................................................................................... .A.D. Nursing 
University of Virginia. R.N.; University of Nebraska. B.S.N. 
Joseph E. Rejholec ........................................................................................................................ Art 
Ft. Lewis College. B.A.; Northern Illinois University. MA 
Sharon E. Rise .................................................................................................. Behavioral Science 
Maryville College. B.A.; McCormick Seminary. MA; 
Princeton University, M.S. 
Donna F. Rochon .......................................................................................................... Mathematics 
Lewis and Clark College. B.S.; 
University of Colorado. M.A. 
Marilyn M. Rowe. R.N ................................................................................................. A.D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College. B.S.; University of Iowa. M.A. 
Editha C. Sanchez. R. N. . ........................................................................................... A. D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University. B.S.N.; Loyola University. M.Ed .. M.S.N. 
Donald A. Sather ........................................................................................................ Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S .. M.S .. Ph.D. 
Mary K. Scanlan ...................................................................................................................... Music 
University of Wisconsin. B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
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Michael E. Schnur ............................................................................................................ Counselor 
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Loyola University, M.Ed .. Ph.D. 
Judith M. Scott .................................................................................................................. Counselor 
Thornton Community College, AA; Governors State University, BA, MA 
Susan L. Sebok ........................................................................................ English and Journalism 
Purdue University, AAS., BA, MA 
Jean L. Sedlack ................................................................................................ Foreign Language 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, MA; 
Instituto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), MA 
Joseph T Selbka .............................................................................................................. Chemistry 
Lewis College, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt L. Serbus, R.T. (R) (ARRT) ............................................................. .Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, AA; University of Illinois. B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman ........................................................................................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Sheldon L. Siegel ............................................................................................................ Counselor 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S.; 
Loyola University, M.Ed., Ed.D. 
Karen S. Simac ................................................................................................................ Counselor 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S., AC. 
Beatrice Slay ...................................................................................................................... Counselor 
Govemors State University, BA, MA 
Linda M. Small .................................................................................................. Physical Education 
Thornton Community College, AA; 
Illinois State University, B.S.; 
Sangamon State University, MA 
Essie M. Smith, R.N. . ......................................................................................... Practical Nursing 
Meharry Medical College, B.S.N. 
Frank F Stanicek .............................................................................................. Behavioral Science 
Know College, AB.; University of Chicago, MA 
James P. Steimle .......................................................................................................... , ..... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., CAS. 
Robert E. Sullivan ...................................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Christine Talaga .................................................................................................................. Business 
University of Illinois, B.S.; 
Governors State University, MA 
Diane D. Tesar ............................................. ~ ................................................................ Mathematics 
Thornton Community College, AA; Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Linn A Tyrrell ................................................................................................... .Behavioral Science 
College of William and Mary, AB.; 
University of Michigan, MA. Ph.D. 
Linda F Uzureau ...................................................................................................... Social Science 
University of Idaho, BA; Emory University, MA, Ph.D. 
Steven D. Vivian .................................................................................................................... English 
Alma College, BA; 
Central Michigan University, M.A. 
Norman S. Warns. Jr ........................................................................................................... Geology 
Thornton Community College, AA; Illinois State University. B.S.Ed.; 
Chicago State University, MA 
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Larry A. Wehner ............................................................................................................................ Art 
The Art Institute of Chicago, B.FA; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.FA 
Eugene M. Wensel .................................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel ................................................................................................................ Business 
IIlinojs State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul Wessel .......................................................................................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E., M.S.E. 
Gerald E. Willey .......................................................................................................... Life Sciences 
Joliet Jr. College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Haven J. Williams ........................................................................... .Engineering and Technology 
University of Wisconsin (Stout), B.S .. M.S. 
Wallace L. Wirth .................................................................................................................. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
Wayne L. Wolf ...................................................................................................... Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College, AS.; 
University of South Florida, B.A., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A.; 
Northern Illinois University, EdD. 
Arlethia T Wright. R.N. . ............................................................................................. A.O. Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Myo K. Yoo .............................................................................................................. Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, Ph.D. 
Carolyn A Yoss, O.TR. . ........................................................................... Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S. 
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Referendum support needed 
by Laurie Gross relations director, at Ext.2n. half the students who attend TCC 
"Students talking to their Volunteerscanalsohelpthecause are over age 28. 
neighbors is the vilalthing in help- by babysitting while others vole. Or "A lot of voters are being short· 
ing the referendum to pass," said people with cars can transport the sighted," he continued. "lithe col· 
James L Evanko, TCC president, elderly and handicapped to the lege goes bankrupt and closes, the 
at a series of meetings last week polls. value of their houses will go down. 
designed 10 increase awareness of "We also need people to make Old industries will move out, and 
the April 2 tax·hike referendum. posters and signs to advertise the new industries will have nothing to 
Evanko suggested students referendum issue," said Unda amact them to the community." 
make lists of their relatives, friends, Love, data processing instructor. Evanko empahasized, "TCC is a 
and neighbors in the district. "All materials are supplied for mak· a necessity for the economic health 
"Phone these people and urge ing the signs. Just call Ext. 288 and of this area. This school is a focal 
them to support the referendum leave a message, or contact me in point for education and specialized 
April 2. CaR them the weekend my office, Room 3182, 10 help." job training. 
before the election and remind "Most people are unaware of the "We have in the last four years 
them to vote." financial problems of this school," retrained 1,900 workers who lost 
During the meeting, Evanko Evanko said. "The fact is, unless their jobs," the president con· 
urged students to continue something is done now to reduce tinued. "People Jorget this-but 
educating the voters. "We're going the school's defic~, in one year where do they think the firemen, 
10 need a lot of people 10 pass out TCC will go bankrupt and have to police, paramedics, nurses, and 
material at each precinct." close." x-ray tachnicians for the commun~ 
Any student wanting to assist Evanko continued, "People don't are trained? 
w~ the referendum voting drive realize that 2,000 students over the If the tax referendum does not 
should contact Judi Mack, public age of 40 attend classes here. And pass this time, Evanko stressed, I---~--"::'----------Mak,"ng .. Ialles "E~her the Iow .... fficlency or the 
.... , 11'1 high-cost programs would have to 
I Board approves radio booth be ;:,u;~'exarnple,thenursing. pro-gram may bit ,udu" .. d 01 
by Mike Scott out of the club. eliminated. "II's ashame," Evanko 
The . Board of Trustees unani· Funding for the radio booth and said. "Our nursing program has the I mously approved construction of a ~ location were both questionable, highest pass rate (99) in the state $2.595 radio booth at their regular too. Another problem, which still ex· of Illinois." 
board meeting March 7. The booth, ists, is low club membership. Evanko reminded his audience 
I which will be built in the. northeast Besides passage of the radio that many students may consider corner of the cafetena, marks booth, Tete-Video club members taking classes at colleges other ~r successful venture for the have worked hard to receive a $500 than TCC. But out-of..district tuition 
Tete-V,deo club recenlly. loan from the Student Government costs more he emphasized and I The station's call leiters will be Association. Also, the club's radio farther disW.ces increase trav'el ex. WTCC. director, Johnny "Princa" Kim- penses. Unfortunately each school AI the beginning of the semester, brough, purchased an eight chan- has only a set number'of applicants 
the T ele-Video club was having nel Sony studio mixer from Walter It D ......... into ~ I some major problems. lis initial Mosby, gameroom eltendenl, for ~ k.'pred"'cted ~rams. president, Ron Young, resigned $100. van 0 I some from his position and later dropped continued on page 7 30-35 conege employees would be 
~ cut from the payroll It the referen-\lilMHWMIiB#.a :~=~~~~ 
-- -- Evanko said,"There are areas of I Graduation deadline tomorrow newtechnology,forexarnplecom-pulers, that we just don't have the 
· Candidates eligible for graduation by the end of this spring semester equipment for. It we had more I must file an application for graduation by tomorrow in the admissions money, we could continue our and records office. career programs for business and 
· Students applying for the Associate in Arts,. Associate in Science, and industry. This means jobs." I AssocIate in Applied Science degrees and also certificates must file Ihe Pointing out finances, Evanko application along with a $5 tee. explained, ''What we are asking for 
The 57th annual commencement will honor 1984-85 graduates In a with the tax referendum comes 10 I cap and gown ceremony on June 2. ~'::r:se~t a month per house Geography students nominated in ';::n':;=~:~~ 
Com many people do you know that I Two geography students have beenrecognized as outstanding • could live on the same salary for munity College Geography students, twenty years?" Donna Howarth and Usa Kirchman were nominated for Outstanding 
Student Recogn~ in the IUinois Geographical Society (IGS) by Wdliarn I Curran, geography/geology instructor. Each year the tGS recognizes community coRege students who have been outstanding in their geographic endeavors. Their names will be 
I1POrIed to IGS members at the annual meeting in/April. 
I L:~~~~:~r !~~~! mayor~ wUl v~ the cam· I pus today in efforts of gainin!) support for the AprR 2 election· . ;~~m7n;a;;~;m ~~;. ~l~~;:;~ena 
I Alter 10 years of dedicated and conscientious service to the Reprography Department, LucRle Buckner is retiring due 10 illness. 
· A retirement party is planed for 2 p.m. Tuesday in the Board Room. I Contributions toward a retirement gift are being collected in her behalf by Sally Boyle in Reprography until Monday. 
UHURU reenactment discussion 
I Students and staff Interested in the study of Afro-American hislory 118 invited 10 altand a meoting at 1 p.m. tomorrow in Room 3112. EItorra K. Jones,- SGA vice-president of programming, said the 
II1II8Iing will be held 10 discuss reenactment of the Afro-American club, 
111-111~11 
Evanko stressed, "There are 
many quaflly programs at other 
community colleges that TCC cur· 
rently cannot alford. We have no 
one director of job placement (ERis 
Falk shares his time among finan-
cial aid, veterans' affairs, and 
placement), no one director of stu· 
deiIt activities (Robert Marshall 
heads both counseling and student 
activities), ortransfer services. TCC 
needs a learning lab and tutors. 
AlSo, our library is too small for this 
size school. 
At Triton, DuPege, and Moraine 
Valley colleges, these programs 
are taken for granted. These 
districts have the necessary money 
and high voter support," he said. 
"Students have just got 10 get In-
volved in passing the referendum 
on April 2 illhey want thiS schoof 
to be here." Evanko said. 
"Remember to say 'yes' to TCC." 
Stephanie Toinai, 8ditor. prossnlS Presidflnt Jam .. L. Evanko a S200 check 
on behalf of the Courier staff. The money will be used to help coW,f the cost 
of publicizing the need for ~gB.oI the Aptil2 ref_m. 
Comrnori<Ne Cralrl 
Plan enhances students 1 
'body, mind and soul' 
by Ed Nelson 
In an effort 10 provide more cam· 
pus activities 10 encourage student 
enroflment, PreSident James L. 
Evanko has proposed a student 
development plan. 
According 10 Evanko, the plan 
was designed to enhance the well· 
being and total growth of a student. 
"A school should be a place to 
develop the body, mind, and soul," 
he said 
This plan became the president's 
idea following the .success of the 
student activities he conducted 
while at Boyce Commun~ College 
of Allegany County, PiltSburgh, Pa 
The president is working out this 
plan here wkh help from Robert 
Marshall, dean of counseling and 
student activities. 
Part of the plan has already been 
completed with the construction of 
the new babysitting facility in the 
tower level of the main building. 
Thus, parents can simultaneously 
further their education and have 
their children cared· for at the col-
lege. The baby Silting service 
previously was housed in one of the 
interim buildings and was moved to 
this campus last month. 
Future plans include the con· 
struction of an information booth by 
the admissions OffICe, the enforce-
ment of the visitors' parking lot at 
the northeast comer of the campus, 
and more weekend classes, par· 
ticularfy in the business area. 
To effectuate this plan, student 
fees will probabfy be increased, but 
when and how much is uncertain 
at this time, according to Judi 
Mack, public relations director. 
"Everyone's been pretty recep-
tive to what's going on and has 
been wilting to change, improve, 
and move ahead," Evanko said. "If 
we. provide services tor the 
students, they will want to g~ in· 
volved." 
Anyone wUh q~ns abouUhe 
plan or questions about forming a 
club should contact Marshall at Ext 
348 or stop by his office in the 
counseling center, room 2119. 
Talent sought 
forSGA show 
by laurie Gross 
Feeling a bit of spring fever? Do 
something constructive with that 
extra energy. If you are creative 
and have the desire to perform in 
front of an audience, then the Stu-
dent Government Association 
($GA) invites you to join their talent 
show. 
EllOrra Jones, SGA vice presi-
dent of programming, announces 
thill the 1985 student talent show 
is being planned for April 3. Two 
separate shows will be performed 
in the cafeteria. For day students, 
a Up-Sync Contest will take place 
from 11 a.m. 10 1 p.m. Evening 
students can view more trad~aI 
talent entertainment from 5 to 7 
p.m. 
Application forms to participatate 
in either the Up-Sync Contest or 
Talent Show can be obtained in the 
SGA office, Room 2117E, starting 
tomorrow. No entry fee is required, 
and up to $500 in prizes will be 
awarded 10 talent show winners in 
the form of cash and gift cer· 
tificates. Jones said, "We hope 10 . 
continued on page 3 
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Computer acquired with grant 
by laurie Gross 
The engineering and technology 
department will soon be installing 
a Prime Medusa computer system. 
Altogether, the school saved about 
$386,000 on the system's 
purchase. 
Daniel Hayes, vice president of 
instructional services. said, "Tee 
badly needed this equipment to 
upgrade its drafting program; we 
were running 5 to 10 years behind 
other community colleges." 
Lab ·fees 
hike OKd 
by board 
by Laurie Gross 
An increase in student lab fees 
was approved at the regular March 
Board of Trustees meeting. The 
new rates are scheduled to go into 
effect during the 1985 summer 
term. 
Nol all classes will be affected by 
the lab increase. But computer and 
art students will be paying higher 
fees due to soaring costs for lab 
materials. 
Boosted lab lees will range from 
$1 to $7 more this summer. Why 
the hike? College Controller and 
Treasurer William Meints ex-
plained, "The proposed rates are 
based upon each division chair-
man's analysis 01 the cost of their 
supplies. Costs are gOing up." 
continued on page 7 
Tec administrators worked 
almost half a year submitting two 
different grant proposals in order to 
obtain Medusa. Their financial task 
was to raise $450,000. 
Doing so was a real challenge. 
To obtain cash flow, TCC firstap-
plied to the IllinOis Community Col-
lege Board (ICCS) in Springfield. 
After rewriting the grant proposal 
several times, the ICCS awarded 
TCC a $131,000 grant. The ca1ch 
was that these monies had a 
"match" requirement. TCC would 
receive the $131,000 grant only if 
it could match IceS's money with 
$131,000 of its own cash. 
The ICCS grant conditions 
sounded difficult-having limited 
funds, TCC appeared out of lUck. 
"Despite everything," Hayes 
said, "we kept trying lor the grant. 
Jack Banaszak, engineering and 
technology division director, and I 
fater visned Springfield to negotiate 
some creative financing." 
A deal was finally worked out. 
Hayes continued, "The ICCS 
agreed to leI us pay $64,000 cash, 
allowing additional lunds to be 
matched with irrkind services. For 
example, the school had already 
bought some related technical 
equipment Which counted towards 
our $131,000 match. Future repair 
and maintenance costs for Medusa 
also counted." 
Even after winning the fCCS 
cash award. the school had more 
financial hurdles to cross. 
Good news came in a letter from 
the manufacturer of Medusa. Prime 
continued on page 7 
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Down to the wire 
Referendum passage crucial 
by Stephanie T olnai The strength of the college, ac- "We can do the best job of any 
"We are in a do or die situation. 
We must get the referendum 
passed. or else program and staff 
cuts will have to be made," James 
L. Evanko. college preSident, said 
at a press conference last week. 
cording to Evanko. lies in its ability college around in terms of improv-
to retrain workers. During the past ing such areas as industry by 
five years, the college has trained retraining," Evanko said. 
2,050 displaced workers. "Today, Donald M. GolI, secretaryltreas· 
most fields require retraining three urer of the Regional Economic 
times." he said. Development Coordinating Council 
In order to ease the substantial 
budget deficit expected to reach 
$1.6 million by the end of fiscal year 
1985, the college is going for a tax 
hike by referendum in Tuesday's 
election. 
During the past two years, 1,819 (REDCC), explained that TCC was 
people have upgraded their skills cited bv the Saturn proiect as one 
by takinQ collel=le courses. continued on page 7 
Pros to discuss 
Evanko stressed that two types 
of program cuts may occur if the 
.referendum doesn't pass. First, 
programs such as nursing and 
power of the pen 
health that have a high unit cost by Liz Carvlin 
may be cut. Second, programs The theme for the sixth annual 
such as those in engineering and Journalism Day to be held at 9 a.m. 
humanities that have low efficiency tomorrow in the Performing Arts 
might also be cut Center is "Careers in Journalism." 
"The college's nursing program Three professional journalists will 
has the highest success rate in the speak about the current status of 
state at 98 percent. However, (the the job market in journalism, the 
board) haii cut pers:onnRI to thf! preparation needed tor a journalism 
bone, and supplies are at a career today, and career options 
minimum; there is nothing else to available in journalism. 
cut," he said. More than 100 students from 
Tom Favorite, from the account· seven area high schools will hear 
ing firm of Favorite, Perry, and Co., speakers discuss jobs they have or 
supported the referendum by say- had in the communications field. 
ing, "I'm very concerned that pro-- Students will then ask questions 
grams might be dropped, especial· about this field. 
ty an important one I1ke nursing." Among the three speakers will be 
Another member of the business Earl Smith, presently employed by 
community, Carrie Broughton. of lIIinois Bell as associate editor of 
Riverdale Bank, also expressed Telenews, the company's em· 
concern. "As the mother of children ployee magazine. 
who may attend the college in the Smith graduated from Columbia 
future, I want all programs to re· College in Chicago in 1972 with a 
main so my children have the bachelor's degree in communi-
choice of the program they want. cations. 
And, unless the referendum is After graduation. Smith held dif· 
passed, programs will be cut" ferent jobs. He, worked at The 
Dennis Oryzga, business and in· Woodlawn Observer. the 
formation systems instructor and Associated Press, Jet Magazine, 
referendum committee co- and as a freelance writer. 
chairman, said, "Biology, chemis- While employed at Jet Magazine, 
try and English sections may have Smith took a leave of absence to 
to be reduced. This would limit the work as production coordinator for 
student's opportunity to take the the movie Mahogany, starring 
necessary courses required to Diana Ross and Billy Dee Williams. 
transfer to a four-year college or He then decided not to return to Jet 
I ." = __ ...... b;,.U.;,t~to form a production company 
Flowing with open house 
of his own. During this time, Smith 
also worked as a freelancer, writing 
a monthly column that appeared in 
some 100 newspapers nationwide. 
After the production company 
failed, Smith began working with 11~ 
linois Bell in 1976. Since that time 
he earned a master'S degree in 
media communications from 
Governors State University In lY~:.:s 
continued on page 7 
SGA elections 
draw near 
by Liz Carvli" 
A regular election will be held on 
April 17 and 18 to fill 15 positions 
in the Student Government 
Association (SGA). 
Petitions will be available Mon-
day in tI1e SGA office and the Stu-
dent Activities office. Students have 
10 days to return the petitions. For 
senatorial positions candidates 
must have 30 unduplicated 
signatures from students now at-
tending the school. For the ex-
ecutive positions, candidates must 
have 50 undupllcated signatures 
from current students. 
Students must also submit a 
resume with qualifications listed. 
Positions open include: presi~ 
dent, executive vice·president. 
vice~president of programming. 
continued on page 7 
Two young onlookers CuriOUsly walch as science student Chuck CiaSlko ciem,mstfaf(1s the Me cycle of a river ai itw 
college's recent open houss. (phOto by Andy Grad) 
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Students urge 
referendum support 
Warns against voter apathy 
Oear Editor: 
One cannot over~emphasize the 
MC8SSity for the passage of the fax 
referendum for Tee on tA.?fil 2. This 
issue cannot be taken lightly-/oo much 
is at stako. Collectively. the student 
body. the (acurry. and our friends within 
the community can ensure the passage 
with our vote. 
We cannot sit idly back and depend 
on our neighbors to make the difference 
when il is our responsibility to vote snd 
10 urge others. too. This;s our school. 
it is our future; apathy by one thon af-
fects us all. The belief that your vote 
does not count is ignorance on a grand 
scale. 
We. 85 students of higher learning. 
must accept the responsibility for our 
education today. and the voUng power 
we possess is the means to that end. 
Thomas Jones Jr. 
Student 
Job retraining is valuable 
Dear Editor: 
Our nation is in the throes of a 
technological revolution. Millions of 
wof1t.ers in American industry have been 
thrown aut of work by new technologies. 
One of the few avenues available fO 
these displaced workers is to retrain 
themselves for new jobs. 
This college is a vital link in that 
retraining scheme. But, there is a fly in 
the ointment. The federal government 
is now in control of people who have 
systematically cur back aid to educa-
tion. The Govemor of Ilfinois Is a sup-
porter of our nation's President. who 
has led a crusade to reduce aid to 
education. The result is that our college 
has falfen on economic hard limes. 
Stare funding for the school has 
dropped from the legal minimum limit 
of 40 percent to 37 percent, and the 
federal govemment is going to eifminate 
all supporl. 
Our only hope is to increase the local 
taxes to compensate for the slate and 
federal reductions. Innation. and lhe fact 
that the loea/tax base is less than one 
half of the tax base of other metropolitan 
community coHeges. places the survival 
of this college in doubt 
How will this school be able 10 pro--
vide WQrthwhile high technology educa· 
tion for displaced workers. Of young 
people about to enler the jOb market, 
if we don'r lake up the slack by pass-
ing the tax referendum on April 27 
Please take the time to vote, and ask 
your family and friends 10 vOle. 
Ronald C. Young 
3716 Ridge Road, Lansing, II. 
(312) 895·9837 
live Entertainment 
Tues Ihru Sun 
Now appearing 
FREE VERSE 
Starting April 2: CONCORDE 
Wednesday, April 3 Dan Walker from 
Q101 will be appearing 
Must be 21 with a valid driver's 'icense 
- 2nd DRINK FREE WITH THIS COUPON' 
I 
I 
Vote "yes,g I 
Don't turn Tee into I 
another Dixie Square I 
This is a time 01 crisis-an institution that has been 
in existence for 58 years and that has educated 
404,881 individuals may be forced to close its doors 
due to a financial crisis. 
However, you, the student, possess the power to 
avoid this closure by voting "yes" for the college's 
tax hike by referendum in Tuesday's election. 
The college is asking voters to approve a 7.5 cent 
increase in the educational fund, changing the pre-
sent rate of 10cents to 17.5 cents per $100 assessed 
valuation. The building fund rate would remain un-
changed at 5 cents, bringing the total TCC tax rate, 
if the hike is approved, to 22.5 cents per $100 as-
sessed valuation. 
Homeowners are now paying the same tax rate for 
the college as they were 20 years ago. How many of 
us could live today on the salaries we were making 
20 years ago? Many of us were not even alive 20 years 
ago to be making a living. Consequently, how can we 
expect tho college to continue in the future if we're 
living in the past, in terms of tax money? 
Approval of the hike would generate slightly more 
than $1 million in revenue. This money would help 
ease the college's projected fiscal year 1985 deficit 
of $1.6 million. 
College President James l. Evanko recently said, 
"The fact is, unless something is done now to reduce 
the school's deficit, in one year TCC will go bankrupt 
and have to close." 
The board has cut personnel to the bone, and sup-
plies are at a minimum, according to Evanko. "There 
is nothing else to cut," in his words. Tuition rates are 
at their maximums. 
If the increase doesn't go through, Evanko said the 
only way to cope with the financial crisis will be to cut 
, 
_-----..... ----~------...., programs and staff. 
He has cited programs with a high unit cost, such 
Sportsmans Club 
Luncheons & Dinners 
Tuesday ....... Saturday 
10:30 a.m. - 12 midnight 
Closed Sundays, Mondays 
& Holidays 
157th & Lowe 
HARVEY 
339 .. 5500 
Banquets 25 - 140 
as nursing, as ones that may be cut. TCC's nursing 
program has been rated as one of the best in the state 
with the highest success rate of 98 percent. 
Eliminating this program would be devastating. 
Also, programs with low efficiency might possibly 
be cut, such as some engineering programs. 
How can we stop allowing individuals a choice to 
explore their fields of interest? 
Education has been an area overlooked for too long. 
The state has neglected its funding, and citizens have 
refused tax hike increases in our schools. The result 
has been a decline in the quality of education. 
That decline has jeopardized the future of the world 
in which we live. How can we possibly have a better 
tomorrow if this generation isn't allowed to prosper and 
grow with the maximum amount of knowledge? 
Your "yes" vote April 2 will benefit every facet of 
TCC, including you. You can make the difference. 
Courier Staff 
..... Stephanie T alnai 
.. liz Garvlin 
. .. . Jim Irwin 
Editor in chief . .... , 
Managing editor. 
Sports editor .... 
Contributing reporters 
Laurie Gross. Debbie Healy, Ed Nelson, 
John Rossman, Mike Scott 
The Courier is published biweekly and is a non--profil organization. We welCOme 
letters to the editor. All letters mltst be typewritten original copies, no Ionget 
(!"Ian 150 words, and include the author's signature. address and telephOne 
number. although only the name will be printed. Upon request. names wiD be 
withheld. letters may be reduced to fit space limitations. Letters can be maifed 
or hand delivered to the Courier, Room 2118.15800 So. State Street. South 
~l\lIant1. HI 60473 
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Roze rallies for referendum 
The Black Roze, amidst balloons and signs of referendum support, performed in the caf9tena April 1 and 2. The 
group urged a ."yes" vale for the college referendum between tunes. Student Trustee Rosematia DiBenedetto acquired 
the $500 fundmg for the group from the SGA for the rwcrday period to try and boost student support. Pictured from 
left are Ger SChiera. keyboards and vocals, Tim Durham, lead guitar, Dave Tebo, bass. and Randy DeSalvo. vocals. 
Not pictured is drummer Tim Ll/ek. 
j Tax-hike proposal voted down 
; by Stephanie Tolnai The official vote total for each the college would see the revenue 
'1 The college's tax·hike by (eferen~ township was: Thornton Town~ generated from a tax·hike by 
dum was defeated in the April 2 ship~14,927 "yes," 17,893 "no"; referendum sooner than or prior to 
election. Official results showed Bloom Township-706 "yes," 949 the next regular election, " Aldrich I 21,668 "yes'.' votes and 28.118 "no"; Bremen TOW. nship-5,942 explained. ·'Normally. the revenue "no." "yes," 9,205 "no,"; and Calumet from a tax~hike in a regular election 
Despite the defeat, Judi Mack, Township-93 "yes," 71 "no." does not come in until 12 to 18 
I public relations director, noted that The college administration is months after the election." 
, "yes" votes in this election totaled considering the possibility of The board of trustees will try to 
about 43 percent compared to the holding a special election in set a date at the May meeting for 
March, 1984, referendum, with 33 November. In order to hold a another referendum, possibly as 
percent "yes" votes. Mack also special election, the college soon as November, according to 
noted that the number of voters in generally has to demonstrate three College President James L 
this referendum had greatly in- points to a judge, who will make the Evanko. 
creased compared to previous decision, according to Bivce 
ones. Aldrich, dean of administrative 
The college's tax transfer pro- services. 
posal in March of last year, during The college must: 
the presidential primary, was -demonstrate financial need; 
defeated by a 2-1 margin. And, the -demonstrate that previous 
May, 1979, tax·hike by referendum referendums have been held and 
seeking a 10 cent increase in the defeated, but the margin of "yes" 
education fund was defeated by votes has narrowed; and 
more than 3-1, but only 3,700 peo- -realize the money. 
pie voted. "Realize the money means that 
Solamente Espanol para 
los estudiantes manana 
I More than 60 high school and TCC Spanish students will par-ticipate tomorrow in Spanish Day, 
a six-hour immersion program be-
ing prepared by Jean Sedlack, 
I Spanish instructor. The Grotto and language areas will be head-quarters for all activities of the 
evenl 
All participants, who have had at I least two years of high school 
a song session, lunch and a recrea· 
tion hour. 
The staff will include tour 
teachers from area high schools 
and five Tee students. 
The program will attempt to 
develop the participants' language 
skills and cu"ural understanding by 
giving them a feeling of being in a 
true Spanish-speaking environ 
ment. 
The cafeteria staff plans to have 
a special menu so that everyone 
can get into the spirit of Spanish 
Day. I 
Spanish or equivalent, will sign 
pledges on arrival to speak only 
Spanish during the entire program, 
Activities will include three classes, 
Ii, Looking Inside 
"Faulty publicity hinders festival 
-Student band rocks on MTV 
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Referendum aftermath-
board raises tuition 
by liz Carvlin 
A $1.50 per credit hour increase 
in tuition was approved at the April 
4 board of trustees meeting. bring-
ing the rate to $28 effective sum-
mer semester. 
Trustees also approved a student 
development fee which will replace 
the old student activities fee. This 
fee will be separate from the 
regular tuition and will be used for 
student activities such as in-
tramural sports and the radio booth 
that will be constructed soon in the 
cafeteria. 
Under the new student develop-
ment plan, fees are structured ac-
cording to how many credit hours 
are taken. 
For full-time students taking 12 
or more credits. the rate is set at 
nine percent of the tuttion. Persons 
enroUed in 6-11 hours will pay eight 
percent, and those taking fewer 
than six credits will be charged 
seven percent. 
ColIl?-gf? Prp.~irtp.nt .1~mP'5 L. 
Evanko said the increase averages 
out to about eight percent, and the 
average across the country is 
predicted to be 9.5 percent. 
Student Trustee Rosemaria 
DiBenedetto strongly opposed the 
tuition hike, stating it was 
unnecessary. 
Trustee Frank Zuccarelli sug· 
gested that the board table the tui· 
tion increase until the following 
Wednesday in order for DiBenedet· 
to to study the proposal. Zuccarelli 
explained that DiBenedetto was 
busy promoting the referendum; 
therefore. she did not have time to 
review the matter. Zucarelli be· 
lieved that she deserved the lime 
of "only Six days" to review the 
matter. 
Considering registration started 
in only four days, the board voted 
against tabling the increase. If the 
matter was postponed for six days, 
students registering would not 
know how much tuition would be; 
therefore, rebilling would inconven· 
ience both students and staff. 
DiBenedetto stated that she 
believed the students would not 
stand for the raise. Trustee Janet 
Wagner admitted that the raise in 
tuition is ·'undesirable." She 
added, HA lot of our future deci· 
sions are not going to be desirable 
because of the referendum not 
passing. We've got to start doing 
something now. We're really hurt~ 
ing bad." 
Dennis Oryzga, business and in-
formation systems instructor, was 
present at the board meeting to 
speak about the tax referendum. 
He said he was pleased with the 
voter turnout and the 10 percent in-
crease in yes votes since last year's 
referendum. 
"I believe I speak for all of the 
faculty. We would like Ihe oppor· 
tunity to work for another referen-
dum," he said. 
Despite the failure of the tax pro-
posal, the board is still concerned 
with upgrading the school to keep 
up the standards of education at 
TCC. 
The bidding for 12 new Wang 
word processors and 18 IBM 
microcomputers was passed. The 
state will pay 60 percent, and the 
school will pay the balance by lak· 
ing out a loan to be paid back dur-
ing a four-year period. 
The board also voted to raise the 
fee for administering placement 
tests from $1 to $5.50 per individual 
test and $10 for the whole package. 
Evanko said if a referendum is 
passed, the increase in testing fees 
will be reduced to its present rate. 
continued on page 5 
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The Courier Asks: 
Ine COUrter iJage ;;j 
Do you think Gary Dotson should be set free? 
Anne Schmitt 
Liberal Ans 
Harvey 
Age 55 
Scott Thomas 
Marketing 
Lansing 
Age 20 
Yes. AUhe time of the trial, he 
wasn'l getting along with the police 
because of his image. I believe the 
jury jusl chose not 10 believe him. 
. Also, he claimed he was innocent 
and said one day he would prove it. 
Christina McNaii 
Social Work 
Country Club Hills 
Age 20 
Yes. She lied, and he's injail for 
no reason. I think she lied because 
she was probably under a lot of 
pressure and scared 01 her parents 
finding out she was pregnant. 
Yes, definitely. The young lady 
110W came forth and admitted that 
she lied. The judicial system should 
resurrect the mistakes they made 
six years ago by persecuting him 
for six years in prison. Six years of 
injustice is enough. He should be 
given something to compensate for 
giving up six years of hiS life. 
2+2+2=$21,000 
That's Arm\, math. It means that after 2 years of college (60 Semester hours or 
equi\'alcntt and a 2-ycar t..'11lisrmcnt. you could have up to S!l.o00 to continue your educa-
tion. Collrt<.,.,of,he NcwGI Bill + New Army College Fund. (Effective)ul\, 1.1985. 
That oth<..,. ~ me.ns you can get twO years of ROTC credit by enrolling in ROTC 
at the third ye.r k",,1 (with the .pproval of the college's Professor of Military Science) 
when you «'Cnter college. Y'>u'li earn SIOO a month in ROTC. 
Qualify, .md vou'll start Y\lt.IT t."fllistmc:nr with a promotion. And just because 
you're Out "''''If schorll Jl)Csn'c mC.1n you stop learninl!. We'll teach you a skill that can help 
you go places I.t<.,.. 
And you'll go places no .. ; because we give soldiers an opportunity to travel. And a 
chance tl') make: new friends. 
Nllt to mention a Illt of m"ncy h)T collc.."g.c. Plus the chance [l'l become an Army 
officer. Contact your local Army Recruiter mday. 
S1'I\PI" SER<.;1:.:,\N1' IIA¥~1AKEI< 799-1430 
ARMY.: BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Douglas Pentek 
Pre-law 
lansing 
Age 21 
No. If he is in jail now. the court 
must have found sufficient 
evidence to convict him. There 
must have been 5upporJing 
evidence. 
PHONE .1.'J-(I.' 10 
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Retirees to pursue the American Dream 
Sr. Dorothea George Finstad 
Burkard 
by Stephanie Tolnal 
"1 have had many opportunities 
to help people concerning their 
education. but also in other ways, 
and that has been a blessing," said 
Sister Dorothea A, Burkard. retiring 
radiologic technology instructor 
and program coordinator. 
Burkard has been teaching at the 
college since 1969 and developed 
the radiologic technology program 
here, 
Originally from the St. Louis 
area, Burkard received her 
Bachelor of Science degree in 
radiologic technology from St. 
Louis University. She became a 
part-time instructor at the University 
shortly after graduation in 1945. 
Four years later. Burkard came 
to Blue Island and started working 
for 81. Francis Hospital. She began 
the X-ray program, laught X-ray 
students, and managed the 
Sister Dorothea A. Surkard. coordinator. f",diologic technology 
department. 
"The program was very sue· 
cesslul," Burkard commented. "All 
the students made the registry, an 
examination by the American 
Registry of Radiologic 
Joseph Thornton 
by Liz Carvlin 
Joseph Thornton. language and 
communicatlons division instructor. 
win retire from teaching at the end 
of this semester. 
Thornton attonded the tlnjvE'ro:;,i~ 
ty of Illinois. where he majored in 
history and administration. and 
then went to Southern Illinois 
University and the University of 
Stockton, California, where he 
studied speech~ communications. 
and drama. 
After teaching different subjects 
a1 a high school in his home town 
of Duquoin, 111 .• he received an in-
vitation to teach at TCC. During his 
years here. Thornton taught Eng-
lish. drama and speech. 
"I've been here long enough to 
see Thornton go from the third floor 
at Thornton High School to where 
it is now." Thornton said about his 
19-year career as a TCC instructor. 
He has seen the school's enroll-
ment grow since it relocated to 
South Holland and says this growth 
has enabled him to hear more 
speeches and in tum become more 
"informed." 
According to Thornton, a suc-
cesful teacher "likes what he is do-
ing, feels comfortable with it, and 
accomplishes something with the 
&tudent5 He h~~ thp. students end 
the course without having a bad ex-
perience." 
As for the state of TCC now and 
in the future, Thornton said he 
thought the school will survive the 
financial crisis. "'t's too much a 
part of the community," he ex-
plained. "This is too good of a 
school to go under." 
Thornton said he's certain it will 
be difficult to leave teaching. "After 
35 years, you can't just get up and 
say goodbye." he said. "I've en-
joyed my stay here." 
Thornton says he plans to return 
to his home town of Duquoin, III., 
and "get back 10 the roots." 
"My wife. who retired last year, 
and I plan on spending a lot of time 
at our condominium in St. Sima-
mon Island, Ga." But he said he 
does not plan to spend atl of his 
time sitting in a rocking chair. 
College Students 
IRC Industries,carico will be accepting applications .and 
interviewing (or the lollowmg lull and parHime poslhons: 
I. Warehouse (Shipping, recelVlng) 
2. secretarial (receptionisl) 
3. Finance Collections 
4. Sales and Marketing Team. 
YES We have various positions available. 
YES The hours are flexible. can adiust to your school 
YES ~~~~; lull company benefits. medical and dental. 
YES We are an internationally recognIzed company. 
YES We are members of a national chamber 01 
commerce. .. 
YES You are invited to a job mtervlew. 
JRC IndustIiesICaIico 
will be on campus 
Wed .. May 8 at 1 p.m. in Room 2119, 
Thurs .. May 9 at 1I a.m. in Room 2119 
In The Career Counseling Center 
Technology. " 
She attributes successful 
teaching to two aspects. "An in-
structor should believe in each in-
dividual person. Every student is 
unique and has different needs," 
she said. 
"Students at the college are con-
cerned about many things such as 
personal problems, money, or fami-
ty, and each of those has a tremen-
dous impact on their schooling, ,. 
6urlmrd oaid. "You have to try and 
find out what's wrong and help 
them get help if needed." 
Burkard, who has been a nun for 
more than 50 years, noted that 
teachers can't help students 
develop in only one way. 
"Teaching is more than giving 
out handouts and delivering lec-
tures," she said, noting that 
holiness is another aspect that she 
believes in. 
The second quality of good 
teaching is the belief that education 
builds people so they can achieve 
some kind of success in their lives, 
according to Burkard. 
She said changes in students 0c-
cur every year. and the times have 
a great influence on those changes. 
For example, if the times are af· 
fluent. students usually are less 
conscientious about their studies 
whereas if jobs are scarce. they are 
more conscientious. 
Also. different responsibilities, 
whether at home or work, have an 
continued on page 8 
Blake Reed 
by Jim Irwin 
After 17 years of service at the 
college, Blake Reed. teacher and 
coordinator of Audio-Visual serv-
ices in the lower level of the 
building, is retiring. 
Reed began his teaching career 
at Orwell High School in Orwell. III. 
He taught there tor three years 
before coming to College District 
510 and High School Distric1205 to 
teach. 
In 1957. Reed began teaching at 
Thornton High School. He also 
taught at Thornridge High School 
until 1969, when he decided to 
work only at TCC. 
Originally from Wisconsin. Reed 
is an outdoorsman who enjoys 
camping and gardening. along with 
many other outdoor activities. 
He has lived in Illinois for 30 
years and enjoys lite here. even 
though he believes the winters are 
terrible. 
During the 17 years he has been 
at TCC. Reed has seen the enrol~ 
ment increase from several hun-
dred students to the current enroll-
ment of more than 10,000. 
He said the school has been 
good in keeping up wrth the chang-
ing times by offering numerous ad-
vanced courses during the years he 
has been here. 
HThis is a good place; however, 
I think the state should fund the 
by laurie Gross 
Although George Finstad, art 
department chairman, won't end 
his teaching career at Tee until the 
end of the month, he already has 
some definite views about 
retirement. 
"Be sure and tell everyone that 
my paintings are for sale." he 
laughed. "I need plenly of 
customers so that I can continue to 
live the rich lifestyle to which I have 
become accustomed on my art 
leacher's salary." 
Finstad has been active In the 
college's art department since 
1969, teaching drawing I, drawing 
II, design, advertising. painting, 
and art education workshops. 
Raised in Chicago's Oak Park 
area, Finstad graduated high 
school and served in the army dur-
of Science degree in education 
from Illinois State in 1956, and he 
then studied painting at the Art In-
stitute of Chicago. 
For 16 years, he served as super· 
visor of art at Lyons Elementary 
School in Lyons, 111. Finstad recaU· 
ed, "I had seven schools that I'd 
visit, teaching art to students 
kindergarten through fifth grade. 1 
ran from room to room and saw 
2.400 students per week." 
He enjoyed the personal contact 
of his art career. "Teaching art, I 
could talk individually to the 
students. one-terone. and work with 
them on what they were doing. I 
could get to know my students." 
Finstad displayed his "Portraits 
of the Faculty" in the college's 
Theil Gallery March 25 - April 19 
and has sold many paintings. 
George Finst<td. ch.alrman. art department 
ing World War II, After the war, he "Lately, I've given up still lives and 
attended illinois State University, landscapes to specialize in figures 
double majoring in history and art and portraits," he said. 
and minoring in education. "There have been a lot of good 
Finstad's first job after students that I've taught," he said. 
graduating college in 1950 was "I'd really like people to understand 
teaching history, government and that everybody has it in them to do 
art classes at Rochelle Township art. Most people are afraid to sit 
High School. Rochelle. til. down and draw. All you have to do 
"Two years later." Finstad said, is practice. It's not necessary to be 
'" moved back to the city and got 'touched by divinity,' Everybody is 
a job in Chicago to make money to capable . Too many people are 
go back to school for my master's afraid to do what 1hev want to do." 
degree, .. Finstad earned his Master continued on page 8 
I 
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Blake L Reed. coordinator . .audio· visual 
school, SO we would not have the Florida during 1he winter months. 
problems of the referendum pass- Reed has four Sisters who live in .. 
age. But that would take a lot of lob-- Wisconsin and said he would also 
bying in the state legislature." like to visit them in the future. 
Reed said a good teacher As for the future of the school, 
"knows the capabilities and limits Reed stated, "'There should again 
of the students and uses a variety be active support lor lhe school's 
of approaches to bring forth 1he referendum from students. their 
best of the students' abilities." families. and their friends, The 
Reed also commented that he public also has to be convinced that 
has had a very satisfying career at the referendum is worthwhile. 
TCe, both in teaching as well as in .. , also believe that the school 
working in the Audio·Vjsual should lobby downst~te to the 
Department. government f?r state ald." . 
Looking ahead to his retirement. Reed mentIoned he may leacn 
Reed thinks the transition wilf be part time while in Florida. but he 
smooth. He is looking forward to probably will not miss the teaching 
traveling and getting away to profeSSion much. 
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Dreesen to bring comic relief in 
Foundation benefit performance 
A Harvey native whose corr 
siderabie comedic talents have 
made him a familiar figure on televi-
sion and in clubs and theatres 
across the l'OUntry will return 10 the 
south subt.irbs in early May 10 pre-
sent a benefit performance for the 
TCC Foundation. 
Tom Dreesen will share his 
special blend of humor in an eve-
ning performance 10 raise funds for 
student scholarships at the college. 
The program will begin at 8 p.m. 
May 7 in the J. Albert Kindig Per-
forming Arts Center, and will also 
feature the TCC Community Jazz 
Band under the direction of Donald 
Kramer. A wine and cheese recep-
tion will follow the performance. 
The unusual and diverse 
background of Dressen enables 
him to bridge the many racial, 
religious and generation gaps in 
our society. Much of his material is 
drawn from true Rfe experiences-
being raised in a racially changing 
neighborhood, growing up on the 
brink of poverty, his dealings with 
the good sisters at the toughest 
Catholic school on the south side 
Musical variety 
enhances Joseph 
by Mike Scott 
On April 19, 20, 26, and 27 direc-
tor Travis L Stockley unveiled his 
production of the Broadway hit 
musical Joseph and fhe Amazing 
Technicoior Dreamcoat. Bright in 
color. entertaining in tunes. it 
proved to be one of his best. 
Biblical in origin, Dreamcoat is 
the story of Joseph, one of Jacob's 
twelve sons sold into slavery by his 
own brothers. The plot may not 
sound like a picnic, but upbeat 
tunes made this play entertaining. 
With its Biblical stOrylIne and 
rock tunes. Dreamcoat came 
across with a tone that's reminis-
cent of Jesus Christ Superstar. 
I was surprised wHh the diversi-
ty of music in the production. The 
play's best tunes Included: "One 
More Angel in Heaven," a country 
and western tune that contained 
some well-choreographed dancing; 
"Song of Pharaoh," a rock 'n' ron, 
STEPS 
comical, energy,filled Elvis tune; 
"Benjamin Calypso," another 
catchy, comical tune that's Spanish 
in melody; "Those Cannan Days," 
a French drunken blues song; and 
"Go Go Joseph," a bright, am-
bitious Broadway number that has 
choreography resembling that in 
the musical Grease. 
David Turman (Joseph), Ron Riis 
(the baker), Chere Koch (an 
Ishmaelite), Michelle Ogden 
(Joseph's mother), and Sharon 
Niedziela (one of Joseph's wives) 
are cast members who handed in 
some fme performances. 
The only problem with the play 
was that hardly anyone really 
belted a song. On some numbers, 
the lyrics were difficult to hear. I 
realize that not every actor has the 
projection of Ladonna Sims, but I 
was disappointed that no one came 
at least halfway close to her 
intensity. 
STEP 1 
of Chicago, and his days before 
show business success when he 
worked in a variety of occupations. 
From a~er boy to the U.S. Navy, 
from shoe shine boy to private 
detective, from lecturing school 
children on the ills of drug abuse to 
playing saloons as a standup 
comedian-all give Dreesen's act 
richness and dimension. 
Now living in Los Angeles, 
Dreesen is a frequent guest on 
television shows including the 
Johnny carson, Merv Griffin, Dinah 
Shore, and Mike Douglas shows, 
and his style and appeal have 
made him a popular guest on such 
shows as the Hollywood Squares, 
Match Game, -All Star Secrets, 
Rock Concert, American Band-
stand, $25,000 Pyramid, Midnight 
Special, and Soul Train. And, he 
has co-starred with Sammy Davis 
Jr., Frankie Avalon, Frank Sinatra, 
Vikki Carr, Mac Davis, and Gladys 
Knight and the Pips. 
Tickets for Dreesen's Benefrt 
Perlormance for the TCC Founda-
tion are priced at $15 and $20 and 
are now on sale at the public rela-
tions department. Donations 10 the 
Foundation are tax-deductible. 
Mystery and adventure films 
complete Scott's top ten 
The TCC Foundation is a not-for-
profit corporation dedicated to 
securing the involvement of the 
community with the ~Iege and to 
increasing awareness and ap-
preciation for the college. Each 
year, the Foundation raises funds 
for student scholarships and for 
other equipment and resources re-
quired 10 enhance the programs 
and services of the college. 
For more information about ticket 
avaiiabUity, contact the public rela-
tions office at Ext. 202. 
by Mike Scott 
In alphabetical order, I am contin-
uing my top ten films of all time 
from the April 18 Courier. Here are 
the last five. 
·"Raiders Of The Lost Ark" 
(1981j-the action adventure film of 
all time. Harrison Ford stars as Pro-
fessor "Indiana" Jones. an ar-
cheologist in search of the lost 
covenant containing the original 
tablets of the Ten Commandments. 
Its action scenes are paCked with 
well choreographed classic cliff-
hangers. Steven Spielberg directed 
the pic with a screenplay by law-
rence Kasdan ("Empire Strikes 
Back", "Body Heat", and "Return 
of the Jedi"). 
."Rear WindOW" (19S4)-a 
mystery classic shot primarily on 
one set. Seated in a wheelchair 
with a broken foot, photographer 
L.B. Jeffries (Jimmy Stewart) 
wastes time by viewing the apart-
ment across the way through the 
rear window of his Greenwich 
VIllage flat. Aller Jeffries watches 
someone wrap a saw and knife in 
newspaper and notices an occu· 
pant missing, he tries to convince 
his friends that a gross murder has 
laken place. Directed by Alfred 
Hitchcock, the movie co-stars 
Grace Kelly and RaymOnd Burr. 
."SCarface" (1983)-a violent, 
obscenity filled, gangster film. AI 
continued on page 8 
GET YOUR un OFF THE GROUND 
LEARN TO fLY-IT'S EASIER THAN YOU THINK 
FROM THE BASIC BEGINNER TO BECOMING A 
COMMERCAL PlLOr 
1.17 AIRPLANES AVAILABLE 
2. 7 PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS ON STAFF 
3, v.. OR 1 HR, LESSON SEGMENTS 
4, APPOINTMENTS OR WALK IN'S 
5. GROUND SCHOOL &: WRmEN TEST GIVEN ON PREMISES 
6, fliGHT TEST GIVEN ON PREMISES 
WE OFFER A COMPLETE PROGRAM WITHOUT HAVING TO GO 
AN'tWHERE ELSE. 
OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK 
8AMnLLDARK ~ 
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A FREE 
15 MIN_ fNTROOUCTORY FUGHT 
LESSON WEEKENDS ONLY. NEW 
STtiOENTS ONLY 
2 TO A BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
Begin at your local community college 
by obtaining an associate's degree. HOWELL AIRPORT 
13202 SO. CICERO AVE. STEP 2 
Come to Governors State University 
to complete your bachelor's degree. 
CRESTWOOD, IL 
(312) 389-2231 
GAS $1.73 PER GAL (NO LAHOING FEE) PARKING $SS.aO 
;; I ~~ 
s I (JIdi~ 
." I 
Governors State is the only upper division aunlor, senior and 
master levels) university in northern lIIinois,founded to serve 
persons with the equivalent of two or more years of college 
credit. 
Degree programs are offered in the Arts and SCiences, 
Business and Public Administration. the Health Sciences 
and Professions, Education and Psychology. 
,e. 1969 
It Easily accessible from the Loop or Kankakee •• .from the tn-
diana border or Joliet and western suburbs ••• and beyond. ~I I ,e
h 
.e 
~ 
Jmnes Sokolinsld. GSU Admissions (oul1selor. wi11 be '?" ColIIIpuS Wednesday. 
Kay 8. 19.q:S from to AN - 1 pr·; and S - 7 pr~ to, taB .. "!~th ~ttldents ~bout tr'ansft!"" 
and .lCMIission to GSU. Itle3s\:' contlct tounscllng Off 1ce ro,· loCJt1on. 
OFFtCE OF ADMISSIONS DEPT.2S 
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS FOR EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 
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1986 
The top story was the tragic loss of the space shuttle 
IIChallengertr, with the deaths of all 7 crew members. The HCyanide 
Scare" began again when the makers of Excedrin announced that all 
of its drugs would be withdrawn due to possible tampering. 
People who died in 1986 included: Broderick Crawford, Gordon 
MacRae, Kate Smith, Benny Goodman, and Bill Veeck. 
On a brighter note, the price of oil fell, the oreo cookie turned 75, and 
the Statue of Liberty turned 100, with IJ'Liberty Weekend". 
807
1986 
The United States bombs Tripoli. the capital ofLibyli. after 
terrorist groups attack a West Berlin disco. 
The space shuttle Challenger explodes after lift-off, generating 
national mourning and a setback for the U.S. space program. 
A prominent nonviolent fighter against apartheid, Desmond Tutu 
becomes archbishop of Cape Town, South Africa. 
The U.S. national debt exceeds $2 trillion and is accompanied by 
a trade deficit of over $170 billion. 
In the world's worst nuclear accident, the Chemobyl plant in the 
Ukraine explodes, polluting the environment and causing perhaps 
8,000 short-term deaths. 
Oliver Stone's Vietnam-era movie. Platoon, earns Best Picture 
and Best Director at the Academy Awards. 
Electronic games from Nmtendo debut. 
Ivan Boesky and Dennis Levine both plead guilty to insider 
trading after using non-public information in financial 
transactions. 
A bombshell lands in American politics as it is discovered that th~ 
U.S. is selling arms to Iran during its war with Iraq and using the 
profits to fund Contra forces in Nicaragua Congress proceeds to 
investigate the Iran-Contra affair. 
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§!rgrike impacts lower enrollment 
. The 41-dayslrike had adramalic after lhe slrike. amount oI30-to-4().year-okts atten. Enrollment Statistics 
Impact on emollmen!. Tom Snyder, 01 lhe U.S Educa- ding TCC has d8Cl8ased from 
Allhough enrollment was dow,,'., tion Department predicted a small 1985. Division/Department 
eighl percent allhe Slart 01 classes decrease nalionally for this fall. "If "This decline may be attributed 
in August.fl9ures released this past there's a drop in college-age to the beIIer job market," Haler BusinesslOata Processing 
week indicale enrollmenl has dip- sludents, enrollment overall will go said. "Most of the students in this Social/Behavioral Sciences 
pad 26 percenl from one yoar ago. down," ho said. "By the same age bracket have merely taken a 
Currently 6,784 sludents are token, iflhere is a rise in another brsakintheirstudiestowork. They Physical Science/Math 
enrolled. ago group, it may balance out and will probably come back," Health/Lite Sciences 
On Sept. 17, 8,365 wero taking show no decline at all." Sue Friedman of the American 
classes. Howevor, 1,926 studonts However, this "rise in another Association of Community and English/Communications 
dropped during the strike, and on- ago group" did not occur at TCC. Junior Colleges shares Hafer's 
Iy 180 of then re-regislerod during According to William J. Hafer, dean view. "They (students) take advan- ArtslHumanities 
Ihe open registration period held of admissions and records, the tage 01 the good economy since EngineeringlT echnical 
they are able 10 get the jobs thE'Y 
want for a while," Friedman ex- Community Education 
plained. "Even if a student leaves Community Services 
for a while, we don't call them 
'dropouts.' We call them 'stopouts' CSC 
because they will come back." 
1985 1986 % of Change 
5.394 3,516 (35) 
3.336 2,654 
2,254 1.678 
2,930 2,1n 
2.0B6 
1.213 
813 
2.229 
B46 
235 
1,726 
821 
441 
1,265 
1,059 
249 
(20) 
(26) 
(26) 
(17) 
(32) 
(46) 
(43) 
25 
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Vote 'yes' 
Two referendum questions on ballot 
Monkey business 
On Tuesday. district voters wiU 
have an opportunity to cast ballots 
on two referendum proposals to 
provide critically needed operating 
funds for the college. 
Two proposals, approved for 
submission to voters at the TCC 
Board's Aug. 7 meeting. provide for 
incnoases of 7.5 cents for the 
educational fund and 5 cents for 
the building operations and 
maintenance fund. If approved. the 
two propositions would bring the 
total tax rate for operations to 27.5 
cents per $100 equalized asessed 
valuation. 
only about 20 percent of operating 
costs. In fact, in the past two years. 
TCC has actually received decreas-
ing amounts of local tax monies. At 
present, TCC receives slightly over 
$720.000 in local tax monies for 
building operations and 
maintenance. Utilities costs total 
over $800.000. 
Student tunion and fees, are 
presently set to the maximum legal 
rate, As the unit cost of instruction 
has increased, TCC has continued 
to increase student tuition to the 
maximum legal rate. This past fall, 
the tuition rate was increased to 
529.50 per hour, and that rate will 
increase again 10 $SO per credit 
hour, effective with the spring 
semester. Tee's present tuition 
rate is the second highest in the 
state. 
The fiscal year 1986-87 budget 
adopted in September showed a 
projected deficit of 5564.616. 
despite the fact that the total 
operating budget lor this fiscal year 
is over $200,000 less than that of 
the previous year. During the re. 
cent 'aCUity strike. over 1,600 
students dropped fall classes. 
Polls are open from 6 a.m. to 7 
p.m. on election day, and voters 
who are unsure of their polling 
places are encouraged to contact 
the vUlage or city clerks in the lown 
or cny in which they reside to Ob-
tain voting information. ;Ringmaster.founaer, Nick Weber. and his newest f"end in the menagerie of the 
all new 1986-'87 Royal Lichtenstein Circus appeared in the cafeteria on Sun-
day and Monday. 
The college presently has the 
lowest operating tax rate (10 cents Assistance Center opens 
P k- did for education) and (5 cents for ar Ing eca s nee ed buikling operations and main- on second level to aid students 
enance) of the 39 community col- by Kathy Sommer 
TODAY t -d t- k t lege districts in the State 01 Illinois. The CoIl P at P I O· avo I Ice There has never been a tax in· gram (CPP) ":pa'::::~ ':rvi:: i by Jim Pusateri crease for operations for the com- bY opening the Academic Assis-
i New parking regulalions are be. ing, in the staff lot. munity COllege district. This rate tance Center (AAC) on the campus 
l '09 enforced by Ihe Campys Police. Ten dollar violations will include has remained the same 'for more this fatl. The center is located on 
! Refusal 10 pay cilallons will r..sul! parking in a lire lane. handicapped than 19 years when TeC was the second level near the ramp in I 'n Ihe withholding 01 grades. spaces, the visitor·slot. driveways. established as a separate com- Room 2117A. 
I transcripts. and records. aisles. and roadways. munity college district. Erika Hartmann. coordinator of 
i Student parking decals are reo Twenty dollar violalions include the CPP, developed this "open 
. ::jUtred to be affixed to the lower moving violations such as ex. Under state law, community col- learning lab" as an additional I ~ght rear Window of an auto. ceeding the posted speed limit. leges receive three main sourcos of branch of the CPP. Students now 
: "allure to display a decal will result driving in a hazardous manner, and funding. each of which is to provide have one central location for receiv-
I n a 55 line. lalling 10 obey Iraffic signs. one third of the monies required to ing help with their studies and no 
I Parking decals are available free Fines are payable at the Con- provide a wide variety 01 educa- longer have to search various pans 
I II charge at the Campus Police Iroller's Office. Iional programs and seNices for of the buikling. For example. tutor-
lepanmenl. Room 2110 Prior to the summer semester. community members of alf ages. ing previously was provided in the 
I Other 55 violations include park· the South Holland Police enforced Local tax monies. the first ·'one- lower level 01 the leaming Resour-IL;;;T-~~;ii~~s-i;'TiJi ~p~;d~ 
>y Kathy Sommer 
On November 4th many impor-
ant votes shall be cast. Illinois 
'esidents wiN be voting on a gover-
'1Ol, senators. sheriff and many 
. district representatives. Ballots 
shall contain Circuit Court judges, 
referendums and amendments to 
,ho Illinois Constitution. 
Tho main candidates lor Illinois 
govornor are James R. Thompson 
and Adlai SleVonson. 
Thompson has been activo with 
hIS "Build lI"nois" program which 
lund"" TCC's new windows and 
many other programs for other 
pariS 01 the state. 
St8Yenson IS Thompson's stron-
gesl Challenger. Petitioning lor a 
!turd party. Stevenson left the 
Democratic party when Lyndon 
laRouche candid8les gained the 
party backing. Starting the minois 
Solidarity Party made h possible for 
Stevenson to run with his chosen 
running mates. 
The lieutenant governor's race is 
between incumbent George H. 
Ryan. and Micheel Howtette Jr. 
Thirty4aur U.S. Senate seats are 
also up for election. 
In Illinois. the race is between 
Son. Alan Dixon and Stale Rep. 
Judy Koehler. 
The cendidates lor atlomey 
general are incumbent Democrat 
Neil Hanigan and Republican 
County Commissioner Bernard 
Carey. 
The office of Secretary of State 
has three main canditates. There is 
the Republican's incumbent can-
didate Jim Edgar. the Democrat's . 
Janice Hart and Illinois Solidarity 
Party's Jane N. Sprigsl. 
The candidates for slate 
tnoasurer are Democrat Jerome 
Cosentino and Republican J. 
Michael Houston. 
State coinptroIIer is being sought 
bY incumbent Roland Burris and 
State Sonetor Acleline Goo-Karis. 
Cook County shall be voting for 
a sheriff /his election. The two can-
didates are incumbent Democrat 
Richard J, Elrod and former 
Chicago Police Supt. James 
O·GracIy. 
Selected Local Races 
2nd District - Gus Savage (D). Ron Taylor (R) 
3rd District - Marty Russo (D), James J. Tierriey (R) 
4th District - Shawn Collins (D), Jack Davis (R) 
Cook County Clerk - Stanley T. Kusper Jr. (0). Diana Nelson (R) 
('..oak County Treasurer - Edward J. Ros_IIIDI. Richard M. Hotzer IRI 
MC provides tutoring for many 
subjects including math. English, 
and writing plus tutorial tapes for 
music and the telecourses. 
The center's goal is to hefp 
students build upon basic skills &no 
receive help in more difficult 
courses. Hanmann believes "the 
AAC is part of the College Prep 
Program and will be able to assist 
students in individualized instruc. 
tion and tutoring so that ultimate. 
Iy, students will be able to stay al 
TCC 10 meet their career goals: 
No additional costs are involvec 
in running the Me since it I:::' 
basically a consoliejation 01 equil" 
ment and services previously rur.-
ning in the college. 
Other items on November 4th 
ballot are two amendments 10 the 
Illinois Constitution. The first one 
deals with Sec. 9 An. I-Bail and 
Habeas Corpus. Second is an 
amendment to Sec. 6 Art. IX-
Exemptions from Property Taxa· 
lion. Both changes are being pro-
posed on the origInal form. 
U,S. Representatives and 01her 
County olfices In the d,stncts of the 
Community College DIStrict 510 
are In the Inse( box 
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-£~~ The Courier asks 
~~~~~~~~~{J~ How did the strike affect you? 
Educational success 
is a three-way street 
1f we as an institution are to survive and avoid future strikes, all par-
ties concemed-adminislrators. teachers, and students-must work 
harder. 
Administrators must cooperate in earnest with the teachers and avoid 
last minute surprises with which no one can live, A revised contract sub-
mitted two weeks before school begins can h8ldly be considered eamesl 
cooperation. 
Teachers must try to decide whether to strike before the semester 
starts, thereby allowing students the option of continuing their educa· 
tion elsewhere, if possible, Whether the strike's timing was a bargain. 
ing tactic or the teachers genuinely lelt an agreement was possible, 
the effect on the students was slill the same. Students were caught in 
the middle of a fight that cost them valuable time towards completing 
their educations. 
We students must reaize that our apathy has made us inviSible to 
those people making decisions affecting our lives, II we had been more 
adamant in pressuring board members, teachers. and administrators 
during the strike, we might have been able to have some input into the 
various decisions that were made. 
All three parties-leachers, administrators, and students-are vital 
to the success of the school. Our paths cross daily in the common goal 
of education. We must all be aware of each others' needs and work 
toqether to maintain quality at TCC. 
P~L 
Say 'yes' to Tee and you 
by Scott Jonlich 
"Yes" is that one word again that 
can make a large difference for 
Thornton Community College, On 
Tuesday, the relerendum needs to 
be passed so that TCC can receive 
addnionallunds, TCC students can 
make the difference, 
If only one-half the students 
would come out and support last 
year's supporters. the referendum 
would pass and rhe students 
themsetves would benef4, For ex· 
ample,rhe present tunion Is $29,50 
per credit hour, which is the second 
highest tuition rate in the sIaIe, This 
high fee results from TCC having 
the lowest tax rate ,:"ong corn-
munity colleges in the state of 
Illinois. 
Students and the community 
wonder why the tuHion is so high, 
But they have only thems~ to 
blame lor their lack 01 concem in 
this matter, 
Many students .still ask that com· 
mon question - "Why d'1d the 
teachers strike whHe I was set to go 
to school?" The answer Is that the 
reachers were nor receiving what 
they deserved because the admin-
istration said that they had their 
hands tied as a resuK of not hav· 
ing enough. money t(' pay the 
teachers, since the school is loSing 
money, 
This though! brings US back to 
the topic 01 dollars and cents. The 
money would come through taxing 
H the students and the community 
would care a lillie more. 
In March, the referendum almost 
passed as 10,759 people voted 
"yes," However. 14,063 residents 
cast their "no" vote. Thus the 
vanant effort of the 'yes' votes was 
destroyed by only 3,504 votes, 
Tuesday's referendum is the 
same as the one attempted this 
spring. The college will again seek 
to increase the educational tax rate 
from 10 cents per $100 of assessed 
valuation to 17,5 cents and the 
operations, buHding and mainte-
nance rate from five cents to 10 
cents, 
So il the strike did upset you, 
don't direct all of your anger toward 
the board and the faculty. Be 
honest wIIh yourseH and admH that 
you could have done something to 
prevent the strike by voting "yes" 
last spring, 
I too was one of those persons 
who d'1d not vote simply because of 
my nor knowing the consequences 
of nor being Involved. But you can 
bel that I will cast my ballot lor the 
relerendum on election day, 
I hope that you will do the same 
lor our sakes as well as those 
students who will attend TCC in the 
luture. After an, those luture TCC 
students COUld be our own younger 
brothers, sisters, or even our own 
children, 
THAT REMltMJ ME cf HJ OlD ~VING-~ 
Ot-llY TWo Tl-IlI'oIGa ARE I!'IEV/TASLE : 
DEATII AND, .. UH ... wo\'l, WI{AT TUE 
HEel< /~ TIlE o1J.lER ONE ,., '? 
Patricia Wells 
Harvey 
Secretarial 
Scott Jonlich 
Calumet City 
Journalism 
It put me behind in school work. The 
teachers are trying to rush us in 
order to catch up, I came back 
because I had no choice, My grant 
was already used for the schOOl, 
The strike gave me some extra hours 
01 sleep and an oppot1unity to work 
more with some great top-notch pe0-
ple at work, I came ba:k because I 
wanted to connnue with TCC and 
especially my tOp-lli!flt journalism 
t;lass, 
James Charles 
Quincy 
Psychology 
L 
Amad Otallah 
Calumet City 
Engineering 
The strike affected my schedule, I 
was just getting used to waking up 
earlier, coming to school, and then 
going to work, 
It was a time /XobIem, They were on 
strike for too long. I came back 
because there was nowhere else to 
go, 
Thanks for 
strike help 
Dear Editor: 
Now that everyone is back In 
school, I would like to thank all of 
the students who worlced SO hard 
with The Concemed Citizens and 
Students Committee of TCC during 
the strike, 
This committee was formed by 
concerned students after the board 
fneeting on Sepl. 18, wI!ich left the 
siudBnts with many unanswered 
questions, 
A handful of students picketed 
for several days on behalf of 
studants righIs, The culmination of 
this small committee's dedicated 
hard work was the Sludant forum 
held Sept. 24 at noon and 7 p.m, 
in the auditorium, AI that time Dr, 
James Flynn and Mr. Stanley 
Kusper addressed the siudBnts 
conceming school issues, After 
which Dr, James Flynn and Mr. 
Stanley Kusper we", on ham1 to 
answer al/ questions proffered by 
all students. 
Even though the committee was 
SIr.al1 in numbers it accomplished 
much In a short time, I want to 
, thank each one of you who warIced 
so hard and wish the entire siudBnt 
bOdy ii·g;Nt semester, . 
A special thanks goes /0 Mr, 
Robert Marshall, Jr., Dean of Stu-
dent Development, for his unbias-
ed counsefing of students who re-
quested edvlce during the strike. 
Charlene Phil/ips 
Revised Calendar 
College Credit Program 
November 11 
November 14 
November 17·20 
November Z1 
November 28 
November 29 
December 1 
December 2 
December 24-
January 1 
January 2·3 
January 5 
January 9 
January 24 
January 26-31 
Fall 1986 
Assumption: this day becomes a 
Thursday-Thursday day and evening 
classes meet 
laliI day ro withdraw from first a-week col· 
lege credit classes 
Registration for second 8-week classes 
Thanksgiving Day - no classes 
Assumption: This day becomes a 
Wednesday-Wednesday d~y and evening 
classes meet 
Midterm - last day of first B-week classes 
- Saturday classes meet 
First day of second 8-week classes 
Midterm grades due 
No classes 
Friday and Saturday classes resume 
AI other credn classes resume 
Last day to wkhdraw !rom 18-week classes 
Last day 01 18-week and second 8·week c0l-
lege credit classes 
Fmal examinations - day, evening and 
Saturday classes 
5if:'::':':':':':':':':':':':':':':'::':':':':>:':':":£~~ 
Contributing reporters 
Tim Berg, Ines Castaneda, 
Richard Lias, Jim Pusateri 
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• TV directors call 
the shots .......................... p. 2 
• Lady Bulldogs season comes 
to an end ................................... p. 4 
• Men's basketball season 
tips oft .............................................. p. 4 
Referendum takes another fall 
Township 
Thornton 
Bloom 
Bremen 
Calumet 
Grand 
Totals 
Referendum Vote Totals 
Education 
Yes No 
No. 292 No, 294 
11,355 21,295 
551 1,168 
5,001 10,984 
127 144 
Bldg. Maintenance 
Yes No 
No. 292 No. 294 
10,368 22,082 
505 1,208 
4,451 11,486 
115 142 
17.034 33,591 15,439 34.918 
by Jim Pusateri 
Students and staff must once past two years. Ouring the last try 
again. ponder the loss of a in March, the 24,000 ..,ters narrow· 
refereodum.. Iy defeated the tax inClease bya,54 
District 510 residents defeated pereant margin. 
both referendum questions appear. "The Board of Trustees has 
ing on the Nov. 4 baikt by a margin already made a number of cut· 
of more than 2-10-1. backs in scaff and programs to 
Vote tblals for a, proposed reduce expenditures," said a 
7.5-cent increase in the educaIionaI spokesperson from the public reia· 
lund were: No - 33,591 (66.4 per· tions department. "In addHion, tui· 
cent); Yes -17,034 (33.6). The lion wi" be increased from $29.50 
final counts for the !><:ent increase per credit howr to $30 starting in 
in the buiking operations and Spring, 1987." 
maintenance lund were: No - Many reasons may be aaributed 
34,918 (69.4); Yes - 15,439 (30.6). to this loss, said the spokesperson, 
... -----------________ -1 Attempts to pass a tax referen- but nobody can pinpoint the main 
dum have failed four times in the cause. People HYing wHhin the 
district may be lrustrated with the 
recenl strike. Also, with the 
unemployment situation in this 
area, people are unwilling 10 pay 
mors taxes. In addition. this 
,referendum campaign was low-key. 
Students may have been a taco 
tor in the race, also. Prior to Ihe 
strike, enroltment had dropped 9 
percent from Fatl, 1985. However, 
during and alter the strike, another 
2,044 sludents withdrew. This 
number of students dropping out 
created a loss ot $393,443.50 and 
a possible negativ8 aallude that 
was reflected in the polls. 
.n. SGA provides leadership, activities, 
~ . representation for student body 
~--~~--------------~ Award winning artist displays 
work in Dorothea Thiel gallery 
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. StudenIa just satIIng foot on the 
TOO c:ernpuo may want to know 
about an ~ group Ioc:IIted 
In Room 2117F behind the 
AcademIc AIaIatance Center. This 
group 10 called the SIudenI ~
men! AseocIatlon. 
Thla orvanIzaIion ~ the 
-.tbodyand_ita_ 
to the governmental, economic, 
and IOCieI elemenll of the student 
body. 
Tha SGA has the nsaponsIbItlty 
01 edvIsing the adminlstrallon on 
lsaues IUch as the level oI8Iudent 
.... tuition, ..-micpolicles, ...... 
__ , and the·coIIege 
budget. 
Tha SGA Is brOken Into three 
buIc """"",**. The first .... Is 
the Student Rights Committee 
which hancIea participation on 
cernpua teak forces and commit-
_. The Vooa President 01 Student 
Rights is ChaJIene Phillips. 
Tha second component of the 
SGA is the department 01 Pr0gram-
ming which handles initiating and 
deveIopIng.1ICIlYities Incorporating 
1OcIaI, 8dUcatIonaI, recreational. 
c:utturaI, and _rricular pre-
g_tor the entire _t body. 
Tha V.P. of Programming is Brent 
Handerlon. 
Thethlrd component 01 the sGA 
is the Finance Committee which 
_In develOping and monitor-
ing the SGA budget. The V.P. of 
Finance isTIII10Ihy P. Melton. 
The rest of the SGA Is c:ompoaed 
of Pre8ident Cindy Clark, _ 
tery/senator Kathy Rarey, and nine 
senators: Carolyn look, Katrina 
Delarosa. Richard Uas, Pamela 
Lessner, Sue Thompson, Genisa 
Martin, Denise Lynch, Mark VauI, 
and Tom Porter. 
AN atucIenta currently enrolled in 
one or more Tee college credh 
cIuaes are SGA members, and 
any student with a grede point 
-age of at least 2.0is eligible to 
_ election to the SGA senate or 
one of the goveming bodlas. 
The SGA sponsored the first an-
...., Halloween haunled house last 
month. AnoII)8r ectivIty Is the book 
buy. Text books are available in the 
library for people who can't afford 
them. The books _ be teken 
out of the library but may be used 
10 atudy fIOm as niuc:h as needed. 
Registration ends today 
Students can advance one step Traditional courses offered dur- (Econ 201), Lster American Hiatory 
_ 10 achieving their peI80IlaI ing this ~ seasion include (Hist 2(4), u.s. and .. llinoia Con-
and car.. goals by enrolling in the Nature 01 Art, Ecology, Con- stitution (Ptsc 105), Contemporary 
traditional claaaes or convenient struction Materials and M_, PolItical Problems (Ptsc 108), and 
IAIIecounIes offered duV1g en eight- Business. Machines, Busin.ss In1roduc:tion to Sociology (Soc 101). 
week coIlege-credit •••• ion Communication, Micro AppIica- Tapes can be viewed at the col-
acheduled to begin Dec. 1. Ilona, Raai eswe Principles, Study lege's main campus in the Ace· 
RegIatretion lor second elght- SkiIIs,Introduction 10 Algebra. Fun- dernic Assistance Center at the _ 
week college crad~ offerings Is _ of Music. Basic NuI8ing dent's convenience, wHh periodic 
acheduled from 9 Lm. 10 1 p.m. Assistant. Job Hunting Skliia eod meetings with an Instruction 
and 5 to 8 p.m., today, at the Ad- r;IetumIng Adult. In addition, cred~ scheduled. 
miaaions and Recorda 0IIice fo.. c:Iaaaes offered lor the first time For more information about the 
caIed on the seoond floor "'the col- during an oight_ seasion in- second oight_ college CIedit 
lege'. main campus. Today Is the elude Compoeition and Rhetoric, session. call the Admissions and 
last day· to register lor these Introduction to Computer AIded Rec:orcIs Office at ExI. 328. 
courses.ANc:laaaesareheldatthe Design, and Special Topics in 
collage. Computer AIded Design. 
clQht-weelc CIedit c:Iaaaes are Four media-based te/eCounIes 
scheduled from Dec. 1 through are also available during this eight-
Jan. 31. No c:Iaaaes are scheduled week I8I8ion. Cotnesavailable in-
from Dec. 24 thtough Jan. 1. clude Principles of Ecoilomics 
Police walk low-key 
beat in dally duties 
b)'RlckUu 
TOO'. security Is a real. function. ed about a policeman'. deily 
ing poNce dapar1rnent consisting 01 duties. 
16 fuI~time employees and a In 1985TCC'.-..ntyrnade12 
budget averaging more than 8I'IlI8IS, but usually no major crimes 
$300,000 a year. have taken ptace on the campus, 
Police Chief Wayne Wolf, who Wolf said. 
has served in that c:apecity since ''We get excellent cooperation 
June 1985, said, "Some 343 from the administration teachers 
tickets, 90 par cent of which were and _IS, and overd I'm verY 
parking related, have been issued satisfied with the support our staff 
thus lar in 1986. . .. Woff said 
"For the most pert Tee is a low- --, ' 
key oparatian that emphasizes And COIItnIry to rumors, Wolf 
such services as giving dirSCIions, said no radar wiU be Installed In 
emergency paging, late-nighl TCC's security cars, although ha 
escorting 01 atudents, and pre- did no! rule out the possibility of 
viding a lost and found." Wolf add- adding h, ahouId the need arise. 
New windows 
save money 
byJtm_ 
Students retumed 10 cIassaa 
noticing the windows had been 
replaced with two pane energy 
savera. 
RepIaoament cost Is IDtaIIy fund-
ed by the Health and ute SaltIly tax 
program approved by Goy. Jim 
Thompson in September, 1984, 
which allowed lor the sale 01 bonds. 
This two-phasa project has a 
total cost 01 $804,000 and should 
have a payIa:k period of about 4.4 
years. In feet. !lie """"lIY =avin;s 
employed by this program wiU help 
build up the operating lunda of the 
achooI, acccrding 10 Bruce Aldrich, 
dean of edministrative services. 
This project Is being done in two 
aeparste stages. Tha first has been 
completed. Phaaa _ of the PIO-
ject wiU be completed by the end 
01 this month. 
Tha first exhibH in Tha Dorothea ,Most 01 his ideas come from-,< 
Thiel Gallery this semester is he did. previously. Some 01 the 
sculpture by Chicago' artist Ed sculptures he had on display were 
McCullough. ' similar in shape and size. 
A formar associate prof_ of 
art at Illinois Wesleyan IJniveraIty. 
McCuHough has served as an 
artist-iJwasidence at seWraI c0l-
leges and univarsities. most recent· 
Iy at indiana Stete University. He 
has been leeching art tor 20 years 
and holds bacheIor'a and master's, 
degrees in art from lUinoia Stete 
Univeisity. McCullough said he 
went into art becausa he found it 
"very Interesting." 
Tha artist said the _10 make 
a sculpture varies. .. Each one is 
made ,n its own time. Depending 
on how I feal, I get some done 
faster than others," he said. 
Most 01 the sculpture. were the 
same Cdor. He used btack and 
. silver because, whan the light hits 
theriI at different times on Ihe day, 
they cast different 1hadow8. 
.;. MCCullough was the 1988 reci-
pent oj Ihe John Duck M ........ ial 
Award, New Horizons in Art. by the 
ChicagO North Shore Art League. 
McCullough's -'< will be on 
display until tomorrow in the 
Gallery, Room 4141. Gallery hours 
are 9 am to 2 p.rn. Mondays 
through Fridays, and 710 9:30 p.m. 
Mondays and Wednesdays. Tha 
Gallery is _ on weekands and 
holidays; 
Espiritu Espanol Club holds 
ef!!1a Welcoming Fiesta 
h's that time 01 year again. In addition 10 the Introductions, 
Espiritu EspanoI, Tee's Spanish the Welooming FI88Ia included 
Club, ~ its annual Welcoming refreshmenlS planned by the 
F'oesta on Nov. 6. members, music, and time to get 
/Id the fiesta new officers were acquainted. Students were also 
announced: President Jim Colvin; able to buy Spanish T 4hirts and 
Vice-presidenl Tascha Lewis; IIOII9ftieawhichshauidbadelivered 
Recorder Anna Marie Cleary; and In time lor the Christmaa F'188Ia. 
Co-Treasuoers BaoDara WaUlsh and 
Jay Stevens. 
Their plans lor Christmas inc:tude 
the annual pot-luck IuncIt end car0l-
ing in the halls. Also, the Speedy 
Gonzales Awards, the SpanIsh 
Club's _ to the Hollywood 
OscaIa, wiU be given at this time. 
Espiritu EspanoI Is open 10 aU 
persons Interested In the SpanIsh 
language and cuItute. Moat ..,. 
tivities are held In the Language 
Lab, Room 3120. s..n-er dues 
are 25 cents, payable to the lab 
assistants. 
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South Holland, Illinois 60473 
Ye Olde Madrigal Christmas Feasle is celebrated in the trad-
tlons of Merrie Olde England. It was brought to TCC by the 
late Dr. J. Albert Kindig in 1969. In 1986 the Division of Arts 
and Humanities continues the tradition to celebrate the holl· 
Abov&-Lord (John Zielinski) and Lady (Laura Zielinski) sit down to dinner; Left-
Squire (Michael Zafran) serves a musical desert and Below-Lord of Misrule (Fri-
ar Trick) entertains with balloon magic. 
Dish needed for Satellite Network 
by Tim Berg 
Concerts featuring such groups 
as Berlin, Oingo Boingo. and Big 
Country being shown at the college 
this year are taped from live shows 
broadcast by the College Satellite 
Network 
This Network is a broadcasting 
organization which provides 
corporate-sponsored programs 
throughout the nation. Using 
transmitters and large screen 
mobile video systems. the pro-
grams reach lecture halls and 
auditoriums, offering access to live 
programming never available 
before on college campuses. 
However. to get the programm-
ing live, a satellite dish is needed. 
"What we're looking for is a dish 
donated by some corporation. We 
could also rent one, Of buy one US4 
ed. The dish would be acquired at 
minimal cost." said Linda Sma!!, 
student development director. 
However, concerts aren'1 the 
main focus of the programming. 
The College Satellite Network is 
primarily an entertainment service 
which gives high priority to educa~ 
tional and informational shows. 
Through its interactive programm-
ing capabilities. students meet 
world leaders, celebrities, and 
newsmakers from every walk of life. 
It is an open invitation to join, first 
hand, in current events, political 
discussions. and exploration of new 
ideas. 
The interactive programming 
capability consists of phone lines 
connected to the transmitters. 
These phones enable the viewer to 
talk to the speaker live. 
• Holiday wishes from 
the Courier ..................• p. 4&5 
• Best movie ever directed 
is an Xmas special... ................... p. 6 
• Michael Jordon is "high flying" 
in the Perspective ...............•......•...••• p. 8 
Cafe facel ift to beg i n 
during finals week 
by Tim Berg 
The cafeteria will undergo 
substantial remodeling next month 
as a result of a new contract being 
awarded to the Department of Re4 
habilitation Services, in conjunction 
with Visually Handicapped Manag-
ers of Illinois. 
Its bid promised $200,000 for 
remodeling in fiscal year 1986-87. 
The money for the remodeling 
comes from federal and state 
sources. 
The aim of the new contract is to 
employ visually handicapped 
managers for the cafeteria. While 
all of the employees will have nor-
mal sight, the managers will be 
visually handicapped 
The vending machine area will 
be enlarged and will include chips 
and snacks, candy, coffee and s01t 
drinks. Also available will be cold 
foods such as sandwiches and fruit, 
and cans of soup or chili that can 
be heated in a microwave. 
The cafeteria selVing area will be 
expanded also. This space will pro· 
vide a number of toed bars. For ex-
ample, hot dogs, hamburgers, and 
fries will be available in one area, 
while pre-wrapped sandwiches will 
be in another. Self-serve salad and 
soup bars will also be put in. 
The remodeling will begin during 
the lasl week of January. Since 
construction will lake place during 
tinals week, the cafeteria won't be 
a very desirable place to study due 
to noise and dust. The construction 
will take approximately nine weeks. 
"The remodeling will make the 
cafeteria a r.10re inviting place to 
eat, study. and visit," said Aobert 
Kinsella, physical plant director. 
"It you came back in three years 
you wouldn't recognize the place," 
Kinsella said. 
Food collected for needy 
by Rick Lias 
The Social Work Club and Stu-
dent Government Association have 
been collecting canned goods 
since Dec. 2 in order to supply 
needy families with food for the 
holidays. 
At 12:30 p.rn tomorrow a draw-
ing will take place in the cafeteria 
to determine the winners of five $20 
gift certificates and five fruit 
baskets which are being given 
away in conjunction with the 
canned food drive. 
Winners' names will be posted in 
the cafeteria and the six drop-off 
points: the LAC, the baby-sitting 
service, the counseling office, the 
tutoring center, the SGA office, and 
the Office of Student Development. 
The SGA will also be sponsoring 
a visit by Santa Claus to the baby-
sitting service a111 a.m. today and 
tommorrow. 
Siegel to perform here 
by Rick Lias performance-oriented approach. 
Although pianist/harmonica play- leave little time or inclination toward 
er Corky Siegel is a well·known ar- the pursuit 01 the monetary rewards 
list in blues and classical music he could be reaping in popular 
-circles, his career thus far has been music_ 
Jess than a commercial success. Siegel's lack of commercial suc-
This situation might be cause for cess is not the resuft of a conscious 
concern for some artists, but Sie- decision on his part to avoid pop 
gel's five performances are his music but instead his belief that 
forte. as can be wilnessed in his up- "an artist can't choose to play more 
coming shows at 11 am and noon commercially; it just happens or it 
on Jan. 14 in the Performing Arts doesn·t." 
Center. Although Siegel is not pressed 
The shows are underwritten in about cash concerns, he added ... , 
part, by a grant fom the Illinois Arts wouldn't turn down a million dollars 
Counsel and are sponsored by the to produce something popular_" 
Office of StUdent Development. Siegal's major accomplishment 
Siegel has done and is currently to date-a bfues/classical fussion 
doing some popular teCotding, like first created with conductor Seiji 
his harmonica playing which can be Ozawa in 1968-has been lauded 
heard in the soundtrack of the by author David Schneider in his 
major motion picture "Wanted book"San Francisco Symphony," 
Dead or Alive," slated for release for creating "a combination of the 
in January. square symphony sound with the 
But for the most part Siegel's af- wild blues band sound." 
forts have been centered on giving 
virtuoso perfonnances, such as his 
upcoming guest soloist appearance 
at the Kennedy Center with the Na· 
tional Symphony in Feburary. 
Siegel's jnnovative musical 
Re ister early for sprlng w. 
Area men and women can interest courses, and workshops January 5 through 17. Bins and meots are due at time of registra-
reservE!! their places in the classes and seminars sponsored through class confirmations will be ~ai!ed ticn, and VISA and MasterCards 
of their choice and avoid iong the community college. Most to registrants on the next bUSiness are accepted. 
registration lines by making use of classes begin the week of Feb. 9. day, and payments must be re 4 
two early registration methods Current and former students ate ceived by Jan. 29.. . 
ouUined in the spring bulletin. Both invited to take advantage of easy. AU students enrolhng In college-
walk-in and telephone registrations convenient telephone registration. credit and special interest classes 
are being accepted during th.e ':- telepho~e worksh~et is contained are 71igib_,e for ~alk-jn registration. 
month of January, and bulletins Will In the spnng buJ/~tlO. . . Registrations will be accepted from 
be available on Jan. 5. Telephone reglstrattons Will be 9 a.m. to 1 p.m_ and 5 to 8 p_m., 
The 54·page tabloid bulletin en, accepted ffofn 9 a.m. to 1 p_ffi. and Mondays through Thursdays. and 
t,tled "Oiscover Your Future" con- 5 to 8 p.m., Mondays through 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Fridays and Satur-
tams a complete listmg of COlle9,6- Thursd~ys. and from 9 a.m. to 1 days .. J~n. 12-29. at the Office of 
credit courses. non-credit specla! p.m., Fndays and Saturdays, from AdmiSSions and Records. Pay-
A deferred tuition plan is also 
available for returning students who 
meet specific criteria. The program 
is open to returning students who 
have a 'C' (2.0) or better grade 
point average, are enrolling for six 
or more semester hours of coflege-
credit coursework. and are in good 
standing academically and finan-
ciaily with the colleqe. 
Notea musician Corky Siegel takes a 
moment to 'bare his soles.' He'll appear 
for two Shows on Jan. 14 at the PAC. 
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In Lorrie Tate 
we trust-ee 
by Jim PlUl8len In June, the board approved ten-
The student trustee must keep tative tuition rates for out-of-district 
the board of trustees informed of and out-of-stsle students that were 
the wishes of the student body and subject to change besed on aud~ 
also keep the student body in- results to be released later in the 
formed of aetions taken by this semester. Because of these audit 
board. results, tuition rates were increased 
Lorrie Tate has the responsibili· during the Iail semester lor these 
ty of student trustee at Tee. She students by at least 40 percent. 
has the job 01 attending all board However, at \he December board 
meetings and representing the stu- meeting, trustees rescinded the 
dent body. , retroactive tuition increase. "II was 
Tate has been attending TCC a mistake to get people to pay an 
since lall, 1984, and is working extra tee for this past semaster," 
_ard an associate's degree in Tate said. 
nursing. Uving out 01 district. she Among the plans Tate has for 
came to the school because Prairie Tee is special parking for senior 
State did not offer her original citizens and students bringing chi~ 
major, rediologic technology. dren in the school for baby-Sitting. 
Shortly aher changing her major "The board has instructed the ad-
to nursing, Tats decided to make ministration to come up with a plan 
TCC the school 01 her choice main- on the issue lor the January meet· 
Iy because she found the high pass ing," Tate said. 
rate on the state boards showed Aspects 01 Tee she wishes to 
that the quality 01 teeching was see changed include a beller 
good. awareness and image throughout 
Tate became interested in run- the school. "I think \he students, 
ning for stud8ntltUSlee last spring the board of trustees, and the ad-
when some 01 her instructors were ministration shoutd have more 
notified they had been teid off as communication among each 
pert 01 a reduction-in-force plan. other," Tate said. "Also, I would 
"Some Iellow atudents and I fike to see student irwolvamenl and 
went to President James L, Evanko intarast in the school increase and 
"My main objective was that 
the students needed to be 
heard and represented because 
they're the ones affected.". 1". t 
-Lome a e 
and, upon questioning, didn't 
receive answers thet satisfied our 
CUriosity abouIthe situation," Tate 
said. 
Tate was involved with the strike 
that pl8gued Tee this Iail. 
"My main objective was that the 
students needed to be heard and 
represented because they're the 
ones affected. Also, my parsonal 
feeling is that since the board carne 
up with an entirely new contrect. 
they board of trustees) are 
blame." 
to see that t.he student CleV8lop-
ment fees ,eally benefit the 
students." 
Although Tats has no power 
without concensus of the board, 
she does heve the power 10 pm-
pose issu&s. 
She did stress she needs student 
input to perform her job mOst ahac-
tiveIy. Students heving suggestlons 
or recommendations should call 
the CounseHng Center or leave a 
nola in Tate'. maihox in _office. 
~ 
Transfer 
seminar set 
The Student I..:iovernment 
Association. in cooperation with the 
Office of Admissions and Records. 
will sponsor an hour-long seminar 
for students preparing for transfer 
to a senior college or university. 
"Moving On-Are You Going to 
T ranster?" is scheduled today in 
Lecture Hall 8. Two sessions are 
available: 1 to 2 p.m. or 6 to 7 p.m. 
Denise Zortman wprks toward providing needed services for students and staff. 
TopiCS of discussion will include 
transfers made before or after com-
pletion of the associate degree, ob-
taining credentials and transcripts 
from TCC. determining how senior 
colleges and universities accept 
credits, and financial aid for 
echoto bv Scott Signor) 
New LRC director is well read 
by Kathy Sommer 
The Learning Resources Center 
(LRC) has a new director, Denise 
Zortman. 
Zortman was born and raised in 
Colorado, earned her master's 
degree at the University of Denver, 
and span! eight years working at a 
comm~ college in Iowa and two 
years at a hospital in Chicago. 
Although she came from a 
smailer community college, she be-
lieves both l and Tee are Similar 
in their outlook toward students' In-
terests. 
"Part of the philosophy of corn-
munlty ccI1eges is to serve the dis-
trict with ail environment different 
from a lour-year insti1Ulion so stu-
dents can have a successful co~ 
lege eXperience," she said. "A 
student-oriented LAC is apesitive 
component of this environment." 
Zortman believes she "fell into" 
being a librarian alter t8achlng b~ 
.ology in a small rural town in New 
Mexico. She worked extra hours in 
the smaR library and decided she 
wanted to earn her master's 
degree. 
At Tee, Zortman noticed that 
"the rest of the staff, faculty and ad-
ministration, On a Whole, are a p0si-
tive group of paopIe." She said silt 
wiD enjoy Working with them as she 
reaches for her goal of "providing 
the students with the services 
needed" whether book naquasts or 
future programs. 
LAC staff members have started 
to give orientations to students un-
familiar with the library. 
Along with her regular staff, Zort· 
man regards her 20 work-study stu-
dents as irreplaceable. She said 
she "appreciates thsir efforts and 
their willingness to work in our 
LRC." 
INTERESTED IN 
• Compact Discs 
or Audio? 
• Marketing? 
• A Resume Builder? 
DIGITAL SOUND 
MARKET SERVICES 
Needs ambitious 
college students 
to be campus 
representatives 
Call 1-800-233-6434 
or 1-219-626-2756 
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• Earn a bachelor's degree in family studies 
• Qualify for certification by enrolling in the 
Family Studies program (18 semester hours) 
Corky Siegel 
\9<01 
\~, 
Family Studies programming at Saint Xavier offers 
coursework, seminars and workshops to prepare stud~nts 
for positions in social agencies. mental health settings, 
counseling, graduate study in social work and related 
areas. 
For information. clip this coupon today and send to Dorothy O"MalleY. 
AdmiSSions. Saint Xavier College, 3700 We$t l03rd St .. Chicago, IlUnois 
60655. 
'" 
Horne Phone -, ...... 
f i Send me information on earning is bachelor·s degree or 
certification in Family Studies 
I. J Send me informbtion on the other 26 majors offered by 
Saint Xavier College or graduate programs 
816
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A versatile Miller continues to play his roles 
by Scott Jonllch - refreshing to have a coach who I Goo mD@ ~fil@uilUOf01ffi~ I I sat in Ralph Miller's off",e one goes out of the way to do some- Ij' l!I t~~rd a doctorate at Northern 11- limited in some things he 'MlU1d like 
afternoon interviewing the TCC ath- thing in the best interest d the play- I • _ IInClS. . to concentrale on mora. After all, R 
letic director and head basketball er. Therefore, n's vital thai a coach wanl to be honest in return to During these accomplishments. is tough to be at all the different ath-
coach after a recant Bulldog win should be honest with his players, someone else." :!"'Ietics haw """'! a part 01 Miller. letic events at the same time. "I 
the previous night. like any other ~use the coach is now a factor .BasketbaR has been a pan I love a'!""'lcs. It s been ~ ~o don'lthink being an athletic dirac-
coach.thefounh-yearTCCskipper In the lcicf. future. And for Miller, Moller', life for 30 years. from a me, and I vebeen good ton, said tor and a coach Is really a good 
explained his team's performance thi~ is taken seriously.. voluntee! coach allhe age 01 14, the ~ who se~ ~ years Ihi~. 
and gave all the inlonnation I ox- 'We are totally honest with our and a hogh school coach for 13 !",,1~lOnally !" ~ICS. Coach- I leel that there are so many 
peeled, such as statistics, learn at- people. The students who come years on the southwest side 01 Ing IS ~ng I ve always en- other things thaI I could be doing 
tilude and the coach'. remarks. here have to lace resiny. Honesty Chicago to the DlreclOr of Adonis- ~ doing, ~ut I ~uId "ke 10 be both onacoaching_ and on the 
But that one afternoon, some- sometimes may cost us some ath- sians at Lewis University while be- doing son:"'thong different-: II's not administrative level for the overall 
thing happened that showed letes, but the studenl who comes ing an associate baskalball coach '!'atl dislIke what I ~ dOIng. II's athletic program lhelthere is just 
another side 01 Ralph Mijler. in here with certain attitudes, be- there. Currentiy at TCC his sue- like the same actor doing the same not enough time to do them all. 
A player 01 his walked into the. Del, and Ideas, must understand cess has fibbed off on'the TCC play ~ single year, and ~'s "I have a greal deal 01 pride in 
room with a dejected look on his his expectatioros in order to meet basketball program. H'IS 90-39 somethong ~e you gal to a POInl Ihe end result, and throughout the 
lace and interrupted our conversa- Ihe reaOzattons. Then we will have recon:t during his lour-year duration where the play IS the ~ '!"" the day I have to wear many hats. III 
tionmomentarily. "How aod you do two heppy panies here, the speaks for itself. actors you are working WIth are were wearing fewer hats, I could be 
on your philosophy test?" the con- coaches and the player," As a young collage student, he :son-"at dlfferent, and that's ~as- doing a beIIer job at one particular 
cemed coach asked. "I failed," the "Some P8""'Ie may have prom- received his bachelor's degree at ically the '!""II feel about coachIng. area, and that personally bothers 
player replied quickly but relue- ised them (8..1 Ient-alhletes) this the Universny 01 Illinois at Chicago The jlIay IS the same but the actors me. Maybe I should look at the goal 
tanlly. and thai, and once !hay gal there, whRe playing guard for the school. lin! dlffererol every year. !he actors 01 not coaching but lusl be athletic 
There was a moment 01 silence they'ra stuck. I try not to operate on He then received hi. master's at beirM,l, dlff!""nt makes it ~~tlng, director." 
before another word was spoken as that I would want some- George Wdllams Collage in Down- but it ~ slillthe same play. . Whichever "hat" Miller does 
I sal before MUler end the young- with and I ers Grove. he is HaVIng dual roles as athletIC choose to wear, his previous sue-
ster, thinking Ihat coach MUler win director and ~, ~iler feels th~ cess assures that he will be sue-
give the boy a lecture on studying with the extta time ~, he IS cessful. 
~~~~~~;~a~::::':.i ~ Lady Netters honored 
back later and we'll go over the test 
together.I'U put on my "truth hat" by Scott Jonllch 
and we'll look into n." After a fabulous volfeyball lion 10 her conference recognition, 
AI that moment, another side of season, the Lady Bulldogs received was selected as the most Improved 
coach Miner showed. Aside from more good news last week to top player by her teammates. 
being TCC's athletic director end the year off. Two more T.F. North graduates, 
head basketball coach, iI occurred Seven girls received recognition Bonnie MiHy and Nancy Gulotta, 
to me that Ihis 43-year-old, who for their overaH fine play during along with yet ana more Rich Cen-
along with his wile Nancy, has four their productive season. Sopho- traI recruit, Cindy Clark, received 
young children-Peter 12, Kristin more middle hitter Denise Ward, honorable mention aU-conference 
10, Karla 9 and Erik 7, but he still out of Rich Central High School, for their efforts. 
manages to find time 10 help, or in was selected to the aJl.region team As for the whole team effort, 
this case tutor, 0"" 01 his ball play_ for the Raglan 4 and also to the first Head Coach Gloria Hoekstra was 
ers simply because Ralph MiRer is team aH-Ioumament team in the proud to coach her Lady Bulldogs. 
"cljust ==ed w~h t"" score negion tournament Hoekstra, in her founh year, was 
of a game or his team's record, but Another sophomore, setter \/OIed as me N4C (NotIh Cenifai 
a man who cares in more ways Teresa Cortina from Thornton Frac- CommunHy Collage Conference) 
than one allout the young men he Iionaf North, was also voted by her coach 01 the year by her peers-
recruits to play lor him. tearn as the most valuable player aU the conference coaches. 
An incident SUCh as this gives a for her team play, as evident in the "I think all the (Jfayers worked 
hint 01 whatlcind 01 operation Miller number of assists she had this hard this season. Thay should be 
is running for Ihe athletic program year. proud 01 a 34-5 finish along with a 
here at Thornton. In this day and I--';';"~~"';"'_~ Making the second team all con- conference titie, sectionallille and 
age where collage coaches are ference team was sophomore Nan- being second In the ragionaIs, .. she 
found guilty of "cheating" or cy Rappa, a 1984 T.F. South said. 
manipulating a player to make the graduate and a transfer from "We had the best volleyball 
right decision for the collage in- DePaul UniversHy this year. season in TCC"s history, and the 
stead for Ihe player himself, k is L::.:::'::;:::::::l!.:.=:'::=::"' ___ Ti~_-;:-_=:--;;;;-:~BII;Kar!lj;eniaaliIiB~ra~thwait~lII· o1a'.YdIis~anotp-!iIlherlt....;f!!lreshu!'!:!2mtteni!t..ares2!just~~ili~forwa!i.:,,~rd~ 
p~~ 
HAir" Jordan may possibly 
be the best flight of all time 
by Rick U.. Jordan's. 
Once in idreat wto~': athlete The spectacle 01 MichaaI Jordan 
ern8AA&. ,\iF,~~. ,;a . pt to is enhanced by the fact that he 
~~I\B or d . writ- thrlves despite being surrounded 
ten ,/i#)Ji'I!)I . e a e's byameciocrelhoughhard-working ~6t~1 spirit ~t . mere supporting cast. leading Ihe 
s~ 'X\~e an-Iorm ')eVe1 by league in scoring with a 38,4 point 
proIIUcing awesome ",atS-O~f ,. Ii- per ~e average this past month, 
ance that were formerly un , ~~g.. 'nk Jordan's defense 
Michael "Aif' Jordan is su . t this over~ 
athlete. ' .. ri- the opportunitY 
Gifted with a steele. athletic. Shot or make a steal. 
(6'6", f98 lbo.), Jordan, arguab~ .'. &dan continues to mas-
the best player in the game, cons- . th media, fans, oppossing 
lantiy defies !l!lI odds-M!! .lI£a,,;ty. coaches alike, one can 
as he beats the'Coutlle aiod ~0h!Y how long he can stand 
teaming defenses rii faces -night-~ st 01 ptaytng at this un-
Iy. Jordan's cal-like quickness, e, 
jumping ability, agility and overall 's stress-foacture to his 
coun awareness ara currentiy ! foot left an, as well as his fans, 
unparalleled in the NatIonal Basket- knowledge he is in-
ball AssociaIion. Of course Jordan, in 
The great larry 8ird of the an fashion, came back 
Boston Cellies made the following help his team reach the 
commerll about Jordan in a recent t to scora an Incredible 
~~~ ~~~"'=~" ~~:~~to~~ 
does in this league. I mean, he's . ~.wU a5accfdent 1!1at will 
gal everything. He can do l' lot that tIOI inl!ibiI from continuing 
I can't do. I CI!"'t run like him. I his ~ expfoiIS for yeatS to 
can't just go over people to get to come. Even H his _ ended 
the bucket. tomorrow, Jordan's mark has af. 
"The reason I'm able to do SO ready been made In the hearts and 
many things with the Celtics is thaI minds 01 aIIlhose who have had the 
we've got such a great team {with) pleasure and.privilage.to wilne.ss 
by Rick Uas the strong class of sophomores that 
AI the beginning of any sports inclUdes center-forward Denise 
season most coaches are quke op- Ward, guards Cindy Clark and 
timlstic about their team's chances Katrina DeLaRosa, and forwards 
of success, and lady Bulldogs Pam Lessner and Sher .. Woods. 
basketball coach Bill Fink is no This season Coach Fink expects 
exception. Ward and Woods, lasl year's top 
In fact, Fmk beroeves, barring any rebounders, to be his strong inside 
. suspansions, injuries, or players, whRe he expects shooting-
in output, ·'this could be guard Clark and point-guard 
TCC women's basketball DeLaRosa to offer leadership in the 
in the last live years or back coun. 
they've picked up where 
off. And freshmen Yvette 
Karen Brathwaite, and Sarah 
ing all could be staners or at least 
contribute a lot," Fmk said of his 
impressions of the team thus far. 
poss!bly ~eo:.".. ''The sophomores were playing 
ThIS oplirrusm IS due In part 10 well at the fiend of ~.,,' and then t~ fIJ· -;~.- .,- . - ._.~_ru-w ;-... .. '..' ." .~. ~ FP-"'I'lUIl 
,.- ~ / -. ,j 
'..:;1' • ·v , _' 
Ready to go 
{ 
"'. 
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JAN. 25TH: NY GIANTS WIN SUPER BOWL XXI (21), 39 - 20 OVER THE DENVER 
BRONCOS 
FEB. 4TH: U.S. WON AMERICA'S CUP 
MARCH 19TH: JIMMY BAKKER RESIGNS HIS MINISTRY. 
MARCH 30TH: PLATOON WINS BEST PICTURE OSCAR 
APRIL 6TH: SUGAR RAY LEONARD WINS MIDDLEWEIGHT CROWN OVER MARVELOUS 
MARVIN HAGLER. 
HAY 8TH: GARY HART WITHDRAWS FROM PRESIDENTIAL RACE. 
HAY 24TH: AL UNSER (AGE 41) BECOMES OLDEST DRIVER TO WIN INDY 500. 
JUNE 14TH: LAKERS BEAT CELTICS 4 GAMES TO 2 FOR NBA CHAMPIONSHIP. 
JUNE 16TH: BERNIE GOETZ AQUITTED IN SHOOTING OF 4 TEENS ATTEMPTING TO ROB 
HIM ON A NY SUBWAY TRAIN IN DECEMBER, 19840 
AUG. 
AUG. 
SEPT. 
OCT. 
OCT. 
OCT. 
NOV. 
NOV. 
DEC. 
DEATHS: 
1ST: 
16TH: 
11TH: 
16TH: 
19TH: 
25TH: 
11TH: 
25TH: 
2ND: 
MIKE TYSON BEATS TONY TUCKER FOR 1ST UNDISPUTED WORLD 
HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP SINCE 1918. 
NORTHWEST AIRLINES JET CRASHES IN DETROIT, KILLING 156 PEOPLE. 
U.S. CELEBRATES 200TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SIGNING OF THE U.S. 
CONSTITUTION. 
RESCUE WORKERS IN MIDLAND, TX, PULL 18MONTH OLD JESSICA 
MCCLURE FROM A WELL, WHERE SHE HAD BEEN TRAPPED FOR 58 HOURS. 
STOCK MARKET COLLAPSED -- TWICE THE FALL OF 1929; MORE THAN 
600 MILLION SHARES CHANGED HANDS. 
MINNESOTA TWINS WIN WORLD SERIES 4-3 OVER ST. LOUIS. 
VAN GOGH'S IRISES SELLS FOR A RECORD $53.9 MILLION. 
HAROLD WASHINGTON DIES. 
EUGENE SAWYER ELECTED ACTING HAYOR OF CHICAGO. 
DANNY KAYE (14); FRED ASTAIRE (88); LORNE GREENE (12); RANDOLPH 
SCOTT (89); JACKIE GLEASON (71): LIBERACE AIID AlIDY WARHOL (NO AGE) 
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Oliver North, John Poindexter and Secretary of Defense Caspar 
Weinberger testify to Congress about the Iran-Contra Affair. 
A new.step occurs in U.S.-Canada relations, as the two countries 
sign a free-trade agreement. Canadian Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney encounters some opposition from Liberal and New 
Democratic parties, which delays ratification. 
, Toni Morrison will receive a Pulitzer Prize for her novel Beloved, / 
published this year. / 
Director John Huston makes his last film this year. The Dead 
stars daughter Anjelica Huston. 
It is the age of music videos in rock music; Michael Jackson, ,-
Whitney Houston, U2, and Pink Floyd all release new albums. 
Soviet Secretary .<30rbachev and U.S. President Reagan sign the 
INF Treaty in Washington, D.C., to reduce their nuclear 
stockpiles. 
Nazi leader Klaus Barbie is convicted of World War II crimes. 
Zulu chiefButhelezi begins a civil war against South Africa's 
Africa National Congress. 
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Communi 
College 
15800 South State Street 
South Holland, IL 60473 
(312) 596-2000 
Serving the residents of Community College District 510 
Blue Island • Burnham • Calumet City • Country Club Hills • Dixmoor • Dolton 
East Hazel Crest • Lansing • Lynwood .Markham • Midlothian • Oak Forest 
Phoenix @ Posen • Riverdale til South Holland. Thornton til Tinley Park 
Thornton Community College ensures equal educational opportunities are offered to students regardless of race, color, national 
origin, age, sex, religion or handicap. Questions in reference to educational opportunities may be directed to: 
Director of Personnel 
Thornton Community College 
15800 South State Street 
South Holland, IL 60473 
(312)596-2000, extension 223 
or 
Coordinator of Special Needs Program 
Thornton Community College 
15800 South State Street 
South Holland, IL 60473 
(312)596-2000, extension 208 
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Board of Trustees 
Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven-member Board of Trustees. Trustees are elected 
at large by the residents of the College District and are charged with determining the policies of the College. Each 
year, the students of the College elect a Student Trustee, a non-voting member, who acts in an advisory capacity to 
the Board of Trustees. 
Jan Wagner 
Rita Page 
Chairperson 
Joy E. Waterman 
Denise Staniec 
Robert W. Anderson 
Vice Chairman 
Frank M. Zuccarelli 
Norma Rosetti 
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Administration 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
President 
Vacant 
John Tomklw 
D;rector, Public Relations 
B.A., DePaul University 
William A. Meints 
ControllerlTreasurer 
B.S., Bradley University 
Robert J. Wier 
Director, Data Processing 
B.A., Indiana University 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
Daniel T. Hayes 
Vice PreSident, Educational Services 
B.S.Ed., M.A., Emporia State University 
Ph.D., University of Missouri (Columbia) 
Frances E. Briggs, R.N. 
Director, Nursing Department 
B.S.N., University of Washington 
M.S.N., University of Portland 
Commodore Craft 
Dean of Instruction 
B.S., Pikeville College 
M.A., Eastern Kentucky University 
Ph.D., Ball State University 
Ellis G. Falk 
Director, Financial Aid and Placement 
B.A., Spring Arbor College 
M.A., Michigan State University 
Jorge E. Febres 
Director, Business and Career Skills Center 
Economic Development Officer 
B.A., Universidad Nacional De San Agustin, Peru 
M.B.A., Keller Graduate School .of Management 
Robert J. Fitzpatrick 
Dean, Community Education 
B.A., Bluffton College 
M.A., Bowling Green State University 
William J. Francis 
Associate Dean, Health and Life Sciences 
B.S., Notre Dame University 
M.S., West Virginia University 
Ph.D., University of Missouri (Columbia) 
William J. Hafer 
Dean, Admissions and Records 
B.S., M.S., Northern Illinois University 
Fred L Hanzelln 
Associate Dean, Arts, Communications and Humanities 
B.S., M.M., Northern Illinois University 
M.M., University of Illinois, 
D.M.A., University of Illinois 
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Robert T. Marshall, Jr. 
Dean, Student Services 
B.S., M.S., Northern Illinois University 
C.A.S., Loyola University 
Janet S.' McKenzie 
Associate Dean, Business, Information Systems 
and Office Careers 
B.S., Morehead State University 
M.Ed., Wright State University 
Ed. D., University of Cincinnati 
Ralph H. Miller 
Director, Athletics & Intramurals 
B.S., University of Illinois 
M.S., George Williams College 
William J. Tabel 
Associate Dean, Social/Behavioral Sciences 
and Public Services 
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., Northern Illinois University 
Douglas E. Tweeten 
Associate Dean, Physical Science, 
Mathematics and Technology 
B.S., University of North Dakota 
M.S.T., University of Missouri 
Denise Zortman 
Director, Learning Resources 
B.A., Adams State College 
M.LS., University of Denver 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Bruce H. Aldrich 
Dean, AdministratWe Services 
B.A., University of Illinois 
M.Ed., DePaul University 
C.A.S., Northern Illinois University 
George T. Dammer 
Director, Campus Store and Purchasing 
Patricia A. Duncker 
Director, Personnel Services 
B.A., B.S., University of Denver 
Robert B.Kinselia 
Director, Physical Plant 
B.A., M.A., Governors State University 
Wayne L Wolf 
Director, Security and Safety 
AS., Thornton Community College 
B.A., M.A., University of South Florida 
M.A., Governors State University 
Ed.D., Northern Illinois University 
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James H. Abbott 
Physics 
B.S., M.S., University of Illinois 
Joseph J. Adamek 
Business 
B.S., M.B.A., Northern Illinois University 
David R. Anderson 
Social Science 
B.S., M.A., Northern Illinois University 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N., E.T. 
AD. Nursing 
B.S.N., University of Illinois 
M.S., Northern Illinois University 
August R. Banks 
General Studies 
B.Ed., Chicago Teachers College 
M.A., St. Xavier College 
David C. Bartlett 
Social Science 
B.S., M.S., Illinois State University 
Sally E. Beckman 
English 
B.A., M.A., University of Southern 
Mississippi 
Jacqueline L Bengston 
Business 
B.A., Governors State University 
Marybeth Beno 
Mathematics 
B.A., Calumet Coilege 
M.S., Purdue University 
Diane M. Black, R.N. 
AD. Nursing 
A.A., Illinois Valley Community College 
B.S., M.S., Northern Illinois University 
Claudette A. Bobay 
Art 
B.S., Ball State University 
M.S., Illinois Institute of Technology 
Barbara L Bogdan, R.N. 
A.D. Nursing 
B.S., St. Francis College 
R.N., St Mary of Nazareth 
B.H.S., M.S.N., Governors State 
University 
Edmund A. Bonczyk 
Admissions Recruiter 
B.S., M.S., Illinois State University 
Smith V. Brand 
Speech 
B.A., Knox College 
M.A., Northwestern University 
i C.A.S., University of Minnesota 
Janice P. Burke 
Business 
B.S., DePaul University 
M.A., Governors State University 
Willie A. Campbell 
Life Sciences 
B.S., Clark College 
M.S., Uniyersity o.f .lIIinois 
John E. Carlson 
Physical Education 
B.S., M.S., Illinois State University 
Faculty 
DaleC. Chapman 
Social Science 
B.A., Richmond College 
M.A., University of Chicago 
Lois A. Chapman 
English 
B.A., University of Kentucky 
M.A., Northwestern University 
Dimpna B. Clarin 
Music 
B.Mus., University of Santo Tomas 
M.M., D.M.A., American Conservatory 
of Music 
Kathryn H. Clauson 
Physical Education 
B.S., Northern Illinois University 
M.S., Indiana University 
Ronald L Cooley 
Business 
A.A., Thornton Community College 
B.S., B.A., St. Joseph's College 
M.A., Governors State University 
William D. Curran 
Physical Science and Social Science 
A.A., Southeast Jr. College 
B.S., M.S.Ed., Northern Illinois University 
Phyllis M. Davis 
Counselor 
A.A., North Par'" College 
B.S., M.A., Northwestern University 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N. 
AD. Nursing 
B.S., M.S., DePaul University 
M.S., University of Chicago 
Helen L Dolan, R.N. 
Practical Nursing 
B.S., St. Xavier College 
M.Ed., University of Illinois 
Dennis E. Dryzga 
Business 
B.Ed., Chicago State College 
M.B.E., DePaul University 
M.A. B.A., Governors State University 
Daniel J. Durian 
Mathematics 
B.S., Purdue University 
M.S., Illinois State University 
Ruth B. Fangman 
Reading 
B.A., University of Northern Iowa 
M.A., Clarke College 
L Ronald Farquhar 
English 
B.A., Central Bible College 
M.A., Bradley University 
WilliamLFink 
Chemistry 
A.A., Blackburn College 
B.S., North Central College 
M.A., Washington State University 
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James P. Flynn 
English 
B.A., Illinois Benedictine College 
M.A., DePaul University 
D.A., Illinois State University 
Arlene W. Francis, R.N. 
Behavioral Science 
B.S.N., M.S., St. Xavier College 
Ed.D., Northern Illinois University 
Leslie A. Freeman 
Life Sciences 
B.S., M.S., Eastern Illinois University 
Carolyn S. Funk 
Mathematics 
B.S., Illinois State University 
M.Ed., Ph.D., University of Illinois 
Wayne L Gallenberger, C.S.P. 
BUSiness 
A.S., Calumet College 
B.S.B.A., Roosevelt University 
M.B.A., DePaul University 
Paul L Gill 
English 
B.S., M.S., Indiana State University 
Milton D. Gilmore 
Chemistry 
B.S., Sterling College 
M.S., Illinois Institute of Technology 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 
Margie A. Graf, R.N. 
A.D. Nursing 
A.A., A.S., A.A.S., Thornton Community 
College 
B.S.N., M.S.N., Governors State 
University 
Phyllis M. Haas, R.N. 
Nurse Assistant 
B.S.N., Andrews University 
M.S.N., DePaul University 
Basil C. Halkides 
Physics 
B.S., M.S., Michigan State University 
Erika B. Hartmann 
English 
B.S.; Illinois State Teachers College 
M.A., University of Illinois 
M.S., Ph.D., Illinois Institute 
of Technology 
Lucette J. Held 
Chemistry 
B.S., M.S., Northern Illinois University 
.James E. Hellrung 
Behavioral Science 
B.S., Eastern Illinois University 
M.S., Indiana University 
Vem L Hoerrnan 
Counselor 
B.A., M.A., University of Northern Iowa 
Concordia L Hoffmann 
English 
B.S., University of Wisconsin 
M.A., .Chicago State .. Teachers 
Henry K. Holevinsky 
Electronics 
Diploma, DeVry Institute of Technology 
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Gerald L Hundley 
Speech 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
M.A., Bradley University 
Klmber1y K. Hurd 
Occupational Therapy 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Elaine T. Janis, R.N. 
A.D. Nursing 
B.S.N., DePaul University 
M.S., Northern Illinois University 
Holly E. Janssen, R.N. 
Practical Nursing 
B.S.N., Rush University 
DolOreS A. Jenkins 
Business 
B.S., M.S., Western Illinois University 
CAS., Northern Illinois University 
R. Edward Jenkins 
Life Sciences 
B.S., Indiana State Teachers College 
M.S., Union College 
E.D., Florida Atlantic University 
David N. Johnson 
Urban Studies 
B.A., Howard University 
Ed.M., Rutgers University 
James M. Keane 
Mathematics 
B.A., University of Western Ontario 
M.S., University of Detroit 
Jill M. King 
Business 
B.S., Bradley University 
M.S., Northern lliioois University 
M.B.A., New Mexico State University 
Leonard P. Kirchner 
Electronics/Biomedical Electronics 
A.A.S., DeVry Technical Institute 
B.S.E.E., Illinois Institute of Technology 
Betty J. Kirk 
Music 
B.Mus., Drake University • 
M.M., D.M.A., American Conservatory 
of Music 
Nathan L Kleefisch 
Biomedical Electronics 
Donald F. Kramer 
Music 
B.Mus., Washburn University 
M.M., Kansas State Teachers College 
Michael N. Kulycky 
Language and Communications 
B.A., DePaul University 
M.A., University of Chicago 
George F. LaVaque 
English 
B.A., M.A., 51. Mary's College 
Edith N. Lebed 
English 
B.S., M.A., University of Chicago 
Charles E. Ledbetter 
Philosophy & Humanities 
B.A., University of Houston 
M.A., University of Minnesota 
Peggy A. Lelka 
Library 
B.A., M.LS., State University 
of New York 
Linda F. Love 
Business 
A.A.S., Joliet Jr. College 
B.BA, College of 51. Francis 
M.B.A., Lewis University 
Bailey Magruder 
Social and Behavioral Science 
B.S., Murray State College 
M.S., Northwestern University 
C.A.S., Northern Illinois University 
George A. Mattsey 
Business 
B.S., M.S., Indiana State University 
K. James McCaleb 
Behavioral Science 
Diploma, Illinois Valley 
Community College 
B.S., M.S., Illinois State University 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 
Carol A. McCarthy 
Business 
B.S., M.A., Eastern Michigan University 
Judith A. McDonald, R.N. 
AD. NurSing 
B.A., Northeastern Illinois University 
B.S.N., Governors State University 
M.S.N., Loyola University 
Patricia J. McGarry 
Art 
B.F.A., University of Illinois 
M.F.A., Chicago Art Institute 
Whabiz D. Merchant 
Social Science 
B.A., Bombay University 
MA, Western Michigan University 
M.A., University of Chicago 
James P. Moody 
English 
B.S., M.A., Ball State Teachers College 
M.A., Governors State University 
Jane E. Morrison 
Mathematics 
B.A., Blackburn College 
M.A., Northwestern University 
Marion J. Nova8Z 
Library 
A.A., Thornton Community College 
B.A., M.A., Purdue University 
Patrick J. O'Connell 
Law Enforcement 
B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology 
M.A., Governors State University 
Cletus O'Orobinale, C.P.A. 
Business 
B.A., University of Dayton 
M.B.A., DePaul University 
Maurice F. Page 
Behavioral Science 
B.A., Clark College 
M.S.W., University of Chicago 
Cevora Payne, R.N. 
AD. Nursing 
B.S.N., M.A., Governors State University 
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Vernon G. Peterson 
Business 
B.S., M.S., Northern Illinois University 
Marsha J. Phelps 
Business 
B.S., Chicago Teachers College 
M.B.A., University of Chicago 
Daniel M. Purdy 
Drafting/Engineering 
B.S., Iowa State University 
Patricia Hackett Reitsma, R.N. 
Practical Nursing 
A.D.N., Prairie State College 
B.S.N., Loyola University 
M.S., Northern Illinois University 
Joseph E. Rejholec 
Art 
B.A., Ft. Lewis College 
M.A., Northern Illinois University 
Sharon E. Rise 
Behavioral Science 
B.A., Maryville College 
MA, McCormick Seminary 
M.Oiv., Princeton University 
Marilyn M. Rowe, R.N. 
AD. Nursing 
B.S., 51. Xavier College 
M.A., University of Iowa 
Editha C. Sanchez, R.N. 
AD. Nursing 
B.S.N., Philippine Women's University 
M.Ed., M.S.N., Loyola University 
Donald A. Sather 
Life Sciences 
B.S., t.1.S., Ph.D., University of 
North Dakota 
Mary K. Scanlan 
Music 
B.Mus., University of Wisconsin 
MA, University of Iowa 
Michael E. Schnur 
Counselor 
B.A., University of Wisconsin 
M.Ed., Ph.D, Loyola University 
Judith M. Scott 
Counselor 
A.A., Thornton Community College 
B.A., MA, Governors State University 
Susan L Sebok 
English and Journalism 
A.A.S., B.A., M.A., Purdue University 
J.D., liT Chicago-Kent College of Law 
Jean L Sedlack 
Foreign Language 
B.E., Chicago Teachers College 
M.A., Illinois Teachers College 
M.A., Instituto Tecnologico de Monterrey 
(Mexico) 
Joseph T. Selbka 
Chemistry 
B.S., Lewis College 
M.S., Loyola University 
Curt L Serbus, itT. (R) (ARR1) 
Radiologic Technology 
A.A., Thornton Community College 
B.S., M.Ed., University of Illinois 
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Sheldon L Siegel 
Counselor 
B.S., M.S., University of Illinois 
M.Ed., Ed. D., loyola University 
Karen S. Simac 
Counselor 
B.S., M.S., A,C., University of Illinois 
Beatrice Slay 
Counselor 
B.A., M.A., Governors State University 
linda M. Small 
Student Development 
A.A., Thornton Community College 
B.S., Illinois State University 
M.A., Sangamon State University 
Essie M. Smith, R.N. 
Practical Nursing 
B.S.N., Meharry Medical College 
Frank F. Stanicek 
Behavioral Science 
A.B., Knox College 
M.A., University of Chicago 
James P. Steimle 
Business 
B.S., Illinois State University 
M.S., C.A.S., Northern Illinois University 
Robert E. Sullivan 
Life Sciences 
B.S., M.S., Indiana State University 
Christine Talaga 
Business 
B.S., University of Illinois 
M.A., Governors State University 
Diane D. Tesar 
Mathematics 
A.A., Thornton Community College 
B.S., M.S., Southern illinois University 
linda F. Uzureau 
Social Science 
B.A., University of Idaho 
M.A., Ph.D., Emory University 
Steven D. Vivian 
English 
B.A., Alma College 
M.A., Central Michigan University 
Norman S. Warns., Jr. 
Geology 
A.A., Thornton Community College 
B.S.Ed., illinois State University 
M.A., Chicago State University 
larry A. Wehner 
Art 
B.F.A., The Art institute of Chicago 
M.A., M.F.A., Northern Illinois University 
Eugene M. Wensel 
Life Sciences 
B.A., Carthage College 
M.S., University of Cincinnati 
Katherine Wessel 
Business 
B.S., M.S., Illinois State University 
inA 
Paul Wessel 
Business 
B.S.E., M.S.E., Illinois State University 
Gerald E. Willey 
Life Sciences 
A.A., Joliet Jr. College 
B.S., M.S., University of illinois 
Haven J. Williams 
Graphic Arts 
B.S., M.S., University of Wisconsin 
(Stout) 
Wallace L Wirth 
Business 
B.S., M.S., Northern Illinois University 
M.S., Indiana University 
Wayne L Wolf 
Law Enforcement 
A.S., Thornton Community College 
B.A., M.A., University of South Florida 
M.A., Governors State University 
Ed. D., Northern Illinois University 
Arlethia T. Wright, R.N. 
A.D. Nursing 
B.S.N., University of Pennsylvania 
M.S.N., St Xavier College 
Myo K. Yoo 
Chemistry/Math 
B.S., Yonsei University 
Ph.D., Illinois Institute of Technology 
Carolyn A. Yoss, O.T.R. 
Occupational Therapy 
B.S., University of Kansas 
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Voters 
to decide 
tax hike 
questions 
by k.athy Sommer 
Referendums seeking to gain the 
funds needed for operating the col-
lege will again appear on local bal-
lots Feb. 24. 
The two proposals will seek an 
increase of 7.5 cents for education-
al funds and 5 cents for the build-
ing operations and maintenance 
funds. If both are approved. the to-
taJ operation tax rate will come to 
27.5 cents per $ 100 equalized as-
sessed valuation. 
The college is running with the 
lowest operation tax rate of Illinois' 
39 community colleges because 
the rate has not been raised since 
it was established 20 years ago. 
Due to lack of money from tax-
es. the college has the second 
highest tuition rate in the state. The 
tuition increased for the spring se-
mester to $30 per credit hour due 
to the need for continuing in-
creases at the maximum legal rate 
to defer college costs. 
Funding IS broken into thirds. 
One-third comes from local taxes, 
one-third comes from state funding 
and ihe finai third comes from stu~ 
dent tuition. These funds have not 
covered the college's demands. 
For example, the one third of local 
tax funding granted for building 
operations and maintenance is 
more than $720.000. and utility 
costs atone exceed $800.000. 
The referendums will join the bal-
lot along with lhe primary candi~ 
dates for local offices, If the 
referendums do not pass, they will 
appear again on the April ballots. 
Polls will open at 6 a,m, on Feb. 
24 and will close at 7 p.m. 
Goodbye California . 
• TCC facilities, 
faculty score high marks ... p. 2 
• Spread 01 AIDS increasing; 
symptoms, treatments vary .......... p. 3 
• A close look at Steve Ruzich 
and his growing intramural program ... p_ 6 
Craft 
appointed 
dean in 
college 
regrouping 
by Rick Lias 
The college:'s administrative staff 
has been reorganized in an effort 
to balance divisional work forces 
and to allow a more effective Chain 
of command. 
Commodore Craft Jr., former di-
vision director of language and 
Communications, has been 
promoted to Dean of Instruction. 
Craft's new position was divised to 
oversee 1ive academic divisions. 
Prior to the reorganization, the 
college was divided into seven aca· 
demiC divisions. However, the 
Department of Physical Science 
and Mathematics has been merged 
with the Department of Engineering 
and Technology. Also, the division 
of language and Communications 
has been joined with the Division of 
Arts and Humanities. 
Corky Siegel played the piano and the harmonica during his two one~hour shows Jan. 14 in Ihe Performing Arts Center. 
In addition to the divisional merg-
ers. the reorganization also has 
changed the job 01 division direc~ 
tor into ar! associate dear:'s posi~ 
tion. The associate deans will 
manage their respective depart~ 
ments and report to the Dean of In-
struction. 
Included in set was' .. the tiUe of his new album. 
Graduating high school scholars 
eligible for tuition-free education 
by Jim Pusateri 
Graduating high schoof students 
rankinQ in the top 10 percent of 
their classes can now attend TCe 
with free tuition. 
Student development, lab. and 
regIStratIon fees are not paid. ment. He said these new students 
may entice others into making TCC 
the schoof of their choice. 
Ten faculty members will be 
elected to serve as department 
chairmen and will report to the as-
sociate deans. 
Tutoring help still available 
The Board of Trustees Academ-
ic Scholarship Program. which has 
been in existence for flV6 years, has 
been expanded from awarding just 
one scholarship to each of the 12 
high schools within the district to 
awarding scholarships to aU gradu· 
ates who reside within the college 
district and rank in the top 10 per-
cent of their classes. 
"We believe that we have a good 
foundation for programs to meet 
the needs of the students," Mack 
said. 
Hafer said the cost of this pro-
gram will run about $27.000 if 10 
percent of the area students utilize 
this offer. On the other hand. Hafer 
said state apportionment averaging 
$24.86 per credit hour could bring 
$112,000 in additional revenue to 
the college. 
Craft said students should not be 
impacted by the reorganization. 
"This is basically an effort to 
streamline our organization by 
eliminating two administrative po-
Sition and balancing the workload 
so that atl department are relative~ 
Iy equal in terms of staft." 
by TIm Berg 
With finals week and. the end of 
the fall semester closing in, "D" 
day is approaching quickly, Howev-
er, it doesn't have to be a "0" day. 
Even if you haven't learned any~ 
thing au semester, there is still 
hope. What you need is a visit to 
the Academic Assistance Center 
(AAG). 
The AAC is located on the sec-
ond leval in Room 2117A. The only 
requirement is that you bring your 
boo,," and a willingness to learn. 
The hours for the Me are: 
Monday-Thursday 8 am. to 9 p.m .• 
Fridaye am. to 5 p.m., and Satur-
day 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
AAC tutors basically give help in 
the seven subject areas of math. 
English, accounting. economics. 
data processing. chemistry. and 
physics. If you need help with oth-
er subjects, all you have to do is 
give Diana Haney, the AAe direc~ 
tor. a chance to find a tutOf. "If a 
student tells me in advance and 
gives me some time, t will find a tu-
tor for any subject." Haney said. 
Ten tutors work on a regular 
schedule. assisting people in the 
seven regular subjects. Five tutors 
are on caU for any other subject that 
may be required. 
"The number of tutors we have 
is enough to help the people that 
come in. We don't need any more 
tutors. However. what we do need 
is some computers. Computer as-
sisted learning, especially in math. 
would help greatly." Haney said. 
Aside from tutoring. the AAC has 
a writing lab and seven telecourses 
in which 150 students are enrOlled. 
Gustavo F~fil( (right) tutors George Robinson in the Academic Assistance ~nt;r. 
(phOto by Scott Signor) 
Effective August, 1987, this pro-
gram focuses on outstanding high 
school grades and recognizes aca~ 
demic excellence. 
"This program is intended to at-
tract top students to the college. It 
represents a much expanded 
scholarship opportunity." said Judi 
Mack, director of public relations. 
"The tunion waivers will be good for 
up to two years upon maintenance 
of a 3.0 grade point average." 
Waivers cannot be applied to 
summer school classes, said Wil-
liam J. Hafer, dean 01 admissions 
and records, 
Students must first apply for 
financial aid before they can re-
ceive the waiver," said Ellis Falk, 
director of financial aid and place-
"We will be generating money to 
offset expenses," Hafer said. "The 
school will benefit from the 
program." 
To be eligibfe to participate in the 
program, a graduate need only be 
a in-district resident. He does n01 
need to have graduated from one 
of the high schools within District 
510. For example, he could have 
graduated from a school in Indiana 
and be living in Dolton. 
TCC will be accepting applica-
tions for the program untill July I, 
For details, contact the Office of 
Admissions and Records. 
College marketing efforts up 
Princeton. N.J, (CPS) - Ameri-
can colleges have not yet suffered 
the long-expected Great Enroll-
ment Orop of the Eighties mostly 
because they've learned how to sell 
themselves better. a new report 
released by the Educational T est~ 
ing Service (ETS) said in De-
cember. 
Some public colleges now spend 
an average of $30 per student on 
recruiting. Private colleges may 
spend as much as $500 per 
student. 
Public four-year colleges have 
boosted their recruiting budgets by 
63 percent or more since 1980, 
more than double the inflation rate. 
says ETS researcher Hunter 
Breland. 
Schools figure they have to re-
cruit students aggreSSively jf they 
want to survive 
However, such campaigns, 
regardless of ETS's findings, don't 
always Work. 
Commodore Craft Jr. 
Literary club 
to begin work 
on Writer II 
by Bnes Castaneda 
New officers of the Scriblerus 
Society have begun work on "The 
Writer II," a collection of student 
short stories, poetry and art work. 
It was founded in 1981 and is 
recognized and funded by the Stu-
dent Government Association. Ac-
cording to LOis Chapman. advisor 
of the Scriblerus Society. many 
students have no idea of what the 
Scriblerus Society is. Chapman 
said that the main concern of the 
Scribierus is to get the "The Writer 
II" published, 
In past issues of "The Writer U," 
a student can find short stories writ~ 
ten by freshmen EngliSh students. 
"The Writer II" can also give some 
ideas to students who have writing 
assignmenlS due. 
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The Courier asks . 
What can the government do to stop 
the AIDS problem? 
Tyranny stabs at freedom 
On Jan. 16 the Virginia Statute lor Religious Freedom turned 20t 
years old. Written in 1786 by the acclaimed Thomas Jefferson, this 
document estabrtshes the "natural rights" of all mankind to choose 
and practice his or her own religion. 
This issue should be signifICant to all leRow Americans who lake 
the freedoms 01 this country lor granted. We brag about how liberat-
ed and free our citizens are; however, with the prejudIces we hold, 
we are taking away some of this freedom and our own liberty to do 
things our way. 
Jefferson's statement pi'oclaims, "Almighty God hath created the 
mind free," and this right should be granted to all mankind, Any type . 
of legislature or ruling forced upon others is a "false religion," and 
truth "will prevail H left to herseH." ! 
The end of the bill pleads that no "infringement of naturat rights" , 
be proposed after he is succeeded in the General Assembly. Jeffer-
son was so devoted to this belief that his famous quote, "I have sworn 
upon the altar of God eternal hostility against every Iorm 01 tyranny 
over the mind of man." was written on his monument. 
Unfortunately, today's government does not hold these same ba-
liefs, Members of government continue to strike at Jefferson. For ex-
ample, Attorney General Edwin Meese III said that we cannot 
understand exactly what ~ founders meant. All he has to do is read 
the document - it is self-explanatory. Meese, along with U.S. Chief 
Justice Wilfiam Rehnquist who denied Jefferson ever had anything .' 
to do with the country's religious policy, are the "tyranny" that Jaffer- , 
son spoke 01 as they stab away at freedom, whatever form it takes. 
Any Infringment of freedom, be it religious, speech, or just being 
. yourseff, hurts all ol·us. We area unique country, and we need to stay 
. that way by continuing to support our rights, however petty they may 
seem. Our rights are already established; we just need to back them • 
and not fake them lor granted. j' 
I 
Ellis Falk 
. Crete 
If j' 
FinanCial Aid and Placement 
Mandatory educatIon and PUb/IC 
sefVJce announcements should be 
used. Also. an increase In research 
doffars and a place where victims 
coufd !too help IS recommended. 
Belinda Dvojacki P Calument Cily 
Jim Throw 
DoUon 
Uberal Arts 
They can do nothmg but Iflegahze 
the gay movement and thrOl'. 
offenders In ,all 
Rick SO\O 
Chicago 
Pre-Med. 
Inform peoplel1lorc about :l1e proi~ 
fern and lise Pl{y(, rt~seart-'l 
Chris Juchcinski 
Oak Forest 
Business Management 
Make homosexuality illegal. 
Dan Hession 
Harvey 
General Student 
Spend morc money on medIcal re· 
$(larCh clrlcJ less on defense. ~~~~!!!!!i#~!t~~~§l~ Morereseardl.R.N. 
TCC~s teachers outperform 4-year col ege's teac ers 
College Vice President Daniel 
Hayes annually sends a survey to 
Sludents who transferred from TCC 
to four-year schoois. The students 
respond to statements sueh as The 
faculty at Tee is student-oriented. 
They rate the stalements according 
10 lhe following scale: 5·strongly 
agree, 4-agree, 3-undecided. 
2-disagree, 1-strongly disagree. 
and X-cannot evaluate. 
I recently transferred from North-
ern Illinois University. I am going to 
rate a few of Hayes' statements 
from the orientation of coming from 
the other direction - transferring 
from a lOUT-year school to Tee. 
Ge_aly. the facully at TCC pr0-
vide high quality itJstruction in 
transfer-lever courses. 
I rate this statement a 4. I have 
learned quite a bit at TCe. Let me 
rephrase that. Academicaiiy speak-
ing. I have learned quite a bit at 
TCC. I did learn quite a bn at North· 
ern. but none of it had anything to 
do with academics. I learned much 
about life and reality at Northern -
distorted reality, bul reality 
nonetheless. 
Here al TCC I find" a M easier 
to concentrate on my studies. 
Northern tests were cramming and 
regurgitating facts. TCC tests are 
more like telling what I have 
learned. 
The facilfties at Tee are ade-
quate for a community college. 
P~~ 
This is a 5. Adequate? How 
about The faCilities at Tee provide 
everything you need, as long as 
you aUend. Inis $tatemeni is more 
accurate. Northern has incredible 
facilities. as do most major univer· 
sities, but TCC really impressed 
me. 
As you can tell, I wort< on the stu-
dent newspaper. The whole system 
that involves putting lhe paper out, 
from the word processors to the 
typesetting to the printing is very 
Impressive. 
Also, the AAC has a computer to 
help music students. The PAC is 
nice. Northern's theatre is a little 
bigger, but ~ isn't as nice. North-
ern has a weight room. TCC has a 
Reagan's support of Ortega turns 
into United States' embarrassment 
Early 1986 was a disappointing 
time lor Presidenl Ronald Reagan. 
Congress vetoed a bil thaI would 
have allowed the Unned States to 
fund the war in Nicaragua. 
Early 1987 is also a disappoint· 
ing time for the president. Accusa-
tions. denials. and investigations 
are in the air in Washington con· 
cerning the popular bUI illegal arms 
deals with Iran. 
Money from Ihese deals has 
been secretly diverted to the Nica-
raguan Contra rebels. 
Eventually, the whole situalion 
breaks down to covert operations 
performed by the Uniled States in· 
tended to help Ihe Contra battle 
8gainst the Communist govern-
ment currently in charge. 
Ten years .ago, .Daniel.Ortega ... 
was the leader of a rebel group 
called the Sandinistas. Ortega has 
a criminal record and spent seven 
years in jail for such crimes as bank 
robbery and sabotage. Now, Orte-
ga is president of Nicaragua. 
Ortega took Control in 1979 by 
~~misi~g de~~~r~~. {~:~~c~~~~~.~: 
and has not allowed fme assembly 
of the people. His methods of con-
trol include censorship, jailings. 
and expulsion to quiet his op-
ponents 
Today, the Sandinista Army 
practices daily drills lhat simulate 
U.S. invasions. Also. with 75.000 
Soviet·armed Cuban advisor troops 
on alert. we have a seriOus problem 
at hand. 
rl,.." .. !., :'I ..... nhlC'""' in r.",ntr;ll 
America exists. One of the eauses 
may be attributed to the lack of 
proper education. Small children 
are \aught anti-American slogans 
and songs in school. Also, bomb 
drills are practiced daily in these 
schools. These kids grow up fear· 
ing and hating Americans. 
We, in the United States, have 
probtemsofourown. For example, 
Eugene Hasenfus was recenlly 
jailed in Nicaragua for running 
small arms to the Contras. Hasen· 
fus had no support of the U.S. 
govemmenl for which he had per· 
Iormed so toyally. 
The U.S. government, with all its 
closed doorsand covert operations, 
should just "lay Ihe cards down." 
When the largest and supposedty 
the best government in the world 
sneaks around and plays games 
(arms deals and diversion 01 mon-
ey). getting caught can be embar-
rassing. 
An Congress.had to do was pass 
the bill to support the Contra war. 
This solution would have been sim-
ple. on the level, and less embar· 
r;!!"~int'J. 
weight room. AU one has 10 do is 
take a look around. Tee has every· 
thing that Northern has except lor 
the size and the parties. But that's 
another story. 
The faculty at Tee is student-
oriented. 
WOW! Another 5. You're darn 
right they're studenl-<lriented.1 sup-
pose that this quality has to do with 
the size of the school. However, 
Local Pageant Info 
Dear EdItor: 
Scholarship monies are usually 
welcomed by college studSnts who 
sometimes lind it hard to meet the 
expense of an education. 
Details of /he program wIIich win 
S!jt 
* 
just as a major four-year school has 
advantages that TCC can't com-
pete with. this advantage is as-
sociated with a small school. 
Students should lake advantage 
01 this quality. " you transfer to a 
four-year school. you \\On'! have it. 
At a major university it's tough for 
a teacher to get to know aU of his 
students when there are 150 of 
them in one class. 
I felt my instructors at Tee cared 
about my success. 
Do I even need to say it? It's a 
5. I will explain this rating w~h one 
simple comparison. At Northern my 
art professortold us on the first day 
thai he took pride in failing alleas! 
65 percent of Ihe class. and he suc· 
ceeded. Here. my psychology 
teacher tracked me down in the 
hallway because I left a book in his 
class. I needed the book to study 
for a test we were having the n~ 
elass. If that isn't caring about the 
student, I don't know what is. 
be held on May 2 at T.F. North Hi9/! 
School can be obtained by calling 
861J.()345 or 868-3131. 
Norm Calf, Director 
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Ruzich raises intramurals to new heights 
by Rick Llaa _ 
Wmnino seems 10 com. naturally portance of an educaton." ity occulTed as w. sat in his office. 
10 Steve Ruzich. director of in- After retumlno from ROOda, nm 1\[\,,,, (ilrol®"'/\n~m[\,1\ A student knocked althe door and 
tramurala. Ruzich finished the aix hours h. Uuu UUU", t!)lf' U U uWUUU loki him thaI one of his volleyball 
As moel winners will say. in sin· needed for graduation and began ~ •••• IIIi ••• iI •• teammates had to work Ihat alter· 
cera modesty, Ruzich believes he searching for employment. noon and coUdn't make the game. 
has benefitted from his association Ruzich found a job at Borg- (Ralph Miller) allows me the .pace Wothoul hesitation Ruzich assured 
with 8UCh quality sports programs Warner and &lao began coaching to develop new approaches," the student he would reschedule 
as Rich Central, TCC, and Collage paI1-time as the Tee girt's softball Ruzich said of hi. intramural the match and tokl him not to wor. 
of St. Francis, where he graduated coach. depal1mant. The program afraady ry about ~. 
"I' ,I h' b It was then that Ruzich heard of has drawn «l9 parllcipents In ~ "I've been at this school before 
en,oy t e /0 the director of intramural's job. He first samester under his direction. as a student. and I realize that 
very much and applied and was hired. Ruzich attributes the success of many of the students work. so 
, , '" enjoy the Job very much, and intramurals 10 his versatile manner scheduling conflict. are Iough. I ve been able I've been able 10 use many new of organization. You've got to be as flexibl. as pas-
ideas because our aWetic director An .xample of RUzich's versatil- sible," Ruzich stated about his flex· 
ible approach that str..... an 
appreciation of a student's busy 
lifestyle. 
RuziCh's main goal is 10 gel as 
many students to particlpat. in in-
tramurals as possible. and to 'hst 
end he's wiling to try as many ac· 
tivities as possible. 
Ruzich pointed out that his wife 
Patti is the true secret to the .uc· 
cess of TeC's Intramural program. 
"If U weren't for Patti's under-
slandlng and cooperation, I 
WOUldn't be able to do the Job I'v. 
done." to use many 
new Ideas. " 
-Steve Ruzich Men's 
basketball 
standings 
II Women's 
basketball 
standings 
In 11185. 
Ruziich played baseball and 
-.cbeII .. theM IChoofs and 
c:ornp.Ied In the NAtA Collage 
World Series In 11185. ThII College 
of SI. ft8ncIa.- third In the na-
lion In thai contast. 
RuzIch WIll than selected by the 
Chtc.go WhIle Sox CMg8JIIzaIIon In 
the 13111 round of the profeaIonaI 
....... draft and IIOII'It 10 !heir In-
IIruC1IonII team In kasota, FIa. 
".'s unfoItunIIe, b<.t I never nsaI-
IV heel en appurtunity to play while I _ In FIo!tda wtIh the Sox, but 
" atiiI gave 1M the chance. I've aJ.. 
wayw wanted 10 at IeaIIry lor the 
big ~," Ruzich uId of his 
-..long stint with Iha Sox. 
"Bulk..., made me noaftze the 1m-
Grzyb 
The Hegewish inlramural basket-
ban leam finished with a periectS-O 
record in the regular play and won 
two games in Ihe playoffs to cap· 
lure the championship. One of the 
big reasons was the outstanding 
play of Dennis Grzyb. 
Grzyb finished the regular sea-
son averaging 12.2 points per 
game. In Ihe first playoff game he 
scored 10 points in a thriHiCl9 over-
time victory over Ihe "Big Boys." 
In the championship game 
againsl"The Termina.",s." Grzyb 
nened 11 paints including Ihe game 
winner which was a 10 foot turn 
around jumper with one second re-
maining. 
For these accomplishments 
Grzyb is this month"s male in-
tramural BuNdag of the month. 
'Grzyb's fulure education plans 
are to return to S.l.U. and major in 
Intramural Coordinator Steve RUZich has been B major factor in the increase 
in popularity of intramurals. (photo by Scott Signor) 
Intramural 
a 
Although Ihe 7-Up inlramural 
bowling appeared to be struggling. 
there is one person that is not and 
thaI is Cheryl Brown. In the first 
week of bowling, Brown sizzled the 
pins wrth an individual game of 192. 
and high series of 446. 
Through five weeks 01 bowling 
Brown had an average of 133. For 
her accomplishments. she is this 
month's female intramural Bulldog 
of the month. 
'Cheryl will pursue her educa· 
tion at Governors State and will 
Intramural results 
see page 5 
Men's individual 
basketball slats 
Player 
Claude Newell 
Tyron love 
Tracy Wilson 
Frank Dunigan 
Angelo McClay 
'Mark Carpenter 
Eugene Reed 
Eddie Williams 
Derrick Smith 
Craig Naylor 
Kenny Chavers 
Hassan Mullah 
Steve Hudson 
Rodney Stewart 
Terry Williams 
John Patterson 
"Leads team with 174 assists and 
30 steals. 
Women's individual 
basketball stats 
Player PPG 
Denise Ward 16.5 
Yvene Ward 7.6 
Karen Brathwaite 6.4 
Cindy Clar~ 8.0 
'Shelia Woods 6.4 
Sarah Fleming 6.9 
Lisa Kral 3.8 
p"~;."''-''' Debra Hayes 2.0 Pam Lessner 1.4 • Leads team wilh an 11.2 rebound· ing average. 
Overall 
Record 
I&-2 
1&-1 
6-11 
6-11 
1~7 
11-5 
9-7 
1-13 
ConI. 
Record 
3-0 
3-0 
2-1 
2-1 
1·2 
1-2 
0-3 
0-3 
III. Valley 
Harper 
Thornton 
Moraine 
Rock Valley 
Triton 
DuPage 
Joliet 
Overall 
Record 
11-6 
9-3 
9-5 
11-3 
9-7 
6-6 
1-9 
2-6 
Bulldogs on the rise 
Conf. 
Record 
3-0 
2-1 
2-1 
2·1 
2-1 
1-2 
0·3 
0-3 
Freshman Tracy WilSon gees up for lwo at a recent home game. The red./Jol 
Bulldogs are now working on s 14 game winning streak. . sSl (photo by scotr Slf}nor) 
NCAA three point play-just another drop in the bucket 
The score is 83-80, as a college 
coach. your team is trailing with 
only three licks left on the clock. 
You can a time out in order to de-
vise a play where your sharpshoot· 
er will take Ihe last shol in hopes 
of going inlO overtime. 
game down considerably. The los-
ing learn will be fouling like mad· 
men in the final minutes to 
exchange foul shots for the possi-
bility of the he~ic three pointer. 
these pin-point marksman on a 
learn, a coach welcomes Ihe Ihree 
point play. 
second three-pointer to win the 
game is exciting. but for a coach 
who does not have the keen shoal-
ers. it couid be a nighiinare for him. 
If coaches in Ihis situation could 
have a wish, Ihey would gather" 
their ball players to sneak Into tl1e 
gyms wUh painl remover and re-
move those dreadful rainbows ... 
compassing the basket. 
• 
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1(" Swish ... the shot is made, and the coach looks like a genius 
thanks to the new NCAA rufe estab-
lished Ihis year -the short three-
point play of 19 feel. g inches, sar· 
casticatly called by many as the 
"chip shot." 
But a year ago the game strate-
gy would be different. W~ the ex· 
Ira option avaifable 10 the coaches, 
the team thai is trai6ng by three 
points is nol doomed because it 
doesn't just have 10 depend on 
scoring inside. 
But whal if you don't have the 
line shooters? What if you have a 
strong inside game instead in 
which shooting can take you out of 
such a game. I would imagine that 
the coach would form an alliance 
to end the rule or vote to scoot the 
three-point line farther, maybe as 
far as the NBA distance of 23 feet, 
5 inches. 
BuU those unhappy coaches III- II,. 
peel 100 see the rule changed ti1iI 
T1..,:_ .... , .. , .. aI ..... ..(" ....... I~ • .; ....... th ... 
BUI the team thai has more 
sharpshooters can be a real threat. 
like Steve Alford of Indiana and 
nnl 1(1 Alt~nhuraer of Illinois. With Scott Jonlich 
Looking at the situation from Ihe 
fans' standpoint. the dream of see-
ing your team connect on a last 
year, they better slart purchasing 
the paint remover because the 
painl has already dried and R IM1 
stay on at least for this season. en 
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Tuition freeze proposed 
Two-year hold upon referendum passage 
by Kathy Sommer 
Tee students hold the key to passing 
Tuesday's referendum. They and other 
voters in the 20 south suburban commu-
nities served by District 510 will have an 
opportunity to cast ballots on two 
referendum proposals to provide critical-
ly needed operation funds lor the 
college. 
On Feb. 18 the TeC Board is expect-
ed to pass a resolution to freeze tuition 
for two years contingent upon passage 
of the referendum. This measure was 
proposed to increase IIOter participation. 
Tuition, currently at $30 per credit 
hour, is already one of the highest in the 
state. Without a successful referendum, 
tuition will be increased to keep the 
school functioning. 
According to President James L. 
Evanko, this yearly increase could be as 
much as $2 per credit hour. 
Looking ahead to Tuesday's referen-
dum, Evanko said, "We need to max-
imize the yes votes throughout the 
whole campaign." 
James Moody, instructor in the Com-
munication Arts department and mem-
ber of the Referendum Committee 
remarked, "Students can make a big 
impact if they vote. This is a golden mo-
ment for TCC to pass the referendum. 
There is little other voter activity in Dis-
trict 510. So, students can make it hap-
pen. If we could just double the student 
vote from last time, we might have a 
chance at passing it." 
Moody added, "As tuition goes up, 
enrollment declines ... Declining enroll-
ment means declining staff." 
He added, "The student body is ba-
ing let down and the student body is let-
ting us down by notllOting." 
During the past eight years, TeC has 
taken a number of steps to improve its 
financial condition, including staff cut-
backs, freezes on hiring, and the pur-
chase of capital equipment, elimination 
of programs such as physical education, 
and the adoption of a student develop-
ment plan that has made student activi-
ties virtually self-supporting. 
TCC offers college transfer and 
career training programs for adults of all 
ages. In fact, the average age of the 
TCC student is 28. 
For adults who have interrupted their 
education, TCC provides free programs 
leading to the elementary school diplo-
ma and high school equivalency certifi-
cate. Its literacy program, Adults 
Tutoring Adults, is helping hundredS of 
area residents to learn vital reading 
skills. 
Polls are open from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
on Tuesday, and voters who·are unsure 
of their polling piaces are encouraged 
to contact the village or city derks in the 
town or city in which they reside to ob-
tain voting information. 
Additional information about the 
referendum proposals to provide need-
ed operating funds for the college can 
be referred to the college's Pubfic Re-
lations office at Ext. 202 or 203. 
TO THE ELECTORS OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT NO. 510 
"Shall the maximum annual tax rate tor educa- X Iionat purposes of Community College District No. 510, County of Cook and State of IIlinais, be in-
creased and established at .175 percent upon all YES &0 ~ 
Poll workers eligible 
for raf~le giveaways 
On Tuesday, Thornton IS a.sklng ~ou ing stub. Special arrangements will be 
to vote for referendum momes to Iffi- made for students attending off campus 
prove quafity education, maintain the centers. 
the taxable property of said Community College 
OisIrict at the value, as equalized or assessed by 
the Department at Revenue, instead of .10 per-
cent. the maximum rate otherwise applicable to buildings. and equipment, and remove Vote yes by punching 60 and 66 on 
our defiCIt. .. . Feb. 24. Pass the referendum, partici-the next taxes to be extended for said purpose?" NO 63 ~ 
TO THE ELECTORS OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT NO. 510 
Student poll workers will be eligIble pate in the WIP raffle and hold the same 
for a WlP (Worker IncentIve Plan) raffle tuition for the next two years. 
two weeks follOwing the referendum. . 
"Shall the maximum annual tax rate for Qpera- Thornton, in association with Student L J • .., • _ A Government Association and other C;:~ X lions, building and maintenance purposes of Community College District No. 510, County of groups, will raffle off a $500 scholarship, "!!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!i!!!i!!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir~. a VCA, a 35mm camera, a Walkman ra- '" 
dio, clocks, and other great prizes. +- 66 YES Cook and State 01 Illinois, be increased and es-tablished at .10 percent upon atl the taxable TCC students should hand out palm 
cards at the precinct where they vote to 
have the maximum influence on friends 
and neighbors. The important time slots. 
on voting day are first, 4-7 p.m., 7-9 
a.m., and then 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
property of said Community Cotlage District at the 
value, as equalized or assessed by the Depart-
ment of Revenue. inStead of .05 percent, the max-
+- &9 NO 
imum rate oth_ise applicable to the next taxes 
to be extended for said,purpose?" 
It's 'cents'ible 
to vote yes 
by Scott Jonlich 
"Yes" is that one word again thai can 
save our college. On Tuesday, the 
referendum needs to be passed so that 
TCC can receive additionat cents from 
each district taxpayer. TCC students 
can make the djfference. 
We wonder why our tuition is so high. 
But we have only ourselves to blame for 
voter apathy that has deprived the coi-
,lege of much needed tax dollars. 
Only 17,034 yes votes were cast dis-
trict wide fer tlla aducation fund in tha 
November referendum, and 15,439 
votes were cast for the bunding and 
maintenance fund. On the other hand. 
almo5l7.ooo studenl$ currently attend' , 
TCC. How many of us are included in 
those yes vote totals? 
Be honest with yourself il you did not 
vote yes in previouS referenda attempts. 
Admit that you could have improved the 
COllege for yourself by voting "yes" last 
'.,11 .. _~ __ ~: •.•. 
Facsimile ballot 
Voters in District 510 can look for these 
referendum ballots Feb. 24. To vole for 
TCC, vole YES by punching 60 and 66. 
If you wish to participate as a poll 
worker for one or more of the time slots, 
come to room 2133 for day students and 
2130 for evening students to obtain your 
palm cards and fill out your prize draw-
.. ,.... . \'Y··,·,··r-w .. ,.i·d (I} '1 
"', ~'j vr i':.l ), iI";i;'"'~4',.J ;1. "At; ~j i.J i~(1i i~ ~ VW V V J V~~ VVnCvb;\.i\i 
Community College District 510 
Yes, Thornton Community College Is your college. Your 
family, friends and neighbors ages 18 through 8o-plus de-
pend on Tee for college transfer, career training and 
retraining, and continuing education programs. 
Tee is for the whole commUfJIIy. In fact, TCC's typical 
student is an adult like you; average student age is 28. 
Tee keeps your property values strong and helps attract 
new industry to the a;ea tI .... -ough its training programs and 
special services for area businesses, 
. Te~. trains ~dLlHs, !i.~e Yq&,I for lo~ i.n the local.workfQrce 
and retrains unemployed workers. 
TCC provides convenient, affordable, high quality educa-
tional opportunities for your family, neighbors and friends 
-.-:.. at a cost well below that of other state colleges. 
S~ve @t!)i" Scbqj,;{):!--
c:: rh .~ U ... ,---/ .. \...J ... 
Save our school! 
AI last November's election, area resi-
dents defeated the college's referen· 
dum by a 2-t0-1 margin, forcing its 
appearance on Tuesday's ballot. 
Throughout its existence "The 
Referendum" has received an abun-
dance of support and endorsements. In 
March, 1985, 15 local businesses and 
civic leaders pledged their support and 
joined Ihe Citizens Committee lor the 
TCC Referendum. Unfortunally, even 
after all of these efforts and many more, 
the referendum has failed repeatedly. 
So what more will iltake? Over and 
over facts and charts have proven the 
COllege's immensely deserving need for 
these increases, but still vO.ters refuse 
to support us. What are the residents 
trying to tell us? Countless amounts of 
area citizens have taken advantage of 
the facilities of the school. One study 
proved that about 1 in every 30 local 
residents at some time find a need to 
use our resources lor education, library 
research or entertainment. 
So, how can they and we students, as 
well, turn away from TCC when it needs 
us the most? Many of us need this 
school and feel it is our only means of 
further educatiolL If TCC wu:e not here, ' 
the entire area would suffer. But no 
amount of community suffering would 
compare to the inconveniences ex-
perienced by those wanting an edu-
cation. 
After all we have accomplished or 
hope to yet accomplish from the COllege, 
as students. former studenls or are~ 
\. 
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• Should condom ads 
be aired on television? ..... p. 2 
• She really is a doll, and 
she comes to life in Manequin ..... p. 4 
• Bulldogs aim for nationals, but 
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Lady Netters settle for an N4C title ..... p. 6 
~ President James Evanko resigns 
j Board appoints Daniel Hayes to assume duties 
'~ by Kathy Sommer Just two days after the referen- faculty, the staff. the students of months ago, and I'm speaking of all any institurlon of higher learning. I 
. ./i: dum was rejected by the commu- Thornron Community College, and the constituencies within the would just ask that you give your 
nity, President James Evanko the community it serves that evety college-board, administration, V8IY best effons during this time in 
..:I . resigned. effort will be made and accorn- faculty, staff, and students-it Is doing what you do best-whether 
~. Last Thursday Evanko submitted plished to assure the continuity of critical that we unite and not only that involves teaching, or preparing ; his resignation to the Board of the college, its programs, and most approachbutconfrontinaposilive abudget,orhelpingstudents-and :'. Trustees after they refused to re- important, its selVicestos/udents. way the challenges we face as a in providing the type of construc-
./ t new his contract by a 5-2 vote. There has been much speculation college. live, positive assistance thaI will 
. Friday moming VICe-President and rumor, par/icufarlysince Ih8 re- During the next few days and enable Thornton Community CoI-
district even betrer. 
After the statement, Dr. James 
Flynn commented. "On behalf of 
the faculty association, I want to 
stress our support of the board's 
decision 100 percent. It was the 
best decision they could make. I 
pledge our cooperation and to help 
resolve the problems of the 
college." ..J Daniel Hayes was called upon to cent deleat of the referendum, con- weeks I will be relying heavily on lege to serve the residents of this I.' immedlalty assume the dulies of cerning the status of the college. several of you for advice about how r-.... ---------------------..., ,'.~"-\ president. Letmesimplysaythatthisinstitu- weshouldproceed,whatpriorities Eng."neer"ng de t dd CAD 
.' '_~ .. I Hayes caRed a facuky meeting tion, which has a long history of we should have as an institution, • p " a s 
--::I where he read his statement. service to the community, will un- and what issues or changas should by Kathy Sommer 
- A This morning Ileamed through der no circumstances interrupt its simply be deferred or even recon- TCC's engineering students are 
;it, Mrs. Rita Page, chairperson of the services to the residents of this sidered altogether. Without going currently working on the most ad-
. ,;..,(f Thornton Community Col/ege community college district. inlo specifics at this time, let me vanced equipment available, ac-
<-:1 Board of Trustees, that Dr. James During the past several years, just say that during this transition, cording to Computer Aided Design 
-----=... : Evanko has resigned as presidenl and especially within the last few any change that occurs will occur (CAD) System Administrator 
..... of ThomIDn Community College ef- months, this college has faced and slowly. through calm deliberation, Richard Ridderhoff. 
;. ; I . .1 fective immediately, and that the dealt with its share of problems. but with reason, .and only after con- In summer, 1985, CAD began at 
:.yl, fesignation was accepted by the throughout these difficulties. and in siderable advice, inpu~ pelSuasion, the college with the arrival of the ~ Board of Trustees at the meeting of large part because this institution and constructive debate-the very Prime 750 Computer System. In-
;';': .. Feb. 26. No additional details con- has more /han its share of lalent, way it is supposed to occur within cluded in the expansion WElle a Cal-
;.Jl eerning the resignation are the college has been able 10 R f d comp 1044 PIofter. and a Medusa 
'-'jJi available. achieve its nission and meet these e eren ums two-dimensional and three-
',,' , Mrs. Page also indica1ed that. in challenges. We have not. only en- voted down by dimensional design plus software 
-:f, accordance with my duties as Vice dured but have dealt with referen-
-'_.71 PresidentforEducationaiServices, dum deleats. major work stop- "d t aga" forarchllecturaldesignandmodel 
\ JS I should immediately assume pages, and disagreemenls con- resl en S In =~;~esystemislocaledin 
I duties as Acting President, though earning the rote and lunC!ions of bo,. Kat.~',. Scmme: "Prime is one of the leaders in 
~ not necessarily on an interim basis. various constituencies within and CAD . . 
. J ~l OffICially, I would like to assure outside of Ihe institution. The referendums were defeated ' IS a much hIgher level than 
the board. /he administration. In" Now. ~aDS more /han ever six for a fifth consecutive time Feb. 24. a personal computer (PC) and can 
Students given second 
chance for success 
A one-year expenmental pr0-
gram designed to assist students in 
achieving academic success in 
coursework as wen as reinforce the 
college's retention efforts was ap-
proved by the Board of Trustees at 
the Feb. 18 mealing. 
Under the program. students 
who may be in danger of failing cer-
tain courses due to academic 
. difticuHies Will be identified by In-
structors during the fourth through 
sixth weeks of the semester. Sub-
sequenUy, these students will 
receive letteos encouraging them to 
meet with a counselor or academ· 
ic advisor to discuss the situation. 
After these interviews, students 
will be encouraged to withdraw and 
enroll in a select targeted section 
of the same course with tuition free. 
During the spring semester. tar-
geted second fl.week courses will 
include Ace! 101, Eng 98, 99 and 
101, and Math 94, 95 and 100. As 
in the past, students may choose 
to enroll in regularly schedUled se-
cond 8-week courses by paying the 
appropriate tuition, Whatever their 
choice, students wiII.be required to 
complete the addIdCop process. 
An evaluation of the program for 
its effectiveness will be conducted 
this summer. 
TCC placed twp tax increase do 10 times more than a PC," he 
proposals on the ballot for District explained. 
510 residents. Both referendums CAD is the modem method in 
failed on the ballots in their last ap- most mechanical design and draft-
pearance for the academic year. ing jobs. With three-dimensional 
An Educational Fund increase of design, an object can be designed 
7,5 cents failed by 6,091 to 9.343 in seconds and then observed from 
vote. The Building Maintenance all angles to check for perfection. 
and Operation Fund proposed in- After the design is created ~ is 
crease of 5 cents lost by a 5.852 to transferred to the Dlotter which 
9.955 result The total vote was 
15,434 for the education and 
15,907 for the building funds: 
Past President James Evanko 
responded, "I am very disappoint-
ed that ~ didn't pass. We tried to 
maximize the yes vote. and H didn't 
work." 
The fuU effects of the referendum 
defeat will be decided between 
mid-March and June 1 when the 
budget planning for fall. 1987, wilt 
begin. 
Cole to perform this month 
prints a duplicate of what was on 
the screen, at any size, in minutes . 
According to Ridderhoff, "Any. 
thing done by hand can be done by 
CAD 10 times faster." 
Originally funding for CAD stan-
ed with a grant from Prime Com-
puters along with additional 
revenue from the state and school. 
The system can handle a maxi-
mum of eight terminals. but the col-
lege has six. 
Acquiring the other two teminals, 
adding more software programs, 
and increasing available classes 
are the desired goals of the 
department. 
"This field is growing everyday . 
It is the fastest growing field in en-
gineering," Ridderhoff said. 
Eight CAD classes are being 
oHered this semester. The enroll-
ment in these classes has doubled 
from the fall. A couple of the class-
es are overenrofled. 
Drafting is a prerequisite for CAD 
classes. However, "Anybody in-
terested should come on down and 
see H." Riddarhoff added. 
by John DeYoung C~VAt.1EA PERSPECTIVE 
An afternoon of laughs and pure 
college comedy will be presented 
at noon March 24 in the Perform. 
ing Arts Center with the very lun-
ny, off-lhe-wafl come<ian Alex Cole 
ample. Pittsburg Stale University in 
Kansas calls Cole, "A riotJ" Xavier 
University in Ohio, says he is "a 
very funny man who gets great The CAD sysIem plOtted IIlis aawing on the CaJcomp 1104 ploltetin one mll1U1e 
:;' .:u~nse and is very easy to ... _and __ 1_8oiseco=_ndS_. _________________ ~ 
Cole travels to coleges in his 
Cadillac Ommaron to entertain stu-
dents with his bizzare sense of hu-
mar. He also opens for The 
Oudaws, The Talking Heads, Laura 
Brannigan. and Other big names, 
However. the 31-year-old come-
dian win most Hkely be found at col· 
leges or. on the road wIIh his 
Cadillac, cranking on some Jerry 
lee lewis tape. 
"I spend my IHe driving," he said 
in an interview wIIh the "The 
Chronicle of Higher Education." 
"That's what I really do for a liying. 
BUI an hour a day. I get my micro-
phone.1 get aspotlight on me, f get 
a crowd, an<! t get laughs. What 
more can I ask for?" 
Cole receives high recommenda-
tions wherever he performs. For ex-
leiters to Cole's agent. Arne Parking becomes a sticky situation 
Brav. at the Nitpicker Artist 
Representation, come in with pas;. by Vicky Jarden 
tive <:riticism and much apprecia- All students must have a parking 
tlon. Darcy DeTienne. chairman of decal on their vehicle in order to 
the Union Adivities Board at East- park in the student parking lOIS. 
em Montana College, writes that Parking is available on the west 
Cote "mesmerized the audience side of the buHding in parking lois 
wllhhlsoutrageo~shumorandco- C.D, and E. 
medic talent," and she asked him Any student who parks in any 
back lor next year. Other parking lot will be issued a 
Donna West from Yakima Valley ticket. The student can appeal the 
Community College writes that as ticket. but only has two weeks to do 
an entertainer. "Alex Cole is not a so. 
.gamble! That afternoon at school, If a student has more than one 
he had evetY\hing against him. It vehicle and plans to drive them to 
was a Friday afternoon before a schoo~ he must get a decal for 
/hree-day weekend and the weath- each one. A student may get as 
er was great, but Cafe just drew many decals as he or she needs. 
the~ in and left them begging for As of Feb. 16 the first 20 parking 
more." spots against the guardrail in park· 
ing lot C are reserved lor students 
wHh chiidren in the babysitting pro-
gram. These spots are on a first-
come-firSl-serve basis. Special 
parl<ing stickers are available in the 
Controller's Office. Any vehicle 
parked in these designated spots 
without a babysitting decal win be 
issued a ticket. 
Drivers wia also be issued tickets 
for not stopping at Slop signs or for 
speeding in the areas around the 
parking lots, Tickets are $20. H tick· 
ets are not paid. the fine will 
double. 
Any questions. appeals or·ticket 
hearings are in the Controller's 
Ottice. 
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• TCC's Johnson faces 
re-election bid Tuesday ....• p. 3 
• All angles of love lead 
to Some Kind of Wonderful ......... p. 6 
• Satisfied Miller leads talented 
lortanee of ca Bulldogs to third·place NJCAA finish .. p. 8 
but the ben< 
~~i;Reorganization to benefit education 
lefr name In tt' .. 
~~~~~~ ~::': byReorKathY Sommer lied Health and Ufe Science's Ed- For Business,lnformationai Sys- __ '~_A of 
· ganlzalion of Ihe campus' ward Jenkins and Nursing's. ..~"'" running the inslituilion. 10 discuss issues relating to pert;-
.,. Instructional divisions has been Frances Briggs. terns and Office careers, the as- Thischangewill,inretum,resuttin nenI courses." 
Coach. whaf completed. sociate dean is Janet McKenzie a belter, wider range of education 
The previous seven divisions In Arts, Cammunicalions and Hu- and academiC advisor is carol for the studenlS, according to Corn-
,ght, we're gOl have been regrouped into fIVe clivi- manilies, Fred Hanzelin is associ- McCarthy. The departments and medore Craft, dean 01 instruction. 
lions _ SociaIBehavioral Sciences ate dean, and Patricia McGarry is chairs are Business' Joseph Ada-
____ ... and Public Services; Physical academic advisor. The depart. mek and Informational Systems The major change in the struc-
ScIence, Mathmatics and Techno!- mants and chairs areCommunica- and Office Careers' Dolores tura came with the appointment of 
ogy; Health and Ufe Sciences; Arts, tion Arts' James Moody and Visual Jenkins. Craft to this dean poaiIion. In his 
Jnshl"3' =:.aIions,I';'=~'!"!~ =,=ormJ)rt8'~andHUmani- ThegoalolreorganiDtionwasa ~cr~ofallin-~""_ Wl~ _ more efficient and cost aftective 
of the team' tsma and Office Careers. r--------;:::::::::::::~::""----::.;:::::::=; Craft commented that tha results 
, nelled only Each of the fiva divisions has an of the changas "won't he .. a direct 
~ percent fr '1SfOC!aIe dean, an acadaInIc advi- impact on the· students. It simply I 10< andlV«l departmants each hav- ---l- means they will have dlllarent as-
In Craft's opinion, a positive ra-
sutt 01 the reorganization Is the new 
acedmlc advisors who will be able 
to work closely with the career stu-
dents. The advisors will give the 
students another person to be able 
10 9'! 10 regarding thair curriculum, 
studies and translers. 
On a persa1aIleveI, Craft added, 
"I miss the classes and my stu-
dents. It doesn't seam righllo heve 
~ newaa:..~er without leaching 
girls, n was OS' Ing a department <:heirman. ["-" L~ r==:=?:::~ r=;=;;s;;=1 r;-;::;;;:;;, ~ ~e deans or department heads 
nee it was r:g: In ScJciaI..Behaviorat Sclences I -,.".-! I ~~"'::! I .,.,....... I I ~-:.:~ ii'" ,:::'·.::':.7.! E 
JIIdog. But I . and Public Sevlces, the aaaociata ! ..... *'~ j .. :.~:::"'=':I: I ......... I : ..... ~ !-,_-'-::-"I' xtracurr'lcular transcrl'pts 
larked their ; dean laWilrtamTabel.James HeU .. J •• w_$l:'",,": - ~-- ! C"""UfOCil 1 1_.0:.0"_ -- ... 
( having playei nmg Is academic advisor, and the 1 :.:: ==Ji i .:.=':. i i _., -,~ ! i .:::-.:::::. I 1[::::'= I • 
,ndfour at Ri..l. departmantsand chairs ara Social- ," -.~.~ : •. ,,-, J ,. ~"" , .. ~ ... J ' .. ~m, now available from OSD 
'01. "It was~"l Behavioral Sclencas' Unda L .. L -- ~.::.:::I- :-_]"u....J =:r-- ,-- ~ 
, the two " S '. Uzureau and Public Services' ~,~~ ;0. .... ~= 1 __ woo '-j Co;' ii- ~~'--l by \lilo Carapezza 
to finish 'up t . Patrick O'Connell. ! $1:,(00:1$- ! i = ~ i ::.:rc~~s I ;;""' __ B _~ A supplemental transaipt listing 
~e~~~ and~,,:,~:::n= : ~F Ii II ~;: Ii §."..:: 'I i ~~ i -:- I ==:'.=:;::'~ ; althe buzzel II 0CIJgIas Tweeten. Mlton GUmore I - =: i - _. ,fice 01 Student Development. 
lyedbyMorain!, ~"~~Candadvl8orch8l'rs' arande Mthaatll ;'7" j -::-.=- 1"1" i -=- L~= i --......... -I ........ ,__ -- tor of the OffICe 01 Student Develop-
, memory alo", .. and PhyaIcal Sclanoe's Norman .', • -"l _~... ..... _ ~ ~_. ment, the Student Development 
,rk will be PaliWama and Engineering and Tech- ' ."'~ -- 'l:=,'lI~ ::.~,\F~ Transcript should aid employers in 
oton Fractior,t ncIo!!(s Henry HoIlI1Iinsky. I E:::'_ I =-- =--- their evaluation 01 prospective job 
01 and Shel';' William FIlWICis is assoc:iaIe. • dean !._".'--. I - I :... I ::;: I applicants. 
,ademy. 1 01 Health and Ufa Sciences, and 1 ~= : - Small said, "An amployer may 
lOle Fink ari GeraldWHlayisacaclamlcadvisor. ::-- -~ i -~.-~ _w __ •. want 10 viawan extracurricuiartran-
· • f th on ThadaDartmantsandchairsaraAl- ~«H(\~ •.• I..'m .. , • 111m ~::... ~ scriplaswellastheacademictran-
i:=w~Downey to top journalism day sCript." 
" now ~ thi>lIynm Berg Downeybacama Inwlvadwith talk worked together," 
• a N~ title u~ The eighth annual SlCAJoumaI- radio at WMAQ in 1982. Ouring the lata 1970$ BocIcmann 
j Au~IC~ d~ Ism Conference will be held at TCC Einan 'Himan, 8SSIsIant pubflC .... worked as a computer oonsuIIant 
year In e ; _. The conference, held IN- lations director lor the Chicego lor several school disIric:ts. In 1980 
.r on that la~. aoyapring lor area high school jour· Bears, will discuss possible careers ha exmIlnaled the usa 01 micrc-
1 team call,. ~ ~ts, wilileature threa in pubflC relaliol!". H~ gradual. computers in aducalion lor the 
Scott Jon/;e distinguished speakers. ed from the UnIVersity of Iowa in _a. While working lor the _a, 
• Man Downey, talk show host on spring, 1984. While in coIl",!e, he ~worked closely with At>-d . WMAQ radio 670 AM (2 - 6 P m. worked two summers as an intern . pia. 'Then Apple gave rna an oller Iii weekdays) ralusadtodisclosait.a intheSportslnlormationOllicalor that I just couldn't relusa," Bock· topIcolhls'speech "Ialwayssave the Green Bay Packers. Harlan mann said. "And I've been here lor 
k'l ppe r b lor a IUrpise ,: Downey said joinad the Baars aitar ha the ~ ~r years." 
" .' .' graduated. In addition 10 speeches and a 
ound, only nim Bel ...... or not I started '?'" In Frad Bockmann, education mar· question and anawer session, 
.m, Ruzich leeI: CalifornIa as,~ rock and '!'" smgar kating spaciaIist with Apple Corn- awards wIH be presented 10 high 
,.perience wei In the 1950s, Downey said. Balore pulers, wi" cIemons1raIe Apple's school students lor their aIfoI1s on 
his days as a singer Downey at· latest desktop publishing system their &tudent newspapers. Editors 
, of the bigges tended ":law York Uni~rsity where Bockmann received his bacheIor'~ from "Star Publications," "The 
'n9 today is lact he ~ a marketing degree. degree In English litaraIIIra from Economist," and "The Tunes" 
whh the play After /lis 80Iging Slint, Downey MiUikin University. He then stUdied judgad the papers in the categor· 
Jt. "I'm tha type racsived his law degree from aducalion administration at Hlinois ies of news writing. editorials, 
,51 with the play LaSalle CoIlege_ Downey loIIowed State University lor his mastar's de- sports, leatures, layout. photogra-
them where' his law and marketing degrees with gree. While at ISU. he taught phy, and general excalIance. 
yeI anoIhar, a Ph.D. lrom the aIamantary school. Heoonllnued to Schools participating in the con-
· of Rich Centra \JnIvenity 01 CalifonU. teach lor 10 years. lerence Include Thornton, Thorn-
'h aims to sir8$! Downey then worked lor m and "I first got Into mic:Io-computers wood, Thornton Fractional North, 
club which las _ the \/Ice president 01 the Can- as a hobby," Bockman~ said. Thornton Fractional South, UHana 
ensiveIy, finish ..... Corporation. He then signed "Soon I realized how waH com- Christian, Hllcresl, and Elizabeth 
in hilling in !hi wtth a firm. puters and .educatlon Seton. 
l 90 out !hart 
Nith every team 
'0 that," RuzicI 
This transaipt will be in addition 
to the Student Grada Transcript, 
thus providing a student with an0th-
er invaluable service to help him 
acquire the best job available. 
The transcript will includa name, 
s~ial security number. date of 
birth, sax, the activities a student 
is associated with, the yaars of the 
activities end speCial awards 
received. 
The release of this information 
will be subject to the individual stu· 
dent's approval. 
>as no! like Ie 
• Ruzich dOe!' 
undence 01 vio 
tradition 01 win 
rcoach. Construction stabilizes school 
always had • 
3S8baH here un 
basketball will> )u haWiOk"f 
,zich said. 
,ping'in as base' 
esigned his p"" 
lSSistant coacIL 
am, headad III 
; a raplacemenl 
.11 596-2000. 
II)' YIcIcy Jarden 
Construction between tha cafe. causa the achooIloses a 101 01 heal 
'~::n~~.: .!::,,':-~~ In. the middle 01 
third and fourth floors. The consouc:tion is baing paid lor 
lhasa IIoora ara no longer level, by Health and Ufa Safety funds. 
which can be evidenced by walking 
down tha halls 01 lhasa 1Ioora. 
Enc:fosing the COUr1yard area and 
adding a roof win save TCC m0n-
ey, according 10 Bruce Aldrich, 
The major construction is sched-
uled 10 be fonlshad In July. When it 
is complalad, collage officials ";11 
datermina how 10 best utillza the 
C'n~..-'" ", tAnl"'h c:::tlirl 
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Graduation deaClline tomorrow 
by John De Young 
Picture a scene with rows of 
long blue robes and tassels on 
blue square hats and one in· 
dividual on the stage saying 
,. . and so we say good~bye to 
the busy halls of this institution in 
which our instructors taught us to 
grow and learn through the 
years.. " 
It's a typicat scene for a gradu· 
ation. A time 10 reflect on memo-
ries like the teacher you found 
most encouraging and teachers 
you're glad to see the last at A 
time for friends to part and con-
tinue with their own lives. Hope-
fully they will encounter new ones 
on their way to fulfill their future 
dreams. 
Tomorrow is the last day to sub· 
mit applications for graduation 
and for participating in this 
ceremony. However. before a stu-
dent can find out if he is a part of 
the graduating class or only a 
spectator, he must consult the re-
cent TCe catalog to find out if he 
meets the graduation require-
ments. One may also check with 
his counselor or advisor before 
submitting the graduation appli-
cation. 
An application can be obtained 
at the Admissions and Records 
office located on the north end of 
Level Two. Return the form to the 
Controller's Office with a $5 tee. 
At2 p.m. June 7, the graduating 
students will be on hand for the 
59th Annual Graduation Com-
mencement to say their final fare-
wells to TCC. No location for this 
event has been disclosed yet; 
however, students should try to 
participate, although attendance 
is not required. 
Weather, fire safety 
procedures outlined 
by Vito Carapezza 
Ueutenant Green of the campus 
~ecurity police has outlined precau-
tions to be taken in the event a 
tragedy strikes the campus. 
If a fire alarm is engaged, the Si9· 
nal is simultaneously transmitted to 
the security office. the boiler room, 
and to the South Hoiland Fire 
Department. 
The fire department then rendez· 
vous at the loading dock with a 
member of the security force who 
then directs them to the fire. 
It severe weather strikes. Green 
also describes measures to be tak-
en if a tornado is eminent in the 
South Holland area, the security of-
fice would be notified by the Weath· 
ar Bureau via radio. 
A college administrator would 
then make a decision to either 
close the school, sending everyone 
home, or if time is crucial. everyone 
would be directed to seek safety in 
the lowest level of the building. 
If a fire alarm is sounded, the 
Campus POlice will immediately re-
spond to the designated building tq 
determine the validity of alarm and 
the extent of fire if in progress. 
The Campus Police dispatcher 
then will immediately notify the 
administrator·in-charge of the loca-
tion of the fire and its seriousness. 
The administrator·in-charge will 
proceed to the location of the 
alarm. 
All fire alarms are a direct hook· 
up and an automatic response by 
the South Holland Fire Department. 
The Campus Police Shift Com-
mander will, upon authorization of 
the administrator-in-charge. initiate 
evacuation proceedings by use of 
tile loud speaker. 
Campus Police. maintenance. 
am buildings and grounds person-
nel wift remain in the building to in-
,ure total evacuation of the affected 
areas. 
Campus Police will remain alert 
in the event that further or total 
evacuation of the buildings be-
comes necessary. 
The administrator-in-charge will 
remain informed of all conditions, 
changes or progress . 
In the event the South Holland 
Fire Department decides that 
evacuation is necessary, their in--
structions must be followed. 
Police personnel will assist all 
elderly and handicapped persons. 
00 not use the elevators. 
If a tomado watch is sounded. 
watch for conditions which exist 
that may spawn a tornado. 
When the message is received 
by the poiice department, the 
administrator-in-charge will be noti-
fied of all information. 
Police officers will be notified to 
watch the area for funnel clouds. If 
a tornado is sighted, the police will 
report to communications. 
If a tornado is expected to hit the 
college. an alarm will be sounded 
and the police will use the public 
address system to inform oc-
cupants of action needed. Oc-
cupants should move to a sheltered 
area, assume a protected position 
and remain until safe to move . 
The maintenance staff of each 
building will be instructed to open 
the outside doors on the lee side of 
the storm. The maintenance staff 
will also be responsible for turning 
off ali the electricity and gas on the 
campus. 
If a tomado is eminent and no 
warnings occur. occupants are 
urged to take cover by getting un-
der anything that will provide pro-
tection. All bunds should be closed 
if time allows. 
After the tornedo has passed, re-
main in place until instructed to 
move or evacuate by the police. 
The Courier 
Jolly ole' England trip 
planned for 16-day tour 
The Division of Arts, Communi· 
cations and Humanities announces 
its 1987 Summer Travel Study Pro-
gram to the British Isles taking in 
England, Scotland and Wales. 
Art instructor larry Wehner will 
conduct the 16<tay tour which 
leaves on June 8. The cost of the 
~rjp (no! Including tuition and fees) 
IS $1,875 which does mclude air· 
fare, hOlels, land transportation and 
some meals 
A security deposit of 5200 should 
be made immediately to reserve a 
spot. Fina! payment of $1.675 is 
due by May 8. A single room option 
is available, and airfare rnav he 
Charged separately on Master Card 
or Visa. 
Two or three college credits lilay 
be earned 
Three pre-trip seminars will be· 
held on May 16. 23. and 30, from 
9 a.m. to noon in Lecture Hal! B. 
For further information. call the 
Division Office at Ext. 297 
Scholars named as new Phi Theta Kappa members 
Sixty·eight students have been 
elected to Phi Theta Kappa for Fall, 
1986. 
Eligibility requirements for the 
honorary fraternity indude: being a 
fuU-time student at a two-year col-
lege; having at least a "8" aver· 
age; and having good mora! 
character 
These students may obtain their 
certificates in Room 3140 from Lois 
Chapman, chapter co-sponsor. 
An induction ceremony for the 
students, along with students elect· 
ed in Fall, 1985, and Spring, 1986, 
will be held in the late spring. 
Students elected include: Kim-
berly Sue Balsley, Barbara E. Beat-
tie, Kathy M. Beny, Julie A. 
Blocker, Dawn L Blue, Deborah 
Ann BocheneK, Fred Brehm, 
Wayne E. Broski, Bertha Brown. 
and Tina C. Bucci. 
KadOW. Anna Marie Suggs Land. 
Patricia Jean Lesniewski. Thomas 
J. Loftus, Ann Peifer McCaleb, 
Lynette Madsen. and Wm. G. Mal-
fitano. 
Also, Gregory M. Mordaunt, 
Theresa R Munoz, Denise M. Mur ~ 
phy. Colieen M. Nelson, Holly 
Elaine Na...vakowski, Andrea M. Os· 
trander, Kelly Anne. Pesic. David 
C. Plonczynski, Eugene E. Popa, 
and Dawn Renee Ray, 
Also. Kelly Ann Reckner, Gar· 
land D. Richards, Marilyn R. Riek-
ert, Martin M. Ruiz, Douglas 
Stephen Ryan. Virginia L Ryan, 
Business olympics 
to test skills 
Bridgette A. Sabados. Melinda K 
Sadler, Karen Sue Sass, Pamela. 
Jean Scanlon. 
Also,.Tammy June Sichak. Dari· 
anne A, Sikora, Janice M. Spring~ 
steen, Jim E. Springsteen. 
Kathleen T. Sreniawski, Suzanna 
R. Stacy, Susan Swan, Ray Andels 
Swanson, Diane M. Swearingen. 
and Janice L. Tomky. 
Also, Nancy Ann Tuskan, Debrd 
O. Varble, Sharon Jane Verbeek. 
Barbara Anne Wallish, Edward 
Wesselhoff. Catherine Willard. 
Robert J. W~lson Jr .• and Anna E 
Yuske. 
Love 
The spirit 01 competition and Continued from page 2 
recognition of superior achIeve· could sandwich the rest of your 
ment will be brought to the campus mortal lives together. Wouldn't \le.,. 
on April 10 in a special business- want that for yourself?" . 
Also, James E. Deane, Beverly oriented olympics for area high "No. I really don't think I cou:i 
A. OeNeal, Colleen DeYoung, Scott school students. handle something of that natu!'E:. 
A. Fleming, Debra Flisiak, Jacque- The Division of Business. Inlor· Thanks for the advice, though." 
line Ann Gaik. Susan L Gibson, mation Systems. and Office This story may tell little or noth-
Barbara Gubitz, Usa A Gulan and Careers is sponsoring this event for ing about love. but its moral may bo 
Cindy Joan Halajcsik. the 250 students from the residen· that if one gives someone a long 
Also, Karen L_ Hester, Kim M. tia! high schools in the field 01 enough answer. that person won't 
Hfcc~s'CjoShnson to~nvface 
Harvey re ... election bid 
by Vito Carapezza mayor has but one. It taKes a twO- will do seminars to shOwcase aca· 
David Johnson is a father, a Tee third majority to pass an action; demic excellence. 
teacher, and last, but not least, the her,ein lies the key to the.extreme Johnson views the college as a 
mayor of Harvey. The fate of his re- reststance the mayor receives from place too job orientated. He sees 
election bid will be decided in Tues- th~ city ~uncit. Johnson ~rceives it as "a place where you come in 
day's election. thiS resIstance as old politiCS ver- for two years and get a union card." 
Johnson's roots are welt estab-- sus new with an attitude that is Johnson encourages students to 
lished in Harvey. His father was resistant to change. take more interest in local and eiv· 
born there, and Johnson, for the Regarding Tee's future, John- ic affairs. 
most part, was raised there. son hopes t.M bo:ard of trustees will Johnson believes being a mayor 
Johnson's wife, Willa, is a coun- c:ome to gn~ With the stark reali- and a teacher are lobs which go 
selor at Moraine Valley Communi- ties ~ncemlng the school's future. h.and in hand. For him, being mayor 
ty College. He has two daughters He thinks the school should try to and teacher provides a balance be· 
ages five and nine. draw In more talent, and he tween theory and practice. 
Johnson's stated priorities, in that 
order of importance, are" my fami~ 
Iy, my profession. and my avoca-
tion." He regrets that the children 
of activists such as himself must 
suffer. He sees his family mostly at 
breakfast and when they attend 
church together. 
Johnson attended TeC for two 
years, Howard University, in 
Washington, D.C., where he 
received his bachelor's degree, 
and Rutgers University. in New 
Brunswick, N.J., where he received 
his master's degree. He majored in 
_______________ .... political science w~h minors in ec0-
nomics and Spanish and received 
his master's degree in social 
A Bacbelor of Arts Degree in 
Art, Design or Fashion 
Interior de:;ign. gnphie dc:;ign. 
iIluslraliun. phowg.raphy. fashion tk-sign. 
b,~hi()n merch:mdising and management. 
.j.p .. -.lr SA lkgrc:c . ."!·yeac AAS tk-gree. 
Transfer credit acceptcd. Cl:lsscS Sl..J.r[ 
June: and September. Day and e\'t:ning. 
'-"'rife.' ur pilone; 
RAY COLLEGE OF DESIGN 
A V 0 G 
Chicago C2f1lpUS: (;Sll) 280·3500 
.,uI.Nurth \\'alu~h Avcnuc. Chk·:l,.,.·u. It 6U611 
science education. 
Teaching has been Johnson's 
mainstay for 15 years. He nas 
taught Afro-American history, blac.k 
I~erature, urban stuQles and sociol-
ogy. His history classes deal with 
urban and rural America, Afrie" and 
slavery . 
Political experience came to the 
forefront of Johnson's life when he 
was "'ectad to a local school board 
in 1978. where he served two con~ 
secutive terms through 1984 . 
As Harvey's mayor, Johnson 
tt dilfieull to effect a change. 
Under Harvey's commission form 
of govemment. the mayor has no 
veto power and no executive pow~ 
ers. When in council, his two roles 
consist of administrative and legis-
Woodfield c:lmpus: (312) 885-,450 iative duties. 
999 Punl)rin·:Schaumburg.lt 60ti3 The Harvey council requires 
______ ---' three voleS to effect an action, the 
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Bulldogs take 
!!!~!chd pl~ac~, e~_ 
eight teams made the trip to Men s basketball 
Michigan in quest of the National 
Junior College AIhIeticAssociatian 
(NJCAA) Division If Championship. 
Only one would leave elated. A 
handful would depart dsappointed, 
but yet satisfied, wlille the lower 
two or three would simply say, "It 
was a nice try." 
For Ralph MUler and his Bul\. 
dogs, who packed up and left for 
home with I'M> of three wins, the 
lrfp was good enough for a third-
"We had a shot at win-
ning the whole darn 
thing. I believe we were 
the best team In the tour-
nament. We did not have 
the best players, but we 
executed the best as a 
team." 
Ralph Miller 
ptace finish. But they also went 
home with the quesIlon, ''What if?" 
Such a question is always 
presant with a team thal came so 
close to a national tide. 
The Bundogs must wonder, 
''What If Tracy WIlson didn't get 
hurt7 Would ha have helped pun 
ment or a junior colege tourna-
ment, every team can Iooi< back on 
Its season with a sense of acc:orn-
ptlshment. After all, the team must 
have done something right to gat 
there. 
For the Blildogs, a North Central 
C<lmmunlty OlIlege C<lnference 
(N4C) crown was one bright reftec.. 
tion of Its fantastic 31-4 season. 
''We had a shot at winning the 
whole dam thing," Miller said. "In 
tha three games, we "'ayed about 
110 minutes of exceflent baskat-
ball. I believe we were the best 
team in the tournament. We cfld not 
have the best players, but we ax-
ecuted betIer as a team, given our 
abUItles and nmilatlons." 
As things IUrned out. MichIgan's 
own Oakland College received the 
label of the best NJCAA DivIsIon II 
school In the nation with a Yictory 
over Allegheny, which settled tor 
second place. 
For the Bulldogs, everything 
started out well, as they downed 
toumamant fawrIte Mercer College 
of New Jersey (fourth place) 84-74 
In the March 12 opener. 
DespIte a 32-23 deficit late In the 
first half, TCC ctosed the to 
36-35 at haltllme. MHIer 
The C<lurter 
School, led the way with 21 
and 16 rebounds whOe sophomore 
Tyron Love punched In 20. Point 
guard Mark carpenter hit for 16 
which Included some key 
....,~.,..,....;..;down the stralch In 
the first team AIl-Toumament team. 
On the rebounding end, McClay 
puRed down 13 rebounds, and 
Frank DunIgan also collected nine 
boalds to establish some force un-
:-_', _:_~ ... WIth WIson;;;;';;'~_ 
about one shot at the 
possession 1Iuoughout the 
hBH. 
But the fun was put on hold 
one night for TCC, and Its 
hopes fel upon hard times the 
lowing night (Friday). 
Allegheny spoiled 
chances In a 92-67 
bilerwhlch saw Newell 
son high 33 points (13 of 
the Reid). Newell also was 
sible for putting the game in 
time when he COMected on 
thrae-polnler to tie the 1COI'8. 
But due to WIlson's key 
(anlde) with six minutes 
In regulallon, the Bulldogs did 
have thai extra punch which II1t dar 
6-foot-4 forwanI (22 points, 13 ... , ~: 
bounds) pnMded before he was A 
unden:uI gdng for • layup. i 
cond game against Pennsylvania's the locker room, team ax- Sophomores Claude Newell and boalds In the Mercer game, and "We gave them (Alleghany). ::: 
Allegheny 0lI1ege?" ploded with 49 second-haII points Angelo McClay each added 12 \hat was the kay," Miller said. "Wi\. chance to play, and they kept COfII., 
''Could wehave beaten touma- and then proceeded 10 lead by 10 points apiece to sIabIIize the 111om- son, McClay and Dunigan just did Ing at us," MUIer aaId, who .... 
ment champion Oakland College If or 1511mlughout the game to 0¥81'- ton aIIack. • great job In the paint. .. nessed his Bultdogs blow .. 
we were to get by AIegh8ny7" come the Mercer club. I Newell, out of G8!!e Park, went TCC's rebounding strength was 13i101nt lead '" halftime. ''WI 
nlWh~ether:=:..Il.It·:.s ~the::.:NC;::;::;AA::.:tou=m:::a-::......:Wl::::ls~on::-..:a~fr;:es=.:hlllm::iailln~fr~0l.lim~on::.:to~ICOI'8=:,33::::!.land=.:::38~:lnts:::.:ln~the=. avIcIent as Mercer was arty aJiOwe!l continued on page 7, ~,(. . Ward 're-warded'i 
C 
IE 
te 
'. , conference MVP ~<;'C;::;!!!e!!c:. m~~!2l.Cc sE~!!s te?ms by~TCCladyBuRdog Women's 'II en 
losers and winners. and then The hoop teams - led by Some hard evidence does ax- baskatball season did not produce c& k tb II 
!hens are dynasties. haad COIIChea FIIIJph Mliter for ,1st after all. Last year, MUter's a national championship, the as e a ! • 
'But they're not the type you the men and Bill fink far tha clUb did not win conIetence, but 1986-87 edl1lon did produce othar of the Year he 
_onllllevt8lon IMIIYW"'*- women. MIller won his 100th they managed to get by tha things such as the N4Cconference ''OenIse ~tre~ t:' ~~ a couple of win- .::r.;:::::. ~= tIIIe ~~~~=.:;. a Iysince her first game at TCC and u.:;: 
nlngseasons and sports people men! at MicIIIgen, where they big hand in thai conference cham- :: =r:.~.:.. ~ Ii 
teem the team lIS. potential dr- IInIahed fourth. ,plonship and her efforts were re- I R 
nasty.meanngthere'sapoesi- Nowthalwaswlthninefresh.. warded. The 1985 RIch CentJaf "Denlseeetagoodexampleflr P 
bIIHy of IIWI)' more years of men on the team. Those same High School graduate was unan\. the rest of the pIayers." fink III-
winning -. nine freshmen came back as mousIy named the N4C Most Vatu- dad. "She practiced hard and_ 
11_ lObe the case on.... aophomores and bettered IIIem- ebte player as wei lIS a firs! team cepted coaching because IIhi 
My teveI. whether It's protee. HIves with • thtrd place finish. AIJ.ConIerence choice. wanted 10 be good. We're WI! a, 
sIonaI or coIIeglale. such lIS As afMUlt, _ haS been a , " was surprised When I heard proud of her because aha Is a goad 
TCC. common word mentioned the news," said the 5'11" for- person on and off tha court." i 
Although the naJtonaI Chempi- around campus; and credit haS W8RIIcenter who made the second ; 
onshIp hIlS escaped the )awl of to be given where aedIt Is due. team AI~1erence team as a Ward, • terrtfic vo11eybaii pIajW 
the Bulldogs. the Idea of wInnIn9 The Bulldogs who 818 gradu- treshman last year. "There's a lot as well, made the eecond team M, 
haS been Imbedded in the atinII, such lIS CIaIde Newell, of good players In the conference." =" = ::u::. ~ s: 
minds of the ~ here. MIlk Carpanter, Tyron Low, "1 owe a.tot to coach Flnk.and enttothe\J.-sltyofSouthernll 
Take far exempIe this past 10 AngelO McClay, Eugene Reed, Steve (- coach RuzIch); abama on a fun ..olle~ 
_, gofng beck to Gloria EddIe~, Rodney Stewart they both helped ma so much and scholarship where aha wIB nIIj( 
Hoekstra's me volleybllt years as coach. and John PaIIeraon, wiD leave made the year, exciting for me. We In etementaiy education. , 
squad; led by tlii'likes of T_ 1I,w'" ccuntIng. that's three this lnstitutIon, ,,1cnOwIng they ., sal some go,Is and accomplished 
ea CortIna, NancyGuIlote, Haft. teams who hIMt won In the contributed to two --..uve most of them." Sophornoie g!Iard CIndy a.t; 
cy Rappe, and of cane, 0enIee aame year! appearances In the national AI the start of the season, C<Iach who prepped with Ward at _ 
WanI, CIndy CIarfc. and Karen A dynasty, you eay?~. toumament. which. Is quite a FInk-.dlmprovement,whaIh- Central.JoInadtheeecondteamj f 
BnIlhwaIta, and mmy men who It all depends on how we de- \aSk. er ft was the n..-one player or Conference. 
contributed hea1lily to their fine the term. Calpenter, the speedy point the last player on the bench. 
succeeo. But In order to hIMt • dr- guard, wIB depan alter wimlng Ward was no exception. MaIdng honor8bIe mention 
Shortly efter thet ._, nasty,. steady Stream of talent the conterence's most valuable "We knew she was a good 8th- .aphomOre Sheila Woods, 
some 01 those girts switchad must be poured In year after player award this year while late when we recruited her out of freshmen Usa KraI, Yvette We( 
,.. , • , ..... ,.... • ...... 'Tl>l< """"',......". to be the teammates eweR. a second high school," Ank said. who w~ Karen Brathwaite and San! 
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Registration for summer 
and fall courses begins 
Early registration for summer 
1987 will continue through May 28. 
A full range of credit and non~ 
credit classes will be offered during 
the eight~week summer session 
which begins June 15. 
Summer session registrations 
can be completed in person at the 
Office of Admissions and Records. 
In-person registrations will be ac-
cepted between the hours of 9 to 
11 a.m.,1 t03 p.m. and6t08 p.m. 
Mondays through Thursdays and 
from 9 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. 
Fridays. 
Current and former students may 
also phone in class registrations to 
Ihe college through May 15 during 
the same hours. Payment for regis-
tration, which can now be secured 
by VISA or MasterCard, must be 
received by May 28. 
'ICC'S summer session classes 
meet the needs and interests of 
adults of all ages," said William 
Hafer, dean of admissions. "Com-
munity college students and stu· 
dents enrolled at state coHeges and 
universities can lighten regular 
course loads for the faU and spring 
semesters by completing one or 
more courses over the summer 
months. 
"Other individuals find that sum· 
rnl3!" ~!o!"! classes aft!)!!! them an 
opportunity to pursue special in-
terests or to brush up skiDs for em-
ployment. And, since classes are 
scheduled Mondays through Thurs-
days only. there's plenty of time to 
enjoy long summer weekends," 
Hafer added. 
A wide variety of college-credit 
and non-eredit special interest 
courses are available in the eight-
Civil rights 
leader Raby 
to speak 
Albert Raby, director of the 
Chicago Commission on Human 
lations will be a guest of the Stu· 
t Government Association at 
on May 13 in the Performing 
Center. The lecture is open to 
student body. 
Raby was educated at the 
University of Chicago and then 
aught in the Chicago Public 
Is from 1960 to 1965. 
Raby has been a lifa-Iong, active 
pporter of the civil rights move-
In 1982 he returned to Chica· 
to manage the mayoral 
mpaign of Congressman Harold 
ashington. 
week summer session which in~ 
eludes two four~week mini~ 
sessions. Credit offerings are avail· 
able in the following subjects: art. 
accounting, biOlogy, biomedical 
electronics, building construction, 
business. business law. chemistry, 
computer aided design (CAD), data 
processing, economics. education, 
electronics technology. English, fire 
science, first aid, geography, geol· 
ogy. graphic arts, health science, 
history. humanities. law enforc& 
ment. mathematics. music, nutri-
tion. paralegal, philosophy. 
photography, physical education, 
political science, psychology. read-
ing, sociology, special education, 
speech, teacher aide. typing and 
welding. 
Non-credit offerings for adults 
range from physical fi1ness and bal-
let/jazz dancing to photography, 
sign language and travel agency 
techniques. Special interest class- .' (io,dl$pell 
es for kids include drawing and I 
painting, ballet, Spanish and 
microcomputers. 
Students can begin planning Ic&lebratethe 
classes for fall by signing up in a 
special registration being offered in 
May. 
Classified degree/certifICate stu· 
dents can register until May 21, and 
stud8!'!ts-a!-!arg9 ca.'1 feg!St9f from 
May 19 to 21 to secure classes 
without payment until tall. 
For more information regarding 
summer or fall dasses contact the 
Office of Admissions 
Readers Theatre plans evening 
by Kathy Sommer 
Past and present drama students 
will perform at 8 p.m. May e in the 
Performing Arts Center for the 11 th 
annual "An Evening of Interpre-
tation." 
Smith Brand, speech and thea-
ter teacher, said approximatly 15 
performances will be given in the 
field of dance, song and oral in· 
terpretations. The Readers' Thea· 
ler is free to the public and will ba 
follOWed by a reception in the lob-
by sponsored by the Scriblerus 
ClUb. 
Included in the evening are the 
presentations of the Terrence 
Wright Memorial Scholarship 
Award and the Language and C0m-
munications Student of the Year 
Award. The Student of the Year 
Award was first presented five 
years ago and is awarded to_ one 
student from the Communication 
Department chosen by a commit· 
tee of the department's faculty. 
The Terrence Wright Memorial 
Scholarship Award is a theater 
scholarship presented 10 one tech· 
nical theater student or actor in 
memory of Terrence Wright, a tech-
nical theater student of Brand who 
was killed in an automobile acci-
dent 11 years ago. In recognition of 
the loss, Brand established the stu· 
dent performance evening along 
with the award given in Wright's 
name. 
"The students who per10rm are 
usually past or present students of 
mine," Brand remarked. 
During the years both the num-
ber of per1icipants and audience 
members have continued to in-
crease. The event gives the stu-
dents a chance to applaud their 
fellow students, Brand said. There 
is a "variety of entertainment, not 
strictly one kind of entertainment 
but music, dance and interpreta-
tions of readings." he said. 
Hola, Spanish students 
by John DeYoung 
Have you wanted to travel to one 
of those places where the only Ian-
guage you hear is the native Ian· 
guage, but you couidn'l afford it? 
How about a place like Mexico or 
Spain? 
Well, your pockets may be emp-
ty. but Jean Sedlack has the cure. 
Sedlack, an instructor in the Com-
munication Arts Depanment, and 
her Spanish-speaking colleagues 
will hold Spanish Day from 8:30 
am.' 2:15 p.m tomorrow in the For· 
eign language Offices and in 
Room 2118. 
traditions. Only Spanish will be 
spoken. 
"They must sign a pledge in the 
beginning of the day to use no oth· 
er language except Spanish," Sed-
lack said. 
The 65 high school students whO 
have had at least two years of 
Spanish·speaking courses will 
have their chance to use their giv-
en ability. "We do not correct the 
students; it's just a good way to let 
them survive in this language," 
Sedlack pointed out. 
Throughout the day. students will 
.... ___ A_lbe_rt_R_B_by ___ -I participete in Spanish culture and 
She emphasized that learning 
new cultures and seeing different 
things wiD enable students to have 
a "muy bien" time. 
• The time has come, 
but what 'time' is it? ........ p. 2 
• Three students 'Slide' 
into the future of rock 'n' roll ...... p. 6 
• AI Campanis opens up II whole 
new ballgame with racial injuslice .•.... p. 8 
SGA readies for its elections 
The Student Government Association is accepting petitions for the 
OfffCeS of president, executive vice-president. vice-.president of program~ 
mingo vice-president Qf financial affairs, secretary-sanator and senator 
during the 1987-88 academic year. 
Candidates for president and executive vice-president must have a 
2.75 grade point average (GPA); vice-president of programming, Vic&-
president of financiaJ affairs. secretary-senator and senator all need to 
have a 2.25 GPA. 
All currently enrOUed students who wish to represent their student 
body should contact Linda Small in Rcom 2118A prior to May e. Elec· 
tions will be held May 18 and 19. 
Artist Arnold to discuss art 
Artist Ralph Arnold will discuss his philosophy on art from 9 am. to 
noon on May 6 in the Dorothia Thiel Gallery, Room 4141. The lecture 
wilt be followed by a question and answer session. This event. whio:h 
is sponsored by the Office of Student Development and the Division 
pf Arts and Humanities, is open to aU students. 
Amotd's works are in several private coUections. He is an instructor 
at Loyofa University where he was honored as Teacher oltha Year for 
1988. Arnold is also a member of the Illinois Arts Council. His major 
works deal with collages and printmaking. 
Johnson lIoted into 2nd term 
by Vito Cerapezza 
David Johnson has won a second consecutive term as mayor of Har-
vey. In the April 7 election, Johnson defeated chaHenger Damon Rock· 
ett by a vote total of 3.465 to 3,035. 
Johnson said he is very happy he won. He wishes to express his grati-
tude to the people of Harvey and to the faculty and s.udent body of TCC 
for all the support he has received. 
As the continUing mayor, Johnson said his top priorities are cpmbat-
ing crime, improving housing. and encouraging a steady economic 
growth. He still hopes, more than ev .... that the college will playa ma-
jor role in developing the city's economy regarding housing and ec0-
nomic growth. 
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by IIlto Carapezza 
"An Evening of Interpretation 
and Awards." took place on May 8 
in the Performing Arts Center. 
The program began with Mary 
Grant. accompanied by her daugh· 
ters. Singing. "Come and Share My 
Lov .... followed by Lori Ruddy. who 
read from Neil Simon's "The Star 
Spangled Girl," 
Ruddy was iollowed by James 
Conley's comic reading of "What 
Goes on in Ladies' Restrooms.·' 
Rick Hanzelin then performed a 
dramatic reading from "Cain Rose 
Up." Ruby Clayton. performed a 
dramatic reading from "California 
Suite." Julie Barto, Patricia Les-
niewski, and Darlene Murray then 
performed a combination of read· 
ings and songs entitled, "The 
Lovers. the Dreamers and Me." 
After intelTIlission, John DeY-
oung. accompanied on piano by 
Ruth Bowers, sang "Somewhere," 
from "West Side Story." Jill Cybor· 
ski and Don Pietranczyk followed 
with solo dance routines. Colleen 
Nelson then read from "The Wreck 
of the Hesperus." 
Poetry was represented by Annie 
Rufus who performed readings 
from "American Heartbeat," 
"WordS like Freedom," "We Real 
Cool," "The Negro Speaks of 
Rivers," and by Edward Podslad-
lik who pertormed readings by 
Catullus: "2." "5," and "8." 
Tina Marie Richmond then gave 
a reading of a scene from "Cat on 
a Hot Tin Roof." Darlene Murray 
followed with a bag lady sketch 
called "Aiice," which she authored. 
Courier and Cunningham receive three awards 
by Tim Berg 
The Courisr received three points was achieved in both the documents'" and Best Investiga-
awards in a national newspaper page design and art and advertise- tive School Related Story for 
competition for 1986. The compe- ment categories. The paper "Community deals college reteren-
tition was sponsored by the Ameri· received an overall score of 915 out dum lOss." 
can Scholastic Press Association. of 1,000 points. Cunningham's poet story was 
The paper earned Overall First "You have an excellent publica- written about Pulitzer prize winner 
Place for community colleges with tion which shows a tremendous Gwendolyn Brooks' visit to TCC. 
student populations of 2.500 or amountoftime. energy. and talent His referendum slory dealt With yet 
more. The paper was judged on by editors. staff members and ad· anoth.r denial of a budget proposal 
content co_age. page design. visor." the judging staff said, by the community on March 18. 
generaf plan. art and advertising. Also. formar Courier staff mem- 1986. 
editing. and creativity. ber Kevin Cunningham received The American Scholastic Press 
Judging was dona on a point sys- two awards. Best School Related Association serves more than 1.300 
tem. The maximum amount of Story for "Poet shares 'human schools throughout L'le country. 
JnJefil11c'president. Koeller 
Jo'reseesproductlve stay 
-~.. Kathy Sommer Ilona. services, has filled in as act- in Palos Hills. holds a bachelor of 
James O. Koeller has assumed science degree from Northern I~ 
position of Interm president at· linois University, a master of arts 
Jer baing appointed by Iha board of from the University of Illinois. and 
\rustees a! B special meeting April a doctorate of education from loye-
r.. As a resutt of an agreement be- la Universdy. Koeller served as in· \ween the college and Iha Associ- term pr.sident at Oakton 
iallon 01 Commun~y College Community College for six months 
jfrustees. Koeller will officiate as in 1984. 
ulllil a permanent 
Is found. .,. • 
';Koeller vlews his job lIS prepar. 
Iha InstituIion to make a healthy 
. nrnentforlha next president 
enter. "I don'! intend 
~to impair Iha who assumes this perTnanent basis." Koeller said. 
,'The position became vacant af· I '; . 100M. president James l. ~vanko mslgned on Feb. 26. Our· jng Iha twQ..month 1mnSition. Daniel §"~~"';'~~~~=-i {T. Haves. YIoftpresident of educa· 
"That was a very enjoyable ex· 
p9rience. and I am sure this will be 
the same." Koeller said. "I have 
received a gracious and warm wel~ 
coma and am looking toward to 
WOIking with Sludentsand staff dur-
ing the next few months." 
During his stay KoeII.r hopes to 
g.t the budget "put to bed." His 
personal goal is to implement a re-
vised stUdent handbook and heve 
it in Iha hands of afl the students 
this lall. 
To conclude the night's entenr.l~': 
ment, Lisa O. St. John and Don 
Pietranczyk did a comedy routine 
called, "A Tribute to Dr. Seuss." 
Following the night'S entertain-
ment, awards were gIVen for crea-
tive excellence to selected students 
of the New Scriblerus SocIety. Lan-
guage and Communications Stu-
dents of the Year were announced 
with Annie Rufus and Joe Cond! 
shanng top honors. Finally, the Ter-
rence Wright Theatre SCholarship 
award went to Latoya Labose. 
by John DeYoung 
A strike will be furthest thing on 
the teachers' minds for the next two 
years. 
James Flynn. TCC Faculty As· 
sociation president, and Rita Page, 
Board of Trustees chairman, an-
nounced May 5 that both sides 
have come to an agreement 
regarding facuity salaries and 
benefits. 
"We realized that we need to 
work together to do what's best for 
the community." Flynn said. 
Negotiations started at the end of 
March. The two-year final agree-
ment calls for a 2.4 percent salary 
increase in the 1987-88 academic 
year, resulting in a cost to the col· 
lege 01 $9,8.000. 
Teachers will receive a 4.8 per-
cent increase for 1988-89. 
Along with the salary increase, 
fringe benefits were boosted as 
w.lI. A $400 increase per faculty 
member will b. funded from the 
Special Levies (Insurance) Fund for 
fringe benefits. 
The summer school fiscal year 
salaries for 1988-89 wefe also in-
creased. After being frozen for a 
number of years, the additional 
step equals two-tenths of a one per· 
cent increase. 
Along with other contract issues. 
the early retirement incentive was 
continued. lb. college will pay 
$7.500 to an eligibl. faculty mem-
ber who retires prior to June 30, 
1986. 
Job training available 
by Ted Bishton 
An eight-week employment pro-
gram to provide employment trajn-
ing opportunities for economically 
disadvantaged youth will be held 
this summer at the college. 
To be eligible for the summer 
work program. participants must be 
1610 21 years of age. citizens of the 
United States, and residents of 
south suburban Cook County, Fa· 
mily income must be at or below 
the level designated for the family 
size 
Funds for the summer youth em-
ployment program are provided 
• Spare the rod, 
through a Job Training Partnership 
Act (JTPA) grant. 
The program will be headed by 
Carol Bruell. JTPA coordinator. lb. 
work schedule will run from June 
29 through Au!!. 21. 
Participants will be assigned to 
either clerical or maintenance pe-
sitions at the coflege campus. work-
ing 22 hours p.r w.ek at $3.50 per 
hour. Work schedules will be ar· 
ranged with supervisors. 
To determine eligibility lor the 
program visit the JTPA Office in 
Room 4124A or call 331-4369. 
spoil the neighborhood .•••.• p. 2 
• Tee says goodbye to three 
irreplaceable faculty members ••.•• p. 6 
• Bulldogs snatch sectionals, 
College athletes ill perspective •••.•.•.•.• p. 8 
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Tomkiw named PR Director 
by Kathy Som,mer go as weD as a public relations as-
A new public relations and mar· sociate at Christ Hospital and 
keting director began working at Medical Center in Oak Lawn. Torn-
the college Monday. kiw also has worked as a reporter, 
John Tomkiw was named to the freelance writer, and Hlustrator. 
position at the April 27 Board of Recommended by a five-
Trustees meeting. member colIege-wide committee, 
The board approved the hiring of Tomkiw will be replacing former 
John Tomkiw as the new Director director Judi Mack. The committee 
01 Public Relations and Marketing was comprised of Chairman Bruce 
at the April 27 meeting. Aldrich, dean 01 administrative 
Tomkiw holds a Bachelor of Arts services; Commodore Cralt, dean 
dagree in communications Irom of instruction; William J. Hafer, 
DePaul University. His prior ex· dean of admissions; Marsha 
perience includes work as an ac· Phelps, marketing and advertising 
count executive at Jasculca/· instructor. and Susan Sebok, jOur. 
Terman and Associates of Chica- nalism and English instructor. 
Foundation scholars named 
Thirteen students have been 
named the recipients 01 the Th0rn-
ton Cornmurily College Foundation 
Academic Scho!arstlip Awards. 
The awards are presented annual-
ly to students with outstanding 
acadmic achievements. Eligibility 
lor the award is based on a cumula· 
tive grade point average 01 3.5 or 
above of a full-time student. The 
The 1987 winners are DebOrah 
Michelin and Daniel Paic of Calu-
met City; Steve Michaels and ed-
ward Podsiadlik III of Chicago; Kim 
Himba 01 Harvey; Perri Iburg, D0n-
na Voas and Angela Zama of lans-
ing; Theresa Hennessy of 
Midlothian; Cethi Kadow, of Oak 
Forest, Sandra Wilczynski of Pos-
en; and VICki Brunelle and Richard 
Kovacic of South Holland. 
Hafer wins Advocate Award 
Dean of Admissions William J. 
Hafer has been named 1I1e recipi· 
ent of the 1987 TCC Foundation 
Advocate Award. A plaque in 
recognition of this honor was 
presented to Hafer at the Founda· 
tion's Second Annual Dinner-
Fundraiser, "Building Our Future 
Together," held April3l at the Har· 
vey Holiday Inn. 
Established in 1986, the TCC 
Foundation Advocate Award is 
presented in recognition of out· 
standing ad"""""Y or support of the 
educational programs and services 
of the college. Support can take 1I1e 
form of significant financial contri-
butions, efforts to increase under· 
standing and appreciation of the 
college, development or implemen-
tation of project(s) that enhance 1I1e 
programs and services of the col· 
lege or that have local, regional or 
national impact 
Hafer, who has held the position 
of dean of admissions since 1974, 
has given the college his dedicat· 
ed service for over 21 years. He has 
served as a business depanment 
instructor. coordinator of vocation· 
al guidance and placement, and 
coordinator of financial aid and 
placement. Hafer hclds bachelor of 
science and master of SCience 
degrees from Northern Illinois 
University. 
In nominating him for the award, 
Vice President of Educational Serv· 
ices Daniel Hayes noted 1I1at Hafer 
has "dealt personally with literally 
thousands of TCC students and 
has been an exemplary em-
ployee." 
Hayes further Staled, "Bill Haf.r 
has always maintained a very posi. 
tive, enthusiastic attitude toward 
the college, its employees, and its 
students, and he exemplifies the 
very spirit for which the Advocacy 
Award is given." 
Bullies 
continued from page 2 
older kids. But lor us youngsters, 
i! was sheer heH. Theywoufd throw 
us in the back ,!leat of their cars, 
olten snatching us right from our 
Iront lawns, drive about a mite away 
and then kick us out. Then we 
would start 1I1e long walk home. 
Occasionally, when we were 
almost back hcme,!hay would pick 
us up, take us far away,and drop 
us all again. 
They told us that we were walk· 
ing too quicldy and that we should 
walk slower. So we did. What else 
could we do? It was comply with 
what !hay said or die. 
Now • am a part of the older 
generation in 'the neighborhood. 
However, thingS have changed. 
Recently, I was cleaning up aller 
my dog in the Iront yard. • saw two 
youngsters coming up the side-
walk; and • thought that I would try 
to exercise my power. "Hey," • 
said. "Come here and clean this 
stull up lor me. Nowl" 
I didn't receive quite the reaction 
• had anticipated. These small ch~· 
dren iaughed ai me and told me to 
ge11ost. Somehow they knew what 
I had gone through as a child. And 
they knew that I could never put 
them through the same thing. So 
they chose to be as obnoxious as 
my elders were. 
N. that time • figured everything 
out. It all runs in cycles. I can em. 
pathize with the generation that will 
come after this new batch of hood-
lums. I'm either going to have to 
move out or take some first-ald 
classes so I can patch them up. 
student failing to repcxt for an examination at the scheduled lima must first ~~ 10 the Director of the Division in 
the _waS scheduled or the Off ... of Educaiional Services. Room 2130. Provisions for possibfe make-up will 
on an individual basis. In Il\05l cases theno wiU be a $5 chafge for taking an 8IOIII1ination at an unscheduled 
Examinations will be adminislered in the room in which the class normally me8ts uP18ss infonned otherwise. 
3. Examinalions for cowses nonnaIly meeting for more lhan one period each day will be given at the time col'~pondi~g I 
10 the first period in which the couose mealS. ., ,; 
Dor(s)lEwnIng(s, DaIO Time 
CIasa 01 01 
Normatty Meets Exam 
, 
Exam .,.. \, 
1; Th; l'Il1; T-Th-F Mon., June 1 8:00- 10:00 
M; MoW; M.w.F; M'Ill: M·F; W-F: F Mon., June1 10:15 • 12:15 
M; MoW; M-W-F; M-Th; M·F; W-F; F Mon., June 1 1:00 • 3:00 
M; MoW; M-W-F; M-Th; M-F; W-F; F Mon., June 1 3:15- 5:15 
1; Th; 1'111; 'Rh-F 1Ues. • .Iu\1e.2 8:00 -10:00 
M; MoW; M-W-F; M'01; M-F; W-F; F lUes., June 2 10:15-12:15 
1; Th; l'Th; l'Th-F Tues, June 2' ' 1:00-3:00 
T; Th; 1'111; l'Th-F Tues., June 2" .. - 3~5- 5:15 
M; MoW; M-W-F; M-Th; M-F; W·F; F Wed .• June 3 8:00-10:00 
1; Th; l'Il1; l'Th-F Wed .. June, 3 10:15 • 12:15 
M; MoW; M-W-F; M-Th; M·F; W-F; F Wed:, JuneS 1:00-3:00 
M-F; W-F; F June 3 3:15·5:15 
1.1; !.\.IN; M-W-F; M'Ib; "'·F; W-F; F -,---. 8:00-10:00 
1; Th; l'Il1; T-Th-F 1O~5- 12:15 
1; Th; 1'111; l'Th-F 1:00-3:00 
1; Th; l'Th; T-Th-F 3:15-5:15 
6:00 Classes tesI at same time and day as _ througIloUIs8mesrat· . 
EvenIng and SaIURIey a-
Saturday • Exam on June 6 -.clay . Exam on June 3 
Monday • Exam on June 1 ThUlSday • Exam en June 4 
~ • Exam on June 2 FricIaI'" Exam 
I;' 
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A fond farewell to three retirin 
by Vito Cerapezz~ 
Three faculty members have an- bachelor's degree in biology and his master's in biology. 
nounced retirements for the end of chemistry wrth a minor in math. He Denier sees Tee as one of the 
the spring pr summer semesters. also attended the UniverSity of best two-year colleges around and 
James S. DenIer. instructor in North Dakota where he received says he will greatly miss the faculty 
Health and !.ife Sci~s. William and students when he leaves this 
A. Bourland. counselor, and Ray· spring semester. His wife, Janice. 
mond Sherman.ln~U\l\Or In Su;;i· and all rIVe of their children have at-
ness. Informafion Systems. and tended Tee. 
Office Care~ wiU end their full- After retirement, Denier plans to 
time teaching careel'$ al Tee. travel abroad and also to build up 
JamesS. Denier hZ$ b\len leac.h- his part-time business which paints 
ing for ~ yeal'$. His car_ ~an stripes on parking lots and driving 
by teaching b"ketball In North courses. In his spare time he also 
Dakota. lind he movtd to Califor- coaches the Arbor Park District 
nia in 1956 and laugh! science for basketball team. 
nine yeal$ Qt the jomW high level. William A Bourland. a veteran of 
He moved back to the Midwest the Korean war. has been a coun-
when he began leaching biology at selor at Tee for 20 years. He is a 
TCC in the fall 1!le6. His motivation native of Illinois and is presently liv-
forcomingbacktothear.aw~his ing in Midlothian with his wife. 
relatives who were lOt;8ted here. Jean. a medical rec.ords supervisor 
At Valley State CoIIQIlO in North at SI. Francis Hospital. Both of his 
.0~a;k~0~ta~'..;D~e~n~le~r~r8;c;8.iVi!";d:...;h~i;S~=_=':==;;; ___ =- sons are TCC graduates. 
I Bourland's teaching career be-
gan in 1956 al the high school lev-
el in Cairo. III., where he was the 
director of testing for five yearn. He 
then transferred to District 218 and 
served asa 
er and Richards High Schools. 
Bourland's conoge education be-
gan at Southern Imnois University 
at Carbondale where he received 
bachelor's and master's degree in 
teaching. 
"I will miss TeC:~ Bourland said. 
where he has a great affection for 
the teachel'$ and students. He also 
faculty 
said that Tee does an excellent job 
educating students. considering its 
financial status. 
After retiring this summer, 
Sourland said he would like to trav-
el. dabble in photography and ge-
ology. and perhaps continue his 
schooling. 
Students and staff will also miss 
another popular instructor. Ray-
mond Sherman. who will teach his 
final business and accounting 
c1asses this semester. 
He has been teaching for 32 
years. beginning his career at a 
small school in central Illinois. 
His family Ine consists of his wite 
and his two cats. After retirement. 
he plans to do "nothing more than 
what he has been doing. "which in-
cludes gardening. oooking. and 
relaxing with his wife. 
As final words from Sherman to 
students and friends. he said, "I will 
miss the contacts I have here." He 
urges his students to "study-and 
don't miSS accounting classes'" 
Paralegal program widens its horizons 
by Kathy Sommer 
Beginning in the fan semester. 
the Division of Business and Infor-
mation Systems will offer an off-
campus paralegal program in 
cooperation with Moraine Valley 
and Prairie State community 
colleges. 
The pnogram will help bring more 
students into the program and to 
Tee since most participants chosa 
to take their electives at Tee be-
cause they are here for their law 
PHONE 
(312) 862-4023 
(312) 862-8621 
classes, according to Jackie Seng-
stan, paralegal coordinator. 
Current plans are in the making 
for a similar program with Govem~ 
ers State Universttv in the spring. 
The classes will be held at Oak 
Forest High School at 4:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays. This site was chosan 
due to its central location with 
cooperative SChools. "PERFECT TYPE" 
Students will be charged in-
O<.telClPMlent I district lUmon on a charge back sys-
Professional Quality 
Home Typing Service 
lern due to the co-op. They will be 
able to take all unrelated classes at 
"'''101'' "'"lSI the school in their district; howev-
er all classes must be 
Term/Research Papers 
Nursing Case Studies 
Thesis, R€tsumes, etc. 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY 
IrN 1I10l0GYANND CHI:MI~JRY 
~ ,~ - -' 
Low Rates 
Pick-up and Deliver 
Available 
Part-time job opportunities available in local laboratories and 
successful job placement record upon graduation 
• Affordable cost - combined tuition Md fees is the lowest of any 
state,supported university in Illinois. Financial Aid is also 
available to Qualified itudents. 
.. Offers a balance between theoretical and applied a:HJrse5 with 
Ph.D. faculty instruction in all classes 
• Prepares students for advanced studies in medical. dental, or 
.veterinary schools or masters/doctoral level work. including MS 
degrees in Environmental Biology or Analytical Chemistry at GSU 
"Average class .sb:e is 15 and hands-on experience with in-
strumentation in laboratories 
Call or write for information and ~tion 
Governors Stale University 
Office of Admissions 
Attn.: Be 
University Park. IL 60466-3190 
(312) 534-SOOO. elrt. 2518 
COVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY IS AN AFFJRMATrvE ACTf:ONI£QUAI, OPPOfl'I\.fNITY UNIVERSJTY 
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sse History 
MR. FRANK M. ZUCCARELLI 
South Suburban College Chairman of the Board 
"On September 19, 1927, Thornton Junior College 
began what is now a 75-year legacy of educational 
opportunity to residents of the south suburban 
region. 
"Now, as South Suburban College, we must learn 
f,'om the progress of those that have gone before 
us, so that we may develop our vision for the 
future. We have benefited from their progress 
because they have shown us that our dreams can be 
achieved, and in doing so have made the road to 
progress a little lighter. The best way we can show 
our respect for their achievements is to use the 
tools that they gave us to better our students and 
the community that we serve. 
"To those past and present, who make this 
progress possible, I thank you." 
l=1"om the Chai1"man 
"'---.., 
1 
84
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t=rom our beginningS'." 
DR. WILLIAM E. McVEY 
First President, Thornton Junior College 
At the c/ose of the College's first year, Dr. McVey 
stated the reasons for the college's establishment and 
his hopes for its future: 
"A very signti'icant step in educational advancement 
was taken by Thornton Township when the junior 
college opened its doors on September 19, 1927 ... It 
has always been the aim of those in charge of the 
educational work at Thornton Township High 
School that the educational advantages offered shall 
not be second to any in the land, and with this idea 
in mind, the junior college was organized ... The 
results achieved thus far give every promise of even 
greater success than was expected when plans for 
the organization of the College began to take definite 
shape. The junior college has already become an 
integral part of the scheme. of education provided 
for the young people of Thornton Township, and 
throughout the years to come it will prove of great 
benefit to those interested in an education beyond 
the regular four years of high school work." 
sse History 
MR. GEORGE DAMMER 
President, South Suburban College 
"Since 1927, South Suburban College has remained 
committed to the mission to Serve Our Students and 
the Community through lifelong learning. 
"South Suburban College continues to deliver a high 
quality of education and support services in 2002. Our 
faculty, ataff, and administration are providing students 
with the tools they need to be successful in today's 
competitive job market. 
"This paat year, South Suburban College experienced 
one of the largest increases of enrollment in the state, 
and one the largest increases in SSC hiatory. The 
results achieved thus far give promise of even greater 
success in the future. 
"Over the course of 75 years, South Suburban College 
has become an integral part of the education provided 
in the south suburban community. I look forward to 
working together to build on this foundation, and to 
meet the challenges in the years to come" 
".to our future. 
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Past presidents 
4 
Dr. Clifford R. Maddox 
1948 
Mr. Joseph B. Stephens 
(approximately) 1948 
Dr. A. V. Lockhart 
1949 
Mr. Theodore R. Birkhead 
1950·1951 
Dr. Ernest Hanson 
1952·1957 
Mr. Lee E. Dulgar 
1969-1970 
sse History 
Dr. J. Phillip Dalby 
1971-1972 
Dr, Nathan A. Ivey 
197),,1983 
NO 
PHOTO 
AVAILABLE 
Dr. James L Evanko 
1984·1986 
Dr. James Koeller (interim) 
1987 
Dr. Daniel Hayes (interim) 
1988 
Mr. Robert T. Marshall (interim) 
1996 
Dr. Bruce D. Aldrich 
1997·2001 
5 
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Thornton Junior College/ 
1961 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Fred T. Ehlert Thornton Community College/South Suburban College 1962 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Fred T. Ehlert 
Chief Executive Officer (president) and 1963 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Henry Vandenberg 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees 1964 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Henry Vandenberg 1965 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Henry Vandenberg 
rEd.B. PRESIDENT CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD 1966 Dr. James D. Logsdon 
Mr. Herbert Greiner 
1967 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Herbert Greiner 
1927 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1968 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Herbert Greiner 
1928 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. c.E. Waterman 1969 Mr. Lee E. Dulgar Mr. Herbert Greiner 
1929 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1970 Mr. Lee E. Dulgar Mr. Homer M. Lefler 
1930 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1971 Dr. J. Phillip Dalby Mr. Homer M. Lefler 
1931 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1972 Dr. J. Phillip Dalby Mr. George Marovich 
1932 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1973 Dr. Nathan A rvey Mr. George Marovich 
1933 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1974 Dr. Nathan Alvey Mr. George Marovich 
1934 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1975 Dr. Nathan Alvey Mr. George Marovich 
1935 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. C.E. Waterman 1976 Dr. Nathan A rvey Mr. George Marovich 
1936 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1977 Dr. Nathan A rvey Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1937 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1978 Dr. Nathan A rvey Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1938 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1979 Dr. Nathan A rvey Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1939 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1980 Dr. Nathan Alvey Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1940 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1981 Dr. Nathan Alvey Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1941 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1982 Dr. Nathan Alvey Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1942 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1983 Dr. Nathan A rvey Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1943 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1984 Dr. James L. Evanko Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1944 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1985 Dr. James L. Evanko Mr. Robert W. Anderson 
1945 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1987 Dr. James L. Evanko Mrs. Rita Page 
1946 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1987 Dr. James Koeller (interim) Mrs. Rita Page 
1947 Dr. William E. McVey Mr. AH. McDougall 1988 Dr. Daniel Hayes (interim) Mrs. Rita Page 
1948 Dr. Clifford R. Maddox Mr. G.H. Gibson 1988 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
approx. 1948 Mr. Joseph B. Stephens Mr. G.H. Gibson 1989 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1949 Dr. AY. Lockhart Mr. G.H. Gibson 1990 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1950 Mr. Theodore R. Birkhead Mr. G.H. Gibson 1991 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1951 Mr. Theodore R. Birkhead Mr. AH. McDougall 1992 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1952 Dr. Ernest Hanson Mr. Edwin Waterman 1993 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1953 Dr. Ernest Hanson Mr. William B. Kane 1994 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1954 Dr. Ernest Hanson Mr. William B. Kane 1995 Dr. Richard W. Fonte Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1955 Dr. Ernest Hanson Mr. William B. Kane 1996 Mr. Robert T. Marshall (interim) Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1956 Dr. Ernest Hanson Mr. William B. Kane 1997 Dr. Bruce Aldrich Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1957 Dr. Ernest Hanson Mr. William B. Kane 1998 Dr. Bruce Aldrich Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1958 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. William B. Kane 1999 Dr. Bruce Aldrich Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1959 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. William B. Kane 2001 Dr. Bruce Aldrich Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
1960 Dr. James D. Logsdon Mr. Fred T. Ehlert 2001 Mr. George Dammer Mr. Frank M. ZuccareJli 
2002 Mr. George Dammer Mr. Frank M. Zuccarelli 
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the 1920, 
8 
Thornton Junior College wos founded on September 19, 1927, under the jurisdiction 
of the Board of Education of Cook County High Schoots District 205. At that time, the 
College was an extension of and located in a section of Thornton Township High School 
at 151st Street and Broadway in Harvex Illinois. It began as a smalt evening school 
carefutly separated from the day school in the use of materiots. Although Thornton 
Junior College was the fifth junior college established in Illinois, there was not specific 
legat sanction for such a schoot/institution until 1931. 
When the Coltege opened its doors in 1927, it zoos financed wholly by tuition, fees, 
and an allotment of local tax money collected by the Board of Education. The simple 
budget adopted by the school board on October 17, 1927, for that first year totaled 
$27.496. However.. dunng the fiist nine years of operation~ no tuition was charged to 
students residing in the district Students from out-of.tfistrict have atways had to pay 
higher tuition, and charges were $100 pel' year in 1927. 
19'27 
Thornton Junior College started in a few rooms, some a remodeled boiler 
room. It opened its doors to 30 men and 17 women students, 15 faculty 
and offered 9 curricula. Seventy-five courses were offered, plus an additional 
31 in music, The library began in one small room. 
Thornton Junior College and the high school building - 1928 
sse History 
the 1920, 
19'28: 
The 1928 College Catalog showed the name as Thornton Township 
Junior College. The Township at that time encompassed 36 square 
miles. 
Some eight or ten men took part in basketball and track. 
19'28-'29: 
The budget for 1928-1929 increased to $34,069, providing $22,479 for 
salaries; $3,800 for equipping science laboratories, making alterations 
on existing classrooms, and supplying furnishings; and $1,600 for 
purchasing library books. Until the College became a separate entity, 
the budget did not show building and maintenance costs. Good sturdy 
furnishings, still in use when the College moved to South Holland, 
were purchased with $531 allotted in the first budget and a portion 
of the monies allotted in the second budget. 
19'29: 
• Fifteen students received a degree in June of 1929. 
Hardcourt Pioneers: The Original Bulldogs· 1927 9 
84
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the lQ'20, the lQ'20, 
The first freshman class that graduated from T JC - 1929 
/0 11 
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the 1930, 
12 
In 1931, enabling legislation was enacted to ward off attacks by those who questioned the 
legailly 0/ the junior college in the public schoo! system, but this legislation validated on& 
the plvgram 0/ the Chicago Board of Educall'on. In 1937, /itrther legislation validated 
existing junior colteges outside of Chicago and pennitted the founding 0/ others. 
In the Ii"t years of the Coltege, the studelll body was divided into two genera! groups: 
The Co-ed Club lor women, and the College or Men's Club for men. By 1931, th.,~ wem 
nine clubs: Debate, Co-ed, College Club, the Masquers, the 13 Club (to promote 
school spinO, the Swimming Tank, L 'Attiance Francaise, Choral Club, Women's Athletics, 
and the Gennan Club. 
In the beginning; there was no college newspapel; only a comer in the high school papel; 
The Thomtonite, in which articles wem printed about the College "both serious and jocund» 
1033 
First issue of college newspaper The Courier. It was dated October 2, 
1933, and cost 2 cents. The original name was The Junk Courier, then 
Thornton College Courier with the phrase (Junk be junked) in 
parentheses. No explanation was given. 
Women's athletic team - 1932 
sse History 
1034 
1036: 
1037 
1038: 
the 1930, 
The Courier had reports of varsity teams in golf, basketball, tennis 
and track. These teams were wearing the school colors of orange 
and black, and calling themselves the Bulldogs. 
The first scholarship was offered by the College. It granted free tuition 
for two years to any student who graduated with honors from any 
high school in Cook County. 
An editorial accused the College of having "too many intellectual 
lilies" to give adequate support to the athletic teams. Dr. Mina Jewel, 
a biology instructor, offered homemade fudge to all who would attend 
the next athletic function. 
Beginning this year, residents of the district had to pay a tuition fee 
of $50 each school year, $25 payable each semester. Out-of-district 
resident fees were increased to $150 per year, and continued to be 
raised whenever in-district rates increased. 
After 10 years, the library now contained 8,000 books, employed one 
librarian, and posted hours of 8:30 am to 4:00 pm. 
The amount of tuition was raised to $75 a year, $37.50 payable 
each semester. 
The Harvey Women's Club established a loan fund for college students, 
and the Cooed Alumnae Club offered $35 to the most deserving cooed 
at the end of the first semester of her sophomore year. 
Lambda Epsilon, the local junior college honor society, was founded. 
It was later dropped and the College took out membership in Phi 
Theta Kappa. 
13 
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the 1930, 
14 
sse History 
the 1940, 
The College occupied its own classrooms in a separate section of the high school 
building. When an addition to the high school was built, the northwest door 
facing Broadway near 150th Street was designated as the Junior College entrance, 
and almost all of the classrooms were on the third floor of that addition, including 
the library. The science labs were on the second floor directly underneath that area. 
The College shared gymnasium facilities with the high school in the old Buda Gym, 
and in later years, the new gymnasium and field house as well as the swimming 
pool, referred to in the first catalog as "the swimming tank." 
Look Magazine, in October, 1946, ranked Thornton as one of the first thirteen 
junior colleges in the United States placing it on the "Honor Roll of American Public 
Schools". Thornton was the only junior college in Illinois to receive this honor. 
1940 
In order to obtain a greater interest and participation in athletics, the 
Junior College adopted the intramural sports system. 
The first Job Placement Bureau was established by the Dean of Men 
to find students part-time work. 
Thornton Junior College at night· 1946 
15 
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the 1940, 
16 
1941 
194'2: 
First College annual published. It was called The Sketchbook, cost $1, 
and consisted of 32 pages of pictures and 6 pages of advertising. 
Nine men and a girl enrolled in the first Junior College primary 
course in aviation. The actual flying was done at Rubinkam Airport 
in Hazelhurst. 
The medical-secretarial and secretarial curricula were the first two 
terminal curricula that were offered. 
194'2-44 
1946: 
1947 
Counseling and guidance were first mentioned in the College catalog. 
Due to World War II, ouly 47 men were enrolled at the College. 
The first Spanish course was offered. 
Two more scholarships were added: (1) an honor scholarship and (2) 
the first memorial scholarship, the Clara Cantrell Scholarship, established 
as a memorial to Mrs. Cantrell and given to a worthy Mrican 
American student from Thornton Township High School. 
The Masquers Club was revived as the Drama Club; however, in the 
intervening years plays were produced annually. 
All-school Christmas party called off because of a coal strike. 
The name of the school newspaper was changed to simply, The 
Courier, and so it has remained. 
The 1947 edition of the school annual was called The Craw's Nest. 
The College had 19 faculty and 11 curriculums. 
sse History 
Freshman Class - 1941 Aviation Class - 1941 
Left: Student using the Chemistry Lab 
Top: A view of the Physics Lab - 1947 
the 1940, 
17 
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the 1940, 
1948: 
18 
The "Knotty Pine School Store," just across the campus. was a favorite 
hangout of TJC students. 
Because of increasing enrollment, including veterans from World War II 
returning to college, the United States Government gave to the Board 
of Education a one-story building, 50 x 96 feet, furnished, containing 
six classrooms to be used exclusively by the Junior College. This building 
became !mown as "The Barn" or "Building B." 
I 
sse History 
the 1950, 
After World War II, the concept of junior colleges grew, extending into evening 
hours, developing curricula in vocational and technical fields, and expanding into 
guidance and adult education services. From these expansions came a need for 
further clarifying the legal status of the junior colleges in Illinois and achieving 
a firm financial support at the state level. Finally, in the closing days of the 
1951 legislature, the General Assembly established the junior college as a part of 
the common school system. 
1950 
195'2 
1955: 
1956: 
The men of the College had persuaded the administration to implement 
a real athletic program. Because it proved to be too expensive, in 1951 
it was cut back to football, golf, basketball, baseball, tennis and track. 
The College's Twenty-five Year Anniversary. 
First official yearbook, the Caldron, was published. Its title was meant 
to imply a "boiling down" of the year's activities in pictures and prose. 
The yearbook ceased to be published in 1973. 
Physical Education was added to the curriculum this year. 
The increase in enrollment made it necessary for the Board of Ed to 
erect another building, 60 x 112 feet, with seven classrooms. This 
became known as "Building C." There never was a "Building A." 
Interest arose in student government and a Student Council was 
established, later called the Student Senate and then the Student 
Government Association. 
High School seniors with 13 or more units acceptable for college 
entrance that were in the upper 25% of the class could take a subject 
or two for credit at the Junior College. 
19 
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the 19S0, 
20 
1957 
In the College catalog, it was noted that Thornton Junior College 
was on the approved list for the training of veterans under 
Public Law 550, the "Korean G.I. Bill," Public Law 346 and 
Public Law 16. 
Pre-Journalism, Teacher Preparatory and Pre·Veterinary curriculums 
were added. 
Tbe amount of state aid for operating costs was increased to $200 in 
1957, and to $7.60 per credit hour of enrollment in 1959. 
First Homecoming celebration in honor of T JC's 25th Anniversary· 1952 
sse History 
the 19S0, 
Top: Women's Athletic Association board· 1954 
Left: A view of the halls from a 50's yearbook 
Right: Students meet outside the Annex 
21 
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the lQ50, 
The Thornton Junior College Choir 
Campus Bookstore - 1958 
22 
T JC Football coach Peter Schloss talks with co-captains 
Bob Beil (left) and Maurice Fernandez. 
sse History 
the lQ60, 
The College continued to be a part of the high school system until July 1965, 
when the fllinois Community College Act created Junior College District 510 and 
enlarged the area served to include high school districts 205, 215, and 228 
(Thornton, Thornton Fractional, and Bremen.) The explosion of the student 
population in the 60s forced the purchase of still more buildings. 
The Cooed Club and the Men's Club disappeared in the 1960s when women lost 
interest in learning to serve a formal tea, and men no longer cared to plan a 
fatheNon banquet. 
1960 
1964 
1965 
1966 
Thirty-three years after TJC began, it boasted an enrollment of 550 
day students and 600 evening division students. 
First technical programs taught, with classes in electronic technology, 
mechanical technology, machine drafting, technical math and physics. 
Still located in Harvey and part of the Thornton High School system, 
the junior college continued to bulge at the seams. 
The Nursing Department opened and occupied a house on Morgan 
Street, known as Morgan Hall. 
In the fall of 1965, library facilities were open every school night, and 
a few years later, counseling began to offer night hours. From these 
very small beginnings, the adult education program exploded into a 
major area of the College. 
In December of 1965 the College applied for Class I status. Following 
approval, an election was held to establish a separate junior college 
board. 
On June 10, the members of the first Board of Thornton Junior 
College District No. 510 were sworn in. Mrs. Naomi Dunker and 
23 
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the 1960, 
24 
Messrs. James Ard, Herbert Greiner, Henry Koopman, Arnold Labahn, 
Homer Lefler, and Walter Schoen comprised the seven-member board. 
To determine the length of time in office, these seven members drew 
lots. Mr. Greiner was elected the first president. 
Three portable buildings were erected south of 150th Street on 
Broadway. Two provided additional classroom space and one 
housed a student center and lecture hall. Next, two "relocatables" 
were added to the campus just south of the tennis courts. By the 
time the College moved to South Holland in 1971, it occupied various 
buildings on and off the high school campus, including rooms in the 
American Legion Hall and a remodeled hardware store building on 
Broadway. 
1966-67 
The library now had a collection of 16,772 volumes for student and 
faculty use. 
sse History 
1967 
1969, 
the 1960, 
Tuition went to a semester hourly charge of $6 per credit hour. 
Counseling as a special service was organized with three counselors. 
At that time, there were only ten counselors in the junior colleges in 
Illinois, and Thornton had three of them. 
The College became part of the state system and the number of 
course offerings expanded. New fields of study such as urban and 
general studies programs acknowledged the changing nature of the 
student body. 
A pilot testing program in reading was conducted. From this small 
beginning grew a comprehensive testing and placement program. 
The name of the school was changed to Thornton Community College 
to emphasize the comprehensive mission of the College. 
The faculty union was organized in response to the management style 
of the new College president, Mr. Dalby. Student groups were disbanded 
by President Dalby in hopes of avoiding organized protesting on campus. 
25 
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t~e l060, 
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sse History 
t~e l070, 
Ground was broken for the permanent building at 15800 South State Street on 
January 23, 1970. Phase I was completed two years later, and approximately 7,000 
students first entered the hallways on August 24, 1972. Phase II was completed on 
August 2, 1976. 
On August 30, 1971, the College campus was moved to South Holland, on the 
southwest corner of the 103 acres purchased for the new campus at a cost of 
$1,247,251. This move was into a 21·building interim complex with 120,000 square 
feet for classrooms, offices, laboratories, and the library. The interim buildings 
were brightly painted and faced Route 6, causing much comment from passersby. 
The land had been an onion farm, and the brick·drying shed was retained to be 
used by the College for storage. 
1970 
Tuition was raised to $8 per credit hour. 
Course work in aviation was once again offered, but the student had 
to seek his own flight training. 
1974.1975: 
1976: 
1977 
The budget for this year totaled $6,994,289. 
Women's varsity sports came into being. 
Phase II was completed on August 2, 1976 and the College was now 
offering all of its programs and courses at its new facility. The new 
facility had 5 levels, covering 437,596 gross square feet. 
The College's Fifty·Year Anniversary. 
Enrollment increased to 9,701 students, 132 full·time and 179 parttime 
faculty, 8 division heads and 21 other administrators. A total of 651 
received a degree in June of 1977. 
27 
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the 1970, 
Mr. Angelo Polvere, Secretary-
Treasurer of Mayfair Construction 
Company; Mr. Marvin Fitch, 
Architect; Dr. James D. Logsdon, 
former President of Thornton 
Junior College; Mr. Lee E. Dulgar, 
President of the College; Mr. 
Homer Lefler, President of tile 
Board of Trustees break the 
ground on tile site of the new 
Thornton Community College 
campus in South Holland, IL. 
28 
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the 1970, 
Tuition was raised to $38 per credit hour. 
There were now 11 on the counseling staff, headed by a dean. 
The library expanded to three levels, with 30,000 books, audio-visual 
equipment, films and tapes, one dean, four professional staff 
members, hours from 7:45 am to 9 pm, and was renamed the 
Learning Resource Center. 
There were approximately 30 curricula from which a student could 
receive a career-oriented associate's degree, and approximately 17 
from which he could receive an associate's degree. There were also 
eight programs granting certificates. 
29 
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1970, 
Students· 1972 
30 
sse History 
19BO, 
On July 1, 1988, the Board of 7f'u~tees voted to change the College's name to South 
Suburban College, The reason for the change was two-fold: first, the name beUer 
reflected the area serviced by College District 510, which inc!ndes 20 communities in 
Thornton and Bremen Toumships. Secondly, it eliminated con/~Ision with local high 
school districts luhose names also begin with Thornton. 
The College purchased 25 IBM typewriters for instructional purposes for 
the College's Division of Business and Commerce. 
From the Courier: "For the first time in the history of TCe all the 
reporting, editing, layout and printing of the Courier will be done by 
Journalism and Graphics Arts students. 
Enrollment at Thornton Community College in l\·'Iarch \vas about 9,642 
students. 
The new student parking lot was opened. 
The Student Center was dedicated to the memory of lVIrs. Cleland Marie 
Cofer. The late r..Trs, Cofer served as Student Center attendrult from 1972-81, 
and was kno\\,,11 affectionately as "Ma" by both students and staff members. 
Enrollment increased to approximately 10,000 students. 
The history of the College was preserved in a no\vly organized Archives 
Room, located in the Learning Center, through the efforts of Barbara 
Meyers, LRC Director, and Judi Mack, Public Relations Director. 
By faculty request, Art Gallery 4141 was dedicated as the Dorothea 
Thiel Gallery. 
31 
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the 1960, 
1986 
1988: 
1989: 
32 
The faculty went on strike for six weeks. 
The Board of Trustees restricted smoking to designated areas. 
The Construction Technology Program provided students with 
opportunities to get firsthand experience rehabilitating vacant, 
eyesore housing in the area. 
Court Reporting was added to the curriculum. 
The name of the school was changed to South Suburban College. 
Extensive renovations were performed in the Atrium, Campus Store, 
Cafeteria and Student Lounges. 
An in-house custodial department was formed, doing away with 
contracted janitorial service. 
sse History 
the 1960, 
33 
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the 1980, 
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sse History 
the 1990, 
On February 3, 1992, SSC officially opened the University & College Center, located 
at 16333 South Kilbourn Avenue in Oak Forest This new facility was opened to better 
service residents 0/ the lUestem portion of the district and to provlde opportunities jor 
district residents to complete a four-year degree. Both day and evening closses are offered 
at the center.. as well as a rudely 0/ support selvices. 
In 1998, more than 15,000 students were eJlrolled at SSG; on average, during a 
typical year. The College offered a wide selection of career training programs, a vadety 
0/ college transfer pl'O~ and clI8tomized training and shorMerm classes to businesses. 
In addition, the College has stoteof-fhe.art meeting facilities available to community groups 
and businesses. Plus,. a number of cultural events are sponsored by the Col!eg~ inciueitizg 
playS" comeqy ac~ special lectures and concerts. adding to the nchness of the performing 
arn in the south suburbs. 
1990 
1991: 
Renovations were made to the school's Child Care Center, including 
the creation of an outdoor playground. 
The Business & Career Institute was created in July. 
University & Col/ege Centergroundbreaking in Oak Forest, IL 
LEFT-RIGHT: Ron DeTella, Architect; John Daly, Vice Chair; Katie Jackson Booker, Trustee; 
Senator Debbie Halvorson; Frank Zuccarelli, Chairman; Jacqueline Martin, Trustee. 
35 
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the lQQO, 
36 
199'2 
1996 
1997 
1998, 
On February 3, 1992, SSC officially opened the University & College 
Center, located at 16333 South Kilbourn Avenue in Oak Forest. 
The first distance learning classroom was completed, and courses 
were taught by faculty. 
The South Suburban College website was created and put online. 
The first Internet courses were taught by South Suburban College 
faculty. The College was seleded to become a member of the Illinois 
Online Network. 
South Suburban College University & College Center 
sse History 
the lQQO, 
1999 
South Suburban College became a member of the Illinois Virtual 
Campus; online courses were offered to any student in the State of 
Illinois. 
Renovations and expansion of tbe University & College Center campus 
were completed. 
Project Higher Ed was started to begin bridging the gap between what 
students learned in school and what skills they needed to be successful 
in America's workforce. 
The College earned a lO·year accreditation from the Commission on 
Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools. This is the longest accreditation period awarded 
by the Association. 
Building Technology staff and students with Chairman Zuccarelli at Habitat For Humanity 
Project site. 
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the 1000, 
40 
In the jiJtJJre, SSC will continue to provide educational opportunities to the community 
in trad#iona! areas, as well as in new and emerging /ields. The College will also play 
a more integral role in preserving the history 0/ the Chicago area and serving as a place 
lor discussion on issues that face the region and the nation. 
]000 
An Online Academic Assistance Program was developed jointly by 
South Suburban College and Parkland College. 
The Business and Career Institute relocated its staff offices to a 
new building at 58 W. 162nd Street in South Holland. The 
Institute includes Contract Training, the Manufacturing Extension 
Center, the Procurement Technical Assistance Center, the Small 
Business Assistance Center, Continuing Education and high-end IT 
Training. 
sse History ~ 
the 1000, 
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]000, 
The look of the school was changed with renovations to the Student 
Entrance and an outside color scheme of blue and white. 
This fiscal year, the College had 15,365 students, 355 full and part-time 
faculty and 28 administrators, 
This year, 428 students received a degree and 492 received a certificate. 
TIle Sharp/Danka At-t Gallery was renovated and dedicated as the Lee 
E. Dulgar Gallery. 
The New Student Cemer was established to help eliminate the 
confusion of entering college. 
The ACT Center was opened in the Business & Career Institute to 
deliver state-of-the-art testing and training services to area individuals 
and employers. 
SSG's Atrium during 75th Anniversary Open House - February, 2002 
sse History 
]000, 
The College hosted a 75th Anniversary Open House. Over 1,000 
guests tOUl'ed the building. 
The College offers 30 different programs and" variety of student 
programs including campus organizations, athletics, and art, music 
and theater departments. 
sse provides student services such as counseling for career planning, 
job placement, childcare and academic tutoring. 
The College celebrated its seventy·fifth anniversary by hosting a 
75th Anniversary Dinner. This was a gala event with a Roaring 
Twenties theme. 
43 
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Health Science 
HEALTH SCIENCE 100 (1) 1 CH 
Physiological evaluation for lifetime preparation. 
HEALTH SCIENCE 101 (for General Student Body) (2) 2 CH 
Fulfills state teacher certification requirement. 
HEALTH SCIENCE 102 (1) 1 CH 
Attitudes and practices of healthful living-alcohol, drugs, tobacco, 
human reproduction. 
History 
HISTORY 109 - History of Modern Europe from the Renaissance 
to the 19th Century (3) 3 CH 
Rise, collapse of political, social institutions in three centuries preceding 
1800. Emphasized are religious political divisions of modern Europe, 
constitutional developments in west, spread of European influences. 
HISTORY 110 - History of Modern Europe (19th and 20th Cen-
turies) (3) 3 CH 
Collapse of Napolean's empire leaves Europe political, intellectual . 
leaders in world. Course traces influence of Europe in modern times; 
political, social developments in its empires; recent decline in political 
control. 
HISTORY 151 - Afro-American History (3) 3 CH 
History of the Afro·American from 17th Century to present. 
HISTORY 203 - Early American History (3) 3 CH 
Survey of American History - Discovery through Civil War . 
HISTORY 204 - Later American History (3) 3 CH 
Survey of American History - Reconstruction to present . 
Humanities 
HUMANITIES 201 - General Humanities I {3) 3 CH 
Perception, criticism through the arts. Painting, architecture, music, 
literature compared with each other in terms of materials, organization. 
HUMANITIES 202 - General Humanities II (3) 3 CH 
Literature, philosophy, painting, sculpture, music. Works studied 
in groups: interpretations of historical persons, events; myths, legends; 
ideas, speculation. Shakespeare, Raphael, Hesse, Nietzsche, San· 
tayana, etc. 
P. Humanities 201 
866
Typewriting 
TYPEWRITING 101 - Beginning Typewriting (A VT) (3) 4 CH 
Introduction to keyboard, operative parts; speed and accuracy in prep-
aration of memos, cards, letters, manuscripts. 
TYPEWRITING 102 - Intermediate Typewriting (A VT) (3) 4 Cll 
Speed, accuracy in preparation of letters, reports, tabulations, employ-
ment applications. 
P. Typewriting 101, year of high school typewriting, or consent of in-
structor 
TYPEWRITING 201 - Advanced Typewriting (A VT) (3) 4 CH 
Improve typewriting skill, judgment, and efficiency in handling busi-
ness. Speed, accuracy in preparation of government, medical, statis-
tical, accounting, duplicating legal materials. 
P. Typewriting 102, more than a year of typewriting or consent of in-
structor 
TYPEWRITING 202 '- Professional Typewriting (2) 3 CH 
Final course for students preparing for office employment. Proofread-
ing techniques, sufficient skills to meet high-level office employment, 
business teaching. 
P. Fifty words a minute, Typewriting 201 or equivalent 
Urban Studies 
URBAN STUDIES 101 - Introduction to Urban Studies (3) 3 CH 
Phenomenon of urbanization. Growth of metropolitan areas; result-
ant changes in American life styles, values; present state of urban 
society in interrelationship between central city and suburban areas: 
of regional planning. 
URBAN STUDIES 141 - Afro-American Arts (3) 3 CH 
Contribution of blacks to art, music, philosophy from 1600 to 1970's. 
URBAN STUDIES 214 - Minority Group Politics (3) 3 CH 
Basic political theory, as it relates to urban community power struc-
tures. Emphasis on political context within which black communities 
exist; upon use and potential of political power in reform movement. 
P. Pol. Sci. 101 or 102 
URBAN STUDIES 271 - Su.rvey of Contemporary African Civili-
zations (3) 3 CH 
Major societies of the past, with present problems in areas south of 
the Sahara. Africa's attempts to overthrow new-colonialism, problems 
of consolidation with countries; African unity; other present day Af-
rican affairs. 
P. History 151 or History 203 or 204 
139 
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Administrative Personnel 
President's Office 
J. PHILIP DALBY ........................................... President 
San Diego State College, A.B. 
University of Utah, M.S. 
University of Oregon, Ed.D. 
BYRON E. KEE ............................................... Provost 
Western Illinois University, B.S. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
Ball State University, Ed.D. 
IRWIN DAHL .......................... Director Institutional Research 
and Development University of Minnesota, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
GOLDENE SHAW ......................... DirectorPublicInformation University of Chicago, B.A. 
Academic Affairs 
WAYNE E. WILLARD ................ Vice President Academic Affairs 
Illinois College, B.A. 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
JOSEPH GUTENSON ......................... Dean Career Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Chicago State College, M.E. 
Purdue University, M.S. 
University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate 
Administrative Services 
SIDNEY NOBLE ...................... " Vice President Administration Weber Junior College A.A. 
Brigham Young University, B.A. 
Cleveland State University, M.Ed 
ALAN DONOHUE ........................ " '" Controller & Treasurer University of Washington, M.B.A. 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
GEORGE CLARK. ............................. Director Purchasing and 
Ball State University, B.S. Auxiliary Services 
Ball State University, M.A. 
4 
JAMES P. STEIMLE ......................... Director Data Processing 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
K. J. McCALEB ................................. Acting Superintendent, 
Illinois State University, B.S. Ed. 
Illinois State University, M.S. Ed. 
WILLIAM E. MOZELLE ..... 
Community Services 
Buildings and Grounds 
. ... Director Security 
ROBERT L. JACK ................. Vice President Community Services 
Piney Woods Jr. College, A.A. 
Southern Illinois University, Ed.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
Indiana University, Ed.D. 
Student Services 
LA VELL C. WILSON .................... Vice President Student Mfairs 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Chicago Teachers College, M.Ed. 
JAMES SIDWELL ................... " Dean of Admissions & Records 
University of Missouri, B.S. 
University of Missouri, M.A. 
WILLIAM J. HAFER .................... Director Student Financial Aid 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
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Faculty and Staff DORIS BRAINARD ................. ·.·.··················· 0 0 • Library State University ofIowa, B.A 
University of Illinois , M.S. 
University of Illinois, CoAS. 
JOSEPH ADAMEK ........................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
SMITH V. BRAND ................. 0 ........................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A. (Sabbatical) 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
HAROLD E. ADAMS ..................................... Mathematics 
Southern Illinois University, B.Ed. 
University of Illinois, M.A 
SISTER DOROTHEA BURKARD ............. Radiologic Technology 
St. Louis University, B.S. 
OCA ANDERSON, R.N .................................. A D. Nursing 
Goddard College, B.A 
Roosevelt University, M.A 
WILLIE CAMPBELL .................. ···················· Life Science 
Clark College, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
DAVID ANDERSON .................................... Social Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
JOHN E. CARLSON ................. ·············· Physical Education 
Illinois StateUniversity, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
MARY ANDERSON,R.N ................................ A. D. Nursing 
Univer~ity of Illinois, ll.S.N. 
AUGUST R. BANKS .................................. General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed. 
SARAH BARMORE ..................................... Social Science 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
DAVID C. BARTLETT .................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
LEILA BASHAW, R.N ........................................ Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
DALE C. CHAPMAN .................................... Social Science 
Richmond College, B.A. 
University of Chicago, M.A 
LOIS CHAPMAN ....................... ·· .. ··················· English 
University of Kentucky, B.A 
Northwestern University, M.A 
THEDA CHILDS . 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• English 
Northwestern University, B.A 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
DIMPNA CLARIN ....................... ······················· Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus. 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
RICHARD BISHOP ......................................... Counselor 
Ohio University, All. 
Butler University, M.S. 
KATHRYN CLAUSON ............... ············· Physical Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
CLAUDETTE BOBAY ............................................. Art 
Ball State University, B.S .. 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
MARY COMEGyS ..................... ·.··············· Social Science 
College of St. Frances, AB. 
University of Illinois, M.A. 
EDMUND BONCZYK ............................. Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S. . 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
TOD BOOTH .................................................... Speech 
Augustana College, B.A 
WILLIAM BOURLAND ..................................... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
WILLIAM D. CURRAN ......................... Science, S09a1 Science 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A. . 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
PHYLLIS DAVIS .................................... ·· .. ··· Counselor 
North Park College, A.A. 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
6 7 
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HANNAH DEAN, R.N .................................. A D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
St. Xavier College, M.S. 
EARL DeGROOT ........................................ Mathematics Hope College, AB. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
JAMES DENLER ............................................. Biology 
North Dakota State Teachers College, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S.T. 
MARTHA DIETRICR ........................................ Business Indiana University, B.S. 
Columbia University Teachers College, M.A 
VIOLET M. DODD, R.N .................................. A D. Nursing DePaul University, B.s. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
University of Chicago, M.S. 
HELEN DOLAN ..................................... Practical Nursing St. Xavier College, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
DENNIS DRYZGA ........................................... Business Chicago State College, B.Ed. 
DePaul University, M.B.E. 
DANIEL J. DURIAN ..................................... Mathematics Purdue University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. RONALD FARQUHAR. . ... General and Experimental Studies 
Central Bible College, B.A 
Bradley University, M.A 
WILLIAM FINK ................................... Physical Education Blackburn CoHege, A.A 
North Central College, B.S. 
Washington State University, M.A 
GEORGE FINSTAD ................................................ Art 
Illinois State Normal University, B.S. 
Illinois State Normal University, M.S. 
JAMES FLyNN .............................................. English St. Procopius College, B.A . 
DePaul University, M.A 
8 
WILLIAM J. FRANCIS ............................ Physical Education 
Notre Dame University, B.S. 
West Virginia University, M.S. 
CAROLYN FRASER, R.N ........................... Director of Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
LESLIE FREEMAN ........................................... Biology 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Eastern Illinois University, M.S. 
LESTER GAINES .......................................... Counseling 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed. 
Roosevelt University, M.A. 
JILL GIDDINGS ...................................... General Studies 
Bradley University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
JOHN GIFFORD ............................................... Science 
Syracuse University, A.B. 
Oklahoma University, M.S. 
PAUL GILL ................................................... English 
Indiana University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
MILTON GILMORE ........................................... Science 
Sterling College, B.s. 
Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S. 
Wayne State University, Ph.D. 
DIANE GLOGOWSKI ..................................... Counseling 
Thornton Community College, A.A. 
Western Michigan University, B.A. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
BASIL HALKIDES ............................................ Science 
Michigan State University, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
THEDA HAMBRIGHT ...................................... Counselor 
Pestalozzi Froebel Teachers College, B.Ed. 
Chicago State College, M.S. 
FRED HANZELIN .............................................. Music 
Northern Illinois U ni versity, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.M. 
University of Illinois, M.M. 
ERIKA HARTMANN .......................................... English 
Illinois State Teachers, B.S. 
University ofIUinois, M.A. 
9 
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ROBERT HEINRICH ........................................ Counselor 
North Central College, B.A. 
Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D. 
Northwestern University,M.A. 
LUCETTE HELD .......................... , .......... Physical Science 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
DALE HELGESEN ............................................ English 
University of Minnesota, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, B.S. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
JAMES HELLRUNG ............................... Physical Education 
Eastern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
NADINE HILL ................................................ English 
Southwest Missouri State College, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.A. 
VERN HOERMAN ........................................... Counselor 
University of Northern Iowa, B.A. 
University of Northern Iowa, M.A. 
CONCORDIA HOFFMANN ................................... English 
University of Wisconsin, B.S. 
Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
GERALD HUNDLEY ................ , ........................... Speech 
University of Cincinnati, B.A. 
Bradley University, M.A. 
ELAINE JANIS, R.N ..................................... A. D. Nursing 
DePaul University, B.S.N. 
EDWARD JENKINS ............... -............................ Biology 
Indiana State Teachers College, B.S. 
Union College, M.S. 
HEZEKIAH JOHNSON ......................... ; ... Behavioral Science 
Kentucky State College, B.A. 
Oklahoma A & M, M.S. 
JAMES KEANE .......................................... Mathematics 
University of Western Ontario, B.A. 
University of Detroit, M.A. 
JUDITH KELLY, R.M ..................... '" .................. Nursing 
Marycrest College, B.S.N. 
J.ALBERTKINDIG .............................................. Music 
Indiana Central College, B.S. 
Ball State University, M.A. 
Ball State University, Ed.D. 
10 
DONALD KRAMER ............................................. Music 
Washburn University, B.M. 
Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
LARRY LARVICK ........................................... Counselor 
College of Emporia, A.B. . 
Kansas State Teachers, M.S. 
GEORGE La V AQUE .......................................... English 
St. Mary's College, B.A. 
St. Mary's College, M.A. 
EDITH LEBED ................................................ English 
University of Chicago, B.S. (Leave) 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
CHARLES E. LEDBETTER ................................ Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A. 
University of Minnesota, M.A. 
SYLVESTER LLOYD ......................................... Business 
Tennessee A. & 1. State University, B.S. 
Illinois State College, M.S.E. 
BETTY LUSHA ................................................. Music 
Drake University, B.M. 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M. 
EMORY LYONS .................................... Behavioral Science 
Ottawa University, B.A. 
Ft. Hays Kansas State College, M.S. 
University of Denver, M.S.W. 
BAILEY MAGRUDER ................................... Social Science 
Murray State College, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
JAMES MASSICK ................................. Physical Education 
Colorado State College, B.A. 
Southern illinois University, M.A. 
GEORGE MATTSEY ......................................... Business 
Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State University, M.S. 
ROBERT MARSHALL ....................................... Counselor 
Northern illinois University, B.S. 
Northern illinois University, M.S. 
SALLY MENSI ................................................ English 
University ()f Southern Mississippi, B.A. 
. University of Southern Mississippi, M.S. 
11 
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DeVAUGHN MILLER .............................. Behavioral Science Indiana University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
FRANCIS J. MILLER ....................... Engineering and Technical Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
JAMES MOODY ............................................... English 
Ball State Teachers College, B.S. 
Ball State Teachers College, M.A 
MIGONETTE MURRAY ....................................... English Brigham Young University, B.A 
Brigham Young University M.A 
CLETUS O'DROBINAK ...................................... Business University of Dayton, B.A 
DePaul University, M.B.A. 
THOMASC.PAVLIK ......................................... Business Indiana University, B.A 
DePaul'University, M.Ed. 
DePaul University, J.D. 
CHARLES PENNINGTON ..................................... Biology University of Arkansas, B.S. 
Michigan State University, M.S. 
VERNON PETERSON ........................................ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
FRANK J. PRIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.A 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
DANIEL PRUDY ........................... Engineering and Technical Iowa State University, B.S. 
BLAKE REED ...................................... Educational Media Platteville State College, B.S. 
University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
DOROTHY S. REEDY, R.N. . ......................... Practical Nursing University of Nebraska, B.S. 
JAMES REJHOLEC ............................................... Art Ft. Lewis College, B.A 
Northern Illinois University, M.A 
FRIEDA REYNOLDS ........................................... Music Barnard College, A.B. 
Roosevelt University, M.M. 
12 
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CAROL RIEKE ........................................... Mathematics 
Northwestern University, B.A 
Northwestern University, M.A 
Radcliffe College, Ph.D. 
SHERRY RISE .......................................... Mental Health 
Maryville College, B.A 
McCormick Seminary, M.A 
Princeton University, M.S. 
NORMA ROONEY ............................................ English 
DePaul University, B.A. 
DePaul University, M.A. 
Loyola University, Ph.D. 
T AMMER SALIBA ................................. Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S. 
Taylor University, AB. 
Ball State University, M.A 
EDITHA SANCHEZ, R.N. . .................................... Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N. 
Loyola University, M.Ed. 
DONALD A SATHER ......................................... Biology 
University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of North Dakota, M.S. 
University of North Dakota, Ph.D. 
CLIFTON SATTERTHWAITE .................... Teacher Aid Program 
Coe College, B.A 
University onowa? M.A 
GREULING SCHELLHORN ................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A . 
University oflowa, M.F.A 
PETER SCHLOSS .................... ; ............. Physical Education 
Bemedji State Teachers College, B.S. & Athletic Director 
University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
JEAN L. SEDLACK ........................................... English 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E. 
Illinois Teachers College, M.A 
IRVIN SEELYE .................................... Behavioral Science 
Hlinois State University, B.S. 
Illinois State University, M.S. 
JOSEPH SELBKA ............................................. Science 
Lewis College, B.S. 
Loyola University, M.S. 
13 
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RAY C. SHERMAN ..... " ........... " " ..................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
JACQUELINE SHlKANY ............................. Data Processing Belmont College, B.S. 
WILLARD SIVILLE ............................ Engineering, Technical 
University of Illinois, B.S. (Leave) 
University of Illinois, M.Ed. 
ELAINE SKELTON ............................................. Music DePaul University, B.Ph. 
American Conservatory, B.M.E. 
American Conservatory, M.M.E. 
MARY ALICE SMITH ......................................... Library Monmouth College, A.B. 
University of Illinois, B.S. in L.S. 
University ofIllinois, M.A. 
HIRAM SP ANNUTH ................................. Physical Science Indiana University, A.B. 
Indiana University, A.M. 
FRANK F. STANICEK .............................. Behavioral Science Knox College, A.B. 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
ROBERT SULLIVAN .......................................... Biology Indiana State University, B.S. 
Indiana State University, M.S. 
WILLIAM T ABEL ....................................... Social Science Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
MARIA TEIRUMNIKS ............................. Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.A. (Leave) 
Indiana University, M.A. 
DOROTHEA THIEL ............................................... Art 
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, B.A.E. 
Columbia University, M.A. 
JOSEPH THORNTON ......................................... English University of Illinois, A.B. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
DOUGLAS TWEETEN ......................................... Science University of North Dakota, B.S. 
University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
14 
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LOTTIE T. TYLKA, R.N .................................. A. D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N. 
DePaul University, M.S. 
DANIEL V ALOSEK ................................... Data Processing 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
LARRY WEHNER ................................................. Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A. 
Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
JOAN WELLER ..................................... Foreign Language 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A. 
Middlebury College, M.A. 
EUGENE M. WENSEL ......................................... Biology 
Carthage College, B.A. (Leave) 
University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
PAUL WESSEL .............................................. Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E. 
Illinois State University, M.S.E. 
MARTHA WETZEL ................................ Physical Education 
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, B.Ed. 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
GERALD WILLEY, ...................... , , , ............... Life Science 
University of Illinois, B.S. 
University of Illinois, M.S. 
WALLACE WIRTH ........................................... Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S. 
Indiana University, M.S. 
VALERIE WOJCIK ........................................... Business 
Northwestern University, B.S. 
Northwestern University, M.S. 
VICTOR WOODEN ................................. Behavioral Science 
Illinois Wesleyan University, B.S. 
Southern Illinois University, M.S. 
ARLENE ZBLEWSKI, R.N. . ............................. A. D. Nursing 
St. Xavier College, B.S.N. 
St. Xavier College, M.S. 
15 
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OFFICE OF THE 
PRESIDENT 
Dear Students: 
Dr. Ernest O. Melby, distinguished educator and author, 
wrote the following about the teaching-learning situation which 
I think is meaningful to the continuing community' college 
student: 
'ITo learn, the student needs cto be convi~ced he can learn; he 
needs to learn how to learnj he needs to grow in faith inhirnself; 
and he needs to know tha t the people around him care about him 
as a person and believe in him. ': 
I think this statement represents the philosophy of the aclult 
educator who is committed to providing individual attention and 
quality pr.ograms of study for a variety of learners at convenient 
times and places. Thornton Community College embraces this 
philosophy. 
We try hard to motivate our students in order that they can 
fulfill their individual needs and accomplish their goals. After 
all, a desire to learn and an1ntere.st in the material to be learned 
exert a greater impact upon·the ability to learn than any other 
factors. . ' ..... 
Whether you enroll for ·one or two courses, credit or non-
credit, we wish for' you a profitable and satisfying learning ex-
perience. 
Sincerely, 
17 0:1!.-//111-· ~'f 
President 
SPECIAL INTEREST CALENDAR 
FALL 1973 Classes meet from 7-9 p.m., 
unless otherwise indicated 
Sept. 4 ........................... Tuesday Classes Begin 
Sept. 5 ........................ Wednesday Classes Begin 
Sept. 6 .......................... Thursday Classes Begin 
Sept. 8 .......................... Saturday Classes Begin 
Sept. 10 .......................... Monday Classes Begin 
Sept. 18. 4 p.m ............ Last day for Refund (1st 8 Weeks) 
Oct. 19 ........................................ Midterm 
Oct. 22 through 25 .. , Registration - Second Eight Weeks 
Oct. 25 ................ End· of First Eight Week Classes 
Oct. 29 ......... Monday Classes Begin (2nd Eight Weeks) 
Oct. 30 ........ Tuesday Classes Begin (2nd Eight Weeks) 
Oct. 31 ...... Wednesday Classes Begin (2nd Eight Weeks) 
Nov. I ........ Thursday Classes Begin (2nd Eight Weeks) 
Nov. 3 ........ Saturday Classes Begin (2nd Eight Weeks) 
Nov. 9, 4 p.m ............ Last day for Refund (2nd 8 Weeks) 
Dec. 20 .............. End of Second Eight Week Classes 
SPEAKERS BUREAU: 
Qualified TCC personnel afe availlihle to speak to 
religious, business, social, civic and~ ~9ucation.a,1 '"~-Qups. 
No fees charged. For additional information or request 
for a speaker, write Community Services Office, or phone 
596-2000. . 
Registration Dates and Hours 
COLLEGE CREDIT 
Thornton Community College 
(Library. Main Campus) 
15800S.StateSt. 
South Holland 
SPECIAL INTEREST 
First Eight Week Classes 
Thornton' Community College 
Building 17, Interim Campus 
50 W. 162nd St. 
South Holland 
Bremen High School 
15203 Crawford Ave. 
Midlothian ". 
'Hillcrest High School 
175th & Crawford 
Country Club Hills 
Tinley Park High School 
6111-175thStreet 
Tinley Park, 
Thornton Fractiom,1 North 
HighSchool 
755 Pulaski Road 
Calumet City 
Thornton Fractional South 
HighSchool 
18500 Burnham Ave. 
Lansing 
Thornton Township High School 
150th & Broadway 
Harvey 
Thornridge High School 
Sibley and Cottage Grove 
Dolton 
Thornwood High School 
170th and South Park 
South Holland 
August 20 and 21 
2:00t09:00p.m. 
<General Studies) 
Registration Dates and Hours 
August 27, 28, 29 and 30 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
August 28 and 30 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
August 27, 28,29 and 30 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
oil (Can register for Bremen 
and Tinley Park Courses) 
August 28 and 30 
6:00 t09:00 p.m. 
.;' August 28 
" 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
(Can registerforT.F.S 
lind T.F.N. courses) 
August 29 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
<Can register for T.F.N. 
ahd T.F.S. courses) 
August 28 and 30 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
. August 27, 28. 29 and 30 
6:00 t09:00 p.m. 
August 27 and 29 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
SPECIAL INTEREST <General Studies) 
Registration Dates and Hours 
Second Eight Week Classes 
Thornton Community College 
Building 17, Interim Campus 
SOW. 162ndSt. 
South Holland 
Bremen High School 
Hillcrest High School 
Tinley Park High School 
Thornton Fractional North High School 
Thornton Fractional South High School 
Thornton Township High School 
Thornridge High School 
Thornwood High School 
October 22 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
October 23 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
October 22 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
October 25 
6:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
OCIober23 
6:00 to 9:00p.m. 
October 24 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
October 23 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
October 23. 24 
6:00t09:00p.m. 
October 22 
6:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
FOR INFORMATION PHONE 596·2000 ext. 400 
TCC Welcomes You! -----------------------
All high school graduates, persons over 18 who have not 
graduated from high schOOl, and certain individuals under 18 
years of age are eligible to attend Thornton Community College. 
Entrance into certain programs of study may require special 
qualifications. 
At TCC you may take COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES or 
SPECIAL INT.EREST COURSES. 
College credits may be applied: 
1. As credits for the first two years of a four year colTege 
curriculum or as 
2 Credits in one of the career curriculums offered by Thornton 
Community College. 
These career curriculums are either one or two year programs. 
FALL TERM DATES 
COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES 
August 23 - December 21 '16 weeks (Day classes) 
August 27 - December 21 16 weeks (Evening classes) 
SPECIAL INTERESt COURSES - Ist.Eight Weeks 
September 4 - October 25 8 weeks 
SPECIAL INTEREST COURSES -2nd Eight Weeks 
October 29 -December 20 8 weeks 
YOU CAN REGISTER by completing the mail-in registration 
form on Page 19 of this brochure, or by registering at the center 
of your choice, 
If you choose the convenience of Mail·in Registration, the form 
and fees mus~ be received at Thornton Community College no 
later than August 15 •. 1973. Registration. as early as possible. 
permits better class se1ection and allows time for the proceSSing 
of your registration. 
REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES 
When you register you will need: 
1. Socisl Security Number 
2. Driver's license or other proof of residency 
3. Full payment of all fees. 
FEES 
SPECIAL INTEREST CLASSES: 
Fee listed on dass schedule is rate for those living in 
Junior College District 510 only. Fees for out-of-district 
students and out-of-state are shown below: 
If tee shown is Non--Residents Pay Out-or-Staters Pay 
$ 8.50 $19.00 $26.75 
9.00 9.00 9.00 
17.00 38.00 53.50 
18.00 18.00 18.00 
34.00 76.00 107.00 
COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES: 
1. Instructional Fees (Tuition) 
Credit and Credit Equivalancy Course~ 
In District ....................... $17.00 per sem. hr. 
Out of District .................. $38.00 per sem. hr. 
Out of State ..................... $53.50 per sem. hr. 
Non-Credit Courses 
Fees charged for non-credit Courses are based on na ture 
and length of Course. Exact charges are listed ~n this 
brochure. 
2. Student Services .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $8.00 
(Required of all stu'dents enrolled in 10 or more 
semester hours.) 
3. Incidental Fees 
Change of Registration,. $3.00 for each course added 
Late Registration .. , ... ". "" " ... , .. 3.00 per Course 
Gra"duation ..... , ......... , .... , ... , , ..... , .. , .. 5.00 
Transcripts (assessed for each transcript) ........ 1,00 
Matriculation (one-time charge-not refundable) ,10,00 
*Insurance (may be waived at request of student)5.00 
-Is available to aU students (Suggested for Shop & P.E. 
classes) 
4. 1?pecial Course Fees 
Charges in addition to those listed are required for cer-
tain courses and programs to partially offset cost of ex-
traordinary supplies or exceptional services. These are 
listed with course descriptions, 
5. Students are not officially registered until all fees are 
paid. 
REFUNDS 
Special Interest Courses 
F~es are refundable prior to second class meeting. After that 
date, students are not eligible for refunds. (See special inM 
terest calendar.) 
College Credit Courses 
Course fee refundable according to following schedule: 
Refund of instructional and special course fees not identified 
as non-refundable are authorized when the change of 
registration form is properly completed and receipted by the 
Admissions and Records Office. Refunds for courses dropped 
are made as follows: 
Prior to close of change of registration period 
(first 10 instructional days of term), ... ,. . . " .100% 
During third week of term 
(11 - 15th instructional day of term) ........... 50% 
Final refund dates are listed on Page 5. For Information, 
Phone 596-2000, ext. 400. 
CLASS CANCELLATIONS 
Classes will be held as scheduled in the brochure unless can-
celled due to insufficient enrollment. Report to class unless 
otherwise notified. 
CHANGE OF REGISTRATION 
Adds 
Courses may be added tQ a registration through first five in-
structional days of term as pUblished in the college calendar 
and during sixth through tenth instructional days of the 
term with instructor's ~rrnission. 
A $3.00 service charge is made for each course added to a 
registration. 
Drops 
Courses may be dropped without additional fee through the 
end of the tuition refund period as pu blished in the college 
calendar by obtaining a "Change of Registration" form in 
the Admissions and Records Office. 
FOR INFORMATION PHONE 596·2000 ext. 400 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES (Continued) 
Course No. Course Title Call No. Cr. Day Time 
#Bldg. 
Room Lab Instructor 
HISTORY 
History 109 
History 151 
History 203 
History 204 
HUMANITIES 
Human. 201 
JOURNALISM 
Jour. 105 
Mod. Europe Renais. 19th Cen ... 70021 
Afro~American History .... 70022 
Early American History. . .70023 
Later American History ...... 70024 
General Humanities I. . .70025 
Newswriting ., .. ...... 70073 
LA W ENFORCEMENT 
Law Enf. IOJ 
Law Enf. 101 
Law En!. 102 
Law En!. 103 
Law Enf. 105 
Law Enf. 210 
Intra. to Law Enforcement ....... 50315 
Intra. to Law Enforcement.. .70071 
Police Administration.. . ....... 50100 
Police Operations..... . ..... 70026 
Criminal Law .. 70027 
Traffic Law En£. Mechanism ..... 70028 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
Lib. Sci. Il2 Intra. to Material Select .. ..... .. 70029 
MACHINE TOOL 
Mach. 100A 
Mach. 100B 
Mach. 102 
Shop Processes lA .............. 75003 
Shop Processes lB .75004 
Print Reading.. . ... 71091 
MATHEMATICS 
Math 95 
Math 100 
Math 101 
Math 102 
Math 105 
Math 125 
Math 131 
Math 141 
Introduction to Algebra. _ ........ 70031 
Inter'mediate Algebra .. 71061 
College Algebra .................. 71062 
Plane Trigonometry .. , , . . 70032 
Intro. to Analy. Geom. & Cal'c ... 71092 
Fund. of Mathematics. .70033 
Shop Mathematics I . . .... 70034 
Math Skills for Children ......... 71063 
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Mech. 111 
Mech. 211 
Mech. 213 
Metalworking Processes I .78002 
Metallurgy I. . ..... 50115 
Tool & Die Design I.... . ...... 71064 
MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNOLOGY 
Med. 101 
Merl. 103 
lntTod. to Medical Records ....... 70035 
Medical Technology. . _70036 
MENTAL HEALTH 
M'tal Hlth. 202 Personal & Abnormal Psych ...... 71065 
MUSIC 
Mus. 100 
Mus. 115 
Mus. 120 
Mus. 169 
Mus. 170 
Mus. 182 
Mus. 190 
Mus. 195 
Mus. 197 
Mus. 198 
Fund. of Music (P/F Opt) _ ....... 70037 
Music in Recreation .70038 
Intro. to Music (P/F Opt.) ....... 70039 2-3 
Class Inst" Piano I (P/F) ........ 70040 
Class Instr. Piano II (P/F) ....... 70041 
Guitar: Use in Elem. Class ....... 70042 
College Choral Union. . .. 70072 
Symphonic Band.. . ....... 70043 
Jazz Lab.. . . .... 70044 
Orchestra. . 50164 
Th 
Th 
W 
T 
W 
W 
S 
M 
S 
W 
T 
Th 
W 
T-Th 
T-Tb 
M 
7-9:45 20161 
7-9:45 20131 
7-9:4" 201aI 
7-9:45 20131 
7-9:45 06141 
7-9:45 06151 
9-1I:45a.m. 1I041 
7-9:45 1I041 
12:45-_3:30 11041 
7 -9:45 1I04 I 
7-9:45 11041 
7-9:45 11041 
7-9 1I 0,1 I 
7-9:45 T.Bldg.(TTHS) 
7-9:45 T.Bldg.(TTHS) 
7-9:45 4206M 
Th 7-9:45 08041 
3414M 
3408M 
08011 
3414M 
08041 
08041 
3408M 
T 7-9:45 
T 7-9:45 
Th 7-9:45 
M-W 7-9:30 
T 7-9:45 
W 6:30-10 
Th 7-9:45 
M-W 
S 
T-Th 
7-9:45 TFN 
B-Il:45a.m. 14051 
M 
W 
Th 
T 
M 
Th 
Th 
Th 
T 
M 
T 
W 
Arr . 
7-9:45 2416M 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9 
7-9:45 
6-8 
8-10 
7-9 
7 k 9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
Arr. 
02021 
06161 
3411M 
19021 
06141 
06141 
19021 
19021 
06141 
1901 I 
19011 
19011 
Arl'. 
$5 
$10 
$10 
$5 
$3 
$3 
$5 
Chapman 
Bartlett 
Lebed 
Seymour 
Jones 
Riordan 
O'Mara 
Bentl 
Ziegler 
Vasconcellos 
Shannon 
Lemmon 
Lemmon 
Halkides 
Durian 
Abbott 
Keane 
DeGroot 
Morrison 
Kledzik 
Henry 
Vitas 
Lusha 
Skelton 
CIarin 
Reynolds 
Reynolds 
Skelton 
Kindig 
Kramer 
Kramer 
Kramer 
Private applied music lessons for credit are available in the following areas: Piano, Voice, Brass, Woodwinds, Strings, Perclission, 
Organ, and Classical Guitar. For more information call the Mu.sic Office, 596·2000, ext. 286. 
NURSING (For RN'. only) 
Nursing 255 Nursing & The Law. ..71066 M 7-9 
Nursing 257 Basic Nursing Skills .. 71067 T-Th 7-9 
Nursing 259 Intensive Coronary Care .. ...... . 71068 Th 7-10 
Nursing 260 Restorative Nursing., ... 71069 W 7-10 
Nursing 263 Community Health Nursing ...... 71070 T 7-9 
4207M 
4315M 
4409M 
4207M 
4409M 
Anderson 
Tylka 
Voss 
Gildroy 
#M-MAIN CAMPUS-I-INTERIM CAMPUS 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES (Continued) 
Course No. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Course Title 
Call 
No. 
PhiL 101 Intro. 10 PhiL (P/F Op!..) ......... 70045 
PhiL 102 Ethics (P/F Op!.1 .. . ... 70046 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Photog. 101 
Phot.og. 101 
Photog. 201 
Intra. to Photography. 
Intro. to Photography 
Advanced Photography .. 
.. 71071 
... 71072 
... 71073 
PHYSICAL 
WPE 106 
WPE 206 
CED 104 
CED 104 
CED 104 
CED 104 
CED 110 
CED 204 
CED 204 
CED 204 
CED 204 
CED 207 
CED 208 
CED 210 
CED 211 
EDUCATION 
PHYSICS 
Prog_ Weight Training I .. ..70074 
Prog. Weight Training II. . _ .70048 
Swimming .. . 78003 
Swimming ... 78004 
Swimming. . .. 73002 
Swimming. . .... .. .. 73003 
Begin. Ice Skating (2nd 8 wks.) .. 20001 
Swimming. , ................. ,78005 
Swimming. , . . 78006 
Swimming. . , , . . 73004 
Swimming. . .. 73005 
General Sports ~ Tennis .......... 70049 
Camping Skills. . .. 70050 
In!.. Ice Skating (2nd 8 wks.l .... 20002 
Bicycling (lst 8 wks.) .10001 
Phy. 111 Tech. Phy.-Mech. & Hea!. ... 70069 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PoL Sci. 101 
PoL Sci. 101 
Pol. Sci. 101 
Pol. Sci. 105 
PoL Sci. 105 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Psy. 101 
Psy. 101 
Psy. 101 
Psy. 101 
Psy. 105 
P.y. 211 
Psy. 211 
RADIOLOGIC 
Rad. Tech. 201 
READING 
Reading 81 
Reading 91 
SHORTHAND 
Shorthand 101 
Shorthand 102 
Shorthand 201 
American Nat'l. Gov't .... 
American Nat'l. Gov't. 
... 51198 
... 70051 
American Nafl. Gov't. ... , .. 71075 
US & IlL Constit. (lst 8 wks.) ... 10002 
US & IlL Const. (2nd 8 wk •. ) .... 20003 
Intro. to Psychology... _ .. 70052 
Intra. to Psychology... . . ,70053 
Intro. to Psychology.. . . .. 70054 
Intro. to Psychology".. .. .70055 
Industrial Psychology .... 71076 
Human Growth & Develop. . .. 71077 
Human Growth & Develop ....... 71078 
TECHNOLOGY 
Special Procedures ..... _ ......... 70057 
Read ing I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 70058 
Reading II ... _ . . . .. 70059 
Beginning Shorthand I 
Intermediate Shorthand 
Advanced Shorthand 
... 71079 
... 71080 
... 71081 
SOCIAL SERVICE 
Soc. Servo 211 Intro. to Group Dynamics I ..... 71082 
SOCIOLOGY 
Cr. Day 
W 
M 
M 
W 
T 
W 
T 
T 
T 
M 
M 
T-Th 
T 
T 
M 
M 
M-W 
T-Th 
T-Th 
T-Th 
M-W 
S 
M 
W 
T 
T 
M 
3 Th 
3 T 
3 W 
3 M 
3 M 
3 T 
M-Th 
T 
Th 
M-W 
M-W 
T-Th 
T 
Soc. 101 
Soc. 101 
Soc. 101 
Soc. 101 
Soc. 205 
Soc_ 206 
Intro. to Sociology ... 70060 Th 
Intro. to Sociology". . 71083 M 
Intra. to Sociology.... . . . .. _ , .. 71084 T 
Intro. to Sociology.. . ...... 71085 W 
Marriage & The Family _ .... , .... 70061 W 
Juvenile Delinquency ............. 70062 T 
Time 
#Bldg. 
Room 
7-9:45 03011 
7-9:45 030Il 
7 -9:45 2410M 
7-9:45 2410M 
7-9:45 2410M 
7-9 07051 
7-9 07051 
6-8 TFN 
8-10 TFN 
6-8 Hillcrest 
8-10 Hillcrest 
11:15-1:10 12031 
6-8 TFN 
8-10 TFN 
6-8 Hillcrest 
8-10 Hillcrest 
7-9 12031 
7-9 07031 
11:15-1:10 12031 
1:25-2:15 12031 
7-9:30 08011 
9-11:45a.m. 3411M 
7-9:45 20131 
7-9:45 341IM 
7-9:45 12041 
7-9:45 12041 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
6:30-7:45 
7:50-10 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
11031 
02021 
02021 
20151 
3410M 
3411M 
3411M 
04261 
02011 
02011 
3206M 
3206M 
3206M 
3410M 
20141 
3409M 
3409M 
3409M 
02021 
20151 
Lab 
$11 
$11 
$1I 
.50 
.50 
$15 
$15 
.50 
$6 
$2 
$6 
Instructor 
Ledbetter 
Bergdahl 
Wolf 
Wetzel 
Wetzel 
Bonczyk 
Bonczyk 
Carlson 
Bonczyk 
Bonczyk 
Hellrung 
Carlson 
Carlson 
Carlson 
Abbott 
Anderson 
Saliba 
Miller 
Gutenson 
Graboski 
Banks 
Dietrich 
Dietrich 
Lyons 
Seelye 
Johnson 
#M-MAIN CAMPUS-I-INTERIM CAMPUS 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE CREDIT COURSES (Continued) 
Course ~o. 
SPEECH 
Speech 108 
Course Title 
Fundamentals of Speech. 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Tech. 2.32 
TYPEWRITING 
"Typ. 101 
''Typ. 102 
*Typ. 201 
Strength of Materials. 
Beginning Typing. 
Intermediate Typing. 
Advanced Typing. 
.71086 
...... 71087 
... 71088 
... 71089 
... 71090 
Cr. Day Time 
M 7·9:45 
M·W 7·9:45 
M·T·W Arr. 
M.T.W Arr. 
1\1·T·W Arr. 
"Bldg. 
Room 
:3416M 
2416M 
3213M 
3213M 
3213M 
Lab 
$6 
$6 
$6 
~Report to Room 3213 on August 27 or A.ugusr. 28 between 6·9 p,m. to select four hours per week. 
URBAN STUDIES 
Urban 101 
Urban 271 
WELDING 
Weld. lOlA 
Weld. 10lB 
Weld. 103 
Weld. 105 
Weld. 20] 
Intra. to Urban Studies. .70063 
Survey Cant. Afr. Civil. .... 70064 
Welding Processes lA. .70065 
\Velding Processes lB ............ 50309 
Print Reading.. ,.71093 
Science & Math, Weld. I.. . .70067 
Welding Processes II. ..... 70068 
M 
W 
M.W 
S 
1\1 
W 
T.Th 
7·9:45 
7·9:45 
20161 
200l! 
7·9:45 14051 
8.12:45p.m. 14051 
7 ·9:45 4206M 
6:30·lOp.m. 08041 
6:30·9:45 14051 
$30 
$30 
$45 
Instructor 
Purdy 
,Johnson 
Banks 
Goich 
Schroeder 
McGinnis 
Special Interest Courses on the THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE Campus 
i7-gp.M, Unless Otherwise indicated) 
Course Title Day Room Lab 
Childrt.-'n':, Workshop in Theatre 022 10004 20004 S 2100! $18.00 
8th grades, 10 a.m'!12N) 
021 10006 20005 S 21001 $2 
Call 596-2000 and ask for Miss Weldon) 
{Opt'-l1 to any student in 4th through 
Community Drama Workshop in Theatre 
(Drama Work.shop is open to all interested 
Dri\"E'r Education (18 & over) 10006 20006 W 2015! $34 $20 
G,E.D. Rt"view (Math, Science) (16 sessions) 012 50321 50:321 S 02071 $34 
Will (I,n1-) 
G.E,D. Re\'jew (Eng., Soc. St.) (16 sessions) 012 50322 50322 S 0207 I 834 
Wit 1 n,m.i 
G.E.D. Review (Rapid Review) 
Gen;::>alogy Workshop I, Beg. (5·7 p,m.) 
II, Beg. (7·9 p.m.) 
! 
Conversational II 
Golf 
How to Conduct a Meeting (ParI. Proc.) 
Key Punch I (8·9 a.m.) 
Key Punch I (9-10 a.m.) 
Key Punch (10-11 a,m.) 
Key Punch (11-12 Noon) 
Key Punch II (12-1 p.m.) 
Key Punch II (1·2 p.m.) 
Law for the Layman 
(Ignorance is no excuse) 
Music 
"Children's Piano I (3:30-4:30 p.m.) 
""Children's Piano (9-10 a.m.) 
*Children's Piano I 00-11 a.m.) 
012 10007 
Oll 10008 
012 10009 
043 10010 
044 
012 10012 
012 10013 
018 10014 
031 llOO] 
031 11002 
031 !l003 
031 !l004 
032 !l005 
032 11000 
013 10021 
041 10022 
041 10023 
041 10024 
20007 M·W 
20008 T 
20009 T 
Th 
200!l Th 
20012 M 
20013 W 
20014 M 
21001 S 
21002 S 
21003 S 
21004 S 
21005 S 
21006 S 
20021 M 
20022 T 
20023 S 
20024 S 
02071 $:34 
01021 $18 
0102! S18 
20J41 $17 
20141 $17 
12041 $18 
12041 $18 
0425! $17 
3311M $ 8.60 
3311M S 8.50 
33!lM $ 8.50 
3311M $ 8.50 
3311M $ 8.50 
3311M S 8.50 
03021 817.00 
19021 Sl1.00 
19021 $11.00 
1902! $11.00 
$8 
$8 
$8 
$8 
$8 
$8 
Instructor 
S. Weldon 
S. Weldon 
J. Hellrung 
.J. Sukta 
J. Larsen 
Sukta/Larsen 
B. Dalby 
B. Dalby 
A. Culver 
A. Culver 
E. Bonczyk 
J. Steimle 
J. Steimle 
J. Steimle 
J. Steimle 
J. Steimle 
J. Steimle 
C. Stone 
Arnsdorff 
*Open to any student in 3rd, 4th, or 5th grade who has not studied piano previollsly and has access to a piano. 
Children's Piano III 14::30·5:30) 042 10025 20025 l' 19021 $11 Arnsdorff 
10 
(Continuation of spring piano class) 
Children's Folk Guitar (4-5 p.m.) 
(Open to any student in 4th through 
Classical Guitar (7-9 p.m.) 
043 10026 20026 M 06141 .$11 Gobberg 
8t.h grades. Student must have own instrument,) 
003 10027 20027 M 0303! $18 Gobberg 
IIM·MAIN CAMPUS-!·!NTERlM CAMPUS 
Special Interest Courses THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE Campus (Cont.) 
(7·9P.M Unless Otherwise Indicated) 
Course Titi(" Day 
,----------------------.--------
Folk Guitar 1 (6·8 p.m.) 00] 10028 20Q28 T 
Folk Guitar III 18·10 p.m.) 002 10029 20029 T 
Organ Class 004 10030 20030 F 
(7-9 Concert Hall, Lyon & Healy, River Oaks) 
Choral Reading Workshop (Sept. 4, 7:30 p,m,)045 10056 
Comm. Choral Union Workshop 018 10031 20031 Iv-r 
{A program for those who enjoy singing standard choral literature incl. 
Community Band Workshop 039 10032 20032 T 
(For the former musician who would like to keep active· 7.9:45 p.m.) 
Community Jazz Lab ""orkshop 021 10033 20033 W 
(Open to musicians upon consultation with director) 
Private Applied Music Lessons 
Piano 
Piano 
Piano 
Voice 
Voice 
Voice 
Brass 
Woodwinds 
Strings 
Strings 
Percussion 
Organ 
Classical Guitar 
Personal Growth Men's Self.Discovery 
Self-defense for Women (Beg,) 
Self-defense for Women (Adv.) 
Shorthand Refresher, Pitman 
What Expectant Parents Should Know 
Yoga (7·S p.m.) 
Yoga 18:10·9:15 p.m.) 
031 10034 
031 10035 
031 10036 
032 10037 
032 10038 
032 10039 
033 10040 
034 10041 
035 10042 
035 10043 
036 10044 
037 10045 
038 10046 
025 10047 
021 10048 
021 10062 
011 10049 
013 10055 
025 100.50 
025 10051 
20034 
20035 
20036 
20037 
20038 
20039 
20040 
20041 
20042 
20043 
20044 
20045 
20046 
20047 T 
20048 T 
20062 W 
20049 Th 
M 
20050 M 
200.51 M 
fee, 
Rnom 
0;)03! $18 
1):lO31 $18 
$21 
Lah Instructor 
Hossa 
Hossa 
Davis 
190!l FREE Kindig 
1901I $2 Kindig 
major works with orchestra - 7·9:45 p.m.) 
19011 $2 Kramer 
19011 $2 
In order to more 
adequately serve 
the needs of students 
registering for 
applied lessons, 
please call the 
"Music Office, 
596.2000, ext. 286 
12031 $18 
11031 $ 8.50 
!l03! .$ 8.50 
03011 $18.00 
0201 None 
07051 £ 9.00 
07051 .$ 9.00 
Kramer 
Scanlan 
Reynolds 
Arnsdorff 
Clarin 
Lusha 
Schmit 
Friedman 
Kramer 
Car1v,rrlght 
McCain 
Bozin 
Davis 
Gobberg 
C. Boysen 
W. Mozelle 
W. Mozelle 
J. Franklin 
(Red Cross Instr.) 
,J. Ellis 
J. Ellis 
Special Interest Courses at THORNTON HIGH SCHOOL 
(7-9P.M. Unless Otherwise Indicated) 150th & Broadway - Harvev 
Auto Maintenance (Men & Women) 
Basic Education (for Adults I) 
Basic Education (for Adults II) 
Basic Education (for Adults III) 
Bookkeeping 
G.E.D. (Math, Science) 
G.E.D. (Eng., Soc. St., Const.) 
G.E.D. Prep. (Fresh. & Jr. Level) 
021 
014 
014 
014 
012 
012 
012 
021 & 023 
New Americans, Eng. as a Sec. Language 01.4 
New Americans, Eng. as a Sec. Language 014 
Physical Fitness, Men 011 
Physical Fitness, Women 012 
Sewing, Beginning 021 
Sewing, Beginning 021 
Sewing, Intermediate 022 
Sewing, Intermediate 022 
Shorthand Refresher, Gregg 010 
Speed Reading 032 
Swimming I, Men (Beg. & Adv.) 031 
Swimming I, Women's (Beg. & Adv.) 031 
T:,rpewriting I 031 
Typewriting II 032 
Typev"'riting - Electric 033 
Upholstering 031 
\Voodworking, Cbt. Mkg., \Voodturning 033 
15001 
75008 
75009 
75010 
15002 
15003 
15004 
15005 
75006 
75007 
15008 
15009 
15010 
15011 
15012 
15022 
15013 
15014 
IG015 
15016 
150J 7 
15019 
15020 
15021 
25001 Th 
75008 1'·Th 
75009 T-Th 
75010 T.Th 
25002 T 
26003 T·Th 
25004 1'·Th 
25005 T·Th 
75006 T·Th 
76007 T·Th 
25008 T 
25009 T 
25010 T 
25011 1'h 
25012 T 
25022 Th 
25013 Th 
25014 T 
25015 T 
25016 T 
l' 
25018 Th 
25019 Th 
25020 T 
25021 Th 
1'106 
213 
225 
227 
16:~ 
308 
:JlO 
FH7 
616 
27:3 
27:-1 
271 
271 
1:?4 
383 
M.Pool 
G.Pool 
364 
364 
343 
TI09 
T109 
$17.00 
No fee 
No fee 
No fee 
17.00 
K14.00 
$34.00 
$34.00 
No fee 
No fee 
.$ 8.50 
$ 8.50 
S17.00 
$17.00 
$17.00 
$17.00 
317.00 
817.00 
S18.00 
S18.00 
S17.00 
S17.00 
$17.00 
$17.00 
$17.00 
$1.00 
$1.00 
$1.00 
$1.50 
'vV. Phares 
R. Grandmaison 
R. Furjanic 
R Davidson 
E. Schuermann 
Sf. Burke 
C. Benjamin 
W. Brown 
R. Carli 
M. Kindig 
s. Robertson 
E. Fredette 
D. Flynn 
D. Flynn 
R. Bullen 
J. Newman 
H. Fulk 
11 
878
I 
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Urbn 214· Mlnorlty,Group P,olltlcs,,3\credlt hoursj,a contact hOurs 
Basic political theory, as It relates to urb~n community power,structures. 
Emphasis on political context within which black communities exist; use and 
potential of political power In reform moveme,nt. (Prerequisite: Plse 101 or 
102)" 
Orbn 271 • Survey of Contemporary African Civilizations 
~ 3 credit hours, 3 contact -hours 
Major societies 'of the past, with present problems In areas south of the Sa. 
hara. Af,rlca's attempts to overthrow neo-colonlalism; prob,lems, of consolidation 
with countries; African unIty; other present-day African affairs. (Prerequisite: 
Hlst 151 orHlst 203 or 204) 
WELDING 
Weld 101A • Welding Processes 1A 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
, Fundamentals of oxy·acetylene welding Including equipment use, procedures; 
safety factors; practice skill de~loprrient In flame control; torch ma:hl/5lJlatlon; 
heat application; welding rod'use; welding symbols. Principles of arc welding, 
Including welding circuit, machln,e 'cOntrol electrode clasSlflcatlon,selectlon, 
safety procedures, protective devices applied through arc welding practice and 
skill development. Introduction to Inert gas welding, using tungsten inert gas 
shielded arc process (TIG) machines, accessories and procedures. Fee $40. 
, 5" 
Weld 101B· Welding Processes 1B 3 credit hours, 6 c,ontactholJrs 
Continuation of Weld 101A. (PrerequiSite: Weld 101A) Fee $40. 
Weld 103 - Print Reading 2 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Principles of multl·vlewdrawlngs, applied to readln'g welding shop drawings. 
View relationship, dimensions, notes, specIfications, welding symbols Inter-
preted. Structural drawings, piping drawings, weldments for machine parts 
used as print reading problems. 
Wel,d 104 • Welding Metallurgy 3 credit hours, 4 contact hours 
Structure, claSSification of metals and their properties; characteristics, uses; 
related to welding processes, weldablUty, effects of shielding 'gases, pre-'heat-
Ing and post-heating, residual stress and electrode metallurgy for both ferrous 
and non-ferrous metals and alloys. Metallurgical laboratory used for physical 
testing and microscopic study of grain structure of welds. (Prerequisite: Weld 
101A) Fee $6. 
Weld 105· Science and Mathematics for Welding I 
3 aredlt hours, 3 contact hours 
Science related to welding processes. Chemistry of 'oxy-acetylene gas; Inert 
gases; chemical description of metals and their alloys, chemical changes; prin-
ciples of electricity related to welding machine ratings; control. Mathematics for 
welders Includes a review of percentages and averages; measurement, linear, 
a~gular, circular; surface and volume calculations; metric system; basic algebra 
of simple equations, formulas, coordinates, graph Interpretation. 
Weld 201 • Welding Processes II 5 credit hours, 8 contact hours 
Continuation of Weld 1018. Advanced work In all positions with the emphasis on 
Arc Welding. (Prerequisite: Weld 101A, 101B) Fee $50 
Weld 202 • Layout Practice 2 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Bench layout by geometric construction, structural layout, piping templates, 
, and sheet metal layout. Fee $4 
139 
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Tch211 • Teacher Aide Internship I 3 credit hours, contact hours arranged 
Nlnety.six hours of supervised teacher aide work experience in a local school; 
plus 16 hours of seminar work coordinated with s_tudents In other Internship 
settings. Problems, skills of teacher' aide explored. One cl,ass hour and six 
experience hours per week. (Prerequisite: approval of program coordinator) 
Tch 212 • Teacher,Aide Internship II 3 credit hours, contact hOurs arranged 
Nlnety·slx hours of supervised teacher aide work experience In alocal,school; 
plus 16 hours ,of seminar work coordinated with students In oth,er Internship 
settings. Problems-, skills of teacher aide explored. (Prerequisite: Tch 211 and 
approval of program coordinator) 
TYPEWRITING 
Typg 101· Beginning. Typewriting 3 credit hours, 4·6 contact hours 
Medll:\·asslsted, Individualized Instruction Is used to acquire personal use 
andlor general vocational sklli In using electric typewriter keyboard and opera-
tive parts with speed and accuracy to, prepare memos, cards, letters, outlines, 
and manuscripts. Fee $7 
Typg 102· Intermediate Typewriting 3 credit hours, 4-6 contact hours 
Medll:\-asslsted, Individualized Instruction Is used to acquire general vocational 
skill In ,using electric typewriter with 'increasing speed and accuracy to prepare 
letters, telegrams, billing forms; table!!; manuscripts,and employment applica-
tion forms. (Prerequisite: Typg 101, 1 _ year of prior instruction, or consent of 
instructor) Fee $7 
Typg 201, • Advanced Typewriting 3 credit hours, -i·6contact hours 
Medla·asslsted, Individualized Instruction Is used to acquire speCialized voca· 
tlonal skill In using electric typewriter with increasing speed and accuracy to 
prepare ,.'Ietters, forms, tables, statements, and reports used In governmental, 
medical, technical" legal, and financlal.work. (Prerequisite: Typg 1.02, 2 years of 
prJpr Instruction, or consent of Instructor) Fee $7 
Typg 202 • Professional Typewrl1lng 2 credit hours, 3·4 contact hours 
This Is the final course for students preparing for employment in office occu· 
patlons. Included In this profes!'lonal·level typewriting are ,advanced knowledge 
of problems, proofreading techniques, and sufficient skills to meet hlgh·level 
office employment and business teaching. (Prerequisite: Typg 201, 2 years of 
.prior Instruction and work experience, or consent of instructor) Fee $4 
URBAN STUDIES 
Urbn 101 • Introduction to Urban Studies 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Phenomenon of urbanization. Growth of metropolitan areas; resultant changes 
In American life styles, values; present state of urban soci,ety In interrelation-
ship between central city and suburban areas in regional planning. 
Urbn 141 • Afro·Amerlcan Arts 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Contribution of blacks to art, music, philosophy from 1600 to 1970's. 
Urbn 151· Urban Black Economics 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Unlike most economics courses that deal with book facts on a national level, 
this coarse will deal with the survival of black businesses at the urban level 
having the students work directly with black businessmen in Chicago and the 
south suburbs. 
881
t· TeachElrAIc:le Internship fi 3 credit hou.rs, contact hours arranged 
lty-slx hours of supervlsedjeacher aide. work experience In a iocal school; 
16 hours of seminar work c.oo.rd I nated with s.tudents in other internship 
Ings. Problems, skills of teacher aide explored. One class hour and six 
~rlence hours per week. (Prerequisite:' approval of program coordinator) 
2 • Teacher Ah:le Internship II. 3. credit hours, contact hours arranged 
Ity·slxhoUfsof supervised teacher aide work experience in a .. local school; 
, 16 hours of seminar work coordinated with students In other Internship 
Ings. Probl.ems, skills of teacher aide explored. (Prerequisite: Tch 211 and 
'oval of program coordinator). 
TYPEWRITING 
01 . Beginning Typewriting 3 credit hours, 4-6 contact hours 
la-assisted, individualized Instruction is used to acquire personal use 
or general vocational skill In using electric typewriter keyboard and opera-
parts with speed and accuracy to. prepare memos, cards, letters, outlines, 
manuscripts. Fee $7 
02 • intermediate Typewriting 3 credit hours, 4-6 contact hours 
la·asslsted,lnd!vlduslized Instruction Is used to acquire general vocational 
!n·.uslng ·electrlc ,typewriter with "increasing speed and accuracy to prepare 
Irs, telegrams, billing forms; tables; manuscrlpts,and employment applica-
forms. (Prerequisite: Typg 101, 1, year of prior Instruction, or consent of 
'uctor) Fee $7 
!01· AChiancedTypewriUrig 3 credit hours, 4-6 contact hours 
lIa·assisted, Individualized Instruction is used .toacqulre specialized voca· 
al skill In using electric typewriter with Increasing speed and accuracy to 
lare )etters, forms,. tables, statements, and reports used. in governmental, 
Ilcal, technical,Jegal, and financial.,work.(Pr~requisite: Typg 1.02,.2 years of 
r Instruction, or consent of. Iristrucforj Fee $7 
!02 - ProfesslonafTypewrlHng 2 credit hours, 3·4 contact hours 
i Is the final course for students preparing for employment In office occu-
ons. Included In this professional-level typewriting are advanced knowledge 
lroblems, proofreading techOnlques, and sufficient skills. to meet high-level 
:e employment and business teaching. (Prerequisite: Typg 201, 2 years of 
r instruction and work experience, or consent of Instruct.or) Fee $4 
URBAN STUDIES 
01 - Introduction to Urban Studies 
3 credit hours, 3 con.tact hours 
.10menon of urbanization. Growth of metropolitan areas; resultant changes 
.merlcan life styles, values; present state of urban society In Interrelation-
between central city and suburban areas In regional planning. 
41 - Afro·American Arts 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
trlbution of blacks to art, music, philosophy from 1600 to 1970's. 
51· Urban Black Economics . . . .' . 3 credit hours,3 contact hours 
kemost economics cC)Ursesthatdeal with book facts ona natlonalle~el, 
course will deal with the survival of black businesses at the urban 'level 
ng the students work directly with black businessmen Ih ChIcago and the 
Ih suburbs. 
138 
Urbn 214· Minority Group POlitics 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Basic political theory, as it relates to urban community power structures. 
Emphasis on pOlitical context within which black communities exist; use and 
potential of political power in reform movement. (Prerequisite: Plsc 101 or 
102) 
lJ rbn 271 - Survey of Contemporary African Civilizations 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Major societies of the past, with present problems in areas south of the Sa· 
hara. Africa's attempts to overthrow neo·coloniallsm, problems of consolidation 
with countries; African unity; other present-day African affairs. (Prerequisite: 
Hist 151 or Hist 203 or 204) 
WELDING 
Weld 101A . Welding Processes 1A 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Fundamentals of oxy-acetylene welding including equipment use, procedures; 
safety factors; practice skill development in flame control; lorch manipulation; 
heat application; welding rod use; welding symbols. Principles of arc welding, 
including welding circuit, machine control electrode classification, selection, 
safety procedures, protective devices applied through arc welding practice and 
skill development Introduction to inert gas welding using tungsten inert gas 
shielded arc process (TIG) machines, accessories and procedures. Fee $40. 
Weld 1018 - Welding Processes 1B 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Continuation of Weld 101A. (Prerequisite: Weld 101A) Fee $40, 
Weld 103 . Print Reading 2 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
PrinCiples of multi·view drawings, applied to reading welding shop drawings, 
View relationship, dimensions, notes, speCifications, welding symbols inter· 
preted. Structural drawings, piping drawings, weldments for machine parts 
used as print reading problems. 
Weld 104 - Welding Metallurgy 3 credit hours, 4 contact hours 
Shucture, classification of metals and their properties; characteristics, uses; 
related to welding processes, weldability, effects of shielding gases, pre·11eat· 
ing and post-heating, residual stress and electrode metallurgy for both ferrous 
and non·ferrous metals and alloys. Metallurgical laboratory used for physical 
testing and microscopic study of grain structure of welds. (Prerequisite: Weld 
101A) Fee $6. 
Weld 105 • Science and Mathematics for Welding I 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Science related to welding processes. Chemistry of oxy-acetylene gas; inert 
gases; chemical description of metals and their alloys, chemical changes; prin-
ciples of electricity related to welding machine ratings, control. Mathematics for 
welders includes a review of percentages and averages; measurement, linear, 
angular, circular; surface and volume calculations; metric system; basic algebra 
of simple equations, formulas, coordinates, graph interpretation. 
Weld 201 • Welding Processes II 5 credit hours, 8 contact hours 
Continuation of Weld 101 B. Advanced work in all positions with the emphaSis on 
Arc Welding. (Prerequisite: Weld 101A, 101 B) Fee $50 
Weld 202· Layout Practice 2 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Bench layout by geometriC construction, structural layout, piping templates, 
and sheet metal layout. Fee $4 
139 
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HEALTH SCIENCE 
Hlth 100 1 credit hour, 1 contact hour 
Physiological evaluation for lifetime preparation. 
Hlth 101 - Health Science (For General Student Body) 
2 credit hours, 2 contact hours 
The course deals with the basic factors which influence the health of the indi-
vidual. Includes: physical and mental outlook on life, intelligent use of foods, 
living with others, sexual adjustment, disease prevention, choosing health ser-
vices, and protecting our environment. Fulfills state teacher certification' re-
quirement. 
Hlth 102 1 credit hour, 1 contact hour 
Attitudes and practices of healthful living-alcohol, drugs, tobacco, human 
reproduction. 
HISTORY 
Hist 101 - History of Modern E_ Asian Civilization (17th Century to Present) 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Focus on China and Japan, secondarily upon Korea and Viet Nam. Emphasis 
on contrast between development of westernized, capitalistic Japan versus 
Communist China. Readings from Confucius to Mao-Tse-Tung. 
Hist 109 - History of Modern Europe from the Renaissance to the 19th Century 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Rise, collapse of political, social institutions in three centuries preceding 1800. 
Emphasized are religiOUS and political divisions of modern Europe, constitutional 
developments in west, spread of European influences. 
Hist 110 - History of Modern Europe (19th and 20th Centuries) 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Emphasis upon people and events with. world-wide impact; Bismark and Ger-
man unification; Karl Marx and Socialism; lenin, Communism and Russian 
Revolution; Hitler, Nazism, and WW II; Cold War. 
Hist 151 - Afro-American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
History of the ,Afro-American from 17th Century to present. 
Hist 203 - Early American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Survey of American History-Discovery through Civil War. . 
Hist 204 - Later American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Survey of American History-Reconstruction to present. 
HUMANITIES 
Huma 101 - Communication in Modern Media 3 credit hours, 4 contact hours 
A study of the methods of communication unique to the media of film, TV, and 
contemporaryrOc~ and. electronic music. An attempt is made to improve the 
student's appreciation and critical capacities of commercial and' underground 
films, commercial TV, and modern music by studying the message most often 
utilized by those media and the techniques to deliver those messages. Fee $7 
106 
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION 
Recently, a major change occurred in the field of adult continuing education. The 
Illinois Community College Board directed local community colleges to organize 
their adult continuing education courses into a new General Studies Program. 
Most of these courses now are approved for college credit. Credits earned by 
taking these courses now can be applied toward a certificate in one of the General 
Studies curriculums. These credits do not apply toward a certificate or degree in 
the Transfer or Occupational Programs. Their transferability to another institution 
depends entirely upon the review and receptiveness of the other institution. 
Community education for hobby, recreation, and leisure activities remains on a 
non-credit basis. Community Education classes are held during the evening hours 
at the Thornton Community College campus in South Holland and at the following 
high schools: 
Bremen High School, 15203 Crawford Avenue, Midlothian 
Hillcrest High School, 175th & Crawford, Country Club Hills 
Oak Forest High School, 152nd & Central, Oak Forest 
Thornton High School, 150th & Broadway, Harvey 
Thornton Fractional North High School, 755 Pulaski, Calumet City 
Thornton Fractional South High School, 18500 Burnham, Lansing 
Thornridge High School, Sibley & Cottage Grove, Dolton 
Thornwood High School, l70th & South Park, South Holland 
Tinley Park High School, 6111 175th Street, Tinley Park 
65 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
Credentials and Credos 
, ACCREDITATION 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
APPROVAL 
Illinois Community College Board, Board of Higher Education, Board of Vocational 
Education and Rehabilitation, Veterans Administration. 
MEMBERSHIP 
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, Council of North 
Central Junior Colleges, Illinois Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 
National Commission on Accrediting, American Council on Education, American 
Technical Education Association. 
THE COllEGE 
Thornton Community College is a comprehensive two-year college established In 
1927. It operates under the State of Illinois Junior Coliege Act with guidelines 
established by the Illinois Community College Board and offers the first two 
years of four-year curriculums, one and two-year career curriculums, and pro-
grams designed to serve special educational purposes. Associate Degrees and 
Certificates are granted. 
PHiLOSOPHY 
The College Is committed to provide comprehensive educational programs to meet 
the diverse interests and needs of its students. The realization of Individual educa-
tional goals is supported by counseling services available to help students reach 
their greatest potential. Consistent with this commitment, the College assures that 
no person shall be excluded from or denied the benefits of any program or activity 
on the basis of sex, color, race, creed, religion, national or regional origin. 
GOALS 
To Provide quality learning experiences in 
Baccalaureate-oriented education programs commensurate with the first two 
years of education at four-year colleges or universities and career education 
programs which provide knowledge and skills required for employment. 
To Provide 
Opportunity for lifelong continuing education. 
Courses and programs which facilitate adjustment to, or re-employment or 
advancement In the work environment. 
To Offer 
Programs and activities designed to contribute to personal and cultural enrich· 
ment and encourage constructive participation In a free society. 
To Complement 
Educational programs through counseling and academic advisement. 
To Complement 
The learning process by providing learning resources and supportive activities. 
To Encourage 
Public use of its facilities and services for educational and cultural purposes. 
To Support 
The concept of comprehensive growth through co·currlc,ular activities. 
To Assure 
Effective organizational, management, and administrative operations. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Community College District 510 
Paula Malak 
Vice-Chairman 
Frank Zuccarelli 
Jerry A. Meyer 
Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Roger Benson 
Student Reoresentatlve 
James livingstone 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
Karen Mitchell 
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Lottie T. Tylka, RN .................................................. A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Linn A. Tyrrell ................................................ Behavioral Science 
College of William and Mary, A.B.; 
University of Michigan, M.A., Ph.D. 
Linda S. Uzureau .................................................. Social Science 
University of Idaho, B.A.; Emory University, M.A. 
Norman S. Warns, Jr. .................................................... Geology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S.Ed.; 
Chicago State University, M.A. 
Larry A. Wehner .............................................................. Art 
Chicago Art Institute, B.F.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A., M.F.A. 
Eugene M. Wensel ....•............................................ Life Sciences 
Carthage College, B.A.; University of Cincinnati, M.S. 
Katherine Wessel. ...................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Paul Wessel. ........................................................... Business 
Illinois State University, B.S.E, M.S.E. 
Martha E. Wetzel. ......................................•..••.. Physica(Education 
Northern Illinois University, B.Ed.; 
State University of Iowa, M.A. 
Gerald E. Willey .....••.............................•.......•....... Life Sciences 
Joliet Jr. College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
Wallace L. Wirth ...............................................•........ Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
--> Valerie M. Woj<:ik ......•.............•.............•.................•.. Business 
Northwestern University, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Wayne L. Wolf ...•.•..•....•....•...•........................... Law Enforcement 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; 
University bfSouth Florida, B.A., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Arlethia T. Wright, RN ............................................. " A.D. Nursing 
University of Pennsylvania, B.S.N.; St. Xavier College, M.S.N. 
Myo K. Yoo ..•.•••..••...•..•...•...........•.....•.............. Chemistry/Math 
Yonsei University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, Ph.D. 
Carolyn A. Yoss, O.T.R •....••.•..•.•...•..••.•....•........ Occupational Therapy 
University of Kansas, B.S . 
Sally E.Zook ........... : ...................................... '.' ......... .. Engllsh 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.A., M.A. . 
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II State Teachers College, B.S., M.A.; Governors State University, M.A. 
E. Morrison ............................•....•.................. Mathematics 
lckburn College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
ck J. O'Connell ............................................ '-aw Enforcement 
nois Institute of Technology, B.S.; Governors State UniversitYl M.A. 
IS O'Drobinak, C.P.A ........................................... BUsiness 
liversity of Dayton, B.A., DePaul University, M.B.A. 
rice F. Page ........................... : .................. Behavioral Science 
ark College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.S.W. 
nas C. Pavlik ....................................................... Business 
diana University, B.A.; DePaul University, M.Ed., J.D. 
)ra Payne, R.N ................................................... A.D. Nursing 
)vernors State University, B.N.S., M.A. 
'Ies S. Pennington .•............................................ Life Sciences 
liversity of Arkansas, B.S.; Michigan State University, M.S. 
Ion G. Peterson ...........•••..•.........•.......................... Business 
orthern Illinois Un,iversity, B.S., M.S. 
sha J. Phelps ..............................................•........ Business 
hicago Teachers College, B.S.; University of Chicago, M.B.A. 
lk J. Prist .. ',' ......................................•.....•.......... Business 
orthern Illinois University, B.A., M.S. 
iel M. Purdy .............••.....................•. Engineering and Technology 
,wa State University, B.S. 
I E. Rau ............................................................ Busilless 
outhern Illinois University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
(e L Reed ........................... , .... , ......... " ..... Educational Media 
latteville State College, B.S.; University of Wisconsin, M.S. 
othy S. Reedy, R.N ............................................... A.D. Nursing 
niverslty of Nebraska,B.S.N. 
eph E. Rejholec .......•..•..................•.........•..•..... '. " .......... Art 
t. Lewis College, B.A.; Northern Illinois University, M.A. 
ron E. Rise ................................................ Behavioral Science 
laryville College, B.A.; Mc;Cormick Seminary, M.A.; 
rinceton University, M.S. 
estlne S. Robinson .......................................... ' •.• , '" ••• English 
iamer-Scotia College, B.S.; Indiana Unil(ersity, M.A.T. 
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vt. l\c:lvn:;1 \,JUllv!::lv, u.v., vll ....... I~I'1 ..................... , ••••••• 
Tammer Saliba ................................................ Behavioral Science 
Taylor University, B.S., A.B.; Ball State University, M.A. 
Editha C. Sanchez, R.N .............................................. A.D. Nursing 
Philippine Women's University, B.S.N.; Loyola University, M.Ed. 
Donald A. Sather ................................................... Life Sciences 
University of North Dakota, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Mary K. Scanlan ........................................................... Music 
University of Wisconsin, B.Mus.; University of Iowa, M.A. 
Greuling C. Schellhorn ................................................... English 
University of Missouri, B.A.; Univer~ity of Iowa, M.F.A. 
Michael E. Schnur ..................................................... Counselor 
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Loyola University, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Judith M. Scott ........................................................ Counselor 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Governors State University, B.A., M.A. 
Jean L. Sedlack. ; .............................. Foreign Language and Journalism 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.A.; 
Instltuto Technologico de Monterrey (Mexico), M.A. 
Joseph T. Selbka ...........................................•.......... Chemistry 
Lewis COllege, B.S.; Loyola University, M.S. 
Curt L. Serbus, R.T ........................................ Radiologic Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; University of Illinois, B.S. 
Raymond C. Sherman .......•...............................•........... Business 
Northern Illinois UniverSity, B.S., M.S.; Governors State University, M.A. 
Essie M. Smith, R.N~ ....................................... Practical Nursing 
Meharry Medical College, B.S.N. 
Frank F. Sta.nicek .•.•...........•....................•........ Behavioral Science 
Knox College, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Ja.mes P. Steimle .....•....•.•............................. " ...••.••..• . ,BuSiness 
Illinois State UniverSity, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S., C.A.S. 
Robert E. Suliivan .................................................. Life Sciences 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
Joseph E. Tnornton .....••..•.....•............•...............••......•• English 
University of illinois, A.B., M.S.; Southern Illinois University, M.A. 
Douglas E. Tweeten ' •..••••••••.. '.' ••.•.•.•...• ~ ......... ',' .•.....••.•• Chemistry 
University of North Dakota, B.S.; University of Missouri, M.S.T. 
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Irthern Illinois University, B.S.; Chicago State College, M.Ed.; 
Irdue University, M.S.; University of Illinois, Advanced Certificate; 
,yola University, Ed.D. 
I C. Halkides ................................................... Physics 
chigan State University, B.S., M.S. 
t B. Hartmann .................................................. English 
no is State Teachers College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.A.; 
nois Institute of Technology, M.S., Ph.D. 
~rt E. Heinrich ............................................... Counselor 
)rth Central College, B.A.; Evangelical Theology Seminary, B.D.; 
)rthwestern UniverSity, M.A. 
ltte J. Held .................................................. Chemistry 
)rthern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
H. Helgesen ................................................... English 
liversity of Minnesota, B.A., B.S., M.A. 
es E. Hellrung ........................................ Behavioral Science 
Istern Illinois University, B.S.; Indiana University, M.S. 
I l. Hoerman ................................................. Counselor 
'iversity of Northern Iowa, B.A., M.A. 
cordia L. Hoffmann ....................•........................ English 
,iversity of WisconSin, B.S.; Chicago State Teachers, M.A. 
stance Rodgers Huff, RN ................................ Practical Nursing 
lorn Ion Community College, A.A., 
:>vernors State University, B.A., M.S.N. 
lid l. Hundley ............................................ : ..... Spftech 
liversity of Cincinnati, B.A.; Bradley University, M.A. . 
18 T.Janis,RK ........................................... . A.D. Nursing 
~Paul University, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois UniverSity, M.S. 
Ires A. Jenkins ................... ' .............................. Business 
estern illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
dward Jenkins ............................................ Life Sciences 
diana State Teachers College, B.S.; Union College, M.S.; 
orida Atlantic University, Ed.D. 
d N. Johnson ............................................. Urban Studies 
oward University, B.A., Rutgers University, Ed.M. 
es M. Keane ............................................... Mathematics 
niversityof Western Ontario, B.A.; University of Detroit, M.S: 
III. King, ................................................ General Studies 
radley University, B.S.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. . 
lard P. Kirchner .............................. Engineering and Technology 
eVry Technical Institute, A.A.S.; 
inais Institute of Technology, B.S.E.E. 
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Drake University, B.Mus.; American Conservatory ot MUSIC, M.M. 
Donald F. Kramer .......................................................... Music 
Washburn University, B.Mus.; Kansas State Teachers College, M.M. 
Michael N. Kulycky ................................................ Language and 
DePaul University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. Communications 
George F. LaVaque ....................................................... English 
S1. Mary's College, B.A., M.A. 
Edith N. Lebed ........................................................... English 
University of Chicago, B.S., M.A. 
Charles E. Ledbetter .......................... , ....................... Philosophy 
University of Houston, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A. 
Peggy A. Lelko ..................................................... Library 
State University of New York, B.A., M.L.S. 
Bailey Magruder .................................... Social and Behavioral Science 
Murray State College, B.S.; Northwestern University, M.S.; 
Northern Illinois University, C.A.S. 
Fred F. Malito ...................... , ..... , ... ' ..... , Engineering and Technology 
Thornton Community College, A.A.; Illinois State University, B.S'. 
Robert T. Marshall, Jr ..•.. ; ............................................ Counselor 
Northern Illinois UniverSity, B.S., M.S. 
George A. Mattsey ...................................................... Business 
Indiana State University, B.S., M.S. 
K. James McCaleb ............................................ Behavioral Science 
Illinois Valley Community College, Diploma 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S.; Michigan State University, Ph.D. 
Judith A. McDonald, RN ........................................... .. A.D. Nursing 
Northeastern Itlinois UniverSity, B.A.; Governors State University, B.S.N.; 
Loyola University, M.S.N. 
Patricia J. McGarry ........................................................... . Art 
University of Illinois, B.F.A.; Chicago Art Institute, M.F.A. 
Joyce L. McMahon, O.T.R .................................. Occupational Therapy 
Mount Mary College, 8:S. 
Whabiz D. Merchant. ...... , ....................................... Social Science 
Bombay UniverSity, B.A.; Western Michigan UniverSity, M.A.; 
University of Chicago, M.A. 
-BarbaraJ. Meyers ........................................................ Library 
University of Illinois; B.A.; Rosary College, M.A.L.S. ' 
DeVaughn A. Miller ........................................... Behavioral Science 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
Francis J. Miller ..................................... Engineering and Technology 
Chicago Teachers College, B.E.; Illinois Teachers College, M.S. 
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Faculty 
James H. Abbott ...... ; ............ ' ............. , •........... , ....•. Phy.sics 
University of Illinois, B.S., M.S. 
JosephJ. Adamek ...........................•............... ; .•.. Business 
Northern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
David R. Anderson ........................................... Soc/al Science 
Northern illinois University, B.S., M.A. 
Mary E. Anderson, R.N ......................................... . A.D. Nursing 
University of Illinois, B.S.N.; Northern Illinois University, M.S. 
August R. Banks ............................. ·· .... : .......•. General Studies 
Chicago Teachers College, B.Ed.; St. Xavier College, M.A. 
David C. Bartlett .............................................. Social Science 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
LeilaJ. Bashaw, R.N .... , ...................................... . A.D. Nursing 
University of Minnesota, B.S.; DePaul University, M.S. 
Claudette A .. Bobay ...........•......................................... . Art 
Ball State Unive'rsity, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology, M.S; 
Barbara L. Bogdan, R.N •..... : ............................ , .... . A.D. Nursing 
51. Francis College, B.S.; St. Mary of Nazareth, R.N.; 
Governors State University, B.H.S., M.S.N. 
Edmund A. Bonczyk ...................................... Physical Education 
IllinoiS State University, B.S., M.S. 
William A. Bourland .....•.............•.................. , ....... Counselor 
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S. 
Smith V. Brand ..................................................... Speech 
Knox College, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Sister Dorothea A. Burkard, R.T .............. Coordinator, Radiologic Technology 
St; Louis University, B.S. 
Nancy E. Callies, R.N ...................... , ................... . A.D. Nursing 
Loyola University, B.S.N., Governors State University, M.S.N. 
John E. Carlson .......................................... Physical Education 
Illinois State University, B.S., M.S. 
Dale C. Chapman ............................................ Socia/ Science 
Richmond College, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A. 
Lois A. Chapman ................................................... English 
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Northwestern University, M.A. 
Dimpna B. Clarin .................................................... Music 
University of Santo Tomas, B.Mus.; 
American Conservatory of Music, M.M., D.M.A. 
George W. Clark .................................................. Business 
Ball State University, B.S., M.S. 
111~ 
Kathryn H.Clau!ilon .................................... ; .• PIJ~s,cal Educatlol 
Northern lIIino~s University, B.S.; Indiana"Unlver!ility, M.S •.. ~ ". ." .... 
William D. Curran .............•.......... . Physicar'Science~Q.d$6~/aj 861e,;cl 
Southeast Jr. College, A.A.; Northern illinois University, B.S., M~S.· .. 
PhyliisM. Davis .............. ~ .........................•...•..... Couns'!;o 
North Park College, A.A.; Northwestern University, B.S., M~A. '. 
E.arl D. DeGroot ........ : .................................. ,. ... ,,Mathem.atlcl 
Hope College, A.B.;-Universlty of illinois, M.S. 
James S. Denier ..............................•.....•..•...••. Life Si;i~IJCel 
North Dakota State Teachers, College, B.S.; University of NorthOakonr, MiS> 
Violet M. Dodd, R.N ................................. : .....•... . A;D. Nurs/n! 
DePaul University, B.S., M.S.; University of Chicago, M.S. ". ' . '. 
Helen L. Dolan. R.N.' ............................ Co6rdinator, Practical Nu;sin! 
St. Xavier College, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed. . 
Dennis E. Dryzga .................................................. .' Bus/nes: 
Chl(:ago State college, B.Ed.; DePaul University, M.B.E.; 
GbvernorsState University, MABA 
Daniel J. Durlan ............................................• '.' Mathematic: 
Purdue University, B.S.; Illinois State University, M.S. 
L. Ronald Farquhar .................................................. Englisj 
Central Bible College, B.A.; Bradley University, M.J\,. . , . 
William L. Fink ..........................................•....•.. Chemlstr. 
Blackburn College, A.A.; North Central College, B.S.; 
Washington State University, M.A. 
A. George Finstad ...................................................... • Ar 
Illinois State Normal University. B.S., M.S. 
, 
Diane Vorhies Fitzpatrick .......................................... Counselo 
Lorain County Community College, A.A.; Bowling Green University, B.A.; . 
Eastern Michigan University, M.A. 
James P. Flynn .................................................... Englls. 
Hlinois Benedictine College, B.A.; DePaul University, M.A.; 
Illinois State University, D.A. 
Alveana L. Foscett, R.N ...................................... Practical Nursin 
Olive-Harvey Junior College, A.A.S., Purdue University, B.S.N. 
Arlene W. FranCis, R.N .................................... Behavi0t:al Sciene 
51. Xavier College, B.S.N., M.S. 
Leslie A. Freeman ............................................. Life SciencE 
Eastern Illinois UniverSity, B.S., M.S. 
Carolyn S. Funk ............................................... Mathematic 
Illinois State UniverSity, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Paul L. Gill ........................................................ Engll~ 
Indiana University, B.S., M.S. 
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Urban Studies 
Urbn 101 - Introduction to Urban Studies 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Phenomenon of urbanization. Growth of metropolitan areas; resultant changes 
in American life styles, values; present state of urban society in interrelation-
ship between central city and suburban areas in regional planning. 
Urbn 141 - Afro-American Arts 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Contribution of blacks to art, music, philosophy from 1600 to 1970's. 
Urbn 214 - Minority Group Politics 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Basic political theory, as it relates to urban community power structures. 
Emphasis on political context within which black communities exist; use and 
potential of political power in reform movement. (Prerequisite: Plsc 101 or 
102) 
Urbn 271 - Survey of Contemporary African Civilizations 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Major societies of the past, with present problems in areas south of the Sa· 
hara. Africa's attempts to overthrow neo-colonialism, problems of consolidation 
with countries; African unity; other present-day African affairs. (Prerequisite: 
Hist 151 or Hist 203 or 204) 
Welding 
Weld 101A • Welding Processes 1A 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Fundamentals of oxy-acetylene welding including equipment use, procedures; 
safety factors; practice skill development in flame control; torch manipulation; 
heat application; welding rod use; welding symbols. Principles of arc welding, 
including welding circuit, machine control electrode classification, selection, 
safety procedures, protective devices applied through arc welding practice and 
skill development. Introduction to inert gas welding using tungsten inert gas 
shielded arc process (TIG) machines, accessories and procedures. Fee $40. 
Weld 101B - Welding Processes 1B 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Continuation or Weld 101A. (Prerequisite: Weld 101A or consent of instructor) 
Fee $40 
Weld 103 . Print Reading 2 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Principles of multi-view drawings, applied to reading welding shop drawings. 
View relationship, dimensions, notes, specifications, welding symbols inter-
preted. Structural drawings, piping drawings, weldments for machine parts 
used as print reading problems. 
Weld 104- Welding Metallurgy 3 credit hours, 4 contact hours 
Structure, classification of metals and their properties; .characteristics, uses; 
related to welding processes, weldability, effects of shielding gases, pre-heat-
ing and post-heating, residual stress and electrode metallurgy for both ferrous 
and non-ferrous metals and alloys. Metallurgical laboratory used lor physical 
testing and microscopic study of grain structure of welds. (Prerequisite: Weld 
10tA) 
1A'l 
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History 
His! 101 - History of Modern E. Asian Civilization (17th Century to Present) 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Focus on China and Japan, secondarily upon Korea and Viet Nam. Emphasis 
on contrast between development of westernized, capitalistic Japan versus 
Communist China. Readings from Confucius to Mao-Tse-Tung. 
His! 109 - Europe 10 the 19th Century 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Classical cultures of Greece and Rome, Medieval Europe, the Renaissance, 
Reformation and the Age of Kings. 
Hisl 110 - History of Modern Europe (19th and 20th Centuries) 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Emphasis upon people and events with world-w'ide impact; Bismark and Ger-
man unification; Karl Marx and Socialism; Lenin, Communism and Russian 
Revolution; Hitler, Nazism, and WW II; Cold War. 
Hist 151 - Afro-American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
History of the Afro-American from 17th Century to present. 
His! 203 - Early American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Survey of American History-Discovery through Civil War. 
'His! 204 - later American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Survey of American History-Reconstruction to present. 
Humanities 
Huma 101 - Communication in Modern Media 3 credit hours, 4 contact hours 
A study of the methods of communication unique to the media of film, TV, and 
contemporary music. An attempt is made to improve the student's appreciation of 
and critical capaCities with commercial films, commercial TV, and modern music 
by studying the message most often utilized by those media and the techniques 
to deliver those messages_ Fee $10 
Huma 120 - Introduction to Music 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
For non-music major developing an understanding and appreciation of music 
through recordings, concerts and other meda. Fee $12 
Hums 201 - General Humanities I 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Man's attempts to express his understanding of his nature and the world he lives 
in through his art, music, literature, and philosophy. Focus centers on man's 
chronological expression from ancient times l,hrough the Renaissance era. 
Huma 202 - General Humanities II 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Man's attempts to express his understanding of his nature and the world he lives 
in through his art, music, literature, and philosophy. Focus centers on man's 
Chronological expression from the 18th Century to the contemporary world. No 
previous knowledge of art or music required. Fee $12 
Huma 205 - Music in a Contemporary American Society 
3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
A study of contemporary pop music and its background from the early 1900's to 
today, Course shows the influence of earlier pop music, Jazz, blues and rock on 
today's music through style (jazz, rock, soul, disco); medium (concerts, film, 
television, recordings); sociological implications (poverty, prejudice, drugs); and 
through the message conveyed (lyrics, literature, art). Fee $15 
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MATHEMATICS 
FIRE SCIENCE MATH 94 01 General Math 10:35-11:50 a", MTWR 
4133 
MATH 94 02 General Math 7;O()' 9:46 pm T R 4133 
FRSe210 01 Fire Apparatus 7:00- 9:45 pm MW HFSfjl MATH 95 01 Intro. to Algebra 7:45- 9:00.m MTWR 4133 (Harvey Fire Station) MATH 95 02 Intro, to Algebra 9:10.10:25 am MTWR 4133 
MATH 95 03 Intro. to Algebra 7:ll0· 9:45 pm MW 4133 
GENERAL STUDIES PROGRAM MATH 95 04 Intro. to Algebra 7:00- 9;45 pm T R 3225 
9.00 
MATH 96 01 Modern Elementary Geometry 7:00. 9:45 pm T R 4134 
GSP81 01 Natural Sclenoe 8:00·10:20 am M WR 3225 MATH 100 01 Intermediate Algebra 7:45- 9:00 ,m MTWR 4134 
(Lab) 8:00.10:20 am T 4105 MATH 100 02 Intermedl{lte Algebra 9:10·10:25 am MTWR 4134 
GSP84 01 English 10:35-12:05 pm MTWR 3127 MATH 100 03 Intermediate Algebra 7:00· 9:45 pm MW 4134 
GSP86 01 Developmental Reading 9:10.10:25 am MTWR LI24 MATH 100 04 Intermediate Algebra 7:00· 9:45 pm MW 3119 
GSPBB 02 Developmental Reading 12:15- 1:30 pm MTWR L124 MATH 101 01 College Algebra 9:10-10:25 am MTWR 4100 
GSPBB 03 Developmental Reading 7:00· 9:45 pm T R L124 MATH 101 02 College Algebra 7:00- 9:45 pm T R 4100 
MATH 102 01 Plane Trigonometry 10:35·11:50 am MTWR 4100 
MATH 102 02 Plane Trigonometry 7:00. 9:45 pm MW 4100 
GEOGRAPHY MATH 105 01 Intro. to Calculus J 9:10-11:25 am MTWR 4116 
7:00· 9;45 pm MW 3209 MATH 105 02 Intro. to Calculus I 7:00·10:00 pm M WR 4116 GEOG101 01 Western Hemisphere MATH 125 01 Fundamentals of Math 10:35-11:50 am MTWR 4134 
GEOG102 01 Eastern Hemisphere 7:00. 9:45 pm T R 3209 01 9:~().10:25 am MTWR 4118 MATH 161 Finite Math 
MATH 181 02 Finite Math 7:0()' 9;45 pm T R 3224 
GEOLOGY MATH 203 01 Calculus II 9:10.11:25 am MTWR 3229 MATH 203 02 Calculus II 7:00.10:ll0 pm M WR 4118 
GEOL 101 01 Physical Geology 9:10-11:40 am MTWR 4123 8.00 MATH 204 01 Calculus 111 8:30·10:00 pm MW 4119 
GEOL 201 01 *Geology of lIIinol6 3 8:30· 3:00 pm S Bldg. 10.00 MATH 205 01 Differential Equations 7:00· 9:45 pm T R 4119 
.One weekend and two Saturday field trips (1st meeting, June 12) 20 
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
GRAPHIC ARTS INTERNSHIP MECH 131 01 Statics 9:00·11:45 am T A 2111 
GRAP208 01 Graphic Arts Internehlp 3 TBA (By consent of Mr. L Marquardt) 
MUSIC 
HEALTH SCIENCE Muse 100 01 Fund. of Music (P/F Opt.) 7:00- 9:45 pm T R 1132 10.00 
HLTH 101 01 General Health Science 7:45- 9:00 am TWR 3228 MUse 102 01 Music Theory II 1:00· 9:45 pm MW 1114 
(Fulfill 61. Tchr. c.rt.) MUSe 104 01 Sight Reading II 7:00· 8:45 pm T A 1114 
MUSe 151 01 Private Applied Plano TBA TBA 1139 75.00 
MUSe 153 01 Private Applied Voice TBA TBA 1131 75.00 
~ MUSe 153 02 Private Applied Voice TBA TeA 1140 75.00 MUSC 153 03 Private AppUed Voice TeA TBA 1143 75.00 
HIST 151 01 Afro American Hlatory 9:10.10:25 am MTWR 3105 MUSe 155 01 Private Applied Brass TBA TBA 1122A 75.00 
HIST 203 01 Early American History 7:00. 9:45 pm MW 3205 Muse 157 01 Private Applied Winds (Flute) TeA TeA 1138 75.00 
HIST 204 01 Later American History 7:00. 9:45 pm T R 3205 Muse 181 01 Private Applied Percussion TBA TBA 1144 75.00 
MUSe 163 01 Private Applied Organ TBA TBA 1143 75.00 
MUSe 185 01 Private Applied Classical Guitar TBA TBA 1138 75.00 
HUMANITIES Muse 185 02 Private Applied Claaslcal Guitar TBA TBA 1116 75.00 
3 TBA (AudiO Coural) 4129 12.00 MUSe 191 01 Opera Workshop 7:00. 9:45 pm MW PAe 10.00 HUMA 120 01 Introduotlon to Music MUSe 199 01 Chamber Ensemble (Percu88lon) TBA TBA 11'2 
LAW ENFORCEMENT NURSING 
LW~N 101 01 Intra to Law Enforcement 3 1:45- 9:00 am MTWR 3220 NRSG 100 01 Baalc Nurse AS8t. Trng. 12:00. 3:50 pm TWR 4126 7:00. 9:45 pm MW 3225 8.00 LWEN 101 02 Intra to Law Enforcement 3 8:00. 2:00 pm M elln Police Administration 3 7:00. 9:45 pm T R 3229 LWEN 102 01 NRSG 100 02 Baalc Nurse Asst. Trng. 12:00- 3:50 pm TWA 4126 8.00 
LWEN 105 01 Criminal Law 3 7:00. 9:45 pm T R 3204 8:00. 2:00 pm F elln 
LWEN 211 01 Internship 3 TBA TBA 3218 
LWEN 212 01 Constitutional Law 3 7:00. 9:45 pm MW 3224 
8 
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TYPING 
TYPG 101 01 Beginning Typewriting (Avn~ 3 
TYPG LAB 01 Must be taken with Sect 01 0 
TYPG 101 02 8eglnnlng Typewriting {AVD" 3 
TYPG LAB 02 Must be taken with Sect. 02 0 
TYPG 101 03 8&glnnln9 Typewriting (AVl)" 3 
TYPG LAB 03 Must be taken with Sect 03 0 
TYPQ 101 04 Beginning Typewriting (Avn' 3 
TYPG LAB 04 Must be taken with Sect. 04 0 
TYPG 102 01 Intermediate Typewriting (AVT)* 3 
TYPG LAB 01 Must be taken with Sect. 01 0 
TYPG 102 02 Intermediate Typewriting (Avn* 3 
TYPG LAB 02 Must be taken with Sect. 02 0 
TYPG 102 03 Intermediate Typewriting (AVT}e 3 
TYPG LAB 03 Must be taken wah Sect 03 0 
TYPG 102 O. Intermediate Typewrltlng.(AVT}* 3 
TYPG LAB O. Must be taken with Sect. 04 0 
TYPG 201 01 Advanced TypewritIng (AVT)* 3 
TYPG LAB 01 Must be taken with Sect. 01 0 
TYPG 201 02 Advanced Typewriting (AVT)" 3 
TYPG LAB 02 Must be taken with Sect. 02 0 
TYPG 201 03 Advanced Typewrltlng (AVT)* 3 
TYPG LAB 03 Must be taken wIth Sect. 03 0 
TYPG 201 04 Advanced Typewriting (AVT)* 3 
TYPG LAB O' Must be taken with Sect. 04 0 
*AVT - Audio-Visual Tutorial 
Instruction 
URBAN STUDIES 
URBN 141 01 Afro-American Arts 
WELDING 
WELD 101 01 Welding Processes 1A 
WELD 201 01 Welding Processes 11 
12 
7:45- 9:25 am MTWA 
7:45- 9:25 am MTWA 
9:25-11 :05 am MTWR 
9:25-11 :05 am MTWA 
6:00· 9:30 pm MW 
6:00· 9:30 pm MW 
6:00· 9:30 pm T R 
6:()()' 9;30 pm T A 
7:45- 9:25 am MTWA 
7:45- 9:25 am MTWR 
9:25·11:05 am MTWR 
9:25·11 :05 am MTWR 
6:00- 9:30 pm MW 
6:00· 9:30 pm MW 
6:00· 9:30 pm T R 
6:00· 9:30 pm T R 
7:45· 9:25 am MTWR 
7:45· 9:25 am MTWR 
9:25- 11 :05 am MTWR 
9;25·11 ;05 am MTWR 
6:00· 9:30 pm MW 
6:0()" 9;30 pm MW 
6:00· 9:30 pm T R 
6:00· 9:30 pm T R 
7:OQ.. 9:45 pm T R 
9:00·11:45 am MTWA 
5:30· 9:45 pm MTWR 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3177 10.00 
3177 
3105 
L102 45.00 
Ll02 55.00 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
ACCOUNTING 
Accl 101 . Principles of Accounting I 3 erecjft hours, 3 contact hours 
The fundamentals of accounting for a single proprietorship are developed. Emphasis Is on the ac-
counting cycle, analysis and recording of transactions and on the meaning, preparation, and Inter· 
pretatlon of financial statements, the voucher system, payroll procedures, and the use of data pro-
oesslng !n accounting are studied. 
Acct 102· Principles of Accounting II 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
This courae covers the principles of accountIng 8S they apply to partnerships, corporations and 
manufacturing enterprIses. Branch and departmental accounting, the analysis of Investments, Job 
order and process cost and the lunds statements are studied with managerial aspects. (Prere-
quisite: Acet 101 or Accl 101B). 
ART 
Art 100· The Nature of Art 2 credit hOUTS,:2 contac~h'ours 
Designed for non-art majors as humanlt!es requirement tor transfer students. General explorlltJon 
Inlo historic and modern movements In art, with an emphasIs placed on Interpretation. • 
Art 101 • Drawing 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
An Introduction to drawing with emphasis on representation, perceptual growth, and Individual ex-
pression. Control In line, value, and spatial Illusion Is developed through the use of a variety of art 
media and tools. Fee $10. 
Art 109· Ceramics .3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Introduction to ceramic clay·formlng techniques with emphasis placed on wheel throwing and 
hand building combined with procedures on glazing, surface decorations, and clay and glaze 
theory. Fee $20. 
Ar1111 • TWO'Dlme~8~onal Design .3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
A comprehensive s.tudy of the design art elements and the princIples at composition Is offered In 
this exploration of aeslgn, Emphasis Is on InventIveness. Fee $10. 
Ar1120· Toxtllos and Fibers 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Fundamentals of weaving, yarn calculation and pattern draftlng. Emphasis on design and techni-
que with loom and non-loom techniques Into the transformation of textiles. Fee $20. 
Art 209· Coramlos II 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Cont!nuatlon of Ceramics 109, emphasizing a more In depth eXPloration In the techniques of wheal 
throwing and handbulldlng combined wIth procedures on glazing, surface decoration, and clay and 
glaze theory, (PrereqUisIte: Art 109), Fee $20. 
Art 218· History of Art III 3 Credit hours, 3 contact hours 
A chronological survey of Western European art beginning with the Baroque period and continuing 
through World War II. This historical study wHI Include such sIgnificant artlsUc movements as 
NeoclassiCism, RomantiCism, Realism! Naturalism, Impressionism, Post·lmpresslonlsm, Expres· 
slonlsm, Symbolism, Cubism, Dada, Surreasllem and Abstraction. (No Prerequisite) Fee $5. 
Art 220· Textiles and Flb&rs II 3 credit hours, 6 contact.houre 
Continuation of Art 120, Study of fundamental weaves and experimentation and construction of 
hand woven textiles. (Prerequlslte: Art 120). Fee $20. 
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GEOLOGY 
Geo\101 • Physical Geology 4 credit hours, 5 contact hours 
An introduction to the dynamic processes of the earth for the non-science as well as science major. 
Emphasis Is placad on Integrating earth science concepts with the excitement of modarn geology. 
A multi·medla presentation. Fee $8. 
G&ol 201 • Geology of illinois 3 credit hours, 5 contact hours 
General survey of the geology of Illinois with an emphasis on the Pllestocene and resulting 
topographic features. Appropriate field trips. (PrerequIsite: Geology 101) Fee: sa. 
GRAPHIC ARTS 
Graph 208· Graphic Arts Int9mshlp II 3 credit hours, 15 contact hours 
An on campus supervised work experience restricted to the typesetting, layout, camara work, plata 
maldng and printing of major school publications. 
HEALTH SCIENCE 
HUh 101 • Heolth Sclenc@(ForGan$rc.1 Student Body) 2 credit hours, 2 contact hours 
The course deals with the basic factors which Influence the health of the Individual. Includes: 
physical and mental outlook on life, intelligent use of foods, living with others, sexual adjustment, 
diSease prevention, Choosing health services, and protecting our environment. Fulfills state 
teacher certification requirement 
HISTORY 
Hlst 151 • Afro American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
History of the Afro-American from 17th Century to present. 
HIM 203· Early American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Survey of American History-Discovery through Civil War. 
Hlst 204· Later American History 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Survey of American History-Reconstruction to present. 
HUMANITIES 
Huma 120 -Introduction to Music 3 credit hours, 3 contact houre 
For non·music major developing an understanding and appreclatlon of music through recordings, 
concerts and other media. Fee $12. 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 
LWGn 101 • Introduction to Law Enforcement 3 credit hours, 3contact hours 
Administration of Justice In the U.S. with a general overview of the total system: functional ereas of 
the Criminal Justice System; role of pollee, courts and corrections; nature of law; Interrelation of 
various components that form the system. 
20 
Lwen 102· Police Administration 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
The identification of constitutional and statutory mandates of a pOlice department and their 
translation Into operational objectives. The constructlon of an organizational apparatus necessary 
to accomplish crimina! justice goals. The development of a pattern of dynamic practices to ensure 
an administrative state of maximum output In terms of quallty and quantity per unit of taxpayers' 
financial investment. (Lwen 101 may be taken ooncurrently) 
Lwon 105 -Criminal Law 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
State, Federal, and local laws, current·day interpretations and appllcatlon, This Is not to be can· 
strued as a basic or theory course in Criminal Law; rather It Is designed for both Law Enforcement 
personnel and for students aspiring to a career in Law Enforcement or to greater knowledge of 
criminal laws. 
Lwen 211 . Law Enforcement Field Work 3 credit hours, contact hOurs arranged 
Field work assignment wlth a law enforcement agency wlthin the College community area. Ten 
hours per week at the agency plus one hour per week In seminar session at the College. 
LWen 212· Constitutional Law 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Constitutional provisions and principles with emphasis upon the first, fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth, 
and fOurteenth amendments as they apply to the Criminal Justice System. 
MATHEMATICS 
Math 94· General Mathamatlcs 3 credit hOurs, 3 contact hours 
Arithmetic concepts and skills supply needs of students with little or no math training or 
background. Basics Irom Integers through real numbers. This course or equivalent Is prerequiSite 
to Math 95. 
Math 95 -Introduction to Algebm 3 credIt hours, 3 contact hours 
Fundamental concepts of beglnnlng algebra. Acquaints student In one semester with material 
usually given first year of hIgh schoo! algebra; preparation for plane geometry, IntermedIate 
algebra. (PrerequlsHe: hIgh school general math or Math 94). 
Math 96· Modern Elementary aeometry 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Plane Euclidean axioms, theorems; degree, radian measure; Introduction to basic trigonometry; 
graphs, distance, slope formulas, conic sections. (Prerequisite: high school algebra or Math 95). 
Math 100 • Intermediate Algobra 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Intermediate course between a one year course In high school algebra or Math 95 and college 
algebra. (Prerequisite: high school algebra or Math 95). 
Math 101· College Algebra 3 credIt hours, 3 contact hours 
Factoring, fractions, exponents, lnaqualltles, functions and theIr graphs, logarithms, Induction, 
blnomlnal theorem, quadratic equations, complex numbers, probability, series, determinants; 
elementary theory of equations. (PrerequiSite: 2 units high school algebra, satlsfactaory grade on 
pre-test, or Math 95, 96, 100). 
Math 102 - Plant Trigonometry 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Geometric, analytic development of trigonometric functions and uses In problem solving. Tables, 
Identltles, functional applications stressed. (Prerequisite: college algebra or concurrent enrollment 
In college algebra). 
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RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
Radl120 -Introduction to Clinical Education 1 credit hour, 40 contact hours 
A four·week orientation to the hospital. (A total of 160 hours). A seminar Is Included. Assignment by 
program ooordinator. Fee $8; Insurance $12.50. Pass-Fall GradIng. 
Radl223· Clinical Education 4 credit hours, 36 contact hours 
Rotations In nuclear medicine, radiation therapy. special procedures, ultrasound, surgery and 
general radiography. Assignment by coordinator. Fee $8. Pass·Fall Grading. Assignment of 
seminar and clinical by coordinator. 
READING 
Read 81 • Reading l 2 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Reading skills needed for college. Vocabulary, study skills, listening, reading comprehension, 
outlinIng, knowledge of how to read for a purpose. Fee: $9, 
Read 91 • Reading II 2 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Extension of reading 81. Critical, analytical, Inferential reading. Specialized reading techniques In 
poetry, business, technical, journal reports, research. Greater factllty through speed Is particularly 
emphasized. 
SOCIOLOGY 
Soc 101 • Introduction to Sociology 3 credit t'lours, 3 contact t'lours 
Basic concepts about human relationships, Interrelations of society. culture, Individual; major 
social Institutions, factors, proceases In social cultural change. 
Soc 102· Social Problema 3 credit houra, 3 contact hours 
Conditions and processes Influencing social disorganization. Selected prob,ems of society Bre 
considered. (Prerequisite: $00 101). 
Soc 200· Juvenile Delinquency 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
SOCial, psychological factors In delinquent behavior; causation, prevention, rehabilitation, role of 
community agencies; Juvenile court. (Prerequisite: Soc 101). 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Sped 211 • Special Education Internehlp I 3 credit hours, contaot hours. arranged 
One hundred forty-four hours of supervised work experience In a local special education facility 
plus sixteen hours of seminar work coordinated with students In other Internship settings. The pro-
blems, skills, and current trends of speCial education facilities are explored. (Prerequisite: Approval 
of program coordinator) 
Sped 212· Specla' Education Intemehlp II 3 credit hours, contact hours arranged 
One hundred forty-four hours of supervised work 8xpertence In a local special education facility 
plus sixteen houf8 of seminar work coQl'dlnated with students In other Internship settings. The pro-
blems, skills, and current trends of special education facilities are explored. (Prerequisite: Sped 
211 and consent of program coordinator) 
28 
SPEECH 
Spch 108· Oral Communication 3 credit hours! 3 contact hours 
Basic principles of speech delivery, speech composltlol"!. Emphasis on attention devices, audience 
analysiS, subject seleotlonr speech organization, Interpersonal and small group communication. 
TEACHER AIDE 
Tch 211. Te.cher Aldelntern,hlp I 3 credit hours, contact hours arranged 
One hu~dred forty·four houra of supervised teacher aide work experience In a local SChoolj plus 18 
hours of seminar work coordinated wtth students In other Internship settings. Problemsr skills of 
teacher aide explored. (PrerequiSite: approval of program coordinatOr). This course saUsfleel.O.e. 
requirement for pre-student teaching clinical experience for elementary and secondary education 
majors. 
Tch 212· Teaoher Aide Internship II 3 credit hOUf8, contact hours arranged 
One hundred forty.four hours of supervised teacher aide work experience In a local school; plus 16 
hours of seminar work coordinated with etudents In other Internship settings. Problema, skills of 
teacher aide explored. (Prerequisite: Tch 211 and approval of program coordinator). 
TYPEWRITING 
Typg 101. Beginning Typewriting 3 credit hours, 4-6 contact houre 
Medla·asslsted, Individualized Instruction Is used to acquire personal use andlor general voca· 
tlonal skill In using electric typewriter keyboard and oper.tlve parts with speed and accuracy to 
prepare memos, oards, letters, outlines, and manuscripts. Students with prior typewriting Instruc· 
tlon may earn credit by passing a proficiency test-ACE. Fee $10. 
Typg102· Int.rmedlat. TyPlwrltlng 3 credit hours, 4-6 contact hours 
Media-assisted, Individualized Instruction Is used to acquire general vocational skill In using elec· 
trlc typewriter with Increasing speed and accuracy to prepare letters, billing forms, tables, 
manusorlpts, and employment application forms. Students with prior typewriting Inetructlon may 
earn credit by paSSing a proficienoy test-ACE. (Prerequisite: TyPO 101, one yaar of prior Instruc· 
tion, Of consent of Instructor). Fee $10. 
Typg 201 • Advanced typewriting 3 credit hours, 4-8 contact hours 
Media assisted, Individualized Instruction Is used to acquire specialized vocational skillin using 
electric typewriter with Increasing speed and acouracy to prepare letters, forms, tables, 
statements, and reporte !,.Ised In governmental, medical, technloal, legal, and financial work. (Prere-
quiSite: Typg 102 with a "C" grade or better, two years of prior Instruction, or consent of Instructor). 
Fee $10. 
URBAN STUDIES 
Urbn 141· Afro-Amerlcln Art. 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Contribution of blacks to art, music, philosophy from 1800 to 1970's. 
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CollegeaCredit and Special Interest Classes 
at your community college 
and its· community education centers 
15800 S. State St., South Holland, Illinois 60473 • 596·2000 
898
In 
Course 
Code 
Crool! 
Sec Hrs. Time 
Bldg. lab Dlat 
D.y. Room Inslruclor Fe. Tult 
GRAP 205 - PRESSWORK AND FINISHING II 3 credit hours. 6 conlact hours 
Advanced press techniques for processes, prinling or color work. multiple page jobs: special 
press techniques. (Prerequisite: Grap 201 and 202). Fee $20. 
GRAP 205 01 7:00 PM· 9:45 PM Rf MA 2116 Sarantako! M $20 $60 
GRAP 207 - GRAPHIC ARTS INTERNSHIP I 3 credit hours 
Work experience Of 15 hours or more per week in a printing coricern off campus, working in 
management or printing trade area. (Prerequisite: Grap 105 and consent of instructor.) 
GRAP 207 . 01 To Be Arranged MA 2116 Marquardt L $60 
GRAP 208 - GRAPHIC ARTS INTERNSHIP /I 3 credit hours, 15 contact hours 
An on campus supervised work experience restricted to the typesetting, layout, camera work, 
plale making and printing of major school publications. . 
GRAP 208 01 To Be Arranged MA 2116 Sarantakos M 
HEALTH CAREERS: 
Only those individuals who have been admitted to the 
Practical Nursing. Associate Degree NurSing. Occu-
pational Therapy Assistant and Radiologic (X-Ray) 
Technology programs are eligible to register for 
courses in these areas. 
For registration information. see the program coordi-
nators at the College. 
HEALTH SCIENCE 
HlTH 101 - HEALTH SCIENCE (fOR GENERAL 
$60 
STUDENT BODY) 2 credit hours, 2 contact hours 
The course deals with the basic factors which influence the health of the individual. Includes: 
phYSical and mental outlook on life. intelligent use of foods, living with others, sexual 
adjustment, disease. prevention, choosing health services, and protecting our environment. 
Fulfills state teacher certification requirement 
HLTH 101 01 2 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM MW 
HLTH 101 02 2 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM MW 
HLTH 101 03 2 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM TR 
HUH 101 04 2 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM TR 
HlTH 101 05 2 7:00 PM -. 8:50 PM W 
HISTORY 
HIST 101 , HISTORY OF MODERN E. ASIAN 
3102 
MA 3102 
MA 3105 
MA 3105 
Mil 3102 
Clauson K 
Clauson K 
Clauson K 
Clauson K 
Clauson K 
$40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
CIVILIZATION I17TH CENTURY 10 PRESENT) . . 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Focus on China and Japan, secondarily upon Korea and Viet Nam. Emphasis on contrast 
between development of westernized, capitalistic Japan versus 'Communist China. Headings 
from Confucius to Mao-Tse-Tung: 
HIST101 01 3 10:00 AM ; 10:50 AM MWF MA 3225 Uzureau l $60 
HIST 109 - EUROPE TO THE 19TH CENTURY 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Classical cultures of Greece and Rome. Medieval Europe, the Renaissance. Reformation and 
the Age of Kings. 
HIST 109 01 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM MWF MA 3197 Wolf W $60 
NIST 110 - HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE 
(19TH AN020T" CENTURY) 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Emphasis upon people and events with world-wide impact. Bismark and German unification; 
Karl Marx and Socialism: Lenin; Communism and. Russian ReVOlution; Hitler, Nazism and WW 
II; Cold War. 
HIST 110 01 3 
HIST 110 02 3 
9:00 AM -. 9:50 AM MWF MA 3225 Chapman 0 
7:00 PM - 9:45 PM T I'IIA 3225 Uzureau l 
$60 
60 
HlST 151 • AFRO-AI'IIERICAN HISTORY 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
History of the Afro-American from 17th Century to present. 
HIST 151 01 3 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM MWF MA 3104 Johnson 0 $60 
HlST 151 02 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM T MA 3104 Johnson 0 60 
HIST 203 - EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Survey of American History - Discovery through Civil War. 
HIST 203 
.HIST 203 
HIST 203 
01 3 
02 3 
03 3 
8:00 AM - 9:15 AM TR MA 3225 Chapman 0 
11:00 AM - 11:50 AM MWF MA 3225 Chapman 0 
7:00 PM - 9:45 PM R Mil 3205 Bartlett 0 
$60 
60 
60 
HIST 204 • LATER AMERICAN HISTORY 3 credit hours, 3 coiltact hours 
Survey of American History - ReCOnstruction to present. 
HIST 204 
HIST 204 
HIST 204 
HIST 204 
01 3 
02 3 
03 3 
04 3 
8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 
,9:35 AM - 10:50 AM 
10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 
7:00 PM - 9:45 PM 
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MWF 
TR 
MWF 
T 
MA3225 
MA 3205 
MA 3205 
MA 3225 
Chapman 0 '. 
Bartlett 0 
Bartlett 0 
Chapman 0 
$60 
60 
60 
60 
Course 
CllIIe 
Credit 
Sec Hrs. Time 
HUMANITiES 
In 
Bldg. lab Dlsl. 
Days Room Instructor Fee Tuil. 
HUMA 101 _ COMMUNICATION IN MOOERN MEDIA 3 credit hours. 4 contact hours 
A study of the methods of communication unique to the media ot film, TV, and contemporary 
music. An attempt is made 10 improve the student's appreciation of and critical capacities with 
commercial films, commercial TV and modern music by studying the message most often 
utilized by those media and the techniques to deliver those messages. Fee $10. 
HUMA 101 01 3 9:00 AM - 10:50 AM TR MA PAC ledbetter C $10 $60 
NUMA 120 - INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
For non.music major developing an understanding and appreciation of music through record-
ings, concerts and other media. Fee $12. 
HUMA 120 01 3 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM MWF MA 1114 Clarin 0 $12 $60 
KUMA 120 ,02 3 5:30 PM - 6:45 PM T8 MA 1114 Clarln 0 12 60 
HUMA 201 - GENERAL HUMANITIES I 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Man's attemptsto express his understanding of his nature and the world he lives in through his 
art, music, literature ana philosophy. Focus centers on man's chronological expression from 
ancient times through the RenaisSance era. 
HUMA 201 
HUM A 201 
KUMA 201 
01 
02 
03 
3 
3 
3 
9:00 AM - 9:50 AM MWF MA lHB 
10:00 AM - 10:50 AM MWF MA LHB 
7:00 PM· 9:45 PM T MA lH8 
Clarin 0 
Cladn 0 
Clarin 0 
$60 
60 
60 
HUMA 202 - GENERAL HUMANITIES" 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Man's attempts to express his understanding of his nature and the world he lives in through hls 
art, music, literature' and philosophy. Focus cent,ers on man's chronological expression from 
the 18th Century to the contemporary world. No previous knowledge of art or music required. 
Fee $12. 
HUMA 202 01 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM TR MA LHB Clarin 0 $12 $60 
HUMA205 - MUSIC IN A CONTEMPORARY 
AMERICAN SOCIETY 3 credit hours, 3 contract hours 
A study of contemporary pop music and its background from the early 1900's to today. Course 
shows the influence of earlier pop music, jazz, blues and rock on today's music through style' 
(jazz, rock, soul, disco): medium (concerts, film, television, recordings): SOCiological implica-
tions (poverty, prejudice, drugs): and through the message conveyed (lyrics, literature, art). 
Fee $15. 
HUMA 205 01 
KUMA 205 02 
11:00 AM -12:15 PM TR MA LHB Kramer 0 $15 $60 
5:30 PM • 6:45 PM MW MA lHB Kramer 0 15 60 
INDUSTRIAL SECURITY 
IS 170- INTRODUCTION TO PRIVATE SECURITY 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
The survey of private policelindustrial security field. Historical: philosophical and le-yal basis 
for security. Role of security, it.s extent, policy and nature in modern society. External 
observations and recommendations concerning the private police field. 
IS 170 01 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM I M MA 3197 Sial! $60 
IS 171 - INDUSTRIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Introduction to Industrial Security Admin,istration. Historical, phiiosophicaLand legal frame 
work for security operations. Specific se~urityprocesses and programscurrehtly and histori-
cally used. Protection of governfmental and proprietary systems and installations: Programs 
for factories, railroads, retail stores. Security education and training. Environmental, politi-
cal, financial, and legal ramifications of security. 
18171 01 7:00·PM· 9:45 PM MA 3225 8rodie J S60 
IS 173 • SECURITY SYSTEMS .. 3 credit hours, .3 cohtact hours 
Role of security and security industry in criminal justice. Administrative, personnel and 
physical aspects of the security field: loss prevention management in proprietary and 
g.overnmental institutions. Variations in physica~'sel:urity systems. 
IS 173 01 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM T MA 3209 Brodie J $60 
IS 203 - CURRENT PROBll'MS IN 'SECURITY 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Special course, focusing an 'curreni issues i.n industrial security;' private policing: hospital 
security; law; law; security in~estigation; systems 'and administration. 
IS 203 01 3 1:00 PM - 9:45 PM W MA 3229 Staff 
8R·Bremen High School 
CM H2-Chicago Heights Fire Slation #2 
GY·Gym : 
He·Hillcrest High School 
HF N4·Harvey Fire Stalion #4 
HO-Hospital 
LHA·lecture Hall A 
LHB-lecture Hall B 
lHC·lecture HaN C 
MA-Main Campus 
Of ·Oak Foresl High School 
OK·Oak Forest Hospital 
PS·Prairie Stale College 
SW·Southwest Cooperative . 
TN· Thornton Fractional NorthHigh School 
TP'Tinley Park High School 
TR-Thornridge High School 
IS-Thornton Fractional South High School 
fT-Thornton Township High School 
TW· Thornwood High School 
EVENING CLASSES ARE LISTED IN BOLO FACE 
-Dots Indicate prer.qui,ne 'equlred 
M· Monday T· Tuesday 
W·Wednesday R· Thursday 
F·Friday S·Saturday 
$60 
899
Coorse 
Code 
Credit 
Sec Hrs. Time 
Bldg. 
Days Room Inslructor 
In 
lab Dis!. 
Fe. Tull 
TYPG 162- BEGINNING TYPEWRITING 3 cledU hours, 4-6 conlact hours 
Media-assisted, individualized instruction is used to acquire general vocational skill in using 
electric typewriter with increasing speed and accuracy to prepare letters, billing forms, tables, 
manuscripts, and employment application forms. Students with prior typewriting instruction 
may earn credit by passing a proficiency test--ACE. (Prerequisite: Typg 101, one year of prior 
instruction, or consent of instruction). Students must register forthe laboratory included with 
each section. Students must register for the laboratory Included with each section, Fee $10. 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
rYPG Lab 
TVPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
TYPG 102 
TYPG Lab 
01 
0.1 
02 
02 
03 
03 
04 
04 
05 
05 
06 
06 
07 
07 
08 
06 
09 
09 
10 
10 
II 
II 
12 
12 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM MW 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM MW 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM TR 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM TR 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM MW 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM MW 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM TR 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM TR 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM MW 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM MW 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM TR 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM TR 
2:00 PM - 5:30 PM M 
2:00 PM - 5:30 PM M 
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM S 
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM S 
6:00 PM· 9:30 PM M 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM M 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM T 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM T 
6:00 PM· 9:30 PM W 
6:00 PM· 9:30 PM W 
6:00 PM· 9:30 PM R 
6:00 PM· 9:3.0 PM R 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 ~urke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 McCarthyC 
MA 3177 McCarthy C 
MA 3177 Wessel K 
MA 3177 Wessel K 
MA 3177 Mattsey G 
MA 3177 Mattsey G 
MA 3177 McKenzie, J 
MA 3177 McKenzie, J 
MA 3177 Donausky T 
MA 3177 Donausky T 
MA 3177 Sherman R 
MA 3177 Sherman R 
MA 3111 Bacys M 
MA 3177 Bacys M 
MA 3177 McKenzie J 
MA 3177 McKenzie J 
MA 3177 Donausky T 
MA 3177 Donausky T 
$10 $60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
lD 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
TYPG 201 - ADVANCED TYPEWRITING 3 credit hours, 4-6 contact hours 
Media aSSisted, individualized instruction is used to acquire specialized vocational skif! in 
using electric typewriter wilh increasing speed and accuracy to'prepareletters, forms, tables, 
statements, and reports used in governmental, medical, technical, legal, and financial work. 
(Prerequisite: Typg 102 with a "C" grade or better, two years of prior instruction or consent of 
instructor). Students must register lor the laboratory included with each ,section, FeeSIO, 
TYPG 201 01 
TYPG La!! 01 
TYPG201 02 
TYPG Lab 02 
TYPG 201 03 
TYPG Lab 03 
TYPG 201 04 
TYPG Lab 04 
TYPG 201 05 
TYPG lab . 05 
TYPG 201 06 
TYPG Lab 06 
TYP\l201 07 
TYPG lab 07 
TYPG 201 08 
TYPG Lab 08 
TYPG 201 09 
TYPG Lab 09 
TYPG 201 10 
TYPG lab 10 
TYPG 201 11 
TyPG lab.. II 
TYPG 201 12 
TYPGlab 12 
3 
3 
3 
3 
URBAN STUDIES 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM MW 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM MW 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM TR 
8:00 AM - 9:50 AM TR 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM MW 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM MW 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM TR 
10:00 AM - 11:50 AM TR 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM MW 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM MW 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM TR 
12:00 PM - 1:50 PM TR 
2:00 PM: 5:30 PM M 
2:00 PM - 5:30 PM M 
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM S 
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM S 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM M 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM M 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM T 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM T 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM W 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM W 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM R 
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM R 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 Burke J 
MA 3177 McCarthy C 
MA 3177 McCarthy C 
MA 3177 Wessel K 
MA 3177 Wessel K 
MA 3177 Mattsey G 
MA 3177 Mattsey 
MA 3177 McKenzie J 
MA 3177 McKenzie J 
MA 3177 Donausky T 
MA 3177 Donausky T 
MA 3117 Sherman R 
MA 3177 Slierman.R 
MA 3177 Bacys M 
MA 3177 Bacys M 
MA 3177 McKenzie J 
MA 3171 McKenzie J 
MA 3191 Donausky T 
MA 3177 Oonausky T . 
$10 $60 
fo 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10 60 
10. 60 
10 60 
10 60 
URBAN 101- INTRODUCTION TO URBAN STUDIES 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Phenomenon of urbanization. Grow1h of metropolitan areas, resultant changes in American 
life styles, values, present state of urban society in interrelationship between central city and 
suburban areas in regional planning. 
URBAN 101 01 3 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM MWF MA 3104 Johnson D $60 
UaBN 141 - AFRO-AMERICAN ARTS 3 credit hours, 3 contact hours 
Contribution of blacks to art, music, philosophy from 1600 to 1970's. 
URBN 141 01 3 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM MWF MA 3104 Johnson 0 $60 
UnON 141 02 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM R MA 3104 Johnson 060 
WElDING 
WELD lOlA· WElDING PROCESSES III 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Fundament,als of oxy·acetxlene welding including equipment use, p(ocedures; safety factors; 
practICe skill development In flame control; torch mampulahon; heat application; welding rod 
use; welding symbols. Principles of arc welding, including welding circuit, machine control 
electrode classification,. selection, safety procedures, protective devices applied through arc 
welding practice and skill development. IntroductIOn to mert gas welding using tungsten inert 
gas shielded arc process (TlG) machines, accessories and procedures. Fee $45, 
WELD lOlA 01 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM IIIW 11'1.0\ U02 Meltz 0 
WELD lOlA 02 3 9:35 AM - 12:15 PM TR MA Ll02 Penny C 
WElD lOlA 03 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM T8 HVC· Stan 
S45 $60 
45 60 
45 00 
"Thornton Fractional Vocational Center, 135-167th Street, Calumet City, Il. 
32 SPRING 1983 BULLeTIN 
Cour •• 
Cod. 
Credll Bldg. 
In 
lab Dlst 
fee TuU, Sec Hrs. Time Days Room Instructor 
WHO 1018 . WELDING PROCESSES 18 3 credit hours, 6 contact hours 
Continuation of Weld lOlA, (Prerequisite: Weld lOlA or consent of instructor). Fee $45, 
WELD 101B 01 
WELD 101B 02 
8:00 AM - 12:55 PM S MA l102 Schroeder R $45 $60 
9:00 AM - 11 :45 AM MW MA 1102 Penny C 45 60 
WELD 103 - PRINT READING 2 credit hours, 3 co.ntact hours 
Principles of multi-view drawings, applied to reading, welding shop drawings. View re.lation-
ship, dimensions, notes, specifications, welding symbols interpreted. Structural drawings, 
piping drawings, weldments for machine parts used as printreading problems. 
WELD 103 01 7:00 PM: 9:45 PM 11'1 MA 2109 Scllroeder 8 $40 
WelD 104 - WelDING METALLURGY 3 credit hours, 4 contact hours 
Structure, classification of metals and their properties; characteristics, uses; related to 
weldin9 processes, weldability, effects of shielding'gases, pre-heating and post-heating, 
(esidual stress and electrode'metallurgy for both ferrous and non-ferrous metals and alloys. 
Metallurgical laboratory used for physical testing and microscopic study of grain structure of 
welds. (Prerequisite: Weld 101 A). . 
WELD 104 01 3 7:00 PM· 9:45 PM W MA 1I 06 Rozycki T 
WELD 201 - WELDING PROCESS II 5 credit hours, 8 contact hours 
Continuation of Weld 101B. Advanced work in all positions with the emphasis on Arc Welding, 
(Prerequisite: Weld lOlA, 101 '8). Fee $55. ' 
WELD 201 01 6:00 PM - 9:45 PM Tft MA 1I 02 Romanelc F $65 SI00 
WElO202 -LAYOUT PRACTICE 3 credit hours, 5 contaclhours 
Bench layout by geometric construction, structurallayoul,piping templates, and sheet metal 
layout. Fee $4, 
WELD 202 01 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM W MA 2109 Sykes J $4 S60 
WELD 203. SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS" 3 crecit hours, 3 contact hours 
Continuation of Weld 105. Comparative chemistry of inert gases for shielding; chemistry of 
non"ferrous alloys; electrical principles applied to. generators, transformers, rectifiers as 
applied to welding machines, control systems, electrical diagrams: formulas, Mathematics 
includes applied right angle trigonometry, logarithms of trigonometric functions, slopes and 
rises, handbooks and tables for structural, piping calculations, (prerequisite: Weld 105 or 
equivalents). 
WELD 203 . 01 8:00 AM· 9:20 AM TR MA 2115 Penny C $60 
WEL0204 - WElDING INSPECTION 3 credit hours, 3 contacl.hours 
A beginning course in welding inspection designed to give the advanced welder inspector or 
supervisor an overview of the ways and means t().determine welding quality, Fee $5. 
WELD 204 . 01 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM T II'IA lI04 Thomas·L $5 $60 
CLASSES AT lOCAL 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
HillCREST 
AtCT 101 12 7:00PM - 9:45 PM 11'1 HC 317 Gallaghor J $110 
BREMEN 
ACCT 102 II 3 7:00 PM • 9:45 PM R 8ft 211 Kelly R $IlIl 
OAK FOREST 
E./jOO Jill 25 3 7:00 PM -9:45 PM W OF 104 813ft 
TINLEY PARK 
ENG IIll 27 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM R TP 110 Moody J 
THORNTON TOWNSHIp· 
MACH 100A 0\ 3 1:00 PM - 9:45 PM TR TT 107 . Lelnmon R $18 $60 
MACH 1008 01 3 7:00 PM - 9:45 PM Tn TTJ07 lemmon R $18 $6(1 
MACH 201 . 01 5 6:00 PM- 9:45 PM TR TT 107 lemmon R $18 SI00 
900
REFUNDS 
REFUNDS OF INSTRUCTIONAL AND SPECIAL 
COURSE FEES NOT IDENTIFIED AS NON· 
REFUNDABLE ARE AUTHORIZED WHEN THE 
CHANGE OF REGISTRATION FORM IS 
PROPERLY COMPLETED AND RECEIPTED BY 
THE COLLEGE ADMISSIONS OFFICE. SEE 
CATALOG FOR SPECIFIC DETAILS. 
August 31 . Last day for 100% refund 
September 10 . Last day for 50% refund 
Thornton 
Community 
College 
FIRST EDITION 
FALL 1984 
ertr 
·····PLEASE RETURN UPON COMPLETION OF REGiSTRATION····· 
IHORfITON 
901
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:.:;" I CRt:rll T I I I I' LAB 
,;. . I;Olll.$F TtrlE I !-RS. I ·:,It~ IOll.vS I BlOGfROOM I INSTPUCTCI<t I FEE I 1----------,-----------------------1-------- ,--------------------1--------1------------1--------------1-------1 
I HEALT. SCIENCE 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1--------------------------1' I I I I I 
IHL.TH ·101 01 IHEAL.TH SCIENCE I 2.00 I 8.00 AM - B.SO AM I Mi1 I MA 3224 I CLAUSON I< I .00 t 
I I I I I I I I I 
IHLTH 101 02 IHEALTH SC.IENCE I 2.00 I 9.00 AN - 9.50 AM I "Ill I MA 3119 I CLAUSON I< I .00 I 
I 1 1 I I I I I I 
IHUH un 03 IHEALTH SCIENCE I 2.00 I 9.00 AM - ~.50 AM I TR I MA 311'9 'CLAUSON K I .00 I 
I I I I I I I I 1 
IHLTH 101 04 JHEALTH SCIENCE I 2 .. 00, 10.00 AM - 10.50 AM 'TR 'MA 4116 I CUUSON K '.00 I 
I I 1 I I I I 1 I 
IHLTH 101 as 'HEALTH SCJENCe I 2.00 I 7.00 PM - 8.50 PH I W I HA 3215 I CLA.USOI't K I .00 I 
I I I I I I I I I 1----------1--------------------1-------1------------------1-------1-----------1----------------1----1 HISTORY· I I 1 I I I 1----------------------1 I I I I I 
tHIST 109 01 IHOD EUROPE RENAIS-19TH C., 3-00 I 9.00 AM - 9.50 AM I MWF I MA 3U5 I CHAPMAN 0 I .00 
I I I I I I I I 
IHIST 110 01 'MOOERN EUROPE 19 &. 20 CEN I 3 .. 00 I u.OO AM - 11.50 AM I MWF I Mil. 3225 I UZUREAU L 1 
I I' I I . I I I I 
.00 
IHIST 110 02 IMOCERN EUROPE 19 &. 20 CEN I 3.00 I 7.00 PM - '9.45 PM 'T 'MA 3225 .1 UlUREAU L I 
:HIST 110 03 IMoOERN EUROPf 19.& 20 CEN I 3.00 I 9.:n AM - 10.50 AM ~ Til : filA 32.0' I UZU~EAU L f 
1 1 I I I I I I 
IHIST 151 01 IAFRo-AMERICAN HISTORY I 3.00 I 11.00 AM - U .. SO AI4 I H\<IF I f/lA 3104 f JOHNSON 0 I 
I · I I I I I I 
.00 
.00 
.00 
IHISl 151 02 IAFRO-AHERICAN IiISTORY I 3.00 I 1.00 PM - 9.45 PM I T I HA 3104 I JOHNSON 0 I 
1 I I I I I I I 
-00 
IHIST 203 01 IEARLV AMERltAN HISTORY I 3.00 I 8.00 AM - 8.50 AP'I I MWF I HA 3225 I CHAPMAN 0 I 
I I I I I I I I 
.00 
IHIST 103 02 IEAALY AMERICAN HISTORV I 3.00 I 9.35 AM - 10.50 AM f TR I I1A 322"' I CHAPMAN D I .00 I 
I I I I I I 1 I I 
IHIST 203 03 IEARLY AMERICAN HISTon I 3.00 I 10.00 AM - 10 .. 50 AM ~ NWF r MA 3225 ,CH4PMAN 0 I .00 ,. 
I I I I I I I I:. I 
IHlST 203 04 IEARLY AMERICAN HISTORY I 3 .. 00 I 7.00 PM - 9 .. 45 PM I'" I MA 3225 I CHAPMAN 0 J .00 ~ 
I I I I I 1 I 1 1 
tHISl 204 01 'LATER AMERICAN HISTORY I 3.00 1 9.00 AM - 9.50 AM ,"'wF I Mil. 2108 I BARTLEn 0 I .00 I 
I I. I I I I I I I 
IHIST 204 02 ILATER AMERICAN HISTORY I 3 .. 00 I 11 .. 00 AM - 11 .. 50 AM I MWF I lolA LHC I BARTLETT 0 , .00 I 
1 I I I I I I I I 1---------1-------------------( ------1-----------------(--------1-----------1--------------1---_--1 
I 'U""'!TIES I I I I· I 1 1 1--------------------------------1 I I I I I I 
IHUMA 101 01 'COHMUNIC4TN I·N MOO MEDIA I 3.00 I 9.00 AM - 10 .. 50 AM I Til I MA PAC I l.EDBETTER C I 10.00 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
IHUMA t20 Ot lINTROOUCTION TO MUSIC I 3.00 11.00 AM - 11.5011.11 I I1WF I MA llH I CLARIN 0 I 15 .. 00 1 
I I (Pass/fail opt1on) I I I I I I 
IHUHA 120 OZ \INTRODUCTJON TO MUSIC f 3.00 3.00 P,", - 5.45 PH I RIMA 1114 I STAff I 15.00 I 
I I (Pass/fillil option) I I I t I I 
IHUMA 120 03 /INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC I 3.00 9.35 AM - 10.50 AM I TR I MA 1114 'KIRK B I 15.00 I 
I I (P.ass/fail ..option), I I I I I 
IHUI1A 201 01 IGENERAL HUMANITIES J I 3.00 9.00 AM - 9.50 AM I MWF I MA LHB I CLARIN D J .00 I 
I I I I I I L.BED • 1 I 
I I I I I I I I 
'HUNA 201 02 IGENERAL HUMANITIeS I I 3.0Q 10 .. 00 AM - 10 .. 50 AM I MIfF I Mil. tHe I CLARIN 0 I .00 1 
1 I· I I I .. I L.BED • 1 I 
I I I I I I I 1 
IHUMA 201 03 IGENERAL HUMANITIES I " .. 00 1.00 PM - 9.45 PM I T J ·MA Lt16 I C:LARIN D I .. 00 I 
I I I I , I LEBEO e I I 
I I I I I I I 1 
IHUMA 202 01 !GENERAl.HUMANITIES II I 3.00 I 8.00 AM - 9.15 AM I Tft I MA, LHS I GLARtN D I ,IS.00 I 
I . I 1 I I I I L'BED • I I 
I I I 1 I I I I I 
IHUMA lD5 -01 IMUSIC/CDNTEMPORARY AI1 I 3.00 I 11.00 AH - 12.15 PH I Til. I MA LH8 I KRAMER 0 I u.OO 1 
I I I I I I I I 1 
IHUMA 205 02 IMUSJ.C/CONTEMPORARY AM I 3.00 I 5.30 PM - 6.45 PM 'MW I MA LHB J KRAMER D I 15.00 I 1---------1--_-----_________ 1 ______ 1 __________________ -1--------1---------1-""----------1-----: 
1 IItOUSTR-IAl SECURITV I I I' I I I --___ c ______________________ 1 1 I I  
In: 170 01 IINTRa TO PRIVATe·SECURITY I 3.00 I 7.00 PM - 9.45 PM I w J AA 320ft f HALE J J .00 I 
I I 1 I 1 I I I I 
lIS 172 01 IHOSPITAL SECURITY I 3.00 I 7 .. 00 PM - 9.45 PM IT' BR 144~1 BRODIE J I .00 I 
I I 1 I . I I 1 I I 
lIS 115 01 (LAW fOR PRIVATE pot,lce , 3.00 I 7.00 PM - 9.45 PH I R I HA 3221 '8RODIE J I .00 I 
I I I I I I I I· I 
liS 201 01 ISECURITY INVESTIGATION I 3.00 I 7 .. 00 PM - 10.00 PH 1 M 'MA 3222 I HAlE J '.00 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
lIS 202 01 tLOSS PREVENTION I 3.00 I 9.00 AM - 11.45 A!o1 I S I HA 1207 'CHAMBERLIN C , .. 00 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
lIS 271 01 lJNDUSTRIAL SECURHY fIELD I 3.00 I TO BE ARRANGED I I MA 3218 I O·CONNEll. P I .00' 
I I I I I I I I I 1--------1-------------------1-------1-----------------1-------1------------1-----------1--------1 
1 JOURtlAliSM I I I I I I I 1----------------------------1 I I I I I I 
IJOUR 105 O( tNEWS WRlTlNG I 4.00 I a.l0 AM - 10.00 AM I WF I HA 3155 'SeBOI< S J .00 I 
I I I I 8.30 AM - 9.30 AM I TR I MA 3155 J I I 
I I I I I I I 1 I 
IJOUP 210 01 IMASS COMMUNICATIONS I 3.00 I 10.00 AM - 10.50 A/III I MWF I I1A ,US I HUNDLEY G I .00 I 
·1 I I I. I I I I I 
I JOUR 212 01 'NEWSPAPER PRODUClJON I 1.00 I 8.30 AM - 9.30 AM I TR I Mil. 3155 I SE80K S I .00 I 
! I I! 1.1 I 1 I 
"" FOR I.OCATlOf4 OF CLASS SEE: Credit Courses at High Schools 3< Off Campus. pgs. f & 11 
... ------------------------------____________________________________________________________ l.~:~~ __ 
ICC'lPH I CRECIT , I I LAB I 
I · .. ll.' .• ',' CfJUR.S( TITL[ I !-MS. I 11,." I CAYS I I\LOG/RQIJM I 'NSTl-lI,iCTCR J fEE I 1-----------1------------------------1------1---------------------1--------1-----------1--------------- ------I 
I LAI1 ENFORCEMENT t I I I t I 1----------------------------1 I I I I I 
IlWE!'l 101' 01 IINJR TO LAW ENFORCEMENT I !I.OO I B.OO AM - !I.50 AM I ~WF I MA 3220 I a'GONNEll P .00 I 
I I I I I I I I 
ILWEN 101 02 IINJR TO LAW ENFORCE~F.N7 I 3.00 I 9.)5 AIo\ - IO.!H.I AM I TR I lolA 310' 'O.tOHNELL P .00 I 
I I I I I I I I 
'LWEN lot 03 IINTR TO LAIof j:NfORCEMENT I 3.00 I 7.00 PM - 10.00 PM I 11 I (iliA 320' 'MElBY J .00 , 
I ., I I I I I I 
ILWEN 102 Ot IPOlICE AD"IINISTRATlCN I 3.00 I C).VO AM .. C).50 AM I ."1WF I MA 3222 I O'WNNELL P .00 , 
I I I I I I I I 
lLWEN 102 02 'POliCE AUMlNISTRATION ! 3.00 I 9.00 AM - 11.45 AI1 I S I HA ;JZ09 J STAfF .00 I 
I I I I I I . I I 
ILWEN 10~ 03 IPOI.ICE AOMINI·STRATlON I 3.00 I 11.00 AM - 12.15 PH 'TRo 1 MA 3220 I O'CONNELL P .00 , 
I I. I I I I I I 
ILWEN 102 04 IPOllCE ADMINISTRATION I 3.00 I 7.00 PH - 9.45 PM ,T I foIA 3229 ,SfAFF .. 00 1 
I I I I I I I I 
ILWEN 103 01 IPOLlC'E OPERATiONS ',3.00 I 13,.00 A.H - 13,.50 AM I JotWF I HA 3191 'WOLF W .00 I 1 I I I I I I I 
ILWEN 103 02 IPOLICE OPERATIONS I 3.00 I 7,,00 PM - Q.4S PM I R I HA 3228 I STAFF .. 00 , 
1 I I 1 I I I I 
IlweN 10" 01·I CRIMINOLOGY I 3.00 I 7.00 PM - 10.00 PM I M I OF 112"", l SU1HON$ J .00 : 
lLWEN 105 01 ICRUHNAL LAW I 3.00 I 9.00 AM - 9.50 AM J I MA 3224 I WOLF W .00 I 
I I " " I I ILWfN 105 02 ICRIMINAL LAW I 3.00' 1.00 PM - 9.45 PM I T I MA 3226 I MAROviCH G .00 ,. 
I I I I I I I I 
IUleN 209 01 IPOLICE - COMMUNITV RElATI I 3.00' 11.00 AM - 11.50 AM 1 MWF I MA 3229 I WOLf W .00 I 
I I I I I I I I 
ILWEN 20'9 02 'POLICE - COMMUNITY RELATI' 3.00' 7.00 PH - 9.45 PM I w I OF 110'*' STAFF .00 I 1 I I I I 1 1 1 
ILW£N 211 01 JLAW ENFORCEMENT FIELD WOR{, 3.00 I TO SE ARRANGEO J 'MA 3218 I O'CONNELL P .00 I 
I I I I I I I I 
'lWEN 2\3 01 IPOlltE SUPERVISION I 3.00' 8.00 AM - 9.15 AM I TR I MA 3220 I O'CONNelL P .00 I 
I I I I I I I I I 1--------1--------------------1--------1----------------------1-------- ---------1-----------------1-------1 I MACHIN' TOOL I I I 1 I I 1--------------------------------1 I I I I I 
IMACk 100A 01 ISHOP PROCESSES r I 3.00 1 1.00 PM .. 9.45 PM 'TR TT 101"*1 LEMMON R I 18.00 I 
I I I I I 1 I I 
IMAtH LOOA 02 I SHOP PROCESSES I I 3.00 I 7.00 PM.. 9.45 PM I I1W TF VC *1 KLEaZIK .w I 18 .. 00 I 
I 1 I I I I I I 
IMACH 10013 01 !SHOP PROCESSES II I 3.00 I 7.00 PH .. 9 .. 45 PM I TR TT 1071f:"1 LEHMON R I 18.00 I 
I I I I I.. I I I 
IMACH 1008 02 ISHOP PROCESSES II I 3.00 I 7.00 PM - 9.45 Plol I MW TF VC 1f"1 KlEOIIK·W J 18.00 ( 
I I I I I I I I 
IMACH 102 01 iPRINT READING I 2.00 I 1.00 PI4 - 'h"5 PM I T I1A 2109 I SYKES J I .00 I 
I I I I I I 1 1 
IMACH 104 01 IMETALlURGY I 3.00 / 6 .. 00 P.~.. q.45 PM I W I1A 3209 I ROZYCKI T I .00 I 
I I I I I I I 1 
!MACH 106 01 ISHOP PROCESSES III I 5.00 I 7 .. 00 PM - q.45 PM I TM TT 107·~1 LEMMON R I 18.00 I 
1 I I I I I I I 1---------1-----------------------1--------1--------------------1 ------1------------1--------------,------- I 
I MATERIALS PRODUCTION CONTROL '1 I J I I I 1---------------------1 I I I I I I 
IMAT 101 01 IfUND OF·MATERIAL MANAGEM9l.TI 3.00' 7.1)0 PI'I - 9.45 PH I T f Mil. 3215 I EHLERS M I .00 I 
1 I· I I I I I I I 
,"AT 117 01 IUt,t,S OF MATERIAL I 3.0G i 7 .. 00 PM - 10.00 PM I 11 I (iliA 3139 I DVKSTRA R I .00 I 
I I I' 1 I 1 I I I 
IMAT 114 01 IHASTER PRODUCTION SCHEOULE I 3.00 I 7.00 PH - 9.45 PM I RIMA 3134 I BALTA S I .00 I 
I I 1 1 I 1 I I I 1----------1------------------1----1-------------------1--------1 ----------1-----------------1--------
I ""TflEMA-TICS 1 I I I 1 I 1----------------------------1 I I I I I 
IHATH 9 .... 01 IGENE~Al.MATHeMATICS I 3.00 I 8 .. 00 AM - 8.'0 AI4 : H~F I MA 4119 I DAVIS P I 
IMATH 94 02 IGENERAL MATHEMATICS I 3.00 I 8.00 AN - 9.15 AM I TR I MA 4116 I STAFf I 
I I I I I I I 
IMATH 94- 03 IGENERAI.. MATHEMATICS 3.00 I 9 .. 00 AM - q.,O AM • MWF I MA 4116 I WARNS N I 
I I I I I I I 
IMATH 9" O~ IGeNERAl MATHEMATICS 3.00 I 12.00 PH - 12.50 PM I MWF I MA 4116 I SEND M I 
I I· I I I I I 
IHATH 94 OS IGENERAL MATHEMATICS 3.00 I 1.00 PH... 1.50 PM 'MWF I /<IA 4116 I BEND M I 
I I I 
IMATH 94 06 IGENERAL MATHEMATICS 1.00 5.30 PM... 6.45 PM 1 TA. MA 4116 aRUOUS C 
I 1 I 
IMATI'! 94 07 IGENERAL "ATHEMAntS 3.00 7.00 PM - 9.45 PM ,W MA 4116 I<RAUS M 
I 1 I 
IMATH 95 01 flN-TRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA 3.00 8.00 AM - 8.50 AM I 14WF MA 4116 SI<'(E E 
I I I 
I MATH 95 02 II NTII.DDUCHON TO ALGEaRA 3.00 8 .. 00 AM - '9.15 AM I TI\ MA 4119 BOURLAtt1 \oj 
I I· I 
IHATH 95 03 I INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA ).00 11.00 AM - 1,Z.15 PH 'TR MA 4116 8END a 
1 I I 
IHATH 95 04 IINTRDDUCTION TO ALG£BRA 3.00 11.00 AM - H.50 AM I MWF MA 4118 aEND 8 
I ·1 I 
IMATH 95 05 IINTROPUCTIDN TO ALGEBRA 1.00 12.00 PM - 12.50 PH I HloiF Mil. 4119 OURUN D 
1 I I 
it' FOR LOCATION OF CLASS SEE: Credit CQurses at H1qh Schools & Off Campus, pgs, 1 & 11 
.00 
.00 
.00' 
,00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 f 
I 
,00 I 
.00 
.0. 
1 
1 
I 
I 
t 
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~-----------------.-----------------------------... --.. -------------... ---------------------...-------.. --------_._-----... - I r.OJ·,S= I I (II.ECIT ttl I LAB 
ICClf.SE J I [/lEeT T I I I , I LM I 
J UU SHT I COWSE TITLE I ~RS. I .1I~E I (A"'5 J P.LCCl/flOOY. I iNSrJlUCfOR I FEE I 
1------------- 1--------------------------1 ------ --1-----------------------1--------1-----------1--------------1-------1 
I TYPING I I I I • I 
1---------------------------------------1 I I I 1 1 
IT'fPG ltl 01 IB£GI/l.t..'f\G TYPING IA~JI I 3.CO I a.co AI'!'" 9.50 AM J II'" I MA 317f I STAFF 10.00 I 
ITYPG LABl 01 IfliST TAKE WITH SECTJClIi '0'1 I .00 I 8.CO,aM" 9.~O AI<! 1,11'101 I /(4 H1t I STAFF .00 i 
! 1 1 I I 1 
I I I I I r T 
jltPc; 101 02 lBEGIf\r.If\G TYPING I/I'IIT! 3.00 I 8.CO AM"'" 9.'0 AM I fR I IIA B71 I STAFF 10.00 I 
ITYPG LA8l 02 H1UST TAKE WITH SECTION f02 .00 I 8.00 A"" 9.'0 AI<! I TR I Mol 317" I SJAFF .00 J i: J j I! I 
I' 1 1 1 1 1 
IhPG 101 IP. Ip.(:cr":,[t.c TYPlf\C IAVTI 3.00 I 10.CO ~,.. ... 11.50 /If'' 1 ~l<I I /iliA .3l1' I STAFF! 10.00 r 
tTYPG LABL 03 IMUST TAKE WITH SECTION 13 .00 ~ 10.00 AM - 1l.50 110/01 I ,,"W 1 ~A 3171 I STAfF .00 I 
1111'6 101 Olt I!?EGII\NII\G TyPING IAVII !.OO I 10.00 Ar.f - H.50 AH I TR I /ll;A 311, I STAFF :C1.00 , 
ITYPG LASL 04 ItruST TAKE WITH SECTION II~ .CC I 10.CO /1.14 - tl.'!O AI' I HI I 3tH I STAFF .00 I 
I ~, " \ \ l I 
InPG 101 C'i !PFGPddI'lG TYPING lAyn 3.00' Il.OO Plol - I.~O PH I/I(w I ~A 3177 I \iESSEL.K. lO.OO I 
ITVPG LA6L 05 I~'UST TAKE WITH SECTION #5 .CO I ll.CO P'" - 1.5b P/II I HW I atA 3tH lIESSEL.K. i .110 i i: ! I I I I 
11\1'(; leI C6 /ijE:GII\,qr-G TVPII\;G UVlI 3.00 I L2.co P"f - 1.!:O PM ! Tft I HA 31H "'ATHEV G '10.00 f 
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Silmarillion Club - Open to an Students 
The Silmarillion is an informal body of students 
who meet at least twice every month to examine 
contemporary and historical problems which are 
considered to be relevant to today's society. These 
meetings feature a speaker of educational interest 
to those concerned. 
Student Education Association -
Open to all education Students 
The Student Education Association is the profess-
ional association for college students preparing to 
teach. It is affiliated with the Student Illinois Ed-
ucation Association. 
The purpose of the SEA is to develop leadership 
training by student participation in existing pro-
fessional programs and in pioneering new programs; 
to encourage all teacher education institutions to 
seek proper accrediation; to continue to improve 
relationships between SEA and the members of 
teachin'g profession; to encourage the formation 
and support of FT A programs in secondary schools; 
to strive to abide by and respect the Student NEA 
Code of Ethics; to develop close working relation-
ship between the SEA and other student organiza-
tions; to develop an awareness of problems; and to 
approach their solutions with wisdom and discre-
tion. 
44 
Meetings are held every two weeks at a time decided 
by the members. 
Student Government 
The Student Government has the responsibility of 
expresssing the needs of the student body, pre-
senting a student con census on college decisions to 
the administration and faculty, and of distributing 
the student government fee to various college 
activities. 
The Student Government is a representative stu-
dent organization which strives to present an op-
portunity for the individual student to become 
active in college decisions. 
A new constitution for the Student Government 
will be submitted by the Student Constitutional 
Convention this fall. Upon ratification of this con-
stitution, personnel will be elected to fill student 
government positions. 
Uhuru - Open to all Students 
Uhuru was instituted to help Black students under-
stand the black experience here in America and on 
campus. Its purpose is to foster in the Black stu-
dent a sense of group identity in his heritage. 
ATHLETICS 
Interscholastic Athlet 
Fall Wint€ 
Football 
Golf 
Baskett 
Wrestlil 
Cross Country Indoor 
The Thornton Commun 
gram is believed to be 
men who take part but a 
body. It is also believed t 
developing process of a 
well as mental, well-bein! 
orous demands of the fu 
ed in sports will teach a 
the going is difficult and 
the occasion permits. It j 
lege to provide game c( 
mum number of young m 
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mber 7-10, 1971 
lber 13-15, 1971 
tember 16, 1971 
>etober 25,1971 
>etober 29, 1971 
lber 25-26, 1971 
·January 1, 1972 
anuary 21,1972 
uary 24-28, 1972 
~bruary 1-2, 1972 
Fe'bruary 3,1972 
February 7, 1972 
March 24,1972 
. 31-April7, 1972 
May 29,1972 
June 2,1972 
June 6,.1972 
June 16, 1972 
June 19, 1972 
August 11, 1972 
30ARD ACTION 
MAY 13, 1971 
Registration 
Faculty Seminar and Preparation 
Classes Begin 
Labor Day-Holiday 
Veterans'Day-Holiday 
Thanksgiving Holiday 
Fall Term Ends 
Registration 
Faculty Seminar and Preparation 
Classes Begin 
lincoln's Birthday-Holiday 
Spring Recess 
Spring Term Ends 
Commencement 
APPROVED BY BOARD ACTION 
MAY 13, 1971 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR 1972-73 
FALL TERM 
August 16-22, 1972 
August 21-23,1972 
August 24,1972 
September 4,1972 
October 23, 1972 
November 23-24,1972 
December 18, 1972 
WINTER SESSION 
January 2-19,1973 
SPRING TERM 
January 17-23, 1973 
January 22-24, 1973 
January 25,1973 
February 5,1973 
April 20-27, 1973 
May 23,1973 
May 25,1973 
SUMMER SESSION 
June 11, 1973-August 3,1973 
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THE CALENDAR 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR 1971-72 
FALL TERM 
Registration 
Faculty Seminar and Preparation 
Classes Begin 
Veterans' Day-Holiday 
Constitution Test 
Thanksgiving Holiday 
Christmas Holiday 
Fall Term Ends 
SPRING TERM 
Registration 
Faculty Seminar and Preparation 
Classes Begin 
Lincoln's Birthday-Holiday 
Constitution Test 
Spring Vacation 
Memorial Day-Holiday 
Spring Term Ends 
Commencement 
SUMMER SESSION 
Registration 
Classes Begin 
Summer Session Ends 
8 
September 7-10,1971 
September 13-15, 1971 
September 16, 1971 
October 25,1971 
October 29, 1971 
November 25-26, 1971 
December 20-J anuary 1, 1972 
January 21,1972 
January 24-28, 1972 
February 1-2, 1972 
February 3, 1972 
February 7,1972 
March 24, 1972 
March 31-April7, 1972 
May 29,1972 
June 2,1972 
June 6,1972 
June 16, 1972 
June 19, 1972 
August 11, 1972 
APPROVED BY BOARD ACTION 
MAY 13,1971 
Registration 
Faculty Seminar and Pre! 
Classes Begin 
Labor Day-Holiday 
Veterans' Day-Holiday 
Thanksgiving Holiday 
Fall Term Ends 
Registration 
Faculty Seminar and Pre] 
Classes Begin 
Lincoln's Birthday-Holid: 
Spring Recess 
Spring Term Ends 
Commencement 
APPROVED BY BOA 
M 
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TCC is a fully accredited member of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools and is recognized by the Illinois Junior College Board. It also holds membership in the follow-
ing organizations: 
American Association of Junior Colleges 
Council of North Central Junior Colleges 
Illinois Association of Community and Junior Colleges 
National Commission on Accrediting 
Council of Member Agencies 
American Council on Education 
Council of Member Agencies National League of Nursing 
American Technical Education Association 
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THIS IS Tee ... e 
Thornton Community College, formerly Thornton 
Junior College, has a history covering more than 
forty years. In September 1927, thirty men and 
seventeen women entered its doors. In June 1929, 
fifteen men and women had the honor of being in 
Thornton's first graduating class. 
Throughout the years the majority of Thornton 
Community College students have come from 
Thornton Township and the surrounding areas. In 
1966, Thornton Community College became a 
Class I Junior College under the Illinois Master Plan 
and was designated Junior College District No. 510. 
By annexation in the spring of 1967, Bremen 
Township and Thornton Fractional Township be-
came a part of Junior College District No. 510. 
To meet the needs of an ever-increasing enroll-
ment, close to 9,000 day and evening students re-
gistered in the fall of 1970, a new 103 acre campus 
is being constructed in South Holland. As the first 
step to occupying the South Holland facilities, 
interim buildings opened for the Fall, 1971 term. 
Thornton Community College, a comprehensive 
two-year college, operates under the State of Ill-
inois Junior College Act and the guidelines estab-
lished by the Illinois Junior College Board. It offers 
the first two years of four year curriculums, one 
and two year career curriculums and programs 
designed to serve special educational purposes. 
Associate Degrees are granted. 
Thornton Community College is dedicated to pro-
viding educational opportunities for everyone in 
its community by offering: 
Academic Education 
Transfer courses leading to Baccalaureate Degrees. 
General Education 
Flexible programs which enable students to better 
understand our increasingly complex social, cul-
tural and economic environment. 
Career Education 
Curriculums designed to provide technical prepara-
tion for employment. 
Adult Continuing Education 
Courses for individual personal enrichment and 
career advancement. 
TCC is a fully accredited 
Schools and is recognized by 
ing organizations; 
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The Office of Student Activities coordinates student activities, advises and 
approves new organizations, social events, budgets, maintains a calendar 
of events and reserves all non·academic facilities. 
Current and Chartered Student Clubs, Organizations and Associations 
Students are urged to join those active chartered clubs, organizations, 
and associations currently functioning on our campus. If your area of in· 
terestis not found in existing clubs, organizations and associations feel 
free to petition for the formation of new units. Staff members in the 
Office of Student Activities are happy and eager to serve you. Current 
units to choose from are: 
Biology Club 
Chemistry Club 
Cheerleading 
Chess Club 
Christian Fellowship Club 
Christian Science Club 
Coffee House Club 
Drama Society 
Foreign Students Club 
Inter Fraternity Council (4 units) 
Inter Sorority Council (4 units) 
Jazz Band (Motives) 
New Society 
Newman Club 
Phi Theta Kappa 
S.P.E.E.D. 
Speech and Debate Society 
Student Education Association 
Student (Government) Association 
Transcendental Meditation Society 
UHURU 
Veterans Club 
Eligibility for Offices in Student Organizations 
1. A First·Semester freshman must be in the upper one-half of his high 
school graduating class with a C average in his senior year. 
2. A college student not in his first semester in college must have: 
a. At least 15 semester hours of credit in the preceding semester 
with a 2.0 average or, if faking a lighter load of 12,13, or 14 
hours, a 2.25 average. If enrolled in less than 12 hours, the 
student is ineligible. 
b. A first semester transfer student must have a 2.0 average in all 
college courses. 
3. In the event an elected officer is placed on probation during the se· 
mester prior to incumbency, or in any semester during incumbency, 
he must resign. 
24 
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CAMPUS SECURITY 
The Campus Security Office, service oriented, is responsible for traffic 
control, patrol of parking lots, building security, and other assistance as 
required. 
Officers of the Campus Security Department are conservators of the 
peace and as such have all powers possessed by policemen in cities and 
sheriffs in counties. Included are the powers to make arrests on view or on 
warrants of violations of state statutes and city or county ordinances in 
the county in which the community college is located. 
Cadet Program 
The Cadet program is the first in generating both male and female candi-
dates. Their major responsibility is to develop rapport between the Securi-
ty Department and students. Not involved in police functionings, Securi-
ty Cadets have numerous clerical and administrative duties; relieving 
watchmen, checking parking lots, and initiating programs (such as Drug 
abuse), etc. There is an anticipation of enlarging this program on an in-
ternship basis for those interested in law enforcement. The Security De-
partment is an authorized agency under Chapter 122 of the Illinois State 
Statute, and operates under the same procedures as a municipal depart-
ment. 
For further information, please contact the Campus Security Office, 
Building 15, Interim campus. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
The Director of Student Activities does not dictate activities to the stu-
dents he serves, but, invites the student body, as adults, to participate in 
adult activities that include: community service involvement, intramural 
sports, athletics, student government, social clubs, membership on ad-
visory councils to various administrative officers of the college, publica-
tions work, art and cultural expositions, drama units, human relations 
workshops, drug and alcohol seminars, student recruitment and other 
items that you as members of the college community will help to develop. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 
7 
Dear Student: 
Welcome to Thornton Community College. The administration, faculty, 
staff, and fellow students wish you a profitable and enjoyable experience 
at the college. 
As a student you should become acquainted with the many and varied ser-
vices and facilities that the college offers. Througl"tthe use of these services 
and facilities you will be able to make an easy and relatively pleasant ad-
justment to life in the college community. To assist you in becoming 
aware of the services this handbook has been especially prepared. 
The formal instruction received in the classroom, laboratories, and work-
shops is only one dimension of a college education. In addition,. there will 
be many opportunities to become involved in activities that will enhance 
your personal growth and development. 
You are strongly urged to fully participate in the activities at the college 
such as the Student Government Association, Men's Club, Coed Club, 
UHURU, New Society, Intramural Sports, and student publications. 
You are also urged to take full advantage of the comprehensive counseling 
program which includes: educational, vocational, and personal counseling, 
financial assistance and placement. 
Please keep in mind that the only purpose for our existence here is to be 
of assistance to you in clarifying and achieving your educational, vocation-
al and personal goals. I sincerely hope that I will have the pleasure of meet-
ing and getting to know each of you personally. The Office of Student 
Affairs awaits the opportunity to be of service to you. Good luck and 
much success to you. 
Sin~ere. Iy, ~ 
~. ;~ 1/~~'7 t f '~~..A> .-----
>(f-7 r .e-. v  '" ---
LaVell Wilson 
Vice President of Student Affairs 
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Dr. Nathan A. I vey 
President 
Thornton Community College 
President's Message: 
Abraham Lincoln said: "I like to see a man proud of the place in which he 
lives. I like to see a man live so that his place will be proud of him." It is 
our hope that you will be proud of Thornton Community College as you 
"live" here and that your own deportment will cause the college community 
to be proud to count you as one of its number. 
Thornton Community College can point to many accomplishments during 
its existence. These accomplishments are a credit to the students who have 
already "lived" here. Now is the time for you to make your own contribu-
tions. 
As a Thornton Community College student, you are the focal point of the 
~fforts of many people dedicated to the ideal that the pursuit of knowledge 
ultimately enriches the quality of human existence. The pursuit of this 
ideal and the attainment of personal goals is a cooperative effort and one 
to which your college is devoted. 
To the new students, welcome. To returning students, welcome back. 
Sincerely, 
'l/a.'(j/i.,h aVt<ttj 
Nathan A. Ivey J 
President 
6 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 1973-74 
Board of Trustees 
1. Mr. George M. Marovich, Chairman 
2. Mr. Robert Anderson, Vice Chairman 
3. Mr. Raymond C. Dohmeyer 
4. Mr. Robert Frazier 
5. Mrs. Dorothy Howell 
6. Mrs. Carole Jannik 
7. Mr. James Livingstone 
4 
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Each Thornton Community College student is responsible for knowledge 
and observance of the college administrative policies and regulations as 
described in the general catalog, student handbook and other official 
college publications. 
Office of the 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
1973·1974 
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 1974-75 
Board of Trustees 
Mr. George Marovich, Chairman 
Mr. Robert Anderson, Vice Chairman 
Mr. Raymond Dohmeyer 
Mr. Robert Donahue 
Mr. Robert Frazier 
Mrs. Carole Jannik 
Mr. James Livingstone 
2 
HOW TO FIND 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COllEGE 
MAP OF 
THORNTON TOWNSHIP 
30 
7 
A SOUTH SUBURBAN REGIONAL MAP 
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ty college is located. 
Cadet Program 
The Cadet program is the first in generating both male and fe-
male candidates. Their major responsibility is to develop rapport 
between the Security Department and students. Not involved 
in police functionings, Security Cadets have numerous clerical 
and administrative duties; relieving watchmen, checking parking 
lots, and initiating programs (such as Drug abuse), etc. There is 
an anticipating of enlarging this program on an internship basis 
for those interested in law enforcement. The Security Depart-
ment is an authorized agency under Chapter 122 of the Illinois 
State Statute, and operates under the same procedures as a mu-
nicipal department. 
For further information, please contact the Campus Security 
Office, Building 15, Interim campus. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
The Director of Student Activities does not dictate activities to 
the students he serves, but, invites the student body, as adults, 
to participate in adult activities that include: community service 
involvement, intramural sports, athletics, student government, 
social clubs, membership on advisory councils to various admin-
istrative officers of the college, publications work, art and cul-
tural expositions, drama units, human relations workshops, drug 
and alcohol seminars, student recruitment and other items that 
you as members of the college community will help to develop. 
The Office of Student Activities coordinates student activities, 
advises and approve.s..new organizations, social events, budgets, 
and maintains a calendar of events. 
Current/Chartered Student Clubs, Organizations/Associations 
Students are urged to join those active chartered clubs, organ-
32 
izatioris, and ~ssociations currently functipning on our campus. 
if your'area of interest is not found in existing clubs, organ-
!2:ation~ and associations feel free to petition for the fqrmation 
of n~w, units.' Staff members in the Office of Student Activities 
are happy and eager to serve you. Curre~t units tO,choose from 
are: 
Art Club 
Biology Club 
Cheerleading 
Chemistry Club 
Chess Club, 
Christian Fellowship Club 
Drama Soc. 
Earth Science Club 
Inter Fraternity Council (4 units) 
Inter Sorority Council (4 units) 
International Club , 
Jazz Band (Motives) 
Newman Club 
Phi Theta Kappa 
Special T's 
Speech and Debate Soc. 
S,P.E.E.D. 
Student (Government) Assn. 
UHURU 
Veterans Club 
Eligibility for Offices in Student Organizations 
, 1. A first-semester freshman must be in the upper one-half of 
his high school graduating class with a C average in his 
senior year. 
2. A college student not in his first semester in college must 
have: 
a. At least 15 semester hours of credit in the preceding 
semester with a 2.0 average or, if taking a lighter load 
of 12, 13, or 14 hours, a 2.25 average. If enrolled in 
less than 12 holJrs, the student is ineligible. 
b. A first-semester transfer student must have a 2.0 aver-
age in all college courses. 
3. In the event an elected officer is placed on probation dur-
ing the semester prior to incumbency, or in any semester 
during incumbency, he must resign. 
4. A special student, ~ post-graduate, or a student with an at-
33 
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Dear Student: 
Welcome to Thornton Community College. The administration, 
faculty, staff, and fellow students wish you a profitable and en-
joyable experience at the college. 
As a student you should become acquainted with the many and 
varied services and facilities that the college offers. Through the 
use of these services and facilities you will be able to make an 
easy and relatively pleasant adjustment to life in the college 
community. To assist you in becoming aware of the services 
this handbook has been especially prepared. 
The formal instruction received in the classroom, laboratories, 
and workshops is only one dimension of a college education. In 
addition, there will be many opportunities to become involved 
in activities that will enhance your personal growth and devel-
opment. 
You are strongly urged to fully participate in the activities at 
the college such as the Student Government Association, Men's 
Club, S.P.E.E.D., UHURU, Vet's Club, Intramural Sports, and 
student publications. 
You are also urged to take full advantage of the comprehensive 
counseling program which includes: educational, vocational, 
and personal counsel ing, financial assistance and placement. 
Please keep in mind that the only purpose for our existence here 
is to be of assistance to you in clarifying and achieving your ed-
ucational, vocational and personal goals. I sincerely hope that I 
will have the pleasure of meeting and getting to know each of 
you personally. The Office of Student Affairs awaits the oppor-
tunity to be of service to you. Good luck and much success to 
you. 
Sincerely, 
LaVell Wilson 
Vice President of Student Affairs 
9 
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Greetings: 
I want you to know atthe outset that we are here to serve 
you. Students are our business, and you.are the reason we are 
here. 
With this in mind, may I note that in order for the college 
to do the best possible job for the student, the student must 
make the attempt to communicate with 'the college. If your 
concerns are to become our concerns, you must make your con-
cerns known to us. 
Elsewhere in this Student Handbook, you will find the 
names, locations and phone numbers of people who can help 
and further your career as a Tee student. Please make use of 
them. 
wish for you a most successful, most progressive, most 
satisfying year as a member of the Tee family. 
Sincerely, 
Nathan A. Ivey 
President 
7 
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ASOUTTHORNTON. COMMUNITY COLLEGE· 
TCC is a comprehensive two year college established in 1927. 
It operates under the State of Illinois Junior College Act with 
guidelines established by the Illinois Junior College Board and 
offers the first two years of four year curriculums, one and two 
year career curriculums and programs designed to sel"vespecial 
educational purposes; Associate Degrees and ·Certificates grant-
ed. ' 
PHILOSOPHY 
TCC is committed to provide comprehensive educational pro-
grams to meet the diverse interest and needs of its students. 
The realization of individual educational goals is supported by 
counseling services available to help students reach their great-
est potential. Consistent with this commitment, the college 
assures that no person shall be excluded from or denied the 
benefits of any program or activity on the basis of sex, color, 
race, creed, religion, national or regional origin. 
OBJECTIVES 
To Provide quality learning experiences in 
Baccalaureate oriented education programs commensurate 
with the first two years of education at four-year colleges or 
universities. 
and 
Career education programs which provide knowledge and 
skills required for employment. 
To Provide 
Opportunities for lifelong continuing education. 
Courses and programs which facilitate adjustment to, or re-
4 
employment or advancement in the work environment. 
To Offer , ..... 
Programs and activities designed to contribute to personal 
and cultural. enrichment and encourage constructive partici-
pation·in a free society. . ' 
To compliment ... 
Educational programs through counseling an'dacademic ad-
visement. ... . 
To Encourage· PubHc use of its facilities and services for educational and 
cuitural purposes .. 
To Support The concept of comprehensive growth through co-curricular 
activities. 
5 
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Robert W. Anderson 
Chairman 
Raymond Dohmeyer 
Vice-Chairman 
Rita Page Dorothy D. Smith Joy E. Waterman 
Donald Young Frank M. Zuccarelli 
Board of Trustees 
Thornton Community College District 510 is governed by a seven· 
member Board of Trustees. Trustees are elected at large by the 
residents of the College District and are charged with determining the 
policies of the College. Each year, the students of the College elect a 
Student Trustee, a non·voting member, who acts In an advisory 
cap~clty to the Board of Trustees. 
Assisting Our Students 
Dr. Nathan A. Ivey 
College President 
Whatever your goals-an associate degree as a first step to a 
bachelor's degree, career training for immediate employment, 
credit or non·credit coursework to assist you in advancing on your 
job or to enrich your life-we're eager to see you reach them. 
Our purpose at Thornton Community College is to do all we 
can to assist you to achieve your individual goals and to make your 
stay at the College rewarding. That's why the members of our staff 
have prepared this handbook. 
Whether you're new to the College or returning to TCC for 
some special purpose, we think you'll find this handbook offers 
some very useful information about topics ranging from academics 
and activities to testing and tutoring. Please take a few moments 
to read it and then keep it as a handy reference that will allow you 
to make full use of the services of the College. 
I take great pride in being able to speak for all of the members 
of the TCC staff-administrators, instructors and support 
staff-when I say that we are dedicated to serving you, the student. 
Please feel free to call upon us if we can assist you in any way dur-
ing your time as a student at Thornton Community College. 
926
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THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 1978-79 
Board of Trustees 
Mr. Robert Anderson, Chairman 
Mr. Raymond Dohmey~r 
Mr. James Livingstone 
Mrs. Paula Malak, Vice Chairman 
Mr. Jerry A. Meyer 
Ms. Karen Mitchell 
Mr. Frank Zuccarelli 
, Mr. Roger Benson, Student Representative 
ABOUT THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
TCC is a comprehensive two year college established in 1927. 
It operates under the State of Illinois Junior College Act with 
guidelines established by the Illinois Junior College Board and 
offers the first two years of four year curriculums, one and two 
year career curriculums and programs designed to serve special 
educational purposes. Associate Degrees and Certificates grant-
ed. 
PHILOSOPHY 
TCC is committed to provide comprehensive educational pro-
grams to meet the diverse interest and needs of its students. 
The realization of individual educational goals is supported by 
counseling services available to help students reach their great-
est potential. Consistent with this commitment, the college 
assures that no person shall be excluded from or denied the 
benefits of any program or activity on the basis of sex, color, 
race, creed, religion, national or regional origin. 
OBJECTIVES 
To Provide quality learning experiences in 
Baccalaureate oriented education programs commensurate 
with the first two years of education at four-year colleges or 
universities. 
and 
Career education programs which provide knowledge and 
skills required for employment. 
To Provide 
Opportunities for lifelong continuing education. 
Courses and programs which facilitate adjustment to, or re-
2 
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Dear Student: 
Welcome to Thornton Community College. The administration, faculty, 
staff, and fellow students wish you a profitable and enjoyable experience at 
the college. 
As a student you should become acquainted with the many and variedser-
vices and facilities that the college offers. Through the use of these services 
and facilities you will be able to make an easy and relatively pleasant adjust-
ment to life in the college community. To assist you in becoming aware of 
the services this handbook has been especially prepared. 
The formal instruction received in the classroom, laboratories, and work-
shops is only one dimension of a college education. In addition, there will 
be many opportunities to become involved in activities that will enhance 
your personal growth and development. 
You are urged to take full advantage of the comprehensive student services 
programwhich includes: admissions & records, counseling, financial assistance, 
placement, student activitie~, babysitting services, athletics andintramurals. 
Please keep in mind that the only purpose for our existence here is to be of 
assistance to you in clarifying and achieving your educational, vocational 
and personal goals. I sincerely hope that I will have the pleasure of meeting 
and getting to know each of you personally. The Office of Student Services 
awaits the opportunity to be of service to you. Good luck and much success 
to you. 
Sincerely, 
laVell Wilson 
Vice President of Student Services 
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Harvey, Illinois 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Harvey is a Chicago area city in Cook County, Illinois, 
United States. The population was 30,000, at the 2000 
census, but a 2003 Census estimate showed the population 
dropped to 29,367. 
Harvey is bordered by Dixmoor, Riverdale and Blue Island 
to the north, Posen and Markham to the west, South 
Holland, Phoenix, and Dolton to the east, and East Hazel 
Crest to the south. 
Three major north-south streets in Chicago venture as far 
south as Harvey in some capacity. Halsted Street (Illinois 
Route 1) runs through the east side of town. Dixie Highway, 
as it is known in Harvey, is Western Avenue in Chicago. 
Finally, Chicago's Ashland Avenue becomes Wood Street in 
Harvey. The reason for this is a surveyor's error along the 
line where Interstate 57 is now located; Harvey's street 
names and numbers conform to the section lines rather than 
actual distance from Chicago's base lines (as indicated by 
the jogs in Halsted Street near 150th Street and 159th Street 
between Harvey and Markham, as examples). Harvey's own 
Ashland Avenue serves as the east-west dividing line for 
house numbering. 
, Contents 
• 1 Geography 
• 2 History 
• 3 Demographics 
• 4 Government 
• 5 Transportation 
• 6 Harvey in film 
• 7 Notable residents 
• 8 References 
• 9 External links 
Geography 
Harvey is located at 41 °36'39"N 87°39'7"W (41.610934, 
Coordinates: 41 °36'39"N 87°39'orw 
Harvey 
City 
Country United States 
State Illinois 
County Cook 
Township Thornton, Bremen 
Municipality Harveys 
604 ft (184 m) 
Coordinates 41 °36'39''N 87°39'07"W 
Area 6.2 sq mi (16 km2) 
-land 6.2 sq mi (16 km2) 
- water 0.0 sq mi (0 km2) 
Population 30,000 (2000) 
Density 2,617.6 Isq mi 
(1,011/km2) 
Founded May, 1891 
- Village May, 1891 
- City Charter ? 
Mayor Eric J. Kellogg 
Timezone CST (UTC-6) 
- summer (DST) CDT(UTC-5) 
Postal code 60426,60427,60428 
Area code 708 
11115/20091:30 PM 
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-87.651895)[1] . 
According to the United States Census Bureau, the city has 
a total area of 6.2 square miles (16.1 km2), all of it land. 
History 
Harvey was founded in 1891 by Christian leader Turlington 
W. Harvey, a close associate of Dwight Moody (founder of 
the Moody Bible Institute in Chicago). Harvey was 
originally intended as a model town for "Christian" values 
and temperance (no-alcohol); it was closely modeled after 
the company town of Pullman (which eventually was 
annexed into the city of Chicago). 
Demographics 
As of the census[2] of 2000, there were 30,000 people, 
8,990 households, and 6,760 families residing in the city. 
The population density was 4,842.2 people per square mile 
(l,868.2/km2). There were 10,158 housing units at an 
average density of 1,639.6/sq mi (632.6/km2). The racial 
makeup of the city was 79.57% African American, 10.02% 
White, 0.26% Native American, 0.38% Asian, 0.05% 
Pacific Islander, 7.94% from other races, and 1.78% from 
two or more races. Hispanic or Latino of any race were 
Location of Harvey within Illinois 
File:US-IL-Chicagoland-harveyFRESH.png 
City limits of Harvey. 
Wikimedia Commons: Harvey, Illinois 
Website: http://www.cityofharvey.org/site/ 
12.78% of the population. There were 8,990 households out of which 39.1 % had children under the age 
of 18 living with them, 36.4% were married couples living together, 31.8% had a female householder 
with no husband present, and 24.8% were non-families. 20.7% of all households were made up of 
individuals and 7.1 % had someone living alone who was 65 years of age or older. The average household 
size was 3.30 and the average family size was 3.80. 
In the city the population was spread out with 35.1% under the age of 18, 10.8% from 18 to 24, 26.7% 
from 25 to 44, 18.8% from 45 to 64, and 8.6% who were 65 years of age or older. The median age was 
28 years. For every 100 females there were 92.2 males. For every 100 females age 18 and over, there 
were 86.0 males. 
The median income for a household in the city was $31,958, and the median income for a family was 
$35,378. Males had a median income of$30,610 versus $25,248 for females. The per capita income for 
the city was $12,336. About 20.3% of families and 21.7% of the population were below the poverty line, 
including 27.8% ofthose under age 18 and 17.6% of those age 65 or over. 
Government 
Harvey is in Illinois' 2nd congressional district. 
11115/20091:30 PM 
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The current mayor is Erik Kellogg. Since taking office, Mayor Kellog has worked towards providing 
more housing developments, promoting racial harmony, and is attempting to develop new businesses for 
Harvey. 
Transportation 
Harvey is serviced by two stations along the Metra Electric University Park line to Chicago. One is at 
147th Street( a.k.a. Sibley Boulevard) & Clinton Street, and the other is at Park Avenue & 154th Street. 
Harvey in fIlm 
The Dixie Square Mall, an abandoned shopping mall in Harvey, was the location where the famous car 
chase scene in the movie The Blues Brothers was shot. Although the mall was closed in September 1979, 
the makers of the film convinced the city to allow them to shoot the scene. The mall was remodeled and 
filled with stores for two days in order to shoot the scene. After filming was completed, the mall was 
boarded up and closed again. The main precinct of the Harvey Police Department was built on part of 
the old parking lot during the 1990s. 
Notable residents 
Notable past and current residents of Harvey. 
• Ivan Albright (1897-1983) Magic realist painter self-portrait, character study, and still life and 
artist 
• Paris Barclay (1956- ) - Hollywood TV & film Drector/ Actor 
• Michael Boatman (1964-) - actor/writer 
• Eddy Curry (1982-),- New York Knicks Center 
• Lou Boudreau (1917-2001) - MLB-baseball Hall of Farner 
• Tom Dreesen (1942- ) [1] (http://tomdreesen.coml) - Comedian w/David Letterman, Frank Sinatra 
• Nelsan Ellis (c 1978- ) - Actor & Playwright 
• Melvin Ely (1978- ) - American NBA-professional basketball player 
• Lupe Fiasco (1982- ) - Rapper 
• Kevin Huizenga (1977- ) - Cartoonist 
• Syleena Johnson (1976- ) - Grammy nominated singer/songwriter 
• Garrett Jones (1981-) - American MLB-professional baseball player 
• Keke Palmer (1993- ) - Actress/singer 
• Jim Smith (1955- ) - a former professional American football player 
• Willie Taylor (1981- ) - Singer/member of DA Y26 
• Steven Whitehurst (1967- ) - Award winning author 
• Barry Gardner NFL Player 
• Kevin Duckworth (1964-2008) - NBA player for the San Antonio Spurs, Portland Trail Blazers, 
Washington Bullets, Milwaukee Bucks, and the Los Angeles Clippers 
References 
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1. A "US Gazetteer files: 2000 and 1990 (http://www.census.gov/geo/www/gazetteer/gazette.html) If. United 
States Census Bureau. 2005-05-03. http://www.census.gov/geo/www/gazetteer/gazette.html. Retrieved 
2008-01-31. 
2. A "American FactFinder (http://factfinder.census.gov) If. United States Census Bureau. 
http://factfinder.census.gov. Retrieved 2008-01-31. 
External links 
• Dixie Square Mall Documentary Film site (http://www.dixiesquaremall.coml) 
• City of Harvey (http://www.cityotbarvey.orglsite/) 
• Additional Information about Harvey (http://hpshome.northstamet.orgl) 
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Thornton Township High School 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Thornton Township High School, often simply 
referred to as Thornton is a public high school 
founded in 1899. The school is located in Harvey, 
Illinois one of the south suburbs of the city of 
Chicago, Illinois. The school is one of three schools 
administered by Thornton Township High Schools 
District 205. It is occasionally confused with the two 
other similarly named schools in the district: 
Thornridge High School and Thornwood High 
School. 
A predominantly African American high school, 
Thornton is perhaps best known for its many alumni 
who have been successful in both the performing arts 
and athletics.[4] 
Contents 
• 1 History 
• 2 Athletics 
• 3 Activities 
• 4 Notable alumni 
• 5 References 
• 6 External links 
History 
The site for Thornton Township High School was 
decided by a special election on May 28, 1898, 
where Harvey was selected over Dolton by a 1,504 
to 1,123 vote; with the estimate of the school's cost 
being $40,000. [6] Oscar L. Murray was the architect 
Thornton Township High School 
Address 
15001 S. Broadway 
Harvey, lllinois, 60426 
. Coordinates 
School type 
Opened 
United States 
41.618089°N 87.643454°W 
Infonnation 
public secondary 
1899 
School district Thornton Township High School 
District 205 
Superintendent 
Principal 
Grades 
Gender 
Enrollment 
Average class 
size 
Campus 
School 
• Colour(s) 
Athletics 
conference 
Nickname 
Average ACT 
scores 
Newspaper 
Communities 
served 
Website 
Dr. J. Kamala Buckner[l] 
Dr. Betheny Lyke[2] 
9-12 
coed 
2513[3] , 
19.6[4] 
suburban 
D purple D white[3] 
SICA (South Inter-Conference 
Association) 
Wildcats 
16.5[5] 
Paw Prints 
Harvey, South Holland, Phoenix, 
Riverdale, Dixmoor, Markham, 
Blue Island[3] 
http://www.district205.net 
Ithorntonl 
of the building that by October 1898 was now costing $35,000, and had plans that included physical and 
biological laboratories, a library, gymnasium, a 280 seat assembly room, bicycle, and lunch rooms. [7] 
By May, 1899, the plans had firmed up to include a two story structure with basement, with an interior to 
be fmished in red oak. Heat would be provided by steam, with electric fans and an automated clock and 
signal system. The main floor assembly room was expanded to seat 700. Construction was set to begin in 
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June, with completion in October. [8] The original building, located at 154th Street and Columbia 
Avenue. [9] 
In 1913, Thornton was one of nine schools (and the only south suburban school) invited to found what 
would become the Suburban League, which mostly consisted of schools like Thornton which had 
formerly been members of the Cook County High School LeaguePO] 
1928 saw 16 year old Betty Robinson (between her junior and senior years at the school) not only win 
the very first Olympic gold medal awarded to a woman in the 100 meters (at the 1928 Summer Olympics 
in Amsterdam), but set a world record which would stand for four years. [11] 
With the advent of World War II, like many high schools, Thornton made changes to accommodate the 
war effort. Evening classes for adults started in 1942 to begin training people for necessary war jobs. [12] 
By 1943, the school was open 87 hours each week, and had been converted over almost exclusively to 
wartime training. [13] 
Additions were made to the building in 1912 ($140,000),1927 ($345,000), and 1937 ($300,000).[14][15] 
A third floor was added in 1948.[16] 1949 saw the addition of a new physical education facility, including 
a natatorium, wrestling rooms, locker facilities, and class rooms for health classes, in addition to two 
gyms, one of which could seat 3,500 for basketball games.[17][18] The new gymnasium was ultimately 
dedicated in April, 1950.[19] 
Athletics 
Thornton's sports teams, which are referred to as the Wildcats, compete in the South Inter-Conference 
Association or SICA. The teams also compete in state championship series sponsored by the Illinois High 
School Association (lHSA). The school colors are purple and white. 
The school sponsors interscholastic athletic teams for men and women in basketball, soccer, and track 
and field. Men may also compete in baseball, football, swimming & diving, and wrestling. Women may 
compete in cheerleading, softball, and volleyball. 
The following athletic teams have finished in the top four of their respective IHSA sponsored state 
tournament: [20] 
• basketball (boys) - State Champions (1932-33, 65-66); 2nd place (1933-34, 34-35, 60-61, 94-95, 
95-96); 3rd place (1982-83, 96-97); 4th place (1964-65) 
• football - State Champions (1990-91); 2nd place (1989-90) 
• track & field (boys) - 3rd place (1972-73); 4th place (1971-72, 75-76, 84-85,95-96,2000-01) 
• track & field (girls) - 2nd place (1987-88); 3rd place (1984-85, 2006-07) 
• wrestling - State Champions (1953-54, 54-55, 58-59); 2nd place (1952-53); 3rd place (1955-56, 
56-57); 4th place (1957-58, 59-60) 
Activities 
• Band- In 2009 the marching band won 1 st place at Rich Central Battle of the Bands,the concert 
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band won a Division I in organizations with a perfect score in sight reading 
• Big Brother/ Big Sister 
• Cheerleaders- In 2009 traveled to Orlando, FI and won 2nd place, and also placed their fIrst time 
and a sate levell competition 
• Chess Club- In 2009 had several students to make the state levell 
• Choral 
• Mathletes-2 time Back to Back SICA champions 
• National Honor Society 
• Peer Mediation 
• Prom 
• Senior Class 
• Science Club 
• Speech 
• Student Council (KIP) 
• Thornton Singers 
Thornton's competitors in the dramatic arts and public speaking have been particularly successful over 
time. The following groups placed in the top four of their respective state competitions sponsored by the 
IHSA:[20] 
• Debate - State Champions (1974-75); 3rd place (1971-72) 
• Drama - State Champions (1984-85,88-89,90-91,93-94,96-97); 2nd place (1986-87, 92-93, 
97-98,99-2000); 3rd place (1987-88, 91-92, 98-99) 
• Group Interpretation - State Champions (1980-81, 82-83, 96-97); 2nd place (1988-89) 
• Individual Events - State Champions (1987-88, 92-93); 3rd place (1990-91, 93-94, 2002-03, 
04-05,05-06); 4th place (1969-70) 
Notable alumni 
• Jim Ard was an NBA player and member of the 1976 NBA Champion Boston Celtics.[21] 
• Lloyd Batts was a basketball player for the University of Cincinnati who played one season with 
the ABA Virginia Squires. [22] 
• Michael Boatman is an actor and writer, perhaps best known for his role on the television series 
Spin City. 
• Lou Boudreau was a Major League Baseball shortstop and manager. He was elected to the 
Baseball Hall Of Fame in 1970}21][23] 
• The Dells is a primarily R & B musical group formed in 1952, and continues to perform (Oh, What 
a Night). [21] 
• Suzzanne Douglass - Actress 
• Tom Dreesen is a comedian, entertainer, and public speaker, best remembered for his appearances 
on The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson, and as an opening act for Frank Sinatra. [21] 
• Melvin Ely is an NBA player (2002-present); currently playing for the New Orleans Hornets.[21] 
• Lupe Fiasco (Wasalu Muhammad Jaco) is a Grammy Award winning rapper[24] 
• Barry Gardner was an NFL linebacker (1999-2005), and was a member of the Philadelphia Eagles 
team that appeared in Super Bowl XXXIX. [25] 
• Jack Golden is an NFL linebacker who was a member of two teams which appeared in the Super 
Bowl; the 2000 New York Giants and 2002 Tampa Bay Buccaneers.[21][26] 
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• Napoleon Harris is an NFL linebacker (2002-present); currently playing for the Minnesota 
Vik' [21] mgs. 
• Bill Hayes is an actor and singer, best remembered for his role on the soap opera, The Days of Our 
Lives.[21] 
• Rod Higgins played in the NBA for 13 years before becoming an executive, currently serving as 
general manager for the Charlotte Bobcats.[21] 
• Norman J. Kansfield President of New Brunswick Theological Seminary, 1993-2005. 
• Antwaan Randle EI is an NFL wide receiver (2002-present); currently playing for the Washington 
Redskins. [21] 
• Betty Robinson (class of 1929) is a two-time Olympic gold medalist; winning the first ever gold 
medal in the women's 100 meter dash at the 1928 Summer Olympics. She held the world record in 
the 100 meters for 4 years. [21] [27] [28] 
• Tai Streets was an NFL wide receiver (1999-2004). He was also a standout receiver for the 
University of Michigan. [21] 
• Willie Taylor- Singer 
• Danitra Vance - Actress 
• Steven Whitehurst - Award winning author 
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South Suburban College 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
South Suburban College is a community college 
located in the south suburbs of Chicago serving the 
Chicago Southland. The main campus is situated in 
South Holland, Illinois with a second campus called 
the University and College Center in Oak Forest, 
Illinois. South Suburban College is also affiliated with 
DePaul University, University of Saint Francis, 
Chicago State University, Governors State 
University, and Illinois Institute of Technology. 
History 
South Suburban College 
Location 
15800 South State Street South Holland, lllinois 
Information 
Established 
Enrollment 
. Campus 
1927 
17,000 
suburban 
South Suburban College was founded in 1927 as Thornton Junior College. At that time, the College was 
an extension of Thornton Township High School in Harvey, Illinois. The Illinois Community College Act 
of 1965 created Community College District 510 and enlarged the area served to include Thornton High 
School District 205, Thornton Fractional High School District 215, and Bremen High School District 228. 
In 1969, the name was changed to Thornton Community College to emphasize the comprehensive 
mission of the College. The College moved into its existing main campus facilities in South Holland in 
1972. 
In June 1988, the Board of Trustees voted to change the name of the institution to South Suburban 
College to more accurately reflect the geographic location of the College. In an effort to serve the 
western portion of the district and to provide opportunities for district residents to complete a four-year 
degree, the University & College Center was opened in Oak Forest in 1992. 
Student Body & Demographics 
On average there are more than 17,000 students enrolled at SSC. The current statistics for the 
demographics of the student body are 65% African American, 25% White, 7% Hispanic, 1 % Asian and 
Pacific Islander, and 2% Other. 
Notable alumni 
• Steven Whitehurst, author 
• Rob Mackowiak, Major League Baseball player 
• Tim Byrdak, Major League Baseball player 
• Julius Matos, Major League Baseball player 
• Ron Mahay, Major League Baseball player 
Retrieved from ''http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiiSouth_Suburban_College'' 
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Categories: Cook County, Illinois I Community colleges in Illinois I Universities and colleges in Illinois 
• This page was last modified on 1 November 2009 at 20:22. 
• Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms 
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process. Any institutional changes that are currently under review are not made 
public until final action has been taken. 
South Suburban College of Cook County 
15800 S. State St. 
South Holland, lL 60473 
www.southsuburbancollege.edu 
Chief Executive Officer: Mr. George Dammer, President 
Name change notes: Thornton Junior College to Thornton 
Community College to South Suburban College of Cook County 
(1988) 
HLC Institution ID: 1161 
Current Accreditation Status: Accredited 
Accreditation Date(s): (1933- .) 
Commission Participation: PEAQ PARTICIPANT 
Year of Last PEAQ Comprehensive Evaluation: 2008 - 2009 
Year of Next PEAQ Comprehensive Evaluation: 2018 - 2019 
Last Action: 06/25/2009 
Legal Status: Public 
Degrees Awarded (details below): A 
---- --.-.--.. -.-.. ~--•.. - ... ------.. -
Stipulations on Affiliation Status: 
None 
Approval of New Degree Sites: 
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Prior Commission approval required 
Approval of Distance Education Degrees: 
Prior Commission approval required 
Reports Required: 
Progress Report: 03/0112012; A report on assessment and 
integration of assessment data and analysis in the planning 
process. 
Other Visits Scheduled: 
None. 
Enrollment Headcount (last updated: 04114/2009) 
Full-Time 
Undergraduate: 
Graduate: 
Post-baccalaureate First 
Professional: 
2288 
o 
o 
Other Headcounts (last updated: 04114/2009) 
Non-Credit headcount: 
Dual enrollment (high 
school) programs: 
482 
813 
Part-Time 
4877 
o 
o 
Degree Programs (last updated: 04114/2009) 
Programs 
Offered 
Degrees Awarded in Last 
Reported Year 
Associate Degrees 60 388 
Bachelors Degrees 0 o 
Masters Degrees 0 o 
Specialist Degrees 0 o 
First Professional Degrees 0 o 
Doctoral Degrees 0 o 
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Certificate Programs (last updated: 0411412009) 
Programs 
Offered 
Certificates Awarded in 
Last Reported Year 
Certj fi cates 80 683 
Off-Campus Activities (last updated: 04/14/2009) Click here for definitions ... 
In-State: Campuses: Oak Forest (University and College 
Center) 
Sites: None 
Course Locations: 
Out-of-State: Campuses: None 
Sites: None 
Course Locations: None 
Out-of-U.S.: Campuses: None 
Sites: None 
Course Locations: None 
Distance Learning (last updated: 04114/2009) 
This listing is limited to programs that are delivered 100% 
asynchronously. 
None 
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AMERICAN STUDIES IN 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
ERNEST GRUNDY 
Kearney State College 
NUMBERING MORE THAN 1200, COMMUNITY COLLEGES ARE A SIGNIFICANT 
fact in higher education in the United States. Yet the evidence that four-
year colleges and universities have recognized them, especially in academic 
matters, is not overwhelming. There are only minimal signs that American 
Studies organizations in particular have taken note of community college 
programs and courses. An account of the nature and scope of American 
Studies activity in the two-year institutions will lessen the mutual insularity 
between the two types of colleges. Accordingly, this essay will probe 
several situations: separation of community colleges from four-year insti-
tutions, steps toward cooperation, and recent community college programs 
in American Studies. The principal thesis of this essay is that an appreciable 
amount of worthwhile activity in American Studies exists in community 
colleges. l 
In assessing the separation of two-year institutions from the mainstream 
of our professional activities, one inquires how many American Studies 
Association meetings have regularly large attendances from community 
colleges, and how many articles in American Studies journals are written 
by community college faculty. There is no head or article count available, 
but the answer to each question is probably "relatively few." More con-
crete proof is the meager list of community colleges in the official rolls of 
the American Studies Association. Only two appeared in Charles W. 
lE. Alden Dunham in "What is the Junior College All About?" PMLA, 83 (I 968), 
530, suggests that "junior colleges" is the generic term for two-year institutions. For 
the most part, I will use "community colleges." 
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Bassett's survey of 1973,2 and only ten in 1976.3 Further, few community 
college faculty members sit on the national council and standing commit-
tees of the American Studies Association. In preparing a panel presenta-
tion for the 1971 American Studies Association convention, Roger Yarring-
ton, representing the American Association of Community and Junior 
Colleges, concluded that the three sample American Studies programs 
mentioned in an article by Bruce A. Lohof4 virtually constituted the field 
of American Studies in community colleges. Yarrington suggested a num-
ber of measures that would encourage more interaction between two-year 
and four-year colleges. He would have senior institutions develop model 
courses and programs and work out· instructional resources such as texts 
and audiovisual aids. Programs could be structured to apply the American 
Studies approach to two-year occupational curricula. In the area of com-
munity services, concerts, seminars, institutes, and festivals might be 
worked into courses. s Clearly, in seeking assistance, this spokesman for 
the community colleges was requesting closer relationships between his 
constituency and the main body of American Studies faculty. 6 
Although insufficient attention has been given to such relationships, 
some precedents have been set. In 1972, the National American Studies 
Faculty and the Florida Department of Education jointly sponsored a 
community college workshop to explore interdisciplinary alternatives to 
current general education requirements. 7 The National American Studies 
Faculty is now trying to secure funding for a project which, working 
through regional chapters of the American Studies Association, will pro-
vide consultants to inaugurate American Studies programs in community 
colleges and in secondary schools. NASF's endeavors have started some 
activity even at the early stages. The April 1977 convention of the Mid-
continent American Studies Association held a special meeting to consider 
cooperation of the kind Yarrington called for. Several four-year colleges 
in this region are planning workshops and symposia related to NASF's 
2Charles W. Bassett, "American Studies Programs in the Universities: A Quanti-
tative Survey," American Quarterly, 25 (August 1973), 343-52. 
sJohn A. Hague, "American Studies Programs," American Quarterly, 28 (Bibliog-
raphy Issue, 1976), 407. 
4Bruce A. Lohof, "American Studies Makes Its Way Into the Junior College," 
Junior College Journal, 39 (March 1969),48-51. 
SOther speakers on the panel were Peter Whitten, Leicester Junior College; Darrel 
Staat, Southwestern Michigan College; and Joseph Collier, El Camino College. 
6Peter F. Drucker in "The Professor as Featherbedder," The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, January 31, 1977, p. 24, contends that the community college offers the 
best opportunities for anyone who cah work in the areas Yarrington has described. 
7This information is from a personal letter to me from Darrel Staat, a resource 
person at the workshop. 
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plan. Others will survey community college programs within their own 
states. Yale University offers yet another mode of two- and four-year 
college cooperation. A recent release (#22) from the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities lists two community college instructors among 
the twenty Fellows chosen for the 1977-78 session of the National Hu-
manities Institute at Yale. The tendencies visible in this incomplete account 
seem at least encouraging, though the net worth of these advances lies 
in the future. 
On their own, community colleges have increased interest in American 
Studies. Journals in general education often have led them to try inter-
disciplinary curricula as a way to restructure general education, a strong 
component of two-year degrees. G. N. D. Evans and Leonard Quart, for 
example, recommend that community colleges adopt American Studies 
programs to meet students' needs for both lasting and transitory intellectual 
experiences.s Primarily, these authors view American Studies as a way to 
bring contemporary, non-academic experience into general studies by sup-
plementing the traditional literary-historical texts with such material as 
ephemeral literature, street life, and current social service programs. 
In an Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) release, 
William C. Strasser advocates what is essentially American Studies as he 
suggests a "different approach" to general education.9 He derides the 
"conventional wisdom" that samples only a few specialized fields of knowl-
edge, avoids interdisciplinary approaches, and assumes that each professor 
can teach general education using only his specialized training. He criticizes 
instruction that fails to unify life's separate features and to demonstrate 
that things and actions cannot be categorized into "neat, non-related con-
ceptual compartments." Much like Evans and Quart, Strasser wants to 
synthesize a variety of materials to reach the "multi-millions" who are 
seemingly unaware that their world-fragmented into separate academic 
disciplines, occupational specializations, races, nations, and sexes-can be 
considered a unit. Strasser's schema for general education would include 
both theoretical and practical courses. It is as if Strasser were responding 
to Yarrington's implied complaint that no one was working out interdis-
ciplinary vocational courses. Certainly, Strasser's ideas would appeal to 
students who want to link their academic pursuits to their societal concerns 
and working careers. 
8G. N. D. Evans and Leonard Quart, "American Studies: An Approach for the 
Urban Sixties," Journal of General Education, 21 (October 1969), 179-82. 
9William C. Strasser, "New Wine and New Bottles: A Proposal for 'Mosaic Pro-
gramming': A Different Approach to General Education for Colleges and Univer-
sities," Educational Resources Information Center, No. ED 071 646, 1972. 
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References to American Studies in community college journals begin 
with Lohof's attempt to investigate the extent and nature of community 
college American Studies programs. Lohof observed that pre-1968 Amer-
ican Studies Association reports failed to include junior colleges. In 1968 
he surveyed more than 700 of the two-year schools but was disappointed 
in the results. Fewer than twenty had courses which subscribed to the 
simple criterion established by the American Studies Association-that 
they be interdisciplinary studies of American culture. His general,accounts 
of several courses promised, nonetheless, that students might find it 
exciting to examine the whole fabric of American culture. 
Several recent articles aim to draw community college faculty to Amer-
ican Studies. lo In essence, their authors are convinced that the American 
Studies approach will unite the students and the community by relating 
their academic concerns to community problems. Thomas F. Barnes re-
minds community college faculty and administrators that American Studies 
can unify fragmented general education courses. I I Barnes' plan ties 
humanistic to behavioral studies. To obviate any concern over a lack of 
focus in American Studies, he supplies a theoretical rationale, course out-
lines, and lesson plans. Moreover, the large volume of writings on Amer-
ican Studies in such journals as American Quarterly and elsewhere (Leo 
Marx's essay,12 for example) has surely been effective in acquainting com-
munity colleges with American Studies. Also, through their graduates, four-
year institutions have carried American Studies programs to community 
colleges. 13 
Experience in lower teaching levels could have raised American Studies 
consciousness for some, as it did for Darrel Staat.14 In 1964, he and a 
colleague began to respond to complaints from their junior high students 
that English and social studies classes had little in common. Though they 
10James G. Banks, "American Studies and the Community Colleges," Community 
College Social Science Quarterly, 3 (Winter 1973), 35-36; James Steve Counelis, 
"What is an Interdisciplinary Course in the Social Sciences?" CCSSQ, 3 (Winter 
1973), 29-31; Michael G. Crow, "American Studies Programs: The Continuing 
Revolutions," CCSSQ, 5 (Summer-Fall, 1975), 27-28. 
llThomas F. Barnes, "Theory, Methodology, and Content for a Model Course for 
General Education Students," CCSSQ. 5 (Summer-Fall, 1975), 83-90. 
12Leo Marx, "American Studies: A Defense of an Unscientific Method," Public 
Opinion and Historians: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, Melvin Small, ed. (Detroit: 
Wayne State Univ. Press, 1970), 112-27. 
13]oseph M. Collier, "American Studies in California Community Colleges and 
How One American Studies Major Came into Being," read at Biennial Meeting, Amer-
ican Studies Association, Washington, D. C., October, 1971. 
14Darrel Staat. "Southwestern Mkhigan College: American Studies in a Publicly-
Supported Midwestern Community College," read at Biennial Meeting, American 
Studies Association, Washington. D. C,. October. 1971. 
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had never heard of American Studies, the two instructors attempted to 
correlate the two areas by teaching in one class literature that reflected the 
history taught in another and by assigning writing projects to encourage 
students to discover the connections. Successful in these trials, they 
organized a long-range program but were thwarted by skeptical teachers 
and administrators. Later, they both taught at Southwestern Michigan 
Community College, where they initiated an American Studies program 
based upon their secondary school experiment. 
Elsewhere, certain academic and vocational forces brought social studies 
and English departments to consider interdisciplinary modes of teaching. 
If the social studies were not "social" enough and dealt only partially with 
society, instruotors could correct this deficiency by incorporating the hu-
manities.1s Similarly, English departments could wed humanities to social 
studies by moving beyond formal, text-oriented criticism to consider a 
literary work in its social context. Historical criticism could encompass 
the social studies and other disciplines. 16 Declining enrollments in English 
classes also spurred new alliances. Among the recommendations of the 
Association of Departments of English for the 1970s are courses that 
would combine literature with studies of society, with the history of ideas, 
and with the study of the lives of American women.17 Many community 
college instructors, however, were impelled not by these external "inftu-
ences" but by their own sense of what was right: it demands no acquired 
theory for one to want to view the world holistically. 
* * * 
Several conditions inftuenced the selection of the courses and programs 
surveyed here. One was the problem of names, for not all programs were 
labeled "American Studies." If a course or program had the effect of exam-
ining American culture via an interdisciplinary approach, I included it for 
consideration though it might be termed "general studies," "social science," 
or "humanities." While this may seem to be playing fast and loose with 
traditional categories (especially the humanities), the differences between 
American Studies and these other areas have actually been lessening. They 
15As one example among many in this collection see Harold H. Negley, "Drawing 
on the Humanities," Humanities and the Social Studies, Bulletin No. 44, Thomas F. 
Powell, ed. (Washington: National Council for the Social Studies, 1969),93. 
16Maxine Greene, "Real Toads and Imaginary Gardens," Humanities and the Social 
Studies, 15-29. 
17"Class Size and Workload for the College and University Teacher of English," 
Association of Departments of English Bulletin (New York: Modern Language 
Association, 1974), 1-6. 
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are now chiefly distinguished in their geographic focus, American Studies 
not usually encompassing the foreign scene, although a cross-cultural 
approach may bring even European perspectives to bear upon American 
problems. Fred E. H. Schroeder, who works both in the humanities and 
American Studies, links the two in noting that the latter is "the most prac-
tical starting point in humanities teaching." At the same time, he sees the 
two areas as nearly congruent. A study of America through Thoreau's 
Walden will yield problems, he suggests, at once perenniaIIy American 
and humanistic. 18 
My mode of exploring the territory of American Studies programs began 
with a computer literature search (DIALOG) under such descriptors as 
"American Studies," "Interdisciplinary Approach," "Junior Colleges," and 
"General Education." Using its findings, investigation came to be largely 
catch-as-catch-can, soliciting information from colleges which had anything 
resembling American Studies, often writing blindly to others, sometimes 
inquiring of state departments of education, and following up on leads 
contributed by community college faculty members. All in all, only a few 
of the 1200 or more community colleges in the United States are repre-
sented in this search, and this is by no means a comprehensive survey. 
Other community college instructors should now come forward with 
course and program descriptions not included in this study.19 
I will present selected programs in respect to their relative magnitudes. 
First will be programs that have a single course in a galaxy of discipline 
offerings, as if an institution is trying its way gradually into American 
Studies. Then will follow programs consisting of multiple courses, less 
tentative attempts but still not a major part of a college's offerings. 
lSFred E. H. Schroeder, Joining the Human Race: How to Teach the Humanities 
(DeLand, Fla.: Everett/Edwards, 1972)' 92. Brooke Workman, Teaching the 
Decades, A Humanities Approach to American Civilization (Urbana, III.: National 
Council of Teachers of English, 1975), recognizes the congruency of humanities and 
American Studies, as his title shows. 
19The best mode for surveying community college programs is that of Alfred Apsler, 
Clark Community College, who visited 25 colleges in 1967. Results of his study were 
not made available to me. There is a clear need for indexing agencies to use the 
term "American Studies" more comprehensively. Searching a period from 1965 to 
1974, the ERIC Clearinghouse discovered but one document mentioning American 
Studies. In "The Humanities in Two-Year Colleges," ERIC, ED 108 727 and "The 
Humanities in Two-Year Colleges: Reviewing Curriculum and Instruction," ERIC, 
ED 110 119, Arthur M. Cohen comments on the relative paucity of community col-
lege journals and on the small body of data coming from these institutions preventing 
our knowledge of them. Cohen's statement is not an absolute. See two contributions 
from community college faculty: Alfred Apsler, An Introduction fo Social Science, 
2nd ed. (New York: Random House, 1975); Joseph M. Collier, American History 
and Culture (Los Alamitos, Cal.: Hwong Publishing Co., 1977). 
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Finally I will discuss large programs in which many satellite courses radiate 
from a central core. Nearly all of these programs are similarly constructed. 
Following a general-to-particular progression, programs will often begin 
with an overview of interdisciplinary studies followed by a more narrow 
examination of a subject at hand, which in turn will prescribe even more 
restricted subjects for individual projects. Even a single course will follow 
this pattern. In outlining these programs, I will note distinctive arrange-
ments of courses, unusual individual study projects, and striking degrees of 
student-community involvement. 
* * * 
of the American experience, particularly those germane to the community 
immediately surrounding their college. The course begins with a resume 
of the history and general nature of American Studies, then moves to a 
special study of twentieth-century America, exploring decades by pairs 
to the present. Within any given twenty years, the course examines novels, 
poetry, political writings, and films to present a well-rounded view of each 
period. The in-class patterning is conventional: lectures, readings, and 
films. Students trace their "intellectual" growth in a journal by recording 
daily their responses to Crevecoeur's question, "What is an American?" 
In addition, each student works out a project-lecture, essay, film presen-
tation-based on his or her own interests. Imagistic poetry, western music, 
and gospel songs were three areas of interest chosen by students from a 
rich list of possibilities. 
This is a good starting course in American Studies. In uniting history 
and literature, it chooses disciplines that are closely related and easily 
joined under a common theme. The order within the course is logical-
from the philosophy of American Studies, to an examination of a sixty-year 
period, to an individual's special project. The concentration on the twentieth 
century, while still comprehensive, is in its narrower scope superior to 
20"A Course in American Studies," National American Studies Faculty, Summer, 
1975. 
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the conventional survey courses which may embrace at least a century in 
a semester. The course synthesizes, for it juxtaposes subject matter 
from diverse fields. Some interlacing among the sets of decades occurs. 
Topics alluded to in the 1920s, for example, reappear in the 1960s. 
What is not apparent, however, from the course description is focus, 
either for each two-decade era or for the entire sixty-year sweep. That is, 
what is the theme around which perceptions should cluster? If an early 
twenty-year period has a prevailing "spirit," what is it and what are its 
fortunes in succeeding times? The course syllabus does not indicate that 
this kind of conceptualizing occurs, though it may certainly take place in 
the lectures as the course proceeds. As a whole, this course at Thornton 
Community College shows informed planning. 
Richard N. Watzulik's humanities course at Cuyahoga Community Col-
lege, Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, Ohio), is another model for the 
single course in American Studies.21 Proposing to relate the arts to their 
environment, Watzulik set up the following procedure: students study for 
performances (a concert by the Cleveland Philharmonic, for example) 
before attending; afterward they work out individual responses to them. 
The course stresses "the interrelation of the arts as they reflect through 
their individual symbolism and their peculiar media, the history, the mores, 
and the philosophical concerns of a given period." These concerns can be 
American. The course is interdisciplinary, and, as an important feature, 
it involves the students in both symbolic and sensory experiences. It takes 
them into the community. Further, though no innovation, it brings aesthetic 
considerations into the entire social milieu. As a practical matter, it can 
attract students for the enjoyment they derive from viewing "live" per-
formances and from seeing how different styles in art reflect the spirit of a 
given age. 22 
Some of Watzulik's experiences forecast the adjustments other initiators 
of interdisciplinary courses can expect to make. For the first two years from 
1971, the team-teaching system prevailed at both the Western and the 
Metropolitan campuses. Since then, for reasons of lower cost, one instruc-
tor and an assistant have offered the course. Problems of cost, scheduling, 
or available teaching personnel can affect interdisciplinary programs in any 
institution, of course. Similarly, changing instructors can alter emphases. 
21Information about this course comes from Watzulik, "Experiment in Teaching 
the Humanities," Junior College Journal, 13 (March 1972), 36-39, and from course 
syllabi and the author's letter. 
22A course similar to this though lacking its variety is offered at Platte Valley 
Community College (Columbus, Nebraska), while one more in keeping with 
Watzulik's is directed by Beverly David, Division of Humanities, Western Michigan 
State University. 
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Whereas the course at Western campus from its inception took the "philos-
ophy route," that at Metropolitan changed from music to literature as the 
central discipline, principally because instructors in literature will have 
primary responsibility in years to come. Watzulik established his course 
in order to get semi-literate students into concert hall situations where their 
inclinations would not normally take them; he did not assign written anal-
yses for concerts attended or galleries visited. Eventually, he had to bow 
to a college requirement for concrete evidence of work performed, mere 
attendance at class lectures and public performances not being enough. 
Thus Watzulik's original intentions were subverted by institutional regula-
tions. 
Several community colleges have programs with a limited number of 
courses. One exists at Cuyahoga Community College's Western Campus 
(Parma, Ohio). Inspired by Lohof's article on American Studies, James 
G. Banks launched a pilot project in 1971.23 He was certain that the 
"concepts of 'discipline' and specialization" were not "serving the students," 
who were questioning the value of survey courses in history. American 
Studies, he concluded, could be made more personal and immediate to them 
than survey courses and at the same time offer creative possibilities in job 
placement and curriculum innovation. 
Like Hoffman and Brand, Banks first emphasized the origins and method-
ology of American Studies and its applications to community colleges. His 
sources were the American Quarterly and similar journals. He divided the 
first sixty student~ into three groups according to their interests-one on 
political and social issue/, another on international affairs and literature, a 
third on music, art, photography, and popular culture. Once a week these 
groups met to interact with a guest speaker. All seminars focused on the 
American dream. The second course explored contemporary issues in an 
interdisciplinary manner. This year, Banks has refined and extended his 
earlier courses. 24 The latter portion of the first course deals with family 
history. After a psychologist instructs students in the evolution of the 
self, each one explores his or her own genealogy through extensive holdings 
in a nearby university library.25 
23"American Studies Course Outline, 630-161 and 630-162," National American 
'Studies Faculty, Stetson University, DeLand, Florida. 
24Banks' letter to Grundy, January 25. 1977. 
25Such courses in genealogy are common among community colleges. S. F. Roach, 
Jr., "History: Progress and Challenge in the Literature Concerning Teaching Tech-
niques," Community College Social Science Association Newsletter, 1 (Fall 1976). 
For textbooks dealing with family history see John G. Clark, David M. Datzman, 
Richard D. McKinzie, Theodore A. Wilson, Three Generations in Twentieth Century 
America: Family, Community, and Nation. (Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey Press, 1977), 
and Allen F. Davis and Jim Watts, Generations: Your Family in Modern American 
History (New York: Knopf, 1975). 
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Banks' pilot project of two courses has several striking, though not 
necessarily original, features. In planning, he sought advice from a recog-
nized American Studies institution, Case Western University represented 
by Dr. Morrell Heald, Chairman of American Studies, who helped secure 
the teaching assistance of two doctoral students. Banks replaced history 
survey courses with contemporary studies of the community because he was 
convinced that these were more valuable, especially for the non-transfer 
students. He reasoned that since both students and their community are 
"multidimensional," it would require the varying dimensions of interdisci-
plinary courses to respond to their desires. In the community involvement 
phase, students brought in a variety of resource people-a representative 
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, a defense attorney for Lieutenant Calley 
(who was then being tried), and a burlesque comedian of fifty years' 
experience. One student investigated political assassinations in an attempt 
to discover their common causes. All participated in the 1976 political 
campaigns by telephoning voters, writing letters to political figures, and 
attending party rallies. They invited into their classes candidates from the 
American Nazi Party and the Socialist Workers' Party. As a long-range 
goal, Banks and his students are laying plans to link with West Park Col-
lege, Birmingham, England, eventually to exchange students. 
Representatives from three large community colleges--City Colleges of 
Chicago, Coast Community College of Orange Coast (California), and 
Miami-Dade Community Colleges-worked out mUltiple courses of a high 
order. They jointly devised a core course which sought to provide human-
istic experiences to their thousands of students. To accommodate those 
with special interests, they devised "optional" courses to spin off the core. 
Labeled "A Contemporary Course in the Humanities," the core course 
deals successively with an individual's awareness of his own nature, his role 
in society, and his place in the cosmos. Most of the units relate the arts to 
life in twentieth-century America and lend the course an American Studies 
flavor. Each of the cooperating colleges prepared an optional course. 
Coast College developed "Of Men and Women," Miami~Dade, "The Hu-
manities: Preparation for the Future," and the City Colleges of Chicago, 
"The American Dream." The third of these, clearly an American Studies 
endeavor, deserves special attention. 26 
The "American Dream" course has two major parts: a core of nine 
weeks and a series of three optional units. The first nine weeks of the 
core covers three sections-Utopias, the idea of success, and an American 
26Project Director, James J. Zigerell. City Colleges of Chicago. Edmund Dehnert, 
Harry S. Truman College, and James Quinn, Loop College, prepared the course 
syllabus. 
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style. During the last six weeks of the semester, the instructor chooses 
three special topics for class study . .Because the approaches to each of the 
three units of the optional core are distinctive and consistent, I will analyze 
"Utopias Old and New" in detail. Taking up to nine hours of class time, 
this course shows how the Dream motivated migration to America, con-
siders how the Dream affected the American experience, and then locates 
the Dream in philosophical sources. The instructor presents a "film dia-
lectic," in this instance 1999 A. D., in order to arouse discussion on such 
topics as ethnic diversity, sex, religion, and technology. Following this 
exercise, the unit rises to the "symbolic" level in which a variety of "art" 
works are used to comment on the issues raised by the film. This level 
includes selections from Thomas More's Utopia, excerpts from Francis 
Bacon's New Atlantis, and references to B. F. Skinner's Walden II. Supple-
menting the literature is music like "Those Were the Days" (the theme 
song of All in the Family), Manhattan by Rodgers and Hart, and "The 
Boxer," a popular song by Paul Simon. Paintings such as Edward Hopper's 
The Nighthawks and Thomas Cole's Oxbow of the Connecticut River, 
sculpture by Claes Oldenburg, and poems by Emma Lazarus and Carl 
Sandburg round out the offerings of the symbolic phase. The final stage 
consists of readings in the philosophical sources ~f the Dream, beginning 
with Plato's Republic, moving to John Locke's Of Civil Government: The 
Second Treatise, and running up to John Dewey's Freedom and Culture 
and Joseph Wood Krutch's The Measure of Man. 
After nine weeks on the three units of the Dream, the instructor chooses 
three topics in order to examine "larger works or developments over greater 
spans of time so as to integrate the separate concepts of the three core units 
into a whole." He hopes also to provide for students' special interests in this 
final six weeks of integrating activities. One topic, "American Architecture 
from Colonial Times," for instance, met these dual aims: it encompassed a 
three-century time span and appealed as well to a student's interest in 
architecture. 
An overview of this three-campus· program does not do justice to its 
many admirable qualities. It is flexible; a community college could offer 
only the core course, and it would still be complete in itself. An instructor 
could, moreover, follow the core with from one to three optional courses 
and could even offer optional courses without the preliminary core, since 
each course is self-contained. It is a comprehensive and unified program 
and an interdisciplinary one. The schema of the American Dream is par-
ticularly outstanding in the logical, consistent examination of each sub-
theme by way of stimulating films, illustrative materials (literature, music, 
and art), and philosophy. This three-pronged attack on each of three sub-
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themes can inculcate in students at least one form of critical inquiry, sup-
plying them with an investigative tool with which to probe other problems in 
their culture.27 
While not having a fully developed program, the experimental college of 
the College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, Ill.) has courses that are organized in 
"response to concerns for contemporary problems and interest in 'experi-
ential' educational opportunities."28 The way in which this experimental 
college accomplishes its goals is worth our attention. 
For example, the series of courses in "Native American Studies" for 
non-Indian students originated because American Indians in the Northern 
Illinois area, angered by excavations of an Indian burial mound nearby, 
demanded a course that would educate and raise non-Indian consciousness. 
Material in the series covers an extensive chronology: Indian societies prior 
to 1500, European and American contact with Indians throughout his-
tory, and Indian-white relations today. Another cluster of courses is "Indo-
American Studies," formulated by a Cuban-American widely experienced 
in Latino studies. While exploring the culture of the Chicano in contempo-
rary Northern Illinois, one module covers a wide range of Chicano history, 
from Spanish colonizing efforts in the New World to the present. Labora-
tory experiences have students working with Indo-American children in 
elementary schools in the Chicago area, with the Joliet Migrant Service, 
and with Spanish-American clubs. Another course, "Latino Studies 
Center," performs a variety of services for the Latin community in DuPage 
County. 
The College of DuPage bases several other courses in Chicago, one a 
field station in the inner city for a "living-learning situation." From this 
station, the college offers "experience-based" courses on Chicago-its lit-
erature, politics, and psychology. One is "Halsted Street: Chicago," a 
multidisciplinary approach to the study of Chicago history. Elements of a 
six-option freshman composition program are clearly American Studies, 
according to its planners. While the emphasis is on writing, the themes of 
one option place the issues of the Seventies into students' own social, cul-
tural, and ethnic milieus. Other courses in the experimental college are 
concerned with Illinois history field trips, with Appalachian studies, and 
with physically reliving the "charge" given Lewis and Clark to explore the 
Louisiana Purchase. 
27The course syllabus notes that the City Colleges of Chicago and Coast Commu-
nity College are producing a television course based upon this curriculum. It will be 
broadcast to Southern California and to Chicago in 1978 and will then be made 
available on a lease basis. 
28Information supplied by William A. Leppert, Dean, Alpha College, February IS, 
1977. 
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Several features commend the DuPage offerings. They center on the 
DuPage County community. When dealing with a contemporary, local 
issue, they supply a historical background, as in the course on Indians. 
The courses are clearly interdisciplinary. The "re-expedition" of Lewis 
and Clark qualifies at this experimental college as biology, geography, and 
anthropology. Even the freshman composition courses are interdisciplinary, 
employing American Studies content in writing assignments. 
Experiences at EI Camino Community College (California) demonstrate 
that an institution can set up an American Studies program without dis-
turbing existing curricula. Establishing the program involved adding two 
courses and utilizing existing ones. 29 Joseph M. Collier, organizer of the 
program in 1971, first planned to have American Studies I, An Introduc-
tion (4 units), to be succeeded by a series of two-unit special topics courses 
which any instructor could propose and teach. A general curriculum com-
mittee decided, however, to offer two three-unit courses instead-the first 
on the American character, the second on American culture, 1940-70. 
These were to be supplemented by three units in American intellectual 
history, three in American literature, and nine from a variety of other 
disciplines. The current major in American Studies is essentially the same 
as in 1971. American Studies II takes up in depth one phase of American 
culture from a list including "The Adams Chronicles," "Religion in Amer-
ica," and "The American Jewish Experience." Another course, "Women 
in American Culture," team-taught by a female political scientist and a 
male historian, covers novels ranging from The Scarlet Letter to Fear of 
Flying. A course entitled "Futurism in America," is so successful that it 
has two sections. 
American Studies is effective at EI Camino Community College. 
Whereas only one section could be filled in 1971, in 1976-77 there were 
12 sections of 45 students each. The program is interdisciplinary and uni-
fied; it centers on American culture in a traditional sense, not particularly 
aiming to gratify students' desires for what is immediate to them. While 
there is no capstone course at the conclusion of a student's program, the 
curriculum moves from the general to the particular. The topics for Amer-
ican Studies II represent a broad spectrum of American culture, and the 
program operates in substantial cooperation with other departments, 
especially the social sciences. Others who might establish American Studies 
programs can look to the EI Camino experience. Collier had to assuage 
29Information on the EI Camino program is derived from a paper read by Joseph 
M. Collier, Biennial Meeting, American Studies Association, October, 1971, and is 
updated from college catalog copy, course outlines, and personal correspondence from 
Collier. 
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fears that he would teach another's discipline under the guise of American 
Studies. Literature, he assured other faculty members, would be offered 
only as "cultural artifacts" to develop a theme; and, to allay intense fears 
of duplication, he agreed not to use The Great Gatsby for the 1920s. 
Further, he had to abide by the college curriculum committee's fear of a 
wholesale influx of American Studies courses. Finally, Collier recognized 
that American Studies courses will gain larger enrollments if community 
college catalogs specify that given courses will meet the state history re-
quirement, and if the program is cross-listed as both American Studies and 
as disciplinary courses. 
Unlike the El Camino experience of adopting an American Studies pro-
gram with two courses, organizers at Los Medanos Community College 
(California) built an entirely new program in general studies. Planning be-
gan in the late 1960s well ahead of the 1974 opening date of their campus. 
Their program will be of value to anyone interested either in general 
studies or in American Studies. 3o The Los Medanos planners blocked out 
the general education requirement into six areas-behavioral, social, bio-
logical, and physical sciences, language arts, and humanistic studies. All 
instruction was to be interdisciplinary. For each area, they created a one-
hour "generic" course intended to mark out commonalities among the 
different disciplines of that area (in the behavioral sciences, for example, 
the concepts, principles, and attitudes common to anthropology, psychol-
ogy, and sociology). Students in the generic course enroll also in one of 
its component disciplines. Within it, each student contracts for a "plural 
pursuit," some special study intrinsic to a social problem or related to a 
career objective. Degree candidates must complete one generic and one 
disciplinary course for each of the six general areas and earn 24 hours, 
all accepted by the California college and university system. Crossing dis-
ciplinary lines-e.g., sociology and psychology within an area-these 
courses are labeled "intradisciplinary," in contradistinction to "interdis-
ciplinary" studies which connect area studies. 
While it appears that Los Medanos was to have only a series of dis-
junctive area studies, the planners actually began with the idea of inter-
disciplinary courses in mind, particularly a "Sophomore Colloquy," but 
set the larger generic-discipline plural-pursuits series into motion first; 
they scheduled the colloquy for 1976. A student who dealt with population 
problems in sociology would link this issue to one of genetics for his col-
loquy problem. Whether this plan for the "top of the general education 
pyramid" becomes standard was not determined in late 1976. 
30Charles C. Collins and Karl O. Drexel, General Education: A Community College 
Model (Pittsburg, Calif.: Los Medanos College, 1976). 
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Los Medanos faculty asked that all courses center either on students' 
career objectives or social issues. Instructors in the generic courses should 
touch on such problems as ecology, racism~ or sexism, with the instructors of 
the disciplinary courses developing deeper understandings of similar issues. 
While, for example, in the generic course, "The Influence of Perception 
on Language," the instructor contends in general terms that language is 
largely the product of one's cultural environment, the instructor in the 
discipline of speech details this principle with reference to a specific speech 
community. In his or her plural pursuit a student continues along the same 
line of interdisciplinary inquiry. For example, in a political science course, 
a black woman explored the relationship between religion and politics in 
Pittsburg, California, asking why Black Jehovah's Witnesses and the Nation 
of Islam (Black Muslims) did not participate more fully in politics. 
While the individual courses are of higli quality, it is the design of the 
program that invites comment. The generic course, though but one unit, 
gives students whose disciplinary course is sociology some acquaintance 
with anthropology, a contact not all general studies programs provide. The 
model provides for in-depth learning, especially in the plural pursuits. 
Finally, it provides also for considerable interaction with the community. 
* * * 
While the programs described here have considerable merit and are 
generally successful, other experiments in American Studies have not 
proven themselves. Several have been initiated either to be dropped com-
pletely or to live on as separate courses. None of the three programs men-
tioned in Lohof's essay survived to 1976. Others have been modified as 
the interests of changing faculty dictate. A California professor explained 
how the program at his college disintegrated into separate social science 
courses because of problems with enrollment. Instructors did not suffi-
ciently advertise the classes, and the courses being new had not built up 
followers by word of mouth. Nor had instructors worked closely enough 
with counselors at enrollment sessions. The division chairperson withdrew 
her support, as did the administration. So, although many faculty members 
still wanted an interdisciplinary program, it lapsed. 
These unsuccessful exceptions noted, how in summary can American 
Studies in the community college be defined as a method that recognizes 
the need for several kinds of synthesis? Generally, programs offer first a 
kernel of American Studies philosophy which rests on a foundation of 
spedfic courses and individual projects. In another way, the courses, 
tying discrete subjects together, are interdisciplinary. Beyond these syn-
theses, the programs involve students in community affairs and show that 
these colleges take to heart the "community" in their designation. Working 
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the community into the educational process, their most distinctive trait, 
American Studies programs treat local and contemporary problems more 
often than they do those that lie deep in history. References to American 
culture prior to the twentieth century are few. This tendency, wherein 
American culture is more "now" than "then," is a concession to students' 
limited time of two years, to their demands for immediacy, and to faculty 
disapproval of the generality of survey courses. 
American Studies programs in community colleges are perhaps more 
flexible than those in four-year institutions. Since many of these colleges 
have been established within the past few years and older ones are con-
sciously changing their roles, they are allowed to experiment. Their reason 
for being is to work out new modes of education. This ability to experi-
ment has led to several striking features in the various programs, as in the 
Los Medanos arrangements of generic and disciplinary courses comple-
mented by their plural pursuits. It has led to such measures of college-
community cooperation as the one Watzulik worked out in getting students 
into concert halls. Community colleges have jointly developed unusual 
approaches to American culture evidenced in a three-stage investigation 
using film, artistic symbolism, and philosophy. As an outstanding example, 
the College of DuPage established an experimental college within its own 
boundaries. American Studies officials and faculty members can build 
stronger ties to their colleagues in two-year institutions, to the benefit of 
all concerned. 
American Studies workers might find their situation analogous to that 
of English department faculty, suggests James Kinney, a former community 
college instructor and in 1976 a member of the English depar~ment at 
Virginia Commonwealth University.31 Kinney urges English department 
chairmen to establish personal liaison with community colleges and, above 
all, to disabuse themselves of the notion that English teachers in community 
colleges cannot possibly be following the "sacred calling." If the former 
continue to scorn their community college counterparts, departments of 
education will not. They will step into any void. In fact, Kinney warns, 
these departments presently flood community college English teachers with 
invitations to workshops and symposia. "Is there," he asked, "a lesson to 
be learned here from the wily pagans?" While it is a marvel that these 
"wily pagans" have not organized workshops in American Studies method-
ology, Kinney's question can validly be posed to the American Studies 
community. 
31"Community Colleges and Universities: What Can They Offer Each Other?" 
Association ot Departments at English Bulletin (New York: Modern Language 
Association, 1976), 34. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 
1. WHAT IS INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES? 
Are you concerned about the deepening economic, political, and social 
crisis in the U.S.A? About the increased attacks on the democratic rights 
of Black people to quality education? About the attempts to abolish or cut 
back access to higher education and to dismantle Black Studies programs? 
Are you concerned that in the face of these escalating external attacks on 
our programs, we in Black Studies are still faced internally with the 
necessary tasks of developing a curriculum, producing teaching materials, 
planning degree programs, and conducting research that demand intellectual 
respect and is socially relevant. For us to argue that Black Studies must 
have a more permanent place in the University, do you think our efforts must 
reflect the highest standards of academic excellence and still embody a 
committment to social responsibility, to the struggle for Black liberation 
which gave birth to Black Studies in the first place? 
Are you disappointed with the failure of most textbooks in Black Stud-
ies to cover the economic, social, cultural, and ideological development of 
Black people in historical perspective, drawing on the social sciences and 
the humanities for insights and discussion? Do you feel that textbook dis-
cussions of the struggles of Black people during the 1960's and 1970's fall 
short of helping this generation of students learn important lessons from 
what actually happened? Are you finding out that many of the textbooks you 
need are now out-of-print? Or that budget cuts prevent the library from 
xeroxing the number of readings your students need? Are students complain-
ing about the avai1ahnity of the readings or having to buy several text~? 
Is your teaching load so heavy that you do not have enough time to really 
stretch out and develop a solid introductory course on the Black experience 
with all the needed components--readings, slide lectures, standardized tests, 
etc.? Are you interested in joining a group of your colleagues in Black 
Studies who want to collectivize and share experiences and resources for 
the purpose of standardizing a basic course in Black Studies for colleges, 
universities, and other institutions throughout the U.S. and the world? 
If your answer to only one of these questions is YES, then you know 
- . 
a need that can be satisfied by INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES. This 
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course represents a four-year-effort to develop an introductory course on 
the experiences of Black people in the U.S. that is already widely taught 
and is developing into a standardized course. In general, this project is 
based on the last ten years of struggle to build Black Studies and is a 
direct response to the kinds of problems faced by many teachers in the 
field. This TEACHER'S GUIDE will spell out most important considerations 
about Intro (this is what it will be called) and is intended to share with 
you, the teacher, some of the experiences and lessons gained from using it 
over the past four years so that you can use it more effectively. We stress 
that it is only a GUIDE, only suggestions. One of the strengths of Intro 
is that it has had the benefit of collective discussion over the years and 
we fully expect your experiences can contribute to making it stronger. 
975
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2. WHY INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES? 
The historical development of Black Studies and its struggle for sur-
vival must remain at the center of any discussion of Black people in higher 
education. While almost one million Blacks are engaged in post-secondary 
school education, and oppression and exploitation continue to exist for 
nearly all Black people, Black Studies remains a battle front for justice 
and equality, an arena in which to link the fight for reforms with the f~ 
for revolution. 
It is within this context that we can best understand Introduction to 
Afro-American Studies, an on-going project initiated by Peoples College in 
1970. It is a response to the problems facing Black Studies; but more im-
portantly it is a small part of the solution, a step in building the kind 
of unity and collective response in fighting the increasing attacks on 
Black people, an aspect of which is the attack on Black Studies.. This 
historical context of Intro can be made clearer in a brief discussion of 
the history of Black Studies as an emerging discipline. This historical 
sketch is a necessary point of departure in using Intro-Blue (this exper-
imental 4th edition) and in grappling with the current problems facing us. 
Our general summary is that Black Studies has gone through three stages 
of development. The stages of this national trend are: 
a. Innovation: the social incidents that challenged the status quo 
and initiated the process of bringing Black Studies .into being. 
b. Experimentation: the thoretical and practical struggle to set 
and achieve initial goals, and the setting of new goals based on 
concrete experience. 
c. Crisis of Development: the intensification of attacks against 
Black Studies that seriously challenge its continued existence. 
Innovation: The initial thrust for Black Studies was a turbulent 
experience, one that continued the unexpected outbursts of rebellion and 
resistance that characterized the 1960s. The Middle 1960s was a high tide 
of resistance for the Black liberation movement; militancy was a common 
posture. A key act was the brutal slaying of Martin Luther King in the 
Sprtng of 1968, because it unleashed an outburst of violence in 110 cities, 
resulting in 39 deaths, over 2,500 injuries, over 14,000 arrests, and over 
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2,600 fires. The U.S. government repr~ssed this spontaneous action with 
45,000 National Guardsmen and 21,000 Federal Troops. 
The key social force in this spontaneous violence were those young, 
working class Black people who were being kept out of productive jobs, and 
kept out of institutions that they felt could help them improve their lives. 
For these young people, the only real options seemed to be jailor the anred 
services. But after this thrust of spontaneous violence (1963-1967), a 
large sector of this youth population was coopted into higher education, 
purportedly "to civilize the natives and quell the unrest." According to 
government statistics, Black college enrollment increased to 370,.000. This 
represents an increase over the previous year of 88,000, 11 times the in-
crease of 1966 over 1965. But things didn't work out for this scheme of 
bourgeoisification, i.e., the muting of working class militancy with the 
petty bourgeois privilege of the college campus and the subsequent benefits 
from a white collar job. This plan backfired and. these students became a 
militant social force inside the university by disrupting the normal state 
of affairs (meaning racism, elitism, and other forms of reaction); they 
demanded Black Studies by any means necessary. 
This is how one discussion sums up what happened. Note how similar 
this is to the above description of what happened after King was murdered: 
" •. ' The early programs clearly and simply signified a yielding to 
student pressure, threats and violence; in 1968-69, according to one 
estimate, 43 institutions experienced fires, 80 experienced wrecking of 
buildings or breaking of furnishings, 45 experienced personal injuries, 
at least 24 officials were held captive, and at least 8 people were killed." 
In a very concrete sense we can conclude from the data that it was 
this militant struggle inside the university that forced the initial change, 
the essence of this first stage of innovation. For examp1,e, one study of 
239 2-year colleges across the u.S. reports this data on when course 
offerings in Black Studies were added. Note the rapid increase after 
1968. 
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Community Colleges Offering 
Black Studies Courses 
1966 or before 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
Yearly increase 
23 
24 
100 
92 
Total 
23 
47 
147 
239 
Experimentation: The rapid increase in courses and programs brought 
with it a broad pattern of experimentation regarding all aspects of Black 
Studies. Nick Aaron Ford reports in Black Studies: "For the 200 programs 
upon which this study is based, approximately 200 objectives are listed 
with enough variation in wording to be considered different." Moreover, 
about 75% of these programs were interdisciplinary and, for the most part, 
characterized by a hodge-podge of faculty interests and backgrounds, shaped 
by the history of racist scholarly neglect and discrimination in faculty 
hiring practices. 
To anyone vaguely familiar with Black Studies programs over the last 
10 years, an obvious conclusion is that there has emerged no established 
pattern of intellectual content, administrative organization, or standard 
of academic excellence and social responsibility for faculty and students. 
Moreover, when the militant students who fought for and won Black Studies 
left the campus, or were bought off, the fire of the initial thrust began 
to dwindle. One ex-student sums it up this way: "When we left, Black 
Studies lost its political cutting edge. It was taken over by either 
poverty pimp-type hustlers, or straight traditional academic types. Either 
way, that's not what we fought for." 
However, this period of experimentation has by rio means been a total 
loss, although this has often been the assessment of both the ultra-con-
servatives (e.g., Bayard Rustin,Martin Kilson, etc.) and the ultra-left 
student anarchists (e.g., many of the student activists who founded Student 
Organization for Black Unity, SOBU). The material basis for this anti-
Black Studies position is their common middle class outlook. Both groups 
negate the potential force of objective reality, the rapid increase in Bhck 
participation in higher education. The conservatives openly declare their 
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allegiance to elitism, while the "infantile leftists," failing to grasp the 
relationship of reform to revolution, negate the militant fight for the 
democratic right to quality higher education. 
Out of this period of every flower blooming, however, there is now 
beginning to emerge a clear direction forward. The current task at hand 
is to clarify lessons learned, divide the good from the bad, consolidate 
gains won by uniting with all progressive forces, determine new goals, and 
continue to fight for change. 
Crisis of Development: When we speak of crisis in this context, we 
refer to two levels of analysis: (A) The deepening of the crisis of U.S. 
capitalism, and (B) the specific features of how this crisis impacts on 
higher education. The crisis of capitalism has sharpened and, coupled with 
the winds of revolutionary national struggle blowing throughout the third 
world, there is a major realignment of forces on the world scene. The 
threat of an unjust war to reenergize the imperialist systems of the two 
super-powers---the United States, old and dying, and the Soviet Union, 
young and growing--is a menace to all of the world's people. 
Here in the USA the attacks on working people, Black people and all 
oppressed nationalities are growing sharper every day. The carrot of 
Kennedy-Johnson has been replaced by the stick of Nixon-Ford-Rockefeller. 
That fascist-prone regime, wildly striving to maintain the rule of the USA 
imperialist class, went beyond the existing ruling class consensus and 
faltered on the corruptions of Watergate and the CIA-FBI debacle. But the 
resulting revelations and expose spoke more to questions of form than of 
essence. Now we have the old con game with Carter, the white country 
preacher with a grin, trotted out with the verbal rap of an F. D. R. and 
similar bandaid solutions. For example, with war preparations underway, 
Carter appoints a non-violent preacher to be the mouthpiece of the ruling 
class in the United Nations while okaying the development of the cruise 
missle and the neutron bomb. And with over 8 million workers unemployed, 
he proposed a so-called job program for fewer than a million of them at a 
less than.adequate wage in a.ddition to a drastic cut in public assistance 
programs. 
The economic picture is bleak indeed. The Gross Na.tional Product 
declined in ,1974 and 1975, housing starts were down in ~974-l976 and basic 
industry (steel, auto, etc.) continued to openate only 80% of its capacity 
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in 1976. And, similar to the Great Depression, large numbers of bank. 
cies have occurred, including the billion-dollar W.T. Grant Company and 
eleven large banks - this during 1976 alone~ 
~ow, does this mean that the fat cats, the corporate ruling class, are 
taking the loss? NO~ In manufacturing, from 1974 to the first half of 
1976 there was a 5.5% decrease in the number of production workers, but 
during this same period profits went up 72.9% to $63.8 billion. This means 
that more and more profit is being squeezed out of fewer and fewer workers. 
This attack on working people continu~s with the real value of income 
(measured in 1967 dollars) declining nearly 2% between 1974 and 1975. In 
straight inflation terms, the Consumer Price Index went up 11% in 1974, and 
over 9% in 1975. 
The crisis goes deeper as we all see and live it in our communities 
every day. Corporate profits are protected by governmental policies of 
massive cutbacks in social services--hospitals and libraries are closing 
in nearly every major city, public transportation is being cut back, stree~ 
go unrepaired, and public health programs are deteriorating. There have 
also been major cutbacks in the area of education. According to the Chron-
icle of Higher Education (May 17, 1976), corporate gifts to colleges and 
universities declined by 3.5% in 1975 and gifts from leading foundations 
declined from $12.1 billion in 1974 to $2.01 billion. The Ford Foundation 
reduced its expenditures by $81 million. Their aim is to hedge against 
shrinking profits. Moreover, the costs of one year of education for each 
four-year student went up 42% in the past 10 years--from $2167 to $3070. 
The net result of this deepening crisis for Blacks in higher education 
is alarming and those of us in this area of work must seize upon it as a 
call to arms. Consider these reversals: 
Increased Dropout Rate: Because of the cutback in support services--
which have never been well financed and organized-=the drop-out rate among 
Black students will increase. Only 40.9% of the number of Blacks who 
entered as freshmen in 1971 were enrolled as seniors by 1974. This compares 
with 55.8% for white freshmen, so the crisis is really an attack on the 
masses of all nationalities! 
Decline in Enrollment: The percentage of Blacks entering as first 
year students declined in 1973 for the first time in years. Since a peak 
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increase of 30% in the number of Blacks among all students in college, the 
increase was only 7% between 1971 and 1972, and declined by 6% between 1972 
and 1973. Since the big increase in 1971, the rate of increase has slowed 
considerably. Compared to a 65% increase between 1969 and 1974 and a 110% 
increase between 1964 and 1969, there was only a 0.6% increase between 1971 
and 1973, and between 1971 and 1974, a 20% increase. Many institutions 
have recently revised entrance requirements, reduced financial aid, and 
raised tuition, all of which will further restrict enrollment. 
Reversal of Affirmative Action: The courts have become the focal po~ 
for the counter-attack of the ruling class to reverse the gains that Black 
people won through militant struggle. Three major court cases--in Washing-
ton (Defunis), New York (Alevy), and California (Bakke)--have all involved 
charges of "reverse discriminationll by white students who were denied ad-
mission to professional schools. In each case, Blacks and other minority 
students who had lower scores on biased "objective" tests were admitted in 
efforts to overcome past discrimination, increase the access of oppressed 
nationalities to medical education, and improve the quality of health care 
available in oppressed communities. The future ruling of the U.S. Supreme 
Court in the Bakke case from California will have a major impact on over-
turning the legal basis for affirmative action--in education ~nd on jobs--
which was established after the mass struggles of the late 60s and early 
70s. 
It is within this context that we find the most compelling reasons to 
continue this work on Introduction to Afro-American Studies. 
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3. WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF INTRODUCTION TO AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES? 
Peoples College initiated work on curriculum development in Black 
Studies during a high tide of struggle in 1970. Introduction to Afro-
American Studies (first edition) was first developed as a social science 
course called "Modern Culture and Black People lf in the Freshman Interdis-
ciplinary Program at Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee in 1972. The 
program was an attempt to develop a fresh approach to the "basic college" 
or "general education" courses "required of all students. It was developed 
and taught by scholars from several disciplines. As presented in the 
initial course outline, the purposes of the course were (and still are); 
1. To challenge every student to be a serious intellectual, (know-
ledgeable about herself/himself and the society she/he lives in, 
committed to making the world a better place to live in). 
2. To study the development of modern society and culture, and the 
role Black people have played in it. 
3. To investigate and discuss the historical origins and development 
of the Afro-American people in the USA today. 
4. To systematically examine the development, basis, and make-up of 
several important social institutions in the Black community. 
5. To evaluate the relevancy of various ideologies concerning the 
social oppression, political repression, and economic exploita-
tion, of Black people (past, present, and future). 
The work on Introduction to Afro-American Studies received a big push 
when a national conference of "The Pull The Covers off Imperialism Project" 
met in Nashville in January 1975 and urged the development of anti-imperial-
ist study guides which could be used as models for college courses and study 
groups. (For a report on this conference, see the January-February 1975 
issue of The Black Scholar). The topics of these guides were Introduction 
to Black Studies, Political Economy and Black People, Black Culture and 
Black Liberation, Twentieth Century Black Liberation Movement and U.S. Im-
perialism in Africa. On January 31, over one hundred letters were mailed 
out nationally requesting copies of course outlines, reading lists, etc. 
related to the above topics. The plan was to collect as,much information 
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as possible so that the outlines prepared by national drafting committees 
would reflect a thorough summation of the experiences in. Black Studies and 
these various areas of work~ 
Continuing this work, the first edition of Introduction to Afro-Amer-
~can Studies was revised and produced as Intro--Brown (2nd edition). On 
April 17, 1975 over 150 copies were mailed to programs and scholars around 
the U.S. for criticism, implementation and revision. 
In addition, efforts were made to share Intro-Brown with as many peop~ 
as possible through reports to various conferences and associations. For 
example, a report was made in a workshop of the African Heritage Studies 
Association on April 5, 1975. 
The criticisms and self-criticisms resulting from this year of using 
and discussing Intro-Brown were very useful and were used in a third edition 
Intro-Green. An example of the important changes made was the addition 
of the section on the problems and struggles of Black women. Intro-Green 
was widely disseminated, discussed and used as a course outline in such 
colleges and universities as Atlanta Junior College, The City College 
of the City University of New York, University of Oklahoma, Cornell 
University, State University of New York (New Paltz), Thornton 
Community College (Ill.), University of California (San Diego and 
Santa Barbara), University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, ,Wayne 
State University, and the five college consortium in Massachusetts (U. of 
Mass, Amherst, Holyoke, Hampshire and Smith). 
Widespread positive acceptance of Intro-Green led us to deepen the 
process of experimentation and revision of summation and criticism. The 
result is now an experimental fourth edition called Intro--Blue. Intro--
Blue was to address five general concerns raised during the last 
year of discussions. Most of these have been addressed in this edition, 
and all are still being worked on. 
a. there is a need for a glossary of terms in order to equip the 
student with a working vocabulary and definitions; 
b. there is a need for the more systematic inclusion of material 
from the area of pumanities, art, and literature; 
c. there is a need for a series of slide lectures and audio tapes 
to accompany the course materials so that inte.rest can be sus-
tained and the experience made more immediate; 
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d. there is a need for a teacher's guide and for standardized 
examination materials in order to evaluate the impact of the 
course on a national level; 
e. there is a need for an edited textbook which includes a col-
lection of the best available discussion of the topics covered 
in Introduction to Afro-American Studies. 
It is important to emphasize that this fourth edition is EXPERIMENTAL 
meaning that it will be revised during the spring and summer of 1978 and 
republished in more permanent form for use in the 1978-79 academic year. 
It is in this process of evaluation, experimentation, and revision that 
we ask your input as an integral part of the process, teach the course 
this year. 
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4. WHY SHOULD CURRICULUM IN BLACK STUDIES BE STANDARDIZED? 
This is a question that more and more appears on the agenda of various 
conferences and organizations. Introduction to Afro-American Studies was 
initiated four years ago with this in mind so it is important that we com-
ment on it. 
In the face of the continuing attacks on Black Studies and the growing 
struggles against these attacks, we in Black Studies must be as united and 
organized as our attackers. Inside our programs--individually and collect-
ively--we need the strength that can come from having a common platform from 
which to launch our counter-attacks. Black Studies, during its earlier 
stage of experimentation, developed out of the particular context of each 
campus and therefore reflects the limitations of the political, demographic, 
intellectual, and financial resources of each campus. This is illustrated 
most clearly in the wide variety of courses offered in each program. As an 
emerging discipline, there has been little time to systematically organize 
existing knowledge of the Black experience which is necessary for the de-
velopment of a sound and effective curriculum. This process of standard-
ization--developing a broad intellectual consensus around a core curriculum 
--is how disciplines establish their intellectual credibility and lay claim 
to a permanent place in the university. 
Now, there has been sufficient e~perience accumulated during the last 
decade of experi' mentation to enable us to consolidate Black Studies on a 
new level. Academically, a standardized curriculum will enable us to prrnride 
our students with a quality education about Black people, one that represents 
the best of our collective experimentation over the past ten years. Politic-
ally, a standardized curriculum which maintains academic excellence and 
social responsibility will provide the most effective base to build cormnunity 
support for Black Studies, and serve as the most effective foundation for 
defending our programs. 
More concretely, a standardized curriculum in Black Studies will: 
(A) Enable us to better coordinate and utilize our available resources, 
(B) Allow graduates of community colleges to more easily transfer Black 
Studies credits to four-year institutions; 
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(C) Permit scarce library resources to be focussed on building col-
lections which service the needs of an expanding core curriculum 
in Black Studies; 
(D) Assist in planning teacher training and recruitment based on spec-
ific curriculum needs; 
(E) Lead to more efficient program administration because it can be 
based on long-term planning and budgeting with a clear view of 
where the program is headed , and 
(F) Encourage special cooperative efforts in research and producing 
text materials since many publishers are not now interested in 
meeting the need for quality text materials in Black Studies. 
Only through such broad-based and cooperative efforts that could flow 
from developing and implementing a standardized curriculum in Black Studies 
can we expect to weather the present storm and guide Black Studies in 
carrying out its initial mandate. 
Thus, there should be no question about the urgent need for standard-
izing curriculum in Black Studies. Because Introduction to Afro-American 
Studies is an effort to develop one model for a standardized introductory 
course, it is an essential first step in this long term process. 
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5. WHAT HAPPENS AFTER INTRODUCTION TO AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES? 
Our approach to this question is sunnned up in the slogan "STUDY AND 
STRUGGLE." 
On the one hand, there is the urgent necessity of developing the clear-
est possible understanding of exactly what the historical experiences of 
Black people have been and how they have related to the major historical 
forces in the U.S., and in the world. In this we agree with DuBois (in the 
first reading in Intro-Blue) that '~omebody in each era must make clear the 
facts with utter disregard to his own wish and desire and belief'. What we 
have got to know, so far as possible, are the things that actually happened 
in the world." The historical record of Black people in the U.S. and most 
of the history about the U.S. and the world is characterized by the wishes, 
desires, and beliefs of those who write it, and it is quite clear that the 
masses of people are not the main concern of these writers. Thus, we aim 
to provide in this text a basic understanding of some of the important 
questions and issues in the historical development of Afro-American people, 
with Black liberation in mind. Our concrete experience in using this course 
has been that students are able to and are excited about taking this under-
standing into other courses, and are able to make more sense out of the 
wealth of knowledge that was often confusing before and to understand some 
of the important issues that arise in their daily lives. 
But, as we stress in the preface to Intro-Blue, the search for know-
ledge does not end when new information is obtained. "The real test of new 
ideas is not just in how well they help us understand the world; the real 
test comes in applying these new ideas to building a new and better world 
for the masses of people. Therefore, we hope that after this course those 
who take it seriously--teachers and students--wi1l be encouraged and inspired 
to plunge more into the daily struggles of Black people for a better life 
through fighting for fundamental social change. 
To us, this is the most important lesson of Black history. The struggles 
of the masses of Black people have neverceased.'Iherefore, if·th.iscourse 
contributes to an understanding of these historycal and contempory experiences, 
it should also contribute 
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lito establishing a new relationship between Black intellectuals 
and the Black liberation movement in which intellectuals function 
to serve the interest of the people with humility based on com-
passion, strength based on science, and a revolutionary optimism 
that the people will triumph over all enemies and prosper."* 
* From The Declaration Against Imperialism 1975, reprinted as Reading 
#4 in Intro-Blue. 
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B. TEACHING METHODOLOGY 
6. USING INTRO-BLUE ON THE QUARTER OR SEMESTER SYSTEM AND WITH OTHER TEXTS 
One of the problems with teaching an introductory course in Black Stu-
dies is that there is so much material to be covered. Often the quarter or 
semester ends with many important points not discussed. Intro-Blue has been 
designed with the flexibility to accomodate the various arrangements of the 
academic year. It can be used where introductory courses in Black Studies 
meet for one quarter or semester, or for two quarters or semesters, and 
still enable the teacher to systematically cover all of the material. The 
chart on page sixteen includes suggestions for how Intro-Blue might be used. 
We hope that you will let us know if you come up with a more effective ar-
rangement based on your local situation. (NOTE: Some introductory courses 
meet for three quarters. One alternative is that Plan #1 on the following 
chart be used for the first two quarters, and that~the third quarter be 
based on sections of Intro-Green, Part II: FOUNDATIONS OF BLACK SOCIAL 
THOUGHT.) 
Introduction to Afro-American Studies can be effectively used with other 
texts, especially texts that are focussed more on specific disciplines or 
topicslike history, sociology, racism and race relations, etc.- Intro-Blue 
brings to these more specific texts additional information and a broader 
analysis of issues that are rooted in the field of Black Studies. To illus-
trate this and provide some suggestions, we have selected six texts and one 
bibliography. The table on page seventeen suggests the sections of these 
texts ~rom which supplementary readings may be selected. This index will 
be done for Volume II and will be substantially expanded for the 1978-79 
revised editions. The seven books indexed on page seventeen are: 
Lerone Bennett, Before the Mayflower 
Leslie Fishel and Benjamin Quarles, The Black Americans 
William Z. Foster, The Negro People in American History 
John Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom 
Nathan Huggins, etc al., Key Issues in The Afro-American Experience 
James McPherson, Blacks In America: Bibliographic Essays 
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro In the IInited States 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR USING INTRO-BLUE ON THE QUARTER AND SEMESTER SYSTEMS 
r-----~------------~-----------------------------
PLAN 11 
1 
2 
3 
4-A 
4-B 
, 
IF YOUR INTRODUCTORY 
COURSE MEETS FOR: 
2 Quarters 
(10 Week Quarters) 
1 Semester Only 
(16 Weeks) 
1 Quarter Only 
2 Semesters 
THEN WE SUGGEST THIS ALTERNATIVE IN· 
USING INTRO-BLUE: 
1st Quarter: 
Weeks 1-9: Vol. 1, Chap. 1-9, chapter per week 
Week 10: Review 
2nd Quarter: 
Week 1: Vol. 1, Chap. 1: Introduction 
Weeks 2-l0:Vol. 2, Chap. 10-lS, chapter per week 
Week 1: Vol. 1, Chap. 1 and 2 
Weeks 2-16: Vol. 1 and Vol. 2, Chaps. 3-lS. 
(It is necessary that two chapters be combined 
into one week's discussion. We suggest that 
this be done in Vol. 2 as the teacher deems 
appropriate given local conditions.) 
See above Plan #1 for 2 quarters. Each volume 
of Intro-Blue stands alone as a self~contained 
course, if the first chapter of Vol. 1 is used 
with Vol. 2. Thus, if the course must be re-
peated every quarter or for two quarters, we 
suggest that Vol. 2 be used for the second quar-
ter, that new students be recruited, and that 
the students who used Vol. 1 be encouraged to 
continue. Independent study credit can be as-
assigned to these continuing students; some 
teachers are seeking approval for a second course 
in their sequence based on Intro-Blue, VQl. 2. 
Alternative 1: 
1st Semester: See Plan #1 for 1 semester course 
2nd Semester: Based on "FOUNDATIONS OF BLACK 
___________________ ____ _ ~ ______ ~2~!~~_ !~2~~!!!~1._£~E~ _~~2 _2L InEro-Green ____ __ 
Alternative 2: 
1st Semester: Vol. 1, plus supplementary readings 
, 
2nd Semester: Vol. 2, plus supplementary readings 
(To facilitate the use of supplementary texts, we 
have included a guide which indexes Intro-Blue to 
popular textbooks in Black Studies.) 
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7. USING INTRO-BLUE WITH OTHER BLACK STUDIES TEXTS AS SUPPLEMENTARY READING 
INTRO-BLUE BENNETT FISHEL FOSTER FRANKLIN FRAZIER HUGGINS MCPHERSON CHAPTER 
L Theory & 
Method in 
. 
Afro-Ameri-
can Studies 
2. African Vol. I: Before and 
After the Chap. 1 Chap. 1 Chap. 1 Chap. 1,1 Chap. 1 Chap. 1 Part II 
Slave Trade 
3. Racism, 
Colonialism& 
Imperialism: Chap. 2 pp.16-l8 Chap. 2 Chap. I , Chap. 1 Vol. 1, Part II 
The Legacy of IV Chap. 2 
Capitalist Slavery 
4. The 
Slave Chap. 3-7 Chap. 2-6 Chap. 3- Chap. V- Chap. 2-5 Vol. 1, Part 
Experience 25 XIII Chap. 3- ItI-V 
4 
._-
5. The Vol. I, 
Agricultural Chap. 8-10 Chap. 8- Chap. 26- Chap. XIV- Chap. 6-10 Chap. 5 Part V, 
Experience 11 36 XVI Vol. II, VI Chap. 1 
. 
-
6. The 
Industrial Chap. 11-L~ Chap. 12- Chap. 37- Chap. XVII Chap. 9, Vol. II, Part VII 
Experience 13 50 -xli, 11,12, Chap. 4 
, XXI, 20-22 
XXIII,XXIV 
----
7. Black Vol. II, pp. 167-
Workers and Chap. 32, pp. 409- Chap. 23 Chap. 2 170,228-Trade Unions 34, 45 413 23L 
8. The Black 
Middle Class, pp. 159-
Black Busi- Chap. 15- 162,209-
nesses & the . 16 212 
Professions 
9. Racism & Vol. II, 
Black Chap. '48 Chap. XXII Chap. 27 Chap. 3' ,
Liberation 231-302 
, 
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8. A GUIDE TO INTRO BLUE 
A. Study Questions and Key Concepts 
These two items in Intro-Blue are the guideposts to the most important 
points to be covered in each chapter. Many of us who have used Intro-Green 
have found it useful to spend the last five minutes of each week's discus-
sion introducing the study questions and key concepts for the next week. 
If the study questions and key concepts are covered first, then a kind of 
"mental fishing net" is created that will aid the student in gathering the 
main points presented in the slides, overview, readings, lectures, class 
discussions and even their own reviews. 
The answers to the study questions will usually not be found in any 
one part of the text. They are sometimes found more in the overview, some-
times in the readings, and usually in both. Moreover, some of the study 
questions challenge the student to think critically and analytically about 
the material they read and to formulate their own opinions. 
For teachers, the study questions provide the themes of major. lecture 
topics. It should be stressed to students that the while the .lectures will 
cover the main points as outlined in the study questions, there is much 
additional information in each chapter of Intro-Blue that should be care-
fully read, studied, and used in class discussions and written assignments. 
The key concepts are to be used in reviewing and answering the study 
questions. It should be emphasized that brief definitions are not to be 
memorized. Rather, the broader conceptual meaning of each key term be 
understood. For example, in addition to giving a brief definition of 
racism or capitalism, a student should be able to discuss the origin, hise 
torical development and significance of each phenomena--and be able to dis-
cuss the relationship of these two key concepts to each other. 
B. Overviews 
A useful feature of Intro-Green was a brief paragr~ph at the beginning 
of each chapter which presented the most important points about that topic. 
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In Intro-Blue, the section called "Overview" serves this purpose. It 
provides the analytical framework for reading the material in each chapter. 
It should be stressed to the student how important these overviews are. 
They provide sunnnaries of the main points in the readings,in most instances. 
But they often present new material and almost always reorganize the inform-
ation found in the readings in a new way. 
This is a key pOint to grasp because it relates to the key intellectual 
task at the core of Afro-American Studies. At its inception Black Studies 
adopted a critical posture on all old knowledge. It sounded a challenge for 
us to come up with a new analysis of the Black experience that would not 
only do justice to the richness of the history of Black people but serve 
the masses of people struggling for a better life. This is what Introductmn 
to Afro-American Studies is developing to be. As such, the overviews repre-
sent a set of ideas that will be further elaborated and developed based on 
continuing reselrch and investigation. We would appreciate your comments 
not only on Intro-Blue's effectiveness as a teaching tool. We are also 
interested in your critical response and comments on the substantive 
intellectual concerns and propositions advanced in this textbook. 
c. Required Readings 
One of the main points made in response to Intro-Green was that while 
it was an excellent outline, it was generally very difficult to deal with 
because the readings were scattered in so many sources. This shortcoming 
in earlier editions should be understandable. Most textbooks in Black 
Studies, even edited texts, do not reflect an inter-disciplinary approach 
to the Afro-American experience. Rather than being rooted in Black Studies 
as a discipline of study, they are more rooted in individual disciplines. 
We are including the readingsinIntro-Blue on an experimental basis and th~ 
should help to remedy this shortcoming. If this proves effective, it will 
become a feature of the permanent edition. 
There are three points about the readings in Intro-Blue: 
(1) The readings in each chapter have been carefully selected to 
present a thorough discussion of the main points in each chapter. The main 
concern is on the content--and not on the individual authors. We are in-
cluding the sources of the readings in the appendix of the Teacher's Guide 
and not in Intro-Blue itself, however, so you can undert'ake a deeper 
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investigation in preparation of lectures, etc. 
(2) The readings have been edited to an average of 35 pages or so for 
each chapter. This should facilitate covering all of the required readings 
in the one week allotted for each chapter. 
(3) The readings have utilized the social sciences as well as the humani-
ties. The failure to include more material from the humanities was another major 
criticism of Intro-Green. Thus, is this edition, social science material still 
provides the core readings for each of the chapters, but the humanities--poems, 
songs, short stories, and exceprts from novels--have been used to make the main 
points come alive more. This points out that many Black artists were deeply 
rooted in the experiences of Black people and made attempts to reflect the lived 
experiences of Black people in their artistic work. 
D. Supplementary Readings 
The supplementary readings provide a guide to additional material for 
students who would like to go more into the chapters, and for advanced under-
graduate students who may take Introduction to Afro-American Studies offered 
for first and second year students on the condition that additional reading 
be done. In addition, this is material which may be used by teachers in pre-
paring for lectures. The supplementary readings have also been used as the 
basis for seminar and independent study courses in which a student reads all 
of the material in a section and engages in periodic written summations and 
discussions with the teacher. 
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9. USE OF THE SLIDE LECTURES 
There has been much recent discussion about the impact of television on 
the development of educational skills. While we may be critical of this im-
pact, the fact is that recent advances in instructional technology--audio-
visual aids, computers, etc.---have added many useful dimensions to the learning 
situation. We have developed a set of 17 slide lectures consisting of over 
400 slides to accompany the first seventeen chapters of Introduction to Afro-
American Studies. Each lecture consists of about 25 slides per week. The 
slides present visual images of the material covered in the text. Accom-
panying the slides is a brief narrative Which describes each slide's signifi-
cance for that week's topic. 
The most effective use -of the slides, we suggest, is during the first 
meeting of the class on the week's topic. In this manner students are given 
a most lively and interesting (visual). presentation of the material to be 
covered, Which should carryover into the reading, lectures, and class discus-
sion as they seek further explanations of the pictures that have been shown. 
It is very easy to spend all of the available time showing slides. We 
would argue strongly against this and suggest that only 20-25 minutes be uti-
lized in viewing slides. If the course meets for three or four times weekly, 
as some will, it is possible to end the week's discussion with a review of the 
slides for that week. 
• 
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10. LECTURES 
Lectures are an important aspect of presenting the material in Intro-Blue. 
Only in cases where they are used with advanced students would lectures be sub-
stituted by seminar-type discussions. As we have suggested, the lectures should 
be organized around the main points of each chapter as summed up in the study 
questions'. In this way, each lecture will be focussed on one or two major points. 
Of course, Intro-Blue cannot possibly speak to the special interests that 
all of those who teach it will bring to it. Nor can it take account of all the 
particular local conditions that it will face. Therefore, the lectures are im-
portant as a method of tailoring Intro-Blue to these particular circumstances. 
We should be careful to allow asmple time for discussion--for questions 
to be asked during the lecture and at its conclusion. Again, careful attention 
must be paid so that a single point will not consume all of the available time. 
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11. CLASS SESSIONS 
1. The student should be allowed to ask questions at the beginning of each 
class session about material already covered. , 
2. If necessary, sleeping students should be awakened, those without paper 
and pencil should be given some, and all disruption stopped immediately. 
3. The teacher should freely use current examples and write new terms, names, 
and dates on the blackboard. 
4. The class session should always reflect a dynamic interaction process and 
not an elitist one-way flow from teach to student. A good teacher will 
encourage students to·deepen their investigations and to"teach" what they 
learn; good students will actively seek additional information and share 
it with the class--even when such aggressive efforts are not "officially" 
encouraged. 
5. The class projects and audio-visual materials are intended to supplement 
the regular course of study. They are not required and should only be used 
after a thorough assessment of the concrete conditions and available re-
sources in each local situation. 
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12. WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 
When Introduction to Afro-American Studies was initially taught at Fisk 
University, over 100 students, randomly selected from the entering first year 
students, were faced with this assignment during the first semester: 
Write a short paper (2-3 typed, double-spaced pages), every 
week and turn it in on time, the beginning of the first class 
period of each week. The papers are to be a summation of each 
week's topic. 
Papers not in on time lost one grade automatically, and 50% if not passed 
in by Friday of the week due. 
Our theory was that these students were just entering "college," did not 
know what to expect, and would respond to a challenge. Our completion rate 
for the papers was over 85%. There was a reaction against the amount of work 
during the second semester--students complained, circulated a petition in pro-
test, and solicited faculty and administration support. But we persisted and 
in the end, their productivity far surpassed all expectations. 
Most students greatly improved their skills during this course. Indeed, 
we realize that one of the appalling results of the current social crisis is 
the deterioration of high school and college education: students are not being 
trained and encouraged to read and write. Moreover, our responsibilities often 
over-commit us so that we have limited time to cover basic skills and our course 
content. But, we would still argue strongly that a regular written assignment 
be an integral part of Intro-Blue. There are various alternatives and we look 
forward to hearing from you on what you decide is most effective in your situa-
tion. We are interested in your evaluation of Intro-Blue and in being able to 
read some of the papers written by your students. (Some of us have over three 
years xeroxed the best papers produced by students for possible publication as 
a useful tool in teaching the course.) Some of the alternatives are: 
1. Write a short (2-3 pages) paper every week on the weekly topic 
(as described above). 
2. Write three or four longer papers (5-6 pages) on each of the 
first four parts of Intro-Blue (theory and method, from Africa 
to the Americas, the historical stages of the Black experience, 
and the contemporary social structure). 
3. Write two papers (10-15 pages)--one due at mid.."term and one at 
the end of the term--on Part III (historical stages) and Part IV 
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(contemporary social structure), 
4. Write regular papers (weekly, every two weeks, etc.) .on one (or 
more) of the study questions in each chapter. 
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13. GROUP PROJECTS AND GROUP STUDY 
Education in a capitalist society breeds the same kind of competition 
and "dog eat dog" individualism that exists in all other areas of this society. 
Many of us who have used Introduction to Afro-American Studies have sought ways 
to counter this in our courses. Two of the most effective methods have been 
the use of group projects, and encouraging group study. 
There are usually many issues and struggles affecting Black people in 
each local area where Intro-Blue will be taught--struggles against cutbacks 
in educational opportunities, struggles over desegregation and achieving,qual-
ity education for Black students, union struggles and strikes, struggles against 
police brutality, etc. The slogan "STUDY .AND STRUGGLE FOR BLACK LIBERATION" is 
very appropriate in these cases--encouraging students to investigate the various' 
issues and to write them up or present them in special forums organized by the 
class for which credit might be given or a substitute for a paper. And students 
should also be encouraged to learn through getting involved in the issue, with 
the point being made that most knowledge does not come from schools and text-
books--but from actually being involved. 
Group Study has been another important tool in teaching Intro. Students 
have been encouraged to organize study sessions where they share notes, and 
discuss the main points. Sometimes students have after these sessions deci-
ded to invite the instructor to review important questi~ns that were not tinder-
stood. 
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14. COURSE EVALUATION AND STANDARDIZED EXAMS 
In Intro-Green, we attempted to put the question of grades on an objec-
tive footing so that all students would be well aware of what was expected of 
them well in advance of the last week of the term, and would therefore have 
no unreal expectations of what they should expect from the teacher. The deter-
mination of grades in Intro-Green was as follows: 
1. 40% Weekly papers and class participation 
2. 20% Mid-term exam 
3. 40% Final exam 
4. Students should be examined on: 
(a) definition of key concepts; 
(b) grasp of required readings and lectures; 
(c) ability to apply the material covered to current conditions. 
A standardized examination consisting of 100 questions--multiple choice, 
completions, true-false, essay questions--has been developed and has been 
tested over a two year period in two universities. The exam is designed not 
only to test the student on his/her grasp of the factual material presented 
in Introduction to Afro-American Studies. It is also intended to test the 
student's ability to think analytically and critically about the material pre-
sented. These materials are now being evaluated and revised for Intro-Blue 
and will be mailed out as soon as possible. 
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C. EVALUATION OF INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES (BLUE EDITION) 
We are very interested in having your fullest evaluation of Intro-Blue 
before we undertake its revision for the 5th edition. As we have suggested, 
teachers and students alike have made many valuable suggestions which are re-
flected in the current edition. While a more detailed evaluation format will 
be developed and mailed to you, please attempt to regularly record observations 
which will enable you to speak to the following questions at the end of using 
each volume: 
1. What is your general response to Introduction to Afro-American Studies? 
2. How does it compare to other textbooks in Black Studies? 
3. What are its major strengths? 
4. What are its major weaknesses? 
5. What are the specific difficulties YQu encountered in trying to teach it? 
6. What specific improvements and revisions would you suggest? 
From students, we are interested in similar responses. It would be of 
considerable use if you would duplicate the following questions and distribute 
them for students to answer: 
1. What is your general response to Introduction to Afro American Studies? 
2. How does it compare with other textbooks you have used in Black Studies? 
3. What are its strong points; what you liked most about it? 
4. What are its weak points, what you liked least about it? 
5. What was most difficult about the book? 
6. What was the most important thing you learned? 
7. What suggestions would you make for improving the book? 
Finally, we would suggest that you xerox the best student papers and the 
papers of students who had the most difficulty in dealing with the textbook. 
These would be useful in getting a firmer handle on the responses to the text 
in a variety of situations. 
One program which used Intro-Green taped many of the lectures and discus-
sions. This is certainly not possible in all situations, but we would appreciate 
being able to review any such tapes or documents. 
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Regional Workshops: The most important aspect o'f the review process will 
take place in a series of workshops we will hold in the late winter and spring 
of 1978. Here we want to discuss with all of you who have used Intro-Blue and 
some who intend to use it next year the kinds of questions listed above and 
share with you the general plans for 1978-79. We will be discussing this with 
you and details on these workshops will be mailed when they are finalized. 
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D. SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES AND MATERIALS 
15. What is Peoples College? 
Peoples College is an organization that has been active in several as-
pects of the Black liberation Movement since 1970. These include Black 
Studies, support for African liberation movements, and building the United 
Front Against Imperialism in the U.S.A. After a period of reorganization, 
it is now actively working on theoretical issues of Black liberation and 
the class struggle, and in engaging in Qtherforms of work. A number of 
its current activities are useful for Black Studies teachers, students, 
and programs. 
SPEAKERS BUREAU. Peoples College has organized a Speakers Bureau. It 
includes scholars and activists, some whom wave work appearing in Intro-
Blue. Many of the issues and topics in Introduction to Afro-American 
Studies can be discussed by participants in the Speakers Bureau. Hono-
raria received from these speeches support the continuing educational. 
work of Peoples College. Information can be obtained by writing an ini-
tial letter indicating possible dates, topics, the honorarium involved, 
and other details to; 
PEOPLES COLLEGE 
P.O. BOX 7696 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680 
Also available are bibliographies on Black Studies, Black Sociologists, 
and other topics related to Black Studies. Write for details. 
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16. ORGANIZATIONS 
Write for the latest information on membership, conferences, and activities. 
1. AFRICAN HERITAGE STUDIES ASSOCIATION 
Dr. Ronald Walters 
Department of Political Science 
Howard Urtivers.ity 
Washington, D.C. 
2. AFRICAN LIBERATION SUPPORT COMMITTEE (A.L.S.C.) 
Organizing Committee for a New A.L.S.C. 
clo Vicki Garvin 
126 North Taylor Avenue 
Oak Park, IL 60302 
3. ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF AFRO-AMERICAN LIFE AND HISTORY 
1401 14th Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
4. ASSOCIATION OF BLACK PSYCHOLOGISTS 
7614 16th Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 
5. ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENTISTS 
Dr. Robert Holmes 
Department of Political Science 
Atlanta University 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
6. CAUCUS OF BLACK SOCIOLOGISTS 
Dr. Al Black 
Department of Sociology 
University of Washington 
Seattle, WA 98195 
7. COLLEGE LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION 
Morgan State University 
Baltimore, Maryland 
8. NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BLACK POLITICAL SCIENTISTS 
Dr. Vernon Gray 
Department of Political Science 
Morgan State University 
Baltimore, Maryland 
9. NATIONAL COUNCIL OF BLACK STUDIES 
Dr. Joseph Russell 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 
10. Council of Black American Affairs 
Affiliate of the American Association of Comm~nity and Junior Colleges 
Dr. Don Godbold, President 
Merritt College 
Oakland, CA 
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17. SOURCES FOR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Write to each for up-to-date catalogues and prices. 
?J (j! 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
7. 
9. 
10. 
Audio Brandon Films 
8400 Brookfield Avenue 
Brookfield, IL 60513 
Folkways Records 
701 Seventh Avenue 
New York, NY 10036 
Impac t Films 
144 Bleeker Street 
New York, NY 10012 
Kit Parker Films 
P.O. Box 227 
Carmel Valley, CA 
New World Resource Center ~ 
1476 W. Irving Park Road 
Chicago, IL 60613 
New Yorker Films 
43 West 61st Street 
New York, NY 10023 
Paredon Records 
P.O. Box 889 
Brooklyn, NY 11212 
Single Spark Films / 
P.O. Box 3486--Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, IL 60654 
Third World Newsreel 
26 West 20th Street 
New York, NY 10011 
Tricontinental Film Center 
po. O. Box 4430 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
244 West 27th Street 
New York, NY 10001 
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APPENDIX 
Introduction to Afro-American Studies (Blue) 
Sources of Readings 
Chapter 1 
1. Purpose: Scientific Scholarship (1935) 
Black Reconstruction, 1935. 
2. Cariunitment: For My People (1942, poem) 
For My People, 1942 
W.E.B. DuBois 
Margaret Walker 
3. Challenge: The Failure of the Negro Intellectual (1962) E. Franklin 
Frazier 
Negro Digest, February, 1962, pp. 26-36. 
4. Response: A Declaration Against Imperialism (1975) 
Year to Pull the Covers off Imperialism Project; 
adopted at Conference Fisk University, 1975. 
Chapter 2 
5. Memories of Africa before the Slave Trade (1789) Gustavus Vassa 
"The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano 
or Gustavus Vass(i, the African in Cavalcade: Negro American 
Writing from 1760 to the Present eds. Arthur P. Davis and 
Saunders Redding, 1971. 
6. The Slave Trade's Impact on Africa (1972) Walter Rodney 
How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, 1972 (Chapter 3). 
7. Colonialism and Imperialism in Africa (1947) Kwame Nkrumah 
Towards a Colonial Freedom, 1947. 
8. Racism and Imperialism in Africa (1936) 
A. World View of Race, 1936. 
Ralphe Bunche 
9. The Death Pangs of Imperialism (1961) Amilcar Cabral 
Ronald Chilcote, Emerging Nationalism in Portuguese 
Africa, 1972. 
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Chapter 3 
10. 
11. Capitalism and Slavery (1970) Eric Williams 
From Columbus to Castro: The History of the Caribbean, 
1492-1969, 1970 
12. New England Merchants, the Slave Trade and the Development 
of Capitalism in the United States (1942) Lorenzo Greene, 
The Negro in Colonial New England, 1942. (Chapter 1,2). 
Chapter 4 
13. What is Slavery? (1846) Frederick Douglass 
Philip Foner, Frederick Douglass, 1964. 
14. The South Carolina Slave Code: An Act for the Better Ordering 
and Governing of Negroes and Slaves (1712) 
The Black American, eds. Leslie Fishel and Benjamin quarles, 
1976. 
15. Maps: Geographic Expansion of the Slave Population in the 
United States: 1790-1860 
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro in the United States, 1957. 
16. The House Slave and the Field Slave (1857) James Stirling 
The Black American, eds. Leslie Fishel and Benjamin Quarles, 
1976. 
17. Through the Eyes of a Slave: Growing Cotton and Sugar Cane in 
Louisiana (1853) Solomon Northup 
Twelve Years a Slave, 1853. 
18. 
the Present, 
19. Solution: Resistance: Resistance! Resistance! And Address 
to the Slaves of the U.S. (1843) Henry Highland Garnett 
Earl Ofari, Let Your Motto Be Resistance, 1794. 
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20. No Progress Without Struggle! (1857) Frederick Douglass 
Philip Foner, Frederick Douglass, 1964. 
21. The Struggle Against Slavery: The Slave Revolts (1939) Herbert 
Aptheker 
Negro Slave Revolts in the U.S. 1526-1860, 1939 
22. The Struggle Against Slavery: Escape and Organized Resistance 
(1859, a novel) Martin Delany 
Blake, or the Huts of America, 1859. 
23. Taking Up Arms Against Slavery: John Brown (1859) Langston Hughes & 
Chicago Defender 
The Black American, eds. Leslie Fishel and Benjamin Quarles, 
1976. 
24. The Result of Struggle: Emancipation Proclamation (1863) 
The Black American, eds., Leslie Fishel, Benjamin Quarles, 
1976. 
25. Men of Color, to Arms! (1863) Frederick Douglass 
The Black American, eds., Leslie Fishel, Benjamin Quarles, 
1976. 
Chapter 5 
26. What is a Tenant? (1935) Charles S. Johnson, Edwin R. Embree 
Will Alexander 
Collapse of Cotton Tenancy, 1935 
27. What is Peonage? (1930) Carter G. Woodso 
The Rural Negro, 1930. 
28. Black Code of Louisiana (1865) Louisiana State Legislature 
Official Publication 
29. Agriculture and Tenancy in Alabama: A Case Study, 
1865-1900 and 1900-1930 Horace Mann Bond 
Negro Education in Alabama, 1939 
30. Table: Farms of Negro Operators by Tenure, Number, Acreage, 
and Specified Values for the U.S. 1900-1940 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
General Report on Agriculture, 1940 
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31. Maps: Counties in the Southern States Having at Least 50 
Percent of Their Population Negro 
Carter Woodson, A. Century of Negro Migration, 1918. 
32. Map: Black Belt and Border Territory 
33. 
Revolutionary Union, National Liberation arid Proletarian 
Revolution in the U.S., 1972. 
ro Suffra e and 
34. The Rise of Repression: What is Lynching? (1947) Jessie P. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
Guzman & W. Hardin Hughes 
Negro Year Book, 1941-1946, 1947. 
On Lynching (1940, poem) Crisis Magazine 
Crisis, November, 1940 (cover) 
How to Stop Lynching (1919) The Messen~er 
Herbert Aptheker, Documentary Histor~ 0 the Negro People 
in the United States, vol II, 1910-1 32. 
The Struggle Against Racism and the Populist Movement (1974) 
Robert Allen 
Reluctant Reformers, 1974 
Causes of the Migration from the South (1938) Arthur F. Raper 
Preface to Peasantry: A. Tale of Two Black Belt Counties, 
1938, 1968. 
Ballad of tqe Boll Weevil (1900) Unknown sharecropper 
Irwin Silber, Lift Every Voice, 1953 
Chapter 6 
40. The Uneasy Exodus (1915, poem) Unknown migrant 
Roi Ottley, The Lonely Warrier, 1955 
41. Urbanization of the Negro Population (1957) E. Franklin Frazier 
The Negro in the U.S., 1957 
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42. Map and Table: Negro Population Statistics, 1910-1940 
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro In the U.S., 1957 
43. The New Negro: What is He? (1920) The Messenger 
The Messenger, vol II (August 1920) 
44. The Transition Era, Second Phase: World War I to World II 
45. 
(1971) Harold Baron 
The Demand for Black Labor, 1971 
The Color Line in Jobs 
Horace Cayton 
Black Metropolis: 
1945. 
and Housing (1945) St. Clair Drake 
A, Study of Negro Life in a Northern City, 
46. The Doctrine of the Double Duty Dollar (1945) St. Clair Drake 
Horace Cayton . 
Black Metropolis: A, Study of Negro Life in a Northern City, 
1945. vol II, Chapter 16 
47. Table: the Struggle for Jobs in the City 
St. Clair Drake, Horace Cayton, Black Metropolis: 
A Study of Negro Life in a Northern City, 1945. 
48. A, Toast to Harlem (1943, short story) 
Simple Speaks His Mind, 1943 
Chapter 7 
Langston Hughes 
49. Black Workers from Farm to Factory (1941, novel) William Attaway 
Blood on the Forge, 1941 
50. The Industrial Status of the Negro (1930) Ira De. A. Reid 
Negro Membership in American Labor Unions, 1930. 
51. (1974) Abdul A1ka1imat 
Criticisms of the ALSC 
at Frogmore, Sout 
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52. Simple on the Struggle of Black Workers: When a Man Sees Red 
(1940, short story) Langston Hughes 
Simple Speaks His Mind, 1943. 
53. The Negro in "Little Steel" (1937) Romare Bearden 
Opportunity Magazine, December, 1937. 
54. The Black Community and the Struggle of Black Workers 
(1936) John P. Davis 
Crisis, September, 1936. 
55. I Am a Domestic (1940) Naomi Ward 
New Masses, June 25, 1940. 
56. The American Negro Labor Congress (1930) 
Official Pamphlet 
57. The Struggle of Unemployed Workers (1933) Angelo Herndon 
Let Me Live, 1939 
58. The Marching Song of Fighting Brotherhood (1920s, song) 
Philip Foner, Organized Labor and the Black Worker 
(1974) 
59. Our Thing is Drum (1960s, poem) 
Philip Foner, Organized Labor and the Black Worker 
(1974) 
60. Drum: Dare to Fight! Dare to Win! (1968) Dodge Revolutionary 
Union Movement 
John Bracey, et.a1. Black Nationalism in American (1970) 
61. The Power of Organized Black Labor (1967) Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos or Community, 1967. 
62. The Fight Against the Oppression of Black People Is a Fight 
of the Whole Working Class (1975) Revolutionary Communist Party 
Programme of the Revolutionary Communist Party, 1975. 
Chapter 8 
63. The New Negro Middle Class (1955) E. Franklin Frazier 
The New Negro Thirty Years Afterward, 1955 
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64. Boston's Black Middle Class: Roxbury's Sugar Hill (1965) 
Autobiography of Malcolm X, 1965 
65. Black Millionaires: John J. Johnson and A.G. Gaston 
(1972) Louie Robinson 
Black Millionaires, 1972. 
66. The Bases of Negro Prestige (1963) Norval D. Glenn 
American Journal of Sociology, May 1963. 
67.- Three Poems (1935) Frank Marshall Davis 
, Black American Literature, ed. Ruth Miller, 1971 
68. Black People in the Petty Bourgeoisie (1977) Peoples College 
Peoples College Press, 1977 
69. Business Ownership among Black People (1974) U.S. Dept. of Labor 
Social and Economic Status of the Negro in the U.S., 1974 
70. Black Enterprise Top 25 Black Businesses (1977 
Black Enterprise, June 1977 
71. Fortune Top 25 Industrial Corporations (1977) 
Fortune Magazine, May, 1977 
72. Tables: A Comparison, Black Capitalism and Monopoly Capitalism 
(1977) 
Compiled from listings in Black Enterprise (June 1977 and 
Fortune (May 1977) 
Chapter 9 
73. The Origins of Racism Ralphe Bunche 
A. World View of Race, 1935 
74. Racial Problems in the U.S. and World Society (1955) E. Franklin 
Frazier 
Race Relations, 1968 
75. Martin Luther King on Racism (1966) Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos or Community, 1967 
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Activism on Campus 
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, cuC:tnlCLt:ns. ~ Ut: l11U:SlCC:tl I UU n: i:l \.TUUU !V.lan vnarlle 
Brown," has played more than 'three years in New York and 
has been adapted for the stage by Clar!t~i~~l).~x. "$ 
r' e"' charles lDosley Dl1e to--th;Mlack of fa~mties, director Smith Brand has had to 
make many allowances. for 
four 
,erry 
earns appOle ntTW"\e·n" t instance, the. aQdience willvit" .. '.1..1..1 tuallysurround the cast, thereby 
destrdying any ,of the' ~9lll' 
. TCC Board of Trustee 
,Charles Mosley, Harvey has 
been appointed to the S~te of 
Illinois Board of High 
Education Council on 
Community Services and 
Continuing Education. 
Mosley 34, in his second 
year as a TCC trustee and 
former faculty member, is 
currently director of the 
Department of Black Studies 
at Chicago State University, 
Chicago. According to James 
B. Holderman, executive 
director of the Board of Higher 
Education, Mosley, with his 
background in college affairs 
will be able to help implement 
significant programs relating 
"to community services and 
social involvement. 
While an English instructor 
at TCC, in 1967, Mosley was 
given the job of planning and 
developing the Genel;'al 
Studies Program, an in-
novation in higher education 
designed to assist and 
motivate those students who 
might need additional help or, 
for one reason or another", had 
inadequate preparation for 
college. Although he resigned 
in 1969 to accept the position 
at Chicago State, the TCC 
Charles Mosley 
General Studies Program has 
become an integral'part of 
the curriculum. "' 
His interest in TCC did not 
diminish and in 1970 Mosley 
was elected to the Board of 
Trustees where he has served 
on the policy and finance 
committe,es. 
Holding' a Master of Arts 
degree in. English from 
R()os~velt University, Mosley 
has also received a Masters 
in Education on Inner City 
Studies from Northeastern 
Illinois State. 
player~audience se~ration.'For 
the young at heart, there will be 
"·Sl!a1ing-available on floor .mats, 
bringing them even closer to the 
action. 
According to, Brand, there will 
be much left to the imagination. 
The sets, designed by Todd 
Booth, are limited to basic, multi-
colored cubes, .. h,ow~ver,. 'Vith a 
little help fro'fflthe'pfaYers" .. 'these 
cubes will take on the appearance 
of anything from a piano to ,a 
doghouse.' . 
The hand. props are lhnited to 
a blanket, a supper hOwland a 
few pencils with the rest to be 
pantomined. ' " 
Though manyallowartces had to 
be made due to lack of facilities, 
Brand promises an excellent 
production, nevertheless and is 
quite confident that "Charlie 
Brown" will be a success both 
financially and critieall¥. 
'Performances ,are ~lso 
scheduled for Satur~ay and 
Sunday at 2:30 and 8:15. 
The title "role of Charlie BrQwn 
will be played "by -DannyMe~d. 
Others in the. cast include Martha 
Tanis as Lucy, Ron Klaprodtas 
Snoopy, Jack Sampsellasr.inus, 
LOu Ann Pavelin as 'Patty, and 
. Jeff Quilici as,ScIlr~er .. 
Playing that part of Lucy at the 
Saturday m'atinee will ,b6:Bar-
bar:a M~y. "Tryouts were so 
successful," says Brand, "that I 
had to double cast the part. " 
"This will also help the cast learn 
that there can be more than on~ 
interpretation of a role," he add-
ed. 
Brand has also sent out general 
invitations to area grammar 
schools in hopes that the play will 
go on tour. 
Tickets cost $1.25 in advance 
and $1.50 at the door. They are 
available at the speech office in 
building 21, from the cast 
members, and from members of 
!bor.nton.'s, dram~sCX!iety. 
, /' \ 
\ 
f 
" 
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Boulderino was discovered to "Part of the tradition ofthe rock 
be unique. Sather determined it is the tug-of-war and we ,plan to 
w~s a "glacier erratic" rock, continue it." 
the way it is l ~!: 
Well, bro.thers and sisters if yo.U have no.t been welcomed at Your Ec 
T.e.C. in go.o.d o.ld So.uthHo.lland yet, just be sure ll.nd-read the was a dis! 
Io.cal s<;hoo.I newspaper. In the last three papers, the area of ~tudents. 
Student Affairs has been attacked. At first, it was ~hecoun- It appears 
seling department, then the Vice-President of Student Affairs, up fishing 
, and the latest, the area of Student Activities. Michigan, 
It kind o.f makes yo.U wonder, when this is co.nsidered the ofbeirtg a 
':~llfei'!;:~f:!\,tUQ,ent life;; Take the latest issue. Gq1nI'!S~W;Iil.S at- you are 01 
.,:,r.t~~k~d ,1i>~Qa~!!~ ~h~ Alil,d the brotherswo.rk with ~l;1,~,»rb.~~~~ at a First of 
roundtable. ,JIe feft that all the Clubs sho.uld· yoicf'vtheir percent 01 
o.pinio.ns together and thus co.me up with real co.~mo.)l go.als: $2500. Nfl 
Yet; Gaines go.t attacked because.3l peo.ple out.of ~Q !'1tti<ients 'math, cOOl 
',_" ,d.i.cW;t;ha,v~, ;~rW. hD.' card., The edito.rfailed.tp ,mfJJ1tiQn that back to hi 
, ·.thisis a school-JiUle-- no.t a G~ines rule. ' ,Gaines-was·accused o.f ovel\ .. :.,~p:~ndmg~65.%'QfStuderit Activity Fees o.nSpe~k~r~,~-1;i;I~i~dito.f' Secondl: 
,failed,. to, mention thllt.speakers ;md acUvitYi'fees fire o.nly v.(# onho 
released thro.ugh apprQval o.fthe Adviso.ry Bo.ard. ,,~, .. released ti 
Th~ la~est ~Jtack was no.t o.nly childi!!h but it also.,had,to.be It was felt 
""r.aclst:!n;;!!~U{~:;:,. " ' ,,'";,.'~-,;E7 ,year's prl 
.. :, The.white. racist .mind do.es ,not wllht blacklL and::whites sums of 
tQo.wo.rk . together" at T .C.C., but since it can't attack' the clubs was 
studentit has to. attac~ the so. caned "Weak Area". be given 
The white racist mind do.es nQt want blacks and whites to activity f/ 
wo.rk to.getliei'at T.C.C., but since it can't attack the student it for an evel 
. has to :attack the so. called "Weak Area". .,';': '::1(. and charg. 
: ,:, If,;th~papef:niust attack peo.ple, why do.esn1t=oft attaek tQ.~ the door .. 
"whi€tiadIiiiriistrlitlo.n for no.t keeping its promise: o.n acultur(:!was (futs! 
center. Why no.t bring up the issue Qf what happened tQlast would sh'\:J 
year's Student Activity mQney. If nQt that, why no.t the area o.f Thirdl) , 
ventilatio.n in the student center. If no.t that, why no.t bring up availabli 
'the issue of 'white' administratQr who. cursed a black staff outside 
member. RWQri't attack these issues and the reasons are national p 
QliviQus. Yet; the attack Qn Gaines was just a "damn Shame", people, W 
because it was no.t-just Gaines, but a lo.t o.f students who. put a visory COl 
lot of hard hQurs in the led-ure series, as we~! as the Student Before 1 
Activities Board, bQth black and white. The edito.rial was no.t felt this w: 
called fQr, because all it did was break do.wn the mo.rale and history all 
,hope. It is sad that the editorial CQmment CQuld Ilotseeany together 
, ,~obd in the copcept that the AdvisQry Bo.ard is trymg ·to:bring 
"alxnit; but o.rly the bad because 31 peo.ple l).ad't'(i;pay~:IfWel,l, 
THA't'STHE'WAY IT IS. ,,' '," "':::::,;) , Ch 
':board< worl{s on traffic 8it':'a~ 
by sue ilelltor 
'Tbe,trustees'o.f the bo.ardQf education of 
diStrict 510" met :rhUrs~~y~ Oc,h"i~,~n th~ 
cQnference rQo.mm bwlding 18;' ", 
, ;;:'Onthe agenda was the impo.rtant matter' 
Of security fQr the co.llege. It was d~cided 
;: thaHne sal'ai'y' fOr security officers' should " ' 
be $3.25 per hQur fo.r which SQmeQne will 
later be recQmmended to. repillce Graham ' 
s~curity,.whQ is nQW cQntracted fQr the 
service; 
" In the, audio-visu,al department, James 
, Poyzedala was appointed to the appro.veq 
position o.f A-V repair technician. The 
m~intaining o~ A-V equipment is beco.ming 
CQstly. There IS mQre than $50,000 wo.rth o.f 
;media equipment in the understaffed 
department no.w. Ten pieces are in 
Qperative. ' 
In plans to. imprQve the traffic situation, 
two. letters of similar cQntent have been ' 
sent to. theSfate Highway Department and 
The provlsiQns Qf the 
illcHude a;' trafficsigl 
, 'Sutit6he Drive; 2). W 
, "fl'oh(Sibley to. RQutel 
lanes arolhld the cQlIe! 
with'the village o.f So 
• C;', ::: r:~William Shipper ,w 
treasurer o.f TCC in 
Wo.rked as a high sel 
college administratQr 
'by the bo.ard as.oel 
Chief'AccQuntant o.f '1 
"Phe::bo.ard will also. 
high quality system 
prQjectio.n, a P-A sys 
player to. be installed i 
cabinets. The to.tal . 
WQuid be $6,000. The: 
audio. Po.wer fQr' imrn 
systems. It Wo.uld be tI 
building when the C' 
'pet'f!1El!tent .ca.mpus. 
\ 
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madrigals and lab band 
to honor class of '29 
.'.rhe "Roaring Twenties" will 
liv~.again on the Thornton 
Coiilmunity College campus, 50 
W: 162nd St., South Holland, on 
Sunday, Oct. 24 at the Open 
House scheduled for 2 to 5 p.m. 
BringIng the nostalgia touch will 
be the TCC Madrigal singers and 
Jazz Lab band, garbed in 
authentic 1920 costumes as they 
serenade the Class of 1929 who 
arebei11g honored as the college's 
fitSt~raduates. 
An. invitation to.the Open House 
is 'eXtended to the entire com-
m~lty. Everyone interested in 
se¢ing our college in action is 
inv1(~ to tour the new interim 
Ca~l>US and attend the reception 
on~he 24th said TCC president 
fJfJs:J; Philip Dalby. "I am per-
soh~l1y looking forward to 
m~~~ixlg old and new friends at 
the"Open House/' he added as he 
explained it would have been 
im~ossible to send an-
nouncements to all residents of 
JuqIor College District 510. . 
/'continued on page 3 
the way 
• • 
It lS. 
by jessie pickett jr. 
Homecoming - I wonder who it's for? 
. . / 
I have often wondered why homecoming was so distant to 
black people. When I first arrived atTCC the first big event on 
campus was supposedly Homecoming. I'm not against 
homecom4:ng for a certain segment of the stUdent body. But 
how about that specific section of blac~.f91~s who are supposed 
to get involved in things like this. .~~ ,,,,,,,,:, 
Homecomirig has always been in some remote little out of 
the way white country club or hotel ballroom. So I would ask 
myself why in the hell would I want to go way out there to 
dance to some jive band, eat some food that isn't suited to my 
life style, and most of all see none of the brothers and sisters 
there? The most obvious is the location. It seems that the most 
out of the way place is the most likely place fot homecoming~ 
Why couldn't homecoming be held at the Roberts 500 instead of . 
the Ramada Inn? A lot of people don't even know where the 
Ramada Inn is located. Others cOI,lld care less because it is not 
within easy reach. 
If Homecoming w~sm4:lant to be a!l all-white. affair the 
organizers are doing a great job of makmg sure of It. The only 
~~------~--~~--------~---, conclusion that can. be drawn 
about homecoming is that it is an , 
event for a select group of in-
tellectual racists. Intellectual 
racists are demented individuals 
who don't call you names but cut 
your throat by what they do. In ~'The truth is never pure and seldom simple.,.. 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
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SOUTH HOLLAND, ILL. 60437. 
PHONE 596-2000 EXT. 277 
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other words, they make it hard 
for things to go your way. Why 
. \ 
don't they hold it at Winstons in. 
Robbins? I would like .to think 
homecoming was for all the 
'students instead of one 
organization. Why don't they hold 
it at the 8alaami'e~taurant on. 
83rd and Cottage. A great way to, 
solve this problem wou~d be to 
hold it, on campus instead of. the 
'boofu'es? Why not hold it at the 
Gr~n bunny? The Sleigh bell 
hopefully will be held on campus 
;. or somewhere close; maybe the 
attendance might be up for a 
change. Why not hold it at jack-
in-the-box? You may not'like it 
put that's the Way it is. 
J 
\ 
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gregory appears as guest lecturer 
~' 
first in '71·72 series 
Dick Gregory .. photo <:.ourtesy of American Program' Bur'~~u. 
Premiering TCC's 71-72 Lecture 
series is Dick . Gregory. His ap-
pearence is scheduled for Mon., Oct. 
18, at I-p.m. in Building 21. -
Gregory 1s r.ecognized in the en-
tertainment world as. a comedian-
satirist, who pokes fun at racism, an 
author and actor. Politically, he's 
known as a candidate in Chicago's 
1967 mayoral election, and the 1968 
presidential election, and as a 
crusader for civil rights. 
Still making social engagements, 
Gregory has been travelling tocoUege 
• 
"f B (! () '-' P I~ P 
Vol. 30 No.5 THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 
ftQIIl hospital to campus, 
radiologic technology moves 
" 
by ('aral syn", 
Radiologic Technology is 
taught on the faculty for a few what they have learned- in the 
years. She then opened a school classroom. The fourth hospital 
campuses-for thelast coupie of years, 
talking to students on politics and 
human civil rights. 
-_ The lec:iuI'e series is part of a -
program of ,Lester Gaines; student 
activities cUrector. His' purpose is to 
make 'students aware of activities 
going on outside. "I hope to enhance' 
intellectual stimulation," said 
Gaines. 
. The program will also feature 
Pierre Salinger, press secretary to 
the late President Kennedy, on Nov. 1. 
Admission is free . 
Friday 
Octob~r 15, 1971 
SOUTH HOLLAND, ILL. 60473 
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places until a general election by 
the whole student body can take 
place. 
There are six major purposes 
for the formation of the 
Publications Board atrcC, to 
provide an atmosphere and' 0 
environment for the functioning \1 
il 
1\ 
of publications,to 'guarantee 
P 
o 
r, 
D 
F 
rl 
n 
LaVell Wilson. Dr. Byron Kee. and representative from the Courier. 
Martha Tanis. tally names during drawing for Publications Board. 
. freedom of the press and speech 
for chartered publications, to 
provide the academic community 
and publications with a judicial 
recourse for complaints con-
cerning publications, to coor-
dinate the functions of chartered 
publications on campus, to 
provide an objective body with 
the . publications structure with 
the responsiblity of seeing that 
chartered publications follow 
established guidelines, and to 
provide financial support for 
chartered publications. 
·a 
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pres. cook says ... 
. frat welcomes black males a: 
"Any black male student is 
more than welcome--that's the 
spirit of Delta Beta," says 
president Bill Cook. Delta Beta is 
a black fraternity at TCC, 
designed to keep black thinking 
alive. Cook stated. "unitv means 
togetherness and power'-" 
Les Gaines is the sponsot.!'Th'is;: 
year's officers for the "dark 
brothers" frat are Bill Cook; 
preSident; John Allen, vice 
president; Larry Rollins, 
secretary; and Jesse Pickett jr., 
treasurer. 
Cook said Delta Beta has a 
financial problem. They need;' 
money to have speakers, such as 
black poet Nick Giovanni, to buy 
materials needed for posters of 
black heroes, to start a 
scholarship for two black 
students, and to have skits at 
local high schools to recruit 
blacks to TCC. 
To obtain the needed cash, the 
frat will soon be selling' school 
license plates, having bake sales, 
dances, and .participating in 
Uhuru's Black Expo. From such, 
past activities as bake sales, hot 
. pants contests, dances, and a 
bidwhisi, the frat raised $200. 
Cook stated the frat gets full 
cooperation from administration 
and members, and that black 
STYBEN~ 
FOAM 
PELLETS" 
for 
students seem very interested in 
what's happe.ning. Membership 
is $1. 
Delta Beta meetings are held 
cl every Thursday, at noon, in the 
conference room in the student 
center. If you are unable to at;"di 
. tend, contact one of the officers. 
. aJ 
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United for togetherness. and power are the members 'of Delta Seta 
fraternity: From left. they are (bottom row). Bill Cook. president· of 
the frat; Leon Dnckworth. Rahn Forbes. and Melvyn Rousseau; (top 
row)' AlfonsO Dixon. Cyrus W. Ellan. Samuel Rousseau and Larry 
RolUns. secretary. Absent from the picture are John Allen. vice-
president; and. Jessie Pickett. treasurer. 
•....• ~ •. ~ ......... ~~ 
". , .. ,( .... "'\ 
Po:lk Bros. 
has a great supply of 
DIXIE 
SQUARE 
in HARVEY 
RECORDS at 
discount nrices 
G 
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the way 
it is 
by jesllie pickett jr. 
october 8,1971 
Uhuru is ready to deal with the problems at TCC now that 
eleCtion of new officers is complete. l'b~<officers are Bill Cook, 
President; Julie Anderson, Vice-president; Phyllis Hardin, 
Secretary; and Greg ,Wright,Treasurer~ 
The new officers were elected by a majority of the 105 Uhqr1;l , 
members who voted. Considering Uhuru's membership is 150, 
the voter turn-out was good. , '" ' " ' 
Riots or the threat of riots have ooen plaguing the high 
schools around the area. It makes you wonder where' the 
problems lie -- in the schools or with the students. Granted that 
the school systems have more problems than other in" 
stitutions, but I thougbt we were seeing anew day or new era. 
What happened to 'all the human relation councils inter-
racial councils and student-parent groups' that were going to ' 
solve all the problems? You might as well ask where have all 
the flowers gone or why is there aii'? " 
Who cares what happened to them? they were formed to 
appease the militant masses, who finally' found out they were, 
getting shafted in the rear. Thatwasl968~ this is The 
schools in question have a new administration and a different' 
student body. Yet they still have problems~ , 
I 'Y0nd~r what's going on in the schools. The problem seems ' 
to be w.th the administration at these institutions., Ad-
ministrators seem not to be listening to the voice of change~, 
They have gotto change with the timesorthey won't be able to ," 
cope with their students, which is what school is all about. It 
helps shape the minds of the stUdents., ' " , , 
If a school will not allow for change,then a school is riot 
doing its job. Tbats.chool administator should-be removed; If 
he is not a part of the so)ution, then he is part of the problem: 
The on~y persons to, benefit from all the Pl'evious rioting, are, " 
the pohce. They have gotten all the overtime they want,new 
blue hard helmets, (that may be used as either riot helmets or 
crash helmets), bigger and better swat trucks, bigger and 
better mace cans, and a lot of other junk. 
If blac.k .students want to bring about change, we should let 
the admlDlstrators know, or else we won't get what we waht. 
Tired tactics bring about tired changes. Think about it 
because that's the way it is. " 
, feeling the draft 
Congress has given us a new draft law and a more 
~uitable one according to many politiCians. However, 
we have to note the extension was for two years. It would 
seem that politicians feel the new law, as equitable as it 
is, is still toocontraversial to debate in a presidential 
election year. They are expecting the memory of the 
young to be as, short-lived as their parents' . 
The new draft extenSion, which eliminated student '" 
, peferrnents, makes draft counseHng l:Jlore Important to ;,; . , 
" ';a large number of!CC young men> Tc:C d~s provide" '; :,,' \ , 
• 'co~nseling off-campus a,t Cook County LegatAssistaryce '. 
- ---.. a .. aa __ .... _ .. ~_L!:'- < 
mart} 
tani~ 
Sammy Scientist 
Rushing off in a 
He arrived from 
With many a pul 
Unit II inBio 
Was to be done; 
And though repu 
Not to be much j 
He braced himse 
,Sammy knew wll 
With a determin4 
Heswung open I 
Nine bodies gree 
Waiting in the h~ 
For a booth to hi 
When they would 
Of thebio instrul 
"You may," to t 
"Come, in now. 
But I really don' 
I 'don,'tqulte see 
Are you all goini 
No. Of this I'm s 
"But what can we 
"Isn't ,there a 'cu 
"Oh ,yes," repli~ 
But it probably 
We'll never see 
When Jb.iJlgs tha 
(Like electricity 
,Ate put before t 
But then we, ~ar 
And so saying, I 
With a~ abrupt 
Tired of the sill 
Doing nothing 14 
, Making an,exit; 
Thinking, to him 
"Why, even if I 
All the material 
When the test e 
Wbat I'll need I 
Will be labbacl 
- , 
And getting clol 
Wondering Wba! 
Sammy, decided 
And settle dowr 
When sutt(}enly J 
kdog ~:ma1e)' , 
Just' at' the peaJ 
Of bis long, bar 
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--Tile "eXistence of the social cTubs" at 'TCC 'hangs- in tlie 
precarious balance. 
Wilson returns to tcc 
.. /as student affairs dean 
by sue demar 
As everyone begins or returns 
to school this year, there will be, 
the routine of getting acquainted 
with all the changes. One in 
particular that all should be 
familiar with, is that' of the office 
of the Dean of Student Affairs. 
New in the position this year is 
LaVell Wilson. 
Wilson has previously been a 
member of ,TCC's faculty from 
_~,_, _ ",.. 1967 to 197Q when he was a part of 
--Hie counseling program. He 
s tar te d the A cad e m i c 
.. Achievement Seminar, which is 
still going strong now. Also, he --" 
was the sponsor for the New 
Society and Uhuru. Wilson 
resigned in Oct. 1970, to be a part 
of the counseling division at lavell wilson 
Indiana University. 
Having been in the counseling educational experiences for aii 
area since 1963, with a masters--' ~oncerned. 
d,egree in counseling and The dean also hopes to intensify 
guidance from Chicago State his efforts with the high school 
College and graduate work from program to encourage more 
Northern Illinois and Indiana students to attend TCC. 
University and George William Wilson feels that the- current 
College, Wilson comes to his new changes in the campus, i.e., the, 
position as vice-president of' new facilities, new location, will' 
the office of student affairs, very- have a great impact on im-
well qualified. porving the morale of the faculty 
This office heads a com- and students. 
prehensive students service Hi~hly honored, and grateful 
program. Under the dean's for the opportunity to rejoin TCC 
supervision will be the counseling in anew capacity of greater 
prog~am, student activities- -'responsibility and realizing the 
program, financial aid and overwhelming demands of his 
placement program,athl~tics and new office, Wilson feels confident 
intramurals, health seryices and that if the students and faculty 
,publications. can work together in establishing 
, With a look to the future~1 common goals, this year will be 
Wilson wants to establish and ;;uccessful. 
maintairi a climate which- "I am looking. forward- with 
promotes optimum intellectual, great anticipation and en-
social and personal growth of the th9Siasm to meeting with the 
students in the college. He also. various student groups, 
wishes to ·increase the level of organizations and individuals 
cooperation between the ad- and hope that we can work 
ministration, faculty a nd __ together as a team to enhance the 
students in order to provide the quality of student life on cam-
~ost profitable, rewarding and pus," he said. 
anyone wanting to 
write? ego-trip with 
the eoorie,r 
,overdue schedule. But it seems that t: 
st~bborn resistance to change, now t: 
somewhat defective roots and have 
:definitely being revised. 
Now don't misunderstand. There hi 
cures instituted to all of TCC's past 
'problems. It's just that now, when c 
usually iqvestigated and carried out. 
TCC clubs will probably be the first t 
in the making to revise the structurl 
after last year's activities fiasco. 
The place and value of purely soci 
campus are being questioned. Thes 
formed with a specialized area of inte 
fall by the 'wayside last year. Time 
school funds for activities that appare 
student body. A group of 20 was consi 
out. 
Students were blamed for being apa 
Should rest with the organizations. ThE 
activity fee required of all student: 
weren't served. Student time is , 
homework--all take time. So why sh. 
unwanted social happening? Was it 
planning of time? 
I can hear the indignant waves of ] 
leaders. Their clubs have open mem 
sav. It's not their fault if students don" 
They forget this is a college. Withe 
nothing. StUdents are responsible for j 
exist. So if various specialized inte) 
draw the interest of the majority of : 
rightful place here? Whatever the re 
participation, the fact remains--studc 
they want. 
It has been suggested by Presiden 
structural revision, to make orga 
sufficient. No longer will they be,~ 
money, fo spencl at their discretion. 11 
"seed money" to begin-and they ha' 
They'll have to support themselves 
activities, or fold. Undoubtedly, man~ 
associated students that do survive u 
found what the students want, WQuld b 
Under the system, $600, hundred-' 
longer flourish. . . 
Leaders need not panic-yet. 1 
s\lggested, not adopted. The decisie 
SGA, now called the Student Associat 
would be a bitter pill for many groupl 
be gettin If their own medic 
forced in the past to be satisfied with 1 
that failed to really happen. 
Maybe specialized clubs just don't 
muter college. In any case, student 14 
the case before it's too late-for theI 
'-the truth is seldom simple and 
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(non·membel!'S). 
Major events sponsored by the 
group are Casino night, 
Homecoming, Homecoming 
Bonfire, and Sleighbell Ball and 
Prom. 
Another IFC objective is to 
fohq a better working 
relatiOnship with Inter-Sorority 
Council. "we want to form a 
better wor~Il~ group of people 
who can accomplish what the 
college needs socially and 
academically," said Sperlin. 
Future plans also include 
community service. 
JI.. ...... JUl .... gU.VVl.l.U li:JV.I. 'II"'" AA.I.'V'Qt.. VA t...!.l.ViJ,,", 
difficulties, Sperlin said. 
"If we can get the membership 
we need of people who are willing 
to take the time out to help the 
situation and care about what 
TCC is doing, club will be a 
success," he said. 
Sperlin made clear. that Men's 
Club is open for new fraternities 
at any time. Membership sign-up 
will be on Sept. 24 in the Student 
Center all day. All "frats now need 
members. 
Fraternities now open are.: Psi 
Omega--Craig Rosner, Barry 
Smith, Co-Presidents; Sigma 
COunselors shifting 
from Individual. 
to group work 
by terri iazzari 
In order to familiarize the 
students with the recent changes 
in counseling, the courier sought 
the opinion of Vern Hoerman. 
Counselor Hoerman has been 
at TCC for the past three years. 
His last ten years have been 
spent as a counselor for high 
schools. Before coming to 
Thornton, his last position was 
held as a counselor at Carl 
Sandburg high school and Ad-
missions Counselor at Moraine 
Valley Community College. 
Hoerman received his bach-
elor of Arts and Master of Arts 
degrees at Northern Iowa Uni-
versity. 
He has also done additional 
graduate woricat Northern 
Illinois Univ~ijy in DeKalb, 
Drake Uni,!ersi~~fn Des Moines, 
and at Chi'cagc State College. 
. Hoermanis now primaruyin-
volvedwithevening students 
an4those taking· continuing 
ed~tion cwrses. This y~ he is 
al$~ -. in .. charge of students 
majoring in business and Bremen 
High School's evening counseling 
in articulation. 
When asked about the changes 
in counseling, Hoerman stated 
H& shift is being made from 
working with the individual to 
group work. More can, be ac-
complished effectively in groups. 
It also Saves time." Students 
aren't hindered by group work as 
some may think. There is more 
time left for individual coun-
seling then before. 
Among the advantages Hoer-
man sees regarding the new 
campus are added space, more 
comfortable facilities, and the 
most important factor, a morale 
booster for both .students and 
faculty. 
There are no real disad-
vantages except for a few minor 
adjustments which have to be 
made. This .is understandable 
considering the. circumstances. 
Withthe cooPeration ()( everYone, 
thlngs.willa:U work. out.~' , 
,&.avOW' ... ~ '" YV~ AUA .,.I.aUV au, .11UW. 
This has been increasEm over last 
year's maximum of twelve hOOrs 
so that students can meet with 
the rising costs of tuition. 
With the ever-increasing costs 
of tuition, students are advised to 
apply now for financial 'aid for 
next year. 
v~cc-rre5~uen¥ 01UQen~ Rlla4r5 
LW:hm 
wants lecture series 
gaines aims at intellect 
by martha tams 
"I believe the stuaent activities 
office should encourage and 
assist students in the planning 
and carrying out of cultural, 
social, and intellectual activities, 
that serve to enrich, enhance, 
and supplement the regular 
academic program at TCe," said 
Lester Gaines, new Director of 
Student Activities. . 
Toaccomplish this, the former 
Administrative Assistant of the 
Chicago Public System and 
counselor last semester intends 
to make· students aware of ac-
tivities going on outside 
,surrounding areas (South 
Holland, Harvey, Riverd~le).His 
aim is at national and in-
ternational events. 
Gaines now has a lecture-
concert series in the making as 
part of his program. aimed at 
greater student awareness. Full-
time students that served on the' 
revision committee last year for 
the Student· Government 
Association's constitution are 
helping in the development'of the 
series. 
"Through these lectures, I hope 
to enhance intellectual 
stimulation," he said. 
According to Gaines, there is a 
which students respond to 
academic and extracurricular 
activities) is largely determjned 
by the quality and vigor of the 
student. 
Speaking on school spirit, 
Gaines feels that "basically there 
is none. Possibly this is because, 
it's a two year college. Whatever 
the reason, all that TCC students 
do now is go between class and 
home, home and class. There is 
no other reason to stay. Morale' 
here is awfully low," he added. 
To encourage a greater school 
spirit, Gaines is urging the 
initiation of a program with 
student participation in day 
activities instead of evening 
events. This is due to past ex-
perience where relatively few 
students showed up for evening 
activities, he said. 
Also to bring students together 
and boost student morale, Gaines 
has suggested to the ad-
ministration that there be one 
hoUr.in t/lemiddle of the day, 
prefe~ablyfrom 12-1, inwhi<;h no 
classes shoUld meet. -; 
During this hour. there would 
be free speakers anl~ en-
tertainment for. the students~\!fhi§. 
would give students a-i)reak 
,""" '""'-_';"""'M"'~'~ 
! 
Jester gaines 
before they go to afternoon 
ciasses, and the opportunity to 
get together, he. said. . 
"We're definitely behind wtllls 
area. Other schools have $~t 
aside an activity b ' 
students may break 
day's classes. But we hat~~~." 
be said. .. 
Gaines' duties include {fro-
viding assista~ to SGA in elec-
tions, legislature, and general 
administration procedures. He 
also plans to help organiza-
tions to· exercise restraint 
and good judgment in tbe 
use of their budget alloca-
tions. 
definite reason for student aC- . ~;: 
tivities. He said his office . will eampusmap·inside 
operate on the ~umptiontbat . '. .;:.",. '. .. . 
the spiritofthe coU~ge (pri~e,>.. . ..... '. . ... . ... ...... .. D.'~' ~. ." respect,~ -and enUwstaspl \ "~~ ,;:;, ',I,: ~~; ~ ~~;~ {1';~ ri~ fi ~ ~~~ ~i ~ ~t.~~!i'~~ ~ ~ ,; i j r;:i1r~fi'd ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~i ~ ntlli ~ ~ ~r; fl ~ ~ t fi ~ ~ t ~ ~¥j 
~,~ " 
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could use it. 
"SO, in all probability," said Uncle Oscar, another road 
leading to higher education will soon be paved-literally. 
Wasn't that an inter~!)Jjng!)~ou,.kidsT'(WOW!Utsure was, 
they reply, eyes bright with exdteP1entJ ...... . 
"THERE'S only one thing that I can't swallow':' said the 
earlier dissenter. "Where things of menial importance are put 
before things that really matter; where small difficulties are 
left to develop into major problems-There's only one thing 
that bothers me. Are you sure, that was a story about a 
COLLEGE??.... .' . 
the way 
@ .. 
It lS 
by jessie pickett jr. 
Welcome to the new campus of 
Thornton, Brothers and Sisters! 
Along with this new campus, 
we have a whole lot of new 
problems. We still have a whole 
lot of new· problems left over 
fr~m last year. The only way we 
can deal with these problems is 
through Uhuru. If you have any 
ideas, please see Lester Gaines, 
Director of Student Activities, in 
the Student Center (Building 16). 
You are vital to the existence of 
Uhuru. It is your organization--
dedicated to your blackness, your 
black heritage, and your black 
identity. join and become active. 
. If you\Vould like to submit 
something for this column, bring 
it to the journalism office any 
Monday before noon. Or if you 
see me around, give it to me. 
Blackness is· the key word this 
semester whether people like it 
or not. That's The Way It Is. 
Lashima Yushinde Maushaika 
(We shall conquer without a 
doubt). 
Located in Building 10, the 
library was the first thing t.o be 
moved during the summer. This 
accounts for the fact it is one of 
the few areas of the college to 
have arrived intact. According to 
Miss Alice Smith, director 6f the 
library, not only did it arrive 
intact, but it is bigger and better 
than before. 
::>LUUt:1IL :muwu leave me norary which the library will serve the 
without checking with the student body better than ever 
librarian to make certain that the before," she concluded. 
"I like the appe~rance' much 
better. There's much more 
room," commented Miss Smith. 
"It is also more accessible. I 
haven't heard any of the older 
women say they were going to 
have a heart attack because of 
three flights of stairs." 
According to Miss Smith, the 
new library is well-organized and 
prepared to meet the demands of 
the students. "It is so well 
organized that the student will 
not have any difficulty finding the 
library hours 
Mon-Thurs. 
7:45 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Friday 
7:45 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Saturday 
9a.m.-12noon 
~ ~ 
bookstore hours 
Mon-Thurs. 
8 a.m.-4 p.m. 
7 p.m.-9 p.m. 
Friday 
8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
1971 TOYOTA /J & ....... jr=lw~ ~ 
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the courier 
• musle 
Of all the rock stars to appear in the sixties, the Beatles were no 
doubt, tlie most publicized. Now since, they have adopted solitary 
ideritities,bothpopular opinion, as well as indivictual criticism, has 
'.reactedwith'slight distaste. John Lennon, ho~ver, stands to change 
these mediocre opinions With his latest albUm, "'Imagine". Long ago 
recognized as the most creative and intellectual of the four,this new 
, record shows a great deal more of the poetry and musical uniqueness 
than the other three have on their own. . 
With accompaniment by the Ono Band,. Klaus VoorIrian, and Alan 
White, variety dominates the songs presented here. George, the 
Beatle, also appears on several cuts, as well as Kjng Curtis, Mike 
Pirider (the Moody Blues), the guitarists from Badfinger, Nicky 
Hopkins (Quicksilvev), and the Flux Fiddlers, who make their 'debut 
here. ' , , . 
As far as the songs themselves go, "Imagine" is not the most out-
standing. Indeed, "Crippled Inside" a social commentary on the 
moral condition of most people, sugars the first side with a ragtime 
beat,andvery bitter lyrics. 
"You can go to church and sing a hymn, 
Judge me by the color of my skin, 
, You can live a lie 'til you die, 
One thing you can't hide, 
Is when you're crippled inside." ._ 
, As is the casein his earlier album, many or'the songs are of a highly 
'personal nature. "Jealous Guy," "Oh My Love, " and "Ob YokQ/' are 
• "--_L<_.n •• "~_T lnti.",.t .. references to his emotional relationShip 
/ 
october 1, 1971 
inter';'sorority 
tee 
allgirJs 
to attend the 
RUSHT~A 
Sunday, Oct. 3 
IPM .. 4PM 
Student Center 
, Casual dress! 'I 
~4 
martha 
·tanis 
page 2 
the way 
• • 
It lS 
by jessie pickett jr. 
We now have our black frat on campus. It is alive and weI1.If 
you were not at the meeting, the new officers are: Bill Cook 
president; John Allen vice; Larry Rollins secretary; an,d 
Jessie Pickett treasurer. Be expecting a lot out' of Delta Beta. 
To all you brothers, I would advise' joining. It is well worth 
your while. ' 
Black expo started this week. I hope to see most of 
you down at the International Ampitheater. The expo is an 
exposition of things done by our people. If you don't go down' 
for anything else but the entertainment, pick up a free Black 
Book Directory. It's like a good wine: it gets better with age. 
And that is the way it is. 
, followingo.oticle 
by gildo smith 
First of all, I'd like to welcome 
all the sisters and especially the 
brothers to Tec this year; My 
main objective is not only to 
welcome you, but to bring dut a 
few points on why we are at TCC, 
or Wl1Ywe sh!>uld .• ~here~ It, is 
, important'"· tIiiti, 'we;' as"J)jack 
, "peopie shciUid study arid ,,:work 
together. fun attention SboUidbe 
- • ">" .~. " ".' , .. -' .... :. --~ 
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lOr worK on ms uocwrs uegree. ·-1 anenuea 
Florida State University in Tallahassee and 
I completed my comprehensive and orals 
toward a doctor's degree in higher education 
administration." he said. 
Noble has not yet become -active in local 
affairs. His wife and son hope to join him 
soon in their new home in Hazel Crest. Noble 
also has a married daughter who resides in 
Utah. 
Barbara Rauch, Dr. Dalby's 
right hand. 
Besides study at Florida State, he has also 
done graduate work at University of 
Michigan, Western Illinois, and the 
University of Colorado. 
r---------d---~------t 
t Up an coming· t 
"After I earned my bachelor of arts degree 
from IHinoisCollege in Jacksonville; I went 
. on for my master'~ in educational \ad-
ministration at University of Illinois." he 
t - . t 
t Time Event AAmt t 
said. / 
t Oct. 2 10 a.m. Football game Wright Junior College t 
Oct 3 1-4 p.m. Inter-Society Council Student Center 
Concerning his primary aims as Vice- i 7-9 p.m. Men's Club Coffee House Student Center t i Oct. 4 10 a.m. Golf Match Lake County Invit. A President of Academic Affairs he said, "I 
see trends in higher education toward the 
increased use of periodicals as part of course 
content, additional interdisciplinary cour-
ses, and greater use of multi/ media ap-
proaches to instruction." 
, Ocf 5 1: 30 p.m. Golf Match Park Forest C. C. , t Oct. 6 1:30 p.m. Golf Match Illinois Valley College t 
4 p.m. Cross Country Meet Wampum Lake t Oct. 9 1 p.m. Football game Triton College t t Cross Country Meet Blackhawk Invit. t 
.............................................................. ~ ....... ~~ ................. ~ ............... ~ ........ 4II!lfiIIIlJiIJCIIIiI!IfIII1Io~ 
new society wants people who need people 
Larry Rollins 
by lorry galico 
Among . the many clubs at 
Thornton, one of the most in-
teresting will be the New Society. 
Larry Rollins, president, said 
that the club has two functions: 
creating better relations between 
students and administration in 
order to solve student problems, 
and helping students realize the 
problems of minority groups. 
Rollins state the New Society 
plans to hold a human relations 
conference in addition to other 
activities to help students ,un-
derstand the hardships of 
minority grouss. The club plans 
to invite UhurU and the Student 
Education Association to instruct 
members on minority group 
histories, cultures, and problems. 
The club is seeking travel funds 
from the school budget to enable 
members to talk with Indian 
groups and attend an Operation: 
Breadbasket meeting. 
One great advantage of the 
New Society is its flexibility. 
Rollins said· that as student in-
terests change, the organization 
will change. In this way the club 
will be able to tackle- most 
student issues. 
There is no charge for mem-
bership. The first meeting· was 
held yesterday, Sept. 30. " 
\ 
1\ 
Dr. Dalby and hopes to stay on 
for a while .. 
She had this to say about Dr. 
Dalby: "I think Dr. Dalby is a 
tremendous administrator. He 
has very good concepts and ideas 
which in all probability will be 
put into effect." 
When asked to giY-e her 
opinions on Tee, Mrs. Rauch was 
very favorable. She believes that 
Tee is definitely a college now . 
It's really great to get things 
together. More students are now 
. able to identify with the college. 
The students and faculty are both 
impressive.' , 
Mrs. Rauch has good news for 
all of us. The board is working on 
the parking problem. They are 
(continued on page 2) 
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:ered this' 
ri'oti:of'Mfss 
led to be Ii v¢IY 
well-as practh!al~ :..: '. 
Ighteriti;;ely" in 
jt for o'p'eli'ing" 
I will cre.te 
ons~ particularly 
an countries. for 
rticipation, 
lnning to use 
careers will be 
s pertaining to 
Lield, 
)e covered in this 
be based on the 
leeds, interests, 
p."ounds, and 
~nee, In.r~lity." 
) develo'p,' :the:' 
, semester' 'they 
liss Sedlack ex-
lreating'300 men in, three 'hotirs,' 
Stateville is being able .to'see 
the doctors 'on only three days a week'" " " , .. , .,,'!, 
5taLavilIe is, knowing' li"tl:et 
than't&'get sick on ~he <iU,er days; 
Statevili. J~: knowing' anotirer 
inm-ate 'died from ~an' trif-ecH'on' 
be'cause 'he had Ii iniAoi' 
opera'tioh~ 
Stateville, is getting back 
dirtier silee.ts from 'the I~undry 
tha~ tlie'dirty onesyou'lurn-ect in; 
State~ille ·i~-: h,aVi.~g· .}~~,~; 
radiator on a hot' day and, not' 
h:iiving imy heat on'cold ni'ghts; 
Stateville is earning 45¢ a t\~y 
for your work, . ":,-
Yes, these thirigs may seem a 
little-fantastic, but it is true that 
such things are happening, These 
are the facts, written by a brother (' 
who has served five years under 
these conditi.ons, Now then it is 
sare to say th~t riots are no~ 
caused by the inmates, but by 
those who are the cause of ;;uch 
conditions these men live under. 
Stanyer' sJ ewelers 
Dill.mondWatche" &, 
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emergency situation 
Midlothian. Beith ,are Tee 
sophomores: ' . 
activities on block 
The purpose of ,the club as 
stated'in the constitution is "to 
promote the interaction and 
cooperation of ,its mem:bers 
throughout this campus. 
thereby cT~ating an atmosphere 
conducive to the formation of 
All members of sororities are 
expected to cast a ballot ac· 
cording to Mary Jo Badeusi, 
Vice·President of ISC. 
Lester Gaines, Director of 
Student Activities, is calling an 
emergency meeting for all at 11 
a.m. in. building 16's conference 
room, who want student activities 
to survive. "Next Tuesday, Jan. 11, 
1 want to meet with all students 
who believe social events like 
Homecoming, prom, smokers, 
Black Arts Festival, etc, are worth 
continuing next· ye.ar," s.aid 
Qaines. 
The meeting is being held in 
response to a proposaf being 
considered by many in the Ad-
ministration which would make 
payment of the $5 student activity 
fee voluntary. "If this proposal is 
made school policy, the future of 
Men's Club, Inter-Sorority Council, 
New Society. and other weak 
• student organizations is doubtful," 
continued Gaines. "I feel that if 
only 10 per cent of the student body 
participates i.n activities, why 
should 10 per cent pay the $5 
student activity fee." 
"The problem here at TCC is the 
majority of the students work and 
only stay around school long 
enough to attend classes," stated 
Gaines. "Other junior colleges, 
such as those in Chicago, have the 
same problems but they have 
active, lively students who care 
about their school." 
The key to survival of stu.cJent 
activities at TCC, aCCording to 
Gaipes, is the establishment. of a 
Student, _Go.v~rnnj'~nt a~ SQQQ. .. ,J.l.S, 
possible. "If students are going to 
lia ve any power around this school, 
an active, representative Student 
Government must be their voice," 
said Gaines. 
During the 1970-71 school year, 
the Student Government 
Associatio ll was disbanded 
because of student representive 
lethargy and lack of student 
leadership. This semester the 
Student Advisory Committee 
(SAC) has been acting with limited 
powers in the place of a Student 
Government. 
final exam schedule 
General Information: 
1. Any student failing to report for an examination' at the scheduled time -must first 
report to Mr, Wilson. Provisions for possible make·up will be made on an individual 
basis. In most cases there will be, a $S charge for taking an exam'ination at a-n un· 
scheduled time. 
2. Students scheduled for more than two examinations on any given day should contact 
Mr., Wilson immed.iately. 
3, Examinatigns\vill ,b~ adrr1'inistered in the ~o()m In whl.ch,the -class' norroalJ'y 'meets 
unless informed otherwise. 
4. Examinations for courses normally meetfng for more than one period each day will 
be given at the time corresponding to the first period in which the course meets. 
PERIOO 
OF 
CLASS 
DAY 
CLASS 
MEETS 
M; M·W; M·W·F: 
M-Th; M.F; W-F; F; 
T; Th; T·Th; T-Th-F; 
M; M·W; M·W·F; 
M·Th; M·F; W.F; F; 
OATE 
OF 
EXAM 
January 13 
January-13 
January 13 
TIME 
OF 
EXAM 
8:00-10:00 
10: 15·12: 15 
.1:00- 3:00 
lO ALL CLASSES laollaryJ3 3·15. 5:15 
T; Th; T·Th; T·Th·F; January 14 8:00.10:00 
M; M·W; M·W-F; M-Th; January 14 10: 15- 12; 15 
M·F; W·F; F; 
T; Th; T-Th; T.Th-F; 
T; Th;. T·Th;T-Th·F; 
M; M·W; M-W·F; 
M·Th; M·f'; W.F; 
T; Th; T·Th; T-Th·F; 
M; M-W; M.W.F; M·Th; 
'M.F; W·F; 
M; M·W; M·W·F; M·Th; 
M-F;·W·F; 
T; Th; T-Th; T·Th:F; 
M; M'W; M·W·F;M·Th; 
M·F; W.Fi 
January 18 
January 18 
January 19 
January 19 
January 19 
10;15·12:15 
1:00- 3;00 
3: 15. 5: 15 
8:00·10:00 
10:15·12:15 
1:00- 3:00' 
black arts festival 
'8 T; Th; r.Th; T"Th·F; JC!nuary 19 3: 15.; 5:15 
u . 
hu 
rU 
Above· 
Uhuru officers celebrate the Tee Black 
Arts Festive" at Chicago's Sal.aam 
Restaurant Sunday, Dec. 19. Left to right, 
Reggie Kennedy, Asst. Business Mgr.; 
Phyllis Harden, Sec.; Bill Cook, Pres.; 
Julie Anderson, V-Pres,; Greg Wright, 
Tres.; and Janie McDonald, Business 
Mgr. 
Right-Lester Gaines, Director of Student 
Activities and sponsor oJ Uhuru, was also 
on hand for the festivities.. (Photos by Alii 
Muhammad) 
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·.refleetions 
in 
black 
by gilda smith 
The article, "Blacks Recycled or Removed?" appeared in Chicago 
Today, Saturday, July 22, 1972. Before commenting on the article, I 
would like to give you a sketch of the article, so that each one of you 
can formulate your own ideas as to its importance. 
Beginning with a quote by Professor Sidney Wifikeim in "Who Needs 
the Negro?" "Because of automation, the blac.k man is increasingly 
not needed in the U.S. economy. When white America no longer needs 
the black man, he might then feel free to express his racism fully; not 
merely to exploit the bJack America, as in the last 300 years, but to kill 
him." 
Barbara Reynolds' article on "Blacks: Recycled or Removed?" 
states that, "Either by design or apathy, Chicago is creating a human 
junk pile which by the year 2000 will have to be recycled into 
usefulness or eliminated." 
A University of Chicago professor and th~ director of Population 
References Bureau, Dr. Hauser, says: HAmerica has two choices. It 
can make the heavy investment in people which will have to be made' 
to transform the underprivileged into responsible citizens or it can 
suppress its rebellious minorities," 
Hauser adds: "If we are not prepared to make investment in human 
resources that is required, we will be forced to increase our in-
vestment in the police, national guard and the Army. And possibly - it 
can happen here- we may be forced to resort to concentration camps 
and even genocide," 
"The tragedy is. that this is the first nation in the history of man 
which has the economic muscle to rectify such social ills, but which is 
too stupid to·do .it,':. . 
Now then, according to P{erre DeVise, an ,urbanologist, by the year 
2000, Chicago's population will be an estimated 3.3 million and twO>' 
t.i](rgU'inJ.b~ black,:Because many of Qur p~ople li.veunder such 
~ things' ,is ·Sub'standar.d.he.alth, ppor.e~)i~.~,tion; }I~d~Lowemployment 
, skills, we will beJixed ate the bQttom of this human pile, ·The artiCle· 
; also stniiis 'ttiat'all'experts;agre~ that it speUs·out GENOCIDE" either 
"SloWllml'irrdirect if blacks"accept their status:,(Jr very,lasH!we rebel, 
..:. Other.things; we~e;melftioned in. the article. such.as the high black 
. (nianiffioital1tj ,ra1e'wfiich inchides "500 babies killed unnecessarily 
',ellch yea~ lIeca:u~e:.9f:l?90r .pr<,?atatservic.es '!or.!irst \ime .1Tlothers." 
Malnutriti_on is also Increasing, wElcb' onen cause retardation and 
'ril'entaj·illi\ess; ThiS,js happ~niilg.n~w, an:d has:be.en happeningJor a 
long. tjme. _ 
.- ~am Yette,;in his bOok'entilled';'The CllOfce",says that, "Blacks are 
an obsolete people. In the '70s and beyond, theairemma of blacks is 
clearly of survival." 
-·--"--I<Unc.e~a"n ~"c.o!)omt{: as,~et, they' are "'now considered an economic 
drag The wood is all hewn, thewll,\er all-drawn, the cotton all picked, 
the ditches all dug and oilly a few,ltoes remaintobeshined." . 
To many of us this artj~le m~Y §"o\.ind Ilfai' out," but the fact remains 
that this could happen,·and the.yeat 2009,is only a matter of 28 years 
away. .," ,"'~ -
D~aling with this particul"ar artic:1e, arid" our experience, and 
knowleclge of.what is happening to uS'now, should help us und~rstandJ 
thal things are not really getting better for the majority of us, 
Because we live in fairly decent housing, own cars, cl~thes, and are 
getting an education' does not mean thai we stand clear of the evep.ts to 
come, beca\.lse we do not. We are in this thing together. 
We should try to the best of our abilities to study and work collec~ 
tively, if we are to win in our struggle, Wesbould try and base as much 
study and work as possible in helping one another, and all those who 
suffer from exploitation and oppression, \Ve must stand prepared to 
meet whatever we are confronted with, if we are to survive. 
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Black cultural er to be'initiated 
\ by doye korpatly 
In November a new program will be 
'~"" .)nitiateclat TCC. The campus will have a ' 
"c. 'Black Cultural Art Center in building 3 where 
.,, __ ,'~where from 25 to 30 Chicagolandartists 
----:' ,'will have their artwork on display for sale, 
, • Coordinator for the project is David Johnson, 
a qualified choice because of his close' 
ness, to students and his awareness of their 
prol:il~ms and desires. 
The center will have an art room where the 
paintings will hang, a library with tapes, 
records, books and magazines, and a music 
center. Lectures will be given by guest 
speakers on topics which the students feel that 
they would be interested in. Johnson feels that 
the center will affect all students on campus, 
black and white, since it is open to both, 
The program hopes to enlist student 
members to help on some of the projects they 
plan (or the community. Working with faculty 
and community citizens they will try to im· 
prove relations between the college and 
people in the community, This will insure \he 
student of an awareness of the problems 
facing the community, 
the center work. 
David Johnson, coordiniltor of Si'ack Studies, hopes 
that student apathy will not keep the black or white 
students away. staff photo -
ideas and to organize and decide 
what will be in the criteria. 
J oh~S~_~ ,~xp_resses the: !t0p'e 
that student apathy will not 
keep the black or white students 
away. 'The main purpose of ~he 
cultural ,center is to educate -the 
student body as a whole on black 
culture and-also on the problems 
faced by both black and white 
students on the Tee campus, 
There will be a great deal of 
work to be done in the inItial 
phase--from fixing, and, setting 
up t!?e decor and futnishings in 
the .center to providing recep~ 
tionists and guides. The guides 
will be used -to give tours of the 
center to young students, from 
grammar school up and to 
rn'embers of h,e community who 
wish to view the center. 
Johnson, hopes the center will 
ease tensions on the campus 
between students and the ad-
rnin'istration and between 
studepts themselves, both black 
and white. This will be a place, 
Johnson explained, that students 
can discuss, their problems ancl, 
continued on page 6 
As J <ibnson stated, "the 
purpose of the center is to 
distrib"ute information and-
engage in -activities that 
streng thens the. students 
awarenE$S of his responsibilities 
to the school and the com· 
munity. 
Johnson realizes the college 
faces a 'financial crisis and his 
hopes.'are to ,make the center 
work with as little help from the 
administration as possible, His 
long range goal is to make the 
center ,self·supportingand self 
sufficient. 
suggest prevention tips 
The Program will be divided 
into two phases. Phase I will deal 
with the evaluation of the school 
relation:<hips to the commuriity 
black sttidies ,s£~dent 
mts. Comf$~rors! fEl'colt'y 
s, comITi\lnlfYleaders, 
ost importantly, the 
themselves, will make, 
f"j:, ")'7 
The center needs students, 
however; ,to dOnat,etheir time and 
eilergy,to'makethis project a 
~uCcess f?rtheschooland the 
students.~~rnis.hin~ the" rO'Oln~ 
Matheactivitie~·~m ~e dBn .• 
totally.<by the-students. arid their, 
advisors. Committees will be 
formed to organize (und·raising 
by lorry 901i(0 
"Tee citizens must aid both 
police and themselves in the 
prevention of thefts," warned 
Security Director William E-
Mozelle, In the past week, three 
automobile tape deck players 
"'Qrco dnlcol"! frnm f'!ll'Q in thp 
mag wheels, portable spot lights, 
etc. .are prime targets of 
thieves. 
'Mozelle warned students to 
refrai.n from fancy ca-r 
decorations. "To beautify an 
~ntf\mf\hilp in rp.qlitv i~ ::l ... kinO' fnr 
ogilvie 
to attend 
dedkation 
Governor Richard B., Ogilvie, 
will 'visit Tee's open" house 
festiviti_.es ,on §at~rday:,·Sep_t>~. 
arinou~ced- Pr~,side:1tt I?_~W~ .. ~:s, he 
, oGtnned" plans' for oW Hally 
dedicating Phase I of the,main 
Ceremonies will begrO'"~'a t 
9 a.m., and will continue lti~ough 
2 p,m, 
OgHvie will be featured -as 
guest of honor and will' speak 
informally, All membe'rs 'pf the 
community are invited tb attend 
the program, meet the governor; 
tour the-buildings and soci'alize 'at 
the reception hOsted', by the 
Dames Faculty Wives Club, 
Theme for the open house'is "A 
Salute to the People of District 
510~' says Dalby as it is- through 
the effort.s of-local citizens-,that, 
the college exists. 
"At this auspicious -time, we 
want to recognize those Whohave 
so loyally supported Tee, It is 
also an opportunity for residents 
of our junior college distric~ 'tp 
understand that the Tee 
facilities belong to the people of 
each lown equally and hopefully 
will be used by all, 
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onference Planned 
vely. The conference is 
;0 all T.C.C. students and 
nembers. 
conference cost is $10 per 
it and $15 per staff member 
covers the trainers' fees, 
terials' and the meals to be 
ed .. by the college. The 
~rs' ax~ provided by 
lat LeC!Mrship Methods 
Ire licensed by, NLM. 
gh NLM believes it is 
.ant for one to understand 
)ICK 
AMES 
FORD 
111 E. 162nd St. 
Route 6 
So. Holland 
339-9100 
such tools of leadership as 
parliamentary procedures, 
delegation of authority, com-
mittee structure and agendas, 
these are of ·littIe value to a 
prospective leader who is not 
sensitive to the human side of 
leadership. 
The leadership conference is 
not a sensitivity training session. 
It is a practical blend of proven 
bus i ness rna nag erne n t 
techniques and. psychological 
concepts. 
For further information and 
applications please' contact: 
Office of Student Activities, 
Lester Gaines or Carol Kurdziel, 
Building 16. Deadline for ap-
plications for the conference is 
February 18; 1972. 
Stanyer's Jewelers 
Diamond Watches & 
Jewelry 
Watch Repair 
Jewelry Restyling & 
Repair 
Hour~ 
Sat & Mon· Thurs. 9-6 
frio 9-9 
841·2060 
209 W . .l44th 
RIVERDALE 
mar 
the by 
daniel p. 
times george 
! 
FEHHUAHY II, W72 
The spring term of 1972 is just really getting off to a start. The new 
semester brings upon the campus many new faces, each seeking to 
beLler their condition in some way by getting a higher education. 
For many years it has been thought that the uneducated Black has 
been one of the many reasons that has been holding our people back 
from reaching that long sought goal of freedom. 
It is my belief that tobe wise you must have total knowledge, that is 
the positive and negatives of a given concept. Recently,Jhe positives 
and negatives of the concept of an education has been reanalyzed with 
startling discoveries. Many Blacks come to school to get. an education 
solhat they can get a better job in America today. By getting more 
education, they become more valuable in that they can fit better into 
the system to make it work more efficiently and they are rewarded by 
society with more money aud a status higher, that of an educated 
· Nigger. ' .. 
When we look at the system they are going to help function better, let 
· us look and see what that systems functions has been in relationship to 
Black people. Why it is. the same system that has been oppressing, 
exploiting and depressing us for 400 years. If educated Negroes are 
going to help the system function better, then the system will oppress, 
exploit and depress us better. You know how it works when one of your 
own blood sits behind a desk with a little status. You know how they 
will turn their nose up at you asH' to say "Get back, black, you no good 
nigger. You're the reason why we haven't gotten aflywhere today. I 
hate you," the self-haler-an' Educated Fool. If you ask him who he is 
and where he's going or even where ~e's been he will I'eglll'gitah> an 
· unswcr one that the many yeansof schooling has fed him-justifying 
memorizing for learning, yeah, just like a computer, a nigger robot. 
one who's been to college to get full of the White man's knowledge. 
Mark how you feel when the blood.puts you down and then the White 
man will step forward and treat you better than your blood will. Blow 
your mind, the' psych'TsonF: ...... .' . 
Then, there are the Sisters that go to school to get educated how to 
get wrapped up in everything but Black men. If you check out the 
majority of campuses where Blacks attend, you will find that Sisters 
,outnumber Brothers by large numbers. Without a good woman, man is 
in hell. Women are prizes of war. To keep the conquered conquered, 
you must keep him in hell, where he can't hurt you or think. One way is to 
keep his women where you can't tell your women anything. Women 
look up to strength. Some Sisters go to school to pursue careers. Some 
even.get psyched out on Women's Lib, revolution they call it. It is my 
belief tnat when your women feel that doing for you is drudgery and 
;.,sla very and shen(lJ6ngerlooksfc:if')'oU! to be her provider ,you have:: 
lost your- manhood, . your strength in her eyesight. If revolution is 
nothing but ':hange, she wishes to be out in front and you behind. 
You sisters who are for the Women's Lib movement, wouldn't have a 
revolution because YOu have been out in front for the past so many 
years. Your revolution then, would be just the opposite, Black men's 
Lib. Then, there are BIClCk men and women who go to college to get 
educated and do not get psyched out of their minds. They are wise, in 
fact, they get blacker and they come out to better the systems too. 
There are Brothers like Huey P. Newton. Rap Brown, I Lamar 
Thomas), Sisters such as Angela and Nikky and many others who just 
. come out to helpmakeAmerrsabetter, but America doesn't want to 
become better,at least not in this reality. With this thought, I will 
leave you to check out your mind and remember that the psych is on 
and only the strong survive! 
1 
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In this week's column, we will deal with an article written in 
the African W~rld by the YOBU News Service New Orleans, 
Louisana; .The article dealt with the New Orleans gun battle 
that occurred on January 7in which James Essex, 23 years 
old, was killed. . 
James Essex was.killed after twenty-four whites were 
wounded and seven killed. The mass media have attempted to 
explain the Brothersli~tions but have not admitted that he was 
motivated by a love for his people and a hatred of oppression. 
Essex was not the product of a background any different from 
the average black m~9.in this country, nor was he mentally ill. 
James ESSex was rili~ed in Emporia, Kansas, a university 
town of 19;000 of whiclfless than 600 were black. James was a . 
likable person and from an average family background. He 
had become bitter aft~r atour in the Navy, It was pointed out 
. th~t the brother was faced with racism in the Navy that he had 
never experienced before, He experienced discrimination and 
harassments which are experienced by blacks in the 
military. . ....... ' '. . 
When the shooting began, reports spread to create an 
illusion that it was a group of "highly organized political ex-
tremists. engaged in planned guerrilla warfare.'; After Essex 
was killed the truth'¢merged,as was stated in the article, 
"Either a group of~~a(,!ks were so h~ghly organized that they 
escaped from a buil~ihg in the midst of 600 troopers who had 
sealedofla 50 block area, or one brother with one rifle made a 
high.y armed smaIl army look like pigeons." . 
What ever the cas~may be, police forces have used this 
incident tojustify thefraining of more "quick kill" squads and-
to carry out increasing repressive activities in our com-
munities. 
In the article it was said that Essex family displayed 
. courage and offered no. apologies for him. Instead, they place 
the responsibility wittj this society and its racist oppression. 
This is indeed where the responsibility should lie. It was 
revealed by Essex's 1?istCcr that he became upset when he saw a 
hungry black child. This is truly something to get upset about 
expeciaUy when one is concerned about the welfare of his 
people, and the factib.at hunger is something that should not 
occur, especially in thJs country. Although Brother Essex had 
- a typical backgroundQf triQSt black youth, he differed from the' 
majority in that he had reached a point in which the struggle 
against oppression was primary in his life. All over the world 
the problems of Black people are the same. 
I ~o~sev~lt 1 
~y dave k.O(poty , • ~ I· 
Tuesday night the Delta Tau.' really a bunch of guys interested 
intramural basketball team won ,in helping both the school and 
its first decision,a forfeit by the ourselves and still have fun while 
Vet's Club becaUse ofilotenough we're doing it. We conduct our 
players. We still were ableto get meeting with business-like 
in some practice time. .For our ~anners,accomplishing a lot 
players it was a good 'Chance to 'andstill having time to rap about 
brush QP on our techniques and things. The requirements of a 
our shooting ability. . -rushee are that he must be a 
member of the school; male and 
be willing to attend our weekly 
meetings 'as' often as.possible. 
This is not too late' in the 
semester to join as we plan to 
remain active this summer. 
We'll be Playing B-Ballnext· 
Monday. against Del~ Beta, our 
first chance t,o prove how good we 
really arE)' Tiil next week; 'l'hank 
you. 
Certainly at guard' we have' 
some oflhe best ball-controllers. 
In Jim Conneely, Bob Horan, and 
Dave " Karpaty we have . the 
players who can shoot a~d score, 
'I.s.c.Wo.s 0.11 heart: 
while still being able to get: back . ',. ." ,''< •• 
ondefensequicklyenoughtohold. at volentine's' dOl'. tea' 
the opponents score to a . - _ ~ : _ c:. :: .. - ,-
minimum. 
., h judi bQ~d .' 
.!.: ~ . > 
At forward we, will be playing It was a' rainy Wednesday bert punch to.go along. 
Wally Nicko~z .. Ma~k Zlmder, , afternoon,andnothingseemedto;T,he, newJyl .eleet1id ,,1.8.<;:. 
Chuck Mielke, . Bob >R~s, anti ... bEl happeningatT.C1C. unless, . PresideIlt; 'Debbie .ill)a",itLwas 
Nick Scuderi, who also can ,pl~y, you happen to'. wander ilitothere:~d.expresselih()p$:for~he 
guard. ..Building. 17, wl1ere your'nose .. sororlties'tmbecomemore;active 
. ..' .pickedup the aroma oLhot coffee ~andparticipatedIl:; ;the I,S.C. 
.Ron Rom~nek, T?~Mroz and and freshlY'baked.:cookiesanti,:activitiesL'-':; ,.,',;,:.;;,'!:::.. .• : 
JIm Ott ~l~ ·be. fIllmg liP ~he pastries, your eyes gazed at this . . . _.' 
center posItion. In reboundIng . deliCious sight (site) an,d saw the c. 'l'Q.~.I;g:ar~;p.I~~~;Jl);~e'makmg 
.81ld defense wef~I)Ye.ha:V,Iil.one·'fa<!Ulty deyouringit. Why them? . ;.for ~.D~n~!!c~r~thon,:m;wpich 
of the bes~ ~eams In lI~tramurals'weU, .the. date was February l~th, ,~e.aud~encl!".and:,·participants 
I'll be fIllIng you ill ?n t~e Valentine~sDay;and it was the would have to ,dr~s.Jll ,tbe192Q ~evelopments of OQr teamm later' Faculty Tea whiCh was given . by , fashion, and -also' Ii dinnerT(lance 
ISSUes. I.S.C. 'Alisor~rities were sup- ,near theen!i.of the.semester. 
We had our stag Party for Ed 
Gricus last Friday, at Chuek 
Mielke's house and thanks 'to 
. Chuck's dad we were able to see 
several very educating films on' 
yoga, and other exercises. Along 
with this film. there were several 
on crime and the criminal act. 
posed to be represented; but from Hopefully . there ,. will. be:a' good 
12:3G'2.p.m. on~y Sigma Tau and turn-outfor tbese ey,ent&.;; 
Phi Omega Chi were present The And for all the .' faculty w.ho 
tables were covered with cookies, missed the Valentine'l'ea;lJ)ay, 
donutsbrowirles and sweetrolls your stomachs never fo.:gitieyou 
brought . by sorority memberS, arid the Cupid of Love get a dirt:ct 
and there was coffee and sher" hit with his arrow , . 
We'd like to thank Chuck's dad 
for .running the projector for. us. "fhuYdy5peaking" 
We all pooled our- resources; ~d'" . --, .... '.: ...... ' ...... ' .;; ....... -...~.;. 
thanks to Tom Mroz for his .)Ii '"",nltr~·· 
popcorn and Mark Zander for the . UDI'\l ~ . 
refreshments, we all had a great '~·Ric..Ib,L· 
time. Ed is now married to Peggy .' '. '. -
Carroll and the whole frat ex- ALiCEB. 
tends their congratulations t() the "T'OtttAS 
couple. As for the rest of us we [)~.I 
. "ri> "II "in',,1,,' "0 r.ome and Ilet us. .0.......JNIE:5 
. by Phil Frank 
, , ' . ~ , 
"l. ,'" 
~~. 
" 
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Big Name Groups to Play 
Peace Movement Planned 
, '. by J9anHallco . 
A national peace movement is 
beingpianned"Monday, May 29, 
. to. commemorate M~morial Day. 
. arid to speak 'out about President 
N.ixo.n'srec~!lt ~Ilt;i.,nglement 
widrthehloclntding;Qf H,~Iphong 
HarbOr. ,:,:.:' C"___, "~:":":. 
Throu~&,;-t1i~ .. ~i1fforts;;;~f . Lloyd 
DeGrane, FrarikPioritek, Lenny 
Evans;. AI..Geierman -and a:. few 
ollier iriHiatlv.e students, a"~ 
...-::~:'~'f'."'~':":~""':'"'~'''''~~':''~'~'''~-'' •. "-
Presently, one Speaker,out·._ 
spoken Indian leader Mike;:;;, 
Ctiosa, jsst!tie<l.uIE!tl. 
~,Cil6Sa ~~ntly' Spllke ~iV~ TGG 
-' s;\i'eS~tijg ttie:,h~filitl~~ wh~(l~ IDS 
pl!bple.afe racIng ,'ill' regardS t6' 
Cafu,p LOgan; a piot 'of g!lvern-
ment swamp. lllii~ . \Vhi~n the 
government-refuses. to giV~tti his 
peoP .. le. . . " 
He also denounced Nlxon;suse 
tif g~n()cide. , ' ".. . 
Student concern seemed'to be 
on the up alid up and there was a 
real desire to help. 
~ . 
,L.tPYd;,,'D~grai1e:;and.· Lenny l);v) 
EVil';" discuss piansfor the May 
29th-:ral}v1 ' .. Groups '. Whliaq're:n~ 
tativelysetfora.iipea'rahce are: 
-j>h01oJ!~~ Mal'~ I(altlm" ',' 
"'-" <" - ~ ,::\:;.:.:.:~:. ~~";:,. ,-: .'. 
,.::--:;~:::; .. ~;,:" 
Free music will als6 be on hand 
that day. Hopeful plans Include 
the. Amboy Dukes, 'Segal--8chwall 
BluE!s' Band, Wilderness Road, 
Hound-dog Taylor, the local likes 
of James Bay and possiblyJ. C. 
Hartsfield and Company (the 
Crosby Stills Nash and Youngs of 
this area). More definite plans 
are still imthe making. 
The students have been hard at 
work contacting groups ,and their 
. booking agencies all week. 
Their effortS hopefully will not 
be fruitless. A lar:ge group is 
expeCted, but nothing that-coUId 
get out of hand. 
This rally is being hacked by 
most of . the organizations on 
campus and should prove to be a 
good day for all. 
The grounds between buildings 
9 and 1.0 have already been 
secured for this event, which will 
probably get underway around .!}-, 
a.m. 
Activity Fe_e System 
Revised for Fall '72 
by Lawrence E. Galka 
. ) 
Student activity fees collected 
in the past to finance student 
government will be discontinued 
next fall, according to Lester 
Gaines, director-of student ac-
tivities. 
Gaines said that a general non-
academic fee will replace the 
former student activity fee of $5. 
The exact ainount of the new 
general fee has not been deter-
mined. 
The general non-academic fee 
will be split up between athletics, 
the Courier. student government, 
and other non-aC<ldemic areas. 
The student activity fee paid only 
for .stude.nt government. ' 
,Gaines also said his respon:: 
sibilities will increase next 
seinester . because of the. time -
need~:to Care for ~o campuses. 
GaineS illso said he' might ,be 
doing extra non-academic work, 
other than student activities . 
CIUbs'and :activities will .have 
moi~:'S'pci:ifi~ responsibilities for 
handFng_ . eVents, according to 
Gaines: Npcl4b or activity will be 
deletlid next semester. 
Groups can still petition SAC at 
anyone time to become, a 
chartered~club. 
Gaines felt that SAC will be 
stronger next year because of 
increased student interests. 
"The new campus is only a 
small foundation in stimulating 
student awareness and interesf iIi 
activities. Large part will' still 
depend upon what the students 
themselves want out of com-
munity college life," explained 
Gaine.s. 
'Lester Gaines,dff'.lt!l:f.(i.r:-:-Of 
Student Adtivites, said eM,s arilt 
Student activities.,. will not be 
deleted nextYe!ir,i)utwiilstay 
the same. ' .. '. 
Tee G:etsNational Ho~orSDciety 
.~- ..... _. ..._~r ..... _ .... ~";:n.n.;,_., :-~l- ... h1~ -,0",". 
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reflections 
in 
black 
by gilda smith 
Because there 1s much work being done in-organizing different 
clubs, and organizations in campus, I feel th/lt'\Ve should get on the 
topic of struggling against liberal tendencies. . . 
First, of all liberalism itself stands for unprincipledp'eace, and gives 
rise to decaying and uncultured attitudes. It will also bring about the 
degeneration of the organization. 
I would like to give you a few examples of how liberalism rev~als 
itself. 
First of all, many of us will let certain things slide for the sake of 
friendship a:nd keeping peace, even when we know that a person or 
persons are wrong. We will stay away from honest argument because 
the person is an old friend. 
Secondly, liberalism reveals itself when people get involved in 
irresponsible criticism behind close doors instead of giving 
suggestions to the organization or club during the Il')eetings. And most 
of?lI, gossiping behind a person's back or to say nothing when the 
meetings are insession, but to hold gossip sessions after th~ meetings. 
Thirdly. to get jnvolv~ in personal attacks, or seek revenge, instead 
of getting into an argument to struggle against incorrect views for the 
sake of getting the work done properly. When I use the term argument, ". 
Isimply mean to struggle with individual ideas, as to gain knowledge 
and understanding from one another. 
Another form of liberaIism)s to see someone harming theinterst of 
the organization and not feel indignant, but to allow him to continue 
instead of trying to reason witIltI:tat person, 
To work without interest or without a definite plan or directions in 
my opinion, is very bad for the (>l'ganization. .. ' 
The last one Iwill mention is the liberal attitude toward~oneself. To 
be aware of your own mistakes and not to attempt to correct those 
mistakes.' . 
In my opinion these few points are all very harmful to the club, the 
organization and to the individuals. . . ~ 
If each one of us would try to struggle agai~st these liberal ten-
dencies and start off on the "right foot", tllis year will be the start of 
something big. 
OLYMPICS 
The Olympic Games of today and yesterday can be looked upon as a' 
mark of 'achievement. The first modern Olympic Games were held in 
Athens, Greece in 1896. The governing body of the Olympic committee 
has always insisted that the OlympiC movement be "kept free of 
P?litics, commercialism and professionalism." But in the 76-year 
history of the modern games, to say these principles have been 
i?acrificed many times, would be an understatement. 
dersta tement. ~ long time ago, the I.O.C. used to select particular cities ar~und the' 
world as sites for the games. Representatives of these cities would 
campaign before the LO.C. The main point of these games became 
how much capital a particular city would raiSe tohavethe. Olympics in 
their country. . 
The sixth Olympics was cancelled because of World War I and the 
games resumed in Antwerp,Belgium in 1920, 
In 1936, the Nazi Germany press stated "infamous fes'tival 
continued on page 6 
FORTH AND PUNTiNG 
TU"U:: 
the courier 
po 
One not wanting to be-labeled ~ne: 
Another not, Wanting to be labeled CI 
Some chance it not, wanting ,to M l(lbd 
The restjearing th,egreatputdoWn,re 
In the joregrou11.dithearthe,wordi. 
~utthat's the prQbJem,rt~vertheless, 
\Vprti.ng to re.achcbut in;oJh~ other mL 
Sq)t's .1q1d'.'LET'S BE".UNrfEDf' 
Seems to beqrot/ier,we'te all jtilHng J 
. ~lacl?sdon't wartttobelabeled"Ton 
Whites .don'twant tobelabeled"n 
Some chance to mix and become OU.t. 
lit the /or,¢grourrdlhearalalse' sens! 
hate )Iou." . 
. Let's probe the back o/the mind, jet 
ingtoreally "reach out an:dtouch"int( 
That's just what it is, background ;. 1 
There's talk ola civilwar .. it's,alac 
Somear~re(lllygettirtgit together, 
good to know a people like this, I'm tiT 
life get in on the struggle. / 
vets 
continlloed from pa.ge2 
continue throughout' tile year, 
unIessl) we run .out of.girls;,2) 
we~an;t tell the d!ffer~mce}·3,) We 
los~;; .JQ the so1'6ritiEls :today! 
Whichevertheca~e;be it Scoteli, 
Ver,r:tlQllth, or V 9dka;'vre'I~;l"!8ve a . 
r~aI·gQQQAAl~,.: .' 
ThatreIl')inds me oia story. A 
few days ago some .otth~guys . 
were out shooting nine . holes of' 
golf ata neighbol'ing cQJlr$e,. ()ne 
o( the guys; who~e n~n!e, lwill Jlqt .. 
" merltion, sajdto the'C,liddy;'" ,<\&,; 
·hand me that club I bough,f in' 
London, hand me that Londow ... 
on second thought, hand me that 
club I bought in Toronto,handme 
that Canadian Club." Neediess to 
say we never dfd finish the game, 
or the ninth hole; He has been 
warned of his encounters withJhe 
liquid evils, and that someoay he, 
will die in a vat of whiskey, and 
he only replies, "Death where is 
thy sting?" Simply hopeless. 
If youhea~ anything funny or 
hayeany comments, drop me a 
line atthe Com-ier. 
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by gilda smith 
Because -there is much work being done in-organizing -different 
dUl>s, and organi'Zations in campus, I feel thflt 'We should get on the 
topic of struggling against liberal tendencies. 
First, of aU liberalism itself stands for unprihcipledpeace, and gives 
rise to. decaying and uncultured attitude.s. It will also bring about the 
degeneration of the organization. , 
I would like to give you a few examples of how liberalism reveals 
itself. _ _ ( 
First of all, many of us will Jet certain things slide for the sake of 
friendship arid keeping peace, even when we know that a person,or 
persons are wrong. We will stay away from honest argument because 
the person is an old friend. , ' 
Seconply, liberalism reveals itself when people get involved in 
irresponsible criticism behind close doors instead of giving 
suggestions to the organization or clUb during the meetings. And most 
of ?II, gossiping behind a person's back or to say nothIng when the 
meetings are in session, but tohold gossip sessi~ns after th~ meetings. 
Thirdly, to get involved in personal attacks, or seek revenge, instead 
of getting into an argument to struggle against incorrect viewsfor the 
sake of getting the work done properly. When I use the term argument, 
!simply mean to-struggle with individual ideas, as to gain knowledge 
and understanding from one another. 
. Another form of liberalism is to see someone harming the interst of 
the organization and not feel indignant, but to allow him to continue 
instead of trying to reason willi that person. 
To work without interest or without a definite plan or directions, in 
'my opinion, is very bad for the organization. , 
The last one IwiU mention is the liberal attitude towards oneself. To 
be aware of your own mistakes. and not to attempt to correct those 
mistakes. 
In my opinion these few points are all very harmful to the club, the 
organization and to the individuals. ' 
If each one of us would try to struggle against these liberal ten-
dencies and start off on the "right foot", this year will be the start of 
something big. 
OLYMPICS 
The Olympic Games of today and yesterday can be looked upon as a 
mark of achievement. The first modern Olympic Games were held in 
Athens, Greece in 1896. The governing body of the Olympic committee 
the courier 
/ 
pa'ge'l>' . 
~
poe~'''Y 
'L' '. "'L t flf;f!trBt.~ 
One not wanting to be~labeled(m~. 
Another not. wanting to .be labeled another. 
Some chance it not wanting to be, lab(dedbutcast~ or whatever. 
The rest fearing the great jmtdpwn,replying, "who me -- never. " 
In the foreground' I hear the, word "foge'inerness.". 
But th,at's the proqlemneverthe1ess, ' 
• 
"'S·'-·· .r .•. ~., 
by tom stonepher 
Wanting to reach out intothe other mind, but that's the feeling all but behind. 
So it's .said ~'LET'S BEVNITED:" / 
Seems i~ be brother, we're all killing far too divided ... 
. [jlcicks don't want to belabeled "Tom" or haS the word changed? 
Whites don't want. to be labeled "nigger lover"... . 
Some chance to mix a.nd become outcasts ... the rest fearing the great putdown. 
In the foreground Ihear a false sense of togetherness, which people are trying to say "1 
hate you." .' ,', _ . 
Let's probe the back of the mind, jealousy is the thing or even fear in a,ll races --- wan~-
ingto really "reach out and touch" into another mind .. 
That's just what it is, background .. we'll never be united. 
There's talk of a civil war .. it's-a fact, whyihide it? , 
Some are really getting it together, cause they know that one doesn't even,care, it's 
good to know a people like this, I'm tired oJ just knowing, I'd like to see the lighter sideo/' 
life get in on the struggle. 
vets 
continued from page :I 
continue throughout' the year, 
unless 1) we run out of girls; 2) 
we .can't teU the difference ;'3) we 
losEf to the sorOrities today! 
Whichever the case, be it Scotch, 
Vermouth, or Vodka, we'll have a 
real good time. 
, : ~ r r~ . 
Students welcome at 
Jimho's 
drive-in-
fi.. 
That reminds me of a story. A 
few days ago some of. the guys 
were out shooting nine holes of 
golf at a neighboring course. One 
of the guys, whose name I will not 
mention, said to the'caddy, "Ah, 
hand me that club I bought in 
London, hand me that London .,. 
on second thought, hand me that 
162nd State C8rry-outS. i 
~~ 
r--------~-------~ ~. t 
• ~ ... «l11 ~()IIT~ ~nl I A t-Jn ~«I\ ·A 
nl .. h T h ........... 1...~!_ ,.., ____ A_ '---
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- - I '-H~;e~ith, D~~ohue's weak argument reeks with contradictions, La yell Come ~own off your high ~orse, Mr'-Treasurer, totneet usanr lever'or-
Wilson who is responsible for SA money, stated at the board meetmg, cooperatlOn, We a.re fed u~ wIth your half-assed, feeble excuses. 
"There should not have been other monies (besides SA's) in that bank ac- . We. are determmed to fmd out the real truth as to where all our money 
COUQt." . IS g~mg, , .. 
: 't ld h k b fl'tten agaI'nst thel'r account" ThIS won t be our last meetmg WIth the board. 
"Only WIth: myslgna ure cou c ec sew '" ." , 
" '. ' .... . . . de' fearless leader 
no\V :y~o,U se_~ It-.. n~w yOU .. ' on t be~n:~ta~rie~fti~~ h;a!~~ 
" .. ' .. ,.'. "_~..",. . .'. " , ., . ... Young has' caused more 
~~buet() tne'unftHlingfi:llJibility of our adin,ini$tra~ors, noone real puzzle is why they waited until the copies were finished to reaction among students, 
has yet received a student handbook thisyeat. Actually, they disapprove .it, more headaches for ad-
should have been available at the very.beginning of the Allthecopy£or the handbook was compiled and proofs were ministrators and more 
semester as an aid to incomingstudents:'a.nd ignorant approved by all the VPs.They aU ,knew what .the final copy organization for a student 
sophomores. ..... .' .... would be. Yeiwhenthe books were ready for distribution they government that TCC has 
It's not because they weren'tp~~ted,though~ Reprography decided not tQletthemout. .' experienced in,a long while. 
lqlocked themselves out puttingtQ~ material.tggethet,9,-pd th~y The most aggravating factor is toat the money afforded was What started out as a 
nrintino- ~IW\ fint> ""ni"" , . . ... ,. ,. all spent QnJhis uQnecessadlye~travagant commodity that no personal inquiry into SA 
Gaines;lastyear~sactivities'director, who resigned from 
b~d.tbe respl)nsibility. of com-
:'\Jl;L,uehllndboo.k. However, being as 
activrticlkdirector, it's understandable 
~aVen WilSon's lap. . 
;:IJ~,\9~!i!il~;~~rj;(ldly:spent the whole summer on. the $2000 
- ... .;.."' .. · ..... A_'A·A·~ __ .:-"l and clever ideas, much "borrowing" 
the WillliimRainey Harper College 
the issue .. One quick glance. througb 
~:ha~4~j:),K~!?C-9rnpare~Ho that of. the previous year 
liot'TCCstyleand does not reflect the 
rn~de-'PrcX?fs.andall the VPsapproved them to be 
Brookfieldptinters did $850 of work en it, 
It;was:b,elateQly d~covered that,they: weren't sUPt>ose to be' 
pt'iu.{edoffcaD;lpus, 5.0 our repro c.enter started all' over' and 
.'p'-",~'O---'-C-C-- work; acoqpU:! thQusands dollars.and two 
nalt!il:\V:eeks 'of printing labor adds up to 3000 copies of 
.pt~g~..rIied,?) student handboQks that are alllQCked up, for no 
one: t9see. . '.. . 
':()nee agElinfthe~dministratiQn doesn't fail to baffle us. Tlie . 
ICI ~ (! lJl,pie p 
";"'Th, truth is never pure and seldom simple-
THORNTON COMMU:NITYCOLLEGE 
- so WEST 162n~ STRFET 
SOUTH HOLLANDHLL.60437 
nLl ....... 1:' ric",: .. nnn C-YT' '17.7 
one received. '.. . ". m()pies has resulted in a 
We, the cou .. ier~ feelthat the· administration at least owes threat on his life and a mass 
us an explanation if not a handbook.ineetiIlgwith the board of 
. We'rewaiting'~({hear from· you; tr~=~~::Sh~W~g~thent,il~ 
10.h< means' busine,ss. He'$ 
"M'l' \.' ,' .. jl~~! \fiM£') \rqtL~ 
t ,\- . },I , , {/ rs \ J l' 1\ VC 4 /1 ! A " "i f! ~ .' 
, (1;1 D-u.~I( tL\~h:\UE lifE 
. , 
~ E Hi tv \ \ ' ,I \~ , "':i :1.. eft w/14 
Yt,,1\. f/,\ ,ft<;) ,1/0'! H -' Yo'Lj 
f- l< 1 ..v;JAI " /t}J'"lV (. - ~/!/,v () It Df 
1\'IU.h()~'O: A"!J III '~y I, .j!,Atk 
\'\JE 
. (' . 
1'I~t2 ." blNL ,DHe.l\lrJi \.;:-
h "~b,\ 1 Q L\ L\~ f"Ii'. 'i 11f"!: 1JJ A 1 WE 
, '{ .~jt\ JtYfl\<~\/.i1-'-\Kiiv\. ~- tk./<i. 
determined to get· at the 
truth--by wh'atev-er and 
however-long lUakes .... " 
Young bas managed tIY 
stiIriulate so iniI~hstuderit 
interest. He' has boldly 
confronted "several ·ad~~ . 
ministralors only. to' be. 
thrown into a revolving door. 
He is immuned to ridicule; 
threats- and apathy. 
Yet with his adamant, at-
titude, he continues; with'SA .. 
. members'iInmediately behind 
him, to sque¢ze the truth' 
'from the lemons in b~ilding 
18~ We applaud Young for 
'being so strong and 
dedicated. We have sat back 
and listened to the nc)nsens'e 
long enough. .'. ' 
It is this type of dynamiC; 
unreleliting leadership we .. 
nee<i,welcome, andareprou,d . 
'1. . to see: exhibited on our .• behalf; 
etters . . . , 
. . oPpor1;unity to write about. the ·shouldhave.a re-evaluation and 
Certain things have recently 
come to. the attention of Courier 
things en ~a:mpustruitarereally recognize. tbegoals ofa 
important. Perhaps if more ofthe newspaper, to give the people 
"I~~ 
" 
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black 
i 
, bX gilda smith 
This week will dedica.te some time on Black poetry, because 
it has in fact played a great part in our histqry. The following 
poems are by two olJ,tstanding Black poets,' Paul Lawrence 
Dunbar and Claude McKay., 
PREPARATION 
The Ii ttle bird si ts in the nest and sings 
A shy, soft song to the morning light; 
And it flutters a little and prunes its wings. 
,The song is halting and poor and brief, 
And the fluttering wings scarce stir a leaf; 
But the note is a prelude to sweeter things, 
And busy bill and the flutter slight, " 
Are proving the wings for a bolder 'flight! 
by Paul Lawrence punbar 
DAWN 
An angel, robed in spotless white, 
Bent down and kisse,d the sleeping night. 
Night woke to blush; the sprite was gone 
Men saw the blush and Called it dawn. , 
by Paul Lawrence Dunbar 
IF WE MUST DIE 
If we must die, let it not be like hogs hunted and penned in an 
inglorious spot, 
While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs, 
Making their mock at our accursed lot. 
H we must die; 0 let us nobly die, 
so that our precious blood may not be shed 
In vain; then e,ven the monsters we defy 
Shall be constrained to honor uS though dead! 
o kingsmen! we must meet the common foe! 
Though far outnumbered let us show us brave" ' 
And for their thousand blows deal one deathblow! 
What though before us lies the open grave? 
Like men will face the murderous, cowardiy pack,' 
Pressed to the wa.ll,dying, but fighting back! 
by claude Me Kay 
'the courier 
r "ann 
. register now , discl 
, The examination, over the 'A sel'l 
'IlIin6is and U.S. Constitutions held hi 
, will be given Friday, October 27 , building 
at 8:30 a.m." in building21.'p,m.T 
It is necessary to register today' ,called J 
for the test with a secretary in the will be" 
counseling office, room 2322, at now, afl 
the permanent campus. Students ,'Da.vid 
may register from 8:30 a.m. to 
noon. No test fee will be charged.' 
Illinois state law requires that, 
every grac;luatemust have pas~ed 
an examination on the Illinois 
and U.s. Constitutions. ' . 
This requirement may I be 
satisfied in one of the follow.ing 
ways: passing one semester of 
~oliti~al Science 101, 102, or 105; 
, having a statement noted on the 
'high schooltranscript thatiliese 
,constitution tests we,re passed; or 
'passingthe conStitution tests that 
arfi offered at this college. ' ,',,' 
vd seminar m~sa' i~i,~
A VeneI'~al' Disease seminar . co' 
wiHbeJ:leld in building 21, NOVe '"", 
Tuesday, Octob~ 21,a£ 12 noon. 17,\' '" 
Jerry,Lama'from the 11l$tituteof ',' TRY] SexEducatio~ i!l Chicagowill.,~;~ 
spe.ak. \ ; 
w, e, d" 0, n!',' Lama will use slides, 'lectures, Bowli  
and a question and a~swe~ periQd ' The 
to give unknown facts olfVb, and' at lOa. 
correct misconceptions. ' ," to Was} 
Bob, ,Marshall, cootdina tor 'of, This is I 
student activftj.es, saiq several" ,our tr~ 
cooperative offices inCluding the I'd In 
Office of Community . Services 
under Dr. Robert' L:, ,Jack, 
Student Activities, and' the Cook: 
County.' department of Public 
Health "are' helping 'with the 
seminar. ' 
"Jerry Lama spoke at TCe two 
years !igo,", said Marshall. "The, 
reception was fantastic on the 
parf of students, faculty, and 
administration. ~v$lrybody who 
attended felt that they had " 
learned so,methin~_ new about 
VD." ", 
. meetin: 
butwe~ 
it's YO\ 
At tI 
LaJf,ocJ 
leave & 
this WE 
IfyOI 
Davel\-
ball 1'0 
This, 
fightl ;J 
creaol! 
Sandyi; 
'Last; 
" ' .. ~~!,!~.J 
\ 
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letters ... 
Dear Editor: 
.As football season comes to a 
!lose, 1 sometimes wonder If 
[ am at a college or not. I am 
referring to our sports activities 
:leld this past season and.to the 
llpcoming season of basketball. 
"Audience Hecklers" are com-
mon, but not too frequently prom-
inent at the college level. As a 
greaf sports ~dmirnr, I am. fond 
of the way our football players 
can get out their and compete 
to the best of their ability. Whet-
her theJl;arewinning or losing, 
they stiUkeepon;tryillg so that 
may~''I'qC's studtmt-body can be 
proud oH,hem-"Guys, you're al-
righU" .. '-
But have you ever noticed when 
half-time rolls around and the 
pom-pom girls and twirlers try to 
put a little variety into the scene 
and again try to entertain all 
those people? Did. you ever stol' 
to think that it hurts our pride for 
our school and ourselves to hear 
someone in the. audience harass 
and make fun of what we are 
doing, when' obviouslY they 
. couldn't get out there and even 
compare to what Judi and 1 have 
put into Baton Twirling. 
Baton Twirling' is a· sport just 
like football and basketball, we 
compete too, only Ilationwide.We 
have our ups and downs, wins and 
tcc courier 
losses, smiles and tears, but 
mostly hard work. 1 know it for a 
fact, 1 have ten long years of 
three hours of hard practice 
every day behind me, and when 1 
hear what 1 hear from the 
audience, the vulgarity and 
abusive comments, I get 
discouraged. 
When you put all you've got into 
your performance you only. hope 
for the best and that is ....... beillg 
accepted and enjoyed by' your 
audience. 'I sincerely hope 
basketball half-time proves to be 
more favorable on the per-
formance of the audience. 
Pat~i Latos 
<. just s.ome mus~c 
, 
october 27, 1972 
. reflections 
• 
'In 
black 
by gilda smith 
This week we will discuss the ~se of the De Mau Mau .. The situation 
itself is very touchy and there are many unanswered questions. . 
. For illstance, How could a Black person get into Barrington Hills? 
Had the newspapers been unjust with their publicity? If so why and for 
whose benefit? IS'it another political scheme in favor of Hanrahan? 
The elections are right around the corner. Haven:t those responsibie 
for the newspaper articles acted irrationally? . . 
Of course there are those who do not question at all and tend to go 
along with whatever is said. At this time 1 will go into some articles 
written in the Chicago Sun Times on October 16, 1972. "MOQd in 
aarrington Hills: ReservedRel~ef about Arrests" and "People Acting 
Tou.ehY" . are two articJes:. - . 
Paul"Haak,therecruiter, who lives' in Lake-fu~the-Hi).1s· said, 
...... . ..... ,+ . . '.' . "That's good. I'm glad they caught them." , .. 
. .... .~'·\VqllIdexpectfrorn the Band. One descent harp playing by "Magic . The relative of the daughter of Corbett who declined to otherwise 
>!,"~'·~::::~"'?;::p.ttqereas~ns is that the album . Dick." Also on the album is, their identify herself said, "We're all glad they've caught. someone." . 
i';"%tlmi.tes;borns,and in my oPinioll . hit, "Looking for a Love." But Mrs. Hungren, said, "Before (the murders) we used to leave . our 
anetal style is beif . why Is band named after J. doors 'Open, but not all the kids carry keys and we're on our guard. 
·'':!lliitP.ilWit9011t h9,rns;T~ all~um Gells? Gells is a dalnngood le<id' On the same day, they linked a sm student's death to the case. 
inUsi¢Qlly averyfille ef.guitarist, but ,h~s sidemen ,"There was ·flO physical evidence ~nkingthese foUf; slayings, to 
all' "of' "~eir deseryemuch ·mpre merit . than'" ~rlier on~; BuUnv«*ltigators proceeded on the assumption that there 
.. . that' were . they receive on thealbJ,llllcover.':" was jiist"one. "ro~ng; pack of killers." . 
~;;;Y~~YiQusIYf~ofdedbythe band. 'Objectively speaking, "J: Gells. Theoutcomewas filing chargeS against eight men; Whenhe an-
"Sniokln,"- A.-Live," is a very fille effort. . nounced the charges, Elrod praised Conlisk and Hanrahan and his 
plt.i$;;:1.(;,·w'SP4342~ .. HuPIble~ PIe One morethought; before going $taff s~ifi<!ally. . 
li!er~lly:"'i~mokes,"'on . this into recluse, iSsDlile; things. can . Yes, the elections are near. We have a lotto think about. You-see, th~ 
. . __ ~_ __.'··2stli·~ atalbum~' But don't believe me, try get better but will. probably. get paper has said there was 3,000 lIlembers and because they do not go on . 
~horlir~agef;and-the :AItrilimthis 'one out yourself. Steve worse. , . . only: physical evidence, but rather assumptions - THEIR ASSUMP-
h:.other-$i';~n:d'~eeem.ber··5th~: :M8rriott~ne of the most ve.rs~tlle CO' U n· ,s'e' ' .. 1"0" ·r. ·S.· TIO~ - they can assUme that anyone is a member. They might even. lands .. p,l~;),1~c1~~>Jo:home' . persons .m rock,show~ hIS ver- .... " . . ..... '. .'. pick you up. 
lllveg~~~~#UY;~fe\vandfar satility not· only on guitar, but'conL from p 3. '. 
oefween;If.y'ou'ciigsotil~dja~z, als.o ~ri the. harp' and various Human Salvage~G.eneral 
lon't Iliiss "Ra$P1.itfu'sStash;', a keybo~rds. Along with Clem Educational Development Pro-
[yd~~ark .#Eia, ~up,; .,They . Cle91pson, also on' guitar, the graIJl wasdeslgned by Robert 
ave a very s1nooth, Polished and group is one of the tightest, most . Marshall to help high school 
._.. - _.". . . . 
vets· 
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young threatened 
by larry ga/ica 
SA president, James Young has 
recently received a deroga tory, 
extre!1le1y vulgar and rascist 
letter, threatening his life. 
The letter, signed "KKK," told 
Young to get off Dalby's and 
Donohoue's backs or "we'll take 
care of you like we did Malcolm X 
and (Martin Luther) King." 
Printed in, large letters and 
dated November 1, the letter 
apparently had been slipped 
under the SA office door in 
building 16. 
Young said in response to the 
letter, "I must be on the right 
track and I'll keep at it till I get to 
the bottom of this." 
As SA president, he has been 
questioning Donohue on his 
handling of SA funds. 
He recently ended last week's 
personal investigation on last 
year's budget. According to 
Young, $2,482 was charged 
against SA's $23,000 budget last 
year for student loans. 
An October 25 letter Jrom Alan 
Donahue, Treasurer, informed 
Young the $2,482 should have 
been charged against William 
Hafer's budget, not SA . 
Donahue's letter, explained 
Young, gives SA a refund while 
taking SA out of debt. With the 
clerical error, SA spent about 
$2,500 over its budget. 
On October 26, Young sent a 
letter to Donahue re~arding rules 
and regulations regarding funds. 
Young wanted a separate bank 
account for "SA monies called 
Student Activities Committee 
Fund. 
SA: should be furnished with 
bank statements each month 
showing balance in' the account. 
Young stated SA would be 
issued a copy of every voucher 
w~itten against SACF a¢count 
James Young, SA president 
after LaVell Wilson affixed his 
signature. 
No voucher would be issued or 
paid without the signature of the 
president and secretary of SA, 
Donahue replied that Young's 
request for a separate bank 
account would cre,ate un-
necessary book work. 
Donahue in a letter to' SA on 
October 30, showed his 
procedures for expenditure 
authorization. Complete voucher 
iI:lc ude of 
,,"-~.c,,,,._._.J "coriditionsfor 
release and use.' of moni'eS: 
allocated, dis d . ~~~ftlis1" 
residuals or ,oW1f6jr 
director ofx:gt ",' ',' ,,'~ftltles~:rttl 
vice presn.ient.,'r6\l;:sftii'en't'affilfrs, 
plus reception by Controller's 
Office are other procedures. 
According to Donahue's 
procedures SA would routinely' 
file copies of approved min.utes of 
their meetings with the 
treasurer. 
honor society organized 
Phi Theta Kappa, a national 
honor soCiety is being formed on 
campus, under the guidance of 
, M:r ___ ,.T !l!'0OC A ... hbntt __ nhv.~il!c:. lu.- . 
TCC, took it upon himself to get 
the organization going, with a 
helping hand, from. ~r.0X9~! .. I{e~~ 
\iV-~;;A~:;'~~~~~~~:'~"J.:.?~.:~·n'~~.:_' ---:.-_-~~:J 
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the c: 
theb 
.i~y,£hris 9il(ithi 
1;ki:\1'he ,World's·e, 
&re: 'really only. II 
c>uteroppingS of t 
anxiety of the inc 
'The. unrest, 
. anxiety of the we: 
out· croppings of 1 
anxiety of the inc 
In spite of al 
. vantages, and qll 
. Last week we spoke of family instability as ~eing one of the any business tro 
explanatipns . give~ to the lack of Black progress in worry Qr sickn 
. . . something. deeper 
achievemen.ts open to all Americans. the very hwt. 01 
This viewpoint makes its first appearance in a report called .time to time' U1n 
"The Negro Family; The Case for National Action." It is more . our notice, and c 
commonly known' as·the"~oynihan Report," which was 
published in 1965, by the office of Policy Planning and We have lise 
R· 'h f th U S D' t t f L b Pt· k M ·h'· disOtders, defeat.l ese.arc· 0 .' e. "; epar men o. a or. . a !IC . oym. an while an inner voie 
WhO.IS most-responsIbleJ:or developmg the thesIs; at that tIme refusin' the hi be 
was th~ Assistant .Secret~ry of Labor and has ~incebeen ~iven 'We' fJ out ~f 
th.e offIce of Special. ASSIstant on Urban AffaIrs by PreSIdent ~ighty God to' 
NIxon. . . . . accountable . 
. Tht: MoymhanReport .traces the state .Q~ the Black famIly, We all know WID 
back mto slaver?, at·the t~mt::w~en most CIvIl War ~lacks were comes from the t 
southern slaves and the maJorIty of the ones free m the North dividual. And sir 
., .... and South had been sla'ves;To sum it up, because Blacks were workS itself out 
. ''sold'aS,individuals'ratherthan .as a family it prevented. the different ways' aI 
de:velopm~tpf,a durable ~amlly. Also, bec~use the~lack degrees. The Bible 
male. was the o'newho was bemg transferred more often,.It w~sfrom within heal 
almo~t Q~shQ~I,~ w~ sa~ impossible to' hold a lasting within, out of the 
relat~Ql1S}l1p.COr;t~e<I~e~9~,lt devel()ped a mother c.entered on. proceed evil thoug 
matriarchal ,(am\ly.,;. . '. ...... .i .' '.' ."" fornications . rnl 
... Acc9t~ing' to. ~~i~; J~ .. ro;JY i;9stal>i~it>, '~h~sis', .:~(~~r theC()vetolls~~s~,wj 
p~struc~,lon of ~lave,Fy:,tq~. Blac~sstI~1. f~ul~d, to.~eveIRpaceit hiSciviou~nes 
fClrrtiIystr,uclut~ G~ar.p<tJ~~i~tic ofJhe 'brQad~r.J:;o.~iety .. " .. : ...... ~ . < ",." 
, .~ rI;iJs..,w~s. s.upporJ;~«;l~wb~Q"MoYnih~q'shQW,~d, t/:l~ProP9r:~i()n , 
'gf' nQD~WQi t.e',w9iuen,.liy,\ng,Withhus I;>angs df:iclin~<.f.frolll.r950-";··:·;"":·' 1~60~:.·,.'.·.:;:~ .~L::'"_~:,, .. ',~'::::' ...... , " .' .;'::',.,' ,,'.~',: .... :~::" ... ,.;~ iii":".". 'n"oe": 
.' AhOPPoSlrig viewH¥',w:tUam :nia~,.,wr'iti.tigln:tQti~'~aUo*" (""I'.:,: '~i '.:' 
challenges this . thesis·:'·1'iyan says, "the explimation almost· .. J.,;> ";,:;;;,,, ."'01 
always focuses on suPposed defects of the Negrovictim as if'·':r:ti'~··;;:": . 'd 
those and not the racist structure of Americari society were theorg/QriQ'PIJ9x:Jh 
cause of all woes that negroes suffered. The Moynihan Report, 
foll~~!n,g this li~e: et tltinkipS;~~pgl~i'().ufthe unstable ~e~ro::"",lQ..t:be Stude 
famdy a:s the 'Cause of Negr<t}n~9J.l~.I,lty .. But. the. s~a~ls~IcS' 'ritQ.,ih~'Qb· 1 
reflec.teurrent effects of contemporaneous dlSCrImmabon··'~t.'~R: .. r :W~c Th~'y·..are results nQ,t causes. ..~:.' ',': . ~ ;."".[~.:., .. ~Q,( , Th~:;;new i~eolo .. gy., .,I}~epte.· .. :d'·now'.~y,~n ,by some .l~beralsr.-. fi~~·~·glHt~'t.OA~ 
would mak~.Its~~ . .unemploY;IU~.nt;"p,!>,?r equca~lOn anq . PoetiC Style)' 
slum condItIOQs' I:.s. L,fron"c' fmfuly br:eaIMC?wn, "cultural' . 
depri'vation,,? ..... '!riil~!s""of·.,.accultur{ltton..o(. SoJtthern rural' 
migrants~./ ./'. .. .. - ,/ ""'.' ,',' .... ~"'.'" "".. . ' .. "'" ,···c.,: ".'", '--.. ~. 
If we af~ t.Oibe'l~ev:~itI{eJlew"ind~ologuecs..we 'rqUs\ conclud~ 
- t~at segregaVbl}/a9a;pissrimi~~~,t~~n. pre.' not .·t~e ,te.l:rib1e \ viIi 
hans we'. thougHt .them JO be.v...... .! " ,. * 
He sifs alone "'- . 
probably an A stu 
She sits alone --
probably an A-#u 
.8oth ette afra.icJ.! a 
Both ar. afraid 10 
80th do"ook;surrr 
Rya?' al&oclliiq\s,t'hat \VH~9JQoki~g'uP9n' ~ensul) data,~whe~ 
dealing ~i~ ;~~n1pl~ymerit, il1~gi.timapy;. ~tc., ~y;Nd o~ Depeil~eIit ChHcli"ehfuPd~}'~.isrepr~senti3. the force' of raciaf: 
discriInirilition. ltYan,,~feels,;;.;fQr,· "example;:, thatillegitimac$ 
rates ate'pias agiHnst Bla:c~s'·s~nce,:~con()n.lic resources mad~ 
out-of-wedlock births, easiei'f6r the whites tOG<mceal. :c... . .... i' ". 
Looking at the"two .. aspecJs of the "instability of the family: ." I fix rriy triarii~ala' 
thesis, do. we al~o' questipn whether or not this' ar.gument· in, She feels me/ooki 
itself is not racist.~" .,,' " ., Then tlo'Ok<qyickl 
•• ' .... ,,:....... ' -She bedins':toitoot 
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refle-c tioRs· 
in 
block 
by gilda smith 
Ina previous article, we discussed the fact thatBl~k!;>,~~re in-
creaSingly not needed. Becuase,by the year 2000, Blackswill' be at the 
bottom of the economic ladder, there are two alternatives, whether to 
recycle the Blacks into usefulness, or remove· them ... ,,00 
Professor Willhelm, author of "Who Nee~~.theNegro?"«follows 
Oscar Handling, who believes that the chattel slavery derived from 
the evolution of indentured servitude 17th century Virginia and 
Maryland. He believes thafbec:ause of the fall of tobacco after 1660, the 
New World had to find a cheaper'source of labor. It was also believed 
that the main point is that slavery came to being for economic reasons 
and racism was to rationalize the enslavement of the Blacks. 
Rival.schools;beware MI100 has" 
; ... finally: r~ognizedtheir svmbolof 
ferocity, streIlgth,determi~ation 
;and their ~gerness~o nUlke:,thi~ 
school number one in the con· 
ference. 
The Battling Bulldog of TCC 
now flies proudly over the 
campus. No, it doesn't have 
wings, but it has been in-· 
corporated into a fla~ as a 
symbol o~ team can fight Wlder. 
The new flag was proudly Wl~ 
veiled by Judy Bond, twirler, at 
the first game of the season. 
A team without a flag is like 
AWlt Jemima without Iter syrup. 
Unthinkable. So Judy broughtup. 
the idea of having .8 school flag. 
, Cindy Nelson and Pat· SchlOss. 
But of course, it is now 1972 and in the US economy the black manis . put the idea to work and designed "- , 
not needed, the reasen, according to Professor Willhelm andothers'js. iLCindY"smother;,an·art student, 
automation. To back up the fact that insurgency oUhe Blacks is to to drew the masterpiece. 
technological change, I will quote Ernest Mandel a European Let's hope the new flag proves,by peter zahn 
economist, which confirms Proless(}r Willhelm's analysis:' to be a good luck charm to. our It se l 
"The number of unskilled labor jobs in industry had come.from 13. team, and can stand for' out politician 
million to less than four million and'probably to three million within future football conquests. madelo b 
the last ten years ... The group that suffers the hardest of course are the case a1 
the black population of the US. Today the average rate of Wlem- last Saturl 
ployment among the Black population is double that of Whites ... "uhuru It was in 
Professor Willhelm demollshes the partial or false explanations that . . , . that Gover 
have accoWlted for poverty and radicalism among Blacks. 1·" who is sup 
One of them, is the instability of the family. It gives the explanation e ectlonS so much 
that the Black America's poverty to the Black Americans yet it can educatiOn< 
not deal with the fact that even the stable Black families suffer UHURU will hold elections for have beel 
economic discrimination, low income, also high unemployment rates. officers October 3: The voting will scheduled. 
Another false explanation that has been Urbanization, it blames the start at 8 a.m. Tuesday and, a.m., buti' 
Black man's poverty on the city. Willhelm said, "The Black man was continue to 8:15 p.m. This will that it w~ 
poor before he came to the city and he is still poor." He continues, "It. give night students an equal .' would not 
is people who discriminate; urbanization and industrialization are not opportunity to vote. The. go 
processess that inherently produce or resolve minority-majority ... Republica 
differences." It IS Impw't~nt that e~<;?:and.: airport to 
. . ..' . .. . . ?very,·Qlru:J\)'~,Wde~t~ar~lcl~t~s ··Presider 
Urbanizab?n ca~ be r~cls~ dependl~g on ho:-, It IS. admInistered: 1,I! ;~:.b ~",,~~l ~,c t I·O}l,. ·,J .. t . ,I sPerha it 
Automation Itself IS not mevltable raCIst, but IS a ren~forcement ~fdl;\m,JW;fl~l1I\t because i 'Ulr~JRU;j!Y1~' 8:n 
racism when it is controlled by those who p~t ,the ~t~rest of profl\ii';,Tepresel$' every black stugentu;Y-.utb~r thar 
befor~.ti}lin'an welfare. ' . ,: ' ~ : on campus arui;wm:J?e".~~~ tq.,rF£goneJom 
. ~ benefit the students as well as keep pri 
Profits before human welfare· this is truly so~ethingfor all oft:us tO~~'ine1ie6Pl{rofthecorrtmuhitYi"THe""'~~6'6<' I 
think ab91Jt. ~fter all it is our welfare th~t we are ta~.j,!l~bout. .:;: st$nts ;wb.o.are .rWlningare as.: 'T't. ~ VlOUS Y 
Before closmg, a~ we all knOw .. ' there IS much help needed from' the fOl~. Q:w~~-::'~. '., .... . .... ·'n·· .e'. 
students to help wm the development of the Black Cultural Center. . .--:::;: T' ... . .', ' ..' ", 
You ca? report toM!. David Joh~son, building 3. He'll be able to give Prefidimt:· Juli~ And~rson". b ·udi bo 
you an Idea on what IS needed for Its success. RosylmdSmlth;Vrce-presldent: ... Y I 
vets 
club 
Arthur Mitchell, Robert Taylor; .One of tI 
Secretary: Janice Williams, formed is r 
Naomi Hurely; Treasurer: Sam Black club 
Rousseau, Denise KeUogg; initiations 
Business Manager:, Sharon ~lec.~ions 
Guyse, Mark Pittman, Bill President 
Wright; Sergeant-at-arms: Preside! 
Michael Payne. " Secre~;!uy 
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reflections 
In 
black 
by gilda smith 
/ the courier 
We have reached the final days of school, and this will be the last 
article of "Reflections in Black." I sincerely hope that the articles 
have given a prospective to the problems we face as a nation of people. 
Yes, the problems are deep but we will win. 
The article this week will deal with birth control. My reason Jar 
choosing this is because it is very important that we understand and 
know as much about what affects us as possible. 
In the past months there have been various campaig~s for birth 
control promoted not only in the underdeveloped non-whIte areas of 
the world, but here in our midst. 
The United States is sponsoring'sterilization clinics in non-white 
countries, especially in India where three million young men and boys 
around New Delhi have been sterilized. 
The vasectomy, which is performed on males, takes six to seven 
minutes and is relatively simple to perform. On the other hand the 
salpingectomy, which is used to sterilize the woman is a major 
operation. This method is commonly used among Puerto Ricans. The 
Puerto Ricans have long been used by the colonialists in experimental 
laboratories for medical research before allowing certain practices to 
be used here. For example, when the birth control pilJwas first being 
perfected, it was tried out on Puerto Rican women and selected black 
women (usually poor) to evaluate its effect and efficiency. On the 
/ island, already 20%of the Puerto Rican women are sterilized. 
Francis Beal, writer of the pamphlet "Double Jeopardy" says that 
some black welfare mothers, who are being threatened with the cutoff 
of relief funds, have been forced to accept sterilization in exchange for 
a continuation of welfare benefits.- . 
The laws concerning abortions according to Francis Beal, are 
another form of subjugations and outright murder. However, rich 
white women obtain the same operations with little or no difficulty. It 
is the poor Black and P'uerto Ricans who are at the mercy of the "local 
butcher." Miss Beal states that statistics show thatnon-white deathsat 
the hand~ of unqualified abortionists are substantially higher than 
those of white women. Nearly half of the child bearing deaths in New 
York City were attributed to abortion alone and out of these, 79% are 
among non-white and Puerto Rican women.' . 
Now then, it is not- to say that wedr) not have the right to determine 
when it is in the interest of the struggle to have children and not have 
them. We do have this right, and it is important that We make correct 
decisions to help us in our development and our children's ,develop-
ment. 
. May 16. 1973 
l'asingular crowd" 
John Novak's poem, "A Singular Crowd", has been selected by the 
Board of Judges to be published in the Annual Anthology of C()llege 
Poetry. 
,-- The Anthology is a compilation of the finest poetry written by the 
college men and women of America, representing every state tn the 
country .. Selections were made from many thousands of pIeces sub-
mitted. . 
A Singular Crowd 
I gazed deeply at 
the center of my sout-
It did not stir. but 
only winked in approval. 
I looked to see if / 
it was of the consCious state. 
Without knowing o( my existence 
it shook. then trembled and laughed. 
The'sign of .this I read 
to be • .$omething unfamiliar. 
But. only after much thought, 
I found my~lfa friend. 
.-IIIiIIIIIIIIII!!II2EIIIIi--_ 
no 
name 
ee Jive 
by larry galica 
Granules of sand slip through 
the hourglass of my life ... each 
precious speck erodes away---my 
last minutes of TCC. 
, I have enjoyed 'my four 
semesters here learning, working. 
on the Courier, meeting people, 
andcultufing myself. 
The Courier didn't have a 
frUitful reign-this year. The 
outrageous abundance of student 
c611C~rn •..... an,dil1voJ vEi.ment· . a c, cotinte<ff~rl:hTs. .' .. ., 
. Every fall, irs the same shit. 
Twenty'ors<fpeople work for the 
Courier. By spring, we have four. 
Most people people drift· away 
when they' realize putting a 
newspaper togetherJshard work. 
Others are onan ego trip, Once 
they have their name in print, the 
novelty Wears off and they -float 
away into the abyss of sweet 
apathy. ' 
seen since the 
Can!.t forget Dennis Bowling. 
He arrived here withuut any 
newswriting experiE!llce. and is 
now starting to get his stuff 
together. '. ..' 
Dennis is not a quitter. He-Was 
the o/1ly consistent reporter. on 
the staff. 
Dearly missedwiII be that 
treasured . Courier offi<.:e.My 
fingerprjrts~jll.fOS$ili~~,'on;th~ . 'type~riter;s'key~~~y:s6Uf(j~wilJ 
Jive here forever. 
Yes, the Courier Office 
sheltered both. man and· 
beast...and kittycat~ too ... right 
Dave? . 
Then, too, many a-d-
ministrators, teachers, ang 
students will be rem em-
bered ... too numerous to men-
tion ... right Randy? 
The problem is the lack of availability to obtain safe birth control 
methods. We must begin to study the situation carefully, so that we 
will have a full understanding of how we are being affected by the 
measures of birth control. As I look at the situation it seems that not 
only are children being prevented from living but the pill itself can 
cause the death of the woman using them. In my opinion, it is 
something that is worth looking into. Certain people will be 
remembered: Rich Olson, Mike 
'j" QUinlan, Martha Tanis, Steve 
Smith: Tom Ellement, AI 
Geierman, and Joan Halko. wtLSCNS 
My advice to people here is 
this--·acceptpeople for what they 
are. Don'Lmeasure them by your 
biased standards. 
I'm pissed off at the wayp~ople 
condemn this collel!p.~ M;)kp Il"P 
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campus or not. 
All students are welcome of 
any race, color, creed! or religion. 
The work of God says, "For God 
so loved the world that he gave 
his only begotten son, that 
whosoever believeth in him shall 
not perish but have everlasting 
life." John 3: 16 
In accepting Christ, repent 
from sin. For the word of God 
said, "Let the wicked forsake his 
way, and the unrighteous man his 
thoughts: and let him return into 
the Lord and he will have mercy 
upon him; and to out God, for He 
will. ai>l.IIldantly pardon," Isaih 
55:7 
Next? 
"That if thou confess· with thy 
mouth, the Lord Jesus and shalt 
believe in thine heart that God 
hath raised him from the dead, 
t 
Hc::u,u9y 
club 
An old club will be hopefully 
revived on campus this year as 
the Geology club is going to be 
instituted. 
All students who are interested 
in joinIng may sign a sheet in' Mr. 
Curran's office in building 20. 
Tentative trips are being 
planned to Mammoth Cave in 
Kentucky, and possibly a 
weekend trip to Niagara Falls in 
order to study interesting 
geologic formations. 
For any further information 
students may contact Jack 
Mooney or Bob Parrent in the 
Courier Office any time during 
the afternoon. 
• ~I ~ 
-The truth is never,pure and seldom simple-=-
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE ' 
50 WEST 162nd STREET 
SOUTH HOllAND, ILL 60437 
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long also, but she would at least 
go to one class a day, which was a 
black studies class which was 
very beautiful. 
She failed a lot of classes but 
she also was a very intelligent 
person. And could have been an 
asset to the black community. 
I'm not gOIng to let the brothers 
off the hook, either. One of my 
partners sat in the student center 
playing a game of tunk and lost 
$20.00. He also missed a class 
which he later failed because he 
played tunk and bad wisk. 
Yes, you will ha ve a very 
successful year if you spend your 
time studying, instead of spend-
ing all your time caIHng out five 
no, six low boston, my next and 
all the other jargon that goes 
along with the game of games. 
Next, I want to rap to you about 
some of the attitudes of a few of 
the brothers and sisters on this 
campus. Thereseerns to be some 
kind of disease that has been 
contacted by a few of the black 
"bx:othersand sisters at TCC. 
", This disease seems to be fright 
or something. I've spoitenor :have 
tried to :Sp~k ,to 'sorne, o~ :the 
black women 'and men ort campus 
just to say hello, and they either 
don't speak, or look at you as if 
you're crazy. 
The other day, I was walking 
from the main building heading 
toward building 16, with one of 
my brothers, and we saw a very 
beautiful sister, or at leaSt we 
" thought so.' 
When my partner and I got 
close to her,I spoke <like a fool) 
but my partner didn't. This sister 
dropped her 'head so low, so'fast 
that I thought her head had fallen 
off. You Brothers lmow what I'm 
talking '!lbout. 
You know when you're walking 
down the street, andsou meet a 
white womanwaikirig in the 
\ 
- -
You freshmen don't realize how fortunate you are! You can tell your 
grandchildren that you were the last class to walk the Ho Chi Minh 
trail back and forth to class. 
Our new Director of Student activities wishes more people would 
come in and visit her in building 16 and she wishes to help anyone with 
whatever problems they may have. If you have any suggestions which 
could help the school besides an earthquake, she will be a very 
interested listener. 
Well I guess this is as good a place to end as any although I probably 
should have stopped before I started. See you later, I hope. 
HERZOG' 
levi 
haggar 
A,.'MM. 
MON ... THURS .. DFRI .. 
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(/ 
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opposite direction, she drops her UHURU were trying to prove 
gel il on! rellections in black 
, by bill wright head and speeds up until she gets that they were blacker th.m any 
The prospect of an International Club has already been decided " . past you. That's exactly what this other black person on ca~pus. 
upon, but unfortunately, that appears to be the extent of the Habarl Gam: sister did. Andthat hurt, when a You had one person trymg to 
organization thus far. My name is aill Wright and I white woman does that it's kind prove that she was Angela Davis, 
For those uninformed, the T.CC International Club is an orga~ization will be writing this column along of funny, but when a sister walks another person who was trying to . 
which of~ers a.- chance t~ give stu~ents from ~t~er countries the with Ndugu Akiirn Hanee~. I past you as if you want to rape be a copy of this other person and 
op~tumty ~o mteract with .the Umted States c~hzens .. All club or welcome aU you beautiful her, that' really hurt&. another brother trying to be a 
actiVity chaIrmen and preSidents are a.utomatlcally In the club,brothers and ~isters to Thornton But you really can't blame the diplomat. 
bringing school harmony and understanding as well. ' . Comm. College .and I ,hope you sisters for being afraid of And with all this going on we 
The idea is a beautiful one, and it is truly needed here. The problem,. will have a very successful' year. 'brothers. Because from what I've never got anything done. I hope 
and it seems to be a real problem, is that there exists a lack of co- And you ;.vill hav'e·ll very ,noticed of a lot ofll.lY so called that this year , we'll get some 
operation amongst the students involved. '. j '.' 'pro~itableyear IFw4'rs,taYfoff tne black brothers, trying to be sly, 'very together. brothers and 
For the past weelc, attempts have ~een made to cOlJtact the desll;'ep;' BIRWI~K TABLE.The~ame of, slick, fly, and acting like the' sisters involved in the black 
members for reasons of reorganization The attempt has been a bollig(lmes,bidwiskha~ruine4more man' it's a.wontier we get any organizations, who are not 
one, but the results have notbeen satisfactory. ',_' . college ,students :·thanalgebta, siste~sto speak to us. . hypocritical, and who will listen 
In many cases, the president of a club graduated and for themofl!' .. PttysiCsf .. anQE!ltHl~h. together. But being that this is my first to some of the wishes of the black 
\ part, those organizations do not know whatto do next in terms of. aid Wisk bashelp¢ fl~k out article of the year i;ll have time' . student body. ' 
reprelientati,on..: '," ..... , "'moreOfad(sttidentsthanfinals. to go into black male-female Have a nice year. Oh, before I 
We, at the courier, were informed that a vice president, secretary; .' uSing.one example, l,<lst y,ear '- .relationships later in the year. forget, there will be a meeting of 
treasurer, or even any member, can represent the club for the ti~ethetewasa sil,terthat .took 14 Last year the black clubs all .concerned black students· 
being. There is absolutely no excuse whatsoever for the apathetic.:;';'inester hours which is not a full (Uhuru, Delta Beta,Delta Sigma Friqayinbuilding 3.fi'or the ti~e 
behavior which has been exhibited. 'or realheayY 10adsin¢e >lIlost and Wine Psi PhD could not get of the> meeting contact DaVId 
Mrs. Giddings, the one remaining sponsor of last year's three, call JlCO(lle take between 15 and 17 together and work to\vard a Johnson whose office is located in, 
be contacted in huilding two. All persons involved are urged to get th~hoUrs.,. . '. . 'specific goal. . ~.. building three, the Black Cultural 
International Club rolling as soon as possible. They can't start until .. ' This particular-~i~terwouldThis was -because, in my Center. ASA-NTE SANA 
you' get there. . '<lornet-oschool aboutn~neo'cloCk .J_ opinion, some of the officers in . Bill Wright 
in the morning, take out a pack of 
christian fellowship 
dubconli,n;ue$ 
cards -and would nbt leAve. the 
table until three o'clock in the ~M'" '. Sh · 
afternoon, except to use the' . . . . , 
ladie's room, go to'coffee, and," . ooney . ,nes 
ltmch break. . '. . " 
she Jailed all fourteen hours. Hello everyone this is my.first effort as a colummst and don t be 
Th-e:Thornton Christian 
Fello~p-Club will continue this 
coJ!1ing> semester, 1973-74. The 
followup is believing, in the ,full 
gospelof god,the complete bible: 
, To give a few examples of how 
the club fUnctions and what. they. 
qo as activities : they conduct 
. ~evival!!.; prayers~rvicesand 
~ible studies' for . students on 
"ampus. 
. !>~y believe in the power of 
God (the annointing, healing, 
deliverance) . and the floly Ghost 
. (Spirit}. They also .believe very 
. What makes it so bad is thii:'t{'this surprised if iUs lily last. lam going to attempt to tell of some of the 
thou. shalt be saved. "Romans sister was rather intelligent, things that ate happening on our bea,uteus campus. ' . ' 
10:9, " ,; _. . except she played badwiskiill .' On~ofthe first things that! ~a~~to s~yis:in t~~ wa~ olan a~l?g.y to 
Come ona let's worshIp Jesus day. . ~r. Robert ~ar~h.aUwhom I mdirectiy and .umntentI~nally .cnb.cIz~d 
together. . ,., .. ' Using another example, the~ !nlast~eek sedition. I mad.e !~ference to blm ~s haVIng faI~ed In hIS 
F,or further information, look was 'another sistet (I hate to talk JobasDIl'ectorofStudentAct1Vlhes.Ifoundthat.thiswa~notstrI~tlytrue 
for a column or announcements about the sisters, bufthese were as learned after the story came out.. A~cording to mfor~atI~n that' 
in'the l1~wspaper or contact ¥t. the worst cases of card playing), ,came into my hand which wa~ not available'to_me at press time he 
. Banl.ts, Pat . Golden, or. Ron . this particular sister wasn't quite accom~lished t~e jo~ ,he was supposed to ?o. . ' . 
Faquarr. The~essage Will be as bad as the other one but she 'l'his Information sbllieaves a large qu~tI?n I? my mmd as to what 
rel!lred to the right person. coul.dn't lose a game~ '. is w~nted out of the people Who manned thIS Job In !he past ~e~ y,ea.rs. 
Another bid wisk team could Well so much for the' apology and enough wI~admimstratIve, ,(J~lari~ 
........ .& -1.--
. have .beaten her hands down but rigamarole, whjch is really none of the students busmess or so I have 
'-- she wouldn't move from the table been told by a certain administrator who shall remain na!Deless., I 
because she· was cheated ~ut of guess the sch~1 is not here to serve the s~~dents after ~1I: . 
......... _ ~ .... _ ..... C!li...;.... ,, __ ..... _ .... 1..1·. ______ - L_ "', ........ _ .... _ ......... " .... :--- L __ ~_ L ____ --- -,. 
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black culture center a success requestvitalinformation 
by mary evans 
A growing Black pride has 
made the Black Cultural Center a 
success in the ten months it has . 
been,on TCC's campus. 
The Cultural Center, which is 
intended to be a commuhity 
resource and development 
center, is located in Building #3 
on the interim campus. It has 
seen activities and groups such 
as a Kwanzaa, which is a "first 
fruits" festival, and Project 
Awareness. 'The speakers have 
been Ruwa' Chiri from South 
Mrika, Hannibal Tyrus' Mrik 
from . the Pan-Mrikan Student 
organization, Joe Mitchell from 
Markham, poetand author of One 
Room Shack, Cleve Washington, 
and Stokley Carmichael. Battle 
. of Algiers, Aluta Continua, 
meaning theSlruggle Continues, 
and Breaking the Chains of 
Oppression Through Black Unity 
which . documents the Mrikan 
Liberation . Day demonstrations 
in 1971 were the three films that 
were presented. There was also 
an art exhibit featuring works by 
Ben Bey. 
The idea for a Black Cultural 
Center began in 1969. This was 
the year when students began to 
. retaliate vocally and physically 
against institutional racism. 
Since ,that time there have. been 
several a,ttempts at starting a 
Black Cultural Center but the 
current one seems to be the most 
consistent. 
Plans for this year include 
continued from page 1 
Study Program of which the 
Federal Government pays 80 per 
cent of the students salary while 
the institution pays the rest. In 
'Project Awareness, a Kwanzaa, 
art exhibits, and perhaps musical 
and theatrical programs. The. 
Black Cultural Center's per-
manent resources include a set of 
silk screen prints depicting Black 
Life and a library containing 
books, . magazines, and other 
materials which are difficult to 
find in stores or on other library 
shelves. Also, one of the Black 
Studies Courses, Black 
Literature, will be held in the 
Cultural Center. 
David Johnson, who initiated 
the Cultural Center, says that he 
hopes to bring high school history 
classes in to view slidea and 
filmstrips which would be 
beneficial to their learning ex-
perience. Mr. Johnson, in' 
mentioning some of the goals for 
the Black Cultural Center this 
year, said that he "would like to 
work closely with. student 
government in developing in-
terracial programs" and in 
taking prograrps into nearby 
communities such as Dixmoor, 
Phoenix, Markham, and Harvey. 
He said he would also like to see 
more white students come to the 
Center, especially those going 
into education, business, law, 
political science, and law en-
forcement. 
With regard to white students, I 
am sure the question has been 
raised as to the relevancy of a 
Black Cultural Center to white 
students. Viewing oneself 
while going to school' is Ron 
Cooley and he promises to do his 
utmost in trying to help. 
pigskin plans 
through the eyes of other people 
is very profitable' in interacting 
with. those • people. The . Black 
Cultural Center presents a 
challenge to white students to 
view themselves differently; 
from a Black perspective; from a 
Black viewpoint. 
Although the Black Studies 
Program is not a part of the 
Black Cultural Center perse, it is 
a vital aspect in the study of 
Black·life. Currently, TCC offers 
courses in Black history, Con-
temporary Mrikan Civilizations, 
Urban, Studies, and Black 
Literature. Next· semester a 
course will be offered in Black 
music and theatre. It will be 
looked at from asocial as well as 
a musical angle from Afrika to 
blues, rock, and jazz. Also, a 
course in minority group politics 
will be offered. 
. . 
Judi Priceis requesting from EACH organization, on campus, a list; 
of all members. Names, phone numbers, and addresses. Also, a list ofl 
all officers, and sponsors. . 
There will be a meeting held on Wed., Sept 12, at 2:00 p.m. in the 
Club room for all the Club Presidents. This includes all clubs, 
Cheerleaders, . COURIER, Twirlers, Porn-pons, Drama, etc. If the 
Pres. is unavailable, a representative must be sent. 
Give all ihformation to Judi as soon as possible. Hopefully no later 
than Sept. 10tp orcan Miss Price at 230. 
vets find campus 'vibrant· 
by stephen gosnell 
The campus this year, 
especially for the veterans, is 
ALIVE due to the vibrant efforts 
of the personnel involved with the 
three veteran's organizations 
here at TeC. There is Ron 
Cooley's office (Vet's Club Co-
ordinator), the "Outreach" 
program and one of the strongest 
clubs on campus; the Vet's Club. 
. Other leading figures of these 
associations are WaYne Dum-
browslti and Ted Graves. . 
office petitions out 
A t the pre sen t the's e 
organizations are serving some 
six hundred Vets.:Jn general, 
.some of the services.a veteran 
can rely upon area!;.f~u!)WS; the 
monthly VA check, "the Ill. 
Veterans scholarship, tutorial 
assistance (up to $50 per month, 
and a maximum of $451> for nine 
months), buses toawayiootball 
and basketball games, and 
getting old jobs back, and other by jack mooney Judi Price, Director of Student 
Activities, has announced that 
petitions are now available for 
students who are interested in 
running for any student offices. 
Students that are interested may 
pick them up in her office in 
building 16. 
Miss Price commented that the 
offices tha t are open are 
President of Student Association, 
who must be a sophomore as well 
as members to the complaint 
board and Student Activities 
committee. 
The aim of the Student 
Association is (1) To serve as an 
authority on the needs of, and the 
services availahlE'! to thE'! stnnE'!nts 
as follows: (1) A student voter 
must present his I.D. card or 
some proof that he or she' is a 
student at T.C.C. (2) The poller 
will list the student's name on the 
voter registration form. (3) The 
Poller will initial the ballot before 
the voter casts his vote. (4) Voter 
gives the ballot back to the poller 
to secure confidentially. (5) 
Poller places ballot in the box. (6) 
At 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 28 the polls 
will be closed and the votes will 
be counted in the presence of the 
Director of Student Activities, (7) 
The final results of the election 
will be published in the Oct. 5 
issue of the courier. 
services. 
It might be interesting to note 
that the school was allocated 
$20,765 for the cost of instruction, 
and 1,100 hours (through the 
V.A.) for work-study programs. 
Presently, there is a petition 
. available at the Outreach Office 
(in Bldg. 17) to extend the present 
. time limit on the collection of 
V.A. Education Benefits. The 
present time span is eight years. 
Veterans are urged to sign the 
petition and help circulate it 
through their friends and neigh-
bors. 
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,Ieflec.tlonsinblack ... tet usrtow look forward 
:~t~IPim,hanef,f ': ... ' . , . . . 
. :'Greetings and saltitationsbrothers, sisters ana comrades. My name 
lk~im Hapeef,my purpose is to present to you, the people, a concise 
aMlysis QfthepQIitical, social imd economical conditions, which are 
.§9;.prevaUimtin our communities and country .. ' 
"~iMy~bj~ctive is to initilite ~nd inf~rm the masses of present day 
capitalistic tactics which seek to "subugate the masses, 
'::::"'Refl~ctiohS in Bl~ck"willbe co-written by Brotber Bill Wright and 
__ fut!lelf~.'My'atti~leS' wUI sometimes seem controversial 'and 
argumelitative"h!>wevElr, I wish at thistime to extend an invitation for 
tiibuttals to my articles, 
c. ".::;'~;other~~ght's ~r~cleexemplified the attitude of the students on 
, tins campus. Intetactionisa part of everday life, however, when the 
soCialization process.interfereswith our scllOlastic achievements. and 
'. turn~ our obje<;tive anaylsiS towards subjecth:e analysis then we have 
regressed into a primitive state. This phenomenom must be ree-
,tified at the dormant stage not be allowed to develop into a parasitic 
, stage. 
.i:,'The stigma that developed between the Black clubs, (Uhuru, Delta 
B~ta; DeltaSigma arid Wine Psi PhD, must not be allowed to develop 
'il~(lin. Petty' disagreements must not be allowed to impedp. the 
.. ~l?iMressioil of collective and positive action. My colleague (Bill 
Wright) made reference to one individu~l trying to be Angela Davis 
aiJd trying to bEl a copy of this person and' another person trying to be Ii 
diplomat. In my opinion, Angela Davis is an example personified, 
'which should be followed. Miss Davis is a woman who is endowed with 
the positive characteristics which should be displayed by all potential 
revolutionaries. 
>In reference.to the "I'm blacker than you" syndrome, which is 
'utterly. ludicrous and a backward statement, can only be identified 
with backward elements in this country. 
.In conclusion, w", are the future for the world, we must not let petty 
disagreements obstruct the path for positive action. We must be 
st~ong for the children must survive to endure perhaps a better world. 
So much for the trivialties of yesteryear, let us look forward to the 
days ahead. Perhaps this is the year for unity on the campus and the 
end of internal bickering. Hopefully you, the black students will have a 
very stimulating and interesting year ahead. 
.c; • • ~.~ 'V "'V VU •• JU. 
:.; 
To the Editor, 
. I understaiJd that there is going 
to be a school picnic on Sept. 15, 
where the students are going to 
play the faculty in a tug--of~war. It 
has been noted that, the faculty, 
due to an its apathy, would never 
show up In any great numbers. 
Due to this faCt, the Veterans 
haveconsentecl to give them a 
slight edge by only allowing the 
number of Vets to equal . the. 
. nilmber offaculty . 
You may be curious as to how 
this may. be an edge. Take the 
team of Miller and Saliba; for 
instance. Mr. Miller, an ex-
. Marine, outweighs many,' 'many 
afthe- Vets; (even though he is 
getting a little fbibby>, and he has 
been working with Mr. Saliba for 
year's. We' Vets have only been 
together for a short while, 
~-Andhow about the team of 
Schloss, Carlson, and Massick, 
thOse gladiators of the gridiron. 
With their ability to lead the 
football team, I have no question 
as to their talents. 
And under the saintly 
leadership of Dr. Ivey, I have n()" 
doubt in my mind that the faculty 
will make a' good showing: 
But ... the veterans are going 
against .an unblemished record 
against the faculty. And I'm sure 
that this will reek terror into the 
hearts of the faculty members, to 
the point that they will not even 
show up.- . 
Since they should have a good 
amount of female teacher 
cheerleaders, they' could very 
well outnumber the team. 
-Right Mrs. Mensi? 
~-Right Miss Sedlack'? 
--Right Miss Hoffmann? 
I also would like to bring out the 
fact that the freshmen will be 
having a tug-of-war against the 
sophomores. Needless to say, the 
Froshies don't stand a chance, as 
once again, the Sophomores have 
~n trainipg for two years, 
So if you freshnien girlS can 
stand to be without your Barbie . 
dolls, and you green dudes can 
'take getting your clothes dirty 
(mommy might not like that), 
then show up. Don't worry, we'lf 
take you to a laundromat before 
we drive you home. 
This is all just for the record. I 
don't want to make anybody, 
mad ... but-.fue facts are the faeis., 
See you Feather Merchants 
SatUrday. (sissies) 
Habari Gani: 
Your Buddy, 
Wayne Dabro)Vski . 
Brothers and sisters, we· .as 
. black students must come 
together for a common goal. This 
common goal is unity of the black 
students, staff and faculty, we've. 
been in school just about two' 
Weeks and we still have' black 
students walking around in a 
daze. Not knowing who's who, 
thinking teachers are students 
and vice versa. It's bad to see 
black students walk around 
a college campus and not know 
who the .black staff is. It is 
bad to hear criticisms of black 
organizations, by black students .. 
Especially since these black' 
students aren't doing anything to 
help the situation any. 
The black clubs went through 
this type of thing all last year. I, 
as the president of one of these 
organizations, would like to' see 
this changed. So in a unified 
effort with other concerned black 
students on campus, are calling a 
meeting of all blaclt people on 
campus. We also invite the 
colored people and Negroes, too. 
The meeting will be held Friday 
Sept. 14, 1973 at 1:00 p.m. in 
Building 3. This is a very im-
portant meeting, if you have to 
miss a class, miss it. 
AsanteSana 
Bill Wright 
Let's get it 91,l!.There,iSll:cl 
Qn . campus ·.'e,ialI~:j~~;Iiil 
National ~lub;wbichneegsaln 
. student irlvolv'iiment' it'can ( 
tain. An evaluatI()n" .~f sfudE 
opinions and' conclusions ' a 
summarized. below. ,. \ ' •• '.' 
Allsttidents regar~t~$S 
ethnic backgrognd-are~tt 
to join. . .... ',', 
The campus ne~s·: 'tR:~~tlje: 
ness.. ." .. " ..... 
Givingallsfudents achanc~ 
communicate.':'>;:, 
CommUnicatlori'isthe ~E!yfu1 
things, so give the Inter NaUQJl 
Club .achance; Let's' geHt;Con' 
information~,&tlfJ~: 
The T'hornton !Ch~isHj 
Fellowship Club'. will:; fu~i . 
Bldg. 16 on . Tues. thellW;8t 
noon. All ar.e welcome:" . . 
The Inftitute of InternatiQn 
Education has. asked that I 
. tiniversi~es sJlbmit informati 
to be compiled in the oilly.cOJ 
prehensivereportof currenfda 
on. the'eitcharige' of ':SfudChI 
scholars, and faculty between t 
U~S. and other countries. .'" 
This information must J 
submitted soon. Thus, ·\VOU 
every foreign national studer 
regardless of your :visa. statll 
stop in the Counseling .. Centl 
room 2322 M, before Septelnb 
14 to see Susan Molnar. If yl 
have any questions, call on e 
tension 309. 
Class ring lost in the boys' lockl 
room 
Return to Bldg. 16 Lost ar 
Found 
Gold with red stone 
73 Leo High School class ring 
Reward for return 
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plcmc \DOW am wa~ 
11 members of the 
lub will be invited 
u haven't paid your 
t me at Vets Out, 
e in Bldg. 17. All, 
charged two dollars 
i, one dollar;,We'U 
war against tbe TCC 
a tackle football 
t the Frats. 
lULCJ. 't;i:n.1:JU .HI V"Q'y .1.1.16 VU .......... .. ..... ..-. 
, Co,Ed Bowling Teams, come to 
the outreach office (Bldg 17), and 
sign up. (By the way, CO,ED 
"means men and women.) , 
,I.would like to cJoseby saying 
to my fellow polacks, remember 
your enemies ,'well, and we will 
remembe{ them when Poland 
takes over the worid. Dee Dee 
Mao to all the ex,armyites from 
Thailand who worked on the 
railtoad laying Tai's. , 
Signed, 
Wayne Dabrowski 
Ie have talked about 
mplls, and your Vets 
lighta firelastrll,es. 
)ot signs.adve,ttising 
rell, yoW friend and • 
::!sKe~pf)),'¥<;(;)al~b '" 
'e hoursofworkantl "'f' ·f· .'. '" '. . ~ 
naterialsinatnatter ' U ,ors mango' 
When asked", by , 
ly and what, did you 
!Ir. McCaleb replied, 
19 in a carpeted 
ke to say as a con, 
:hat I wish someone 
the teacher contract 
use the ones who will 
~Ior 
pyl 
Iday 
• t,l 
rn simple-
)UEGE 
437 
77 
'ressed solely by thE! 
the opinion~of ad' 
Bob Parrent 
Char Collie 
Tam Ellement 
'!'utoring services are available 
for students n'eediug special help 
in a specific subject at Thorntoll. 
This service is available through 
the new Learning Center located 
in the lower level library, Room 
U222, ext. 229. All students who 
can profit by such a service are 
urged to come in. 
Also there is an immediate 
lIeed for qualified students to 
work as,tutors. They must have 
received atleast an A or B in the 
subject they wish to tutor in. The 
pay is $2.05 an hour. The 
Learning Center is open from 8 
a.m, until 4:30 p.m, Evening 
hours will also be announced, If 
you are interested, please contact 
Christy Spawn, co-ordinator, ext. 
229. in RoC'm U220 . 
Club on rocks 
All students interested in 
joining the TCC Geology Club are 
urged to sign a petition in Mr. 
Gifford's office in building 9 on 
the interim campus. 
Students need not be enrolled in 
Geology courses to belong to the 
Geology Club. Those who have 
already signed the petition are 
urged to talk to friends about the 
club. 
-..,..- Q .. -------:= .,.-'~-~~- • 
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A new addition to evolution 
Suntone Drive 
reflections in black 
This week I would like to rap to you on a couple of things, first on-the, 
subject of black student involvement. There is a problerrlat Thornton 
Community College. There seems to be a great need for some of the 
pe?ple on this campus togetblack students and white students 
iritegrated;ormore so, togertheblack'students involved. In building. 
16, most black students sit at the north end of the building whereas the 
white students sit at the other eM. And it seems as if these people who 
want to get blacks involved, also want us to give in. 
For instance, I was meeting with a group of students concerning the 
picnic and I was asked if "I would get the black students involved in 
the picnic." Being a· black student, I resented this request very much, 
because I'd been hearing the same request for almost two years. I 
resented it because it sounded as if these white students wanted the 
black students to give in or make the first move for integration. But 
these students mu:st realize that when black students want to get 
involved in school functions, we will. And the hangup about where 
students sit and who they sit with isn't a problem - most of the people 
on this campus ate making it a problem by being so concerned with it. 
- Most of you (students, administration, etc.,) know that people of a 
common interest feel more at ease with one another. Doctor's feel 
mpre at ease with doctors, faculty with faculty, students with students 
and so on down the line. Soknowing this I don't see why these people on 
this campus are so concerned with the involvement of blacks on 
campus, or are they? 
Next, I would like to compliment some of you beautiful black 
brothers and sisters about your reaction to my last article, the section 
on speaking to one another. I've receiVed some comment about getting 
so hung up with black people speaking to one another, and being so 
hung up that it interferes with scholastic achievement. To this I'll just 
state that, someone must get involved, not so much that it interferes 
with an education, but someone must get involved and be concerned 
about it. I feel that communication is the most important part of black 
unity. If we can't get together, and just say "what's happening" how 
will we be able to get together and talk to one another at a conference. 
Black unity, I feel, begins with black students not being so afraid of 
one another or thiEking that I'm better than you and just speaking. 
This is an announcement to all black students. There will be a 
meeting concerning the black students in Building 21, today, Friday, 
Sept. 14, at 1 :00. Refreshments will be served. 
AsanteSana 
Bill Wright 
annOUlilcements 
Wp h!lUP 1;:()n1pthino pl.::.p in thp rounc::p)ino rpntpr th::d wll111rl 
they have t'O do, plus sit around 
and harass students. Un-
fortunately this is not completely 
true since the duties of a security 
officer on this campus are many 
and Unending. . 
Since the JaHot 1971 William 
Mozelle has been in charge of 
security on thel03.a~res of land 
which comprise Thornipn 
,Community College, .. Since that 
time hehas insisted.onhhingJa~ 
enforcement ,professionals and. , 
not just people off thestreetsuch 
as you see in the watch services 
E 
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Local businessmen and CIVIC 
group leaders were honored for 
contributing $100 or more to SAF. 
Honored with certificates of 
appreciation were Jesse Black of 
the First National Bank of 
Ha,rvey; Damon Rockett, 
manager of Illinois Bell 
Telephone offices in Harvey; 
Ronald Romanek of Delta Tau 
The breakfast featured a taped 
TV show about the college and 
SAF which was on channel 26 in 
January, 1973. Bill Hafer, LaVell 
Wilson, Paul Ceil and Gilda 
Smith were interviewed during 
the program. 
The program also featured a 
slide presentation showing the 
baccaularea te and career 
curriculums at TCC. 
p.O. feotures film 
on blQcku8it~ 
David N. Johsnon, the coor-
dinator of "black studies, an-
nounces the showing of the film, 
~'Breaking the Chains of Op-
prression ThroUgh Black Unity" 
Thursruly, March 29 in building,21 
at 11:30 p.m. ' -
"I'm sure many of the students 
remember that day inDecell!ber 
whEln project awareness had one 
of its largest crowds in building 
~-' 21 to see what was to be the first 
~ck movie on'thecampus this 
. '," year,'"'Johnson said. 
-r<Because of tHe limited number 
"'~~" ... ,copies. of this film in thecountry 
.. Tce was to receive a copy frOm 
Denver, Colorado, but it never got 
here. 
The movie deals with the 
afrikan liberation day demon-
strations that took place in 
Canada, Washington D.C., San 
Francisco and the Carribean, last 
May 26, in support of the anti-
colonial struggles taking place in 
Augola, Guinea-Bissua, 
Moyambique, Zimbabue 
(Rhodesia) and Azania (South 
Africa). Scenes of the actual 
fighting is included in this film 
that runs for about forty minutes. 
This year there will be 
demonstrations in nearly all of 
the major cities in the United 
States, Canada and Carribean 
May 26. It should be pointed out 
that Portugal is the last of the 
countries ,practicing colonalism 
directly on the Afrikan continent. 
Portugal has more troops 
employed, in Mozambique, 
Angola and Guinea-Bissua, in 
relation to its' Population and 
gross national product, than the 
U.S .. had iiI Vietnam during the 
peak years of fighting under the 
Johnson administration while 
being the poorest and most back-
wardcotintry in'Europe.· Por-
tugal would not be able to do this 
if it weren't frotn the support it, 
receives from the American 
government through NATO. 
"'U:UU Quau .,alu 03UC Wc:t:t lU:J1Uf:; U~l" 
earned money. 
Hanrahan said the Social 
Security Office contains seven 
floors of workers. He claimed this 
0.1'1'1. VAllUaI.C'J' ",'"'I UII.IJJ.UlI 
would be needed in Dolton alone 
for under and overpasses, and 
about $3 million elsewhere. 
One newsman complained to 
,", .. .::tv c;n .• allUW J.cuo~u U3 tile' 
congressman was the pollution of 
the Little Calumet River, pension 
reform, and tax credit for non-
public school children. 
ptk students inducted at ceremony 
Fifty-one students were in-
ducted into Phi Theta Kappa, 
TCC's honor society Wednesday, 
March 14, in a ceremony In the U-
level of the library. Over 100 _ 
invitations were mailed to 
students who achieved a 3.5 
grade average last semester, 
Students must maintain a 3.0 
average. 
There are now 94 members in 
the society.' . - .. 
Dr. David Wright, ad-
ministrator and" teacher at GSU 
was guest speaker at the 
meeting~ He showed and ex-
plained' a visual effects film. 
New 'members are: John K. 
Billie, ~ErikaBorsos, Edma 
Bridges,' Terry Brozowski, Laura 
Bruene, Lewis Gonldin; Terri 
Elman, Carla Gallion, Steren 
George, . Michael Glover, Scott 
Holly, Linda Holndoner, Bonnie 
Housman, Tim . Kelly, Karen 
•• "...... > 
Korthaze,Frank - Laplaca, 
Barbara Lentz, Debbie Leturno, 
Pat McDonough, Barbara 
McKenzie and Laura Makowski. 
. AJso Rose Manning, Carol 
Michalak, Diane Miller, Scott 
Moeller, Robert Moll, Jay 
MaSSeU, Mike Novak, Delbert 
Pearce, -Judith Pearce, Marcus 
Perkerson, Kathy Ritter, ·Ronald 
Romanek, Debbi._ Schultz, Donna 
Shedclen, Donna Skuta, Terry 
Smith, Ella Stemmer, Jean 
'famll1i,nga, Nick _Thomas, Betty 
Tillisch, Ly~da Verhoeven, Allim 
Webb, Nancy Wesen, Patricia 
Wilde, Debra Williams, Thomas 
Wingler, Donna Wisak, Pamela 
Fry, Mary Ellen E,ngelbach and 
Jan Kuncker. 
Phi Theta Kappa officers are 
Walter Branson, president; AI 
nadwan~ yic~presiaent; Cindy 
Koran, secretary; and Lee Pelke, 
treasurer. James Abbott, phYSics 
instructor, is the society's 
sponsor. 
seminQ( to 
outline 
job mQ(ket 
Find o.ut what your chances are 
of landing a job in YOQr field of 
study when you complete your 
college .education. The Illinois 
State Employment Service in 
Harvey will presimt a seminar on 
. job projections for the 1970's on 
March 26 at 2 p .. tn. in U-218. '. 
,According to counselor Dick--
Bishop, the projections will 
outline opportunities within 
general occupational fields and 
then jobs within those fields. 
Information also will be 
separated according to locale, 
since opportunities within the 
same field often vary widely 
depending on the local job 
market. ('i-~, 
Officials will deal with C ~;, 
ployment outlook projections fCl\ 
1973-75 for the Chic'ago ... 
metropolitan area, tri-state and 
national level projections for the 
second half of the 1970's ac-
cording to geographical areas 
and answer questions from 
participants. 
: All students are urged to .at-
tend. 
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t Il e]~rO PI e m ana a lew nnIsnea, judge the entries and a monetary J ~ -·"0 
sug~~!'tiQns ,to the board about The only alternate routes that prize will be awarded to the in- ren ,7' blic. an. '.s S~rltofie Drive, could be taken are walk, hav~ dividual whose slides are deemed r"'" 
W·ta:te quite aware that 2,000 money raising l?rojects, or superior and significant. It is: The Thornton ToWnship Youn 
there Will be a considerable use Route 6 exit. If there is hoped that students will eagerly Repbulicans are activeI 
sum' of money involved and nothing that can seriously be participate in' this ;lctivity and recruiting newmerilbers durin, 
thought that . as long as the done about Sun tone Drive we will help make the next project of the their present annual !p.~mi;lershil 
road would be paved sooner or go to work on getting a left turn ChemClub a real success. drive. John Peterson; TTY I 
later, why not s'Ooner. The an- signal to be put in on the in~ The"Chemistry Club thanks all President,saidthatav:~ryacti'll 
swer was, "If you have $20,00Q or tersection of Route 6 and Indiana. . the people who came to their year has been' planped for Jh 
$30,000 jingling in your pocket Meanwhile thank your lucky prior activities, the. most r~ent YR's and emphasized that th 
you're welCome to pave it." Why shock absorbers that the South being Don Oram's speech. on group would continue to sponsel 
such an anSwer? Is it because we Holland Street and Road . Com- Scuba Diving. We look forward to commlJOity oriented aff~irs a 
have a. bored boitrd of nobody mission is doing a great 'job· on more interest and participation \VeIl as social and POIiti<!1l 
that:..knows the answer. In keeping th~. road adequately, in the, ecology .slide show events. ' 
another" Instance, the question level. . ' , presentation in March .. ' .• '.' .'. . ' ~.Peterson pointed ,oufth~ 
was asked.ab.out TCC'being in~~. Compla1OtBoard '. For details on participatl(~n .dbring;thepasf.year,.;.the¥a:' 
re.f1ect!ons 
'contact Mrs .. H~ld, buUding: ·9, have':<;o-spons'Ored.a· voter 
. room .9 or, Chem' Clubofficers'registr.,ation driye;a$Si~ted in' 
John Madigan, president; Rick I>lood driv.e;tlistrihute 
Mell, Vice president; Rick Zarr,. Christmas. food boxes to need 
treasQr,er; or Erika Borsos,. famhie~;'.and'~ have" spOosq.re 1"'·.·· . ' 
sec,,~r:,·,:f;r '~' ,;:",:,::;:ttiri~;i(~f;~~ec~al iri~~~J~ iJ.f~,,!~Q. '. Tbe V:R'sbljv.~lalso;$~~da!)-' ·:'~rf!.~1;'6t"on . traipin!i( gro~d\~~r.. numerou 
Those students who will be Repubhcan1!,andJ.flates; Stat 
eligible for graduation at the end Rep'resen~tive TorrfMill~r is 
of the' 1973 spring semester, Thornt~n YR:as. well as .tlI 
should complete the graduation folIoWlllg candl.dates; Mlk 
application. and ,submit it to the Fry-zel fpr, Town~hlp C!erk,. GleD 
presented Brother RUWil Chiti February· . Controller..'s Office, Building 18.; t" C" ' ..  C IO'n. t""e-..... r. 'p 
an exile from Zimbabue (known to the by March 13, 1973,along with the ....... , 
hr.,I"c'lo). Heis presently facing deportation by five ($5.00) dollar application fee. ./,:' . .... '. 
''''-'', .~,.'''rL''''', .c;.:' • J<'." . '. '. ' •. t~~i~~a~~at;~~country Pi::::l~;!~O~hef~d~~~sfdri;a~~' Jg"fen~era~;I,j#jn 
D:".~"'.';·T'h;" .. i . African Revolution. He nec;ords Office, Building 17,:orat .. " " 
chang~ w~Jc:;h alter& con- the switchboard in Building 18, on :Mts~ Ptiyllis Davi~;. cOlJOselCl 
-"". ,u'" .. "'" word.for revolution, it .. the interim ~ampus., " hasannouilced a Health'Career 
t>r;i>vr.'hrtinn tells ~9ij;,~~~(yQu.wiiI 9Q' ski ttip ....... ." ·~:~.::?;:~~~~~1r··If~~ 
'his feeliri;~:~:ide6i~~y,·~r.;~!iieT.:~u~a·.st!l~.ed Anr~y':'jnterested ill going ...• secoridlevels of the iiewllbra~ 
ta.UUIo:.;l<.~';;O., . 4·;,~!~ciplt:s--ki!1ds ,;f!.f~r1,lt.Ji~; wInch, .. skiing' 19,"Caberfae, in Michi~an;</'HealihCar~ers' Day will be f, 
, .. prmclpies we~~ :~?-.Iilnq,op~" 1),. ,March 23 to 25 contact Cl1arhe at all'stuaenis interested hilleal 
,nlf''''''''' ..... p.·:ot]~md;· 2) self reliance and .i~- :849-~~b;GJ!§t;is $60 which, .w'~~ c"', , ':&: ~~di~'iii~; 'Dent1$:tr 
fhe chaiIis of oppression. clu~!)~,!i~:.and lift tic~e~., ,n M .~', ;t1*:Ii!i9I()gYr'ltQIuf~i~ 
Gel1er~l.~H,~~;(~AIOQ).,:Must~~·~10 deposit. soon"Nq:, >' Ra~!~!?'~~~.~f:":~~,(\M~i1i"; .InltleIP~nldelllCi!e of .q.u'lf.le /:!; :S:lssau andref~JlcJs:" ".~. '. . .'''' ':'" I n ~ a 1 ~f~ (tn·,:.;r;n.~~Wl'¥:! :9: 
... ' .... 10 th~"stf:uggle fox tutonng .' . . .': i "'~u~~t~p~l,tgerapy;JiQarma( 
. He w,~s . Janual'Y 20, 1973 Students and facillty are ~g~ln IS no! mcluaeq .. ;....... . ' . 
. Ruwa says, ~~volutl:.o.Il.~~~~"l}"?td,~I!e~Q .. remtnded' that .a· ,tutoring, .:J?1:lr~Q&e.o~" th.u;.progra~, IS, w~ty;oodo .. ;,l,~.has to::do''Wrth tM quality· pio'gram is available for students enable students 10 "TCC heal 
.. ' ., _ to·lIv~·by, ,He went on to say that the who' are' havin' difficillty in. a caree.rs; p~ogram~ t() explo Af~Ji; ,. wtncfl:'works. aLarm leve~: ~!s.0 ~?rk~ O!,!s eci~ic Stibje,ctgarea, Curr.4ilntly"P.~ssll:nhhes of futu~e, ~r pohticale(!onOml~al·and'educatlOnallevels:,:: .. ";;,? >~, ';,". ~&'stUdents are Participating in" ploy~ent a,;!1d~ontlnuH 
,::: ;:,; ,::." '.' .' ,,: (C!)nfmutdonj)a~~f:theprog".am"·· ·'-education . 
. T' h' If you are ~ student in need of a Ifaper~on is inte=~ted in a j, 
" '. .., .e.. tutor or wish to be a,tutor, youare h or ·~taeldlcal·h~raIOnrmtrga·'l'nlOhcl.l· encouraged to:contactChristy . OSpl.S can Ire. ' . 
'(No service charges with 
SPawn in room 2322An the main explamed M~s .. DaVIS. 
building.,... . "Last year, .the health car~!! 
To qualify as a tutor you' must was onl'r fornin'sing stu~entsib 
have earried an A or 'Bini the this. year.its for all health care 
subject. you wish to tutor. If you people,': she continued .... 
are currently enrolled in a Hosp1t.a1!lU,'at WIU·,!!el 
subject, you must be doing either .r~presentatives'are ,SilverGro 
A orB work. Pay foriutoting is $2 . 'H~pita'l;, OoQkColJOty i:a9$PJ~ 
". an hour.' ,University pf Illinois·;,Memt: 
. Ct-tAMPlONTERMPAPERS 
636 haclI .. , st.l # 605), 
. IeIs!on, MaM. 02215 
617.53'6"9700 . 
Research malerial . far . :rermpopers" .. 
D_':" ___ ' Tt.:._~.:. __ ...... ",u.iicr'i'· ·DDI~C.I:. 
. . .. ~ . 
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'tr a cultural 
Individual playing a very original instrument (hollowed 
out ·'og). The jazz group was caJled Black -F ire and 
sounded quite progressive. 
by gildo smith 
UHlTRU presented its 
cultural expo Saturday 
eveniLg February 25, at 
Thorn:on Township High 
School. The expo was 
presented to better enlighten 
those who attend, to our many 
black talents, and cultural 
survivals. It was presented 
not only for enjoyment but for 
political enlightenment 
through music, dance, 
drama. fashion, and poetry. 
The pictures shown were 
taken at the expo. UHURU 
would like to thank all those 
who attended the expo and 
those who gave donations. 
• ~ I 
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Short skit performed by mem bers of Uhuru and children -in neighboring 
communities. The shod play emphasized the meaning of black culture 
to our current generation. 
-photos by lamporle 
I friday, march.2, 1793 
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yearbook being laced alo~g 
Caldron editor, Mark Lace is promising a bigger and better year-
book this year. 
The staff is currently working on the 128 page edition to meet their 
April 1 deadline. Lace hopes to have the book ready for distributio:1 
plQ u~ h 
by larry go/ica 
K.J. McCaleb, director of 
buildings and grounds, said 
v ts v 
biology faculty for enforcing the 
no smoking rule in their labs and· 
in the carpeted hallways ad-
jacent to the labs," said Mc-
, tee 
grounds Superintendent stated. 
Toilets, especially in buildillg 
11, have been plugged and fire 
extinguishers and exit signs have 
r 
v 
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"' .... , ........... ""_, ....... y ....... ,....... ··)Eitely a,bout P~O;,\("s, ending the war, and 
(.SUDet:.,·kr'auID iqsl!inger, but let's ~lk about the dead in this 
...... '.,." ...... v die.for Ii ca~se that started out tobestoP'ping the 
.' . '. ...... .... w'ound' up' withdrawl withllonor. 
,~edtor a~ cElus,e.· is . . concrete and everyone is 
for:ge~bngthe w~ and peace. . ' 
,:' . .;THE !\lAN-BOY 
Marchibg all day; :his feet· gl'~wsore '. . 
His nar,r1e. your son, orthebOyriextdoQr The.pl~~e;' a.padqy·hi VietNam, .. , 
T~e·ob~~c.t, to destroy theViefCong, 
Hls'rank~I think'l'tmatters not . . 
6:30 , ·1, , '.' .... ,. ~ 
EMG-Eastendofmaingym ,_ :: .. 
WMG - West end of main gym _-"" .' ~ ~ 
Games will ~ played at Thornton Township H~gh &;I!~t:: 
. .' -; ~.-'" ," 
Enter' Northeast d()Or 
BASKETBALL PLA YERSONLY . 
It might be noted that in Both Divisions I Be II, there are·tW() teams 
which are undefeated. In the first division, Sigma phi"1 'anti the 
Creamery hold the 3-0 record, while the Bushwackers and the Whizzies 
of Division II hold. the top. 
It has been reported that the Creamery holds the edgeJn the flgtlt for 
top spot; due to the f~ct that one of their starters wasi~ the TJ:lQhjridge 
~!~~~~~!P#;.-."~;\liail,itt.tte mos.ttorward spot. 
E~s:a~e,,:tOO:y~un~'t(l.frght an9pie,_ . ..... , , ..... 
H!S,~~~til~e:;t~lIlking'Of.home·and·mom's'apple:piej '.' 
Hls'Jtap~'a'grena<k:~ttached to ,a tree' .Tb'e;~;X:'Pl~i~n~J~;m~n;a:nd aman.onhis knee, ~~~~c~tie(~a~ght.pim in the chest,·.· . 
'1P;S,.~rea~h.;~~eri.(:ea~~~,:riQw:,~~'s.,~lre$~, 
. ba,s\tetbilU,~ea~s top ten last year. . ' 
. ,,' , .' - The:big,piayoJ.fs oCcur}tJonday, when ~he.topD~v~iqnl ~a.~s meet, . 
andTtie~~y ,wheqthe Cteamery.takes on the Whiz~es. '.' 
.; .... 
1he. men gather round their minds in a daze 
.mach sh~ '8. t~l' ·a.ntrsUen~y_prllys; , :., 
ij'ewastheroartw'i() died with a g'un . . ,'.j ••• 1:l~t,he·S~tin~h~,bOY:lils'tath¢I'.¢kljed·sori.- .. ;". .;;' 
"!'. .~ . ., ".' 'S '.' '.' '_.~ •. -;.'; ';", :/'.1' 
:r. 
'" .. ...;,., ... ;: ' ,'.: . ,,;.: 
:t~ .T·ER-M"~'P:A;P;'.R:S 
. WRITTilN.:BYI'1\O~sl()NAL·DtciR:F.F.6~i;s~A~CHERS . . ··:>".i:··· . 
. ·:30;{)OOON Fll£ .. : 
:FROM StQO P.P.'~' 
·lised.~Originals ,;, 
ffYPF 1'\ in finished form 
" .with Rihli"llr3'phY,~ Footn01es). 
: ffhnll .. Ribof tiii~hed'Papers 
. " . " " ·on, •• ery .<uhjcN.) .' 
.' CAIiLOOLL£;Cr. - 215 -:-;.343.3412 . ,' ••••• ~ri .... " ••.••••••• 
", . "" "~:~' L9CAL . : O~ W~'ltETF.RMPAPERRESE~RC~IINC. "'" S~~~b~5N; • 
:":'ft " P;O: 800251. : (Y,ltlt",e/o'Mils"Jc)/;~): 
\Varrinp:t'o'kP.". lS97(i," *** *'**~.~ ••••. ***** ... *. 
. Trus.t·&Savi.ngs. , 
."', .. '.:·,ffU::7.S.0.ti:'P~k~:.·· ',,::<' .. 
.····.·South·UCJBaitd:, .. ' 
;IUbtois,'60411a 
WI LSCNS 
, Ouk:twen.ty·- 6..L6.th yeaIL , 
../ ~t..::.~.i:,-f 
Lan..6.tng.6 F.iJr..6t, iewe.l .. eIL .. :::::::::? 
3520 JUdge Road, ~.i4°~O'gi'r:~;:"~:;: 
MembeIL AmeJt.ic,an Gem;So~i;£ty~':~~'~I~:~' 
'.' '!' , 
Thank goodness som • . thin~s 
, . . .. . .··nE/\l'r.c:ti~nde . 
. Good .things,llke. ~.pressing 
your love with a diamobd, 
And good things, like th'if 62 year old 
HoUands Jewelers ~licy .of retuming y,ur 
money If you're nOhatisfied. 
, Lots of things havEtchanged, ioo. For 
the better.. Like the newest cuts in diamonds 
especially our exciting new heart shapes: 
" , 
An.d the. large selection of beautiful 
new settings that you'll find at 
~HoII."'~.:~ ~ay 
.H.,Drulds .Jewelers . 
Downtown' EvergreenPlaza Laklhu.iJ Wgol!I~ld 
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black culture "Because there was so ,much interest in things happening today, the students felt it would 
be a good thing to do ona regular 
basis," explained Johnson. continued, from page 1 
transportation, crime, housing, 
and race relations, explained 
Johnson, 
"The purpose of the course is to 
give students insight into the 
complexity of urban society and 
to develop analytical skills," he 
continued. 
Eugene Banks, a former TCC 
student, is the instructor for 
Urban Studies 271, a survey of 
African civilizations. 
"It deals with the economic, 
political, and social forces that 
have influenced the African 
continent from post World War II 
to the present," said Johnson. 
Urban Studies 271 also in-
troduces aspects of African 
political development before 
World War II. European im-
perialism concentrating on 
histories of British, French, 
Dutch, Spanish, and Portugese 
colonial systems are touched. 
Johnson anticipates two new 
black studies courses next fall. 
Ancient African History contains 
African and pre-European 
colonial history. 
Ancient African History sur-
veys social, political, and 
economicin'stitutions of first 
West and Central Africa and later 
North and South. 
According to Dave Johnson 
the course will explore the oldest 
remains in Africa near Tanzania. 
"'Blacks did not migrate from 
another continent; man 
developed in Africa," said 
Johnson. 
A second new course. ,Afro-
AmericanArts- Urban Studies 
141, will offer a course in Black 
art with emphasis on music. 
Black mUsic,said Johnson, will 
begin with 'African sotinds and 
fW1JWo~., ~he n>r~nt day of 
,McCoy 'l'yner. ' ," . ,. -_. 
U.".........I6~.'1\J 'hl"""","'~ C!.a.O..1nR "1'11 h,.o' ru-~t 
programs, curriculum 
development, community 
organization, intercultural 
relations, mass media, 
managerial trainees, model 
cities programs, public relations, 
social work, and urban education 
are all open. 
Included with black studies is 
the cultural center in building 3. 
"The purpose of the cultural 
cente~ is to act for the 
distribution of information and 
programs that are 'designed to 
strerigthen the stud¢nts' 
awareness o( himself and his 
committment to his community," 
said Johnson. 
The cultural center will be, a 
center for research, information, 
and education for the campus and 
surrounding communities," 
John;;on explained. 
"Programs in art, music and 
drama wiUemanate from 'the 
center along with speakers, 
films, and seminars known as 
'Project Awareness'," he con-
tinued. 
Project Awareness began with 
students discussing the black 
films boom for black con-
sumption. 
oetry 
"After two or three meetings 
dealing with black movies, we 
branched off into other areas 
such as the role of black college 
students and their organization, 
the De Mau Mau incident, Black 
politics for 1970's to name a few," 
he continued. 
Johnson said Project 
Awareness has presented the 
work of black artist Ben Bey. On 
February 8, "A Luta Continua" 
<the Struggle Continues),,'a film 
on the struggle against Por-
tuguese Colonialism of Mozan-
bique" was shown. 
Presently, ~uwa Chiri, an 
ex iled Rhodesian, will speak on 
the totalitarian state in Africa, 
stated Johnson. 
On March 15, Cleve Washington 
of the Institute for, Positive In-
formation will speak on the 
educational center founded by 
poet Don Lee. 
To conclude Johnson pointed 
out, "Black Studies should not be 
seen as for blacks only. I 
recognize that white students 
have much to contribute to a 
wholesome black studies 
program." 
by waynedabrowski 
There has been much talk lately about P.O.W.'s, ending the war, and 
Henry (super kraut) Kissinger, but let's talk about the dead in this 
war. The people who die for a cause thatstarted out t:obestopping the 
spread of communist oppression and wound upwithdlrawl with honor. 
They died for a cause that is' no· longer concrete and everyone is 
forgetting the war and remembering tpe peace. ' 
THEMAN.BOY 
Marching aU day, his feet grew Sore, 
His name,yow:son, or the boynextdoor, 
The,place,a.paddy in VietNam, 
Theobject, to destroy the Viet Cong, 
Hisrarik, I think .It matters not, 
Hif)po~itto~,Jhema:natJhe most forward spot. 
His aSle. trio VOIJ'Mto fil:1ht. and die, ' 
intramural basketball schedule 
TEAM 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TEAM 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
DIVISION I 
Staff 
Sigma Phi I 
Delta Beta 
Creamery 
Delta Tau 
Vets 
DIVISION II 
Sigma Phi II 
Bushwackers 
One Hundred DollarE 
Beavers Hardware 
Whizzies 
Lions 
Fel:>ruary26 
WMG 1-5 6:30 
EMG 7-11 6:30 
STAG 6-3 6:30 
WMG 12-9 7:30 
EMG 4-2 7:30 
STAG 10-8 7:30 
February 27 
WMG 1-3 6:30 
EMG 7-9 6:30 
STAG 5-2 6:30 
WMG H-S 7:30 
,EMG 6-4 7:30 
STAG 12-10 7:30 
March 5 
DiviSion I winner vs Division n 
6:30 
W 
1 
3 
3 
1 
0 
W 
0 
3 
1 
1 
3 
L 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
3 
L 
3 
0 
2 
2 
0 
2 
EMU -East end of main gym 
WMG-Westendofn1l1illgym ,_ "",,,' 
Games will be played at Thornton TownshipiI\glis,<;~~J;'~ 
Enter NorfueastdQOf 
BASKETBALL PLA YERS'ONLY.,' 
It might be noted that in Both Divisions 1St n"th~ie are'i";~,' teams 
which are undefeated. )nthe first divisioll, Signi~ . I'lli' 'I~nd the 
Creamery hold the 3-0 record, while the Bushwackers and theWhizzies 
of Division 11 hold the top. " ,;", . 
IthasbeenrePOfted,thattheCrelimeryhQt~,'~e'.~~J}1~eif,ight for 
toPlipotl dllc to,thefllct that one of theii'~t<lr~tv~s!~~~(Ttl~dge 
, il~~~~t~~~7:~~;~~~~~9B~~t~,rij~~!peet, 
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nOfforiblacksionly 
cla:sses explor bi~tory of . blac Iture-
Student'itiews one of several featured art ethibits in the cultural center 
in building 3. Photo by Koenigs 
by Larry Galica 
"The<alrn.Of the Black Studies 
Program is recognition ,of ,black 
culturalcontributioris and the 
elimination of raciaLproblems on 
this campus and wider com-
munity; Thus, Black Studies give 
students a multi-national view of 
human activities of past and 
'present," explained Dave 
Johnson, director of black 
studies.' .. 
Black studies, according to 
Johrison, involves not only Black, 
Urban, and' Ethnic courses but 
also the cultural center in 
building 3 where education and 
research are done and social 
theories are tested. 
Currently, four Black Studies 
• I 
courses are available. One Afro- . 
American History 151, is. taught 
by Dave Johnson and Dave 
Bartlett. - History 151 surveys 
black people, their institutions 
and their growth and develop-
ment in America. . 
, Afro-American History por-
trays blacks in the_ American 
social, economic and political· 
system up to the present, ac-
cording to Johnson. The role of 
slavery and its relationship to 
racial problems,industrial 
revolution and capitalism are 
-discussed. Blacks' roles in the 
American Revolution and Civil 
War are researched. 
English 123, taught by Ron 
FaI'quahar. is an ibtf6duction to 
Black Literature in AmericaI 
Johnson said the cc)Urse deal~ 
with black writers using the 
medium' of short· stciries, plays;' 
poetry, novels and essays. . 
Black writers, including J aJIles 
Baldwin, Ralph Ellison, Job(} 
O'Kullens, Don Lee, Leroy Jones 
<Imamu Baraku) and Benjamin 
Quarles, are explored. 
Another Black Studies course is 
Urban Studies lOI, .. with in"' 
structor Dave Johnson. 
Urban Studies deal~}Vith the 
phenomena of urbariiza:Utinand 
classical problems i>feeology, 
continued on page '3 . 
I I friday, february 23, 1913 
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stu nts.t co niz 
In m net ,y 
d; 
,ds 
Larry Rallins of Blue Island 
and Barbara DeGroot of Harvey 
are the winners of $100 
scholarships from the Student 
Achievement Recognition 
Program established and funded 
by Continental Illinois National 
Bank and Trust Company in 
r'hi""<1!l 
sponsor, explained Mrs. Phyllis 
Davis, SARP campus coor-
dinator and counselor. 
The third annual award 
presentation was held Wed-
nesday, February 14 on campus. 
Rallins has been in student 
government and New Society. He 
! .... ,,... .... 1.,-,,... \... •• 1..1 ..-.ftL .... .o. co ;,., ~ ... ':.,ro~~l 
working as the evening manager 
of the student center. 
Barbara, sponsored by 
Physical Education Instructor 
John Carlson, is a physical 
education major. 
She has worked for the Harvey 
Park distrid during the summer 
;n thtl (:urhnr!';!'!~ n!'~('H"~m as well 
tragic death of former 
courier columnist 
"Why don't we stop fooling 
ourselves? The game is over--
over--over. It is with a tear of 
remorse that I bid Thornton 
Community College adieu. 
"Time is funning out and so is 
typing paper, so I'll be brief in 
my farewell. 
"The people are the things that 
will be missed, not the things that 
<!.-!....-- --"'.-.~ l ..... ~ ~ _A"." ,L.. .... __ .... _-,,,f, _____ , _____ -,,,''',_~-
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reflections 
In black 
by rodney c. smith . 
, For tJ:le first time in the hi~tory of-the United States,. three of 
the nations largest cities afe operating under the admi nistrations 
of black mayors. 
in los Angeles, Mayor Tom Br~dley heads the" government for 
some three million citizens with more than s. ven million 'personl 
in the metropoli tan ar ea. 
Detroit, the nation's fifth largest <;:ity with a population.of 
.one' and one_half million, is headed b)r Col,eman A. Young. He 
is a form~r State Senator who took the mayoral office last month. 
Dependent upon the administr~tive ability of the mayor of Detroit 
is a metropoll tan area population of some fOZll" million people. 
In Atlanta, "Mayor Maynard H~ Jackson is chief executive to 
some .half minion citizemwithin the city's boundaries and a "total 
po~latioD of ODe and one_half million in the metropolitan area •. 
What I will do is- give the views of those three mayors start ing 
this week with Tom Bradley. 
Tom Bradley coilsi~s that there are foar major issues that are 
priority p.'oblelllJ for the city of los Angeles. These ptObl~ins in-
Clude the energy 'aisis~ transportation problems, crime and unem-
ployment. Of ,co:urse, there are -other 'probl.ems, but tlie afOre men 
tioned will occupY mOst of his time. ',' . 
Long ago, the 1. A. Department- of Watei' 'and Pcwer_ decided 
to place its largest order for oil with Arab ~loc nations (their bil 
is loWer in sulphur Content). So, as a,result of the Arab oil em_ 
bargo, which has now 'been lifted, their potential shortage was 
more than twice that of other AIPerican cities. _ 
The city cOuncil took action on the dePartment's five _step 
plan to curtail energy: 1) C~nttrVation or c,arefll:~"~li,ini~~ti~.,of 
wasteful u,es of energy; 2) voluntary cutbl1cks;3j ma~datorY'-cu~ 
backs; 4) variances granting electric power plants permission to 
use 'high sulphur content fuel; 5,) rolling blackouts 'or turning ..all 
electriCity on a rotating basis for as much as three hours per 'day, 
Bradley has asked citizens to begin voluntary cutbacks, but if , 
this fails, he will ,turn to mandatory cutbacks and rolling blackouu 
~~nty ptonths ago, Bradley presented a motion in the city coun_ 
cil. meetln&l'2questing' the Dept.' of Water and POwer ~ de:veIop 
~ long range' energy plait to anticipaie sh~g.es" a~d to se~e a 
policy to stabilize use of energy. He feels that if th,e- plans were 
implemented" things would probably be leSs severe now.. , 
'Now·be has directed c;ity employees of the local govern~ent 
to drive city vehicles-at ,3 maXimum speed of 50 m. p~ h. and 
,d,scontinue use of air conditioDet'S in the cars. He also recominen 
ded IOw~ring ,~erm ostats to maintain 'a 65_68 degree ,tempera-
ture:., "as well as turning off all decoration lights, water fountains 
and,a~ prinditioners. . : -', , . 
fu,divldual'e!ectric heaters 'have also been banned. In:' another 
effort to help, the use of city vehicles bas ~e~ eliminated or re-
duced. 
Bradley also' stated that the city bas begun t6 replace big cars 
with compacts and are currently exploring the conversions bf.city 
cars to natural gas. Also created is the interdepartmental c,om-
mitt;:ee on energy." cons ervation to develop even further programs 
to reduce use of energy within the city. 
He has also requested that the state and national govern-
ments take certain ac~ion during the energy crisis and ba:; called 
upon all individuals, organizations, businesses and aorj'Jorations 
to set a 'goal of a 20% voluntary cut of energy use. 
On transportation, Bradley feels mass public high speed tran-
sit is needed. He comiders that a lOIl;g-range kind of thing can 
be done in a short-range manner as well as long range .. He has 
gotten a conse:osus from most of the elected officials, al!-d now 
the rapid transit dis~ ict peopl-e. One must not look a~ just the 
twelve year project the Southern california Rapid Tramit has 
pro~ed. aut at the imlll'Wdiate problem also. So no matter what the answer to the shortage problem, Brad-
'ley feels reliance on the largest gas consumer, ,th~ auto, must 
cease. He stated what the people of the City of Los Angeles can 
do. They can help immediately through car pooling, use of 
private operated buses and use of the transit ditttrict .• 
But it cannot work unless private corporations are willing to 
~ join in the effort. 
Also, . there is a car pooling arrangement for city employees, 
and the ciry- is goi.eg to expand it and put it in the computer 
involving county, state and federal employees who work in the 
downtown area. Bradley also proposed that they use high speed 
buses on the freeway system and set aside a lane for them to 
move quickly and not be st opped by normal traffic. It is a pilot 
program in effect on two freeways. 
They have expe~encc-d some reduction in crime in the past 
'Vear, but the fear of crime is still prevalent, There have been 
problems on buses; for example" bus drivers and/or passengers 
have been attacked and sometimes robbed. To solve that prob_ 
lem, Bradley has, put police officers on buses, and in some in-
stances, trail behind them .. Applications have also been made 
by the city for money to install electronic automatic warning 
devices. .. 
The expansion to the law enforcement agency he feels is 
not the total answer to the problem. He is'now using methods 
to get the public involved which he feels will reduce crime. 
One plan is the basic car pian where the officer patrolling 
the neighborhood meets each month to inform the people on 
techniques to fight crime. Anoth'er program is where citizens 
ride intheir automobiles using two-way radio s connected with 
the police co~plaint board. 
. They are not allowed to play "policeman" but to serve. as 
extra eyes Ojlnd ears to the police department. 
Ji"adley also commented that reducing the amount ~ light 
in the city does not result in crime increases. 
march 29.19'14 
/1Ltst bE a shy 
, str€a k'er ••• 
---what is it?--...,...----..:. 
new campus 
organization 
The College Rep ubIl can's 
Club is the newest organization on 
campUs. Sally Miensi, Tee En ... 
glish teacer. , i~' ad'\isor of the cl ut 
and Mic hael Invergo is the heal 
person. 
Invergo's goal for the club is 
to bring about more interest by 
students in political affairs and e_ 
lections, both community and na .. 
tional. He feels students should 
become more invqlved in politic' 
al matters. 
While at DePaul University, 
he was a student senator and is 
presently advisor for the It Teen-
age Republicans in Thornton 
Township". 
More details and a p:hoto will 
appear ih next week's courier. 
Progress was se.cn here at, 
TCC within the last week with 
the instaU.ation of an outside 
pay telephone at the southwt:s~ 
comer of BUilding 17 on the in~' 
terim C3tQpUS. -
nlinoiS Bell installer and re·" 
pairman George Bond tol<l the· 
Courier, Tuesday that the phooe' 
would be in use by that after·: 
noon. One phone has been tak. 
en ,out of both buildings 16 and' 
17, leaving 16 with two and 17 
with One inside and one' outside. 
1n.-.;taiJer HOOd reefs.' th~t 'tbi" 
addition or ail" outside phone on 
campus is a gomJ!ide;a because 
now students w.Ol have accesst 
to a phone on campus even 
when the buildings are locked 
up for lI)e night. 
Anyone can use th"ese phones. 
All one has to do is p;ck 'up the 
r-E;CeiVed and wait for the' dial 
tone. Then one -can either, dial 
"0" for operator or deposit his 
dime and place a. call. 
And just in ease you're won-
dering. the new phone·'s number 
is 331,9560, 
-The trvtIIls never pure and aldcnn Ii .... 
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Yearbook 
underway 
By Dennis Marich 
'I'here will be a staff meeting 
for all people who have been 
informed of their position as a 
staff member of tlie 'I'CC year-
book. on Monday. Feb. 10 at 
1:30 P.M. in Bldg. 16. This in· 
cludes all pilotographers who 
attended the meeting earlier 
this year. 
l' h e combination Split·Cal· 
dron yearbook ic;. now· into pro-
duction. ' 
Anyone interested in working 
on the' staIf to aid ,in the adver· 
tising procedure or other areas 
is welcome. 
Student. wishing to contrib, 
ute artwork to the publication 
should contact ,Bob Tully in 
care of the Art Department. 
All poetry or literature should 
be brought into BI~g. 16 to 
Richard Nirenberg. PR D!re<:., 
tor and yearbOOk sponsor. 
Photographs s h 0 u I d be· 
brought either to Bldg. 18 or 
placed in Dennis Marich's man· 
box in the Courier office, in 
B1d~. 15. 
Reporter's 
• • OpmlOD 
This year may well be a most 
eXCiting one in the election of 
Chicago's mayor. especially If 
the HONORABLE mayor. hLm, 
$e\!, should win tHe February 
priinary. Will he be able to 
override Singer's little tactics 
, on ,the ~ube .~d· retain'the c<in. 
Cldence of his,l"y,al subjects. ,01' 
will he have to resort to becom' 
ing a write-in candidate? 
Hopefully. Singer Will win 
this whole moss. but I reel it 
wOuld'be.: intj>restirilt' • to . _ 
Daley win then get indicted for 
one "f his little racket jobs. On 
the other hand., w<>Uld R.ichard 
J~ stickarQllnd loog, enough for 
that to happen? Would he have 
the nerve to be re·elected, then 
tum around and appoint one of 
his '\lbjects and still c,ontroI 
things behind the sc~nes1 Arter 
aU. 'he Is a sick man. and his 
doctor may advise him to re-
sign and rest. How convenient. 
Maybe Daley w<>Uld appoint 
his son,' in order to keep. U roya1 .. 
Iy" in the mayoral seat. Maybe 
the idea of • mayor for ChicalZ<> 
FEBRUARY 7, 1973 
Basing themselves on the 
prin~ip1~, "L. Everybody Hap-
py?" they shall soon become 
stale as week",ld Italian bread. 
I must sadly ""Y' I am a mem-
ber of' ' the" SAC Complaint 
Board,. and my main cofll1>iaint 
is ~hat SAC is unorganized. 
Personally. I think Daffy 
Duok he.. a better o«anized. . • 
Rob 'Hardy 
Reporter 
P.T.K. 
photos 
Any current member of Phi 
Theta Kappa (PTK) Honor So-
dety 'wl.-hing to order a PTK 
key (pin) Is asked to sU!>mit a 
$3 check payable tn Phi Theta 
Kappa. to Rose Kuknyo. Prosi· 
dent; Phi Theta Kappa; Bldg. 
8. Room 15: Thornton Commun-
ity College: 50 W. 162nd Street; 
South HclIaoo. Illinois 60473. 
IT society members, would .. I, 
so like to order car decais, at a 
cost of 25 cents each. they are 
aaked to add this amount to the 
ch<ick. 
Along wi!b, the check. please 
enclos,e • note listing yow.' 
name, address, telepbone num· 
ber and order. 
All members ·wiw nave not 
signed up for our, toy drive or 
day tbe recyc.ling cooter may 
do so by calling M. Barder at 
849·5237 or R. Kllknyo at 819· 
3163. 
NEW MEMBERS: The certil· 
,icates from the national, head-
quarters ha,ve not yet arrived. 
A notice WW be posted whe/l 
they are avaU3ble. 
Nofic!, of eligibility .for PTK, 
. based on the Fall. 1974. 'hol)ors 
list, will be sent out in late Feb-
ruary or early March. 
Yeo rbook pictures for Phi 
Theta Kapp~ Honor Soctety will 
Ibe taken .t 9 A.M.. Tuesday. 
Feb. 11. in the square on the 
main campU:i, liicr~s from· the 
,library. Presi4ent Rose Kukynu 
Bnn(\1U1ced Tuesday. 
Copies of the Keynoter. are 
now available in Instl"Uctor 
James Abbott's <>flice, Bldg. 8. 
Rm. 15 ,or they may be borrow· 
ed from the loan desk at the 
campus library. 
Announcing ••• 
The COURIER is begiMJ,ng a 
new column. "Ull and coming." 
Club representatives, students. 
department chairmen. teach· 
'era. ,and administrators are 
uiged to submit sh<>It notices of 
upcoming activities b<>th .~t 'rOC 
and in the coliege district. that 
wOuld be of Interesn" TCC stu· 
dents. , . 
Another article. ~'Ye <'lid. 
meeting place" is also &lated 
as a regular article. The ",,1· 
umn will list on..,ampus meet-
ings. If you have an upcoming 
meeting. please drop us.a sh<>It 
note in Bldg. 15. ~ or caU 596-2000. 
Ext. 277. 
I Ultimatum l 
~O ALL CLUBS: Priar to the 
S.A.C. meeting of Jan. 28. !lO-
tice was sent out to ",II clubs 
tha,t attendance <if a represen· 
tative at each meeting shall. be 
mandatory. 
Those in ..attendance 'at this 
meeting decided that this 
should be en!'orced. Therefore. 
as 101 Feb. 11. 1975. each club 
must selld a' representative to 
each meetiIlg <if S.A.C. This 
person mIl'S!' attend at least 3 of 
4 meetings per month. Clubs' 
wfrlch 00 not co·opers\e may 
encounter difficulties when ask· 
ing for aid or assistance from. 
S.A.C. in .the futtire. 
The date of S.A.C. meetings 
hav", been cbanged to Tuesdays 
at 2:30 p,m. These meetings'a\"e 
beld in the Meeting Room, of 
Bldg. 16. Notice of any chailg., 
is always POSted on the door. 
If you have any questloos, 
please contact me, in Bldg. 16 or 
at 596,2000. Ext. 232. , " 
, RE.GINA M. SUGES 
President 01 
SladeDt Assoolall"" 
Sit in 
Tuesday 
I Reflections 
in blac·k ... 
• By MarUyo Seu1l1 
While, m,any of us 'are' studying the ancient history end 
European and Orientai-· cultur&-and finding it d1!fiCult to relal4r 
to. current Black h!story is being, made right In our _ 
neighborhood. . 
Dr. Cbal'los Mosley. the only Bilick mayoral candidate In 
Harvey. Is waging a dynamic campaign. Dr, Mosley has a doc· 
torate in education and is, a rQl'lller facully and board mOlfllber 
of TCC. , . 
MOsley has a twelve poinl platf= for the betterment or 
Harvey and the whole soulh-suburban area. Some of the points 
include: Increased po1Ice protectioo.....rety program; incresse<!' 
ComrI)ercial deve1opments; increased employmentopportunitie<! 
for local residents: and an improvement of multi·raclBl rela· 
lions. Other platrorm points include programs for youths and, 
_i01' citizens, and an end to deficit spending in Harvey. 
Mosley needs our help. II' you are a ,resident· of Harvey, 
please vote in' the primary :e1ection Tuesday. Feb. 20. 
Even if yo uare not a HarveY resident. a contribution or 
your tim andlor money will accomplish. the sure goal. That goal 
being a person who is concerned about the welfare or Ihe c0m-
munity. Are' you? 
For f<>Ithe. information please contact Ihe Citlz.... tor 
Charles MOsley. at 118 E. 154th St .• or call 596·5083 or 596·5084. 
College call-board 
TCC Istudents. as well as stu· 
dents throughoot the Cbicago-
land area. will have an _. 
tunlly 'to attend regular under· 
graduate classes, at Illlnois In. 
stitute of Technology p,uring 
Open Classes J;lay. Monday, 
Feb. 17, from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
Visitors may .elect, the 
classes they wish tt) atle!ld 
from a variety I)r subjects. in· 
cluding management. econom. 
ics, mathematics, humanities, 
architecture, social sole""" •• 
design,. pilysics. city and re-
gional planning, chemistry. and' 
engineering. 
Class attendance permits. 
campus maps, lind clas:s sc!hed·. 
. ulos wDi be available during 
registration in' the south lobby 
of Grover M. Hermann Htill •. 
3241 Sou:h Federal Street, be-
ginning at 9 A.M. 
IIT's library. gymnasium. 
and other univerSity raemties 
will also be' open tl) vlsito.rs" 
Ample parking Is a ''allahle im· 
mediately nOrth I)f and ad,iacent 
to Hermann Hall on 32nd Street. 
For further Information coo· 
tact the 111' Office of Admls· 
sions. 225·9600. Ext. 562. 
Where did all 
the $$$ go? 
(Cont., h<>m p. "1) 
SAC members debated the 
idea. and Ms. Price 1!ald she 
would 'contact Invergo with the 
results, and' aJso sugges, be reo 
vise the policy somewh'lt, fol· 
lowing SAC feedback. 
.. tabled a request from the 
TC4 Cbemistry Club for approx· 
Imately $525 to finance an edu· 
cational camping trip over 
Easter break. The environment· 
::~ .. t;~p' .... ~t1~_ .~4 •. ,,!~dent.' and 
Glohal In!1ation." More details 
will be relayed to SAC as they 
become available. 
.. adjourned at 4 P,M.. until 
Tuesday. Feb. 11. at 2:30 'P.M. 
in the Bldg. 16 Meeting Room. 
SAC meetings are open. to a\1 
TCC students. 
Tee 
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First o,f ill. I rompiime<Jtedi 
Smith Braoo's directing by 
quOting. "some miracle cf mir· 
aoles (a tine recited constantly 
throughout the play) has spark· 
,ed Smith Brand into finaily 
-convincing an audience that he 
can direct." 
This is true. It is unfortunate 
that many performances at 
TCC have been unsucce5SfuJ-
possibly fo!' more reasons than' 
Brand's directing ability-but in 
the Dollhouse production. the 
directing was a plus factor. My 
r~erence -to "LilUam'fj" taUure-
Was justified. 
My attitude ot' entering th.~ 
'performance, as the cast sug-
gested, was not "negative." 1 
did nDt sit 00. the chair with a . 
pen in hand. ecstatically smirk-
ing and giggling while jotting 
dawn everything I could fin::r 
wrong. But things did happen 
wrong and there was nothing 
incorrect with pointing them. 
out in an equal balance with 
what happenrd right. 
[ stated unsarcasticaUy, and! 
I qu<lte. "that th.y were aJ! 
able to pun of a rather' success-
fUl adaptation of Ibsen's p:JpU-
1ar play." Actor I student re~~nt­
mcnt to my review seems rath-
er confusing, except possibly 
for arme8.la B!'acio. But she was 
th"~ main character in the play 
and always C-TI stftge, and there-
fort; constant criticism of her 
pezformance was inevitable. 
H()Wev~r. I staten that in 
Kevin .:vlcQuade. and Bracio's 
(inal scene, their lines were de-
livered so naturally one cou!d: 
swear it was happening for 
maL And I continued to. compU-
ment McQu.ade by stating ,·that 
he proved he cou.ld be quit.e C:I. 
f.Y.nnical showman." Indeed. 
I.:omic (.11aracter portrayals ar~ 
alway::; harder to perform than 
tr-agk DIles. 
I axtremc.J3-' complimenned 
Liz Shrode by calling her. "the 
best actress in the entire pro-
duction," describing her as 
"graceful. articulate, $table. 
suave, l:iensible, and extremely 
convincing," She objects tn 
that? 
1 l:1cdalmed Robert Flynn's 
ability to project comic bits 
into his pnrtrayal and his abili· 
ty to pull on a successful trans· 
figuration of character. He felt 
offensive to that? 
fo.rman-ce. It" one has to create 
an endless list or excuses in or-
der to make a bad performance. 
appear good. then again, the 
actors have failed. 
MaYbe If ree performeI"S. 
spend 'less time brooding over 
reviews and more time perfect-
ing their skills. they wouldn't 
waste ooHege newspaper space 
expressing their disappGint" 
·mem. And students reViewing: 
college. performances wouMn't 
have to turn to rebuttals juot to. 
m a k e tempermental acton' 
happy. 
BARB ALLlOD 
Theatre 21 
is back again' 
By Kathie Huddleston 
Btlith. Spirit. a hit COOledy by 
Noel Cow;!J·d. will be presented 
by the Th.ater 21 ComP<J,ny at 
8 P.M. on Friday and Saturday, 
Fe!>. 14 and 15. with a 3 P.M. 
matinee 00 the 16th. in Bldg. 21. 
Tickets will be available f01' 
$1.50 from all, members or the 
'fheater 21 Company. If pre-
sible. tickets wilJ also be sold 
at the door. 
Blithe Spirit deals with on" 
Char1es Condcmine and hi-s ef. 
forts to rid himself of the· ghost 
of his first wife, Elvira. 
Heading the cast are G,Jenn 
SchuerrrJ1an playing Charties 
Condc::min.e- and Joanne Syive,g. 
trak a$ Elvira. Both are from 
South Holland. . 
The l:iupporting players arf! 
Doric:. Lindquist, Bera Krawc.-
zuk. MarilYn T.- Meyer, John 
Mallo,y, and Phyilis Peiguis~. 
Blith~ Spirit will he direC'te<l by 
Sue Weldon. 
The play wi.lJ be presented in 
three-quarter round and done 
in the style of the 1930·s. 
This will be the fourth p-ro· 
duction by the Thea.tt!r 21 Com" 
pany. 'rhe first three were 
Plaza Suite. The Secret Arfair~' 
of Mildr .. d Wild. and Goodbye 
Ch,,"li ... · 
Interested p-ersons' should sea 
Sandi Sullivan, Editor. or Dar· 
lene Qraczyk. Business Man-
a,..,r. in Bldg. 15 as soon as pos-
sible for further information. 
'Ye olde 
meeting. 
place' 
The International Students 
Club will meet Monday. Feb. 3. 
at 12:30 P.M.· in the CoullSelin~ 
Center, Main Campus. main 
lev.l. 
Interested stUdents. both "na, 
tives" and "foreigners" are in· 
vited to atten<l. 
On Thursclay. Feb. 5. thero 
will be a La.tino Stu<iies meet-
ing in the CuJ.ture Center. Bldg. 
3. room 3. at 10:30 a.m. 
Plans f,or organizing a c1as~, 
in Latino history" or culture wilA 
be discu~ed. David Johnson, 
Urba nStudies iMtructOtr. will 
act as chairman. All intereste-:i 
students and teachers are en' 
c-ourag.ed Lo attend. 
Rem e m b e r, the Latino. 
Stodies needs y""r help to be-
come a reality. 
The Student A:ti vitie~ Coun· 
eil (SAC) has changed ib:; meet· 
'inog date and time. Meetitlgs' 
'WUl now be held eVm".Y Tut~.~:d~' 
afternoon .at 2;15, in the Blr.:.L1. 
16 meetiD€ room. 
Delta Beta Fraternity will 
meet Wedneaday. Feb. 5. in the 
Culture Center. Bldg. 3. at 1:30 
p.m. 
. Uhuru. TCC·s Black (co-€d) .tu, 
dent organization, will mce~ 
Monday. Feb. 3. in the Bldg. 
three Culture Center at I: 30 
p,m. 
Who is to blame for the laCK at ~tUU~I1L .uti.,.I::-1~':''' w ioU .. 
award? Il is unexplainable. The SARP was (}rganized with lut 
aura o,f siIII<Jlicity. designed to help the students. The judging. 
an informal afiair. is held on quite familiar grounds. the Tee 
campus. And it only wke. a few how:s. one clay out of the whole 
year. 
It is a shame more students do not apply fOT this form of 
monetary aid. 
. ...... . 
EDlTOR'S NOTE: Se-e the article on SARP elsewhere this 
issue. 
Reflections 
in black ... 
By Ken WilHam. 
Iiabari Gani. I>~thers. and sisters. another year has ended 
and a new semester begins. one step closer to the achievement 
of our goals .. Welcome to all of the returning freshmen and' 
sophomores. and a special greeting' to the in-coming students. 
Along with the beginning of a new year. comes· the resolu· 
tions made with sincere convictions that somehow seem to fade 
into the blUe before the year ends, Hopefully. one o,f the resolu· 
tions you made was to involve yourself in the student activities 
on this campus. 
TeC offers a variety of si>Cial. academic and sports-oriented 
organizations and a,ctivities. Alw'ng these are three black stu-
dent urganizations: Delta Beta Fraternity. Delta Sigma Sorodty 
and Uhul"u. These organiz.atiot1& are sec~in.g individuals who are 
interested in student and c.om,munity af.fairs. 
Last semester. the members of these oJ.'ganizations spon· 
sored. and activl>iy participated in the following activitks: 
Tee's Faculty IStudent picnic, bake sales raising funds for thE 
Stooent Aid Foundation. the Student Aid Foundation Banquet. 
Bcme(X)ming parade ami concert. raised money fr)l' needy fami· 
lies. attended the 59th Annual Meeting of th,· Association for 
the Study of Afro·American Life and History in Philadelphia. 
hel<i panel discussrons, sponsored dances, attended. the Student 
Warkshop Seminar in Crete, cooducted a RUl"Vey of the Black 
students, plus ma,ny mOrE:~. 
The organization·al wheels are alr~'lJdy turning to make the. 
(1cti:vities cf this semester a SUCCe3'S. Bat we can't be successful 
without your help. 
InvolVement in· student organizations on this campus should 
be your personal-priority. The commitment you make will prove 
to be ,ell-beneficial. TUTAONANA (Go in peace). 
I 
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Reflections I 
In blac,k... . 
By Ken William. 
fbrougll tilL' ertorts of Career G. WOfJdson, the nation is 
,101', having iLs 49th ann'-lJ.I celeb:-ation of "Afro-American His-
01',\ We€k." The fcunder of, the Associaticn for the Study of 
,lilli-American Life and History, Woodson thought this annual 
..:t';-2Ufdt.ion ,,,,hmJld dnmaCize the achievements of Afro-Amen-
,-'Qn~, 
Altnullgll cur eaucation has been very limited, we ar€' some-
what famiiiar with the accomplishments of such notable blacks. 
,!!'> Cfl~PUS Attucks, Geol'ge Washington Carver. WEB DuB)is. 
MUhamrnud. ftichard Allen, Langston Hughes. James 
johnson. Adam Clayton Po'wER ;:V~artin Luther King, 
Harrwt Tubman, Marcus Carvey, Sojourner Truth. Booker T. 
Wll~hingtnn, Frederick Douglass, Malcom X. Gwen.doJyn B."ooks 
<inn Paul Robeson. 
Because of OUl· c;dueaticn ,or lac,k of it, we have yet to dust 
'IlL.: surfac,:' in uncc,vering the historical accomplishments of a 
l'i]Sl !lumber of black Americans. 
[0 these nameless brothers and sisters of our past. to whom 
wt:: .. 11 L forever indebte<1, and to you. with whom· all future his-
wry is yet to be made, I dedicate this excerpt from the poem, 
'Black Mother Praying". by Owen Dodson. 
Every time they strike us, they strikin your Son: 
Every time they shove llS in. they' cornedn their own 
children 
I'm gonnQ scream betore 1 hope again. 
I din't never gOllna hush my mouth or lay down this 
heavy black, weary, terrible load 
Until I fights to stamp my feet with my black sons 
On a freedom :'?Olid rock and stand there peaceful 
And look out into the star wilderness of th'2 sky 
And the land lyin about clean, and secure land, 
And people not afraid agaiu, 
Lerd, let us all see the golden wheat together, 
Harvest the harvest together. 
Tou~h the fulln"", and the hallelujah together 
TUTAON/INA (Go In Peace) 
Students to spend 
Spanish night 
Spanish play and Mexican 
dinner are the next cultural 
'events planned for students l!} 
Tee's five Spanish dasses. 
The p'lay, HB:-rdas de Sant.rTe," 
j" the most famous work of 
Federico Gareis Lorca, mGdern 
Spanish writer. It will be St3.'!-
ed by the Snanish National Sr}· 
ciety of Rich Towl.1E:-'I1ip High 
School East in Pa!'k For~t on 
FrioA.Y. March 14. 
A "fifth dimenc;ion" setting is 
designed to lel1ve the audlepce 
C'"bHvious to time and sp'lce 
while f0Howing ~ love story ~hJt 
The Mexican dinner, in-dud· 
'ng taoos and enchHadas, wil1 
'te served in the .schr;r,l cafe 
'eria by the Rich East Snqnj~~ 
r)\lb in cnoperation with the 
ladies of La Primera IgIesia 
Bl!Jtjsta. 
Students in the mt&mecii'ate 
Soan.i<o.h class are currently 
<;tudying thf'. plFlv as on,:; of 
'hf'il' ~~)eciaj literature project.s. 
and will tape, their own version 
d major 5C(:'10<; be·f(lfe attend· 
in,g: the production, 
Reservations for the dinner 
1'!Iere will be a COURIER 
meeting Wednesday, Feb. 19, at 
1:30 P.M. in the square (lobby) 
across fram the Ilhrary, main 
eampus, Yearhook pictures will 
also be take1) at this time, 
There wiB he a special m~t· 
iM for all staff p"f-.tographel'5 
fo'lowing the regular truletlr>g. 
Phi Theta Kappa Yeal" 
hook pictures have been 
re·scheduled fo.r a new time 
and locati()n. They will now 
be taken Tuesday, Feb. 18. 
in Bldg. 17. at 1:30 p.m. 
Letter 
Editor: 
My axle is bem, my tire rims 
are dented and my univert;;al 
joint isn't quite as uniVer&1~ 
any more. I've had two set)-\ oj 
sheck absorbe-rs sirn.~e Septem 
ber, my fenders and bumper:-
refuse to stay clean and I'm 
not even one-ye3.r·oid yet..! 
Everyday the scatter-brained 
dizzy broad who tck7';s my lit\: 
in he ronw hands at the wheel 
drives me thrDugh a holc:oaust 
of craters and gravel and mud 
Coh my), otherwise known a~ 
Snntone Drive. 
W () '.1 1 d S0mt:one, anyone 
PLEASE fix this road be-fore 1 
hit a hole and drcp cr.mplet.t"<ly 
out of sight'? 
SinceTeiy your1-" 
Catalina Po-ntia(; 
'Status Quo 
Vadis' 
Tee Director and Drama In· 
structor Smith Brand has an-
nounced that the 1975 ,prin~ 
play will be "Status Quo Vadis" 
by Do.nald Driver. 
Auditions for the play WIll bt 
held Friday. Feb. 14 and Tues 
day, Feb. 18 at 2:30 P.M. in 
Theater 21, and also at 7 P.IVJ 
Feb. 18. 
Persons interested in wurking 
on crews are also a,sked to. at-
t<>-nrl thp ;.ll1c1it.ion",_ Manv ner-
III 
courier 
editorial 
,F'oHowmg a series of negotiations, presence of the National 
Guard, gunfire. and final. ag,ree.ment. the 34 day Menominee In-
dian occupation of the Alexian Brothens' Abbey, near Gresham. 
Wise. has come to an end, 
Tlle abbey pact sates that the Indians may have the 225 
acre North Woods estate for "$1 and other considerations." 
Now, the so--called militant leaders of the Menominee War· 
rior Sodety face felony, charges, $50,000 bonds, and up to 90 
vears in prison, all because they were trying to improve living 
conditions for their people, 
Granted. the Indians may have approached the matter in 
Lh(' wrong way, but they only wanted the abbey for use as an 
t'!ducation, recreation, and he-Hlth care facility for 2,300 Menotll" 
l.necs living in the ·area. 
AdU1vlly, they were only fighting for what they believed 
nelonged to them. 
Considering the abbey had been vacant since 19£8. it seems 
slrange that such a big issue was made by government officials 
OVf>r the Menominee takeover. 
[<'ormer owners of the atJbey, the Alexian Brothers. compose 
d. religious order who should be concerned a'bout the welfare of 
others, By expressing a negative attitude toward the Indians. 
they were not acting in good faith. 
Another point that comes to mind is that if the government 
officials believed the Menominees had nO' rightfuil. claim. why 
didn't they evacuate the Indians instead of giving in to them? 
Personally, I feel that the excuse they g"ve of wanting to 
dvoid bloodshed was only partially true. I believe the true rea-
son for ghing in to' the Menomine€S was to cover their own 
reeiings of guilt. . 
As for the presence of the National Guard, the Menominees 
cannot tru·ly be the only ones blamed for the expense. The m:lin 
purpose for the presence of the National Guard was to' protect 
t.he Indians from the angry townspeople. 
'True, it Can be said that the Menominees were wrong in 
theif course of acticn, but the takeover was the only way to get 
the attention Df govE"rnment officials. 
Whf'n will thE' citizens of the United States accept the Indi-
an,; as t.hey are a~d provide th~m with fair treatment and 
f'Qual ()"lJPort.unitieR? 
- Reporter's 
CINDY CRUZ 
Copy Editor 
.. .. 
opmlOD 
By Kathie Huddleston 
Well, hip, hip, hooray and surprise. guess what fr'k<;, we're 
in a recession. So the President has some bad news for us. Well, 
the news won't be so great for Gerald R. when the 1976 electlOns 
come arvund. 
Most Americans have known we wc::re in trouble for a long 
time, It's only .been a year since \ve hRd () pun up behind bt':'B 
or foul' blocks of cars trying to see a gas station, let alone put 
a little tiger in our tanks. 
Despite the fact that we had the ingredients for a recpsshn, 
with gas shortages. inflation, and: unemployment. the president 
refused to' admit we wer~ experiencing onc·. I wender hGW many 
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Reflectlons-~-I 
In black ... 
When CIarin talks, 
people remember 
By Kenneth WIWamS 
Sat .. Feb. 22, 1!l75, at 10:lS A.M .. the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson 
did the thing that many black peopie on the corners and In 
ba rber and beauty shops and bomes were saying he should do. 
Rev. Jackson. in an eloquent speech. announced his support for 
the black mayoral candidate, $tate SenatOr Ricbard Newhouse. 
Rev. Jackson's speecll, "Stand Up,Black Man," was edu· 
cational and inspirational. This SPeeCh was an educational ex. 
perience . applicable to black political candidaUis everywhere; 
the NeWllouses In Chicago. the Mosley. In Harvey. the Jacksons 
In Atlanta and the Hatchers in Gary. . 
"We .as· a people. are enslaved in a polltlcaljungle and mel 
must carve out our own road from this jungle. Ou.r primary 
problem is to dismantle Mayor Daley's machine by whatever 
means ossible. The mach,ine can pass laws without hearing us; 
it can pass budgets wit.hout considering us:' stated Rev •. Jack. 
son. 
He proceed. dto list his' reasons for supporting Senator 
N~hou~: . 
1. This represents the first free election In Chicago's histol1 
for black people. You may not choose to vote for Newhouse.-
but you bave a choice. 
2. We need change now. 
3. Chicago needs a democracy now. N~hou~ mayor may 
not win on Tuesday. but other. will not respect us unless we 
respect ourselves. 
4. It Newhou~ gets a decent vote. It will compel the Inde-
pendent Movement and the Machine to seriously back a-
black candidate for the 1979 election. because we hold the 
margin of victory. 
5. We cannot forever sanction oIhers for the sake of coall· 
tion. 
6. Every candidate slated for Mayor by the Democratic 
Central Committee has been Irisll. The last two candidates 
backed by the Independent Voters of Imnol. haVe been 
Jewish. The IVI board is composed of 11" white members: 
seven of them are Jewish. This is not to be construed as' 
anti-Semantic. but only ~es to point out that peopl& or· 
ganize their own and for themselves. 
7. So Wllat. if we don't know how t. run a campaign, we wUI 
leanl by doing. 
8. You don't become .poIItically powerful or resPectful be-
cause you suppert a· political machine. It it were so. black 
people. would contra! Chicago's political machine. You gain 
pewer when you learn to be' resPected. . . , 
Rev. Jackson's endorsement·is one that the people haw 
loill! awaited. My personal complaint is that the endors"""",t 
came at the 13th hour of hte campaign .. One need only look at 
Tuesday's ratum, to see whather my complaint has a.!)Y validity. 
Since this article is being written prior to the Tuesday-olec. 
U!!". I can only hope my clai", .has no. justification. although I 
fear it will have a considerable bearing on 'the 'war: Chicago's 
black voters cast their votes, 
TUTAONANA (Go In Peace) 
Jobs For 
Summer 
Look 
n • • 
----------
Need, a job? 
The Coun.se!'ing Department" 
will be em.plOwing from eight to 
12 students as student leaders 
[or an approximate s.ix~week 
Ey Kalhle Huddleston 
Luis T. ClIUin. an Instructor 
at Olive-Harvey Ctillege, _It<!! 
on· mneumonies. a technique of 
Improving the memory. Tues-
day. Feb. 18. In J:!lilg. 19. 
Puring 50 minutes. the dis· 
tinguished fellow told his audi-
ence that he could write 20 dls-
associated words on· a black 
boar:d. erase them in a few min-
utes and· everyone would ..... 
member the words. This re-
porter can still remember those 
words. . 
Clarln discussed the four prin-
cipl .. of ha>ing a gcod memo 
ary. They ·.are concentration. 
plcturization. motion and exag-
geration. and association. 
With th~ four things. Clarln 
said. just about anyone can 
have a gcod. or even excellent 
memory. He also stated that 
h.Yopoosis could be' quite helpful. 
Clarin was Invited to speak 
by the Thornton Community 
College Division of Arts and 
Hmrumities. His main purpose 
was to he'lp some of the music 
students ra-nember i\le worda 
to songs. although all students 
were Invited to atlend. 
'Status Quo Vadis' 
actors chosen 
By Nancy GUZ8U 
Smith V. B,apd. dir!!Ctor and 
TCC drama instructor. has ..... 
nounced the cast for the sprinr 
production, "Status Quo Vadis." 
After three edays f auditions 
and an afternoon of callback 
auditions. the cast ·was selected' . 
Thu.rsday. Feb. 20. 
The cast Is: Dietrich Lange 
as Mr. Gramme,ky; Bob Vura-
sovlch as Horace Elgin; Rendy 
Bennett as Mr. Elgin; Lynn 
Vacek as Mrs. Elgin; and 
W cody Brown as L1Pc>raki. 
Reinke will be played by Bill 
Bodine; PaUl Rei!£'lts UI by 
Chuck Ellsworth: Barbara b)\ 
·Janlce Culbertson; Joyce by 
Mary Ann Pala; and Don Wal· 
gren by Mare Alberico. 
Irene will be pertrayed by 
Karla ~<>rf!: ~rof._ Rus~ ~y 
'Breakaway' offers chance 
for weekend retreat 
By Cindy Cruz 
AiPProximately 200. students 
and faCulty members will be at· 
tending Spring· Breakaway 1975 
this weekend. at the Lake wu-
liallll$Oll Center 40 mUes south 
of ~r!ngfleld. 
The semi-annual breakawaY'! 
are SPCIhSOl'ed by the Dlinois 
College Ministries. the youth· 
branch of the AssemJllies of 
God. . 
Scheduled activities for the 
weekend include workshops. 
setninars. . and small group-
sharing activities. 
Highlighting the weekend will 
be .. number of apeakers. They 
will include Rev. Dave Gable, 
who is the natl"",,1 college 
youth representative for the As-· 
semblies of God and Editor of 
Campus Ambusador magazine. 
Rev. Gable wiH. be discussing 
the "Jesus Style of Leader-
ship." 
Also speaking will be Rev. 
.Thurman Faison. Director 01' 
Ohlcago Teen .C!iallenge. Rev. 
Faison. form"rly a pastor·· in 
Harlem. N.Y. and-- the south 
side of Chicago. will he discuss-
init "Discipleship." 
"The Christian as an Artist'" 
will he the topic of discussion 
by Rev. Jim HaH. Director of 
tbe Imnoi. Cnllege Mlnlsteties 
Assemblies of God. R~v. Hall Is 
a graduate of the Umversity of 
MissoUri with a B.A. in English. 
lit;erature. 
Can 
one priest 
mafiea 
difference? 
In Italy. in the 1800's a 
poor priest met a boy of the 
streets. At that time there were 
thousands of such boys In 
Turin .•• hunarv. homAIAM Anrl 
June Hurst, an experienced' 
speaker 00 fR1Ili1y life. wiH dis-
cnss "The Woman In the B'<ly 
of Christ." Mrs. Hurst. mrther 
C'K three. 'was 8 missim.ary iIlj 
Tanzania. East Africa. for sev-
en years. Previously she aided 
h"'I' hUl<b,nd In evangelism In 
Cub'i and Eurasia. 
Alth"'.l!!h stud<mts ."" leaving 
today. if you woald like to go. 
it is still not too late. Contact 
Ron· Farquhar. Director of 
General .~ Experiment~ 
Studies. in Bldg. 2, Cost of the 
trip is $20 per person. paY'lbla 
by meek. Transportation i. by 
hIlS. 
Correction 
In i3II article It! laSt week's 
paper about the two Stw:\eJlt 
Achievement Recognition Pro-
gram winners, Gregg Stocke)" 
was incorrectly· referred to as 
Gregg Stuckley. We apologize 
for anw inconvenience pr con .. 
fusion that may have resulted, 
lrom the error. 
TC4 lecture 
TC4 welc(}mes Ma.k Raynolds, 
noled speaker 0 .. the subJecl of 
food preservallves. All perso"" 
Inlerested In !>!te FREE lecture 
are Invited 10 Bldg. I, Hm. 1 at 
1 P.M. litis afternoon. Pizza will 
be served following Ihe lectnre 
and posl.leclure discussion. 
Chern Club hope. tl> see yow 
lher!, .today, Feb, %8, at 1 P.M. 
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(courier editorial) 
During the past rew months,' Ronald Farquhar, Tee Direc-
tor of General and Experimenta'} Studies; David Johnson, Co-
ordinator of Urban Studies; and others have been trying to start 
a class dealing with Latino history and/or culture. 
Due- to the limited amount of time these people have to con~ 
tribute to this program because, of their busy schedules, the 
Latino Studies Program. has been slow in getting started. 
Howeve,r, one survey to determine the student interest has 
been taken. Results of the survey show that many of you would 
not ta!<€ the course. 
Before making such a decision,. I suggest you consider that 
a course of this nature could help you in- your future 'profession. 
Today, in many professions, you are likely to come in con· 
ta.ct with various ethnic minorities, 
Anyone wishing to become a fireman, policeman. and' those 
majoring in nursing and social work should consider this. 
By taking this class-, anyone- entering these professions 
would hecome better acquainted with the problem.s and way of 
life of Latinos. In addition, one could deveiop a line' or corom,un· 
h:.ation with them. 
This class would' be of special interest to Spanish students, 
EMore stalrting to organize the -class there are still ma.n.v 
idea" to be considered, These include whcther it should be credit 
or non<redit, and whether it !'hould be taught at night. 
Don't completely dismiss the idea of taking a class dealing 
with Latino history andlor ~ulture before asking yourself it it 
could help you in the future. 
Creative forces lurk in dark 
eomers of Tee 
By- Shar<1n Kopl'osky 
If you',,€, been up to thlfi 
fourth floor of the main build· 
ing you know that somewhp""e 
in a dark secluded .comer. is the 
Art Department of 'l'(;C, ri 
you've never been up there, 
you're misSing an ,experience. 
In the past few weeks, ~:it 
da.rk secluded corner of CT'OO,-
tive forces' has" been' develo;>ing 
into s.omethine: lnl'e:e1." t,h:>;;,... W'",! 
itself and it is be<:oming verY' 
p.awerful and intense. 
What has bUrst fort:l with this 
power is the NEW (and improv-
e<I) Sturents' Art League of 
TCe. What this power contains 
is a new and exciting look at 
the contemporary art scene in' 
the college a.nd in, the communi-
ty it serves. 
The league is prest"nting all 
students with a chance to take 
part in-- the contemporary art 
seerue; to become involved in. 
community projects: to enlight· 
en the community to the taJent 
within TCe; to become aware 
of what is happening in the 
Cihicagoland area; and to. hear, 
p.rofessional a,rtists and othel's 
speak and thereby enrich oun 
Q\lm experiences. 
Some of the projeds di:s<:uss-
ed at the. first meeting _ were: a 
geDdesic dome to be built in 
conjunctio.n with Prairie State 
Colleg'e; a mural to-be'p,aL'1te'dI 
in Dr. James McCaleb's (Dire<> 
tor of Buildings and Grounds) 
cWHee, a sud.ent art show at 
Dixie Square'; sp~nooring a 
Summer Arts Festival open to 
the community; taking stu· 
dGnts' art work to libraries. 
banks. and other businesses for 
display; inviting the, artists that 
exhibit in TCe's Gallery (alsa 
on tJle fourth noor) to speak to. 
int(.'rested stutient.s; and infor-
mation cone,erning upcoming 
g,alleri'es and shows. 
The league is open ,to more 
~han just Art/ad majol~s: it's' 
open t.o anyone who digs dark 
secJuded cO'rners, If you're in-
terested, or jw;t plain curio'U'5, 
come to the next meeting ('if 
"riday, March 2!, at 2 p.m, hli 
Rm. 4311 (printmaki.ng/iLlus· 
t,ratlOn). 
Ernestine Robinson 
to lecture 
"Afro·Am~Ticatl Peetry: An 
Historical Perspective" will O€\ 
discussed during the W.ednes 
day, March 26 pre,sentatio-n 0[-
the TCe Lecture Series. Free 
and cpen to .the public, the- pro. 
gram wiiI begin at 7 p,m. in the 
lower leve1 hbrar-y in the main 
campus. 
Ernestine Rcbins.on, 'J.'lCC 
lJanguage- and Oommunications 
instructor, will present an o\-'-er 
view of' black po.etry in Ame:rj 
ca from. its beginningt. Lo the 
present.. Through 
and the reading of 
IvIrs. Robinson 
the more 
which ha-V8 
the minds of blac/( poets 
the variety 111 
theme:), 
Tired of stale 
candy bars? 
Ti",d of stale rolls and candy 
bars for lunch? Then come 00' 
the Culture Center, Bldg, 3, 
Friday, March 21, betw€en the 
hours of 11' a.m. and 2 p.m. 
By court€sy of Delta Si!(ma, 
for a mere $1.50, you can get a 
"not lunch". Included on the 
menu will be chicken or ham, 
spaghetti, potatoes and tosseO' 
salad. roDs and cake, 
Take a break 
EasLer v,acation is. corning, 
and nOlle too sob-on. Weary stu-
dents- seem to be anticipating' 
the break, foHowing the mid, 
term drudgery. 
The last day of dasses wi-ll 
be Thursday, March 27, Classefi: 
will reswne lVTonday t April 7. 
The next issue- of the COUR 
IER will be published Fdday < 
April!!. 
Have a nice vacation, C01G}!1i 
meots of the COURIER staff 
r;;:.=~_ __ _ "'''11\111_ _ __ -M _ iIIII ""\ 
aeflections 
in bl,8Ckou 
By Marllyn Scully 
In an interview with "U,S. News and World Report" 
Frances G. Knight, dkector of the State Department's Passport 
Office, said that "every American citizen eventually will be re-
quired to carry a government identity card, complete with fin-
gerprints, in order to cut q.own on fraud and related crimes." 
"It is my cunsider.ed opinion that the U.S. government owes 
every American citizen a true, recorded nation'al identity to pro-
~t him from criminal imperf::onation," Knight said. 
She admitted her proposal is "loaded with political dyna,-
mite, beciluse it touches on the sensitive issues of personal pri~ 
\lacy and a free society." 
However, s.he added that such a system would "Ue a notable 
deterrent to fraund. a valuable tool in crime detection and an 
acceptably secure method of guaranteeing a citi:r.en personal 
identity." 
Implicit in Ms. Knight's dismissal of the right to privacy 
and freedom to me reflects a growing trend in our government. 
Her statement is reminscent of the governments of Nazi Ger· 
many and South Africa, In these countries, mandatory J.D, 
cards were used to hinde,r public freedom and safety not en-
hance it. 
Those of you who are fammar with these situations knO\\" 
tbat the citizens of these countries were made to show their J.D. 
cards at any whim of the elite, The citizens' activities, in the 
country were regulated by m~ans of LD. eards. Those with cer· 
tain LD. cards were allowM to be in certain areas only at cer-
tain time.s, etc, Night time raids on homes of citizens falsely 
aCCused of crimes, and traced through their LD. cards. are 
standard prOC!edures in both of these countries. 
Think it can't happen here? Thing again, 
By Kenneth WilU.ms 
in a conscientious search for the correct analysis and solu-
don of the problems faced by blacks in a capitalistic society, we 
,:>hould view one' movement that has been successful in attaining 
the goals of black nationhood, That movement is The Nation of 
[slam. 
The Nation of IMam was fO-unded in Detroit, in the early 
1930's, by W.D, Farrad Mohammed. whQ taught the man under 
whose leade.rship the nation woUld achieve its greatest success, 
The Honorable Elijah Muhammad. 
Born. Elijah Poole in Sandersville, Ga" on Oct. 7, 1897, the 
:>~vellt1h of 13 chfIdren born to Wali and Mari Poole, young Elijah 
I.(rew to become, one of America's most imponant leaders. 
He came to Chicago- in 1932, where he set up Temple NO'. 2. 
ooginning his 40-year reIgn as the spiritual leader of the Nation 
qf Islam. 
The n:ltion's rise was characterized by its constant struggle 
to .s~rvh~,e gQvernqlent narassrpent, _ because of its, b,eiiefs, and 
goals for black, people and finally being given _the .. cr~it :it so 
well deserved under'the leadership of Elijah Muhammad. 
Muhammad's teaching,s and leaders-hi preached far beyond 
the membership of the Black Muslims, for he: showed Us that 
hard work, devotion to self and cleanliness ,of mind and body 
are the ingredients needed to overcome the problems faced by 
the hlack man in America. 
One need only look at th~ accomplishments of the Nation of 
Islam, (an empire wurth upwards of $80 million), to 600 the Im-
pact of nis teachings. Most important he taught us to "LOVE 
AND DO FOR SELF," 
The Hono.rable Elijah Muhammad passed from this eacth 
Feb. 25, 1975, but his spirit arxl wisdom will live forever in our 
hearls and jlctiros. 
TUTAONANA (Go in Peace) 
,.. JL .]; 
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Lerone Bennett, Jr. 
to speak here 
The TCC Urban Studies PrQ· 
gram wiill present Lerone Benr 
nett. Jr .. Monday. Mal' 19, in 
the Black Cultural Center at s 
p.m. Bennett is a senior editor 
or EBUNY MAGAZINE and the 
authur of "Berort The Mayflow· 
cr." "Black P<>wer U.S.A." and 
his latest book is "l'11e Shlaping 
or Biack America." 
Bennett.'s speaking at :rcc: 
can he !Considered note-worthy 
in that it's thO' hirthday of Mal· 
c.olm X and because it was ap. 
proximately' 10 y ... rs ago toot 
Ma-lco-Im X was assasinated. He 
should be remembered [or nis. 
-cor1.necting the struggles of 
black people in thi~ c(}ulltry to . 
struggh..$ of oppressed ~DPle 
around t.he , ... ·.odd and especial-
ly Africa. 
Benn.tt will ",eak on the les-
sons of ;I\lfalcolm X, blaclt peo~ 
pIe in America, and the liberH~ 
ticn struggle in Afrh.:a. 
The llJacl< Cultur.1 Oent"r is 
iocated in Bldg. 3. Rm. 4 on the' 
int~rtm campus. Admission is 
free and. the pU.blic is in.vited. 
Ron Bailey discusses black studies. and liberation 
By Kathle Huddlest~n 
. 'The 'trend . is. increa.sing 
wealth 011 OI1e hand .'. . and in" 
creaRing m i B e- r y to' the' 
ma'Sscs," said Ron B3.iley. a" 
teacher at P-eopJes College :in 
T.enlle •• see. speaking in the TCC 
Culture CeI1ter 00 Wndlre;Sday, 
. \pril 30. Bailey addressed' a 
~ro.up' of adults and students 
on wQ.rld revolution. black 
~tudil!s. and black liberation.' 
Bailey is a fOTmer professor 
J.t .{<'i!'il ... tJniv~tsity in Nashville, 
'j'ellii. He hat> writte-n a numbe-r 
of artielcs regarding t5liack Ib-
t~J'lltlOlI in thC" "Journa.l of 
Sm:ial JS8UER" aoOd "Black 
I.<-;C(Al'OmiCS ••• 
Bailey' started his talk by dis~ 
cuss-ing wcr!d affairs· I;lnd the 
recent happenjngs. in: SaigOilli 
<Jnd Viet Nam. He stated that 
I.II.e bad image of America, ac~ 
I.!ording to! the rest cf: the worltl, 
comes frem America's high 
percentage use ~f the world'lS 
natural rcsoorCt""S . 
lIt' switched 5ubjeci...'i and! 
.'ipC'.ke ou t:.uemployment. He 
quot-ed figur~ s:r..cwing that 
I.here urI:! double the number of 
black peopJ.e out o.f worlt com 
p.ured tv that of white pt<:cple. 
The plight of the bLilck lis. 
wor::''ell"t:d b\? cutbacks In educa.-
. 
I.iona! prcgmms due to recent 
world p~u.blcm,s, Bai!ey said, 
l"1g:urt:~ ::hcm, however. that 
tweraU, busin~s~ profit.s. ros~ an 
it' eragl~ of 14 pt'"r cent last.Y. ~r. 
"The main thing abQut· black 
!it.uclies h<:l.s I::e;en that of ,btaCik 
tiberaticn." said Ba~ley. This 
jla~ 'beens'hown thruugh. history. 
tiowe\·t..:r tht: also staLed that 
any apprcach ttl black studies. 
i1a~ to be I:l.bout what's happen.-
ing to black pecple tou'ay-. 
Tv sum up. he discus::;ed the· 
l'Uie of st~dents in tcday's RCci-
t:!Ly. "Being a sLUdent is Ii life 
long proct:ss as.. weU aR hf'ln~ r. 
r.en-cher," he ..sf.nt.ed. 
Student Art League 
(SAL) members exhibit 
a I1ri,nt during Wedne.s-
day's art aucti_n in 
Bldg. 16. . 
The clup raised ever 
$255 in prefits. The 
meney ~ill be used te 
help cever expenses fer 
the Summer Art Festi-
val. set fir July 18 
and/19 en the main cam-
pus. 
GOVERNORS STATEUNIV. 
EXTENDS INVITATION 
Join Us In An Exciting New Educational. Experience 
July. August Registration Set For June 17, 18 & 19 
WE'RE FULL Y ACCREDITED 
THE HIGHEST RECOGNITION OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE THAT CAN BE 
'GIVEN TO A NEW INSTITUTION OF HIGm;R EDUCATION WAS GRANTED 
TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY ON APRlL 9, '1975, ON THE RECOM-
MENDATION OF THE.NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION VISITING TEAM. 
GSU - THE LOGICAL CONCLUSION 
GSU IS CLOSEt Y RELATED TO COMMUNITY COllEGES, OFFERING JUNIOR 
SENIOR AND GRADUATE LEVEL PROGRAMS TO COMPLETE YOUR COMMU 
NITY COllEGE COURSEWORK. BOTH THE BACHELORS AND MASTERS 
DEGREES ARE OFFERED. 
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Creative art processes speech 
61 San4ra ltrelm ... 
EVer wonder· what. goes· 
through an artist's mind while 
creating? Or while looking ,at a 
painting. wonder why the fig-
ures have no faces? Or why the 
artist chose a particular style 
or subject? These and mON 
questions will be answered 
Wednesday. April 1&. in the 
Gallery a,t 3:30 p.m. 
Ms. Margaret Wallace will be 
the guest speaker at an inform· 
al rap session sponsored by, the 
Student Art League. She will be 
-discussing the crea.tlve pro-
cesses and influences in: her 
paintings and print~ now on dis· 
ptay in the Gallery. She wiN 
"Iso discuss the artist's rOle in 
today's world as well as answer 
any questions those present 
may have. 
The GaJiery is on the 4th 
floor of the Main Building. 
There will be no charge and 
everyone is invited to attend. 
Don't miss this opportunity to 
taik with and question the art-
ist whose "'''''k is right befora 
your eyes. 
Reflections I 
in black ... 
By Kennetb WilUam. 
ConScious blacks. who attempt to find wheM they are rela-
tive to their blackness and all of its implications, have to per-
sonally evaluate their relationship to the black community. 
An~wering the question, "How black am I?", is very.diffi-
cult, because as young bla'Ck students we are ,as new borne 
babes. As babies, through education, we are becoming. aware of 
the external forces that effect our Ii,·es as black peOple. . 
Discovering where our beads are is a loOg process or gain~ 
Ing know!edge about the history of Africa. our relationship to 
the peoples of Africa. our history here in America. its economic. 
political. cultural and social influences on us, and gaining an 
understanding of the realities that exist for black people today. 
We observe many blacks. In our extended community. who 
are in positions of leadership. These biacks. whether in the fieldS 
of pol1tic~. business, education, law or entertnin;mcnt, have a 
responsibility to set posith'e model images for our YOuth_ 
In our observance of these blacks we make certain char.ac-
ter judgements about them. 
But without the knowledge of OUr past and Itl! relationship 
to the present. our evaluation of them and. of most Importance. 
ourselves. is apt to be an inaccurate one. 
TUTAOII/AJ>IA (Go In Peace) 
JOih,tbe 
thirdbiggBst 
family in the 
world. 
Imagine an order of 
22,000 priests and brothers In 
73 countries around the world. 
(That's· a Drettv bia familv.) 
·1 Campus COmer I 
Saturday. J\pril 12. from I 
p.m. to 3:45 p.m .. the TCe Stu, 
dent Aid Found.tion will. be 
sponsoring the !ilm "Dr. D<liit 
tie" in Bldg. 21. 
Admission will be $1 for chil 
dren. and 50 cents for ad,lIt. 
accompanied by chiluren. !J'he 
film is being used as a' fund, 
raiser for the foundation's 
sdloiarshlp fund. This y .... r·s 
scholarships were· awarded 
March 22 to 21 studimts, 
Also Saturday are the Board 
of Tn18tees elections. Don't for-
get to vote. 
TCC students ol heginning 
iind intermediate German are 
meeting for a "German Mitte.~ 
~cssen" at the German restau· 
rant. "Zum Deutschen Eck" in 
c=tkago. e11 April 12. at 12 noon. 
At 1:30 p.m. the students will 
SE"e an authentic German mo-
tion picture at the Davis Thea-
ter with thei rinstructor. Anke 
Culver. 'r'he filIll is in e.olor and 
featur<:;s some c·r the best known 
German movie st.ars. 
Monday. April 14. at 12:30 
p.m. the Office of Student Ac· 
tivities wUl be sponsoring a lei 
ture on Transcendenta,1 Medita, 
tion. 
AdmissiM to the lecture. 
which will be in Bldg. 19. Rm_ 
1. is free. AH interested person~ 
have been .invited. 
Sntden~ Art League (SAL) 
poort:il11o photos will be taken: 
Monda)·. April 14. from noon to 
2 p.m. in the paint studio, 
Th"r(: will also. be a SAL 
mccllng Friday. April 18. at 
~ p.m. 
----There will be an' importo,nt 
COURIER staff· meeting Wed-
nesday. April 16. at 1:15 p.m. 
in the Jpurnalism Ofli£e. 
Bldg. 15_ 
There will be " mandatory 
Drama Society meeting Wed-
nesday. April 16 at 2:30 p.m. in 
Bldg. 21. Plans for a theatre 
party will be d\scU.sSed-
Friday. April lB. from 9:~O 
a.m, to 2:30 p.m .. student.. will 
be measured In Bld~. 17 for 
, caps and g<JWl1s lor tbis year's 
graduation. cerem<>~. schedul, 
ed for June 8. (Details of the 
, program will, be. ~<>~nd in _ ne;\: 
'Status Quo 
Vadis' rates 
By Katble Huddleston 
The Drama Society's ·p!ay. 
"Slatus Quo Vadis" was good_ 
Not only was it good it WIUl 
hilarious. 
The set was well done. It was 
simply boxes and bench ... , to 
create guidelines; the actors 
did the rest. It was Interesting 
to note that very rew props 
were used. Everything wafl 
done in pantomime. 
The play. which took place in 
late March. "'as directed by 
Smith Brand and had a cast 
of 26. 
The story line centers around! 
Horace Elgin. a man trying to 
climb the ladder or success, and 
the situations and peopie he he 
comes involved with in his 
climb. 
Those giving tho best per, 
fc'rmanees included Kevijl MG' 
Quade as the elderly Prof~ssor 
Russell and Lynn Va.cek as 
Mrs. Eigin. 
, McQuade played two shon. 
but nice roles. The rOle of the 
professor was piayed to the hilt 
and was quite exceiient. His 
other role as Grammerky, the 
impossible boss. waR adequate. 
Lynn V seek was excellent as 
Mrs. Elgin. the down-to-<>artll. 
suspicious mother. 
There were st.."Veral other 
small roles that brought out-
standing performances. Those 
of the two workers. play~ by 
Woody Brown aod Bill Bodin", 
, were quite good. Bodine also. 
gave a marveloqs per.frorm-
ance in a role that brought him 
-on stage ror just a few seconrls 
as the detective. 
Th etwo cie-rgym.en were very 
well portrayed by Gary Swart •. , 
and II/ick Kellen. 
Fair performances were gliv-
en by Chuck Eilsworth as Paul 
Regents, IIl. Randy Bennett as 
Mr. Elgin. Karht Korff as 
Irene. and Li. Shrode as Bar-
bara. 
M c d i 0 ere represen.tations 
came from Mary Ann. Pala a5 
Jo-yce. 1\.1Iarc Alberico as Don 
Walgren. and Peggy F1oy<l as 
Sarah. 
The only true problem with 
the play came from the load, 
Bob Yurasovich, WhO. was rots 
cast as Horace Elgin. shrugged 
and mumbled his way ~hrough 
the entire production, ' 
Other members of the Qast 
were Pam McGowen. eChe;;'l 
Fredrickson. Anne KUtaj. Nan-
cy Lynn. Debi MacPherson. 
and Charlene Phillips. 
The four. choir boys were 
played by Bobby Dalligan. Scott 
Fabrie. Terrance Large. .a.n<I' 
Bart Weldon-
The show had a message, 
that being how difficult it is to 
break out of the status quo 
(system)_ ' 
Everyone in the play wore 
numbers on their clothing to 
represent this •• pect. It produc-
ed an interesting effect with the 
I's oeing teachers and leli>ders. 
.and 5's being factory Worl"'rs_ 
Brand·'s directing job result-
ed in a very fina show. 
Show 
Come one. come all. to 1M 
"Greatest Show on Earth." No. 
Bozo is not cOming to TCe. but 
a groUil of our students will bel 
participating in a Talent /)hOW' 
tonight. Friday. April 11, on 
our VeIY own campus. 
Bldg 21 wUI be the place: SG 
cents the price; and 7:30 the! 
starting tima in the "Big Top.'" 
Skits. poetry and prose read· 
ings. musi£a1 selectlons aMI 
"dueling kazoos" will hi/Ihllght 
the night. which is part of the 
two-week Spring festival !lOW' 
underwey. 
Springfest events to date have' 
inciuded two "Hobo Luncb'~ 
, days. contest day. and days of 
regression. 
N .. xt Friday. April '!a.' will bt 
the date for th" "Big ~ ... ' Dimc,e. 
The "Big F" Picnic will, be held 
the foJlilwing day' at' "Nortll! 
Creek ,Meadows. A bi'" hike: 
concert affair has been.schedul-
ed for Sunday. 
Committees are currently, 
working on arrangements f<Xl" 
next week's activities. and per-
sons interested In helping can 
contact T. Howard BeU. Spring-
fest ChairrIWUl. in Bldg. 16. or 
notify J',1di Price. Director,~ 
Student Activities. also In RIdg. 
16. or at 596-2000. ext. 23\). 
More detaJls .i.bout the Uj)-
c","ing activities can be found' 
'n n.,..".f- "'OQJ..'" nor"" ... 
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In blac·k ... 
When CIarintalks, 
people remember 
By Kenneth WIWams 
sat .. Feb. 22. 197 •• at 10:15 A.M .. the Rev. Jesse L. JacksOll 
did the thing that many black people on, the corners and in 
barber and beauty ahops and homes were saying he ahould do. 
Rev. Jackson. in an eloquent speech. announced his supPort for 
the black mayoral candidate, State Senator Richard Newhouse. 
·Rev. Jackson's speech, "Stand Up, Black Man," was edu-
catiooal and inspirational, This speech was an educational ex-
perience applicable to black political ca:ndldlI.tes, everywhere: 
the Newbouses in Chicago, the Mosleyg in Hal'Vey, tbe ,Tacksons 
in Atlanta and the Hatchers in Gary. ' 
"We ,as a peOPle. are enslaved in a political jungle and'me 
must carve out our own road from this jungle. Our primary 
pi'oblem Is to dismantl", Mayor Daley's machine by whatever 
means osslble. The macWne can pass laws without hearing us: 
It "Can pa", budgets without considering us:' stated Rev. Jack-
son. 
He proceed. dto list his - reasons ror supporting Sena~ 
NeWhouse: . 
1. This represents the first free election in Chicago's historr 
for black people. You may not choose to vote for Newhouse. 
but you have a choice. ' 
Z. We need change naw. 
3. Chicago needs a democracy now. Newhouse mayor may 
not win on Tuesday, but others wUl not respect usunl_ we' 
respect ourselves. 
4. If Newhollse gets a decent vote, it will compel the Inde-
pendent Movement and the Machine to seriouslY back a 
black candidate for the 1979 election. because We hold the 
margin or victory. . 
5. W. cannot forever sanction others for the sake or coali-
tion.\ \ ' 
ti. Every candidate slated for Mayor by the Democratic 
_Centre! Committee'h~ J!'islr. The last two candidates 
backed by the ·Indepenaent Voters of IllinOis lIave been 
JeWiah. The IV! board is composed 0[' 11 white members: 
seven of them are Jewish. This is not to be constrmod .... 
anti-Semantic, but only serves to point out-that peoPle or-
ganiie their own and for themselves. 
7. So What. if we don't know how to run a campaign, we'will 
leard-by doing. 
B. You don.'t become politically powerful or respectful be-
cause you support a political machine. It it were so, black 
people would contr.,} Chicago's political machine. You gain 
power when you learn to be respected. 
Rev. Jackson'-s· endorsement is one that the people have 
long awaited. My personal coruplaint, is that the endorsement. 
came at the 13th hour of hte campaign. One need ouly }001< al 
Tuesday's returns to-see whether my complaint has aniy vaUdit;', 
&Sineli.this 'article, i"being written prior to the T~Y cleo-
tion, '1 e>in only 'hopech1y -claim has no justification. 'aiihough t 
rea. it will have a considerable 1iearlng:oil the Way Chicago'S 
black voters cast their votes. 
TUTAONANA (Go in Peace} 
Jobs For 
Summer 
Look 
D ____ !,,.,.! .... _ 
Need a job? 
'rhe Coun.ej'ing Depart'llent 
will be employing from eight to' 
12 students as student leaders 
for. ~n . ap?ro?,ima~ .~i~-w~ 
111 Kathie Huddleston 
Luis T. Clarin. an instructoo.< 
at Olive-Harvey College, ~ 
on mn.eumohies. a technique or 
improving tbe memory, TIles-
<lay, Feb. IB, in Bldg. 19. 
. During 50 tilinut'es. the. dis-
tinguished fellow told his audi-
ence that be cOUild WTite 20 dis, 
.... oclated words on' a black 
board; erase them in a few min-
utes 'and everyone would re-
member the wards. This re-
portor can still remember those 
words. 
Clarin discussed the four prin-
ciples of hll,ing a good memo 
ory. They are ,concentration, 
picturization, motion and exag-
geration. and association. . 
With these four tblngs, Clartn 
said. just" about anyone can 
have a good, or even excellent 
memory. He also stated that 
hypnosis could be quite helpful. 
Clarin was invit¢ to speak 
by the Thornton Community 
College Division of Arts 2nd 
Human.ities. His main purpose 
was to he!lp some or the music 
students re'lWIIlher Ule. words 
to songs, although all stndents 
were invited to attend. ' 
'Status QUO Yams' 
adors chosen 
By Naney Gu_an 
Smith V. B"and, director and 
TCC drama instructor. has an-. 
nounced the cast ,for the sprinf 
production, "Stat"s Quo V.dis." 
After three edays f auditioI15 
.and <1n ,-afternoon of callba.cl<; 
auditiOll;' •. th~ !,a§t ,W'PS. selected 
Thursday. Feb. 20. 
The cast is: Dietrich Lange 
as 1\'Ir. Grammecky; Bob Vura· 
sov~c'h as Horace -Elgin; Randy 
Bennett as Mr. Elgin; Lynn! 
Vacek as Mrs. Elgin; and 
Woody Brown as L:\porskl. 
Reinke will be played by Bill 
Bodine; PaU'l Rege!lts III by 
Chuck Ellsworth: Barbara by! 
Janice Culbertson: Joyce by 
Mary Ann Pala; and Don Wal-
gren by Marc A11>erico. 
Irene will be portrayed by 
Karla Korff; Prof. Russell by 
U"'''''n '!I./I' ... nu Q riD." 'Po" O" ... ,h, 
'Breakaway' offers chance 
for weekend retreat 
By Cindy Cruz 
Ar.J<proximately 200 stndents 
and facuity members wllI be at· 
tending Spring' Breakaway 1975 
this weekend at the Lake WU-
Uamson Center 40' miles south 
of Springfield, 
The semi-annual breakawaYlli 
are' sPQl>SOl'ed by the nilnois 
Callege Ministries, the youth 
branch of the, Asseml>Iies or 
God. 
Scheduled activities for the 
weekend inclnde worksh_, 
seminars, 'and .maX groop-
sharing activities. 
Highlighting the we<kend will 
be a number of SPeakers. Th"y 
will include Rev. Dave Gable. 
who is the natlon.1 callege 
youth' representative for the As-
semblies, or God and Editor 1>1' 
Campus Ambassador maglazine. 
Rev, Gable will be discussing' 
the "Jesus Style of Leader-
ahip." 
Also speaking will be Rev. 
Thurman Faison. DirectOil" cI 
Chicago Teen Challenge. Rev. 
Faison. formerly a pastor in 
Harlem. N.Y. and ,the south 
side or Chicago. will be dlscu",-
i.nj( "Disc/pleahip." 
"The Christian as an ArUstHI 
will be the mpic of discus.sion. ' 
by. R<>v. Jim Hall. Di.ector of 
the Illinois College Minlsteries 
Assemblies of God. R~v. Hall is 
a graduate of the University or 
MissQuri with a B.A. in English 
lite-rature. 
Can 
onepriesf 
maRa I , 
difference? 
tn'ltaly. in the 1800's a 
poor priest met a boy of the 
streets. At that time there were 
thousands of such boys in 
Turin. '; hun.gry, homeless and 
June Hurst, an experienced 
~er on fRmliy life. will dis· 
CIISS '''The Woman in the Sxiy 
of Christ." Mrs. Hurst. mrother 
<'if th .... , 'was a missiCMry in! 
Tanzan&a, East Africa'. for sev-
en years. Previously she aided 
/v>r hlll'bond in evangelism in 
Coo. and Eurasia . 
Although stnd""t •• '" leaving 
today, if you would like to go, 
it is stlU oot. too late. Contact 
Ron Farquhar, Director or 
G ene' r a I and E'I!)Orimentad) 
Studies; in Bldg. 2. Cost of the 
trip is $20 per person. pa)"i.bJe 
by cIleck. Transportation i. by 
b~,. 
Correction 
In "'" article III laSt week'S, 
paper about tbe two StudeJt& 
AcWevement Recognition Pro-
gram wimler., ,'Gregg Stockey 
was incorrectlY referred to as 
Gregg Stuckley. We apologize 
'for any inconvenience ·pr con· 
fusion that may have resulted 
from the error. 
TC4 lecture 
TC4 welcome. Mack' Reynold., 
Doted speaker on the subject or 
fooo preservatives. AU persOIl& 
Inlerested In t~. FREE lectllre 
are invited to Bldg, 1, Rm. 1 at 
1 P.M. Ihis allernoon. Pizza will 
be served following the leetur" 
and post-Ieeture discussion, 
Chern Clnb hope. t.. see yoo 
'here looay, Feb, %8, at 1 P ,M. 
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Oakton entered the contest 
with a 23-4 record in the Sky' 
way Conference, 'good enough 
for second place behind No. 1 
stare· ranked' Triton. 
It was an exciting ball game 
from th~ '1'Itset. Oakton was un· 
consciOus from the field, hittinl!1 
over 55 per cent from ootsJde. 
TCC was on death's doorstep 
several. times in the first hal! 
onIy to reach back and pull oot 
that extra . spark • shooting. 
hustling Of' reboundiilg. whOOI 
they needed it most.· Despite 
failing behind 47·36 al the half, 
Phase Two 
B1 P/Uil MeGoWlUt 
"Phase II is coming aJong 
just fine. In fact, it's running 
ahead or schedule and onIy two 
days of work have been lost due 
to the weather," stated Edwin 
Dahl. TeC's Director of Institu. 
Ellls Boyd was 'D.uctlonee.r 
.t 18st Friday's Delta Slgm,. 
"Slave Auction." The aoetlO1l. 
held In Bldg. 15, ",as j •• t one of 
" series 01 potentially emllor· 
rassing situatioDs tb~\ Dew 
UU'll lVL ~'V, Jill-un@; lor ;':,,1 
points. From 15 feet on in. he 
was devastating. However. 
Keith WiU!ams kept'l'horntoo 
in the contest hitting for 10 
points, mostly on tough re-
'bounding and tight defensive 
play. 
JuJius Patterson rippled th~ 
nets for eight points and Chris 
Polk ma.nag<o<j six to S\J!lPOl'I 
Williams' performance and tum 
in fine team play for the B\Ill. 
dogs. 
The second hal! started out 
in the same fashion. Both "teams 
came out firing. Patterson .and 
J.ne leaa sea-sawea Irom SlX:' 
to 10 points until [0:30 or the 
second haJf. Although the Raid· 
~I's shot well in the' beginning, 
they cooled off considerably 
from their lirst half percentage. 
At 10:30 Willia= banked in 
a ,jumer trom eight feet out 
along the right side Of. the frw-
throw lane and the. score was 
79·62. Polk then sank his next 
tw<>ibuck.ts and one or Iwo 
iNethrow. while Oakton man-
aged but one field g<>ai. TeC 
was cloaing in at 70·66. 
For the resl of 1M" garn.e Ihe 
team lived up to the name 
e 
remams on schedule 
tional Resource. and DevalOp· 
ment. 
Ph·ase II should be completed 
by Marcil 1976, and the present 
projected date for student ocmI-
pation is--fall 76. However. Dr, 
Jim McCaleb, head or Tee 
Buildings and GroUnds. "anti· 
sorority pledges found 'hem-
.elves In durin, the past 'wo 
w~ks. 
"Flve dollarS., rfve doUars. 
do I bear anoher bid? C'mon 
people. 51., I bear ill< • • ," 
cipates the completion or Phase 
II in January 1976 II all s\eplll 
go according to schedule." 
No attempts to the state,have 
been sought for the $2 miJlion 
contribution cut from Phase II 
for a physical education build· 
ing. 
Dahl stated that Governol' 
Walker has proposed a $4 billion 
construdion program in the 
state to provide 'COl1.5tructioo: 
jobs. Delaile<l programs haV<! 
not yet been publL'lhed on this. 
However, it is anticipated 
that mental hospitals, road im· 
provements. public buildings, 
schools and colleges ha Ye been 
included, 
It is hoped that II money is 
made available to colleges that 
TCC woUld obtain money to fi· 
nance, the construction of the 
physical education' buUding. 
Mike Pitman. Polk,' Burchett. 
Willialll.';, Patterson and John 
Merrill w~re maniacs on ne-
fense, goilaths on the boards 
and on lire (rom tha shooting 
asped or the game. 
With· 7:14 ""ruUllIng, Bur· 
chett double· pumped a jumper 
from 20 reet oul on the right 
side to put the B'llldogs behind 
by 74-73. A' comeback jumper 
by Oakton forward Jerry J~es 
(Cont'd. to P.)) 
Tce pOp 
concert Sun. 
Tee Ar1S and Humanities Di-
vision is sponsoring a Pop Con .. 
cert Sunday, March 3, at 1:30 
p. m. in Building 21. The Tee 
Symphcnlse Winds, Jazz Band and 
~ancy Platin~ts Brass Amba=a-
dors will be featured. Admis ... 
,ion is $. 50 for student; and $I 
for adults" Fefreshments will 
be available. 
Special film 
next Friday 
U Attica, Like It lst!, a docu .. 
Urban Stildies Department; 
show only slight interest jn tht, 
forma~ion . of, a class dealing 
wibh Latin:o bistory andlor cuI· 
ture. 
Although only 16 surveys 
were returned. opInions ex-
pr€'s'sed indicated the c'O'tlt~e 
would ibe beneficia:! to TCC stu· 
dents. Students respor..ding in-
dicated, they felt the class 
should run for one semester and 
deal with history and cluture. 
A1~o, m.ost f-elt that a Lati..nO' 
in..structor would not be neces.-
sary, however. one might be 
beneficiaL 
Even though !'he result. ,,( the. 
surveys show that only four or' 
those replying would take the 
class. many of the students ex-
pressed their !ideas as to what 
should be included in the class. 
In addition. Jean Sedlack, Span· 
ish instructor. expressed her 
willingness to teach the course. 
Some of 'the ideas expressed! 
on the surveys to be included 
in the ctass were: the definition 
of the term L,tino, history or 
. the people. their art. music, 
and literature. economics, iden~ 
tifkati{m of their goals. the 
LatinQ's place in socIety. cw· 
tural philosophy and customs. 
Field trips and guest speak, 
ers were mentioned as possible 
class "extras." 
More information on. the sur· 
vey wiJ.l be available at a later 
date. Also. if any, instructor~ 
have completed surveys. plell£.(j 
return the mto Dave Johnfi),ll, 
Coordinato rQ[ Ethnic Studies, 
in Bldg. 3. 
mentary fUm portraying the Upm Th:re will be a Latino Studi0S. 
rising that mol< place at the Nav meetmg ~ilY. Mar. 3. at 
. ". '. 2:30 P.M. m Ihe Bldg. 3 Culture 
York prISon, wlll be shown next Ctmoor to discuss the res~l~ts of 
Friday, March 7, at noon in the survey. Dave 'Johnson 'Will 
Building 3, Room 4. It is open be chairman. 
... All interested students and 
to ,all students, . and a~.misSl0.n IS faculty members arc encourag. 
free,· ed tQ • ttend. 
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Yearbook 
underway 
By Dennis Marich 
There will be a staff meetiiig 
for all people who have been. 
informed of their pOsition as. a 
staff member of the TCC y ... ,.. 
book, on Monday, Feb. 10 at 
1: 30 P ,M. in Bldg. 16. This in· 
clUides l\ll photographers who 
" attended the meeting earlier 
this year. 
The combination Split·Cal· 
dron yearbook is now' into pr0-
duction. . 
Anyone int.rested In working 
on the sWf to aid In the adver· 
tising procedure or other areas 
is welcome. 
Studenf.8 wishing \() contrib-
ute artwork to the publication 
should contact Bob Tully' in 
·care of the Art Department. 
All poetry or literature should 
be brought into Bl~J!. 16 to 
,Richard Nirenberg. PR DIrec', 
\()r aud yearbook sponsor. 
Pho\()graphs s h 0 U I d be 
brwght either \() Bldg. 18 or 
placed in Dennis Marich's mail· 
box in the Courier office, in 
B1d~. 15. 
Reporter's 
• • OpmlOD 
This year may well be a most 
exciting 9<le in the election of 
Obicago's mayor. esp<!Clally It 
the' HONORABLE mayor, him· 
self. sllould win the FebrUary 
priinary. Will he be able to 
override Slnger's little tactics 
, on the tube arur retain' the CC!ll' 
fidenceOf hls,loyal subjects, 'or 
wiIlhEi have t~·l''''ort to beconi· 
ing a write-In candidate? , 
Hoperully. Singer, will win 
'-, ,',' " . .• 'eel It 
~see, 
for 
,one of his little racket jobs. On 
the othei narur: would Rlchatel 
J'. stick around loog. enough for 
that to happen? Would he hav. 
the nerve to be re-elected, then 
tum around and appolrlt one of 
his, subjects and still cOlllrol 
things behind the ""enes? Alter ' 
all, he Is a sick man. and his 
doctor may advise him to ..... 
sign, and rest. How convenient. 
Maybe Daley would appoint 
,his son, in order to keep "roya[. 
ty" in the mayoral seat. Maybe 
the Idea of a mayor for Chicago 
FEBRUARY 7, 1975 
Basing themselves on the 
principle, "L. Everybody Hal>' 
py?" they shall soon beGome 
stale as week·old Italian bread. 
I must sadly say I am a memo 
ber of the SAC Complaint 
Board. and my mai~ comolaint 
Is Ihat SAC is unorganized. 
Personally. I think Daffy 
Ou;:k ha.q 8 better ol"~anized. . . 
Rob Hardy 
Reporter 
P~T.K. 
photo.s 
Any current member of Phi 
Theta Kappa (PTK) Honor S0-
ciety wi.hlng to order a PTK 
k .. y (pin) Is asked to submit a 
$3 check payable to Phi Theta 
Kappa. to Rose Kukn¥o, Presl· 
dent: Phi Theta Kappa: Bldg. 
8. Room 15: thornton'·Common-
,ity College: 50 W. 162nd Street: 
South HclIand. illinoiS' 60473. 
IT society members would "I· 
so like to order car decais, at a 
cost of 25 cents each, they are 
asked to add this amount to the 
check. ' 
Along with the check, please 
enclos,e a note listing )'OUl' 
name, address. telephone 1lIWIl· 
ber and order. 
All memt>ers 'WIlJ) nave not 
mgned up for 'our toy drive or 
day the recyeling center may 
do so by calling M, Batder at 
849.5237 or R. Kuknyo at 8~9· 
3163. ' 
NEW MEMBERS: Tile certlf· 
Icates from thl> natlona1' head, 
quarters have not yet 'aiTived. 
A notice will be posted when 
they are avoihlble. 
Notice ,of eUglbWty for PTK, 
, based on the Fall, 1974,' honors 
list,' will b~ sent Out in late Feb-
ruary or early March. 
Yeurbcok pictures, for ,Phi 
Thettl KapPh Honor Society, Will 
Ibe taken at' 9 A.M.. Tuesday, 
Feb. 11. hI' the square oil the 
main campul:i, across from "the 
.library, PresWent Rose Kuky"o 
.nn~lInced Tuesday. 
Copies of the Keynoter, are 
now available' in Instructor 
James Abbott's office. Bldg. 8, 
Rm. 15 ,or they may be borrow· 
ed from the loan desk at the 
campus library. 
Announcing ••• 
The COURIER is beginning a 
new column,"U" and coming." 
ClUb representatives. _ studems. 
departmenl chairmen. teac!l. 
ers. and adminlstrators are 
urged to submit short notices of 
upcoming activities b<>t.h of TCC 
and in the college district.' that 
would be of interest to TeC stu· 
dents. 
Arulther artlcl<>, :'Ye rI1de 
meeting place" Is, also slated 
as a regular article. The 001· 
wnn will list on-campus meet· 
ings. IT you have an upcoming 
meeting, please droP us a short 
note In Bldg. 15; or caU 596,2000, 
Ext. 277. 
rUltim~~ I 
XO ALL CLUBS: Prlarto the 
S.A.C. meeting of Jan. 28. n0-
tice was sent out to jIlU ciubs 
that attendance. of a represen· 
tative at each meeting sl>a:ll be 
mandatory. 
-' Those in AI1~ndanca 'at this 
meeting decided that this 
shouid be enforced. Therefore, 
as ioI Feb. 11, 1975, each club 
must send a' representative \() 
each meetil>g of S.A.C. This 
person must' attend at least 3 of 
4 meetings per lllDnth. CluM 
which <\Q not co-operate may 
e'j(,ounter dUliculties when ask· 
ing for ald or assistance from, 
S.A.C. in the future. 
The date of S.A.C. meeting. 
have been cbanged to Tuesdays 
at 2:30 p.rn. These meetings are 
,held i1\ the, Meeting Room ,of 
Bldg. 16. Notice of aoy change, 
is always poated on the door. 
If, you have any questions, 
, please contact me In- Bldg. 16 or ' 
at 596-2000. Ext., 232. . ' , 
, REGINA M. SUGJ!;S 
President of 
Student Association 
Sit in 
Tuesday 
r !leflectioDS 
In' bJac,k ... 
'Sy MarllfD SeuDt ' 
While cia,*, of us are studying the ancient history and 
EUroPean and' Oriental culture and finding it dllficult to rela\l' 
to, current Black h!story is being made right In our OWII 
neighborhood. 
Dr, Charles Mosley, the only Black mayoral candidate in 
Harvey, Is waging a dynamic campaign. Dr. Mosley bas .. doc· 
torate in education and Is a former faculty and board member 
of TCC. . 
Mosley has a twelve point platform for, the betterment of 
Harvey and the whole south .. uburban area. Some of the points 
Include: Increased police protection-5alely program: increased 
commercial developments: increased employmem opportunities 
for local residents: aDd an Improvement of mult!·raci81 relA· 
tlons. Other platform points include programs for youtha and 
senior citizens, and an end to deficit spending in Harve)'., 
Mosley needs our help. If you are a resident of Harvey, 
please vote in the primary election Tuesday. Feb. 25. 
Even If yo uare not a Harvey resident, a contribution of 
your tim and/or money will accomplish the sure goal. That I!O!II 
being a person who is concerned about the weUare of thQ _ 
munlty. Are you? , 
For further Informatiiln please contact the Citizens for 
Charles Mosley, at 118 E. 154tb St .. or call 596·5083 or 596·:;084, 
College call-board 
Tec [students, as well as stu, 
dents throughout the Chicago' 
land area, will have an oppor, 
tunlty to attend reguiar under· 
graduate clas ... , at Illinois In· 
stitute of Technology !lurIng 
Open Classes Oay. Monday, 
Feb. 17. from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
Vlsil<>rs may ,elect, the 
classes they wish to attend 
(rum a variety of subjects, in· 
cluding management, econom· 
ics, mathematics. humanities, 
architecture. social sciEnee&, 
design, physics. city and re-
gional planning. chemistry. and' 
engineering. 
Class attendance permit'i, 
campus maps. and clas;s schoo·, 
. ules . wLU be .available during 
registration in the south lobby 
of Grover M. Hermanl1' H'l1l. 
3241 Sou;h Federal Street. be-
ginning at 9 A.M. 
ilT's library, gymnasIum, 
and other university facUities 
wUi also be open to visitors. 
Ample parking Is .vailable 1m· 
mediately north of arur adjacent 
to Hermann Hall on 32nd Street. 
For further inl'ormatlon' coo· 
tact the !IT Office of Admis-
sions. 225·9600. Ext. 562. 
Wh.eredidall 
the $$$ go? 
(,Co nt, hom p. '1) 
SAC members debated the Id.... and Ms. Price said she 
would' contact Invergo with the 
results, and IIIlso sugges! he re-
vise the policy somewhat. fol· 
lowing SAC feedbilck. 
.. tabled a request from the 
TC4 Chemistry CII.Ib for approx· 
Imately $525 to finance an edu· 
cational camping trip over 
Easler break. The environment· 
af trip, with 14 studen!.. and 
............... u ... _ .. _1....-.. ......... 1..)1. ... 
Global Inrlation." More detaUs 
will be relayed to SAC as they 
become available. 
.. adjourned at 4 P.M .. until 
Tuesday. Feb. 11, at 2:30 'P.M. 
in the Bldg. 16 Meeting Room. 
SAC meetings are open to all 
TCC .tudents. 
Tee 
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E an electrleat me ~rwo In WIti' t:;OUtD .. nona,na pump~r8, "" ,~thln ~U seeonas. 
sviitebgeat room on campus last liremal! and t.ook abOut 20 minu~ .Injured ~two.w,?,"knlanfpr. the 
Thursday:·.-' '. tobring under ci!ntrol. 'accordlng,HlRE, Electric C!imp&ny. They 
Th.-·'ffre .... as· .... u •• d by ~anto Jim, Wiley,lira 1ri.pOjltorof· ",e""Janll"'llaah'and Joseph 
~tiPa.r~nt trialfuiletlon gUbe ne",ly. Soutli HQlland. Firem,n ~ere.on _(l'llata:wholll'~ sU,beo1!tFA§torS;tor 
ili~ta-lled .Iectrie ,paMl. Th. th .... n. (r9ni' 8:45 until '.11:35 . the:biilldlrig.AlSa .lDJutQd~ was 
eci!1ipment In.talledis.part o!th. a.m; • ·JQhn.K"f~' ehier:"lectr,ician ·for 
Cheer!ea~er itryouts yifild. one. 
butsf(Jt"tsq~Cld has .big spirit 
Rv Steve Lea "/afler ht.'f -job in Jhe~ admtssions--
Gimme a'n· S-P+R-I·T wh~ts orfi'Cl' is eonfph~ted for ·tlie'd~y .. _ 
eh."e spoll'l It sp~lIs spirit but Whae reaBy concerns Pala'is the .. 
unfortunately a"" lot of" TCC - < h.lck of· participation in these' 
students don't know tl)e me,aning <1ctivilit's~by;both~the st'udents and '" 
of Lhe word. . . Lhe. faculty, She woula .Iike to see 
Monday the' cheerleaders .lleld, '. mort. of the Ja<:\llty involved with 
~y{)l!~~ in an effort to'ihc~e~s~,t~e.' ,lhl' sponsorshi.p ?i"-e.xt,rB:._<:urr.ic~!a~ 
tijz.'-' of lheir;, sq~ad.l>~o~e gIrl a~tiviUe!:i •.. ·. ,<, _. > .' 
sh'~\V<'\L up,. Cheerleaders Judy "E".n though th'ipg. ~re'tough 
Durr. -Eaflee.n~ .. ~I~_c~~~ell .. ,~~d -..wl'~J:l' sti_11 trying.9ur~·b~t":that i~ 
fanya Mitchell •. '.ali/'thf.~'w~~k· . tho" PP'injol'lor all ·)our 
v<'Lerans. as .Bufldogt,~e.ed~aders;· cheorleaders.. Their ,enthusiasm addl"~. tl .... r~~rth to ,their ra~ks in fl)r' !.heir activity spills. over' intJ) . 
ana r~leasea aner ~Ing taKen to 
Ignalls Memorial Hospital. . 
, .' Nash w ••. tak.oto tgnallsby the 
South:HOI18ndparamedic'unlt, H~ 
waS then ~tan~ ... rred to th. burn 
unit of Foster McGraw HOspital at 
LOyola University in MayWood. 
lIuap'''''' tJillU lit: was In gooo 
condition on Monday. 
Th. damage .done to the PhaSe 
n .ar!l& WIll be paid f9r by •. the 
construction insuranel! .agency, 
aceording to Dr. ·McCaleb. director 
'of buildingS, and grounds. 
Teachers call 
for mediator 
<in' n'egptiations 
~Fol1owing' tll.tr second meeting ---_negotiator. an4 board members 
wlti! a feu.raL media·tor., 'a was held Moriday morning. 
tenetative agreement was reached 'ksettl.ment 'had been reached. 
by. the.factil.ty associ~tion. and 'Sepeember '1!i' when the:Faculty 
school,\loard Tuesday eyening;·. 'Assoelation' ratilled a. wages ,and 
Jl<!th 1"'fIles'~. not to release :benefits·propos,l sUbmit.ted to. the 
iriformatio.n .. regarding . 'tlle Association, by,. "the. B9"rd of 
settiement;uil(iI they "ecelved f~U 'Truste:e&; However; the projJo,sal 
ratification'. '. ~. _ ~hJ~h·, "was . acc~pt~d"" was .. ap-Sepa}~te: :r~tif~cation:·,ine:e.'titlgs .. pare~t~IIY~~o.t'~.t~e on~. t~at,~~e~ 
will . be. held.;Th" faculty; D(fered:Whenthe over.sight was 
association will'meet"Thursday for . noticed theteaeM •• once'agairi;' in 
.a .. ·.atification' ,,<Itt and .. no. details a 'vote.relu'sed·to N'.tif1!'But,;n an 
'are' available regarding the boards crfort toavoid'1! ltHcke"bOth sides. 
m~iting. ·The.n.xt'board'rlleeting agreed tQ' call' Itt· • ··federal 
"is schedu~ed for:Oct. 1~, however. mediator." 
theY could' call a special· meeting Included in the :<r~ settlement 
beforelt~p.9:"--~ ... !::.. _:,.,0", '. was·a.<7·.6.-per.~ce:nt sa!I:l!'y i.I\~~~s~, 
. The" ratific~tjo~,: oftb~.1iet, ... b~se?:oiianave~age salil~y ill 
t1ement ca~'1tp .!~.lier. ",ay,a'i;:~17:50b, me.(!i~al,,,cov.rag. for ",?,r~i~g to;. D,i)lk )Si",~nberg, ~p'endents .",;~ t?l'bI,eq'JWQ i 
dlrectlot:of,Publ\!'. R~lation~ . .: . 'ContlhOedonpage5 
. The first .ttle.tlDg wit~ faculty. . . .... . .... 
SAC election returns, shbw 
l)onaldYoung, pre$id~,nt' 
. Donald A.·:Youilg :is tlie new ,Bre';da- GOrski w~re chose' lor the 
. president'ofSAC. Results afthe ·eompla:~tbQard,lI'liey~re- all 
studimt ehictions were' tabulated sophtrtores,d, Tw<>: freshmen .. can· 
'Tuesday mormu".': .'.. .... didates:WQQ;;;niViltJ>-i~FtheY are 
'Janice So~~l.w.ki,· Donajd'Flor~i<ti~';Nliu:phya'l)Q.'D.i>lane 
Cienawskt."Robert .Srt:iith, Pamela . Ha~_ne~. ! .', ,- --.. :,';' - h 
Peterson. 'Bob _ L~cas _ and Jean Two- freshl!1en a~,d ~wo sop .. 
Com~tock are. the new ad~ ~o:e~ ~ake .~~ tl'),~ ~~de?t ac~ 
ministrative 'council' members. tl.vltles co.~ml~tee, t.ey ar.e. 
'\ c _ Janice FraZier, Kim McCarty. Earl 
John·O'Keele., Paul Martis and Jones and Steve Mack. 
Phos,e IInearsflnish, 
,boo~c$tore opens Oet. 10 
By TimTholDas· T,he other buildings, except for 
Phase n :1S ~f3aring completion num~r' five which has been 
on the main- Campus. the .interiin . demolished •. hare' ,being .!!leared 
campus is being phased out. '01 the. .and maintained. at a minimum 
.21 buildings. that .composed the level until the Board of Tr\>stees 
interim ':campus, only -fiv~ are dicta~e further:actit>D,". according- _ 
being utilized1>y'the school. ·to'Dr: McCaleb. . . 
BundingS.7, 12.' 13' and 21 are . 'rhe ne.w ~ampus store. wm open 
currently, retaIned by the college ~ Monday 10 Its lJe~Jocation ~cr_oss. 
for_ adult education. central fro~ th~ cafe~rl~ .. The. ~tor~ 1}t 
storage i't . lie' t 'hletics the interim csmpus was clos.d thIS 
• n ereo ~a e ~"'. '. week for moving. --=-- _-._ an~ g>;o~nds. One ~hlrdDI.,~ullding, The reason ,the store relocated 1~.~ b~lDg'.us~d. for" ~~C s. baEY7.- now in~d:p.1trl ;:'r hp.fo,"~ J;\("hnnT 
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As ~ri . l>(fice. funded. by the edition ani! once falibis ChristmAs 
scH'ool. adriill)istroition the. Courier 'issue...: . . •• .• : .. ." ' 1 
.•. '. '$11,534 feir .,larie.,'-'OiJr p~llsenp. bu~g8t,.ep';rate 
·.production .. costs.. from ~Msp,,",al' fUnd,reveals"the 
nd .. 'lillo·collalleoils rollo",ing. Supp,Ue.l.alto:tmllllt, . 
ellP"rlses. . .. .... .. ' . $250, moneY ;':.pent.';·$f37~70. . 
" A ..... ,- .. _ .. _.+{ ... ff .... 1 t'h~a" RA1RMfIIA! A.llnt.l'ru~nt~ SB504.:Jrionev 
.of 
'upto,You, 
- - Belo," is'· ,"list of filin· 
categories. Sin\ply list in 
preference,nd under their 
proper category. any films 
you'd Uke to see. 
____ ...... ~"""'".;..- .... -~---~-~----------I, 
AIteI' ..,liDpletloJl, pi ..... submit ,to suggestion boll located at 
bOttom of;r""" .Dtermg;caleterla[dinIng area], 
or.... . Musical Sele~.e fiction Other 
1. 1.. 1. 
,2. ' 2. 2~ 
3. 3; 3.' 
_ ~0!i4daY~8ni."t_to.tOJI'ffl\lD8' 
. - ,'F 
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JustAsk a Student 
How Effective is Student Governme'nt? 
'. ~ '. 
Steve Siwinskl· "At the present 
time it seems to be trying to get 
students organized. If it could get 
students more interested in it to 
participate it would ,be more ef· 
fective. Right now they are doing 
a fine jo,?" 
Bill Buettner· "I don't know-that' 
much about it." 
Sue Sheu· "T.~ be honest, -I 
don't know." 
Carolyn Taylor- "It's' 'okay I 
su,ppose, I'm really \not into it," 
Marlon Burchette- He said be 
didn't know anything. about 
student government-who the 
members are, or when they meet· 
buHe said that whatever they do 
it's effective. 
Sharon Kabat· "It could be a 
more effective organization, but at 
this point it hasn't enough student 
participation. Students have not, 
been made aw'are of it enough. The 
meetings are divided. ThE!,Y can't 
get along. There's alot of friction 
at meetings. We're suppose to be 
working together. We're grown,up 
people, why cart't they get along? 
The govern,rrieIft complains that 
the COURIER's not covering 
things and others. wonder why the 
paper shoula? What is the problem 
here'!" 
Reflections in Black 
By Don Young 
Greetings brothers and sisters 
and welcome to reflections in 
black. Reflections in Black is here 
to inform you, Black students, of 
events and activities that "directly 
effect you. 
Last friday at Prairie State 
College an educational seminar 
was held The topic was Blacks, 
- Education and the Future. It 
turned out to be a very interesting 
seminar. The main areas that were 
discussed -included the role of the 
black stud~nt on a white -campus. 
These topics tackled by Lu Palmer 
o~ Lu's Note Book" David Burgest 
and Andrew 'Thompson of Prairie-
state. 
What is the role of the Black 
student? This question had two 
major answers~ study and learn 
the skills that are needed for our 
people to prepare for the twenty 
first century, then the struggle 
against the forces that are fighting 
against us. 
These were said to be the 
primary roles of the black student 
on a white campus. The - black 
educator must also follow these 
lines and strive to prepare himself 
and his black students for the 
future by means of education. \Ve 
must use the educational system 
to our benefit even though we may 
disagree with it. We must go into 
the educational system in the right 
frame of mi'tld remember'that it is 
not there for our benefit but to 
'perpetuate and maintain the U.S. 
economic system. 
~~~~!~r .. ~~~~~ .. ~~~~~.~.~~!. 
Positions Open: 
(opy Editor: .10 hours per" week, 
$220 per hour 
Feature Writer: 254 per column inch 
Hap pen in gs 0 n Ca m pus . (H: Mary M;~:~:. ~~;.:ed., frl., 
Nursing Seminar 
Students who are interested in 
Thornton Community College's 
, Associate Degree Nursing 
Pl"nO'1'llm (RN) are invited' to 
PHOTO EXHmIT 
A collection of photographs 
detailing campus life at Thornton 
Community College will go on 
exhibit November 15 in. the 
Learning Resources Center on 
vocabulary, punctuation, and 1 C' . 
writing skills," Winograd con- . . . liD. 
tinued. ' . 
T.he class will meet from 4:30 to 0 un er 
6 p.m., for eight session~t through 
Jan~ary 27: 1977, in Roo,:,_~~~l ~n The truth is never pure and seldom simple 
.... ..... ..... T~Tr,.n ~ ___ ,_~Irlw ...... 'hH"Qt;nn ft.",,,, 
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Black Studies, Urban 
• 
Studies Pro&:ram 
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Ms. A:teal Branch has been appointed 
General Manager of Dixie Mall in Harvey: 
of Thornton Communi!y -College. and was 
Secretary in the Urban Studies DepartqIent at 
College. . At Dixie Mall Ms. Branch is a resident of Harvey. 
" I ' ,_~~~ _~__ ~_____________ _ 
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ILLINOIS COUNCIL for BLACK STUDIES 1984 Conference Theme 
The main focus of Black Studies is Academic Excellence and Social Responsibility. 
ICBS believes that it; s social responsibility that sets the contextJo¥'academic.' 
excellence, i.e., thepeople.in a society/community have needs. va.lues,and'asptra-:-· 
tions, and scholarshio proceeds to operate in this socio-cultural·and political 
context for the people. In other words, the value of academic research is the extent 
to which it contributes to society. 
ICBS is therefore, proud to announce its 1984 conference theme: BLACK STUDIES and 
COMMUNITY DEVELODMENT: SEARCH FOR A PARTNERSHIP. This is the mandate to make the link 
between the campus and community one that represents a continuinq dialoque, service 
and advocacy for soci al proqress, and the full opoortunity for the community to qi ve 
leadership to Black studies professionals. 
Harvey is a great place to hold this conference. It is a Chicago suburb of workinq 
peoDle, 70% Black. Nowhere is the link betvJeen the campus and community joined better, 
because the new mayor of Harvey is Professor David Johnson, also a Black Studies 
instructor at Thorhton Community College and the treasurer of ICBS. 
Please attend! 
a····· .. 10-11,1 
Conference Location - HARVEY, 
Registration Fee: 
Students and Community . . .. , 
ICBS and Black Studies Teachers 
Accomodations: 
$ 2.00 
$10.00 
Holiday Inn - 17100 S. Halsted - Harvey 
312/596-1500 - Double room $48.00 per day 
Transportation: 
RTA - Trains leave every hour from r1ichiaan 
and Randolph. downtown Chicago 
312/836-7000 - $2.95 one way 
All conference sessions will be held at the 
ROSA PARKS Junior High School - 147 Robey. Harvey 
FRIDAY - FEBRUARY 10th 
Registration - Holiday Inn 
Hospitality Time - Holiday Inn 
8:00 pm - Opening Plenary - Rosa Parks 
Speaker - ~AYNARD JACKSON 
Mayor's Reception 
SATURDAY - FEBRUARY 11th 
9:00 am - Morning Dleni1ry 
10:30 am - Workshops 
12:30 pm - Lunch 
Shuttle service from motel to ROSA PARKS JR HIGH wi 11 be available Friday and Saturday. 
CHILD CARE will also be available. Please make child care requests by February 8, 1984. 
2:30 pm - Workshops 
4:30 pm - Closing ·Plenary 
For additional information and early renistration - please call: 
Professor David Johnson / Thornton Community College / 312/596-2000 x277 
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CENTER FOR INDEPENDENT LEARNING - SHULl:;; DUURU 
10 PURPOSE - Not for profit, independent educational institutiQn. 
OBJECTIVE - To provide academic enrichment for the students and COmmun-
ity in the t-Jest Harvey area, tutoring and Pre-school - Kindergarten. 
SOURCE OF INCONE - The Center wi 11 be self reliant in that the program 
will be financed by the communities it serves rather than outside sour-
ces o 
STAFF - The Center will consists of a board of directors, parent groups, 
teachers~ counselors and volunteers. 
- Instructor at Project 
- EdMRutgers University - Instructor at Thornton 
Moore - Black Unity Bookstore - Proprietor 
Counselor 
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Center For Independent Learning 
Board Of Directors 
David N. Johnson 
Eugene Banks 
Terrence Moore 
Faculty Advisory And Planning Council 
LarvIarr Thomas M.A. 
John Butler M.A. 
Gwendolyn Smith M.A. 
Constance Williams B"A. 
Lavern Jones B.A. 
Willa Johnson B.A. 
Minnie Wilson B.A e 
June Brown B.A. 
Oliver Carter M.A. 
Paula Kearny B.A. 
Parent's Community Relations Council 
Rosemary Russel 
Bonita Cosby 
Pat Williams 
Linda Jones 
Ronald Ayers 
Larry Smith 
Programs 1974-75 School Year 
Pre-school 3-5 yearsbld, Mon. through Fri. 6A.M.-6p.M. 
Tutoring, elementary school students Mon. and Tues. 6:30 P.M. - 8 P.M. 
Tutoring, high school students Wed. and Thur. 6:30 P.M. - 8 P.M. 
Library Mon. - Thuro 6:30 - 8:30 Sat. 9 A.M. - 7 P.M. 
Cultural Workshops Sat. 11 A.M. - 6 P.M. 
Adult Education, Lecture Series Wed. 7 P.M. - 9 P.M. Sun. 5 P"M. 
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GENERAL STUDIES 
i Studies curriculum, a one semester course, is 
lerate and motivate skills for success in college, 
1 this year totaled some 63 students and suc-
Dving the attitudes of the students for a more 
in the college society, 
AFRO- American History 
A new history course was added to the curriculum this spring, Afro-Arneri-
an history. Through this course, it is hoped students will learn more about the 
listory of the Negro people and his role in society. The course is taught jointly 
'Y Mr. John Palmer and Mr. Hezekiah Johnson. 
I 
t 
, 
Teacher Aic 
One of the newer looks 
Thornton Junior College tI" 
has been the Teacher Ale 
gram. The program is cons 
fto train people to effective 
'usefully assist teachers. Th 
petence is gained through 
and practical experience 
Teaeher Aide program p" 
enrolls 1 00. It is direeted t 
ton Satterthwaite. 
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Urban Studies 
Scenes of Africa ... Project Nutrition ... prison reform at Attica ... just a 
few of the problems and projects covered by Urban Studies activities. 
Clinton Scott, a TCe student, spent the summer in Africa and held a slide 
presentation on liberation efforts in Angola and Mozambique. Dave John-
son, sponsor for the activities, and four students traveled to Philadelphia 
to visit the Association of the Study of Afro-American Life and History, the 
oldest organization in the country concerned with the study of Black Am-
erican history. 
"To see Black Nationalism in practice," stated Johnson, was the pur-
pose of a field trip to the Nation of Islam and the home of Elija 
Mohammed. Johnson and nine students attended the African Association 
for Black Studies Conference in Cleveland from Feb. 26th to March 1st. 
Johnson served as moderator for the Political Theory workshop. 
A number of' TCC students, through the Urban Studies Department, 
assist with Harvey's Project Nutrition, which gives aid to the old and de-
pendent children. The problems and discontent of inmates at Attica were 
revealed in a film presentation on Friday, March 7th titled" Attica". 
Clinton Scolt pinpoints the area 
where he spent his summer in 
Africa. Scott held a slide presenta-
tion for the Urban Studies depart-
ment, focusing on the liberation ef-
forts in Angola and Mozambique. 
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ment added one new math course 
urday Morning College Algebra 
faculty in this department is also 
ransfers from other areas to Tee. 
arship. awarded to an outstanding 
II student, and a spring honors pro· 
"al successful students in each sub-
ield, are among the projects carried 
throughout the year. 
-August R. Banks Genersl Studies 
General & Experimental Sciences 
The General & Experimental Sciences department, (G.S.P.) is designed 
for students with major as well as minor learning problems and disabil-
ities, or for those who have been out of school for extended periods of 
time. 
Working to expand enrollment in the Urban Studies division of 
G.S.P., the department issues an Urban Studies Newsletter to 
comn:unity and high school institutions. tn conjunction this year with its 
three clubs: Uhuru. Delta Sigma Sorority, and Delta Beta Fraternity, 
Urban Studies hopes to achieve greater harmony in student sponsored 
activities. 
"We'd like to think of Thornton Community College as an open-door 
college and not a revolving door college," Ronald Farquhar, division 
direc:or states. "It serves to help students be successful." 
Following the current trend toward increased enrollment, the General 
& Experimental Sciences Program has branched outward, accommodat· 
ing more interested students. The department has successfully retained 
over 90% of its student enrollment for the entire semester. 
Sue Price, Urban Studies student, mulls over 
mathernalies with tellow .tudent and In· 
struclor OlIVe Johnson. The Urban Studies 
program, part 01 the ,General Experimental 
department, focusel/ 00 Black studies, and I. 
Involved In campus activities sponl/orad by 
Black-orlented clubs. 
David Johnson General S~udies 
65 
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South Suburban Citizen, February 24, 1984 
Harvey hosts conference 
THE ILLINOIS Council for Biack Studies hosted a conference last week in Harvey wherc keynote 
speake,' was fonner mayor of Atlanta, Ga. Maynard Jackson. Stressing community development and a 
search for a partnership Jackson focused on the struggle for freedom Blacks have endured throughout 
the years.' 
Maynard J~ckson addresses a crowd at Rosa Parks high school as Dr. Carol Adams, Jackson, Mayor Johnson, Jonetta Jones and Ill .. ~[ayor DaVId Johnson (Ll and PTA p"esident Rose Tuckenberry Ge.-ald McWorter hsten. __ - __ _ 
Everybody 
loves 
the circus 
MAYOR .JOHNSON and Harvev Patrolmen 
are spollsoring a trip to the Medin~h Circus for 
local seniors 'and toddlers. The Mayor and his 
guests will leave the City of Harvey at 11 :30 a.m. 
on Thursday March 1,1984 to arrive at Medinah 
'Temple in Chicago for the 1 :00 p.m. matinee. One 
hundred and fifty tickets have been purchased 
and reservations are being made on a first come 
first serve basis. Transportation will be provided. 
Lunch is not included. . 
The City of Harvey received a special invitation 
to attend the Circus from Lieutenant Barry 
Hughes of the Harvey Police Department who is 
also a member of Medinah Shrine. 
The Mayor would like to encourage everyone to 
attend the Circus on Harvey's special day by mak-
ing your families' reservations early by caIling 
Medinah Shrine directly. If you are a senior 
citizen or a parent of toddlers call the Department 
of Public Affairs at 339-4200 and ask for Shirley 
Williams, free tickets and transp':'rtation will be 
supplied to the first callers. 
Kin>! McAfee, Judith Reeves and another conference coordinator 
register persons for the conference. 
Mayor .Johnson talks with Dr. McWorler and Chicago Muralist, 
Mitchell Caton. 
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MAY 0 R D A V I D N. J 0 H N SON AND 
THE R 0 S A PARK PTA 
WELCOME YOU TO THE 
ICBSCONFERENCE - "A SEARCH FOR A PARTNERSHIP" 
CON F ERE NeE AGENDA 
FI!1:Di\V .b'1!W<l}!l' 10th 
5: 00 ... ltEGtSTRATI0N - HOJ;,IJlAY INN 
, tHOO S. Palsted 
HARVEY J 1L. 596",1'00 
6:00 - 7:30 - MAYORS RECEPTION - HOLIDAY INN 
8;00 - OPENING PLENARY - ROSA pARKSMIUDLE SCHOOL 
. ,147tP& Robey~ 371-9575 , .. ' 3-Zua~ 
.. /33 ........... ' 
rntroductiopof Speaker.~ ROSETUCKENBERaV,~ rt~'t!.,f.d;.~t. 
Guest SpeakeJ:' - MAYNAlW JAc~6N,fpr~r M.Ni,qa#'A~A 
lO:OQ .. SOCIAL GATHERING - APOLLO SOUTli , 
263 E. 159th St .... 339-2.870 
SA1URDA,Y,. F~br1.lary. lIt h 
8: 30 - R:t!:GIst'RATION - ROSA PARKS MIDDLE SCaOQL 
." 147th&RobeY, 371~9575 
9:00 "-. MORNiNGPLEliARY ... • Introduction- ROSETuC~NBEI(R.y 
Speaker'" MAlOR DAVIDN. JOHNSON 
10:30 - WORKSllOPS . . '.... "'; 4 
.. ' .... . .(A) Econ()Qd~Development Ip814~'" 
.... (B) Cult~ral DevelopmentLR(L.~ 
12:30 ';'" LUNCH - $3.50 
. . 
." 2:30 - AFtEIWOON WORKSHOPS 
CAl Housing J-f2..~ 
(B) Health and HUrm n I?? ~ III 
Services ". 'I T 
, '. ; 
. 4:.30 .... ILLINOIS COUNCIJ;, OF BLACK STUDIES ~ RECEPTION 
6:00 - DINNER -OPEN 
10:00 - DYNASTY - 159th' & Wood St. - LIVE .MUSIC 
.'''," 
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I Illinois Council for Black Studies 
Post Office Box 87244 I Chicago, Illinois 60680 
February 14, 1984 
Greetings Conference Participant, 
Thanks to your participation and the participation of many others, the Illi-
nois Council for Black Studies conference co-hosted by the city of Harvey, was a 
success. "Black Studies and Community Development: Search for a Partnership," is 
a theme whose time has corne! There was a great deal of participation from the Black 
community of Harvey (half of those who registered were residents of Harvey), as well 
as from the surrounding suburbs, Chicago and elsewhere in the State. At least 15 
colleges and Universities from around the state of Illinois were represented by fac-
ulty. administrators and students. This was part of a tremendous effort to explore 
ways that Black studies academic programs can make a greater contribution to the 
community around four key problems: economic development, culture, housing and 
human services. 
The Black studies program at the University of Illinois -Urbana will trans-
cribe tapes of the conference sessions and develop conference proceedings. This 
conference could become a model for similar activi,ties nationwide. through the dis-
tribution of these proceedings. 
vIe would like to continue to discuss and deepen the issues raised in the con-
ference as was suggested by many participants and we hope that you will support the 
future efforts of the Illinois Council for Black Studies to develop academic excel-
lence and social responsibility. 
Sincerely, 
David Johnson 
Mayor of Harvey. treasurer of ICBS 
Johnetta Jones 
President of ICBS 
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CONFERENCE REPORT 
Attendence. Registration and Evaluation 
Overall, the different parts of the conference (i.e. Friday night session, 
the two major plenaries and the workshops) were well attended with a wide range of 
') 
participants. To understand who was at the conference, the attendence was broken 
down into Harvey residents and non-Harvey residents. 
The overwhelming majority of the conference participants who lived in Harvey, 
were community residents who did not appear to be professionals or government off-
icials. There were 34 such people who either listed that they were members. of the 
South Suburban Leadership Coalition SSLC, parents or listed nothing. There were 13 
students, 11 of which were from Thornton Community College. The other 14 people 
were government officials (3), church leaders (2), professionals (3). or non-college 
teachers (5). 35 were female and 27 male. The age ranges were, 
10-19 2 
20-29 13 
30-39 12 
40-49 12 
50-59 2 
60-up __ 2_ 
no answer 17 
The majority of the conference participants who did not live in Harvey were 
either students or faculty. The colleges and universities represented by faculty and 
administrators include; University of Illinois -Urbana, Thornton Community College, 
Loyola University, Eastern Illinois University. Southern Illinois University -Carbondale 
Kennedy King College, Olive-Harvey College, Sangamon State University, BradleY-Univ-
ersity. Northeastern Illinois University. State Community College of East St.Louis, 
Illinois Benedictine College, Southern Illinois lJniversitY-Edwardsville, Prairie 
State University, and.Governots State University. 
The students were mostly from the University of Illinois -Urbana and Thornton 
Commullity College, but there were also high.school students represented. There were 
9 community participants mostly from the surrounding south suburbs. There were also 
3 government officials, 1 church leader and 3 primary and secondary school teachers. 
In this group, there were 33 females and 32 males and the age ranges were, 
10-19 4 40-49 5 no ,answer 22 
----
20-29 17 50-59 2 
30-39 10 60~up 1 
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Registration went very smoothly without any major problems. 123 people filled 
out registration forms. In addition to the information about names and addresses, 
there were two questions on the conference registration form. The first was, "If you 
could vote for the president of the U.S. today, who would you vote for?" Out of 
123 registrants, 59 said that they would vote for Jesse Jackson. 37 people did not 
answer the question and 20 were undecided. There were 3 people that said they would 
vote for the candidate that best represented the interests of Black people and 2 
other people said that they would not vote at all. One person said that they would 
vote for Naynard Jackson and one registrant responded, "either Jesse Jackson or 
David Johnson." 
There was a much greater variety in. the responses to the question, "What book 
would you suggest for students in Black Studies?" The majority of the registrants 
did not answer this question, but some listed more than one book. It should also be 
noted that some people did not actually list the title of a book but affirmed a more 
general subject. 
Introduction to Afro-American Studies, Peoples College - 4 
any book- 5 
Invisible Han, Ellison - 2 
Rules for Radicals 
no answer - 68 
Black Book of Famous Black People 
Observation of Poetry - 2 
The 1984 Book of Lists 
City in Crisis 
Miseducation of the Negro, Woodson - 4 
rae Learning Tree 
John Hope Franklin, ifilmore 
Native Son, Wright 
The Bible 
Let the Trumpet Sound, Oates 
Short Stories 
Langston Hughes 
Home is a Dirty Street, Perkins 
Malcolm X (autobiography) - 5 
Blame it on the Victim 
Singln v and Swingin' and~ttin' Merry, Angelou 
Before the Mayflower, Bennet - 2 
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Afro-American History - 5 
Blacks in the Military 
Aquarian Conspiracy 
Roots, Haley 
The Color Purple, Walker 
Black Voices 
Blacks in Politics 
Newsweek - 2 
The Destruction of Black Civilization, Williams - 2 
Even the Rat was Whi te 
Black Psychology, Jones 
Introduction to Black Studies, Karenga - 2 
Froin Slavery to Freedom, Franklin 
'Right On' Newspaper 
, ' 
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Twenty-nine people returned the Conference Evaluation Questionaire. The over-
~1.1 tone of the responses \"as positive. In answer to the first question. " ... what 
were the two most important things discussed L-in the Saturday morning plenary_/ 
for Harvey and/or Black studies?" some people responded, 
"Black people must become politically and socially aware; educate ourselves 
and put to use the economic and cultural resources around us." 
"The merging of academics and the community to (keep) each other informed 
of what's happening in current developments; To openly discuss new poss-
ibili ties 0 f wha t could be in th e future. II 
"I think that one of the most basic issues that was presented was our dis-
satisfaction with the present "system" and also the general agreement that 
there is a great need for change." 
"a bit more specific in terms of dialogue with Harvey. IL and specific 
community endeavors." 
"The importance of Academic Excellence and Social Responsibility and how 
Mayor Johnson has realized the importance and is living iL" 
The second main question was, "What else should have been discussed in your workshop?" 
There were two points that almost half the respondents made. One was that more spec-
i.fic proposals and concrete programs should have been discussed (7), and the other 
s that much more time was needed (6). More specific suggestions included, 
-alternative economic models 
-workshop on education 
-role of students and faculty in housingreseanch, policy analysis. and 
program implementation 
-problems of gentrification and Black,empowerment 
'-structural disincentives to link .Blackacademicians to the community 
-grants/possible funding availability through federal, ~tate and local 
levels for community development 
-Housing maintenance as a tool to help maintain good housing 
-God should not be left out 
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ERNESTINE BERRY-BECK 
COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS 
AND FINANCE 
CITY OF HARVEY 
15320 BROADWAY AVENUE 
HARVEY. ILLINOIS 60426 
(312) 339-4200 
OTIS E. GILMORE 
COMMISSIONER OF STREETS 
AND PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 
DAMON E. ROCKETT 
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
AND SAFETY 
FRANK A. PIEKARSKI, JR. 
COMMISSIONER OF 
PUBLIC PROPERTY 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJ: 
DAVID N. JOHNSON 
MAYOR 
December 8, 1983 
JohnettaJones, Gene Young. Gerald McWorter 
and Carol Adams 
David N. Johnson~~. 
Status Report onICB~~ence 
I have made contact and confirmed with the Harvey 
Holiday Inn regarding the February 10,11 and 12, Black 
Studies Conference. We have at this time: 
A block of 40 rooms reserved, 
A list,of individuals· occupying rooms 
will be needed one week before the 
conference, 
A deposit of $100.00 to guarantee arrival 
after 6:00 p.m. on the 10th of February~ 
The hospitality suite will cost $123.00. I 
will try to do something with this. 
I also met with Carol Adams(Loyola) to go over the 
conference format. Several issues were raised and are listed 
below: 
We should b~e sure to get approval of panelists for 
publication of proceedings. Particularly. Harold 
Washington or Friday nights speaker. 
lmo will pay for publication of proceedings? ICBS, 
People1s College, etc? 
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2 
How are proceedings to be distributed? Free? If 
sold, how much and who controls funds? 
Lastly, is there enough space in the proposed book 
of proceedings to the discussions in the workshops? 
Workshops 
To whom are the workshops to be directed and what do 
we want from them? 
Should refine workshop to help in marketing. 
What are the goals of the conference? 
Will there be general discussion, models introduced or 
esoteric academic tracts? 
Our goals should determine who the panelists are. Practitioners 
or theoreticians? 
,9ther Potential Workshop Participants Mentioned: 
Economic Development. 
Teyenda Wertz ~ CEDA (Cook County Economic Development 
Association) 
Michael Bennett, Frank Brooks and/or Susan McClinton - CEDCO 
Culture 
Carol Adams - Loyola 
CherylYuen - Illinois Arts Council 
Mar E.Young - Chicago Council on Fine ARts 
Ibena Joan Brown ~ Ebony Talent Associates 
Housing 
Waymon Winston 
Health & Human Services 
Dr. Gloria Jackson - Altgeld Health Clinic 
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3 
The Role of Academicians 
should be used to pull discussions together around the 
resources of colleges and universities, in general, and 
Black studies in particular 
should provide hard information as opposed to abstractions 
Budget 
What is the projected budget for the conference? 
Timeline(suggested) 
Week of: 
Dec. 5 
Dec. 12 
Dec. 19 
Dec. 26 
Jan. 6 
Jan. 7 
Jan. 10 . 
Feb. 10 
Outreach 
Activity 
Letters to panelists 
Letters to non-ICBS members 
Save this date! Announcement 
Graphics 
Letter to Black Mayors' 
Letterto local Black elected officials 
Confirm locations of all types, i.e. 
party, child care, plenary, etc. 
Confirming participants 
Layout of brochure 
Open 
Detail planning - with committee 
Full planning committee 
Photos for P.R . 
Slick brochure mailed 
P,repare regi$tration pacl<~ts 
~ress releas~s ... 
Tie down churches for ICBS officials 
~ ~ Conference! 
Every Chicago City College and suburban .cpllege will be contacted. 
We want this to be a broad based conference! 
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HISTORY OF HARVEY 
1. FOUNDING AND EARLY DEVELOP,MENT: 1850 - 1900 .. 
Harvey is located in an area south of Chicago, and was initially settled 
in the middle of the 19th century. Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable, a Black 
explorer, fo.unded the town of Chicago in the 1770s, but it was not fully in-
corporated until 1837. Harvey was settled and developed during the 1870s after 
the land was sold by the Illinois Central Railroad to land developers. Harvey 
was incorporated as a village in 1891. In the midst of the ~Jorld Columbian 
Exposition held in Chicago in 1893, the town increased from a few hundred to 
5000 in just three years. During the 18905, the only barber shop was run in 
the downtown area by the only Black man to live in the city. 
2. RISE AND FALL OF A SMALL INDUSTRIAL CITY: 1900 - 1983 
Harvey developed rapidly as a hearty industrial suburb. It declined 
during the depression years, rose again during and aft,er World ~~ar II, and 
then declined again in the late 1960s and the 1970s. It developed as part of 
the heavy metal-automotive type industries, including the first motor truck 
produced in the United States. 
Harvey has been a leader among cities of comparable size. It \'/as the 
first Illinois city to have a commissioner form of government {1913}. It be-
came the commercial hub of the south suburban area, especially with the found-
ing of Dixie Square (1966) as a massive enclosed shopping center. However, 
the growing concentration of Blacks in Harvey (7% in 1960, 31% in 1970, and 
66% in 1980) led to greater capital investment in other majority white 
southern suburbs, so Harvey began to decline. Dixie Square closed. 
3. A NEW POLITICAL ERA IS BORN: 1983 -
The first Black in Harvey was elected to the City Council in 1979, 
Damon Rockett. By 1980, a significant and able small group of Black people 
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founded the South Suburban Leadership Coalition (SSLC). This included David 
Johnson who by that time had been elected to the School Board. As the popula~ 
tion base transformed Harvey into a Black city, the SSLC maintain the tradition 
of good politics by electing a reform slate headed by Nayor David Johnson. 
The goals of the SSLC are as follows: 
1. Crime Prevention: to establish and maintain social institutions 
which will provide equitable relations bebJeen individuals and 
society; 
2. Economic Development: to control and protect land, labor, and 
the use of technology; 
3. Identity: the ability of Blacks to define ourselves and speak 
for ourselves through the control of the symbolic, educational, 
and lifestyle dimension of our existence; 
4. Community Development: to develop within the Black community 
the ability to influence the pace, scale and direction of 
community development; and 
5. Pol itical organization: to establ ish and maintain an equitable 
political organization. 
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HISTORY OF HARVEY: A STATISTICAL PROFILE 
Total Population 
Total Blacks 
Percent Black 
Percent Employment by Industry 
Manufacturing 
Professional 
1920 
9,216 
171 
2% 
1940 
17,878 
560 
3% 
45.0 
7.0 
1960 
29,071 
2,000 
7% 
1980 
35,810 
23,491 
66% 
31.0 
21.0 
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QUOTES FROM SPEECH BY DAVE JOHNSON/with pictures 
1. I would like to begin by stating that my involvement in Black 
Studies started on this piece of .ground, right here on 1.47th and Roby. 
At the time, the institution here was called McKinley Elementary 
School. My involvement in Black Studies began at the age of five when 
I enrolled in kindergarten, because I view Black studies as part of the 
Black community's historic search for education and justice. This is 
very important for us to understand, that Black studies is nothing mOre 
than the aspirations and struggle of Black people for education, for 
qua 1 i ty educa ti on. 
2. In the late 60s, the Black studies movement began after the assasination 
of .Dr. Martin Luther King. There was an awareness that education in 
American had pretty much set the experiences of Black people aside. The 
Bla.ck experience has not been incorporated into the rna instream of American 
education at the college and university level, not to even mention the 
high school and elementarY school levels. 
3. It seems to me that an individual who wishes to be knowledgeable about 
Black people should know something about traditional Africa, slave 
trade, slavery and slave revolts, Frederick Douglas, Sojourner Truth, 
and Harriet Tubman; the emancipation experience and sharecropping, the 
conceptual fra,meworks of Booker 1. Washington and W,E,B. DuBois; 
migrations and urbanization; the civil rights movement, nationalism, 
Pan Afr.icanism, and Marxism. 
4~ We say that Black Studies should be about academic excellence and 
social. responsibil ity. And when \tIe speak of academic excellence, we 
are talking about challenging our students to become the best intellec-
tuals that they can possibly be. That means that they have to acquire 
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skills, they have to develop critical thinking, they have to become 
marketable individuals in a technologically advanced society. That 
puts a premium on individual development and advancement. On the 
other hand, we say that these students must be socially responsible. 
This is a value orientation. I think this gets to the heart of what 
Black education has been about historically, that education must 
serve the needs of our people. Education must contribute to the 
community. 
5. In the election of Harold Washington there were academics and intellec-
tuals from allover the state who participated in the campaign. In my 
election here in Harvey, about one-third of the campaign workers were 
former students of mine at Thornton Community College. At the same 
time, in building our campaign, in building the organization we under-
stood that our intellectual development was equally as important as 
our precinct work, that the need for ongoing study and education amongst 
our people in the city of Harvey is crucial to our success. Black 
Studies and Community Development is a critical theme, a critical issue 
and question that we must a~~wer. One of the reasons we find our-
selves in a crisis today, is that too often we in Black studies took 
academic excellence and social responsibility for nothing more than 
an empty slogan. It was a catchy phrase. It \'/as something that \'Ie 
said because it sounded good. W~ really hadn't internalized it, born 
out of the fact, that we have minimal contact \'/ith the community and 
we have little contact with our students outside of the classroom. 
Many of us in higher education have focused in on our specialty and 
we have done our research, pursued tenure, and in the process our sight 
of the primary and essential goal. But we can change things if we want 
to. 
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6. Community development, in my opinion, is directly related to our 
success in instilling in our students the notion of academic excellence 
and social responsibility. 
BLACK STUDIES AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AND SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Illinois Council for Black Studies is an organization dedicated 
to the dual goals of academic excellence and social responsibility. This means 
that at the core of our focus is the connection between scholarship and cur-
riculum development on the campus and planning and policy development in the 
community_ In fact, it is out of the focus on making life better that aca-
demic work is given its mandate. Knowledge serves a purpose or it is useless. 
1. ICBS BELIEVES IN BUILOING A CAMPUS - COMMUNITY OIALOGUE. 
One of the first things that a Black Studies academic unit should do is 
develop at least a bi-annual newsletter. This should be distributed to all 
interested parties on campus. Also, a master mailing list should be developed 
of all key contacts in the local Black community: churches, businesses, 
social and fraternal organizations, libraries and community centers, Black pro-
fessionals (lawyers, doctors, etc.), and interested individuals. All announce-
ments should be sent to everyone, and even if people don't come to events 
continue to send the information because keeping people informed now will save 
catching up later, and will prevent ignorance leading to negative opinion. 
Further, the Black Studies unit should get on all mailing lists from community 
organizations. and official agencies. It is essential to stay in touch with 
the local community, especially the Black organizations (Urban League, NAACP, 
PUSH, sororities and fraternities, churches, etc.), and relevant city agencies 
(e.g .• libraries. human relations, Chamber of Commerce, labor unions, community 
organizations, etc.). 
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2. ICBS BELIEVES IN COMMUNITY-ORIENTED RESEARCH. Every Black Studies unit 
can become an information generating resource for interested people on campus 
and in the broader community. Much of this is being systematic and organized 
in the handling of the information that comes through our units on a normal 
basis. Every unit should clip the local press, campus and community, for all 
articles that are printed by or about Black people. This can be done by 
students or staff, paid or volunteer. Most libraries have old newspapers on 
hand, so it is possible todevelop such a clipping file back to the 1960s. when 
most campuses got a significant increase in Black students. A second project 
that can be done everywhere is the organization of a demographical profile of 
the community-based on the 1980 census. 
3.· ICBS BELIEVES IN SHARING CANPUS RESOURCES WITH THE COMMUNITY. Most 
Black Studies units are underfunded and lack resources fo.r what they have to 
do, but even so, they remain endowed at a relatively higher level than 
institutions within the Black community. First, people on campus are a valu-
able resource. This can mean soliciting volunteers to serve on boards or 
committees, or organizing students to tutor high school students and mentor 
them for college enrollment. Second, resources brought in from out of town 
should be shared with the community. This includes scheduling speakers and 
films off campus as well as on. Third, at least once a year asp~cial appeal 
should be made to the Black community for a campus wide open house during 
which time the Black community can be made more aware of the campus and what 
they can get fr.om it. Of course, mention must be made of bringing community 
resources onto the campus. Every year at least one person from the local 
community should be asked to speak on campus. This is important, because we 
must always defend the right of the Black community to speak for itself. 
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4. ICBS BELIEVES THAT BLACK STUDIES SHOULD BE REQUIRED FOR ALL PUBLIC 
OFFICIALS. Every Black Studies unit should contact the local Black politicians 
and try and arrange an annual orientation session for policymakers and 
governmental officials to keep them informed about the latest findings and 
research about the Black experience. This is especially true for those areas 
related to legislation and particular problems. An example of this is, 
the conference that ICBS sponsored on the Black population under-count 
expected (then realized) in the 1980 census. 
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STATISTICAL PROFILE OF HARVEY, 1980 
White Black Latin 
.. 
Population 
Total 11 ,306 23,491 1,643 
Percent 32% . 66% 5% 
Age (median) 
Male 33.0 20.1 21.6 
Female 42.0 22.5 17.6 
Education 
% H.S. 52.4 59.8 28.3 
% Coll ege 6.0 5.0 1.1 
Industry of Employment 
Manufacturing 29.4 29.2 64.4 
Professional 17.4 24.1 10.3 
Retail Trade 18.3 10.0 11.2 
Type of Employment 
Government 14.2 21.2 7.7 
Self-Employed 3.1 1.3 1.1 
Place of Employment 
Harvey 29.1 17.8 13.8 
Travel Time (minutes) 21.2 30.7 20.4 
Income 
Per Capital 7,552 5,178 4,782 
% Below Poverty (families) 8.1 21.6 15.9 
HOlJsing 
% Owner occupied 66.3 58.2 46.3 
Median Rent $160 $185 $159 
Average rooms per 
person in rented spac~ 2.2 1.5 0.9 
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MAY 0 R D A V I D N. J 0 H N SON AND 
THE R 0 S A PAR K PTA 
WELCOME YOU TO THE 
ICBS CONFERENCE - "A SEARCH FOR A PARTNERSHIP" 
CON FER E N C E AGENDA 
FRIDAY, February 10th 
5:00 - REGISTRATION -HOLIDAY INN 
17100 S. Halsted 
HARVEY, IL. 596-1500 
6:00 - 7:30 - MAYORS RECEPTION - HOLIDAY INN 
8 :00 - OPENING PLENARY - ROSA PARKS MIDDLE SCHOOL 
147th & Robey, 371-9575 
Int roduct ion of Speaker - ROSE TUCKENBERRY, PTA President 
Guest Speaker - MAYNARD JACKSON, former MAYOR OF ATLANTA 
10:00 - SOCIAL GATHERING - APOLLO SOUTH 
263 E~ 159th St. - 339-2870 
SATURDAY, February 11th 
8:30 - REGISTRATION - ROSA PARKS MIDDLE SCHOOL 
147th & Robey, 371-9575 
9:00 - MORNING PLENARY - Introduction - ROSE TUCKENBERRY 
Speaker - MAYOR DAVID N. JOHNSON 
10:30 - WORKSHOPS 
(A) Economic Development 
(B) Cultural Development 
12:30 ~ LUNCH - $3.50 
2:30 - AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS 
(A) Housing . 
(B) Health and HUBBn 
Services 
4:30 - ILLINOIS COUNCIL OF BLACK STUDIES - RECEPTION 
6:00 - DINNER - OPEN 
10:00 - DYNASTY - 159th & Wood St. - LIVE MUSIC 
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DR AFT 
CONFERENCE REPORT 
Attendence, Registration and Evaluation 
Overall, the different parts of the conference (i.e. Friday night session, 
the cwo major plenaries and the workshops) were well attended with a wide range of 
participants. To understand who was at the conference, the attendence was broken 
down into Harvey residents and non-Harvey residents. 
The overwhelming majority of the conference participants who lived in Harvey. 
were community residents who did not appear to be ,professionals or government off-
icials. There were 34 such people who either listed that they were members of the 
South Suburban Leadership Coalition SSLC, parents or listed nothing. There were 13 
students, 11 of which were from Thornton Community College. The other 14 people 
were government officials (3), church leaders (2), professionals (3), or non-college 
teachers (5). 35 were female and 27 male. The age ranges were, 
10-19_2_ 
20-29-1.,L 
30-39.-!,L 
40-49 ---1..L 
50-59 __ 2_ 
60-up __ 2_ 
no answer-1L.. 
The majority of the conference participants who did not live in Harvey were 
either students or faculty. The colleges and universities represented by faculty and 
administrators include; University of Illinois -Urbana, Thornton Community College, 
Loyola University, Eastern Illinois University, Southern Illinois University -Carbondale 
Kennedy King College, Olive-Harvey College, Sangamon State University, Bradley Univ-
ersity, Northeastern Illinois Univ.ersity, State Community College of East St. Louis, 
Illinois Benedictine College, Southern Illinois University -Edwardsville, Prairie 
State University. and Governors State University. 
The students were mostly from the University of Illinois -Urbana and Thornton 
Community College. but there were also high .. school students represented. There were 
9 community participants mostly from the surrounding south suburbs. There were also 
3 government officials, 1 church leader and 3 prima~ and secondary school teachers •. 
In this group, there were 33 females and 32 males and the age ranges were, 
10-19 __ 4_ 
20-29-1L.. 
30-39~ 
40-49 __ 5_ 
50-59 __ 2_ 
60-up __ l_ 
no answer-B-
Twenty-nine people returned the Conference Evaluation Questionaire. The over-
all tone of the responses was positive. In answer to the first question, " ••• what 
were the two most important things discussed L~in the Saturday morning plenary_I 
for Harvey and/or Black studies?" some people responded, 
"Black people must become politically and socially aware; educate ourselves 
and put to use the economic and cultural resources around us." 
"The merging of academics and the community to (keep) each other informed 
of what's happening in current developments. To openly discuss new poss-
ibilities of what could be in the future." 
"I think that one of the most basic issues that was presented was our dis-
satisfaction with the present "system" and also the general agreement that 
there is a great need for change." 
"a bit more specific in terms of dialogue with Harvey, It and specific 
community endeavors." 
"The importance-of Academic Excellence and Social Responsibility and how 
Mayor Johnson has realized the importance and is living it." 
The second main question was, "What else should have been discussed in your workshop?" 
There were two points that almost, half the respondents made. One was that more spec-
ific proposals and concrete programs should have been discussed (7), and the other 
was that much more time was needed (6). More specific suggestions included, 
-alternative economic models 
-workshop on education 
-role of students and faculty in housing research, policy analysiS, and 
program implementation 
-problems of gentrification and Black empowerment 
-structural disincentives to link Black acade~cians to the community 
-grants/possible funding availability through federal, state and local 
levels for communiry.development 
-Housing maintenance as a tool to help maintain good housing 
-God should not be left out 
0#4 h( ,4 • .'35" ,,}'.]Ii"'F;" 
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R.egistratiO.n went very smoothly without any major problems. 123 people filled 
out registration forms. In addition to the information about names and addresses, 
there were two questions on the conference registration form. The first was, "If you 
could vote for the president of the U.S. today, who would you voce for?" Out ·of 
123 registrants, 59 said that they would vote for Jesse Jackson. 37 people did not 
answer the question and 20 were undecided. There were 3 people that said they would 
vote for the candidate that best represented the interests of Black people and 2 
other people said that they would not vote at all. One person said that they would 
vote for Maynard Jackson and one registrant responded, "either Jesse Jackson or 
David Johnson." 
There was a much greater variety in the responses to the question, '~at book 
would you suggest for students in Black Studies?" The majority of the registrants 
did not answer this question, but SOme listed more than one book. It should also be 
noted that some people did not actually list the title of a book but affirmed a more 
general subject. 
Introduction to Afro-American Studies, Peoples College- 4 
any book - 5 
Invisible Han, Ellison - 2 
Rules for Radicals 
no answer - 68 
Black Book of Fan~us Black People 
Observation of Poetry - 2 
The. 1984 Book of Lists 
City in Crisis 
Miseducation of the Negro, Woodson - 4 
THe Learning Tree 
John Rope Franklin, Wilmore 
Native Son, Wright 
The Bible 
Let the Trumpet Sound, Oates 
Short Seories 
Langston Rughes 
Home is a Dirty Street, Perkins 
Malcolm X (autobiography) - 5 
Blame it. on the Victim 
Singin' and Swingin' and Gettin' Merry, Angelou 
Before the Mayflower, Bennet - 2 
i 
. ! 
• I 
Afro-American History - 5 
Blacks in the Military 
Aquarian Conspiracy 
Roots, Haley 
The Color Purple, Walker 
Black Voices 
Blacks in Politics 
Newsweek - 2 
The Destruction of Black Civilization, Williams - 2 
Even the Rat was White 
Black Psychology, Jones 
Introduction to Black Studies, Karenga - 2 
From Slavery to Freedom,,-Franklin 
'Right On' Newspaper 
Of the 123 registrants, 17 paid the ICBS registration rate of $10.00, 84 people 
paid the general conference registration rate of $2.00. There were two people who 
could only pay $1.00, and the rest testified that they could not give anything and 
they attended free. They were predominantly high school students, and all but three 
were only interested in attending the Friday night session and the staff felt as 
though they should not be refused entrance. Of the three who came in Saturday. two 
did not pay because they came after registration was closed. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
Chair, Dr. Gerald McWorter, Director of the Afro-American Studies and 
Res earch Program, Un; vers ity of III i no; s 
PRESENTATION: 
Kenneth Vaughn, Coordinator of Economic Development for the City of Harvey 
People in the Harvey community think of economic development as 
something mysterious that someone else does, or doesn1t do. Like the 
urban renewa 1 programs that were brought in and :dropped on the communi ty, 
which then had to adjust. But economic development means that each 
household is somehow able to maintain itself. Now, this would have a 
big impact on the envi ronment of Harvey. It would mean that each gen-
eration would pass on the community in a condition that would enable 
the next generation to maintain itself. 
So, while we have to change our attitUdes on what we can do about 
economic development, we should seek the cooperation of Harvey businesses 
because it is in the interest of businesses in the area to make Harvey 
become a viable and stable community, because many businesses cannot 
easi ly move 0 
Earl Jones, Ass i stant Professor in Urban and Regional Planni ng at the 
University of Illinois- Urbana 
Rona 1 d Reagan came into off; ce wi th a new program of economi c 
development. What he did was remove the responsibility for the develop-
ment of Human Servi ces from the government, in the hope that the pri va te 
sector or huge private corporations would take up the slack inhuman 
services left by the government •. 
The Urban Enterprise Zones Program sets aside tax credits and incen-
tives for large private industries in the hope that they would provide 
jobs for minorities and the disadvantag~d in ~eriously distressed areas. 1 
However, this has not happened historically, because discrimination has 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP -cont. 
blocked the access of Blacks to the labor market, jobs, businesses etc. 
For example, it is estimated that the Black community nationwide lost 
54 bil~ion dollars because of discrimination. 
Ulasi Menar, Director, Program Planning and Development of CEDCO - Chicago 
Economic Development Corp. 
Economic Development for Blacks means new business development and 
retention and also job development. It means that the Black community 
must export more than we import, and that capital must circulate. Unfor-
tunately, except for a very few, Black businesses do not employ people. 
There is a process for economic development and it is awareness of 
the problem and the responsibility to change it. It involves institu-
tional change because economic development cannot be sustained if it 
is not, supported by social institutions that reinforce the production, 
concumption ahd distribution of goods and serviceso 
DISCUSSION 
1. Should economic development in Harvey mean Black business development 
- especially since Black businesses don't employ people, or should 
economic development· focus on jobs ,as Mayor Johnson pointed out? 
2. How much power do the big businesses in Harvey have in deciding 
what is put on our communities' agenda? And how do we know which 
businesses are influencing our lives? 
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HOUSING WORKSHOP 
Chair, Dr. Emil Jason, Soutnern Illinois University - Edwardsville, 
Director of Black Studies 
PRESENTATIONS: 
Bill Gardner, Director of Housing Development for the City of Harvey 
The housing conditions in Harvey's Black areas have continued 
to worsen. While shelter costs have risen, the ability to afford ade-
quate, decent housing has been undermined by declining employment and 
increasing numbers of families on fixed incomes. The city government 
has limited revenues and expanded needs which affects its ability to 
deal with the housing crisis" The previous administration fac;·litated 
the business·and land developer sector while ignoring the growing needs 
of Blacks, women and the poor for affordable shelters. This policy 
continued so long as the level of Black political development and 
awareness was kept low. 
Michael Bennett, Vice President, The Neighborhood Institute in South 
Shore, Chicago 
Housing in America is a business (subject to competition and the 
profit motive). This has led to the vlithdrawal of investments in 
many low income Black communities {disinvestment}" After properties 
deteriorate and/or low income people can no longer afford the existing 
housing (too little for too much money) we get displaced. Then, bis-
iness reinvest but for a different class of people; driving up rents, 
property rates and mortgages ... This is IIdisplacement. ii Community based 
development groups have been experimenting with alternative forms of 
housing ownership (sweat equity co-op conversions, etc.) in order to 
fight displacement and to hold shelter costs. Even at their best, these 
models can not provide decent affordable housing for all who need ito 
More long-range solutions are necessary. 
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HOUSING WORKSHOP -cont. 
Doug Gills, PhoD. Candidate, Northwestern, Af,ro-American Studies 
Research Associate at University of Illinois -Urbana 
The 110using gains made by working people, Blacks and women have 
been the result of large-scale mass protests. 
Black mayors are increasingly getting elected in cities that have 
weak economies and growing levels of sodal needs. A number of fac-
tors linited the ability of lBalck mayors to make a substantive differ-
ence for the most needy sectors: racism, complex government regulations, 
intergovernment relations (especially funding) class and property rela-
tions and the lack .of advanced theory and comprehensive planning. Given 
these limitations and the history of housing policy development, in-
creasing attention must be placed upon facilitation and building local 
community organizations that possess a high degree of independence in 
order to fight for housing and overall social change. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Two major areas of discussion were (a) understanding how business 
pursuit of profits works against Black people getting decent housing 
and stable communities and (b) how the resources available to local 
governments cannot meet all the legitimate needs of the people even 
under progressive Black mayors. Rebuilding mass comunity-based organi-
zations with independence of action is a critical priority in the new 
Black politics. 
STUDY QUESTIONS 
I. What are the main causes of housing problems and the destruction 
of Black communities in urban areas like Harvey? 
2. What role does government (federal and local) play in contributing 
to the problem or maintaining it? 
3. What has been the history of community based houding development 
in Harvey? 
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HOUSING WORKSHOP -cont. 
4. How do we being to increase mass political development among Blacks 
in Harvey that results in improving housing conditions 'and fosters 
new relations among all the people in Harvey? 
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HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES WORKSHOP 
Chair, Bonnie Rateree, Administrative Assistant to Mayor David II 
Johnson of Harvey, member of SSLC 
PRESENTATIONS: 
Diana Slaughter, professor of Education and Afro-American Studies 
at Northwestern University 
, overnment assistance in this country should promote things like 
self-sufficient education~ quality'health care, and the opportunity for 
the growth and development of our children. Instead, throughout history 
as far back as the European immigration in the 1800 1 s, there's always 
been this stigma that says that these people are inferior or inadequate. 
Now, public policy for human services has created this giant struc-
ture in the government. THe children and families that need these services 
might not get them, and noone knows if the governmentls services, that 
'everyone pays for, are functioning for us. 
Bonnie Rateree, Administrative Assistant to Mayor David Johnson of 
harvey, member of SSLC 
Unemployment has gone up al~ over the country in places like Harvey, 
and there is a much greater need for public aid. At the same time, 
there are huge cutbacks in social services. This is hitting some Harvey 
residents hard. 
Many of these people have worked hard all of their lives but in this 
economic depression have been laid off or are permently 'out of a job. 
They are fi rs t-time aid recipients. Many Harvey res idents have to go to 
the Midlothian public aid office. Many people donlt qualify for some 
benefits because they donlt have any children, and many laid-off workers 
only get compens.ation for the first six months. 
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HEALTH AND HU~1AN SERVICES WORKSHOP 
Dr. Smi th (?) 
Health care is one of the most important human services that 
everybody needs, but thanks to the Reagan cuts and a health care sys tern 
that cares more about profits than people, more and more people are 
being forced to do without •. 
Harvey, like most places, has these same problems. It might even 
be worse because there is no public medical center in Harcey, and more 
limited access to health. care. Many Harvey residents are forced to go 
all the way to Cook County Hospital for all their health care needs. 
What Harcey needs is a non-profit community based hospital and 
health-care center. That is the only way - given our present health 
care system - that we can insure that everyone in our community gets 
adequate health care. 
4th speaker O?) 
Harvey's transportation system can be developed to: give much better 
service. to the Harvey community and spur the development of Harvey 
busi nes·ses. 
Established businesses in Harvey should support and help fund the 
public transportati!on system because that will lead to new inveltment, 
jobs, increases in property taxes whi ch wi 11 1 ead to other servi ces • 
. This will create a much better business climate. 
DISCUSSION 
1. How can we, as a community -- not as individuals, decrease our depen-
dence on public aid? 
2. How canpoor people and working people, without a lot of money, 
i, '. ,'". 
practice preventive health care? 
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3. How can we educate our teenagers about health care and things 
like birth control? How can we make the government give more help 
on critical issues like high infant mortality rates? 
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CULTURE WORKSHOP 
Chair, Carol Adams, Loyola University Chicago, Director of Black Studies 
Program 
Mitchell Caton, Muralist, Community Art specialist in Chicago 
The Black community art comement had its beginning in Chicago (1967) 
and spread throughout the country li"ke IIBlack power." Its distinct-
ness from fine art and commercial art is that community art is mass 
participatory and reflects the past and present collective experiences 
of Afro-Americans as well as pointing to our collective future. There 
have been several stages in its development. (1) spontaneous self-ex-
pressive graffiti (pre 60s); (2) planned protest or "movementllmurals 
that capture the energy and fervor of our active vommunities of the late 
60s and early 70s; (3) various forms of institutional and commercial 
murals which were commissioned mainly outside the Black community. 
Art "Turk" Burton, Musician, performing artist, culture activist, 
Chicago/Harvey, Illinois 
In 1984, the Black culture movement and Black people inurban central 
cities are in deep trouble. The 1960s (like the 20s) were an intense 
period of social action and a high point of artistic expression and 
creative genius in Black classical music (Coltrane) as well as pop music 
(from James Brown to the Motown Sound). The 1970s brought a lull in 
culture and art just as it did to the mass struggle." Now in the 19805, 
as bad as things are economically, socially. politically, the problem is 
compounded by all the weak, negative images being promoted by Black 
artists (Michael Jackson, Prince, etc.) through all forms of media in-
eluding disc jockeys. 
One main method to instill a culture of resistance is through 
fad 1; tat; ng and supporti ng community cul tura 1 centers and rei ncorpora-
ting liberation culture back into our community politics through 
tion of the youth with positive role models emphasizing study and struggle. 
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CULTURAL WORKSHOP -cont. 
Or. Daniel Hayes, Vice President Academic Affairs, Thornton I Community 
College 
The communi ty co 11 ege movement was des i gned to make educa ti on re-
spond to and be an active force in community development. The tension 
between academic emphasis and practical community needs has always 
existed but often improperly handled. Given the fiscal constraints and 
decline of the economy, community college enrollment has declined 
(lO,500 enrolled at Thornton). We search for ways to increase our mar-
ket by servi ng new needs. The communi ty educati on program at Thornton 
attempts to bring the classroom into community settings (libraries, 
community centers, etc.). While we work to extend our support of Black 
culture at Thornton, we believe that the community education program 
could be useful in facil itation the types of culture-focused educati on 
addressed by mural is ts and performi ng artists and other ideas di scussed 
today. 
STUDY QUESTIONS 
1. What role has culture paayed in the overall Black liberation 
struggle? 
2. What is Black Harvey's cultural heritage and how can it be promo-
ted more broadly? 
3. What are the main aspects of a "culture of resistance" program 
that can be used to unite Black Harvey residents- and leaders? 
4. What role can a progressive Black mayoral administration play in 
facilitating the development of this cultural program? 
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MINORITY COUNCIL FOR ACTION, FORMERLY: 
BLACK COUNCIL FOR ACTION 
Morro "TOWARD POSITIVE CHANGE OF CONDITIONS" 
April 26, 1976 
Mr. She I" I" e I I 
WBEE 
15428 Center Avenue 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
Phone: 312/339 - 8536 
75 East Wacker Drive 
Chical!o Illinois 
Dear Mr. Sherrell; 
Enclosed, find a docu.$ent prepared by the Minority 
CounCil for Action' a community or~ani~at1eh "'adi""uIJ 
format. Tim, is oftfle essence, therefore. we re.qut&t 
SincerelY, 
Art Burton 
artd DaVid John,.n 
Co-Chairman of 
Tbe Committee for Responsive 
Media, Minerity CounCil for Action 
. . 
.'. ". . .' . ... .: ." .. :. .'. . .':,". '.- .' 
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Fellow Citizens, 
MINORITY COUNCIL FOR ACTION 
15428 Center Avenue 
Harvey, IIJinois 60426 
Phone: 312/339-8536 
"Toward Positive Change o( Conditions" 
Enclosed find a position prepared by the "Committee for a Responsive Media ," 
an arm of the Minority Council for Action. The Minority Council For 
Action is a cross section of the Afro American Community covering the south 
sUburban communities of Harvey, Phoenix; Oixmoorand Markham. Tne Council 
isconcerhed with addressing The needs of the Community politically, 
. economically, and cul turally. 
Sirice January of this year the Council· had been in negoti~tionwith: 
.statiO.n wan: in an attempt to improve the station I s programing telative':tq. 
the .needs of the above southsLlbUrhan Communities •.. Presently the sta'tio",·ha$ 
. . 
at. allrepresentatfve uf the best in II jazz. II 
. . .. ~;, 
.SfnceJariuary 17 the Minority Council Tor Actioh held threetneetif1,g"{ 
h . 
. wi~h.$tation management. .A Tourth meeting was scheduled and lat.~,r canc~~;t.~.< 
by. .theQEmeralmanageh 
Subsequent to the cancelled meet ihg the entlosed proposal was 
.' . (, 
:·tnegeneral manager,Charles Sherrill III, for hiS consideration •. !' ~l:!:":~~f?;'hY 
. . 
··Wehave not heard from Mr. Sherr; 11 . 
. ~ . .~ . 
W'e wouldlikeyour assistance in this effort toltlak~WBE~more 
.' . 
able t9 thecomrnunfties it is licensed to serve. You can help by: 
". .. . ".
~Sendinga lette.r to WBEt: -raising questions about the stations 
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editorial policy, etc. and managements failure to respond to the Minority Council 
for Actions proposal 
*contact friends and other community groups and ask them to do the same. 
*circulate the Minority Council for Actions position paper within the community. 
*1 et us know your response to our position paper •. 
*attend the meetings of the Minority Council, the first Thursday of each month 
and bring a friend. 
"Joining together the ants ate the elephant,"-this African proverb sums up our 
feelings. We understand that concertedpressurefrorn individuals and .organizations 
'.,~ 
in the Chicago area can have an effect on what is beamed into our colJlltUn.jties. 
NoW is the time to act! 
... ~. 
The Hi 
Commi 
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Minority Council for Action 
POSITION PAPER ON WBEE MUSICAL PROGRAM 
by Art Burton and David Johnson 
A generation of black youths have grown up knowing absolutely nothing of men 
and women like Edward Kennedy Ellington. Paul Robeson, Eubie Blake and Katherine 
Dunham. What this means is that it is highly probable that the next wave of 
black 1I1 eaders il will be unable to lead because they will not know what preced 
tHem. A generation of young black men and women knowing very little of their 
heritage and culture gives credence to the myth that black people have no culture. 
In fact, it is from this sector of the black community where the most vociferous 
arguments to this effect originate. This is not all that a failure to understand 
the historical evolution of black culture involves. 
The best weapon that African people in America have to struggle with is 
dying out before our very eyes. There are those who may argue that black culture 
is alive and well and will point to Lola Falana, Sammy Davis, James Brown, 
Nancy Wilson and Quincy Jones as blacks making it as artists and performers. 
~A serious analysis shows the deadly situation is by no means contested by this 
elite, and that, far from informing and mobilizing the oppressed black community, 
it gives the controlling elements of this society and the mass media an easy 
conscience by accrediting the existence of certain freedom of thought and action 
within the present exploitative system.~ 
From this point of view, the black cultural elite, while being subjectively 
in opposition, objectively completes the arsenal of white corporate domination. 
While the latter appropriates black culture for its own profit, it deprives the 
black community of its best defensive and offensive weapons, an autonomously 
created culture nurtured by themselves. Ortiz Walton identifies the relationship 
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of black musicians to the recording industry and the mass media in his book, 
Music: Black, White and Blue in the following manner: 
The growth of the music-recording industry 
is historically and parastically connected to 
the growth of "Jazz." The industry's growth was, 
and still remains, dependent on the grooming 
and packaging of white "popular" music models 
derived from imitations of definitive Afro-
American model s. It was not until the early 
.; Twenties, after the succession of music re-
production inventions and the advent of radio, 
that the music industry was fully able to 
capitalize on the use of white imitators! .... 
Once the definitive Afro-American musical models 
have been studied and copied, with novelty 
effects added, the best imitator become 
white models and are then promoted nationally 
and internationally. 
Walton terms the white-black relationship in the recording and communications 
industry parasitic, a form of cultural imperialism. Cultural parasitism is ex-
ploitation without responsibility. We can see this more readily in the area 
of black movies. However when it comes to music we tend to be more liberal 
and tolerant of mediocrity and the turning of black cultural forms againsLBlack 
people. 
For instance, radio station WBEE purports to be an all jazz station. Yet 
one Saturday during a four hour segment roughly forty tunes were played. Of this 
number only two were by artists listed in the Down Beat International Critics 
Poll! We do not contend that Down Beat Magazine;s the standard maker for black 
creative music. But the International Critics Poll does provide some type of 
tool for evaluating WBEE's programming. The vast majority of the records played 
were instrumental versions of rhythmns and blues tunes, IIfunky jazz il or the 
disco-cross over style which is essentially warmed over funk. 
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A fact that cannot be ignored, no matter how hard the mass media, and 
educational institutions in this society try. is the music commonly referred 
to as IIjazz" .wtrie+t ;s an art form that has its roots firmly embedded in the 
national black community in America. Along with this fact go ramifications 
that a medium that claims to be the sole dissemenator of this music should not 
ignore. To do so in these times is tantamount to betraying the historical 
experiences and struggles of black people that have brought us to this point 
in hiStory. 
Though we are bringing this to your attention now, WBEE has been guilty of 
steadily underestimating the black community while bombarding it with mediocrity! 
After taking a long and serious look at the programming of this station we feel 
that WBEE is long overdue in making the changes necessary to preserve creative 
black music and to serve the black communities it beams into. 
The following pages contain critical comments and suggestions for improving 
the total programming of WBEE. This segment of the paper is divided into 
General Programming Format, Musical Format, News, Editorials, Talk Program 
and Educational Programs. The Minority Council for Action, being a cross-section 
of the Harvey area communities, and after years of listening to WBEE make these 
recommendations in an effort to make to this station more accountable to the 
citizens of this area. 
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Proposal: 
WBEE IIJazz li Radio 
I. Generai Programming 
6 a.m. - 7 a.m. Religious Segment 
7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
. . 
J 
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
12 p.m.- Ip.m. 
1 p.m. ~ 3 p.m 
3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Morning Music - softer toned music, 
refreshingly mild, with flutes, 
strings and vocals . 
Third World Music - Music with components 
of Afro-Asia-Latin flavors provided by 
people of African descent in thes,e ,areas •. 
From a'historical background. 
. Talk Show - IIBEE-ing Aware" - designed. 
, discuss the most pressi~~ problem$ 
issues affecting the local, . 
and i nterna ti ona 1 bl ack communi 
Contemporary Progressive Music - various' 
forms of black music that draw from and 
speak to the historical ,experiences, and 
'needs of black people. ,i .e., Qoug,(jar:n" 
Tyner, Kirk. 
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3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
4 p.m. to end of day 
. '1 
- 2 -
Black Music History 
1. Individual 
2. Styles 
3. Expose's 
Major Programming of a Cross-Section 
of Black Music 
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fl. 
Sunday Programming 
Sunday air time will be evenly split between Black religious and secular 
music. For example: 
6 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
.. 
. , 
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Religious Services and Music 
Traditional "Jazz" - Dixieland and New Or-
leans 
Artist of the Week - a spotlighting of a 
particular individual artist or style 
of playing. 
During the summer months when airtime is lengthened new features could be 
added, such as speeches, concerts and children's programs. 
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II. Musical Format 
A. There must be more consistent programming in regards to creative music 
of the highest caliber. There should be more emphasis placed on black 
artists who have made great contributions to Jazz and world music. 
B. There must be an ongoing relationship between the station and the major 
jazz record shops in the city such as the Jazz Record Mart and Mr. T's. 
C. WBEE should contact all the jazz record company's agents in the city of 
Chicago and hold a seminar on developing better working relationships. 
This will help the station keep abreast of the music better, new releases, 
and what top artists are doing, etc. 
D. Disc jockeys should go out and hear live music as much as possible. 
They should enroll in jazz history courses because their analysis is 
not sharp enough to deal with people and concepts. 
E. In addition, they should get a subscription of Down Beat Magazine and 
develop a library of books dealing with music and also records. 
F. McCoy Tyner was just voted Jazzman of the Year in Down Beat's people 
poll. Yet he is hardly represented on the station at all. 
G. There is entirely too much soul - jazz being played and in 
outright soul music. Marty and Wali Muhammad have been 
Harold Melvin & The Bluenotes, and the Staple Singers. 
There is not enough current music being played on the station and 
be more of a historical analysis of black music from King Oliver, Bessie Smith, 
Louis Armstrong, Duke and the Count, Ella Sarah, Carmen, Dizzy, Bird, Monk, 
Art Tatum, Bud Powell, Sonny Rollins, Horace Silver, Art Blakey, Max Roach, 
Ornette, Eri c Dol phy, Leon Thomas, Archi e Shepp, Andrew Hi 11, Bobby Hu~cherson ,; 
Mi les Davi s (60' s), Trane, McCoy, El vi n Jones, Phi lly Joe Jones, 
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Eddie Jefferson, AACM, Muhal, Braxton, Jarman, Roscoe Mitchell, Sam Rivers, 
Booker Ervin, Charles Mingus, Mongo, Tito Puente, Eddie Palmieri, Ray Barretto, 
Stanley Cowell, Buster Williams. Richard Davis, Harold Mabern. Rashaan Roland 
Kirk, etc. ,etc. 
. ', 
H. The educational jazz program supposedly that has begun in the urban 
schools by WBEE should be screened by competent people of the com-
munity. In this way we would be certain the truth is being told, less 
than this would be elitist, condescending, fatalistic and in no way 
justified by your day to day programming. 
I. There should be jazz concerts promoted by the station not only promoting 
school groups but outstanding local talent as well. Concerts dealing 
with national talent should be promoted whenever possible. 
J. There should also be a program interviewing local and national talent 
currently playing in the city. Such programs would give insight into 
the artist and his music and may encourage more people to go out 
hear live music. This would also open up more dialogue between 
the artist and his fans or critics. Constructive communication 
most important thing. 
K. Music should be played that will have the ability to give 
insight. Therefore, as people become able to gain 
black music, strength and tranquility, harmony and 
be gained. 
l. Many times jazz artists will mix their albums up with commercial and 
artistic tunes, too often WBEE will play the commercial 
exception being Larry Smith. 
M. Too much commercialism tends to stagnate the mental process, 
the station will be held responsible for helping to 
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community. The management and staff of WBEE must become more aware of 
the tremendous potential a station like WBEE has for informing and 
educating its listeners. Music is an integral part of the Afro-
American culture and only that music which exemplifies excellence and 
postiive cultural values should be played and heard. 
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III. News 
IV. 
V. 
A. In a world that is becoming increasingly smaller andwhere events on one 
side of the world can and do affect Americans in general and Afro Ameri-
cans in particular, the management of WBEE must recognize that it has 
a greater responsibility to its listener than to merely present news 
headlines. Presently, this practice byWBEEis disgraceful! 
B •. WBEE is licensed in the city of Harvey and consequently has the 
sibility to provide more coverage of-news 
communities of south suburbia. 
A. Presently WBEE has no editorial policy. What this meant is the 
management of the station has in 
and issues of the communities it is licensed to serve {as a 
of the airwaves). 
B .. We propose that station management 
feature. Nothing less will convince. us 
present position of lIabsentee owner. II 
c. In order to obtain up-to-date and 
communities, station management.should hire 
advisory group. 
A. Presently WBEE does not offer a "talk show" to its 
appears that station management has abdicated its 
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helping to inform and educate its listeners. 
B. Station management should re-open a time slot for a talk show as we 
have suggested in our general programming format. Such a program 
should deal with local, national and international organizations and 
personalities. 
VI. Educational Programs 
0; A. More and more of the American public has become dependent upon 
media as a source of information. 
B. WBEE is in the position to provide educational 
health, Afro American Music History, nutrition, consumerism, voter 
. registration and other topics relevant to the bla~k community. 
C. Wesuggest one-half hour of educational programs daily at the 
suggested on the general programming sheet . 
. In conclusion, we are serving notice to the staff, 
WBEE that there is a body of citizens in the Harvey area that is aware of ,the 
short comings of WBEE. Weare aware of the effects of programming of this ""TIIY'''' 
" '.': , 
has on black listeners. Consequently, we argue to implement these proposed~/ 
changes immediately. 
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WBEE RADIO'S'ANSWER 
TO THE 
MINORITY COUNCIL FOR ACTION'S 
POSITION PAPER: RADIO STATION WBEE 
Black people have traditionally been oppressed people in this country 
and throughout the world. This oppression has created within most 
black people strong feelings of insecurity, fear, lack of self-respect 
and ignorance of self. Consequently, the oppression continues, 
thriving on the very apathetic attitudes which it fosters. 
There are many tragedies of such a grim reality, i.e. poor education, 
political ignorance, social ostracism, and black on black crime, to 
cite a few. But the greatest tragedy that confronts black people 
today is waste. Waste of mind, waste of body, waste of time. Black 
people are culturally dead, apparently. However, no people on earth 
today can claim a cultural heritage as enriched (and influential on 
other cultures) as the cultural heritage of black people. Why? 
Basically because the world has become highly capitalistic with 
virtually all of the capital in the hands of those who have traditionally 
oppressed blacks and others throughout the world. 
So where does this leave black people? Where are they going economically? 
Will they ever be a real vital and vigorous force in a capitalistic 
society? Or will the oppressors continue to capitalize on the 
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WBEE~S RESPONSE 
cultural heritage of blacks - at the expense of blacks (leaving 
blacks forever shackled in their own mire of ignorance of self, 
insecurity, and fear?). 
The Position Paper: Radio Station WBEE of the Minority Council for 
Action clearly prints out the problem: "A generation of black youths 
have grown up knowing absolutely nothing of men and women like 
Edward Kennedy Ellington, Paul Robeson, Eubie Blake and Katherine 
Dunham ... a generation of young black men and women knowing very little 
of their heritage and culture gives credence to the myth that black 
people have no culture." What is happening today in the United 
States is a definite example of blacks trying to remove themselves 
from the black experience and trying to be white whenever and however 
possible. This is especially true of most blacks who are fortunate 
enough to make certain gains economically, socially and politically. 
Theirs is almost always a position of keeping the status quo, not 
making waves or· otherwise jeopardizing their own comfort. While such 
a position may have historical justification, it perpetuates the 
very evils that have destroyed or damaged the minds of millions of 
blacks: racism and bigotry. 
What then must blacks - who are continually oppressed by whites -
do to make real the cultural heritage that is part of all of us? How 
must we conduct ourselves to insure that generations that follow us 
will find the torch lit and the path worn? Specifically, how must 
black oriented radio stations program their broadcast day so that 
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PAGE THREE 
WBEE 's RESPONSE 
young (as well as old) blacks can be proud of being black? What 
must WBEE do to raise a level of consciousness heretofore unnoticed 
in the minds of all who would listen to the station? 
(I have many definite ideas about the necessary role of black oriented 
broadcast media. However, I will discuss the specific role of WBEE and 
how it relates to the Position Paper: WBEE Radio by the Minority 
Council For Action). 
Generally, I totally agree with the position paper. Further, we 
have already initiated several of the suggested changes and will 
initiate others subsequently. I would advise the Minority Council 
For Action that WBEE'S management is willing, able, and excited about 
developing and maintaining close contact with council, and we certainly 
welcome your suggestions as to how we may provide worthwhile 
programming for our listeners. I would further suggest that the 
council's observations (as set forth in the Position Paper: WBEE 
Radio) would be of greater significance to the black liberation struggle 
if these observations were preached, taught, and otherwise propounded 
across the face of the earth. However, Ido think WEEE is a fine 
place to start. 
In your programming proposal to us you recommended that we switch 
our religious hour from 11:OOAM to Noon to 6:00AM to 7:00AM. You did 
'" 
not indicate why you favor this particular time period for this segment 
of our broadcast day, however, I venture to guess that it has to do· 
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PAGE FOUR 
WBEE'S RESPONSE 
with your preference for jazz music (as opposed to gospel) in the 
middle of the day. Personally, I too would rather begin our day 
with gospel, and then go straight through with fine jazz music. 
However, I chose not to program gospel at this hour because our 
AM drive time period (6:00 to 10:00AM) comprises 60 to 70 percent 
of our total listeners (depending on the day, the hour, and the 
length of our broadcast day). Our studies show that a very small 
percentage of our total listeners (8 to 15%) tune into our gospel 
hour (the percentage goes up sharply and promptly at noon when we 
resume our jazz programming). We cannot afford (financially) to lose 
any portion of our AM audience. Many of our AM clients are "lead 
------~-
seeking" advertisers. This means that we must maintain a large 
.. - ~.-~,.-,--~" ... --.. --"'-.~.--~~.--.,..-.---~.--.~-------------".~ .. ~--'~----.---.~.-.-~-
reservoir of loyal listeners during this crucial 6:00 - 10:OOAM 
--,-.~--------... --- -
period. Finally, changing the gospel hour would make no real sig-
.~ __ .. __ u_~---. 
You further suggested that we play soft tone music (strings, woodwinds 
and vocals) during AM drive (6:00AM - 10:OOAM). We will definitely 
take note. that a greater portion of the music during this time be 
soft tone music. However, keep in mind that half of our listeners 
(and sometimes as many as 70 percent) are tuned in from 6:00 - 10:00AM, 
and should get a broad cross-section of all good jazz music. 
lO:OOAM"'"" N00N Third World Music with Afro? Asian and Latin (black) 
, 
sounds. I like this concept, However, I am not familiar with Third 
World Music (unless you ~re referring to Afro-Cuban music or 
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WBEE'S RESPONSE 
Salsa music as Third World music. I am willing to play this type if 
it is lyrical (traditional to American jazz). Please give me some 
LPs so I can listen to it. 
NOON TO 1:00PM Talk Show. I would be willing to have a modified 
version of the usual talk show. I would rather have in depth 
interviews of important community, national and international figures, 
with greater emphasis on the interview (with no call-ins from the 
audience). However, such a show requires an articulate, highly 
reliable and active person - who is willing to research projects 
and concepts, and who is aggressive enough to keep key figures on the 
show daily, weekly, month in and month out.· 
1:00PM TO 3:00PM Contemporary Progressive Music. Excellent suggestion 
of a notion we should be sensitive to in our programming (music that 
speaks to the historical experiences and needs of black people), 
However, I would appreciate your ideas as to the type of dialog the 
DJ must maintain during this segment of broadcasting. 
3:00 - 3:30PM Health Program. Such a program is sorely needed. 
However, it would not be widely popular, A shorter version (3-5 
minutes) of this suggestion would oe of greater service to our total 
audience. We would certainly entertain your suggestions as to how 
you think such a program ought to run. 
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WBEE'S RESPONSE 
3:30 - 4:00PM Black Music History - individual styles, the two 
coupled with music ... excellent suggestion .. ,we have begun a series 
of daily program that deal specially in this area. We call them:· 
Jazz Beats, Jazz Notes, and The New Ones (about the newest record 
releases). 
4:00PM TO SIGN-OFF Cross section of Black Music. OK, as long as we're 
dealing with lyrical jazz mvsic (nothing too far removed from 
traditional harmony and rhythm). 
SUNDAY PROGRAMMING 
Our Sundays are completely sold out to black churches (from sign-on 
to sign-off). 
You have suggested traditional jazz or Dixieland style for this day. 
Such programming (on any day) would be effective only if a highly 
knowledgeable and articulate traditional jazz record collector were 
the host. Do you know any? 
You further suggested spotlighting an artist of the week, and main-
taining added features (children's program, speeches - from important 
blacks, I take it - concerts - taped live, I imagine). We will 
certainly include all this in our programming .. However. we request 
that you further recommend how you believe such programming could 
be most effective. ! 
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WBEE'S RESPONSE 
MUSICAL FORMAT 
I agree with points A-B-C-D and G. Point G states that too much 
Soul (R & B) music is being played, That will be phased out completely 
by this calender year's end (it has been reduced substantially 
since my first meeting with the council). 
Point D suggests that station DJs must hear more live music, and 
enroll in jazz history courses. I agree with both, and have provided 
them with free admission, drinks and food at Ratso's and Jazz Showcase. 
The station will also subsidize their jazz history education. Please 
advise where such courses are offered, when (dates and times), and 
costs. 
Points C and B has to do with how we can be assured of getting the 
best music (records) for our listeners, We are currently building 
up the finest collection of jazz recordings we (or anybody) have ever 
had. 
Points H-I-J-K-L..;,M are also well t~ken observations and suggestions. 
'We would appreciate your suggestions and recommendations on implementing 
each of them. I am not sure of what is intended in Point K. Please 
clarify. 
NEWS 
The WBEE News department will be challenged to produce more news 
stories that are significant and relevant to the black community and 
to Harvey. Our sources are not plentiful, however, so we must ask 
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PAGE EIGHT 
WBEE'S RESPONSE 
the council for definite direction in this regard. 
EDITORIALS 
We will assume an editorial stance on the important issues. This 
editorial stance may also reveal itself in how we treat the issues, 
persons we interview, etc. 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
WBEE is willing to do whatever is necessary to inform our listeners 
more of what is going on around them. We are anxious to provide 
our listeners with whatever type of programming is necessary and 
feasible. 
Finally, WBEE currently has more employees than it has ever had 
(23 employees, 18 black, 5 white). In order to insure that we all 
keep our jobs we must produce results for advertisers who buy time 
on the st~tion. However, we will not sacrifice good sound programming, 
honest jazz music, and decency to attract new listeners and maintain 
our old ones. We must - and will - strike a balance. 
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MeA Response to WBEE's Response 
~. Theoretical Agreement (Some Questions) 
(A) We qwestion and m4intain severe reservations about station manage-
ment's agreement with the Minority,Council for Actions position paper because 
the operation of the station is in conflict with the philosophical assumptions 
of the MCA position paper. 
(B) Yes, whites oppress blacks - but there are blacks who knowingly and 
o~ of ignore aid in the pppression of blacks i.e. imcompetent radio announcers. 
~I. Clarification of the Religious Hour Position 
(A) The religious segment was proposed for an earlier time slot because 
of the small numbers of list:e:ners.And that it is at this time of day most 
people are thankful for waking up! 
(B) WBEE must seriously consider the sociological implications of 
religion and pov~rty and ,political impptence.Thereforewe p~aced this segment 
at that early'hour. Because of thedata you presented we would like to raise 
the following questions: 
1.) How many listeners are drawn from other stations during the.gospel 
'~hour? , 
~ R.) How much revenue does WBEE receive from its religious pro§ramming? 
3.) Could this reve.nue be increased by programming jazz? 
IrI I. 'The Thi rd Worl d S~gBlBnt· .(l0:00 a.m. - Noon) _ 
iv. 
(A) 
(B) 
You partlyar;lswered yo.u <ljuest,ion with your clarification of you 
questioJI.. ; \(eh we: ,are tal\k~ng about Afro" .Cu~an, latin, and Afro-
Asia music that is lyrt<:~l. 
Third world music &iffers from - iet;s say, third stream music - in 
that its form, content, an,d g~Aer~lly speaking, the performers are 
non-European. ' 
(C) Third'World Music would be iAstrumental in informing (teaching)WBEE 
1 isteners about world geography and blacks in the diaspora. J1 _) ; 
(See the down beat interbiew of Eddie Palmieri'~ ~"&GJrc:\....\,.g 
Talk Show (Noon - 1 :00 p.m.) 
(A) There are over 1.3 million in the Chicago area. We find it hard to 
believe that WBEE cannot find someone who is "articulate, highly 
reliable and active" - and "willing to research projects and concepts, 
~nd who is aggressive enough to keep ieyfigures on the show daily, 
weekly, monthiy in and month out. II 
We genetally agree with your idea of a talk show. 
(B) How much does HBEE staff persons earn and how? 
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V. Contemporary Progressive Music (1:00 - 3:00) 
(A) This is what WBEE is supposed to be all about your question is 
indicative of the stations ill-concerned view of the history 
of black music'. 
Presently the station is incapable of offering a segment such 
as this with its current staff. 
VI. Health Program 
(A) Use college students, professors and professionals. (3-5 minutes) 
VII •. Black Music History (3:30 - 4:00 p.m.) 
(A) Present programs are not up to snuff though it is a start. 
{B}< Would like to review programs witt) you~ 
VIII. 4 p~m., to sigh-off 
(-A) What do you'meafl by traditional rbythm .and. harmony?",. 
IX. '. -Use of Speeches 
,/ 
::~~ .:~: :,:~ Evaluation of Personnel 
Part Two: 
(A)' Based:lJP0nGqn~eptua1 FrameWork outl ined 
1. Articulation 
2. Knowledge ~of Music l1istory -. ' .. 
3. COl1iTli tm8n~t .,.·tothe musi c an.dbl a:ckpeople 
4. Agr-eement with concept of Black Orientated Racl1o'Progra'mming 
5. Abil.ity to ref train. in firing and hiring 
, . ; 
1 : 
Consultant Servi'CeS 1'.,"l. .:_ 
,; .' 
',,",', j!" 
,:.; " 
, ~> .. , . 
oJ 
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The Mass Media and 
African - Americans: 
A Case Study 
by 
A. Burton and D. Johnson 
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Minority Council for Action 
POSITION PAPER: RADIO STATION WBEE 
by Art Burton and David Johnson 
A generation of black youths have grown up knowing absolutely nothing of men 
and women 1 ike Edward Kennedy Ell i ngton, Paul Robeson, Eubi e B1 ake and Katheri ne 
Dunham. What this means is that it is highly probable that the next wave of 
black "leaders" will be unable to lead because they will not know what preceded 
them. A generation of young black men and women knowing very little of their 
heritage and culture gives credence to the myth that black people have no culture. 
In fact, it is from thi s sector of the bl ack cOl11Tlunity where the most vociferous 
arguments to this effect originate. This is not all that a failure to understand 
the historical evolution of black culture involves. 
The best weapon that African people in America have to struggle with is 
dying out before our very eyes. There are those who may argue that black culture 
is alive and well and will point to Lola Falana, Sammy Davis, James Brown, Nancy 
Wil son and Quincy Jones as bl acks making it as arti sts and performers. A serious 
analysis shows this grave situation is by no means contested by this elite, and 
that, far from informing and mobilizing the oppressed black community, it gives 
the controlling elements of this society and the mass media an easy conscience by 
accrediting the existence of certain freedom of thought and action within the 
present exploitative system. 
From this point of view, the black cultural elite, whil being subjectively 
in opposition, objectively completes the arsenal of white corporate domination. 
While the latter appropritates black culture for its own profit, it deprives the 
black community of its best defensive and offensive weapons, an autonomously 
created culture nurtured by them selves. Ortiz Walton identifies the relationship 
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of black musicians to the recording industry and the mass media in his book, 
Music: Black, White and Blue in the following manner: 
The growth of the music-recording industry 
is historically and parastically connected to 
the growth of "Jazz." The industry's growth was, 
and still remains, dependent on the grooming 
and packaging of white "popular" music models 
derived from imitations of definitive Afro-
American models. It was not until the early 
", Twenties, after the succession of music re-
production inventions and the advent of radio, 
that the music industry was fully able to 
capitalize on the use of white imitators! .... 
Once the definitive Afro-American musical models 
have been studied and copied, with novelty 
effects added, the best imitator become 
white models and are .then promoted nationally 
and internationally. 
Walton terms the white-black relationship in the recording and communications 
industry parasitic, a form of cultural imperialism. Cultural parasitism is ex-
ploitation without responsibility. We can see this more readily in the area 
of black movies. However when it comes to music we tend to be more liberal 
and tolerant of mediocrity and the turning of black cultural forms against:::Black 
people. 
For instance, radio station WBEE purports to be an all jazz station. Yet 
one Saturday during a four hour segment roughly forty tunes were played. Of this 
number only two were by artists listed in the Down Beat International Critics 
Poll! We do not contend that Down Beat Magazine is the standard maker for black 
creative music. But the International Critics Poll does provide some type of 
tool for evaluating WBEE's programming. The vast majority of the records played 
were instrumental versions of rhythmns and blues tunes, "funky jazz" or the 
disco-cross over style which is essentially warmed over funk. 
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A fact that cannot be ignored, no matter how hard the mass media, and 
educational institutions in this society try, is the music commonly referred 
to as "jazz" WRi8+t- is an art form that has its roots firmly embedded in the 
national black community in America. Along with this fact go ramifications 
that a medium that claims to be the sole dissemenator of this music should not 
ignore. To do so in these times is tantamount to betraying the historical 
. ', 
experiences and struggles of black people that have brought us to this point 
in hiStory. 
Though we are bringing this to your attention now, WBEE has been guilty of 
steadily underestimating the black community while bombarding it with mediocrity! 
After taking a long and serious look at the programming of this station we feel 
that WBEE is long overdue in making the changes necessary to preserve creative 
black music and to serve the black communities it beams into. 
The following pages contain critical comments and suggestions for improving 
the total programming of WBEE. This segment of the paper is divided into 
General Programming Format, Musical Format, News, Editorials, Talk Program 
and Educational Programs. The Minority Council for Action, being a cross-section 
of the Harvey area communities, and after years of listening to WBEE make these 
recommendations in an effort to make to this station more accountable to the 
citizens of this area. 
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6 a.m. - 7 a.m. 
7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
. . , 
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
12 p.m. - 1 p.m. 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m 
3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Proposal: 
WBEE "Jazz" Radio 
I. General Programming 
Religious Segment 
Morning Music - softer toned music, 
refreshingly mild, with fl utes, 
strings and vocals . 
Third World Music -Music with components 
of Afro-Asia-Latin flavors provided by 
people of African descent in these areas. 
From a historical background. 
Talk Show - i'BEE-ing Aware" - designed to 
discuss the most pressing problems and 
issues affecting the local, national, 
and i nternat i ona 1 black community., 
Contemporary Progressive Music - various 
forms of black music that draw from and 
speak to the historical experiences and 
needs of black people. i.e., Doug Carn, 
Tyner, Kirk. 
Health Program - to inform the community 
with specific inner city health 
programs. i.e., VD, nutrition, dental, 
hypertension drawing from professionals, 
students and customs with a coordinator 
to plan and produce. 
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3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
4 p.m. to end of day 
- 2 -
Black Music History 
1. Individual 
2. Styles 
3. Expose1s 
Major Programming of a Cross-Section 
of Black ~1usic 
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Sunday Programming 
Sunday air time will be evenly split between Black religious and secular 
music. For example: 
6 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Religious Services and Music 
Traditional "Jazz" - Dixieland and New Or-
leans 
Artist of the Week - a spotlighting of a 
particular individual artist or style 
of playing. 
During the summer months when air time is lengthened new features could be 
added, such as speeches, concerts and children's programs. 
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II. Musical Format 
A. There must be more consistent programming in regards to creative music 
of the highest caliber. There should be more emphasis placed on black 
artists who have made great contributions to Jazz and world music. 
B. There must be an ongoing relationship between the station and the major 
jazz record shops in the city such as the Jazz Record Mart and Mr. Tis. 
C . WBEE should contact all the jazz record companyls agents in the city of 
Chicago and hold a seminar on developing better working relationships. 
This will help the station keep abreast of the music better, new releases, 
and what top artists are doing, etc. 
D. Disc jockeys should go out and hear live music as much as possible. 
They should enroll in jazz history courses because their analysis is 
not sharp enough to deal with people and concepts. 
E. In addition, they should get a subscription of Down Beat Magazine and 
develop a library of books dealing with music and also records. 
F. McCoy Tyner was just voted Jazzman of the Year in D'own Beat I s peopl e 
poll. Yet he is hardly represented on the station at all. 
G. There is entirely too much soul - jazz being played and in some cases 
outright soul music. Marty and Wali Muhammad have been known to play 
Harold Melvin & The Bluenotes, and the Staple Singers. 
There is not enough current music being played on the station and there should 
be more of a historical analysis of black music from King Oliver, Bessie Smith, 
Louis Armstrong, Duke and the Count, Ella Sarah, Carmen, Dizzy, Bird, Monk, Tadd, 
Art Tatum, Bud Powell, Sonny Rollins, Horace Silver, Art Blakey, Max Roach, 
Ornette, Eric Dolphy, Leon Thomas, Archie Shepp, Andrew Hill, Bobby Hutcherson, 
Miles Davis (60's), Trane, McCoy, Elvin Jones, Philly Joe Jones, Betty Carter, 
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Eddie Jefferson, AACM, Muhal, Braxton, Jarman, Roscoe Mitchell, Sam Rivers, 
Booker Ervin, Charles Mingus, Mongo, Tito Puente, Eddie Palmieri, Ray Barretto, ,~ 
Stanley Cowell, Buster Williams, Richard Davis, Harold Mabern, Rashaan Roland 
Kirk, etc. ,etc. 
.. 
I 
H. The educational jazz program supposedly that has begun in the urban 
schools by WBEE should be screened by competent people of the com-
munity_ In this way we would be certain the truth is being told, less 
than this would be elitist, condescending, fatalistic and in no way 
justified by your day to day programming. 
I. There should be jazz concerts promoted by the station not only promoting 
school groups but outstanding local talent as well. Concerts dealing 
with national talent should be promoted whenever possible. 
J. There should also be a program interviewing local and national talent 
currently playing in the city. Such programs would give insight into 
the artist and his music and may encourage more people to go out and 
hear live music. This would also open up more dialogue between 
the artist and his fans or critics. Constructive communication is the 
most important thing. 
K. Music should be played that will have the ability to give vision and 
insight. Therefore, as people become able to gain greater knowledge of 
black music, strength and tranquility, harmony and wisdom will also 
be gained. 
l. Many times jazz artists will mix their albums up with commercial and 
artistic tunes, too often WBEE will play the commercial tune, one 
exception being larry Smith. 
M. Too much commercialism tends to stagnate the mental process, therefore" 
the station will be held responsible for helping to stagnate the black 
. i 
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community. The management and staff of WBEE must become more aware of 
the tremendous potential a station like WBEE has for informing and 
educating its listeners. Music is an integral part of the Afro-
American culture and only that music which exemplifies excellence and 
postiive cultural values should be played and heard . 
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III. News 
. '
.. " 
A. In a world that is becoming increasingly smaller and where events on one 
side of the world can and do affect Americans in general and Afro Ameri-
cans in particular, the management of WBEE must recognize that it has 
B . 
a greater responsibility to its listener than to merely present news 
headlines. Presently, this practice by WBEE is disgraceful! 
WBEE is licensed in the city of Harvey and consequently has the respon-
sibility to provide more coverage of news and events pertinent to the 
communities of south suburbia. 
IV. Editori a 1 s 
A. Presently WBEE has no editorial policy. What this meant is the 
management of the station has .in effect turned its back on the problems 
and issues of the communities it is licensed to serve (as a custodian 
of the ai r waves). 
B. We propose that station management institute editorials as a daily 
feature. Nothing less will convince us that WBEE has moved beyond its 
present position of "absentee owner. II 
C. In order to obtain up-to-date and factual information on the local 
communities, station management should hire or consult with a local. 
advisory group. 
V. Talk Program 
A. Presently WBEE does not offer a "talk show" to its listeners. Again it 
appears that station management has abdicated its responsibil ity for 
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helping to inform and educate its listeners. 
B. Station management should re-open a time slot for a talk show as we 
have suggested in our general programming format. Such a program 
should deal with local, national and international organizations and 
personalities. 
VI. Educati ona 1 Programs 
A. More and more of the American public has become dependent upon the mass 
media as a source of information. 
B. WBEE is in the position to provide educational programs in the areas of 
health, Afro American Music History, nutrition, consumerism, voter 
registration and other topics relevant to the black community. 
C. We suggest one-half hour of educational programs daily at the time 
suggested oIl the general programming sheet. 
In conclusion, we are serving notice to the staff, management and owners of 
WBEE ·that there is a body of citizens. in the Harvey area that is aware of the 
short comings of WBEE. We are aware of the effects of programming of this nature 
has on black listeners~ Consequently, we urge you to implement these proposed 
changes immediately. 
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TRADITIONAL AND NATIONALIST 
POLITICAL ORGANIZING IN SUBURBIA 
Read Before 
The National Association of Black 
Social Workers Annual Conference 
April 9, 1982 
Marriott Hotel 
Chicago, Illinois 
by 
David" N. J:~~on 
Coordinator, Urban Studies 
Thornton Community College 
Member, South Suburban Leadershi p 
Coalition 
P.O. Box 283 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
. .. , .... :a 
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HISTORY 
---.. .,. .. 
Harvey, Illinois, is a suburb with a population of 34,800 located 20 miles 
south of downtown Chicago. It is one of Chicago's oldest suburbs. Chartered 
in 1893, the town soon established a large industrial base to the point where it 
was known as "little Manchester," the English city that received a major push 
from the Atlantic slave trade. Today there are at least six Fortune 500 corpora-
tions located within the city limits. The city was also the site of the first 
enclosed shopping center that we now find ringing the city of Chicago. 
POLITICS 
Harvey is approximately 80 percent black. There is a commissioner form of 
government that holds at-large elections every four years. In 1979 the first 
black was elected to the city council. Prior to this, blacks consistently made 
attempts to elect candidates with no success. The system of elections, the' 
lack of ongo;'ng political organizing; opportunism amongst various sectors of the 
black community; and a virulent form of white racism have worked to disenfranchise 
the black community. 
THE SSLC EXPERIENCE 
The South Suburban Leadership Coalition (SSLC) was founded in 1980 by 
a small group of community activists (ten persons) which included two black 
elected officials (school board and city council). At the initial meeting 
the concensus was to enter into a planning process to help clarify the interests· 
and goals of the group. 
PROCESS 
The planning process was developed around a twelve hour workshop. The 
process ultimately consumed sixty hours over a three week period. 
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The workshop entailed an analysis of space (geography), analysis of 
'-:;""-. 
community problems; development of a problem statement (problemat); goals; 
strategies; tactics and a timeline. Out of this process evolved a seventeen 
page document that is used to orientate new members. 
r4EMBERS 
Membership to SSLC is open to anyone living, working or having a sincere 
interest in the welfare of blacks in the south suburbs. Presently, SSLC has 
sixteen active members. Membership represents a broad cross-section of the 
community. There ar~ elected officials, community people; senior citizens and 
youth; men and women; workers and professionals; democrats and independents. 
SSLC is an independent local political education organization that encompasses 
all of the above elements. To become a member one must attend the Political 
Awareness Workshop,pay the annual dues of five dollars, and work on a committee 
of the organization. The goals of the organization are: 
1. Crime Prevention - To establish and maintain social institutions 
which will provide equitable relations between individuals and 
society. . 
2. Economic Development - To control and- protect land, labor and 
the use of technology. 
3. Identity - The ability of blacks to define ourselves and speak for 
ourselves through the control of the symbolic, educational and 
lifestyle dimension of our existence. 
4. Community Development - To develop within the black community the 
ability to influence the pace, scale and direction of community 
development. 
5. Political Organization- To establish and maintain an equitable 
political organization. 
ACTIVITIES 
During the first year SSLC engaged the community in a wide range of 
C: events: voter registration drives, Candidates' Nights, Endorsement Hearings, 
. .
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Kwanza. Martin Luther King Memorial Program, ParkDiStr~ct election endorsements, 
regularly scheduled political awat'eness workshops, ge'neral business meetings and 
an annual report to the community. 
The second year's activities included all of the above (substitute school 
board for park district) governmental monitoring and a monthly breakfast/forum 
called uFood for ThoughL" We are in the process of developing a major document 
that sums up our work and offers an affirmative program in education, parks and 
recreation, and municipal government. 
FUNDING 
SSLC is funded 'by membership dues, pledges, the breakfast/forum and dona-
tions from individuals in the black community. This is important for when SSLC 
does something it is because the membership has decided to and not someone or 
some group external to the black community said so. Consequently, we are poor 
in funds but healthily independent. 
ORGANIZING PROBLEMS 
SSLC has experienced three stages or phases in its development: 
1. nonrecognition, 2. attack, and 3. acknowledgement. 
The first phase of nonrecognition was, in part, due to the fact that organi-
zations come and go in the black community. That black organizations lack lon-
gevity or staying power. Another- aspect of nonrecognition stems from the lack of 
respect shown for black people, in general, and groups purporting to organize 
black people, in particular. So, in a sense, we had to prove ourselves. 
The second phase, attack, was marked by verbal attacks against individual 
members of the organization. firing of an organizational member the night before 
his election, and lawsuits. After a year of political activity which included 
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speaking out on a wide variety of issues caused many of the conservative elements 
of Harvey to launch what amounted to their counter offensive. These elements 
were able to capitalize on several individuals that were "put out of SSLC·· for 
various reasons. So initially some of the criticisms of SSLC seemed valid until 
.. the former members were exposed for what they were. 
Several black elected officials were criticized or felt threatened. Black 
. folks were demanding accountabHity so they, too, joined the chorus of critics 
who essentially criticized some of our tacti~s yet had nothing to say about the 
fundamental questions of accountability to black people and black political 
powerlessness. 
The third phase, acknowledgement; has come about as a result of several 
factors. SSLCis track record is .very clear. Anyone seriously involved in 
Harvey area politics and community affairs has heard of the organization. 
Secondly, events have created a climate conducive to building unity amongst 
south suburban groups and individuals active in community politics. SSLC has 
seiz.ed the opportunity to organize various elements of the black community. 
Because of Reagonomics, the formation of the new second congressional district 
and the obvious lack of black political representation at the local municipal 
level: a broad cross-section of black people are now open to a systematic 
process of planning, educating, analyzing and mobilizing the black community 
in the broadest sense of the word. SSLC is at the forefront of this motion. 
c " 
PROSPECT FOR THE FUTURE 
The five goals of SSLC can only be accomplished through an organized black 
communi ty. The organi zati on sav'l fi ve years as the time frame necessary to 
accomplish the first phase of community development. The race against time and 
the forces of resistance is a close one. Within the last few weeks several 
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breakthroughs have taken pl ace. B1 ack peopl e are begi'nning to move the way we 
(, :'::c-
had envisioned two years ago. 
If the next six months go as well as the last few weeks, the prospects for 
the future will look very good. 
( 
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_100=---..: ....,pOUTH SUBURBAN LEADE~SHIP COALITION :,'S 
" ;,' 
, .'. P.o. Box 1278 Harvey, Illinois 60426 
., 
.,,-,,_ ... .-, .~ 
.,FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
,,:.: '.}~.' ',':::?,'- " , 
: ~,.:'. 
1Jl.e,South Suburban Leadership Coalition (SSLC) has issued a call for a' 
l3~~k~o1itic&l Solidarity Conference in preparation for the 1983 municipal 
.", ,~ '~.,'.' .: ", '. ," '". . '. . 
~'~ .' 
;;~1~~ti9nsJn.l'larvey. The conference will take place Saturday, December 11, 1982 
.,·;:,><"al~tliC!l:p.1:li:)e~ixMultipurpose C'enter, Phoenix, Illinois. 
-, .<:.~ :',/.\7 .. ;;'-"":::' .~' .'-.:.;..;'; 
'. ';i:)<.~';Yitwtlfb~ea one day conference running from 9,:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m. There 
.~ '.' f· .. :.. '. . 
i-f~ :~,tWo;c:iollar ($2.'00) registration fee to cover the cost of materials., Scholarships 
a~e~:Y:ailable for seniors, youth and the unemployed, according to Bonnie Rateree, 
.. ' 
.. ". 
":', ':~ 
:i 'pSLCha~rspons9red a varietyof forums, cultural events and voter registration 
:d~i~e~',4uringYthe past tW? years. ' 
.' ~ .... " I " . ,: . . . 
'Ja'trtesHarris, the mayor of Phoenix will welcome the participants to this 
IiI; am happy to see community' people coming toge'the-:p;sQthat 
. "~",tb~y~an' ~layagreater role in their goVernrpent,"Harris said," and I amha~py that 
; 
"Ph~~tlix';asselected as the site of the conference.," 
o': .• ' • .'" " o~. '." ." -. •• • 
: ShariIlg the, tostrum with Mayor Harris Saturqay morning is the Reverend .::~ . 
rri~€etonM'CKinney, pastor of Christ Temple Commu~ity Bapti~tGhur~h.~ofMatkham, 
.' .;. ." . " 
, : " . . 
c:\s' the ,main speaker during the opening session. "It is not an easy job to organize . 
·.such.& conie:t:ence,. there are pe'ople who won't understand its purpos.e, but God will 
be willi you 'becaus~ you are w'orking f~r the good of al1~" 
, The conference planners want to bring together the broadest cross-section of 
thebla.ck C(l~munitypossible to share information, analyze,the' pres'entpolltical 
'.~} . . -
:cl~rifiip·~oblems and issues, ',diScuss strategies for community developmen.t 
. . : .. \ ..... ;, -
atldtoe~erge with a standard for evaluating candidates in the F~bruary~rimary 
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SSLC 
For Immediate Releas e 
view the 1983 elections in Harvey as pivotal for determining 
th;eIuture of the city and neighboring communities. Dixie Sq uare shopping center 
'closed in 1979. The downtown area has declined tremendously over the past ten 
This year May's department store, on the west side of town, closed shortly 
after opelling in the same year. 
The Harvey black community faces one of Us greatest challenges. With 70% 
of the population and one black elected official in the city government a concerted 
effort will be needed to overcome a low voter turnout and a field flooded in the past • 
with black candidates with little chance of winning. The conference will address 
Workshops will be organized around the following topics: Ademographic 
profile of Harvey; the future of Harvey with twom,ore years of Reagonomics; 
strategies and sources for community development; and voter registration, 
precinct work and poll watching. 
After a luncheon that will feature an add res s from each of the candidates the 
participants will be divided into areas based on precincts so that information on 
problems, issues and the attitude of residents can be systematically gathered and 
used to formulate a program to be addressed by candidates and, in turn, evalu,ate 
individuals running for office. 
William "Bill11Gardner, acting president of SSLC stated: !lIn these times of 
Reaganomics Blacks in the South Suburbs have the unique oportunity to govern 
themselves; alld therefore be included in this country's political and econo~ic 
arena. I[ .. 
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SSLC 
. For Immediate Releas e 
Grou.ps and individuals wishing to take part in the conference should contact. 
,c,:'- " 
';'BonnieItateree ~t, 596-4992 or Bill Gardner, 339-8546. SSLC is encouraging 
Send your name, address and phone number along with $2.00 
- 30 -
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SOUTH SUBURBAN LEADERSHIP COALITION 
P.o. Box 1278 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
A BLACK POLITICAL SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE , 
"W'e may not have it all together •...•••• but together we can have it all." 
The shppping center is closed. Graffiti and vacant stores 
highlight the decline of downtown. High foreclosure rates and 
boarded-up houses scar our neighborhoods and contribute to lower 
property values while injuring the morale of the residents. Unem-
ployment is one of the highest in the state as the 6ityseems to 
sink with. the worsening of the national economic crisis. Reagan-
~omics serves only to make matters worse • 
.• ,. , 
.. ' Harvey, Illinois, founded in 1893, is an industrial suburb 
of Chicago that sits in the center of a transportation network 
handling passengers, freight and auto traffic to all parts of the 
nation. The city, once known as "the hub of south suburbia," has 
a large industrial base, despite a decline in commercial establish-
ments. 
Conservative estimates place Harvey's black population at 70% 
of the population of 34,000. Yet, only one black has been elected 
to the city government. Today, any discussion of blacks in the 
south suburbs must focus on Harvey, Phoenix, Dixmoor and Markham. 
The greatest concentration of blacks in the south suburbs are located 
in these four municipaiities. Their social and economic integration 
means they share a common .future. As Harvey goes, so goes the other 
three. 
WHY, A BLACK SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE? 
Black people are fighting back against national, state and local 
forces that. have ripped off the gains made in the 1960's and early 
70's. Chicago is an example of this. However, fighting is not enough. 
Black people mu.st fight back in new ways using strategies and tactics 
based upon two important elements: 1) the lessons of our past~ and 
2) the welfare of people. 
With the February municipal elections so close at hand, the 
political power of the black community must be consolidated. Most 
importantly, the black community must see to it that political 
power is used for the benefit of the people and not for individuals 
and groups with narrow interests. 
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ON DECEMBER 11, 1982 A BlACK POLITICAL SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE 
----A PEOPLE IS CONFERENCE----WILL BE HELD AT THE PHOENIX 
MULTI-PURPOSE CENTER FROM 9 A.M. to 9 P.M., PHOENIX, ILLINOIS. 
CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES 
*To provide concrete information on the conditions in Harvey. 
How many jobs are there in Harvey? Who holds the key 
po1icymaking positions in the city government? What 
is the unemployment rate in Harvey? Where is the City I s 
Affirmative Action Program? 
*Tobring together the broadest cross-section of the black community 
to discuss the future of Harv~y and neighboring .municipa1ities. 
Youth, seniors, business peop1e( clergy, homeowners, 
renters, teache:r;s,. men and women. THE PEOPLE--must 
come together to voice their concerns about Harvey 
and what THEY would like to see the future become. 
A stable Harvey means a staPle Phoenix, Dixmoor and 
. Markham. 
*To examine options and resources available for community development. 
What are "free enterprise zones?" What do they offer 
. Harvey? Are there loca1institutions .that can be more 
efficiently used to foster community development? Who 
is responsible for these prOgrams? 
*To establish a criteria for the evaluation of candidates in the 
upComing elections. 
Harvey camlot afford" to elect individuals to office and 
wait for them toaeve1op a program. This conference can 
develop the basis for a program because it will be based 
on the hopes and fears of the people of Harvey. irItis 
not the man but the plan. It • s not the rap but . the map." 
A criteria developed by a group representative of the 
community will guarantee :community support and basis for 
evaluating an elected official's performance. 
*WHAT ¥OUCAN DO TO MAKE THIS CONFERENCE A SUCCESS? 
--T~LL your friends and family; 
--BECOME a co-sponsor; 
--WORK to build the conference. 
FOR MORElNFORMATION, CONTACT: WILLIAME. GARDNER, 339-8546. 
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*WHAT IS THE SOUTH SUBURBAN LEADERSHIP COALITION (SSLC)? 
SSLC is an independent local political education organiza-
tion. SSLC has sponsored seminars, forums, voter registra-
tion drives and cultural events. SSLC's mailing address is: 
P.o •. BOX 1278 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
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The Shule Uhuru (Freedom School) is an independent Black 
instituition dedicated to develop the highest academic abilities 
of its students. Independent Black institutions are the logical, 
inevitable answer to the political, economic and social reality 
(situation) facing black people today_ We do not have the luxury 
of an alternative. We are faced with a (historical) necessity. 
- WHY IS THERE A NEED FOR BLACK EDUCATION? -
In order to answer this question we must view, historically, 
the basis of education for black people in this country. To get 
a broader perspective we must take a look at where we bagan: 
Africa! Prior to the devastation of the African slave trade, we 
as a free Africanpeop~e had the prestige of many of the finest 
universities of the world. The Egyptian School of Mysteries, 
where medicine (Amhotep, not Hippocratis is the true Father of 
Medicine), architecture, religion, philosophy and other subjects 
·were taught; the University of Gao; and the esteem University of 
Timboktu are just a few of the many highly acclaimed African in": 
stitutions. 
After our arrival in the "New World" as slaves, we were 
educated to be slaves. A master does not teach a mule to fetch a 
stick like a dog. No, the mule is taught to be yoked, beat and 
obey as a beast of burden. Laws were written by the United States 
of America specifically for bidding the education of African slaves 
to be anything but slaves. But this alone could not guarantee that 
our ancestors would bow to someone calling himself their master. 
~lilitary might and terrorism were not enough. The most devastat-
ing blow to our ancestors as free people \-laS to crush their (our) 
.insti tutions. Our language could not be spoken under penalty of 
having the tongue cut out, or death. Institutions, customs, values, 
principles, .. in short, our culture was systematically destroyed, in-
tentionally destroyed. 
." t 
:-: 
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During the decades following the Emancipation Proclamation and 
the Thirteenth Amendment many black colleges and universities were 
formed. It was during these decades that the Ku Klux Klan, the 
Knights groups were formed. It was also during these decades that 
the Fourteenth Amendment, giving us the rights of citizens, was 
taken away. We could no longer vote or hold office. This was the 
formal beginning of Jim Crow, separate - but - equal, or apartheid 
as it is called in South Africa. In this situation, what was the 
function of the various black colleges and universities, the high 
schools and grade schools? 
Overwhelmingly, our schools (where there were any) were 
financed by the state; the Southern States. The colleges and 
universities also received grants and awards from large industries 
and businesses. Consequently, these same business interest con-
trolled our education. We were still being (mis) educated to serve 
the children of our former masters. For the purpose of keeping us 
more in conformity with what they wanted, our eductaion was intent-
ionally inferior to that of white people. 
Then, from a spark of a sit-in came the fire of a great era in 
our history, the Civil Rights Movement. We were fed up with being 
lynched, segregated and improverished. The Movement for many years 
centered on education. We felt that the only w.ay we could get a 
quality education was to put our youth in IIwhite" schools. On this 
premise, we fought in the courts, we struggled in the streets and 
we died, murdered in church" So intense was our struggle that sOllle= 
times it seemed that desegregation of schools was the only issue and 
not quality education for our children. For all our hardships, we 
were granted mere token gains. Gains which the vast majority of our 
people could not benefit from. 
Yet, for those of us who gained the "benefit ll of a quality edu-
cation in a "whi tell school harassment and bitterness from stUdents 
and teachers awaited them. This was not our only problem@ Because, 
we, rather in Ifwhite" schools or "black" schools, were still being 
educa~ed by others. Others, whose interest was not our freedom. 
\,le were not being educated to serve ourselves, but to serve others" 
This is where "/e are today" \fuat ,,,e need is black educati OD Dot 
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education for black people, given to us by others. We need to 
educate ourselves in order to handle the various administrative 
functions of a nation, i.e., institutions---schools, economics, 
politics, the state. We cannot allow political graft and mani-. 
pulation choose whether or not our children will get a quality 
education. 
The Shule Uhuru believes that the education of our children 
is a struggle. The right ~f people to decide who will educate 
their childre~to decide their own destiny, to make their way in 
freedom, is not to be measured by the yardstick of color or degree 
of social development. It is an inalienable right of pe9ples 
which they are powerless to exercise when forces, stronger than 
they themselves, by whatever means, for what ever reasons, take 
this right away from them. The right to fully educate our chil-
dren has been taken away. It cannot be given to us because we 
demand it. It must be done through our work. It is a precious 
reward, the shining trophy of struggle and-sacrifice. 
- THE FUNCTION OF CORRECT BLACK EDUCATION -
Education is the transmission of a peoples' culture from one 
generation to the next. Education is a function which has definite 
goals, values and interest. Historically the education o·f black 
people has had goals other, than our freedom; vaiues rooted in racism 
and the interest of making' a larger profit for others. It is the 
primary function of education to (inculcate) instill the values, 
ideology, morals, i.e., culture o~ a society into its students. 
The end result being the perpetuation of that society. Therefore, 
the ~hule Uhuru recognizes that education is more than merely read-
ing, writting and arithmetic. It is the teaching of a particular 
culture, a certain society with a particular ideological orientation 
by means of reading, writting, arithmetic and other skills. For in-
stance, we have ~ll been told that Christopher Columbus "discovered" 
America. The arrogance of Europeans giving themselves such credit 
is obvious.- There were Africans, Asians, PolyneSians and even other 
Europeans to visit,travel and colonize America before Columbus. 
And, civilization of native Americans were here before all others. 
Such teaching instills Europeans greatness arid European nationalism. 
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It is written from the new point of European history. 
The Shule Uhuru believes that the primary function of black 
education is our freedom, (liberation, independence). It is the 
task of correct black education to rise up a generation of young 
people whose direction and purpose is rooted in the collective 
freedom of our people. It is the task of correct black education 
to turn around the present generation from its course and point 
it to a better lift, based on collective work and responsibility 
to the community. Inherent in such an education is discipline. 
Discipline to keep us striving toward our goal. Where there is 
no discipline, there is no correct black education; but where 
there is correct black education there is discipline. The one 
cannot exist without the other. We must raise our children in an 
environment which demonstrates the power and purposefulness of 
the disciplined life of correct struggle. 
The Shule Uhuru's purpose is to bring forth qualitatively 
different people. We cannot have our youth be taught by people 
wi th loose morals, or no morals; people 'vi th the mentality of a 
hustler; people who are drug users. \'le!· the people must educate 
'our own children. The struggle for guality education is a struggle 
of the people. It combines thinking, feeling and acting into a 
single whole. It is a human act. With this constantly in focus 
the Shule Uhuru is to work hand in hand with the entire Community 
,toward this objective.. True academic freedom---the freedom to 
choose what will be taught to our children~--is everywhere fully 
compatible with service to the Community: for the school is and 
must alwaY9 remain a living, thinking and serving part of the 
Community to which it belongs. It can serve this purpose only when 
the people, the parents directly, actively involved as a working 
part of the school and the total educational process. By this we 
understand that education takes place in the school, the home and 
the Community. That educational system must be one. 
The Shule Uhuru believes the education is action. It is the 
struggle, and not the Preparation for it. It respects the learner 
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and frees the parent-teacher to learn. It is a people-building, 
family-building, community-building and nation-building act. It 
vest the teacher with the skills to foster liberation, but not to 
dictate. It isa loving act between two people whose common 
destinies are bound together. 
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ICBS -- HARVEY, ILLINOIS 
BLACK STUDIES AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: 
SEARCH FOR A PARTNERSHIP 
(Draft Report on a Conference held 
February 10-12 in 
Harvey, III inois) 
Afro-American Studies and Research Program 
University of Illinois 
1204 West Oregon 
Urbana. Illinois 61801 
(217) 333-7781 
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HISTORY OF HARVEY 
1. FOUNDING AND EARLY DEVELOP.MENT: 1850 - 1900 " 
Harvey is located in an area south of Chicago, and was initially settled 
in the middle of the 19th century. Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable, a Black 
explorer, fO,unded the town of Chicago in the 1770s, but it was not fully in-
corporated until 1837. Harvey was settled and developed during the 1870s after 
the land was sold by the Illinois Central Railroad to land developers. Harvey 
was incorporated as a village in 1891. In the midst of the Vlorld Columbian 
Exposition held in Chicago in 1893, the town increased from a few hundred to 
5000 in just three years. During the 18905, the only barber shbp was run in 
the downtown area by the only Black man to live in the city. 
2. RISE AND FALL OF A SMALL INDUSTRIAL CITY: 1900 - 1983 
Harvey developed rapidly as a hearty industrial suburb. It declined 
during the depression years, rose again during and aft.er World \~ar II, and 
then declined again in the late 1960s and the 1970s. It developed as part of 
,the heavy metal-automotive type industries, including the first motor truck 
produced in the United States. 
Harvey has,been a leader among cities of comparable size. It It/as the 
first Illinois city to have a commissioner form of government {1913}. It be-
came the commercial hub of the south suburban area, especially with the found-
ing of Dixie Square {1966} as a massive enclosed shopping center. However, 
the growing concentration of Blacks in Harvey (7% in 1960, 31% in 1970, and 
66% in 1980) led to greater capital investment in other majority white 
southern suburbs, so Harvey began to decline. Dixie Square closed. 
3. A NEW POLITICAL ERA IS BORN: 1983 -
The first Black in Harvey was elected to the City Council in 1979, 
Damon Rockett. By 1980, a significant and able small group of Black people 
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founded the South Suburban Leadership Coalition (SSLC). This included David 
Johnson who by that time had been elected to the School Board. As the popula~ 
lion base transformed Harvey into a Black city, the SSLC maintain the tradition 
of good politics by electing a reform slate headed by Mayor David Johnson. 
The goals of ,the SSLC are as follo\'.Js: 
1. Crime Prevention: to establish and maintain social institutions 
which will provide equitable relations between individuals and 
society; 
2. Economic Development: to control and protect land, labor, and 
the use of ,technology; 
3. Identity: the ability of Blacks to define ourselves and speak 
for ourselves through the control of the symbolic, ~ducational, 
and lifestyle dimension of our existence; 
4. Community Development: to develop within the Black community 
the ability to influence the pace, scale and direction of , 
community development; and 
5. Political organization: to establish and maintain an equitable 
political organization. 
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HISTORY OF HARVEY: A STATISTICAL PROFILE 
1920 1940 1960 1980 
Total Population 9,216 17,878 29,071 35,810 
Total Blacks 171 560 2,000 23,491 
Percent Black 2% 3% 7% 66% 
Percent Employment by Industry 
Manufacturing 45.0 31.0 
Professional 7.0 21.0 
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QUOTES FROM SPEECH BY DAVE JOHNSON/with pictures 
1. I would 1 ike to begin by stating that my involvement in Black 
Studies started on this piece of ground, right here on 147th and Roby. 
At the time, the institution here was called t.1cKinley Elementary 
School. My involvement in Black Studies began at the age of five when 
I enrolled in kindergarten, because I view Black studies as part of the 
Black community's historic search for education and justice. This is 
very important for us to understand, that Black studies is nothing more 
than the aspirations and struggle of Black people for education, for 
quality education. 
2. In the late 60s, the Black studies movement began after the assasination 
of .Dr. Martin Luther King. There was an awareness that education in 
American had pretty much set the experiences of Black people aside. The 
Black experience has not been incorporated into the mainstream of American 
education at the college and university level, not to even mention the 
high school and elementary school levels. 
3. It seems to me that an individual who wishes to be knowledgeable about 
Black people should know something about traditional Africa. slave 
trade, slavery and slave revolts, Frederick Douglas, Sojourner Truth, 
and Harriet Tubman; the emancipation experience and sharecropping, the 
conceptual frameworks of Booker T. Washington and W,E,B. DuBois; 
migrations and urbanization; the civil rights movement, nationalism, 
Pan Africanism, and Marxism. 
4~ We say that Black Studies should be about academic excellence and 
social responsibility. And when 1rJe speak of academic excellence, we 
are talking about challenging our students to become the best intellec-
tuals that they can possibly be. That means that they have to acquire 
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skills, they have to develop critical thinking, they have to become 
marketable individuals in a technologically advanced society. That 
puts a premium on individual development and advancement. On the 
other hand, we say that these students must be socially responsible. 
This is a value orientation. I think this gets to the heart of what 
Black education has been about historically, that education must 
serve the needs of our people. Education must contribute to the 
community. 
5. In the election of Harold Washington there were academics and intellec-
tuals from allover the state who participated in the campaign. In my 
election here in Harvey, about one-third of the campaign. workers were 
former students of mine at Thornton Community College. At the same 
time, in building our campaign. in building the organization we under-
stood that our intellectual development was equally as important as 
our precinct work, that the need for ongoing study and education amongst 
our people in the city of Harvey is crucial to our success. Black 
Studies and Community Development is a critical theme, a critical issue 
and question that we must answer. One of the reasons we find our-
selves in a crisis today, is that too often we in Black studies took 
academic excellence and social responsibil ity for nothing more than 
an empty slogan. It was a catchy phrase. It ~/as something that \'Ie 
said because it sounded good. We really hadn't internalized it, born 
out of the fact. that we have minimal contact \'Jith the community and 
we have little contact with our students outside of the classroom. 
Many of us in higher education have focused in on our specialty and 
we have done our research, pursued tenure, and in the process our sight 
of the primary and essential goal. But we can change things if we want 
to. 
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6. Community development, in my opinion, is directly related to our 
success in instilling in our students the notion of academic excellence 
and social responsibility. 
BLACK STUDIES AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AND SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
The Illinois Council for Black Studies is an organization dedicated 
to the dual goals of academic excellence and social responsibility. This meanS 
that at the core of our focus is the connection between scholarship and cur-
riculum development on the campus and planning and policy development in the 
community. In fact, it is out of the focus on making 1 He better that aca-
demic work is given its mandate. Knowledge serves a purpose or it is useless. 
1. ICBS BELIEVES IN BUILDING A CAMPUS - COMMUNITY DIALOGUE. 
One of the first things that a Black Studies academic unit should do is 
develop at least a bi-annual newsletter. This should be distributed to all 
interested parties on campus. Also, a master mailing list should be developed 
of all key contacts in the local Black community: churches, businesses, 
social and fraternal organizations, libraries and community centers, Black pro-
fessionals (lawyers, doctors, etc.). and interested individuals. All announce-
ments should be sent to everyone, and even if people don't come to events 
continue to send the information because keeping people informed now will save 
catching up later, and will prevent ignorance leading to negative opinion. 
Further, the Black Studies unit should get on all mailing lists from community 
organizations. and official agencies. It is essential to stay in touch with 
the local community, especially the Black organizations (Urban League, NAACP, 
PUSH. sororities and fraternities, churches, etc.), and relevant city agencies 
(e.g .• libraries. human relations, Chamber of Commerce, labor unions, community 
organizations, etc.). 
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2. ICBS BELIEVES IN COMMUNITY-ORIENTED RESEARCH. Every Black Studies unit 
can become an information generating resource for interested people on campus 
and in the broader community. Much of this is being systematic and organized 
in the handling of the information that comes through our units on a normal 
basis. Every unit should clip the local press, campus and community, for all 
articles that are printed by or about Black people. This can be done by 
students or staff, paid or volunteer. Most libraries have old newspapers on 
hand, so it is possible todevelop such a clipping file back to the 1960s, when 
most campus~s got a significant increase in Black students. A second project 
that can be done everywhere is the organization of a demographical profile of 
the community-based on the 1980 census. 
3. ICBS BELIEVES IN SHARING CAMPUS RESOURCES WITH THE COMMUNITY. Most 
Bl ack Studies units are underfunded and 1 ack resources fO,r what they have to 
do, but even so, they remain endowed at a relatively higher level than 
institutions within the Black community. First, people on campus are a valu-
able resource. This can mean soliciting volunteers to serve on boards or 
committees, or organizing students to tutor high school students and mentor 
them for college enrollment. Second, resources brought in from out of town 
should be shared with the community. This includes scheduling speakers and 
films off campus as well as on. Third, at least once a year asp~c;al appeal 
should be made to the Black community for a campus wide open house during 
which time the Black community can be made more aware of the campus and what 
they can get from it. Of course, mention must be made of bringing community 
resources onto the campus. Every year at least one person from the local 
community should be asked to speak on campus. This is important, because we 
must always defend the right of the Black community to speak for itself. 
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4. ICBS BELIEVES THAT BLACK STUDIES SHOULD BE REQUIRED FOR ALL PUBLIC 
OFFICIALS. Every Black Studies unit should contact the local Black politicians 
and try and arrange an annual orientation session for policymakers and 
governmental officials to keep them informed about the latest findings and 
research about the Black experience. This is especially true for those areas 
related to legislation and particular problems. An example of this is, 
the conference that ICBS sponsored on the Black population under-count 
expected (then realized) in the 1980 census. 
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MAY 0 R D A V I D N. J 0 H N SON AND 
THE R 0 S A PAR K PTA 
WELCOME YOU TO THE 
ICBS CONFERENCE - "A SEARCH FOR A PARTNERSHIP" 
CON FER E N C E AGENDA 
FRIDAY, February 10th 
5:00 - REGISTRATION -"HOLIDAY INN 
17100 S. Hal s ted 
HARVEY, IL. 596-1500 
6:00 - 7:30 - MAYORS RECEPTION - HOLIDAY INN 
8:00 - OPENING PLENARY - ROSA PARKS MIDDLE SCHOOL 
147th & Robey, 371-9575 
Introduction of Speaker - ROSE TUCKENBERRY, PTA President 
Guest Speaker - MAYNARD JACKSON, former MAYOR OF ATLANTA 
10:00 - SOCIAL GATHERING - APOLLO SOUTH 
263 E~ 159th St. - 339-2870 
SATURDAY, February 11th 
8:30 - REGISTRATION - ROSA PARKS MIDDLE SCHOOL 
147th & Robey, 371-,9575 
9:00 - MORNING PLENARY - Introduction - ROSE TUCKENBERRY 
Speaker - MAYOR DAVID N. JOHNSON 
10;30 - WORKSHOPS 
(A) Economic Development 
(B) Cultural Development 
12:30 ~ LUNCH - $3.50 
2:30 - AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS 
(A) Housing . 
(B) Health 'and Humn 
Services 
4:30 - ILLINOIS COUNCIL OF BLACK STUDIES - RECEPTION 
6:00 - DINNER - OPEN 
10:00 - DYNASTY - 159th & Wood St. - LIVE MUSIC 
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DR AFT 
CONFERENCE REPORT 
Attendence, Registration and Evaluation 
Overall, the different parts of the conference (i.e. Friday night session, 
the two major plenaries ~d the workshops) were well atte~ded with a wide range of 
participants. To understand who was at the conference, the attendence was broken 
down into Harvey residents and non-Harvey residents. 
The. overwhelming majority of the conference participants who·lived in Harvey, 
were community residents who did not appear to be ',professionals or government· off- . 
icials. There were 34 such ~eople who either listed that they were members of the 
South Suburban Leadership. Coalition SSLC, ~arents or listed nothing. There were 13 
students, 11 of which were from Thornton Community College. The other 14 peo~le 
were government officials (3), church leaders (2), professionals (3). or non-college 
teachers (5). 35 were female and 27 male. The age ranges were, 
10-19_2_ 
20-29-1L 
30-39.-.l.L 
40-49.-.l.L 
50-59 __ 2_ 
60-up __ 2_ 
no answer-1L 
The majority of the conference participants who did not live in Harvey were 
either students or faculty. The colleges and universities represented by faculty and 
administrators include; University of Illinois -Urbana, Thornton Community College, 
Loyola University, Eastern Illinois University, Southern Illinois University -Carbondale 
Kennedy King College, Olive-Harvey College, Sangamon Stste University, Bradley Univ-
ersity. Northeastern Illinois Univ.ersity, State Community College of 'East St. Louis, 
Illinois Benedictine College, Southern IllinoiS Univ.ersity ~Edwardsville, Prairie 
State University, and .·Governors State Univ.ersity •. 
The students were mostly from the University of Illinois -Urbana and Thornton 
Community College, but there were also bigh .. school students represented. There ·were 
9 community participants mostly from the surrounding south suburbs. There were also 
3.government officials, 1 church leader and 3 prima~ and secondary school teachers •. 
In tbis group, there were 33 females and 32 males and the age ranges were, 
10-19 __ 4_ 
Z0-29-1L 
30-39-1.2.... 
40-49 __ 5_ 
50-59 __ 2_ 
60-up __ l_ 
no answer~ 
twenty-nine people returned the Conference Evaluation Questiouaire. the over-
all tone of the· responses was positive. In answer to the first question, " ••• what 
were the two most important things discussed L-in the Saturday morning plenary_7 
for Harvey and/or Black studies?" some people r'esponded, 
"BlaCk people must become pOlitically and socially aware; educate ourselves 
and put to use the economic and cultural resources around us." 
"The merging of academics and the community to (keep) each other informed 
of what's happening in current developments; Tb openly discuss new poss-
ibilities 0 f what could be in the future." 
"I think that one of the most baSic issues that was presented was our dis-
satisfaction with the present "system" and also the general agreement that 
there is a great need for change." 
"a bit more specific in terms of dialogue with Harvey, IL and specific 
community endeavors .• " 
"The importancfYof Academic Excellence and Social Responsibility and how 
Mayor Johnson has ··realized the importance and is living it." 
The second main question was, ''Wh~t else. should have been discussed in your workshop?" 
There were two points that almost, half the respondents made. One was that more spec-
ific proposals and concrete programs should have been discussed (7), and the other 
was tha·t much more time was needed (6). MOre specific suggestions included, 
-alternative economic models 
-workshop on education 
-role of students and faculty in housing resea~ch, policy analYSis, and 
program implementation 
-problems of gentrification and Black empowerment 
-structural disincentives to link Black acade~cians to the community 
-grants/possible· funding availability through federal, state and local 
levels for community.development 
-Housing maintenance as a tool to help maintain good housing 
-God should not be left out 
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RegistratiOn went very smoothly without any major problems. 123 people filled 
out registration forms. In addition to the information about names and addresses, 
there were two questions on the conference registration form. The first was, "If you 
could vote for the president of the U.S. today, who would you vote for?" Out of 
123 registrants, 59 said that they would vote for Jesse Jackson. 37 people did not 
answer the question and 20 were undecided. There were 3 people that said they would 
vote for the candidate that best represented the interests of Black people and 2 
other people said that they would not vote at all. One person said that they would 
vote for Maynard Jackson and one registrant responded, "either Jesse Jackson or 
David Johnson." 
There was a much greater variety in the responses to the question, '~at book 
would you suggest for students in Blaclt Studies?" The majority of the registrants 
did not answer this question, but some listed more than one book. It should also be 
noted that some people did not actually list the title of a .book but affirmed a more 
general subject. 
Introduction to Afro-American Studies, Peoples College- 4 
any book - 5 
Invisible }!an, Ellison - 2 
Rules for Radicals 
no answer - 68 
Black Book of Fan~us Black People 
Observation of Poetry - 2 
The 1984 Book of Lists 
City in Crisis 
Miseducation of the Negro, Woodson - 4 
THe Learning Tree 
John Hope Franklin, Wilmore 
Native Son, Wright 
The Bible 
Let the Trumpet Sound, Oates 
Short Stories 
Langston Hughes 
Home is a Dirty Street, Perkins 
}!alcolm X (autobiography) - 5 
Blame it. on the Victim 
Singin' and Swingin' and Gettin' Merry, Angelou 
Before the }!ayflower, Bennet - 2 
• I 
Afro-American History - 5 
Blacks in the Military 
Aquarian Conspiracy 
Roots, Haley 
The Color Purple, Walker 
Black Voices 
Blacks in Politics 
Newsweek - 2 
The Destruction of Blaclt Civilization, Williams - 2 
Even the Rat was White 
Black Psychology, Jones 
Introduction to Black Studies, Karenga - 2 
From Slavery to Freedom,,-Franklin 
'Right On' Newspaper 
Of the 123 registrants, 17 paid the ICES registration rate of $10.00, 84 people 
paid the general conference registration rate of $2.00. There were two people who 
could only pay $1.00, and the rest testified that they could not give anything and 
they attended free. They were predominantly high school students, and all but three 
were only interested in attending the Friday night session and the staff felt as 
though they should not be refused entrance. Of the three who came in Saturday, two 
did not pay because they came after registration was closed. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
Chair, Dr. Gerald McWorter, Director of the Afro-American Studies and 
Res earch Program, Un; vers ity of III i no; s 
PRESENTATION: 
Kenneth Vaughn, Coordinator of Economic Development for the City of Harvey 
People in the Harvey community think of economic development as 
something mysterious that someone else does, or doesn1t do. Like the 
urban renewa 1 programs that were brought in and :dropped on the communi ty, 
which then had to adjust. But economic development means that each 
household is somehow able to maintain itself. Now, this would have a 
big impact on the envi ronment of Harvey. It would mean that each gen-
eration would pass on the community in a condition that would enable 
the next generation to maintain itself. 
So, while we have to change our attitUdes on what we can do about 
economic development, we should seek the cooperation of Harvey businesses 
because it is in the interest of businesses in the area to make Harvey 
become a viable and stable community, because many businesses cannot 
easi ly move 0 
Earl Jones, Ass i stant Professor in Urban and Regional Planni ng at the 
University of Illinois- Urbana 
Rona 1 d Reagan came into off; ce wi th a new program of economi c 
development. What he did was remove the responsibility for the develop-
ment of Human Servi ces from the government, in the hope that the pri va te 
sector or huge private corporations would take up the slack inhuman 
services left by the government •. 
The Urban Enterprise Zones Program sets aside tax credits and incen-
tives for large private industries in the hope that they would provide 
jobs for minorities and the disadvantag~d in ~eriously distressed areas. 1 
However, this has not happened historically, because discrimination has 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP -cont. 
blocked the access of Blacks to the labor market, jobs, businesses etc. 
For example, it is estimated that the Black community nationwide lost 
54 bil~ion dollars because of discrimination. 
Ulasi Menar, Director, Program Planning and Development of CEDCO - Chicago 
Economic Development Corp. 
Economic Development for Blacks means new business development and 
retention and also job development. It means that the Black community 
must export more than we import, and that capital must circulate. Unfor-
tunately, except for a very few, Black businesses do not employ people. 
There is a process for economic development and it is awareness of 
the problem and the responsibility to change it. It involves institu-
tional change because economic development cannot be sustained if it 
is not, supported by social institutions that reinforce the production, 
concumption ahd distribution of goods and serviceso 
DISCUSSION 
1. Should economic development in Harvey mean Black business development 
- especially since Black businesses don't employ people, or should 
economic development· focus on jobs ,as Mayor Johnson pointed out? 
2. How much power do the big businesses in Harvey have in deciding 
what is put on our communities' agenda? And how do we know which 
businesses are influencing our lives? 
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HOUSING WORKSHOP 
Chair, Dr. Emil Jason, Soutnern Illinois University - Edwardsville, 
Director of Black Studies 
PRESENTATIONS: 
Bill Gardner, Director of Housing Development for the City of Harvey 
The housing conditions in Harvey's Black areas have continued 
to worsen. While shelter costs have risen, the ability to afford ade-
quate, decent housing has been undermined by declining employment and 
increasing numbers of families on fixed incomes. The city government 
has limited revenues and expanded needs which affects its ability to 
deal with the housing crisis" The previous administration fac;·litated 
the business·and land developer sector while ignoring the growing needs 
of Blacks, women and the poor for affordable shelters. This policy 
continued so long as the level of Black political development and 
awareness was kept low. 
Michael Bennett, Vice President, The Neighborhood Institute in South 
Shore, Chicago 
Housing in America is a business (subject to competition and the 
profit motive). This has led to the vlithdrawal of investments in 
many low income Black communities {disinvestment}" After properties 
deteriorate and/or low income people can no longer afford the existing 
housing (too little for too much money) we get displaced. Then, bis-
iness reinvest but for a different class of people; driving up rents, 
property rates and mortgages ... This is IIdisplacement. ii Community based 
development groups have been experimenting with alternative forms of 
housing ownership (sweat equity co-op conversions, etc.) in order to 
fight displacement and to hold shelter costs. Even at their best, these 
models can not provide decent affordable housing for all who need ito 
More long-range solutions are necessary. 
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HOUSING WORKSHOP -cont. 
Doug Gills, PhoD. Candidate, Northwestern, Af,ro-American Studies 
Research Associate at University of Illinois -Urbana 
The 110using gains made by working people, Blacks and women have 
been the result of large-scale mass protests. 
Black mayors are increasingly getting elected in cities that have 
weak economies and growing levels of sodal needs. A number of fac-
tors linited the ability of lBalck mayors to make a substantive differ-
ence for the most needy sectors: racism, complex government regulations, 
intergovernment relations (especially funding) class and property rela-
tions and the lack .of advanced theory and comprehensive planning. Given 
these limitations and the history of housing policy development, in-
creasing attention must be placed upon facilitation and building local 
community organizations that possess a high degree of independence in 
order to fight for housing and overall social change. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Two major areas of discussion were (a) understanding how business 
pursuit of profits works against Black people getting decent housing 
and stable communities and (b) how the resources available to local 
governments cannot meet all the legitimate needs of the people even 
under progressive Black mayors. Rebuilding mass comunity-based organi-
zations with independence of action is a critical priority in the new 
Black politics. 
STUDY QUESTIONS 
I. What are the main causes of housing problems and the destruction 
of Black communities in urban areas like Harvey? 
2. What role does government (federal and local) play in contributing 
to the problem or maintaining it? 
3. What has been the history of community based houding development 
in Harvey? 
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HOUSING WORKSHOP -cont. 
4. How do we being to increase mass political development among Blacks 
in Harvey that results in improving housing conditions 'and fosters 
new relations among all the people in Harvey? 
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HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES WORKSHOP 
Chair, Bonnie Rateree, Administrative Assistant to Mayor David II 
Johnson of Harvey, member of SSLC 
PRESENTATIONS: 
Diana Slaughter, professor of Education and Afro-American Studies 
at Northwestern University 
, overnment assistance in this country should promote things like 
self-sufficient education~ quality'health care, and the opportunity for 
the growth and development of our children. Instead, throughout history 
as far back as the European immigration in the 1800 1 s, there's always 
been this stigma that says that these people are inferior or inadequate. 
Now, public policy for human services has created this giant struc-
ture in the government. THe children and families that need these services 
might not get them, and noone knows if the governmentls services, that 
'everyone pays for, are functioning for us. 
Bonnie Rateree, Administrative Assistant to Mayor David Johnson of 
harvey, member of SSLC 
Unemployment has gone up al~ over the country in places like Harvey, 
and there is a much greater need for public aid. At the same time, 
there are huge cutbacks in social services. This is hitting some Harvey 
residents hard. 
Many of these people have worked hard all of their lives but in this 
economic depression have been laid off or are permently 'out of a job. 
They are fi rs t-time aid recipients. Many Harvey res idents have to go to 
the Midlothian public aid office. Many people donlt qualify for some 
benefits because they donlt have any children, and many laid-off workers 
only get compens.ation for the first six months. 
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HEALTH AND HU~1AN SERVICES WORKSHOP 
Dr. Smi th (?) 
Health care is one of the most important human services that 
everybody needs, but thanks to the Reagan cuts and a health care sys tern 
that cares more about profits than people, more and more people are 
being forced to do without •. 
Harvey, like most places, has these same problems. It might even 
be worse because there is no public medical center in Harcey, and more 
limited access to health. care. Many Harvey residents are forced to go 
all the way to Cook County Hospital for all their health care needs. 
What Harcey needs is a non-profit community based hospital and 
health-care center. That is the only way - given our present health 
care system - that we can insure that everyone in our community gets 
adequate health care. 
4th speaker O?) 
Harvey's transportation system can be developed to: give much better 
service. to the Harvey community and spur the development of Harvey 
busi nes·ses. 
Established businesses in Harvey should support and help fund the 
public transportati!on system because that will lead to new inveltment, 
jobs, increases in property taxes whi ch wi 11 1 ead to other servi ces • 
. This will create a much better business climate. 
DISCUSSION 
1. How can we, as a community -- not as individuals, decrease our depen-
dence on public aid? 
2. How canpoor people and working people, without a lot of money, 
i, '. ,'". 
practice preventive health care? 
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3. How can we educate our teenagers about health care and things 
like birth control? How can we make the government give more help 
on critical issues like high infant mortality rates? 
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CULTURE WORKSHOP 
Chair, Carol Adams, Loyola University Chicago, Director of Black Studies 
Program 
Mitchell Caton, Muralist, Community Art specialist in Chicago 
The Black community art comement had its beginning in Chicago (1967) 
and spread throughout the country li"ke IIBlack power." Its distinct-
ness from fine art and commercial art is that community art is mass 
participatory and reflects the past and present collective experiences 
of Afro-Americans as well as pointing to our collective future. There 
have been several stages in its development. (1) spontaneous self-ex-
pressive graffiti (pre 60s); (2) planned protest or "movementllmurals 
that capture the energy and fervor of our active vommunities of the late 
60s and early 70s; (3) various forms of institutional and commercial 
murals which were commissioned mainly outside the Black community. 
Art "Turk" Burton, Musician, performing artist, culture activist, 
Chicago/Harvey, Illinois 
In 1984, the Black culture movement and Black people inurban central 
cities are in deep trouble. The 1960s (like the 20s) were an intense 
period of social action and a high point of artistic expression and 
creative genius in Black classical music (Coltrane) as well as pop music 
(from James Brown to the Motown Sound). The 1970s brought a lull in 
culture and art just as it did to the mass struggle." Now in the 19805, 
as bad as things are economically, socially. politically, the problem is 
compounded by all the weak, negative images being promoted by Black 
artists (Michael Jackson, Prince, etc.) through all forms of media in-
eluding disc jockeys. 
One main method to instill a culture of resistance is through 
fad 1; tat; ng and supporti ng community cul tura 1 centers and rei ncorpora-
ting liberation culture back into our community politics through 
tion of the youth with positive role models emphasizing study and struggle. 
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CULTURAL WORKSHOP -cont. 
Or. Daniel Hayes, Vice President Academic Affairs, Thornton I Community 
College 
The communi ty co 11 ege movement was des i gned to make educa ti on re-
spond to and be an active force in community development. The tension 
between academic emphasis and practical community needs has always 
existed but often improperly handled. Given the fiscal constraints and 
decline of the economy, community college enrollment has declined 
(lO,500 enrolled at Thornton). We search for ways to increase our mar-
ket by servi ng new needs. The communi ty educati on program at Thornton 
attempts to bring the classroom into community settings (libraries, 
community centers, etc.). While we work to extend our support of Black 
culture at Thornton, we believe that the community education program 
could be useful in facil itation the types of culture-focused educati on 
addressed by mural is ts and performi ng artists and other ideas di scussed 
today. 
STUDY QUESTIONS 
1. What role has culture paayed in the overall Black liberation 
struggle? 
2. What is Black Harvey's cultural heritage and how can it be promo-
ted more broadly? 
3. What are the main aspects of a "culture of resistance" program 
that can be used to unite Black Harvey residents- and leaders? 
4. What role can a progressive Black mayoral administration play in 
facilitating the development of this cultural program? 
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MINORITY COUNCIL FOR ACTION, FORMERLY: 
BLACK COUNCIL FOR ACTION 
Morro "TOWARD POSITIVE CHANGE OF CONDITIONS" 
April 26, 1976 
Mr. She I" I" e I I 
WBEE 
15428 Center Avenue 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
Phone: 312/339 - 8536 
75 East Wacker Drive 
Chical!o Illinois 
Dear Mr. Sherrell; 
Enclosed, find a docu.$ent prepared by the Minority 
CounCil for Action' a community or~ani~at1eh "'adi""uIJ 
format. Tim, is oftfle essence, therefore. we re.qut&t 
SincerelY, 
Art Burton 
artd DaVid John,.n 
Co-Chairman of 
Tbe Committee for Responsive 
Media, Minerity CounCil for Action 
. . 
.'. ". . .' . ... .: ." .. :. .'. . .':,". '.- .' 
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Fellow Citizens, 
MINORITY COUNCIL FOR ACTION 
15428 Center Avenue 
Harvey, IIJinois 60426 
Phone: 312/339-8536 
"Toward Positive Change o( Conditions" 
Enclosed find a position prepared by the "Committee for a Responsive Media ," 
an arm of the Minority Council for Action. The Minority Council For 
Action is a cross section of the Afro American Community covering the south 
sUburban communities of Harvey, Phoenix; Oixmoorand Markham. Tne Council 
isconcerhed with addressing The needs of the Community politically, 
. economically, and cul turally. 
Sirice January of this year the Council· had been in negoti~tionwith: 
.statiO.n wan: in an attempt to improve the station I s programing telative':tq. 
the .needs of the above southsLlbUrhan Communities •.. Presently the sta'tio",·ha$ 
. . 
at. allrepresentatfve uf the best in II jazz. II 
. . .. ~;, 
.SfnceJariuary 17 the Minority Council Tor Actioh held threetneetif1,g"{ 
h . 
. wi~h.$tation management. .A Tourth meeting was scheduled and lat.~,r canc~~;t.~.< 
by. .theQEmeralmanageh 
Subsequent to the cancelled meet ihg the entlosed proposal was 
.' . (, 
:·tnegeneral manager,Charles Sherrill III, for hiS consideration •. !' ~l:!:":~~f?;'hY 
. . 
··Wehave not heard from Mr. Sherr; 11 . 
. ~ . .~ . 
W'e wouldlikeyour assistance in this effort toltlak~WBE~more 
.' . 
able t9 thecomrnunfties it is licensed to serve. You can help by: 
". .. . ".
~Sendinga lette.r to WBEt: -raising questions about the stations 
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editorial policy, etc. and managements failure to respond to the Minority Council 
for Actions proposal 
*contact friends and other community groups and ask them to do the same. 
*circulate the Minority Council for Actions position paper within the community. 
*1 et us know your response to our position paper •. 
*attend the meetings of the Minority Council, the first Thursday of each month 
and bring a friend. 
"Joining together the ants ate the elephant,"-this African proverb sums up our 
feelings. We understand that concertedpressurefrorn individuals and .organizations 
'.,~ 
in the Chicago area can have an effect on what is beamed into our colJlltUn.jties. 
NoW is the time to act! 
... ~. 
The Hi 
Commi 
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Minority Council for Action 
POSITION PAPER ON WBEE MUSICAL PROGRAM 
by Art Burton and David Johnson 
A generation of black youths have grown up knowing absolutely nothing of men 
and women like Edward Kennedy Ellington. Paul Robeson, Eubie Blake and Katherine 
Dunham. What this means is that it is highly probable that the next wave of 
black "leaders" will be unable to lead because they will not know what preced 
tHem. A generation of young black men and women knowing very little of their 
heritage and culture gives credence to the myth that black people have no culture. 
In fact, it is from this sector of the black community where the most vociferous 
arguments to this effect originate. This;s not all that a failure to understand 
the historical evolution of black culture involves. 
The best weapon that African people in America have to struggle with is 
dying out before our very eyes. There are those who may argue that black culture 
is alive and well and will point to Lola Falana, Sammy Davis,James Brown, 
Nancy Wilson and Quincy Jones as blacks making it as artists 
~A serious analysis shows the deadly situation is by no means 
elite, and that, far from informing 
it gives the controlling elements of this society and the mass media an easy 
conscience by accrediting the existence of certain freedom of thought and action 
within the present exploitative system.~ 
From this point of view, the black cultural elite, while being subjectively 
in opposition, objectively completes the arsenal of white corporate domination. 
While the latter appropriates black culture for its own profit, 
black community of its best defensive and offensive weapons, an 
created culture nurtured by themselves. 
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of black musicians to the recording industry and the mass media in his book, 
Music: Black, White and Blue in the following manner: 
The growth of the music-recording industry 
is historically and parastically connected to 
the growth of "Jazz." The industry's growth was, 
and still remains, dependent on the grooming 
and packaging of white "popular" music models 
derived from imitations of definitive Afro-
American model s. It was not until the early 
.; Twenties, after the succession of music re-
production inventions and the advent of radio, 
that the music industry was fully able to 
capitalize on the use of white imitators! .... 
Once the definitive Afro-American musical models 
have been studied and copied, with novelty 
effects added, the best imitator become 
white models and are then promoted nationally 
and internationally. 
Walton terms the white-black relationship in the recording and communications 
industry parasitic, a form of cultural imperialism. Cultural parasitism is ex-
ploitation without responsibility. We can see this more readily in the area 
of black movies. However when it comes to music we tend to be more liberal 
and tolerant of mediocrity and the turning of black cultural forms againsLBlack 
people. 
For instance, radio station WBEE purports to be an all jazz station. Yet 
one Saturday during a four hour segment roughly forty tunes were played. Of this 
number only two were by artists listed in the Down Beat International Critics 
Poll! We do not contend that Down Beat Magazine;s the standard maker for black 
creative music. But the International Critics Poll does provide some type of 
tool for evaluating WBEE's programming. The vast majority of the records played 
were instrumental versions of rhythmns and blues tunes, IIfunky jazz il or the 
disco-cross over style which is essentially warmed over funk. 
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A fact that cannot be ignored, no matter how hard the mass media, and 
educational institutions in this society try. is the music commonly referred 
to as IIjazz" .wtrie+t ;s an art form that has its roots firmly embedded in the 
national black community in America. Along with this fact go ramifications 
that a medium that claims to be the sole dissemenator of this music should not 
ignore. To do so in these times is tantamount to betraying the historical 
experiences and struggles of black people that have brought us to this point 
in hiStory. 
Though we are bringing this to your attention now, WBEE has been guilty of 
steadily underestimating the black community while bombarding it with mediocrity! 
After taking a long and serious look at the programming of this station we feel 
that WBEE is long overdue in making the changes necessary to preserve creative 
black music and to serve the black communities it beams into. 
The following pages contain critical comments and suggestions for improving 
the total programming of WBEE. This segment of the paper is divided into 
General Programming Format, Musical Format, News, Editorials, Talk Program 
and Educational Programs. The Minority Council for Action, being a cross-section 
of the Harvey area communities, and after years of listening to WBEE make these 
recommendations in an effort to make to this station more accountable to the 
citizens of this area. 
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Proposal: 
WBEE IIJazz li Radio 
I. Generai Programming 
6 a.m. - 7 a.m. Religious Segment 
7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
. . 
J 
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
12 p.m.- Ip.m. 
1 p.m. ~ 3 p.m 
3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Morning Music - softer toned music, 
refreshingly mild, with flutes, 
strings and vocals . 
Third World Music - Music with components 
of Afro-Asia-Latin flavors provided by 
people of African descent in thes,e ,areas •. 
From a'historical background. 
. Talk Show - IIBEE-ing Aware" - designed. 
, discuss the most pressi~~ problem$ 
issues affecting the local, . 
and i nterna ti ona 1 bl ack communi 
Contemporary Progressive Music - various' 
forms of black music that draw from and 
speak to the historical ,experiences, and 
'needs of black people. ,i .e., Qoug,(jar:n" 
Tyner, Kirk. 
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3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
4 p.m. to end of day 
. '1 
- 2 -
Black Music History 
1. Individual 
2. Styles 
3. Expose's 
Major Programming of a Cross-Section 
of Black Music 
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fl. 
Sunday Programming 
Sunday air time will be evenly split between Black religious and secular 
music. For example: 
6 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
.. 
. , 
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Religious Services and Music 
Traditional "Jazz" - Dixieland and New Or-
leans 
Artist of the Week - a spotlighting of a 
particular individual artist or style 
of playing. 
During the summer months when airtime is lengthened new features could be 
added, such as speeches, concerts and children's programs. 
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II. Musical Format 
A. There must be more consistent programming in regards to creative music 
of the highest caliber. There should be more emphasis placed on black 
artists who have made great contributions to Jazz and world music. 
B. There must be an ongoing relationship between the station and the major 
jazz record shops in the city such as the Jazz Record Mart and Mr. T's. 
C. WBEE should contact all the jazz record company's agents in the city of 
Chicago and hold a seminar on developing better working relationships. 
This will help the station keep abreast of the music better, new releases, 
and what top artists are doing, etc. 
D. Disc jockeys should go out and hear live music as much as possible. 
They should enroll in jazz history courses because their analysis is 
not sharp enough to deal with people and concepts. 
E. In addition, they should get a subscription of Down Beat Magazine and 
develop a library of books dealing with music and also records. 
F. McCoy Tyner was just voted Jazzman of the Year in Down Beat's people 
poll. Yet he is hardly represented on the station at all. 
G. There is entirely too much soul - jazz being played and in 
outright soul music. Marty and Wali Muhammad have been 
Harold Melvin & The Bluenotes, and the Staple Singers. 
There is not enough current music being played on the station and 
be more of a historical analysis of black music from King Oliver, Bessie Smith, 
Louis Armstrong, Duke and the Count, Ella Sarah, Carmen, Dizzy, Bird, Monk, 
Art Tatum, Bud Powell, Sonny Rollins, Horace Silver, Art Blakey, Max Roach, 
Ornette, Eri c Dol phy, Leon Thomas, Archi e Shepp, Andrew Hi 11, Bobby Hu~cherson ,; 
Mi les Davi s (60' s), Trane, McCoy, El vi n Jones, Phi lly Joe Jones, 
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Eddie Jefferson, AACM, Muhal, Braxton, Jarman, Roscoe Mitchell, Sam Rivers, 
Booker Ervin, Charles Mingus, Mongo, Tito Puente, Eddie Palmieri, Ray Barretto, 
Stanley Cowell, Buster Williams. Richard Davis, Harold Mabern. Rashaan Roland 
Kirk, etc. ,etc. 
. ', 
H. The educational jazz program supposedly that has begun in the urban 
schools by WBEE should be screened by competent people of the com-
munity. In this way we would be certain the truth is being told, less 
than this would be elitist, condescending, fatalistic and in no way 
justified by your day to day programming. 
I. There should be jazz concerts promoted by the station not only promoting 
school groups but outstanding local talent as well. Concerts dealing 
with national talent should be promoted whenever possible. 
J. There should also be a program interviewing local and national talent 
currently playing in the city. Such programs would give insight into 
the artist and his music and may encourage more people to go out 
hear live music. This would also open up more dialogue between 
the artist and his fans or critics. Constructive communication 
most important thing. 
K. Music should be played that will have the ability to give 
insight. Therefore, as people become able to gain 
black music, strength and tranquility, harmony and 
be gained. 
l. Many times jazz artists will mix their albums up with commercial and 
artistic tunes, too often WBEE will play the commercial 
exception being Larry Smith. 
M. Too much commercialism tends to stagnate the mental process, 
the station will be held responsible for helping to 
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community. The management and staff of WBEE must become more aware of 
the tremendous potential a station like WBEE has for informing and 
educating its listeners. Music is an integral part of the Afro-
American culture and only that music which exemplifies excellence and 
postiive cultural values should be played and heard. 
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III. News 
IV. 
V. 
A. In a world that is becoming increasingly smaller andwhere events on one 
side of the world can and do affect Americans in general and Afro Ameri-
cans in particular, the management of WBEE must recognize that it has 
a greater responsibility to its listener than to merely present news 
headlines. Presently, this practice byWBEEis disgraceful! 
B •. WBEE is licensed in the city of Harvey and consequently has the 
sibility to provide more coverage of-news 
communities of south suburbia. 
A. Presently WBEE has no editorial policy. What this meant is the 
management of the station has in 
and issues of the communities it is licensed to serve {as a 
of the airwaves). 
B .. We propose that station management 
feature. Nothing less will convince. us 
present position of lIabsentee owner. II 
c. In order to obtain up-to-date and 
communities, station management.should hire 
advisory group. 
A. Presently WBEE does not offer a "talk show" to its 
appears that station management has abdicated its 
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helping to inform and educate its listeners. 
B. Station management should re-open a time slot for a talk show as we 
have suggested in our general programming format. Such a program 
should deal with local, national and international organizations and 
personalities. 
VI. Educational Programs 
0; A. More and more of the American public has become dependent upon 
media as a source of information. 
B. WBEE is in the position to provide educational 
health, Afro American Music History, nutrition, consumerism, voter 
. registration and other topics relevant to the bla~k community. 
C. Wesuggest one-half hour of educational programs daily at the 
suggested on the general programming sheet . 
. In conclusion, we are serving notice to the staff, 
WBEE that there is a body of citizens in the Harvey area that is aware of ,the 
short comings of WBEE. Weare aware of the effects of programming of this ""TIIY'''' 
" '.': , 
has on black listeners. Consequently, we argue to implement these proposed~/ 
changes immediately. 
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WBEE RADIO'S'ANSWER 
TO THE 
MINORITY COUNCIL FOR ACTION'S 
POSITION PAPER: RADIO STATION WBEE 
Black people have traditionally been oppressed people in this country 
and throughout the world. This oppression has created within most 
black people strong feelings of insecurity, fear, lack of self-respect 
and ignorance of self. Consequently, the oppression continues, 
thriving on the very apathetic attitudes which it fosters. 
There are many tragedies of such a grim reality, i.e. poor education, 
political ignorance, social ostracism, and black on black crime, to 
cite a few. But the greatest tragedy that confronts black people 
today is waste. Waste of mind, waste of body, waste of time. Black 
people are culturally dead, apparently. However, no people on earth 
today can claim a cultural heritage as enriched (and influential on 
other cultures) as the cultural heritage of black people. Why? 
Basically because the world has become highly capitalistic with 
virtually all of the capital in the hands of those who have traditionally 
oppressed blacks and others throughout the world. 
So where does this leave black people? Where are they going economically? 
Will they ever be a real vital and vigorous force in a capitalistic 
society? Or will the oppressors continue to capitalize on the 
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cultural heritage of blacks - at the expense of blacks (leaving 
blacks forever shackled in their own mire of ignorance of self, 
insecurity, and fear?). 
The Position Paper: Radio Station WBEE of the Minority Council for 
Action clearly prints out the problem: "A generation of black youths 
have grown up knowing absolutely nothing of men and women like 
Edward Kennedy Ellington, Paul Robeson, Eubie Blake and Katherine 
Dunham ... a generation of young black men and women knowing very little 
of their heritage and culture gives credence to the myth that black 
people have no culture." What is happening today in the United 
States is a definite example of blacks trying to remove themselves 
from the black experience and trying to be white whenever and however 
possible. This is especially true of most blacks who are fortunate 
enough to make certain gains economically, socially and politically. 
Theirs is almost always a position of keeping the status quo, not 
making waves or· otherwise jeopardizing their own comfort. While such 
a position may have historical justification, it perpetuates the 
very evils that have destroyed or damaged the minds of millions of 
blacks: racism and bigotry. 
What then must blacks - who are continually oppressed by whites -
do to make real the cultural heritage that is part of all of us? How 
must we conduct ourselves to insure that generations that follow us 
will find the torch lit and the path worn? Specifically, how must 
black oriented radio stations program their broadcast day so that 
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WBEE 's RESPONSE 
young (as well as old) blacks can be proud of being black? What 
must WBEE do to raise a level of consciousness heretofore unnoticed 
in the minds of all who would listen to the station? 
(I have many definite ideas about the necessary role of black oriented 
broadcast media. However, I will discuss the specific role of WBEE and 
how it relates to the Position Paper: WBEE Radio by the Minority 
Council For Action). 
Generally, I totally agree with the position paper. Further, we 
have already initiated several of the suggested changes and will 
initiate others subsequently. I would advise the Minority Council 
For Action that WBEE'S management is willing, able, and excited about 
developing and maintaining close contact with council, and we certainly 
welcome your suggestions as to how we may provide worthwhile 
programming for our listeners. I would further suggest that the 
council's observations (as set forth in the Position Paper: WBEE 
Radio) would be of greater significance to the black liberation struggle 
if these observations were preached, taught, and otherwise propounded 
across the face of the earth. However, Ido think WEEE is a fine 
place to start. 
In your programming proposal to us you recommended that we switch 
our religious hour from 11:OOAM to Noon to 6:00AM to 7:00AM. You did 
'" 
not indicate why you favor this particular time period for this segment 
of our broadcast day, however, I venture to guess that it has to do· 
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with your preference for jazz music (as opposed to gospel) in the 
middle of the day. Personally, I too would rather begin our day 
with gospel, and then go straight through with fine jazz music. 
However, I chose not to program gospel at this hour because our 
AM drive time period (6:00 to 10:00AM) comprises 60 to 70 percent 
of our total listeners (depending on the day, the hour, and the 
length of our broadcast day). Our studies show that a very small 
percentage of our total listeners (8 to 15%) tune into our gospel 
hour (the percentage goes up sharply and promptly at noon when we 
resume our jazz programming). We cannot afford (financially) to lose 
any portion of our AM audience. Many of our AM clients are "lead 
------~-
seeking" advertisers. This means that we must maintain a large 
.. - ~.-~,.-,--~" ... --.. --"'-.~.--~~.--.,..-.---~.--.~-------------".~ .. ~--'~----.---.~.-.-~-
reservoir of loyal listeners during this crucial 6:00 - 10:OOAM 
--,-.~--------... --- -
period. Finally, changing the gospel hour would make no real sig-
.~ __ .. __ u_~---. 
You further suggested that we play soft tone music (strings, woodwinds 
and vocals) during AM drive (6:00AM - 10:OOAM). We will definitely 
take note. that a greater portion of the music during this time be 
soft tone music. However, keep in mind that half of our listeners 
(and sometimes as many as 70 percent) are tuned in from 6:00 - 10:00AM, 
and should get a broad cross-section of all good jazz music. 
lO:OOAM"'"" N00N Third World Music with Afro? Asian and Latin (black) 
, 
sounds. I like this concept, However, I am not familiar with Third 
World Music (unless you ~re referring to Afro-Cuban music or 
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Salsa music as Third World music. I am willing to play this type if 
it is lyrical (traditional to American jazz). Please give me some 
LPs so I can listen to it. 
NOON TO 1:00PM Talk Show. I would be willing to have a modified 
version of the usual talk show. I would rather have in depth 
interviews of important community, national and international figures, 
with greater emphasis on the interview (with no call-ins from the 
audience). However, such a show requires an articulate, highly 
reliable and active person - who is willing to research projects 
and concepts, and who is aggressive enough to keep key figures on the 
show daily, weekly, month in and month out.· 
1:00PM TO 3:00PM Contemporary Progressive Music. Excellent suggestion 
of a notion we should be sensitive to in our programming (music that 
speaks to the historical experiences and needs of black people), 
However, I would appreciate your ideas as to the type of dialog the 
DJ must maintain during this segment of broadcasting. 
3:00 - 3:30PM Health Program. Such a program is sorely needed. 
However, it would not be widely popular, A shorter version (3-5 
minutes) of this suggestion would oe of greater service to our total 
audience. We would certainly entertain your suggestions as to how 
you think such a program ought to run. 
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3:30 - 4:00PM Black Music History - individual styles, the two 
coupled with music ... excellent suggestion .. ,we have begun a series 
of daily program that deal specially in this area. We call them:· 
Jazz Beats, Jazz Notes, and The New Ones (about the newest record 
releases). 
4:00PM TO SIGN-OFF Cross section of Black Music. OK, as long as we're 
dealing with lyrical jazz mvsic (nothing too far removed from 
traditional harmony and rhythm). 
SUNDAY PROGRAMMING 
Our Sundays are completely sold out to black churches (from sign-on 
to sign-off). 
You have suggested traditional jazz or Dixieland style for this day. 
Such programming (on any day) would be effective only if a highly 
knowledgeable and articulate traditional jazz record collector were 
the host. Do you know any? 
You further suggested spotlighting an artist of the week, and main-
taining added features (children's program, speeches - from important 
blacks, I take it - concerts - taped live, I imagine). We will 
certainly include all this in our programming .. However. we request 
that you further recommend how you believe such programming could 
be most effective. ! 
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MUSICAL FORMAT 
I agree with points A-B-C-D and G. Point G states that too much 
Soul (R & B) music is being played, That will be phased out completely 
by this calender year's end (it has been reduced substantially 
since my first meeting with the council). 
Point D suggests that station DJs must hear more live music, and 
enroll in jazz history courses. I agree with both, and have provided 
them with free admission, drinks and food at Ratso's and Jazz Showcase. 
The station will also subsidize their jazz history education. Please 
advise where such courses are offered, when (dates and times), and 
costs. 
Points C and B has to do with how we can be assured of getting the 
best music (records) for our listeners, We are currently building 
up the finest collection of jazz recordings we (or anybody) have ever 
had. 
Points H-I-J-K-L..;,M are also well t~ken observations and suggestions. 
'We would appreciate your suggestions and recommendations on implementing 
each of them. I am not sure of what is intended in Point K. Please 
clarify. 
NEWS 
The WBEE News department will be challenged to produce more news 
stories that are significant and relevant to the black community and 
to Harvey. Our sources are not plentiful, however, so we must ask 
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the council for definite direction in this regard. 
EDITORIALS 
We will assume an editorial stance on the important issues. This 
editorial stance may also reveal itself in how we treat the issues, 
persons we interview, etc. 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
WBEE is willing to do whatever is necessary to inform our listeners 
more of what is going on around them. We are anxious to provide 
our listeners with whatever type of programming is necessary and 
feasible. 
Finally, WBEE currently has more employees than it has ever had 
(23 employees, 18 black,S white). In order to insure that we all 
keep our jobs we must produce results for advertisers who buy time 
on the station. However, we will not sacrifice good sound programming, 
honest jazz music, and decency to attract new listeners and maintain 
our old ones. We must - and will - strike a balance. 
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MeA Response to WBEE's Response 
~. Theoretical Agreement (Some Questions) 
(A) We question and m4intain seVere reservations about station manage-
ment I s agreement with the MinorityICouncil for Actions position paper because 
the operation of the station is in conflict with the philosophical assumptions 
of the MCA position paper. 
(B) Yes, whites oppress blacks - but there are blacks who knowingly and 
o~ of ignore aid in the pppression of blacks i.e. imcompetent radio announcers. 
~I. Clarification of the Religious Hour Position 
(A) The religious segment was proposed for an earlier time slot because 
of the small numbers of listeners .. And. that it is at this time of day most 
people are thankful for waking up! 
(B) WBEE must seriously consider the sociological implications of 
religion and pov~rty and ,politicalirn\1Otence .. Therefore we placed this segment 
at that early hour. Because of thedata you presented we would like to raise 
the following questions: 
1.) How many listeners are: drawn from other stations during the gospel (ji) 2.) ~~~r~_UCh revenue does WBEE receive f~om its rel igious prOgr~mming? 
3.) Could this reve.nue be increased by programming jazz? 
Iru. . The. Thj rd Warl d Segment .(lO:OO' a·.m. - Noon) _ 
iv. 
(A) Yeu J1lar.tlyal)swered YOll ques;~Jon with your clarification of you 
questiop.'(ehwe: ,are:tal~k~ng about Afro; (;:utan, Latin, and Afro-
Asia music that is lyri,(;~l. 
(B) Third world music &iffers from - let:'s say, third stream music - in 
that its form, content, an.d gen~rally speaking, the performers are 
non-European. . 
(C) Third World Music would be instrumental in informing (teaching)WBEE 
1 isteners about world geography and blacks in the diaspora. J1_) , 
(See the down beat interbiew of Eddie Palmieri'~ ~~r~,,~ 
Talk Show (Noon - 1 :00 p.m.) 
(A) There are over 1.3 million in the Chicago area. We find it hard to 
believe that WBEE cannot find someone who is "articulate, highly 
reliable and active" - and "willing to research projects and concepts, 
and who is aggressive enough to keep tiey figures on the show daily, 
weekly, monthlY in and month out." 
We generally agree with your idea of a tal k show. 
(B) How much does WBEE staff persons earn and how? 
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V. Contemporary Progressive Music (1:00 - 3:00) 
(A) This is what WBEE is supposed to be all about your question is 
indicative of the stations ill-concerned view of the history 
of black music'. 
Presently the station is incapable of offering a segment such 
as this with its current staff. 
VI. Health Program 
(A) Use college students, professors and professionals. (3-5 minutes) 
VII. Black Music History (3:30 - 4:00 p.m.) 
(A) Present programs are not up to snuff though it is a start. 
(B) Would like to review programs with you ~ 
VIII. 4 p.m. to sigh-off 
(A) 'What do you mean by traditional rbythm ,and harmony?, ' 
IX. " 'Use of Speeches 
J 
:<t~?::~ Evaluation of Personnel 
Part Two: 
(A)' Baseq:uponGQn~eptualFrameWork outl in.ed 
1. Articulation 
2. Knowledge ·C!lf Musi c, His,tory .. 
3 . ,Comm i tmerlt .,. ,to "the mUs i c aodbl ack ,peap1e 
4. Agr~ementwith concept of Black Orientated Rad1oProgramming 
5. Abi1,ity to rett~ai~, in firing and hiring 
Consultant Set;vi'Ces '" 
, ';:' 
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The Mass Media and 
African - Americans: 
A Case Study 
by 
A. Burton and D. Johnson 
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Minority Council for Action 
POSITION PAPER: RADIO STATION WBEE 
by Art Burton and David Johnson 
A generation of black youths have grown up knowing absolutely nothing of men 
and women 1 ike Edward Kennedy Ell i ngton, Paul Robeson, Eubi e B1 ake and Katheri ne 
Dunham. What this means is that it is highly probable that the next wave of 
black "leaders" will be unable to lead because they will not know what preceded 
them. A generation of young black men and women knowing very little of their 
heritage and culture gives credence to the myth that black people have no culture. 
In fact, it is from thi s sector of the bl ack cOl11Tlunity where the most vociferous 
arguments to this effect originate. This is not all that a failure to understand 
the historical evolution of black culture involves. 
The best weapon that African people in America have to struggle with is 
dying out before our very eyes. There are those who may argue that black culture 
is alive and well and will point to Lola Falana, Sammy Davis, James Brown, Nancy 
Wil son and Quincy Jones as bl acks making it as arti sts and performers. A serious 
analysis shows this grave situation is by no means contested by this elite, and 
that, far from informing and mobilizing the oppressed black community, it gives 
the controlling elements of this society and the mass media an easy conscience by 
accrediting the existence of certain freedom of thought and action within the 
present exploitative system. 
From this point of view, the black cultural elite, whil being subjectively 
in opposition, objectively completes the arsenal of white corporate domination. 
While the latter appropritates black culture for its own profit, it deprives the 
black community of its best defensive and offensive weapons, an autonomously 
created culture nurtured by them selves. Ortiz Walton identifies the relationship 
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of black musicians to the recording industry and the mass media in his book, 
Music: Black, White and Blue in the following manner: 
The growth of the music-recording industry 
is historically and parastically connected to 
the growth of "Jazz." The industry's growth was, 
and still remains, dependent on the grooming 
and packaging of white "popular" music models 
derived from imitations of definitive Afro-
American models. It was not until the early 
", Twenties, after the succession of music re-
production inventions and the advent of radio, 
that the music industry was fully able to 
capitalize on the use of white imitators! .... 
Once the definitive Afro-American musical models 
have been studied and copied, with novelty 
effects added, the best imitator become 
white models and are .then promoted nationally 
and internationally. 
Walton terms the white-black relationship in the recording and communications 
industry parasitic, a form of cultural imperialism. Cultural parasitism is ex-
ploitation without responsibility. We can see this more readily in the area 
of black movies. However when it comes to music we tend to be more liberal 
and tolerant of mediocrity and the turning of black cultural forms against:::Black 
people. 
For instance, radio station WBEE purports to be an all jazz station. Yet 
one Saturday during a four hour segment roughly forty tunes were played. Of this 
number only two were by artists listed in the Down Beat International Critics 
Poll! We do not contend that Down Beat Magazine is the standard maker for black 
creative music. But the International Critics Poll does provide some type of 
tool for evaluating WBEE's programming. The vast majority of the records played 
were instrumental versions of rhythmns and blues tunes, "funky jazz" or the 
disco-cross over style which is essentially warmed over funk. 
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A fact that cannot be ignored, no matter how hard the mass media, and 
educational institutions in this society try, is the music commonly referred 
to as "jazz" WRi8+t- is an art form that has its roots firmly embedded in the 
national black community in America. Along with this fact go ramifications 
that a medium that claims to be the sole dissemenator of this music should not 
ignore. To do so in these times is tantamount to betraying the historical 
. ', 
experiences and struggles of black people that have brought us to this point 
in hiStory. 
Though we are bringing this to your attention now, WBEE has been guilty of 
steadily underestimating the black community while bombarding it with mediocrity! 
After taking a long and serious look at the programming of this station we feel 
that WBEE is long overdue in making the changes necessary to preserve creative 
black music and to serve the black communities it beams into. 
The following pages contain critical comments and suggestions for improving 
the total programming of WBEE. This segment of the paper is divided into 
General Programming Format, Musical Format, News, Editorials, Talk Program 
and Educational Programs. The Minority Council for Action, being a cross-section 
of the Harvey area communities, and after years of listening to WBEE make these 
recommendations in an effort to make to this station more accountable to the 
citizens of this area. 
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6 a.m. - 7 a.m. 
7 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
. . , 
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
12 p.m. - 1 p.m. 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m 
3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Proposal: 
WBEE "Jazz" Radio 
I. General Programming 
Religious Segment 
Morning Music - softer toned music, 
refreshingly mild, with fl utes, 
strings and vocals . 
Third World Music -Music with components 
of Afro-Asia-Latin flavors provided by 
people of African descent in these areas. 
From a historical background. 
Talk Show - i'BEE-ing Aware" - designed to 
discuss the most pressing problems and 
issues affecting the local, national, 
and i nternat i ona 1 black community., 
Contemporary Progressive Music - various 
forms of black music that draw from and 
speak to the historical experiences and 
needs of black people. i.e., Doug Carn, 
Tyner, Kirk. 
Health Program - to inform the community 
with specific inner city health 
programs. i.e., VD, nutrition, dental, 
hypertension drawing from professionals, 
students and customs with a coordinator 
to plan and produce. 
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3:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
4 p.m. to end of day 
- 2 -
Black Music History 
1. Individual 
2. Styles 
3. Expose1s 
Major Programming of a Cross-Section 
of Black ~1usic 
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Sunday Programming 
Sunday air time will be evenly split between Black religious and secular 
music. For example: 
6 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Religious Services and Music 
Traditional "Jazz" - Dixieland and New Or-
leans 
Artist of the Week - a spotlighting of a 
particular individual artist or style 
of playing. 
During the summer months when air time is lengthened new features could be 
added, such as speeches, concerts and children's programs. 
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II. Musical Format 
A. There must be more consistent programming in regards to creative music 
of the highest caliber. There should be more emphasis placed on black 
artists who have made great contributions to Jazz and world music. 
B. There must be an ongoing relationship between the station and the major 
jazz record shops in the city such as the Jazz Record Mart and Mr. Tis. 
C . WBEE should contact all the jazz record companyls agents in the city of 
Chicago and hold a seminar on developing better working relationships. 
This will help the station keep abreast of the music better, new releases, 
and what top artists are doing, etc. 
D. Disc jockeys should go out and hear live music as much as possible. 
They should enroll in jazz history courses because their analysis is 
not sharp enough to deal with people and concepts. 
E. In addition, they should get a subscription of Down Beat Magazine and 
develop a library of books dealing with music and also records. 
F. McCoy Tyner was just voted Jazzman of the Year in D'own Beat I s peopl e 
poll. Yet he is hardly represented on the station at all. 
G. There is entirely too much soul - jazz being played and in some cases 
outright soul music. Marty and Wali Muhammad have been known to play 
Harold Melvin & The Bluenotes, and the Staple Singers. 
There is not enough current music being played on the station and there should 
be more of a historical analysis of black music from King Oliver, Bessie Smith, 
Louis Armstrong, Duke and the Count, Ella Sarah, Carmen, Dizzy, Bird, Monk, Tadd, 
Art Tatum, Bud Powell, Sonny Rollins, Horace Silver, Art Blakey, Max Roach, 
Ornette, Eric Dolphy, Leon Thomas, Archie Shepp, Andrew Hill, Bobby Hutcherson, 
Miles Davis (60's), Trane, McCoy, Elvin Jones, Philly Joe Jones, Betty Carter, 
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Eddie Jefferson, AACM, Muhal, Braxton, Jarman, Roscoe Mitchell, Sam Rivers, 
Booker Ervin, Charles Mingus, Mongo, Tito Puente, Eddie Palmieri, Ray Barretto, ,~ 
Stanley Cowell, Buster Williams, Richard Davis, Harold Mabern, Rashaan Roland 
Kirk, etc. ,etc. 
.. 
I 
H. The educational jazz program supposedly that has begun in the urban 
schools by WBEE should be screened by competent people of the com-
munity_ In this way we would be certain the truth is being told, less 
than this would be elitist, condescending, fatalistic and in no way 
justified by your day to day programming. 
I. There should be jazz concerts promoted by the station not only promoting 
school groups but outstanding local talent as well. Concerts dealing 
with national talent should be promoted whenever possible. 
J. There should also be a program interviewing local and national talent 
currently playing in the city. Such programs would give insight into 
the artist and his music and may encourage more people to go out and 
hear live music. This would also open up more dialogue between 
the artist and his fans or critics. Constructive communication is the 
most important thing. 
K. Music should be played that will have the ability to give vision and 
insight. Therefore, as people become able to gain greater knowledge of 
black music, strength and tranquility, harmony and wisdom will also 
be gained. 
l. Many times jazz artists will mix their albums up with commercial and 
artistic tunes, too often WBEE will play the commercial tune, one 
exception being larry Smith. 
M. Too much commercialism tends to stagnate the mental process, therefore" 
the station will be held responsible for helping to stagnate the black 
. i 
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community. The management and staff of WBEE must become more aware of 
the tremendous potential a station like WBEE has for informing and 
educating its listeners. Music is an integral part of the Afro-
American culture and only that music which exemplifies excellence and 
postiive cultural values should be played and heard . 
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III. News 
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A. In a world that is becoming increasingly smaller and where events on one 
side of the world can and do affect Americans in general and Afro Ameri-
cans in particular, the management of WBEE must recognize that it has 
B . 
a greater responsibility to its listener than to merely present news 
headlines. Presently, this practice by WBEE is disgraceful! 
WBEE is licensed in the city of Harvey and consequently has the respon-
sibility to provide more coverage of news and events pertinent to the 
communities of south suburbia. 
IV. Editori a 1 s 
A. Presently WBEE has no editorial policy. What this meant is the 
management of the station has .in effect turned its back on the problems 
and issues of the communities it is licensed to serve (as a custodian 
of the ai r waves). 
B. We propose that station management institute editorials as a daily 
feature. Nothing less will convince us that WBEE has moved beyond its 
present position of "absentee owner. II 
C. In order to obtain up-to-date and factual information on the local 
communities, station management should hire or consult with a local. 
advisory group. 
V. Talk Program 
A. Presently WBEE does not offer a "talk show" to its listeners. Again it 
appears that station management has abdicated its responsibil ity for 
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helping to inform and educate its listeners. 
B. Station management should re-open a time slot for a talk show as we 
have suggested in our general programming format. Such a program 
should deal with local, national and international organizations and 
personalities. 
VI. Educati ona 1 Programs 
A. More and more of the American public has become dependent upon the mass 
media as a source of information. 
B. WBEE is in the position to provide educational programs in the areas of 
health, Afro American Music History, nutrition, consumerism, voter 
registration and other topics relevant to the black community. 
C. We suggest one-half hour of educational programs daily at the time 
suggested oIl the general programming sheet. 
In conclusion, we are serving notice to the staff, management and owners of 
WBEE ·that there is a body of citizens. in the Harvey area that is aware of the 
short comings of WBEE. We are aware of the effects of programming of this nature 
has on black listeners~ Consequently, we urge you to implement these proposed 
changes immediately. 
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TRADITIONAL AND NATIONALIST 
POLITICAL ORGANIZING IN SUBURBIA 
Read Before 
The National Association of Black 
Social Workers Annual Conference 
April 9, 1982 
Marriott Hotel 
Chicago, Illinois 
by 
David" N. J:~~on 
Coordinator, Urban Studies 
Thornton Community College 
Member, South Suburban Leadershi p 
Coalition 
P.O. Box 283 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
. .. , .... :a 
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HISTORY 
---.. .,. .. 
Harvey, Illinois, is a suburb with a population of 34,800 located 20 miles 
south of downtown Chicago. It is one of Chicago's oldest suburbs. Chartered 
in 1893, the town soon established a large industrial base to the point where it 
was known as "little Manchester," the English city that received a major push 
from the Atlantic slave trade. Today there are at least six Fortune 500 corpora-
tions located within the city limits. The city was also the site of the first 
enclosed shopping center that we now find ringing the city of Chicago. 
POLITICS 
Harvey is approximately 80 percent black. There is a commissioner form of 
government that holds at-large elections every four years. In 1979 the first 
black was elected to the city council. Prior to this, blacks consistently made 
attempts to elect candidates with no success. The system of elections, the' 
lack of ongo;'ng political organizing; opportunism amongst various sectors of the 
black community; and a virulent form of white racism have worked to disenfranchise 
the black community. 
THE SSLC EXPERIENCE 
The South Suburban Leadership Coalition (SSLC) was founded in 1980 by 
a small group of community activists (ten persons) which included two black 
elected officials (school board and city council). At the initial meeting 
the concensus was to enter into a planning process to help clarify the interests· 
and goals of the group. 
PROCESS 
The planning process was developed around a twelve hour workshop. The 
process ultimately consumed sixty hours over a three week period. 
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The workshop entailed an analysis of space (geography), analysis of 
'-:;""-. 
community problems; development of a problem statement (problemat); goals; 
strategies; tactics and a timeline. Out of this process evolved a seventeen 
page document that is used to orientate new members. 
r4EMBERS 
Membership to SSLC is open to anyone living, working or having a sincere 
interest in the welfare of blacks in the south suburbs. Presently, SSLC has 
sixteen active members. Membership represents a broad cross-section of the 
community. There ar~ elected officials, community people; senior citizens and 
youth; men and women; workers and professionals; democrats and independents. 
SSLC is an independent local political education organization that encompasses 
all of the above elements. To become a member one must attend the Political 
Awareness Workshop,pay the annual dues of five dollars, and work on a committee 
of the organization. The goals of the organization are: 
1. Crime Prevention - To establish and maintain social institutions 
which will provide equitable relations between individuals and 
society. . 
2. Economic Development - To control and- protect land, labor and 
the use of technology. 
3. Identity - The ability of blacks to define ourselves and speak for 
ourselves through the control of the symbolic, educational and 
lifestyle dimension of our existence. 
4. Community Development - To develop within the black community the 
ability to influence the pace, scale and direction of community 
development. 
5. Political Organization- To establish and maintain an equitable 
political organization. 
ACTIVITIES 
During the first year SSLC engaged the community in a wide range of 
C: events: voter registration drives, Candidates' Nights, Endorsement Hearings, 
. .
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Kwanza, Martin Luther King Memorial Program, ParkDJs"trict election endorsements, 
regularly scheduled political awareness workshops, ge"neral business meetings and 
an annual report to the community. 
The second year's activities included all of the above (substitute school 
board for park district) governmental monitoring and a monthly breakfast/forum 
called "Food for Thought. II We are in the process of developing a major document 
"that sums up our work and offers an affirmative program in education, parks and 
recreation, and municipal government. 
FUNDING 
SSLCis funded 'by membership dues, pledges, the breakfast/forum and dona-
tions from individuals in the black community. This is important for \t/hen SSLC 
does something it is because the membership has decided to and not someone or 
some group external to the black community said so. Consequently, we are poor 
in funds but healthily independent. 
ORGANIZING PROBLEMS 
SSLC has experienced three stages or phases in its development: 
1. nonrecognition, 2. attack, and 3. acknowledgement. 
The first phase of nonrecognition was, in part, due to the fact that organi-
zations come and go in the black community. That black organizations lack lon-
gev; ty or stay; ng power. Another' aspect of nonrecogni ti on stems from the 1 ack of 
respect shown for black people, in general, and groups purporting to organize 
black people, in particular. So, in a sense, we had to prove ourselves. 
The second phase, attack, was marked by verbal attacks against individual 
members of the organization, firing of an organizational member the night before 
his election, and lawsuits. After a year of political activity which included 
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speaking out on a wide variety of issues caused many of the conservative elements 
·of Harvey to 1 aunch what amounted to the; r counter offens i ve. These elements 
were able to capitalize on several individua"!s that were IIput out of SSLC II for 
various reasons. So initially some of the criticisms of SSLC seemed valid until 
the former members were exposed for what they l'lere. 
Several black elected officials were criticized or felt threatened. Black 
. fo 1 ks were demand'j ng accountabHity so they, too, joi ned the chorus of cri ti cs 
who essenti ally cri t-j ci zed some of our tactics yet had nothi ng to say about the 
fundamental questions of accountability to black people and black political 
powerlessness. 
The third phase, acknowledgement; has come about as a result of several 
factors. SSLC·s track record is ,very clear. Anyone seriously involved in 
Harvey area politics and community affairs has heard of the organization. 
Secondly, events have created a climate conducive to building unity amongst 
south suburban groups and individuals active in community politics. SSLC has 
seiz.ed the opportunity to organize various elements of the black community. 
Because of Reagonomi cs, the format; on of the new· second congressi ona 1 di s tri ct 
and the obvious lack of black political representation at the local municipal 
level~ a broad cross-section of black people are now open to a systematic 
process of planning, educating, analyzing and mobilizing the black community 
in the broadest sense of the word. SSLC is at the forefront of this motion. 
f: ~_ 
PROSPECT FOR THE FUTURE 
The five goals of SSLC can only be accomplished through an organized black 
community. The organization Sa\'l five years as the time frame necessary to 
accomplish the first phase of community development. The race against time and 
the forces of resistance is a close one. Within the last few weeks several 
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breakthroughs have taken place. Black people are beginning to move the way we 
had envisioned two years ago. 
If the next six months go as well as the last few weeks, the prospects for 
the future will look very good. 
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FOR 11y1MEDIA TERELEASE 
.' 
'::"'~;''rh~So~t1~, Suburba~ Leadership Coalition (SSLC) has issued a call for ct' 
: I.' c~. • .~ .: • • • 
":( . 
13~~~;~oHtical Solidarity Conference in preparation for the 1983 municipal 
,,:"~<; .. ,"', ... '. '". ,"' . -." . , 
'~ltn::ti:QJ;ls i u Harvey. 
"'<;>"j'Y'" ,',.:: <":":- . 
The. conference will take place Saturday, December 11, 1982 
• <~\ at:~e:;Phoetlix Multipurpose Center, Phoenix, Illinois. 
"f,~",~',:;f,i.;{;~:~ilfb:ea one day conference running from 9:00 a.m.· to 9:00 p. m. 
.. ~" i-.", 
... /,': ,~.", .. " 
There 
. '" 
;}·t~~,tvJo .. dollar ($2. 00) registration fee to cover the cost of materials. Scholarships 
, >.: are available for seniors, youth and the unemployed, according to Bonn.ie Rateree, 
. " 
SSLC has spo~9red a variety of forums, cultural events and voter registration 
;d~~:v¢~:,'duringthe past t:W? years •. 
'Ja'rrtesHarris,' themayoi" of Phoenix will w~lcome the participants to this 
".;-. 
li1 am happy to see community'people coming togeth,et,sQthat 
"tP.~ye~ti play~greater role in their goV'erntpent,IIHarris s aid," and I am. bar>PY that 
-,' . 
P~,()e~ix wa$ selected as the si.te of the conference. II 
, Sharing the, ros tru,m with Mayor Harris Saturqay morning is the Revere,nd .. ~ " 
',' 
:prin~_et()n14cKinney, pastor of Christ, Temple Commu~ity Baptist Chur~hQf Markham, 
,". - ::- ," . . ". , 
". "., 
as the main speaker c;luring the opening session. "It is not an easy job to organize' 
su-cha cQnfe.t:«:lnce, there ar~ pe'ople who won't understand itspurpos.e, but God will 
, . ". . . ". ~ . 
be with youbeca,us:e you are working for the good of all~" 
Th~ ~~n£eren~e planners want to bring together the broadest "ross-se,ctlon of 
tb.ebla.ck CQh,lmunityposs,ible to share information, a.nalyze,the presentpolitic:al 
. ~ .' . . . '.' :~!;. . . '.' . . '. : ", . .,' . . . .' '. , 
e.14n.~t~,'ciarifiip'~oblems and issues. '.dfscussstrategies f~r community development 
.:-: ' ,"'...,.: :,.~\,. .. :" . ".. ..". ' . 
. • '., '.' .. ' .' "ij 
CLud.toem,erge. with a standard for evaluating candidates in the February primary 
. .'. ' ~ .: :.,., '.~ . . 
ag.c;fApril general elections 0 
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For Immediate Releas e 
view the 1983 elections in Harvey as pivotal for determining 
th;eIuture of the city and neighboring communities. Dixie Sq uare shopping center 
'closed in 1979. The downtown area has declined tremendously over the past ten 
This year May's department store, on the west side of town, closed shortly 
after opelling in the same year. 
The Harvey black community faces one of Us greatest challenges. With 70% 
of the population and one black elected official in the city government a concerted 
effort will be needed to overcome a low voter turnout and a field flooded in the past • 
with black candidates with little chance of winning. The conference will address 
Workshops will be organized around the following topics: Ademographic 
profile of Harvey; the future of Harvey with twom,ore years of Reagonomics; 
strategies and sources for community development; and voter registration, 
precinct work and poll watching. 
After a luncheon that will feature an add res s from each of the candidates the 
participants will be divided into areas based on precincts so that information on 
problems, issues and the attitude of residents can be systematically gathered and 
used to formulate a program to be addressed by candidates and, in turn, evalu,ate 
individuals running for office. 
William "Bill11Gardner, acting president of SSLC stated: !lIn these times of 
Reaganomics Blacks in the South Suburbs have the unique oportunity to govern 
themselves; alld therefore be included in this country's political and econo~ic 
arena. I[ .. 
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. For Immediate Releas e 
Grou.ps and individuals wishing to take part in the conference should contact. 
,c,:'- " 
';'BonnieItateree ~t, 596-4992 or Bill Gardner, 339-8546. SSLC is encouraging 
Send your name, address and phone number along with $2.00 
- 30 -
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SOUTH SUBURBAN LEADERSHIP COALITION 
P.o. Box 1278 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
A BLACK POLITICAL SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE , 
"W'e may not have it all together •...•••• but together we can have it all." 
The shppping center is closed. Graffiti and vacant stores 
highlight the decline of downtown. High foreclosure rates and 
boarded-up houses scar our neighborhoods and contribute to lower 
property values while injuring the morale of the residents. Unem-
ployment is one of the highest in the state as the 6ityseems to 
sink with. the worsening of the national economic crisis. Reagan-
~omics serves only to make matters worse • 
.• ,. , 
.. ' Harvey, Illinois, founded in 1893, is an industrial suburb 
of Chicago that sits in the center of a transportation network 
handling passengers, freight and auto traffic to all parts of the 
nation. The city, once known as "the hub of south suburbia," has 
a large industrial base, despite a decline in commercial establish-
ments. 
Conservative estimates place Harvey's black population at 70% 
of the population of 34,000. Yet, only one black has been elected 
to the city government. Today, any discussion of blacks in the 
south suburbs must focus on Harvey, Phoenix, Dixmoor and Markham. 
The greatest concentration of blacks in the south suburbs are located 
in these four municipaiities. Their social and economic integration 
means they share a common .future. As Harvey goes, so goes the other 
three. 
WHY, A BLACK SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE? 
Black people are fighting back against national, state and local 
forces that. have ripped off the gains made in the 1960's and early 
70's. Chicago is an example of this. However, fighting is not enough. 
Black people mu.st fight back in new ways using strategies and tactics 
based upon two important elements: 1) the lessons of our past~ and 
2) the welfare of people. 
With the February municipal elections so close at hand, the 
political power of the black community must be consolidated. Most 
importantly, the black community must see to it that political 
power is used for the benefit of the people and not for individuals 
and groups with narrow interests. 
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ON DECEMBER 11, 1982 A BlACK POLITICAL SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE 
----A PEOPLE IS CONFERENCE----WILL BE HELD AT THE PHOENIX 
MULTI-PURPOSE CENTER FROM 9 A.M. to 9 P.M., PHOENIX, ILLINOIS. 
CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES 
*To provide concrete information on the conditions in Harvey. 
How many jobs are there in Harvey? Who holds the key 
po1icymaking positions in the city government? What 
is the unemployment rate in Harvey? Where is the City I s 
Affirmative Action Program? 
*Tobring together the broadest cross-section of the black community 
to discuss the future of Harv~y and neighboring .municipa1ities. 
Youth, seniors, business peop1e( clergy, homeowners, 
renters, teache:r;s,. men and women. THE PEOPLE--must 
come together to voice their concerns about Harvey 
and what THEY would like to see the future become. 
A stable Harvey means a staPle Phoenix, Dixmoor and 
. Markham. 
*To examine options and resources available for community development. 
What are "free enterprise zones?" What do they offer 
. Harvey? Are there loca1institutions .that can be more 
efficiently used to foster community development? Who 
is responsible for these prOgrams? 
*To establish a criteria for the evaluation of candidates in the 
upComing elections. 
Harvey camlot afford" to elect individuals to office and 
wait for them toaeve1op a program. This conference can 
develop the basis for a program because it will be based 
on the hopes and fears of the people of Harvey. irItis 
not the man but the plan. It • s not the rap but . the map." 
A criteria developed by a group representative of the 
community will guarantee :community support and basis for 
evaluating an elected official's performance. 
*WHAT ¥OUCAN DO TO MAKE THIS CONFERENCE A SUCCESS? 
--T~LL your friends and family; 
--BECOME a co-sponsor; 
--WORK to build the conference. 
FOR MORElNFORMATION, CONTACT: WILLIAME. GARDNER, 339-8546. 
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*WHAT IS THE SOUTH SUBURBAN LEADERSHIP COALITION (SSLC)? 
SSLC is an independent local political education organiza-
tion. SSLC has sponsored seminars, forums, voter registra-
tion drives and cultural events. SSLC's mailing address is: 
P.o •. BOX 1278 
Harvey, Illinois 60426 
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The Shule Uhuru (Freedom School) is an independent Black 
instituition dedicated to develop the highest academic abilities 
of its students. Independent Black institutions are the logical, 
inevitable answer to the political, economic and social reality 
(situation) facing black people today_ We do not have the luxury 
of an alternative. We are faced with a (historical) necessity. 
- WHY IS THERE A NEED FOR BLACK EDUCATION? -
In order to answer this question we must view, historically, 
the basis of education for black people in this country. To get 
a broader perspective we must take a look at where we bagan: 
Africa! Prior to the devastation of the African slave trade, we 
as a free African peop2e had the prestige of many of the finest 
universities of the world. The Egyptian School of Mysteries, 
where medicine (Amhotep~ not Hippocratis is the true Father of 
Medicine), architecture, religion, philosophy and other subjects 
·were taught; the University of Gao; and the esteem University of 
Timboktu are just a few of the many highly acclaimed Afrie:an in'; 
stitutions. 
After our arrival in the "New World" as Slaves, we were 
educated to be slaves. A master does not teach a mule to fetch a 
stick like a dog. No, the mule is taught to be yoked, beat and 
obey as a beast of burden. Laws were written by the United States 
of America specifically for bidding the education of African slaves 
to be anything but slaves. But this alone could not guarantee that 
our ancestors would bow to someone calling himself their master. 
~lilitary might and terrorism were not enough. The most devastat-
ing blow to our ancestors as free people ",as to crush their (our) 
institutions. Our language could not be spoken under penalty of 
having the tongue cut. out, or "death. Institutions, customs, values, 
principles,. in short, our culture was systematically destroyed, in-
tentionally destroyed. 
." t 
:-" 
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During the decades following the Emancipation Proclamation and 
the Thirteenth Amendment many black colleges and universities were 
formed. It was during these decades that the Ku Klux Klan, the 
Knights groups were formed. It was also during these decades that 
the Fourteenth Amendment, giving us the rights of citizens, was 
taken away. We could no longer vote or hold office. This was the 
formal beginning of Jim Crow, separate - but - equal, or apartheid 
as it is called in South Africa. In this situation, what was the 
function of the various black colleges and universities, the high 
schools and grade schools? 
Overwhelmingly, our schools (where there were any) were 
financed by the state; the Southern States. The colleges and 
universities also received grants and awards from large industries 
and businesses. Consequently, these same business interest con-
trolled our education. We were still being (mis) educated to serve 
the children of our former masters. For the purpose of keeping us 
more in conformity with what they wanted, our eductaion was intent-
ionally inferior to that of white people. 
Then, from a spark of a sit-in came the fire of a great era in 
our history, the Civil Rights Movement. We were fed up with being 
lynched, segregated and improverished. The Movement for many years 
centered on education. We felt that the only w.ay we could get a 
quality education was to put our youth in IIwhite" schools. On this 
premise, we fought in the courts, we struggled in the streets and 
we died, murdered in church" So intense was our struggle that sOllle= 
times it seemed that desegregation of schools was the only issue and 
not quality education for our children. For all our hardships, we 
were granted mere token gains. Gains which the vast majority of our 
people could not benefit from. 
Yet, for those of us who gained the "benefit ll of a quality edu-
cation in a "whi tell school harassment and bitterness from stUdents 
and teachers awaited them. This was not our only problem@ Because, 
we, rather in Ifwhite" schools or "black" schools, were still being 
educa~ed by others. Others, whose interest was not our freedom. 
\,le were not being educated to serve ourselves, but to serve others" 
This is where "/e are today" \fuat ,,,e need is black educati OD Dot 
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education for black people, given to us by others. We need to 
educate ourselves in order to handle the various administrative 
functions of a nation, i.e., institutions---schools, economics, 
politics, the state. We cannot allow political graft and mani-. 
pulation choose whether or not our children will get a quality 
education. 
The Shule Uhuru believes that the education of our children 
is a struggle. The right ~f people to decide who will educate 
their childre~to decide their own destiny, to make their way in 
freedom, is not to be measured by the yardstick of color or degree 
of social development. It is an inalienable right of pe9ples 
which they are powerless to exercise when forces, stronger than 
they themselves, by whatever means, for what ever reasons, take 
this right away from them. The right to fully educate our chil-
dren has been taken away. It cannot be given to us because we 
demand it. It must be done through our work. It is a precious 
reward, the shining trophy of struggle and-sacrifice. 
- THE FUNCTION OF CORRECT BLACK EDUCATION -
Education is the transmission of a peoples' culture from one 
generation to the next. Education is a function which has definite 
goals, values and interest. Historically the education o·f black 
people has had goals other, than our freedom; vaiues rooted in racism 
and the interest of making' a larger profit for others. It is the 
primary function of education to (inculcate) instill the values, 
ideology, morals, i.e., culture o~ a society into its students. 
The end result being the perpetuation of that society. Therefore, 
the ~hule Uhuru recognizes that education is more than merely read-
ing, writting and arithmetic. It is the teaching of a particular 
culture, a certain society with a particular ideological orientation 
by means of reading, writting, arithmetic and other skills. For in-
stance, we have ~ll been told that Christopher Columbus "discovered" 
America. The arrogance of Europeans giving themselves such credit 
is obvious.- There were Africans, Asians, PolyneSians and even other 
Europeans to visit,travel and colonize America before Columbus. 
And, civilization of native Americans were here before all others. 
Such teaching instills Europeans greatness arid European nationalism. 
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It is written from the new point of European history. 
The Shule Uhuru believes that the primary function of black 
education is our freedom, (liberation, independence). It is the 
task of correct black education to rise up a generation of young 
people whose direction and purpose is rooted in the collective 
freedom of our people. It is the task of correct black education 
to turn around the present generation from its course and point 
it to a better lift, based on collective work and responsibility 
to the community. Inherent in such an education is discipline. 
Discipline to keep us striving toward our goal. Where there is 
no discipline, there is no correct black education; but where 
there is correct black education there is discipline. The one 
cannot exist without the other. We must raise our children in an 
environment which demonstrates the power and purposefulness of 
the disciplined life of correct struggle. 
The Shule Uhuru's purpose is to bring forth qualitatively 
different people. We cannot have our youth be taught by people 
wi th loose morals, or no morals; people 'vi th the mentality of a 
hustler; people who are drug users. \'le!· the people must educate 
'our own children. The struggle for guality education is a struggle 
of the people. It combines thinking, feeling and acting into a 
single whole. It is a human act. With this constantly in focus 
the Shule Uhuru is to work hand in hand with the entire Community 
,toward this objective.. True academic freedom---the freedom to 
choose what will be taught to our children~--is everywhere fully 
compatible with service to the Community: for the school is and 
must alwaY9 remain a living, thinking and serving part of the 
Community to which it belongs. It can serve this purpose only when 
the people, the parents directly, actively involved as a working 
part of the school and the total educational process. By this we 
understand that education takes place in the school, the home and 
the Community. That educational system must be one. 
The Shule Uhuru believes the education is action. It is the 
struggle, and not the Preparation for it. It respects the learner 
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and frees the parent-teacher to learn. It is a people-building, 
family-building, community-building and nation-building act. It 
vest the teacher with the skills to foster liberation, but not to 
dictate. It isa loving act between two people whose common 
destinies are bound together. 
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What is a without a bonfire, cheering 
the football team on cheers led by the cheer-
leaders, the football team being introduced by Coach Ed 
Bonczyk and the preverbial dummy being throl"vn into 
the blazing fire. 
The Homecoming festivities lacked nothing this year 
at TeG. In fact they gained something new as for the 
first time in Tee history a black King and Queen were 
named to preside over the weekend activities. 
William Jones and Mattie Gordon were named King 
and Queen at the semi-formal dance held at the Chicago 
VVater Tower Hyatt House, with the crowning of the 
king and queen highlighting the dance. 
The Homecoming court consisted of King William 
Jones, Queen Mattie Gordon, and attendants, Bill 
Harsez, Carol Cuil, Theodore Golat, David Smith, 
Chades Yaska, Betty MacKenzie, Patricia O'Block, and 
Beverly Strom. 
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and of its people. Black art, by extension, represents the thoughts 
and feelings of the Black American; and the black arts festival at 
Thornton Community College exemplifies the years of black 
culture long hidden behind the bonds of slavery, 
A week of black music, painting exhibits, and literature served 
to, it is hoped, narrow the gulf between the races. Throughout 
history. art has been the pictorial chronicleer of the ages. It has 
told a story that has to be told, describing the joys and sorrows, 
the pain and suffering and the happiness of a people. So did the 
black students attempt to bring to nfe a history that was thought 
only to exist behind many miles of steel links, and beyond the 
length of a whip. Even more, though, the Black Arts Festival was 
an attempt to breach a wide sea of misunderstanding and igno· 
rance, It is sincerely hoped that that sea has in part. been crossed. 
by the presentation of the Festival. 
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Mike Wright 
Kathy Wognum 
Randal Wolf 
August Varga 
Howard Yeoman 
Neil Zeilenga 
Thomas Zmija 
john Zuzicy 
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Sam DeBose 
S.C.A. President 
Rich Carlson 
Mickey McCarthy 
Jill Sabo 
.. . Sleep-walking again .. 
STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
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Treasurer, Robert. Loggins; Secretary, Julia Anderson; Business Manager, Claude_Brooks; 
President, Marlette Howton. 
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Paul Godwin 
Physics 
William Hafer 
Counselor 
William Gordon 
Urban Studies 
Joseph Gutenson 
Dean of Instruction 
Basil Halkides 
Physics and Math 
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Concordia Hoffmann 
English 
Robert Jack 
Adult Education 
115 
Dorothy Howell 
Sec. to President 
Edward Jenkins 
Biology 
Gerald Hundley 
Speech 
Behavioral Science 
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Finding Aides 
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rcc COURIER 
BOUND COPIES 
1933 -MAY 1997 
SOUTll SllBURBAN COLLEtiE 
ARCHIVES 
rcc COURIER 
UNBOUND COPIES 
SEPT 1997 - CURRENT 
COLLEGE CArALOGS 
1928 - CURRENT 
YEA 1< 'BOOKS 
TJC (1941-1943) 
THORTONITE (1945 -1970) 
CROW'S NEST (1946 -1948) 1950 
CALDRON (1951 -1975) 
STliDENr HANDBOOKS 
(1962 -1980) 1983,1987 
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rcc ARCHIVES 
ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE MEETINGS - FEB. 16,1971- MAR. 3,1983 
ACH LINQUES - FALL, 1988 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN, 1976 -1981,1974,1986,1991-1993, 
ALUMNI NEWS - FALL, 1984 
ANNUAL REPORT -1998 -1999 
AS OTHERS SEE US: A SAMPLER OF NEWSPAPER 
AUDIT-1988 
BASKETBALL SCORE BOOKS, 1918 -1933 
BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 105, POLICIES, RULES AND REGULATIONS 
BOARD MEETING AGENDA -July 13,1995, Feb 15,1996, April 11, 1996, June 13,1996 July 11, 
1996, Aug, 8, 1996 Sept 11,1996, Oct 17,1996, Nov 14,1996, Dec 11,1996, Jan 9, 1996, Jan 9, 1997, 
Feb 13, 1997, March 13, 1997, June 11,1997, July 10,1997, November 6,1997, December 11,1997, 
December 10,1998, January 14,1999, February 11,1999, April 8, 1999, May 13,1999, June 10,1999, 
July 8,1999, September 16,1999, November 16,1999, December 9,1999, May 11,2000, June 8,2000, 
July 13,200, Aug 10,2000, September 14,2000, October 11,2000, December 14,2000, January 11, 
2001, February 8, 2001, March 8, 1001, April 11, 2001, June 14,2001, July 11, 1001, September 13, 
2001, Oct 18,2001, Nov 8,2001, Dec 13, 2001, Jan 10, 2002, Feb 14, 2002, March 14, 2002, April 11, 
2002, Sep 11, 2003, Nov 13, 2003, Dec 18, 2003, Jan 8, 1004, February 11, 1004, Mar 11, 2004, April 8, 
2004, Oct 14 ,1004, Nov 4, 1004, Dec 9, 2004, Jan 13, 2005, February 10, 1005, March 10, 2005,April 
14, 2005- CURRENT 
BOARD REPORT - July 1997 (1); August 1997 (1); September 1997 (1); October 1997 (1); November 
1997 (1); February 1998 (1); May (2) 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES, DISTRICT 510, POLICIES, RULES AND REGULATIONS 
BUDGET -1989 
BULLDOG BULLETIN - SPRING, 1988 
BUSINESS & CAREER INSTITUTE COURSE OFFERINGS-SUMMER, 1992 (2); FALL 1992 (2) 
COLLEGE CATALOGS -1918 -CURRENT (INCLUDING SUMMER SCHOOL), 2007- 2008 (2) 
COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS, 1972 -1975,1977 
COMMUNIQUE - MAY 1988 - FEB/MAR. 1989 
COMMUNITY SURVEY, 1975, 1980, 1981 
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COMPARABLE WORTH SURVEY -JULY 1996 
COMPONENT UNIT FIN ANCIAL REPORT - JUNE 30, 1987, JUNE 30, 1998 
CONTINUING EDUCATION/COMMUNITY EDUCATION CATALOGS, FALL 1967 - FALL 1977, 
FALL, 1982 - SPRING, 1983, SPRING, 1991 (2); FALL, 1991 (2); SPRING, 1992 (2); FALL, 1992 (3); 
SPRING, 1993 (2); FALL, 1993 (2); SPRING, 1994 (2); FALL, 1994 (1); SPRING, 1995 (1); FALL, 
1995 (2); SPRING, 1996 (2); FALL, 1996 (1); SPRING, 1997 (1); FALL, 1997 (2); SPRING, 1998 (2); 
FALL, 1998 (2); SPRING, 1999 (2); FALL, 1999 (2) FALL, 2000 (3); FALL, 2001(2); SPRING, 
2001(1); SPRING, 2002 (1) FALL 2002 (2); SPRING, 2003(1); FALL, 2003(2); SPRING, 2004(1); 
FALL,2004(2); 
COURSE OFFERINGS-SUMMER, 1972; SPRING, 1975; SPRING, 1973; SUMMER, 1973; FALL, 
1973; SPRING, 1974; FALL, 1974; SUMMER, 1977; SUMMER, 1978; SUMMER, 1980; SUMMER, 
1981; SUMMER, 1982; FALL, 1983; FALL, 1984; SPRING, 1984; SUMMER, 1984; FALL, 1985; 
SPRING, 1985; SUMMER, 1985; FALL, 1986; SPRING, 1986; SUMMER, 1986; SPRING, 1987; 
SUMMER, 1987; FALL, 1987; FALL, 1988; SPRING, 1988; SUMMER, 1988; SPRING, 1989; 
SUMMER, 1989; FALL, 1989 (2); SPRING, 1990; SUMMER, 1990; FALL, 1990; SPRING, 1991 (2); 
SUMMER, 1991 (2); FALL, 1991 (2); SPRING, 1992 (3); SUMMER, 1992 (3); FALL, 1992 (2); 
SPRING, 1993 (2); SUMMER, 1993 (1); FALL, 1993 (1); SPRING, 1994 (1); SUMMER, 1994 (1); 
FALL, 1994 (1); SPRING, 1995 (1); SUMMER, 1995 (1); FALL, 1995 (2); SPRING, 1996 (2); 
SUMMER, 1996 (2); FALL, 1996 (2); SPRING, 1997 (2); SUMMER, 1997 (2); FALL, 1997 (2); 
SPRING, 1998 (2); SUMMER, 1998; FALL, 1998 (2); SPRING, 1999 (2); SUMMER 1999 (1); FALL, 
1999 (1). SPRING, 2000 (2); SUMMER, 2000 (1); FALL, 2000 (2); FALL, 2001(1); SPRING, 2001 (2); 
SUMMER, 2001 (1); SUMMER, 2002 (3); FALL, 2002 (2) SPRING, 2002 (2); FALL, 2003 (4); 
SPRING, 2003 (2); SUMMER, 2003 (2); FALL, 2004 (2); SPRING, 2004 (2); SUMMER, 2004 (2); 
SPRING, 2005(2); SUMMER, 2006 (1); FALL, 2006 (2); SPRING, 2007 (1); SUMMER, 2007 (2); 
FALL, 2007 (2); SPRING, 2008 (2); FALL 2008 (2); 
DIRECTORY OF ILLINOIS ADULT LITERACY PROGRAMS 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM LEAFLETS, 1964 -1975 
EVALUATION REPORTS FOR CAREER PROGRAMS (AD NURSING, ETC.) 
FACILITIES PROGRAM BY ARCHITECTS, 1967 
FACULTY ASSOCIATION AGREEMENTS -1986 -1988,1988 -1991,1991-1993,1993 -1995 
FACULTY ASSOCIATION INTEREST ARBITRATION - NOV. 1986 
FACULTY HANDBOOK, 1956 -1960,1965 -1969 
FACULTY MATTERS - FALL 1996, SPRING 1999, WINTER 1999 
FINANCIAL AID PERSONNEL DATA, FEB. 21, 1985 
FOLLOW- UPSURVEY-FEB 1988 
HANDBOOK FOR PART- TIME FACULTY 
HISTORY OF SOUTH SUBURBAN COLLEGE (75 YEARS) 
HOPE - July 1997, August 1997, September 1997, March 1998, May 1998, June 1998, July 1998, 
August 1998, November 1998, and April 1999. 
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IMAGE STUDY -FALL, 1983 
INSIGHT (EMPLOYEE NEWS) - FEB. 1991; APR., 1991; SUMMER, 1991; SEPT., 1991 (2); OCT., 
1991 (2); NOV., 1991; MAR, APRIL,NOV,DEC., 1992; FEB., MAR., APRIL, MAY, AUG, AUG, NOV, 
1993; FEB, 1994; MAY, AUG, SEPT, OCT, NOV, DEC, 1996; JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, JUNE, JULY, 
AUG, SEPT, 1997; JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUNE, JULY, AUG, SEPT, OCT, NOV, 1998. 
LEARNING RESOURCES - OCT. 1977 - FALL, 1983 
LIVING IN HAZEL CREST -1890-1990 
LONG RANGE PLAN, 1973 
LRC LINK- UP - FALL, 1990 
MINUTES AND AGENDAS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES: APR. 17,1975 - JUNE 24,1982; 
APR. 10, 1975 -DEC. 13, 1979; JAN. 10, 1980-FEB.10, 1983; JUNE 1, 1989-DEC. 6,1990-
CURRENT 
NEWSCLIPS: AUG 1975 
NEWSPAPER, COURIER -1933 - CURRENT 
NEW SCRIBLERUS SOCIETY -1983-1990 
1976 BICENTENNIAL ACTIVITIES 
NORTH CENTRAL EVALUATION, 1974 
NORTHCENTRAL EVALUATION, 1980 
ONE AND FIVE YEAR PLAN FORDAVTE, 1979 & 1981, 1972, 1973, 1977, 1978, 1983 
OPERATING BUDGETS -1973,1974,1977 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL REPORTS -1964,1965,1975-1977 
RAMP, AUG, 1990 
RECOGNITION REPORTS -1965 -1971 
RECRUITEMENT/ RETENTION ACTIVITIES REPORT - AUG. 1, 1979 - AUG. 30, 1980 
REMEMBERING SEPTEMBER 11 (9/11/02) (11 PHOTOS) 
REPORT TO THE TIAA- CREF AD HOC COMMITTEE ON GOALS AND OBJECTIVES TO THE 
JOINT BOARDS OF TRUSTEES OF TIAA- CREF - DEC. 31, 1984 
REPORTS FROM DIVISION AND PROGRAMS TO THE GOALS COMMITTEES -1972,1973,1988 
RUNNIN' WILD (SEPT 21, 2002) 
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SCRIBBLEREAN, THE, 1990-1991 (2), 1991-1992 (2), 1992-1993 (1), 1993-1994 (2),1994-1995,1996-
1997 (2),1997-1998 (1),1998-1999 (1),1999-2000 (1),2004-2005 (2), 2005-2006 (2),2006-2007 (2), 
2007- 2008 (2), 
SDIP PLANNING PROJECT - NOV 1981 
SELF STUDY APPENDICES - MAR 1989,1988-1999, AUG 2004 
SELF STUDY REPORT - MAR; 1989 
STAFF SCHEDULE - SPRING, 1962 (2); FALL, 1992, AUG 2004 
SIGHT PLAN - 8/29/90 
STRATEGIC PLANNING SESSION GENERAL PROCESS, DEC. 16, 1986, 2002-2007 
SUPPORT STAFF AGREEMENT -1984 -1987,1987 -1989 
SUPPORT STAFF HANDBOOK, 1984 
THORNTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE (ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN) 
SUBURBANITE, THE, SEPT., 1989 
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE CENTER COURSE OFFERINGS - FALL 2002 
YEARBOOKS -1941 -1975 
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Mr. David N. Johnson 
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
"1995" 
Mayor David Johnson and Mayor Harold Washington as the First 
Black Mayors of Harvey and Chicago, Illinois April 12, 1983. 
DON'T STOP THE 
PROGRESS! 
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HONORABLE 
DA VliD No JOHNSON 
MA YOR-CKTY OF HARVEY 
CKTKZEN§ COMMKTTEE FOR A NEW HARVEY 
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THE HONORABLE 
DAVID N. JOHN ON 
It is with extreme pride and humility that I look forward to the challenge of creating with 
you, the people, a "New Harvey." Your support over the past four years, culminating on April 
7th, has made this "NEW HARVEY" possible. For this I am grateful. 
We in Harvey have before us great problems and great possibilities. Plans are being made 
to restore this city to its proper place in the constellation of SOUTH SUBURBAN 
MUNICIPALITIES. The old and young; black and white; Hispanic and Asian; Christian 
and Muslims; male and female have something to contribute to Harvey's Renaissance. 
" ... We have before us not only an opportunity, but an Historic duty It is in our hands to 
join our strength, taking susteance from our diversity, honoring our rich and varied traditions 
and culture, but acting together for the protection and benefit of us all." 
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Accomplishments of the 
Johnson Administration 
David N. Johnson began his administration in 1983 with a hostile "majority 
faction" that has continued to work against him throughout his tenure as the first 
Black Mayor of Harvey. He has still managed with the support of Commissioner 
Ernestine Berry-Beck, to move forward on the goals and objectives set forth by the 
community forum that selected them to run for office and set priorities of the New 
Harvey that we all envisioned. 
The goals were economic development, housing, human services, open government 
and crime prevention. Planning meetings with experts in each field and community 
residents helped Mayor Johnson to direct city staff and consultants in the 
accomplishments of same. 
A View Of 
"THE BEGINNING OF A NEW HARVEY" 
In May of 1987 elected and appointed officials from the City of Harvey participated 
in a two day Strategic Planning and Implementation seminar held at the Tolentine 
Center in Olympia Fields. The focus for the seminar was "How to work together to 
provide positive, effective leadership for increasing economic development in 
Harvey." 
The participants' decision to produce visible results for increasing economic 
development in 1987-88 and to begin immediately to implement the 3-month action 
timeline which will launch the entire plan. In the direction of: 
Emphasizing a Positive Image through Communication and Crime Prevention 
(1) Including Harvey's History in School Curricula, (2) Planning Workshops 
involving a cross section of Citizens & Social Agencies to develop a social 
calendar, (3) Aggressive Marketing Harvey, and (4) Cooperative Crime 
Prevention. 
Partnerships for Planning Beautification with: 
( I) Concentrated Code Enforcement, (2) An Act to Increase Housing 
Authority, (3) Establishing a Housing Board, (4) Youth, Senior Housing 
Rehabilitation Training Program and City Wide Beautification with intense 
clean-up of Main Thoroughfares & Entry Points, and (5) Broad Based 
Community Involvement. 
This plan will layout a 5 year Capital Improvement Program by implementing 
Management and Leadership. 
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MAYOR WASHINGTON 
, ' 
ENDORSES 
MAYOR JOHNSON 
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Reelection effort 
a hington endorses 
By MICHAEL ULREICH 
Chicago Mayor Harold Washington 
visited Butch Rod's cafe in Harvey 
Friday and pledged his total suppOrt 
to Harvey Mayor David Johnson in 
his campaign for reelection next 
April. 
Washington several times likened 
the situation in Harvey, where a mi-
nonty faction of two is often over-
ruled by a majority faction of three, 
to Chicago where Washington until 
just recently ruled over a minority 
i;"ction in a situation in which he was 
virtually powerless. 
":-"1ayor Johnson and I have a lot 
m common: said Washington in a 
short· speech made before an audi-
ence of Johnson staff members and 
community residents. "The analogy 
between our two cities goes on and 
on. We were elected on ~he same day 
and on the same nighL] can appre-
ciate your situation. I know how to 
run a city where they stnp you of 
all your support mechanisms." 
Washington said that both newly-
elected mayors, Washington and 
Johnson, ·'walked into the same sit-
uation" when they were elected in 
1983, a situation that included "simi-
lar traditions ... blind opposition and 
just the desire to frustrate" their pro-
posed legislative programs. 
CHICAGO'S FIRST black mayor 
often had his audience in stitches and 
the bachelor turned on the charm 
several times with the ladies in the 
audienc('. 
John on 
Pick:ng6ut a local female minis-
ter, Washington said when he met 
:~~r at the luncheon that she had com-
;>iimented him by saying he was a 
"strong man." He said she had "to-
tally captivated" him and had made 
him blush. 
·'And when they tell you they are 
Joing to pray for you, wow, it's Katy 
bar the door: he said. "I feel com-
pelled to say that your mayor is also 
a strong man. He·s gone through the 
crucible. Mayor Johnson, you and I 
are typical of the black experience." 
Washington said the situation the 
two find themselves in reminds him 
of the story of the black man who 
was forced to eat in the rear kitchen 
instead of the front parlor and vowed 
"to eat and eat until I. get strong 
enough to ea t in the front." 
"KEEP UP the fight." he told John-
son. "You've got a lot of friends, not 
only in Harvey but in Chicago. A lot 
of peopie in Harvey were responsible 
for my election in Chicago. If fact 
I'm surprised your mayor didn't try 
to annex Chicago into .Harvey." 
The situation in Chicago, where 
Washington had much of his impor-
tant legislative proposals frustrated 
by a hostile majority faction, "has 
not held up massive amounts of legis-
lation," said Washington, but it had 
interfered with Washing:on's ability 
"to control the mechanisms' of such 
agencies as the Chicago park district 
board and the the Chicago Transit 
authority when the Chicago city 
council refused to confirm Washing-
ton appointmen.ts to those boards. 
Once he had gained the council ma-
jority after special elections were 
called earlier in the year. Washington 
said he was "able to cut down the 
outside naysayers who were nipping 
at our heels like over-sized chihua-
huas." 
"SO AU,. I'm saying is this, I re-
pledge myself and join hands with 
your mayor because of our mutual 
concern for our (wo cities, ~ . said 
·Na~hington. "If I hurt, he hurts ... J£" 
Ilis head hurts. my back hurts. For 
I conSider our two stars to be inex-
tricably bound together and I pledge 
my hel!) to your re-election cam-
~)digl' J know I'm going to win. But 
il ""i!] be a hollow victory for me 
U[l!(;S~ r know David Johnson is back 
again z.~ the mayor of the great city 
of Harvey." . 
.'J want tv thank Mayor Washing-
ton for the outstanding example he's 
provided not only for me but for 
rna~j' young rr..en and 'Nomen l '" S2!'~ 
Johnson. ·'He has inspired me through 
all our t:-ials and tribulations in the 
city of Harvey. Together there is no 
force on earth lhat can stop our peo-
pie from moving il.irward." 
Johnson·s oniy announced oppo-
lIent in next April"s mayoral e!ection, 
Harvev C0mmissioner Damon Rock-
ett, decliI'ed comment on the an-
nouncement (,f \\'J,hington's support 
for Johnson in the cuming election. 
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Citizens Committee for a New Harvey 
Members & Supporters 
Campaign Headquarters - Grand Opening 
164 East 154th Street 
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CHAMPAIGN RECEPTION IN HONOR OF 
THE HONORABLE DAVID N. JOHNSON 
AT SHIP CAPTAINS CREW 
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VICTORY CELEBRATION 
April 7th, 1987 
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VICTORY CELEBR,ATION 
April 7th 
Butch Rod's Cafe 
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MAYOR DAVID N. JOHNSON 
SUMMER 
OF THE ARTS 
-1986 
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As part of Mayor Johnson's economic development strategy, in 1983lfarvey was visited by a delegation of 
Mayors from the People's Republic of China, led by their long-time friend, Anita Bozwell, Mayor of 
Mayorsville, Mississippi, who has visited China for over ten years. 
This was their first visit to America and Mayor J:ohnson's work with the National Conference of Black 
Mayors allowed Harvey to be one of the few city's looked at for international trade opportunities. They 
visited of our some who were g with China. 
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ABOVE: Mayor David Johnson's Address 
BELOW: Attening Inaugural Celebration, from left; Dorothy and Leo Love, 
Congressman Gus Savage, The Honorable David N. Johnson and his wife, Willa, 
Commissioner Ernestine Berry-Beck, Commission Brenda (Johnson) Thompson 
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KENNETH A. 
VAUGHN 
Co-Campaign Manager 
General Chairperson of 
Inaugural Celebration 
We would like to give a special thank you for all the cooperation and hard work that people who 
volunteered to make this campaign for A New Harvey a reality. When we ran the Mayor's 
campaign in 1983 there was a groundswell of people who wanted to see a change and volunteered 
with us to make it happen. This campaign was much more difficult and filled with hostility from 
the Mayor's opponents that was poured on anyone who publicly showed support for Mayor 
Johnson, Ernestine Berry-Beck and Leo Love. It has been refreshing and very rewarding to see so 
many people who could not be intimidated and as a result, we have A New Harvey with unity and 
direction. Harvey is moving ahead with a new vigor that has come from all of you who worked so 
hard and we can all be proud of the leadership provided by Mayor David Johnson, Commissioner 
Ernestine Berry-Beck and Commissioner Brenda Thompson. Their unity is spreading throughout 
the community. With the cooperation of Leo Love, President of S.S.L. C. and the memhers, this is 
an example of what teamwork can do. 
BONNIE R. 
RATEREE 
Co-Campaign Manager 
General Chairperson of 
Inaugural Celebration 
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PROG AM 
WELCOME .................................................. Mrs. Dorothy K. Parzes 
INTRODUCTION of MISTRESS of CEREMONIES 
MISTRESS of CEREMONIES ............................ Mrs. JoAnn Brown-Nash 
INVOCA TION ........ , .............................................. Reverend Boryk 
DINNER 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT of DIGNITARIES 
INTRODUCTION of 
THE HONORABLE DAVID N. JOHNSON 
BENEDICTION ............................................................. Minister 
ENTERT AiNMENT 
AFI-FI & FRIENDS 
VOCALIST - CLAUDIA McCLAIN 
DJ 
ROLLING THUNDER on WHEELS 
MENU 
Soup of the Day 
Lettcue Wedge, Tomato 
Baked Chicken 
Double Baked Potatoes 
Corn and Broccoli 
Strawberry Sundae 
Dinner Rolls 
Coffee 
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CITY OF HARVEY 
ERNESTINE BERRY·BECK 
COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS 
AND FINANCE 
DAMON E. ROCKETT 
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
AND SAFETY 
TO THE COMMUNITY: 
15320 BROADWAY AVENUE 
HARVEY, ILLINOIS 60426 
(312) 339·4200 
• , ', 
..,. . 
DAVID N. JOHNSON 
MAYOR 
Februa ry 15. 1984 
OTIS E. GILMORE 
COMMISSIONER OF STREETS 
ANO PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 
FRANK A. PIEKARSKI. JR . 
COMMISSIONER OF 
PUBLIC PROPERTY 
On behalf of the citizens of Harvey, I would like 
to congratulate the South Suburban Citizens Newspaper for 
publishing this commemorative edition in honor of Afro-
American History Week. The study of the hist~ry and cultu~e 
of all our residents is important, for it is through the 
onderstanding of our heritage that positive self-concepts 
emerge. This is important for youth as we all would want· 
them to be academically excellent and socially responsible.' 
On behalf of the city council, congratulations! 
) MAYOR DAVID JOHNSON 
Sincerely, 
.' I. . 
. '~'~~J [\0'-cj(r\r/--rr{(-·~{.t ---
David N, Johnson; 
Mayor ./ 
Ernestine Berry-Beck 
Commissioner of Accounts 
and Finance 
o tis E. G 11 mo re 
Commissioner of Streets' 
and Public Improvements 
Frank A. ri'ekarski. Jr. 
Commissioner of Public 
Property 
Damon E. Rockett 
~ 
Commissioner of Public 
Health and Safety 
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DAViD N. JOHNSON 
MAYOR 
OffiCE Of THE MAYOR 
'HARVEY, ILUNOIS 60426 
(312) 339·4200 
October 16, 1986 
Dear Brothers and Sisters: 
I am proud to present this publication to you. We need to come 
together as a community and with our unity work harder to solve our 
problems. In order to do this, we need to have more discussion to 
consider more options. All of us have something to contribute to 
making our city a better place to live. This publication has been 
prepared to help all of us get involved in community affairs. 
It is my hope that families, churches, and all forms of organi-
zations will use this book as the basis for discussion and action. 
We need social action in this community. Our main focus must be on 
getting more people involved-- more people need to be informed, more 
people need to register to vote, more people need to attend meetings 
(especially the city council meetings), and more people need to pre-
pare for leadership. Everyone has a role to play! 
Please call me to share your thoughts about this material. 
Thank You. 
DNJ/mam 
IN UNITY, 
r------'l ~ n < - i ~\c'-L't(~l' 
David N. Joh 
Mayor of 
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The Story of Harvey, Illinois 1852-1986: 
Race and Class in an Industrial City 
Chapter 1 
Introduction: A Tale of Two Cities 
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INTRODUCTION: A TALE OF TWO CITIES 
Harvey, Illinccis was fc,ul',ded in the 1890's as a small Blue collar tOWFf~ a 
suburb of Chicago. For mc.r~e than 50 years things seemed to go well fc.r~ the 
white people who lived and worked there. The steel inciustr'y was strong and 
the rai lroads were goil',g full blast. Hat'vey was aF, Amet~ic.:m indush'ial 
success story. 
By 1986 Harvey had changed. The towFI was over 70" Black, aF,d some of the 
major industrial firms had moved out. Themai!..lcoUF.cilsofgovet~nmel.lt 
(e.g., Harvey city council, park district board, and three boards of 
education) are all majority Black but the main economic and civic boards 
are overwhelmingly dominated by absentee whites. The old Harvey is gone 
forever. Everyone seems to agree with that conclusion. 
In the case of Harvey, and virtually everythirlg else, change is 
inevitable. It is clear that most social fOt'ms, including cities, have a 
specific historical existence - a beginning, a life course, and finally an 
end. David GordoYI has summed up the historical development of cities in 
the USA, noting that 
Urban history advances discontinuously, instead of 
continuously, periodically experiencing qualitative 
tt~ansformations of basic form a!"ld structure •••• the process of 
capital accumUlation has been the most impot'tant factot' 
structut'irlg the growth of cities; city growth has not flowed from 
hidden exogenous forces but has been shaped instead by the logic 
1 
of the underlying economic system. 
1. Gordon, in Tabb and Sawyer, p. 28 
- 1 -
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Gc.t'don goes or, the del ii'"leate the mail"l stages of Ut'oan development il"l the 
USA as the commel"'cial city~ the il"ldustrial city, arid the corpot'ate city. 
1. !h.!L£Q!!!f,f!l;:!:£!.§.LGi!Y reflected the accufllulat 101"1 of 
••• profits 
market place. 
thrc,ugh the exchange of 
Theit' pt'ofi ts depended 
2 
buy cheap arid sell deat'. 
CClrllfllOdl tles il"l the 
c.r! their capaci ty tCI 
2. !h.€LinQ':!~!!:i§.L£i!Y revol ved at'ottnd factory product ion. 
In the Urlited States, the year's between 1850 and 1870 
witnessed a transition from the stage of' commercial 
accufllulation to the stage of industrial accumulation. 
Capitalists turned more and more toward making profits 
through industrial production itself - through the direct 
manufactllt'e of the commodi ties that they exch'::l.l"Iged 01"1 the 
3 
market. 
gover'nment, arid a serv i ce economy 
Around the turn of the century - between 1898 and 1920-
the United States experienced a transition from the stage of 
industrial acculI1ulat i01"1 to advanced corporate accuMulat iol",. 
The accumUlation process, still grounded in the production 
arid realization of surplus value, was being guided by the 
decisions of many fewer, much larger ec:c'l"Iomic Urtits. Those 
economic units - the giant corporations - now had sufficient 
size to permit a qualitatively new level of rationalization 
4 
of production and distribution. 
Using this framework he labels cities founded in the industrial period 
2. Gordon, in Tabb and Sawyer, p. 29 
3. Got'don, in Tabb and Sawyer, p. 37. See also an important essay by 
Patrick O'Donnell. 
4. Gordon, in Tabb and Sawyer, p. 47 
.::. 
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as !lold" arld those afterwat'ds as "l'"leW" usually having a sc.cial form 
mani festing the I'"leeds of a cc.rporate economy. This leads him to the 
fo llowi 1'19 i ntet'pr'etat ion of the I..lt'ban cr i sis. 
It is a crisis of Old Ci ties il''' the cc.rporate stage of 
capital accumulation. Capitalism has decreed that those 
cltles have become at'chaic as sites for capitalist 
production. The process of capital accumulation is leaving 
them behind. Capital ists have foul'"fd that they carl better' 
contt'ol theil" labor fol"ces and make higher profits 
5 
elsewhere. 
Clearly, this is one adequate explanation for what happened to old 
Harvey. 
There is another explanation. People in Harvey, most white people and 
not an insignificant number of Black people, believe that the decline of 
Harvey has something to do with the radical demographic transition from 
1965 - 1975 when Harvey changed from Black to white. (see chart) 
PUT CHART OF HARVEY'S POPULATION BY RACE HERE 
We have two main and opposing possible explanations for the decline of 
old Harvey: either it is a structural feature - the deindustrialization of 
the economy or, it is the social result of a Black invasion that 
undermined community life. Chart 1 presents comparative data, Harvey 
population, 1900-1982, by race and il'"ldustrial employment. It seems that 
industrial employment peaked during the war years, but it has declined 
5. Bordon, in Tabb and Sawyer, p. 58. 
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dramatically sirice 1947. On the other harld, the Black population begarl its 
dr~amat ic increase iri the 1960' s, becCcr/ling a fI1aJor~ity by approximately 
1975. This data suggests irldustria1 decliYle pr~oceeded Black population 
iY,crease. 
This book considers both points of view, aYid firsds that the main basis 
for the decline of old Harvey was stt'l.lctural. The shift irl the economy is:. 
the objective basis. But Ylot cll'"Ily that. BI acks have beeI'I used as the 
explanation, mainly because the racism of economically insecure white 
factory workers and small business owners Ii ving in Harvey were more easi ly 
convinced of this than anything else. We fi nd that most of the ecclf"lc.mic 
elites are at fault, for they abandoned the city after decades of profits 
were extracted. Further, the political leadet~s did not fight in the 
interest of the town, but proved themselves limited to being white 
political leaders. Black people were not regarded as full citizens, and 
therefore when they moved into Harvey in search of a better life they lost 
some of their citizenship rights because the elected officials chose not to 
protect the interests of all Harvey residents. This is the main subjective 
factor that explains the decline of old Harvey. 
This has been about our first research question: 1. What brought about 
the decline of old Harvey? Ther'e is also a second question: 2. What can be 
done to build a decent and prosperous Y,ew Harvey? It is this second 
question that exposes the main importance of the fir'st question. Where 
you're going has everything in the world tCI do with where you've come from, 
and why you've come. The decline of Harvey is not Just a matter of 
historical interest, but is the basis for thinking about the future. 
- '+ -
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In order to clarify our focLls it is necessary to take the three factors 
held tCI account for the decli ne of Hat'vey and t'econceptuali ze them SCI that 
the decline of old Harvey ar.d the birth of nelo'J Harvey cay. be cClmpared. The 
issue of the economy is simple enough, let us call this THE POLITICAL 
ECONOMY OF SURVIVAL Here we are intet'ested irl how the ecoy,omy is doing, 
hC1w wealth is generated, what the mair. eCC<l"lomic forces are that shape the 
survival of the people who live in Hat'vey. 
The issue of the population we term THE CULTURE OF COMMUNITY IDENTITY. We 
choose nCtt to use race because we al"'e cOYlcerned with how each of the 
populat iCtns have been united, held together ir, cohesi ve social il"lst itutions 
with a common way of life. Race might well be the most useful way tCI 
categori ze things if we were focused or. the violence thrust upon the eat'ly 
Black settlers, especially the major wave of Blacks moving into Harvey 
beginning in the early 1960's. However, the issue here is what held the 
people of old Harvey togethet' al"ld what is holdil",g the majority of people 
together in new Harvey. Therefore, we are interested in the culture and 
related social institutions of community 
nat ional i ty. 
life, i. e. , a people's 
The issue of politics, the subjective factor, is THE SOCIAL POWER FOR 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. Specifically we are interested in leadership. Who 
is going to provide the leadership, both as individuals and as resources to 
develop a vision of the future and work on behalf of the majority to 
real ize this common visiol" •• 
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These issues class, culture! and politics - .:u~e cel'rtral te. the basic 
E, 
dynamic of all ut'bar, life il'"l the USA. We are het'e t'aising the questior! of 
the social ot'der, the basic pattern of social cohesion in a ce.mmurli ty, or 
more broadly a society. This is so important because there is an error of 
rlostalgic assumptiorlism most wt~iters fall victim to in the USA, by which 
the old society (white, economically secllt~e with social pt'ivileges, and 
spartan leadership by the captains of industry, beYlevolel'"lt robber baroYls if 
you will) serves always as a back-drop to thinking about the future. The 
old Ii fe is gOYle, al'"id can no longer be used as a model for the future. It 
never was a utopia, even if some whites are so busy hating Blacks they 
don't stop to realize that. 
With these new conceptualizations it is possible to get a clear picture 
of the Harvey experience we will be analyzing in this book. 
OLD HARVEY AND NEW HARVEY IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
POLITICAL 
ECONOMY 
DOMINANT 
CULTURE 
SOCIAL 
POWERf14. 
OLD HARVEY NEW HARVEY 
Industrialization 
(Steel and Railroads) 
European Immigrant 
Stock 
White Power 
(economic and civic 
e1 i tes) 
Crisis 
(deindustrialization and 
the ul'"lderclass) 
Afro-Americans and 
Latinos 
Black Power 
(community organization) 
This table is t~eal1y about the strengths of old Harvey and the coy,ditioYI 
6. Again, we have to restate this because it is so fundamental, we are not 
excluding race [i.e., racism] but in this context we are assuming it is 
linked with culture. 
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!:<f new Hat'vey's birth c.Teated by the decline of old Hat'vey. Each t:<f these 
aspects t-lill be described ay,d explaiY,ed so that the full iYlterrelatio)'"lships 
car! be I.mder'stood. Only i)'"1 th is way wi 11 the dynamic aspects of Hat'vey's 
history be c}eat'ly under'stood. The situatict)'"1 is very dyr!amic, and has beer, 
sil'"!ce the 1960' s. 
It is withi)'"l this dyrlamic that we are writing this book. Both of the 
authCtrs are activist ir,tellectuals. This is not a casual statement in that 
both of us are iF,tellectuals with adva)'",ced degrees and careers of college 
teaching, research and publishing. Further, both of us have been in the 
main curt'er,ts of the ci vi 1 r'i ghts mOVel'lleF,ts and Black Ii berat ior, movements 
sir,ce the 1960' s. 
Our main method fetr this book has been what Kenr,eth Clark called 
"irwCtlved obser'vation." Il'"! his study of Harlem, written on the basis of 
his experiences as chief administt'ator of a maJctr poverty program iYI Harlem 
in the 1960's, entitled Q~r~ __ §bg~~Q he used the data that he collected and 
\ 
that he experienced. WE NEED A QUOTE HERE FROM CLARK This is to be 
contrasted with the most established and "seemingly" objective methc.d of 
p.;wticipant observatictFI. Ours is not a case of being "social science 
peepirl!;! toms" or "intruders" but irlvolved members of the community and its 
social movement trying to understand the community in or'der to make it 
better. 
This book is beiYI!;! writter, with this thought in mirld. Its intended 
t'eaders are the ci ti zens of Harvey, Black and white. The Black commurJity 
has to be COYlsciCtuS of the fot'ces at wCtrl< on it, because B1 ack leaders must 
- 7 -
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give leadef~ship to a nel<'J future. Black people are Y"I!?W at beirlg a majority 
ir! Harvey, arid these at~e I"lew times for evet~ybody. Thet'e at'e l'"!Ct set 
ar,swers. White people have to prepc:li"'e to be p':H·tnet~s in a new coal itioFI 1rl 
which they at'e a mi Flori ty. Black pet~ple wi 11 offet~ the hand of friendship 
arid nett racism, as has always beerl tr'ue il"l Black history. Black people 
ha ve beerl t he vi ct i filS of rac i Sl'!"! a nd not t he pet~pet ua t OI"'S of it. It is a 
call fOr' all wor-kil'"lg people in Harvey to t'ise up, orgal"lize arid forge a I"lew 
role in the society, in the economy, and il'l pol i tics. Hopefully people 
wi 11 read this book cmd voice their viewpoints, in commurli ty fot~ums, 
let tet's to the edi tor, and di t'ect cc.mml.micat ions tc. the authors. The best 
thing WCtuld be if this book st imulated other articles, pamphlets, arid bc.oks 
to be written. The answers we need requires the collective wisdom of the 
The logic of OUt' methodolCtgy is based 01'"1 the cOYltradictiol'"1 of freedom and 
necessity. We wal'lt a new futut'e, but we cant Just have anything we might 
dream upz Our imagination is abstract, arid often filled with illusions. 
We at'e riot ft'ee to do anythi ng that we imagine. People whCt bel ieve that 
are considered mentally il'"Jsane. The important thing is first to understarld 
the necessity of the material conditicms that we face. What is going 01'1, 
what ar-e the facts. Or!ce one "~mows" the facts, therl orle is aware of the 
pc,ssible opt icms faci ng iii persorl or a cCtromuni ty. Dr,ly wheYI one knows what 
the options are can the best choice be made. Sometimes there is only one 
choice, bl.lt mot'e often than not there at~e many choices. Ft'eedom is not an 
abstraction in social and political action, but mainly a choice or choices 
made in the context Qf concrete options. One can never be free if one is 
- 8 -
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Nor can you be ft~ee if lazy al'"ld passive. Ft'eedom always 
t~equit'es kl"lowledge, al'"ld action. 
Finally, this is wf·ittel'"l as a work il'"l the academic discipline cd 
Aft'o-Americal'"l Studies. This is a field of study that springs forth frofl1 
Black il'"!"l;ellectual history, a committed scholat'ship cat'ried out by activist 
intellectual s. I-Je demand of ourselves the same rigor as all scholar'sh iI', 
and the same practical test as all political Pt'osct'iption. 
There are two main parts to this book, analysis and proscription. The 
first part COYlsists of chapter 2 which prese!'"lts the t'ise al'",d decIi!'",e of ccld 
Hat'vey, chapter 3 which sums up two case studies of the critical period of 
tt'aYlsformatioY" a!'",d chaptet' 4 which presents the origir., and rise of new 
Harvey. Then part two is our vision of what Harvey might be in the 21st 
century in chapter 5, and chapter 6 j::n·'esel',ts the views of a br'oad r'ange of 
comml.mi ty leaders. This is the prccduct of two people~ and mal',y, many 
othet's. 
To repeat, there are two main questions that we will be dealing with in 
this boccI-<: 
1. What brought about the decline of old Harvey? 
2. What can be done to bui Id a decent and prosperccljs 
new Harvey? 
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DRAFT OF CHAPTER TWO: OLD HARVEY 
The history .;::,f Hat'vey begins with people uYlited by common ideals, sh.:u-'ing 
a dream of progt~essive community development. This spirit was l'"!IJrtut~ed by 
the 19th cerltury iYldustt'ial stlcess of Chicago cmd sired by a group of 
visioYlary leadet~s. This chapter will discuss the histc.ry elf Harvey, 
pat'ticularly its main stages: its origiYI in the 1890' s, its hal f cey,tury of 
success, and its recent period of crisis and decay. The main issue is tel 
explain why old Harvey didn't continue to prosper. This is but one aspect 
of the overall story of the USA, fot' once the country was on top, but YIOW 
it too is faced with a crisis of decline and urban decay_ The Harvey story 
Might well be a microcosm of the USA, and a sollition to its problems might 
well be a pt~ism through which we can begin to see sc.lutions tel even gt'eater 
problems. 
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1. CHICAGO AND THE ORIGIN OF HARVEY 
The area Indians called "Checagou" was full of potential because it had 
i 
tht'ee key assets: {1) it ccmt ai Fled Lake Michigan and several rivers 
(especially the Chicago, Illil'Kds, Calumet~ al'"!d Des Plaines t'ivers); (2) it 
after the final defeat of the indigenous Indian 
populat ion. The Il'"itiians~ especially the Potowatomi tribalfnatie.n, had 
fc.ught back val iant ly agai 1'"1st the Em-·opean sett ler's, who after all were 
invading their territory. They won a histot'ic but tempCtt'ar'Y victm·'y by 
desti-'c.yil'"lg the first Fot't Dearbor'n. However', the fm't was reoui It i,md the 
ci ty gr'ew to become a maJor' Cel'"ltet' of commet'ce and inciustt'y fot' the new 
Europearl der'ived society. By the last half eff the 19th cerltUt'Y, Chicago 
had become a great city. 
Over' the next 40 years, Chicago became t he cent er of 1"'a il t'oad 
a FlO led the natiell'"l in the pr'Ctcessing arid dish'ibutioFI of 
1. The main references on the eat'ly history of Chicago is the three volume 
work by Bessie Louisie Pierce~ 8 __ t!1.2tQr:Y __ Qf __ gbi£§gQ, New York, Kc.npf, 
Vo Iml1e 1. Ib~L!i~gining_Qf_§_gltY1.._1§Z~=1§1:§, 1937, Vo 1 lime 2. Er:Q!!LIQ~rLiQ 
~iiY_l~E±§=l§Zl, 1 '340! Vee 1 lime 3. In~ __ Bi2~_Qf_~_t1Qg~r:n_~iiY_l§Zl=1§~~, 1957; 
general r'eferences are Harold M Mayer arid Richard C. Wade, gni£§gQ_L§r:Q~tt! 
Qf __ § __ t1gt~QQQl1.2 1969, and Irving Cutler~ ~bl£~gQI __ t1~ir:QQQ!i2 __ Qf __ !hg 
Mlg=gQntingn! 3rd editic'n~ 1982. Other r'eferences ca!'l be found iFl Frank 
Jewell, BnnQt§tgg_~!QliQgr:~QbY_Qf_ghl£§gQ_t!i2tQr:Y, 1979. 
2. See James A CliftoFI, The Prairie People: CC'!'ltimlity and Change in 
Potawatomi Indian Culture 1665 - 1'365¥ 1977 
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food (especially meats and grains), lumber, and many aspects of 
manufacturing (especially farm equiptment, appliances, and electrical 
equi ptment). The best image of th is dynamism is in the famous poem by Carl 
Sandburg. He ct~eates a bold wClrking cl ass image to pC<t'tt~ay young Ch icago: 
La!,.(ghi ng the stc1rmy, husky, bt~awli ng laughter of Youth, hal f 
r,aked, sweatirlg, pt~oud to be Hog Butcher, Tool Maket~, Stacker of 
3 
Wheat, Player with Rai lroads and Freight Handler tCI the Nation. 
Or.e of the early most important rail conr,ectior,s was the the Illinois 
Central Railroad (n.,w the Illinois Cerltt'al-Gulf). In 1850 at no cost the 
federal government gave nearly 3 mi'llion acres tCI build the I11 irlois 
4 
Central Railroad making it the first federal land' gt'ant railt~oad. It 
began set'vice ir, 1852, arid thet~eby became one of the major trarispot'tatrion 
links bet weer, Chicagel and its surroundi ng counh'yside. Alclng each rai lrc.ad 
line small towr,s were four,ded, ':ll'"Id rural settlemer,ts were urbanized. This 
st irllulated suburbarl development sirlce by 19 there were ______ railway 
companies with train movir,g in and out of Chicago on a daily 
basis. Harvey was one such town (see Besie). 
The land (Harveys future home) char,ged hands several times from the 
1850' s to 1890. The Illinois Central sold some of its holding to C.P. 
3. This poem was published in Chicago Poems, 1916 by Carl Sandburg and 
reprinted in Black Metropolis 1945 by St Claire Drake and Horace Cayton 
4. See Harold Underwood Faulkner, Amer'ican Ecorlomic Histot'y, 1924, p. 333. 
These land grants were part of the t'easons that railroad capital dominated 
ir,dustrial capital from the Ci viI War ti 1 World War I. See John Keller, 
Power in America, 1983, p. 170. He reports the following data: reprint the 
table for years 1850 to 1910. 
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Hc<lder, of Kent ucky in 1865, who il'l tm'l'! sc,ld it to a 1,;11"'01.10 c,f eh icage, 
investors iF! 1871. They tt'ied to build a tC<t'WI they called South Lawn, but 
W!?t'!? 0)'"11y successful in getti Fig cine sett let' tCI move il'"d;Q the at'!?a. !lie.ne of 
these investC<l"'s moved into the ar'ea. A boost seemed to have CClme in 1880 
machinel"Y) and a hotel neat'the Railroad statim'"!. However', few people 
cam!? A. g. Spauldi ng (marll.lfactlwet' of spc,rts equi ptment and ll.lmbl'w! bought 
500 acres in 1888 al'ld ty-ied to stal"·-t a commul'"dty named after himself, with 
little ~-I.lccess. The railroad made a town PQssible~ al'"ld a few setlet's made 
it seem pl"'obable, but something else was needed. 
The foundil'lg of Harvey was a dit'ect r'esult of investmel'"lt al'"ld vision by 
key Chicago business and religiolls leader'S in the context of an 
when hit by a fi r'e that gCIUq:Jed out its cel'ltel"' it·, 1871. But it bOllrlced 
right back~ and t'ebl..lilt itself. The Tribune espt'essed this irl a front page 
editorial on the very day after' the fire by improvisil'"lg with a make-shift 
CHEER UP~ II'"I the midst of a calamity without pat~allel il'"l the 
world's histe<t'y, lc<oldng UPOFI the ashes of thh'ty years:. 
accumulatiol'"ls, the peoples of this once beauti ful city have 
5 
t'esolved that CHICAGO WILL RISE AGAIN! 
The Chicago leadership was sm'e of itself. 
5. The fi re was a horrible blow the ci ty lost 
coverirlg 4 square miles iF/eluding most elf the 
covered ft~om 1200 south to 2400 l'"lot'th, from Lake 
800 west. Nearly 100,000 people lost their homes, 
their Ii ves. 
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The Wc.dds Exp.::<si tim"! was set by arl act of Ce.ngress (1890). Chicago was 
chosen as the site over the major eastenl ci ties, although they had to 
raise ovet~ $10 millio!"1 tCI get the bid. Overall the constt~uctiorl costs were 
$16 mi 11 ion, arid took a year more than planned. The exposi t ior! was quite a 
success, with atter,dance ovet~ 21 million dut~ing the summer of 1893. 
Howevet~, the glowing success of the new boastful face of Chicago, with its 
ties tCI agt~icu1tlll"'e and industry, was in sharp ccmtrast tc. its other face, 
the poverty ar,d suffet~irlg of common workiFlg people. Two University of 
Chicago sche.lars put it th is way: 
IFlside the Exposition grounds all was gl itter, gaiety, and the 
celebration of progress; outside sullen men shuffled the streets, 
6 
slept in parks, and bitterl¥ faced a bleak future. 
It is important to t~emembei"~ that this was a general era of great labor 
struggles, including the Haymarket Riot of 1886 for the B hour day. 
Further, irl those decades trade union radicalism was at an all time high: 
the Knights of Labor reached their height in 1886 with nearly 800,000 
members, while the International Workers of the Wc<r1d (the Wobblies) were 
founded in Chicago in 1905. 
The key moment sounding the alarm for class struggle was in 1877, the 
first nation wide sh'ike in US history. The leading capitalists of the USA 
were not prepat~ed as that same year they thought they had solved their two 
main problems, the Blacks and the workers. TOM Scott, president of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad, the nations largest, engineered the historic 
6. See Mayer and Wade, p. 193. 
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cc.mpromise betweel'! the t-,ot~th and the south to get Presider,t Hayes elected 
by the electoral college and thereby brought ar, er,d to the r~adical 
recc.r,struct i or, state governmerlts il'l the south. Secondly, after a great 
struggle by coal miners in Pennsylvania, a total of 19 were unJstly hanged 
(the last twc. even II'Jhile a gover'not's reprieve was on its way!) 
leading capitalist Jourl'lal cc.uld proclaim "labor is ul',der cor,trc.l! II The 
7 
very next morlth the rai It'oad workers began the first nat ion wide stri ke. 
In this climate there was a considerable discussion of the social 
pt'oblems fOUl'ld in cities, and whether the 19th century city was suited for' 
industrial expansion and labor peace. This led to proposals for new 
planned industrial suburbs for the 20th cerlt\.!ry by which capital would 
avoid past mistakes, take full advantage of new technologies, and maximize 
profits. All of this co\.{ld be done, it was thought, while maintaining 
peaceful relations between capital and labor. The most publicized example 
of this in the Chicago area was the city of Pullman. However, this 
expet'imer,t was merely Jla callous exet"cise in exploitation" that resulted in 
a spectaculor fai lure. 
George Pullman (1831 - 1892) was an enterprising capitalist who made a 
fortune by inver,ting, manufacturing, and operating the Pullman car for 
8. Fe.r most of this information on Pullman was indebted to Stanley Buder, 
eYllm2nl_8n __ ~~Qgrimgni __ !n __ !ng~§iri2!_QrQgr_2nQ_~Qmmynii~_e12nning_l~~~_= 
12~~. Also see Ing __ e!:!!lm2n __ §iri~g (18'34), by Rev. William Cal"wardine 
(enlarged edition edited by Virgil Vogel) Charles H. Kerr publisher, 
Chicago, 1'373. 
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B 
sleeping on beds while traveling overnight on trains. He was one of the 
wealthiest il'",dustrialists in Chicago and plal'"med to use his ccmstruction of 
a r!ew plarlt as the opportuni ty tCI bl.li 1d a totally planr,ed ir,dllstrial model 
community in which he would avoid all of the problems of places like 
Chicago. Pullmiim was going to t~url his town as a gc.od businessman: 
PlIllmal'"1 deliberately spoke of his tc.wrl as a "stt~ickly busil'"less 
proposition. II He risked his compar,y's mor,ey only because he 
believed it was a safe investment and would bring a profit, as 
well as less tangible gains. The towr, was expected to attract 
and retain a superiot~ type of workil'",gman, who would in turn be 
"elevated Clt1d refined" by the physical setttil'",g. This would mean 
ccmtented employees and a conseqllel'",t reductiol'", in absenteeism, 
dririldng, and shirking or, the Job. Flirthermot'e; such wod<ers 
were expected to be Is susceptible to the exhortations of 
"agitators" than the demoralized laborers of the city slums. His 
town would pt~otect his company from labor unrest and strikes. 
Pullman went out of his way to make these practical 
9 
cons i det~at ions clear tel alI. 
Pullman founded a form of municipal monopoly capitalism. He owned the 
plant, all of the Jobs, all of the housing, the stores, and he even owned 
the church building which he tt~ied to rent at a profit. He charged for the 
use of the I ibt"ary, and outlawed liquor for all except company management 
il'", hi s fancy hotel. One worker put it this way: 
We were bot'r, in a Pullman house, 
taught in a Pull man school, catechi zed 
when we die we shall be buried in the 
10 
a Pullman hell! 
fed from a Pullman shelp, 
in the Pullman church, and 
Pullman cemetary and go tc. 
And, at first, people came, expeciaUy young wc.t'kers. 1rl three years the 
9. SEE BRUDER, P. 44. 
10. Cut ler, p. 164 
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t.::.wn had over B,000 resider,ts. The tC'Wl'"i was protected by the success of" 
Pullrnal'"ls compal'"lY, as well as the overall boom cOl'"lditions of Chicago. This 
is especially tt~ue il'"l l"~elat ions to the inct~ease il'"l business from the Worlds 
Exposi tion. But the country fell into a depressiol'", while this was goil'"'!;! 0)'"1, 
and most working people were catching hell. <Need a paragraph of facts on 
this - cOfilparat ive wc.uld be good.} Pullman was hit hard, so as soon as the 
local bc.om slc.wed, frora a high of over 5000 workers at the start of 1B93, 
employmel'"lt fell off il'"l Pull mar, to Just ovet~ 1,000. In a year Pullman cut 
wages from $51 a month in 1983 to $36.5 in 1894 (loss of 281.), while 
maintaini)'"lg the same re),",ts arid pt~ices in his compal'"ly stOt~es. 
Not only were the economic conditions bad, but the social control on and 
off the Job was whimsical and the height of authot~itarian rule. The 
Pullman piece work system used to allow a hard worker to barely make a 
living wage, but under bad times it got wc.rse. Supervisot's became more 
powerf'.ll iI'", assigning Jobs and rates, thus allowing favol"'itism to take 
over. FlIl"thermc.re, there was no governmel'"lt to allow al'"IY degree clf 
democracy in community affairs. Pullmal'"l didn't see the )'"Ieed for it. He 
appointed a "town agent" who marlaged the city simply as an employee 
cal"ryi ng out the ordet~s. 
The workers went on strike in May 1894. This was a struggle of 
international significance as the town had been so widely publicized as a 
vidication of big business intel"ests, as proof that the capitalist cared 
fol" the worker. Fascism, whethel" friendly or vicious, is the enemy of 
mar/kind. 
- 17 -
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In fact~ after the strike was lost, a CfjUrt suit finally ended wi th the 
Illinois State Supreme CCllIt~t in 1898 declarir,!;! that the compcmy had tCI sell 
the town because the Pullman system was "opposed to good puiblic policy and 
11 
incompatible with the theories ar.d spit'it of our constitution." 
Even the mClst gey,erous conclusior,s refute the notior, that capital ist 
enterpt"ise is capable of r'.mning society and protecting the interests of 
working people. 
(Jane Adams) contended that in spite of the best 
intentions, industrialists could not impose standards on the 
working class. The improvement of the workers had to come from 
within the working class itself. Richard T. Ely, a prog.,"essive 
political economist, had come to the same conclusion after a 
visit to Pullman in 1884, a full ten years before the Pullman 
strike: " ••• the idea of Pullman is un-AmericaY' •••• It is 
benevolent, well-wishing feudalism, which desires the happiness 
of the people, but in such a way as shall please the 
12 
authori ties. (WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE BEl NG QUOTED?} 
SCI while the Pullman experiement was goiY'9 or., Harvey was iylitiated as a 
project wi th remarl<ab Ie simi 1 ari ties and d i ffet'ences. The key spearhead 
fOt' the Harvey project was ThurlingtoY, Harvey (1834 - ). Born in New York, 
trained in a seminary, and apprenticed as a cat'penter, he came to Chicagcl 
and with the city grew big. By the Civil War Chicago had become the lumber 
center of the USA, and Harvey became the biggest capitalist in the 
business. He started railroad "lumbering", by which was meant the vertical 
iy,tegration of one company owning natural timberland, the railroad to 
11. Cut ler, p. 164 
12. Thurlow, p. 55 
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tt~arlsports the cut tt~ees, and the mi 11 to turn the trees into lumber. 
T. Harvey was not orlly a 
--; 
vet~y successful bussil"lessman, but he was acti ve 
in many social activities as well. He was president of the Chicago YMCA 
.3 
(1871-1873, 1876 - 1878), Vice president of the Chicago Evarlgel ical ...\--- V' 
Society (to becclme the Moody Bible Insti tute???), and the Northwestern 
Urlivet~si ty Board of Tt'ustees. He was also a member of the two most 
important nIl i 1"19 class social clubs, the Chicago CIltb, and the Union 
13 
League. 
He was part of the massive t'ebllilding effort after the Gt"'eat Chicago Fire 
in 1871, both as a civic leader and as a seller of lumber. He shared much 
of the religious sentiment of the time, and, like Pullman, he saw the 
opportuni ty to il'west in real estate, and cash in on the boom times. He 
had ideas to set up his own community as well, and make a profit at social 
engineering. But he diffet"'ed with Pullman in that he made an effot"'t tCI 
have a gt'eater partnership with other capitalists, to incorporate and set 
up a local govel""'nmerlt, and allow the workers at least the right to own 
their own homes, open small businesses, arid build their own churches. 
Harvey bought up the land of South Lawn and that held by Spaulding, and 
ther, set up a new corporat ion to develope a new irldustrial confurJi ty. There 
were· twel ve member's of the board of the Harvey Land Corporat ion, and 7 of 
them had si gn if i car,t bank i n9 cClrlnect ions. Between the 12 boat"'d members, 
13. For a current discussiom nof these clubs see Michael Kilian, Connie 
Fletcher, F Richard Ciccone, ~nQ_EMn§_~ni£2gQ1, New York St Martins Press, 
1979 
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they had an avet'age of 3.5 irltedocking board membership out of 7 
14 
bussinesses. The Harvey Land associ at ion maintairled a headquartet's orl 
LaSalle Sb'eet in Chicagos finarlcial district. NOl'"le of the boat'd members 
moved to Harvey, nor persol'",ally Jcdl'"led the lc.cal commurlity. Agair" as with 
Pu11 marl f it was strict ly business! 
PUT RAHM CHART ON PAGE 16 HERE 
But there was a different approach than Pullman. [fhe Harvey Land 
Associ at ion posi tioned i tsel f as a coordinat ing service to at'range al', 
utopian social cC!ntract between capital and labor. They had a deal for 
capital - to provide loyal hard working labor, and a deal fC!r workers - to 
provide Job security. Harvey was tc! be a temperance cC!mml.tnty, Ii ke other 
new suburbs of ChiacgC!, with an apprC!priate clause inserted in each 
property deed that wC!uld prC!hibit all illegal and immoral ~cts such as 
15 
drinking and prC!stitution. On the other hand the Harvey Land AssocioatiC!n 
would sign a covenant wi th every cC!mpany that bought land committing thefll 
to give first preference to hiring workers who lived in Harvey. It was 
believed that as long as both sides kept up their bargain that there would 
14. It is interesting that while the Harvey Land Association was some what 
different than the Pullman Land Assoicat ion, David Lymarl was C!n both boat'ds 
(see appendix for board). 
15. see Appendix for a copy of this clause 
16. See Appendix. 
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if, 
be peace and hat'mC<FIY. 
The results were fantastic, as indicated by a 1892 Harvey Land 
Assoc i at i OF! prc.mc.t i orla 1 book: 
Two years ago no such town could be found on any map, or iF! any 
post office •••• Today Harvey is a town with -- 5000 inhabitants, 
teFI great manufactories iFI actual opet'at ion, ••• seventy-three 
miles of streets, a complete seweer system with drains fourteen 
feet under grouFid, 850 buildings ••• 5 railroads, seventy passenger \ 
trains daily, two systems of electric lighting, and complete ~ 
waterwc.rks •••• 
The depression of the 1890's slowed down the growth as the 1900 census 
reports a total pc<lulation of 5, 395, but Harvey was nevertheless known 
tht'oughout the country as "Magic Ci ty" as it so quickly sprang up in the 
17 
boom years preceeding the Worlds exposition. 
By 1900 there were 19 industrial plants in Harvey, most of them reqUirin:--} 
18 
ski lled labGr. 
Two companies manufactured farm equipment, two forged iron 
stoves, and two were directly involved in producing railroad 
equipment. Although locomotives were not assembled in the local 
industries, the boiler works supplied the [steam] engine housings 
for farm equiptment. While employment opportunities in Harvey 
were not limited to a single place of work, as indicated by the 
sheer number of, factories irl the community, neither was this 
employment diversified to any great degree. 
17. Taken from a 1892 Harvey Land Association promotional booklet entitled 
In~_IQ~n_Qf_tl~rY~~_lllinQi§ located at the Harvey Public Library. 
18. See appendix for list of industrial plants located in Harvey, IL 
1890-1900. 
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Despite the claims of the Lal!"ld Associatictl'l, the economy of the 
riew towr; had become deperlderlt on a common source of employmerlt 
everl if it was not a cme-cIJmpany town. The community would be 
hard hit by fluctuations of employment irl the marlufacturirlg 
19 
In the political arena the early leadership seems to be almost all tie:--; 
intel Turlirlgton Harvey, at least irldirectly. Rahm repl::<rts that 
Peter Larllb, harvey's fit'st vi 11 age president, was an agent of 
the Land Assocaition. His successor, Thomas MacFarlane, who had 
beerl secr'etary of the Steel Car Company, was irlVolved with the 
Land Assclcait ion, and was associated with T. Harvey in the 
Aberdeerl-Angus Br'eeder's Association. Jonathan Mattews, the 
City's fit'st mayor and himself a member of the economic elite, 
had been the manager of T Harvey's Steel Car Boiler and Repair 
Works. 
Furthermore, Harvey was the main investor in the Harvey Bank. The Bank 
preident ran the High school and another director was preident of the grade 
school. Harvey was di rectly involved in nothirlg, but indi rectly he was 
connected to everything! 
The origin of Harvey car, be exlained on two levels, why it was possible 
for it to develop arid why it .actually did develop. Harvey could develop 
where it did because the regi~n was centrally located, abundant with 
resources, a transportation hub, and the nearby booming city of Chicago was 
a social magnet drawing people and resources fram allover the world. 
Harvey did develop as a result of the people who designed the plan and 
actually carried it out. There were several tries before Turlington Harvey 
came along, but within the times he organized a group of investors and made 
the proJect work. 
19. Hutchinson, p. 42 
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Of!e can't help compal"'i1'"lg the issues of 10fZI years ago with those that 
ex is-t today. The!"'e is the relatic<l'"Iship of t--eligion to politics. Thet'e is 
the t'elationship betweerl economic invesment arid comm!.mity developmerlt. And 
the!"'e is the t'elatic<l'"Iship between the maJot' Chicago and 
industr'ial ists and the suburban region. These issues arId other'S continue 
to be impm'tant tht'oughout the hi story of Hat'vey. 
2. THE RISE OF OLD HARVEY -I <.;.i 11 - ." 
In its eat'ly days Hat'vey was tmmv as the "Magic City" because it !WeW so 
t'apidly~ a1'"ld was forged as a more developed urbari cerlter' in a shorte!"' time 
than all other' suburbs south of Chicago of the time. This special status 
was not lost as it matured, and Harvey C01'"ltiJ'Hled as a leading community for 
over' 50 yeat's. It was a good place to live, a cOl'llfllUnity that served its 
c.wrl ci ti zer!s well, and also provided services a1'"!d Jobs to people throughout 
the el'dtre southern subur'bs. This was acomplished or! the basis of three 
mai1'"1 feabwes of commurdty life: enlighterled leadership invc,lvement, 
ecorlomic developme1'"lt (J;wowth and stability), cmd community solidat'ity. 
These features wet'e mairlly produced by a nearly all whi te pc'pulat ion~ but 
ther~e were also Black pec<ple who wet'e part clf c<ld Harvey. Blacks 
contributed their fair shat'e to the H.:\t'vey community. In fact, while the 
WOt~kil'"ig class suffered thet~e, t'elatively speaking life in Harvey was good; 
a1'"ld~ in this t'egat'd, for the Blacks the sacri fice was greatet~, but in 
relative terms so were the benefits. 
- 23 -
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Har~vey was ct'eated and guided by the Harvey La1'",d Association under the 
leadership of Thurli1'",gto1'"' Hat'vey, but sCIon was taKen ovet' by its OWY'I ruliY'lg 
20 
class. This was the period i1'", which the Y'lature of capitalism iI", the USA 
and the world changed, aY',d most industries were dorniY'lated by a few 
corporatio1'"'s, who in turn were linKed to ba1'"li<s usually through i1'",terlockiY'lg 
21 
boards. The structure of the ecoY'lomy in Hat'vey was corlsisteY'lt with this 
pattern, whi Ie at the same time based on the strength of local cOMmIJ1'"1i ty 
Ii fe and traditio1'"lal family values. 
Rahm points out in her study that the central role of the Harvey Land 
Association (1890-1900) was taken over by the Bani< of Harvey, mainly 
because of interlocking board memberships. 
20. The pattern of ruling class organization has been empirically studied 
in a 1980 PhD University of Chicago dissertation in sociology by Cat'ol 
Rahn. She organizes her study of Harvey elites in 4 historical stages, 1890 
1900, 1900 - 1940, 1940 - 1960, and 1960 - 19768. In each stage she 
discus~es the structure of leadersh~p and the pattern of policy formation 
for the city as a whole. She makes the case that the high point of 
leadership development, in terms of economic elites being involved in 
community life and united with political and social/civic elites, was 
reached in 1960. After 1960, a pattern of functional specialization took 
place whereby the elites were relatively isolated from each other and there 
was less and less social responsibility or "noblesse oblige. II 
21. Douglas F. Dowed puts it this way: "By the late 1890's, mergers or 
comb i nat ions ( i n wh i ch ma ny firms were comb i ned under one oWl'"lersh i p al'"ld 
identity] became the rule; the yearts between 1897 and 1905 witnessed their 
first spectacular rush. During these yeat's, over 5300 industrial firms 
came under the control, fil'"lally, of 318 corporat ions, the Most advanced and 
powerful firms in the economy. pp 64-65 in Dowd, In~ __ I~!§t~g __ Q~~~m~ 
GsQ!ts!i§~_ggyg!QQ~n~_In_Ih~_~n!t~g __ ~~st~§ __ ~!n£~ __ lZZ§. Further Keller 
indicates that sirlce 1910 commercial bank assets have exceeded capital in 
manufacturing. What this means is that since the turn of the century 
industry and banking institutions have been closely linked. In general, 
this is a distinctive stage of development in the capitalist system, one 
that dominates til today. 
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The hub of these lil'lkages became the locally clwned Bank of 
Harvey t~ather thal'! the absentee Land Associ at ion. klh i 1 e I'IOI'.e of 
the board's of Harvey's industries wet'e intet'locked, four 
industrialists, il'lcluding prominent officials of three clf the 
largest factories, were directors of the Bank of Harvey. The two 
presidents and di rectors of the bank to whom these il'.dustrialists 
wel"'e linked were not only prominent financiers, they were alsc. 
22 
the outstanding civic leaders of this period. 
SEE THE APPENDIX FOR A CHART OF THESE RELATIONSHIPS 
This boat'd was a cominatioTI of metrclpolitan elites and local elites 
sharing the leadership of Harvey. This can be demonstrated by comparing two 
board members, F. Ingalls and G. Stevenson. 
Ingalls founded the Buda Corporation in 1881 (manufacturing railroad 
supplies) in a small town north of Peoria Illinois. He and his partner 
moved the firm to Harvey in 1890, and sold out in 1906 intending to 
23 
retire. ITlstead, they started another company. This plant became the 
largest crankshaft manufacturer in the United States, after merging with 
Wyman-Gordon in 1919. Ingalls stayed on til he retired in 1932. During 
this time he was the most outstanding cosmopolitan member of the Harvey 
economic elite. He Ii ved in Chicago, and oTlly belonged to social and civic 
groups outside of Harvey. He differed with the earlier elites in'that he 
was connected to the wealthier suburbs near Harvey. Ingalls belonged to the 
22. Rahm, p. 21. 
23. The Buda Company began to manufacture engines in 1910 and became known 
for its innovations in diesel engines, industrial trucks, and hydraulic 
Jacks. The company was sold to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Comppany in 
1953. See Kerr, pp 101-103. 
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elite Chicago clubs {the Chicago Club, Union League, and the Chicagc. 
Atletic Club}, but also the South Shore Country Club and the Flossmore 
Countt'y Club. His !;weatest ccmtribution to the Hat'vey community was the 
building of a hc.spital in memory of his wife. Since Ingalls Hospital 
opened irl 1923 it has been the mc.st important pri vate service agency in the 
city, arid has consistently been a gathering place for elites from 
24 
throughout the mett~opo1itim area. 
Now sitting in the same meeting of the Bank of Harvey board with Ingalls 
would be Geot'ge Steverlson, a Hat'vey local. Rahm says th is about him: 
Stevenson, a dentist, lived in Harvey from the time he was a 
young man. In 1914, he became a vice-president of the Bank of 
Harvey, and was president fr«a 1922-1932 •••• He was an elder of 
the Presbyterian Church, an officer and director of the Chamber 
of Commerce, president of the Ii bt'ary board and the grade sche.ol 
boat'd of education, member of three lodges and a trustee of 
Irlgalis Memorial Hospital. In all, Steverlson belorlged to 
seventeen local orgarlizat ions •••• he provided a bridge bet weer I the 
heads of harveys largest industries, men who were much more 
involved in activities outside of the city, and the economic 
dominants whose ties and interests were rooted in the local 
25 
communi ty. 
This pattern of uniting two groups of leaders (metropolitans and locals) 
was replaced by a more general pattel"n of one group of leadet's who lived 
outside of Harvey in the more affluent suburbs, but were quite involved in 
local affair'S. The Bank of Harvey was closed during the Depression but was 
replaced by the Harvey Saving and Loan as the key economic institution. It 
24. see Kerr, pp 99-103. 
25. Rahm pp. 24-25. 
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had sever! directot's whc\ avet'aged 3.9 interlocki ng bQat'd member'ship in 12 
leading organizations, five on each of the following boards, Ingalls 
Hospital, the YMCA, and the Chamber of Commerce. Furthet'mot'e the Harvey 
Savings and Loan has strong board interlocks with the tht'ee leading 
intiustt'ial firms of the 1940 - 1960 period: Bliss and Laughlirl, Whitirl!h 
arId Wyman-Gc.rtiorl <Irlgalls-Shepard). This tendency towards local irlVolvement 
by an elite living outside of Harvey was offset to some extent by a pattern 
of corpOt'ate take overs and inct'easing absentee ownership of the leading 
industrial firms in Harvey. Even so, the period of 1940 1960 was the 
highpoint of a cc.hesi ve socially involved economic arid pol tHcal el ite. 
These people were on the same boards, knew each other on a professional and 
social basis, and saw each other frequently. They saw to it that local 
social and civic organizations played key roles in the decision making 
process of the overall community -- to accomplish this they contributed 
their own time and money. Although they didn't live in Harvey, they earned 
a major part of their living there and they were responsible enough to put 
something back irlto the community. 
This leadership structure was a function of the stability and growth of 
26 
the ecol'"lomy. Beginning in 1900 there were four major firms that remained 
major employers: Bliss and Laughlin (cold 
2.6. Capitalist bankers and industrialists f'levet' left 
Turlington Harvey [or for that matter George Pullman), it 
civic minded when it is profitable. It is important tc. 
not as ideology but as empirical explanation for why 
leadership abandoned positions of leadership in the city 
shirked their responsibility over the next 2.0 years. 
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Buda/All is-Chalmers (d iesel engi nes) , Whi ti ng (manufacturer of he1avy 
industrial equi ptrnel'"lt), and Ingalls-Shepard/Wyman-fiordol'"1 <closed die 
fot~ging). Of these Whiting is a good example of the stable relationship 
between a maJor industt-ial firm and the banks. 
BOARD INTERLOCKING BETWEEN THE WHITING CORPORATION 
AND FINANCIAL IONSTITUTIONS IN HARVEY, ILLINOIS 
1923 - 1978 
Arldrew McDougal 
John MlIl",roe 
Jack Handley 
Franklin Krumm 
August Rump 
Vi ce-Pres i del'",t 
1923 - 1943 
Vice-President 
1942 - 1951 
President 
1952 - 1975 
Vi ce-Pres i dent 
1956 - 1978 
Director 
1976 - 1978 
Director, Bank of 
Harvey 1891-1922 
Director, Harvey 
Savings and Lc.ar. 
1942 - 1952 
Director, South 
Suburban Federal 
1954-1973 
Director, Fit~st 
National Bank 
1966 - 1978 
Di t~ector, South 
Suburban Federal 
1968 - 1978 
Using this description of Whiting and finaYlcial instuitutions we can 
conclude that the capitalists maintaiY,ed stable integrated economic 
relat ions. 
But these are the structures of elite unity, and not of the people who 
lived and worked in Harvey. They were the real strength, the real heroes of 
the town. In fact, it is more important to think of the common everyday 
working people of Harvey as the real Harvey. Who were these people and what 
was their social organziation. 
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The people were bound tc.gether il"l the broad pattern of I"lat icmal i ty and 
citizenship in the USA. Nationality is the culture, language, and social 
t~elatictYIs when applied to arl immigrant group separated from its native soil 
arid former ecorlomic organization (this includes vit~tually every group in 
the USA, including IriCIians since the US goverrlment relocated them). 
Mc.st ly, r,at ional i ty groupi ngs have been served by culture related 
businesses, mainly for foc.d, clothirlg, reI igious art icles, and cosmetics. 
Ci tizenship, on the othet~ hand, is a function of the political order 
(especially the government), and refers to bt~oad agerlci es desi gl"led il"l a 
democratic manner to included evet~yorle regardless of their nationality of 
origin, to rept~oduce within them the cc.mmittil"!g bel iefs and values of the 
national civic culture. Citizenship is sustained through the schools, the 
political process, and the private social service agencies designed to meet 
peoples' needs. The factor of nationality gives a community the stability 
of a historical identity, while citizenship gives one a political 
iderltity. The USA was supposed to be a countt~y il"l which these two aspects 
of ones life would not be in conflict. Of course this has not existed, but 
the struggle for it, greater democracy, makes up the main theme of American 
history. 
Most of the first Harvey settlers in the 1890's were native born white 
Americans, mainly of English backgrounds. However, Europeal"l immigrants 
were 47.3" of the white poluation increase in Harvey from 1900 - 1910. By 
1910, Harvey's population was 55.2" of foreign stock, with the largest 
gt~OUps coming from Germany and Scarldanavia. This rlationality factor became 
the organizing principal behind the major community institution, the 
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chtwch. 
Eight 
orlly oY'le 
speaking 
of the chm'ches pl"--esent iF, the 
is Catholic. Two of the 
(one until 1917, the second 
COTllflluY'd ty wm--,;;! Pt~otestant:; 
cOr-,gt'egat ions wet'e Genoa)'"! 
tmt i 1 1 94iZO , arid the ot her'S 
27 
wet'e Swedish. The Cathol ic church was It'ish. 
This gerlet'al pattet'n also chan::tet'ized the or'oadet' social 1 i fe of the 
community as well: 
••• by 1920, there wet'e a host c.f clubs, chllt'ches .3y,d set'vice 
!woups. The tempo of community life increased until thet'e was a 
seemingly CC'Flstarlt t'ound of daYlces, picnics and enter'tainmel'"lt put 
ClY! by the city's multitude ()f ot'garlizatioFls: SC'Y'IS of Italy! 
Get'man WorkiY'Q trJen's Sick Benefit Societyy, Ukt'C:lYliarl-Amet'ican 
Club, Industrial Athletic Assc,ciation, Pilsudski CitL~eris Club, 
Protective Home Circle, Colored Masorls Lodge, the chLn'ch 
28 
societies, and so forth. 
People were proud to be ci ti zeYlS of Harvey. Theit' ci ty YI01; ol'-.ly provided 
outstanding city services <pt'ivate arid public> fOt' them, bl..lt alsQ commamled 
the patronage of the entire sc<utheY-Y'. sUDtn'baY", t'egion. Wherl people spoke 
the Flame of Harvey they did it wi th t'e.-spect ;:\FIO admi t~at i.:m. In 1912 
Harvey was the fit~st city i1'l Illinois to adopt the commissiorrer fot'fIl clf 
ci ty gc.vet~nmeY'lt, and whi Ie each pet'son was elected at large (t'athet' thar! in 
some represeYltative districts> this str~eamlined the goVet'ml1eFlt stt'uctUt~e 
an'd allowed for the direct irlfluence ft'om ecorlOfl1ic and civic elites-. In 
the early days this wOr~ked in the ir,tet'est of Hat~vey. 
Al so Harvey was tops iYI educat ion. It had 101'19 had a sol id ~wade school 
27. See Hutchincol'"l, p 53. 
28. See Rahm p. 65. 
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system. Aftet' beginning its higih schgc<ol in 1892 the main br'eak tht'ough 
came when the new Thot'nton Towrlship High School was set up in 1898. The 
community got higher educati<:Jn in 19____ when the Thornton Community 
College was set up in South Hollad the suburb Joining Harvey to the east. 
The private agencies were alse. of the top quality. This il'"icluded the 
regioally important Ingalls Hospital, and the major YMCA. 
ATTENTION: WE NEED MORE ON ALL OF THE COMMUNITY STUFF, BOTH FROM 
THE INTERVIEWS AND FROM THE NEWSPAPERS ARTICLES BY RALPH DAWSON 
Harvey, while generally a cohesive community constructed around the 
economic development and Harvey citizenship, was also fuirther~ ot'ganized 
into spcific neighborhoods: 
1. Central Harvey: the original area planned by the 
Harvey Land Association. 
2. North Harvey: one of the oldest parts of the city 
3. Michigan: south, named because many of the early 
residents mi grated ft'om the state of Michigan 
4. West Harvey: one of the last areas of expansion, the 
newest of the poorest quality, Blacks lived here. 
ATTENTION: WE NEED TO EXPAND THESE NEIGHBORHOOD DISCUSSIONS 
WITH INTERVIEW DATA AND NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS. ABOUT 1 PAGE EACH 
(This general model] of nationality and citizenship is triggered by the 
general struggle between capital and labor. Harvey has had to face some of 
the ma in prob 1 ems faced by a 11 ot her towns, somet i mes bet t et' and somet i mes 
not. The general thrust is toward greater economic tension and greater 
levels of il'"ltolerance,. This was dt'amatically demonstrated by the Great 
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Dept'e".sioY"l, ever, though in some r'epsect". h:lt'vey did better' tharl most 
because ther'e was a policy .;)f bad speculation. The fact is that the local 
bar,ks paid off theil" depositors to the~J tUI'Ie of 100 cents to each dollar'. 
They ever, has a surplus~ 
This was also a . -' pet'lou of limiting tolerance to dissent, 
maintaining a fairly progressive policy. 
The Dept'essiorl also slowed the pace of comnlUl'lity life i bt'ought 
a sterner attitude toward public dissent. In 1911, the local 
Social ists had been gt'anted use of the cOlmcil chawbet's for theil" 
monthly meetings; irl 1924, the Hc.n'vey Ku ~Oux Kla!'"! had beer, 
grar,ted a pat'ade perfili t, j:wovided that no one marched masked. 
But duri rig the Depressic'n, the Comrl!unists and the COI.mci 1 of the 
Unemployed wet'e denied meet irlg permits. A t'esolution was passed 
forbiddi ng all meet irlgs in opposi tic.n to Roc.seveH' s t'eemploymer.t; 
plan. The ci ty C<t~gardzed a Ci tizerlship Committee and helped the 
America!'", Legion wi th its neio'J America1'"fi zation Committee. Thet'e was 
labor um'est, SC<file of it corlrlected with WPA t.'iDt'k. Even in this 
bi ue collar' city, the Council had Ii tt Ie pat i€mce viith wC{f'ker~si 
gt'ievarlces. Only the Steelworkers' 'Or~ganizil'lg Committee fCH.md a 
role as a legitimate voice fot' labol"'¥ a!'"ld helped establish a new 
pattern of irlcluding uniol'"!s i1'", meetirlgs arId on cc.mmittees 
29 
intel'lded to be t'e!:wesentati ve of the community. 
aftet' 
Most of what we have been disctlssirlg has been based on data of the 
but in the late' 
1980' s when Harvey is approachi1'"ig 70"/. Black populatiorl that thet'e wet'e 
Blacks in old Hat'vey. These Blacks in old H"wvey wet'e ver'y much part of the 
cOfllmlmity, although obviollsly the t'acism of Klan mat'cnes and total white 
domirlatic<l'i of power \fJas hardly arl acceptable cOl'!dition. The vo 1 ume or, 
Harvey published by the 1st National Bank in 1962 puts the early situatic.rl 
29. See Rahm, p. 69. 
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in this way: 
Almost ff~om its inceptiol'";, Harvey has beel'"; l>'lhat is l'"lm<l termed 
al'", "integt~ated community" al'"ld member's of the Negt'o t'ace have bei?m 
ell'", accepted and t'espected par't of the city sil'",ce the late IB90~s 
whel'"l as one histclt'ian r'Ecot'ded "the belt'bet' shop jAlaS opel"'ated by 
Harvey's only color'ed mat-i. 
Up ti 11 WClt'ld War II Blacks were I'H:?vet' fIIC1r'e than 3. 1~{. of the total 
poluation (as compat'ed to 8.2:){ iFl Chicago). The Black comm!.mity also was 
initially settled by 1"'e10catiFI9 midwetet'F! BlacKs, and the!'"l it became a 
depot fot' deep south migt'atioF!. 
When Harvey was fir'st sett led, the Bl acl< l"'esidel'"lts had come 
from Louisiana, MisSOUt'i, aFld III i l"lcds ••••••• It is r<;clt !.tnt i 1 the 
yeat~s after 1920 that families from the Deep South [pdmadly 
Georgia al'"ld Mississippi] appeal" in Harvey. By 1930 a complete 
cycle has been t'eached whet'S mot'e thaYI 60" of the Blacks il'", 
30 
H.it~vey have ori gi ns in the Deep South. 
Also, dUt'ing this peric.d Black wet~e as much pad: of the industribal work 
31 
force of the area as whites. 
Perhaps the best example of the ear'ly Bl ack commui tyu of Hat'vey is the 
32 
case elf Amanda Smi th ( 1837 1915). She was a world famc<!.ls B1 ack 
30. See Hutchi YISOl'"I, p. 146 
31. See a list of Ctccupat iOFIS iFI the Appendix, 
32. This i!'"lformatioFl 0)'"1 Amanda Smith comes from the following books: Amanda 
Smi th, B!::!~QQiQgr§.Qtn~_Q:LfL!;;;Q1Qrg~Lf;Y~nggli§~ Ch lcage!: !'rleyer arid Bt'ot het~ 
Pl..lbl ishers, 1893; Joh!'"1 H. Bracey~ "Amanda Bet~ry Smith, il'"l Ed WClr'd James! 
Janet James, Paul Boyer" eds. , !:1Q:tEQ.l!Lamgri££!tL~Qmg!Llf2!f!Z_= __ 1~2@.!. __ B 
!!iQgr£!Qni££!l __ !H:.£tiQn~ry., VCIlume 3. Cambr~idge, Mass.: Harvar~d Univer~sity 
Press, 1971, pp. 304 - 305; and Nancy Hardesty, §rg~:t __ ~Qffign __ Qf __ E§i~h 
Nashville: Abil'"lgdol'"' Pt'ess, 1980, Chaptet~ 20 "Amanda Smith~ Touring 
Evangeli st", pp 117 - 122. 
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evangelist who settled i1'; Har'vey to bui Id a1'l Institutiorl for-' the cat'e arId 
educatio)"! of Black ol"pha)"1 childt-'en. Ms Smith was ben-')"; a slave, the oldest 
and his family as well. He made and sold bl"OC<fflS al'":d mats, and also wm'ked 
33 
or, other' fat'ffls at night to earn the mcmey. After' settirlg up a family 
fat'fll irl PeYll1sylvania, their household became a stat iO)"1 on the I.mdergt'olmd 
34 
railt'oad. 
After mart'yirlQ at 17 she had a very tt'agic fami ly 1 i fe. Irl her fil"'st 
marriage she had two chi Idt'erl who died at eilt'ly ages, and het' husbar,o l'".evet" 
retut'rled from the Civil War. She married againi had thl"ee childt'erl who died 
young al'"ld was abandoYled by het' husband. He had to leave home 1rl sear'cn of 
work, arid one day never came home. But her own tragedy, was turned acts of 
It 
salvatiorl fot' other'S. She had b~i"1 corlVerfted wherl she vias 19, ,:\1",d began 
full time preachir!!} iYI 1869 When she W,:iS 32 yeal-'s old. 
Though diffident at fit'st about speakiYlg before white 
audiences, she quickly WO}'"l t'espect at this and later' camp 
meetings by het'e spiritual ferVor', as she related here 
experiences of sal'"lctification. Her smooth Black skin, tall, well 
proportic.ned figure, and simple Q!.Iakej-~-like dress al'"ld scoop 
bomlet, tc<gether with the t'ich cCrYltt~al to voice with ~Jhich she 
would break into song when irlspit"ed, made het~ a pet'SOY! t-!ot easi ly 
forgotters. 
in India, and S yeat~S in West Africa (Sierre Lectl"fe and Libel"'ia). She 
33. Hardesty, p 
34~ Smith, p ___ a 
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mat'l"'ied fOr' a thir'd time iF! Afr'ica~ emd then adopted and educated Afl"'ic2l"! 
childt'eYI. She developed a str'ong positive Black cOliscimlsF!BsS, a positive 
feeling of being at-! Aft'o-Amet'ical'"l (F!atiorlality) al'"!d being part of Aft'icf'! 
(anti-r'acist pride ir! Ol"les unity of arlcestr'y with Aft'icar! pec'ples). She 
t'etllt'ned to the Urdted States, coming tpo Chicago in par't beeastle of he,' 
ft'iendship with 
Tempet'ance Union lCtcated in Evanston. Het' mair! focus was on Cht'ist len"! 
puri ficat ior! [al",d • • • J. 
AmaFlda Smith decided to dedicate he.' t'emaiFIi t1g year's to or'phcmed Black 
childt'en. She chclose to build her institutiol'"1 in a community kn()w to have 
commui ty values consistent with her' views, the city of Hal"'vey. She bought 
the land and bui Id ing, then opened het' school in 19 
40 childreYl thet'e, living cmd 1eat--niFlg pt'actical skills. The Amanda Smith 
Home fOt' Colored Or'pharls was located new 147 and 
B people equally divided betweeYi whites aF!d Blacks-. Most of her' fuy!ds wet'e 
raised tht'ough her speaking tours throughout the countr'y. AdditioFlal help 
also came from the Julius Rosaenwald (Seat's) and the Univet'sity of Chicago. 
She was the leading membet' of the Harvey Black c<::.mmuni ty duiri ng this 
period, and had the uylivet'sal t'epsect of the leadership of Harvey as well 
as the city of Chicago. When she decided to retire$ the beginning of the 
end had come for the Home. She t'et ired in 1912. Then~ the state of 
Illinois gt'anted a chat'ter settir!g lip the Amanda Smith Industrial School 
fot' Girls. If this had not happened the orllYll instai tutiorl in the 
mett'opol itan area would have been The Illinois Technical Sehc.ol for Colot'ed 
Gids <located at 490121 Pt'ait'ie). Ms Smith died iFI 1915 arid was gievn a 
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funeral at Quinn Chapel in Chicago attended by the major political and 
r~el igioos leaders of the day ft~om Chicago al'id Hc.wvey. Unfot'hmately the 
School om'ned down in 191 B. 
The Amanda Smith Home iF; Hat'vey staFids as an example fm' all time of the 
Fleeds of the Black commllFlity. Furtherfllot'e, the early Black chUt'ches aFid 
the Smi th hOfile demonstrates that the st t'ength of the Clvet'a 11 Har'vey 
community was shared by the Black commuFdty. 
Dm'ing this pet'jod of posi ti VI? commur,i ty developemerd;, the Hat'vey 
commllrJi ty had neighbor'hoods but no Black ghetto. 
Harvey's eat'l iest Black resider;t!:. wet'e not physically ise,latea 
ft'om the white community. William arid Hester' White~ m-le of the 
earl iest Black fami 1 ies, 1 ived along 159th Sb'eet at the southet'n 
edge of the Land Association developmerlt. The Amanda Smith 
School, on the other' hand~ was located it-I the nc,,'thet'n pot'tioY! of 
the te<wrl. The fi t'51; B1 act< chut'ch was Just a hlocl-< away fr'om the 
Swedish Ll.lthet'l'"! Ch!Jt~ch; lts permcmel'lt lcoatiol'"! was tht'ee blocks 
further' rlorthwest. The second Black chur'ch, located at 157th 
Street, was orlly sl ight ly t'emoved fr'om the dowt-!toWl'l cOfllmui ty. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- WHY AND 
WHEN DID RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION OCCUR? 
Arid the Black commurli ty fought hat'd fot' achievemerd; and its OWl', 
irldividual and community developmerlt. 
WE NEED MORE INFORMATION ON THESE THINGS: STRENGTHS OF THE BLACK 
EXPERIECNE OVER THE YEARS 1930-1960. 
1. went tel fight in WW II and got aWBr'cis 
2. academics and 5pot'tS at Thm~l'ltori high schc.c.l and 
Thot'ntorl Commurli ty College. 
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One of the main ways to test the t'elatic.nship between the Blaci{ and ... hite 
Har'vey resideFits is to exami I'le how they t'e late under' cond it 1 (H'!5 of st r'ess, 
in as crisis si tllat iOFI. This was the case il'"l the Dept'ession when wOl"-·ket-·s 
despet'atrely Fieeded Jobs. DUr'ing this time Black wm'keY's faced racism h'orn 
the capitalists and the wm'kef's. This led mar,y Black cOrll1l1urdty leaders to 
turn against the h'ade l.lnic<1'1s movement, al'"id thet'eby allc.wed the capitalists 
to use Bl acks as scabs to br'eak stt'i kes. 
Hat'vey were ll1i 1 i tant and cout'ageol.ls in their' fight fOt' a uni<:m arid bet tel" 
work i rig cond it i OYIS. As wi til most other aspects of old Hat'vey'l Black 
worKer'S wet'l? involved in the stt'uggle, did not tm'n intc. scabs, imd bui 1d 
unity \flith the white wot'ket's. This pattet' is revealed hOi intervievJ data 
repc.rted by Horace Clayton and Geoqle fili tchell = 
Ther'e was only one sllccessful si t-down str'ike cOFlducted il"l the 
Chicago area. It was at Bliss arid Laughlin. At fit'st it was 
al most 1018" Str'Orlg. Aftef~ a ha 1 f hom' of the 5t t'i ke, the Negt'oes 
beg al'"I dwirldling out. In two hours there \flasn't a Negro inside 
the pltH'lt. Het'e was a develc'pmerlt that had to be remedied 
immediately. The i'Jhite worket's were tCtO t'eady to say~ "Here is 
yOUt~ Negro worker." A leader' of the strike sh'ategy committee 
went acct'OSS the street where all of the Negt'oes wet'e staF!di f"Q{ 
looking or,. They said they werer!~ t agai rlst the stt'ike, but that 
a Negrc. was lat hired and fit~st fit'ed, ami that Jobs were scat'ce 
for everyone and that they would suppm~t the strike ft'om the 
outside. They wet'e talked to fOr' qui te a whi Ie. The necessi ty 
fOt' solidarity was pctinted out, and finally five of the Negroes 
came back iI', the plant. After the stri ke If/as i'iOr-" al'"id a good 
ccmtract obtairled, the feeling between the ne!;wo and white at 
35 
Bliss arid Laughlin was very much solidified. 
If'1 fact, il"l the 1950' s the steel worket's uniorl 1c.cal broke a segt'egaticmist 
pattet'Y, by integrating the little league baseball. 
35. Cayton and Mitchell, pp. 21B. 
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The ove)-'a11 stcn"'y of how H",wvey became such a \o'iondel""'ful community 
combines a stt'ong economy and elightened involved elites1 strong bOTids of 
l'";ationality holdil'"lg local communities together-" tht'Ctugh str'C'l'"lg cnltt'ches arId 
social organizatiol'"ls~ publ ic and pr'ivate ci ty wide agencies guaranteei n9 a 
high quality of life for Harvey citizens, and trade union leadership 
especially in Steel. ttloreovet', the Black community in old Hat'vey was t'ight 
in there doing its fair share to build a strong community. 
3. THE DECLI NE OF OLD HARVEY 
HaviYlg made the case for Hat'vey bei)'"lg a solid communi ty'l it seems almost 
c.bvious I'Jhat the explaY"!c\"1:; ion has to be for its fai hn"'e. Its the 
explanation that me.st people, includil"lg poltiical leader's and the media, 
took lip -- Black people came e.ut her'e aY"lo messed things up: This is an 
argument that seems tel fit marw of the facts, and overed I is the most 
ft'equent ly used explanat ic<Y! fm' the lwban ct~isis iF! the USA. 
Chicago m~ Dett~oit and ye1u'11 see a manufacturing city that was great whel'"1 
it was all white~ 
to hell. 
but as SOO)'"I as it developed a Black maJC<t'ity things wel'.t 
The blataY"ltly t'acist fe'f'n1 of this argumeY"lt points the finget' at virtually 
all Blacks. Th is means that the i Y"lct'easi 1'19 popu I at k,!'"! of Bl acks i 1'"! Hat'vey 
is like the iY"lct'ease in rats 01'"1 a ship, either they have to be dest~oyed or 
the ship abaY"ldoned. Of course this is an extreme point of vie\l'J and feh! 
would admit to holdiY"lg it. There at'e he,wevet' t'ight ~'1ing racist elemel'"lts 
who organize on this p61itical basis. The Ii bet'a 1 form eif the iH'!;! ument 
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accepts that most (though not all) Blacks are at the bottom. They h()ld 
that raci sm has kept Bl ack oc.w)'"!~ but government intervention efforts have 
helped the situatioFls fr~Ofll the civil war a1'"lo t'ecoFlstt'ucticm till the walh O~'l 
povet'ty aria affi t'mat i ve act ion. 
The cOFISet'vative fOt'fll of the at'gument is currently the most domiFiant one 
in this era of Reaganism. This position holds that the Black problem has 
been exascet'bated by the gc.vetYlfilerlt t'athet' than helped. Blacks have gt'own 
lazy because of gc.vet'nmeFd:; spcmsorsh ip and therefon~ an:;> I.mable to compete 
agairlst whites or live up to the tt'aditioFI of labOr' ct'eated by the Eut'Opearl 
immigrarlts aF;d their decendeFlts. 
The r'acist .:It'gument is totally bc'gus arid cC'F!stitutes r'acist trash pUt'e 
ami simple. However', this is a semtiment that t'uns deep in the white 
comrm.mity, and one that must be ['ooted out by courageous people steppil'lg 
forward te. speak out. This is JlJst as tt'ue at a dinner pat'ty in Flossmore, 
Olympia Fields, c.r Park Fort'est as it is iF! a F;ighbc,rhood bat' ir! Harvey, 
Chicago Heights, Or' Blue Islarld. Of cOl.irse~ a few people have spoken out, 
and thet'e have bee)'"! good campai g1'ls fOr' cc.mmuni ty educat lor! and posit i ve 
actio)'";. But many people have !lotteFI tired~ and t'etur'l'led to the task of' 
makiFlg theit' own Ii vi ng. After all, they t'eascm, how lOFIg can or:e be 
called "a ni gger lover." Its easiet' to be quiet these days. 
Our an;~ument is that all of these posi tions are Wt'orlg whel'l appl ied to 
Hat'vey. Blacks did )'"Iot cause the decIir!e of Hat'vey, but have been used as 
the great scape goats. Thet'e at'e many reasons for the actual decl irle~ 
mairlly rooted in the crisis of ir,dustrial pr'oduction, arid the ex parisi on of 
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mett~opol i tan development arouFld Chicagcc. These structural changes have 
unleashed forces that ~mpacted the Black comrllul"dty of Chicago, who in turn 
impact Harvey while. Harvey itself was facing these same structut~al fot~ces. 
In fact, the probl~ms that Blacks have caused erld up creating greater 
.",. " 
socl.1ll costs for the Black communi ty itse1 f ra.ther than to whi te people. 
The facts. of al"sti.-social behavior are nearly always .drawfed whl~!rI placed 
Ylext to the myths and el'l'lot ions of racia:l. hysteria. F'Jrthermot~e, there are 
manympre positive examples. tharl l'segative ones to discuss about Blacks il" 
Harvey. Howeverf our first task is tc< explain why Harvey dec1 ined. 
In the fh~st place, Harv~ys dec1in~~ wascauseq by its sllccess. ~e 
;·origirliil sett lers and their children. i""ere the backbone. of the Harvey 
···c6~~~~{ty. They 9ti~r~ ·.in its. stability :ri~io;st.rer,gth. The next generatioYf 
genrati~~~)i~n~~ 01"1 to higher .edtication, especially with the new 
colleg~i ·····;a.nd. mi.grat ed . ft~o~.H":lrvey. '":ls a for'm 
.i·;~~i;G>ShOPfl opr .····.~~·~.··;~qss ibi e 
':"';'S,~;/,; '. ''''.;. "'''' ,-- : . ,:,::,>. f': .,"..;..... ,: f" 
:/i'.heither was:.:~·r~::?for . the . scm. 
: .,,;;./ .. ,- .. -;., .. > ..... 
of upward social 
and 
·\·Ph· i'i~e fi::\Mi Ii~J;>, ';'i~~t~tu~~~n$' trade' uriion locals, . and . 
~, . . .". ,,;i~'i'" 2i9:i0 _ 1980,1 ~cit~DRACE 
("i9y~ar~ tlf age and.tJ!i?l.ow) 
< WHITE 
"46.0 
. 38.9 
32.4 
~·37. 8 
35.4 
24.5 
. BLACK" 
..... ;.~~~~ .. ~ ..•.. ~ .. 
41.0 
47.3. 
49.8 
47.2 
DIfFERENCE 
+ <~.3 
:... .. 1.6 
-;8.6 
'-9.5 
':"'14:.4. 
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This data cleat'ly ir,dicates that the white pc'pulation has gotten much 
YOI.lnger, going from near~ly 50% to 25% chi ldren. On the other hand, the 
Black commurd ty has had a sl ight inct'ease in its youthful profile over the 
last 50 years. This of cc.m'se mear.s that in addition te. Harvey becoming a 
Black maJQt'ity towr., it is turrlirlg ir,to a town with lots of YOUl",g Black 
people and older white people. 
Orle of the important aspects has been the growth and developmerlt e.f the 
higher status sc.uthern subur'bs. These places have absot~bed upwardly mobile 
professionals and business executives to the loss of places like Harvey. 
Status has changed such that having a ge.od Job in a stable comml.tnity is ne. 
longer really desireable. Upward mobiIi ty is an obsession, though we l'I'Ii gMt 
add not an entriely real izable experience. This separates the fh~st twc. 
generations from the third generation. 
Flossmore and Olympia Fields make interesting comparisons to Harvey, the 
elite versusd the older blue collar town. 
CLASS AND RACE IN SOUTH SUBURBS OF CHICAGO: 
HARVEY, FLOSSMORE, AND OLYMPIA FIELDS 
HARVEY FLOSSMORE OLYMPIA 
FIELDS 
Date of incorporation 1895 1924 1927 
Population 1960 29, 071 4,624 1, 503 
1970 34, 636 7,846 3, 478 
1980 35, 810 8,423 4, 146 
% Black 1970 30.9% 0.2% 0.4% 
1980 65.6" 3.5" 5.0% 
Median Income 1980 $18,033 43,114 51,360 
Chicago Rank (Out of 275 252 19 7 
Communit ies) 
" over $50,000 2.3 41.9 52.4 
Median Home Value 33,800 113,200 132,400 
Chicago Rank 270 33 24 
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Place of Wot~k: 
" iI', home town 
" in Chicago 
Manufacturing Plants 
36 
21.6 
22.0 
48 
9.4 
34.3 
o 
9.0 
39.9 
o 
During the 1960-1978 period the structure of elite relationships 
changed. They became more specialized. 'The economic elite became 
cel"ltt~alized iorl Harvey Federal, First National, and the Whiting 
Corporation. The main civic associations were the YMCA and Ingals 
Hospital.' By this time both of these instiututions were furlctions mot~e as 
regiorlal agencies. The consistent el i te social 1 i fe was center~ed in 
Flossmore. So the mail" feature of elite leadership is a t~etreat after 1960, 
a pulling back from gi vi ng time and resources to the overall ecorlomic, 
poli tical, sc,cial, arid c.i vic Ii fe of Harvey. This is how Rahm sums up this 
process: 
Irl its ear-liest yeat"'s, the economic elite was split between a 
group oriented to Chicago and a group oriented to Harvey. Now, 
nearly all members of the economic elite live and work in the 
south suburbs, but they do riot li ve in Harvey. If they iderlt i fy 
with any community, the community tends to be either their place 
of residence Ot"' the south suburbs as a whole. The ol-~ganizatiol'ls 
37 
to which they belong are regional or south suburban. 
36. Data for this table taken from EvelYYI S ~raemer and James W Robiy,son, 
e~Qf!1!al __ en __ ~£QnQm!£ __ ~ng __ Q§mQg~2Qn!£ __ E2£~2QQ~ __ Qf_~n!£~gQ~a __ §QY~h!rn 
§Y2Y~2a, University Park, Illinois: Institute for Public Policy 
Administration, Governors State University, 1986. 
37. See Rahm, p. 112 
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This shift was irl part cleat~ly established by Park Fc.rt'est~ a t'esider,tial 
38 
suburb to the south of Harvey built for white professionals in 1949. 
There were few sociological magnets holding the upwardly mobile sons and 
daughter of Harvey workers, and the ecol'"IC.mic el ites kept some finarlcial 
intet'est but deset'ted the ce.mfllunnity intenl1s of residerlce arid civic/social 
contributions. This cannot be under estimated, because there never would 
have beerl a tradition c.f a stroY,£! Harvey had previous generati<:ms of the 
economic elite not made substantial contribut ions to overall 1 i fe in the 
city. So, wherl the elites shid< from theit' respoYlsibility thet~e will be 
consequences. Of course, a corollary of this is the failure of working 
people to organize th~i1selves so that a new leadership struture could have 
developed to replace the reliance on elites altogether, but this didn't 
happen for old Harvey. 
The obvious avenue for potential leadership from the wot~kers was the 
political arena. He.wever, this didn't happer, for several reasorls. Fi t"st 
of all the south suburbs is republican, and this has been true for Harvey 
as well. This was a working class town <like Chicago, but unlike the 
latter elite southern suburbs) with republican politics (unl ike Chicago but 
similar to the other suburbs). FUt'ther, the elect ic.ns were ci ty wide 
38. This suburb has been given a great deal of attention in the media. One 
of the significant treatments is by William H. Whyte, Jr., Ib~_Q~g2ni£2tiQn 
~2n, Doubleday, 1956. This is a remarkable treatment of the mass conformity 
and lack of independent thought and action by corporate executives. These 
were the forerunners of todays Yuppies, who seem to differ only to the 
extent that they benefit from the liberation of the 1960's and therefore 
can indulge themselves in extravagent forms of consumption, but the 
conformity seems to be equally as bi~ding. This actually goes for Yuppies 
and their Black COUYlterparts, the Bumpies. 
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makil'"!g it less likely that iii neighbm'hood based cOfilfl1Unioty candidate "lOuld 
have a chance to be elected. 
Also, the rates fOr' voter' r'egistratictl'"! arid voter' tUt'r"IOut t'eflect a low 
level of di rect polt i ical par't lei patiol'"!. THIS PARAGRAPH WIL BE DEVELOPED 
ON THE BASIS FO THE DATA COLECTED FROM THE COUNTRY. The major test of this 
came when the Democl"ats tri ed i l'"f 1958 to pass a referemdum to change the 
This lost 
At least pat't of the reason for this situation is t'ooted in a fl.mdamel'"!tal 
sb·'uctllral tt'ansfor'mation of the economy. This anas implication fOt's the 
society at 1eat'ge, but fot' a small il'"ldustt'ial city like Hat'vey it is almctst 
fatal. Hat'vey is in the "t'ust belt", dominated by smoke-stack industt'ies, 
tied to t'ail tral'"lsportatioFI, with an infr'ash'uctm'e built initially iF! the 
19th centw-'y. It has remarkable similarities with Gary, Indiana, a town 
built il'". the wake of the Pullman expet-·iemel'"lt as well. Gary was set up as a 
model irldllstt'ial commuydty by Andt~ew Car~negie of US Steel, who was close 
erlough to Pullm"lYl to be or, h is boat~d. 
Rail tranpostatiol'1 has declined over~ the last 50 years, in part due tel a 
lack of capital iywestmeF!t to t'eplace 1I1id rlinteenth ceFltury equipmel'"lt, and 
in part to keep up with the need for new technology. Also, it has been 
II'"I 1958 there wer'e 
or!ly 58 miles of expressway ir, the fI1ett~opol i tan "lt~ea, whereas a decade 
later this wqas over 500 miles. Much of this was leading out to the 
rlorthwestern subut'bs. The Flat 1 o 1'"1 a 1 data t~eflect th is vel"~y pattet~n. 
- 44 -
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PERCENT OF DOMESTIC INTERCITY FREIGHT BY VARIOUS TYPES OF 
1930 
1950 
1980 
39 
CARRIERS, 1930 - 1980 
74.3 
44.1 
Mot Cit' 
Vehicles 
3.9 
21. 7 
22.3 
0.0.00 
0. 00.i~ 
0. 19 
Now of cout'se Harvey has a prime locatiol'"1 fot' truck tral'"ISpot't, being l'"lear 
three maJot' expressways (interstate 57~ 80 and 94) but then relati ve to the 
early vantage it had with the dvelopment of the trains andits turnof the 
century indutrial development, the truck brought a new distribution. 
Another aspect of th is is the chal'"lgi l'"lg rlatl..n'e elf pr'oduct lor!. In 
creasi ng ly thet'e has been a real shi ft away fr'Of!l steeL MORE ON THIS IN 
THE CHICAGO AREA WIL COME FROM A RECENT REPORT BY A H. WASHINGTON TASK FOCE 
- ITS ON THE WAY 
So the net result is both a loss of Jobs, and a transformation of the 
existing Jobs. Thet'e was a high pC,irlt e.f 7~ 754 manufacturing Jobs in 
Harvey t'ight after' World War II, but by 1982 3,1454 Jobs {41'" had been 
lost. In fact from 1953 to 1982 thet'e was a loss of 2, 785 production 
Jobs. Dut'irlg that time Hat'vey had lost more production Jobs tharl t'emained 
il'"l tow!'"!. Some of this is the result of big fit'lIls leavirlg the ci ty: 
Perfection Gear Compcmy (1959, 500 employees), Allis-Chalmers <1970, 2,000 
employees), Maremont Automotive Products (1975, 700 emplc.yees), and List 
39. Th is data comes ft'om Robet't R. Russel, fLt!!.§E!!.Qr:\LQf_!h§L_8m§ri£~n 
~£QnQmi£_§Y§!§!!h Apleton-Centl..lry-Crofts7 1964, p. 472, and I!J!L§!~!!.§t.!.£.§.!.. 
8~2!r§£!_Qf_!!J§_~ni!gg_§!~!g2_1~§1· 
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Inoustri es (1'378, 200 ewmployees). 
It is also important that to some extent Harvey has charlged by expanding 
in government Jobs. HClwever, up to this point it reflects more the declil'le 
of the city than the rebirth of a new city in this high tech age of 
research arid development based ecorlomic init iat i ves. Harveys popualt ion 
hasn't budged ft~om beirlg a town of blue collat~ wor'ket"'s, in 1'340 45.4 ~ of 
all workers were skilled and semi-skilled while in 1'380 this figul"'e had 
ir,ct"'eased to 49.7. What has happerled is that twice as many people at"'e in 
the professional and technical occupations as well 7. Ira to 14.8~} beil'lg 
possible because of reductior,s in the white collat"' and urlskilled Jobs. 
Thus far we have focused on power~ leadership, and the overall ecorlomic 
picture. The last major basis for our explanation for the decline of 
Harvey is the hostility of white racism. Racisfll expresses the eccmomic 
insecurity of threatened white worket"'s, the abdication of repsonsibility by 
the city leadership, and the overall problems that led to massive Black 
migration into the city. 
The major difference between Black and whites begins with why they came 
to Harvey in the first place. The majority of whites, were atttracted tel 
temperance towns since most suburbs were that. Most of the white workers 
who came sought work, and they found good factory Jobs in Harvey. Blacks in 
old Harvey came for many reasons, but in the main they found what the 
whites found. However, in the 1960's Blacks did not come to Harvey for 
Jobs. By this time the need was not for unskilled workers, but fo·r skilled 
workers in the specific indl..tstries 1oca1ted there. 
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Black people came to Harvey in seat'ch of a better 1 i fe~ better hc.l\si l'lg 
away from the ghetto and the problems of. the city. They wanted a good 
education for their children, and a good stamlard of liviFlg seemed 
affordable. They were met wi th host i1 i ty, were cheated, ay,d then accused 
of messing up the city. It is also true that Black people brc.ught wq ith 
them all of the Ylegative problems of the ghette. arid tel a great exteYltgave 
people pleYlty of cause to thi nk that they were the cause of all MaJor 
problems. 
But the maiYI stOt .. y is white racism, the exploi tatiol'"! of Black people fot' 
the final'"lCialgaif) of others. The historical t"'elationship between Harvey 
and Phoenix is a good case in pOiYit: 
Deve19pm~Ylt of Phoenix tlegan with the costructiOYI of aYI 
amusement hall in the 1890's •. At this time, when me.st sub,urbar, 
.communitie!::;~redry, the few places which allowed taverYIS, like 
Roseland (ad JiiH:ent to Pullman), dre.w a large and thirsty 
clientele.Phoeydx catered to the appetites whioch were 
sUPPl-"e!E;sed in nearby Harvey and South Holland. When the harvey 
laT!dAssc<caitipnacq~il-"edproperty in Phoenix in the late 1890' s, 
it~~cid!:!d.<igalnst aymexing it to Harvey b~al,.(seof .the 
taverl'"ls.~ ... lf'l>the ,1920's,. 'BJ.aCks~rkil'"Jgin t.he Illinois Central 
raUroadyat:'dsinbMarkham began to !5!:!ttle in PhOenix, and by the 
early 1.950's.th~village was two-thirds Black. In 1959 the 
villag!:! b.;:.ardof trustees,which .wasal1 whit!:!, voted 6 to. 1 te. 
par~itionttlecoi'll{llunity and toasktlJecityof Harvey to annex 
t.ha~ partofPh~enix in ",hiphmc<stwhiteresidents liv~d;, Harvey 
agreedtoth~proP05al~.By.this action, Phoenix lost 20 pet~cent 
of its population, 90 its commercial establishments, 
and3.::;peh:~nt ofi ts. rev.enues~ 
",/ ''',' " ',' ",- • > 
This .is a blatant case of 
<:;;~':';:""i,:":,,,<',':,>:,'J';'" ',-' , .;,'>:J.,:-.:,"'!, .. ".' 
pfjo~ni.x~;;'~~;"i~\J~~~tii~: 
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B1 ack people h~ied to buy decer!t hOllsi 1'"19 in Har-·vey and wet'e met wi ih 
In July of 19&2 the Star' Trib'-me r'an the 
fc.llowin£! headline: "Arson hil'd;ed il'"l Hc<use Explosic,l'!: Repot't Negt'o Bought 
He,me. II The hOllie was bombed on the heat' say that the home had beer, sold to a 
B1 acf.< marl, even though the new m'.ner's l'lever occupied the house fOr' OI'"H:~ 
day~ However', the t'eal stot'Y of hOllSil'"!!;! is ned; in keepil'"!!;! Blacks out, 
wh lch cover's the mi sguided sense of "while loyalty" some of the 
ecorlomically il'"lsecut'e Ii'Jhi te r'esidents have. The real story is the 
manipulation clf the housirlg maf'i·<et fot' a capitalist profit, expecially 11'"1 
t'ace bai ting a neighborhood, the!"! sell irlgit'enting at a pr'ice over' the 
market value whites would pay. All of th is was based on the hOllsi rig 
shot'tage fOr' Blacks il'l Chicago. 
By 1980, il'l t'ental pr'opet'ty, compared tel whites, Blacks had 32% less 
space pet' person, but paid 1&~ me't'e )-'ent pet' month. Some of this was 
41 
accoll1plished by building substandard hecusing. The poor people tt'yi ng to 
escape the Chicago ghetto didl'llt cl"'eate the cheap substandar'd he'lIsi)',g. 
This housing was ct'eated by real estate interests who wet'e willing to 
sact'i fice the ci ty of Harvey for' a profit. This is a fat' Ct'y ft'or!1 the days 
when the ecorlomic interests built Hat'vey up for a pt'ofH. Ft'OM 18'30' s te. 
41. This housing was erected tmder lax building codes lrl the city's rush to 
get in on the subut'ban building boom of the early 1950' s. It consisted of 
three-stOt'y apat'tmerlt buildings, with extet'ior' stairways and balconies 
rather thal'"! interior hallways~ at'ranged at right al'"lgles tel the str'eet; so 
that two Ot' three units could be buH tori a lot to a det-,sity of forty-three 
households per acre where only one apat'tmel'"lt b'-li ldi ng would have been bui It 
before. Me.st of these apartments wet'e erected on the West side of Harvey, 
l'"lot far from the city's longstanding Black neighbOt'hood. See Th to-' 1 ow! p. 
84 - 85 
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the 1970's things have turned compeltely are,uYHi. 
Racism was fert ilized with economic ir,secllri ty arid fear, arid turned irltc. 
a profitable shake down by the real estate and finarlcial interests (baF,ks 
arid savings and lc.ans) who helped finc\l'"!ce the substandard housiF,g. This is 
why we think old Harvey sank iF,tc. a period of decline. The main sh'uctur'al 
feature has been a shift in the economy, a shift away from toWl'",S like 
Harvey to new places based on r,ew techr,ologies. Jobs had been leaving 
since World War II. There was also the sllccess of old Harvey, with its 
sh'ong work ethic and good education. The third gel'",eration got new 
possibilities for social mobility and grabbed its chance to lead a higher 
status life than that of their fathers and grandfathers. This was a 
critical shift in community resources. And last, it was racism that sealed 
the towns fate. 
This last crucial period of crisis, trarlsformation, cmd change wi 11 be 
our focus in the next chapter we will apply our basic argument to the two 
cases of Dixie Mall and the Allied Tubing ComparlY, a positive and a 
negative example. In these two cases we have the living strength of old 
Harvey arid the decl il'"ling of Harvey as the hub of the southerr! suburbs. 
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IMPORTANT DATES IN EARLY CHICAGO HISTORY 
1673 Ft~e)""lch E){plOt~ers Pere Marquette and Lc.uis Joll iet 
traveled through the area 
1770 Black frorltiersman Jean Bapt iste DuSable becomes 
. the first permanent settler in the Chicago area 
1803 Fort Dearborn erected 
1812 Potawatomi Indians burn Fort Dearborn 
1816 Fort Deat~borrl erected fClt~ the secclnd time 
1833 Chicago incorpot~ated as a town 
(population = 350) 
1837 Chicago incorporated as a city 
(population = 4,000) 
1848 Illinois arid Michigan Canal operled linking Lake Michigan 
tel the Mississippi River for commercial shippiy!g 
1852 Illinois Central Railroad reaches Chicago from the south 
1 inki ng the central city to futm~e area of Harvey 
1871 Great Chicago Fire destroys most of center city 
(population = 298, 977) 
1886 Haymarket Massacre 
1893 Worlds Columbian Exhib'ition held in Hyde Park 
(population 1, 099, 850) 
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BOARD OF THE HARVEY LAND ASSOCIATION 
1. T. W. H.:.u~vey 
2. A. S. Badger 
3. N. K. Fairbarlks 
4. Mort~is Sellers 
5. George Jones 
6. A. G. Spaulding 
7. Gilbert Sha'-I 
B. W. D. Preston 
9. G. P. Benton 
10. Granger Farwell 
11. David Lyman 
12. Fleming Revell 
lumber 
lumber 
commodities trading and mining 
manufacturing 
manMufacturing and bankirlg 
lumber, sp,:;.t~t i ng goods, real estate 
lumber arid banking 
banking 
bankirlg 
barlking and law 
banking and law 
religious publishing 
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The StOt"'Y of Harvey, Illinois 1852-1986: 
Race and Class in an Industrial City 
Chapter 4 
NEW HARVEY 
(August 1986) 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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CHAPTER 4: NEW HARVEY 
Pa~'t 1: Orl BLACK SUBURBANIZATION 
The ot'igin of Y',ew Harvey is rooted in basic chcmges of the sod al and 
economic features of life in the USA. These include ~rQ2n!£2iiQn (the 
concentration of the population in cities), §~Q~rQ2ni£2iiQn (people living 
in small towns wi thiY'1 a metropolitan area), 9.!:!~!;,!;,Q!£2!!Qn <resident ia1 
segregation of neighborhoods based on raceiethnicity), QrQl~!;,~r!~n!£e~iQn 
(the transformation of a people from farmers to industrial workers). The 
first three concepts have to do with locating Black people in social space, 
while the cccncept of proletat'ianizatioY'1 has te. do with class. These are 
critical issues in the general study of Blacks il'l the 20th ceYltury. 
Trotter sums up recent studies of the urbal"l Black expet'ience. The ilia i 1"1 
theoretical concept has beer, "ghettoizatiol'"I," focllsing Oy, the spacial 
ordering of the Black community. His study of Milwaukee is based on the 
COl",cept of "proletarianization. II 
While the ghetto synthesis has been lIseful, it has been 
over"-worked; taken singularly, it I"IOW tel"lds to distort more tharl 
it clarifies. Therefore, a fresh but complementary theoretical 
departure in research on Black life in northern cities is 
needed. The proletarianization framework ••• suggests an 
alternative hypothesis for res,;?arch 01"1 urban Blacks. Such a 
framework shifts the perspective from a primary focus on hostile 
race contacts and their spacial embodiment to a central concern 
1 
with questions of economic and class relations. 
The main point is to include bc.th (economic relations of power) class and 
spacial patterns (geographic relations of nationality) in or"der to gain 
1. Trotter, pp. 275-276. 
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full insight irlto impot~tcmt distinctions in the politics of power and 
social change. 
southeast si.de of Chicago, makes a cleat~ distinctiol'"! between the politics 
of class versus the politics of cc,mmunity. 
Amet~icarl urban pol i tics has beerl governed by bOljndat~ies and 
rules that stress ethrdcity, race, arid tert~itoriality, rathet~ 
tharl class, and that emphasize the distribution elf goods and 
services, while excluding questions of production or workplace 
relat ions. The centerpiece of these t~ules has been the t~adical 
separat ion in peoples consciousness, speech, cmd acti vi ty of the 
politics of wot~k ft~om the politics of community. This subjective 
di vision has been such a powerful featut~e of American urban Ii fe 
that it has been operative even in situations where blue-collar 
workers live in immediate proximity to their factories. In South 
Chicago, for example, mammoth steel mills loom over the 
surt~oundiYlg comMurdties that house their worket~s. In the mills, 
these workers see themselves as labor [in opposition to the steel 
companies and, on occasion, to capital more generally]; and as 
labor they are quite militant. The ordinary idiom of plant life 
is that of class. There, clear majorities vote for radical 
insurgencies wi thin their union. Yet as soon as these wOt~kers 
pack up and go home, they cease to see theMselves primarily as 
workers. On the East Side an Hegewisch, in Irondale and Slag 
Valley, they are croatians, Mexicans, Poles. Here the Tenth Ward 
organization of the Chicago Democratic party machine; whose 
language is ethnicity, patronage, and services, is political 
2 
king. 
In this study of Harvey we are mainly concerned with the politics of 
community life. As such, we feel it is accurate to describe the leadership 
form of Old Harvey as white power, and the leadership form of new Harvey as 
Black power. The content of both forms of power reflects whatever class 
forces dominate the white and Black communities respectively at any given 
2. Katznelson, p 6. The representative on the city council from the Tenth 
Ward is "Fast Eddie" Vydrolyak, the racist opposition leader to Chicagos 
progressive Black mayor Harold Washington. However, this pattern might well 
be changing as progressive workers are mounting a political challenge to 
Vydrolyakis backward political leadership of the ward. 
- 2 -
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time. Trotter' adds this impot'tant qualificatioYI to his proletarianizatioy~ 
model. 
In short, the proletarianizatioYI of Blacks entailed their 
movement iy,tc, the industrial labor fot'ce as wage earY,ers whose 
1 i ves were shaped . by rac ism as we 11 ,as by the corilpet it i ve 
interplay betweel"l labor arid capital under industrialism. Such 
powerful conditioning fot'ces would foster a cc,mplex corlvet'geYlce 
.:cf class and racial consciousness among industrial worket's. 
Moreover, pattet'!Yls. of iY,ter- aYld iYltra-ra.ce \"'elations, politics, 
institutionaL.1ife, and housing would also l"eflect.theeffE;'cts .of 
3 
proletarianization. 
Qur focus on ne!"ll":iarvey is about the emergence of a particuhr type c.f 
4 
proletarian .urban experieI"lCj;, the industrlal suburban experience. Blacks 
have been irl urban area,!:ievery 
, . 
. However,F ar 1 eyr~~~fj~~.tha.t u"tH 
r):>:<, }\~/~,< ">:_,,,:".;'/',."<:\" .-
since the early days of the sl~\fj; trade. 
19!a0 ove~90"ofall Blacks>wef.e in the 
was only 17.2" whii,~etf;J~·the. north is~as,70.4",. By 1960, for tHe S~'-Ith it 
!westiti~as .95. 2%. 5~Y,',~ry~R;;ih~l:"'th .the 
'.' '\"~'. '< > . .'d ' , ,.," 
pl:"'ima:t'ilYi>:;hA~~n, whereas ... il~'~'~'~: 
~~~ ••.. 1950'5. Forthe.'.5), . 
. e,';··' 
" i ,\,': ,;.,.', /,~» 
. <'t~,y /' . 
•.. ~.~~. best be understQ~a"li',j~~hrough 
~ti..tdie~. Thisapproachisjjbased 01"1 
experience into modal experieYlces of 
,.+ • .,. ...... · ... r.v, and urbal"l fndl.1stryJ, separated by 
,disrup'l;ionLAtlaritic slave .,trade,· 
'emancJpatidri~:' . preseYlted.i' fulldiscussiol"l <ifthl~: 
in the text !n~~'QQ!!!g:H.i~n .... .i~~g24~~~t3~~=E!!'.!l!ll:~!.£2!L§!!!!ii~~ by Abdul Al ka Ii mat; .i'u'",cf i 
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this has to do with living in central cities. 
By the 1970' s suburban residence had been increasirig drarnat ically. 
In 1970 the Black suburban population stclod at 3.5 mi 11 ie.n, an 
increase of one-third since 1960 •••• During the decade of the 
1960s more than 800,000 Blacks moved to the sublJt~bs, wi th More 
than 75" of the total accounted for in Just 12 metropolitan 
areas. Most of this movement occurred in the last half of the 
1960s. 
From 1970 to 1974 [a period marked by ecorlomic t~ecession] the 
Black suburban popUlation inct'eased at a higher annual rate 
[4.4"] than the white population [1.8"]. The 668,000 Blacks who 
moved to the sl.lburbs was an increase of 20" ovet' the 1970 level 
of 3.5 mi 11ie.n. The Black population in the central cities" or, 
the other hand, was irlcreasing at an anl"lual rate of only 1.6" per 
6 
year [whites lost 1.1"1. 
In the Chicago area this general pattern took place as well. Orl the orle 
hand there have always been pockets of Blacks in the CHICAGO suburbs (e.g., 
Evanston" _________________ ). On the other hand, there was considerable 
increase of Black suburbanites in the metropolitan area of Chicago in the 
1960s and 1 970s. WE NEED TO FIND EMPIRICAL DATA TO DOCUMENT THIS 
STATEMENT. 
The main growth took place around three main cities: Maywood on the west, 
and Chicago Heights and Harvey on the south. This seems to point to the 
general observation that while the overall number of Blacks increased, the 
spacial pattern of central city segregation was reproduced rather than 
integrat ion. 
6. CLAY, P.407. 
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7 
fV1AYi-iOOD 
Maywood was founded as a plarnled community il'"; the 1860s and il'"ICOr'por'ated 
as a village in 1881. 
Chicago iy! 1895, as it eXPemded to fOt'ffl the Amer'ican Car! Cot'pot'at ion in 
1901. Amer'ican Cem eventually had 4,500 wod,et-·s in their' May~.."ood plant. 
By 1983 thet'e wet'e 83 if'"loustt'ial fir'fllS located thet'e, but they wet'e small 
and could not off set the loss of Amet'ican Cal'"! aYld a large Canada Dry plant 
(emplc'ying 4,000 wof'!·<ers) dudng the 1970's. 
The Bl ack popu lat ior"! clf Maywc.od was uYldet' 10 pet' cent tht'ough 1950. The 
Black population r'ose to 191. in 19610, 411. in 1970, and 751. iy! 1980. The 
tc,tal populat ion i 1'"; 1980 !<-JClS 27'j 998, dClwn from 29,019 il'"! 1970. NEED 
SEVERAL SENTENCES ON MAYWOOD POLITICS AND i'10VEMENT. CAN'T FORGET FRED 
HAMPTON, OUT OF NAACP TO PANTHERS. 
8 
CHICAGO HEIGHTS 
Chicago Heights is 24 mi les ft'om the Chicago downtc<Wf'"I. People begaYI 
settling thet'e in 1832 after the Black Hawk War. Two t'aih'oads lif'"lked it to 
7. This informatio1'"1 comes fronl an essay by Gai 1 Dal'"d·,s 
COt!JMUNITY FACT BOOK FOR THE CHICAGO METROPOLITAN AREA, 
It was 
WeI ter il'"l the LOCAL 
1984, pp 257 - 258 
B. Mater'ial on Chicago Heights taken from an essay by Pah'icia Booth 
Levenbet'g hi the LOCAL COMttlUNITY FACT BOOK FOR THE CHICAGO METROPOLITAN 
AREA, 1984, pp 214 - 216. 
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inCOf'pOl"'ated irl 1892. The maJot' indush'ial development t>,la~. the bui Idi l'"lg of 
an IFlland Steel plant in 1893. Labm' contr-'actors t'ect-'ui ted Welt'Key"s ft'o,/1 
By 1940 
the town had 22,461 (10~ Black)" by 1960 34,331 (19~ Black); aFld by 1980 
37~026 (291. Black). Lat irlos were i1i{ clf the populat ion in 1980. Fm'ther, 
in 19B0 Blacks wer'e segt-egat:ed~ with ovet' 60~ of the Black populatioF! 
living in 2 of 8 census tracts. 
NEED SEVERAL SENTENCES ON BLACK POLITICS IN CHICAGO HEIGHTS. 
HARVEY 
Hat'vey is 20 miles from the Chicago dowrlto~'in at'ea. These tht'ee major' 
centet's of Black cOFlcentration are all satellite industt'ial cities that 
used tel have eFlollgh Jobs to employ most of its populat iOFl; but nO\o'J are 
forced i)'"lto being t'esideFltial subut'bs. Alse" th is means that there is a 
cOl'"ltracteci tax base that thr'eatens city services and government finaFiced 
Each of these three cities suffers from the cht'onic 
problems of the rust belt, the ciep.;wture or decline of the industdal base 
that had given them 50 years Of' so of relative pt'ospet'ity. 
But, these suburbs t'epresent only OYle type elf Black subm'banizatiOl",= 
Blacks in Chicagos souther'!"! subm'bs settled iF! foUt' differ'ent lrlays. 
9. For 
243. 
the general history of old Harvey see Chapter 2. 
in the LOCAL COMMUNITY FACT BOOK by Stephanie A. 
- 6 -
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PATTERNS OF BLACK SUBURBANIZATION IN CHICAGOS SOUTHERN SUBURBS 1895 - 1949 
Typc/logy of Date of 1970 1980 Black Name IYlcorporat ictl') "Black "Black 
SuburbanizatioFI 1. Satellite Industrial city Harvey 1895 30.1 65.6 2. Spill 
Over ft~om Central City Calumet Park 1912 0.1" 30.0 3. Planned Community 
Robbins 1917 97.9 98.2 4. Inc'Jrpol"'ation of Rut'al East Chicago Settlement 
Heights 1949 97.1 98.2 
The first two types in the chart {satellite il'"ldllstrial city and the spill 
over from central city> are the origins of Black Y!eighborhoods within 
originally maJod ty white commuyd ties, while the other two (planned 
community and rural incorporation) were Black towns ft~om their beg il'"mi ngs. 
But more than this, the trend is for cities like harvey to become nearly 
all Black, with a small but significant Latino community as well. There 
are 9 cit ies in the south suburbs of Chicago that have over twc. thousaYld 
Black residents and 6 are ovet' 65" Black (and the other three are 28.8'-, 
30.0", and 44.3" Black). Table ________ presents this data. 
- 7 -
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BLACKS IN SOUTH SUBURBS, 1980: POPULATION 
City Date Black Pop. Total Pop. "Black 
Incorporated 
Harvey 1985 23,491 35,636 65.6 
Chgo Hgts 1901 1O,651 37,O26 28.8 
Markham 1925 10,592 15,172 69.8 
Robbins 1917 7,981 8,119 (:3811 3 
E Chgo Hgts 1949 5,252 5,347 98.2 
Dixmoor 1922 2,765 4'1 175 66.2 
Urdv Park 1967 2,765 6,244 44.3 
Phoenix 1900 2,655 2,850 9'7' ~-~ w.c: 
Calumet Park 1912 2,636 8,788 30.0 
Harvey has the lat~gest Black popl..tlation in the southern suburbs. Of the 
275 incorporated places in the metropolitan area, Harvey is the 26th in 
e.verall size, and 2nd in the size of the Black population. Howevet~, the 
Harvey population rarlks 252r,d 01"1 amount of family irlcome. 
But all thirlgs cor!sidered, Hat'vey emerges as a central and leading fOt~ce 
ir! the Black communities neat~ it. This is especially true for Markham, 
Robbins, Dixmoor, and Phoenix. 
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Within Harvey~ Blacks have had a tendency to be segregated, based on 
racist practices of real estate iYltet'ests arid exclusiol'"lary practices by 
white ethnic cecmmuydties. This is dt'amatically demonstrated in MAP 
The Black commul'"dty formed in northwest Harvey and moved east 
and south. The 1980 census repc.t'ted that out of B censlls tracts, Ylearly 
60'% of the Bl ackpc,plllation Ii ves in two tt'acts. 
-- tract 8269 and tract 8274. 
- 13 -
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Pad 2~ CLASSES AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 
The discussion of classes in !"iew Harvey has to begi!"l with clarification 
of the language I.lsed ir1 class ar!alysis. This subject clearly exposes the 
corIYlectio!"; between social science arid political ideoicigy. Terms of sc.cial 
science are Judged for theit~ logical clarity! cOt't'espcmdence tel perceptiol'ls 
of reality, lome! usefulness in empidcal irlvestigatiol'"ls. Tet'ms of political 
idee.le'gy at'e Judged for their logical clarity, correspondel"lce to the 
intet'ests of a political social formatiol"l, cmd their usefulness il'l 
pt'opagarlda and polemics. The rub is that since these sets of terms ovet'lap 
ane! are often used il'"lterchal"lgeably, for example il'"l the case of the term 
class. It is impossible to separate social science ft'om ideology, al'"ld this 
is especially tt'ue within a society such as the USA with politicized social 
formations in active conflict. What it comes down to is that the ruling 
elites of a society have control of the social institutions of social 
sciel"lce (especially fUl"ldiy,g agencies and lInivet'sities), and therefc.re lise 
the terms of social science to their own ideological 
.::.riel"ltatiol"l. 01'1 the e.ther hand, the oppressed and exploited peoples of the 
sc.ciety use poll tical ideology fot' the purposes of struggle and do not 
lIsually il"lstituticmalize a social scierlce enterprise fot' themselves. 
- 14 -
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The centr'al issue is how cOl'"lcepts t'eflect the structure of sC'ciety, fClr 
10 
iFl that one leat'ns best hc.w te. ch':\I'"!ge it. Further, one must be cleat' 
about Ol'"Jes poil'"lt of view, ones il'"lterest. Social science is always done 
In this analysis we at'e attempting to represel'"lt the 
interests of new Harvey. The test of how well this is done is a Judgemel'"it 
tel be made by the citizens clf Hat'vey, in how they think about the bell::<k al'ld 
what they dc, il'"! the sh'uggle to make theit' lives better and improve their 
cc<mmurli ty. 
10. Becker and Horowitz make an i mpe.rt ant intervention on this issue. 
"Ideologically "corl"'ect" al'"lalyses cal'lI"lot sl.lbstitute for cogent, empirically 
verified knowledge of the world as a basis for effective action •••• When 
radicali sm without sociology is employed as a surt'ogate for truth, it 
becomes fanaticism -- a foolish effort tel replace substal'"lce with style. 
But when these 1 imi ts in'e understood al'"ld expt-essed, sociological radical ism 
can help us measm'e the distance between where people are and where they 
want to go -- between the society and the utopia. pp 64 ~ 65 
..,.. 15 -
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11 
Status 
social prestige. uently heat~s that someone is high m~ IOlPi as in 
the upper~ class 01" t..he lower' class. Such ten:,s mean that people ar~e being 
talked of n terms of status. This is a subjective category reflecting the 
It is not whimsical, 
however, as there is empirical demonstration that societies at similar 
12 
they allc<cate pr'est i ge ir! the same way. 
The major' way that status is measUf'ed is thl"ough the subjective ral"il<ing 
of occupational prestige. The objective basis of this, the cluster of 
skills and activities we call 2!l'"! occupatic'n~ is the secol".d approach to 
class. This is using the tef~m class tCi poiri1; tc. the technical divisiori of 
labOr'. Occupations r'eflect the techrlological Ol"gal"dzatiorl of a giverl level 
of soc i o-eCOFiOfli i c deve 1 Clpmemt of a S()C i et y. Clearly there are different 
occupatiCins on a slave plantatioYi than il"l Harvey Illinois in 1920, JlIst as 
Hat'vey i l", 19213 is d if ferent from Harvey i rl 1986. This is what people mean 
when they ask "what do you do for a Ii vi fig?" 
The fliC.st impm~tant use of the tet~m class has tel dc. with the division of 
11. Wright pt'esents a very useful summat'y of all of the various approaches 
to class afHj theit' main uses in social scier-Ice literature. See his article 
"V':ll-'ieties of Marxist COl"lceptions Clf Class Stt'ucture," Pol it ics arid 
Society, Vol 9~ No 3, 1980~ pp __________ " 
12. On these studies see Hodge and Rossi [ J; al'ld Treimal"l. 
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Po~~et..,. means 
bt~ing able to do something even ... :i.th oppositioFl One has mo,'e power than 
anot.her (-rm' iFldividuals. ay\d collectivities) when or;e gets something dOl'le 
The COFfCE'Pi:.: of class sh'uggle is 
not fighting over' "inc< has the most status (that"s "keepi)'"!!;! up with the 
Jones' FI)'l I'KI!" :is it the competition fer' a Jc.b (eithe~' to fight unemployment 
a pt'c'motiol'l to a better' Job classi ficati.:!)'";). Class str'uggle is 
the fi over' ~ ... hich gY-OlIp of people has powe~' iti the society, ovet' which 
group has the power' to bui ld a society accCtt'Oi Fig tel their speci ficat iO)'"ls. 
The struggle bethieen old Har'vey and new Harvey, the fight oetweerl white 
has developed the [!lost t'igorol.ls 
attempt to empit'ically investigate t.he dis1;ributior, of classes in the USA 
based OF, this pOIIJer' notiOl'! of class. He makes the follow summat'y of t'acial 
The patter'!'"! of t~acial diffet'ences in class distribution is, if 
anythil'"lg, mcn-'e pt'ol'"IOtmced than the patter')'"1 for sexual 
di ffer-ences. 59 Del" cent of Blacks cn'e i)'"1 the working class, 
c.:.mpared to c.nly 37 pet' cerit of the whi tesj at the other' extreme~ 
aoe.tli; 16 per ce)'"lt of I<'lhi tes are employer'S or petty bourgeoi s 
cQmpared t.:. less than 3 per cent of Blacks. These raCIal 
COf"ltt'asts become even iJK't'e mat'ked when we break them dow)'"l by sex: 
Ne':lt'ly 70 per' cerlt of Black WClmel'l i)'"1 the 1 a bot' force at~e i)'"1 the 
lfJod<ing class, compat'ed to only 27 pet' cent of \<'Jhite men, with 
wlli te women and Black men falli ng between the two at about 50 pet~ 
cent. 
Taken together ~.Ji th the gel'!det' t'esul ts [e,f the cNerall study] 
we can dt~aw tw.;:. strong cOl'"IClUSiorIS frow these data. First, white 
males are clearly in a highly pt~ivi1eged POS1"tlOl'"1 in class 
tet'ms. About one white man in six is either a capitalist Or' an 
expet't manager',! that is; i)'". class locatio)'"ls wh ieh at'e ei thet' par't 
of the dominant class Or' cl':'sely tied tel the dominant class. If 
- 17 -
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we add to this othet' managet's 
white mel'l il'"l the labm' fot'ce at'e 
p,:<s i t ions. 
and expet'ts, ovet' a thi 1"'d e!f all 
in solidly exploiting class 
Secondly, the working cl ass il"i cOl'"ltemporat'y Amet'ical"i capital ism 
is constitf.tted substantially by women al"id rnirlorities. As alt'eady 
noted, 60.5 per cent of the working class in the United States 
are women. If we add Black men to this, the fi gure appt'oaches 
two thirds. Al"IY pc<litical strategy fot' the me.bi lizatior! of the 
workirlg class has tel take this demographic structUt'e irltet 
13 
c(;li'"isiderat ion. 
However, havil"lg said this it is still impc<rtant to pay atter,tion to the 
occupational catege.ries for OUt' purpc!se since the main thesis fot' the 
decline of Harvey has to do with a charq;ie irl the sh'ucture of the ecorlomy. 
One of the main indicators for this should be the occupational structUt~ of 
the work fot'ce irl the ci ty. 
13. Wright, 1985, pp 200 - 201 
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1980 OCCUPATIONS OF HARVEY BLACK EMPLOYED, 16 YEARS AND ABOVE 
Occupat iO)'"fal # of 
" 
of 
" 
Black of Pt~Opot~t i ona 1 
Categot'Y Blacks Blacks Category Represerit at ion (d} 
1- Executives (a) 223 2.8 44.5 .72 
2,. Pt~ofess iona 1 S 603 7.5 58.6 .95 
3. Tectmici ans (b) 320 4.0 67.2 1.1218 
4. Sales 449 5.6 50.2 .81 
5. Clet~ical 1546 19.2 64.0 1. 03 
6. Ser'vice 1605 19.9 65.1 1.05 
7. Ct'aft (c) 844 10.5 53.5 .86 
8. Operatives(d) 2432 30.2 67.6 1. 09 
9. Farmirlg (d) 40 0.5 62.5 1. 1211 
TOTAL 8062 100.2 61. '3 1.lZIel 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
This table ________ contains descriptive and comparative information on 
the occupations of Black Harvey residents. Clearly Black are mainly in 
working class blue collar occlipatioYls. The main general character of 
Harvey hasn't changed. Over thirty per cent of Black are operators and 
laborers. This includes machine operators, fabricators, assembi ers, 
inspectot'S and samplers, material moving equipment operators, Handlers, 
machine cleaners, helpers and laborers. These are mainly semi-skilled and 
unskilled positions. Nearly 401- at'e in Clet'ical (including secretaries, 
typists, fi Ii ng clerks, geYlet'al office clerks like receptioydsts) and 
Service (irlcluding de.mest ics, police and firefi ghters). There is ar, 
obvious gender split irl this data as men make up 76.7"J. of the opet'ator and 
labol"'et' categot'Y, whi Ie women make up 70 " of those in clerical and 
service. 
- 19 :.... 
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On the othe~ hand, compared to whites, the~e a~e three categories in 
wh lch Bl acks a;-'e ur,der-- t'epr--esented. The table lists data as an 
ovet'all per' cent of Blacks amOl--lg the Har'vey employed {in 19B0 it was 61.91.} 
If the number is one then Blacks 
work fClt'ce. Or; th is basis Blact-{s are unden-'ept'esented as Execut i ves, in 
sales and as ct'aft-skilled wc<r'Kers. This is very sigrdficimt as these 
tht--ee occupatioFlal categor'ies an'1 key to power' in diffet'el'"!t segments of the 
wor'king and middle class. 
1. Executives: this categm'y cOl'ltail'!s the people who at'e in chat'ge of 
hiriF;g and fit'ing~ work schedules, assigrmlents at1d performance evaluation, 
in addi tior, to maintaini,.-,!;! thei t' owrf Job r'elated pt'ivileges such as sett irig 
ones OWl', schedules, and geFler'ally having gt'eater economic pt'ivileges in 
terms of health, etc. The 
uF;det'rept'esentation of Blacks i)"! this category mear!s that Blacks are at a 
disadvantage in terms of authority relations at work. Of course this is 
not to be equated with t'acism as the only mc<tivatic<Flal strllct!.lt'e, but it is 
highly t'elated to r'acism if fot' )";0 othet' t'eason that the pec.ple in chat'ge 
at'e most ly wlli te as a matter of fact. 
Thet'e is .:mothet' factor, the cc.mmurd ty appl icat io)"; of Job related ski lIs 
and status. Bl acks lose out het'e. A commtmi ty is enharlced by having 
member'S who at'e in this Jc.b category because these people are a vi tal 
t'esclurce for the voluntary WOr'k that keeps a commlmity alive. This-
- 20 -
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There is alsc< the status issue il'l that thet~e ar~e usually high pay9il"!g Jc.bs 
allm'ii ng such people a hi gher standar'd of 1 i vi ng. Also, these Jobs allow 
for time off dut'ing the day sc. that the commlmity wot'l< necessat'y during 
office h.jut's ca!'"! usually only be done effectively by pe.jple with these 
kinds of pt'ivileges. Lastly, thet~e is the issue of community based t'ole 
models fOr' the young. This is very important. 
2. Sales: The sales category di ffers frOM clerical and set'vice because 
sales Jobs at'e in the pt'ivate sector al'ld the others have lots of 
governments employment included. Furthermore, domest ic al'ld personal 
service often has a Black social ident i fication (based on sc<utherrl 
traditions as opposed to EUt'opean immigr'ant status from northeastern 
tradition). These Jobs reflect white dominatiorl of business ownet'ship, 
especially businesses that employ paid labor (other tharl fami ly labor>. It 
has been a COmMOI'; pt'actice il'"l cities to organize mass protests to fot~ce 
white businesses to hire Blacks in sales even when the business mainly 
serves Blacks. Dt'ake and Cay tori discuss the "Don'.t Buy Where You Cant Work" 
14 
boycott campaigns c.t'ganized il'"! Chicago in the 
Sales is a social Job, a publ ic COl'"ltact Job in which or,e interacts with 
customers as a representative of the products being sold. In a working 
class cc.mmlll"lity sales workers corlfront customet's almost as equals. This 
helps explain why it w.juld take sc<metime for Blacks to be hit'ed to sell the 
articles of life, including the most intimate aspects of life in the 
14. Drake and Cayton, p. 743. 
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3. Cj"~aft WOr'i<er's: This is the Job categot'y of skilled factot'y Jobs, the 
best payii'!g Jobs with the most Job secttr'ity. 
aFld membership in cl"'aft unions. Each of these at-·e access 
points that have beeI'I denied Blacks. It is vet'y cleat' to eXamii'le this 
histor'icallY1 because ll'lcmy of the skilled occupations wet'e dor:.e by slaves, 
so immediately after the civil of the 
This included blacksmiths. ironworkers, carpenters, etc. 
NORE ON THIS CATEGORY 
WORKING CLASS 
a. the community aFld the plants, not empty structut'es 
I'tithc:<ut the sc.cic.-cultm'al life that used to be so Sh'Ol'l!h the 
bar'S, etc. 
OM the ttnions., always tied ir;tc. the cCtflif!1Unity hei'iCe 
excl lIsiorlat'Y, except the steelltK'!"'i<ers 
c. the mass participation in all commuynty institutiorfs 
ion the Black communi ty at'e most ly wod<ing class. The key isslje 
is the leader'ship, and her'e it is clear' that few have IrIC 
1 eadersh i p. 
d. the key iF!stitutiorl is the chut'ch. 
1. highest level of wc p.::n-ticipatiori 
2. diver'sified leader'ship SCI wc has a role tCI 
play and het'e shares with the mc 
WE NEED TWO EXAMPLES HERE, ALL POSITIONS 
WHO IS IN THEM AND THEIR JOBS 
3. ideological orieFltat iOI'"I: quote COYle or ~-IIest 
4. Fieed over'all data on ch!jrches~ number by 
deFlomi nat iorl with a full list i1'"1 appeFidix 
5. cultural Ot'iel'"!tatioFI - agaiFl mass 
pal"'ticipatio1'"! ul'litirq;i old and yClung 
with a historical link to past, souths 
etc. 
Black. 
15. For' example, see Mat'clls Chy-·ist iarl, 
1718-1900; and Philip S Fcmet' <:\tid RCInalct 
Dc.cumentary Hi stor'y from Colonial Times 
Black WOt'Ket' to 1869. 
Negt'o h'ol'lworket's of Louisiana, 
L Lewis~ eds, The Black Worker: A 
to the Pres€mt, see VCllume 1: The 
- 22 -
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MIDDLE CLASS 
a. home ownership is a key factor of status, for in the 
c.verall picture this is a great Oppot~tuni ty for 
wc to live on a status level with the mc 
b. cCtl1tt'ast two types 
1. self employed, the Black business 
2. the pre.fessiol'"lal, govet'nment, Ingall s, etc. 
c. loci of professiol'"lals 
1. ymca 
2. health and Ingalls 
3. city Hall, cCll..mty, etc. 
4. 
d. loci of el'",trepreneurshi p 
i. food 
2. funet~al 
3. pel"~sonal service - hair, clothes, etc. 
4. boc.ze and music 
UNDERCLASS 
a. different definitions of what we are thinking about 
1. strl.lctut~al ul'",employment 
2. out casts mentally ill and criminal etc. 
3. sClcial and cultural reproduction 
4. 
b. undet~ground eCOnOf>1Y 
c. cultural deviatiol'", from nClrm 
d. teem pregnancy 
e. gangs 
f. pet'iodization of this new class force 
HOUSING: THE CLASS STRUGGLE TERRAIN OF BLACK SUBURBANIZATION 
1. compare housi ng st OCf< 1950-60-70-80 
2. compare patterns of ownersh ip and rent 
3. case study of complex torn down 
4. analysis of the real estate industry 
5. patterns of land use 
6. raci al bOt~det's 
7. natural bot'ders 
8. neighborhoods 
9. U of C survey data 
10. commercial areas 
- 23 -
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3. POLITICS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 
While the lr::<l'lg rar"!ge fllYldamel'"!tal chal'"lges in a community are a functiol'"! of 
its basic structUt~e, its economical and def!lo~waphical featl.lres, the short 
run change is guided by the political aspects of comfilul'"lity life. There is 
an intet~relationship betweel'"! ecol'"!omics and politics, they impact each 
other, with the economic detet'mil'"dng things il'"l the long run, but politics 
detet~minir!g things in the she.rt t'llYl. So this sectiorl will discl.lsS the 
major stages of pe.litical motion within new Harvey, building on the Black 
sl.lbl.lt'banization process involving the differences .:cf classes and ce.mf!1ul'"lity 
organi zat iorl. 
Our basic model is based on a conception of Black politics as social 
16 
movement. This model stipulates that the basic feature of politics in 
the USA has been its de Jure and de facto exclusion of Blacks ft'om 
opet'atiYlg with il'"l its structure, from voter registration to holding elected 
office. This raises the fUl'"!damental issue of denyil'"lg citizenship rights. 
Black people have been fighti n9 to get inside the pc.1i tical system, and 
this fight has been the main issue of Black politics up to and including 
the recent 1984 presidential election during which time new forms of 
exclusionary measures were exposed during the Jesse JacKson campaign. The 
main tactical orientation to achieve this strategy of democratic inclusion 
has been protest, the extralegal mobilization of community forces to 
challenge the system and force it to open up. Our basic definition of 
16. This nIDdel was laid out in McWorter, Bailey, and Gills, forthcoming in 
Gove and Massotti, 1986 
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of Black inclusion wit.hin the political system. 
17 
Of cc'm~se this pC'litical protest has beerl somewhat effective. 
secOFldat'y aspect e,f Black politics COl"lCeniS elected officials ~Jho oper-·ate 
wi th in the system whet'E' they face a irlter'esti l"lQ cOl"ltr'adict lorl. They C<'IY"I 
focus on cOMmunity mobilization 
politics based on legislative and executive action (compromise). This 
distil'"lction bet-weerl pr~otest al",d compromise is flmdamel'ytal to om' analysis 
of the Black elected official, an elite who either mobilizes the masses 
at~o1..md thei t' ... Jorki ng class iFlterests~ at' who mail"!ly l",egotiates to reach a 
compt'c<mise between the commurlity arid the ruling elites. In effect; being 
on the il"lside of the pc<litical system hightel"ls the class ccmtr'adictic<ns 
faced by the BED who must mobiIi ze and educate the Black commlmi ty or lead 
a Ii fe of compr'omi se and ult imately col1abOl"'at ion with the overall t'lIlil"lg 
eli t es of the COUFlt t--y or comfilun i t y. 
A. THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN HARVEY AND THE SOUTH SUBURBS 
L whe!"! was the NAACP fot'med, was it Chicago Heights 
if l''iC' othet' sou,'ce then we have to check the 
back issues of the Ct'isis 
2. CORE was set up in 1960 ul"ldet' the leadet--ship cf 
Abbott (seems like a family affair) and Hebert 
3. this is a table 
17. As of 1982 ther'e ~4ere ovet' 5,000 Black elected cfficials. But, this is 
a rathel"' small ngllf'e since it is cut cf a total of neat'ly half a milli<)l"I 
elected officials il"l the USA. As of 1980 BlaCKS wel"e over 10% of the vc,ting 
age pcpulatiorl but ol"!ly has OF!e per cel"lt of the elected e.fficials. In 
ot'del" tOt' Blacks to have pl"cpcrtiol"late rept'esel"ltatie<l"l ther'e wculd have to 
be 10 times as many elected officials as ther'e at'e today~ HOwevel"~ these 
5~ 000 Black elected officials dc, eXIst "md fOr' them Black poE tics is on 
the iF!side. Also cite the Joint Centep Rcster Al'ml..laL 
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STAR TRIBUNE HEADLINES 
7/8/62 "Ar~SOl"1 Hi l"ited in Home Explosion: Report 
Negt~,j Bc.ught Home" 
7/29/62 "Ask Formatiol'"1 of Humcm Relatiol'"!s 
Council" 
811162 "Local Gt~OUp Airs Raci al Problems" 
9/16/62 "Humiarn Relat ic.ns Group Elects Charles 
Boysen" 
4. SHURE [South Subllt'ban Humal'"1 Relat ions COUl'"iCl l} 
formed September 1963 
5. there is an ordil'"I':ll'"ice setting up the Harvey Human 
relations commission 
6. 5/16/68 there was a struggle to set up a fair 
hOllsing ordinance in the city of Hat~vey 
7. 
B. THE MASSES SPEAK: SPONTANEOUS VIOLENCE AND NEW HARVEY 
1. The main collective violel'"lce was August 1964 sparked 
by an incident at Foremost liquor. 
2. one SOl..lrce is the Wolf volume, THE GIN BOTTLE RIOT 
a. quote Ol'"! the thug owner p. 9 
b. mil'"listers who were il'"iVolved p. 18 
c. quote on those arrested p. 
d. where pc.lice cc.me from p 20 
e. symbolic character of Black/police conflict 
p. 23 
f. Dixie High Gold Course p 37 
g. Key people: 
1. John Hebert/CORE 
2. Fred Abbott/CORE 
3. Erwin X/ Muslims 
4. Arthur Christian/Harvey Human 
" Relations Commission 
5. Mrs Madelyn Bonsignore/Vice Chair 
South Sub. Hum. ReI. Commission 
6. Blondella Woods, 22, 3547 W Jackson 
Chicago 
3. another source is the Hebert scrapbook 
a. mainly the local press and the cl'lJ.cago pt"'ess 
b. Biggest new info is on the substantive demands 
al'"lo analysis that came aftet' the blow up 
4. a quc.te fr.jf(l Rossi P. 9 Ghetto Riots ed by Rossi 
The revolts are expressions that challenge the legitimacy of 
existing authority and institutions: in defying the police and 
looting commercial establishments, ghetto Blacks suddenly 
expressed attitudes which they held all along, to the effect that 
local institutions were not of their making, were *inimicable to 
theit"' interests and had a legi timacy only by vi rtue of 
oefil'"litions which they did not shat"'e. 
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5. Nc.te that this was not a revolt of the unemployed or 
lumpen, but a woddng class reve.lt against 
racism. This was the dialectical opposite to 
the civil rights movement 
C. BLACK POWER: ESTABLISHING THE IDEOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE FUTURE 
1. Class ot~ientat iem: the ci vi 1 t'i ghts movement was led by the old B1 aek 
communi ty leadership (includi rlg established tt~ade uniordsts arld the po 
traditional elites) and white 1ibet~als; the insurrectioYI was engaged in by 
the spo!"!taneolls uYlorganized masses, no leadership, !"!o planning except the 
tenor of the times; and the Black power movement was led by the young 60's 
generation college educated pt~ofessionals and activists. This is a 
critical issue that has to be clat~ified~ especially how SSlC during the 
electoral stage coming c.ut of Black pc1wer led to commurdty unity that split 
aIem!;! class orientatioYI 1 ines. 
2. Center' for Independent Learning 8/17/73 incorpot"'ated in the state 
of Illinois: IS THIS THE FIRST ORGANIZATION THAT PULLED CHILDHOOD FRIENDS 
TOGETHER TO FORM SEVERAL ORGS LEADING TO SSlC AND THE 1983 ELECTION????? 
3. Minority Council for Action 
a. we have minutes from 3 meetings in 1976 feb, 
mr, apr 
b. campaign info on struggle with WBEE 
4. Afro-American Assembly 
lists Eugene Banks representing the CPUSA??? 
5. Leadership Conference Steering Committee 
minutes dated 4/16/77 
6. Round Table for Process Analysis 
3 minutes from 78, 1/19, 1/27, arid 2/2 
D. THE ELECTORAL STRUGGLES 
1. 
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NOTES ON THE MAPS WE NEED DRAWN 
1. Ge r,et"' a 1 
a. they should be drawl'l 01"1 a large scale because we'll 
reduce them by camera 
h. WE ARE NOW IN A TIME BIND SO THIS MUST BE MOVED ON 
RIGHT NOW 
2. Map 1: Harvey arid Ch icago Metropo Ii tan At"'ea 
a. Harvey city limits 
b. expressways and main Harvey entry/exit points 
(57, 94, 80) 
c. IC and other railroads, and the harvey IC stop 
d. Lake Michigan 
e. Ch icago ci ty Ii mi ts arid the downtowl'" area 
f. location of Maywood, Evanston 
g. Indiana State Line and city of Gary 
3. Map 2:: Harvey and South SubUt"'bs 
a. IC and the main highways 
b. city limits of 
Harvey 
Flossmore 
Olympia Fi eld 
Park Forrest 
Chicago Heights 
Calumet Park 
East Chicago Heights 
Robbins 
Dixmoor 
Phoel"lix 
Markham 
4. Map 3: New Harvey and its institutions 
a. Harvey city limits indicating aJacent towns 
h. main streets: 150th~ 154th, and 159th, etc. 
c. main firms: Allied, Whiting, ? 
d. main agencies: Ingalls, YMCA, Tubman House, etc. 
e. city hall, schools, and parks 
5. Map 4: Race and Neighborhoods in Harvey 
a. based on a map of city blocks in Harvey 
b. three colorations: 
1. Black: over 50% Black in 1960 
2. Dark Gray: over 50% Black by 1970 
3. Light Gray: over 50% Black by 1980 
c. include the railroads 
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1. All shcools - pt~i!'"fcipals and PTA heads 
2. All officials in City Hall 
3. Firms 1 i sted by So Suburba!'"! Chamber of Commet~ce 
4. Bl ack busi Fsesses 
5. Key publ ic cmd pri vate agerlcies 
6. HLA clauses (2) 
B. Ea t~ 1 Y Hat~vey i Fldu st r i es (1 890-19i£nZl) 
9. States of orgin of early Black settlers 
10. Occupations of ecwly Black settlers 
11. Populaticm of Hat~vey by t'ace (1890-1980} 
1· 0;:' ..... Blacks irl Chicago south sutH.wbs 
13. Hat~vey, FlossmOi·~e, am) Olympia Fields 
14. Map - Harvey iFl Chicago Metr~o regio)'"1 
15. Map 
16. Map - Geography by t'ace 
17. Map - South suburban regioFl 
lB. All electio!'"1 stats on Blacks being elected 
19. Black Mayors in 1980 in Illinois 
20. Retail stot'es and sales o 939-1976} 
21. FBI ct'ime statistics 0960-198U 
22. Age by race (1930-19B0) 
23. Census tract data (1970) 
24. Ce!'"lsus tract map 
25. LHJt'ary/repositot'ies of i!'"iformation on Harvey 
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COMMENTARY 
Problems with 
Obamaabout 
racism, not race 
T his presidential election is his-
toricbecause 
the two Democratic 
candidates come 
from two groups that 
historically have 
faced discrimination 
-blacks and 
women. There have DAVID JOHNSON 
been plenty of pleas-
ant surprises and 
some unpleasant disappointments during the COUISe of 
this campaign. . 
This week, Barnck Obama returned to cheering 
crowds in Iowa, Where he launched his improbable cam-
paign and where voters gave him his first victory in this 
long, drawn-out t'ace to hecome the nominee of the 
Democratic Party. His Win in Iowa and several over-
whelmingly white states indicated that this race would 
prove to be grotindbreaking in its impact. 
The Obama campaign would serve notice that it 
would not he politics as usuaJ. Obama has nUl a better 
campaign than mllary Clinton. Conventional wisdom 
indicated that the ClintoIis would nUl circles around 
Obama and the rest of the field. But Obama's c.ropaigil, 
under the guidance of the sagacious David Axelrod, 
appears to have heen the most competent. 
The performance of the Obama team in states with 
small black populations has been a pleasant surprise. 
Yet it is understandable if one has seen the junior sena-
tor from Dlinois in a small groap setting or heard one of 
his many sterling speecheS. 
"Initially, his inability to keep pace with Clinton in a 
debate format was fairly obvious, but that facet ofhis 
campaign has improved as the campaign developed. He 
was thrown off stride by questions about his pstriotism 
because he was not wearing a lapel pin with a likeness 
of the American flag, whether he reaI\y was a Christian 
and why he stayed in his church wbilehis pastor gave 
sennons critical of the government. 
Obama has maintained his 0001 through all of this and 
has managed to cleverly haridle indirect and often obtose 
references to his race. 'Longtime Clinton adviser James 
Carville said that Pennsylvania was a state with Alabama 
and Mississippi in between Pittsburgh and PbiIadeiphia 
and that Obama could not possibly Win the primary. 
The governor of Pennsylvania JIat<lut stated that white 
voters in his state would not vote for Obama because he 
was black or, perhaps, only half-white. Clinton piled on 
with comments that hardworking white voters did not 
identify with Obama because he was out of step with 
them as Reagan Democrals cultoraI\y. Inprevious elec-
tions, these vOters ~tly have voted against their 
wanets and pockefuookor economic interests. 
Bill Clinton started this chain of events when he tried to 
communicate to the,public that Obama was cut from the 
same clOth as the Rev. Jesse Jackson - someone who 
turns off many white Amert<!ans with his metoric and 
style of activism. This subtle appeal to segments ofwhite 
Americans' fears was picked npon and roundly criticized. 
For the most part, the media have described these 
eVenis as S)'ffiptomatiC of Obama's problem with race. 
Race refers to a group of peOple who share a set of 
physical characteristics and therefore are categorized as 
a race of people. What we have witnessed in this cam-
paign is not race but racism: 
Racism ocCurs when individual>; and institutions 
make vaIue judgments 3bout individual>; and groups of 
people based upon physical characteristics. Commenta-
tors in the media rare\y make the distinction between 
race and racism: 
David Gergen, a political commentator on CNN who 
served in the administrations of Richard Nixon, George 
H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton, caned upon HiIJary Clinton 
to say she does not want the _es ofpeuple who vote 
on the basis ofracial fears and racism: This was a high 
point in the media coverage of the Kentocl<y and Oregon 
primaries. 
Uofortunately, the media have not infonned the pub-
lic about the difference between race and racism. Such 
a clarification would help ~ country identify racism 
and reduce the practice by individuais and institutions. 
Meanwhile, subsequent reports indicate Oregon is 
politically more reflective of the United States than Ken-
tucl<yand west"virginilL Gallup polling showed that the 
rest of the United States is closer to Oregon than Ken-
tocl<y. Obama is tied among people without college 
degrees. Obama Cl\iOYS a lead with women and the " 
youth vote. 
There isn't much Oba;ma's opponents have on him. To 
date, all the dirt that's heen dished has to do with the 
flag pin issne, the Rev. Jeremiah Wright, whether he is a 
Christian, his middle name, his lack of experienCe and, 
of coruse, his race. 
Clinton has vowed to stay in the race all the way to 
the convention, saying anything can happen. J wonder 
what she has in mind. 
David Johnson is a professor at South Suburban COllege in South 
Holland. E-mail him at <fjOhnson@southsuburbancollege.edu. 
BeginningJune 4, David Johnson's cotumn will move to 
Wednesdays in the SouthtownStar. 
..................... A .......... U .... ~~ 
holiday heing proposed by John 
McCain and Hillary Clinton is 
political pandertng at its best. It 
will do absolutely nothing to 
bring down the cost of oil. In 
fact, in all likelihood, the big oil 
companies would just raise the 
price of crude to make up for 
the loss. This simply is a lame 
campaign gimmick that is 
designed for one thing: to pm-
duce votes come November. It 
just goes to show you that 
these presidential hopefuls will 
try anything that might get 
them some votes, and they real-
ly have no clue as to what the 
average citizen hac:; to go 
through. But they will try to 
give usjust enough bait so we 
will bite on it, as if we are stu-
pid. Dnring the past three 
years, oil prices have tripled in 
cost, and the Bush administra-
tion and Congress ha\>e done 
nothing. Everything that has 
been proposed, from drdling in 
Alaska to prodncing more 
ethanol, is designed to make 
sure that big oil still will he able 
to gauge the public and contin-
ue to reap mega-profits. Big oil 
has no reason to cut prices, and 
why should it when it has pea- . 
pIe in our government who c0n-
tinue to rob the poor to pay 
Peter, and smile as they are 
doing it? 
Mike Schauer 
Joliet ' 
I think the federal gas tax 
holiday that's proposed is a 
good idea For one thing, the 
last thing we need right now is 
to have to stay home with no 
vacation.. If for one, need a 
vacation after hearing all the 
political rantiugs and campaign 
talk all winter. If we get a tax 
break on gasuline, that means 
that if you get 30 miles per gal-
lon in your car and want to 
'drive from Chicago to Califor-
nia, you will need about 140 
gallons of gas. !fthe federal gas 
tax is 17 cents per gallon, yon'll 
save $23.80, not to mention the 
money you'll save the rest of 
the sununer. Another thing that 
will help is for people to nse 
public transportation. That will 
came out on the news just 
recently that at least in Chi-
cago, there's been an increase 
in ridership of public trans-
portation. It's amazing how we 
henefit from people wanting to 
be eleeted, isn't it? We might 
pay later, but I don't care. We 
need a break now. Yesterday is 
almost too late. but we'll take 
wbat we can get 
Carl F. Rollberg 
Calumet Park 
I could he wrong, but I 
thought the proposal for a fed-
eral gas tax holiday first was 
suggested by President Bush. I 
view the proposal as yet anuth-
er temporary Band-Aid on a 
real problem that will have a 
negative effect on needed infra-
structure maintenance. When 
we rob Peter to pay Paul, Peter 
will soffer the consequences 
beyond the benefit that Paul 
receives. 
The American love affair 
with aport utility vehicles, 
Hummers, recreational vehicles 
and monster deluxe pickup 
trucks causes me to wonder 
how we ever raised a family of 
three children with Ford, Chevy 
and Plymouth fami\y sedans. 
We even managed to go on 
camping trips and deliver our 
children to their individnal 
extracurricular events. Chil-
dren walked to school and 
walked home, then took th~ 
busto high school. None of 
them owned a car until they 
were out of school and working 
to support the requirements of 
a personal vehicle -'-- insurance, 
license fees and gasoline. 
I drive a Dodge Neon that 
has a 12-gallon gas tank, gives 
With gas prices skYrocketing thruugbout the nation, sims- JOIm McCain and Hillary ct 
proposed. federal 'gas tax holiday for the _or. fiLE PHOTO ' 
" me 32 to 31>miIes per gallon 
and oilt-peifonns any vehicle I 
have owned, from a VO\ksWa-
gen to a Cadillac, on the open 
road. !fyon can afford the luxu-
ry of larger and more expensive 
transportation, I am happy for 
YOlL But do not whine about 
the cost offll\ing your gas 
taitks. It was your chOice to 
make. I would rather have the 
cash to eijjoy a vacation trip to 
the NorthW'oods or e!\ioy a day 
at the mall. 
The efl;ects of gas prices on 
the national economy is crip-
pling retail businesses- That 
will \ead US into adepression 
thai will take a helluva lot more 
than a gas tax holiday to sur-
vive. You might think about that 
when you spend more than $80 
to fill your'gas tank. 
Ruth WillIams 
Oak Forest, 
The proposed federal fuel tax 
holiday is only a temporary fix 
to the problem of skyrocketing 
fuel prices. A better solution 
would be to remove the 
14.4 cents per gallon tax penna' 
nenlly and pass 'aloug the need-
ed road and highway tax 
income to the oil companies in 
the form of a windfall profit tax 
on the billions of profits 
already reported this year. 
Unfortunately, under either sce-
nario, ~e ~oil comparrles 
would"continue to raise the 
price of fuel to satisfy the 
demands of shareholders. A 
simple solution for consumers 
to lower fuel prices is to simply 
hoycott the mini-marts located 
inside the stations. The gas sta-
tions have said it is more prof-
itable selliug items such as 
milk, bread, pop, coffee and 
doughnuts than gas, and it 
seems the statiQD8 are raising 
the prices on these i~ as 
well. They are gouging the con-
surner at the purnp and at the 
snack counter. If consmners 
would hoycott the mini-mart, 
station owners would feel the 
pinch of the loss of revenue 
and profit andjust might have 
to keep fuel at a more reason-
able price. If the stations are 
only selling ftiel, we may even 
get back to the days of "gas 
wars" and free trinkets with 
every fiII-ap of eight gallons "Or 
more. 
Thomas DIgnan S" 
Oak Lawn 
The proposed federal gas tax 
holiday for this smnmer that is 
being talked up by Sens. HiIJary 
Clinton and John McCain 
sounds great. I don't thinkIt 
/ 
hlls a chimce of happening 
because where will the govern-
ment get the money to make up 
for the lost revenue? I don't 
know where Sen. Barack 
Obama stands on the gas issue, 
but I would guess that whatev-
er his plans are, they'II end up 
in the tmsh bin of broken 
promises. 
Now that the price of gas has 
gone above $4 a gaRon, I am 
amazed that there aren't more 
people screaming about the 
cost per gallon. But as we all 
know, people have to get to 
work and people will continue 
to pay up the ilippy to get to 
work. Sw:e, we' see people rid-
ing bikes and taking public 
transportation tq wo:t:k But 
realistically, there are people 
who, because of their work 
site, can't ride a bike or take 
public transportation. I know I 
wouldn't have when J was 
teaching in the city. 
Mayhe, and this is a long 
sbut, ifth~ politicians in Wash-
ington would pass legislation 
alloWing drdling in areas of this 
country where there is oil, we 
wouldo't have to depend on 
two-bi.t despots for our oil. 
I hope everyone has a great 
Memorial Day holiday. Oh, and 
did you know that this holiday 
had its hegimtings in 1866 when 
three women in Columb~, 
Miss., decorated the graVes of 
Coofederate soldiers and laid 
flowers on the graves of federal 
soldiers? 
Philip PeIDey 
Oak Lawn 
The federal gas tax holiday is 
reminiscent of the TV conuner-
cia! where the quick-fix engi-
neer uses his chewing gam to 
seal a crack in a dam. In both 
cases, it doesn't make much of 
a difference.. 
Economists and political 
observers have given John 
McCam.'s idea a resOlmding 
thumbs:.down. One critic 
labeled the projected savings as 
"chwnp change." Thm Fried-
man, of the New York Times, 
atljudged it to be so ridiculous 
that "it takes your breath 
away" Jonathan Alter, of 
Newsweek, savMed it one bet-
ter bY,describing it as "the most 
irreaponsible pOlicy idea of the 
year_" 
Why don't the experts like if! 
For one, during the peak sum-
mer months, it would encour-
age more driving (increase 
demand) which would ratchet 
prices higher. In the second 
place, there is no guarantee 
that gas station owners would 
lower prices .• 
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BLACK HISTORY PROGRAM 
Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church 
Sunday, February 11, 2001 
"WHAT BLACK HISTORY HAS DONE FOR ME AND CAN DO FOR YOU" 
I. Acknowledgement 
First giving honor to maker of heaven and earth, 
The one who sacrificed his son for us, 
The one from whom all blessings flow. 
I ask God to give the words so that those with in the sound of my voice take 
something with them. 
II. To Reverend Pastor Jones 
A. Thank you for 
1. Registering for my African American History Class. Even 
though the greatest number of students at SSC are black, I still 
worry about the enrollment in this and other classes that deal with 
our history and culture. 
2. For the enthusiasm you bring to class each day and the 
questions you raise. Your questions are a public service and they 
are contagious. There are a number of students who raise 
questions that shows they are interested in the subject. 
3. For inviting me to speak today in front of your congregation in 
honor of Black History Month. This month is a great opportunity 
to launch a year long study of our people's history. Carter G. 
Woodson, the founder of Negro History Week in 1926, understood 
the importance of history for black people. He understood that we 
had been denied an understanding of our history. 
4. It has been said, "if you want to hide something from black 
people, put it in a book". This is said because we don't read as 
much as we should. And we don't read enough about our own 
history. 
* &&b\ ~lli ~ ~\- ~?-\o'::l 
My brief remarks will be referenced by the following scriptures: 
1 
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BLACK HISTORY PROGRAM 
Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church 
Sunday, February 11, 2001 
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast 
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest 
to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget 
thy children. 
ISAIAH 5:13 
Therefore my people are gone into captivity, because they have no 
knowledge: and their honorable men are famished, and their 
multitude dried up with thirst. 
EXODUS 12:40-41 
Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, who dwelt in Egypt was 
four hundred and thirty years. 
And it came to pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, 
even the selfsame day it came to pass, that all of the hosts of the 
LORD WENT from the land of Egypt. 
• The 430 years of captivity parallels the captivity of African 
Americans. Forced labor, 
• Lynchings 
CD Rape 
• Separation and destruction of the family 
make for a strong linkage to ancient Egypt. 
Today our lack of knowledge of our history, culture, science and 
technology contribute to the continued oppression and exploitatio as 
people 
2 
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III. "WHAT BLACK HISTORY HAS DONE FOR ME AND WHAT ITCAN 
DO YOU" 
A. I used to be confused about my identity as a black child growing 
up in West Harvey. Part of the confusion stemmed from the fact that I 
was simply young. I recall thinking when I was three or four that I had 
a white sister and a black sister. This was do to the fact that one was 
darker than the other. 
B. Then there was the time when I was a freshman at TTHS. I wanted 
to beat up a new student from India who mistook me for an African. I 
told him he had better watch what he said around Thornton because 
there were black folks much badder than me who would jack him up he 
called them an African. 
C. In retrospect, that young man from India had a healthier sense of 
who I was than I did. I did not want to be associated with Africa at the 
age of 13. Even though, my parents had a healthy sense of self, I like 
so many black folks did not identify with Africa. There are still too many 
of us who see little or no connection to Africa. This is because of the 
way Africa was portrayed in my youth as full of jungle and primitive 
savages. That same image is projected of the continent today. 
D. I, like my age group, was taught implicitly that black people had not 
done much except pick cotton, work with pea nuts, dance, sing, and 
other wise work and do what white folks told them to. This was the 
impliCit lesson because our history was never taught in elementary 
school or high school. As a black student we rarely saw ourselves 
positively reflected in the educational materials, on TV or in the 
movies. 
E. We were told by counselors at Thornton not to think much about 
going to college. Instead, we were advised to take the easiest classes, 
industrial education or shop classes, and to get a job in one of the 
factories in the Harvey area at the time. I saw this happen to countless 
individuals. 
F. Had I followed the advice of my counselor and took a job in Allis 
Chalmers, I would have been laid off at the age of forty-something 
with only a high school diploma. In this new economy there is not a lot 
a forty year old man with a high school education can do and earn 45-
50,000 dollars a year. There is no telling were I would have wound up. 
3 
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G. I had two older brothers who had graduated and went into the military. 
One in the Air Force and the other went into the army. By my junior 
year the war in Viet Nam was heating up and several young men from 
Harvey had been killed over there and I knew the military and the 
factories were not for me. 
H. The Civil Rights Movement was also moving into high gear. Dr king 
cam to Chicago and was rocked by the great resistance to his 
movement from whites as well as blacks. Dr. King caught my attention 
because he was young, spoke very, and always stood up for black 
folks. He provided a scriptural, historical and sociological explanation 
for the social ill that plagued our people. 
I. My best friend, John Butler, was an avid reader and had a number of 
Dr. King's books that I read. Those books articulated a great many 
things I observed but could not explain myself. They began to change 
my view of the world and the place of black people in it. As a result, the 
way I viewed my self began to change. My self confidence began to 
grow. 
J. By the time I graduated from high school I was clear about not going 
into the army or a factory. On the advice of a Jewish teacher, Mrs 
Epstein, I enrolled a Thornton Junior College. EACH SEMESTER 
MY GRADES IMPROVED. 
K. In 1968, I was ready to transfeLlrom.IJC.JflbenJJrJdnawas killejf,. 
Malcolm X was killed five years before Dr, King. By now I was reading 
everything by Malcolm X I could get my hands on. But when Dr, King 
was killed there was a great sense of loss because Malcolm X was 
gone and now Dr. King was dead too. 
L. In 1968, students were in an uproar at the school I planned to transfer 
to - Howard University in Washington, D.C.. It was around the 
same time my good friend John Butler suggested that we look to Africa 
for leadership ideas. So I began to read people like Kwame Nkrumah, 
the first president of Ghana, the first African country to emerge from 
the yoke of colonialism. 
M. I also found W.E.B. Dubois and Marcus Garvey. By now I was on my 
way. Attending a university with a rich history and tradition of 
leadership service to our people, I could see and hear African 
presidents, Congressmen like Adam Clayton Powell, great performers 
in the arts and all of the activists like Stokely Carmichael came to 
Howard to speak. 
4 
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N. There was a healthy number of black students from aU over the 
world that I could interact with; Africans, West Indians, Chinese 
students, and East Indians. Our professors were equally diverse. 
O. Howard University in Washington, D.C. was a great place to study and 
discover our history, my history and mission. Students at Howard were 
taught that we were to use our education in service of our families and 
communities. So after two years at Howard I was ready to graduate 
and go to law school. But I changed my mind a wanted to teach so I 
could help young folks find their way in life. So instead of law school I 
went to graduate school in New Jersey. Rutgers University. 
P. Rutgers is the state university of New Jersey, like the U of I here. I 
attended the urban campus in Newark, NJ the same year Newark 
elected its first black mayor, Kenneth Gibson. Imamu Amiri Baraka 
(a.k.a leroi Jones), a poet. play-write and activist played a key role in 
Gibson's election. Rutgers was recruiting black students because of 
the rebellions that took place in the city of Newark after Dr. King was 
killed. 
Q. I was influenced by the work and writings of Baraka. I also decided 
while living in Newark to come back home. It just so happened that 
students at SSC had forced the administration to create a black studies 
program. A year or two after the [program was created I was hired to 
run the program. 
R. lowe my job at SSC to black students. For if they had not forced to 
the board and administration to hire more black teachers I don't think I 
would have been hired. SSC has an ugly record when it comes to 
hiring black teachers, even today. 
S. I became involved in the city of Harvey as a volunteer working 
with John Hebert, a long time community activist whose roots go 
back to the civil rights organizations of CORE and the NAACP. John 
led a group called the Minority Council for Action. It was essentially a 
protest group. Shortly, after wards Dr. Charles Mosley ran for mayor of 
Harvey in 1975. The grassroots activity in Harvey was shifting from 
protest to vying for political power. In 1979, Jack Woods ran for mayor 
but was unsuccessful. That same race resulted in the election of 
Damon Rockett to the Harvey city council. He was the first city wide 
black elected official in the history of Harvey. 
T. I was one of four people who organized Rockett's campaign along 
Bill Gardner, John Towns, and Chuck Givens. 
5 
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u. In 1983, I was elected Harvey's first African American mayor. 
V. lowe 
1. the Civil Rights movement for my consciousness and 
graduate degree 
2. the student movement for my job 
3. the black community of Harvey for the title of Mayor 
4. all of these must be seen in the context of our history 
W. Where it not for an understanding of our history I would not have 
taken advantage of the opportunities that became available to 
me. 
Opportunities exist for our youths today. But you must be educated: 
communication written and orally, computer literate, and scientific and 
technologically proficient. An knowledgeable of who your are. 
In conclusion there are five traps you must avoid 
1. the trap of I need a car 
a. insurance 
b. maintenance 
2. the trap of I need a job to pay for the car 
3. the trap of I need my own place 
a. work more to pay for the car and the place 
4. the trap of getting pregnant 
a. 50% of black babies live in poverty 
b. feminization of poverty 
c. 16 years from now what will we have 
5. drugs and alcohol 
6 
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n ers make bid in Harvey electi n 
By Don Hayner 
One night last week, Willa Johnson stopped at a 
neighbor's house while out campaigning for her husband's 
bid to become the first black mayor of south suburban 
two in theprimary-2,997 for Haines to' 2,898 for John-
son. A third mayoral candidate, who was black and who 
received 412 votes, was eliminated. 
The city's elected officials include the mayor and four 
city commissioners, all of whom are elected "at large." In 
the Drimarv. the too three vote-!!'etters for commissioner 
Bridgeport you don't talk to people on the North Shore.' 
Chicago is 40 or 50 neighborhoods, Harvey is one, he said 
Frank Piekarski, the owner of Big Frank's Restauran1 
who is seeking re-election as commissioner along witl 
Rockett, Larry Hochberg and William McLaren, said he', 
like to think voters look at the "credentials of th 
candidates rather than just black vs. white." 
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and the racial,overtQnes areeilCpecte~Joprog~ 
ress as the campaign progresses. ,'C' ,,"j~ 
"There's. no way they (residents) cail:'$toJctt 
overtones). 'Tliere are some bitterfeelittgs'ofit h~r~;;" 
quite a lot of it is racial.' ' , C 
The mayoral election was forced' inJo It rupo#,,~~tween 
the incumbent Mayor James HaineS, awbit~,~ndJ)avid;, "'r " 
Juhnson, a Black. Haines has been mayor of HaJVe)' for ,'GItes wU'l'b'e"in 
16 years. \ 'ers;The primary electio,n 
During the heated primary campaign, Bonnie Rateree, eight,,' " ,: , " ,,' ',' • 
campaign manager for Johnson, accused Halnes,of,hav-',,Aulf now, D'amoti>RocIcett,a"a}ack;,t$'tbe onlY :sraek 
ing no interest in the betterment of Harvey and 'blamed, "commissioner out ot fuur.,Ro'cketfwas the;larges'tvote 
Harvey's downfall on the incumbent. ~:(~tter in both the mayoral awrtJie~omnti$sioilehj'rat!~,' 
Most of the city jobs, Rateree stated, were being held,,~,>,', •• tll~cJoP three vote getters inthe,prirnliiy'Willie'also 
by whites who had fl~d to the suburbs. However, Haine~;\ ••• ~~f ilcr:;,>c. ' , , 
";",c~r""''''''''_~'-'_~Jtl!elii~ill&ll~A;¥}''\~~~';:1 " 
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'He rode into of~11=c;:.:e:.;;;.;:.o";;O;'n-t;-:;h-e-r-eformbanner' 
by Juanita Bratcher 
He labels himself a "reformer" 
who rode into office under the 
"reform banner." But now, he 
says, everyone is jockeying under 
the "reformer label." 
He pauses for a while, and notes, 
"You know, the same thing is going 
on in Harvey as in Chicago," over 
the reform issue, "and listening to 
(Mayor .Harold) Washington··waIf 
inspiring. I liked the way he ar-' 
ticulated his analysis of what is go-
ing on in Chicago (the jockeying 
being played). He was rIght. The 
same thing is happening bere." 
Johnson wps alluding to a Black 
Elected Officials of Dlino:a meeting 
at Provident Hospital wbere the 
mayor was guest speaker. During 
thet time, Washington talked about 
unfair pre... coverage of his ad~·ln its editorial writing as well as in 
ministration, and noted thet all slanting news coverage." 
Black mayors wbo bead big cities However, be noted media such as 
are treated similarly. the Chicago Defender, a once a 
Harvey is far from being a big week Harvey newspaper, tbe 
city. It bas only about 36,000 resi- Hammond Times, the Suburban 
dents, but Johnson is faced with the Sun-Times as doing a· very good 
same dilemma-the press is "very job. The Chicago TrIbune, he said, 
unfair" in covering his administra- has done a "mixed job of covering 
tion, he said. us. But the local press bas been 
However, he was quick to say rather vicious with the exception of 
thet some parts of the press have the South Suburban Citizen. For-
been fair. "The press must be tunateiy, most people don't read 
looked at on several levels," he the local newspapers. 
said. ''There is a distinct dif- "The Chicago Defender has done 
ferenee" in press coverage inside an excellent job in terms of cover-
and.outside of Harvey. ing Harvey from a perspective of 
''There's a white-owned newspa- Black people. People have this no-
per thet comes out twice a week in tion about objectivity and thet ob-
Harvey thet has been historically jectivity is a conceptthet's passed 
racist, anti-Black, and anti-Harvey its use. But at tbe same time, we 
Last part 
ought to be clear thet we live in a 
class society and we live in a racist 
SOCiety where people break out in a 
cerlain category and bave interests 
based upon their race and their 
class positions." 
Commenting on the business sec-
tor of Harvey, Johnson said he bas 
been received well by the business 
sector in regards to large corpora-
tions, but he said the large cor-
porations are still sitting on the 
side line and are not getting in-
volved, "certalnly in the politics of 
it. 1 think wbat they're interested in 
seeing, is some type of pragmatic, 
programatic thrust thet is going to 
stabilize this community." 
(continued on page 5) 
I Ref~rf;\'~,Jl.!JrveYli 
(continued from pageA)· ,.'.: .· •. :~;;;11:JohIl30n com •• from a 
In terms of the small business 'large family. He has nine I 
sector, he said, "I thinkgen~rally 1 brothers aile:! sisters,! 
bave a good relatIOnship WIth thet which he Jcays Is can auet i 
sector. That sector of the com-:'n terms of his polltlcoll 
munity, however, tends to be very , 
conservative economically and career. I 
tends to be moderate in terms of thetrunverydos,ea~dSimilar." I' 
the politics. They shy away from Johnson saId· It IS a must thet 
taking public positions. Again, thet those areas bave representatives! 
goes back to history where people that ~re, sensitive to th~ com-: 
were intimidated by the previous munitles needs and can artIculate , 
administration." them in SpringifieJd as well as in· 
Congress. "I'm not saying this to i 
Asked about the crime problem criticize the current staterepre-! 
in Harvey; Johnson said there have sentatlves, II he said. "But when; 
, been gang problems but not to the you look at the boundary lines for I 
extent of the gang problems thet the 77th and 70th Congressional! 
existed in the city during the late ·Districts you'll see that they've I 
1960s. He said instead of looking at been ge.;,.mandered. So we -must i 
it from the perspective of being a be vigilant, and we must see thet' 
gang problem, "I prefer to look at there is some justice in the drawing 
, it as a youth problem." . or those boundary lines com~ 1900." 
He said Harvey has a high infant Johnson comes from·. large 
mortality rate, a high teenage family. He has nine brothers and 
pregnancy rate, high drop-out rate sisters which he says is an asset in I 
in terms of the high schools, and terms~fhispoliticalcareer, ,:, . 
'the literacy rate is not as high as it "I am always running into so-
should be. .. . meone wbo knows one· of my I 
On a political note, Johnson said, brothers or sisters," he said. 
in terms o( Black politics, "We He is married and has two I 
must have people inside the struc- daughters-Neima,7, and Iman, 3. ! 
ture thet are sympathetic to our He is a member of Wesley United I 
community needs and interests. Church in Harvey, but calls himseU I 
But at the same time, we have to an honorary member of every! 
keep our community organized and church in Harvey. "I get there (to I 
informed. They must be vigilant thechurcbeslasoftenaslcan." I 
, about where our goals, objectives Asked whether he sees the·, 
I and intersts lie. former Mayor James Hain.es mak- i 
"I think one of the things this ing a·comeback for the Mayor's I 
area seriously needs to look at is Office. ." I 
the reapportionment in 1990. It is Johnson saId, I would welcome-
time for us to look at making sure the former mayor. It would be a lot I 
thet the political boundary lines are easier for me if he ranf~r .re-el~­
drawn in such a way thet they do tion. But (rankly, 1 think It IS gOing 
not dillute the Black vote. We've to be a difficult election-a bard I 
got Markham, Phoenix, Dixmoor, fought electlon-:and the debate will I 
Harvey and then Robbins near be outstanding In terms of wbat It 
north a~d west o( us. Thes~ com- means (or the city of Harvey and I 
munities have needs and interests the (utureof Harvey." 
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Politi~al "~~ctory puts :musi~ on hold for' mayor 
by Juanita Bratcher 
For a mim who wanted 10 be a 
classicial trumpet play... and a 
jazz musidan, It was a complete 
turn-around for Harvey Mayor 
David Jobnson wben be was 
elected to bead the city of Harvey 
over two years ago. 
What's more, It was the best 
doggone birthday present be could 
give to his mother, being that the 
day be was elected (April 12), oc-
curred on his motber's birthday. 
After a lo-year stint p1ayiDg a 
trumpet and being an active 
member- of the Harvey Board of 
Education, in addition to being a 
college profe&SOl', Johnson ended 
up being II part of the political 
decision-making process in 
Harv8Y1dl1inois. . 
As -tbW mayor of Harvey, 
Johnson'. plans to be a musician 
might permanently be· on hold 
since be wants to serve two terms 
(eight years) as mayor and move 
on to other tblngs-wblcb does not 
.include musical aspirations. 
"After eight years, I think I will 
survey the landscape and see 
what's out .there for me to do," be 
said. 
Planning and decision making 
are Just two elements that come 
with the job of mayor. '!be mayor, 
like any other elected official, must I I 
be accountable and responsible to 
the people be/she serves-and 
Johnson's goal Is to see that 
Harvey gets its due just. 
Johnson realizes that in order to 
be an effective mayor, be must 
keep abreast of the city's pro-
blems, must know the mechanisms 
of city government, and must hsve 
knowledge of other governments 
and municipalities-wbether it be 
on the federal, state or county 
\ 
Being the mayor, one must 
. strategize and put togelber long· 
. range plans and goals as well as 
the iIiuiIedlate-tbose things WhiCh 
will effect clIange for the better-
ment of the city's inhsbiiants. 
'Ibere. are the structural con-
cerns; daily operation of city gov-
ernment to. meet the demanda-and 
concerns of the people; and pr0-
blems as a whole. 
"I am viewed as a penon who Is 
responsible for some 36,000 lives 
bere in the City of Harvey," 
Johnson slsted. "So ever lime you 
bear a siren you begin to wonder 
what the rsmification of that and 
bow it's going to impact on the 
lives of someone." 
As a leader, be personifies the 
future of Harvey, be said. He Is 
young, educated, and committed to 
peopIe-Black people as well as 
wblte people and to others. . 
He said his administration bas 
opened up the city of Harvey where 
it is viewed as an international ,. 
community, and used as an exam-
ple, the recent delegation of 
mayors from the People's Republic 
of China who visited there. 
Moreover, he said, "We want to 
jockey and put our city in a position 
so that if and wben there's a 
.: World's Fair in CJiicago;1Ii8i we;re Harvey. I made a conscious com-
going· to be able to derive Some part IV mitment to come back here where I 
benefits; We have to look to was raised. 
, African, Caribbean, and other 08- that our young people and labor "I think whst we are beginning to 
lions in the TbIrd World who would force are going to be compatible see DOW, Is the creating of a critical 
like to invest in the United States to and attractive to. the new busineses mass· of relatively young people 
see that they look at Harvey. thatare locating here." who are better 'educated, better 
"We hsve to stress academic ex- What Is his future commitment to' trained, and with greater economic 
cellence for our children in. the Harvey? "My future commitment resources," be said. "And, in the 
schools and ia1 'blity . Is to in t ,,- d next 10 to 15 years, I see Harvey as 
soc respoDSl. ves my wue an energy to a place where we will hsve to build 
'!be economy is changing and mov- work with the people of Harvey. I gates to keep people out," Johnson 
Ing toward an Information could hsve moved 10 virtually any marveled. 
economy. We hsve to make sure community; but I wanted to be in Is he feuding with the Police 
Department, as rumored? be was 
asked. "No, I'm not feuding with 
the Police Department. It's a ques-
tion of who's in charge here. No ci-
ty, and in no form of government, 
that Is considered to be democratic 
does the militsry run the. gov-
ernment. We hsve some basic fun-
damental phllisopbical dU- . 
ferences-but I am not feuding with 
the Police Department." 
Part Five: Mayor Johnson 
aDalyzes and criticizes the Dn!SS. 
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Excitemel):tinshers in 
,newchief~:inHarvey 
, by Juanita Bratcher 
On April 12, 1983, there was 
overwheImiDg excitement in the 
city of Harvey. History was made-
-II Black, for the first time, bad 
been eJected to' bead lbat city of 
36,000 residents. 
It was also the end of a 16-year 
reign for the Haines Administra-
tion. '!be time clock bad come to a 
screeching bait on Mayor James 
" Haines who bad lUll the city for 16 
years with an "iron fist," some 
say, giving very IiWe attention to 
. Harvey's Black populace. ' 
The outpour of community pride 
overflowed into the streets of 
Harvey as well as tbrougb the waDs 
of the Harvey Holidlly Inn wJlere 
some 1,000 persons rejoiced over 
the fmal reSu1ts lbat !'ad trickled 
in. 
Mayor David JoImsoo, a former 
school board member and a college 
professor, was at home relaxing 
after a long campaign, when bear-
. ingtheresults. 
"I didn't expect lbat there would 
be so much of an outpour of com-
munity pride as a result of lbat 
eleclioo," Joimsoo stated, when 
rec:aIIing the night be woo !be . . ., 
mayoralsblp of the city. "Tbat's. I Mayor David JO/1~ :.i Phofoby MarkWoods 
somellling lbat.surprised me (the loosely structured fO\'lllof gov- Joimson bas encountered with the 
, oWpour) .. JtreaDysurprisedme.1t emment," be said. "Jt gives the City Council, be said be w!lllld like 
was so great and sooverwhelmiDg. mayor very little structural to be mayor for one more term 
But the ride bas not been easy for powers. So eimsequeotly, people (fouryears). ' 
Joimsoo in his' efforts to lUll the ci- bave a ~ Or reality. But in It is very difficult, he said, to do 
ty. He bas been confronted by a terms of the'~ strueiural everylblug in a four-year period" 
hostile City Counci\lbat bas stood 'aspects of the reality, the ordi- and ~orse still, edu:""te the ~m­
in·.thewayofmaoyofbisprograms D8J1Ces and lbestate statutes mumty. "We are still erystaIiziDg 
8I!d bas blocked several changes in restrict what the mayor can or our Ideas 00 government, on the 
department beads other than the cannot do. • • " n.'L' , . community and the issues Iiult at-
C«poration Counsd'. Office. "So it'. kind of lrustrating on feet the _unity here. I think 
He places the seed of blame on some oeeasioDs to bav'! ijIe eajol or it's just \IIIre81istic • to expect the 
the ''weak form of government" to manipulate, -or at times, Iion-sbare of your programs to get 
there and said unlike the maybr of threaten your eoIJeagues on the Ci- started and implemented in !bat 
cmea'go, be does not bave veto ty Counci\ io getlbem to do amount of time; psrtieularly ~ben 
power. , somellling lbat sbouId be done you are under. tremfll!llous IlOI!ticaI 
"The commission form of goy. routineJy," be added.· . pressure from the, City Counci\-by i 
ernment here is a very, very" But, ~:~ tI!e probl~ (contlOuedon page6)J 
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Local prideiin 'Harvey 
(continued frbm page 4) of govertllllent,' be said, it would 
blocking your programs, by not ensure lbat the white eooimunIty 
alIoeatiog funds, and by cresting . woutd atways bave representatives 
IiWe brush fu-es here and there for on the City. CounciJ as long as 
you to stamp out and divert your whites remain in Harvey and don't 
attention. move out of their hc!Ples. "Tbat's 
How should government be lUll in important," beSaJd. : ' 
Harvey? "I think one or two things Additionally, be: Said; Harvey 
bas to be done," Joimson said. should remain a inulli-racial and 
"The form of government here biracial community. Short of that, 
should bave (afready) been ebaDg- it is importsl\t lbat ,the.form of 
ed ... ~ I've always said lbat We government is c:biaDgoicl." . 
should bave an aldermanic form of "We definitely h!I-;V!', to ebaDge 
government here in -Harvey and the commissi~, on the City 
probably bave a professionaf city Council," be,noted. '~e bave pen-
manager hired by the· City Conn- pie (commissionm:s) who have 
eiI. tJ been on the City ~ ~m eigb~ 
If there were an alderinanic form to 12 years ~ ~ ,pck record is 
clear. I think they need to be 
retired. 
As mayor, is be in control of the 
citY? be was asked. 
"Yes and no. I IhiJlk people look 
to me for leaderShip, and the way I 
respond is going to give the 
pereeplion of control. In the fmal 
analysis, I am not going to take the 
blame for a lot of junk lbat goes 
down in Harvey and wbat went 
down prior to my taking office. 
Ultimately, I am the persoo lbat 
they're gCling to give the biill to, 
with only five seconds on the clock 
and we're down by one point. I 
think they're going to come to me 
and say. 'let Joimsoo take the shot.' 
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(-\n interviewkwith' 
tIp,rvey·' s, ;mayor .' 
y Juanita Bratcher part II ,,~"thing I like most about 
,yseIf,1s my ability to relate to a There's a ·tendency for me to get 
ide variety of people-to com. inyolved with several projects 
,unicate to people in such a way and then find I've over extended 
hat) ,they can nnderstand, and myselLmy desire is to see things 
; the ;same time, say 'no· in a happen. The' fact is, I'm new at 
ay that it doesn't engender this and still some 'what in the ap-
IStility, personality and personal ,prenticeship as mayor-learning 
.tagonlsm." the process of change through a 
It is a seII-description of Harvey boreaucratic struCture as well as 
ayor .. David. Johnson-partlally' a grass~ts' community type of 
'yway-the answQr to a question thrust:- ..•• 
at took him totallyahack wben Jobn~on's platform was 
was asked to describe himself. centered around four goals-all 
Ie answer came seconds after.. developed with the community, 
trds, but only after be paused to _ He said because of the community 
nder.for the rigbtidescription of involvement, the platform was 
:nself. developed in an "unusual way, ", 
Johnson, elected the first'B1ack' The platform emanated from a 
ayor;:.of' Harvey, Illinois over Political Solidarity Conference in 
'0 years ago-was elected during December, 1982, he said, wbere 
• ,same time Mayor Harold ap~roxil)1ately 100 community 
Wtington was elected mayor of r~.dents, came tngether, par. 
e city of Chicago. He has had tiClpated ID work shops ,and put 
(haWes with the Harvey City the Johnson's A<lministration 
WlClI, and the hattles continue. goals together. 
.t at the same time he won Those goals were: I. Housing,2. 
me, &nd be lost some. ' Economic Development, 3, Open 
fie is soft-spoken, quiet, and ~vef1llIle~t, and, 4. Human Ser-
~Iomalic-a liability, be said,.Vlces., 
cause'there's the tendency for When be talks about the prog· 
ople to view it as a weakness ress of those four programs, 
d want to run roughshod over Johoson. said progress bas been 
n w;,an iildividual and as the good. 
,yor. Many housing programs have 
'I think . I am likable, and already been developed, and the 
lSOnably intelligent," he said. city of Harvey is in the process of 
likl' music, the arts, culture 'kicking-off a program known as 
ildren, and generally people. i HERO (Harvey Environmental 
1 a creative thinker and have Reconstruction Organization). 
en able to blend theory with The program will provide lower 
octice. I am sIso a pragmatic than· inarket rate interest loans 
fSOO; that if ~yeo.the opportu· for families to rehabilitate their 
y, the. overwhelming majority ~m,,:,. The I,?I financial in--
peopJewili he impressed and stilutions, he said, have set aside 
e David Johnson. I am nol an $2 million for loans in the pro-
reo J believe very strongly in gram, and the Cotinty has given 
[~ination for Black pen- $100,000 10 write,down the cost of 
~. I believe that striving for those loans., • 
~-determination does not make Additionally; Jobnson's Ad· 
eanti.white. mloisti"atiOl! 'developed a multi-
'The Other thing I have to family renovation program. He 
,teb. is over-ex!ending myself. (continued on page 8) 
{'CHICAGO DEfENDER. Thursday, May 30, 1985 
:An interview with 
,Harvey' 8 mayor 
i (continued from page 6) typifies the attitude that existed 
j. Was proud to not~ that Harvey is here in regards to the Black 
t the ~nly ,suburb tn Cook County community piior/· Johnson said_l 
:; ~t !S dom~ a de~onstration pro- "The BJack community was 
f Jeel ill multi-family renovation of' essentially a colony or a planta· 
! apartment buildings, and the only tion that was overseed 'by a 
I mumclpahty outside the city of minority white government to a 
t" Chicago that has an active urban large extent." " 
{_, Homestead Prograr;n whereby He said code 'eluorcement of 
f homes are given away through apartment buildings has also been 
, the lottery. "Those were cam· stepped up, and called "eyesores" j pa.ign promises," fulfilled, he those apartment buildings on 
i said, , '. 147th Street which the city now 
~_, One of his greatest achieve- have in Demolition Court. "For 
r= ~ents . was in the a_rea of many years, the community has 
t- economic development. Th~ty ~ up in arms and concerned 
I,~ys after he took office, work on ahout those apartment units," be 
_. DIXie Square's I;'e-development exclaimed. ~ I program· began full-force. The What percentage of his legisla-shoppmg center had closed in tion bas been able to pass under 
1!fi9, . the scrutiny Of'8 City Council thaI 
"We have seen more activity' has. blocked his efforts to bring 
aro~d the re-development of, change to city government? be 
Dixie Square s.nce I became' was asked 
mayor over the last two year$"', loIn .te~~s of legislation in 
than we've seen since 1979-1983 regards to ordinances resolutions 
wben the shopping center closed," and thet sort of thing. 'there hasn't 
he sai~; "It just set there for four heen. much of a p;"'blem. The 
years. . . , b,iggest problem has been opposi· 
. The city of Harvey: he said, IS hon to programatic tbrust .. 
In the process of takmg over the Hnman Services in the city of 
~t1e to the shopping center, and . Harvey has been a critical issue. 
IDtends.~ mar~et it nationally as "Harvey is 13 percenl 
well as mternationally. unemployment and 18 percent 
. A;Is<>, he was ins,tnnnental in br· poverty," be added. "We have 
mglng the Washington Business exceUent statistics from tbe 
Institute (WBD to Harvey which standpoint of· a social service 
provid,:" free training for 90 resi· agency that is seeking to get fun· 
dents ID word processmg, data ding from a foundation, the Coun· 
entry, and computers. That pro- ty, or an external source. What's 
gram was written by his staff in heen happening (bere), is that 
conjunction w.th thestalf ofWBI. groups have used those statistics 
Otherac~omplisfunents by his to obtain funding; but when it 
~dministration, was the increase comes down to the delivery of 
?' !be number of sumlIler youth serVices, it's questionable as 10 
Jobs over the last two summers. whether or not the residents of 
The Mayor's Office alone, Harvey are getting all that they 
,employs 200 young penple in jobs should he:' 
during the summer. Prior to his Part Three: Mayor David 
being mayor, there were only 40 Johnson talks abOut his non·velo 
young penple hired for s)IDlll1er power, the Police Department 
jobs. and Harvey's weak form of gOY· 
"That (small number of jobs) ernment. . 
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~hange slow to come: 
:or mayor of Uarvey : 
y Juanita Biatcher part I 
Harvey Mayor David Jobnson 
ltertained . the thought of being streets and parkways were not 1 
"y'1r ten 10 fifteen years ago. maintained properly even though i 
ul ironically enough, when he the city had an annual budget of , 
d decide 10 "go lor il" two years. about $16 million. "It's no way in 
to, he ended up being a "last the world that we should not be· 
inute" candidate. able to maintain our business 
Johnson threw bis hat into the district," he stated. : 
ayoral ring only when those, Since biselection, unfortunately, 
lnsidered to be "viable can- there hasn't been any fUDdamen- , 
dates," did not come forward to tal change in departmental lead· : 
restle the city of Harvey away ership in the city. he said. other 
[)ffi an incwnbent mayor who than one major change--Ulc city's, 
d caUed the shots for 16 years. legal department-the corporation I 
However. be was confident of counsel. : 
; candidacy, due to the fact that Why only one major ,change? I 
was armed with name recogni- Because aU of his appointments : 
In, a lour-goal plaUorm plan were blocked by the Harvey City· 
.1 had been developed by him Council, be explained. , 
d the community, in addition 10 He noled that the Shakman 
mmunity support. Decree, althougb very much alive' 
lIe is the first Black mayor to in Harvey, does not cover' 
elected to head the city of department heads. '" just didn't ~ey; a city with about 36,000 have enough votes to make a: 
;ldents. And, wben he talks change," he said. ") would have· 
out what he inherited {rom wanted to see ~ change in UJ:e 
'mer Mayor JameS Haines' chief of police and the head of, 
ministration, he emphatically Streets and Sanitation. 
~s, "it was a city that was in "It basn't been easy being the, 
cline, and a city that was nol mayor," he added. "It's been diI-
>perJy maintained. When you {jcult, it's been challenging, but at 
It at it, it's hard for me to see the same time, it's been rewar-' 
V logical explanation for it (on diog. I think we've been able to do:, 
! decline) other than neglect," a lot of things that have been pos-
lnson said. itive for the city of Harvey, but 
Is an. example, he said the we could have done even more 
wntown business district (conlinuedon page 6) 
, f 
I' narvey 
m.ayor 
(continued from page 4) 
had there been more cooperation 
from the City Council." 
Yet, he said. it is important for 
people to understand that he as 
mayor, and Hthis administra'tion 
represent a fundamental change 
.and difference between the 
previous administration. I think 
that should be understood beyond 
the obvious fact that I'm Black and 
the former mayor was white." 
Johnson said il has been roughly 
20 years since Ihe Voling Rights 
Act of 1964-65. and Ole tremendous 
explosion of Black elected officials. 
~ut yet in a city like Harvey. which 
IS 70 percent Black, Black people 
are unable to eject representatives 
to office that can address their 
needs and interests. "It is a 
commentary on racism in this 
c~untry," he said, "and it also says 
something about the negativism 
that has been engrained in the 
Black community by racism for so 
many years which give rise to 
feelings of self-doubt, self hatred 
and that type of thing." 
Did he ever entertain the thought 
of wrestling Ole Mayor'S Office 
away from the incwnbent prior to 
the tast election? he was asked. 
uThere've been times when I 
thought thaL-sure ... as far hack as 
10-15 years ago ... but I'm sure there 
are a lot of people in Harvey that· 
ente:talned simHaf thoughts. ! 
think the major dilference is that I 
acted, and others did not. So there's 
some jealousy here .. there's some 
envy. There are those who now 
believe that 'weD, if David Johnson 
can do it, then I can do it.' ". 
Moreover, the mayor said, the 
most logical indl~iduals who were 
expected to step forward to 
challenge the former mayor, did 
n?t. Cons"'l,~ently! a candidnte who: 
did run, certamly well inten- f 
tioned H did not have name 
recognition, politicaJ experience or ,. 
support in the community to get 
elected. 
"My analysis is, those· people 
who were expected 10 step forward 
(as candidates), and didn't for 
reasons of their own, doubted llJe 
ability of the Blackcommunity." 
His most likely ChaDengers for 
the 1987 race? "I would think that 
(Police Commissioner) Damon 
Rocket (a Black) would bead the 
list as chief challeoger to me. 
However, the campaign for 1987, in 
reality, began the day after I 
won ... there's been jockeying for I 
the position ever since then. 
There's clearly been attempts to 
discredit and disrupt my ad-' 
ministration so that people will lind I 
themselves in what they feel 10 be a 
stronger position in 1987." 
Part Two: Johnson outlines the 
successes of his administration 
despite Cily Council blockages. 
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Women and Community Issues 
In Honor of Women's History Month* 
A Panel Discussion 
Featuring: 
Community Activist Rashande Alcaraz 
Dr. Kamala Buckner, Superintendent, 
High School District # 205 
Attorney Laguina Clay-Clark 
Activist Phyllis Smallwood, President, 
100 Women for Harvey 
TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 2004 
8 p.m. 
SOUTH SUBURBAN COLLEGE 
LECTURE HALL C 
"Let each person do his or her part. If one citizen is unwilling to participate, all of us are 
going to suffer. For the American idea, though it is shared by all of us, is realized in each 
one of us" 
Barbara Jordan 
* Men are welcome and encouraged to attend 
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES GRANT 
PROPOSED CHANGES TO 
URBAN STUDIES 101- INTRODUCTION TO URBAN STUDIES 
2.12.99 
South Suburban College currently offers Urban Studies 101- Introduction to Urban 
Studies. The subject matter is described in the school's schedule as " Phenomenon of 
urbanization. Growth of metropolitan areas; resultant changes in American lifestyles, 
values, present state of urban society in interrelationship between central city and 
suburban areas in regional planning. " 
This course of study and description would be upgraded to include the impact of the 
global economy on cities in the USA and abroad. For example, the Chicago Tribune has 
been running a series of articles on Chicago and the global economy during the week of 
February 9 through the 16th, 1999. It is attempt to assess the changes in the economy and 
a variety of social institutions and their orientation to a international arena and the effort to 
adapt to this new reality. 
The history of the American economy can be summarized as having moved from 
agriculture, to industry, to the post industrial and global. Changes have moved from the 
family, to the coirJffiunity, to the city at,d nation to the world or global. 
With the resources provided by the grant we would be able to reflect the impact of the 
global economy on major metropolitan areas. In addition, we would attempt to explore the 
new demands on civil society by the increasingly international economic climate. 
There is a role for colleges and universities to play in this process. Student exchanges, 
capacity building for local elected officials and their staffs, technical assistance for 
community based or non governmental organizations would be incorporated so that 
people at the grassroots level of society are integrated into the dialogue over public policy 
in this dynamic arena. This is critical as technology increases the pace and scale upon 
which ,change takes place. 
The grant could be useful in improving this course so that it is more reflective of this new 
international reality. Greater access to the internet, building toward an exchange program, 
dialogue with local organizations in Africa, South America and Europe would be some of 
the goals. Our students would benefit tremendously from this type of exposure. It would 
also expose them to new opportunities for employmentr and career development. 
This grant is needed to help the college to make the transition from a rust belt, blue collar 
existence to a high tech service oreiented economy. As cities take up the task 
reformulation so should this course and the institution which offers it. 
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To: Tom Govan 
From: David N. Johnson 
Date: January 17, 2000 
Subject: February I Black History Month Activities 
There are two programs I would like to work with you in producing for the month 
of February or March. They are: 
Dr. Conrad Worrill, Professor, Northeastern Illinois University and President of 
the Black United Front, to talk about the "Reparations Movement". 
Art "Turk" Burton, Author and African Percussionist, to perform with some of 
Chicago's illustrious Jazz musicians. 
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SOUTH SUBURBAN COLLEGE 
15800 South State Street, South Holland, lllinois 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH ACTIVITIES 
FEBRUARY 8 "DRAWING STRENGTH FROM OUR 
DIVERSITY": 
A Panel Discussion On The Status of Blacks in West Africa, North America 
and the Caribbean and South America (the African Diaspora). 
Featured presentations by Dr. O. Ogbonaya, Pastor of First Wesley 
Academy Church in Harvey, and VP of Urban Ministries Incorporated, a 
Christian publishing and communications company; The Reverend AI 
Sampson, Pastor of Fernwood United Methodist Church, ordained by the 
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and a leading activist in United States 
and Chicago. Michael Franklin, President of the Organization of Africans in 
The Americas (OAA). The OAA seeks to empower people of African descent 
in South America. 
Located in the Performing Arts Center (PAC) 11:00A.M. 
FEBRUARY 17 JUSTICE R. EUGENE 
PINCHAM, 
FORMER ILLINOIS APPELLATE 
COURT JUDGE 
Justice Pincham is an outspoken attorney and community activist. Recently, 
Pincham was one the lawyers who fought the Chicago Police and the Cook 
County States Attorney to have charges against the 7 and 8-year-old youths 
dropped in the Ryan Harris case. After Justice Pincham's keynote address 
there will be a brief questions and answer period. 
Located in the Performing Arts Center (PAC) lO:OOA.M. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT DAVID N. JOHNSON AT 708.596.2000 X 2277 
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Here is a calendar of events scheduled on cable tv channels you might 
»want to watch in February: 
» 
»Black perspective from A&E: 
»02/01101 Jackie Robinson 
»02/02/01 Rosa Parks, Mother of a Movement 
»02/05/01 Sally Hennings: Redefining History 
»02/06/01 Cinque: Freedom Fighter 
»02/07/01 Frederick Douglass 
»02108101 Nelson Mandela: Journey to Freedom 
»02/09/01 Martin Luther King, Jr.: The Man and the Dream 
»02/12/01 Thurgood Marshall: Justice for All 02/13/01 Malcolm X: A Search 
»for Identity 
»02114/01 Colin Powell: A Soldier's Campaign 
»02115101 Muhammad Ali: The Greatest 
»02116/01 An Evening with Harry Belafonte 
» 
»Black perspective on The History Channel: 
»02102/01 Save our History: The Underground Railroad, Part 1 
»02/05/01 Frederick Douglass 02/06/01 Harlem Hellfighters 
»02/07/01 Ships of Slaves: The Middle Passage 
»02/08/01 The Night Tulsa Burned 
»02/09/01 Save Our History: The Underground Railroad, Part 2 
»02/19/01 Murder in Memphis: Unanswered Questions 
»02120101 America's Black Warriors: Two Wars to Win 
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Black History Month Looks at the Zimbabwe Crisis 
March 3, 2003 7:00 P.M. 
South Suburban College Room 3484 
(3rd Floor South) 
Introduction .... Prof. David N. Johnson 
Black History and the Importance of Southern Africa to the 
Diaspora 
.... Lorenzo E. Martin 
Pictorial Highlights of Zimbobwe ..... Dokari L. Martin 
Video Presentation of the Zimbabwe Veterans & President 
Robert Mugabe 
The Land Question & The Future of Zimbabwe 
Bob Brown 
Kwame Ture Institute & Library 
Orphans & The HIV / AID Epidemic 
Questions & Answer Period 
Adjournment 
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ABSTRACT 
January 8,1988 
This proposal will have a component known as the Sociology of Non Western 
Societies. Toward the goal of infusing international studies into the curriculum, 
South Suburban College would hold a series of staff development workshops for 
faculty, staff and administrator on the meaning of the global economy and its 
ramifications for education and the society at large. 
Faculty members will attend workshops designed to help teachers to incorporate, 
redesign, and/or develop courses that improve students' understanding of the 
global economy, the characteristics of Non-Western Societies and their 
institutions, and how they are affected by the tremendous increase in travel, 
communications, cultural exchanges and immigration to the United States and 
Europe. 
Staff members would benefit from the various groups and individual who would 
be able to provide insights on Non Western Societies. This would also assist in 
dealing with a growing population of students from Africa, Asia, the Middle East, 
South America, and the Caribbean. 
The large number of people immigrating to the United States underscores the 
importance of these seminars; nearly 1 in 10 residents (9.6 %) was foreign born in 
1997. This is the highest percentage of foreign born residents since World War II. 
lt seems logical to increase our understanding of the societies from ''whence they 
came". These seminars would supplement an existing course, the Sociology of 
Racial and Ethnic Minorities, currently being offered. 
South Suburban College, located just three miles south of the city of Chicago, a 
world class city with an ever growing community of immigrant groups and 
individuals, can serve as a resource center we can draw upon for this project. 
The more the population of the United States reflects the diversity of the world 
community greater will be the need for us to understand those societies as a result 
of trade, travel and communications. 
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To: Jerry Lewis 
From: David N. Johnson 
Date: February 7, 20001 
Subject: Speaker 
Attached is the bio-sketch of Dr. Conrad Worrill. He is scheduled for February 20, 
2001 at 7pm. He is a great speaker and will assuredly inform and inspire. 
An honorarium of $750 would be appropriate. 
Thank you for your support 
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. Candidates .i,Braee For ._, ....... L-...r 
by.-ARMS11l0l\lG Meanwhile, JOIm80D and "~Spre88" as a lci<loiiiotive 
. . Rockett will he le~ to slug it f:bat is deatined to get Hatvey 
. HARVEY - Two weekSaf- ,OIlt On their own, with the vic- government back on the right : 
tel'. Harvey's City Council tor cr.abbi;pg the spoils of city tzac:k to effective operations 
racee got off to st:UJlDing 8tart, govermnent, they add. . andoutofthetnnne1ofetel'nal 
the two candidates for the III an intetview Monday, .squabblingbetwean. el~ 
ci.tY'smayOrialabiparebracmc. Rockett, who beacls Harvey's ,officials. 
tor a pOlitical match ,tba~ pro. Public. 8a'fetyne~ent,: In an interview W,tdneaday, 
misesto turn into a d~b- said the city baS improved itsJohnaon de$cribed the "ll=x-
i'ookbythe April p~ economic gJ'oWtbanddeve1op-Pre88" a8 a polItical machifte 
, In 8epatateintervieWa ear-: ment smce he joined council iniJiat is destined to raiIrosd 
lier tliisweek, Mayor David 1979. But council's plimli for tyranny down the throats of 
JOI)tJson and his eIiall~er, improving public s~rvioea . Harvey votel's. That situation 
COrimiiaaiOner Damon' Roe- . have bean hiildered by John- WIln't improve until the Har-
kett~d.tbeyplantocleanup· aon'sJai:k'of cooPeration, he vey' COIDDWI .• Bion ~.01"1D of ' go-
tb.ohstrdctionist politkstbat.>added:. '. vermnant iachanged to give 
liaveplagtiedcitygovemmllnt." "JbaVe abiBtory of helping the city's m!lYOr more .execli-
Both~chargee andcoun: ~le," he said. "rve voJun.. 1Ne powers. 
'ter ilharges, blaming the-othei . teeted rriy tUbe fQl' those,kind :l~'~U~Dde:~t~=t;~::t:~:;~; .~. _inistratiWt .' (fe., .. ' of~B!:,beI~ r g9telQCted; . ,,.A"tifiithave'~frW.: . "Itiiitild~iit!;aotiei~job 
uon on couneii and ~ by surrounding lJ\YIIelf.,ith :-:~~Y~~~=~l1=,:::! b1ited to lOw citizen tncmiie: tOP-notCh people, 8;uch as a ,ll govern-
RoebttUJlVailedhispJai1tO 'prof~1!Ianning~ctor ;ment, 1118DY asecutives, such 
im~ those prob1e1n8 at a>(Uhn HenderSon) andpoliee !IS. Chicago' Mayor Harold 
l'undn!is8rtwo weeb8lO with chieI.(S~.Mor.I'is), who do ,washington, have effectively 
the fQrmation of a'poJiticiil."toicmal Wwk.· .' :'used theiryeto powes:toforlle 
team .. ~.lUmself;end "The p1'Ob1emiaWih David their oppOnents to OOIllprG-
=~;~~r:,~~~; "WitP 1m. aJ~l';:l9nn , of gov'n:iJli~t,H8rvey citi-" zens will be able to identify 
: Wl"th their representatives, and 
~ion8ra Otis GilInore J9hnaOJi.Hecloesn'tknowthe llliae. 
and Frank Ple~J;. - art· of ciompromiae, and it. "My approach to lIIunicipe1 
knoW lis the "RPGExPma." -hUn't been his deeireto help goveminent hes been sociall!een 
MeanWhile, SoutbSuburbaa: peoj)1e from the set go. ' aetivi8Dl," he said. "But Roc- : h8s been 
,soiJi.ees-sayanotbarte8m,oQD-"We {counCil memberaJ • Ott _ ~nspiCUOi18ly qujetenterprisezoDe. 
siating' ofCoJDJDisai.On4lrEr. . .,.e on manythinp, hut lui as a council .1D8IDber when "Bockett, on theother band, 
nestine ~rry-:Beck and cltj- doesn't stiCk to pur agree- (fonner . Me,yor} Jim Hajaea hes been very COlIUIVative 
zen ilJuup. leaden CliW;kGi- . menta. Me .WantaeverytbiDg· made outragit9Ua Btetements : and foogJit many of the thingi 
vlne8and Ruth Blythe,are '. done hie way, with biB own ahout/lllch,thlftp .ashow it' i rYe tried to.d~ althciugh he 
up to' oppose the peopla." wait <IIIQI'th developiJig tfown. .. 1 nev.- ,Jifte(i •• ffiiger Jnd sat 
" . Rgekett delicribed the town H*vey_ ' , qUietlY wJdIelWPes was UL n. 
r-~----~------------__ --__ 
. Thornton .. Township. 
Study LevY Increase. 
by MARK ARMSTRONG. 
tho$e ~sentative8 won't 
,bave 1JIe cart,&.blanche to ram 
'through' anything they t 
' .. tb"'. wan 
'Rockett, however, Conten: 
.dl!d~tll1dennBPic gov-ern-
me~'WoUkIDOtaolve HarVey's 
problem" and would 'create an 
opportunity for political'ma- . 
'chinea to bog dowri' govern-
i mellt in power matches and 
:patrmage. 
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~Harvey~Phoenix 
Mayors . 
Attend World 
·Conference 
directiQn of the COm_DCe. , 
.In an. inteM.ew Monday, be 
CHICAGO _ With the end said his new responsibilities 
of the World Conference of' with conference will keep him 
Mayors here Sunday, the on top of issues that Harvey 
mayors of Harvey and Phoenix needs to address in lauching 
are gearing up, to make their its image to world promi-
struggling communities more n~ce. 
viable in the world economy. 'TIl beve f4"staccess to the. 
Harvey Mayor David John- flowofinformationaboutstste' 
son and Phoenix Mayor James . and federal legislation on in> 
Harris were among 200 ma- ternational trade," he said. 
yors who attendesl the four- "They say that knowledge is 
day conference at. the HYatt power, and thet's going to be 
Regency Hotel, which began ver;y important as Harvay be-' 
last Thursday. comes part Of the world eco-
The 'COnference, attended nomy.~' . . 
this year by represented from He added thethis position 
52 couniries, promotes inter- on the subeoDimittee would 
national trade and cultural a1low- him to develop. initia-
eJ:changes between cities. Of . tives thet could' tranform the 
the Dlinois mayors at the e- vacant Dillie Square M*Il pro-
vent, only Johnson and Harris party ~ DiJ:ie Highway and' 
represented the South Su- Sibley ~vard into a f"11'IIt-
burbs. . rate international distribution ' 
Harris who moderated a "center. ' . 
seminar on tradll during the He also BlIid that he is dis-
conference, said in an inter.. ~t.bepossib,iliWOfform-
··vlew'Suttday.t!uit ~. ing aiatsr city 81"f8l9Iments 
attendees teliinedtliat .. sue- between Harvey an~ties in 
cesafnl world economy, must~' jilDi8jCa,~'VirgiD 
emplu!aizebasic public 8m--: ls1!mds. West Ger.mmiy, Japan 
vices. .' . and .Pnland with mayots fr1>m 
. "You have to provide basic thosecountrles. A"~ city 
services," be said. "And those arrangement Would an-Bar- . 
services have to be rendered 'IlIy .. to inake. direct trade and 
. at the iDtemationallevel des-Cultural eJ:change aireelJ!eDts 
plte the differeDCes in Ian- with theae cities. 
gueges." " I'-ria and Johnson ...... d 
He added that one idea from thet their ateas and other 
the romerence be'll be study' . South Suburban co_unities 
ing in.the future is a coopers- will have to reallJn.their ap:, 
we trade inltiatiYe between prosch to in~ to entice 
foreign countrie" Chicago. "foreign nwkets to sOuthern 
and its collar !:itiea -- such as . Cook County. .Sou~' Subur-. 
c8Jumet Patk,:Haavey, Pboe-, .b8n ~l!I will.beve.to re-
nD, Blue Jaland aDdDlDnoOr. focils their emphasiafrom the"· 
· HBrriA:~tion is' area's declining manufactur- ' 
, currentlY applying totrui U.s.' ing iIIdustI)' to hlth-tech and 
Commerce Department -to. service ·induatrie8to ~te 
· beve PhoeniJ: designated as a in international JDarluIts, they 
sub-tree trade sone Of nearby 8aict. -
Calumet Harbor.ll'lIat deaig- "We're used to being a 
natiOn would aJIOw the SOuth- beilyt jndustrial'lu'ea," said 
east suburban vIU8c. to .tore Harris. "But the industrial re-
goods t!lceived by tIitt harbor ". ~ through a 
. and:eharp dutiIia"wbe;n \'hey't!I Change, and ~e88 people 
· shipped out Of PhoeDiJ:. are g9iJIg to have-to redesign 
Johnson had high prom-. their activities. 
inence at the tonference. "Maybe we c;oIIlIt improve" 
that siWation by .. ~
Besides .' ~ the raw Jll8ter1als for-technology 
Rev. Jiilllle .... a prayer with foreign countries. ". 
breakfast, Ii. ..,.. elected to 1Il Qtber Dewe,. Johnson Will 
the comei:ellce's board of ~ disClWlli the World Com-ce 
rectors 8lMI its suIIcommifteil" of MaYO.rs and Harvey during a 
on trade. . . live iJ:itervIew thif wee!rend on 
As a m_ber Of the board, WBEl Radio. 'I1i!I mterview 
Johnaon will represent the will be 11:30 Saturday. 
United $tates in developing The Station is 1570 on the 
policitlll and orcbestratin{the AM diIiI. 
. , . . . . 
Together, Aga.jJt" '"'" ,n, ."" 
, CJd~~f.&.ietdW~itoiiw8JeomeilTuakegee,AJa.Mayor.JoJumieFoJ"l 
a brotherhood ~ uthe two JDUDicipal oftIcialaopea iIle ",..,Id Clmferel 
Mayors at the Hyatt Regeaey Hotel. Fonlia president aDd ffllllmier Of the.confer 
COaUnued From Page 1 
pared t.o what school dletti .. :levy. _ . " 
"They get . the biggest 
-chUlik Of tax dOBars. We're DO 
\'there near the m.imum, 
"ratea..1'-
'Last year's!evy lIVas.JU~ 
million; . which would lIlean 
that 'i'hor:nwn Thwnsbip Would 
beve to levy appresimateiy 
$80.000 for a 195 p.rcentin-. 
crease,lsel8id.He~.that 
tI86matea forDUt year's pro-
polled levy .. _ available 
beceuae . toWQshlp offillillls 
have" not fiDisbed preparing 
it. 
Redel aleo .told the board 
that it·~ want to . study 
whether it would lle!ldto issue 
tax~~tsto 
provide a eusbiOnfor liiadIat 
shortfalls. The wammts, like 
PDeral obligiatlon ~,can 
~'. ';' . ;' 
be repaid through to levle.s. .tekestoMlshlp offieials al 
~CatherinePoindeJ:- ~~ymlD<\llth8 to . 
ter expreased ~lIeasine88 with mine what. they'D nee 
tl$e poIIsihllity Gf a tax in-line..it\im .peDiIing. 
:na~; "ID otberbu~ the 
- "The people are taxed' ship board p&ued a reso 
'enough," ,abe ssid. "I don't thaturges(:ongresstocr 
want t.o s ... 811 increase unJess prol!f81D for tbe proml 
if .. a~t,ply necessary. M}' lease" of Americans wh 
~ifthatyou should look . ~ of war (PO\'! 
at lOme tliIbp(that need to be miaaing in actiOn (l 
cut} in budilet the before you Southeast Asis. 
raise taxa" Trustee Charles PaL 
Sbe added' thetsbe' Win 
~e proposed spend;-
Ini fer township deparbnents 
. before sbe gil'\lS her blessings . 
to ail Increase. . 
who .ceunaeIs Vietnam 
yeterans in tI$. townshiJ 
the resolution is intend 
provide sOlD; relief for 
lies of POWa or MIAs . 
"Theae Would at leas 
R!ldeU said, thtItownship, fainilIes t!) }mOw. the ,. 
levies funds aDd then ..,prop- shouts of.their loved 01 
rlates themfor';'eiflc spend- fIIid their bodies to give 
. ing in departments because it, -proper burial. .. be Said. 
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~s'stCcoritifiu~s,grassroot politics 
~: .. ~ ..". 
by PERRI R. SMALL .. 
(;RASSROOT POLmrS has 
m~!~morphasized the Black. "com· 
munlt"Y'"fnto a new political aware' 
nes!'. Hmvever,. the term is' more 
closely assocUited with the' ·Black 
community of Chicago unifyirig for a 
. common cause of reform andl!lected 
a Black mayor in a city traditIonally 
nm by Irish-Catholics. 
But one' point of intel;est is the 
foresight ofiildividuals outside the 
city's boundaries, a coalition" whO·. 
alSo. stragegized and.is co~tinuing 
the concept of gJ'assroots politiCs; 
The SouthSuburban Leadership 
I~oalition tSSLC) of Hw'Vey, n.,who 
also stl'8tegized for a reform govern-
ment in their cOmmunity arid in an 
ongoing effm1 of political empower-
men,! and relationship to the political 
process, recently pl'Ovided members 
of the 'South Sub,u'hs to : acquaint 
themselves with many candidates Cor 
the March 20 primarY. 
FOl1lni· modentor,'Harvey Mayor 
iJavid .Johnson explained, "PoliticoS' 
. i"'glliriing.m ..... lainimtandtheu~eGf 
pOwer; somethinglhe BlBcit" com-
munity has al\yays stniggled for. 
1983 AND .1984 wnJ be remem-
bered when graiisi'oot politics came 
of age for Chicago, but also,for Har-
vey." SBLC strategized for five years 
in itsef!brts to elect Harvey·s fU'St 
Black mayor, Johnson. , 
';Prior to ·the' introduetiOn of can-
didates, Jolmson praised the can-
didacY's of S,tate CornptrQlJer Roland 
Burris for· U.s. Sen.e and ,Rev. 
. . ~ 
Jeii~j8cki¥>~for:the Democratic· 
presidential nommation.'for"walking 
on ground few have:' . 
Johnson,a fotinder,fll'st president, 
. and,ctirrehi'member of the organiza-
.tiOD, recognized SSLC of developing 
g!'a.~roOt politcs asthe Black com· 
mumty exhibited . new 'politcat' 
, sophistication five years ago, ' 
But ./ohnson cautioned the"'small 
audience thaI 'yithout ongoing work, 
the qilestion of politicall'mpawer-
ment wjJleVi1dt" the Black communi1y. ' 
'BO~~II': RA~j';RJ';I';' ,delegate 
candidate . for Mayor Harold 
Washhih'lon's "favorite son" slilte in 
th" Second I 'ongl'essional Ilislri'l:t; 
cited memhers oflhe$oulh Suburbs 
lack ofinputiJjpl'evim!s ~mjnating 
ptocelisof the I )emocratic':nominee, 
and explained that when,t he delgates 
gofo,thebargaining'laoles this s,im-
mer in San Francisco!, H!lrvey and 
the South-Su burbs in.! he district will 
, have ·a.':voice -, in selecting. the best 
.'candidate'a.~ uncommitted oel!!gates. 
, the fonlm 10 pre-
.Iames Taylor and Tommy Savage in 
·behalf of Iii!, father U.S, "ong. '(jus 
Sa"age, for the Second , 'on-
gressiOn!li i listiict; .Jean Bimon Qn 
hehalf on her husband Paul Simon 
·fol' . U.S. Senator;, Raymond 
Adkins.,clftldidate for the :lard leg. 
islative district and Delores Ryan, 
candidate for the 77th legislative dis" 
trict;and local 'representatives bf' 
George McGovern and Walter 
Mondlile·s presidential cainpaign;' ' 
, ~1Oa.~D,JOmiSON 
Final endor~ernen.ts .liet'ote Il,t"imary 
AS MARCH 20tb clr8wsnelirer, 
the fel'Vorofthe presidential i'beiU~ 
Contest" escalates and the aDtfeipa-
ti.on of which c8ndidiitewill eapiure 
Illinoisans respeCted and somewhat 
IlJ'iIcial vote flourishes. 
, But beyond that horse race, which 
'no longeris"lockedup"betweenjust, 
tWo candiliates,is that..of ~ Own, 
local state .Iegialetive eleetiona. • 
There are '69-state SellOtotial dis-
tricts imd 118 stilte legi~vj, dis- ' 
tricts for a total Of 277 coiJibmed 
members in the Ge.' neralA.· ssembly. 
The Plii!ciPaI activity· Of tlie 
General Assembly is i!lIOcting, 
'lIIJlending or repealing laWs and 
adopting appropnationbnJs and in. 
other words, working for the people 
of this state in the interest ofthepeo- ' 
pie of IDinois. 
and,thet ~l this. intergovernmental· 
_ agency; that ,~ iii behalt· of 
ruinois~ cOnstiuency. As Dlinois con-
tinUes to suffer from unemployment, 
an uodu!i of in(lusiry and redUctiOn 
of socia\progriQns with particular 
inteIest to the,aged 8Dd~ , 
,. Itcamiot be impressed uPQn 
enouch, tlIat it is up to'the residents 
M Dlinois to work in' these' 
interests 8j't\01li so many more., , . 
, Although ChiCitg(> brought,Illinois 
politics m an inte,utionallimelight 
with its grassroots PrOce~.lt is up to 
the memberS of the Illinois leilisla"..' 
ture and Senate to provide our state 
88 a role model for the country too. ' 
In addition, the BlaCk community 
has felt the impact of the judicial 
system far more than any' .other 
insofar the staggering amount of 
Black men in our state and federal 
prisons. ' ITCOMES to mind, before the 
Martin . Luther. King Jr. Holiday Bill 
had come into the light of a holiday' THE PERCENTAGE of Blacks 
on a national level, it was a holiday in ,within the country's- prison walls ·is 
the State of Illinois due to persis~ devastating in comparison to any 
tance offme legislators, Black and other' racial or ethruc group_ 
white.' Therefore, it is cardinal that the 
It is the legislation of this hol~day judges selected in the prim8ry elec-
tion' be .i¥dKe" that will pl'otect the, 
mtarestol'.the Bt$ckcommunitv --
• being wbether!hey incarce\'llte thoKl' 
, .m.~e to \ive within thl! sOcial nOrm" 
tir nile in 'avor of defeJ\(lanls caught • 
up in a, $em'fampant with un-
dmjties;andloophqles. 
,. We;asB -_w~l'aper and after' 
much deliberation, life prepared to 
endorse the Cook County Jddicial 
slate and're~· on Othllr 
independent Democrat. 
This slate included the Hon. 
Cberlea' E'. Freeman and his bid fur 
'the AppaRate .Court judgeship. 
TIlE APPELLATE COURT is a 
"court of review;" It' reviews the 
. decisiolls of the Circuit Court lthe 
,~'ourt that,the Il)!l;ority of judges to 
be voted upon in the primary) and, 
~!es.direction to laws reflecting 
c1t!IIJtm¢:Ji.mes ~d trends. ' 
, Also' end01:sed· by longine friend 
and colleague, Mayor Harold 
Wli'Si)ington, Freeman's record 
stands alone in his fight for labor und 
a fair relation"hip with members of 
the Black community. ' 
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Three dayBf.ck'stUdie$$ernihAr 
. , . " . < '.,.. ..' >" '; :.-
by DEBORAH STRAu()RN· 
THE IL1JNOIS Council for B18ck 
Studies (leBS) is sponsoring a three 
day ,seminar focusing on Black 
Studies as it relates to acooemic 
excellence and social responsibility. 
. ICBS is an organization of pro-
fessional activists and students 
working to lIiakHducatkin relevant 
to the needs, of Black people in the 
State ,of Illinois. . 
It was foundedatthe University of 
Illinois·Urbana· in 1979 and .has a 
membership covenngover 25 cam-
puses<tbro,ughout the, state. ' 
WITH· ALMOST 100.000 Black 
students in lllinois postsecondary 
educational institutions. leBS feels 
the need for relevant educational 
programs'is vital and the survival of 
Black peoPle depends on 'it. 
ICBS is proud to· announce, its 
19&4 'a;inf~ the'nle: l!Iack S/u4ies 
~.2,.~,bI'In.'i8~~~"""<",'",'.,.",,,.,,·',"~· Z"v,- eo. f4J'"I'. - - - : i·""-~;".;,,:.~r~·:' " 
This, conference represents a con,. 
tinuing dialogue betWeen the cam· 
pus and community. semC'e and 
advocw for social progress. and th~ 
full opportunity for the community 
to give leadership to Black studies 
, p~fes~als:· . 
. ,". "-"'.- . 
A SUBu:rtB OF working people; 
,70 percantBlilck, Harvey is Ii great 
pl.ee to hold, this' Comer,!!nce and 
nowbere is the link between thec8~- . 
pus and coniinunity joined better.' 
said Mayor Davia J~n. who is, 
himself a Black Studies instructor at 
Thornton Community College' and 
Treasurer of the Icas. , . 
Students $nd community residents 
are invited '~ attend, the 'Conference 
which seeks to identify community 
P1'9blemli. reflect on an analysis of , 
th'ese problems, I\Iid cOnsider alter· " 
nativa,lI9lution,s. " " .' . 
. Four key. prOblems Qt, th\l:, 'lom" 
munity Will bi> addressed,: econo~c 
'deVelopment, culture; housing and 
hunum' silrvices; to explore how 
Bl8dk' StUdies academic prograD\s 
·can make a greater contribution to:': 
the conununity. 
befoimet 
JackSOn who 
pletmd Politics , 
"< Continued"ml page 3 
G:rantawanted~·to" .. 
suburba,n'~c,ollnc'l1 
.,yMBoBAH SiRAiiORN 
. .. . .... . 
'Jopel1S 
,rlchattl ·A GRANT totaling oVIlf $233;000 has heen &warded to the 89uth Sub-urban Council on Aging. Congress-manGusSav~e.(~2nd)~ 
recently ilthiS 'Weeldy repQrt ~ In 
the Second' Congressional DistriI!t 
office. 1143~ S. Hakted. 
Iir making 'the ,lI8IlOUncement, . , 
Savage seid tbefederallllOJ1l!y would 
go 'to fund the Foster Gl'!UIdPiIFe_ 
PrQgram, sJlOMOFlld by the'~ 
Suburban CO\!.ilcil on Aging, 1530tJ 
Lexingtoll, in Harvey. The" exact 
;.mount of $~83.796 represents 
two-yll8l' funding through "8IIl1111r.f".'·~ 
Marldi$m statiru: that thtly're pew in 
Markhambtit pl'ofe$,jonal. refei'ring 
to 2'('years 'in tJie banking'business 
and being ORe of the largest banks in 
the country. 
.A' ru;:CgmONtook pl~e' this 
Week"'at the VFW Post; 3220 W. 
'< J,5Jtb8t.to ce~Jtethe openingQt 
, ilw~~sin~a,n~ 
SCli8dtdildtOopen in·oneinonth.' JOHN fI, THOD~~. President of 
1985: . 
Edward Schenk. exeeutivedireCC 
tOr of the Fostet.Gfandp&FentPro-
gram. was pleasetft.o hear pf the', 
grantawMd. ' 
THE GRANT COMES from 
ACTION. the onIy federal ageney 
thet handles Older American Volun· 
teer Programs (OA VP): ACTION" 
specialist James Braxton. said the 
Foster Grandparent Program is just 
one of the senior citizen progi'IiDlS . 
funded by~C'!'l0N. 
Other programs falling under 
ACTION's jurisdiction include the 
Senior Companions Volunteer Pro-
gramand the Retired Seniors Volun-
teer Program. 
The Foster G11Inc:!parent Program 
, C.ontinued .on page 3 
the new fa!!ility will :heJ~d at ,Ev.ew-een PllZ4 Banll who has been 
3120W.159th St., the.locati.o)l' - withthem since tbeyopened in 1957 •.. 
.$i"l'rl,State bani. WhiCti'cJo8edtWo' said Iliey developed ail interest in yeats ii~., • . " ••. ,"" ' purchasing' the 'hank' after being 
<FOr'those two years tile' '~mi invited by a gro~p ~g to reopen 
D1~tyofapproziDlatelY 16.000pe.... the bank but not hllving the capital. 
SODS was left with no facllity to setVe 'lJe aSsured ev~ryQne they are an , 
the entire area..;,' < eXperiem:ed poup, . 
"We!re gr6wing and happy to bea 
part.of hringing new banking b!l,ck to 
Mi!ikham. PoormllD8gement is what 
previously, got Madrham banks, in 
troubJe;"Thode said. "but oUr re-
"' . ... 
"REALIZING THE city of Mark· 
,hainneededa baDk,Evergreen Plaza 
-Bl!.nk got in gear and di!i ajQb for us." 
said MaYOr Bill Sparger as he, IId-
dressed the' receptiop 'crowd of 
over 200. , 
"Evergreen Plaza Bank will do a 
far more exceptional job than we 
could have done." said Sparger. in 
3upporting,Markham's ,needs. ' 
Employees of the bank asked the 
cominumty to give ~m achan~ in 
. cord of 27 years spellksfor itself." 
WHEN ASKED if, they would 
increase the maximum lending 
power, which'" was fonnedy 
$100.000. possibly to $200.000 to 
'$250.000 needed to"open a business. 
. \Continued on page 3 . 
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~~velopment plan for Lake Calumet . 
~OMPREHENSIVE plan for 
'orming Lake Calumet and its 
diate environs. into a multi-
n dollar center of shipping; 
try and commercial and rec-. 
~al activity was recently made. 
~ by the Chicago Regional 
District. . 
Serpico. "The various projects being, 
proposed would be .translated into 
new job opportunities and a new 
economic base for a large community. 
of Chicago that has been especially 
hard hit by setbacks in recent 
years. 
Serpico further noted, il) anticipa-
tion of the enactment of federal 
legislation providing for enterprise 
zones;'Governor James R. Thomp-
acres of commercial properties and 
60 acres of light industry at a total 
private investment of $36,400,000. 
The commercial developments 
would be on the western side of the' 
site along the Calumet Expressway 
(I-94). 
For the second and third phases, 
the total private investment would 
be an estimated $300 million, he 
said. 
. AT PRESENT, there are 860 
acres under water at Lake Calumet. 
For the second and third phases of 
the plan, approximately 400 acres of 
shallow water and marshland would 
be filled. " o. 
. With 230 acres proposed for. a 
park and 140 acres !mder'water for a 
marina, Cataldo pointed out that 
more than 25 percent of the site 
would be devoted to recreation and 
wildlife preservation. 
a li1ajor proposaUor helping to 
Wze Chicago and especially its . 
least side, the plan was pre-
I under the direction of Gilbert 
.taldo, general manager of the' 
District, for developing a large 
ict-owned area bOQnded iii 
"81 by 130th Street on the south, 
net Expressway on the .west, 
1 Street (extended) on the north 
ltony Island Ave. on the east. 
. son already has designated the Port 
District's area an enterprise zone, a 
designatioothat would result in spe-
cial zoning' considerations and' tax 
abateme~ts for developers. Grant a-warded 
e plan, which was presented ata 
ing of the Port District's Bo!U"d 
irectors,would be carried. out. 
the next 15 years at a total 
.tment of an estimated $375 
in, most of which would be 
te funding. 
'AGED OVERthree phases of 
nuing development, the plan 
lately would create more than 
) permanent jobs, add at least 
) miUion a year in real estate tax 
lues for the City of Chicago and; 
r local governments, .and pro-I 
at least $5.9 miUion a year in I 
tional sales taxes. . 
lI'Oughout the contemplated 15-
development period, there also 
d. be numerous construction job. 
Irtunities, amoiInting to a total 
.proximately 2;000 mail-years. 
,hn J. Serpico, chairman of the 
'd of the Chicago Regional Port 
rict, said the development plan 
's a "wonderful opportunity for 
"Qving the economic wellbeing of 
immediate communities as well 
,e City of Chicago and the State' 
linois.· . 
E:CAUSE OF an unusual trans-
ation combination of-water, rail . 
highway facilities, Serpico 
,ted out that the Port District's 
, is "an ideal" site for develop-
It." 
~conomic development is the 
!<?!.~. of the .entire effort," said' 
SERPICO emphasized that while 
economic development wOuld be the 
prime objective, the Port District's 
plan calls for enlarging aild improv-
ing the' navigable harbor at Lake 
Calumet. 
. "We will make every effort to 
enhance Chicago's status· as a major 
port not only of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway and the Great Lakes but also 
of 6,000 miles of inland waterways of 
. the Mississippi River and its tribu-
taries," he said. 
CATALDO explained that the 
plan calls for the development of a 
total of 1,420 acres, which would 
include: 
.320 acres under water for an 
improved h8rbor in .Lake Calumet. 
• 140' acres WIder water as a new 
marina in the northeastern portion of 
· the site for approximately 800 plea-
sure ·boats. 
· • 230 acres for a new park which 
would be adjacent to a'contemplate!l 
18-hole golf course to the north of the 
developtriiint site, 
.580 acres for the development 
of light in!lustry. 
.150. acres for commercial !le-
o velopment that would include such 
facilities as motels or hotels, branch 
banks, restaurants; a truck stop and 
truck service shops, truc~ and auto-
mobile dealerships, and retail and 
wholesale shopping. 
THE: FIRST phase of the plan for 
· the initial five years, Cataldo said, 
would include the development ol90 
ContinuedCrom page 1 
provides limited-income individuals 
over the age of 60 an opportunity to 
work with children wha have special 
emotional, mental and/or physical 
needs. 
THE SOUTH Suburban Council 
on Aging's program has 56 senior. 
volunteers who work at 12 com-
munity sites in the South Suburban 
area. Some of the sites include the' 
Young Discovery Day Care Center ill' 
Chicago Heights, and the Children's 
Haven, Happy Hours and Harvey 
Day Care Centers, alfin Harvey. 
In addition to day care centers, the 
senior voiunteers also work in mental 
healih and correctional institutions, 
as well as state hospitals. 
As part of the prqgram, the South 
Suburban Counci1 provides the 
senior volunteers with a $2-a-day 
non-taxable stipend, for the 20-hour 
work week; an annual physical exam-
ination; hot meals each day; trans-
portation allowance, and in~urance. 
. . 
S~:NIOR CITIZENS wishing to 
participate in the program can get 
information from the program' s pro-
ject director, Jeanne Kyrouac, at 
596-3001. 0 
At his next report rally, to be held 
Saturday, February 4, from 1 to 2:30 
p.m., Congressman Savage will ad-
dress. the issue "How.· to Get Your 
Share of Federal Dollars:' at his 
office, 11434 S. Halsted. 
Savage will outline the steps ne-· 
cessary for citizens to reap the finan-
cial benefits of federal funding. 
Federal funding, Savage said, can be 
used to help finance home mort-
gages, small businesses and support 
)loth educational and social endea-
IfOrs in the community. After the dis-
cussion, there.will be a question and 
answer session with audience. par-
ticipation. 
Black studies 
Cofttinued from page 1 
The conference will take place at 
Rosa Parks Junior High School, 
147th and Robey, beginning Friday 
February 10. Persons interested in 
attending can call 596-2000 ext.ii77 
or 578 for. details. " 
The ICBS holds two conferences a 
year, publishes a newsletter and ha. 
several monographs on relevant 
topics including Black Power in 
Higher Education,. The . Crisis of 
Consolidation Facing Black. Studies 
in 1980 S, and Black People and ihe 
1980 ,Census' (Conference Pro-
ceedings). . 
Bank opens 
Continued from page 1 
Thode assured that Evergreen is in 
the position to make. loans of this 
type. . 
Thode said when the weather 
breaks any necessary repavement 
and exterior facade work will be 
completed. 
Sparger asked the community to 
bless and support the Bank in all 
·their efforts. "They"ll do an excellent 
job," said Sparger. 
• busy man .... few idl. viSitoR: to the boiling pot 
Hies come not. H. Benjamin. Fronklin : ....•...•.........•...•.•• ~ .....•.•.•. : 
: SOUTHSUBURaAN i 
moment's insight is sometimes. wo~ I life~s 
... _." O.W. Holmes 
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~~I)EBOJlA~ S~QRN' lI1.ri.Yoti~)~~s; . le~dersbip .. 
• ~cyanid. c;!iips; vehicle .main-
, REPORTING ON the past six "te*enee eoilsolidation; Dixie Scjuare 
monilia' of his new administration, Rede\>elopment; achninistrative sup-
liaJ:VeY:·Mayor David Johnsonre,af- pOrt; and" the 1983 FOUrth" of July 
flmied ~ goals of the citY- 8attlnlay. report.·' . , 
when 'he 'spoke at a" b~aktast forum' .' 
held at the aarvey YMCA. 1'78 E. PROGRESS REPORTS were 
15StbSt;,.. ..... . also "given O~"the department of 
. T'mi'torum was sponsored by the Accounts and Finimceil. 'With de-
SOuth· S\1burbanLeadershii> Coali~ tailed nt~risreg8rding ihedepatt-
tion; .- '.' . . mentlVof'wa~l';public works. and 
. Johnson encourall/ld resurgertce 'buDding ail\;tPlann~~ . 
of the city's potimti8l. saybtg' hi~' . . Jo.bns6i) outlined additional go8ls 
administration has been able to to .be aimed'(or"duiing his" admmis-
make Prol:ress toward goBls despite " trati6n and 'hi!yond' for the City of. 
opl!.0sition. . Harvey; .,' .... " 
. Mayor Jobnsoo's Sl;4te Qf,the City. 
BgLIJ<;VING HARVEY'Spoten- . Adth:ess'willbeaii'ed on Cabll'-'1'V. 
tial iS,greater than·the problems the .nW'SdaY;·. January 26. 1984 at 10 
city faces, .]plmson· said· rneliting a.m.,8· p.m., aM 7· p.in; Interested 
these goals will p\it the city on the citizens are' eneOOraged to iune.· in. , . 
right patb' to stability andrede- TheCltyo(HarveywillcontinuetC 
velopnient: .' air .~poJ'f,Iint. information on the 
. In a State of dui City address. Cable'TV Channel 46 (govern-
,Jobns.on outlined . of city 
THE R~:AQANlidinlnistratiOn' the stilte win have to extend tbe tern' 
has cost·DJinois $2,07 4.041i;OOn in Its poraryif!~me tax increase ·in order 
first three years, which tiiins!8tes to avoid cutting essential services to 
into $180.94 for every man,' ~1Dlin Unacceptable levels," ~ulen said. 
and child in thestate;4ccordlnC to a.·· .. 
report released this week by IDiiwis WITHuliel1lpioymentlevels'inthe: 
'Counc;t131 of the Amerfc8D,l<'edera- state .stilt hovering aiimnd 1(i per- . 
tiori' of -State,Collnty and MiJliicipal cent, th'eBtate has iIost over '$goo 
r;mpioyees (AFSCMg); AFL-CIO. . million it, employment andtrammg 
· ... 'f.bis:report:el~ aIt9\V8~.hyituttl1nds. " " .... . '., 
state .had' to lmplei!lent Ii teiaJiorary '. Cuts of i)early 120omiliion .iii 
income' tax iiicre.Se, * year,,aDd _ :tdi!iIiClilid fundS jJJ'e:the key factot iii 
why.so many local govem~n~ lite .th.e Inct-e.sed:use of public hospitals 
facinl/budget . crises," ·Bifid . Steve b)' a massive .infIuX" of Medicaid. 1n .Ha'rvey 
(;l1len, execUtive director of ''h!eipil!nti\. 'l'Iiepatient.overl6ads are" • .. . 
.. AFSCME Clll1
n
«;il3.l. =~., ~:.s:.aC~~~S~~~:d;~: G'" .U·.~ .• ·h' .. ·'"0'·; . 't' '.' ·VI. ,······.e.; .. \·.~,. :lr..·'.'.:: 'ff'. ftt:. ' . 
"It's safeW88yt!mteVery resident . . "'U'.. .',.'1111'. .~ :t~~~:b:~S~:$ ~.~a~!~;!!n;~{~:~: hO:hliclde .... of· '1984-
state and 19c81 ~xes. or-layOffS. ~ . .rePQrt which was released by the ". .;." ': ·c. . 
'-AF~CME . Intcrnation81 Upion in 
,W~glOn, I?'C, Tuesday. . • ''THIS. iii tlte price·of .Reagan's 
dODlI!sticpolicies,» CUlen continued. 
"State and loc~ governments are 
forced to reduce serviees. an4 ·iii-. 
" crease their taxes,' while fun!is cut 
from the federBI domestic budget.are 
used to provide a blimk. cheek for 
the military." 
The effects of these 'Cuts on the 
state budget will be furtber detailed 
iii AFSCME Council ·31's annu81 
. analysis of the fiscal condition of 
state ·government; schectuled for 
release early next month. ..' . 
''Themagnitumi of these cuts ados 
weight to the growing consensus that 
< lIie~. d!ltllils cuts iii 172 
federalt»~ ~ch accmmt for 
near!yfI) percent or all federBI aid to 
state and loc81 governments .. The 
figores in the· report show the dif' 
terence- between actual" spending 
levels forfisc81 years 1982 to J984 
and jhe amounts thai would have 
been sPent if policies iii effect in tIS-
c8I year 1981 had not been changed. 
The . million-member AFSCME 
union represents 50,000 Illinois 
, pu.blic empJoYI188. 
by P"R, sMAii. 
THE 8ODY6fa~eWitl(~-
, shot wounds was djsi:Overed Tues.:' 
day monimg iii ltarVej.'by a friend in 
the dead man's 1974 B\1jck. 
1 Edw!lfd Alfllrd, 34, wh:o WBS last 
seen by friends Jan: 22, W.llll pro:-
nounced dead lIt the scene. . 
An officer who answered the call at 
304 E. 154tb Street, Ed Brooks, 
reported gunshot wOunds to the right 
chest area and neck of Alford. 
HlIJ'Yey Police spoke$!n8n Melvin 
Abbott said there are Yllt no motives' 
or suspects iii custooy but tbe de" 
partmentis pursuing several leads. 
. ABBOTI' SAID Cliff Raiiiey, 
15819' S.Jlage, fOUnd the victim'se!!r 
at ClirOnet·Vlll.ge apartnumt com-
pleJ!. with Alford. slumped iii. the 
driV!l1'8 seat· leaning towi!i'ds the 
passenger side of his car ,aoo\1t t/lree 
foiliths'of a\Dilefrom the victim's 
residence." . . 
. Alford, Harvey's fU'St homocide 
victhD this' year. was single and 
unemploYed. S{) far no details of the 
case hav.e been released. 
Confll'Dlation of the C8U6e of death 
'Is pending from the medii:aJ eXam-
iiiet and e;&perts are examiniiig used 
shelb found in the vehicle, accOr.ding 
to Ab)Jott; .. . 
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Working towa,rdabettet Rarvey 
.' .' :.. . . '.' . 
• ' selfwasins~ental inbuildirlg. staba)ization, Johnson' said theY • w~t ()Ur ~espon~ibi1ity is." said 
already 'have sev~ FOltunj! 500 MajrorJohnson. 
coDlpanies witllif!HlUVey; ALREADY '1 mo~tIis. in ;;m'ce.:FORMULATED IN ~onjunCti9n 
newly eleCted M&YOr l)avid JobnSoli:·.w!th·.the coromuitity melPbers. cofIl~ 
is serving the' .pet>J,'k!' of ,Harvey. . pbiients of :theplatform 'incrude~": ;~=~:!:~~::~~5:~~ fonning an. organization that can eeQriomic development. human ,s~r· 
maintain and develoP"' a Detter vice;housingrehabilitationandcO~ 
co1Dinunity •. ' . e~or~ement.and comprehensiY'e:: 
"I have no doubts dbOut the N-
of this eoIDmunity.~JohnsOn 
' ..... u. """""''114e fo~ees good things' H.viy. '. 
Bringing' a greater sense of coor- pIBnning.·· . '. . 
'dipation to the community is ·the . The new administration has sinCe 
b8llic thrust of the Jo)mson adminis~, added' to th~lie 'goals coromunit.; 
'tration, in an effort to effectively deal . development.' p(jlitical educ;'atioli. 
With probleins facing the 'com- criinep're.ven~ion. and cultural edu-
muDity:· . ' cation. 
, Ge8ring Jtlu!lf toward walling up The latter is' of particular impor-
·the ComniUnity in terms of problem tance in tenn~ of ideptity. Cultural' 
· Sj'Ih,ing; ·the.· admini.~tl1ition· has ideRtity. i~ very necessary. said, 
'hased 'itself on ali open torum type Johnson, in order to coordinate and 
'. goremin'e6t. _ provide a meaningful program on a: 
. .' . '. city-wide basis to approximately 
_. . i'H";. QFFlCIALS say they work 22.000 Blacks ina city of 36.000. 
to make themselves d,irectly account" - , '. -
a.ble to BlacJ(constituents by openly . ACCOJi.DING TO John~nHar-
ihte,raciing wit'h community leaden;, veywas once the hub of the Midwest 
Grganizafions. 8!)d businesses. and has the potential to be' sO 
: Wh~p the8rJu/;hSuburban L'itizen'again. ".' 
~_,~l:~I:;e~:'s~~~~;,~Jji~S. ~~~~:~~~fI:!ii;~t~~~~;;;;; 
to deal with includ-: economic de-. entrepreneurs to get in on the ground . 
velopment /mil unemployment. . floor of ecoll(lmic de'llelopment. and ' 
The platform on which he' was work toward bringing hiring pracc 
Eilectedw!ls formed by,the South, !ices In compliance with federal' 
Suburban Leade~pCo,!dition.a . _guideline;;. . 
three-year-old Political. F,dlication, Seekipg to «hange commercial dis- . 
· Organization. which JohnSon. him- tricts and working tOward business 
· by DEBORAH sTRAIIORN Elii!bility requirements for rede-
velopment Under. TIF legislaijon 
Mterremainmgv8cantsince 1979 state a subject area ·must cOntain. 
·steps are now being talien to re- conditionswrnch warrent it's desigc 
develop the site of tile fOl';lllerDixie nation aseitlier a "bJiglited area" or B 
Square Shopping Man. hopipg to . "conservation area."· 
generate appreximataly $600.000 iii The TIF rlideve)o'pme~t plan is 
-tax·revenues. and 008; ne;v jobs. ~ , geared to'Ward eithaucing "the tax 
The impact of thev~ of the bases ,of the taxing districts whiCh 
57 !!cre-wite has been Quithlevastat-'· extendjnto the redevelopment ~ 
· ~ on the-entire (:ity of Harvey and ;r.o.as"'':' m' oft8 -."-.g the cost,_, ~r ·th.:hew 'adl:iUDisttation of .' ...... II' '""'" ..,. '~~~~d 3(J~ efforts are the preject it was auggestedthe city 
being mad_in the direetioo drJgbt- utilize m,'tolmplement imp,qve-~ urban decay ~:.ttractiBi new. menta,incliJstrialspaee;aruileverage 
.Industry. ,.... ,_ .' , . ~~~et co~t:o ... ction Ofdn;ew.Pi-iv~teal 
. The prOpose. d III8jsr fI.In_.~t~-, ...... .,.. uses; ...... ees 8Jl Cl>mniel'\2 
. ... ,';:-'-_ use in the redevelopment area. meilt,f~i.th~project'is ,*!': ;OU!'R". Aee9rding' to Leander Brown 
iDImt Pillanemg (TIF),am:llS ,based' . •... . .', . . .' 
ontbit . premise of uaing new to :~ of Employment .~ 
revenuas •. made avaiblble by i-ede- • ~foi'6uiTIF.pJ'01':ct, ~eaite 
velo_nt within the TIF ,diatriCt, to ~ be tedevelo~.for light mdua> 
pay for~.improvementsnecesS6ry trial and corome~ .. use .. 
to initiate the redevelopment.-' . , . The plim also steted the advan-
According to the plan, business tages o~ the TIF concept. are ~. 
growth in Harvey is essentially con- one. major advantage bemg that It 
centrated. in three main areas' the can encourage and create redevelop-
Halsted st: area, 154th st. cotrloor ment which would not otherwise be 
and the Dix,ie Highway corridor. expected to occur. .' 
The opwOIi of local officials and' 'The TIF redevelopment plim aI'-
PrevioUs studies indicate immediate pellfS to have taken a step in over-
improvement is needed 8Iong Dixie coming two erne£. obstacles in th. 
Highway to prevent additional vaca- Johnson administration. economi( 
. tioD·of business along the strip. . . devel<?pment and unemployment. 
-.yo' ....... ,:. . ... T· ".".:.',,'.'. "i""d'; 
. ·.·a·:.· ': .. ·m·;; "~',' ·AI'·.,: i;.' '  'i . .'. • 
". ". .". ... " . : . ,'" 
by nRBI RoSMtdJ,. 
. - . . 
c<>mPamestheJD8fQi'toJust"~. 
. 157328: .H8IBtedSt;'Sunsef; LoQnp, 
HARVEY MAYOlt David 25&E. 159:th St.; imdJ .. w odlet-
JohR8OIl'~ raid 011 three oUmuiity's ter; 1671 ~ S. Halsted:at. ' 
taverns last week nSlllted with the . arrestsoff~~and allUinager . 9:J4AYOR ~ at J8Ck8 
of oneoftheestabliahment$~ or ~r: four wlderilged patrons; • 
JohnSon. alBo liquor. com- who' ~el'll;)lftinl\dlstely taken into 
missioner. conducted .the raidufter cnstody; and;~resulting in the 
anumberof~fl~ed.themayor·s . ~of the"~er of the eats-, 
office compleiiuDg o{loiteritlg.litter- bij,ahDlent for 8~g·mmol1l. 
ing and dlsomerly eondu~ arOund "bake ~rsOlUII offeilse to the dis-
the city particuh!rly by youths. re.pe~ frOm ,the influ:& of undesire: 
_The city's Economic Develop· able elements from. outaide the 
ment Coordinator Robart I Vaugh[ community." said Johnso.n. "and it IS 
and two ~,y paJice Offjcersac: 'C(l .. tin~ed OR page 10 
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Raeial overtones in Harvey mayoral runoff 
by 'JUlnitaBratcher said Qle aUe~alions \Ve~;~t*t1y ~liti~ll.;:" " "'."'" ' 
", " " , ' " ,,' ' Tlle;q.~e.waY;;~}'J)r~l n.(t4l;:J_bQ)\I_all1lJ~~~~~2~7; 
yoral race;: inHarvey,lllinois: isunderg'Ofqg Johnson, ~,~i anil Jack Spells, 412 votes, pendiilga can: 
ertones." according to apolitical overse~r in vass. " 
'and the racial overtQnes are expecte4 to prog- Harvey has 13,000 registered voters,' but only half or 
ress as the campaign Pl"9gresses. ,,' , those voters w.ent to the polls QJl. electi9~d!lY, ,~~B~tthat "There~s,~o : way 'they (residents) can stop: i~(laCial \V~s'quitea bit mo~':tlt.'Ps\lAll,~·~id~:a:;Ha"~y~sF 
'Overtones). 'fllere.aresome bitter feelings otit here, and dent,"thisWBsa corisiderableupsWing." ,," ,. 
quite a lot oUt is racial." " ." . ." , . ',' Spells, who is Blac~, has annoUnced hi{l support for 
The mayoral ~!!ction was, f~ced 4\to a runoff.~t\"Ieen ,;,'J OlPlso,P.. \ ;; .. " ".' . .t; .... '. 
the, in~pnl,~nt M!Yo,~. ~~~~s H~in~, '~whi~~, fnd~avi4:;;. J~J;the.ira~e.Jpr,,~owm:jssionetN9' l!~ry~~, eiqf ~n~~ 
Johnson, a·Black: Hames has been, mayor of Harvey for ,dateswUH~ein a"fllitoff t9, elect'fou.,new"coDUni~'$ibn-
16 years. ,\. . 'ets. The, primaryelE~ctiori trimined the race frOm 11 to 
During the hea~d primary campaign, Bonnie Rateree, eight.' , ,,' ", , .. " ," - ,.,.,'.. .' ' 
campalgD manager t'Or JohnsOn, aC.cll$ed Haines'ofJiav- , As of noW,DamonRockett~;aBlackHs the only Black 
ing no interest ill the betterment of Harvey and:blamed ,commissioner out of four; Rockett was the largest vote 
Harvey's doWllfall on th~ incumbent. " " r:·"';:il~tter in both the mayoral aDd the commissioners'rac~, 
Most of the city jobs,Rateree stated, were betngheldf': 'aijGortbe.to&) three vote getters inthe·prhria:ty werellls,o 
by whites who had fl~d to the suburbs. However, Haines' ;Blac~/"" ' 
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12 city Isuburbs " C;:.hicago Suo-Times, Tuesday, March 8, 1983 
Black· contenders· make ·bid in Harvey election 
By Don Hayner two in theprimary-2,997 for Haines to' 2,898"for John-
One night last week Willa Johnson stopped at a son ... A third mayoral cand~d~te, who was black and who 
. hbo' h' h'I' '..' .'. received 412 votes, was ehmmated. 
nelg r souse w I e out campalgnmg for her husbands The cI'ty's elected ffi' ls' I d th . d. ~ b'd to 'b th f' t' bl' k .' f . h b b '0 ICla mc u e e mayor an ~our I ecome e Irs ac mayor 0 sout su ur an city commissioners ,all of wh. .' I ted'" t Jar" "1' Harvey. ' '. .' , , . om are e ec ,a ge. n 
A ld I h d .' b" b d 'dd 'd" t~e primary; the top three vote-getters for commissioner 
n e er y woman, w 0 esplte emg e rl en an (mcumbent Damon'Rockett Of O'lm 'd E • t" 
'Bridgeport you don'ttaUqo people on the North Shore." 
Chicago is 40 or 50 neighborhoods, Harvey is one, he said. 
Frank Piekarski, the owner of Big, Frank's. Restaurant, 
who is seeking re-election as commissioner along with 
Rockett, Larry.Hochberg and William McLaren, said'he'd 
like to. think voters look at the "credentials of the 
candidates' rather, than just black vs. white." 
near her l00th birthday, asked Johnso~ for. help. in Berry-Beck) were black.', ' IS. I , ~re an , rnes me 
~~f:.st~g~;'t ' l~~"' To date, on~y one~lli:ck c~didate, Rockett in 1979, has f 
, down,"thEl lady been elec~d:~pl:l8:l'vey. a city where 65 percent of the Campaign, '83 
, *' *' * "'* " 
said, "keep on 35,810 resld~ntsa~~b~ck. '.' . 
. '. " workiI!g."· ' '.,." Whoever Is~lec.tectWlJl have ~ dealwl~ :H.arvey'~:1~.9 
Willa Johnson's husband, Pavid, 34, believes that's the percent un~mp~()YJDe~t" a de~rlora~dd()WIlt?w,n~lstrlct 
type of thing that has inspired a demanding campaign' and a dese~te4sh0l>pmg center on the~e~t SIde of town. 
filled with po!itical; work~hopsi' forums, phone campaigns ,':A b,~Il~kc~dida~ is a proble~ lor bOt1i:~blackS Ilnd . 
and voter-registration drives. '. whites, Johnson' saId .. He explamed;~ that som.e' ,whites 
All this effort has . produced. the .most·.powerful. black may havepr~!>lems.yoting for, ~.:bta.ck,.c~didate;., ... ','. 
voting bloc in Harvey's history .. The Feb. 22, primary But, ~e" added; Uby, the sanie token~ '. ilf'tbe '.' black 
results. present a strong possibility that Harvey's City commumty th~reare I?eople who take a'Sipil~" yi~~; , 
Co~ncil may evolve from having a black minority into They~ear busmesseswlll pull up stakes and lellv~ [if a 
haVing a black majority; , black.Is elec~d~a:yor]/' ". ' '. '.' ' ..•..... ' .. ' .. 
Johnson, a teacher at Thornton Community Coilege in H81nes;Q5; a retired buildingcontractorrsaidtherace 
~uth Holland, is given a shot...at..ilnseating the 16~year issue in H~e)'is .low-key because tbe ,su~bis a 
Incumbent, James Haine~ in the election April 12. . homogenous commuluty.. '. : 
Final tabulation showed only 99 votes .!eparate~the "It isn't likeChic~go," he said, "where if~ou're from 
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Introduction 
Globalization presents the entire world with challenges and 
opportunities. This particularly true for Africa, the continent that made 
perhaps the earliest contribution to global trade, as we know it today, 
in the form of African labor. 
It was the Triangle Trade, the international trade between Africa, The 
Americas, and Europe that gave rise to the development of Europe and 
North America. Africa succumbed to stagnation and underdevelopment 
as a result of this first manifestation of globalization. 
For African Americans, in general, and the African American 
community in Chicago Heights, Illinois, USA, in particular; the 
rebuilding of linkages and ties to their ancestral homeland serves as a 
major motivating factor for participating in a Sister Cities Project. 
The Chicago Heights Sister City-African Diaspora Initiative was created 
with the past and the future in mind. It grows out of an understanding 
of our history and seeks to create a better future through mutual 
respect, education, trust, and eventually, technology transfers and 
trade. It is an awesome task that begins with a humble first step. 
Ghana and African Americans 
The enslaved Africans sold into slavery came largely from Western 
Africa, an area ranging from present day states of Ghana, Mali, 
Nigeria, Chad, Gambia, Senegal and pOints as far south as present day 
Angola, according to historian John Hope Franklin. 
African Americans, notably individuals like Henry S. Williams, 
W.E.B.DuBois and Marcus Garvey, kept the flame of our historical links 
to Africa alive. In the post-colonial independence era, African students 
3 
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who studied in the United States became activists in their home 
countries and played key roles in this process. 
There were many African Americans, inspired by the independence 
movements, who decided to move to Africa. Ghana was one of the 
places they chose to live because of the long-standing relationship 
with this country. The Chicago Heights Sister City Program seeks to 
build on this history. 
Today's international climate of globalization 
The global economy has become a fact of life. High speed 
telecommunications, the low cost of travel and shipping, the 
dominance of international finance capital and the low cost of labor in 
the "third world" are contributing factors to this phase of globalization. 
Africa is struggling to keep pace. On the other hands African American 
communities were devastated by the loss of industrial heavy 
manufacturing jobs in what is called the "rust belt". 
On both sides of the Atlantic people of African descent need to improve 
their internal organization as the basis for change in this climate of 
globalization. With the internal organization of the African American 
community we can become better advocate for more favorable terms 
of trade for agricultural and textile products from Africa. 
These products may be used to create job opportunities and markets 
inside the United States. The African American community contains 
expertise in virtually every facet of the American economy. We want to 
examine, over time and through dialogues and exchanges, these 
possi bilities. 
Proposed Program of Dialogue and Exchange 
Through the mechanism of Sister Cities it is possible to develop a 
dialogue and exchanges between elected offiCials, business people, 
clergy, educators, students and clergy. 
4 
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Elected Officials 
In democratic societies elected officials are considered legitimate 
representatives of the people. Consequently, it is logical to begin our 
dialogue under the leadership of local (municipal) elected officials and 
regional authorities and traditional authorities. It is this level of 
government that is closest to the people and it where a people to 
people dialogue should begin. 
Topics like governance, economic development, education, culture, 
and the role of technology are some of the areas to be explored. 
Chicago Heights enjoys affiliations with regional agencies such as the 
South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association (SSMMA) and the 
Illinois Municipal League (IML). 
In the state of Illinois African Americans play key leadership roles. For 
example, the president of the Illinois Senate (Emil Jones) and the 
president of the Cook County Board (John Stroger), a regional 
government/authority, are African Americans. The state also has three 
representatives to the U.S. Congress (Jesse Jackson, Danny David, 
Bobby Rush) and one recently elected member of the U.S. Senate 
(Barack Obama). 
Business Dialogue and Exchange 
Economic Development is an important issue in the city of Chicago 
Heights. A dialogue with our African counter parts, followed up with 
exchanges may prove to be mutually beneficial given the need for 
economic development in the Asougyaman District. 
A discussion of the contrOlling legal statutes in both countries, banking 
systems, and other requirements would be helpful to creating the basis 
for trade. 
Clergy 
The church has played a critical role in the African American 
community throughout our sojourn in the United States. It has served 
as social service agency, educational institution, and source spiritual 
enrichment. 
A dialogue about the role of the church in contemporary society would 
be instructive. A comparison of various religious groups and practices 
would be an important part of our study of your district. 
5 
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Students 
The ultimate beneficiaries of a dialogue and exchange will be the 
youths of our respective areas. It is not unreasonable to discuss long 
range and short term plans for a dialogue and exchange for students. 
Our youth are the ones who will live in the future that a Sister City 
relationship is designed to create. 
Chicago Heights is home to educational institutions on every level from 
elementary to junior high school to high school and community 
college. The city also has a well-respected Catholic High School. 
The high schools and community college have direct affiliation and 
feed into state funded and private institutions of higher education. 
Initial Steps 
With the formal signing of the memorandum of agreement between 
the city of Chicago Heights and the Asuogyaman District Assembly, 
Ghana, West Africa we can begin the process of dialogue and learning 
based on mutual respect and cooperation. 
The areas listed above are suggested for our initial dialogue. We 
remain open to changes and revisions so that our discussions are 
indeed reflective of the needs, interests and concern of all of the 
parties involved. 
Institutional support 
We have begun the process of developing support institutional support 
for this Sister City Relationship in Chicago Heights. Letters of support 
are attached. 
We look forward to a long term and mutually beneficial relationship. 
1. Governments 
a. Elected Officials 
b. State, County, Township and Municipal 
2. Business 
3. Clergy 
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4. Education 
D. Outreach 
Timeline 
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Jonathan L. Hamilton- Bachelor of Science, 
Middle Childhood Education, Central State 
University; Master of Education, Teacher 
Leadership & Curriculum Instruction, Miami 
University of Ohio; Doctoral Student, Educational 
Policy Studies with a concentration in African 
American Studies, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign 
As a result of my life-long commitment and dedication to liberate and 
empower disenfranchised youth, I am currently in my second semester in pursuit of 
a PhD degree in the Department of Educational Policy Studies at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. My research interests include: exploring the 
educational value of Hip-Hop and its utility as an educational tool for 
disenfranchised students, specifically Black and Latino students, in the U.S. 
educational system. Through my research I intend to showcase the connection 
between Hip-Hop and critical race theory. Both Hip-Hop and critical race theory 
employ counter-narratives to analyze and critique structural inequities (e.g., 
institutional racism, poverty, educational outcomes for different students). 
Incorporating Hip-Hop into curricula, particularly at African-centered schools can 
help connect the oppressed and disenfranchised students to their education-
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providing them a medium to critically analyze society, their realities and lived 
experiences. As disenfranchised students become independent thinkers, and use 
their minds to create a position of independence and power, they benefit as does the 
larger society. 
As a current student and former middle school teacher, I understand the 
importance of creating an atmosphere and space where disenfranchised youth are 
encouraged to bring and voice their life experiences, struggles, and questions to 
encourage, uplift, and empower themselves. Current schooling practices encourage 
students to view education as a routinized act, as oppose to tools for social 
empowerment. 
Upon earning my doctorate, I intend to implement and develop a Hip-Hop 
after-school program as a form to create community sustainability through 
recreational centers in urban areas. Since completing my first semester in the E.P.S. 
program, I have obtained a 2,500 dollar grant from my Hip Hop Entrepreneurship 
class to implement a program that connects Hip-Hop culture to the youth in 
disenfranchised communities-providing an alternative to the mean streets that our 
oppressed and disenfranchised youth are forced to transverse. I helped create and 
became the leader of the U.R. Movement (Urban R.E.A.L.I.T.y), a movement striving 
to utilize various aspects of Hip-Hop culture to teach disenfranchised youth history, 
language, and writing skills that will enhance their perception of self, which will 
equip the students with the confidence, motivation, determination, and tools to 
improve their conditions. 
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Appendix) 
Notes on Research Methods: 
Archives Consulted-
1. South Suburban Community College Archives and Special Collection at 
the campus library. 
2. Personal data and archives of David N. Johnson. 
3. Personal data and archives of Azeal Branch. 
4. Personal data and archives of Abdul Alkalimat 
Newspapers Consulted-
1. All documents used are accessible at South Suburban Community 
College Archives and Special Collection at the campus library. 
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Appendix II 
People Interviewed by Author: 
I digitally recorded three in-depth interviews to date. I was fortunate to have 
interviewed: a former student, a head secretary, and the former Head of the 
Black/Urban Studies program. Digitally recording their personal narratives, 
were extremely important for documenting the construction of the 
Black/Urban Studies program at SSCC. The lists of informants are below. 
• Burton, Art. Former student and current Chair of Dept of Social & 
Behavioral Sciences at SSCC. 
• Branch, Azeal. Former secretary ofthe Black/Urban Studies program 
at SSCC from 1972-1975. 
• Johnson, David N. Former Mayor of Harvey, Illinois & Head ofthe 
Black/Urban Studies program. Current part-time faculty member at 
SSCC. 
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Appendix III 
Instructions: Not all ofthese questions may pertain to you, so please answer only 
those that apply. 
1. Please state your full name 
2. What was/is your position in the Black/Urban Studies program or at South 
Suburban Community College? 
3. What years were you affiliated with the program? 
4. Describe the culture ofthe Black/Urban Studies program? 
5. How many faculty were/are in the program? Describe the relationship with 
the affiliated programs members? 
6. What was lis the gender breakdown? 
7. Was there any significant decisions made during your tenure? If you made 
those decisions, what were the reasons behind them? 
8. What do you think is the future ofthe program? 
9. How do you think your ideologies or philosophies around African American 
studies relate/connect to dominate ideologies of the program? 
10. During your tenure what were some programs/classes that you felt were 
missing from the program? 
11. During your tenure were there any changes in the program's policy? For 
example was there an African American Studies minor available? 
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12. What subject/research areas were central to African American Studies and 
how were they represented in the program? 
13. Is/was your academic and co-curricula work supported? 
14. Upon your departure how would you describe the state ofthe program? 
15. Feel free to share any lasting thoughts ... 
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